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Education and science are critical to Canada’s global
competitiveness, and are an investment in our future.
However, the federal government has cut funding to

Canada’s Research Granting Councils, hurting students
and the research community and damaging the ability of
Canadian universities to undertake innovative research.
Tell the government that education and research
are important to Canada’s future.
Go to www.nikiashton.ndp.ca/sshrc to sign the on-line petition,
or contact me.

10049-81

Ave., Edmonton,

Phone: 780-495-8404

T6GE 1W7

Fax: 780-495-8403

email: Duncan.L@parl.gc.ca
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SCOTT HARRIS / scott@vueweekly.com
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:
f ever there was a company whose very business model seems intentionalI:designed to infuriate and alienate as many people as possible—while at
the same time cleverly guaranteeing there1Spractically nothing an individual can do in response—tt is Ticketmaster. Or, if you prefer, Ticketbastard.
For years it's been de rigeur to bash Ticketmaster, and more recently its TicketsNow subsidiary, for everything from its absurd “convenience” charges to its poor
service, exclusive rights to practically every major venue in North America and gouging of
fans. First Pearl Jam and later bands like the String Cheese Incident tried totake
on the entertainment behemoth, only to discover that the power of monopoly capitalism is strong enough to win out over devoted fans and moral indignity.
Despite years of frustration and numerous failed attempts to reign the company in, it finally seems as though the tide has turned on Ticketmaster. Recent
high-profile debacles involving fans being diverted to the TicketsNow resale
site, where tickets were available for many times their face value despite seats
still being available, have so blatantiy crossed the line that governments
across North America seem to have finally decided enough is enough.
Last month Ticketmaster reached.a settlement in a lawsuit brought by the
State of New Jersey over sales of tickets to favourite son Bruce Springsteen. In
Ontario the company faces a.class-action lawsuit over allegations its operations violate provincial scalping laws. Most recently similar problems involving tickets to Leonard Cohen's tour have spurred an investigation by the
attorney general in Ontario and prompted calls for action by everyone from
the federal NDP to the Alberta Liberals.
While some of the motivation behind such calls is no doubt crass populism, it's
clear that governments, not fans or bands, are the only ones who can reign in Ticketmaster and that it’s time to do so. Self-evident rules to limit surcharges, prevent
ownership of a subsidiary that profits off of scalping its parent company’s tickets
and, here’s a thought, laws against selling tickets for higher than face value that are
actually enforced are good steps to start with. With regulation and government
intervention in failed markets no longer absurd lefty concepts, it’s time to act. w
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Sarah Hamilton's spin on Joscelyn Gardner’s exhibit Missionary Position ("Bad
sex,” Feb 12 - Feb 18, 2009) makes me
wonder how much time she spent viewing the exhibit. Her review does no justice to the artist's intent to restore the
memories of the women recorded in
Thistlewood's diaries. Hamilton instead
focuses on Thistlewood, the man who
subjected the women to daily abuse,
including torture and rape. Where does
contemporary sexual politics come into
this history of violence save for contem-
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porary sexual violence? Her disconnected review attempts to restore some sort
of humanity within the perpetrator—a
man who had a voice and hardly

deserves excusing for/his actions.
Hamilton’s comparison of the diary to
shoddy erotica puts the works in the
same league as rape fantasies and roleplay. There is a significant difference
between experiencing non-consensual
abusive sex than experiencing kinky sex
with a partner on equal grounds. Postcolonial and feminist readings enable us
to reevaluate history, and today we rec-
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ognize Thistlewood's activities as sexual
assault. No wonder issues such as rape
are so seldom spoke of in public life

.. WUEPOINT.

today, where victims are afraid to come
forward out of fear of stigmatization,
trivialization and public sympathy for the
assailant. The figurative works portray
the dichotomy between the dehumanizing nature of sexual abuse and torture
on the body and the restorative nature
of art to the body and its ability to reconcile with a painful past. Writing the
women’s names on the gallery wall
commemorates each woman whose
Names appeared in Thistlewood’s diary.
Inserting “Bad Sex" into the review
title contributes to the rape myths in our
contemporary society where sexual
assault is often written off as a bad sexual experience. How could enslaved
women have consented to these acts of
abuse when they held no legal rights?
They could not deny Thistlewood’s
authority as plantation owner and had
no place in their society to escape to.
Each diary excerpt is not written out of
worship as Hamilton suggests. His writings read like that of a rapist reliving his
assertion of power and control. It would
have been worthwhile for Hamilton to
focus more on the images themselves—
the significance of the pubic motifs, the

to escape signifies that he used rape to
mark these women as his territory. The
simple execution of the animated paper
doll piece, “Marking His Territory,” which.
Hamilton critiques, sums up the significance of Thistlewood's use of rape and
torture, so it would not go over the head
of a viewer such as Hamilton.

braided hair and the style of the*font and
prints and how these elements related to

Vue Weekly welcomes reader response,
whether critical or complimentary. Send

the identity of the women who were rendered through time as faceless and
voiceless. The map records where each
event in his diary took place on his property. He had access to his women at any
given time. The quotation where he tore
and branded one of his women who tried

CAITLIN RICHARDS

REBIRTH?
Although |agree in part with the review

of From the Inside by Alice Cooper (Old
Sounds, Feb 19 - Feb 25, 2009) | must
say that this album did not get good
reviews from the English music press.
We were all desperate for a return to
the good old days of Killer, School's Out
and Billion Dollar Babies, only to be disappointed. We all know he was very ill,
albeit self-inflicted, but it was felt that
he had gone soft and that there were
just too many ballads on every album. In

my opinion, he never really captured
those earlier tracks until The Eyes of
Alice Cooper and Dirty Diamonds.
LEIGH CHANDLER

your opinion by mail ue Weekly, 10303
- 108 Street, Edmonton AB TSJ 117), by
fax (780.426.2889) or by email (let-

ters@vueweekly.com). Preferenceis

given to feedback about articles in ue

Weekly. We reserve the right to edit for
length and clarity.
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: Women still earn less at work and do more at home, and the

_ Fecession will likely make it worse. Happy International Women’s Day
SCOTT HARRIS / scott@vueweekly.com

lor more than 30 years, Canada
-

has joined nations around the
world in officially marking Inter-

national Women’s Day (IWD), setting

aside March 8 of each year to recognize the struggles, progress and barriers in the fight for women’s Social,
political and economic equality.
But while the two decades following
the 1977 United Nations resolution calling
on member countries to recognize IWD
saw significant gains across Canada in
many key measures of women’s equality,
Starting in the mid-1990s the steady
progress being made in closing the gap
between women and men stalled—and
with the country in a deep recession
which might last years, there are fears
that decades of advances in women’s
equality arenow at risk.
Kathleen Lahey is a professor in the
faculty of law at Queen’s University
who specializes in taxation and has for
years analyzed federal budgets for
gender bias. She says that the mid-’90s
was

a crucial

turning point for

women’s economic gains, and many of
the changes to public policy that took
place then will have a major impact on
how women are able to weather the
growing economic storm.
"Just to give you a sense of how well
things were going in the 1990s, Canada
was ranked number one in the world in
terms of the gender development index,
indicating that men and women were
benefiting almost equally, the most
equally of any sort of gender breakdown
in any country during the second half of
the 1990s,” Lahey explains. “But the
radical restructuring of Employment
Insurance that took place beginning in

1996 really undercut a lot of that. And
even though it wasn’t very pronounced, the fairly light recession that
took place just after the turn of the millennium actually seemed to mark the
point at which women lost their
momentum in terms of increasing their
share of full-time jobs, and more and
more new jobs for women since then
have been in the part-time mode.
Combine that with tax cuts that have

left women literally with lower aftertax incomes overall then they would
have had before, and with things like
income splitting and incentives for
women to focus a lot of their produc-

=(GENDER GAP
tive efforts in the unpaid sector, it hasn’t taken much. | wouldn’t say the
income gap is stagnating, it’s now
going the other way—it’s widening.”
By 2006, Canada had dropped to
25th on the OECD measure, and
national statistics show why.
According to Statistics Canada data
for 2005, for full-time, full-year workers in Canada—the most common
measure of the gender gap in
income—women earned just 70.5 per
cent of what men earned, a number
which hasn’t improved since 2000.
When all types of work—including
part-time and other non-standard
work—are looked at, women earn just
64 per cent of men’s salaries.
Th part this disparity is because most
employment for women continues to be
concentrated in a handful of traditional
sectors, with two-thirds working in
teaching, nursing or other related
health care fields, clerical positions or
sales and service jobs in the retail sector. Meanwhile, women still hold just
seven per cent of jobs in transportation,
trades and construction, and just a third
of all manufacturing jobs.
Women also far outnumber men in
part-time jobs, with just over a quarter of
women working less than 30 hours a
week, compared to just one in 10 men—
and one in five women say they don’t
work full-time due to personal or family
responsibilities, a problem made worse
by a serious shortage in affordable child
care spaces across the country.

IN ALBERTA, the recent years of a red-hot
economy actually widened the gender
gap, says Susan Morrissey, the executive director of the Edmonton Social
Planning Council.
“We looked at the earning gap
between males and females over the past
30.years, and the data shows that the gap
between men’s and women's earings
for full-time and full-year employment
seems to grow during economic booms.
During the boom men are more likely to
go into occupations like oil and gas
extraction and construction, where they
get paid very, very well.”
Because few women work in these

occupations, income in
Alberta is more unequal
than in Canada asa
whole, with women
who worked fullyear, full-time in

S

2006 earning
just 59.3 per
cent of men’s
salaries,
down from
a
peak
ratio
of
almost 71
per cent in
1995.
€o

m=

doing it without

bined with
the high cost
of living in the

province,

pay but also on top
of a'regular work
day. So it’s the double
/
shift that we talk
about, the double day for

the

income disparity has
had significant consequences for women in boomtime Alberta.
“Woman are still twice as likely
to live in poverty as men, and that's
been consistent across the board,”
Morrissey says. “In 2006, 7.3 per
cent of families where the major
income earner was male were
living below the LICO [low

income cut-off] and 16.9 per
cent of families where
females were
the major
income

earner
were livges
below
LICO.

S
re)
there's still a major
difference between
those two.”

With
the
province now in

‘recession, and
Finance Minister Iris
Evans predicting 15 000 jobs in
the province will be shed in 2009, the
gender gap in income may actually fall

as the economy sheds high-paying,
male-dominated jobs in the trades, but
that’s hardly good economic news for
women, who will also increasingly feel
the pinch as the economic downturn
ripples through the service sector,

SCNO

snack moms and n
homes to feed
aging parents and
grandparents—and
we know that twothirds of caring
labour is provided
by women
itis
disproportionately women that
are doing this
labour—and
they’re often

women of providing
labour all day and then free
labour for all the things that don't
get covered when they should be,”

where

most

new

jobs for women

have been created in recent years
What's

worse,

with warnings of a
“rude awakening” on

government
spending
being

the April 7
provincial
budget,
women

in

Alberta are likely
to find themselves
caught between government cuts
and the void in services that
results.
“When we cut back on government
spending what we're doing is cutting
back on services that are generally provided by unionized women, and which
will now have to be provided by volunteer women,” explains Lisa Lambert, a
PhD student in political science at the
University of Calgary and the author of
the popular monthly feminist newsletter

Iron Board
Lounge’s
Daily Special!

IN RESPONSE to the dramatic downtum
in the economy, on January 27 the
Harper Conservatives released the
2009 federal budget, intended to “stimulate economic growth, restore confidence and support Canadians and their
families during a synchronized global

recession.”
Bul according to an analysis of the
budget conducted by Lahey entitled
“Designed to Leave Women

Behind—

Again,” women will see little direct benefit from the budget, which she says
seems “almost designed” to exclude
women from much stimulus spending
While $8 billion a year for the next
two years was dedicated to infrastructure spending, Lahey says men will
disproportionately benefit from the
jobs created because so few women

work in trades or manufacturing
Announced changes to the personal
exemption amount and shifting of
income brackets, Lahey says, will also
make little difference for most women
“You have to remember that
women’s incomes are so much lower
than men’s incomes that 40 per cent of
women have no tax liability,” Lahey
explains. "So if you give a woman in
CONTINUES
ONPAGE 9
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To science, | felt that
| could help ...

Let’s get this show on the road
US-China deal on emissions must happen soon
if world is to reach agreement at Copenhagen

S |DYER STRAIGHT
=

GWYNNE DYER

& | guyme@weweekly.com
For a decade now, the deadlock
between the United States and China on
how to deal with global warming has
crippled the effort to make an effective
international treaty. It’s why the 1997
Kyoto accord was such a botched job:

with the US refusing to sign and China
under no obligation to control its greenhouse gas emissions, over 40 per cent
of the world’s total emissions were
excluded from the treaty.
The US-Chinese quarrel could have
the same poisonous effect on the
attempt to negotiate a replacement
treaty in Copenhagen by the end of this
year, so Washington and Beijing need to
sort out their differences first. This can

only be settled at the highest level, and
there isn’t much time left, so what is
needed is a summit meeting between
the two countries to make the deal.
John Holdren, President Obama's
chief scientific adviser, has been pressing for such action for years. In an interview last year, he told me, “| run
research projects in collaboration with
government organizations, think-tanks,
universities in China and India on climate change and what to do about it.
And what | can tell you is that the Chinese and the Indians are not less knowledgeable and not less worried about
this problem than we are in the United
States or Canada or Europe.

“They are waiting for us to lead, in
part because we in the industrialized
world caused most of it up until now. But
they understand that climate change is
already harming them. You go and sit privately with the political leaders of China
and they will quote to you the results of
their own Chinese climate scientists’

studies showing that China is being seriously harmed today by climate change.

WEEKISY

"The Chinese and the Indians in my
view are going to sign on to a global
approach to reducing greenhouse gas
emissions within three to five years of
the United States making the transition
from laggard to leader. They're waiting
for us to do it, but they're going to join.”
There was no announcement about
a US-China summit following Secretary of State Hillary Clinton’s visit to
Beijing on February 21, although
Obama and President Hu Jintao are
already scheduled to meet during the
G20 summit in London in April. However, there are many hints and signs
that a summit is coming up quite soon.
The most striking one was the publication in early February of a report joint-

ly published by the Asia Society and
the Pew Center on Global Climate
Change.
‘The report was produced
by a committee chaired by Stephen
Chu, Obama's new energy secretary,
and John Thornton, tipped as the new
US ambassador to China. John Holdren was among the contributors. It
explicitly calls on President Obama to
hold a summit with the Chinese leadership on the climate issue.
Zhou Wenzhong, the Chinese ambassador to the United States, attended the
launch of the report at the Brookings
Institution and spoke in much the same
terms: “Cooperation between our two
countries on energy and environmental
issues will enable China to respond to
energy and climate change issues more
efficiently, while at the same time offering enormous business opportunities
and considerable return to American
investors.”

IF THE SUMMIT does happen, its main
job will be to recognize the fact that
China and the US cannot be expected to
make equal cuts in their emissions, and
that China needs help in meeting even a
less demanding commitment to cuts. For
a decade American politicians have
been unwilling to accept that it has to

MAR 5 - MAR41, 2009
a

be a very lopsided deal, and now they
have to bite the bullet.
The problem is history. The United
States, like the other fully industrialized
countries, has been emitting greenhouse gases for a long time, and is very
tich as a result. China, like the other
rapidly industrializing countries, has
only been producing large emissions for

a couple of decades, and is still relatively poor

The two countries now emit about
equal amounts of carbon dioxide each
year, but China has four times as many
people, so its per capita emissions are
still only a quarter as big. Over time, the
United States has put three times as
much carbon dioxide as China into the
atmosphere. So the United States, in
Beijing's view, has a moral obligation to
make much deeper cuts, much sooner,
than China.

China must at least stabilize its emissions in the relatively near future, too,
but it must do so in ways that let it keep
growing its economy. That means it has
to go on growing its electricity generating capacity, but the new power must
come from renewable sources like wind
and sun or from nuclear energy. Those
are all more expensive than dirty coalfired power stations, so China will need
help with the extra cost.

A US-China deal must include all that:
much stronger emission curbs in the US
than in China in the early stages, technological help from the United States and
large-scale American investment in
clean Chinese energy sources, and probably a carbon-trading deal as well. But if
it can be done, it will provide the template on which other industrialized and
industrializing countries can join up to a

global deal for steep emissions cuts in
Copenhagen this December. w
Gwynne Dyer is a London-based independent journalist whose articles are
published in 45 countries. His column
appears each week in Vue Weekly.
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WELL,
WELL, WELL
CONNIE HOWARD

of the fish, only in the latter case we're
feeding them with antibiotics, antihistamines, antidepressants, decongestants,
pain relievers, anti-cholesterol meds,
hormones and sedatives.

l've been thinking lately that science
itself needs a bed in the intensive care
unit. In a climate too often characterized
by hostility, manipulation, protectionism
and financial interests, it appears to be
battle-weary, losing its grasp on its very
life-blood—the testing and retesting of
what we think we know. But though the
challenging of existing theory is the very
essence of science—the way by which it
self-corrects and remains valuable—
some paradigms seem to have become
sacred and off-limits.
Not that this is anything new. Dr Abram
Hoffer, one of the pioneers of nutritional
and orthomolecular medicine, had published over 150 articles in medical journals
when his publishing career came to an
abrupt halt. What halted acceptance and
publication was his focus on orthomolecular, nutritional psychiatry.
Unwilling to admit defeat, he and his
colleagues created their own journal in
1967—the Journal of Schizophrenia,
which eventually became the Journal of
Orthomolecular Medicine. But despite
the high quality research it has reported
for four decades, and despite the
astounding success of Dr Abrams clinical
practice, orthomolecular medicine is still
marginalized by the orthodoxy, and myths
about nutritional medicine still abound.
One of the most common myths used
to dismiss nutritional medicine is the
claim that we generally get all the nutrition we need from food. But most of us
are, even by very conservative recommended dietary allowances according to
a US Department of Agriculture survey
published a decade ago, deficient in a
significant number of key nutrients.
Another tired myth is the one holding
that nutritional medicine does little more
than feed the fish—many, many studies
have shown that supplements increase
blood levels of the nutrients supplemented. And yes, excesses are excreted, but
with high-grade bio-available supplements much is also absorbed and used.
Ironically, those fond of the expensive
urine argument don't consider it a valid
one when it comes to therapeutic doses
of any other medicine—therapeutic
doses of all medicines result in feeding

STORIES THAT PARALLEL Dr Hoffer's

HEALTH
health@vueweekly.com

marginalization abound, and in fact go
back a very long way. In 1847, Dr Ignaz
Semmelweis, also challenging medical
orthodoxy, dramatically reduced mortality in pregnant women by advocating dis-

infection of hands. For his radical hypothesis, he was ridiculed and rejected and
had his clinical privileges at the hospital

terminated. A few years later, Louis
Pasteur went on to make scientific history with his theory of infectious disease.
A society named after the hand-washing pioneer and devoted to exposing malicious and sham peer review—the
Semmelweis Society Intemational (SS!}—
awards a Clean Hands Award to honour
those unfairly maligned by the orthodoxy.
Last year's award went to Dr Peter
Duesberg and journalist Celia Farber for
their science and reporting on AIDS, work
for which both have suffered serious career
setbacks and character assassination.

For shining the spotlight on holes in
both proofs and treatments of AIDS, both
have been accused of causing untold
harm and death among AIDS victims. But
it is AIDS that kills, not discourse about
causes or standard of care. And it was
panic and insufficiently tested early
treatment—high dose AZT monotherapy—that turned out to be highly toxic.
Some defend the power of orthodoxy
as legitimate and protective, but I'm convinced that its power is rarely used to
protect the public from research of inferior quality or from dangerous ideas, but
rather as a way to shut down ideas that
run counter to more profitable ones. Pick
a field, any field—from political science
to the environment to cancer or vaccine
or drug research—and talk to a few scientists trying to get funding for research
that poses a threat to the existing wisdom; you'll see.
Science at its best continues to look
for better answers where existing ones
are inadequate; science at its worst
defends existing paradigms, no matter
how inadequate, with desperate and
vicious defensiveness. But it is relentless
refusal to set existing paradigms in stone
that permits science to self-correct, to be
alive and well enough to serve us. w
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ation, and that will be particularly seri-
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ous for them in the recession if women

are losing their jobs and can’t qualify

a

that 40 per cent a tax cut you're giving
hernothing.

ionately,
disproportis
“So

on a statisti-

cal basis, it’s going to go more to men
than to:women because more men will

fall
in the higher end of that low bracket then the women will; women
always cluster in the bottom end of
every income bracket.”
The same problem is repeated in the
other shifts in higher, tax brackets,
delivering the greatest benefits to
those at the top, who tend disproportionately to be men.
"
“I've never seen this kind of pattern
used for tax cuts before. Not anywhere.
Not in the US, not in European counties,
not in Australia,” says Lahey. “It's very
strange that it would be done in this way
to put each of those at the top end of the
low income brackets. And there are relatively few women there already.”
Other elements of the stimulus package, including home renovation credits
and home buyers’ tax credits, will similarly disproportionately go to’men
because they tend to have higher
income levels and are in the best position to benefit from such measures,
which entirely exclude renters and
those who don't have savings to invest.
Lahey says that this budget, and
most that she’s seen since she started
analyzing them in the 1980s, simply
ignore the fact that women’s incomes
and lives are different from men’s, and
as a result require different types of
supports to increase their level of economic security.
One example is that no infrastructure spending was dedicated to build
new child care facilities, which all
advocates say is critical for women,

who are still responsible for most child
rearing duties, to be able to effectively
access good jobs in the labour market.
It's also evidenced by the
announced enhancements

to the

for benefits," Townson warns.
WHAT IT ALL ADDS UP TO isa more
precarious economic situation for

women in the recession, meaning they
will have fewer options available to
them, for example, in situations where
they are living with domestic abuse, a
serious problem at any time in Alberta—which leads the country in domestic assault, homicide-suicides and
stalking—but one-that is often exacerbated by the frustration and stress that
comes with a recession.
Jan Reimer, the provincial coordinator
with the Alberta Council of Women’s
Shelters, says that while the most recent
data from shelters in Alberta won't be
collected until next month, there are

troubling signs emerging.
“What we're seeing, particularly
from the United States, is fairly frightening,” she warns. “There's tons and
tons of articles coming across our
desks now about the escalation of

domestic violence. 1 recall one article
where a shelter had indicated they'd
seen more than a 200 per cent
increase in demand with this downturn in the economy. So’ we're very
concerned about how this may play
out in Alberta in the next little while.”
Unfortunately, a recession also means
that shelters have fewer resources available to help women in need.
"Shelters are always stretched, but
certainly their funding becomes more
and more compromised when it’s
harder to fundraise in their own local
communities,” she says. “As businesses and organizations cut back, so does
{shelters’] access to those much-need-

ed dollars.”
Reimer says that a pressing need in
Alberta at the moment is secondstage transitional housing, which
provides women with longer-term
support after they leave emergency
shelters, She says that based on the

number of emergency beds, the
province needs an additional 600 second-stage apartments just to meet
current needs.

says.

“Many

feminist

organizations have been denied
charitable status because we
advocate, but a group like the
Fraser Institute, a so-called thinktank that really just promotes
very, very conservative ideologies

and produces lots of reports about
it can get charitable status.
“And the only other access to money
that groups would have, which is govemment funding, has been completely
cut back by Harper,” Lambert continues. “He’s cut the funding to these

but says that more and more women

are realizing the impact that public policy has on their lives and getting
involved in community workshops on
things like the budget, involvement
Lahey says is critical
“If we get another even one or two
years of budgets like this we've already
had for two or three years we're going
to be very squarely back in the male
breadwinner model of social and fiscal
policy in Canada,” she warns. “And
look how long it took to displace that
model.to begin with; we're talking
about rolling back decades of movement forward and development.” v

Looking for a change? ©

We've done this before!
Waterway Houseboat Vacations caters to many groups and organizations. From Pool leagues to fishing derbies, your event is only limited by
your imagination. From 2 boats to 30 boats - Waterway will help you book your Club or Association’s next event. Waterway Houseboat
Vacations offers a very affordable Group rate.
Golf, jet skiing, water skiing, we can arrange it. Our events coordinator can handle all of the details to ensure a perfect event, or a fun day
on the Lake for you and your associates.

Monica Townson, an economic con-

of unemployed workers who qualified
for El from 70 per cent to just 36 per
cent by 2004, disproportionately impacted women because they tend to work

more part-time and other non-standard
jobs due to family responsibilities, and
therefore find it harder to accumulate

the necessary hours. While 40 per cent

four women in the province were eligi-

Lambert

sibly. It’s very, very troubling.”
Lahey agrees the situation is serious

Waterway Houseboat Vacations has many houseboat sizes and floor plans to choose from. Our boats range from 40ft to 94ft, fully equipped
with the all conveniences. Great scenery, relaxing hot tubs, making your houseboat experience the most fun you'll have at an event!

sultant and research associate with the
Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives
who co-authored a 2007 report on the
gender bias in the EI program, explains
that when the Unemployment Insurance
program was changed to the Employment Insurance program in 1997, eligibility criteria went from being based on
the number of weeks worked to being
based on number of hours worked. This
change, which dropped the percentage

ble for El in 2004.
"The important thing to note is that
women are adversely affected com-

because of the lack of funding,”

organizations at the very time they're
desperately needed to speak for
women who are unable to fund these
kinds of organizations themselves—
working women, women who are trying to do double shifts, who are
providing caring labour, who are being
laid off of their work, these are not the
women who are donating money to
advocacy organizations; they can’t pos-

Business Owners, Groups, Clubs & Organizations.

Employment Insurance program,
which will extend the benefit period for
EI, but only for workers who already
qualify for the program, which currently excludes most women.

of men qualified in the year Townson
looked at the data, just 32 per cent of
women did. In Alberta, because of the
complicated formula based on regional
unemployment levels, fewer than one in

AS WOMEN in Canada face these challenges, their capacity to collectively
engage on such issues has also been
greatly diminished in recent years, with
formerly influential women’s organizations such as the National Action Committee on the Status of Women (NAC)
now all but defunct.
“We're at such a difficult time
for feminism in Canada because
so many of the voices at the
national level have been silenced

Call for more information

250 833-5288

waterwayhouseboats.com

pared with men under the current situ-
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reported a decreased desire to stay in journalism. The CEP report clearly illustrates

o future at all
Why Big Media is bad for Canadian journalism

= MEDIA LINKS
STEVE ANDERSON
steve@temucraticmedia.ca
Media giant Canwest reported a $33 million loss in the quarter ending November

30, 2008, and an overwhelming $3.7 billion debt. In the past 12 months, Canwest
has also cut over 1000 jobs, scaling back
local operations and considering shutting
down some stations entirely.
:
Collectively Canwest, Torstar, Quebecor,
and CTVglobemedia have cut over 1300 jobs
in the past three months, on top of deep
cuts made last year. With ad revenues
expected to slump further, there is no end in
sight. The effects of these dramatic cuts in
journalism will negatively affect public
debate and discourse in Canada because, as
former Toronto Star publisher John Honderich notes, “The quality of public.debate,
if not the very quality of life in any community, is a direct function of the quality of media
that serve it.”
In his piece entitled “All the news that's

fit to fund,” John Honderich does a good
job of explaining why journalism is important in a democratic society. Honderich also
offers good ideas on how to revive journalism, but he fails to discuss why journalism
is in its current state of crisis.
What is the cause of the current state of
journalism in Canada? In a statement made
on the likely demolition of TV stations
located in Montréal, Hamilton, Red Deer,
British Columbia, Kelowna and Victoria,
Leonard Asper, Canada's largest media
baron, declared, “As they are currently configured, these stations are not core to our
television operations going forward ... we
believe that our efforts are best focused on
the areas of greatest return.”
Asper poignantly reveals that news
outlets, and the journalists who work for

them, are increasingly treated as a part of
a business rather than a unique social

institution that is essential to a functioning democracy,

But Big Media executives try to claim
journalism’s woes are caused by the slumping economy or the displacement of audiences to new online media. While these

are factors, the primary cause is the highly
concentrated media ownership in Canada
combined with the deepening bottom-line
mentality of big media corporations. Media
ownership is more highly concentrated in
Canada than almost anywhere else in the _
industrialized world. As of 2005, almost all

private Canadian television stations are
owned by national media conglomerates

and, because of increasing cross-ownership, most of our newspapers are owned
by the same corporations that own television and radio stations.
Something to think about is the fact
that just hours before CTVglobemedia
annaunaced its intention to take over
CHUN,
they laid off 281 people and canceled news broadcasts across the country.

IN 2007, the Communications, Energy and
Paperworkers (CEP) union published a
study entitled “Voices from the Newsroom,” in which they found that only 9,5
per cent of journalists indicated that they
believe the corporate owners of their news
outlet valued good journalism over profit.
Not surprisingly, 44 per cent of journalists

aie)

Sharron
Proulx-Turner
& Anna Marie
Sewell

Poetry

Nights at Aadvreys!

tant cross-ownership rules, they did so only
after allowing several mergers to go
through. The new rules seemed carefully
crafted to avoid any forced divestment of
Canadian media companies. To make matters worse, the response to the current
state of journalism, and the wider economic turmoil, seem to further deepen the
trends that have helped produce the crisis
in the first place. Besides recent (seemingly) successful efforts by big media to lobby

the CRTC to soften its regulatory orientation, the Canadian Press agency is looking
to move from an industry co-operative
funded by its members to a business aimed
at turning a profit for its new investors—
the exact opposite of what journalism in
Canada needs right now.
Despite the layoffs, weak morale and

Big Media debt, journalism in Canada Is
far from its grave. Now that we have prop-

and the guides we
meet in life.
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tralize and diversify Canadian media ownership in their 2007 “Diversity of Voices”
hearing, but while they established impor-

Ted Blodgett
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THE CRTC had a good opportunity to decen-

Ann Eriksson
novel, In the Hands of
Anubis; a wonderfully
playful exploration of
human relationships

recent collections.

isn’t so much the economic slowdown or
new media—these factors simply exacerbate a trend that was already underway.
The real culprit is the propensity of big
media to treat news operations as just
another business.

erly diagnosed what has deflated journalism, we can come up with the antidote; to
develop and experiment with new forms
and mechanisms of financing journalism.
With the decline of big-business-financed
journalism, this is the perfect time for us
to re-imagine what journalism in the 21st
century should look like.
In my next column, | will lay out vari.
ous schemes for a rejuvenated 21st cenunion estimates Quebecor drew in $50
tury public services journalism in Canada.
million in profits from the Journal de
There's no shortage of.experiments
Montréal in 2008. We might ask why lock
underway, and you may in fact be reading
out workers in a profitable business?
this column in one of those experiments
While Quebecor may be profitable, in
right now. wv
Canada’s uncompetitive traditional media
market, it can be more profitable if it
Steve Anderson is the national coordinabreaks, or at least weakens, worker comtor for the Campaign for Democratic
pensation and benefits. When a media
Media. He is a contributing author of
company is focused on achieving utmost
Censored 2008 and Battleground: The
profitability, it may be inclined to continuMedia: Media Links is a monthly syndially push for more and more output by
cated column on media issues supported
fewer and fewer journalists, thereby creby CommonGround, The Tyee, Rabble.ca,
ating a downward spiral for journalism.
Vancovuer Observer and Vue Weekly.
The problem with journalism in Canada

reads from her latest

read from their most
Fri., March 6
7:30 pm

the sentiment felt by many journalists: that
the bottom-line mentality of Big Media
owners is having an increasingly negative
impact on their ability to do their jobs.
Allowing just a few companies to own
most of our media means journalism is
likely to be less grounded in local communities and thus less relevant to audiences.
A newspaper is not likely to provide engaging journalism if it is geared towards efficiently delivering eyeballs to advertisers
while investing the least amount of money
possible in journalism.
Combine this focus on the bottom line
with an uncompetitive, concentrated traditional media market, along with the erosion of ad revenue, and you'll find a race to
the bottom for journalism in Canada. The
news entity that can most effectively cut
costs and exploit journalists wins!
Some might argue that even if a media
outlet has a social or public service mandate, it still has to make money in order
to produce journalism. Putting aside the
assumption that media outlets need to be
run as money making businesses, lets
debunk another myth about journalism:
that it is unprofitable. In looking at the
Canwest job losses, we can place the
blame squarely on corporate mismanagement. Where is Canwest's debt from? Not
unprofitable journalism, but rather acquisitions and mergers that were entirely
unnecessary, not to mention profoundly
unpopular with the public.
Quebecor, one of the country’s largest
media conglomerates, recently locked out
workers of its most profitable newspaper,
the Journal de Montréal. The Journals
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everyda

joughtful note from an old friend? An

lusing photograph of days gone by ... or

ena non-amusing snapshot of a group of
falta
gers posing in front of a ski lift or
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some shit? Not today; not anymore. Now,
allmyWhat's Happening Window fills up

with Is notifications that one or another of
my procrastinating acquaintances has

topped
my score in Bejeweled Blitz, neces‘sitating another run into the world of highspeed gem-matching in order to maintain
‘myhonour
;
_
Eye of the tiger! Thrill of the fight! I've
never been much for falling-icon puzzle
games, a genre with a pedigree reaching

back from Bejeweled through Columns and
Dr Mario to Tetris and beyond to rickety
plastic rumpus-room Connect Four duels,
but something about Bejeweled Blitz has
got me firmly by the nuts. A lot of this has
to do with sheer intensity; a round of Blitz
plays out in exactly one minute, and scoring
high requires that every instant of this time
be occupied with constant combos. Any
hesitation, even one second spent dithering
around looking for a match, and you may as
well hang it up. The interplay of neurotransmitters at work here, the swirl of stress hormones and payoff serotonin, has profound
effects on body and mind; half an hour with
Blitz on a laptop tenses up muscles worse
then 10 hours of typing, and even after your
wrist is screaming and your spine threatens
to lock up into an agonizing perma-hunch
you're under the terrible compulsion for just
one more round.
Disclosure: I'm personally acquainted

with Jason Kapalka, one of the original cre-

ators of Bejeweled and a founder of PopCap
Games, the casual-gameplay juggernaut
built on its success. From talking with him,
\'m given to understand that the crack-like
qualities of the Bejeweled experience were
No accident, but rather the result of the kind
of nefarious mind-control alchemy normally
attributed in science-fiction thrillers to shadOwy organizations bent on world domination.
Rather than start development from the
benign, almost joyful, question “What kind
of game might people like?” they instead
asked themselves “What makes people stop
playing?” Everything from the colour of the
gems to the speed at which they fall and the
subliminal frequencies of the sound effects
was thoroughly tested in a secret underground facility, on a captive panel of shanghaied stay-at-home moms and desk jockeys,
in order to eliminate any and all escape
routes. Bejeweled is nothing less than a
neuro-psycholagical prison, a sparkling, jingling concentration camp.
Still, some hardy or resourceful few
were managing to make it over the wire;
Blitz represents a beefing-up of security,
using the most addictive techniques made

possible by social-networking technology.
The competition aspect and its all-fixating
leaderboard is just the beginning, a logical
extension of the high-score table on the
old Galaga cabinet at the neighbourhood
pizza parlour: "FUK and ASS think they're
better than you! Click here to prove them
wrong!” There is also a collaborative
angle, tied to avarice. Your network's score
is pooled and represented in the Blitz window by a thermometer-style gauge; as
your total score climbs, you become eligible to win (that is, eligible to enter a draw
to win) increasingly exciting and fabulous
prizes. Whether or not you really care
about getting a chance at scoring a
Bejeweled DS cartridge or a PopCap sticker or whatever is immaterial: the thermometer is there, and it’s just one more
hook into the gamespace, one more essentially trivial “because it’s there” motivator
that keeps you on the page with the “I'm

Glad | Lost My Job!” scam-ads.
Essentially trivial. There's the thing that
can save you, when you realize you've
been clicking combos for three hours and
let yourself do that terrible math: that's

188 goddamn rounds, maybe 170 if you
take into account the two seconds or so
between TIME UP and PLAY AGAIN. If
you're-lucky, the realization (the guilt, the

horror) of exactly what you've been doing
with that time—performing elementary
pattern-recognition tasks of the kind they
administer to research apes, without even
the certainty of a reward banana—is
powerfully shaming enough to knock a
hole in the wall and let you escape to
freedom

But still . . the damage has been done
You're programmed. You walk around
your world seeing everything through a
gem-grid filter, even to the point where
you're looking at the face of a Joved one
and a part of you can’t stop wanting to
shift their features around in order to
make a combo—but do you shift the nose
up to score a row with the eyes, or shift
an eye over to score a column with the
nose and mouth? And then the notification pops up, and you click, and some
cousin’s husband has beat you out of the
top three ...but not by much. The next
thing:you know ...ONE MINUTE! GO! w

All things reconsidered
&
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yeah. Any chance the Oil have of making
the post-season this year rests squarely
on number 35's ornery shoulders. He ain't
going nowhere. 1B

imbhebox@vueweeky com

ALSO NBL |also mused aloud recently
Due to the unfortunate timing of Vue's
printing deadlines, we submitted this
weeks column on Tuesday evening—or
Trade Deadline Eve. Trade day goingson will dominate Oiler and hockey talk
all week, and we missed it. So here's a
list of Probable (could happen), Possible
(likely but optimistic; armchair GM
wishful thinking) and Not Bloody Likely
trade scenarios. By the time you read
this the deals will be done. Maybe we
stumbled on one!

THE PROBABLE (BASED ON PREVAILING
RUMOURS) Erik Cole for any left winger
who can shoot a puck and gives a shit: Hey,
| like Cole, but he can’t play the left side.
Dustin Penner and Robert Nilsson can play,

and Ethan Moreau and Liam Reddox want
to play, but none of these guys seems able

to fill that top line role. 1B

THE POSSIBLEAhuge package deal for

about the outside chance of trading
Captain Moreau at the deadline to a
contending team needing leadership
and grit for the playoffs (Souray could
easily take the leadership reins). Moreau’s ugly eye injury last week likely

quells that likelihood. Moreau would
add certainly add depth to any team
but until the eye is healed, he can’t
provide depth perception. DY

COLD, HARD REALITY Truth is, | don’t
really expect anything earth-shaking to
happen this year. The current Oiler lineup
is made up of either untouchables or
untradeables. Hemsky? Sheldon Souray?
Sam Gagner? These guys are the future ~
of the team. Penner? Nilsson? Seriously.
How many puckbags do the Oilers need?
No, barring new GM Steve Tambellini
going completely nuts on (last) Wednesday, this is the team that will be here
down the stretch. TB

YEAH, SURE, LEr's
GO FOR A COUPLE

OF BEERS LATER!

Jason Spezza. Why not? It's been talked

about allyear,
andwhile Horcs does work

well with Ales Hemsky he should be, by

definition,
ie,

a second line centre in this

And asniper at center would help

uous hole on the left side.18-

: POSSIBLEIl|really
wantto see the team
oquirea gritty vet ran centre
and capable
r this musical-chairs playoff runand

possible

playof s. In this
order:lanLaperriere

feaa slayer), Marty Reasoner (again!) or

Rob

MORE REALITY A deal or two will be
made but | don't anticipate anything
dramatic like previous seasons (think
the Smytty trade or Rollie and Sergei
Samsonov deals). If any players come
to Edmonton, | expect spare parts will
arrive—if anything. If a big acquisition does arrive, however, something
good (Andrew Cogliano, badly needed
draft picks, Tom Gilbert) would have
to leave. DY

epee (all UFAs; all potentially

ignable). |also would berightchuffed tosee THIS WEEK'S OILER DEFINITION

F armaticees Senators Yard Sale and

h forAntoie

Vermette, Filip Kuba or Chris
ler. DY
teats

:
e

“LIKELY Earlier this season |
lie would be the one to

iscontract, while Mathieu

Relief: 1) Freedom, especially from pain.
2) What Oiler prospect J-F Jacques likely
felt Tuesday night during the Nashville
game. Jacques scored his first NHL
goal—check that, his first NHL point—in

the game. It was Jacques’ first time on
the scorecard in 54 games scattered over
the past four seasons. w
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We go in style
Upscale Hundred Bar + Kitchen the
perfect choice for pre-Citadel meal
GORDON MORASH / gordon@vueweekly.com
cluster of restaurants sits
ready for the pickin’ at Rice
Howard Way. A mini-United
Nations that would seem closer to A
Taste of Edmonton or Heritage Days if
only the weather were better. Let's
see: we have Czech, Lebanese, two
Greeks, French, Italian, Russian, a
martini bar, an English pub, and when
food-on-the-hoof beats sit-down any
day of the week, there's always a Fat
Franks weenie wagon.
But at the corner ofthe block, stuck
on the main floor of the McLeod

Building, we have something of a
non-ethnic entry, a restaurant risen
phoenix-like out of the ashes of a
football player’s short-lived sports
bar. This is Hundred Bar + Kitchen,
the newest member of the Century
Hospitality conglomerate that also
owns the Century Grill, De Lux Burger
Bar and Lux Steakhouse + Bar
Hundred is one fancy, schmantzy
high-ceilinged place, dressed in black
wood, stone and burgundy leather
banquettes,.tall stools and some
hidey-holes for those who wish not to
be seen. Wrapped chandeliers hang
from the ceiling, and it is a lively
place, with black-uniformed bodies
surfacing from hither and yon, as if
hidden passages admit them and then
secrete them away.

MON -WEO(11.AM=12AM), THU/
FAL(1AM -2
AM), SAT(5PM-2AM), SUN (5 PM- 12.AM)

HUNDRED BAR + KITCHEN
BISTRO
{0009-1014ST,120.425.0100

The dress code is smart casual, but
that still doesn’t prevent the backvisored baseball cap boys from getting a table ...or even from honouring
a suggestion that they remove their
hats at the table. Otherwise, it’s a perfect place for a pre-Citadel drink, a
nosh of tapas and a reasonable meal,
with upper-end prices
The menu is a quite playful take on

the tapas approach, in which small
and varied servings will eventually
make up for a bigger whole. This is
not a thematic approach to food,
where one course builds to a fever
pitch of nirvana by the time the end of
the night rolls around. Rather, this is
what you might find on Grey Cup Day,
far better cooked, prepared and plated
than in your own low-ceilinged rumpus room. It’s even comfort food!

THERE WERE TWO of us on a Sunday
evening, and we were led to our
reserved high table, next to a pair of
young ladies whose conversation was
far too easy for us to avoid, About a
half-hour into the visit, the lights were
romantically dropped, rendering a

reading of the menu and later viewing
of our food a bit problematic. Still,
hunger soldiers on. On the appetizers
front, we request a bow! of freshly
chopped, freshly fried potato chips
($8)—not French fries—with a fivecheese sauce that will readily knock
your conventional Philly cream
cheese dip off the edge of the world.
Fine. The sea-salted chips arrive
warm, in plentiful quantities, but
some are done just right, the rest too
dark and thus bitter in flavour. We try

the thick Stella Artois onion rings
with homemade ranch dressing ($7),
which have the mouthfeel and vision
of well-crafted tempura batter. Alas,
the flavour of the fine Belgian beer
does not make much of an appearance. The cheeseburger perogies,
however, are quite an eye opener,
with six to a plate, browned texture
on the outside, dotted with sour
cream and topped with caramelized
onions and bacon. There is something
ethereal to this most basic of peasant

fare that raises it above any other perogy you might have tried. The lean
beef has something to do with it, as
well as the assertive flavour of the
cheddar cheese. Still, it’s that toothsome crunch that tells you you're in
the right neighbourhood.
|WISH | COULD say the same for the
foie gras French toast ($19). This has
the makings of a stellar opening gambit for any evening—seared goose
liver atop a thick slice of toasted

Wipiom avec
Comiortigad you [oy2:
Ede 273) getter.

ULTIMATE MAC & CHEESE
MAR 5 - MAR 11, 2008

DISH

Pa

‘raisin brioche dressed with Saskatoon berry syrup and compote, From
the components alone, this is a rich
dish, but the overall effect is sweet-

should be. In fact, a nice swirl of pan

juices on the plate and over the meat

Ae Cellar

sauce, but that flavour is MIA. The
caramelized shallot mashed potatoes
would be a nice touch, if only the
shallots had a bit more presence,
and the selection of correctly cooked

single piecés of carrot, zucchini,
asparagus, sweet pea pod gently
pressed into the top of the mash is
certainly pictorial.
Dessert is a trio of red velvet cupcakes with creamcheese frosting ($9)
that proves to be the surprise of the
évening. These are dense, and far
less sweet than you might expect.
The flavour is intense when you
remove the overabundance of sugar
and taste the remaining chocolate
cake flavours for what they are. You
should be able to see the red tones of
this Southern delectable, but not
even dessert will kickstart electricity!
One thing to note is that Hundred
has a very good wine list and deals

pizzas—in varieties of Earth (grilled
peaches, cambozola, caramelized
onions, tahini crust, $14), Surf

(sautéed prawns, olives, artichoke
hearts, spinach and basil pesto with
crumbled goat cheese, $15), or Turf
(Italian sausage, pancetta, roasted
red peppers, spinach, mozzarella,
and sun-dried tomato pesto, $16)).

The latter is sturdy in flavour, colourful in presentation, and the keeper of
the bunch because of its distinctive
meat and vegetable options.
And just because it’s a cold Sun-

on Sunday that allow you to order
any bottle that is available by the
glass for half price. So, a very fine
Liberty School cabernet from Californiathat runs $13.50 per glass is
yours for half the $54 carriage on

day, let's finish off with a true entrée,

an order of beef short ribs ($30).
These are slow-braised, exactly as
expected, yet on some of the plate
the meat is cold, and in the centre,
just right. It’s a bit stringy and not as
well-flavoured or tender as a long
braise in wine, stock and pan juices

Sunday, roughly the same price as
the liquor store. w

_
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JAMES LYLE
nicelegs@®vueweekly.com

2004 LECONFIELD COONAWARRA
CABERNET SAUVIGNON, $20
2003 RICHARD HAMILTON HUT BLOCK
CABERNET SAUVIGNON, $15

ra Cabernet Sauvignon a try. When |
searched out information on the winery's

ton’s annual Downtown Dining Week.
Six years ago when | moved downtown
it was awasteland—you couldn't even

jet a sandwich
after’ pm. Andnow look
theamountoffood

of the night and

$ I| J)

ee

I'd be happy just to
watch you age

It's a tough time in Australia right, now.
Droughts and wild fires are having a horrific effect on both agriculture and the
environment. Though horrible to hear, it
will be interesting to see the effects of
these environmental impacts on the
wine of 2009. |'m reviewing two wines
from the southern continent this week,
but both are from several years ago.
First, | give the Leconfield Coonawar-

DISH
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would help immensely. it’s supposed
to be brushed with a barbeque

néss. Foie gras is fat, yes, but you
should be able to taste it, and not
just what would constitute French
toast on a Sunday morning. The
scattering of saskatoons makes an
effort to add some edge, but it’s just
not enough.
Aim for an entrée? There are a
series of flatbreads—aka thin-crust

from every corner of the earth. In fact,
this year 23 restaurants will be participating in Downtown Dining Week, the
largest number to date. Special menus at
fixed prices will be offered all over the

website, | found information on the 2006
vintage. | can only assume the informa-

downtown core, at too many restaurants
+ to list here, but if you check out edmontondowntown.com, a full list of the participating restaurants, as well'as links to
their special menus, is available. w

interesting mixture of American and
French oak. It also states that this is the
Leconfield wine most suitable for aging.
When | first opened this deep; inky
wine, | found it had a nice even nose

tion provided is similar to the 2004 vintage. It says the wine was aged for 20
months in 100 per cent new oak, but an

with hints of flowers. The odours were
thick and full, giving me the impression
that this wine would be a substantial
one. The wine offered even flavours of
smoke and leather, but was slightly let
down by an overly light structure. In
Spite of its lightness, the juice offered a
pleasant consistency with light tannins
to just support the flavours without get-

CANADA'S FIRST
& FOREMOST
INDEPENDENT
WINE MERCHANT
4¥
Oay

als

ALBERTA’S LARGEST SELECTION OF
BORDEAUX,
BURGUNDY.
PREMIUM
ITALIAN
AND
RARE
CALIFORNIA
WINES

WWW. THEWINECE
WCELLAR@TE

SERVING EOMONTON SINCE 1985
12421
- 102 AVE.
(780) 488-9463

ting in the way
The wine lacked much quantifiable
fruit and never seemed to come into its
own. | found this to be a good bottle of
wine but | question the wineries com-

ments of its ability to age.
Next, | gave the Richard Hamilton Hut
Block Cabernet Sauvignon a try. This
wine showed as a thin watery juice,
slightly crimson coloured and offering a
very earthy nose with hints of spice and
cloves.
With the first sip, |was welcomed by
a light tart wine with the vast majority
of its presence at the front of the palate.
| did note hints of orange. The wine
seemed underdeveloped and simplistic
particularly as it flowed to the back of
the palate. It does offer a-nice clean finish but, in my opinion, too much so.
This wine lacks the fruit of a new
world wine and the structure of an old
world wine. | think the Hut Block is in
search of its identity. | will wait until it
finds one. w
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mix vegetables so that they all complement one another,” shares Nafysseh.
“She taught us the nutritional values of
it all, too, so we all grew up with an
understanding of nutrition.”
Hossein provided a slightly different
take: “I was pretty confident that Persian food is a seller. There was no
question about it.”
Defining Persian food Starts with
the name of the café: “sabzy” trans-

lates from Farsi to mean a blend of
seasonal herbs. “If you go to Iran and
order a salad,” explains Ali, “they
bring you sabzy.” Basil, mint, cilantro
and parsley are integrated into many

of their dishes, and can be eaten as a

side. The restaurant also serves traditional beef and lamb kabobs, using
halal meat ground in-house, and
between Thursdays and Sundays, provide Persian specialties such as fesenjan stew, made with pomegranate

We're all in this together

molasses and walnuts.
Sabzy Café also caters to vegetari-

ans and vegans, which not only

Sabzy Café is truly a family affair
SHARON YEO / sharon@vueweekly.com

ver since Sabzy Café opened
E: doors on January 1, grateful
patrons have been pouring in.
“franians have been here for over 35
years, and they've always been complaining, ‘Where are the Persian

restaurants?’” Ali Sabetghadam
recalls. “People would drive to Vancouver, Calgary or Los Angeles for a
Persian restaurant.”
Ali, 19, and his family, which
includes his brother Hossein, 22, sis-

makes business sense, but also falls
in line with the flavours inherent in

= SABETGHADAM FAMILY
i |SABLYCAFE
FS | 14t6- a2, 780.758.1005
a.
ter Nafysseh, 26, and parents Ahmad
and Aghdas Golchi, decided to fill the

city’s void of Persian cuisine. The timing couldn't have been better, as the
Sabetghadams had just celebrated
their 15th year in Canada, and were
eager for an opportunity that would

allow them to work together.
“A family is already a success if
you're together,” states Hossein.
“Instead of building something yourself, if you build up something that is
already so strong, your chances of
succeeding are way better.”
Starting a restaurant seemed to be
a good fit, as Aghdas passed along
her knowledge of food to all of her
children at a young age.
“From childhood, our mom has
taught us how to eat fresh and how to

Persian cuisine. Nafysseh, the’ family’s
only vegetarian, reveals, “A vegetarian diet is really easy when it comes to
Persian food because it’s just as tasty
without meat. For example, there’s a
lot of legumes in our stews, so it balances out.”

THE FAMILY worked hard over the past
four months to ensure the restaurant
would be ready in January. Nafysseh,
Hossein and Ali quit their jobs to
focus on the family business, and
each found an area that meshed with

SHERBROOKE
FRESH

CI MIORIAN o BRITE AT

CELL.

rior design a few years ago, shaped

the restaurant, down to the colours
on the walls (the deep purple, light

green, and rich yellow “represents the
colours of vegetables and fruits,” says
Aghdas). Hossein, with a business
background, took on marketing and
website development. Ali, eager to
help his father, has been assisting
with the time- and labour-intensive
kabob preparation. Ahmad and Aghdas have maintained their day jobs in
teaching and human resources,
respectively, and act “as our backup in
the restaurant,” claims Ali.
The close-knit family decided to
focus on attracting a different clientele than most of the area’s establish-

ments.
“Whyte Ave has a lot of places that you
can pick up alcohol,” explains Ali. “We're
trying to stay as far away from that as
possible. We're family-oriented ourselves
and we want to draw in families.”
Sabzy has seen their fair share of
mothers with children and seniors in
their first month, and also, by offering
free wireless internet, hope to draw in
tech-savvy youth. “We really want
young people to come here because
this is a very safe place,” says Aghdas.
While the Sabetghadams admit that it is too early to know if their endeavour will be a success, they're not taking the time they have together for
granted. But with their focus on wellprepared and fresh fare served in a
welcoming atmosphere, there is no
doubt Sabzy Café fills more than a
Persian niche on Whyte Avenue. v
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their personal interests. Nafysseh,
having completed a certificate in inte-
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_ Swept away
Culina Highlands more than meets lofty expectations

WHEN OUR DINNERS ARRIVED, they
proved to be just as comforting as the
room itself. My portobello mushroom
fiesta, with organic greens scattered
over top and to the side, was creamy

attach the legendary ‘Culina” to your
name. Culina Highlands, now happily ensconced in Bacon's former
stomping grounds, has certainly set
the bar high for itself.
Culina Highlands had a reputation

and soft and crispy and warm, all at
the same time. I'm not sure what the
hearty sauce the portobello was nestled in was, or which spices accented
the sweet roasted carrots, | just know

long before anyone had an inkling of

browns dominated the room, but
bright splashes of colour, courtesy of
eebold prints by local artist lan Craig,

added bursts of interest. The room
was interesting, cozy and elegant (in
an off-beat way), but still oh-so-com-

fortable. Maybe it was because there
were only the two of us, but the -

atmosphere seemed so laid back and
engaging that I almost felt like kicking
off my shoes.
We spent some time chatting with
our waiter about the intriguing prints,

highlighting the origins of some of
their beers; the whimsical white paper
bags that elevated the battery-operated candles from routine to Striking;
and the “gratitude”. section of the
menu, a thank-you to their suppliers

JAN HOSTYN / jan@vueweekly.com
Pdon't know what would be
worse—the lofty expectations that
come with being one of the previous Owners of Bacon, a much-loved
but now defunct cozy little Edmonton
eatery, or the perhaps even higher
expectations that surface when you

what was transpiring behind the rustic brick facade, and I was more than
. happy to make the long trek across
town to sit in that cozy little room
once again.
It was late, it was cold, and it was a
Tuesday, but I phoned ahead anyways
to make sure they had room for my
husband and I—tiny rooms can only
accommodate so many hungry bodies. On this particular night it proved
to be an overly cautious measure—
only one lonely table of two, just
nursing the final sips of their coffee,
greeted us when we pulled open the
front door. But I’m guessing this night
was a rare exception.
Heavenly warmth, gently glowing
candles and simple sophistication surrounded us. Blacks, whites and dark

We sipped our wine and reveled in
the room: its muted lighting, its glorious solitude, its peaceful vibe. And we
noticed some of the many unique little touches—like the big chalkboard
with a map of the world drawn on it,

they all worked together to create an
extremely satisfying experience
My husband's kalyna platter was

most definitely a platter. A mound of

Lu
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THE- SAT (11AM-2PM) & (SPM TO 10PM)

CULINA HIGHLANDS

cee | F09- 12AVENUE, 700.477.2422

and then consulted the wine list. Our
waiter warned us that they might not
have everything listed, as they were in
the process of revamping their selections, but the two red wines by the glass
we settled on—a Luigi Bosca syrah and
a Clos de los Siele malbec ($9 each),
both from Argentina—were both available and exceedingly drinkable.
Two little glasses and a wine bottle
filled with water were carefully
deposited on our table-and, feeling

settled, we were ready to contemplate
the eclectic menu. I couldn't decide
whether to have the borscht with sour
cream and then the quinoa salad with
fried chickpeas, or the wild spring
salmon with spicy dill-beet salsa and
sour cream. But then again, how
could I go without nachyncka or buttermilk biscuits?
In the end, I decided to try one of
their vegetarian options, the portobello mushroom baked with brown rice
and served with spiced root vegetables and fresh greens ($20). My husband, never one to turn down a
traditional Ukrainian meal, still agonized before ordering the kalyna platter ($20).

lazy cabbage rolls was topped with
two long slices of grilled kubassa and
flanked by four plump perogies.
Bacon gremolata was scattered over
the perogies, as were a few rounds of
green onions, and pickled beets
crowned the whole affair. No crunch
in this but again, creamy and soft and
warm and oh-so-soothing
We both demolished our dinners and, wanting (but not needing) more, we eagerly ordered
dessert. Dried apricot and walnut
perogies almost found their way

Sotra
AUTHENTIC
TURKISH
COSINE
Open Tuesday to
Sunday for
dinner at 5 pm
Please

phone

for

Reservations

10345-106 St - 423-3044
CE
OSES

Edmonton’s
best food
website!

to our table, but the chocolate
poppyseed cake won out. This
particular dessert is not made inhouse, although some are. Linda,
Queen of Tarts, did the honours
because, as our waiter informed
us, she is simply the best. And if
this particular dark, rich, dense,
crunchy creation is any indication, she certainly is.

Culina Highlands isn’t just a restau-

+"

Iswee*

¢reviews

+articles

rant, it’s an attitude. An exceptional,
passionate, comfortable attitude with

+awards +everything

an amazing eye for detail. It also happens to be utterly delicious. So take
your expectations, but phone first. w
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snowy drifts, pick them up and step in.
As the bindings click, the chopper mist
finally clears from my head. I turn to
my friend Joe with a huge grin and
wide eyes. He’s busy snapping photos
like an overzealous tourist.
Lead guide JC Trespannier picks up
on the excitement. With the comic
timing of a weathered backcountry
expert, he says, “OK, sorry guys, we're
done for the day.” The irony—that
we’ve only just begun—breaks the
mystique, snapping us into action.
With a few short instructions on
safe travel, we're let loose on our first
of nine untracked powder lines

ease. There's none of the hustle and
bustle of “the show” and yet some of
the best scores in the world lay just
minutes from the town’s back door.
In its 19th year of operation, Robson Helimagic attracts visitors from

spread over three separate moun-

don’t know what's in their own backyard.”
One way she’s trying to build a
local following is by fashioning the
company into a boutique-style operation. Day skiing—a rare commodity in
the industry—starts at $599, three-day
packages from $2899 and five days

tains, adding up to 5000 vertical
metres on a bluebird day in the Selwyn Mountains.

THAT MORNING at the vatemount Best
Western, I was on my way to check
out when a stranger greeted me.
“Going skiing?” asked the man as he
eyed my boots. He had a short bristle

Far away in another place

of white hair and spectacles, looking

wizened and fatherly. Not the type I
would immediately peg as a back-

Heli-skiing offers the experience of
having the mountains to yourself
JEREMY DERKSEN / snowzone@vueweekly.com
rouching under chopper
(
blades, a hurricane of rotor
wash sparkles before my eyes
A raging sea of snow spreads out
from the eye of the storm. Three separate levels of noise assault the ears—
first, the threshing sound of blades
hacking air, then the motor's deep
guttural rumble and, finally, the upper
register whine of the chassis. Then

= (POWDER
the seven-seater 407 Bell lifts, almost
unexpectedly, leaving a palpable vacuum in its wake.
In the silent moment that follows, I
marvel at the corrugated expanse of
peaks, pine and powder. In all 1500

INCREDIBLE
2009 SAKL
PACKAGE

country aficionado.
But this is Valemount, and only two
types of people visit in winter: alpinists and sledders. Then there’s the
mixed breed—sled-assist skiers. This
square kilometres of the Robson
Helimagic (robsonhelimagic.com)
leasehold, my fellow skiers and I are
the sole occupants. Due southeast, Mt
Robson’s summit slices the sky like a
rough grade boxcutter, glinting
against thin blue air.
My G3s are piled amongst the rest of
the arsenal, poles and skis strapped
together with a small Velcro cinch. Still
overwhelmed, | stumble through deep

S
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guy was the latter and he clearly
knew his stuff. “If you get the chance,
check out Dixon Glacier,” he said as
we parted.
The moment was pure Valemount.
Inside tips exchanged between connoisseurs. Fitting for a town that just
launched a rebranding strategy, starting with a new slogan: “Let the mountains move you.”

People here move among the
mountains quietly, unaffected and at

(PLUS TAXES)
PER PERSON, PER NIGHT
LTS
ADU
2
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“We get skiers from all over the
world,” she explains, “but there are a
lot of people fin Western Canada] who

from $4799.

Based on a “smaller is better” philosophy, the operation limits its
maximum group size to eight skiers
per guide and two groups per
machine. The emphasis is on shorter
shuttle times and greater individualized guiding attention. On our trip,
we are six (not counting the pilot)—

four guests, two guides ... and plenty
of wide open space.
Michel Clair and Jean Pierre Blein
hail from Lyons, France. For over 20

years, Clair has been flying overseas
to interior BC to go heli-skiing, usually for a week or two at a time. At
61, he’s amassed over three million
feet of heli-skiing vertical with some
of the bigger outfits in BC. He only
found Robson Heli a few years ago
but he’s hooked.
“Since I discovered Robson,” he

& ACCOMODATION
PACKAGES AVAILABLE SOON!

PACKAGE INCLUDES:
One ski pass per adult for one of the Big Three Resorts:
(Sunshine Village, Lake Louise or Mount Norquay)
Free deluxe continental breakfast
Three-story waterslide, indoor pool, hot tub
and fitness room

SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY (OFFER ENDS MAY 14, 2009)

° HOT TUBS

Local 1.403.609.4656

T1W 1N5

Toll Free 1.888.678.4656

www.canmoreinn.com
WweWEEKLY

over as manager in July 2008 one of
Dolbec's primary aims has been to
boost local visits.

Deluxe room with 2 queen beds

1402 Bow Valley Trail

16

percentage of its clientele from
Europe and the US, but since taking

i

WATERSLIDE
Canmore, Alberta

far and wide, says manager Christine
Dolbec. The operation draws a large

SNOW ZONE

.

tree lines force discipline—but only
within limits—and soft snow enables
speed and contro] at the same time.

Between epic lines, the short heli
tides are a living IMAX experience,
Sweeping through mountain valleys,
cresting alpine meadows and buzzing
Mere metres from etched rocky peaks.
In the wide alpine bowls, we space
Ourselves out. We progress one at a

time, cutting pristine lines across a
blank canvas. There’s no jarring, no
skidding, no rocks scraping underneath as we float over 50 centimetres
of soft snow on a solid, settled base.
Run after run.
At noon, with a bright sun overhead, we stop for a modest but hearty
catered lunch. Clair, the heli veteran,
sinks his skis in the snow tails down
and lays his poles across the bindings
to build a makeshift chair. Trespanniers heads down below the ridge to
dig a snow pit while tail guide Ron
McAllister doles out hefty mountain
sandwiches, hot juice, apples and
cookies. A simple repast on a plateau
looking out on mountain ranges and
blue sky bending into optical infinity.

Says, “I've quit ‘the firm.’”
Clair explains that bigger companies he’s visited often run three
groups to a helicopter, with 11 skiers
per group. By comparison the pace is
considerably more hectic, with
guides rushing skiers in and out of
helicopters, he says. He prefers Robson's approach—still efficient, but
less stressful.
LIKE YACHTING OR POLO, heli-skiing is
a sport in a class of its own. Commonly considered the domain of the
wealthy, lucky or very talented, the
average week long heli-skiing vacation generally runs upwards of $6000
per person in high season. Unlike allinclusive beach resort debauchery,
tips and booze aren't included and
additional surcharges may apply.
Many strong skiers and boarders ~

who fall somewhere between the
intermediate to advanced class never
even consider it because they
assume, incorrectly, that they won't
meet the requisite skill level. Those

who do have the skill and know it
are often deterred by price, leaving
only a very few elite.
-It may cost exponentially more
than a lift pass, true. But it’s worth it.

At Robson Helimagic, a day of heliskiing surpasses all previous resort
experience. It starts with unlimited
access to 1500 square kilometres of
terrain spread over several alpine
ranges. That's only slightly smaller
than the entire state of Rhode Island.
The terrain itself encompasses
alpine saddles, ridges, valleys and
glades. Rollers, pillows, sweepers and
the odd boulder serve up nature's perfect terrain park. Lower down, tight

SNOW SUBLIMATES from the tails of
our skis, so light it passes between
solid and gaseous states as it sprays
up behind us, resettling again in our
wake. Tomorrow, or maybe the next
day, there will be no marks left to
indicate our passage. Typical snowfall
in the region averages 4.5 - 7 metres
annually.
A temperature check reveals it to
be -10 C, but the sun is so warm it
seems as though we enjoy a perfect
equilibrium. The term for this phenomenon, according to McAllister, is
“apricity’; the warmth of the sun on a
winter's day. .
The sun lingers obligingly, but
slowly the shadows creep out. Down
low in the trees, the air is cooler.
Sweeping tight arcs around thick fir
trees, I come around a thicket to see

several bare, skinny grey branches
sticking up from the snow. As I eke
between two branches and launch
into the air, it dawns on me that I've

just skied over a massive, downed
tree. A grandfather of a tree. | punch
the final pillows as the slope peters
out, wishing it wouldn’t end.
Six sets of skis go back into the box
of the helicopter. The six of us pile in,
ending the day with the same grins.
The blades start spinning, the
machine begins to levitate. At first
just a few inches above ground, then
a few feet. Weightless. Tsunami snow
washes away our traces.
In a sparkle of rotor wash, we're
airborne. v
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} Local
}Rabbit Hil—60cm hase, 2em of new snow. All lifts and runs open.
| Snow Valley—60cm base, 2cm of new snow. All lifts and runs now open.
‘Sum Ridge—fiflcm base, 2om of new snow. All lifts and runs open.
| Edmonton Ski Cab —Open.

Alberta
Canada Olympic Park— 70cm base, no new snow. All lifts and 8 runs open.
Castle Mountain — 97-152cm base, no new snow. All lifts and 50 runs open.
Lake Louise — 155-181em hase, 15cm new snow. 9lifts and 125 runs open.
Marmot Basin— 109cm base, no new snow. &lifts and 76 runs open.
Mt. Nommuay — 85cm hase, 350m of new snow. All lifts and 26 runs open.
Nakiska — 21-94cm base, 55cm of new snow.5lifts and all runs open.
Sunshine Village — 158em hase, 40cm of new snow. 12'lifts and 103 nuns open.
Tawatinew — 50cm base. All lifts and runs open.

B.C.
|] Apax — 174cm base, 11cm of new snow. 3 lifts and 68 runs open.
: ) Big White — 172cm hase, 22cm of new snow. 15 lifts and 117 runs open.

) | Femie — 191-201cm base, 18cm of new snow. All lifts and 110 runs open.
Kicking Horss — 148cm base, 39cm of new snow.
Kimberley — 97cm base, no naw snow. 5lifts and 77 runs open.
Mt Washington — 16Gcm hase, 31cm of new snow. 3 lifts and 45 runs open.
Panorama — 50-S0cm hase, 3cm of new snow. All lifts and runs open.
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| Pownler King— 139-320cm base, 39om of new snow.
Red Mountain — 165cm base, 13cm of new snow.Alllifts and runs open.
/) Revelstoke — 101-223em base, 3em of new snow. 5lifts and §2 runs open.

)
}
|}
1}

Silver Star—140-180cm base, 12cm of new snow. 11 lifts and all runs open.
Sun Peaks — 131-167cm base, 30cm of new snow. 10 lifts and 122 runs open.
Whistler’ Blackcomb — 185cm hase, 63cm of new snow.
White Water—196cm base, 21cm of new snow.

sor
2€

VULS.A.
49 North — 140-21 fem base, 10cm of new snow. 4 lifts and 70 runs open.
© Big Sky—130-193cm base, no new snow. All lifts and runs open.

| Ciystel Mountain — 17cm base. 7 lifts and 45 runs open.
Great Divide — 99cm base. 7 lifts and 80 runs open.
| Lookout Pass— 172-259cm basa, 7cm of new snow. All lifts and runs open.
} Mt Spokane — 109-191cm base, Som of new snow. All its and runs open.

| Schweitzer Mt. — 190-266cm.8lifts and all runs open,

7 Silver
Mt.Resort —122-218em base.

=FALL LINES

} Sun Valley — 86-147cm hase. All lifts and runs open.
then you better sign up for the resort's
Real Aggressive Women's Camp,
March 13 - 15. RAW Camp is a threeday event that will take you to your

La
Kicking Horse Mountain Resort is rolling
out the welcome mat for ladies looking to
improve their tele and downhill skiing. The
first event is called Wild Women Wednes-

days where you'll be hosted 9 am - 12 pm
by local freeheel instructor Paula Stein-

heber. A fun day of tips and techniques is
planned at a cost of $89 per person...
lf that seems a little tame for you
sa

>

wi)
ay

potential and beyond in a supportive
atmosphere coached by Big Mountain
Centre female coaches and guides.
Included are demo skis, Eagles Eye
lunches and a dinner finale back up
under the stars in the warm confines
of the Eagles Eye restaurant.
Terrain management, line selection,
avalanche awareness and advanced-toexpert ski techniques are on the agenda.

It's not cheap with the weekend totalling

$540 per person but the resort is betting
that you'll have the experience of a lifetime. If you're interested you better hurry
because these spots tend to book up in a
hurry. The RAW Camps are designed to
be a regular event so check their web for
future events.
Finally, the last of the girls-only events
_at KHMR this spring is the Rossignol Girls
Day Out two-day ski extravaganza. Including lift tickets this event isonly $270 and
it includes demo skis, big mountain
coaching, lunches and an opportunity to
ski alongside professional big mountain
skiers. w
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beckons for those with ‘the bug’ j
|or a hobby, the thrill of taking flight draws students back to the wild blue yonder

MARIA KOTOVYCH / maria@vueweekly.com

Je=at the white circles dotting the
ground below. They resemble backyard swimming pools, only ones
you can’t swim in. I'm in an airplane,
cruising 3500 feet above the refineries.
And now, it’s my tum to try flying.

|

I'm about to do the typical first les-

son that a beginner flight student
would complete. Kyla Ewasiuk, the
chief flight instructor at the Edmonton
Flying Club, leads me, through several
exercises: attitudes and movement,
straight and level, left and right. In

other words, she’s teaching me how to
keep the plane at an even altitude, how
to adjust the nose up and down and

ee

how-to tum the plane left and right.
We're flying a Cessna-172, a standard
training plane. Over the radio to the air

traffic controller, Ewasiuk uses the
:

; cal sign, “Québec Charlie Lima.”

When students first start flying a
plane, Ewasiuk explains, they are

her is suitable for flying. Stu-

n become more independent
ince.
a plane is difficult, Ewasiuk

g that it’s one of the last

s learn before flying solo.
Ewasiuk’s control, our
ot a bump.
onton Flying Club has a
of flight instruction. The
es outof the Edmonton
Airport, which was called

= FLIGHT
SCHOOL
The club, originally called the Edmonton and Northern Alberta Aero Club,
was founded a year later. Wilfrid
“Wop” May, Canada’s aviation ace in
the First World War, was the club’s first president.
Ewasiuk got her first licence in
1995. And yes, she admits that she
was once afraid of heights. An Air
Cadet when she earned her licence,
she completed it through a scholarship program. Eight years after finishing the cadet program, she returned
as an officer and started instructing.
“| realized how much I liked teaching. I thought, I like flying, I like teaching. Let’s teach flying!’” enthuses
Ewasiuk, “It was one of those lightbulb
moments where I thought, ‘I know
what I want to do with my life!’”
Ewasiuk has been a flight instructor
for three years. During this time, she
chas heard two primary reasons guid-

ing people's decisions to lear to fly.
The most popular, she says, is that
people want to do it for a career.
“You can always tell a pilot,
because they just can’t shake it,” she
observes. “They want to do it; it’s a
passion for most people who pursue

aviation.”
The desire to fly as a hobby is the

chford Field when it became - other reason that brings students to

a's first licensed airport in 1926.

flight school.

"|These are] people who already
have a career and they've established
themselves in their lives. They still
can't let it go, and ‘It’s time,’ they say,
and they come in. They've wanted to

instruction and log-at least 200 hours
of flight time. Ewasiuk also lists some
other requirements, such as crosscountry and instrument requirements.
The minimum age for holding this

do it forever, so they come-and get
their licence.”

moré comprehensive licence is 18.

INHER EXPERIENCE, anyone who comes
in, whether to pursue a career or a
hobby, has caught the “flying bug.” The
person wants to learn, and just can’t
forget about it. In fact, Ewasiuk recalls
a 76-year-old student who started flying lessons at another club: “He said,
‘T've put this off for too long!”
The flying bug also hits the young

ones—Ewasiuk regularly meets 13year-olds who come in asking, “Am I
old enough yet?”
At 17, students can obtain a Private
Pilot Licence, which will license them
to fly. To attain it, students needs to
complete 40 hours of Ground School,
which is the in-class component, and
at least 45 hours of flight time, which
includes dual training with the
instructor, along with solo training.
A student's first solo flight is an
important event, says Ewasiuk.
“About halfway through, we send
them solo. It’s a big day—they get a Tshirt, they get their picture taken and
we celebrate because they went by
themselves.”
People earn a Private Pilot Licence
to be able to fly, but students who
wish to work as a pilot in Canada

must obtain a Commercial Pilot
Licence. To ear this licence, students
must complete 80 hours of in-class

EDUGAAOR

And pilot training isn’t cheap, costing approximately $25 000, but that
amount will vary because students
learn at their own pace, with some
needing more hours than others.
“It's a comparable cost to three
years of university, It’s roughly about
the same from start to finish. That
Way, you Save a year!” she quips

MADISON DAHL, 22, has been pursuing flight training steadily since
November. With a father who is a
pilot, she has been surrounded with
flight her entire life.
"I've always loved being in the air,
and eventually I just decided that I
wanted to learn. I decided that I wanted to fly,” she explains
Dah! doesn't have her Private Pilot
Licence yet, but she says she might try
to get her Commercial Pilot Licence
eventually. For now, she’s enjoying
learning to fly and feels excited about
the process. Although she finds
Ground School the most challenging,
her favourite part of flight training is
being in the plane.
"| learn by doing things, so when

two female students in her class
While aviation still tends to be a

male-dominated profession, Ewasiuk
observes emphatically that “it's getting better,” stressing that there are
many women pilots out there
“For me, being a female chief flight
instructor is not actually that uncommon,” Ewasiuk continues. “I know that
I'm not the first, but there is definitely a
majority of males in our classrooms
“The other day, I was flying, and
there was myself, another lady flying
a medevac and then a female controller, and I was like, ‘All-girl day! It’s
all girls on the radio!” she recalls
laughing
Despite the overwhelming gender
imbalance, Dahl hasn't encountered
anyone who is surprised that a
woman would want to be a pilot.
"You're all students. Everyone's at
the same level,” she says of her classmates. “[It} doesn’t matter what age

going through manouevres, | learn
that way,” she explains, the flying bug
in her seeping out as she speaks.

you are, what sex you are—everyone’s
just very excited to be learning.”
Edmonton Flying Club member Bill
Dimmer, 59, got his licence in 1988,
and says he's is no stranger to the flying bug.
“I'd been complaining about wanting
to leam to fly for years, and finally my
wife just got tired of hearing me
mouthing off, so she bought me Ground
Schoo! for Christmas one year. So that
was allit took.” he says of his start.
While Dahl'is considering a career
in aviation, Dimmer is a professional
musician, playing trumpet with the

Ground School classes have about
40 students, and Dahl is one ofjust

CONTINUES
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I'm up in the air, and we're actually
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facts that I've earned?
Alberta schools rely on standardized testing to
measure learning, but some experts say it’s not
helping students
XANTHE COUTURE / xanthe@vueweekly.com
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Hesse According to Alberta Education, the answer is straightforward:
learning can be judged by “tests, examinations
or other methods for determining the ability,
achievement or development of individuals.”
As a result, standardized testing is commonplace in Alberta’s K-12 schools. In the final year
of high school, all students in the province must
write the diploma examinations, which are
worth half of a student's final grade—a much
higher weighting than in other provinces.
Provincial Achievement Tests (PAT) are a standard part of school for Alberta students in
Grades 3, 6 and 9, as are the newly devised
Grade Level of Achievement Reporting (GLA),

which reports the grade level of students’ math
and language arts abilities.
Although the government says that it uses the
data gathered by PATs and GLAs to analyze and
evaluate students all over the province and to
help inform both students and parents of their
progress, the use of standardized testing continues to be a point of contention between the
government and public education analysts and
policy-makers, both here in Alberta and on an
international scale.
Dr Pasi Sahlberg, the lead education specialist
at the European Training Foundation (ETF) and an
expert in educational policy, believes that the

reliance on standardized testing to judge the success of schools in educating students has led to
the development of market-driven education
environments in public schools.
Sahlberg explains that market-driven schools
proceed from the assumption that public education can be improved through competition,
which includes tests to judge student performance. These tests are then used as the main
indicator to assess how well schools and teachers are educating students.
“The assumption that is made by policy-makers is that if we can increase competition
between schools for resources, students and
teachers, schools will be better off,” Sahlberg
explains. “There is a belief that this type of competitive thinking is beneficial to education systems, but in education it’s not so simple.”
In the market-driven school, Sahlberg
explains, “Parents are seen as consumers, just-as
clients are seen as in a business. They are given
the information so that they can decide which
school to send their children to.”
Sahlberg says that the reliance of standardized testing to judge the success of student performance started in England in the 1980s and
quickly spread to North America, Australia and
other developed nations. Sahlberg’s home country of Finland, on the other hand, was not swept
up in trying out the new approach.
“Scandinavian countries were not convinced
that through competition education would be
improved. Instead an idea of equality is pervasive—
that every child needs to be provided with equal
opportunity through good education,” he explains.
This perspective means schools in his country
look different than those in countries that

EDUCATION

| STANDARDIZED
TESTING
embraced standardized testing.
“For example, schools in England have only
two or three core subjects in the curriculum,
whereas in Finnish schools there is more of a
broad focus that includes the social arts, based
on the belief that the success of individuals is
not solely achieved through the instruction of
only math and sciences. The whole education
system in Finland, from kindergarten to Grade

12, has no high-stakes external testing system,”
he explains,
SAHLBERG ARGUES that the more limited focus
that predominates in most developed countries
means the curriculum of instruction has become
narrower.
“Learning has been focused in areas which
are not necessarily the most important as standardized tests have become the way to define
the success and failure of students,” he says.

This, Sahlberg argues, can actually Nave a
detrimental effect on students’ learning.
“When students become afraid that they will
not successfully pass the standardized tests that
are administered, then we are in nefarious territory. They are afraid to work towards finding
their own talents.”
However, Sahlberg is quick to note that no
education system anywhere is perfect.
“I am not saying that everything is perfect in

Finland,” he admits, “but Finnish schools are
performing very well on an international scale
according to the OECD Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA).”

The PISA study assesses student from all
OECD countries based not only on learning
achievements, but also by looking at equality
and other measures, such as students’
approaches to learning and their attitude
towards school. Finland consistently ranks high
on the measure, matching the top-performing
math and science countries of China, Japan and
Korea.

Sahlberg says that he hopes through his
research to help create a sustainable learning
society where students are able to explore other
avenues of learning beyond worrying about
their test scores in core subjects.
“The main message I am trying to communicate is there are other ways to organize the curriculum through schools,” he says. “We can put
learning first through alternative ways of
assessing students. I-believe, like many others,

that we need people to be creative rather than

have only a mastery of basic skills, and that
everything else will follow. Students need the
attitude and skills to be innovative.”
;
DR DAVID BERLINER, an educational psychologist
and regents professor of education at Arizona
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Visionary College Students may choose
has been providing —_from custom-tailored
private lessons and
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music programs for _ innovative group
programs.
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|was riding down the road one day ...
Motorcycle Rider Safety Training program guarantees Safety and success on two wheels
JAN HOSTYN / jan@vueweekly.com

[f you were going to fly an airplane,
what are the chances you'd just
jump in and fly, without having

= MOTORCYCLES

any training whatsoever? The answer,

explains, “It's like playing a piano. You
can sit and talk about it for five hours
but what are you going to learn?”
on the road today choose to forgo
Actually doing it, he says, is the
safety training before hitting the highonly real way to learn.
way? It’s a question that puzzles
In 2004 they expected to teach
James McCarthy, program coordinator
about 300 students, but ended up with
and head instructor of NAIT’s
exactly 620. Now they handle over
Motorcycle Rider Safety Training.
1000 students a year. There are 20
McCarthy thinks a lot of people
students per class, with one instructor
view motorcycles as recreational
for every three students. Such a low
vehicles, similar to ATVs, and just
student/instructor ratio has all the
assume it couldn't be all that tough to
obvious benefits, but it also means
learn to drive them—or drive them - there are a wide variety of instructors
safely. But there’s a big difference. For
available. If a student is having trouone, ATVs don’t have gears and
ble understanding one instructor,
motorcycles do. For another, ATVs are
there’s bound to be another one on
much more stable—the advantage of
the track who has a slightly different
having four wheels compared to two.
way of teaching, one that may be bet"There are a lot of dynamics with
ter suited to that particular student.
motorcycles that aren’t immediately
McCarthy says that all the instructors
apparent,” McCarthy says.
have a different way of conveying
His advice? Take NAIT’s Motorcycle
things, soit works to everyone's
Rider Safety Training program. Everyadvantage.
body. Everybody who wants to ride a
McCarthy is also proud of the
motorcycle, that is. That includes both
fact that all the instructors
people who have never ridden before
they hire are “true experts.”
but want to learn and experienced
Once they make it through
riders who haven't yet had any sort of
the rigorous hiring process,
professional safety training.
they still have to go through
“After about the first 10 minutes,
an equally rigorous training
they will learn five or six things about
process, meaning they're not
motorcycles they didn’t know, regardyour average weekend warriors
less of their expertise,” he says—
who only meet the minimum
requirements. Once
things like where the proper riding
position is and the correct way to
hired, they have to »».
park a motorcycle.
teach a minimum of a
The program started in 2004 after
10 courses a season
NAIT’s president, Dr Sam Shaw, took
and are required to
constantly update
a motorcycle safety course through
‘the Alberta Safety Council. He was
their skills.
They also
impressed, but thought it could be
better. So he approached McCarthy
guarantee
and Gary Stroich, two of the instrucsuccess. If a
student
tors who taught there, and planted the
seed of.developing a program for
doesn't
feel comNAIT which was much more handsfortable
on, with the opportunity to get a Class
6 license at the end of it.

of course, is zero. It’s a no-brainer. So

why do 80 per cent of motorcyclists

enough to take the Class 6 license
exam, or takes it and’fails, NAIT will
give them free training until they are
Successful—an offer that can even be
carried over into the next year of lessons. And even if a student has
passed, they are always welcome to
come back and ask any questions
they might have at any time during
the same calendar year.

SO WHAT WILL YOU LEARN? According
to NAIT’s website, the program will
“guide you through motorcycle basics *
such as balance and control, downshifting and up-shifting, hand and
electric signals, counter steering
(push steering), acceleration and
deceleration, both in straight lines
and in curves, straight line braking,
braking in curves, emergency
manoeuvres in curves and straight
lines, collision avoidance, emergency
braking and acceleration.” Essentially
everything you need to know in order
to safely operate a motorcycle.
The program is held at NAIT’s main
campus—in a parking lot. During the
months the program runs it is called a
“large training area.” And during the
winter, when motorcycles every-

where hibernate, it turns back
into a much sought-after parking
lot. Quite a large parking lot,
actually. Large
enough

ihe

So now, from April through Octo-

ber, courses run twice a week, every
week and are held over two days.
Fourteen of the 16 course hours are
actually spent on the motorcycle and
the other two are devoted to evaluating skills and preparing
for the Class 6 license
exam. The emphasis
is very much on

that students typically drive about 75
kilometres over the two-day course
NAIT supplies the motorcycles and
students are expected to come prepared with all the rest of the gear: a
DOT or Snell approved helmet,
gloves, a riding jacket, appropriate
footwear and protective eyewear.
The program always runs—rain or
shine—and McCarthy and the rest of
the instructors actually prefer to teach
in the tain. Says McCarthy: “students
are amazed at how much traction is
available when they do operate the
controls smoothly.” And because traction is an issue in’the rain, students
tend to be much smoother with the

controls. It's like driving a car—if it’s
snowy and icy, you apply the gas
slowly and gently.
The bikes NAIT supplies are of all
types: cruisers, dual purpose, sport
and off-road, and students ride all of
the bikes. “We want them to be comfortable on any type of motorcycle,
anytime,” McCarthy explains.

McCarthy thinks that past students
are the program’s best
form of advertising
and he has reams of
emails to prove it.
Carla
Yorke
signed
“

up for the course when her husband
bought a new Harley FXLT for himself
and offered her his old 1988 Harley
FXR. She was used to bikes having
spent years riding on the back of
them, but had never driven one her-

self. Motivated by the thought of driving her own Harley, she nervously
signed up for the course last summer
and hasn't looked back since
As she describes it, “I have a hard
time remembering what it was like to
be scared on a bike, even though I
was terrified.” She also said that the

safety training was one of the best
investments she has ever made and
described the instructors as “encouraging, patient and so helpful.”
McCarthy stresses that driving a
motorcycle is much different than
Operating a car, braking and steer
ing in particular. There are vital
skills that need to be learned and
practiced until they become

second
nature. That way, when faced with
potentially dangerous situations
these skills are used without even
thinking about them
As passionate as McCarthy
is about the quality of NAIT’s
course, he emphasizes that
all new riders should take
motorcycle safety training
») regardless of where they
take it from. He would, of
course, recommend
NAIT, but failing
that, just take a
course
\
The
Thurs| day/Friday coursm es are $525 plus
GST and the Saturday/Sunday
A ones are $549
plus GST. And
they’re fun
Professional
} valuable
’ informative
and fun. It’s not
a military training
camp
and you
don’t get yelled at
After all, according
to McCarthy, riding a motorcycle
should be fun
not work. w

For more information on
NAIT’s Motorcycle Safety
Training Program, visit
nait.ca/motorcyecles. To register
or to check on course dates, call
780.378.5000. For further
| inquiries, contact James
McCarthy at 780.378.5385 or via

hands-on experience. As
McCarthy

email at jamesmc@nait.ca.
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Student Legal Services helps those for
whom the justice system is inaccessible
BRYAN BIATLES / bryan@vueweekly.com

Ithough they are no longer
Avi
out of a retrofitted
school bus purchased for $50
and painted with psychedelic colours,
the original goal of Student Legal
Services of Edmonton hasn't
changed.
Since its modest beginnings in a
small office on Boyle Street with a volunteer staff of 14—and with a sojourn
on the psychedelic bus—Student Legal
Services has grown to encompass two
offices, one downtown and one on the
University of Alberta campus, and 280
volunteers—more than half of all the
students in the U of A’s law school. But
even while it has grown over the years,
Student Legal Services’ ultimate goal of
helping underprivileged citizens in the
city of Edmonton gain access to legal
information and have a voice in the
justice system has stayed the same.
As Tim Smythe, executive coordinator of Student Legal Services’ Criminal Project explains, the act of
helping someone out of a jam is far
more rewarding than the practical
experience each student gains by participating in the program.
“We get a lot of volunteers—people

really enjoy doing it and there's a lot of
need out there. This is the most we've
ever had—it’s steadily gone up as the
number of students has gone up,” he
says from behind his desk at Emily
Murphy House, the on-campus office
of Student Legal Services, which is
named after the famous Albertan legal
crusader, the first female magistrate in
the British Empire. “The feeling that
you get from helping someone who
doesn't have anyone-else to help them
is really rewarding.”
Student Legal Services of Edmonton concentrates their resources in
four main areas. The Criminal Project
defends people accused of summary
offences, which have little chance of

jail time, or works with the accused
and the Crown prosecutor to get a

better deal for their client, a reduced
fine or alternative measures—a program by which an individual convicted of an offence completes
community service or makes some
other kind of restitution in exchange
for having no criminal record.
The Pro Bono Students of Canada
is a nationwide project that Student
Legal Services participates in, through
which students provide legal services
to non-profit community groups or
assist local lawyers in providing pro
bono services.
“Not-for-profit organizations
around the city don’t necessarily have
the resources to retain legal counsel
for certain things,” explains Smythe of
the work Pro Bono Students of Cana-

da does. “We'll get a group of about
four students—usually two upper-year
students and two first-year students—

and they'll do things like review documents for them. It’s just little things
that they would pay a lawyer for, we
do all the legwork.”
The Civil and Family Law Project
provides assistance on issues such as
landlord and tenant disputes, Workers’ Compensation Board hearings
and appeals, debt or collection agency
problems, small claims and student
appeals. Though the project does do
some work in family law, it concentrates mainly on civil law because of
the restrictions placed on student volunteers in the justice system.

Pt,
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ues and there really isn’t a
le who do family law in the
family law office at Legal
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nton that really need help with
plains Smythe. “We're trying our
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egal Education and Reform

‘Encompassing various outto at-risk citizens in Edmonstudent volunteers provide

information at places like iHuman, the
_ Bissell Centre, Hope Mission and,
through the Prostitutes at Risk program, at various locations throughout
the city where sex trade workers con-

gregate. Though the education and

reform project constitutes one of the
smaller divisions of Student Legal
Services, in some ways it is the very

backbone of the organization.

“This organization was founded as
a legal activist organization,” explains
Josh Lam, executive coordinator of
the Legal Education and Reform Pro-

ject. “It wasn’t necessarily about
going to court for people; it was mostly about helping underprivileged people—especially in areas where the law
has discriminated against them, has

Justleftthem out.

_

“In the past we really focused on

prostitution law because they were
punishing prostitutes more than they
were punishing johns. That’s one of

the things we really changed dramatically. Since then we've focused on
things like mental health courts,
Sometimes we get into immigration

law, aboriginal rights, but mostly we

try and deal with homeless rights.
One of the topics that’s come up
recently is the anti-panhandling
bylaw. One of the things I’ve been
working on with a lot of the people in
the office is to try and persuade the
city that panhandling is a microcosm
of a bigger problem.”
MEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC who require
the assistance of Student Legal Services of Edmonton will most likely
come into contact with the Criminal
Project. If an individual is charged
with an offence, they can come to
either the downtown office or the one
on campus to discuss that offence and
a student volunteer will open a file for
them. Then, if the offence is of the
kind that Student Legal Services can
handle, and the client fits the income
guidelines of the organization (which
aren't published but which match
those of Legal Aid) then the matter
will proceed from there.
“Generally the cases are things like
impaired {driving charges}, we do a lot
of theft under $5000, simple assault,
we handle cases that aren't punishable
by imprisonment or any other serious
punishment,” explains first-year law
student and volunteer Scott Matheson.
“Legal Aid handles serious offences,
but Legal Aid doesn’t have the
resources to handle things like
shoplifting or getting in a small fight.”
As Matheson explains, without Stu-

VANCOUVER COLLEGE
oOFARTANSDESIGN

dent Legal Services, many individuals
charged with offences could see their
legal troubles increase exponentially.
“At least with the people I've

direct us what they want us to do,”
explains Smythe. “If they want us to
go to trial then we take it to trial for
them, if they're just looking to resolve
the matter then we enter into negotiations with the Crown prosecutor's
office and try to get them as low a
fine or sentence as possible.”

helped, it’s been clear that if they didn’t get help from Student Legal Services they would have to walk into
court self-represented, or maybe they
would just skip their court date and
the matter would get more severe,” he

Says. “I think a lot of people feel that if
they don’t have someone there with
them they just shouldn't go, so Student Legal Services aims to help those
kinds of people, people who would be
getting a much worse deal.”
There is a safety net for student
volunteers in that every case that Student Legal Services takes on is

NOT EVERYTHING goes according to
plan, however, as Matheson found
Out the first time he defended a client
in court.

“I was in court in the first week in
October, after starting law school in
September. | came into court and { had
never been before, and Docket Court is
a very strange and funny place if you've

reviewed and helped along by an
advising lawyer from ‘one of the city's
law firms. Students get to tap into the
experience that these lawyers have
accumulated over the years as they
attempt to help clients, and the advising lawyers help law students navigate the treacherous path of the legal
system. In the case of the Criminal
Project, the advising law firm is Dawson, Stevens, Duckett and Shaigec.
“Every time we open up a file, any
decisions that are made-with that file
are made by the person who has the

never been. |had just learned from my
day leader about all of the formality
about bowing and how to address the
judge and everything, and I was very

nervous,” he explains, “I realized that 1
had forgotten to bow as I was leaving
the podium, so I turned around really

fast to bow and I headbutted [my client]

in the face, And there's lawyers there
and articling students, the Crown, the
clerk and the judge, the bailiff—it was
quite the scene.”
Apart from some sort of headbutting mishap, however, most volunteers find their experience with
Student Legal Services to be beneficial, not only because they have the
Opportunity to use the skills they're
learning to help their fellow citizens,
but because volunteering also provides them with much-needed experience that will benefit them when they
begin their careers
“You get a lot of practical experi-

charge—we’ll go in and we'll talk to
the advising lawyer, go over the dis-

closure—the police report—with
them, they'll let us know if there's any
try-able issues in the case, what some
of the best avenues are for the principal to explore, we'll get the principal
to come in, we explain to them what
the advising lawyer told us and they

ence that if you didn’t have then as

soon as you go into your article
and

get thrust into court you wouldn't
know what you were doing,” explains
Smythe, “It's really useful for students
in terms of the practical experience
because so much stuff that we do in
law school is so theoretical and this
is stuff that you're actually going to

use, tools that you gather along the

Way that'll really make you attractive
to firms and help develop you as a
young lawyer.”
Being attractive to law firms may
be one thing, but all involved agree
that the largest benefit of Student
Legal Services is the same as it ever
was—helping people who have no
one else to go to bat for them
“There’s not many other experiences in law schocl where you get the
Social aspect and providing a service,”
says Lam. “I know a lot of people
come to law school to get a job that
Pays but I think a lot of people spend

an extra amount of time [working at
Student Legal Services]|—even maybe
Sacrificing some of their schoo!
work—because you feel good after
you get a file put away.”
Smythe wholeheartedly agrees.
‘The feeling that you get from helping someone who doesn't have anyone else to help them is really
rewarding.” w
Student Legal Services of Edmonton is
located at 11011 - 88 Ave and also has an

Office at #203, 9924 - 106 Stin downtown
Edmonton. Student Legal Services can be
contacted at 780.492.2226 or through its
website at slsedmonton.com
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=|DEATH &
DYING ©
a paradox that sociology professor Dr
Herbert Northcott had trouble shaking
when he first introduced the course to
the U of A over 15 years ago.
“You know, we're all gonna die and
yet, there’s lots of jokes about death. |
was quite surprised when | first started

At least you won't die wondering
U of A delves deep into the many aspects of shuffling off this mortal coil
KRISTINA DE GUZMAN / kristine @vueweekty.com
f
is class never fails to entertain!" says Sarah’ Smelquist,
after another lecture of her

sociology course on death and dying
at the University of Alberta comes to a

close.

Hard as it may be to believe, the
study of death and dying—or thanatology—isn’t as morbid as some may
think.
‘
One class can consist of discussions

surrounding everything from jewelry
and tattoos made out of cremated
ashes to the amount of time it takes to
. cremate bodies. Instructor Karen Martin once brought up a comment made
by a visitor to a funeral about how the

makeup on the deceased woman made
her look better than she did when she
was alive. (Martin subsequently
remarked that she hoped no one ever
says the same thing about her.)
The humour that surrounds death is

teaching death and dying [at] how
often we were laughing, sometimes
crying, but often we were laughing,”
says Northcott. “I also teach an aging
class and even though there’s ageist
humour, the discussion of aging isn’t
much fun, But we have a lot of fun in
the. dying and death class. Humour is
one way of managing things that are
uncomfortable, and maybe that’s why
there's so much death humour.”
While the topic of death can be a
funny matter, it also spawns other
reactions. Smelquist notes one of either
two extremes when she tells other people that she is studying death and
dying.
“They're either not surprised
because I’m the weird kid or they're
completely disgusted,” he says.
Thanatology emerged in the late
1950s and early 1960s in the United
States. Northcott, who is responsible
for bringing the sociology of death and
dying to the U of A, had no problems
convincing the department of sociology
that this was a course that should be
taught. However, he agrees that death
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learn about a topic that
th ordinary. However,
de to study death and

the career paths they
r foresee themselves
work in a pharmacy,
and I work a

ith seniors and whatnot so |
ed that this class was going to be
ly about seniors,” Chaudhary

s. “But it’s fabout) death in generhich |wasn’t really geared for.

al

_

death

and dying should only
be studied

in terms ofillness and old age are mis_ "If you locate [death and dying} with

gerontology, you're missing out on the
fact that it’s not just elderly people who
die, and ifyou locate it inhealth and illness, you're missing out on all kinds of
death and all the rituals that surround it.”
Martin, who has been teaching the
sociology of death and dying since
2002, receives just as many varied

reactions in regards to her profession

” as the students.

“| was just on the bus last night on
the way home and talked to a bus driver. He asked me what | taught. | told
him I was teaching at the university,
and he said he really could have used

this course when he was working in a
palliative care program as a nursing
_assistant,” Martin recalls. “He didn’t
know such courses existed.
“Other people think it’s creepy and
wonder how on earth there’s enough
to make up a course and why anybody
‘would take it,” she continues. “I have a

friend who's a former mathematician
and he said, ‘There can’t possibly be a
textbook for this.’ I gave him the textbook because he didn’t believe there
was enough to say, and he was convinced after he looked at the textbook
that there was something of value
there.”
As a former psychiatric nurse, Martin
is very observant of students’ reactions
to a topic that is more likely to strike a
personal chord with them. At the
beginning of the semester, she warned
that students might become uncom-

fortable as the course progresses.

~

To avoid this, she sets up the course

so that the first half has students talking about death from a distance, as
facts and statistics, and as a cultural
and historical object. Students learn

that depending on the historical period,
the culture and the dominant discipline

of the time, attitudes, emotions and
practises differ. In turn, they change the
experiences of dying, death and grief.
“L would say just the stuff from other

cultures is interesting,” says student
Shanna Babij, noting that in compariSon, western culture seems to be lack-

ing in terms of how it deals with death.
She isn’t lying, either. One film that
We got to see in class took us to variOus parts of the world. In Kashi, India,

death
isa part of life where cremations
take place 24 hours a day; in Ghana,
\shantis

are famous for their elab-

m tok

erals and death art. Watching

me back
tothe time my
mydad and Ito visit my

ve at the Our Lady of

w

a few Halloweens ago
prayers.
Itfeltbizarre to
time, but when I found out

icans hold all-night vigils for

deceased loved ones on the Day of the
Dead, I no longer felt that what my
mom had done was so strange.

ASA SOCIOLOGY COURSE, much of the

discussion in the death and dying class
is based on how society frames and
manages death.
“I think that’s pretty important
because it’s one of those things that
goes on but people don’t even pay
attention to,” Martin observes. “They
don’t realize that society is shaping
how we think and feel about death,
how we grieve and I’m trying to get
that across that it just isn’t you here. It’s

you attached to a society or culture.”
Some may argue, for instance, that
we don't currently live in a death-denying society because we see and hear
about death constantly in the news or
on television. Martin, however, would
beg to differ.
“You get programs like CSI [where]
the first thing that happens is the person we don’t know very well at all or
don’t care about is killed,” says Martin.
“I'm trying to say that death has conSequences: social consequences and

“Sometimes, we've gone [to the medical examiner's office] and—particularly
in the winter—somebody’s been in a
Suite six weeks dead. They bring [the
body] into the medical examiner's office

because they have to find out why they
died,” tells Martin. “No matter what they
do, they can’t cover up the smell of the

body that has badly decayed. The smell
of that makes death more real.
“When he says goodbye to people,
(Denis Caulfield, medical examiner
investigator] says, ‘I hope I never see
you in here again, especially flat.”
A second optional field trip, this
time to a funeral home, provides students with insight into the jobs of people who work in the funeral industry.
Students are taken on a tour as if they
were family members coming in to
make arrangements for a deceased
loved one. They are given a chance to
see the body preparation room as well
as learn how physical space is
changed to accommodate different
cultures and religions.
What the trip to the funeral home
doés is add to the discussion of

bereavement, which Martin defines as
being in a position of having lost a person that one considers important
While Martin encourages students to
stop looking at death from a distance,
she admits that part of the challenge of
teaching the course is encountering
students where death is far from being
a distant event.
“Sometimes, people may come to
the class in anticipation of being able to
talk about their experiences in a way
that makes other students uncomfortable. I've had that happen a couple of
times, and I had to get [those students]
to understand that, “You know, this isn’t
a confessional, therapeutic kind of
course,” Martin recalls, adding that
what she encourages students to do is
speak in generalities and share some
experiences and ideas that will add to a
topic being studied from a sociological
rather than a personal perspective
Ultimately, the topic of death and
dying is many things. It can be amusing, emotional, sometimes, downright
uncomfortable. But there’s rarely a dull
moment. v
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personal consequences. We’re surrounded by [death] but our responses

are blunted.”
As the term progresses, the distance
narrows and things become more personal. Sensitive topics such as suicide

and euthanasia are brought up, and
activities are done that may involve
students watching a film on how
euthanasia is handled in the Nether-

lands and then, being split into groups
and being assigned a position to
defend regardless of personal beliefs.
“Usually what that does, then, is that
people are free to say anything because
nobody really know at that point what
their beliefs are,” says Martin. “So I
introduce confusion and grey instead of
just black and white and try to encourage students to think. What we're really
debating is laws. What I hope the students will get out of it isn’t just beliefs
about these kinds of things that are
important, it’s also about what's imbedded in law and that changes throughout history.”
After studying beliefs and attitudes
towards death, things get down to the
nitty-gritty: the dying part.
“Dying is an experience. It’s not just
a biological process and that's my
_ emphasis,” says Martin, “It's a social
process and we have social categories
for kinds of deaths, how people die,
how medicine treats them and all those
kinds of things. So when | look at it
from all angles—kind of like a Rubik’s
Cube—at some points, it's really
uncomfortable.
“Some students think [death is]
never going to come up and | try right
from the beginning of the course-to
Say, ‘It’s going to come up no matter
whether you want it to or not. At some
point, with this class, you're going to
Start to realize that everyone around
you is mortal, including yourself.”
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I’d like to hear my options, so | can weigh them
Laid-off workers have options for re-training, and the government might even pick up the tab
BRYAN SAUNDERS / bryansaunders@vueweekly.com
ccording to the most recent
A=
labour force statistics
released in February, unemployment rates are on their way up in
Alberta. However, despite layoffs in
some industries, there are still provincial labour shortages in others. For
recently laid-off workers, this means
that a little bit of retraining or certification in a new trade could quite
literally be their “ticket” to finding
work again.
This is according to Charles Strachey, a regional communications
manager with Alberta Employment
and Immigration. As he puts it, while
there has been a slowdown of late in
the province, there are definitely still
jobs out there.
*There is still a lot of opportunity in
Alberta right now. In Edmonton, for
instance, the unemployment rate is
under four per cent still, and five per
cent is considered a balanced labour
market,” he explains.
Edmonton's unemployment rate
was 3.8 per cent in the month of
January, an increase of 0.2 per cent
from the same time last year. For
the entire province of Alberta,
unemployment rates hit 4.4 per
cent in January, an increase of 1.2
per cent when compared to January

= WORKER
RETRAINING
2008. Simply put, there’s still a
labour shortage in this province—
you just have to know where to
look for it.
“I don’t know if I can give you a
complete list, but what I can tell
you is that there are some industries that are hot right now, like
health care and the trades, still—
heavy duty mechanics and that sort
of thing are still in high demand.
So, let's say you've been laid-off
and you liked working with your
hands and you wanted to continue
to do that, then a heavy duty
mechanic might be a good choice
to you,” Strachey says.
For a more complete list of in‘demand careers, and of companies
that are hiring right now, Strachey
advises job seekers to head down to

one of the province's Labour Market
Information Centres, There, they'll

be able to get not only career
advice, but they can also find out if
they're eligible to have their career

retraining paid-for in full or in part
by the government.
“There's a lot of little different
pots of money available: there's a
pot of money if you qualify for
employment insurance, there's a pot
of money if you don’t qualify for
employment insurance. What it really comes down to is that it is com-

~ pletely based on that worker’s
situation: whether they were laidoff—and there’s extra money for
retraining in certain industries,” he
points out. “In forestry, for instance,
there's the Community Development
Trust Fund that the federal government announced almost a year ago,
and that’s a billion dollars over three
years. And our share of that, this
year, for Employment and Immigration, I think is five million dollars.”
FORESTRY IS ONE of the areas that has
been hit hard by the high Canadian
dollar and the shrinking US economy,
but many call centres in Alberta have
also been forced to close up shop. But
it doesn’t have to end badly. When GE
Money Canada had to close their
Edmonton call centre this February
and let go of 250 employees, Alberta
Employment and Immigration staff
were on-site, helping find new jobs
for the laid-off employees and makBob
Prodor
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Sure that the transition from one

job to another was a smooth one.
_ "They contacted us very soon after

we had to make this very unfortunate

announcement about closing the
site,” Says Supriya James, a human
jources leader for GE Money Cana. “And the support that they gave us

‘was a very strong complement to the

,

___

_ outplacement program that we had

offered to the employees,”

arr

explains that on top of set-

up a job fair with 20 different

employers, and helping the soon-to-

be-laid-off employees find new jobs,

Alberta Employment and immigration

officials also talked with the employ-

ees about the kinds of courses they
would néed to take if they wanted to
get a particular job—like a health care
aide or a licensed practical nurse—

and about the tuition assistance that
was available to them in many of
these cases.
"This was something that was
not previously known to our
employees, and was definitely very
useful for them,” she continues,
adding that she would not hesitate
to recommend the program to
other employers who are looking
at the unfortunate situation of having to lay off employees and
adding that she is currently looking
to see if something similar can be
set up in other provinces where
other GE call centres are also facing the prospect of lay-offs.
Hugh MacDonald, the Liberal MLA
for Edmonton Gold Bar and the Liberal critic for employment and immigration as well as for advanced
education and technology, agrees
with Strachey when he says that this
is the ideal time for out-of-work

workers to consider retraining.
“We've got to start planning for
the economic pickup,” MacDonald
affirms. He adds that there have
been a few problems with the
retraining program that were outlined in the latest Auditor General’s
report, in which Canadian College
Institute International and CDI College are alleged to have charged the
government for training that they
never actually provided. But putting

problems like this aside, MacDonald
Says that retraining recently unemployed workers is a great idea.
“If 1 have two trade qualifications in
my pocket, I'm going to be a lot more
successful in my job hunt than if |
have just one. And that’s What I think
we should do in this downturn: we
should make sure that if workers are
interested we'll give them a chance to
significantly improve their job
prospects by giving them additional

training in other trade skills,” Mac-

Donald says.

And while more mature workers
may think that retraining at such
a

late point in their lives is a silly

idea, Strachey argues that it’s not.
Their experience, he Says, is very

valuable, and, in fact, there’s going

to be an urgent need for them
in
the near future if current projections are correct.
“We're still projecting a labour
shortage of around 90 000 workers over the next decade—as the
baby boomers retire and that sort
of thing—and so what we have

STRACHEY POINTS OUT that you

been trying to do is let mature
workers know that we still do
need them and that their skills are
still valuable. We've been talking
to them and talking to employers
‘and re-emphasizing with employers that these mature workers
have skills and experience that are
extremely valuable and that they
_ Should think about hiring mature

In these courses, students are
exposed to a number of different
trades at once, and are able to

For more information on career
opportunities and retraining options in
Alberta, call the Career Information
Hotline at 1.800.661.3753 or visit one
of the Edmonton-area Labour Market
Information Centres, including locations at City Centre (10242-1085 St),
North Edmonton (200, 13415 Fort
Road), Northgate (2000, Northgate
Centre, 9499-137 Ave), South Edmonton (Argyll Centre, 6325 Gateway Blvd)
or Meadowlark Shopping Centre
(15710-87 Aye).
General information on employment
in Alberta is also available online at
employment.alberta.ca

don’t even have to necessarily be a
laid-off worker to take advantage
of some of the training programs
that Alberta Employment and
Immigration offers. For example,
the government also offers “construction bootcamps” as well as
four-week “trade exposure” courses
for people who just want to find out
if the trades are, in fact, for them.

determine which they might be
interested in.
There is also a trade course
designed especially for women, called
Women Building Futures, and another
specifically for Aboriginal Albertans,
called Trade Winds to Success.
“We also have bridging programs
for immigrants,” Strachey adds. “So,
someone who is fairly new to Canada and who was maybe a physician
in their old country but isn’t prepared to go through the training
that's required to become a physician in Canada ... what we can do is
connect them to another health care

workers.” v
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Auditions = Spring 2009.
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career where they can use some of
their training and get into that
career fairly quickly, like a pharmacist or a licensed practical nurse or
something like that.
“We also have part-time training
grants for people who want to continue working, up to $5000 a year, we'll
pay tuition for training, for people
who want to take training part time.
There’s a lot of great retraining
options,” he emphasizes.
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Berliner is also troubled by the
structure of the merit pay system for
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teachers in US public schools, where-

in teachers receive raises based on

the performance of their students.
Funding for schools can also be allocated in the same way. ~
“When a teacher can get fired,
when bonuses are reimbursed to
teachers whose students receive high
marks and schools Can get reconstituted and you shame professionals
based on low test scores, how can
that be healthy?” he asks. “Teachers

teach all Kinds of kids, whether they
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State University, offers an American
perspective on the issue of standardized testing which shares many of the
same. concerns raised by Sahlberg.
Berliner says the use of standardized testing to make critical assessments of students and their teachers
has its place, but not when it’s applied
to public education as it has been in
the United States.
“There are times when high-stakes
testing is necessary,” he says. “For
example, | would not want a pilot flying a plane unless he has passed all
his pilot exams. But when high-stakes

Your caree

explains. “This scenario has been

found to occur in high-stakes testing
in US public schools. There are documented cases of teachers keeping
some

students at home on test days,

along with other measures, to get the
best results possible.”

world—one that is volatile, uncertain,
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“When you value an indicator too

much you can predict that there will
be corruption in the numbers because
the people who administer the evaluation will corrupt the figures,” he

complex and ambiguous—and that
education needs to adapt to that reality to remain effective and to prepare
students to participate as active citizens in contemporary society.
“When you look back in history, say
in 1880, everyone knew what they
were going to be, whether it was a
farmer or a tradesman. Now you don’t
have a clue what you are going to be
20 years from now, and public schools
in North America are based on the
assumption that students can succeed
when they finish school,” he says.
“We have to develop a curriculum
for adaptability. It is a VUCA world—
parents are learning this as they lose
their jobs,” he continues. “People still
need facts and knowledge, but after
basic math and science, what then? If
you implement market-driven schools,
are you not losing the concern for the
children and citizen education?
“I suggest more project-based
work, more public presentations to
prepare students to understand the
responsibilities of citizenship. We're
losing the opportunities for schooling
to deal with citizenship, and I have
never known a country to do that.” v

Is waiting

a Career

testing is applied to kids and can
mean that they will not graduate and
that teachers can get fired, this is a
different situation all together.”
Berliner adds that relying too heavily on test data as the indicator of performance can lead to other problems.

do well on test scores or not.”
Berliner argues that a more accurate way to conduct assessment of
student and school performance is by
having an observer physically present
in the classroom for at least four or
five days over the course of the school
year. This individual would generate
reports for parents, schools and the
community, and then involve teachers
in creating a curriculum that works in
their particular community.
“We need a system of assessment
that uses information to grow, rather
than by taking a snapshot,” he says.
An over-reliance on standardized
testing can also raise issues of equal
access to education.
“If the students do well, the teacher
gets a raise; so in order to get raises it
could imply that teachers will not
want students in their class who will
not get good grades,” Berliner points
out. “Where does that leave special
needs students, students who have
English as a second language?”
As well as leaving some students
behind and promoting unrealistic targets, high-stakes testing is denying
the talents of students that cannot be
measured on a bubble sheet.
“To expect everyone to excel in reading and math is to deny the arts—or soft
skills, which schools should also be
promoting,” Berliner argues. “Society is
filled with people with talent and
schools are only rewarding a small
band of talent. We are all different, variability is part of the human condition.”
Berliner argues that we are living in
what he describes as a “VUCA"”

starts here.
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FLIGHT SCHOOL
CONTINUED
FROM PAGE 19
Edmonton Symphony Orchestra. For
him, flying is a hobby, albeit a serious
one—he is the Zone Commander for
the Civil Air Search and Rescue Association Edmonton.
Dimmer says that flight instruction
has changed somewhat since his days
as a student.
“When I first learned to fly, if you've
ever seen The Flintstones, you have to
run along the ground, and the Pterodactyl ...” he jokes.
Continuing more seriously, he
points out that things haven't
changed very much in the last 20 or
30 years. The biggest difference that
he has observed is the introduction of
certain electronics in the airplane.
When he first learned to fly, he used a
map, compass and stopwatch
to navwigate. Now, planes have GPS for navigation, which can determine a plane's
exact location within about six
metres. Dimmer says that GPS makes
flying long distances easier, and he
personally has has flown to Tuktoyaktuk and back.
DAHL SAYS that people are often sur-

prised when she tells them she’s
learning to fly.
“1 don't know if it's anything that
anyone thought that I would ever go
into,” she admits, adding that after

their initial surprise, people show
interest. They'll ask questions, such as
where she takes her lessons and what
flight school is like.

Dimmer, on the other hand, gets a
different response when he mentions

those things—that sort of planning
process, and visualizing what you're

that he flies.
“In my age group, there’s still this

going to do ahead of time—is something that I enjoy.”
Both Dimmer and Dahl speak of the
fun and excitement of flying, and Dahl
says she would rather fly than drive.
She adds that even though she’s been
in the co-pilot’s seat before, she far
prefers doing the manoeuvres herself.
“Actually sitting in the pilot’s seat,
and doing the manoeuvres, learning
the manoeuvres, doing them and having the plane respond to you—it’s

sort of sense that pilots are daredevils, It's something that’s like, ‘Oh, a
pilot! Oh, wow! Boy, you're not afraid

of anything!” he imitates. “Of course,
that’s not quite the case at all.”
When he encounters this reaction,
Dimmer dispels the misconception by

explaining how safe flying is.
“Danger is simply a matter of how
much risk you create for yourself. If
it’s a really terrible day, and the visibility is off and the winds are blustering like crazy, then you probably don’t
want to be up in the sky in a little, tiny
airplane. If you were at a party all
night and got home at 4:30 am, and
you had planned to go flying at 7:00
am, that’s probably a bad idea,” he
emphasizes.
On this point, Ewasiuk Stresses that
a large part of flight instruction is
safety training. Indeed, before we
leave on our flight, she inspects the
plane to ensure that everything is in
order, a step that is part of every student's training.
“One of the things about flying
that I really like is the idea that you
have to have a plan in your head.
You have to have an idea before you
go where you're going, what you’re
going to be doing,” Dimmer says.
“You have to have a plan already—if
the engine dies halfway down the
runway, what am I going to do? If the
engine dies once I’m at 1000 feet,
what am)! going to do? What options
do | have if 1have a problem? All of

great!” she enthuses.
Her passion for flight is apparent as
she tells me that she'll be learning to

do circuits and landings the following
day. It must be the flying bug—indeed,
when Dahl first arrived for the interview, she stood by the window, transfixed by the activity of the people and
airplanes outside.
Having now flown once myself, I
understand what everyone means
when they talk about the “flying bug.”
After we landed and | crawled out of
the plane, I was trembling slightly from
the experience. And I was buzzed for
the rest of the day ... and the day after.
Since then, I haven’t been able to stop
thinking or talking about it.
“Everybody should try it. It’s really
fun!” Dimmer exclaims. “Until you
actually have control of the airplane
and feel what it’s like to be mobile in all
three planes, the ability to break gravity
... It’s like going to church for me.” w
For more information on the Edmonton

Flying Club, visit edmontonflyingclub.com

Earn a Living
While You Earn a Degree’
Now, you can work toward your Management degree
and keep your day job too!
Through evening and weekend programs at our Edmonton and Calgary campuses,
you can ear a recognized Bachelor of Management degree even as you hold a
full-time job...an opportunity that makes the U of L an attractive choice

* Study full-time or part-time
* Starting in fall 2009, you can complete the full 4-year BMat degree in
Edmonton or Calgary

* If you have a business diploma, you can complete your BMat in as
little as 2 years
* Ifyou have a non-business diploma, contact us to customize your degree

* Choose from the majors employers demand: Accounting, Finance, Human
Resource Management, Marketing, General Management, International

Management
* Enrich your future prospects with our international, work/study abroad,

and co-op programs
* Learn from industry leaders and PhD-qualified specialists

EDMONTON CAMPUS

780.424.0425

EARNandLEARN.ca_
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Spring Session begins April 6
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Looking for

part-time study?

Adult & Continuing Education (CACE)

780.492.7237 © email: adulted@ualberta.ca
The CACE program is designed to meet the growing need for
formal education and training by developing and enriching the

knowledge and level of competence of those practicing in the
field of adult education.

Business Certificates
780.492.3027 * email: busprog@ualberta.ca

Invest some time in your future. Our certificates, citations, seminars

and workshops can help you achieve your goals - whether you want

to manage your own investment portfolio, build a better résumé
or increase your value and influence on the job.

* Management Development Certificate

* Management Development Certificate for Police Services
« Human Resources Management Certificate

* Information Technology Management Certificate
© Security Management Certificate
* Professional designations in such areas as accounting,
purchasing and management

Today's world of work is a complex place. Keeping up with the pace
of change requires a sense of perspective, an understanding of

how everything fits together. You also need the tools to manage
your own destiny.

Business Citations
780.492.5066 ¢ email: busprog@ualberta.ca
© Supervisory Development Program
* Professional Sales Program
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Fine Arts

Occupational Health & Safety

780.492.3093
° 780.492.2408

nese pert—

i

resources,

780.492.3037 * email: ohs@ualberta.ca

email: liberalstudies@ualberta.ca

Toll Free 1.800.808.4784

Develop your creative expression with a solid grounding

Health and safety is a growing field in the workplace. Learn
the competencies needed to plan, implement and evaluate
Occupational health and safety programs and systems ina
wide variety of workplace settings and on-the-job situations.

.inthe fundamentals ofartthrough our Fine Arts Certificate.
Offering studio instruction with professional artists, critique

villbeofinterest to Business and Project

and practice, the program helps you build a portfolio
-feflective of your artistic vision and mastery. Courses can
credit.
be taken for general interest as well asforcertificat
e

os seek solutions for process improvement
alchanges as well as Systems Analysts

© bridge the gap between business processes

requireme

Government Studies

email: liberalstudies@ualberta.ca

780.492.5052 © Toll Free 1.877.686.4625
email: govstudy@govsource.net

Local Government Certificate

are the knowledge ar skillsneededtocommunicate

Integrate theory and practice to better understand local
government administration. Distance delivery with online
components offers flexibility as well as personal contact
with the instructor and other students.

new digital workplace? The University of Alberta’s

Applied Land Use Planning Certificate (ALUP)

tive Master of Arts in Communications & Technology
‘the answer to that question; a part-time, online graduate

Py

designed for working professionals. Don't give up

"your busycareer to get the leading-edge training you need
“for success in the new economy. Combine the benefits of
classroom interaction with online convenience. Part-time

study —~full-time learning.
>

ae

‘Construction Administration
532 © email: cst@ualberta.ca

The ALUP Certificate gives you a solid understanding
of the fundamentals of the Alberta planning environment,
including legislation, policy and technical issues.

Information
Access end Protection
of Privacy Certificate
(APP)

English Language Program
780.492.3036 * 780.492.7438

email: elpinfo@ualberta.ca

Discover a whole new world by studying English at the
University of Alberta, from English basics to pronunciation

enhancement to university-level English. Small class size
means you get lots of opportunity to practice with students

from around the world. Both intensive day and part-time
evening courses are offered year-round,

Environmental Resource Management
780.429.5532 * email erm@ualberta.ca

This program explores the critical ideas and developments
that affect your organization's environmental performance.

The ERM program examines several areas, including: air,
‘water and soil processes, environmental monitoring,
biotechnology, instrumentation and experimental design.

help you pursue a new career in residential interior decorating.

Educational Travel
email: liberalstudies@ualberta.ca
Focus on art, history, music, and other social sciences
and humanities subjects to destinations around the world.
Our trips include pre-tour and on-site lectures by a subject
specialist. Please check our website in early January for

trips being planned for late 2009:
www.extension.ualberta.ca/liberalstudies

define appropriate administration of access and privacy
legislation at a municipal, provincial and federal level in
Canada. The program aims to develop and enhance
managerial leadership in the access and privacy field.

an effective administrator of construction projects

and ‘supply, development or real estate, you will benefit from
this application of administrative and technical concepts,
principles and practices to your role in the construction field.

Pi

Unique in Western Canada, the Residential Interiors Certificate
is recognized asan excellent university level program
incorporating the principles of fine arts, architecture and
business. Offering theory, practice and industry-specific
instruction, this program will enhance your current Practice or

IAPP focuses on the ideas, structures and processes that

Writing and Editing
780.492.3093 * 780.492.2408
email: liberalstudies@ualberta.ca
Explore the clear expression of ideas, create interesting

@ range ofsectors in the economy. Whether you work
ction, design, project management, manufacturing

Residential Interiors
780.492.3093 * 780.492.2408

characters that amuse, write poetry that has meaning to

Languages

others, or move from pen to print or the Internet. Guided
by professional writers, many of whom have won awards
our writing courses will help you transform your thoughts
into effective and inspired writer.

780.492-3093 © 780.492.2408
email: liberalstudies@ualberta.ca

Spanish Language Certificate
Whether you plan to vacation or to do business in
Spanish-speaking countries, our Spanish Language
Certificate Program opens up a world of opportunities.
Learn Spanish in intimate classes formatted in short
modules that let you begin at whatever level suits
your skills.

Summer Writing Week 2009
780.492.2408
Plan to join us for the 16th Annual Women’s Words,
dune 1-7, 2009.

» Program details and registration will be available online

mid-February: wwwavomenwords.ca

Also available this winter and spring:
e Arabic

Women’s Words:

° French
* Portuguese
»* Japanese

»* Chinese (Mandarin)

*German

italian

Music,ArtsandHumanities

780.492.3093*780.492.2408
_email: liberalstudies@ualberta.ca
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Strategies, regardless of their level of
knowledge on the subject
“For the most part, this is all new to
them,” Owen says. “They've heard the
words but don’t know what they
mean. I try to keep it simple, because
I want the folks who are afraid of it,
haven't done it or are curious to see it
as an easy step.”
During the three-hour session,
Owen addresses the obstacles faced
by many organizations when
reassessing their marketing and promotion strategies—obstacles like fear.

The fear of online marketing, according to Owen, is in the mystery surrounding it. Many times, organizations
become obsessed with the vast field of
technologies and advancements that
are available and are too frightened to
take the first step. Owen's presentations, which cater to the social media

beginner, demystify the online marketing world and offer participants the

tools needed to implement podcasts,
blogs and marketing tools into their
marketing plans.
“AS a consumer and a producer,
content is very important to me,”
Owen says. “My theory is, ‘Don’t
worry about the technology, worry
about the content.”

Dean says that every company or
organization can benefit from online
marketing—it’s global, accessible and
(usually) free. The trick, he says, is to
know your audience and how to find
them. Or, in many cases, how to
make them find you. This is especially
true with smaller organizations that

have limited budgets and are looking
for ways to maximize their marketing
“It's called social media for a rea-

rity of social media means organizations
can’t afford not to be Linkedin. Can you Digg it?
SEAN JOYNER / sean@vueweekly.com
ust this morning, | updated my
Linkedin, Plurked a friend in Mem-

phis, scanned Reddit and Dugg
wo news stories, all with Atomic
Suburbia playing in the background.
Lost? You're not alone.
Social media has become big business. But with new services popping up
by the day, it’s often hard to tell which
will be the next Del.icio.us and which is
destined to be a mere Pownce.
By the end of 2008, the percentage
of people using some form of social
media in North America was up to 75
per cent—a number that obviously

_.

= SOCIAL
MEDIA
can’t be ignored. While large organizations like CNN or the Government of
Canada can utilize social media departments to deliver their messages, what
about smaller organizations: non-profits, sole proprietorships or small businesses? How—or more importantly,
why—would they see a need for Twit-

ter, Facebook and podcasting?
The Business Link, a governmentrun information service that holds
training events, tries to provide some
of the answers to these questions.
They hold brown bag presentations
on a regular basis to help small business and non-profits improve their

marketing strategy and increase visibility online.
Dean K Owen, a local podcaster,
blogger and IT professional, is a regular presenter for the Business Link.
His presentations offer the structure
and focus for businesses to incorporate social media into their marketing

son,” Owen says “There's a strong
element of people out there who are
doing that type of thing—not just to
promote their business, but also to
promote their social causes. The communications tools are fundamental
elements.”
BROADENING ONE'S audience is not as
difficult as it may at first seem. Some-

times, it just takes a little trial and
error. Since the majority of social
media and networking websites are
free, the only expense is time. The
payotf, Owen believes, is more than
worth the sacrifice.
“Fundamentally, the key to business
is to find out what your customers
want and to give it to them,” he says
“One way to find out is to ask them—
engage in conversation, Maybe Face-

book will work for you, maybe it won't
Maybe‘a blog will work for you, maybe
it won’t—but you've got to try it.”
Owen teaches participants how to
develop online strategies oe

what he calls “touch points.” Blogging and podcasting are just two
touch points that can be used to tie
a larger strategy together Placing

too much focus on one area,
according to Owen, is another mistake businesses and organizations
often make when they venture into
social media. A broader view of the
audience, Owen says, is the key to
online outreach. After an audience
is identified, its possible to fine tiger:
the strategy and tools for custom
marketing
A perfect example of this was seen
in last year's US presidential race
Owen views Barack Obama's campaign as an ideal bottom-up marketing strategy

“{He] garnered a lot of his support
by going to the grassroots and getting small groups of people to talk
to other small groups of people
Owen says. “That's proof of where
we are as a culture right now. People have always wanted to communicate with each other,

and now

we

have the tools to do so
As technologies and methods of
online marketing advance—almost
faster than we can keep track—so
change the ways people seek out
their information. This cultural shift
means the desire to create a face-toface connection with companies and
non-profits is becoming more mainstream. Owen believes organizations
should embrace this change and create a more open and accessible public image
“People are doing what people like
to do, which is talk to other people
The days of running an ad in the local
newspaper every Wednesday aftg;noon and garnering a lot of business
just doesn’t work anymore,” he says
“You have to build your strategies, so
.that there are multiple places for you
to put and grow your message, help
your community and engage your
customers.” Vv
The presentation on “Podcasting, Blogging and Online Syndication” takes
place Thu, Mar 12 (6 pm) at 100,
10237-104 St or via video conferencing.
The cost is $35. For more informa
or to register call 780.422.7722 or visit
canadaBusiness.ca/alberta/events

Your career in the

_ printing industry starts here!
Digital Graphics Communications Diploma
Look around — printed materials are everywhere
Learn print media technologies, operate state-of-the-art equipment and
successfully work at any stage of the print process.
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Julius
Citadel's Caesar can’t keep up the
fireworks, but still packs punch
PAUL BLINOV / blinov@vueweekly.com
n its opening moments, the
Citadel's production of Julius
Caesar is wonderfully cinematic:
like a quick-cut montage, each of

Back on the train

thg.major characters is introduced

with a few seconds of spotlight and
their name projected onto a backdrop screen in decorative, spattered
cursive. Violent violin stabs and discordant piano swarm like angry bees
while a violent ritual is granted
sparse flashes of red light.
Director James MacDonald's Julius
Caesar is heavy on style, which befits
and benefits the plot of conspiracy
and betrayal. Well cast and carefully
envisioned, it's at its best when
those stylistic elements frame and
deepen Brutus's struggle to put the
good of Rome ahead of the rise of
his ally and friend, Caesar.
The set is a wiry, expressionistic
metal framework; a platform and
staircases are held up with crisscrossed steel, lanterns that look like
jagged spears and an orchard with
sterile wire plants. Bretta Gerecke’s
designs suggest the script’s violence,
but leave it for human hands to
accomplish
The expert cast—many wisely
plucked from the Freewill Players—
does so notably, with important
characters garbed in robes that seem
almost religious in fashion, red and
black, while commoners are planted
in garb that lacks a particular period
association other than “modern.”

Rick Robert's Marcus Brutus is a

Nibroc’s young cast make its
simple love story work like a charm
PAUL BLINOV / blinov@vueweekly.com

UNTIL SUM, MAR 16

JULIUS CAESAR
BY JAMES MACOONALD
REVUEDIRECTED
WRITEN BY
WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE
STARRINGJULIEN ARNOLD,CHRIS BULLOUGH,
JOWN KRKPATRICK,
TROY0DONNEL
AVAJANE MARKUS
CTADEL THEATRE (H08- 101A AVE, 85-75

figure of force: the sensible guy who

holds great influence on the popula~
tion. It’s easy to see why; Robert
plays him so well reasoned

and

believably committed to the common good. The surrounding conspirators add their own flavours, from
John Kirkpatrick’s more sinister Cassius to Chris Bullough’s sly Decius
Brutus, and Frank Zotter, who has
fluid, uniquely charismatic delivery
as Casca, adds extra pull to every
Seepe he’s in. Ashley Wright as CaeSar is a cunning performance that
portrays the character in good and
bad lights; all the more doubt for the
others to mull over.
Blair Williams as Marcus Anthony
is a particular delight; Julius Caesar's
“agience is grounded in its speeches,
and here they're all at an incredible

level. His is the best of the bunch:
subtly twisting his audience (who,
beside us, line the stairwells of the
Maclab lit with flashlights), turning
their cheers to outrage with such
compelling delivery. “Friends,
Romans, Countrymen, lend me your
ears” he cries over the cacophony,
and we’re thrilled to watch him
practice crowd control of the highest
calibre.

MACDONALD'S STAGING keeps the
lengthier scenes engaging to watch,
and the little gestures he adds dress
up the background: little rituals,
from presenting a blade to mourning

hand gestures to the circle celebration that begins the play make Caesar less a script and more a world of
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its own, colourful and deadly.
Some of the initial steam cools
down in the second half, despite the
cast’s best attempts to carry on
through a long, drawn-out denouement: with the major highlights in
the front-loaded script having been
hit, there’s a little less excitement to
ride, and also a tonal change as we
descend into wintry civil war, which
is tense and just a bit tedious.
The stylistic choices that invigorated the first half seem more subdued: the stabs of music come less
frequently (or maybe they’re just less
jarring when they do), the chaos
seems thinner, and unlike the first
half, which was filled with differing,
grandiose speeches on betrayal,
most of the key moments seem similar in presentation,
The careful crafted style doesn’t
completely fade, of course, and
there's still some punch left for the
finale. One particularly powerful war
scene has a spectre looming in the
background as soldiers fire weapons
and fall dead. But that scene stands
mostly alone in the lesser half of an
otherwise riveting production. w

ARTS

potent simplicity is at the
At
of Blarney Theatre’s
The Last Train to Nibroc:
there are no world-turning dramatics
or game-changing twists, but none
feel necessary. What we have instead
is a script that takes a minimalist
approach to the sweeping love story:
two young people meet and something sparks—in this case, they
spend the rest of their enjoyable
stagetime together fanning those
hints of a flame.
We meet Raleigh and May as they
meet each other on a crowded train
speeding across America. He plunks
down in the only remaining seat
(beside her, nose buried in a book)
and begins the conversation that,

essentially, makes up the bulk of the
play. The script’s engaging enough
to require little else: set in the ‘40s,
war is ever present in the periphery
and affects both character's lives,
but never directly interferes in the
story arc.

It's the duo's banter and disagreements that make up Last Train's dramatic arc, and playwright Arlene
Hutton’s characters are strong
enough to make banter alone engaging: they give each other more than
enough grief (she’s uptight but he’s a
bit of a rascal) and the disconnect
between the two gets pretty fun—it’s
a testament to the strength of both
the script and the cast that Friday
night’s tiny audience was frequently
lit with pockets of laughter. When
the characters find common ground,
though, the atmosphere noticeably
shifts to something a little more tender, even when they're still arguing.

THE SET IS unchanging: just a triple-

UNTILSUN, MAR
THE LAST TRAIN
REVUETO NIBROC
DIRECTED AYJOHN SPROULE
WRITEN BY ARLENE HUTTON
STARRING ADAM BURGESS KENDRA CONNOR
VARSCONATHERTRE (1099-89AVE15-20
purpose bench that acts as train
seat, outdoor bench and porch
chair, lit sparsely. The stark atmosphere created by the set is:suitable,
a simple location that gives the
actors a place to let the drama
unfold, That puts quite a load onto
the two actors, of course, but the
pair here is capable of carrying the
show on conversation alone.
Kendra Connor, in particular,
shoulders the dramatic burden
effortlessly. As the up-nosed May,
she’s delightful (for us) and bitter
(often, to Raleigh) as she gets mad
and sputters: “I'm not mean, I’m reli-

gious!” she cries in a last line of
defence in flawless belle accent.
Connor never loses that strong character, even as her subtext shifts, as it
often does, from pining to pissed off
to somewhere in between.
Adam Burgess, too, has moments
as Raleigh, though he doesn’t quite
have the pull that Connor does. But
when he conjures up mischievous
charm, the chemistry deepens and
the moments they find together are

beautiful.

'

There’s a few story tilts that lack
the emotional punch they're written
to have, but that’s background nitpicking at best when the script leans
so heavily on the actors and they
deliver. Do people ever meet like
this anymore? The Last Train to
Nibroc makes me hope so. ¥

Rebirth
Brian Mcintosh resurrects U of A opera
PAUL BLINOV / blinov@vueweekly.com
en Brian Mcintosh became
the director of the U of A's

Opera Workshop, he ended a
period of program limbo that had been
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going on for a number of leaderless years.
“It took them a few years to fill the
space—I'm the filling of that space,”
he explains. “Universities sometimes
move a little bit slowly with those kind
of things, due to things like funding
And recessions,” he laughs. “It’s just
the natural cycle of university education, I'll be doing it until |retire.”
With 29 years of professional opera
experience under his own belt, Mcintosh certainly knows the direction he
wants to point the program in: bigger,
better and guiding students towards a
more competitive level. Already, there’s
been master classes with worldrenowned opera singers and trips to the
Edmonton Opera dress rehearsals.

Spread it round
Martin Bélanger brings it all together in Grande Theorie Unifee
SHERRY DAWN KNETTLE / sherry@vueweekly.com

artin Bélanger considers
himself a dissident. A science enthusiast whose art

is inspired by the natural world of
biology and physics, the Montréal
choreographer is a renegade who
draws on his experiences in science,

theatre, dance and cinema to reinterpret the world and return it to us
stamped with his wildly altered,
entertaining point of view.
Take Bélanger’s approach
towards athletics, for example.
Ask him how he feels about our
sports-minded society, and he'll
tell you. “I don't like it! I want to
militate against it!”
It's the competitive nature of
sports that Bélanger doesn’t care for,
and although he agrees that it’s a
necessary part of life, he believes it’s
only one small component among
many dynamics found in the natural
world.

But'that doesn’t stop him from
using sports equipment in his performances, and this weekend, he'll
bring a show to Edmonton that
involves putting a new spin on basketballs, Pilates balls, gymnastics
ropes, and trampolines: Grande
Theorie Unifee, presented by Bryan

Webb and Bélanger’s own Production LAPS:company.
“Things that are used for sports

can definitely be used for something
different,” he says. “So we give them

a new meaning—which is less about
competition, and more about cre-

ation and construction and new life.
Philosophically, the piece is very
much about freedom and creation
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|GRANDE THEORIE UNIFEE
coe | PRESENTED BY PRODUCTIONS LAPS

© | CHOREOGRAPHED BY MARTIN BELANGER
CATALYST THEATRE (0529 GATEWAY BLVD), $20-$25
and other possibilities as opposed to
competition and aggressiveness.
“One of the keywords is playfulness,” he continues, adding that the
piece has a circus atmosphere, with
people seated around the stage. It’s
a format that allows the audience
members to witness one another as
they watch the show. “The seating
plays a little bit with the idea of ‘the
happening.’ There is a kind of
togetherness—a non-competitive,
playful approach.”

The highly theatrical work
includes some entertaining, risqué
behaviour, as well as commentary
on art and society, and of course,
lots of drama and humour.
“I'm hoping that the fun is contagious!" says Bélanger, who
welcomes audiences of all ages
and from all backgrounds to the
show, which he promises will
transform our everyday reality
into a new realm of creativity and
imagination. W

Most importantly, though, Mcintosh has ended the program's performative drought: the fall semester
saw the student's performing select
scenes from a handful of operas. And
now Mcintosh is directing one full
student production to cap off the
year: a two-night run of Hansel And
Gretel, performed in English and
starring a different cast of young
voices each evening

THE CHOICE OF OPERA w
decided for him—"l didn’t have
guys in the program,” he says, and.
the operatic take on German fairyt

which contains a higher number of
female voices over more masculine
tones, was selected. But it’s one t!
caters to the program’s current 1
students, giving them that ne
taste of real-world experience
‘The only way [for students t
lear it is to do it; you can’t leam
of a book,” Mcintosh e»
We're trying to give our yo
the opportunities they n
skill ready for if they're goi
when they graduate, into further training or the real world of singing in og
“We'd be classified as one
of
smaller opera programs, but
aspirations of trying to grow
bit bigger. Not necessarily to con
pete against them,” he clarifies, “but
to have a place for young singers
from this part of Canada t
they don’t necessarily ha\
Toronto to get their education.” w
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DIRECTED BY BRIAN MCINTOSH
WRITTEN BY ENGELBERT HUMPERDINCK
TIMMS CENTRE (87 AVE & 112 ST), $10- $15
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12039 — 127 street
www.edmontonyogostudio.com

tel 451.8131

AMONG OTHER THINGS, nis
dancers take on the roles of lively, sexy cheerleaders, but instead
of pitting audience members
against one another by creating
an aggressive, competitive
atmosphere, they bring people
together through laughter.
“Cheerleading is usually used ina
world where you want to cheer more
for one team more than the other, so
again—there’s the idea of competition. But what if you used cheerleading for something other than
competition?” says Bélanger, who
uses random 20th-century buzzwords
like “trans-fats,” “ecology” and “globalization,” and places them within the
realm of cheerleading, where his
high-energy dancers shout them out,
getting the audience wound up and
ready for the show.
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the elements
and

them interchangable Ie t
nction. Perhaps mua)i ™ “

her attempting to address “cycles

addiction,” but a superficial ste Te
tion of addiction and purposeless,

Hibbard’s show is light on
the bold, heavy on the baffling

ugly art hardly seems exciting.
| HOPED THATlooking back at the long
‘painting and the sculpture might offer
some kind of sense of purpose to the
exhibition, but was frustrated
there by Hibbard’s reliance on
faux-outsider
art techniques. Her
drawing in the long painting
makes it impossible to tell what
the figures within are doing or

ADAM WALDRON-BLANN
/adam @vueweskycom
n her small show at Harcourt
[i= Karen Hibbard seems
determined to hide her long
experience as an artist behind
apparently intentionally amatpgarishly made works and a
nonspecific artists statement.
The Bold and the Baffling
definitely baffles.

for, and while it certainly succeeds in being baffling, it’s even
less bold than either the prints or
the sculpture; the awkward silhouetted figures occupy a dull,

The_works in The Bold and the

lifeless visual space with only a

Baffling are of three kinds. The

few points that really catch interest. Here I wonder again if she is
trying to call upon some idea of

first thing seen on entering the

gallery space is a sculpture constructed from furniture and small,
crudely made clay figures. On the
left-hand wall is a long, narrow

addiction as a wasteland, but if

horizontal painting which seems
mostly devoted to demonstrating
a contrived absence of drawing
skills, and most interesting visually for its generally uniform coat-

ing of slightly iridescent
transparent paint above the pictorial elements. Finally, on the far wall
are a collection of linoleum prints on
coloured paper
The pints do the least of the three
to position Hibbard as an outsider,
because they do not feature much of
an attempt to look poorly made,
despite the curious way they are
hung. They are also the most immediately intelligible, featuring a depiction of pipe-like objects spitting
drops of liquid, as well as some
more vague other objects. A corporeal implication springs to mind,
haying to do with blood and various

bodily systems which can be
abstracted to a series of tubes. But
despite some vaguely heart-shaped
images (the real kind of heart, that
is), Hibbard doesn’t seem to care
what we think the pictures are like
According to the brief description

UNTILSAL MAR
Ee THE
BOLD AND
=<

=

E BAFFLING

WORKS
BYKAREN HIBBARD
HARCOURT HOUSE (10216-112 ST)

of her ideas for the show, she is “fascinated by cyclical patterns,” and
although she started out examining
biological systems she has happily
realized that almost anything can be
described as such. She even gives a
few examples of random bits of the
world—social

structures,

the city,

nature, human behavior, et cetera—
seemingly quite proud of her simple
philosophizing. Unfortunately, such
vagueness doesn’t give us much to
chew on, and the prints offer little
visual excitement to go alongside.
The systems seem unsystematic and

she is, the unastonishing link
results in an uninteresting image.
In the sculpture at least
there is a little boldness on display, and despite her repeated
insistence on crude techniques, her roughly shaped
smurfs are at'least sometimes
understandable in their
actions. One can even see a link in
some of them to the alleged subject
of addiction, as the gnomes perform
actions which seem related to the
cycle which she wants to discuss,
but the overturned armchair and
other broken pieces of furniture
make an uninspiring stage.
It seems that through the whole
collection, Hibbard is trying to give
herself a voice of authenticity as she
tries to speak about addiction and
everything else cyclical by aping an
Art Brut aesthetic and presenting
herself as an outsider. Unfortunately,
these works lack the vibrancy of
successful works in that style, and
her posturing is essentially play-acting. The theoretical backing of the
works seems simplistic and unconsidered, and most importantly they
are boring to look at. w

Heavy things
Hide’s exhibit exhilarates, but
could stand for more background
SARAH HAMILTON / hamilton@vueweekly.com

here's a lot of polarized rhetoric
| in the arts community about
the value of modernism within
our own art history, so much so that I

(Ze) UNTIL SAT, MAR 21

be
FACETS OF FORM
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a

WORKSBYPETER HIDE AND
HIS CONTEMPORARIES
FAB GALLERY (12ST
&7AVE)

think we occasionally forget why we
liked it at ali in the first place
Walking into Facets of Form: The
Sqpipture of Peter Hide and his

Anthony Caro, Tim Scott, Michael
Steiner and Alan Reynolds.

Contemporaries is a pleasant
reminder of the reasons modernist
sculpture captivated us, the audience,
in the first place. Curators Peter Hide
and Betsy Boone have pulled some of
Hide’s strongest, most ambitious work
agg placed it alongside work by

The work on the entrance level of
the gallery belongs exclusively to Hide,
save for one sculpture by Steiner.
According to Hide, this work served as
inspiration for some of his own sculptures, and stands as a nice parallel
against Anthony Caro’s sculpture.
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Steiner’s work, “Judgematic 1,” is unassuming, especially next to Hide's
grander works, but it is visually intriguing. The shadows conceal the mechanisms of the work—how it supports
itself and how it is held together. The
lighting in this space gives all the sculptures an ominous elusiveness.
“High and Over,” which requires its

ARTS
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- ficly.Hine about how much | dislike
art. The sentiment is not accrued from
encountering any specific works, but
is mostly just a general disposition

_from an apathetic environment. It may

be the art—in whatever form—
Spending the greater portion of this past_“not
that is irritating, but the reactions and
Festival, |was among a few scores of
{lack of) communication it receives
and illicits,
audience members watching everything
Art, in any formation, doesn’t exist
from emerging dancers and choreograin a bubble. It always exists on a mulphers to international-calibre dance
tifaceted plane and can be so much
artists and choreography.
Personally, | find dance in its conmore than just selfish construction and
consumption. Apathy is the worst
temporary form as the most conresponse one could wish for, as it’s a
ducive experience that exists purely
sign that, overall, the work hasn't
in the affect between thinking bodmoved or challenged anything or anyies, be it dancer to dancer or dancer
to audience or even audience to
one, for better or for worse.
In the almost seven years since I've
audience. It is a live art form that
exchanges and communicates immebeen a freelance arts writer in this city,
shifts have been noted in the developdiately—or doesn't—on a plane that
ment of dialogue within the arts commuis far more reactive than engaging
nities, but not so much with its outreach
with object-based works. When a
piece resonates, that experience can
to new audiences.
| have no recollection of when or
lead to immediate new lines of
why | started avidly attending visual
thought and action for audience and
performers alike. When a piece doesart exhibitions specifically, as scoping
out visual art in Edmonton was never
n't work, it’s hard to tell if it’s just
a priority or even a particularly memoyou, as unlike visual media, there is
rable experience, at least not until |
a shared audience that politely claps
started striking up conversations with
no matter what the outcome.
increasingly familiar faces. Some of
Only finally, after years of scratching
those faces would become friends and
my head at the uniform reception,
associates, and it was a particular
someone finally noted the general
atmosphere was one of apathy. Not in
interest in the people that led me to
wonder why there was not more rigorthe least surprising, but also alarmingly

weekend at the Expanse Movement Arts

accurate, this sentiment did not come

from an audience member, but from a
performer describing the Edmonton
audience.
From dance to music to literary to
visual arts, apathy or any lack of emotive
interest is definitely noted from the sea
of crossed arms and stiff upper lips.
Some people genuinely enjoy themselves and appreciate the arts, of
course, but more often than not they
show their agreeability through presence alone.

RARELY THE DIPLOMAT, | often pub-

Own room, is a circular work over
nine feet high and 12 feet wide. The
steel beams are fastened with a uniform row of bolts, some of them missing. Combined with the earth-toned
paint, the sculpture feels like something stumbled upon in a post-industrial wasteland, like it was once a
small part of a large machine.
Alan Reynolds’ work stands out in
the exhibition. Amidst the welded steel,
Reynolds’ sculpture is the only wood
work. However, Reynolds disguises the
wood in thick paint, so that it appears
to be iron or steel. Anthony Caro’s
work, “Box Piece 7,” is characteristic of
Caro’s interest in geometry and balance. “Box Piece” also serves as the
best example of how these sculptures
interact with the space. The gallery
lights bounce off the steel, but the geometric cut-outs cast heavy shadows on
the floor underneath it.
THIS EXHIBITION gives Hide the ‘opportunity to speak about his work, as well as

Ous support for what each were trying
to accomplish. Many state the community here is just too small and
nobody wants to step on anybody

else’s toes with criticism, but that
attitude is more a hindrance to growth
to both the relationship as people as it
is a block to the relationship to their
art. It is out of respect that one should
vocalize their opinion, as anything
short of that basic human dialogue is
a death to expression.

Amy Fung is the editor of PrairieArtsters.com.

the work of his peers, which is important, because Modernist sculpture is not
the easiest art form to engage with, and
as the art community continues to
examine its own art history, it’s important for the artists to have their say and
to tell their stories. With this in mind, |
found the absence of interpretive mate-

rials jarring. FAB produced an accompanying catalogue and a brochure, but
there's no interpretive material inside
the gallery itself—there are no didactic
panels and the title cards, though present, are small. Though the interpretive
brochure says why Boone and Hide
wanted to present this. exhibition, there

needs to be something that compels the
viewer to look at each sculpture and tie
the work of Hide to the work of the
other artists represented. Knowing that
modernist sculpture is not the easiest
art form to engage with and one that
the public is generally uninformed
about it, the absence of the curatorial
voice does a disservice to a worthwhile
exhibition. w
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DEADUNE
ISFRIDAY AT3PM

780,492 2972 © Lecture and book-signing with Timothy
Snyder, author of The Red Prince: The Secrat Lives of a

LANDO GALLERY 11130-105 Ave,780.990.1161 ¢ THE
CANADIAN ROCKIES LOOP: Paintings by Tatjana MirkovPopovikei * Mar 6-28 * Opening reception: Mar 7, 24pm

UPPER CRUST CAFE 10909-86 Ave, 780.422.8174 «

LATITUDE53GALLERY 10248-1065 St, 2nd Fi,
780,423,5353 * Main Space: LADY THINGS-OH,

RIAN
WEBB DANCE Catalyst Theatre, 85 Ave, 103 St,

780.452.3282 © Production LAPS’ presentation of Grande
Théorie Unifée, choreographed by Martin Bélanger #
Mar 5-7 *
{student/senior) atTIX on the Square

ZERO DANCE-SPRING
AHEAD Artery, 9535

Jasper
Ave* TheSun Will Retum: Amtrak byGood
Women, Yellow Ribbon Dancers, Lin Snelling with Michael
Reinhart andEstheranna StBuble, Jen Wong, Michelle
Milenkovie, Trevor Anderson (filmmaker/rocker), Anthea
Black (installation),
andthe MZD climbers * Sat, Mar7,
Bom # $12/$10 (MZD member)

GALLERIES/MUSEUMS

MOTHER. Artworks by Robyn Cumming * Projex Room:
A COUNTESS DREAM: Esther Scott-Mackay * Mar 6-Apr
4 © Opening reception: Fri, Mar 6, 8pm © Artist tall:
With Robyn Cumming: Mar 7, 1pm * Wet and Paste:
with Ed Pein and Johannes Zits, collaborative collage
and drawing sessions.; Sat, Mar 7, 7:30-11:30pm; free

LOFT GALLERY A.J. Ottewell Arts Centre, 590
Broadmoor Blvd, Sherwood Park, 780.998.3091 * Open:
Thu 5-9pm, Sat 10am-4pm © BEGINNINGS: Art Society
of Strathcona County * Mar 5-Apr 25

McMULLEN GALLERY U of A Hospital, 8440-112 St,
780.407.7152 * COMMON CONTRAST: Photographs;
until Mar 8 * DOMESTICITY: Artworks from the Alberta
Foundation for the Arts Collection—a twist on everyday
domestic objects; Mar 14-Apr 9

MCPAG (Multicultural Centre Public Art Gallery)
5411-51 St, Stony Plain, 780.963.2777 « EXODUS:
Artworks by Tyler Dixon; Until Apr 1 * Dining Room

ALBERTA CRAFT COUNCIL 10186-106 St,
780.488.6611 © INTENSIONS: Fibre artworks; until Apr

Gallery: Paintings by Myma Hanmer; Until Apr 2

18 © Artist talk on /atensions: Message and Medium in
Fibre Art.with Mary Sullivan Holdgrafer and Matt Gould;

Sat, Mar 7, 2-3pm # Discovery
r
AMISKWACIY ACADEMY 101 Airport Rd,

MICHIF CULTURAL AND METIS RESOURCE

INSTITUTE 9 Mission Ave, St. Albert, 780.651.8176 «
Aboriginal Veterans Display * Gift Shop © Finger weaying and sash display by Celina Loyer

790.424.1270 * Open House arts and craft sale ¢ Mar 9,

open house 6:30-8:30pm; craft sale 2:30-6:30pm
ANT BEAT GALLERY 26 St. Anne Street, St. Albert,

MUSEE HERITAGE MUSEUM 5 St. Anne Street, St
Albert, 780.459.1528 » THE BISHOP WHO ATE HIS

BOOTS; Celebration of the life of Isaac and Sadie
Stringer and their mission to the Arctic « Until Mar 15

780.459.3679 ® Alberta landscape paintings by Russ
Hogger * Opening Sat, Mar 14, 1~4pm

NINA HAGGERTY Stollery Gallery 9704-111 Ave,
780.474.7611 * TECHNO PICTURES; Paintings by Mika-Low © Until Mar 27 ¢ Opening reception: Thu, Mar
12, 7-9pm
7

ART GALLERY OF ALBERTA Enterprise Square, 100,
10230 Jasper Ave, 780.422.6223 » POLAROIDS:

Photographs byAttila Richard Lukacs selected by

Michael Morris; opening: Mar 7; The history of art is rich
with images that are provocative and challenge societal
norms. Sexuality and violence are integral to this history.
POLAROIDS addresses questions of power, masculinity
and desire with images of nudity and sexual activity, This

content will disturb some and inspire others. Parents and
educators
areencouraged to preview the exhibition «
Exhibition Preview Tour: with Attila Richard Lukacs
and Michael Morris: Fri, Mar 6, 6pm, free * Interactive

Walk-

KAMENA 5718 Calgary Tr S, 780.944.9497 * Mon-Wed,
Fri 10am-6pm; Thu 10am-7pm; Sat 1am-5Spm «
Featuring artworks by various artists

‘Tours: Brian Webb, Mar 12; André

Grace), Mar 19; Tedd Kerr, Mar 26; 7-8pm, free * SYLVAIN VOYER: SURVEY 1957—PRESENT: until Mar 22 ©
JOHN FREEMAN: THE HORIZON
AS IT. SHOULD BE:

Digital photographs; until Mar 22 © LEAVING OLYMPIA:
Unveiling the Idealized Nude; until May 18 * A SENSE
SUBLIME: (Sth Century Landscapes; until May 18 © Free
(memiber)/$10 (adult)/$7 (senior/student); $5 (6-12yrs)/free
(5yrs and under)/$20 (family—2 adults, 4 children)

CENTRE O’ARTS VISUELS DE ALBERTA 9103-95
Ave, 780.461.3427 * MEL! MELO: Artworks by Sebastian
Guiller, Gilberte Gagné, and guest Robert McLean, and
works from the Group Partners # Until Mar 11

PICTURE THIS GALLERY 959 Ordze Rd, Sherwood Park,
780.467.3038 Paintings, sculptures and folk art by various artists ¢ Until Mar 7

Albert, 780.460.4310 * A WAY INTO PLACE: Artworks
by Verne Busby, Cindy Delpart, Judith Martin and Bruce
Thompson * Mar 19-Apr 12 * Opening reception: Mar
19, 7-Spm © An Evening with Artists . Art Auction
Fundraiser: An Evening with Artists Art Auction supports Profiles Public Art Gallery and its community art
programming; Mar 7

Bldg, 112 St, 89 Ave (780°492.2081) © Open Tue-Fri
10am-Spm, Sat 2-Spm ¢ FACETS OF FORM: Sculptures by
Peter Hide and his contemporaries, curated by Betsy
Boone © Until Mar 21

FRINGE GALLERY 10516 Whyte Ave, bsmt of the Paint
Spot, 780.432.0240 * HELICON: Artworks by Harcourt
artists ® Until Mar 30 © Opening reception: Mar 7, 1-5pm
FRONT GALLERY 12312 Jasper Ave, 780.488.2952 ©
Woodcuts by Lisa Brawn © Paintings by Kari Duke;
opening: Mar 14
GALLERY
AT MILNER Stanley A. Milner Library Main Fl
Sit Winston Churchill Square, 780.496.7030 * ODYSSEY:
Sculptors Association of Alberta © Until Mar 30

GALLERY
IS 4930 Ross St, Red Deer, 403.341.4841 «
PAINTERLY PAINTINGS: Landscapes by Jeri-Lynn Ing «
Through March * Opening reception: Fri, Mar 6, 6-8pm,
antst in attendance

GREENLAND

Cloverbar Rd, Hwy 15 E,

10329-83 Ave, 780.433.3399 © By Arlene Hutton, starring

Kendra Connor and Adam Burgess, directed by John
Sproule © It’s Christmas, 1940, on a crowded train a

May * Until Mar 8, Tue-Sat 7:30pm, Sat-Sun 2pm * $20
{adult}/$15 (student/senior) at TIX on the Square

155St* Grant MacEwan College * Comedy by Stewart
Lemoine ® Mar 13-21, 7:30pm; Sun, Mar 15, 2pm * $14
(adult}/$8 (student/senior) at TIX on the Square

THE LOVE LIST Mayfield Dinner Theatre, 1615-109
Ave, 780.483.4051 * By Norm Foster. A comic spin on
the quest for perfection © Until Apr 12 © $55-$85

AGA-BOON Festival Place, 100 Festival Way, Sherwood
Park, 780.464.2852 © By Dimitri Bogatirev * Theatre of
Physical Comedy * Mar 13-14, 7:30pm; Mer 15-15, 2pm

MO" FAUX Third Space, 1516-103 St © Norther Light
Theatre's annual fundraiser event hosting three fantastically faux divas, Celine, Barbra and Cher as well as
food, cocktails, and a silent auction * Mar 7,7pm *
$30 at Northern Light Theatre, 780.471.1596 or at
wwww.northemlighttheatre.com

ANNIE Jubilee Auditorium, 11455-87 Ave,
1.866.540.7469 * Broadway Across Canada # The timeless tale of Little Orphan Annie, a musical about never
giving up hope * Mar 10-15 @ Tickets: at Jubilee
Auditorium box office 780.451.8000

RAVEN STOLE THE SUN Dow Centennial Centre, Shell
Theatre 8700-84 St, Hwy 21, Fort Saskatchewan.

BENEATH THE ICE Westbury Theatre, TransAlta Arts
Bams, 10330-84 Ave, 780.409.1910 © Fringe Theatre
Adventures * Written by Edmonton filmmaker and shad‘Ow puppeteer Eva Colmers. While exploring Inuit culture,

780.992.6400 * By Drew Hayden Taylor, based on a traditional Tlingit story as recounted by Shaa Tléa Maria
William, presented by Red Sky, a contemporary
Aboriginal performance * Mar 11-12, 10:15am and

myths and legends, Beneath the Ice addresses issues of

1:15pm * $15 (adult}/$12.50 (senior/student\/$10
(child)

climate change * Mar 10-15 * $23.50 (adult/$19.50
(student/senior)/$12.50 (child) at Fringe Theatre box
Office, tickets.fringetheatre.ca

RAVEN STOLE THE SUN AND THREE TRICKSTERS
Maclab Centre for the Performing Arts. 4308-50 St

CHIMPROV Varscona Theatre, 10329-83 Ave,

Tlingit story as recounted by Shda Tl4a Maria William,
presented by Red Sky, a contemporary Aboriginal per
formance * Mar 14, 2pm © $16 ladult)/$12 (child 12
and under) at TIX on the Square

Leduc © By Drew Hayden Taylor, based on a traditional

780.433.3399 * Rapid Fire Theatre presents comedy
every Sat, 11pm, except for the last Sat of each month
until June 13 © $10/$8 (member) at TIX on the Square

CORNER GASSED Jubilations Dinner Theatre, 8882170 St, Phase II, WEM, 780.484.2424 © Until Mar 29,

Wed-Sat 6:30pm; Sun Spm

DIE-NASTY Varscona Theatre, 10329-83 Ave,
780.433.3399 © Live improvised soap opera directed by
Dana Andersen # Every Mon, 8pm
101A Ave * By John Patrick Shanley * Mar 7-29,
7:30pm, 1:30pm @ Tickets at the Citadel box office
780.425.1820

SPRINGBOARDS NEW PLAY FESTIVAL Third Space.
11516-103 St * Workshop West # Featuring different
plays and play excerpts every evening. Pitch to Play, a
fun and competitive process to choose Workshop West's
2009/10 Playwriting Unit * Mar 12-15 and Mar 19-22

STAGE STRUCK 20091 Walterdale Playhouse, 10322-83
Ave * Edmonton Regional One-Act Festival Association
featuring comedy, drama, puppets, mime, solo performances and new works by local playwrights Chad Carlson,

Gerald Osbom, Barbara North, Michele Vance Hehir and

JULIUS CAESAR Citadel's Maclab Theatre, 9828-101A
Ave ® Shakespeare's gripping political thriller. Part of the
Mainstage Series ® Until Mar 15, 7:30pm, mat 1:30pm «

Mar 14-15, 2pm * $27 at Festival Place box office,
TicketMaster
780.448.0695 © Rapid Fire Theatre’s weekly insane
improv show © Every Fri (11pm) * Until July 31 © $10/

$8 (member) at TIX on the Square

780.427.1750 * Celebrating 100 Years of the UFA in
Rural Communities Exhibit ¢ Until Mar 2S # Free

until Mar 8 © Government House: Tours on Sat. Sun,

Edmonton Columbian Choirs

holidays, 11am-4:30pm, ph 780.427.2281

Shon

SCOTT GALLERY 10411-124 St, 780.488.3619 * PAS
NATURE MORTE: Artworks by Lynn Malin ® Until Mar 10

SNAP GALLERY « Print art by Guy Langevin * Feb 26Apr 11 * Opening reception: Thu, Feb 26, 7-3pm

STEEPS OLD GLENORA 12411 Stony Plain Rd &
Artworks by Trevor Waurechen # Meet the artist: Mar 8
Until Mar 31

SPRUCE GROVE ART GALLERY 420 King St, Spruce

A Bougquers

Tuesday, March 17, 2009

Grove, 780.962.0664 « ABSOLUTE ABSTRACT:

Members show ® Until Mar 7

7:00p.m.

STEPPES GALLERIES 1253, 1259-91 St » WEST
GALLERY: PLACES: Artworks by Christine Wallewien;
until Mar 31 © EAST GALLERY: CONTINUANCE: Mixed
media artworks by Jayme Chalmers; until Mar 10 * E
kelley.brent@bldg-inc.ca

McDougall United Church

STUDIO GALLERY 11 Perron Street, St. Albert,
780.460.5993 * SECRET SURFACE: Paintings by Daniel
yanHeyst ® Mar 7-28 © Opening reception: Sat, Mar 7,
1-4pm.

10025 101 Street

Tickets: $15*

Sciences Building, U of A Campus. 780.492.5834 «
10th annual Science Sunday for kids * Sun, Mar 8, 124pm; www.museums.valberta.ca

(*plus applicable service charges)

HARRIS-WARKE GALLERY-RED DEER Sunworks,

4924 Ross St, Red Deer, 403.346.8937 * WORKING
TITLE: 2nd part of an installation project by 3rd year
visual artstudents from Red Deer College. First part is
al the Red Deer College Library * Mar 6-Apr 17 ¢

VISUAL ARTS ALBERTA 3rd Fi, 10215-112 St.
780.421.1731 * LOOKING GLASS: Photographsby
Roberta Murray and Leon Strambitsky * Until Mar 21

LITERARY

Opening reception: Fri, Mar 6, 6-8pm

AUDREYS BOOKS 10702 Jasper Ave, 780.423.3487 *
Poetry Nights the 2nd Fri each month * Poetry with

'CON HAIR GALLERY 10150 Jasper Ave, main level,

Sharron Poulx-Turner and Anna Marie Sewell * Fri,
Mar 6, 7:30pm

Commerce Place, 780.426.1021 » BEAUTY AND THE

GEASTIS}: Paintings by Cory Montemurro * Until Mar 14
JEFF ALLEN GALLERY Strathcona Place Senior Gentre,
10831 University Ave, 780.433.5807 * FOSTER AND
UNGSTAD: Artworks papier tole and decoupage by

Millard Foster and pottery by Magdalene “Mag” Ungstad

* Until Apr2 * Opening reception:
Mar11, 6:30-8:30pm

For information contact Brenda at 780.760.3270

Heather at 780.484.8325. Email: hbedford@shaw.ca
www.edmontoncolumbianchoirs.ca

CITY ARTS CENTRE 10943-84 Ave, 780,932,4409 «
TALES. Monthly Storytelling Circle: Tell stories or
come to listen; 2nd Fri each month * Until June, 8pm;
$3 (free first time) © Fri, Mar 13, 8-10pm
ROSIE'S 10475-80 Ave. 780.439.7211 * TALES.

Columbian Choirs

Edmonton's Family ot Choirs

EDMONTON STORYTELLING CAFE T.A.LES. Alberta

JOHNSON GALLERY + Southside: 7711-85 St,
780.465.6171; New artworks by Sylvia Dubrule, Linda
Nelson, Ruth Vontobel-brunner, Shirley Thomas and pot‘sty by Helena Ball * Northside: 11817-80 St,

League Encouraging Storytelling open mic * First Thu
each month, 7-Spm * Pay-What-You-Will (min $6); info
at 780.992.4409 * TALES Edmonton Storytelling Café:
Celtic Cauldron: Featuring storytellers Dawn Blue,
Kathy Jessup and Kate Quinn; Mar 5

Painter, pottery byPeggy Heer * Through March

UNIVERSITY
OF ALBERTA 2-06 Pembina Hall,

780.479.8424; Artworks byAudrey Pfannmuller, Jim

at

THEATRESPORTS Varscona Theatre, 10329-83 Ave,

UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA MUSEUMS Earth

Anworks by Karen Hibbard * Until Mar 21

scene

Festival Place, Sherwood Park # Mar 13-15, 7:30pm;

10am-5pm

*° Main Gallery: THE GERMAN AUTUMN IN MINOR
SPACES: Photographic works by Allen Ball and Kimberly
Mair ¢ Front Room: THE BOLD AND THE BAFFLING:

edmonton arts

THEATRE OF PHYSICAL COMEDY—AGA-BOOM

TELUS WORLD OF SCIENCE 11211-142 St,
780.452.9100 © THE AAT OF THE BRICK™. until May 3

the Emerging Artists Society of Alberta « Mar 14-15,

:

Zillur Rahman John * Mar 6-7, 7pm * $18 (adult weekend pass)/$16 (student/senior weekend pass)/$10
{adult}/$8 (student/senior) at TIX on the Square, door

780.466.7503 * ARTISTS AND FLOWERS: Artworks by

HARCOURT HOUSE 31d Fl, 10215-112 St, 780.426.4180

search the most |
comprehensive
guide to the <_ |

PROVINCIAL ARCHIVES OF ALBERTA 8555 Roper Rd,

and design distinctive to the Mexican cowboy; until Apr
13 © HEIGHTS OF FASHION: History of the Elevated Foot;

FINE ARTS BUILDING
GALLERY Rm 1-1, Fine Arts

THE LAST TRAIN TO NIBROC Varscona Theatre

young man in uniform and aspiring writer sits next to

EAST OF BERLIN Roxy Theatre, 10708-124 St «
Theatre Network * By Hannah Moscovitch * Mar 1029, 8pm Tue-Sat; 2pm Sun * Sun, Wed, Thu: $27
{adult)/$23 (student/seniors); Fri-Sat: $29 (adult/$25
(student/senior}; Preview: Mar 10-11: $22; Tue: 2 for
$28 available in advance through TIX on the Square;
opening night available at Theatre Network

Musée Héntage, Arts and Heritage Foundation Office
PROFILES PUBLIC ART GALLERY 19 Perron St, St

Two One Way Tickets to Broadway and Round Barn
Productions * A contemporary musical chronicling the
five-year life of a marriage, from meeting to break-up *
Mar 12-14, Bpm; Sat, 2pm © $20 at TIX on the Square

THE ADDLEPATED NDGE John L Haar Theatre, 10045-

Fundraiser for Profiles Public Art Gallery * $40 at Profiles,

ROYAL ALBERTA MUSEUM 12845-102 Ave,
780.453.9100 © AATE EN LA CHARRERIA: Crattsmanship

CROOKED POT GALLERY 4912-51 Ave, Stony Plain,
780.963.9573 * Open Tue-Sat 10am-Spm ¢ NATURAL
SELECTION: Marilyn Henker’s nature-based pottery

THEATRE

DOUBT, A PARABLE Citadel's Shoctor Theatre, 9828-

Bergstrom ® Until Apr 30

4

THE POETS’ HAVEN: Monday Night reading series presented by Stroll of Poets * Every Mon, 7pm * $5 door
* Featuring spoken word artists Dorothy Ansdell, Kathy
Fisher, Connie Lioyd, Joy-Ruth Nickelson, and
Marguerite Redshaw; Mon, Mar 9

PLATINUM CENTRE 24 Boudreau Rd, St. Albert ¢
GALLERY A-GO-GO: Art auction featuring artworks by Bruce
Allen, Elaine Classen, Angela Grootelaar, Douglas Haynes,
and others * Mar 7, 7pm (door), 8pm (auction) ©

CHRISTL BERGSTROM'S RED GALLERY 9621-82 Ave,

780.498.1984 # CAA CULTURE: Gil paintings by Christ!

Free Pre-Show Chat prior to the matinee on Sat. Mar 14

THE LAST FIVE YEARS Third Space, 11516-103 St «

Habsburg Archduke # Fri, Mar 6, 3pm © Free

CA) Foundation €Pmonton

edmonton
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Sex, Passion, Romance, Adventure...

EDMONTON

Do you have what it takes?
www, what-lt-takes.org
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1 with disease

proposal found inside the rim of a
cup of Timmy's and goes west on his
own instead of going in for debilitating treatments. He takes photos of
giant objects, stumbles upon the
Stanley Cup, smokes reefer with
Gord Downie—admittedly, pretty,
cool. He takes a horseback ride in
Saskatchewan, where he most
improbably drinks Steam Whistle
with a horny farmer. (Product placement trumps verisimilitude.) He gets
lost in the woods in Banff and surfs
off of Vancouver Island. As I recall, I
don't think anything happens to him
in Manitoba, alas. Along the way he
considers what really matters, lists
life's compromises, and ponders the
deep subjectivity of food odour, an
Issue never resolved
If looming death doesn’t over-burden One Week, it hardly injects it with
a great deal of urgency, either. jack2™
son emanates sweetness and famillarity, but can’t seem to convey the
minimal panic, revelation and/or
insanity required by the situation.

“nl ured One Week can’t
hake the cancer-movie clichés
@vueweokly.com

those painful things in

ovies rarely render in

at truly resonates, that

elevates the material above a level of
facile catharsis or emotional pornography. Atrocities, life imprisonment,
genocides, tax audits, terminal cancer. Yet that last one, however daunting, never goes too long without
some fresh taker eager to step up to
the plate and give it a whack. Most
often, it seems the younger the afflict-

ed protagonist, the better. You know
how it is. Die young, leave a beautiful

blah-blah-blah. You'd roll your eyes if
they weren’t so full of tears.
Among the virtues of One Week,
our most
t entry into this fraught
subgenre, isits ability to avoid getting

too bogged down in the despair of
being young, hopeful and ostensibly

healthy onlyto suddenly find out

Death's in the waiting room checking
his watch. Written and directed by

OPENS FAL,MAR
ONEW
WAITTEN
&DIRECTED AYMICHAEL GOWAN
STARRING JOSHUA JAKSON,UAE BALABAR,
DRAMA
CAMPBELL SCOTT
tok

deal of privileged knowledge, is so
thoroughly infused with winky little
detours into flashback and fantasy,
into little anecdotes about what happened to characters met briefly en
route by our hero, that it attains.a
welcome layer of detachment, something that helps to stave off the inert
bathos that is so often the cancer of
cancer movies.
If only this same approach could
also keep One Week from succumbing
to cheap national boosterism and a
palette of locations and vistas that
amounted to something more than
what feels like an extended advert for
Canadian tourism or, worse, a
telecommunications provider. Toron-

McGowan falls back on sentimentality
and staying shackled to over-prudent

part because he realizes that he never
wanted to live a life of passive conformity. Yet the greatest hits itinerary
of his cross-Canada trek sure feels
like the same one your polyesterslacked grandparents would take,

decidedly quirky road movie, narrated

tonian Ben (Joshua Jackson) sheds his

albeit in a Winnebago instead of a
gorgeous old Norton.

(actually Campbell Scott) with a great

everyday obligations and hits the road
after getting his death sentence, in

BEN'S ENGAGED to Samantha

Michael McGowan (Saint Ralph), this

by some anonymous literary sage

(Liane

T ame from the bottom
DVDETECTIVE

”
x
= JOSEF BRAUN
all
= ivdetective@vueweekly.com

As the studio-backed auteur films of the
1970s climbed into the stratosphere, those

delirious heights from which the whole
heady shotqumwedding of art and com-

uld

soon come crashing down,
in cinema slowly emerged

Influence to Henry Sanders’ inward abattoir
‘labourer in Killer of Sheep, blue-collar life
and the poles of wild times and desperate
dreams of transcendence it engenders found
anew and often exhilarating level of expression. Yet one of the most indelible and
entertaining examples of the working man’s
movie, one that’s genuinely regional in every
sense of the term—save racially—has
been long forgotten and is only now making
acelebrated retum.
Watchmaker Film has lovingly packaged
the first DVD release of The Whole

Shootin’ Match, the feature debut of a
scrawny. Texan named Eagle Pennell,
accompanied by A Hell of a Note, his 25-

brats whi
Movies

available tothe movie

redHollywood. These
eaply and required

reless
ften
madeon weekends
between regularjobs oververy long periods

of time.

the

partly why somany of

lasting

[9 |

the independents from

the 70s concern men at work. From Peter

Falk's convivial crew
inAWoman Under the

minute dry run which showcases the same
inspired comic pairing of actors Sonny Carl
Davis and Lou Perryman. Authenticityisa
precarious word to throw around when discussing movies, but if we invoke it to
describe how temperament and tendencies
teflect content, than Pennell’s the real thing.
He told stories about strangely lovable—
and occasionally detestable—losers,
dreamers and drinkers whose shaggy charm
could never be accused of benefiting from

excess polish. And these films, reputedly
constructed from single takes, sometimes
under-lit, sometimes overexposed, radiate
ramshackle enthusiasm. There are bits of
humour in Pennell’s work, not to mention
certain images of vast landscapes or
gloomy bars, that are so instantly winning,
yet they'd never satisfy the technical or storytelling standards of even the most slouching film academy. They exude faith in the
pleasures of watching human behaviour
and in only the most mundane forms of

catharsis, blotchy black and white and
boom shadows be damned. And they speak
to the inner life of the labourer. In one memorable scene, a character watches a movie
and sincerely wonders what the director

does for a living.

A HELL
OF A NOTE announces
the sense of
flow that is Pennell's modus operandi. It's
first sequence finds Davis and Perryman
resigning from roof tarring in a marvelously

fluid gesture: they both whip it out and piss
on the as-yet un-tarred roof, their streams of
urine converging into a creeping puddle

heading strait toward the boots of their

FILM

Balaban of Last Chance Harvey), a
pretty actuary. He's a failed-novelistturned-schoolteacher, a guy who's
just too damned nice to really pursue his dreams with the necessary
Tigour. Cancer may very well extinguish his life with brutal efficiency,
but it does give him the gift of gumption. He buys the motorbike on a
whim. He takes up a spookily-apt

cranky and imminently former employer.
They then head to a bar to drown sorrows,
meet girls, get in awesomely awkward
fights, dance and ponder new opportunities.
A sudden injection of tragedy brings it all to
a grinding halt, but most of A Hell of a Note
is cyclical and un-dramatic, the sense of
inevitability kept buoyant by often sublime
gags and an endearing undercurrent of
friendship declared.
This is even more the case with The
Whole Shootin’ Match, which features no
such tragic conclusion but rather builds
up to a moment of clarity, or at least as
close to one as this hillbilly Hope and
Crosby can hope to approximate. Loyd

(Perryman) and Frank (Davis) have evidently been pals a long while, having collaborated in a number of failed
get-rich-quick schemes, everything from a
flying squirrel farm to the chinchilla business. Things kick off as Loyd proposes
another dazzling new enterprise:
polyurethane. Hang onto your hats.
The distinctions between Perryman and
Davis’ characters are more pronounced
here. Loyd is the persistent optimist and
inventor—one of my favourite scenes conveys Loyd’s silent glee over his crafting of a
spinning wand that makes bubbles. Frank is
the philandering family man whose innate
cheerfulness and obvious love of Loyd keep
him within safe distance of depression and

story editing when he could have chosen to explore at least a couple of
roads less traveled, which is the
secret gift waiting inside the road
movie for those willing to roll with it.
So One Week is often a bit dull, sometimes wince-worthy, yet so genuinely
good-natured you still walk out rooting for it, hoping that its title isn't a
prediction for how long it'll last in
theatres. wv
3

complete alcoholic collapse. As the story
ambles on its way, with more bars, fights,
dancing, drinking and working en route,
Loyd and Frank are teased by success when
Loyd's hew super-mop—he has a revelation
in an automated car wash—gets picked up
by a local manufacturer who gives them a

whopping $1000 just for signing a contract.
You can probably guess how things turn
out. The final sequence finds them looking
for Indian treasure in the hills outside
Austin and coming to what feels like some
sort of fork in the road, even if neither Ob
them is entirely cognizant of the fact.
Perryman and Davis embody the
dreams of those Americans who feel
alienated by the larger society they

inhabit yet never stop trying, in that
deeply American way, to beat the system.
Pennell connected with his characters so
strongly that his own story came to
resemble theirs even as he revealed an

artistic vision never granted to them. Pennell nurtured a legend of failed potential
all too aligned with his body of work, and
he died, following years of drinking, professional and personal self-sabotage, ane
even intermittent homelessness, in 2002.
He was just shy of 50. It's a shame he
didn’t stick around long enough to see
what sort of success his good ol’ boys
would achieve. His best work survives
and will continue to do so. w
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OPENING THIS WEEK
DEATH OR CANADA

DIRECTED BY RUAN MAGAN
SAT, MAR 7(7PM); METRO CINEMA (9826 - 101A AVE)
PART OF THE IRISH FILM FEST
*
DAVID BERRY / david@vueweekly.com

THE WRESTLER
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FILM anv VIDEO ARTS
SOCIETY: ALBERTA

FRESHWORKS
GROUP SCREENING
THURSDAY MARCH
5 7PM

IRISH FILM FESTIVAL
FOR SCREENING TIMES GO TO METROCINEMA ORG

It's unfortunate that the only film showing
as part of Metro's annual Irish Film Fest
that we were able to get a screener for is
this joint Irish-Canadian documentary
about refugees fleeing the potato famine.
The Irish Film Fest has been a source of
some gems in the past, but this one most
definitely isn’t one of them.
Death or Canada has the look and
feel of a Sunday-evening CBC documentary, though would have to be considered
a poor example even of that genre. The
film, which outlines the causes of the
famine as well as the experience of
Toronto dealing with a stream of refugees
that tripled the city’s population and
whose rampant disease served as an
early public health crisis, trades between
talking heads and historical reenactments, and while both techniques have
their own unique flaws, overall the problem is that director Ruan Magan doesn't
seem to trust the story to be interesting

GARNEAU
theatre

DOWNSTREAM

&B

Canada Council
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O'Connor was charged with a number
of offences by Health Canada, Environ
ment Canada and Alberta Health, who
accused him of raising undue alarm in the
community, double billing and irresponsi
ble practices to the College of Physicians
and Surgeons in Alberta—charges which
threatened his license to practice medicine. The government tried to assassinate
his character in an attempt to shut him
up. Dr O'Connor was forced to move to
Nova Scotia to escape the furor over his
concerns. In the meantime, independent

study of Lake Athabasca near Fort

O'Donoghue's Opera, a musical parody

riginal communities unlucky enough to

Ireland, and is showing here with Flea
Ceoil, and 32A, a coming-of-age drama
from director Marian Quinn.

live downstream from the largest industrial project in the world.
Following the 2 pm sereening, a pane!
discussion featuring the major players
from the movie as well as director Leslie
lwerks and other interested parties will
follow.

SAVING LUNA

Made famous not only by being shortlisted for an Academy Award in the best
short documentary category, but also by
being singled out as a documentary worthy of being censored for its anti-tarsands
stance by Alberta Culture Minister Lindsay Blackett, Downstream will be mak-

DIRECTED BY MACHAEL PARFIT, SUZANNE CHISHOLM
WRITTEN BY PARFIT
kkk
OMAR MOUALLEM / omar@vueweekly.com

A young child loses his family at sea

He swims to an agreeable community

éCamera\ess

en

All Metro screenings are held at Zeidler Hall in the Citadel Theatre, 9828-101 A Ave.
For more information, call 425-9212. or log on to www.metrocinema.org

<>

That's when all hell broke loose.

that enjoys something of a cult status in

freshworks
jj
MARCH 5

OW DEADLY ean

Metro operates vith the support of:

rare cancer cases as Well as other diseases in the population he was treating
and he raised the alarm over his concems

Chipewyan proved the doctor's fears—
there are high levels of toxins caused by
tarsands in the lake.
The film illuminates what was going
on in the minds of some of the majo:
players in this real-life drama. From Dr
O'Connor himself to Kevin Timoney, the
ecologist who produced the report which
substantiated the doctor's concerns, to
former chief of Mikisew Cree First Nation
George Poitras, to residents of Fort
Chipewyan. Though it can sometimes run
the risk of becoming a weepy polemic on
the tarsands, ultimately it is a moving
film centred on how easy it is for government and industry to lust after profits and
ignore what is happening to isolated Abo-

BRYAN BIRTLES / bryan@vueweekly.com

sao WITH DAVE CLARKE & JEFF PAGE PRESENTS:

WEDNESDAY «: 8:00PM

the corollary that it’s of somewhat less
significance to North America, let alone
the world, as a whole, (And | say this as
someone whose North Irish Catholic roots
have left him well-versed in the centuriestong fucking the Micks have endured, from
both fate and the Brits.)
The historical reenactments, somewhere around the level of opening day at
Fort Edmonton, don’t help much, either.
They're used mostly to spell out, in as
obvious a manner as possible, the problems the talking heads are already elucidating: “[The British] looked at us as |
might look at sheep,” says one historian,
as the camera cuts to, duh, sheep grazing. Better still is the poor Irish farmer
who explains to a visiting priest that the
country is ruin, right after the narrator
explains that the priest found the country in ruin. Magan does this so frequently, you almost wonder if he’s trying to
convince himself that the story he’s
telling is worth it.
The good news here is that the other
films showing will most certainly be a
step up. Of particular interest are

ing its debut in Edmonton on March 8.
The film follows a defining incident in

the life of Dr John O'Connor, a community
physician formerly based in Ft McMurray
In 2001, Dr O'Connor began making regular
fly-ins to the remote community of Fort
Chipewyan to care for the people there. He
began noticing abnormally high rates of

etek

« DIRECTOR NELOFER PAZIRA IN ATTENDANCE

ON DEADLY|
LN

frequently, though they seem to leave out

DIRECTED BY LESLIE IWERKS
SUN, MAR 8(2PM &:4 PM)
METRO CINEMA (9828 ~ 101A AVE)

thee
FEAR OF TMAGHS: Wi
» AFGHANISTAN
ar 7PM

enough on its own.
That's evidenced by the talking heads
in as much as nearly every last one of
them goes out of his or her way to explain
how important this event was, a strange
kind of disaster boosterism that only
seems to underscore the fact the event is
considered a historical footnote for a reason. It’s really no surprise that almost
everyone interviewed here is either Irish
or of Irish descent (or that the Irish Film
and Television Academy saw fit to nominate it for an award): this is a definitive
experience for a people, as they point out

DOWNSTREAM

SUNDAYar 2&4PMi « FILMMAKER LESLIE IWERKS IN ATTENDANCE

MONDAY

“DEATH ORCANADA
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NEW FILMS
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_ A custody bat-

oticed that in the pod, he
k a mother, and switched
jo unenthusiastic mama

il|, he was an independent
10 enjoys the company of boats
@ life, and petting by human

ha
After
mR2ditches his pod, his sightings
by local fisherman, paddlers and joy-ride
boaters becomes talk of the town. That's
about when video journalist Michael Parfit
and his wife Suzanne Chisholm show up.
He was to spend three weeks document-

“jing the toddler whale, but three years later
Parfitis still by his side, day and night, protecting under the guise of filming.

{f Parfit and Chisholm didn’t show up
then, or left after their assignments timeline expired, this would be an entirely different doc. Itwould be made of retro-fitted
talking heads and news footage, cheesy
re-enactments and cross-fading newspaper clippings. But after the first time he
pointed his camera at Luna and pressed
record, he began following him with stalker-like obsession. If Luna were a human,
the filmmakers would have been slapped
with a restraining order early. But, of
course, many would accuse Luna with
reciprocating the attention.
Luna’s personality is real and therefore
he’s the real hero of this movie. The experience is all the more entrancing and, at
times, heartbreaking because his personality is so rich. It's as crafted as a character in a scripted film. Luna's persona is a
multidimensional one with his many
charms and faults. He's social and playful,
but he doesn’t know his limits and often
puts his life and the lives of others in
danger. He doesn’t know the difference
between 4 canoe and an airboat, a cheerful child and a hateful fisherman, and
that's when the custody battle rattles.
Should he get to stay and play, even
though it will probably reduce his life
expectancy? The government thinks not,
and try to sequester him into a distant pod.
But if he didn’t like the Orcas before, why
would he like them now? Considering his
showboating, maybe an aquarium is the
perfect place. But the Mowachaht band
believe Luna is the reincarnation of their

chief who passed just before the whale
showed up—just after the chief said he'd
return as an Orca. There's no easy answers
and Saving Luna captures it all.
_ The doc, decorated with awards, earns

it's stripes through simplicity. All the
drama and humour is there waiting for a
camera, and Luna, most certainly, is not
camera shy.

NOW PLAYING

SLUMDOG

HOTEL FOR DOGS (G)
Daily 12:10
GRAN TORINO (144, language may
Daily 1:40, 7:20
SLUMDOG MILLIONAIRE (144,

MILLIONAIRE (144,

eat
Fri-Sat poset
7:00,
Sun-Thu 8:00

Toe,
Fri-Tue, ThThu 1:10, 3:50, 6:50, 10:00;
Wed 3:50, 6:50, 10:00; Star and
Strollers Screening: Wed 1:00
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THE METROPOLITAN OPERA:
MADAMA BUTTERFLY
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Fri-Sat 1:40, 4:20, 7:

SEVEN POUNDS (144, mature
themes)
Fri-Sat 4:30, 7:15, 9:50, 12:15; SunThu 4:30, 7:15, 9:50
YES MAN (14A)
Fri-Sat 1:25, 4:40, 7:25, 10:00,
12:10; Sun-Thu 1:25, 4:40, 7:25,
10:00
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THE INTERNATIONAL (14A, violence) )
Fri, Sun-Thu 12:00, 3:40, 7:10,
10:00; Sat 3:40, 7:10, 10:00
CONFESSIONS OF A

SHOPAHOLIC (PG)

THE DAY THE EARTH STOOD
STILL (PG)
Fri-Sat 1:20, 4:05, 6:45, Be, 11:25;
Sun-Thu 1:20, 4:05, 6:45,

Daily 7:45, 10:

9:1

CORALINE (PG, not recommended
for young children, frightening

Daily 1:45, 4:20
scenes)

Daily 1:15, 3:50, 6:55, 9:25

TAKEN (14A, violence)

Daily 12:45, 4:10, 6:40, 9:20

PAUL BLART: MALL COP (PG)
Daily 12:45, 4:40, 7:30, 9:50
GRAN TORINO (14A, language may

offend)

TWRIGHT PG.eae

Fri-Sat 1:20, 4:10, 6:55, 9:40, 12:10;
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(14A, violence)
Daily 12:50, 3:10, 5:30, 7:50, 10:40
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Daily 2:20, 4:50, 7:40, 10:1
CONFESSIONS OF A
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Daily 12:30, 4:00, 7:05, 10:20
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9:20
CONFESSIONS OF A
SHOPAHOLIC oh

ily 12:00,

DTS Digital Fri-Tue,
12:20, 3:20,
7:00, 9:40; Wed 12:20, 3:20, 9:40

HE'S JUST NOT THAT INTO YOU

ost Coarse language, Sexual con-

oSDigital Daily 12:10, 3:30, 6:30,
TAKEN (144, pee)
DTS Digital Daly12:50, 3:50, 6:40,
9:10
FIRED UP be Geta language)
DTS Digital
WATCHMEN (18A, brutal violence,

Daity 1:00, 3:00, 4:50
GRAN TORINO (14A, language

Daily 6:45, 9:00
PAUL BLART: MALL COP (PG)

za 12:35, 2:20, 4:05, 5:50, 7:40,

WATCHMEN (184, brutal violence,

gory scenes)

No passes Daily 1:20, 4:35, 7:55
FRIDAY THE 13TH (184, sexual
content, gory scenes)

Dally 8:45

1:30, 4:10, 6:45

780.352.3922

Date ofIssus only: Thu, March 5_

fore On2 Screens Fri, MonThu 4:00, 6:30, 7:30, 10:00; Sat-Sun
12:30, 2:00, 4:00, 6:30, 7:30, 10:00

THE CURIOUS CASE OF
BENJAMIN BUTTON (PG, coarse
language, not recommended for
ye Fase

DUGGAN CINEMA-CAMROSE
LNB2144

730; Set

violence)

Daily 6:55 9:15; Sat-Sun 1:55
TAKEN (14A, violence)
Daily 7:10 9:10; Sat-Sun 2:10
THE INTERNATIONAL (14A, violence)
Daily 9:05
PAUL BLART: MALL COP (PG)
Daily 7:05; Sat-Sun 2:05
PUSH (14, violence)
Dally 7:15; Sat-Sun 2:15
THE UNINVITED (14A, frightening
scenes)

Daily 9:20
EDMONTON FILM SOCIETY
Royal Alberta Museum, 102 Ave. 128 St.

780.439,5284
EASY LIVING (PG) Mon 8:00

GALAXY-SHERWOOD PARK
2020
Sherwood
Drive, 780.416.0150
WATCHMEN (138A, brutal violence,
scenes)

Rot
a 3:30, 6:30, 7:00,
10: 10:30; Sat-‘Sun 12:00, 2:
Mon-Thu 6:30, 7:00, 10:00, 10:30
FIRED UP (14A, coarse

Fri 4:30, 7:15, 9:40; Sat-Sun1:

4:30, 7:15, 9:40; Mon-Thu 7:15,
9:40
CONFESSIONS OF A
SHOPAHOLIC (PG)
Fri 3:50, 7:20, 9:45; Sat-Sun 12:50,

HE'S JUST NOT THAT INTO YOU
i Coarse language, Sexual conten

Thu, Mar 5: 6:50, 9:30

PAUL BLART: MALL COP (PG)

. Thu, Mar 5: 7:00
SLUMDOG MILLIONAIRE (14A,
violence)
Thu, Mar 5: 6:55, 9:20

PUSH (14A, violence)

Thu, Mar 5; 9:10

i

METRO CINEMA
9828-1014
Avo,Citadel Thestrs,
Tanz 212
GARAGE (STC)
Fri 8:00
DEATH OR CANADA (STC)
Sat 7:00

32A (STC)

Sat 9:00
DOWNSTREAM (STC)
Sun 2:60, 4:00
O'DQNOGHUE'S OPERA AND
CEOIL (STC)
Sun 6:30.
THE FRONT LINE (STC)
Sun 8:00

ENCORE PRESENTATION OF

NELOFER PAZIRA'S "FEAR OF

IMAGES: CASTING CALL

AFGHANISTAN" (STC)
Mon 7:00

STITCHES (STC)
Tue 8:00
TURKEY
T: ON DEADLY

rol

THE SEVENTH CONTINENT (STC)
Thu 7:00
PARKLAND CINEMA 7

355, 7:20, 9:45; Mon-Thu 7:20,

HE'S JUST NOT THAT INTO YOU
ae. coarse language, sexual con-

ent)

F410, 7:10, 10:10; Sat-Sun 1:10,
4:10, 7:10, 10:10; Mon-Thu 7:10,
10:10
THE PINK PANTHER AES
Fri3:45; Sat-Sun 12:10, 3:45
TAKEN 14A, violence)
Fri4:20, 230, 9:50; Sse
4:20, 7:30, 9:50; Mon-Thu 7:30,

Fri4:00, 6:45, 9:30; Sat-Sun 1:00,
200, 6:45, 9:30; Mon-Thu 6:45,

THE WRESTLER (144, senial content, nidity, coarse lang

Bally7:00,910: Sat-Sun 200

ey

SCOTIABANK THEATRE WEM
WEM,
8882-170
St. 780.444.2400
STREET FIGHTER: THE LEGEND

OF CHUN-LI (144, violence}
Daily 12:10, 2:40, 5:10, 7:50, 10:30
JONAS BROTHERS: THE 3D
CONCERT EXPERIENCE IN
DISNEY DIGITAL 3D (G)
No passes Daily 12:15, 2:15, 4:15,
6:30, 9:00
THE INTERNATIONAL (14A, violence)

Fri, Sun-Thu 1:30, 4:40, 7:20, 10:15;
Sat 4:40, 7:20, 10:15

SHOPAHOLIC (PG)
Daily 1:20, 4:10, 6:45, 9:30
HE'S JUST NOT THAT INTO YOU
(PG, coarsa language, sexual con-

rT

tent}

Fri-lue, Thu 12:30, 3:50, 7:10,
10:10; Wed 3:50, 7:10, 10:10; Star

and Strollers Screening: Wed 1:00
CORALINE (PG, not recommended
for young children, fnghtening

scenes)

Daily 12:50, 4:00

PUSH (144, violence)
Fri-Wed 1:40, 4:50, 7:30, 10:20; Thu
1:40, 4:25, 10:20
TAKEN (14A, violence)
Daily 12:20, 2°45, 5:00, 7:40, 10:15
PAUL BLART: MALL COP (PG)

Fri-Tue, Thu 1:10, 4:20, 6:50, 9:20;

Wed 4:20, 6:50, 9:20; Star and

Strollers Screening: Wed 1:00
GRAN TORINO (14A, language may
offend)

Daily 7:15, 9:50
SLUMDOG MILLIONAIRE (144,
violence)
Daily 12:40, 3:40, 6:40, 9:40

WATCHMEN (184. brutal violence,
gory scenes)
No
Daily 1:00, 4:30, 8:00;
Fr
1:30, 3:00, 6:30, 10:00;
Mon Thu3:00, 6:30, 10:00
WATCHMEN: THE IMAX
EXPERIENCE (18A, brutal violence,

2 |

gory scenes)

No passes Daily 12:00, 3:30, 7:00,

10:30

THE METROPOLITAN OPERA:
MADAMA BUTTERFLY
(Classification not available)
Sat 11:00

WESTMOUNT CENTRE
111 Ave, Groat
780.455.8725
Rd.

ATEN

(18A, brutal violence,

Botbyrenee
Stare Digital, No passes
Poti eit:Sat-Sun 12:30,
4:30, 8:10

SLUMDOG MILLIONAIRE (144
violence) )
Dolby Stereo Digital Fri, Mon-Thu
7:15, 10:00; Sat-Sun 1:15, 4:10,

<4

7:15, 10:00

MILK (144, coarse language)

DTS Digital Fri,Mon-Thu
6:35, 9:30;

WATCHMEN (18A,brutal violence,

Sat-Sun 12:45, 3:35, 6:35, 9:30

7:30;
Sat-Sun, Tue 1:30

DTS Digital Fri, Mon-Thu 7:00,
9:50; Sat-Sun 1:00, 3:55, 7:00,
9:50

scanes)

THE:ITEFBATIONAL, (14A, vioBaty0:30;Sat-Sun, Tue 1:00;
Movies For Mommies: Tue 1:00

PUSH (14A, violence)
Daily 6:55, 9:10

SLUMDOG MILLIONAIRE (14A,
violence)
7:00, 9:25; Sat-Sun, Tue 12:50,

308

Stereo Digital, No passes Dally
12:30, 4:10, 7:45

ONE WEEK (PG, coarse language)

CONFESSIONS OF A

THE PINK PANTHER 2 (PG)
- 1:10, 3:05, 5:00, 6:50

WpTGuMEN (18A, brutal violence,

Bay 7:30;
Sat-Sun 1:45
SLUMDOG MILLIONAIRE (144,

tent)

FROST/NIXON
(PG, coarse lan, Notrecommended
for young

Sun-Thu 1:20, 4:10, 6:55, 9:40
5
2
MADA\
AFRICA (G)
Daily 1:55

3d Mon-Thu 4:45, 7:00, 9:10
CORALINE (PG, frightening scenes,
not recommended for young children)
Fri, Mon-Thu 4:10, 6:45; Sat-Sun

HE'S JUST NOT THAT INTO YOU

THE PINK PANTHER 2 (PG)

05,

Digital 3d, No passes Fri 4:45, 7:00,

WATCHMEN (18, brutal violence,

Daily 4:15, 9:20

BOL
Rare 15) oth

violence) )
En, Mon-Thu 3:50, 6:40, 9:30; SatSun 1:00, 3:50, 6:40, 9:30
JONAS BROTHERS: THE 3D
CONCERT EXPERIENCE IN
DISNEY DIGITAL 3D (G)

Daily 1:30, 4:20, 6:50, 9:30

Daily 12:30, 3:50, 7:20, 10:15

DOUBT (PG, mature themes)

Scenes)

12:40, 2:40, 4:45, 7:00, 9:10; Digital

7:00, 9:15

FIRED UP {i coarse

content,
Daily 9:

9:10; Digital
3d, No passes Sat-Sun

No passes Daily 12:15, 2:30, 4:45,

(PG, coarse language, sexual con-

E HENDRICKS
BROTHERS, i

May offend)

JONAS BROTHERS: THE 3D
CONCERT EXPERIENCE IN
DISNEY DIGITAL 3D (G)

Daily 2:00, 4:50

PUSH (14A, violence)

SLUMDOG MILLIONAIRE (14A,

Daily 1:30, 4:50, 7:40, 10:25

Fri- pat1-20,4:15, 6:50, 9:25, 11:55;
Sun-Thu 1:30, 4:15, 6:50, 9:25
THE TALE OF DESPEREAUX (G)

Daity 6:50, 9:00; Sat-Sun 2:30

Daily 1:15, 3:25, 7:15

violence) )
Daily 6:50, 9:25; Sat-Sun 2:00.
GRANDIN THEATRE

1525-99
St. 780.496.8585

STREET FIGHTER: THE LEGEND
OF CHUN-LI (14A, violence)

)

Grandin Mall, Sir Winston Churchill Ave,
‘St Albert, 780.458.9822

Fri, Mon-Thu 4:15, 7:10; Sat-Sun
1:20, 4:15, 7:10

4:25; Sat-Sun 1:45,

THE UNINVITED (144, frightening
scenes)
Daily 5:30, 9:30
HOTEL FOR DOGS (G)

Thurs 4:15, 6:45, 9:40; Star and
Strollers Screening: Thu 1:00

ae

CONFESSIONS OF A
SHOPAHOLIC (PG)

Mor

lence)
Daily 9:35
FRIDAY THE 13TH (184, sexual

12:00, 12:45,
2:00, 3:30, 4:30, 6:30, 7:00, 8:15,
10:00, 10:40
ONE WEEK (PG, coarse lan: juage)
Fri-Wed 12:16, 4:15,Tiga O40; )

12:00; Sun-Thu
1:40,as So
9:35
VALKYRIE (PG, violence, coarse

SLUMDOG MILLIONAIRE (144,

ee
ae
Sat-Sun, Tue 1:05, 3:15
PAUL BLART: MALL COP (PG)
naa 710, 9:15; Sat-Sun, Tue 12:55,

THE INTERNATIONAL (144. vio-

Ris becore ailybes

Pr
Sat145,435"PO, etl
Fri-Sat1:45, 4:35, 7:10, 9:
Sun-Thu 1:45, 4:35,7:AEG
Poe
perte
45, 7:30,9:
ee
11:50; Sun-Thi 1:50, 4 745, 7:20,
9:45
MARLEY ANDME (PC)

- Thu 3:40, 6:30, 9:25; Satan 12:45, 3:40, 6:30, 9:25
THE PINK PANTHER 2 (PG)

es

CINEPLEX ODEON SOUTH

WATCHMEN (184, brutal violence,

English subtitles; free

3s 7:05, 9:05; Sat-Sun, Tue 1:10,
HE'S JUST NOT THAT INTO YOU
(PG, coarse
, Sexual Con-

CONFESSIONS OF A
SHOPAHOLIC
Daly650,£00; (FC)
Sat-Sun,
Toe12:46,
HE'S JUST NOT THAT INTO
YOU

ae coarse language, sexual conDaly 6:45; Sat-Sun, Tue 3:25pm
TAKEN (144, violence)

THE READER
tent)

(184. sexual con-

|__ WETASKIWIN CINEMAS |
THAIN
FIRED UP (14A, coarse

)

Daily 7:05, 9:15; Sat-Sun1:05, 3:15
WATCHMEN (184. brutal violence,

Sat Sun
Pst
sun6:40, 9:40; Mon: Thu
7:15;
Sat-Sun 12:30, 3:30; Thu, Map
5: midnight show

SLUMDOG MILLIONAIRE (144.
wiolence)
Daily 7:20, 9:25; Sat-Sun 1:00, 3:25

|

BENJAMIN
BUTTON (PG, coarse
language,
not recommended for

Baiy 7:20;Sat-Sun
7:00
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FILM CAPSULES

ability to shift that culture into a much
scarier place than NKOTB could have
imagined. To me, they're the rich, idolized

tam with those that came before
them—David Cassidy, Menudo, New Edition, as though |really need to list them
off. But most comparisons, like a brief
scene in which the Jonas Brothers arrogantly mock a news report of clips of
themselves and their grand boyband
predecessors, fails to dig deep into how
these the teen idols really evolve. Such a
task in the generation of 24/7 news
broadcast would likely require too much
time and attention to be given to detail,
@@hr set of performers to be analyzed as
though a unique, significant contribution
to the whole of artistic expression in the
West. Such work is often left to pop culture academics, years of tireless research
to result in an essay buried deep within a
university journal that libraries only allow

you to borrow for three days.
The Jonas Brothers, in their colourful
Dionysian spectacle of a feature film,
make me nervous as they demonstrate an

JOSHUA

KKK
“Unabashedly,

_ brown-haired family-who live in a mansion on the outskirts of town, flaunting a
practically incestuous sexuality through
their togetherness—the talent to be
musically competent and the embodiment
of boyish decadence. Read Germaine
Greer's The Beautiful Boy to witness the
demonic history of male youth in imagery,
naively destructive in the thoughtless
wielding of their physical prowess.
Here's the thing—at least I'm trying to
make it interesting.

Jonas Brothers: The 3D Concert
Experience transports the viewer to a
dizzying underworld of mediocre songs and
discomforting visual effects. On a radically
mobile stage in front of a mob of fans of
predictable behaviour, the boys— Joe,
Kevin and Nick—draw a line of uncertainty
between whether they take advantage of
the 3D effects of the film or the effects do
so over them. Lead vocalist Joe conducts
the central energy of the performance,
darting from end to end as pre-teen hands

mercilessly tear at the leg of his skinny
jeans. Kevin, aka the legal one, is the curly
mopped, baby-faced elder, turning into a
fine, sweaty mess as he plays three orfour
Notes on an endless stream of expensivelooking guitars. Nick is shy (and apparently
the most instrumentally savvy, playing
drums, piano and guitar while singing),
standing still in front of the microphone
until unleashing a sporadic bout of backflips and cartwheels.
Essentially, you get what you pay for—a
sensory, ideological meltdown designed for
kids unaware of how deep the unconscious
really goes. As far as media-wide criticism
of the film goes, the film's centerpiece is an
erotically charged scene backstage as the
perspired band changes out of their shirts,
right before tossing their clothes on the
lens of the camera. When | was a kid, you
had to stay up late Friday night and get
those awkward thrills from The Showcase
Revue.

STREET FIGHTER:
THE LEGEND OF CHUN-LI

DIRECTED BY ANORZES BARTKOWIAK
WRITTEN BY JUSTIN MARKS
STARRING KRISTIN KREUK CHRIS KLEIN, NEAL MCOONOUGH

JACKSON
DAVID BERRY / david@vueweekly.com

One of the appeals of Street Fighter 2,
the video game we can thank for at least
two ridiculous films now, was that it was
a bit of a button-masher; really anyone
with the slightest familiarity with a game
controller could bash at the high kick/low
kick buttons and at least make it to Balrog. Shame the same concept doesn't
work for films.
There's a chance director Andrzej

1 Flo Rida
Right Round

2T..
Dead and Gone feat. Justin Timberlake
3 Britney Spears
Circus

Bartkowiak and writer Justin Marks know
what they're doing, but they sure don’t go
out of their way to show it. Street Fighter: the Legend of Chun-Li, is a mess
even for a brainless fight film, a movie
riddled with gaping plot holes, ridiculous
conceits and terrible acting that doesn’t
even have the decency to break it up with
suitably cool action sequences.
The story is thin even for a film based
on a fighting tournament—although,
speaking of which, why do neither of
these films just go ahead and base their
story on a goddamn fighting tournament?
It's built-in drama, light on the character
work and plot they're not really interested in anyway, and heavy on ass-kicking.
It worked, kind of, for Bloodsport. Anyway, it's a pretty classic tale of revenge:
young Chun-Li (Kristin Kreuk, who will
have a career until her skin starts to sag)

watches M Bison (Neal McDonough,
who really deserves better after some
pretty sharp TV work) kidnap her father,
and eventually grows up to hunt him
down. She gets some help from Gen
(Robin Shou, who reads his lines like he’s
dubbing a ‘70s kung fu film) and eventually stops Bison's nefarious and more or
less entirely random plans to bulldoze
some Bangkok slums.
Piled on top of that is a laundry list of
misguided choices and flat-out errors so
glaring you have to wonder if anyone
even watched this thing before shipping
it off. How is it that Bison has an Irish
accent—which drifts in and out—when
his missionary parents died before he
could even talk? How does one of
Bison's top henchwomen not even recognize Chun-Li when he's been watching

her grow up, waiting for her eventual
revenge? Why does Chris Klein do a bad
Christian Slater impression while trying
to play a badass Interpol agent? These
and many more could be overlooked, if
not forgiven, if the action was at least
exciting, but the fights, and the film,
lack even the excitement of watching
someone else play Street Fighter. \t's a
sad day when the campy JCVD flick
stands as the best Street Fighter movie
ever made.

ON DVD
FROZEN RIVER

4 Kelly Clarkson
My Life Would Suck Without You

WRITTEN & DIRECTED BY COURTNEY HUNT
STARRING MELISSA LEO, MISTY, UPHAM

5 Eminem
Crack a Bottle feat. Dr. Dre and 50 Cent

BRIAN GIBSON / brian@vueweekly.com

6 Kings of Leon
Usé Somebody

7 Lily Allen
F**k You (Explicit Version)

8 The Fray
You Found Me
9 Karl Wolf
Africa

nnn

With its shots of icebound water, bingo
halls, reserves and backwood motels, it's
easy for us up here, north of 40, to see
Frozen River as a wanna-be CBC TV
movie about our native land.
But Courtney Hunt's film drives mostly along roads just south of the border,
around Massena, NY (45 degrees N). Its
acclaim in the US (Grand Jury Prize at

Sundance, two Oscar nominations) may
have something to do with dramatic

tensions—cross-border smuggling,

Native vs white justice, territorial dis-

putes—that our southern neighbours
aren't too familiar with. But this seemingly small-scale debut (actually shot in

Plattsburgh, NY) rolls along on enough
strong acting turns, then twists away
from a predictable tragic route, snow-

balling into a mighty little film.
The plot has something of the force
of a Raymond Carver story, usually set
among hard-scrabbled lives. The
pained, worn look of Ray (Melissa Leo)
greets us in the opening frames. She
lives in a beaten-up old trailer with
her two kids, teenaged TJ (Charlie
McDermott) and young Ricky, and
she’s trying to scrape together enough
cash for their new trailer home. But
Dad's skipped out on them and gone
back to gambling. Out looking for his
car, she finds that it's been casually
repossessed by Lila (Misty Upham), a
young widowed Mohawk who lives
alone in a trailer home on the reserve
In their clash, Ray and Lila spark up an
uneasy partnership as smugglers.
The look of the film is not, perhaps, as
visually striking as it could be, with some
shots a little too obvious in their intended
resonance (especially lingering views of
signs, like “High Stakes Bingo”). But if
Hunt doesn’t clearly mark out her full
potential visually, her screenplay is tight
and interesting enough to make her a
first-time director to watch out for (the
dise’s only extra is a commentary by Hunt
and producer Heather Rae).

On Ray and Lila’s Christmas Eve run,
the film veers towards too-obviously

tragic territory, with some irony as a
stocking stuffer, only to get back onto
solid but icy ground, leaving us shaken
When the climax comes, Frozen River
doesn’t crack from any tragic weight,
but slides into a perfect mix of the
fateful and fitting, the forsaken and
redeemed. And in our plunging economy, the film seems darkly prescient in
its portrait of people selling themselves out, selling themselves short
and still slipping deeper into debt.

Nothing feels forced here, thanks also
to the cast. Leo's been rightly praised for
her role as a tough, morally numbed and
narrow-minded but family-driven mother.
Yet Upham is nearly as good as a woman
whose sullenness is as much self-protection as rightful resentment.
And then, the political rippling out a
little from the personal, there are larger
issues of abandonment, responsibility,
and reconciliation. Differences border
each other—differences that aren't
judged or ranked, but simply set side by
side. State law is uneasily balanced by
native justice. And two children, ignorant
of their cultures’ tense stand-offs, swing
together on a merry-go-round. w

10 Kanye West
Heartless
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Sink my toes into the ground
Rachelle van Zanten trades couch surfing for a cabin in the woods
EDEN MUNADO / eden@vueweekly.com
ometimes some time away
Si home is just what a person needs to gain a better

appreciation for having some solid
roots in the ground. Of course, some

people need longer than others before
they come to that point.
“I've been living on the road since

probably about 1997 or '98 and | felt
like it almost killed me last summer,”
Rachelle van Zanten recalls. “So I
decided to build a log cabin last fall
on my own land and it was exactly
what I needed—I needed to get rooted, grounded, and be close to my

family and my animals and nature,
and so my dad and I built a cabin on
our homestead.”
While building a cabin might
sound like a difficult undertaking,
van Zanten had a couple of secret
weapons. One was her dad, who
had a good grasp on the process
having already built a log house and
another cabin. The other was the
wood itself, specifically some logs
that van Zanten’s grandfather had
cut in 1952 with a broad axe and
crosscut saw, and which were recycled irtto building material for the
new cabin. Still, the endeavour has
been one long learning process for
van Zanten herself.
“I learned how to do everything
from the start—how to put in plumbing—and we had a flood that froze

into an ice pond underneath my bathroom,” she laughs. “It’s really interesting being a homeowner instead of
being a couch surfer.”
WHILE VAN ZANTEN now has aplace to
call her home, though, couch surfing

on
PAUL
CHES
HULBERT'S,
$10
JAMES STEWART / jstewart@vueweokly.com

When it came time to record the follow-up to his 2007 debut Piece the Picture, Paul Cresey returned to the
familiar confines of Failsafe Studios
with his former guitar instructor Dave
Stoten once again behind the boards.
With a growing desire to expand upon
the stripped-down acoustic folk rock

that has garnered him national attention, Cresey turned to some experi-

enced musicians to try his hand at
Collaboration on his new record, When
Beauty Has Passed.
“| found that the recording labels we'd

NO COVER LIVE MUSIC
EVERY SATURDAY AFTERNOON FROM 4-6 PM.
HAPPY HOUR DRINK PRICES 2 TO 7PM! > BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE

SATURDAY,

Kt |SATMAT
= |RACHELLE
VAN ZANTEN
Ee |npn Longe
a.
played a large role in the creation of her
new album, Where Your Garden Grows,
from the drafting of her band through to
the writing and recording of the songs.

with some doughnuts that I had just
bought from a vendor.”
Two months later Wall and Roby
flew to France to meet van Zanten
and they haven't stopped since. The
two players have even made their
mark on van Zanten’s writing, jam-

ming out grooves with her during
soundchecks,

which

van Zanten

“I picked up Hamish [Wall, bass]
and Graham [Roby, drums] when |

would then turn into the songs on
Where your Garden Grows, writing
lyrics during long hours of travelling.

was touring Germany,” she remembers. “Their British band Goldrush

band like that, and every show we've

was playing at the Orange Blossom

Festival in Beverungen, which is in
central Germany, and I was just completely blown away by their groove—it

was a very John Paul Jonés/John Bonham kind of groove—so I snuck backstage and proceeded to woo them

been in touch with were looking fora
more fleshed out sound, something a little more complete. And | was looking for
a different sound this time around too,”
Cresey explains. “Not that I’m trying to
sell out or anything, but my songwriting
has developed in that direction.*It's too
easy to get dismissed as just another
folky guy with an acoustic guitar.”
Cresey worked closely with the musicians on the record, carefully working
through parts with the cellist or suggesting fills for the drummer. More important-

ly, he learned when to sit back and allow
the process to happen naturally.
"| was there for each and every
recording session. | was in the booth
giving the thumbs-up or thumbs-down,
like Julius Caesar,” he laughs. “Well,
not really. But everyone had some real-

“It’s very rare that you click with a
had there’ve been magical elements,”
she enthuses. “I never get tired of
playing with them, I never get tired of
being around them, so it’s the perfect
working relationship. We've maybe
had one fight in two and a half years
and it was over food.” vw

ly great ideas, stuff that | wouldn't
have come up with on my own. It was
really valuable having their perspective
and artistic input.”
After learning he'd been nominated
for a 2008 Canadian Folk Music award
for Young Performer of the Year, Cresey
headed out to St John’s, Newfoundland
late last year to attend the ceremony
and experience the culture of folk tradition on the Canadian east coast.
“St John’s is so beautiful; I’ve
already written a couple of songs
about how much | loved it there. | met
a lot of really cool people and musicians out there, like Murray McLauchlan, Chrissy Crowley and Ariel Rogers
{widow of Canadian folk icon Stan
Rogers]. It was a great honour and a
real shock to be nominated.” w

MUSIC

STARLITE

MARCH 7... LUCIE IDLOUT

ROOM IN ASSOCIATION WITH JHC & OH SNAP!

PRESENT

IC

EKL

NORTH GLEMORA
HALLJamby

Techno Hippy Crew: Bassnectar,
Kush,

Wiki Rose OldTime Fiddlers
RED PIANO-PIANO
BAR Hottest

dueling piano show featuring
theRed
Piano Players; Spm-Tam
RIVER
CREE RESORT The Neil Deal
{Neil Young tribute band); 10pm

‘STARLITE
ROOM God Made Me
Funky,
Dawn InTheCity, Teadeka; Bpm
(door);
$10(door)
URBAN LOUNGE As |t Standz (EP
eee perty), The Rumble Strippers:
WILD WEST SALOON Collean fae
and Comerstone

10551SZ Avenue {Upstairs! }

730-432-5053

FRIDAY MARCH

CLASSICAL
Rault every Thu and Fri 4-Gpm

BLUE CHAIR CAFE One4 Fives

(blues, Slowbum stripped down): 8-

CD RELEASE

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE
Big Rock
‘Thursdays:
DJs spin onthree levels

‘TEMPLE Tainted Thursdays: Electro
Pop, india Rock and Rot!

FRI
LIVE MUSIC

‘ANS CAFE Dale Nikkel (CD release)
ATLANTIC
TRAP AND GILL Jason
Greeley

COASTTOCOAST PUB AND GRILL

BUDDY'S Wet underwear contest

Fionnie After Work hosted byRon
Rault every Thu and Fri4-Gpm

WestCoastBabyDaddy

FILTHY McNASTY'S Punk Rock
Bingo with DU SWAG.

BRDX BAR Ayan Boume Band,
Darren Frank, Farideh; 9pm (door); $10

FUNKY BUDDHA (WHYTE AVE)
Requests with DJ Damian

DVB Open mic Thursdays

GAS PUMP Ladies Nite: Top

ECO CAFE-VILLAGE
ATPIGEON

40/dance with DJ Christian

LAKE Open Mic Nights 1st and 3rd
‘Thu every month; 6:30-8:30pm; open-

GINGUR SKY Urban Substance
Thursdays

mic@deadmensdog.com

HULBERT'S Stephen Maguire (Irish

HALO Thursdays Fo Sho: with Allout
DJs DU Dagres, Junior Brown
KAS BAR Urban House; with DJ Mark

Stevens; 9pm
LEVEL2LOUNGE Dish Thursdays:

singer/songwriter); 8pm: $10 {door}

funky house/techno with DJ Colin:
Hargreaves, house/breaks with DU

HYDEAWAY All ages art spece:

Krazy K. hardstyle/techno with DJ

SEFFREY'S
Jaffrey's TikiParty: Terry
(MeDade)
andtheTikiBoys: $15
JEKYLL AND HYDE (PUB) Every

(door)

CAFE LEVA Mark Ceaser, Kirby
Criddle

CARROT Live music Fridays: This Girl
That Boy {folk jazz); all ages; 7:309:30pm; $5 (door)

CASINO EDMONTON V.l.P (pop/rock)
CASINO YELLOWHEAD The Rum
Brothers (show band)
COAST TO COAST Open Stage every
Friday night with host Leona Burkey at
9pm,
DINWOODIE LOUNGE Politic Live,

Krystle Dos Santos, Emee E

DV8 TAVERN Live music every Fri;

JUUAN’S
PLANO BAR-CHTAEAU
eee Crete ance ee

MACLAB CENTRE FOR THE
PERFORMING ARTS-LEDUC John
Wort Hannam, 8pm; $25{adult}/$20

(student/Senior} at TX ontheSquare

MYER HOROWITZ THEATRE Luke
Dovost
andtheWhite Falcon, Amelia

Curran; 6:30(door), 7:30pm (show),
$20 at TicketMaster

ON THE ROCKS Love Junk with DJ

tracks, rock, retro with OJ Damian

$s

httpy/Awew.taceabook com/event.php?
eid=51625391724
RED PIANO-PIANO BAR Hottest
dueling piano show featuring the Red
Piano Players, Spm-2am
RIVER CREE RESORT The Neil Deal

(Neil Young tribute band}; 1pm

‘STARLITE ROOM The Environmental
Conservation Students Association,
presents: Wool on Wolves, Rheubius

ROOM SOUTH Retro to New: classic
fock R&B, urban and dance with DJ
Mikee; Spm-2am; no cover

TEMPLE Zeitlos with Audi Paul, David

PLAY NIGHTCLUB The first bar for

Stone and Zemrok
TOUCH OF CLASS-CHATEAU

LOUIS Joey Lawrence (pop/rock);

8:30pm

FRESH START CAFE Live music

UVE WIRE BAR AMD GRILL Open
Stage Thursdays with Gary Thomas

MANDOLIN BOOKS Joel Alan K and
Jennifer lade Kerr (acoustic sat); pass

the Hat after the show; 7pm

with Pl residents

RENDEZVOUS PUB Metal Thureday
with org665

‘STARLITE ROOM Music Ist and The

{CD release party, folk/pop), David
Blair, Stephanie Bosch; 8pm (door);
$10

HULBERT'S Kyler Schogen Band
{stripped downl: 8-10pm; $10 (door)

NEWCASTLE PUB Fridays House,
dance mix with DU Donovan

STRETCH PUB One Nite Stan

beat; 8:30-10:30pm

OVERTIME SOUTH Ratro to New:

Thursdays: breaks, electro house spun

LEVEL2LOUNGE Hypnotig Friday.
Breakbeat, house. progressive and
electro with Groovy Quvy, DJ Fuuze

OVERTIME BOILER AND TAP-

Music Fridays: Rob Taylor (roots/world

Salsa DJ to follow

HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB Jay Wiltzen

‘Squad, DJ OB the Teacher

STEEPS—OLD GLENORA Live

ON THE ROCKS Salsaholic
Thursdays: Dance lessons at 8pm;

Trio; 7-10pm; $5

10pm; $5(after 10pm)

GINGUR Ladies Room: with Bomb

NEW CITY LIKWID LOUNGE 0.)
‘Anarchy Adam {Punk}

YARDBIRD SUITE Yerdbird Suite
Allstars (play Count Basie); 8pm

Fridays: Peter Pirquet—The Prairie Cats

GAS PUMP Top 40/danca with DJ
Christian
HALO Mod Clubs indie rock, new
‘wave, Brit pop, and ‘GOs soul with DJ
Blue Jay, DJ Travy D; no cover before

‘and Omega Theory; 3pm (door), $10.
(door)

FESTIVAL PLACE Carlos del Junco
(blues), 7:20pm; $36(table /$34
{box}/$30 (Theatre) at Festival Place
box office, TicketMaster

PLANET INDIGO-ST. ALBERT Hit It

Bupoys We made ‘em famous!DJ
Eddy Toonflash,
come early toavoid
lineup, no cover before 10pm

FUNKY BUDDHA (WHYTE AVE) Top

WILD WEST SALOON Colleen Rae

with DJ Mikes; Spm-2am; no cover

Fathead
BOOTS Retro Disco, retro dance

Fridays: Playing the best in country

Jam

ENCORE CLUB Craig Moritz Steve
Fox $12

classic rock, R&B, urban and dance

motown,
new wave, electro;

Underdog: Perverted Fridays: Punk and

‘Ska from the‘60s"70s and 80s with

Ropehan and the Blues Busters
;Spm-

Spm.

B'S PUB Open jam with Ken
Skoreyko; 9pm

Rates
Wl Floor: Eclectic
Jams with Nevine-indie, soul,

PARKLAND
GRILL Allan-Les

9:20pm followed by Electroshock
Therapy with Dervish Nazz Nomad and
Plan B
(electro, retro)

JULIAN'S PIANO BAR-CHTAEAU
LOUIS Graham Lawrence (jazz piano),
8pm

Dalano,
Luke Morrison

Friday
PALACE CASINO-WEM July

NEW CITY SUBURBS Bingo at

(pop/rock/blues), 8:30pm-12:30am

Peers Nestor

CHROME LOUNGE Platinum VIP
Fridays
EMPIRE BALLROOM Rock, hip hop,
house, mash up; no minors
ESMERELDA'S Exiles Freakin Frenzy

Shawnibis

180 DEGREES Sexy Friday night every

Falklands, Burro; Bom

stage with the Poster Boys

DJS
BANK ULTRA LOUNGE Connected
BAR-B-BAR
0.)James; nocover
BAR WILD Bor WildFridays
BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE
Friday 0's

MeXenzie Band

JAMIMERS PUB Thursday open jam;
J AND R BAR AND GAILL Open

lish),

SET NIGHTCLUB
The Heathor

Spm: $5
EDDIE SHORTS fled House (blues),

7-11pm

o

eae

Decha, tech trance/electro with DU
‘Savage Garret) no minors; no cover

Justin Wayne Shaw's "Sprawl"
Opening Party featuring No Hands,

sett

Friday: Headwind (classic pop/rock),
‘Spm:
nocover

BLUES ON WHYTE Fathead

with Mia Fellow, midnight, DJ

FLUID LOUNGE Girls Night out

n

First Time...» Cage Dancers,Sexy
Ladies, Yummie Drinks, Oh My; 9pm;

Dollaz

hosted by The Assassins of youth

»

andquests

PAWN SHOP Do YouRemember The

‘Open Mie at the pub: hip hop open mic
every Thursday night with host Yak

DUSTER'S PUB Thursday open jam

cover

BLUE CHAIR CAFE Raisin’ Cain
BONNIE DOON HALL This is War,
Farewell to the Sunset, They Call me
Voltron, Goose (metal); all ages; 7pm;
$10 (door)

ENCORE CLUB Mustard Smile (5piece rock ensemble); $12

SATURDAY MARCH 21

STOLLI'S Dancehall, hip hopwithDU
Footnotes
hosted byElleDirty and
ConScienee
every Thu; nocover

BLUE CHAIR CAFE Rockin’ with

CHRISTOPHER'S PARTY PUB Open
stage hosted by Alberta Crude; 6-10pm

{blues/rock); 9pm; no cover

YUE at FAL} seen

free

Hector Factor; Sam {door}; $8 (door)

DRUID Guitar heroes

10540
2 AVENUE «DOORS AT’

Masterclass: Jana Starling: 7:30pm;

BALLY BOB'S LOUNGE Escapack
Entertainment

BRIXX BAR Adaline, Daniel Moir,

13

CONVOCATION HALL Clarinet

Arora, Shamik and quests; 8pm.

IRISH CLUBJamsession:Born;no
IVORY CLUB
show
>
Wats, She anand Ea §

am LOUNGE Mourming Wood:

and Comerstone

(doorl/Spm (show); $22 (member)/$26
(quest) at TicketMaster

CLASSICAL
CONVOCATION HALL Cello
Masterclasses: Raphael Wallfisch;

2;30-530pm; free

Choralfest North Spotlight Concert;
7:30pm: $10 at 780.488.7464, the door

TIMMS CENTRE FOR THE ARTS

the queer community to open ina

decade with DJ's Alex Brown and
Eddie Toonflash; Spm (door; $5
www.playnightclub.ca

RED STAR Movin’ on Up Fridays:
indie, rock, funk, soul, hip hop with DJ
Gatto, DJ Mega Wattson

ROUGE LOUNGE Solice Fridays

‘SPORTSWORLD INLINE AND AND
ROLLER SKATING DISCO Top 40

Request with a mix of Retro and Disco,
7-10;30pm; waww.sports-world.ca

STOLLE'S Top 40, A&B, house with
People’s DJ
STONEHOUSE PUB Top 40 with DJ
Tysin

SUEDE LOUNGE DJ Nic-E Remixed
every Friday

TEMPLE TG Psydays; Spm
WUNDERBAR Fridays with the Pony

Girls, DJ Avinder and DJ Toma; no

VENUE GUIDE

EAHIBALLS&SHOTS
ALLNITE
OORS
ATBPM

BYU

~ ODDO

BOON AS

“MIAUINAY RAAPAU 92

* ATLANTIC TRAP AND GILL 7704 Calgary Trail South, 780.432.4611 * AVENUE THEATRE
9030-118 Ave, 780.477.2149 * BANK ULTRA LOUNGE 10765 Jasper Ave, 780.420.9098 «
BILLY BOB’S LOUNGE Continental Inn, 16625 Stony Plain Rd, 780.484.7751 « BLACK DOG
FREEHOUSE 10425-82 Ave, 780.439.1082 * BLUE CHAIR CAFE 9624-76 Ave, 780.989.2861
* BLUES ON WHYTE 10329-82 Ave, 780.439.3981 * BONNIE DOON HALL 9240-83 St,
780 433 1525 * BOOTS 10242-106 St, 780.423.5014 * BRIXX BAR 10030-102 St (downstairs), 780.428.1099 * BUDDY’S 11725B Jasper Ave, 780.488.6636 * CHATEAU
LOUIS: JULIAN’S PIANO BAR/ROYAL COACH/TOUCH OF CLASS 11727 Kingsway, 780.452.7770 * CHRISTOPHER'S PARTY PUB 2021 Millbourne Rid, West,
780.462.6565 * CHROME LOUNGE 122 Ave, Victoria Trail * COASTTO COAST PUB AND GRILL 5552 Calgary Trail, 780.439.8575 * CONVOCATION HALL Arts Bidg, U of A,
780.492.3611 * COPPERPOT RESTAURANT Capital Place, 101, 9707-110 St, 780.452.7800 « CROWN PUB 10709-109 St * DEVANEY’S IRISH PUB 9013-88 Ave » DOW
CENTENNIAL CENTRE Shell Theatre, 8700-84 St, Hwy 21, Fort Saskatchewan, 780.992.6400 * DRUID 11606 Jasper Ave, 780.454.9928 * DUSTER’S PUB 6402-118 Ave,
780.474.5554 © DV8 TAVERN 6307-99 St, www.DVETAVERN.com * ECO CAFE Village at Pigeon Laka » EDMONTON EVENTS CENTRE WEM Phase Ill, 780.489,SHOW *
EGREMONT HOTEL Egremont {near Bonnyville), 780.736.3653 * ENCORE CLUB 116 957 Fir St, Sherwood Park, 780.417.0111» FIDDLER'S ROOST 8906-99 St * FILTHY
MCNASTY'S 10511-82 Ave, 780.916.1557 * FLUID LOUNGE 10105-109 St, 780.429.0700 * 4TH AND VINE WINE BAR 11358-104 Ave, 780.497.7858 * FOX 10125-109 St,
780,290,0680 * FOXX DEN 205 Carnegie Dr, St Albert,780.459,0295 * FRESH START CAFE Riverbend Sq, 780/433,9623 © FUNKY BUDDHA 10241-82 Ave, 780.433.9676 +
GAS PUMP 10166-114 St, 780.488.4841 » GINGUR SKY 15505-118 Ave, 780.913.4312/780.953,3606 * HALO 10538 Jasper Ave, 780.423, HALO « HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB
15120A (basement), Stony Plain Ad, 780.756.6010 * HILLTOP PUB 8220-106 Ave, 780.490.7359 * HOOLIGANZ PUB 10704-124 Si. 780.452.1168 * HULBERT'S 7601-115 St,
780.436.1161 * HYDEAWAY
ALL AGES ART SPACE 10209-100 Ave « IRON BOAR PUB 4911-51st St, Wetaskiwin # IVORY CLUB 2940 Calgary Trail South * JAMMERS PUB
11948-127 Ave, 780.451.8779 * J AND R BAR AND GRILL 4003-106 St, 780.436.4403
JEFFREY’S CAFE 9640 142 St, 780.451.8890 « JEKYLL AND HYDE PUB and
RESTAURANT Riverview Inn, 10209-100 Ave, 780.426.5381 (pub)/780.429,5081 (rest) « JET NIGHTCLUB 9221-34 Ave, 780.465.6552 * KAS BAR 10444-82 Avo,
780.433.6768 * KINSMEN COMMUNITY CENTRE-LEDUC 50 Corinthia Dr, Leduc * KINGSWAY LEGION 10425 Kingsway @ve * B'S PUB 23 Akins Dr, St. Albert,
780.460.9100 * LEGENDS PUB 6104-172 St, 780.481.2786 * LEVEL 2LOUNGE 11607 Jasper Ave, 2nd Fl, 780.447.4495« LIVE WIRE BAR AND GRILL 1107 Knotwood Ad.
East * LOOP LOUNGE 367 St Albert Rd, St Albert, 780.460.1122 * MACLAB CENTRE FOR PERFORMING
ARTS (LEDUC) 4208-50 Si, Leduc * MANDOLIN BOOKS 6419112 Ava * MicDOUGALL UNITED CHURCH 10026-101 St » MORANGO’STEK CAFE 10116-79 St * MURRIETA'S 10612-82 Ave, 780.438.4100 » NEWCASTLE PUB 6105-50
Ave, 780.490.1999 * NEW CITY 10081 Jasper Ave, 780.969.5065 « NIKKI DIAMONDS 8130 Gateway Blvd, 780.439.6006 * NORTH GLENORA HALL 13535-1094
Ave «
O’BYRNE’S 10616-92 Ave, 780.414.6766 * 180 DEGREES 10730-107 St, 780.414.0233 » ONTHE ROCKS 11730 Jasper Ave, 780.482.4767 * OVERTIME DOWNTOWN
10304-111 St, 780.423.1643 « OVERTIME SOUTH Whiternud Crossing, 4211-106 St, 780.485.1717 * PALACE CASINO-WEM 8882-170 St, 780.444.2112 * PARKLAND
GRILL 5322-44 272, Spruce Grove, 780 884 4579 » PAWN SHOP 10551-82 Ave, Upstairs, 780.432.0814 * PLANET INDIGO-JASPER
AVE 11607 Jasper Ave « PLANET
INDIGO-ST. ALBERT 812 Liberton Dr, St. Albert * PLAY NIGHTCLUB 10220-103 St e QUEEN ALEXANDRA COMMUNITY HALL 10425 University Ava * RED
PLIANO-PIANO BAR 1533 Bourbon St, WWEM, 8882-170 Si, 780.486.7722 « RED STAR 10538 Jasper Ave, 780.428.0825 « RENDEZVOUS PUB 10108-149 St * ROSEBOWL/ROUGE LOUNGE 10111-117 St, 780.482.5253 * SECOND CUP-STANLEY MILNER LIBRARY 7 Sir Winston Churchill Sq * SECOND CUP 12336-102nd Ave *
SECOND CUP-124 STREET 12336-124 St, 780.451.7574 » SIDELINERS PUB 11018-127 St, 453-6006 « SPORTSWORLD

(a
ee
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13710-104 St » STARLITE ROOM 10030-102 Si.

780.428.1099 » STEEPS-OLD GLENORA 12411 Stony Plain Rd, 780.488.1505 » STEEPS TEA LOUNGE-COLLEGE PLAZA 1116-82 Ave, 780.988.8105 * STOLLI'S
2nd F
10G68-82 Ave, 780,437,2293 * STRETCH PUB 10208-99 Ave, Ft. Saskatchewan, 780.992.3287 * SUEDE LOUNGE 11806 Jasper Ave, 780.482.0707 » TAPHOUSE 9020
McKenney Ave, St Albert, 780,459,0860 * UNION HALL Argyil, 99 St, 780.702.2582 « URBAN LOUNGE 10544-82 Ave, 780.437.7699 * WHITEMUD CROSSING LIBRARY
4211-106 St, 780.496.1822 * WILD WEST SALOON 12912-50 St, 780.476.3388 * WUNDERBAR 8120-101 St, 780.436.2286 » Y AFTERHOURS 10028-102 St, 780.994.3256,
\Wwww.yaterhours.com * YESTERDAYS PUB 112, 205 Camagie Dr, St. Albert, 780.459,0295
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black furry creature from Mars
Flaming Lips show there’s some hope for the music industry
2

ENTER SANDOR

S

STEVEN SANDOR

S | steven@veweek!y.com

they were in an Oliver Stone film times
10—I am still amazed that Coyne and
company were able to get a major distrib-

That the Lips can survive on a major
despite having no hope of becoming pop
Superstars is one reason | think that, well,
maybe the record industry isn’t 100 per
cent evil.
In terms of rock-art movies, the only
comparison | can think of is Drawing
Restraint 9, which featured Bjérk in an art
film by American Matthew Barney. The
film had no dialogue, only music from
Bjork and collaborators like Wild Oldham
and Leila, accompanying a rather gory
take on the Japanese tea ceremony.
When my wife and | saw it two years
ago, we had to get advance tickets to see
it at a Toronto art-house. Both showings
sold out, with lineups for any remaining

_Utor to release such an ambitious and
abstract project.
COM is influenced heavily by Russian

There are people who have been waiting

to see Watchmen since news came that
the film was in pre-production. Same

goes with that new Star Trek film. |, on
the other hand, have patiently waited to
see Christmas on Mars since news first
surfaced that the Flaming Lips were mak-

ing a weird science-fiction movie in leadman Wayne Coyne's backyard.
COM did the film fest circuit before it
was released on DVD. Actually, it’s still
doing festivals; it will be featured at
Canadian Music Week in Toronto next
month. | finally had the chance to see it a
couple of weeks ago, and | keep coming
back to both the score and film. While
there are times when it's obvious that it
was shot on a home-movie budget—
where beat-up microwave ovens and digital displays have been put together to
create spaceship supercomputers and

guys in the band's road crew over-act as if
cover

science fiction, slow-paced (think Solyaris),
where plot is secondary to tone. Really, the
story is a mess—but the film works simply
because the haunting score combines so
well witl the black-and-white images.
Despite all of the obstacles, from shooting
a movie at home to the lack of professional
actors, Christmas on Mars conveys dark
feelings of loneliness and isolation.

BUT THAT'S WHAT has always amazed
me about the Flaming Lips. The band has
survived on a major label despite having
artistic ambitions that are anything but
mainstream. Warner put out Zaireeka,
maybe the strangest album concept of all
time—a record which required the listener to play four CDs all at once, and in
synch with each other. Christmas on Mars
may be easier to set up in a fan's home,
but it is by no means an easy way to
spend 83 minutes.

Wetaskiwin featuring jazz trios the

1st Saturday each month: this month:

SAT
LIVE MUSIC

The Doug Bemer Trio; Spm; $10
WORY CLUB Dueling piano show
with Jesse, Shane. Tiffany and Erik
and guests

JAMMERS PUB Saturday open jam,
3-7:30pm, country/rock band Spm-

Zam
JEFFREY'S Jeffrey's Tiki Party: Terry
(McDade) and the Tiki Boys; $15

(classic pop/rock}; Spm; no cover
SET NIGHTCLUB The Heather
McKenzie Band
JULIAN'S PLANO BAR-CHTAEAU

Greeley

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE Hair of

the Dog) live acoustic music every
Saturday atternoon; this week: Lucie

a

Petro Polujin (classical guitar);

Idlout 48pm: no cover

‘ANOS CAFE Dale Nikkel (CD release)

KINGSWAY LEGION Dark

KINSMEN COMMUNITY CENTRE

GLUES ONWHYTE Saturday*
Aftemoon Jam; (evening) Fathead

‘Open Gig: featuring Grounded Star,

10) at door, contact
‘opegiq@yahoo.ca, 780 986.4875 to
fegister to perform at this event

Fuure, Smokey Bandits, Agent

Orange, Wadjit: Spm (door); 2 room,
event with Temple, $10 (before

LB'S PUB Molsons Saturday open

Vipmi/$15 latter Tipm)

stage every Saturday afternoon host‘ed by Gord Macdonald; 4:30-Sam

CARROT Open mic Saturdays, 7:32010pm; free

MORANGO'S TEK CAFE Saturday

CASINO EDMONTON VP
(pop/rerk)

‘open stage: hosted by Dr. Oxide; 7-

10pm.

The Rum

O'BYRNE'S Live Band Saturday 3Tom; DJ 9:30pm,

CROWN PUB Acoustic Open Mic
wath Marshall Lawrence and Tim

180DEGREES Dancehall and Reggae
night every Saturday

pe 1:30pm (sign-up), every Sat,

ON THE ROCKS Love Junk with DU
Wil

DVS TAVERN Live music everySat;
Som,$5

PALACE CASINO-WEM July
PAWN SHOP Passenger Action (CD

EARLY STAGE SALOON-STONY
PLAIN Saturday
Live Music

release party), Molten Lava, Sweater
Contest; 9pm,

Oe muRTSRed House (blues),

QUEEN ALEXANDRA HALL
Northern Lights Folk Club: Lennie

EDMONTON EVENT CENTRE
Naughty by Nature (hip hop); Spm;
Ockets at TicketMaster

Gallant; 3am (matinee), 8pm (show
SOLD OUT); $18 [advi/$22 (door); child
6-12 1/2 price (door); tickets at TIX an

EGREMONT HOTEL Mi.Lucky
(bvesreots) :30pm-1:30em,

the Square, Acoustic Music, Myhre's

ENCORE CLUBCraigMoritz, Steve
‘ax$12

FESTIVAL PLACE Intemational

AySt
tare0
e/$30-$38 (show)
ky

lordan:

(din-

HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB Taki
Modication; 8pm.
4

NULBERT'S
Paul
Crasey {CO(CO release
party:
Ops $10
(dog)
Lat and Stephanie Basch; 7:30pm;
510 (door,

rit

HILLTOP PUB 0;

"RON BOAR PUBJazzin

ld
ic

host-

CONVOCATION HALL Cello
Masterclasses: Raphael Wallfisch;

TIMMS CENTRE FOR THE ARTS
Hansel and Gretel: A fully-staged
‘opera production (in English),
University Symphony Orchestra;

=

Steven Sandor is a former editor-in-chief
of Vue Weekly, now an editor and author
living in Toronto.

7-10:30pm; www.sports-world.ca,
STOLLES ON WHYTE Top 40, R&B,

WHITEMUD CROSSING LIBRARY
Music on A Sunday Aftemoon:

house with People’s DU

Kathleen de Caen (cello), Matt Jaffray
{oboe); 2pm; tree

SUEDE LOUNGE The Finest

WINSPEAR CENTRE Sun

Underground House with DJ Nic-E
every Saturday

TEMPLE Oh Snap!: Every Saturday,

‘Showcase: Edmonton Symphony:

Orchestra, William Eddins (conductor),
Pieter Wispehvey (cello: 2pm

Cobra Commander and quests; Spm

WUNDERBAR Featured DJ and local
bands
Y AFTERHOURS Release Saturday

DJS
BACKSTAGE TAP AND GRILL
Industry Night: with Atomic Improv,

Jameoki and DJ Tim

7:30pm; $30 (adultl/$15 (sanion/$10

{student)

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE Sunday

WINSPEAR CENTRE Classic
Landmarks Masters: Music That

Got To Give It Up: Funk, Soul,
Motown, Disco with DJ Red Dawn

Aftemoons: Phil, 2-7pm; Main Floor:

Changed the World: Edmonton
Symphony Orchestra, William Eddins

{conductor}, Pieter Wispelwey {cello};

8pm) Symphony Prelude: 7:15pm,

Upper Circle (Third Level) Lobby with
DT Baker

DJS
BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE Saturday
Os on three levels. Main Floor:
Menace Sessions: alt
Tock/electro/trash with Miss
Mannered
BUDDY'S Undie night for men only,
free pool and tourney, DJ

Arrowchaser
EMPIRE BALLROOM Rock. hip hop,
house, mash Up

ESMERALDA'S Super Parties; Every

Sata different theme
FLUID LOUNGE Saturdays Gone
Gold Mash-Up: with Harmen B and,
DU Kwake

BUDDY'S NIGHTCLUB Latest and

LIVE MUSIC
BLUE CHAIR CAFE Errol Zastre;

greatest in House, Progressive and

Trip-Hop; Rudy Electro; 10pm-2:30am,
guest DJs inquire at

kelly@michetti.com

GINGUR Ladies Industry Sundays

donations:

NEW CITY SUBURBS Get Down

BLUE PEAR RESTAURANT Jazz on
the Side Sundays: Don Bemer, March
8
-

OVERTIME DOWNTOWN Sunday
Industry Night: Requests with DJ Bo

BLUES ON WHYTE Cold Feet
DEVANEY'S IRISH PUB Celtic
Music Session, hosted by Keri-Lynne

Zwicker, 47pm

EMPIRE BALLROOM Open Mic
Sundays battle of the bands; 9pm

(door); $10

HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB Souljah Fyah
Sundays; Bpm; $10 (door)/$5 {student)/$5 (restaurant/pub employees

wath pay stub)

HULBERT'S Sunday Songwniters

Sundays with Neighbourhood Rats

WUNDERBAR Sundays DJ Gallatea
and XS, quests; no cover

MON

Stage: Mark Ceaser; 7pm; $5/person
minimum charge

GINGUR SKY Soulout Saturdays:
Lingerie Party with Invinceable,

LOOP LOUNGE Jam hosted by JU,
Lenny B and the Gats; 4:30pm "til

BLUES OM WHYTE James

Spyce, capone, Rocky; 10pm (door);

Whenever

Armstong

HALD For Those Who Know: house

‘open stage with Willy James and

Mondays with different songwriters

every Sat with DJ Junior Brown, Luke

Crawdad; 3-6pm

hosting each week presented by
Jimmy Whiffen of Hole in the Guitar
Productions; 8-12

Top tracks, rock, retro with OJ Damian

$10 Sat, Mar 7

NEWCASTLE PUB Sunday acoustic

DU Groovy Cuvy and guests

cover

HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB Jazz Night, -

NEWCASTLE PUB Saturdays: Top

O'BYRNE'S Open mic jam with Robb
Angus (the Wheat Pool)

NEW CITY SUBURBS

NEW CITY LIKWID LOUNGE Punk
Rawk Saturdays with Todd and Alex

ON THE ROCKS Shocker Sundays:

PLEASANTVIEW COMMUNITY

NEW CITY SUBURBS Saturdays
‘Suck with Greg Gory and BlueJay

RITCHIE UNITED CHURCH Jazz and

REXALL PLACE Eagles; Spm

RIVER CREE Queen Nation (Queen,
‘tributa)
STARLITE ROOM The Jimmy Swift
Band, The Soulicitors; 3pm (door):
tickets at TicketMaster, Blackbyrd

PLANET INDIGO-JASPER
AVENUE Suggestive Saturdays:

(door)

breaks electro house with Pl residents

TOUCH OF CLASS—CHATEAU

RED STAR Saturdays indie rock, hip
hop, and electro with DJ Hot Philly
‘and quests

URBAN LOUNGE Rachelle van
Zanten (CD release); $10

RENDEZVOUS Survival metal night

WILD WEST SALOON Colleen Rae

and Comerstone

SPORTSWORLD ROLLERSKATING
DISCO Sportsworld Inline and Roller
‘Skating Disco: Top 40 Request with a
mix of retro and disco, 14:30pm and

Mar 8 with the Runble Strippers; Spm
Reflections: Sunday aftemnoons: an
‘afternoon of jazz and spiritual reflac-

tion, Mar 8 with Rolanda Lee and the

Canadian Hot Stars; 3:30-Spm

RIVER CREE Queen Nation (Queen
‘tnbute)

ROYAL COACH-CHATEAU LOUIS
Patro Polujin (classical guitar); 5pm

SECOND
CUP Live music every Suny

7pm; $10[dooe\/$5 (student)

HALL Acoustic instrumental old tima

fiddle jam hosted by the Wild Rose
Old Tyme Fiddlers Society; 7pm

ROSE BOWL/ROUGE LOUNGE The
Legendary Rose Bow! Monday Jam:
hosted by Sherry-Leo Wisor/Mike
McDonald (altemating) Spm-12am

SECOND CUP-GATEWAY Marty
and Lil; 7-Spm

CLASSICAL
CONVOCATION HALL Aefae!

CLASSICAL

MARCH 12th

WEST OF WINNIPEG & GUESTS

DEVANEY'S IRISH PUB Open stage

LEVEL
2LOUNGE Sizle Saturday:

by Ben Disaster; 9pm (sign-up); no

AS IT STANDS & THE RUMBLE STRIPPERS

cover

RED PIANO-PIANO BAR Hottest »

40) requests with DJ Sheri

EDMONTONS HOTTEST INDY BANDS
MARCH Sth

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE Sleeman
Mondays: liva music monthly; no

Music

NEW CITY Open Mic Sunday hosted

« THURSDAYS«

LIVE MUSIC

FUNKY BUDDHA (WHYTE AVE)

dueling plano show featuring the Red
Piano Players; Spm-Zam

LOUIS Joey Lawrence {pop/rock},
8:30pm

donation); pro-~

‘ternational

CLASSICAL

can say is, “Well done.” We need more
musicians to fool the industry and actually sneak some art out there. w

Morrison, Nestor Delano, An Rhodes

TAPHOUSE Daniel Wesley Band; 155

ceeds to Oxfam Canada and Amnesty

(door)/Spm (shaw) $22 (memberl/$26
(guest) at TicketMaster

3pm (door), 4pm (shaw); $6/$3 (under

BRIXX BARSubvert (PK Calgary), DJ

CASINO
Brothers (show band)

Allstars (play Count Basie); 8pm,

2:30-5-30pm; free

JEKYLL AND HYDE PUB Headwind

ATLANTIC
TRAP AND GILL Jason

YARDBIAD SUITE Yerdbird Suite

tush seats going round a block.
Once again, it was a case of something that was totally inaccessible crossing over into the mainstream. And all |

Wallfiseh: Edmonton Chamber Music
Society; 8pm; $30(adult)/$20
(sen-

MUSIC

$4.25

Jager Shots
ALL NIGHT!
MARS MARTI, 2009 «<‘wursweexny
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It was many years ago now
<3|BACKLASH BLUES
=

CENTURY
CASINO

ats

el G SH

Philip Oakey and the groundbreaking production of Martin Rushent. The band’s

AOLAND PEMBERTON
roland @vueweekly.com

Magnum opus is. Dare, a raucous, colourful

trip through Oakey’s relationships and psyche. It's a record that stands the test of
time, beyond 'the encased megahit “Don't
You Want Me,” presenting many deep cuts
with vaguely sociopolitical undertones and
intricately designed dance floor workouts.
The group's innovative electronic techniques (Dare is one of the first albums to
be completely done without traditional
instrumentation) and vocal phrasing have
been expanded upon for years but never
as frequently as in modern dance culture.

Contrary to popular belief, being a trailblazer isn't always very satisfying. You get the
pleasure of trudging through the lowest
ranks of the art, hammering away at-unresponsive crowds, only to influence someone else who will cannibalize your ideas
with no reference to the source material.
Sometimes though, it isn’t so aggressive.
Influence is inherent in all art forms, and in
music the chain of repetition comes around
more often than not. The influence of ‘80s
music on today’s electronic world is
notable. With all due credit to other synthpop trendsetters such as Duran Duran and
Depeche Mode, | think the most culturally
relevant band of the bunch at the moment
has to be the Human League.
A group of plucky English musicians
with an urgent sense for melody and passion, the Human League was mainly led
through the vocals and creative direction of

treal's Tiga hae an upcoming album
called Ciao/-that featuressa Soulwax.
produced slow burner called “Love Don't
Dance Here Anymore,” towehing on
what happens in the club around 2:30
am in a way reminiscent of the League's
"The Sound Of The Crowd.” “When
you're in love, you know you're in love"
is the opening line to the group's “Love
Action (| Believe In Love).” Silly Kissers
2 lo-fi pop group of Edmonton ex-pats

MORE CANADIANS than just the Hamil-

living in Montréal, features simila;
girl/boy vocal dynamics and five songs
with love in the title {including a song
called “When I'm In Love").
Perhaps this is just another take on the
cyclical natute of music. Dare came out
almost 30 years ago and it's taken this long
for it to become culturally relevant on a
mass scale. Our generation of musicians
and music fans might be finding the Human
League ethos more appealing nowaday
They were a loose.group of pop artists find
ing a way to harmonize with machines in
an organic manner and that is an aestheti
that makes the most sense to today’s tect

tonians are feeling the inspiration. Mon-

savvy generation of hipsters. w

Albums from Hot Chip and Cut Copy last
year both had the emotional delivery and
melodic turns of the Human League's best
work and upcoming releases from Junior
Boys (playing at the Starlite Room on
April 7th) and the Juan Maclean are filled
with similar takes on understated beauty,
complex computerized arrangements and
laborious lyrical phrasing.

REVUE / SAT, FEB 28 /
SHOUT OUT OUT OUT OUT /
STARLITE ROOM

i
alll
fee.
Sanne?
jon/$10 (student) at TIX on the
Sqjuare, door

DRUID (JASPER AVENUE) Open

FUNKY BUDDHA (WHYTE AVE)

stage withwith Chris Wynters

S
nsad Salsa
music.it dence lessons

DIS

aE

‘Open stage every

EE Ca

eae

BAR WILDBer Gone Wild Mondays
Service Industry Night: no minors;
Spm-2am

BLACK
DOG FREEHOUSE Main
Floor: Eclectic Nonsense, Confederacy
of Ounces, Dad Rock, TJ Hookah and

NIGHTCLUB Rudy Electro

SWC $39*
MAY

weave,
eat pop.new
ieee

Underoath (alt), Last in the Sound of
Separation; Almighty Norma Jean,
InnerParty System; all ages: 7pm

(door
$27at Blackbyrd, TicketMaster,
Unionevents.com
PUB

Ammars

Moosehead

Patch-Mery Thomas (vocals: hosted
Mackenzie

O'BYANES Celtic Jam with Shannon
SECOND CUP-124 STREET Open

Johnson and friends

LIVE MUSIC-;

mic-every Tus; 810m

SECOND CUP-STANLEY MILNER
LIBRARY Open mic every Tus: 7-Sen

SIDELINERS
PUB Tuesday AllStar
Jam with Alickn Tait and Rickey
Sidecar; 8pm
YARDBIRD
SUITE Teesday Nights

Jam Sessions:
GMOC Jaz Combo;
7:30pm (door/Bpm
(show): $4(mem
berl/$4 (guest)

DJS

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE
Main
SOSHHOSHHSHHKSCOHOEHSHHOSHEHSHOSEOH
ESOS
ESESESS.
et
Floor CJSR's Eddie Lunchpail,
BLUES ON WHYTE Jomes

Wooftog: with DJ Gundem

BRD BAR Big Rock Untapped andi

BUDDY'S Free poo! and tourney, DJ
Arrowchaser, 9pm,

‘Spm (door): free (before 10pm/$5:

ESMERALDA'S Retro every Tue: no

Amstong

>-ALL SHOWS DOORSAT7PM - (3103 FORT AD + 643-4000
ai
MAR 5 - MAR 11,2009

Unptugged with Johnny Feelgood.
(after 10pm}

MUSIC

music; nocover

eons

(EW CITY LIKWAD LOUNGE ‘abilly
Ghoul-rock, spooky with DU Van
Cadaver
RED STAR TWesdays: Experimental

Indie Rock, Hip Hap, Electro with OJ

Hot Philly

Sa
>
Creepshow,
Run for your Life, The Resignators,

The
Afterbeat, ScorhedBanditos, no
minors; Spm; tickets at New City.
Freecloud, Megatunes, Blackbyrd

cover with student ID

punk.

BUDDY'S Hump day with DJ Sexoy
Sean
FLUID LOUNGE Wednesdays floc

This

FOX Wind-up Wednesdays: R&B,
hiphop, reggae, old skool, reggaeton

Tuesday open stage every Tuesday

12am

TUE

=)
$34*/$44*

LEVEL 2 LOUNGE Opanmic

FILTHY McHASTY'S Meta)
Mondays: with DJ SWAG

NEW CITY LIKWID LOUNGE Daniel
and Fowler (eclectic tunes)

FREEHOUSE Main

EDMONTON
EVENT CENTRE

by Mark Ammar and’Noek (Big Cat)

FLUID LOUNGE Mondays Mixer

Nights: with DJ Harley
Ror, Blue Jay's Messy Nest We

2Mam, interested guest OJs inquire
Tezy, anateur strip contest, Spm-

BANK ULTRA LOUNGE Wednesday

Reggae

figtit; Spen-Tam: featuring guests Mar
10, Mary Thomas
and Brian

at kelly@michetti_com: karaoke with

HOOUIGANZ PUB Open stage

Wednesdays
hosted by Rock ‘i’Roll
Kenny

latest and greatest in House,

Progressive and Trip-Hop: 12am:

with Ido;820pm, free

GINGUR SKY Bashment Tuesdays:

LBS

Rear Admiral Saunders

:

Wed; all gear provided

with InVinosable, Touch tt, weedy

quest Dus,
LEGENDS PUB Hip hop/R&B with

Night: 7-10:30pm: weww.sports-

WED
world.ca

LIVE MUSIC

Shit
featur
Babcock
and his.Jump Trio
RIVER CREE Wednedays
Live Rock
Band hosted byYukon Jack 7:30-9pm_
‘STEEPS TEA LOUNGE-COLLEGE
PLAZA Opan mic every Wed: 8-

10:30pm
‘TEMPLE
Wyld Style Wednesday:

Live hip hop, every Wed; $5

AVENUE THEATRE The Porfect
Trend

006 FREEHOUSE Main

URBAN LOUNGE
ArtofFresh; $3
WILD WEST Saloon Suite33

Floor: Glitter Guich Wednesdays: live

musié once & morth

BLUES
ON WHYTE James
Armstong

COPPERPOT RESTAURANT Live
jazz every Wednesday night: Audrey
Ochoa (trombone);
6-Spm

EDDIE SHORTS Open stage every
Wed

MAVEN SOCIAL CLUB Open Stage

slack
{adultl/$15 (student/senior//free
for children under 6 years at TO on
the Square

DJS

DJ Spincycle

(MEW CITY LIKWID LOUNGE 0!
Roxai Slada (india, punk and metal
NEW CITY SUBURBS Shake It with
Greg Gory and Eddie Lunchpmit; no,
minors;
Spm (door)
EOC DIAMONDS
Punk and BOP
matal everyWednesday
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Cigarettes are highly addictive.
La cigarette crée une trés

forte dépendance.
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with THE JOB, LACUTION REVOLATION. TOUCH
NATO, AND DIS SHORTTOM & BUDAKROGN

= MH McDOUGALL

great
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&
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swimmers

PLUS KATE MAKI TIX AT TICKETMASTER, BLACKBYRD
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Wits SPECIAL
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|POLISH
| HALL
| 10960 -104TH ST

3} McDOUGALL UNITED

u NIE: PRINCE’ BILLY
,
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PLUS GUESTS

PILLARS &
TONGUES

CD RELEASE TOUR
WITH GUESTS THE WHEAT POOL

3
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MARIS
JAMES
EUW
EEE
‘lis
MAR 14 EX’ IT APe
A
- GESTS cAMP SOLD OUT
MAR 23 - BONNIE PRINCE BILLY -PiILLAS
&TONGUES
MAR 26 - VITAMINS FOR YOU -SUESTS 000
MAR 26 - EE” CELE CSD - wien wy a Hes
AAR 27 - 2A.
- TillJOELOCUTION REVOLUTION, TOUCH & NATOw STARLITE
MAR 27 -GREAT LAKE SWIMMERS -KATEMAI
uMACDOUGALL
MAR 28 - FRACTAL PATTERN - till BUILDING, PROVINCIAL
ARCHIVES
APR 3- DEEP DARK WOODS (RELEASE
YOURwnncnss TE WHEATPOOL

UPCOMING

2
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around and he
was really hard to
miss.

got the stamp

“Music was

like electricity to
him,” she continues. “It just

“DEM

MUNI

Ov

z

Musician and
writer Terry Cox passed
awayonFebruary
9inBC.This weekend

his friends

in Edmonton will be coming

rock ‘n’ roll— _— “Low,” which she used to play in the Bodhe liked the
kins with Terry.

flowed through

rough edges,

_—him and it just
animated his
even when he

remember a man whose presence was
felt by many through his music, his writing and his years here at Vue Weekly.

__was just sitting
there listening
to it. You really

Sherry-Lee Wisor is one of those whois
got that al $0
counted among Terry's friends,
from
his
"We used to have a band back when!
reviews—his
first started playing music couldn't sing
reviews were
and |really wanted tohave
abandandmy
always very,
boyfriend kicked me out of my other band,
very thoughtful, Sf
so |called up all of my friends that played © sometimes really hilariously scathing, but
music and invited’ them to join this band,”
_—the guy listened to all sorts of music with
she remembers. “Terry was great to play

great respect for what people were

with. He rocked so hard, he was from anoth-

doing. | think it was the sincerity that

er planet. |!had met him through Jr Gone — was the thing that seemed to be the
Wild back in the day and he was always = common denominator in all the stuff that

“That's the kind of raw emotion that

and you geta __ Terry personified all the way,” she

lot of insight

whole being,

together the Empress Ale House to

the next little while,” Wisor Says. “| can't

of
Terry’s
even imagine what that would be like.”
approval. That
In addition to Try-Polar, there will be an
Whole visceral,
open stage, and Wisor will also be playfrom-the-gut — ing:a few songs, including Cracker's

explains of the song choice. "He was in

from
really
looking
at
Music thathas
those kinds of
elements to it.

a lot of ways an open wound, but just
pure goodness at the same time. | never
heard him say a cruel or mean word
about anybody no matter what he was
going through, and the kinds of situa-

And he just
lived that generally, | think.”
T-shirts are
being made for
the event, with
all proceeds going to a tax-free savings

tions he got himself into can bring out
the ugliest in us, and he never got really
ugly, that's for sure.” w
rm
For another view of Terry Cox, goto
—_thetyee.ca/Music/2009/02/26/TerryCox/
Sherry-Lee Wisor also recorded two trib_—_utes to her friend: the Rolling Stones’
“Before They Make Me Run”
(youtube.com/watch ?v=AHKAps40kc&feature=channel_page) and Crackers

fund for Terry's son Covey Fleck (whose

band Try-Polar will be performing).

“Terry was a freelance writer anda
musician, so he didn’t have any pension, so

it's just something to help Covey along for = “Low”youtube.com/watch’*=DiwsmgbLHY),
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AVAILABLE MARCH 10
a

Price in effect at
all HMV locations

till March 14"

EEICLY

MARS -MAR 11,2009
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MUSIC

>) BUY
s
CD AND
© RECEIVE A
NEW FOUND GLORY
T-SHIRT
T-shirt oligfavailable at all Alberta Heations
(while quiilatities last)

arent getting heard so much. I'm a storyteller as much as a songwriter, so it's
really a perfect setting for what | do,”
House concerts can also be viewed as
a return to the roots that folk music came
from. Practised in kitchens and living
roams all over the world, folk music is

@vuewookly.com
parisons to Paul Simon,

and James Taylor, Kitch-

music by and for the people, and a con-

ngwriter Dale Nikkel is
ct not to be missed, but on
‘tour he’s an’act you very
s—if you don’t know the right

cert that takes place ina house brings the
music back to that personal level on
which it was intended to be heard. For
Nikkel, the simplicity of an artist telling
Stories to a rapt audience fits into his
“less is more” mindset
“lm a little bit old fashioned, | guess—4
don’t have a cell phone, | don’t have a

is. Nikkel will be playing a sigber of house concerts—an old
eathathasfund a new popularity in
bessci

ind very few shows in the

traditionalsense. In fact, Saturday's show

microwave oven, | try not to drive my car, |

atAxis Café is the only actual show listed

onthesinger's MySpace page.

For Nikkel, house concerts provide a
number of practical benefits—such as
filling in some space between café and

bardates—as well as the subtler bene-

fits that come with playing a show in
such an intimate setting.
"| love to play house concerts, it’s a
really devoted audience,” he explains.

“It's great for the audience and it's also
great for me because | get to play for
people who are listening. Often in the bar
or even in coffee-shop culture, the frustration for songwriters is that the songs

have the smallest car possible, | don’t
watch much TV, | try to walk places as
much as | can, | try to cook whole foods as
much as | caa—t'm trying to live creatively
and simply,” he says. “ It's just so beautiful, people in a venue listening to songs,
no amplification needed and just an
acoustic guitar and people to listen to the
songs. | guess that all comes together with
this striving for simple living.” w
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Luke Doucet steps to the front after a year of shared stages
cova adenQvueweeklycom’

dom to really play his guitar without
complicating the whole process with
an onslaught of technology.
“I tried to give myself a little bit of
leeway to play and have fun,” he
says. “The advent of Pro Tools and
all the fancy technology has allowed
us to over think, and one of the
things | like about the records from
the early ‘70s that | grew up listening to, notso much by choice but

een a lot of road in
t's life since he

ised his latest album,
Rich, just over a year ago.

er/guitarist has seen stages
Edmonton ranging from the
jubilee. Auditorium to the Folk Fest to
Rexall Place, and he’s seen a few
more across the country, south of the
border and even over the sea. But he's

always shared those stages with others, opening for the likes of Blue
Rodeo and Corb Lund, so he’s quite
happy to still be touring Blood’s Too
Rich a year later, especially given that
he's setting out on his own headlining

tour this time around.
“We've been touring the record for a
long time, but we've been the opening
act or we've been doing multi-act bills
like in Europe with Oh Susanna and

because my parents played them for
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myself and Melissa [McClelland]—that

means I’m only playing eight or 10 or
12 songs a night maximum, and we've
just started this tour and we're doing 23
or 24 songs a night.
"In a lot of ways it feels like we're
finally really touring this record and I'm
pretty excited, so I’m not burned out on
this yet,” he continues, adding, “by the
end of this tour maybe I will be, and I'm
making a new record in June.”

FOR THAT NEW. record, Doucet has done

something he hasn't for quite some
time, stepping down from the production chair and hiring an outside producer. The impetus for his decision can
be traced to Doucet’s determination not
to repeat himself as he moves forward
from Blood’s Too Rich, an album where
he buried himself within the song
structures and gave himself the free-

me when I was a kid, was that
there’s an ease about them. You
kind of get the feeling that there are
moments during the music when the
band are not really thinking ‘Well, in
two more bars we have to change to
the key modulation and the tempo
change and whatever's going to
happen next,’ but rather just kind of
get lost in it, and I wanted to allow
for some of that to happen.
“When I suggest ease I don’t mean
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Eagles ballads,” he adds. “But when a
song has a simple format and it goes
on long enough for people to start
enjoying the moment and playing off
each other and interacting, maybe even
on somewhat of a subconscious level, |
value that and I think in this day and
age there’s very little of that.” wv
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abuse. It’s a difficult song to listen to,
* but it’s also one that has opened up
dialogues where there is too.often
only silence. The mayor of Iqaluit,
inspired by a line in the song,
changed the name of the city street
that the women’s shelter is on to
an album so much as they are with
Angel Street; she then went to the
the quality. One of those people is
mayors of the rest of Canada’s capital
Lucie Idlout, whose sophomore
cities and asked them to follow suit,
record, Swagger, is a tight set of 10
with Fredericton on board already and
songs that dips into some deep emoseveral others working towards doing
tional territory and gets its point
the same.
across in just over 30 minutes.
“Angel Street’ is a version of ‘Love“1 don’t know if I was specifically
ly Irene,’ the difference being the
trying to write a 35-minute album, but
band that I recorded it with as well as
1 was definitely trying to write an
the addition of a children’s choir—
album that was going to convey
three of the members of Blue Rodeo
exactly all the emotions that 1 wanted
recorded the ‘Angel Street’ version
to convey and be just long enough,
with me, along with the Angel Street
but not a minute longer,” Idlout says
Angels from Iqaluit,” Idlout says quietabout the album's creation. “1 hate it
ly about what has happened with her
when you have an album full of matesong. “I think the thing for me that
rial where it’s sort of 50 per cent great
makes it the most honest and the
and 30 per cent good and then anothmost real is that the eldest boy [in the
er 20 per cent ‘Why the fuck did you
choir] is the son of Sylvia Lyall, who
put that on there?’ I put together
was murdered by her common-law
tunes that seemed to make the most
husband. He comes to this choir fully
sense and that made me feel good
knowing
what his contributions are
and that would work if you were
and he’s just so brave.
doing a little road trip.”
“It's impossible for me to get
through without getting really choked
ONE OF THE SONGS on Swagger is
up.” Vv
“Lovely Irene,” a heartbreaking tale of

LUCIE IDLOUT
BLADK06,REE

could. In a large number of cases, that
approach meant more filler on
albums. It’s refreshing, then, to find
that there are still some musicians
around who aren’t overly concerned
with the sheer volume of material on
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Packing the tunes onto their releases
for no other reason than because they
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Lucie Idlout’s heartbreaking ‘Lovely Irene’ inspires

ack when vinyl ruled the music
kingdom, the physical limitations of the medium meant
that most records clocked in somewhere around a half an hour in
length. Then when compact discs
came along with enough room for 74
minutes of music, many artists started
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The colours come back
PAUL BLINOV / blinov@vueweokly.com
shanti Marshall isn't quite sure

what direction her band Noisy
is headed in. To be fair,
the group has only been around since
August; in that brief time it’s managed to
put out a release that points in a number
of musical directions. Edgy riff-rock,
more expansive, abstract instrumentation and even strummy ballads all pop
up on Sound -> Colour Synesthesia, and
the diversity of material suggests a band
that’s gleefully trying on this and that
sound to find the perfect fit.
This particular line-up may not
even be the final roster. Another permanent member could find room in
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the ranks yet to fill in the low end
with bass; according to Marshall, a
few candidates have already come
and gone, but the band has yet to find
the right one.
“We tried the bass player thing, and
it just seems to not work out every
time,” Marshall laments. “We're
always open; we want to try introducing other instruments. | play clarinet,
so | think maybe in the future we may
incorporate that. | play piano, so we
might experiment with that. But in
terms of a bass player, it’s kind of up
in the air. We like the way we are
right now. We're experimenting.”

FUTURE MUSICAL INKLINGS and bana
members aside, the present Colours
are Marshall (who also covers extra

Itt
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guitar and keyboard), guitarist Louis
Mendez-Lozano and drummer Robert
Latte. That first summer gig was at
Remedy Café, and since then the players have been adding an increasing
number of shows to their itinerary
and managed to float their album

around to some bubbling reviews
though Marshall seems to think of i
more as a record of the band’s firs:
steps more than a proper release.
“It’s kind of funny,” Marshall says
“It was more, I think, to have some
thing to put up on MySpace that wa
of good quality, just to have around. |
know | wasn’t thinking of it as an
album release. It’s just kind of something saved,’on a disc,” she laughs
“We wanted to show people what we
were doing.” vw
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\ ticket stub in your hand
jnderoath rewards loyal fans by pulling a Willy Wonka
WIKOOYM / carolyn@vueweekly.com
yhen Underoath’s Christo| J pher Dudley takes the interview call, he’s wandering
ound models of the Millenium Fal-

sn and hairy Wookie costumes. He
its that this visit to a Star Wars

bit in Sydney, Australia is really”
srdy.

He’s not even a huge fan of the ©

jnole enterprise—like many ofus, he

ppreciates the original trilogy—but
does have a thing for movies and
ir memorabilia.
It’s fitting, really, given that the
etalcore
band pulled a Willy Wonka

id handed out about 25 golden tickwith its latest album, Lost in the

ound of Separation. These shiny tickIs give their lucky holders free access
» any Underoath show for life.
"if one of our favourite bands did it,
ye would actually be really excited,”
explains. “We were thinking, man
we could get into any Radiohead
ow we wanted for the rest of our
ife for free, that would be the most
azing thing ever, so we decided to’
lo that.”
Even though Dudley and company
ave really defined Underoath as a
e act, the guys seemed to want to
oid a replay of the premature delivof an album before its due date.
hile the internet leak of 2006's
Define the Great Line did little to hurt
ie album’s financial development, it
as still a heartbreak. The golden
ets are the ultimate reward for the
timate fan.

DEROATH HAS ALWAYS been blessed
y loyal fans. Despite slagging by
ose who call the band’s grinding
ifs “un-metal” or disparaging coments about changes between
bums, the six-piece keeps its fans by
eping it interesting.
)
“Pretty much every record that
)We've put out has been pretty differint than the one before it. We try to
lush ourselves every time we go into
he studio. if people like it, then awe-

ome, but if they don’t, then there’s

NEIL DEAL
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always the old records,” Dudley says.
“The way that we see it is we would
rather write songs that we have a
blast playing live, because that’s going
to come across and kids are going to
have fun live, and it’s better than us
writing a bunch of songs that we
think people are going to like, and
then playing them and not being
whole-hearted about it.”
That said, Lost in the Sound of Sep-

aration isn't too far off from the
album that came before it. After
more than a decade, the band seems
to have found a sound to explore
with the wisdom that comes with the
experience.
“It's one of those things where
we're not really changing what we
sound like on every record now, and I
think the reason for that is because
we're getting older, and we're realizing, ‘Hey, this is the kind of music that
we want to play,’” Dudley explains.
“When you're 16, 17 years old writing
music, you're, like, ‘I don’t know what
I want to do; I just want to do this and
do that and do that." w
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‘mention of English arts and culture
€n conjures up thoughts of Shakepeare or Jane Austen. But fewer people
ight make an immediate association
Btween England and classical music.
‘Omoting British composers’ music is
portant for cellist Raphael Wallfisch;
brtunately, he has many works from
lichto choose.
For our instrument, the cello, there
48 been a fantastic amount written by
bmposers since Elgar, and even Elgar's
biitemporaries,” he says over the phone
om London. “And right up to the present
ay, there has been a tremendous inter-

est in the cello, so we have a big repertoire which |'m delighted to play.”
Wallfisch’s interest in his homeland’s
music began early. His father, a concert
pianist, also played and promoted English
composers’ music. Growing up in this
environment, Wallfisch knew many composers, both as artists and as family
friends.
While Wallfisch speaks very fondly of
England's music, he adds that some
famous British composers haven't always
been held in the highest regard.
"There is a very unfriendly description
of British music which encompasses a
certain type of folk-song-based music typified by Vaughn Williams and people.
(Some] call it ‘cow-pat music,’ whieh
refers to the countryside where you'd

step into some cow mess, you know,” he
laughs. “But that's ridiculous!”
Like many Romantic composers,

Vaughn Williams was inspired by his
nation’s folk music. Other British composers, after having studied abroad,
might subtly fuse the new country’s stylistic elements into their own, Wallfisch
describes.
As for the British composers whose
works he performs, Wallfisch does note a
similarity in their approaches.
“They use the cello in a very lyrical
way, which is what attracts me to their
music,” he explains.
Wallfisch’s interest in English art and
culture doesn't stop at music. He enjoys
theatre, also noting that England is home
to many talented painters. Yet, these arts
might not receive as much publicity as
they deserve, he adds.
“| think the British on the whole have
tended to be a little bit shy in promoting
themselves, and so it goes with the
British characteristic!” he laughs. w
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To the Point! isn't just a bad pun o;
Bayonets!!!’s name: this tape (and
digital download)

jets by in just ovey
eight minute;
breezy even for

Shout Out Out Out Out, Reintegration Time (Normals Welcome)

laboration with Cadence Weapon and

If Shout Out Out Out Out's first album,
Not Saying/Just Saying, rose up out of

Do I Maintain” parts one and two.

Edmonton’s

hreRESIONa tors ‘eff rerbea

Bayonets!!I, To the Point! (Bart)

boom

band that take
pride in playing a
set thal tops out a|

some crazy prog-dance-rock on “How

times, an ideal

Part of what makes Reintegration Time
work so well is the refusal to rush any-

soundtrack for a generation surrounded by money and yet still swimming
in debt, then the band’s new one,
Reintegration Time, is a fitting followup, coming as it does when the

thing, giving each piece the space it
needs to breathe, rising and subsiding as

freeflowing coin of the past few years
has slowed to a trickle.
Right from the record's opening
there's a sense that
it’s going to take

"Remind Me in Dark Times,” “In the End
It’s Your Friends” and “Reintegration
Time,” that provide a climax and resolution to the record.
After the smoothness of the SO4/San
Serac collaboration
“One Plus Two Plus
Three,” “Remind Me
in Dark Times”
begins with a forceful bass, joined by a
series of synths
seemingly blown in
on an apocalyptic
wind that leaves
plenty of space for
the uneasy feeling
that pervades the track until it becomes
more forceful as the number of notes
rise during the chorus, laying back again
afterwards.
After nine minutes, “Remind Me in
Dark Times” recedes back into the bass,
clearing the path for “In the End It’s
Your Friends,” its chorus of “In the end
it’s your friends that'll fuck you over” a
warning on the surface but a veritable
call to arms for the band and likeminded souls bubbling underneath.

it moves along towards what seems an
inevitable conclusion in the title track.
But it’s really the final three songs,

more work to make
it through this
album than it did
the previous one.
That's very much
because SO4 has
avoided tuming Not
Saying/Just Saying
into a blueprint for
future efforts.
The opening
track of Reintegration Time, “Run,”

fades in from a distance, its beat
propulsive but cloaked in a new darkness that unfolds slowly as a welcoming bass line enters, leading into some
majestic chords that soar across the
tune. “Run” builds slowly, its shifting
dynamics and sounds almost imperceptible at times, until they've taken
over and legs are moving and heads
bobbing in time. By the time that first
track has ended, it feels as though it's
miles removed from where it began,
and yet still only the introduction to
something more.
What that is, exactly, is a trip that
covers a shadowy version of the electronica soundscape that SO4 is at home
in, moving through eminently danceable tunes like the bouncing “Guilt Trips
Sink Ships” and the trance-inducing
“Bad Choices,” as well as “Coming
Home,” a hypnotic and aggressive col-

Finally, there is "Reintegration Time”;

like the album opener, the closing number is an instrumental structured as a
crescendo, but when it finally gives
away it devolves into a distant whisper,
releasing into nothingness over nearly
five minutes it’s the sort of closer that
Jeaves one breathless, acting as the perfect culmination to a remarkably whole
record. —EDEN MUNRO / eden@vueweekly.com

15 minutes on a

luxurious day. What they lack j
length they more than make up for jn
punch, however: made up of forme,
members of both the Wolfnote and

MBP (including, full disclosure, vi,
employee Bryan Birtles, though, full:
disclosure, no one around here like
him) Bayonets!!! blister through
punk-influenced noise like laconi:
demons, arty tics balanced with a s|
sense of humour, whether it's simp!
chanting the names of each ban:
member for 43 seconds ("Ballad «:
Bayonets”) or teaching a history les
son in between bursts of freneti:
noise (“Last Spike,” an album hig!

light). This is more than sharp enough
to warrant enough repeats to make |
seem as long as a normal albu:
— DAVID BERRY / david@vweweekly.com

Bibio, Vignetting the Compost
(Mush) England’s Stephen Wilkinson
aka Bibio, has released a gorgeou
throwback con
cept album in
Vignetting the Com
post. In it, the sell
zien? es} mg

musician/produ
er/experimentaiist

has captured a
hour's worth of evocative ‘60s Brit-foll
instrumentals, wrapped neatly 1
warm, warbled analogue ribbc
These songs are true vignettes, avei
aging two minutes each, comple
with accompanying snapshot artwo:
The cinematic quality of the album
reminds listeners of Wes Anderson’
soundtracks, and as a fellow listenc:
noted, “this is music you can se
—MIKE ANGUS / mikeangus@vueweekly.com
These

are Powers,

All Aboard

Future (Dead Oceans) | think you
have to respect a band that pushes the
boundaries n
matter what.

recordsa&cds

10443a - 124 street
780.732.1132
www .listenrecords.net

|!

pretty easy to have
your first album
well received and
then continue to
craft album afte!
album within the
bounds of the same formula. Thal’s

why, though it gets a little repetitive al
an imaginary country tPico

times, These are Powers’ newest disc

tim hecker

is a success. Originating as a cacopho
nous wail, These are Powers has mel-

lowed things out considerably on “!!

grand tour of tunisia
sunburned

hand

2

¢

Aboard Future. It retains some of the
same grating sounds but these a!¢
now used mostly for effect—and ove’
all the album has a lot more dow!
tempo dancey beats where onc
metallic drum sounds emanated fro™
speakers in a way that made you think

the band was just about to go off the
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Freecloud Records & Blackbyrd Myoozik
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01.
02.
03.
04.
05.

s/t magneticring
s/t afegt
hold time m. ward
march of the zapotec beirut
dark was the night v/a

10081 JASPER AVENUE

06. fruit of the womb sun city girs

07. meriweather post... animal collective
08. havilah the drones
09. malevolent grain wolves in the throne room

10. for the whole worfd to see death

rails. It's a lot more atmospheric, it’s 4
lot calmer, but it’s nothing you would
have expected. And the liner notes—

interpretations of the songs by !’
artists hailing from New York, Chicag?

and Beijing—are brilliant. —BRYAN BIATLS
/ bryan@vueweekly.com
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2, No Line on the Horizon (interscope) As U2's earnest, urgent ‘80s
rock and ironic ‘90s experiments faded,

se-bands third
d
i

e has seen
Dublin four-

‘some's discs lose
‘con
ty, cohernce and force.

'the group's
best recent songs

seem bound for softly soaring, sportsanthem status. Unfortunately, No Line
on the Horizon—some Of its best
moments found, likely thanks to pro-

ducers and occasional co-writers Eno

and Lanois, on the edges of the songs
put not often in the Edge’s guitar—is a
rocky, not rocking, road, Off in the distance float some mushy lyrics from
pono and some annoying rock clichés,
from “oh-oh” refrains to choral backups. "Fez—Being Born” is a fascinating
collection of fragments from the band’s
past, and there are some great opening
riffs, but most of the songs slip away
from view, and memory, pretty quickly.
BRIAN GIBSON / brian@vueweekly.com
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The United Steel Workers of Montreal, Three On the Tree (Weewerk)

Songs about hard work, songs about ©
struggle and songs
about drinking are
what you'd expect
"| from a band with
such an obviously
blue-collar
moniker, and the
Montréal-based altcountry sextet certainly doesn’t disappoint. The gruff, vaguely Tom Waits-y
voice of singer Gern F, who trades off

lead vocal duties with the equally sweetvoiced Felicity Hamer, adds just the right
I've-been-in-a-few-too-many-barfights-after-walking-the-line-and-hadto-shoot-the-guy feel to the bands
spirited playing. A few of the unionfocused tracks are a little too straightforward (“We will rise up, rise up / Rise up
strong! / No one will stand alone”), but

the band excels at singing about good
ol’ union standbys: let’s skip out of the
meeting, go get piss drunk and talk
about that time the cops fucked with us.
— SCOTT HARRIS / scott@vueweekly.com
Vangel,

(5&1/4)

=| OLD SOUNDS
EDEN MUNRO

= | eden@weweekiy.com
Phish, Hampton Comes Alive (Elek-

tra) Originally released: 1999 Phish. A
band that tends to generate either
fanatical loyalty or intense hatred—or
at least disinterest. It makes sense,
though; Phish doesn’t exactly traffic in
easy listening tunes of the sort that are
good for a little background mood. It’s

hard to ignore a band that jumps around
all herky jerky
between goofball
anthems and long
and meandering
instrumental pas-

sages.
The band

is
impressive in its
ability to engage
in performances
that are marked
as “legendary” in
its catalogue. Last
Tuesday saw the
release of a
seven-disc DVD set of the band’s
seven sets over two nights on August
16 and 17, 1996. A couple of years
later, on November 20 and 21, 1998,
the band engaged its audience for
another famous performance which
saw release on the six-disc set Hampton Comes Alive.
That's right: six discs. And not a
repeated song amongst them, adding
up to 45 tunes spread over the two
nights, which is a lot of music to commit to taking in. Sure, in the heat of
the drug-induced moment (or hour or
day) the thrill is there, but on record it’s
all a little more thoughtful. Focus hard

here and it's hard to argue that there
aren't some interesting journeys to be
found.
There are the solid grooves of “Roses
Are Free” and “Farmhouse"—do the
Phish dance in your head, everybody—
or the healthy sprinkling of covers that
the band drops throughout—everything
from Chumbawamba's “Tubthumping”
to the gloriously and unrepentently
unfunky version of Will Smith's “Gettin’
Jiggy Wit It’—and even the plentiful

=)
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Biblio

This

jamming that fills so much of these
dises, the players swirling around each
other as they investigate pretty much
every corner they possibly can, sometimes stumbling and other times heading for the sky.
The thing with a band like Phish (or

any other of the jam bands out there)
is that all the players have to do is
wander around a musical landscape
for a time, turning over unturned rocks
and sticking their heads into nooks
and crannies without much regard for
that musical headspace that they
were in five or 10
minutes ago, and
then bring it all
back around to
the same song
for the big finish

|UPCOMING SHOWS...

>PRIDAY MARCH 13-<

pealeel
NEW VENUE
OLD TIMERS
CABIN

and everybody
thinks
that
they've been
blown away by

some magical
performance.
Still, these guys
are in the upper
echelons of that
territory, sometimes ignoring the original
song but never forgetting that they're
playing together as a whole. Phish is certainly not for everybody, and this particular album is no easy listen for anybody
but the most devout fan, but spend some
time with it and you'll either come out
the other end with a new appreciation
for the band or you'll want to jam a pencil into your ear.
Of course, the legend of Hampton
continues to grow in Phish mythology
as the band gets set to end its second
hiatus with a three-night stand at the
coliseum on March 6, 7 and 8. Unfortunately, there are only so many Phish
fans who will be able to find themselves a dancing spot for the actual
shows, but anyone who wants to
enjoy the unfolding of the band's first
stand after its return, you can do so
very soon after the first show ends.
All the information can be found at
phishthoughts.com/nospoilers. News
editor Scott Harris will be venturing to
the reunion shows, so look for a complete report online next week in Diary
of a Phish Fiend. w
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QUICK SPINS

ex |WHITEY HOUSTON
=H | quickspins@vueweekly.com

) album synthesizes

some space-agelike psychedelia,
industrial electronic beats, random
sounds and yes,

jazz, into an oddly cohesive mix. In
“Cold Rain,” the synths occasionally
withdraw to allow a far-away-sounding whistle to accentuate the drums.

Then, the song concludes with a
waterfall solo. And “Broken Jazz
Hands” throws some tango into the

Middle of everything else. While such
disparate elements might not seem
like they could work together to make

a song, they do. One common theme
underlies each song, and ultimately,

the album: at every level, there’s a successful matching of sounds and styles
that you'd rarely ever hear together.
—MARIA KOTOVYCH / maria@vueweekly.com

SHOTGUN JIMMIE
STILL JIMMIE
YOU'VE CHANGED

PSYCHOSTICK
SANDWICH
AOCK RIDGE

Total Pavement feel
A little rougher though, like
Tarmac with small rocks

Terrible artwork
Perfectly reflects contents:
Drunk fat guy joke rock

TIGHT KNIT
SUB POP

INFINITY+-1
FOOLS GOLD

Gently plucked gold sounds
Spun into a sweater vests
For music store nerds

An electro mix

BEN KWELLER
Rian HORSES

RUSH
RETROSPECTIVE 3 (1989 - 2008)
ANTHEM

Kweller dons big hat
Gets twangy, channels Willie!
City folk approved!

I've tried to love you
| learned to play “Tom Sawyer”
But ... we've grown apart

Long gone are the hip-hop jams
Different but sweet

MUSIC

MONDAY MARCH 9"
COME AND CELEBRATE G'S MOST HONORABLE DEPARTURE
AND PRAY TO THE MIGHTY FUGI FOR HIS SAFE RETURN
Clack

Mog Prechouse
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enormity of Lukacs’s Polaroid collection

the Bathhouse event that was part of last

by organizing them into inviting grids—
will be in attendance.

November's Exposure: Edmonton's Quee;
Arts and Culture Festival.

The party continues later that night at
the ARTery for the Wet Secrets’ single CD

JOHANNES ZITS, a Toronto-based multi.

release dance party. Aside from launching
a new single, the gig is also serving as a
fundraiser for the band’s upcoming trip to
the music and film festival SXSW (South

media artist who was a featured artist
during Exposure’s first year, will be back
in Edmonton and back at Latitude 53 with
installation and drawing artist Ed Pien for

by Southwest) in Austin, Texas. Trevor

* See the mast
comprehensive

listing of
EDMONTON
MUSICIANS.
— Gheckitout at
YueWeek!y.com
Plus! Submit your

listing today!
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ARIES (MAR 21 - APR 19)
“You never want a serious crisis to go to
waste,” said Rahm Emanuel, President
Obama's chief of staff. “It's an opportunity
to do things that you think you could not
do before.” While your crisis is nowhere
near as pressing as those faced by
Obama's team, Aries, | recommend that
you adopt a similar attitude in the coming
days. Just assume that any breakdowns

You can feel good!
=| QUEERMONTON
ted@wueweekly.com
This weekend in Edmonton there's an art
opening featuring dirty gay Polaroids by an
internationally renowned artist, a CD
release party featuring Edmonton's
favourite homo drummer/filmmaker, a multidisciplinary salon with new work from
both the aforementioned drummer/filmmaker and a queer lady printmaker, a collective
arts and crafts event and a queer karaoke
|
And to think less than a decade ago
Bill Smith, the former mayor of Edmonton,
wouldn't grant permission for the Pride
Parade!
Starting on Friday night, the Art Gallery
of Alberta will be presenting

clusion after studying traces of tissue from a
68-million-year-old bone of the king of
dinosaurs. | invite you to draw inspiration
from this theory, Gemini. Try the following
thought experiment. Envision a couple of
monstrous influences from your past—big
bad meanies who hurt you or scared you.
Imagine they were like Tyrannosaurus rexes
back then. Close your eyes and see their
faces glaring from the beast’s skull. But then
imagine that in the intervening months and
years they have devolved and shrunk. Picture them now as clucking chickens pecking
at seeds in the dirt. Can you see their faces
at the top of their bobbing, feathery bodies?

you experience will allow you to make

CANCER (JUN 21 - JUL 22)

breakthroughs that were previously
impossible. Take advantage of a spiritual
emergency to accomplish a spiritual
eppetgence. As you deal with a scary trial,
use it as an impetus to find a sacred trail.

Scientists and fundamentalist Christians
don't share much common ground, but one
thing most of them agree on devoutly:

TAURUS (APR 20 - MAY 20)
Your key theme for the week is “Healthy
Obsessions.” Not “Melodramatic Compulsions” or “Exhausting Crazes” or “Manias That
Make You Seem Interesting to Casual
Bystanders,” but “Healthy Obsessions.” To
cary out your assignment in the right way, you
will have to take really good care of yourself as
you concentrate extravagantly on tasks that fill
you with zeal. This may require you to rebel
against the influences of role models, both in
yeePactual life and in the movies you've seen,
who act as ifgetting sick and imbalanced is an
integral part of being true to one’s genius

GEMINI (MAY 21 - JUN 20)
The closest modern relative of the Tyrannosaurus rex may be the chicken, says

geneticist John Asara, He came to this con-

BIEKILY

there's no such.thing as reincarnation. Now

I'm pleased to be able to offer you the
chance to rebel against their dogmatic delusion. You see, Cancerian, it's an excellent
time to try out the hypothesis that you have
lived many times before and will live many
times again. For one week, act as if it were
true, and see how it changes the way you
feel, think, and act. What if everything you
do has repercussions forever?

LEO (JUL 23-AUG-22)
This horoscope presents three clues for you
to work with. Here's the first: | know a psychotherapist’s son who, while growing up,
rarely received the benefits of his father's
psychological expertise. “The shoemaker's
child has no shoes,” my friend says. Here’s
your second clue: in the Bible's book of
Mark, Jesus declares, “A prophet is not
without honour, except in his own country,
and among his own relatives, and in his

MARS;
MAR IT, 2008

“POLAROIDS: Attila Richard Lukacs and
Michael Morris.” The show is made up of
over 3000 Polaroids that have informed
Alberta-born Lukascs’s highly charged
grand paintings over the last 20 years.
Rich with politics, insight and flesh, the
Polaroids not only afford an opportunity
* to get into the mind of a complex and fascinating artist but also cover two decades
of the queer male experience. From safe
sex pioneer Richard Berkowitz to Robert
Mapplethorpe to Andy Warhol, Polaroids
have always played a vital role in
empowering queer males to be image
makers, representing for themselves
what they could not find elsewhere. It's
interesting to see this show at the
moment Polaroid is dying a slow death as
images of gay men have become commodified and accessible. Both Luckas and
Morris—an artist who responded to the

own house.” The third clue: a neurologist of
my acquaintance suffers from migraine
headaches that he has been unable to cure.
Now, Leo, | invite you to meditate on how
these alienations may reflect situations that
you're experiencing. If they sound familiar,
take action. It's prime time to heal them.

VIRGO (AUG 23 - SEP 22)
One reason I've been put on this earth is to
expose you to a kind of astrology that doesn't crush your free will, but instead clarifies
your choices. In this horoscope, for instance,
I'll crisply delineate your options so that you
may decide upon a bold course of action
that's most in tune with your highest values.
Study the following multiple-choice query,
then briskly flex your freedom of choice.
Would you rather have love: 1) knock the
wind out of one of your illusions, thereby
exposing the truth about what you really
want; 2) not exactly kick you in the butt, but
more like pinch and spank you there, inspir-

ing you to revise your ideas about what it
means to be close to someone; or 3) spin
you around in dizzying yet oddly pleasurable
circles, shaking up your notions about how
to keep intimacy both interestingly unpredictable and soothingly stable.

LIBRA (SEP 23-OCT 22)
Cartoonist Gary Larson defines luposlipaphobia as the fear of being pursued by timber wolves around a kitchen table while
wearing socks on a newly-waxed floor.
According to my reading of the astrological
omens, there is a real danger you could fall
victim to that deluded phobia. And it is definitely a delusion. No timber wolves will be
in your immediate future. If you hope to
avoid this mistaken anxiety, as well as other
equally irrelevant and unproductive supersti-

EVENTS

Anderson, an unflinching Edmonton advocate, will be beating the night away as
the band’s drummer. Anderson is also a
filmmaker whose work is often about
contemporary queer life set in Edmonton,
and who's most recent short film, “The
Island,” will be showing as part of the
FAVA Freshworks screening on Thursday
night at Metro Cinema.

Returning to the ARTery the next night
Anderson will be performing a monologue
as part of Mile Zero Dance’s salon series

that will be ultimately become the frame
for his next short film. Entitled “A High

Wet and Paste, a collaborative drawing

and collage event that the gallery will be
hosting the same night as the salon. Zits’s
work often focuses on the queer male
body and how it is used to evoke expres-

sion and impressions. With lots of space
provided supplies and a male nude mode}
the evening promises to be full of inspiration and interaction.
If, after you've hit both the Salon and
the gallery, you are looking to keep the
night alive, Dance Dance Queer Revolution is putting on a fundraiser for and at
Circles. The alternative venue has been
home to all of Dance Dance Queer Revolution events so far. From underground
activists to same-sex-humping hipsters to
gender-bending performance artists like

Note,” Anderson says that the film will
explore his “relationship to my great-uncle,
Alberta, theatre and theatricality, sex and
sexuality, addiction and Miss Judy Garland.”
This is MZD's 13th salon, and will feature a variety of work from dance to spoken
word to visual art that loosely responds to
the theme of spring back. Imagining her
own rites of spring, printmaker Anthea
Black will be blanketing a section of the
ARTery in wallpaper she has created that
explores debauchery, the sacrificing of virgins and all the other good stuff that comes
when the snow melts. Black showed similar work but with the theme of BDSM at

together the full spectrum of Edmonton's
queer community.
If this has seemed more like an events
listings than a column—in part it's
because it is. But more importantly it is a
snapshot of one weekend in a supposedly
redneck Prairie city early in the 21st centuty. While there is still far to go in terms of
ensuring equality for all, sometimes part of
moving forward is acknowledging how far
you have come—something to think aboui
as you move your clocks ahead. w

tions, you should have a nice long talk with
yourself as soon as you finish reading this.
Be very clear and strict and rational as you
explain how important it is to be very clear
and strict and rational right now.

romance-addicts | know, who always date
two or three people just in case they gei
dumped by one of them. No bouts cf
loneliness to worry about! Which brings
us to my main advice for you this week,

SCORPIO (OCT 23- NOV 21)

Capricorn: have a back-up plan. Keep an
alternative handy. Make sure you won't

Maybe you shouldn't mend your supposedly
“evil” ways if your “evil” ways are about to
mutate into a fascinating new approach to
goodness. Maybe the very quality that has
threatened to cause your downfall has now
become the key to your upgrade. And
maybe the thing that has made you most
nervous about yourself about yourself will
soon start ripening into a beautiful asset
that will activate reserves of life energy you
didn’t know you could have at your disposal.

SAGITTARIUS (NOV 22 - DEE 21)
Sagittarian Jakob Dylan has created a solid
musical career for himself. He's a bit defensive, however, about the possibility that the
fame of his father, Bob Dylan, has played a
role in his success. His contracts specify

that he should never be called “Bob Dylan's
son.” | understand his longing to have his
work be judged on its own merits, and |
sympathize with his urge to be independent
of his heritage. But in the coming weeks,
Sagittarius, | advise just the opposite
approach for you. You will place yourself in
alignment with cosmic rhythms by expansively acknowledging all of the influences
that have helped you become the person
you want to be.

CAPRICORN (DEC 22 - JAN 19)
Throx.com sells you socks in threes, so if
you lose one you have an extra to take its
place. Their ingenious marketing plan
resembles the approach of some

event host Antonio Bavaro, Circles brings

Tun out of the stuff you really need.

AQUARIUS (JAN 20-FEB 18)
My Chevy got stolen in San Francisco on a
January night some years ago. The thief
broke a window and smashed his way into
the steering column with a tire iron to gel
to the ignition wires. Eventually the cops
recovered the car and returned it to me
But no repair shop could ever completely
fix the transmission, and though the car
sort of worked for another 18 months, |
was never able to shift it into reverse
again. Driving a vehicle that only moved
forward presented problems that required
creative solutions. It was an apt metaphor
for my life at the time, when |found it
impossible to go backward in any way. |
suspect it will also be one of your operative metaphors in the coming months,
Aquarius.

PISCES (FEB 19 - MAR 20)
“The biggest human temptation is to settle for too little,” wrote the spiritual
activist Thomas Merton. Judging from
your current astrological omens, | suspect

that's a warning you should heed. The
time has come for you to consider the
possibility that you aren't thinking big
enough ... that you need to actively rebel
against the voices telling you to sit back
and accept your comfortable limitations.
In a sense, the cosmos is giving you 4
poetic license to ask for more. w
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SUGARSWING DANCE CLUB Pleasantview Hall,
10860-57 Ave, www.sugarswing.com. 780.604.7572

fall/winter terms).
Speakers Series.
Contact Kris (kwells@ualberta ca)
KOREZONE FITNESS 203, 10575-115St« LIVING

® Dots n’ Stripes Dance Night: Come dressed in
Polka Dots and Stripes * Sat, Mar 14, 8pm {beginner lesson), Spm-1am (dance)
VEGETARIANS OF ALBERA Riverdale Community
Hall, 9231-100 Ave * Squash: Potluck and annual
cook-off © Sun, Mar 14, 5:30pm

WELCOME TO THE REEL WORLD Civil
Engineering Building (CEB) 325, www.iweek.ualberta.ca ® Global issues film and speaker series featuring the film Quilombo Country * Mar 11, 5pm

WOMEN IN BLACKin front of the Old Strathcona
Farmers’ Market © Silent vigil the 1st and 3rd Sat,

10-i1am, each month, stand in silence for a world
without violence
WOMEN ONLY BICYCLE REPAIR BikeWorks, 1004780 Ave {enter through Back Alley), 780.433.2453 ©
Edmonton Bicycle
luters’ Society ®(first and third
Sundays ofeach month) * Mar 15 © Free

COMEDY
FACTORY Gateway Entertainment Centre,
34th Ave, Calgary Trail © Thu, 8:30pm; Sat, 8pm and
10pm ® Aaron Foster; Mar 5-7 © Bob Angeli; Mar 12-14
* Greg Wilson; Mar 19-21 * Dennis Ross; Mar 26-28

COMIC STRIP Bourbon St. WEM, 780.493.5999,

www.thecomicstnip.ca * Hit or Miss Mondays: Each

Mon

CAR-SHARING CO-OP OFEDMONTON Robbins
Healthbeerring Center, GMC City Centre Campus, Am

9-315, 109 St. 104Ave, 780.907.1231 ¢ Car Sharing
Cooperatives-How they work presented byTanya Paz

and Mark Goldblatt ¢ Mar 12, 7:30pm © Free
CHESS
Chess Club and Society of Alberta

uUi ane ‘ peeietasad

ion for lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans-identi-

fiedand.queer (LGBTQ) faculty,graduate student,

11205-

(68pm © CNEC.

an

Pragya Sharma; and others issue of racial diserimination © Sat, Mar 7, 10am-Spm

AIKIDO C: UB10139-67Ave, Old

meet 2nd Thu every month. For details go to
http://aroups yahoo.com/aroup/edmonton llusions/

Best of Edmonton Tuesdays: Each Tue ©

Tommy Johnigan, Andrew Iwanyk, and Shawn
Gramiak; Mar 4-8 ¢ Hit or Miss Monday's: Mar 9 *

Andrew \wanyk; Tue, Mar 10 © TJ Miller, Mike
Harrison and Kevin McGrath; Mar 11-15
DV8 8307-99 St, 780.760.0077, www.dv8tavern.com
* Drilling for Comedy * Mar 10, 9pm (door)

ae

pale and peat oie 3rd Thu

POSITIVE 404, 10408-124 St, www.edmlivingpositive.ca, 1.877.975,9448/780,.488.5768, © Providing

con-

ial peer support to Rene living with HIV * Tue,
73pm: Support group ¢ Daily drop-in, peer counselling

MADELEINE SANAM FOUNDATION Faculté St.
Jean, Aim 3-18, 780.490.7332 © Program for HIVAD'S prevention, treatment and harm reduction in
French, English and other African languages * 3rd
and 4th Sat, 9am-5pm each month © Free (mem-

ber}/$10 (membership) © Pre-register
MAKING WAVES SWIMMING CLUB www.ceocities.com/makingwaves_edm * Recreational and
Competitive swimming with coaching, beginners

encouraged to participate. Socializing after practices
* Every Tue, Thu
PFLAG Pride Centre, 9540-111 Ave * A support group
for parents and friends of lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender and queer people # Meet the Ist Wed each
month September-June, 7-9pm; T: Ruby 780.436.1998
after 6pm; E: edmontonab@pflagcanada.ca

PLAY NIGHTCLUB 10270-103 St, www playnight-

club.ca © Open Thu, Fri, Sat * The first bar for the

ues community to open in a decade with DJs Alexx
own and Eddie Toonflash
PRIDE CENTRE OFEDMONTON 9540-111 Ave,
780.488.3234, www.pridecentreofedmonton.org *

Open Tue-Fri 1-10pm, Sat 2-6:30pm ¢ LGBT Seniors
Drop-in: Every Tue/Thu, 2-4pm * CA: Every Thu (7pm)
Suit Up and Show Up: AA big book study group meet
every Sat, noon * Youth Understanding Youth: Youth

4. Dan Auerbach Keep ItHip(nonesuch)

meeting Ist Sun each month, 10:30am-12:30pm ¢
Trans Education/Support Group: Meet the 1st and 3rd
Sun, 24pm, of each month; www.albertatrans.org

5. Brett Dennen — Hope For The Hopeless (dualtone)

Sat, 7-Spm; yuy@shaw.ca * Womonspace: Board

Men Talking with Pride: Every Sun (7pm); facilitator:

grams and toumaments © rientessrcoeshawiea

DOWNSTREAM Metro Cinema, Zeidler Hall, Citadel

LAUGH SHOP 1105-6606 137 Ave, net

(T1Q) Alliance; topo meeting

it es

780.474.2318 * Leam to play chess;

for all ages including classes, school pro-

Rob Wells robwells780@hotmail.com © HiV Support

Group: Meet the 2nd Mon of each month, 7pm ©

Hanssen Transsexual, Intersex and Questioning
month, 7:30pm *

the 2nd Tue each

Transgender, Transsexual, Intersex

unean, De David Swann and George Poitras * Sun,

Mall, 780.476.1010 © Wed-Sat 8pm; Fri-Sat 7:30pm
and 9:45pm ® Wed amateur open mic night; 8pm ©
Rob Brackenridge; Mar 5-7 ® Brian Lazanik from
Toronto; Mar 12-14

people ofFort Chipewyan) at TIX on the Square, door

LION'S HEAD PUB Radisson Hotel Edmonton South,
4440 Gateway Boulevard, 780.437.6010 © pone

focused drop-in counse! ing every Wed, 7-10pm *
YouthSpace: drop-in for LGBTO for youth up to 25; Tue-

STEEPS TEA LOUNGE-COLLEGE
PLAZA 11116-82

123 St. 780.482.1587, www.rwuc.org * Soul OUTing:
an LGBT-focused alternative worship * 2nd Sun each
month, 7pm; worship Sun, 10:30am; people of all sexual orientations welcome. ALGBT monthly book club

Theatre, 9828-101A Ave * Canadian premiere, docu-

ane sereening and after the 2pm screening a
ne! discussion with Dr. John O'Connor, Linda

Mar 8,2pmand 4pm ®$10 (proceeds to benefit the
EDMONTON ESPERANTO SOCIETY Rm 1812,
10025-102A Ave, 780.702.5117 © Fri, noon-Ipm ©

vaughn@sewardconsulting.com

EXPRESSION AGAINST REPRESSION Sub Stage,

U of A Students’ Union Bldg * Open mic featuring the

People's Posts and Dear, a night of cultural resistance

open mic night every Sun (9pm) hosted by Lars Callieou

Ave, 780.988.8105 * Amateur Comedian Night: every
Tue, 8-10:30pm © For info contact
robyn@steepstea.com

to colonialism, oppression, occupation and injustice *

QUEER LISTINGS

FILM AND VIDEO ARTS SOCIETY — ALBERTA
(FAVA) Metro Cinema, 9828-101A Ave ¢ Freshworks

AFFARM SUNNYBROOK-RED DEER Sunnybrook
United Church, Red Deer, 403.347.6073 * Affirm wel-

Sat, Mar 7, 6-9pm * Free

soreening series: Showcasing 7 local artists. Some

films ret contain adult material « Thu, Mar 5, 7pm

* $10/$6 (student/senior)

IMAGES ALBERTA CAMERA CLUB Pleasantview
Community Hall, 10860-57 Ave,
780.962.6561/780.469.9776/780.452.6224 ©

Featuring presentations, Wiest workshops, out-

ings, and competitions. All levels of petiaraptiers
welcome * Meet the 2nd and 4th TI iu each month;
Sept-May, 8pm

come LGBTQ people and their friends, family, and
allies meet the 2nd Tue, 7pm, each month
BISEXUAL WOMEN'S COFFEE GROUP « A social
tot for bi-curious and bisexual women every 2nd
ue every month, 8pm ¢
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/bwedmonton

BOOTS BAR AND LOUNGE 10242-106 St,

780.423.5014, www,bootsbar.ca * 2nd Thu: Illusions

Social Club © 3rd Wed: Edmonton 0 Society * 2nd

INTENSIONS: MESSAGE AND MEDIUM IN
FIBRE ART Alberta Craft Council, Lower Gallery ©

Tue: Edmonton Rainbow Business Association * Every
Fri: Philosophy Café © Fri and Sat DJ SeXXXy Sean
10-3 © Long Weekend Sundays feature the Stardust
Lounge with Miss Bianca and Vanity Fair

|WRITE
AS 1 LIVE Timms Centre for the Arts, 87

BUDDYS NITE CLUB 117258 Jasper Ave,

Artist Talk * Sat, Mar 7, 2-3pm

‘

Ave, 112 St, U of A © Lecture byDany Laferriére (in

French with English supplement) ¢Thu, Mar 5, 7:30pm
LEAP AHEAD IN LIFE Unity Church of Edmonton,
13210-106 Ave, 780.913.6466, 780.477.5351 ¢ Film

showing © Fri, Mar 6, 7pm; Sun, Mar 18, 1pm «
$12 (door)
M.AD.E IN EDMONTON Grant MacEwan

Downtown Campus, 105 St Bldg, Rm 5-142 ¢

Landscape architect Mathieu Casavant of Nip
Paysage (Montreal). Host reception to follow * Mar

5, 7-Spm ® $5 (student/MADE member)/$10 (nonmember) at the door
NANO TECHNOLOGY Telus World of Science Star

Theatre, 11211-142 St ¢ Nano Technology and the

Next Generation of Solar Cells, presentation by Dr.
Oavid Rider and Sean McClure ® Tue, Mar 10, 78:30pm © Free

OPPORTUNITIES IN A GREEN ECONOMY CAREER
FORUM TEL150 Telus building, Uof A Rm, 111 St, 87

Ave * Leam about green careers, eco-entrepreneurs,
and ingovative careers in the green economy. Featuring
=a Tad Hargrave, Stephani Carter, Don lveson,
(aas Rodenburg * Thu, Mar 5, 5-8pm © Free; pre-reg-

ister T:780492.431'3, Email: amy.roy@ualberta.ca
RESPONSES
TO APARTHEID Lecture 12 Tory Bldg,

Tory Building Lecture 12, U of A © Panel and discussion featuring Or Baha Abu-Laban, Dr. Anas Muwais
and Paggy Morton * Thu, Mar5, 7pm
Free

RICHARD FRUCHT MEMORIAL LECTURE
AND STUDENT CONFERENCE Humanities Centre L

|, Uof A,wwwarts.ualberta.ca/-agas © Public lec-

ture, Making Virtual Worlds: Games
and the Human for
2 Digital
Agewith Thomas Malaby * Mon, Mar 9, 7pm

LE NET ZERO ENERGY HOUSE 9927-87
St, wawwsriverdalenetzero.ca * Get ideas on ener
Savings

Quided

* Free

from this zero energy house open for self-

tours most Sat afternoons until Mar, 1-4pm

SPEAKING TRUTH TOPOWER Stanley Milner

780.488.7736 * Nightly $pm-3am, Fri 8-3pm * Sun:
Rotating drag shows with Mz Bianca and Mz Vanity
Fair in The Stardust Lounge and GoDiva and Donnatella
NE1 in The GaDonna Show, DJ WestCoastBabyDaddy © Mon: Amateur aoe with Mia Fellow, midnight, DJ WestCoastBabyDaddy * Tue: Free pool and
toumey, DJ Arrowchaser * Wed: Hump day with DJ_

Sexxy Sean ¢ Thu: Wet underwear contest with Mia

Fellow, midnight, DJ WestCoastBabyDaddy ¢ Fri: We
made ‘em famous! DJ Eddy Toonflash, come early to
avoid yeu no cover before 10pm * Sat: Undie night
for men only, free pool and tourney, DJ Arrowchaser
EDMONTON PRIME TIMERS (EPT) Unitarian Church
of Edmonton, 10804-119 St ¢ A group of older gay
men and their admirers who have common interests
meet the 2nd Sun, 2:30pm, most months for a social
period, a short meeting and a guest speaker, discussion
nel of a potluck supper. Special interest groups meet
forother social activities throughout the month. E:
edmontonpt@yahoo.ca,
Www. primetimersww.org/edmonton

GLBT SPORTS AND RECREATION www.teamed-

monton.ca ® Women's Drop-In Recreational
Badminton; Oliver School
Gym, 10227-118
$t,780.465,3620; Wed, 6-7:30pm * Bootcamp;
Lynnwood Elementary School at 15451-84 Ave; Mon,
7-8:15pm; bootcamp@teamedmonton.ca * Bowling:
Gateway Lanes, 100, 3414 Gateway Blvd; Sat, 5-7pm;
bowling@teamedmonton.ca # Curling: Mon, 7:159:15pm), Granite Curling Club; 780.463,5942 «

Running: Sun, Tue, Thu; running@teamedmonton.ca *

Swimming: NAIT pool; 11762-106 St; Tue, 8-Spm, Thu,
7:30-8:30pm; swimming@teamedmonton.ca *

Volleyball: Tue Recreational: Mother Teresa
Elementary School at 9008-105A, 8-10pm; Thu intermediate:
PSSRe Aca: 101 Airport Rd, 810pm; recvolleyball@teamedmonton.ca,
volleyball@teamedmonton.ca * YOGA (Hatha): Free
Yoga; every Sun, 2-3:30pm; Korezone Fitness, 203,
0875-115 St; yoqa@teamedmonton.ca

ILLUSIONS SOCIAL CLUB various locations *

3.Animal Collective —Meriweather Post Pavilion (domino)

up to 25 years, support and social group meet every

FESTIVAL PLACE 100 Festival Way, Sherwood Park,
780.464.2852 * AGA-BOOM: Theatre of Physical
Comedy by Dmitri Bogatirev * Mar 13-15

Chess Knights,

TOP 30 FOR THE WEEK OF MARCH 5, 20

1. Chris Issak- Mr.Lucky (reprise)
2.M.Ward —Hold Time (merge)

and Questioning. Education, advocacy and support for
men, women and youth; PFLAG Edmonton: Meet the

ist Wed each month, 7pm * Free short-term, solution-

Sat, 3-7pm
ROBERTSON-WESLEY UNITED CHURCH 10209-

and film night. Info email jravenseroft@rwue.org

ST. PAUL'S UNITED CHURCH 11526-76 Ave,
780.436.1555 © People of all sexual orientations are
welcome © Every Sun (10am worship)
WOMONSPACE 780.482.1794,

Www.womonspace.ca, pvomiatine eee
ea) oA
Non-profit lesbian social organization for Edmonton
and surrounding atea. Organized monthly activities

6.Deep Dark Woods - Winter Hours (black hen)

>

7. The Derek Trucks Band - Already Free (sony)
8. AC. Newman — Get Guilty (last gang)
9. Beast - Beast (universal)

10.V/A—Dark
Was The Night (4ad)
11. Andrew Bird — Noble Beast (fat possum)
12. Jill Barber - Chances (outside)

13. Geoff Bemer — Klezmer Mongrels (jericho beach)
14. Neil Young
— Sugar Mountain: Live At Canterbury House (reprise)
15. Joh n Frusciante
- The Empyrean (record collection)

16. Bon Iver - Blood Bank (jagjaguwar)

|

17. Eleni Mandell - Artificial Fire (zedtone)
18. Passenger Action - S/T (smaliman)

/
2

from dances, games nites, golf tournament, ete.
Monthly newsletter and reduced rates included with
membership. Confidentiality assured

19. Willie Nelson & Asleep At The Whee! - Willie & The Wheel (bismeaux)

WOODYS 11723 Jasper Ave, 780.488.6557 * Open
Daily (noon) * Sat-Tue Karaoke with Tizzy and Patrick

21. Bruce Springsteen — Working On A Dream (columbia)

© Sat-Sun Pool Tournaments

SPECIAL EVENTS
ART AND ENTERTAINMENT CHARITY AFFAIR
Maclab Centre for the Performing Arts, Leduc *
Fundraiser in support of the enhancement of health
services at the Leduc Community Hospital and public
health centres of Beaumont, Leduc and Thorsby *

Mar7 © $50 at 780.980.4536

CHILD HAVEN Maharaja Sa Hall, 9257-34A
Ave, www.childhaven.org * 7th Annual Dinner *
Sat, Mar 14, 6-10pm

EDMONTON JEWISH FILM FESTIVAL Royal
Alberta Museum, 12845-102 Ave, 780.487.0585 «
Featuring 6 films including wie eE feleased documentary The Case for /srae/ (PG);Boston attomey

Jeffrey Robbins will facilitate a Question and

Answer forum immediately following the film on

Mar 8 © Sun, Mar 8; Sun, Mar 15 # $10 (sin1e)/$50 (festival pass) at TIX on the Square or the
Wee Federation of Edmonton

20. William Elliott Whitmore - Animals In The Dark (anti)
22. Steve Earle & The Del McCoury Band - The Mountain (new west)
23. Mark Olson & Gary Louris - Ready For The Flood (new west)
24. Antony & The Johnsons - The Crying Light (secretly canadian)
25. Jorma Kaukonen — River Of Time (red house)
26. Kasey Chambers & Shane Nichols - Rattlin’ Bones (sugar hill)
27. Colin Linden —
The Water (true north)

28,Combichrist- Today. WeAreAll Demons (metropolis)
29. Southside Johnny — Grapefruit Moon (leroy records)
30. Franz Ferdinand - Tonight (domino)

PROPAGANDHI

INTERNATIONAL WOMEN’S DAY-FESTIVAL
PLACE Sherwood Park, 780.449.3378 ©
.
Celebration, dinner and show including a Women’s

SUPPORTING CASTE

INTERNATIONAL WOMEN’S DAY-HYDEAWAY
10209-100 Ave © From Half aChance to the Whole

Legendary and unrepentant residents of
humankind’s ideological peanut-gallery,
Propagandhi does not disappoint with
Supporting Caste - a collection of
boundless power and depth that is a 50
000 watt forward-thinking tip-of-the-hat to
the giants—Voivod, Rush, SNFU, Sacrifice,
Razor, Guilt Parade - that have gone before
them.

Health Fair, an address by Iris Evans and music with
Amy Sky and Marc Jordan * Mar 7 © $30 (dinner)/$30-$36 (show)/$50 (dinner and show) at
Festival Place box office, TicketMaster

World: featuring
and local art *

quest speakers, local musicians,
Mar 7, 7pm

RIBBON ROUGE Dinwoodie Lounge, Students’
Union Building (SUB), 780.965.7364 * A night of

fashion, art and music; a fundraiser for HIV/AIDS
relief © Fri, Mar 6

STARS OF HOPE Jubilee Auditorium * Benefit per-

formance in pine of the Kids With Cancer
Society © Mar 7,7pm © $17.85 at TicketMaster
TERRY COX RUN Empress Ale House, 9912-82.
Ave, 780.953.8423/780,497.5488 * A musical trib-

ute to Terry Cox featuring TC's son Covey Fleck and
his band Tri-Polar; open stage * Sun, Mar 8, 6pm

Crossdressers, transsexuals, friends and supporters

‘BVENTS

MAKE SURE
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atunes.com 434-6342%
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Fenfale fronted semi-pro caver band seeks bassor

ro

tentedmsn
hee
ton ton te
jodemn.
Experience a mi

<=

audition. forcoverband@gmail.com to arrange audition

WANT TO PLACE

CLASSIRED

‘WEEKLY,Bite3-4!Jpeg :
DEADUNE IS NOON THE TUESDAY BEFORE PUBLICATION

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
Looking for one or two open minded health
conscious people interested in working from home
full or part time. Clinically tested patented products. No inventory to carry.
For information call Ken at 780.454.6971

Thereis still time tobe
ait of The Works—North

wet ctd
Lora
st
FREE
. Ota ae& tin Ape
tival
forks Art Market-Final Deadline

15, 2009. ea ila .ab.ca for alice
tion on
reduced rates forapplications recei

between Feb 16 and Apr 15, 2009, Chali Art

Contest Deadline: June1,2009 Spm. Smafler Than
A Breadbox Deadline: Mon, ‘May1. 2009

I've travelled the world with my sax. | seek an expe-

rienced eral yee eee 50-za loc
gigs and possible internat’! travel. Ross
780.707.3879

WANTED: JAMMERS for open public monthly
jam
jai
on the second Sunday of the month at 9119-1

Ave. Rock, country & old time music. Ph.

780.973.5593, randyglen®JumpUpDj.com

MUSICIANS
Blues man looking to form or oin rock ‘n’ blues band. 33
yrds experience, singer/so!
f, frontman, plays guitar, harmonica and dobro, Call709.573.0444 or E; jim-

VOLUNTEER
Do you love the ARTS? Join us and be a part of North

mererwip@yahoo.ca

EDUCATIONAL

~~

Dirty City Hearts is seeking a guitar player. please con-

www.theworks.ab.ca

(www.myspace.com/dirtycityhearts) or call
780.938.3037 for more details

Volunteer website for youth 14-24 years old.
www.youthvolunteer.ca

FRAMING

Hardrock band seeks EXPERIENCED drummer, southside jamspace. Have songs written, demo available. NO

You don't have to change your life to change theirs!
In.as little as one hour a week, you can make a dif-

tact us through facbook, myspace

www.vadastudios.com

\TEURS, if you've never played in a band don’t call.

Paul 780.233.4269

PICTURE

MOVIE
sa

America’s LARGEST Outdoor FREE Art & Design
Festival! Volunteer! Download. your application at

sign up at freeactingtips.net
Audition and camera tips.

_ Free Acting Classes

FRAMES

DOSTER

SHOE

Singer/songwriter looking to form or jain @ rock band.
Infl: audioslave, velvet revolver, stained, seether, 3doors
down, pearl jam. Please contact me at

Eagan

HELP WANTED
north central Edmonton community newspaper.

Experience essential. Send resume and writing samples by March 20 to: Rat Creek Press, PO Box 39024
Norwood APO, Edmonton AB TSB 478 or e-mail to:
info@ratcreek.org. No phone calls please.

Wheels. 780.429.2020

The Loudhailers seeking piano

oa

@@Sitor/Reporter wanted to join production team of

Ph Justin 780.760.7284

VOLUNTEER

www.theloudhailers.com
Extreme metal band looking for skilled bassist. Our style
is Death/Black metal; infl: Morbid Angel, Beathemoth,
Mayhem, Marduk, etc. Must have Pro Gear. 18 yrs+
renegade5445@yahoo.com

Please drop off your resume at

1.800.601.PAVI

-Classes start soon
is in full bloom with Daffodil Days:
Canadian Cancer Society's fundraiser. Support the
Canadian Cancer Society by purchasing daffodils
for $5 a bunch or $8 a mini-pot. Preorders available
until Mar 13, blooms arrive on Mar 31. For info call
780.437.8414, E Carol CarolG@cancer.ab.ca

10536 -124 Street
perm/PT. Must have mini-van or truck.

immigrants to their medical appointments to give support and assist with paperwork. Thu, 10:30am2:30pm. Transportation not required. Leslie
780.432.1137, ext 357

SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL FOOD BANK

Metal band looking for bass player.
Call John at 780.920.3268

Looking for reliable, responsible parson.
Ph 780.907.0570

Dr's Appointment Buddy—Accompany new refugee

Heavy metal pproject looking igfor guitarists, bassist, and
drummer forwriting/recording. Infl. incl. GWAR,
Ramstein, Lamb of God. Serious ing. only please.
Spencer 780.962.7885

The Cutting Room is looking for
Assistants and Stylists

Drivers wanted: $15+/hr, Wed (night). Thu (day),

ference in the life of a child! Become a Big Brother,
Big Sister or In-School Mentor today! Call Big
Brothers Big Sisters at 780.424.8181

Volunteer drivers and kitchen help urgently needed.If
you're available weekdays, 10am-1pm call Meals on

Danny_boyspence8099@yahoo.ca

eal iy
2 %Sead ani pes

[be Who You Are. Do CSMIER: ni u loves

Help support the Youth Emergency Shelter Society
Programs for youth
780.468.7070; yess.org

-$cholarship$

pacificav.com

- Student Loans

Vancouver, BC

CHANGE YOUR LIFE! TRAVEL, TEACH ENGLISH:
Wé train you to teach. 1000's of jobs around the world.
Next in-class or ONLINE by correspondence. Jobs quar-

anteed. 7712-104 St. Call for info pack 1.888.270.2941

%*

MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

ARTIST TO ARTIST
The Handmade Mafia, a craft collective, is starting a
monthly market in Edmonton on the ist Sat every
month starting Apr 4 at the Savoy and Orange Hall
Looking for handmade funky, unique crafts and art
For infoE:Ally: msallyng@gmail.com, Amy: amyjedgar@hotmail.com

“ explore experience enlighten
:

my EXHIBITOR
OPPORTUNITY
1-877-560-6830,

Getjready, for,our,mostidynamic &\exciting;events yet

EDMONTON
MARCH 27-29 2009

SHAW CONFERENCE CENTRE
FRI 3-10 SAT 10-9 SUN 11-6
9797 JASPER AVE.

Peter Hide ART TALK: The ASA and the EPL presenta
free ant talk with Edmonton sculptor Peter Hide. Thu,
sagt? 30pm ies Stanley ae

(downstairs) 7 Sir Winston

ares. 9 Yo
BIG FOUR BUILDING

Theatre

FRI 3-10 SAY 10-9 SUN 11-6

Churchill Sq

STAMPEDE PARK

Steeps—Old Glenora: for open mic—Spoken word

+t

First Thursday every month. Contact Adam Snider to

Info ph: NicholasM.
10.422.8174or, www.
arsquild ab.ca

SICLAS
=

xc
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y

CREATION 1S ECSTASY!
e

For more information, lecture programs, exhibitor lists, coupons contests,
prizes & more at...

www.BodySoulSpiritExpo.com

IFIEDS FOURS Fons

$4

Card#

CENTRES

¢ MEDITATION& SPIRITUAL

Exp.

Name
Address.

ed

Ph.

“Postat Code_

Biase

SSRs.

=

Phone 426-1996 from 9am-5pm Mon-Fri ¢ Email rob@vueweekly, com * "10303-108St.Edmonton

VIUISWVEEIOLY

—MARS-MARy{1. 2009,

CLASSIFIEDS:

:

te

Quantum Event.with G.W. Hardin

Register NOW and save 50% atwww.bodysoulspiritexpo.. com/
tickets Price: $75.00 ForsFosterfaeans$150.00)

GROWTH « PSYCHICS

ueBeadiine Tues at Noon »Print legibly on lines atright + Upto45Characters per line * Every letter, space or mark counts asone character * Allow one space following punctuation

62a)

We ir

Shak

ALTERNATIVE
&COACHING
SPEAKERS
THERAPIES
MOTIVATIONAL
¢ SPAS & WELLNESS

FORM OF PAYMENT
See
Cicash CiCheck [VISA [MasterCard

_ Extra Line
eB
Cj) Box Word Ad $4

rtsfor Humanity:

with Anodea Judith, Ph.D.

Expo admission only $12 Purchase advanced tickets online.

sign up adam.snider@gmail.com

Alberta Screenwriters Initiative, Alberta Film Partners
are seeking submissions of featurefi
ts 0
genre, to a maximum length of 250
.
from
Alberta based ser
ers. Deadline: Mar 16

A WEEK IN
WHISTLER
WITH
DEEPAK

Canada’s Holistic Wellness & Spiritual Lifestyle Event.

MODAL MUSIC INC. 780.221.3116
Quality music instruction since 1981
Guitarist. Educator
Graduate of GMCC music program

Pad,

o

& ASTROLOGERS 0 INTUITIVE READERRS SLON
SSINT
ATIV
ATGN
SIDN
he=©

Print your ad here...

py whip and dung

“is
OLUMIN

what kind would be best?
Other question: my current SESP has a

rather large penis (braggin’ again) with a
downward bend. This makes vaginal intercourse doggy style amazing, but every other
position from the front that we've tried is
pretty painful, Anysuggestions for positions
that we may not have thought of that
would benefit from this kink in the dink?
LOVE, OUCHIE

_ DEAR OUCH:
Excellent bragging! And who could blame you?
The anus/vagina question is eternal and

vexing and probably (thankfully) somewhat

ourse, it accivhetheran accidental

blown out of proportion. There is of course

s during vaginal inter-

the princess and the pea, except the pea is
anything and everything that could possibly
cause a vaginal infection, and the princess
is a vagina. So, many or, really, most vaginas simply aren't that delicate. You should

tor vice versa, an acciation
ofthe vagina during
3@. Isthere anything that can

e to prevent weird vaginal consewhen thishappens? Douche? If so

a subset of women who have vaginas like

try to avoid cross-contamination, of course,

ant Buddy-Accompany new refugee
‘their medical appointments to give sup-

UVER FOUNDATION is looking for
lunteers for
presentations and special

4

The CRC is seeking energetic, caring, committed volunteers to become Prevention Educators for its
RespectED: Violence and Abuse Prevention Program.
Canadian Red Cross/RespectED Training Program
begins fall 2008. www,redcrass.ca/enar, Education

Coordinator: 780.702.4158 / E:

edmonton.respected@redcross.ca

Call Carmen
at780:444,1547

Elder Abuse Victim Advocate—Assist, provide tele-

S.

Project Adult Literacy Society needs volunwork with adult students in the ESL English

a Second Language Program. Call 780.424.5514
~ Training and materials are provided

Guerilla Gardening need volunteers to help plant 600
sapling trees along baseline road. E theurbangreeni

il.com, T,780.432.6181 for info. Facebook:
hittp://edmontongg blogspot.com

phone support. Mature volunteers, 35+, with calm

Manner and excellent communication skills wanted.
Volunteers receive intensive training and support.
Commitment Two 2 hr shifts/month, plus attendance
at monthly staff meeting. Daytime Mon, Tue, or Thu
8am-5pm. Leslie 780.432.1137, ext 357

Volunteer for your local Red Cross. Help us make our
Red Cross. To volunteer call 780.423.2680 / E: wz*
edm-dm@redcross.ca

Break the Code! Help an adult to read and write. Call

Volunteers Needed to work with new immigrants in a
variety of tasks and with some great fun events and
outings! Many exciting shifts available! Call Judy

Jordan Centre for Family Literacy 780.421.7323
www.famlit.ca

Cross's Humanitarian Issues

need

jolunteerstohelp promote humanitarian issues to the
dmonton Community. We are hoping to expand our
youth team (12-24 yrs old). Contact Laura Keegan at
3
laura.keegan@redcross.ca

- fine. Has anything bad happened yet? How

long have you been back-to-fronting with
this wow-that's-young-but-hey-good-for-you
hot guy, anyway?
possibly not godliness in this case, but cerThe accidental brushing-up-against | tainly UTl-lessness. If you don't believe me,
imagine must happen in so many acts of * you can ask a porn star. | was looking
intercourse that if it were a likely route
around for one to quote on this and found
to infection we'd all be ... well, eww.
one | happen to know personally {although
There’s no funny, clever way to describe
fot that personally), being interviewed at
the state of suffering from bacterial
my very own home paper. It’s Lorelei Lee, in
vaginosis.
the Bay Guardian's sex blog
Your other accidental exposure, the “it
(sfbg.com/blogs/sexsf/2009/02/ask_a_por
just slipped in” part, though: really? This | n_star.html): “Most performers shower
don't think I've ever even heard before, that
immediately after every shoot,” says
he'd be going about his anal business and
Lorelei. “We are probably some of the
accidentally perform vaginal intromission
cleanest people you know. That said, somenow and then. That doesn’t sound like such
times we do get UTIs or yeast infections or
a great idea (although, again, have you had
BY, in which case we go to the doctor like
any problems?) but |think it could be avoideveryone else. Not too sexy, but not the end
ed. Ask him to pay attention! Maybe he
of the world either.”

SERVICES
SACE-Public Education Program: Sexual
Assault Centre of Edmonton (www.sace.ab.ca) provides crisis intervention, information, counseling,
public education services. For a customized presentation T; 780.423.4102/F: 780.421.8734/E:
info@sace.ab.ca; www.sace.ab.ca/24 Hour Crisis
Line: 780.423.4121

Ames an International Medical Graduate
ing licensure? The Alberta International

So there you have it. Take a shower
Take two.
Now, about your bendy guy. That's really
funny, since people who talk about womex:
sexual anatomy and response (that would Be
me) are forever pointing out that you can
have things stuck up there all your life and

never have an orgasm from it because that
Spot, you know the one, just doesn’t get
enough attention unless the penetrative

device has a bend in it. Fingers (crooked)
work. Purpose-made toys work. That thing
Most obviously intended for penetrative purposes, though, that just doesn’t work. Except
when it does! You're having the time of your
life? Isn't that good enough? I'm sorry, bay
there really is no other fix. Your fella’s may
bend, but it doesn’t want to bend back. You

don't want to be responsible for what could
happen if you try to bend it back. So | think
you're going to have to count your blessings
and stick with what works. At least, in your
Case, it works very well indeed, and that is
so much better than it works for so many
other couples that all | can say is keep that
guy; you'd miss him
LOVE. ANDREA

ADULT
Canadian Mental Health Association,

www.cmha-edmonton.ab.ca Education Program
is pleased to offer workshops to give you the skills
to intervene with people who may be at risk for

suicide. Follow the links to ASIST or call
780.414.6300

Northside Studio
11910 127 Ave main floor
A small place for a big deal

780.452.7440
Ue # 42545170-001

Have you been affected by another person's
sexual
wiowr? S-Anon is a 12-Step fellowship
for family members and friends of sex addicts. Ph
780.988.4411 for meeting locations and info, or visit
WWW.sanon.org

Medical Graduates Association is here to help.

NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS Help Line
24 Hours a Day—7 Days a Week
If you want to stop using,

Support, study groups, volunteer opportunities—all

Local: 780.421.4429
Toll free: 1.877.463.3537

while creating change for tomorrow. www.aimga.ca

mission of assisting the most vulnerable in our community and around the world possible. Volunteer for

_TheSupport Networkc Volunteer today to be a

Distress Line Listener. Apply on line at: www.thesupportnetwork.com or call 780.732.6648

but as long as you stick with the front-toback wipe and other basic common-sensical hygienic measures, honestly, you'll be

could use a hand as a sort of vestibuleguard {a doorman, if you will), or you could.
Maybe one of you could adjust an angle to.
make it less likely. Maybe you could, |
dunno, insert a small device to block the
entrance, which could be fun, anyway?
My best advice after “don’t do that,”
though, is just to keep everything clean.
Wash before (not douche, just wash). Wash
after. Pee a lot. Cleanliness is next to, well,

780.424.3545, ext 249

Risa Up: Radio Free Edmonton on CJSR FM 88

suo
‘4s
OUT
OM

seeking people with a critical ear who will be at
protests, picket-lines, blockades, any sites of struggle

403-313-3311

ply bring a recorder and send us the footage. E: riseupradio@cjsr.com; Samy Power, 780.492.2577 ext. 4

1-877-834-4044

between people, corporations or governments to sim-

Other cities

Senior's Birthday Entertainment

Senior recreation/activity centre needs volunteer
entertainers for monthly afternoon parties.

Weekday message Karen 780.468.1985 seesa.ca

Had Enough? Cocaine Anonymous 780.425.2715

Fun and Inspiring

HOT

babes talk

2H

Employment

Calgary

Public Outreach is offering great positions for anyone

_ looking to gain valuable work experience in a fun and
flexible environment.
S

part of an Outreach Team, you will engage in meaning-

dialogue in order to promote sustainable funding on
ifof our
ct group of non profits. Our Teams enjoy
ng outdoors in a dynamic and interactive atmo‘Sphere, on behalf of causes they feel passionately about.
With flexible scheduling, excellent training, and scholarships this is an ideal employment opportunity!

$12 / Hour
No Commission

Edmonton

78

LOCAL CHAT. CALL FREE: code 2815

»|

780.413.7122 | ~

To
apply, please send resume with cover letter
_ to edmontonjobs@publicoutreach.ca
or call 780.436.9896
www.publicoutreach.ca
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HRIS CORNELL
aN
Two of musics most

dynamic

sx? |

artists come

S

together on Scream. Chris Cornell, the
former frontman of Soundgarden and
Audioslave, joins forces with hip-hop
super-producer Timbaland to create an
explosive new album that breaks down
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Hollywood Undead
are about to drop a
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single “Undead”.
-
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musical bomb! Their
fofejolOhmellolt ian]

features an explosive
fotelel Goll Me)Mallotaatey2]
rock and metal!
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IN BLACK

Years (By One
Thousand
Fingerprints)
Attack In Black return with

Sl 499

‘Years (By One Thousand
Fingerprints)’, their brand

or less*
at

ey

new album and follow-up
to 2007's criticallyacclaimed ‘Marriage’.

HEAR THIS AT [)(V1\

attackinblack.com
ee

ee

INDE. ARIE |(Nepean.
Brand new alburn

TROUBADOUR
_

z
fi

includes “ABCs” and

“fhap Gen Jecour”

THE

-

LONELY

ISLAND

featuring Kirk
Hammett of Metallica.
Plus appearances by
Damian Marley, Adam
Levine (Maroon 5) and
Mos Def.

AS

$979
or less*
knaanmusic.com
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AMV

100% INDEPENDENT

mitt FREE.
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Doom metal? Psychotic rock? Call Witch whatever you want—
this is one band that'll just keep doing whatever the hell i:
wants to.
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Time to change the law
SCOTT HARRIS / scott@vueweakly.com
n the grand scheme of things there’s really not a “good” way to die, but if
[= had to generate a list of decidedly bad ways to go, being smothered to

death by grain certainly deserves to be somewhere near the top.
Such was the fate of 35-year-old farm labourer Kevan Chandler, who died inJune
2006 while cleaning out a grain silo on a farm near High River. As horrific
as Chandler’s death was, it was all the more tragic because it likely could have easily been
avoided. The fatality report into the incident, which was released at the end of January, made a number of what one hopes would be self-evident recommendations,
including that another worker should be present in case anything goes wrong in similar situations and that hazard assessments should be completed so farm workers are
suitably informed about potentially dangerous situations before they beginwork.
But the key recommendation stemming from the inquiry into Chandler's
death is that the province’s outdated Occupational Health and Safety Act
should be amended to cover paid farm employees, who are currently excluded
from practically all provincial labour and health and safety legislation.
It's a common sense move that all but two provincial govemments in Canada
have already taken. and one which labour and farm worker organizations have
been calling on the government to make for years, making the self-evident point
that today’s industrialized factory farms are workplaces like any other.
The death toll of farm workers in the province is truly staggering. Figures
released this week by the provincial government indicate that 19 people,
including five children, died on farms last year, a 58 per cent increase over
2007, matching the average number of people killed on farms annually for
more than a decade. More than 1000 farm workers are also injured each year.
In the past week first the NDP and later the Liberals called on the government to include farm workers under provincial health and safety legislation.
The government's response to this long-standing problem is to continue to
consult with “farm organizations” and wait for a report on those consultations
to the legislature. Given how many and for how long workers have been dying
in Alberta’s fields, it’s high time the government stopped talking and started
acting. It’s time to change the law. w
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REVIEW EXCEEDS AT BEING OFFENSIVE
Sarah Hamilton's review of Joscelyn Gardiner’s exhibit Missionary Position ("Bad

sex,” Feb 12 - Feb 18, 2009) exceeds
being offensive. Gardiner’s exhibit deals
with a horrific history of enslavement,
violence, oppression, sexual abuse and
the dehumanization of these slaves. To
compare this subject matter to “contemporary sexual politics,” and “bad sex” is
both trite and offensive.
What a privileged position Hamilton
must be in to say that a strictly postcolonial and feminist reading is unrewarding. To say that Thistlewood Is
captivated by the abuse he subjects his
slaves to makes one wonder whether
Hamilton actually read the accompanying texts. The show is not about Thistlewood's sexual indulgences that help him
get through the confinements he was
subject to (aww, the poor fellow), but
rather about the women who have lost
all-semblance of identity through the
daily detached, ritualized abuse enacted
on them by Thistlewood. By portraying
Thistlewood as an anti-hero, Hamilton is
making excuses for rape culture.
Is Hamilton seriously comparing his
detached (not captivated) accaunts of
a

=4

53.2

&

——_—

Hamilton: “What if we were to be
judged publicly based on our private correspondences? How would our private
thoughts measure up to public scrutiny
three centuries from now?” Sarah, |
don’t know what crowd you are having
“bad sex” with, but please note that
these diary entries are not “shoddy erotica," and | hope that three centuries
from now rape and enslavement is not
perceived as any norm of sexual relations. The diary is a daily account of the
sexual abuse of enslaved women. |seriously doubt you have any personal point
of reference here.
What is.wrong with this reviewer?
Did she not read the artist statement?
Perhaps you could ask your art reviewer
to spend less time on trying to be clever
and step outside her limited realm of
experience to evaluate what the artist is
trying to convey. This review exceeds at
being offensive and moves into a place
of chosen arrogant ignorance.
C BARRY

SOMETHING'S PHISHY

:

the store. But my friend Wilson came
over, looking for his long lost love, Suzie
Greenberg. | told him to peel off my
socks if he wants to. He told me to
Jiboo—and keep on drinking too. BAD
IDEA: the boss needs a sample in a jar.
Ahh, to be Prince Caspian on the waves.
Thanks for wasting your time with
me. Here's to reunions and free downloads! Maybe even a Canadian show in
the future too! [washyourfaceanddrivemetovalencia ... ]
SEAN ATKINS

Vue Weekly welcomes reader response,

whether critical or complimentary. Send
your opinion by mail Nue Weekly, 10303

- 108 Street, Edmonton AB T5J 117), by
fax (780.426.2889) or by email (letters@vueweekly.com). Preference is
given to feedback about articles in Vue

Weekly. We reserve the right to edit for
length and clarity.

CORRECTION
Last week's article on worker retraining
("I'd like to hear
my options, so | can

“weigh them,” Mar -Mar 11, 2009) mistakenly stated that GE “is currently look-

ing to see if something ssimilar can be set
~up for in other provinces ofthe country,
where some other GE call centres ze
| told my wife, after going out for dinner
also facing the prospect of layoffs.”
The
and seeing a movie, what | felt like
article should have read that| eyhad
doing to this week's rag (Vue Weekly,
Mar 5 - Mar 11, 2009): tag(ging) it, previously done so. We apologi: forany
bag(ging) it, sell{ing) it to the butcher in. confusion this may havecaused.

a palpable sense
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reside at the ICC prison in the Hague

developing within

have either been captured by host gov€rnments (as was the case for Lubanga, who was apprehended by the
Congolese military in March 2007) or
arrested by other governments when
an indictee happens to be traveling
through its jurisdiction (as was the

nternational Criminal
u

>), On account of the March

4 decision taken by several of its

judges to
issue the court's first arrest
warrant for a sitting head of state.
Official "Wanted” posters bearing

Sudanese President Omar Hassan al-

case for Bemba, who was apprehended in Belgium in May 2008). It is, after

the walls of many an ICC intern’s
office, butinthe meantime, everyone

all, within the power and responsibility
of any signatory party, such as Belgium, to carry out arrests on behalf of
the ICC whenever an indictee is identified within its borders.

Bashir’s face will soon be tacked to
is scrambling to manage
influx of attention that
received from around the
Criticism is rife, with

the sudden
the ICC has
world.

In light ofall this, al-Bashir will

many ques-

almost certainly refuse to hand himself over to the court—he has been

tioning why the ICC has elected to
indict yet another African, and why
nothing has been done to address the
seemingly obvious crimes that were
committed in Gaza during the recent
Israeli bombardment. Perhaps the
most salient fear is that the warrant
will do nothing but embolden al-Bashir
and cripple ongoing efforts at cultivating peace in Darfur, a concern which
illustrates the age-old tension between
peace and justice and illustrates the
complexities facing the nascent court.
As the ICC itself puts it, “the International Criminal Court, governed by
the Rome Statute, is the first perma-

nent, treaty-based international criminal court established to help end
impunity for the perpetrators of the
most serious crimes of concern to the

international community.”
Unlike other criminal tribunals of
the past, such as the post-World War

il Nuremburg Trials and the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda,
the ICC has broad jurisdiction over
crimes committed in any of the 108
signatory party nations to the Rome
Statute, which came into effect on July
1, 2002 (meaning any crime commit-

ted previously is inadmissable before
the court),
Under the Rome Statute, the ICC
has the power to investigate and try
three categories of crime: crimes
against humanity (murder, extermina-

tion, enslavement, forcible deportation of a population, imprisonment
that is in violation of international
law, torture, fape and/or sexual slavery, persecution, enforced disappearance, apartheid, and other inhumane

acts), war crimes (including grave
breaches of the Geneva Conventions,
the targeting of civilians and the use

quoted as having said that the ICC
could “eat” its indictment—and will
therefore face trial in the Hague only
if he happens to be toppled in a coup
or if he is apprehended while travelling abroad.

ANOTHER CONTROVERSIAL aspect of
the ICC relates to its apparent penchant for indicting Africans, to the

exclusion of any other group of peo-

<ICC
of child soldiers) and genocide. A
fourth category of crimes, called
“crimes of aggression,” is not yet
included in the Rome Statute but is
expected to be defined by a review
conference in 2010.

AS OF MARCH 4, 2009, the icc was
investigating four situations, in the
Democratic Republic of Congo, Cen-

tral African Republic, Uganda and
Sudan. These investigations have led
to the indictment of 13 individuals
(two of whom are now dead), includ-

ing Thomas Lubanga Dyilo of DR

Congo. Lubanga’s case is the first to
have gone to trial at the ICC, and proceedings began in January. The
alleged founder of the Union des
Patriotes Congolais and of the Forces
Patriotiques pour la Libération du
Congo, Lubanga has been accused of
enlisting and conscripting children
under the age of 15 to fuel warfare in
the Ituri district of DR Congo.

Ihad the great fortune of being able
to attend the first three days of this

historic trial, during which opening
statements were made by the prosecution, the victims representatives
and the defence. On the third day, the
first witness was brought to the
stand—a young Congolese boy who
spent the morning detailing how he
had been abducted by Lubanga’s
forces and forced to relocate to a
rebel training camp deep in the
forests of Ituri. That same afternoon,
following the noon recess, the witness attempted to retract everything
that he had previously said, claiming
that a western NGO operating in Eastern Congo had convinced him to lie
about his status as a child soldier.
The trial quickly moved into closed
session to sort out the witness's sudden about-face, and it is now believed
that the individual was so intimidated
by Lubanga’s presence that he felt
obliged to retract his initial testimony.
Indeed, when the boy began to tell a
different story in the afternoon,
Lubanga was seen to ease back in his
chair and laugh.
All of the ICC's other cases are in
various stages of pre-trial arrangements. For example, the case of JeanPierre Bemba Gombo, the alleged

president of the Mouvement de la
Libération du Congo, who is accused
of committing various war crimes and
crimes against humanity in Central
African Republic just moved in January
through the confirmation of charges
stage. During this process, the prosecution was obliged to demonstrate to
the case’s three judges that sufficient
evidence had been collected to proceed with an actual trial.
Other indictees, such as Bosco
“Terminator” Ntaganda-of Eastern
Congo, Joseph Kony of Uganda and
al-Bashir of Sudan, are still at large in
Africa. This fact raises the interesting
question of how the ICC—which
maintains no standing police force—
manages to apprehend its alleged
criminals. Indeed, despite each of
these countries, with the exception of
Sudan, being signatory members of
the Rome Statute—which obliges its
parties to do everything within their
power to apprehend indicted nationals—many nations are either unable,
due to a lack of centralized government influence, or unwilling to extradite the accused to ICC headquarters
in the Netherlands.
The five indictees who currently

ple. It should be noted, however, that
in three ofthe four situations that the
ICC is currently investigating—DR
Congo, Central African Republic and

Uganda—the court was invited by the
countries themselves to assess the
nature and scale of crimes committed

within their borders. Only in the
instance of Sudan was the court
empowered to investigate on the
basis of a ruling issued by the UN
Security Council. While it is true that
the ICC’s chief prosecutor, Luis
Moreno-Ocampo, has the power to
initiate his own investigation, this
power has never been utilized.
In this light, the ICC should not be
blamed for exclusively investigating
African cases. If anything, it is the
interest of African nations themselves
in seeking justice, as well as the
authority of the UN Security Council,
that has directed the court's activities
Many people also question why the
ICC has been hesitant to investigate
individuals such as former US presi-

dent George W Bush, former US secretary of defense Donald Rumsfeld
and the various military masterminds
behind Israel's recent conflict with
Gaza. The simple explanation is that
CONTINUES
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Royalty breaks not the solution
Investment in health, education would stimulate
much more than handing billions to the oil industry
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RICARDO ACUNA / walberta.ca/parkland

\t doesn't seem to matter what the question is these days, because the Alberta
government only seems to have one
answer—whatever the problem, the
solution is the same: cut royalties.

For someone whose job it is to comment on public policy in Alberta this can
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be quite frustrating; whenever | think I've
written my last column on royalties, the
government goes and makes another
change and | feel compelled to write
about royalties once again.

The problem the government is dealing
with this time is the collapse of global
neoliberalism and the subsequent impact
this has had in Alberta.
The latest projections from the Conference Board of Canada are that Alberta's
economy is expected to shrink by 0.5 per
cent this year. After leading the country in
economic growth for the better part of
the last decade, 2009 will see Alberta
near the bottom of the pack. It will be the
first negative growth the province has
seen in almost 25 years.
The collapse of global oil and gas
prices has also meant that the industry
has put all new drilling and expansion
plans on hold. The Canadian Association

of Oilwell Drilling Contractors is now predicting that there will be 33 per cent
fewer wells drilled in 2009 than in 2008.
Likewise, major refinery, upgrader and
tarsands expansion plans have been

indefinitely put on hold. The Canadian
Association of Petroleum Producers is
predicting a 50 per cent drop in 2009 in
investment in non-conventional oil.
The Alberta economy has shed over

25 000 jobs since November, which,
although it is a misleading statistic since
it doesn’t account for the number of wellpaying full-time jobs that have been

shrinks. And when the economy shrinks,
industry puts more people out of work,
which starts the cycle again. It's a ridiculously flawed economic system, but until
Albertans mobilize to-replace it, it’s the
only one we've got.

money could be invested. According to
the government's own formulas oil and
gas extraction has one of the lowest jobs
created per dollar invested ratios of any
sector in the economy.
According to these government mod
els, for example, every dollar invested in

$0, FACED WITH this economic spiral and

health care will generate almost seven

the potential of tens of thousands of
Albertans losing their jobs in the next year,
Ed Stelmach and his provincial government
have decided to take action to stimulate
the economy and create new jobs.
The action? Energy Minister Mel
Knight announced last week a new royalty holiday for companies embarking on
new drilling projects this year. The cost of
this new royalty holiday to the provincial
treasury? An estimated $1.51 billion.
That, of course, is in addition to the
$1.2 billion royalty break announced last
April, and the further $1.8 billion
announced in November. That makes a

times as many jobs as the same dollar
invested in oil and gas extraction. Education creates 5.5 times as many jobs per
dollar, and investment in transit and mass
ground transportation a whopping 49.4
times as many jobs.
The models also measure impact of
investment on GDP (the economy) and
show that investment in health care generates a similar impact on the economy
as drilling while generating more jobs
and investment in education actually gen-

replaced by entry level part-time service

total of $4.5 billion the government will be
handing out to the oil and gas industry by

sector jobs, is alarming in a province that

way of royalty breaks in an attempt to re-

a year ago was trying to deal with a sup-

stimulate the economy and create jobs.
And that's before you factor in’ the $2 bil-

posed shortage of skilled labour.
The greatest impact, of course, is in
construction. Alberta's recent oil and gas
boom was essentially a construction
boom. The jobs created were not, for the
most part, long-term operating and main-

tenance jobs, but rather short-term jobs
building new industry infrastructure and
expanding existing projects. Given the
significant slowdown in new projects and
expansions, these are the jobs that are
disappearing.

lion investment in carbon capture and stor-

age, and the sweet royalty deals given to
Suncor and Syncrude as part of the implementation of the “new” royalty regime.

Will it work? Sadly, according to figures and projections from both government and industry, the answer Is a

get a sense at the extent of the crisis
which, frankly, is just beginning in Alberta.
When people don’t have jobs, they
don't have money. When they don’t have

fesounding “no.”
The main problem small and mid-sized
drilling companies are having today is in
being able to secure financing for new
projects. Offering a royalty break does
absolutely nothing to provide these companies with the cash up front they need
to dig the holes in the first place. The
result will be that there will be little to no
new drilling as a result of this giveaway.
Even if it were to generate new

money, they don’t spend:money. When
they don’t spend money, the economy

drilling, however, in terms of “bang for
the buck” there are much better ways this

Add to that the collapse of the residen-

tial housing market—the other key supplier of construction industry jobs—and you

FRONT

erates a greater impact on GDP and delivers more jobs.
The only thing that investing these billions in the oil industry will accomplish is to

continue the Conservative legacy of making
our economy more dependent on the fate of
the oil and gas industry, which is what got
us into this mess in the first place.
At the same time, the government has
hinted that the upcoming provincial budget will include cuts to planned infrastructure in both health care and education
and will likely also include cuts to core
funding in those areas.
If ever there was a time for the provincial government to stop trying to find ways
to pad the pockets of their friends in the oll

and gas industry, and actually implement
policies which will contribute to the long-

term well-being of Albertans at large and
their province, this is it. Sadly, it looks as
though, once again, our interests come
second in the eyes of the government. v
Ricardo Acufia is executive director of the
Parkland Institute, a non-partisan public
policy research institute housed at the
University of Alberta.
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Canadian doc a timely reminder of the

still-present threat of nuclear weapons
SCOTT HARRIS / scott@vueweekly.com
th so many things to
worry about these days,
from the deepening global
recession to the increasingly dire
issue of climate change, most people
could be forgiven for not spending
too much time fretting about that
Cold War-era standby preoccupation
of impending nuclear annihilation.
With the Soviet Union long gone and

Ronald Reagan safely underground,
the threat of nuclear war seems to
have been relegated to the same
dusty pile as the air raid siren and
duck-and-cover newsreels.
Bul On occasion there's an event
that jars us out of the collective

comfort which lets us all forget
that there remain an estimated
27 000 nuclear weapons spread

around the world. The threat of a
non-existent nuclear program was
one of the pretexts for the US invasion of Iraq, and claims that Iran
has ambitions to join the nuclear

club have resulted in no shortage
of sabre-rattling. Most recently it
was the revelation that in February
two nuclear missile-carrying submarines, one British and one
French, had somehow managed to
collide in the North Atlantic, offering a cogent reminder that not only
do these weapons remain, but that
many remain active, pointed at one
another and waiting for the order
to launch.

it's this still-present threat posed by
nuclear weapons that makes the new
National Film Board documentary
The Strangest Dream, being
released March 15 in Edmonton as
part of a national run of screenings,
such a timely reledse.
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LAWFUL LAWLESSNESS: CLEMENCY
IN DEATH PENALTY CASES

PROFESSOR AUSTIN SARAT
WILLIAM NELSON CROMWELL PROFESSOR OF
JURISPRUDENCE AND POLITICAL SCIENCE
AMHERST COLLEGE

archival footage to trace the
from its beginnings in the
New Mexico desert to the streets
of
modern-day Hiroshima. But mote
than that, The Strangest Dre
a statement on the fundz
nection between ethics and
and the important role tha
and scholars have to play in
By illustrating the influe

activist scienti

THE STRANGEST DREAM
DIRECTED BY ERI BEONARSK
PREVUE
METRO CINEMA (878
101AAVEFREE
FOLLOWED BYADISCUSSION WITH
DOUGLAS ROCHE
THE FILM chronicles the remarkable
life of Joseph Rotblat, a brilliant Polish
physicist who became the only scientist to walk away from participation in
the Manhattan Project, removing himself in 1944 on moral grounds from
the quest to create the world’s first
weapon of mass destruction when it
became apparent that Nazi Germany
was no longer actively working on
developing its own atomic bomb.
Rotblat went on to become one of
the most important figures in the
international movement against
nuclear proliferation, in 1957 cofounding with Bertrand Russell the
influential Pugwash Conferences on
Science and World Affairs—named
for the small Nova Scotia town
which hosted the first gathering—to
bring together scientists, scholars
and public figures for discussions
about the dangers of nuclear proliferation and steps to reduce the
threat of global conflict.
While far from a household name—
in part because their annual gatherings exclude the media and never
attribute any statements to the individuals involved in order to encourage honest dialogue—the Pugwash
Conferences nevertheless had a significant impact on non-proliferation
advances, including the permanent
Washington-Moscow hotline and the
idea of a ban on nuclear testing,
which was first discussed at a 1963

the global movement against t
using Rotblat’s story and a we

world when the
to act—and poli
had the foresight to listen—the film

relevant not only to contempo
efforts to finally elimina
scourge of nuc
in finding v
myriad of othe
heavily on our minds. v

meeting chaired by Rotblat. In recognition of their decades of effort, Rot-

Peace Prize.
The film itself is a fascinating and
often terrifying look at the history
and horrors of nuclear weapons and

blat and the Pugwash Conferences

were jointly awarded the 1995 Nobel
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The free Metro screenin
Strangest Dream will be follo

discussion featuring Py
long-time nuclear abolitionist D
Roche.
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LIVE HE RE.
~ Combine advanced technical knowledge with critical
thinking and managerial skills, and you have a recipe
for workplace success. That's what you can expect

from NAIT's Bachelor of Technology in Technology
Management degree - the only one of its kind in Alberta.

FRIDAY, MARCH 20

With six industry-focused specializations and a choice of

4:00 - 5:30 P.M.

full-time, part-time or online studies, the BTech delivers
flexible, manageable ways to get ahead. It's what leaders
are made of.

ROOM 237 LAW CENTRE

UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA
Free and open to the public Light refreshments will be provided
.
Sponsored by the Centre for Constitutional Studies,
the Department of Political Science, and the Department of Sociology

APPLY NOW.
VISIT NAIT.CA/BTEEH OR CALL 780.471.8874
EDUCATION

FOR THE REAL WORLD

CENTRE for CONSTITUTIONAL STUDIES
Centre d'études constitutionnelles

www. law. ualberta.ca/centres/ccs
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Pressing the reset button
New Obama administration means the
tide has turned in US-Russia relations

g |DYER STRAIGHT

the past quarter-century. The sole practical result of
the program, over the whole of its existence, has been
to pour money into the pockets of American defence
contractors. But the Russians are too paranoid to
accept that, and the. program has such strong support

. gwynne@vueweekly.com

in Congress that the Obama administration is merely
Over the past year the United States and Russia
have been drifting into a hostile relationship, driven
by the US decision to install anti-missile defences in
eastern Europe, the war in Georgia last August and
the recent fiasco over Russian natural gas supplies
to Europe. There was nervous chatter about a new

Cold War, but last month US Vice-President Joe

“reviewing” it, rather than cancelling it outright.
As for the war in Georgia last August, it was
Georgian president Mikheil Saakashvili who started
it, not the Russians. They responded violently to
Georgia's attempt to conquer South Ossetia in a surprise offensive, but they did not stay long in Georgia
itself, nor did they seize the capital, Tbilisi, although
the road was wide open.
Hillary Clinton still insists that the door is open to

Biden said that the Obama administration was going
to “press the reset button” in its relations with RusGeorgian membership in NATO, but that would simply
sia. Now it has done it.
tum it into a two-class alliance..Regardless of what
At the NATO summit on March §, the alliance
promises they made, NATO countries would never
agreed to resume high-level contacts with Moscow
really fight a war with Russia on Georgia's behalf.
in the NATO-Russia Council, which were suspended
{t's the same with the quarrel between Russia and
after the Georgian war. The following day, US SecreUkraine over the price of gas that left half of eastern
tary of State Hillary Clinton met Russian Foreign
Europe freezing in their homes last December. There
Minister Sergei Lavrov in Brussels and gave him a
was incompetence and
mock reset button.
bloody-mindedness
“There was a rather conaplenty on both sides,
frontational approach
towards Russia in the
|
but it wasn’t part of
prior administration,” she
There was incompetence
some Russian master-

explained.
The notion of a new
Cold War was pretty silly
anyway, since Russia,
unlike the old Soviet

Union, is not a “peer competitor” to the United
States. It has only half
America’s population, its
former industrial base has

4
.
and bloody-mindedness

aplenty on both sides, but it
wasn’t part of some Russian

largely evaporated, and
the only areas in which it
is technologically competitive with the rest of the
developed world are
defence and space. Even
if there were a NATORussian confrontation, it
would be a little local difficulty, not a world-spanning Cold War.
None of the disputes
and misunderstandings
between Washington and Moscow came from a hostile intent on either side. Take the anti-ballistic missile
(ABM) defences being built in Poland and the Czech
Republic. The Bush administration said that the interceptor missiles and radars of the system were there
to intercept nuclear-tipped long-range missiles fired
by Iran, and expected the Russians to believe it.
Unsurprisingly, the Russians didn’t believe it, because
Iran has neither missiles capable of reaching the United
States nor any nuclear warheads to put on them. So
Moscow thought the ABM system was really intended
to shoot down Russian missiles and thus undermine the
country’s ability to deter the United States.
Russia worked itself into such a lather about the
ABM missiles that President Dmitry Medvedev
announced on the day after Barack Obama's election
victory last November that short-range Russian mis-

master-plan for world

domination. So it is high time

plan for world domination. So it is high time to
reset the relationship.
There are belligerent
minor players on both
sides, but the Obama

administration seems
to have sent out orders
to squelch them. Last
week, for example, a
couple of Russian
bombers flew to within
a couple of hundred
kilometres of Canada’s
Arctic coast, a mere
5000 kilometres from
the Canadian capital.

Canada scrambled
fighters to “send a
strong signal that they
should back off and
stay out of our airspace,” according to
Defence Minister Peter McKay, and Prime Minister Stephen Harper sternly declared that Canada
would not be intimidated. “This government has
responded every time the Russians have done
that,” he said. “We will defend our airspace.” But
the Russians were not in Canada’s airspace.
"The Russians have conducted themselves professionally,” responded General Gene Renuart, the
American officer who commands NORAD, the Caneda-US air defence alliance, in an implicit rebuke to
the sabre-rattling Canadians. “They have maintained

to reset the relationship.

10322 Jasper Ave - 780.422.2718
www.wenershoes.com
gift cords
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siles would be installed in Kaliningrad, a Russian
enclave on the Polish border, to destroy those American bases on short notice. But the ABM missiles are
in the wrong place to intercept Russian ICBMs, and
they don’t really work anyway.
THEY HAVE NEVER worked properly, despite tens of
billions of dollars poured into the ABM project (aka

“Star Wars,” National Missile Defence, etc) during

(yARONT

compliance with the international rules of airspace
compliance and have not entered the internal airspace of either country,”

That is probably just what the Obama administration wants from Russia: a professional relationship
between two grown-up countries that know and
respect the rules. For a start, Hillary Clinton and
Sergei Lavrov committed the two countries to negotiate a new Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty (START)
by the end of the year, but more will follow. The tide
has turned. w
Gwynne Dyer is a London-based independent jou'-

nalist whose articles are published in 45 countries.
His column appears each week in Vue Weekly.
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id Youth Services Minister
ikhas ordered a special
nto the recent case of a

awareness campaigns “about the pos-

21
eM
t

which pointed out that three litres of
water are required to manufacture a
-one-litre bottle and that 40 to 80 per
cent of bottles are not recycled, also
encouraged FCM members to develop

t sage ‘
Alberta’

bottled water at their own facilities
_ where appropriate and where potable
water is available.” The resolution,

itive benefits and quality of municipal

foster care system,
ouncement a small vicment review will never

itwill be public,” Notley said.
start.”
October Notley released a

pot of confidential quarterly reports
by theprovince's child and youth
gavtesic obtained through a freedom
of information request which detailed
ongoing abuses in the foster-care sys-

tem and found that some children
were being left in unsafe placements
due to a lack of other options.

BACK
TOTHE TAP
The Federation of Canadian Municipalities (FCM) at a March 7 meeting in

* water supplies.”

Council of Canadians National
Chairperson Maude Barlow, who is
also special advisor on water to the
president of the United Nations General Assembly, hailed the move.
“The FCM’s new policy opposing

bottled water is a decisive victory for

- public water,” Barlow said. "This reso-

lution sends an important message to
the rest of the world about the leadership of Canadian municipalities in
reclaiming water as a public

resource.”
Initiatives to phase out the sale of
bottled water at city facilities already
exist in 27 Canadian municipalities,

but Edmonton is not on the list and
has no plans for such a move.

Victoria passed a non-binding resolu-

MAINSTREAM MEDIA DEATH WATCH

tion calling on municipalities to
“phase out the sale and purchase of

More bad news emerged this week
on the struggling Canadian main-

stream media landscape, with both
CTVglobemedia and CanWest
announcing moves in the face of
declining revenues.
CTV announced March 10 it is laying off at least 24 employees who
work on its Canada AM morning
show across the country and is cancelling its only remaining early morning local newscast, First News in
Montréal. The move follows the
announcement last month that the
company was slashing 118’jobs at its
A Channel stations and cancelling a
number of local news programs.
A day earlier CanWest, which is
teetering on the brink of bankruptcy, announced it has sold the US
magazine The New Republic to former owner Marty Peretz, from
whom CanWest purchased the
magazine in 2007. Canwest President and CEO Leonard Asper said
in a release the sale of the “noncore” US publication was part of
CanWest's “on-going efforts to
improve our balance sheet.”

Alberta Views 2009
Short Story Competition
ut

2005 WINMING SHORT sToRY

A rosary in one hand, a spoon in the other, each nun recites a
Hail Mary per mouthful, and lingers, eyes shut, in an ecstatic
flush before tasting the next bite and fingering the next bead.

THE CALLING

}

||

CULLIS-SUZUKI TO SPEAK AT U OF A
Environmental activist Severn CullisSuzuki will deliver the keynote
address at the Sierra Youth Coalition
Sustainable Campuses Conference,
being held this weekend at the U of
A. The public speech, which is free
with a Food Bank donation, takes
place on Saturday, March 14 at 5 pm
in the Engineering Teaching and
Learning Centre (ETLC) room

1-001

on the U of A campus. —SCOTT HARRIS/
Scott@vueweekly.com
80 ALAUETA TENS DEC seenIAM 2808
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the LRA and the government of Uganda met in the southern Sudanese cap-

be transferred to the Hague to await
trial. While the LRA attempted to
negotiate its way out of the indictments, the government of Uganda
had no real power to rescind the ICC
warrants unless it provided a formal
guarantee to the prosecutor that it
would effect similar trial procedures
in Uganda (what international law
calls “the principle of complementarity”). As such, regardless of whether
Kony managed to wrangle his way
out of an ICC indictment, he would
still be obliged by international law to
face trial in Uganda. Naturally, the
LRA found this unacceptable, and the
Juba Talks collapsed.
The LRA has since regrouped on
the other side of the DR Congo-Ugan-

engage Darfur’s various rebel movements in peace talks. Others are
afraid that the various rebel factions
operating in Darfur will perceive the
indictment as a gesture of international sanction of their cause, inspiring them to escalate the severity of
their attacks.
Nevertheless, it remains very difficult to predict the myriad possible
outcomes of an ICC indictment
because the organization is still so
very young.
If the court manages to impress
itself upon the world as a tangible
threat against impunity, this would
clearly be a positive development. But
a precedent must be established in
order for this threat to be realized,
and it remains to be seen how the
court intends to do this without compromising efforts towards peace in
troubled areas. Over the course of
human history, immunity from prosecution has been one of the strongest
means of ensuring the viability of
peace negotiations and the ICC has
begun to remove this option from the
toolkit of international mediators.
Whether a new means of resolving
the peace-versus-justice question can
be devised is anybody's guess. v

da border, and has launched dozens
of attacks that have killed hundreds of
innocent Congolese civilians since
December 2008.
Fears of a similar escalation are
growing in Darfur now that the court
has indicted the president of Sudan,
and many now worry that with no
“escape route” being offered to alBashir, he has no real incentive to

Carl Conradi is an Edmontonian who is
currently working within the ICC's office
of the prosecutor as part of a year-long
conflict management fellowship. He has
also spent time conducting negotiation
workshops for youth in northern Somalia and has volunteered at a child soldier rehabilitation centre in northern
Uganda.

ital of Juba to partake in what many
experts and Ugandans believed were
both the United States and Israel (and
by extension, the Occupied Palestinjan Territories and Hamas) are not

party to the Rome Statues, meaning
no country, nor Moreno-Ocampo, has
the power to force an ICC investigation in these countries. While the UN
Security Council could request proceedings, in light of the extreme
power that both the US and Israel
wield in the United Nations, such a
request is unlikely to occur.

BUT PERHAPS the biggest and most
existential question posed by the pres-

ence of the ICC is the extent to which

its fight against impunity should take
precedence over the pursuit of peace.

This dynamic is perhaps best exemplified by the ICC’s activities in Norther
Uganda, where war between the brutal
Lord's Resistance Army (LRA) and the

often dismissive government of Uganda has raged for 23 years.
The ICC has indicted five members
of the LRA, including its alleged
leader Joseph Kony, for various war
crimes and crimes against humanity,
possibly the most heinous of which
has been the LRA’s alleged widespread use of child soldiers. Indeed,
some estimates suggest that nearly

20 000 Ugandan boys and girls have

been abducted into soldiery and sexual slavery at the hands of the LRA.

Several controversies arise out of
S engagement with Northern Ugan-

da.EGE example, from 2006 to 2008,

the most significant peace talks to
have occurred during the years of
conflict. Though many proponents of
the ICC point to its indictments as
being a contributing factor to the
LRA’s willingness to attend the Juba

Talks, it quickly became apparent that
if Kony were to sign an agreement
and surrender, he would immediately

“FRONT

Stories should be no longer than 3,000 words, and not previously

|

published. Include a separate cover letter with story title and author's

)

name. Author's name must not appear on the story itself. The entry
fee of $30 includes a year’s subscription to Alberta Views. Deadline
for submissions is June 30, 2009.

The winner will be published in our December 2009 issue and

will receive a prize of $1,000. The contest is open to all residents of
Alberta except employees of Alberta Views. Include a SASE if youd
like your manuscript returned. Please don't send originals.
Mail your submission to:
Alberta Views Short Story Contest
Suite 208 - 320 23rd Avenue SW
Calgary, AB T2S 0J2
Or e-mail: shortstory@albertaviews.ab.ca with “Short Story Submission”
in the subject line. The attached entry must be in .txt or doc format.

www.albertaviews.ab.ca
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Youll be glued —
to the TV.

With all digital TELUS TV* you get:
= Superb picture and sound quality
= Over 200 channels te cheese fram
= The flexibility to build the package that’s right for you
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the future Is friendly

Call 310-1144 or visit telus.com/gettv or your nearest TELUS authorized dealer.
TELUS AUTHORIZED DEALERS
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Vaccines and autism
WELL.WELL, WELL
health@weweely om
ifwe'retobelieve CNN's Campbell Brown

brought
usthewhole story with her Feb-

rwary 12 coverage of the immunization
contraversy, the only cause for concern is
the one posed by parents opting out of
vaccine programs. And if we're to believe
Newsweeks Sharon Begley (“Anatomy of

a Scare,” February 21, 2009), the entire
controversy was built on a house of cards
that has now been demolished.

The Huffington Post and Robert F
Kennedy Jr, however, add key information
omitted from the other stories. The US
"vaccine court’ on February 20, 2009
awarded the parents of 10-year-old Bailey
Banks a lump sum of over $810 000 plus
an estimated $30 000 to $40 000 annually,
based on an unequivocal ruling made in
June of 2007 that his brain damage was a
direct result of his MMR vaccine.
His was not an isolated ruling. A CBS
investigation has found that the vaccine
court has awarded close to $2 billion in
compensation to over 1300 families claiming vaccine damages since 1988. “In many
of these cases,” writes Kennedy, “the govermment paid out awards following a judicial finding that vaccine injury lead to the
child's autism spectrum disorder.”
But in many of the successful cases,
though medical records show the children
display classic symptoms of regressive

autism, the word “autism” was avoided. The
courtis, in Kennedys words, “quite willing to
award millions of dollars in taxpayer funded
compensation to vaccine-injured autistic children, so long as they don’t have to call the
injury bythe loaded term ‘autism.””
In Bailey's case, evidence provided by
a neurological exam 16 days after his
MMR shot had shown Acute Disseminat-

ed Encephalomyelitis (ADEM), which ied
to Pervasive Developmental Delay. The
court ruled Bailey's ADEM “severe
enough to cause lasting, residual damage,” and that he “would not have suffered this delay but for the
administration of the MMR vaccine,”
Care taken to avoid a link between
vaccines and autism is understandable: a
causal link would do irreparable damage
to vaccine programs. Care taken is therefore extensive; jury trials aren't allowed,
vaccine defenders have unlimited
resources for expert witnesses and litigation costs while plaintiffs cover legal
costs on their own. And, Kennedy informs
us, plaintiffs have no right to discovery
against the pharmaceutical industry or
the government—US government epidemiological data of vaccinated children

has been kept out of the hands of plaintiffs and independent scientists.
The Centers for Disease Control has
also actively suppressed and defunded
epidemiological studies that might establish a causal link, and refused to fund
research comparing vaccinated groups
with unvaccinated-by-choice groups of
children not in the public school system.

VACCINES HAVE in some instances been a
great gift and saved lives. But they have
also become big business, and business
needs growth. Opposition to mass vaccina-

tion programs is, contrary to common
belief, gaining momentum with good reason. The Journal of Child Neurology has
published an analysis of previously published research that had initially concluded
fo connection between vaccines and
autism—and now concluded it had wrongly drawn those conclusions, that there is in

fact a significant link between blood levels
of mercury and diagnosis of an autism
spectrum disorder.
The award to Bailey's family followed
a judgment by the same court that had
thrown out three claims involving MMR
and autism, a victory hailed by vaccine
proponents as proof that doubts about
vaccine safety had been demolished. But
in light of this new information, that's
clearly not the case.
Dr Bernadine Healy, former director of

the National Institutes of Health, has
called for more research into sub-groups
potentially at increased risk of vaccine

reactions. In a CBS interview late last
year, she said she believed “governments
have been too quick to dismiss the concers,” and that she “takes issue” with
the decision of the Institute of Medicine
Not to look for susceptibility groups. S
along with thousands of others, right
opposes the stalling of science out of fear
what the research might yield. w
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Thank you Edmonton!
We did it? Miorethan 132,000 energy-effcient light bulbs have been delivered to homes in
Edmonton. That means energy savings of more than 62,040 MWh and over 49,135 tonnes of co.
€missions reduced — that’s equivalent to 9,440 cars off Edmonton roads for one year!

Congratulations to everyone who volunteered with Project Porchlight,
reduced Edmonton's footprint, and helped spread the mes Sssage
that simple actions matter.
Visit edmonton.ca/ecovision

to
get involved in your community,
and onechange.org for news on
upcoming campaigns.

SMC

onechange.ore

1.866.585.6359

Your Rights Under Medicare
& How to Fight For Them!

Social Work
.../t’s about making a difference.
At MacEwan your social work education prepares
you for practice in an increasingly diverse society.

As medicare comes under increasing attack by privateers and profiteers, civil
society isfighting back to preserve Canada’s most important social program.

The goal of a social worker is to assist individuals,
groups, and communities to reach their full potential by:
© supporting children and families at risk
¢ helping individuals cope with mental illness or
overcome addictions
© enhancing the quality of life for new
Canadians and seniors

Steven Shrybman's practice focuses on international trade and
public interest litigation, including issues conceming health care,
the environment, human and labour rights, the protection of public
services, flatural resources policy, and intellectual property rights.

Steven frequently speaks, and has written extensively, on the impact
of international trade law on diverse areas of Canadian policy and
law. He has also been involved in drafting and promoting conventions
on cultural diversity and access to water as a human right.

Visit www.MacEwan.ca/socialwork or call 780-497- 566.
PE
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Friends of

Medicare
www.friendsofmedicare.ab.ca

FRIENDS OF MEDICARE
SPEAKERS SERIES
Presenting Steven Shrybman
FRONT

March 26 - 7:00 PM
Stanley Milner Library
Downtown Edmonton
Library theatre, de
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Build
it and they will play —
INFINITE LIVES

“quick and easy” creation of my own, peron. This was before the popular introduction
of the mouse—{ wouldn't touch my first Mac sonal wonders, how many completed projuntil the next year, atanApple demo booth at ects? That's right. My pinball board an
unplayable mess of maxed-out kickers and
Klondike Days—so | had to actuate the
multiball launchers, an orgy of chaotic
pointer in PCS with a joystick ... my Tandy
Deluxe Joystick, to be specific. Beige box _ physics and not much else. My ACS adventures, maybe one room and a title with the
with a little spring-loaded stick, trim wheels
rest auto-completed by the program's Al, a
to fine-tune the centring so the pointer
mess of nonsensical tiles, non-sequitur monwouldn't drift, two totally unergonomic
sters and treasures. My APG Maker opus got
spring-loaded buttons. Man, those buttons
as far as modelling my next-door neighbour's
had a lot of throw ... so mechanical; the memapartment; the only “treasure” |created was
ory is still encoded in my hands of how itfelt.
a bong the player could find under a pile of
From then on | was hooked, hooked
comic books. And LittleBigPlanet? Well, if
into decades of construction sets: Advenyou've
been putting off necessary surgery
ture Construction Set, Racing Destruction
because you don’t want to be in the hospital
Set, the level editor in Lode Runner, the
when my “Sack Trek: Arena” is released, I'd
track editor in Excitebike, RPG Maker,
say just go ahead and let your doctor book
RPG Maker 2, Fighter Maker, Duke
you in; after six hours of wrestling with my
Nukem's “Build” engine, Tenchu Zs misGorn model to get him to chuck boulders
sion editor, and on and on and on through
without breaking his own arm, | powered
LittleBigPlanet with no sign of the hooks
down in disgust and haven't been back.
working their way out of my cheek.
My relationship with construction sets is
And after all that, a quarter-century of
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5 | infinitelives@vueweekly.com
Few things set a nerds astral heart—that's

the heart that pumps ectoplasmic fantasy,
rather than blood—to beating fast like the
promise of being able to quickly and easily
create his own games, realize his own particular vision in near-pro style. Ever since Bill
Budge and Electronic Arts dropped Pinball
Construction Set on us in 1983, that’s been
the golden dream: here are the tools; all you
nerds need to do is click a few buttons, drag
a few icons and next thing you know you've
got your very own masterpiece ready to
show off to all your admiring friends. Maybe
itcould even get you girls!
God, Pinball Construction Set. That shit
was a revelation, the first real point-and-click
GUI | ever laid my delicate, unathletic hands
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congruent with the relationship our consumer

cave—is click-and-drop easy, but making
society as a whole has with all the pasta ~ anything actually happen is pure, badass,
nut-crushing computer programming. Thankmakers, Bowflex machines, treadmills, Thighfully, I've got 4 community of dedicated
Masters and step-aerobics kits that clog our
nerds on my side, an online, distributed, adgarage sales and flea markets. “Quick and
hoc university of guides, cheat-sheets and
easy” is an irresistible pitch, whether it's
tutorials ... and like a good little freshman,
pushing the fantasy of effortless rock-hard
I've got an arsenal of brand-new notebooks,
abs, guitar expertise in half an hour, “Hero of
the Beach” status afterafew minutes with a
pens and highlighters right here to absorb it
all.
I'm going back to school, kids, and this
Charles Atlas pamphlet, instant jiu-jitsu, Big
time I'm not going to drop out until | finish
$$$ In Your Spare Time ... or becoming the
my thesis: a short rural romp wherein the
next Shigeru Miyamto with a few mouse
player faces a plague of troublesome imps
gestures. After the money order's in and the
and their hippie enablers.
six to eight weeks of waiting is over, cold
reality—nothing worthwhile is free, easy or
But ... goddamn is it ever a pain in the
ass. Brain aching with integers, string variinstant, ever—sets in and the Magic Wishables, custom tokens, scripts and funcing Stone gathers dust in the closet.
tions, thwarted by syntax errors and plain
THIS TIME, though . . this time's going to be old-fashioned fuckups, |still turn for solace
to the daydream of “Quick and Easy" .
different! | got myself a copy of BioWare's
2002 D&D RPG Neverwinter Nights, comthis moming, | think I've watched the first
five minutes of Bruce Branit’s film World
plete with the “Aurora” adventure-building
Builder (tinyurl.com/worldbuilder) like, 10
toolset, and I'm bound and determined to
times. Holographic parsing of natural gesspend the month figuring this shit out. The
tures? For someone with a life filled with
box-copy bait-and-switch here is particularly
disappointing affairs with construction
nefarious: sure, building the areas—spooky
sets, that's pure escapist pornography. w
forest, blighted village, spider-infested

Best. Ode. Ever.
TB sings, Dave whines
>
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IN THE BOX
DAVEYOUNG AND TB PLAYER
inthebox@vueweekly.com

The Oilers spent last week in Eastern
Canada and came back with a 4-2 loss to
the floundering Senators, a 4-1 win over
the hapless Maple Leafs and a 4-3 OT
loss to the struggling Habs. The Montréal
game inspired TB to rhapsodize about his
beloved Habitants—again. Then he
wrote a song about Ethan Moreau. No
songs from Dave—just whining.

THOSE WHO CAN'T, TEACH. THOSE WHO
CAN, TEACH VERY WELL It takes more
than skill and grit to win championships
in hockey. It takes a coach who knows
what his resources are and how to utilize
them properly and players who are smart ~
enough to see the game as it is and
know their role. Case in point: the 1975 -

76 Montréal Canadiens. This squad
steamrolled the league en route to their
first of four consecutive Stanley Cups.
They did this under one of the most successful coaches of all time, William

“Scotty” Bowman (who later added
Detroit and Pittsburgh Cups to his trophy
case). Bowman obviously knew what he
was doing. And “it” obviously rubbed off
on his players, as no less than 13 players
from the ‘75 - ‘76 Habs went on to coach
either NHL or junior teams. Two of them
(Jacques Lemaire and Larry Robinson)

have won Cups of their own as bench
bosses. Oddly enough, Ken Dryden, who
had arguably the best hockey mind on
that team, never did coach. He did, however, write The Game. Best. Hockey book.
Ever. 18

WHEN DOES THE PLAYOFF RACE

START? |can’t believe the Oilers still
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have a fighting chance to make the play
offs. I've been struggling to get behind
the team and cheer in the fashion I've
become used to nearly every March
Playoff drives are often more exciting
than the playoffs themselves, especially
when the Oilers are in that annual Fight
for Eighth. It's exciting and not a little
draining watching the Oilers scratch, bite
and sweat for every possible point
Meanwhile, you're straining to catch up

on out-of-town scores, doing quick math,
calculating Magic Numbers and dreaming up scenarios that would allow the
Oilers to remain in the race. You know,
that's exactly what's missing right now—
that mood of desperation and urgency
The Oilers do not come across like a
team fighting for its playoff life. DY

TBS ODE 10 MOREAU (TO THE TUNE OF
“THAT'S AMORE’)
When the stick hits your eye
You refuse to say die
That's a-Moreau
If the energy’s slack
Puts the team on his back
That's a-Moreau
Even breaking his neck
He'll still finish the check
That's a-Moreau
Left to his own device
He'd still be on the ice
That's a-Moreau

THIS WEEK'S OILER DEFINITION
“Gilbert O'Sullivan”: 1) A mélange of

two Oiler players’ surnames (Tom
Gilbert and new arrival Patrick O'’Sullivan). 2) ‘70s Irish pop star, known for
the #1 Billboard hit “Alone Again (Naturally).” w
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Dressing them up
Madison’s Grill misses the mark during Downtown Dining Week
Ms |MON-THU
AM108M11-10
FRI(TAMIDAM&11AM-11PM
oo |SAT(QAM1AM85PM11
SUN (GAM 11 AM 5 PM10 PM)
MADISON'S GRILL
TOS JASPER AVE, TNA) 227

JAN HOSTYN / jan@vueweekly.com
can get dressed up with the best of

[r= Well, not really. I do like to
pretend once in a while, though.
But it was never more apparent how
woefully inept I am at the whole masquerading thing than at Madison’s
Grill the other night. I thought the
Downtown Dining Week promotion
might be my opportunity to step into a

so were most of the diners, sitting with
impeccably straight backs in dark
leather chairs. Everything was grand.

different world, if just for a few hours.
And it was. It just wasn’t quite the

The tables, covered with pristine white
linens, were set up in precise and

world | was expecting.
Downtown Dining Week is a promotion that encourages diners to satisfy
their hunger pangs at some of Edmon-

orderly rows, and even the huge white

March 6 to 15, you can choose from a
special menu at as many of the 23 par-

pillars and oversized ferns were meticulously placed. The rich coffeecoloured walls did lend a touch of
warmth, but the whole effect never
once threatened to cross over into

ticipating restaurants as you want. It’s a

cozy and intimate temntory.

fixed price menu, it runs during both
lunch and dinner and it’s supposed to

We were seated in the middle of
room and presented with our menus. !
glanced at the regular menu, but |
was there for the Dining Week menu.
For $50, you get to choose between

ton’s downtown

restaurants.

From

be something of a deal.
The promotion, with its promise of
innovative menus at bargain-ish

prices, hooked me, and I found myself
intrigued by the thought of dining at
Madison's Grill.
But from the moment | stepped into
the grandiose, stately room, | felt
somewhat inadequate. My heels
weren't quite high enough, my hair
wasn't coiffed enough and my fake
diamonds didn’t shine bright enough.
The long rectangular room is elegant, sophisticated and imposing and

two appetizers, three entrées and two
desserts. It was a quick decision. |
wanted the Roasted Squash and Beet

Salad, the Grilled Salmon, and the
Espresso Créme Brulee.
1 made my husband order off the
regular menu. Sometimes special
deals also mean special portion sizes,
and I couldn't resist conducting a little
experiment.

While my husband pondered, we

JA
BROME

LAKE DUCK

WE PLACED OUR ORDER with our
perfunctory waiter and tried rather
unsuccessfully to settle in comfortably. We were still trying when two
salads appeared before us. Mine
was served on a humble rectangular
plate. My husband's, served on a
much grander square plate, dwarfed
mine—a lot.
Aside from size, neither was particularly thrilling. 1 found a few squash
spears and possibly even fewer baby
beets nestled in a puddle of dillspeckled yogurt. “Living greens” were
scattered overtop, and the whole

thing was drizzled with a sweet-andsour vinaigrette. The promised pistachios didn’t even make an
appearance, and the squash was disturbingly crunchy.
The salad that occupied the space in

front of my husband was undeniably

BREAST

WITH HOMEMADE SMOKED DUCK SAUSAGE

OPEN FOR DINNER MONDAY - SATURDAY
For more details and the full menu visit www,jacksgrill.ca

5842-111 Street = Reservations: 780-434-1113

bigger, but not better. The dried blue-

berries and spicy pine nuts helped a bit,
but the long stems on the various
pieces of greens didn't.
My salmon arrived sitting atop a
stew of potatoes, shrimp, scallops and
mussels. It looked every bit as impressive as the elk that was taking centre
stage across the table from me. And if
it hadn't been overcooked and dry, it
might have been very good. The soupy
broth, teeming with flavour, did a
respectable job of adding a bit of needed moisture, though.
The elk, on the other hand, was
beautifully tender and the potato hash
scattered undemeath it did a marvelous
job of soaking up all the juices.
Dessert, while elegantly presented,
also ended up being a bit underwhelm-

ing. The dark chocolate/espresso
ganache was intense and silky, bu!
when our spoons dipped down a bit fur
ther, they met with a Bailey’s layer that
seemed slightly curdled.
I guess you could say the little
annoyances sprinkled throughout the
night added to the experience. Water
glasses that weren’t refilled as
requested, finished plates that lan-

guished far too long,a late quality
check on our very-nearly-finished din
ners ...
When you spend $137.55 before tip
dinner should be astoundingly memo
rable.
:
I quite like my world without Madi
son’s. But I still have time to find a
downtown

restaurant or two thal

might fit in it nicely. v

Size doesn’t matter

glass. The aroma is an airy blend of grassy.

&:| GREAT HEAD

quickly rush in to fill the space. A savoury

ms |JASON FOSTER
C49 | preathead@vueweekly.com

CELEBRATING 20 YEARS
IN BUSINESS
GRILLED

ordered two glasses of the lovely
Dona Paula Malbec ($10 a glass). Our
somewhat reserved waiter took our
order courteously enough, but first
impressions were of someone who
might have taken their training a bit
too seriously.
My husband finally decided that the
Madison's House Salad ($10) and the
Grilled Elk Striploin ($41) might make
worthy comparison material, and it
just so happened that they were also
what he felt like eating.

LITTLE SCRAPPER IPA
HALF aR BREWING, WINNIPEG,
MANITOBA, $15.99 FOR SIX PACK
In our corporatized, neo-liberalized world, it
seems that everything is about being bigger
and meaner. Whether it's corporate mergers, supersized fast food or huge box stores
itis the same deal: get bigger at all costs.
Sadly it is the same thing in the beer
world, as mega-brewers gobble each
other up to become even bigger and more
dominant. In the corporate tussle beer
drinkers get forgotten, and we must settle for second-rate industrial brew.
This depressing trend makes the entry of

Winnipeg's Half Pints Brewing Company
into Alberta all the more satisfying. As their
name indicates, they are not very big. Half
Pints only started back in 2006, as the
micro-est of microbreweries. It has served a
small, yet loyal, population in Winnipeg
with honest, dedicated beer. Most of their
sales come from a handful of accounts
around their town..Despite their size and
limited availability their beer has become

widely known in Canadian beer circles. This
says a lot about what they are doing.
And, due to the bravery of an Alberta
distributor, we can now find Half Pints in
Edmonton (at select liquor stores such as

Sherbrooke Liquor). For that we should be

citrus hop and honey malt sweetness.

The flavour feels, at first, a little thin. The
aroma makes me expect more crisp mali
from the beer than it delivers. However, hops

grassy hop flavour and bittemess rises and

dawdles over the roof of your mouth after
the swallow. The bittemess is not overpowering by any means, but it is the dominant
component of the beer. This is as it should be

with an IPA. The finish puts out a'continuec
earthy, citrus hop linger along with a moderately dry sensation over your tongue.

One word of warning: be careful with the
pour. Half Pints has sediment at the bottom
of the bottle, which is not a problem as long
as you pour with a slow and steady hand,

and leave a centimetre or two behind. Consider this evidence of their commitment to
producing real, natural beer.

thankful. Currently there are two Half

There are more complete IPAs in the

Pints products available—Phil’s Pils and
Little Scrapper India Pale Ale (IPA).

world, but you are unlikely to find them in

| chose totake a closer look atthe IPA. It is
an orange-gold beer with a lingering white

head and impressive lacing ontheside ofthe
ae)

Edmonton. If you are looking for a drink-

able, hop-focused beer, this is one you
should seek out. Despite its size, Half
Pints offers a gallon of spirit. w
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Holidays and celebrations are all good. So
we celebrate, even if the holiday isn’t real-

ly “our” holiday, Take St Patrick's Day. I'm
not Irish. | don’t think | even have a drop of

ITALIAN BRICK
OVEN SPECIALTIES
_

more controllable spatula and stirred
in the flour mixture and the beer—
about 1/3 of the flour mixture, then
1/2 a cup of the beer, another 1/3 of
the flour, the rest of the beer and then
the rest of the flour. | didn’t even get

| 550 DIFFERENT |
BRANDS OF

anything on the walls.
| divided the batter between two
parchment-lined nine-inch pans and
threw them in the oven for 22 minutes.

Irish blood in me. But that never seems to
It didn’t seem long enough to bake a
matter. Back when |
cake, but it was.
carried a backpack
Both layers were
full of crayons and
CHOCOLATE GUINNESS CAKE
done when the timer
ate peanut butter
(FROM CHATELAINE)
chimed its four little
and jam sandwiches
dings. And both lay11/2 cups flour
~ out of my Minnie
ers definitely looked
Mouse lunch kit
3/4 cup cocoa powder
and smelled like
every day, St
11/2 tsp baking powder
chocolate cake. But
1 tsp baking soda
Patrick's Day matthe jury was still out
1/2 tsp salt
tered. We had little
on the flavour—the
parties, wore green
3/4 cup unsalted butter, at room temfew crumbs | manclothes and ate | perature
aged to dislodge
green food.
1 cup lightly packed brown sugar
weren't big enough
| grew up and the | 2 eggs
to render any sort of
focus seemed to
1 tsp vanilla
judgment.
turn to beer—green
1 cup dark stout beer, such as
So the layers
beer. And since | Guinness
cooled and then |
cant
say the
mixed up all the
thought of drinking
icing ingredients. It
green beer ever
was just a matter of
made me tingle with
3 cups icing sugar
beating up the butanticipation, we are
1/2 cup cocoa powder
ter and adding the
not going to turn
1/2 cUp unsalted butter, room tempercocoa and some
beer green today.
ature
icing sugar, then the
We are, however,
1/3 cup beer or milk
milk (you can use
going to celebrate
1 tsp vanilla
Guinness instead,
St Patrick's Day.
but | passed on that
With beer. Stout to
option) and vanilla,
be exact.
and finally the rest of the icing sugar.
Except, instead of simply drinking it,
Onto the cake that went and voila—
we are going to up the excitement level a
Chocolate Guinness Cake.
bit. We are going to combine it with but| was skeptical going into the whole
ter and sugar and chocolate and all things
taste-test thing. Chocolate cake and beer
good and make a cake. OK, so maybe it's
are both good, but tagether?
not all that exciting, but it’s better than
Moist, dense, rich, chocolaty and just
turning beer green.
plain good. Really. And you would never
\'m not sure what the thinking is, putguess it had beer in it-unless you already
ting beer in cake, but here goes—Chocoknew it’s there.
late Guinness Cake.
The verdict—kind of an interesting St
First | dispatched my husband to the
Patrick's Day thing. But overall, eat your
liquor store for some Guinness, the one
cake and drink your beer. w
ingredient | was missing. I'm guessing
you can make it with any stout, but the
name is Chocolate Guinness Cake.
Once he reappeared, lugging a sixpack of the stuff, | turned on my oven to
380° before | had a chance to forget.
Then | got out all my assorted pans
and bowls and beaters and spatulas
and measuring cups, picked a lucky
bow! and dumped all the dry ingredients in. You know, the flour, cocoa, baking powder, baking soda and salt. Now,
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if | was following the recipe exactly, |

would have sifted them. But | don't like
to sift. So these dry ingredients just got
dumped in and stirred.
Beating the butter and sugar togeth&r proved to be a challenge. My new
annoying mixer—the one that doesn't
seem to understand the meaning of
“slow"—proceeded to get clumps of
the stuff all over the counter, walls,
ceiling and floors.
Things got easier after that. The butter
and eggs had turned into a creamy mass

and were no longer determined to make a
Mess of my kitchen. | added the eggs,
first one and then the other, beating after

each one. Finally, |mixed in the vanilla.
| traded my messy mixer in for a
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ometimes you have to work foradump
... but Castle’s steep fall lines will get you going
larly the gleeful drop after a slow
climb ripe with anticipation, Castle is
the perfect place to introduce your

BOBBI BARBARICH / bobbi@vueweekly.com
f all the ski resort marketing
Ove
out there, Castle
Mountain (skicastle.ca) has a
truly interesting advertising campaign. I'd seen “Our dumps are white
and fluffy” stickers slapped on bathroom stalls and towel dispensers in
gas stations, on snowboards and on
bar tables throughout southern BC
and Alberta. But until this trip I'd
never been there.
After driving five and a half hours
south from Edmonton, we pull into
the little village at the base of Graven-

stomach to your throat: it's home to
Canada’s best fall line skiing.
A little run known as Lonestar
drops 516 continuous metres down
Gravenstafel’s backside at a sensuous
37-degree angle. Lonestar is the

longest officially uninterrupted line in
our nation.

Murphy's Law and Minus 1, further
into the valley between Gravenstafel
and Mount Haig, are slightly shorter but
they make up for lost length with steeper degrees. This is no beginner hill.
The chutes, while affected by total
snowfall, aren’t affected by windy
days. As long as you're coo! with the
T-bar, that wind will actually fill in the

stafel Mountain, the larger of two
comprising the resort. Before we're
even out of the car Isee the sticker—
sporting a stick figure on a toilet—on
the side ofa Jeep.
I, too, appreciate a good dump. But

lines you made on your last run, giving you fresh tracks all the windswept day.

this winter has been a little lacking in
the dump department, Not one month
ago, stiff yellow grass bent in the
wind alongside dry highways. Small

OPTING NOT TO BE DRAGGED nearly

mounds of grey-black snow moulded
into minor ice heaps by wind and
warm air were the only evidence of
Mother Nature's feeble attempt at
winter. The month of February had Mr
Groundhog chilling in flip-flops, sipping a margarita.
At one time, only 60 000 skiers per
year rose to Gravenstafel’s challenge
Featuring intense and technical fall
lines, it attracted a mostly expert
crowd. By nature, experts are relatively few and a mountain featuring
almost all black or double black runs
is guaranteed to scare away the onceper-season warriors.
To remedy this, Castle opened the
bottom of Mt Haig three seasons ago.
It has since attracted an additional
20 000. I wasn’t interested in Mt Haig
on my way here, but sometimes conditions will change my mind.
Gentle cruisers abound. The blue
and green runs are textbook perfect
intermediate terrain, bordered by
thick trees saving the runs from icy
hell created by chinook winds that
sometimes plague the southern
resort. My partner Jay and! have a
blast cruising down quiet groomers
on a Monday afternoon.
Castle is the only Alberta resort
where it’s possible to own private skiin/ski-out property. Huckleberry Chair
rises from a base village clustered
with homes that have been there
since the late ‘60s. Now the resort is
expanding—maybe a good time to
buy, I think. No one’s around, there’s a
recession ... I could work in
Crowsnest Pass or Pincher Creek. The
chutes on the backside of Gravenstafel could make any die-hard line-

‘ou
MOUNTAIN
IDE

driver monogamous, while the frugal
skier will definitely get some quality
vertical for a good price.
Ski Canada recently calculated Castle as having the fifth best vertical
drop for your dollar. For every dollar
you spend, you get 18 metres. The
resort's 863-metre vert will cost you a
measly $48. Despite not being noted
in Ski Canada's alphabetical listing of
the top 10 best powder resorts—the
magazine also forgot Powder King in
northern BC—Castle was regarded as
the best unspoiled natural freeride
terrain, with less than one person per
skiable acre.
WE FINISH THE DAY sweaty and thirsty.
Conditions might not be the powdery
heaven they were last year, but
they‘re perfect for drinking. The T-bar
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Pub, conveniently located between
the two mountain bases, is a classic.
Retired skis, snowboards, boots and
terrain signs from West Castle, Castle
Mountain’s predecessor, complete the
décor. Several pints and a scrumptious thin-crust pizza later, something
strange begins to happen.
“Don’t walk out wearing your ski
boots, you'll mess up the base!” yells
a local as his buddy steps outside. Jay
and I have obviously come at the
right time. It’s snowing, something
Castle, along with the majority of
resorts further south, have been a little thirsty for this year. We down
another beer because bed is only a
short stumble to the lodge—another
rarity for an Alberta resort.
The new hostel-lodge is quiet
(castlerental.ca). Perhaps it’s the snow

blanketing the roof offering some
sound insulation, but more likely it’s
because we're the only ones here. It’s
quaint—you have to take your shoes
off when you come in the door—with
only 10 hotel rooms occupying the
second floor, and the other floors are
hostel rooming. We get our own bath-

SNOW.
ZONE,
Ji
Teele

room.and satellite TV upstairs, but
beer makes me sleepy and I’m dreaming of powder face washes before
South Park's theme is over.
As the sunrises, wind howls
through the deserted parking lot, a
few centimetres of snow swirling
about. No people and a little snow
could be the makings of a good day.
But something is going drastically
wrong. A very important feature on
Castle’s property is not moving: the
Sundance chair. Unless | want to
hook a hard plastic T under my crotch
for a mile up the mountain, I won't be
riding Gravenstafel today.

“We usually have 14 wind-affected
days per season, where the chair is
stopped for a short time or longer,”
explains Andrew Rusynyk, Castle’s
Marketing Director.
It’s more than “affected” today, I
note. “Think it will open?” My toes are
crossed.
“Not unless the winds slow to less

2000 metres uphill, | tromp over to the
Huckleberry chair on Mt Haig. There's
a lot to be said for Gravenstafel’s
right-hand man. I wouldn't be riding
anywhere today if this area wasn’t
here. Or, I'd have to suffer through the
cursed T-bar. “It's not so bad,” frowns
Andrew. “That was previously the
only way to the top.”
Were the snow more impressive or
the T-bar a bit shorter, hell, even if I
was a skier, I would have no problem
gritting my teeth as the archaic mode
of mountain transport dragged me up
the hill. But today, as my upper thighs
shiver at the length of that invasive

thought, I stick to Mt Haig.
The skiff of snow and lack of
human presence makes for another
day of fun riding. Jay and | stick to
Sidewinder and Outrider, bordered by

Haig Glades and the ski area bound-

ary. Beyond that boundary is a world
of untracked backcountry, some of
which was featured in a recent Warren Miller presentation.
Mt Haig’s East Face was conquered
in 2006 for the first time by local skier
Peter Hodgson. His 12 minutes of fame

ran on film in tandem with Miller's “Off
the Grid” at select showings.
My chance of hiking to and mas-

tering this avalanche-happy run are
hilariously unlikely—but there's
something to be said for dreaming

beneath Gravenstafel’s jagged shadow. There are nearly 1500 hectares
of territory to explore at Castle, and
1 only managed to venture through

than 70,” he shrugs. “People want the

a few hundred. That's as good a

roller coaster excitement to be on the

reason as any to head back. After

way down, not up.”

all, that's probably how Hodgson
was first inspired. w

If you like roller coasters, particu-
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|Local
Rabbit Hill — 60cm base, no new snow. All lifts and runs open.
| |Snow Valley— 60cm base, no new snow. All lifts and runs now open.
1} Sun Ridge — 60cm base, 4em of new snow. All lifts and runs open.

| Edmonton Ski Cab — Open.

| Alberta
. Canada Olympic Park — 70cm base, no new snow. All lifts and runs open.
Kraus
/Oliver
FIS

in the last month, the Canadian snowboard team has carved out some considerable worldwide recognition. Jasey
Jay Anderson has led the way for
many years but now boarders in other
disciplines are stepping it up. In total
they have collected 15 World Cup
medals this season and there should
be several more to come.
Last week, high up a mountain in
Japan, junior boarder Ziggy Cowan from
Banff grabbed a boardercross bronze
medal at the World Juniors. The week
before Maélle Ricker of Squamish BC took

gold in a ladies FIS World Cup boardercross event held in Sunday River, Maine.
The weekend prior to that (three
weeks ago if you're counting), Anderson
and Alexa Loo won bronze in the dual
slalom. On the same weekend Canadians
Jeff Batchelor and Brad Martin took Gold
and Silver at a FIS World Cup halfpipe

Canada is no longer a flash in the pan at

competition.

these events and that our extensive training programs are starting to show dividends. At one of the World Cup halfpipe
events, Canadians occupied seven of the
top eight spots. That's pretty awesome
considering we only have eight full-time
members on the national team.
A quick scan of the leading boarders

In case you're counting, this is Anderson’s 53rd World Cup medal. He has
already gathered enough points to be this
year’s World Cup dual slalom champion.
These results certainly prove that

reveals that most reside in British Columbia,
Ontario and Québec. Alberta still lags behind
in this department, but there are two from
near here—Calgary and Canmore—Zigay is
quickly climbing the ranks, w

Castle Mountain — 97-152cm base, no new snow. All lifts and 50 runs open.

||
|)
)
)

Lake Louisa — 160-183cm hase, 20cm new snow. 9 lifts and 125 runs open.
Marmot Basin — 107cm base, no new snow. 6 lifts and 76 runs open.
Mt Norquay — 85cm base, 26cm of new snow. All lifts and 26 runs open.
Nakiska — 21-100cm hase, 180m of new snow.5lifts and 28 runs open.
Sunshine Village — 165cm base, 22cm of new snow. 12 lifts and 103 runs open.
|} Tawatinaw — 50cm base. All lifts and runs open.

B.C.
Apex — 186m base, 25cm of new snow. 3 lifts and 68 runs open.
Big White — 189cm base, 33cm of new snow. 15 lifts and all runs open.
Femie — 216-224cm base, no new snow. 8 lifts and 110 runs open.
a Kicking Horse — 160cm base, 31cm of new snow.

Kimberley — 97cm hase, no new snow. §lifts and 77 runs open.
Mt. Weshington — 156cm base, no new snow.3lifts and 46 runs open.
} Panorama —56-101cm base, 11cm of new snow. All lifts and runs open.
| Powder King — 145-342cm base, no new snow.
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|} Red Mountain — 194cm base, 27cm of new snow. All lifts and runs open.

amenities and extens
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| Revelstoke — 101-236cm base, no new snow. 5 lifts and 52 runs open.
) Silver Star—145-200cm base, 37cm of new snow. 11 lifts and all runs open.
"| Sun Peaks — 138-177cm base, 34cm of new snow. 10 lifts and 122 runs open.

| Whistler/ Blackcomb — 183cm base, 13cm of new snow.
|| White Water — 220cm base, 34cm of new snow.

|U.S.A.

} 49 North — 160-239cm base, 23cm of new snow.4lifts and.70 runs open.
| Big Sky — 150-223cm base, no new snow.Alllifts and runs open.
| Crystal Mountain — 177cm base. 7 lifts and 45 runs open.
) Great Divide— 99cm base.7lifts and 80 runs open.
Lookout Pass — 172-259cm base, no new snow. All lifts and runs open.
Mt Spokane — 127-216cm base, no new snow. All lifts and runs open.
Schweitzer Mt. — 221-279cm.8lifts and all runs open.
SilverMt.Resort — 145-256cm base.
Sun Valley — 94-167cm base.Alllifts and runs open. -

All conditions accurate as of Mar 11, 2009.
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Crank the turns and
spread it like butter
=

SKI TIPS

& | AGMH geet

SF | keithi@vweweekly.com
Up until the recent dump, there seemed to
be a pattern of a little snow every night
on a hard packed base. Butter snow: the
top is soft and the middle is hard. When
dropping into a tum, the ski holds effortlessly if you even half try. But how do you
spread it smoothly and evenly?
Andy Mills was an American downhiller years ago. He was a smooth carver
and we used to get folks to mimic his
motions, known as “Andy Mills Turns.”

Done right, it's like skiing on the twin rails
of a railroad track without the clickity
clack of the ties to rattle your knees.
Start on a moderate slope. Ski across
the fall line in a fast traverse, before you
move into your turn make a wedge. For
just a moment, keep your weight even on
both feet, then step onto the uphill ski (the
one that will dominate when you finish
the turn), drive your knee hard into the
middle of the tum and ride the ski around
and across the fall line
Stay in a wedge. Now do the same in
the other direction. Use the inside ski as
an outrigger to balance. Don't lift it. Keep
weight on it, almost as much as on the

outer ski. Keep the skis turning evenly.
Now, speed up the tums, still without
\ifting the inner ski. Keep them both firmly
on the snow. As you start making faster
tums, smaller radius or on steeper terrain,
you will find the skis naturally become
parallel, loosing the wedge.
By this point you've trained the outer
ski, so work on the inner ski. As they
become parallel, stop worrying about the
outer ski driving though the turns and
start thinking of the inner knee pointing
into the tums.
Throughout this whole process, think
about riding the twin rails and holding the
ski all the way through the.turn, all the
way around until they are across the hill
and you are ready to start the next tum.
As you become comfortable (a couple
of runs) add one more element. Think of
the initiation of the turn as a “step”
where you consciously step onto the
uphill ski and then drive both knees
together into the middle of the turn
radius. Step, point, step, point.

AS YOU BECOME familiar with the
feeling of the skis biting, several
things will happen. First, you will be
skiing faster in more control. Second,
you will find the greatest pressure
(where you are pushing the hardest on
your skis) will come in the middle of

HART GOLBECK

hart@vueweekly.com
Every once in a while you hear about a
photo contest related to skiing and snowboarding and you wonder if it's worth the
effort. This time Sunshine Village and its
sponsors are making sure you take notice
by introducing multiple categories and
winners.
Surprisingly, this is Sunshine’s first ever
* photo contest and it isn’t just for still photography; the resort is looking for videos as well
It also isn’t limited to extreme cliffs

and air but includes categories like big
mountain, terrain park, ski school, family
and many more. The lineup of prizes is
amazing. Up for grabs are brand new

Salomon Czar skis, Salomon Answer
snowboards, Nokia handsets, free ski
weekends and a multitude of Pepsi prod
ucts and lift tickets.

The contest closes on May 10, giving
Prodor
Bob

Your hip will swing into the middle of the
tum. Your pole plant will become lighter
in effort. You'll find it easier to face down
the hill as the speed builds letting your
skis swing back and forth below you tuming on their own.
The most amazing will be the effortless
smooth nature of the turn and the
increased control you'll feel. Like spreading butter. w

the turn with your skis pointing down
the hill, not at the end of the turn with
your skis going across the hill. Third,
your speed will become even. No more
speed up in the middle of the turn and
slow down at the end as you check
your speed. And last, your balance will
improve with elimination of the stopgo speed check at every turn.
There are other things that happen.

you some time to plan and maybe get out
ona couple of occasions to craft your work
You know the Calgary crowd is going to be
out there on a regular basis but we Edmon
tonians may be a little more creative.
First you better visit the web page at contestskibanff.com and read the rules and familiarize yourself with the categories. At the same
time you can view a few of the early entrants
and see what you're up against. Then, don your
cinematographer's hat and choose your sub

jects wisely.

Snow conditions are the least of your
worries because lately, just like here, it’s
been snowing on a regular basis on the
slopes of Sunshine Village. w
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Check out castlevacations.ca for the Best in the West ski’n sleep packages

ly side of alpine life
A

child is born in a bear's den,

£-\

-

He wrestles the beast to its

Mdeath, grows to obscene

stature
y and fashions himself a cloak
i
ear’s hide. Then he pulls
at musket and shoots the

ieGriz, this mythical
_and powder provider

ore likely born from an
S

reverie than local

rugged mountain aes-

r obsession.

e legend of Fernie is root-

ed in the solitude oftree riding in my
youth. Before cheap two-way radios,

before anyone thought of setting meet-

g places, |loved riding here. Skiing

and riding the glades, groups were
often separated. My memories are of

deep snow, the smell of pine and the
texture of tree moss, digging through
the tree runs, sucking deep breaths as
sweat trickles down my back.
Perennially among the best-snowed
BC mountains, it’s also one of the closer slopes to Edmonton. The six and a
half hour beeline takes us through the
foothills past Crowsnest Pass, Frank’s
Slide and big truck Sparwood.
With a population of around 5000
people, Fernie’s snow and terrain
has inspired a steady inflow of powderhounds, while pumping out competitive riders at a bizarre pace.
Skiers from the Fernie freeride team
have recently blitzed to the podium,
making names for themselves
around the world. Built from 100 per
cent local stock, their resumes boast
a wide range of achievement, from
Jérémy Duchaine’s 2007 world
record for the longest rail on skis to
Martha Burley's second place finish
in the World Telemark Freeskiing
Championships. Members of the
team will be competing and filming
this year from Switzerland to Alaska
to their own backyard.

ABOVE THE FRONT DESK in the Wolf's
Den Lodge stands a life size diorama
of several animals including a grey
wolf howling into the abyss. This kind
of sincere dedication to the art of the
wild suggests we’re staying in the
right place—right on the hill and at a
price tough to beat.
The journey finds me in the company of the singularly-named Yasir. Not
an avid rider, he had packed several
Detroit Red Wings jerseys to ward off
the wind and cold, as well as some
old track pants. He planned on a visit

to the lost and found to get some
loaners for the rest of his gear.
The boom years of everybody in the
freshest, fanciest gear from pro to
beginner made his get up all the more
refreshing and respectable. But if Yasir
were to fit into any big hill in Western

Canada, Fernie would be the one.
There is an annual weeklong festival and competition in Fernie where a
person is selected who truly exemplifies the mountain spirit, the spirit of

T

the Griz. If the selection were made

\
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= FERNIE
from this weekend alone, | would vote
for Yasir. Proud in Detroit red and
white he snowflaked down the hill,
getting closer to real turns with each
caught edge.
As for the mountain itself, we
arrive during an uncharacteristic
drought. Though often admittedly
crusty, the riding is still fun; there are
serious and characteristic inversions
in the momings and bright blue skies
in the afternoon.
On our first day | do some short hiking to rider's right of the Timber Chair
where there are a few decent lines in
softer snow. According to some other
hikers, the farther up along this ridge
you go, the more interesting things get.
A popular backcountry ride is to hike
for a while in this direction then drop
off the backside.
At the top of the Timber Chair, The
Lost Boy’s Café looks prime with a

$9

PER NIGHT
ER PERSON,PE
BASED ON 2. ADULTS

balcony and picnic tables that jut over
the slope and into the horizon, out
towards Fernie five kilometres in the
distance. Later in the day after checking out mid mountain, I search the
more eastern flanks where the well
gladed trees aren't hiding much pow,
but the crowds are super light so just
cruising and relearning the fabled Fernie is enough, not to mention checking out the interesting chalet and
cabin developments that checker this
part of the mountain.
I also peer into the new rail
park. It boasts a long lineup of
varying rails and platforms for jibbers at all levels of talent, but
apparently the $75 lift ticket price
isn’t enough since entrance to the
park dings the partakers of said
jibbery an extra five bucks.
After riding, Yasir and I join some
hill employees to engage in the long
held Fernie tradition of hot tub poaching. We end up soaking in a hotel
below the Elk Chair, toasting among
comrades until the sky turns purple
and the sun sinks behind the Lizard
and Currie Bowls.
Fernie hospitality is serious. The
Aussie friendliness that is so widespread in the community can momentarily make one suspicious that these
friendly chaps are either slow or
needy. But as | take the place in, I see
them for what they are: respectable,
hard riding, beer swilling folk with an
enviable lust for life.

OUR SECOND DAY of riding brings Yasir
a day closer to mastery of toe side
turning. He commences a steady
yadel as he comes down the hill
Non-existent lift lines and the jovial

atmosphere in the Griz Bar are impor
tant additions to the day’s riding. Most
of the locals often claim to stick to the
flanks of the mountain on days like
these, riding left of the Timber Chair
or right off Boomerang.
Following their lead | poach a hidden turn under a tree here or there
On my final run of the day I share a
lift up the Boomerang chair with some

lifties who seem learned in the ways
of this mountain, so I follow them.
From a few metres behind, | skit on

their tails into a narrow path leading
to a traverse. Through the trees to the
right of Boomerang, they slice downward directly across a run and into
another tree pass. I give chase. There
are patches of undisturbed snow
everywhere, as I ride hard to keep up
At the end of the day Yasir and I
notice smoke billowing up from a
buzzing little resto just down the hill,
connected to the far end of the Wolf’s
Den. Gabriella’s Little Italy pasta joint
is an unpretentious shot at quality
Italian cuisine. With the modest
grandeur of Fernie in the background,
its red checker table cloths, friendly
service and affordable vino are all
built up around a fine dining experience right on the hill. Several people
have recommended it to me as a pillar of the Fernie experience
We begin the affair witha bottle
of Citra Montepulciano

D’Abruzzo,

the suggested, reliabie, affordable
favourite (one litre, $22). While very
tempted by the “World Famous Trip
for Two around Italy,” a six-course
voyage for two, it came across as
slightly too romantic. We both try
the zesty garbanzo tomato soup
($5), spicy and simple, while I select
the special, an impressive seafood
linguini ($22) and Yasir the Griz
makes his bold statement with
Gab’s Spicy Penne ($18). As we eat
the place fills up with sweaty skiers
and boarders, freshly showered
couples, and a couple of large
tables of folks who definitely have
something to celebrate
This kind of festivity is common
throughout town. Little crowds of
hitchhikers gather to snatch up open
seats in cars heading to
mountain
At night
\

towns get ghostly,
nie come

out,

i from

the

the people o

screening

new

films, ducking in and out of the handful of buzzing pubs
This is what locals do in a lively
mountain

town.

Riding is still tt

number one priority, but they know
how to make the best of off days
Whether they believe in the Griz or
not is beside the point. All it takes is
one good dump—or, as the legend
goes, a musket shot to the sky. v

ADVENTURE & ACCOMODATION
PACKAGES AVATLABLE SOON!

PACKAGE INCLUDES:
Delaxe room with 2 queen beds
One ski pass per adult for one of the Big Three Resorts:
(Sunshine Village, Lake Louise or Mount Norquay)

(PLUS TAXES)

Free deluxe continental breakfast
Three-story waterslide, indoor pool, hot tub
and fitness room

SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY (OFFER ENDS MAY 14, 2009)

FREE CONTINENT
1402 Bow Valley Trail
Canmore, Alberta T1W 1N5
www.canmoreinn.com

Local 1.403.609.4656
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Mass appeal
Don’t expect to compare the film to the Citadel’s take on Doubt
priest and the boy is almost the side
story of what’s going on,” Eckford
notes. “The whole play is more about
what happens when people have too
much conviction and have too much
certainty over their suspicions.
“It really kind of throws the
audience for a loop, because what
they're used to is having clear evidence that this person has committed this crime or not and then
they make their decisions right
away,” Eckford continues. “Whereas with this play, it makes them
think a little bit more about the

My Dad’s a total Nazi
The sins of a father affect a son”
in complex East of Berlin

fact that when there isn’t clear evidence, it’s way more difficult to
jump to conclusions about guilty
or innocent.”
WHILE THE PLAY'S original setting in
New York may not hold as much
importance in the Citadel production,
the 1960s time setting certainly does.
“{Doubt] is set in a time when the

KRISTINA DE GUZMAN / kristina @yueweekly.com

ithout a doubt, theatergoers who also’happen to be
film buffs will be comparing the Citadel production of John
Patrick Shanley’s 2005 Pulitzer
Prize-winning Doubt, a Parable to

the Hollywood version starring Meryl
Streep and Philip Seymour Hoffman.
But don’t expect to hear New York
accents or references to the Bronx.
Actor Clarice Eckford, who plays
the young, naive Sister James, admits
that not having to worry about perfecting accents is not only easier for
the actors, but also easier for the
audience—especially for those whose
attentions are easily diverted away
from the story as a result of wondering if the actor has said it right.
Don’t expect to see the four Oscarnominated performances from the
film to be relived onstage, either.

“Our director [Tom Wood] specifically told us not to see the film. He
hasn't seen it. None of us have seen
it. | don’t think anyone who's working on the show has seen the film at
all,” Eckford reveals. “His reason for
that was he didn’t want us to copy
anybody's performances, because he

20-—
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THU, MAR 12—SUN, MAR 28

DOUBT, A PARABLE
DIRECTED BYTOM WOOD

WRITTEN BY JOHN PATRICK SHANLEY
PREVUE

STARRING LALLY CADEAU, JOHN WLLVATT,
CLARICE ECKFORD, KAREN ROBINSON
CITADEL THEATRE (9020-101A AVE), $50 -$76

thought that might complicate the
rehearsal process.”
Of course, with the amount of
buzz the film has received, to escape
it entirely isn’t exactly an easy task,
as Eckford confesses to seeing trailers here and there.
The superficial surface of Doubt, a
Parable's story—and the first thing
most likely to grab the attention of
those drawn to sensational tales—is

a Catholic priest sex scandal. Set in
St Nicholas, a Catholic church and
an all-boys school, strict Sister Aloysius (Lally Cadeau) accuses the progressive Father Flynn (John Ullyatt)
of having a too-close relationship
with one particular student. However, there is more to Shanley’s script
than finger-pointing directed
towards the Catholic Church.
“The sex scandal between the

WWE WEEKLY MAR12- MAR
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pope basically came out and said
that the Catholic Church needed to
take on a friendlier face. The old
school Catholic regime was very
strict and quite judgmental,” Eckford
points out. “This play kind of reflects
that change where, for example,
nuns lost their habits and started
dressing in a little more of a casual
way. The priests basically became
more part of the community.”
Eckford subsequently relates the
opposing attitudes to the conflict her
character experiences.
“(Sister James]

is caught in the

middle because she’s quite young,
and she’s coming into [the school]

when it’s still in that old regime. She's
very much wanting to break out of
that and be more connected to her
students and be friendlier with them.”
Despite the dark themes surrounding the play, the audience can
expect moments of humour coming
from none other than the seemingly
rigid Sister Aloysius.
“That's funny, because one thing I
read about nuns is humour plays a
big part in their lives,” says Eckford
regarding the paradox of Sister Aloysius. “They don’t experience sexual
intimacy but they experience intimacy amongst themselves and with
each other. [Humour] allows them to
escape oppression through jokes
and laughter.
“Mystery is a key element of this
play. [The humour] allows the audi-

ence to laugh before getting drawn
into the story.” w

PAUL BLINOV / blinov@vueweekly.com
don’t mean this as criticism, but
Jam all of the Holocaust stories
we hear, true or fictitious, are
from the perspective of (or about) the
victims—accounts that certainly
deserve to be told, but not the only
ones that can come from one of the
most horrendous acts of the 20th
century. And as much as we want to
think of every member of the Nazi

party as a one-dimensional monster,
they were real men and women who
had to at least be aware of the atrocities they were spearheading.
Hannah Moscovitch's East of
Berlin, then, examines the side of
the Holocaust that we never see: a
story of a former perpetrator, and
just how long the repercussions of
wartime horrors can last. The play
follows Rudi, sent reeling from the
discovery that his father was a
prominent SS officer. The revelation
not only fractures his image of his
father, but also his sense of self.
Needless to say, the script treads
some morally ambiguous ground,
but that’s what attracted the show’s_

director, Alisa Palmer.
“| have a background in the philosophy of history, and so I've done a lot
of work in theatre with issues of the
abuse of power,” she explains over
the crackle of cellphone-to-cellphone
communication, “different periods of
history where there were very ordinary people that get drawn into terrible endeavours in their life, and can’t
understand how they got there, how
they became the bad person,
“It's [with] the privilege of hindsight we can say those people were
good and those people were bad. But
as soon as you enter into the details,
you see it’s not as simple as that.”
PALMER

PRAISES

moscovitch’s

THU MAR 12- SUN, MAR 28 (8PM)

EAST OF BERLIN
DIRECTED BY ALISA PALMER
WAITEN BY HANNAH MOSCOUITH
PREVUE
STARRING
IANADONNELLY PAUL DUN
BRENDAN GALL
THEROXY1708-124ST),$29-§29
script—her first full-length play—as
sensitive but unsentimental with its
subject matter, even praising her
ability to inject some humor into

such a story. East of Berlin was developed in Toronto at Tarragon theatre,
a place that carries a reputation for
helping foster new plays.
“(Tarragon Artistic Director] Richard

Rose has a really unforgiving eye,”
Palmer jokes. "He sets the bar high for
new work when it hits the stage.”
East of Berlin's Toronto debut last
November drummed up some wild
acclaim and two Dora award nominations (culminating in one win, for

set design). That growing acclaim led
to a second, successful run in Toronto, and now a Canada-wide tour
After letting the material rest for a
year, Palmer didn’t have much trouble getting the little nuances back. It
probably helped that the same cast
signed back on, which, according to
Palmer, makes revisiting the material
a further exploration of the script’s
heavy subject matter.
“(Having the same cast is] a really

good litmus test for whether you've
made choices along the way that are
really good,” Palmer says. “If they're
not strong, after a year of being away

from the project, they will kind of
fade, and you'll have to rediscove!
everything. It was quite quick that
the story came back to them, and
with that confidence comes a level of
relaxation that allows the material to
be deeper and more detailed and
more nuanced.” w

ntimate ocean

THE COUPLE THAT PLAYS TOGETHER,
STAYS TOGETHER

EO presents a stripped-down, intense The Pearl Fishers
THU, MAR 12,SAT, MAR 14 (7:30 PM)

THE PEARL FISHERS
DIRECTED BY BRIAN DECORICK
OPERAWRITTEN
BY GEORGES BZET
CONDUCTED BY ROBERT DEAN
STARRINGAMY HANSEN, COLIN ANSWORTH, GRE
GORY OAL ANDREW STEWART
WINSPEAR CENTRE (0720-12AV)24-11
dealing with the fact they both love the

DAVID BERRY / david@vueweekly.com
ife is, sadly, often about com| promise. We rarely have unfetered access to what we truly
want, and so we are left trying to figure out how to get the most out of
what we can get.
That's a lesson Edmonton Opera
artistic director Brian Deedrick is learn-

ing doubly with the company’s latest
production, Georges Bizet’s The Pearl
Fishers. Not only is at a piece all about
how two friends can find some way of

Same woman, Deedrick has had to
make compromises simply in putting
the show on. For Fishers, the EO has
moved from their usual home in the
Jubilee to the more intimate confines of
the Winspear—but the change of venue
has brought other changes with it.
“It's such a privilege, because this is
the one chance, in this town, where
you get to hear opera the way it was
meant to be heard,” explains Deedrick,
clearly wound up from a day of tech
work. “But because of the nature of the
stage, you have to change how it's
meant to be seen, but that's the tradeoff. The Jubilee lets you do grand
opera, and it's big and you get all the
sets, all the costumes, all the chorus,
all the dancers, everything. Here, if you
want to hear something beautifully,
you have to make a sacrifice.”

OUT OF RESPECT for the demands of
the venue, then, The Pearl Fishers will

drop the chorus and spectacle,
instead focusing on the story, simple
In scope though epic in emotion. The
opera centres two fishermen, Zurga
and Nadir, who reconcile after years
of bitter dispute over Leila, a woman
they once loved. This being opera,
their entente does not last long: soon
Zurga rediscovers Leila, and all the
old emotions are brought up, with dis-
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astrous consequences
For Deedrick, Pearl Fishers is an ideal

opera for the more subdued confines of
the Winspear, and not just because he'll
get to show off his singers’ voices with
several notable pieces

TO ENTER...
Go TO

VUEWEEKLY.COM
AND CLICK THE LINK

“{With just the four actors}, you

have a very intimate telling of it, and
the focus goes on not just beautiful
singing, but also the nature of the
characters,” he says. "This is really a
multifaceted triangle of love: The love
between the two men is just as strong

as the love between both of them to
the same woman, which is where the
tragedy comes from, and here you
really get to feel all those emotions
right up close. There aren't 40 angry
pearl fisherman: it’s just a few people
on the edge of the ocean.” v

Edmonton Columbian Choirs

Tuesday, March 17, 2009

x

7:00p.m.
MARCH2

McDougall United Church

1 biog

CHURCHILL SQUARE

10025 101 Street

Begins 7:30 pm
Drums & Song

Tickets: $15*

Lighting the Fire

(*plus applicable service charges)

Round Dance
Performers

Projections
Lantern Magic

"Fire Spectaclel

For information contact Brenda at 780.760.3270

Songs for Spring

Heather at 780.484.8325. Email: hbedford@shaw.ca

www.edmontoncolumbianchoirs.ca
Columbian Choirs
Edmonton's Family of Choirs

Smooth Jazz

Non
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Space case

MY STICKING POINT is with the venue

The Hydeaway is a great music
venue—a not-for-profit all ages art
and music space that happens to have
one of the most amazing views of the
river valley. The venue is small
enough that a moderate-sized crowd
makes the place look packed, and the
sound quality of the band of the hour
is always clear. However, since the
set-up of the Hydeaway is more akin
to the legion than an art gallery, it’s
best you attend for the music and
fundraisers and leave the art to hap-

Shaw’s Spraw/ intrigues, but gets lost
in the background at Hydeaway
2)

SARAH HAMILTON / hamilton@vusweekly.com

ustin Wayne Shaw's exhibition,
Sprawi, now on at The Hydeaway,

=<

shows a fascination with gross

=

rban space. In his artist statement,
Shaw says he’s just returned from a
year away, seeing major North American cities like Toronto, Montreal, New
York and Miami. The result is five
moderate-scale works, titles “Sprawl
1,” “Sprawl 2” and so forth, and one
large-scale work called “Super
Sprawl.”
Shaw's work gives the impression
that he viewed these cities from the
tops of skyscrapers, insulated from
their noise and bustle through triple-

UNTILWE,AP
5

WORKS BY JUSTIN WAYHESHAW
PRESENTED-BY INSTITUTUE PARACHUTE

penstance. There isn’t a lot of wall
space and the space that there is hap
pens to be over the comfortable, but
permanently occupied, booths. | can
blithely craw over patrons to look at
pictures, but | doubt many other art

= |THEHYDEAWAY
(10209100AVE)

pane glass and safety rails. His simple
pen-and-ink drawings capture the
fascination that many of us have with
urban areas—a dense, geometric
sprawl that extends beyond our field
of vision. Shaw’s sprawl is not an
Edmonton sprawl; it is a New York
kind of sprawl. The roads and sidewalks have been eliminated, and
there are no signs of individual

human life within the buildings (such

as clothes-lines or curtains). It is

building piled upon building; a century of different architectures mashed
up into one big structure. His work is

not grim or post-apocalyptic, though:
his clean style and slightly-lilted lines
give the structures an energy that is
evocative of graphic novelists, particularly Chris Ware.

Looking for a change?

40ft to 94ft, fully equipped
Waterway Houseboat Vacations has many houseboat sizes an d floor plans to choose from. Our boats range from
have at an event!
with the all conveniences. Great scenery, relaxing hot tubs, making your houseboat experience the most fun you'll

sters would be so gregarious, so, |
wonder, why are we doing this to the
artists? Come opening night, everyone
just wants to eat hotdogs and listen to
the band. No one looks at the art.
Not that hot dogs and beer and live
music are a bad thing—but why are we
wasting their time (and ours) giving
them their own shows just to treat their
work like wallpaper at a hipster-run
IHOP? Venues like the Artery and the
Hydeaway are great for small concerts
however, in my experience at both
venues, the art is rarely a focus at
musical events and the venues aren’
open to the public otherwise. Art seems
to be a glamourous backdrop for the
local-indie-hipster scene, something |
think devalues the work of the artists
Shaw's work is interesting, but it gets
lost in the atmosphere of the space. v

We’ve done this before!

event is only limited by
Waterway Houseboat Vacations caters to many groups and organizations. From Pool leagues to fishing derbies, your
Houseboat
your imagination. From 2 boats to 30 boats - Waterway will help you book your Club or Association's next event. Waterway
Vacations offers a very affordable Group rate.

fun day
Golf, jet skiing, water skiing, we can arrange it. Our events coordinator can handle all of the details to ensure a perfect event, or a
on the Lake for you and your associates.

Call for more information

250 833-5288

waterwayhouseboats.com
—--
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Living with Ghosts
HOPSCOTCH

o

=
opscatch@vueweekly.com
3 |
Just last week | was reading Roberto
Bolaho's short story “Dentist” and | was
struck by something saidby the titular
character regarding what one feels
when in an empty building, or rather, a

seemingly empty building: “the reason
youre anxious or afraid is that you
know. deep down, that there is no such
thing as an empty building; in every socalled empty building, someone is hiding, Keeping quiet, and that’s the
terrifying thing: the fact that you are
not alone ... even when everything indicates that you are.”
The dentist's little monologue is very
much a detour, having no direct consequence on the rest of the story, yet this
passage stood out, | suppose, because
it rings absolutely true; an empty building becomes anxiagenic precisely when
you don't fully believe it to be empty,
when you sense a presence whose
intentions are, at best, unnervingly
ambiguous. And this passage lingered
in my mind just long enough for me to
notice how it flowers fully in an altogether different text, Ghosts (New

Directions, $14.50), César Aira’s wonderfully strange, characteristically taut
and yet irreducible 1989 novel, translated by Chris Andrews and now published for the first time in English. The
novel takes place largely within the
confines of a Buenos Aires apartment
building still under construction. The
building, still without doors, flooring or
even windows, is ostensibly empty, yet
the family of a Chilean immigrant worker is squatting there—along with a
company of phantoms who typically
appear during siesta, naked and covered in dust. The ghosts are all male.

Are they immigrant workers who died
on the job? Aira doesn't say. The date
is December 31st. The heat, we're told,
is supernatural,
Was Bolajfio thinking of Ghosts when
he wrote “Dentist”? {t's certainly possible. since Ghosts was first published
long before “Dentist” and Bolafio was a
vocal admirer of Aira’s work. As well,
there is the curious coincidence regard-

ing the Chilean origins of both Aira’s
central characters and of Bolano himself. In fact, Ghosts, in its ebulliently
playful, frequently funny way, is someWhat obsessive in its cataloging of the
distinctions between the Chilean and
Argentine characters and mores. In any

case, the way the dentist's digression
on anxiety and empty buildings speaks
to Aira’s novel made the reading of it

that much more pleasing. However,

until well into the novel's final third,
when they make a proposal that will
put a character's life in mortal danger,

Aira’s ghosts are not necessarily ren-

dered as terribly frightening. Actually

the living squatters seem perfectly at
®ase with the daily apparitions of the
dead squatters, Raul, the family patriarch and building's nightwatchman,
®Ven stores wine in the thorax of a

Ghost to keep it cool, (Maybe this is a
Chilean thing?)

Though it drifts between a multitude

of characters for the first half or so,
Ghosts does ultimately settle on a single protagonist—RaGl’s daughter,
Patri—and while Aira tends to subvert
traditionally coherent storytelling whenever possible, there is an identifiable
dramatic climax. But Ghosts is also a
kind of jazzy essay, which performs its
jig with one foot in vividly detailed,
more or less realistic people, places
and behaviour, and unfettered, often
dazzling abstraction. The in-between
state of a partially finished building
evokes the purgatorial or transitory.

“The

architectural

key to the

built/unbuilt opposition,” Aira writes,

“is the flight of time toward space. And
dreaming is that flight. While habits,
whether sedentary or nomadic, are
made of time, dreams are time-free.
Dreams are made of pure space, the

species that arrayed in eternity.” Seen
through Aira’s lens, the novel's setting,
like its personage, is both material and
rather less than material, And the presence of the ghosts, like that of the
Chileans, calls into question the way

MacEwan | School of
Communications

we feel about architectural space,

and—especially in places like Alberta,
which draws so many with its promise
of expansive, neatly contained and
unsullied property—about the value we

FREE INFORMATION SESSION

place on the seeming newness of newly
built or renovated homes, places
offered as a sort of tabula rasa upon
which we can identify as exclusively
ours, places we can gradually forge the
www.MacEwan.ca/soc

imprint of our own experiences on and
invest with our dreams of the future,
unburdened by the psychic complications engendered by a history.
THESE THOUGHTS lingered with me as
well as | continued to read Barry Curtis’ Dark Places: The Haunted
House in Film (Reaktion Books,
$19.50), one of the most intriguing
recent movie-related books |'ve come
across’in a while. Curtis has an especially deft hand with examining how a
wide variety of cultural influences,

“Fragments Of A Landscape”
Russ Hogger

from the Gothic to the Surrealists, converge to shape the 21st century notion

of the ghost story. And he articulates
in crisp, precise language the power of
historical burdens on place and the
Numerous expectations we place on
homes, even as out notions about what

constitutes a good home evolves in an
age simultaneously characterized by
the conflicting lures of nostalgia and
“ecological awareness.
The discovery of Dark Places, which is
an essay primarily concerned with architecture and ghost stories, at the same
moment that | discovered Ghosts, an
essay-like ghost story deeply interested
in architecture, has made for one of those
deeply pleasurable coincidences a reader

comes across now and then, when books
come into your hands almost by accident
only to then start speaking to one another, while you just sit back and take it all
in, picking up one book to continue from
page 91 just as the other is being put
down on page 129. It's like literary tagteam wrestling. As soon as I'm finished
writing this I'm planning on going back
and digging into Dark Places again.
Except I’m alone, here in my apparently
empty house, and it’s a little bit, |don’t
know ... creepy. v
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Exhibit Opening: Saturday, March 14, 1 - 4 PM
Artist in Attendance

26 St. Anne Street, St. Albert, AB

459-3679

www.artbeat.ab.ca

framing techniques in Cumming’s
practice as she has moved

from

involving much more explicitly the
atrical draping into these two recen\
projects. Indeed, the difference

between 2007's Oh, Mother and
2008's Lady Things is noticable,
although there is sense that Cumming

Bi

a
¢.

nase
a?

vo

is still working through the changes
herself. In Oh, Mother, the subtle,
ghostly framing images contribute to
a presentation that recalls Hollywood
connecting public and private
images—something well explored
especially in photographic work. In
Lady Things, however, Cumming com
plicates things by emphasizing the
magic that we see creeping into one
of the Mother images.as mist.

>

LADY THINGS TAKES the same ingre

dients as Oh, Mother: a group o!
anonymous women who are clearly
as much a part of the elaborate stag
ing as their surroundings, as evi

The Bantt
Choral Workshop
with Jon Washburn and
the Vancouver Chamber Choir
Program dates: August 17 - 23, 2009
Application deadline: March 27, 2009
Repertoire: Fin deutches Requiem (A German Requiem),
Op. 45 (version for two pianos), by Johannes Brahms

denced in this case by thei:
glamorous outfits. Covering the mod
els' faces, however, Cumming

emphasizes their lack of identity,

Another world
Robyn Cumming creates captivating,
otherworldly women in Latitude exhibits
ADAM WALDRON-BLAIN / adamwh@vueweekly.com

Set in the beautiful mountains of Banff National Park,
the Banff Choral Workshop offers amateur choral singers,
students, and educators the opportunity to rehearse and
perform with one of North America’s eminent choral
ensembles — the Vancouver Chamber Choir, Under the
guidance of master conductor Jon Washburn, this enlivening
program will include rehearsal, study, and performance of
Brahms's Requiem.

For more information

fen

and to apply:
1.800.565.9989
www.banffcentre.ca

LY
The Banff Centre
inspiring creativity

Alberta’s

obyn Cumming’s show at LatRe« 53 actually contains two

eparate bodies of work,
although they do share many commonalities beyond their photographic
nature. Cumming’s attention to detail
in her staged images and their magical, mysterious nature connect the
two collections,
Oh, Mother,

the older of Cum-

ming’s two collections on display,
serves as an apt introduction to her
techniques and themes, although it’s
not as powerful as the larger Lady
Things. The images contained are
large, straightforward portraits of
women, presumably mothers both by
the title and our assumptions based
on their age and slightly domestic
presentation, all of whom are crying.
Although they are dressed in nighties,
all are made-up expertly, with the
colour streaming from their eyelids
down their faces with their tears. The
women present an interesting collection of impressions from their poses,

== UNTIL SAT, APA4

5S | LADY THINGS/
= OH, MOTHER
> WORKS BY ROBYN CUMMING
LATITUDE 53 (10248 - 106 $1)
expressions and, importantly for
Cumming, their surroundings.
Although each woman generally
appears against a white backdrop, the
careful staging of these photographs
is very visible in their subtle framing,
with faint background elements reinforcing the shape of the picture and
shaping our experience of the image.
More than the women’s slightly theatrical demeanor, these careful,
almost invisible frames make clear
the construction of the image, and in
the end make or break the images.
It is in the larger, newer collection
that we see how this particular construction plays a pivotal role in Cumming’s images. The essay by Heather
Zwicker that accompanies the show
briefly discusses the changing role of

instead of allowing us to easily con
struct one for them like the filmic
mothers. The women are presented
as shamanistic outsiders: imbued
with powerful magic, unknowable
and sexual, yet unreachable because
of their separation from society. The
images share these characteristics
their technical and formal elements
intimately tied to the content, espe
cially when the delicately draped or
found framing elements are present
Again, the images live and die by
their framing: in one case an obvious
non-diagetic frame seems forced and
railroads us into a single interprete
tion of the image, no matter its beau
ty. At the worst is an image of a tall
woman with a hairy face, which
stands apart from the rest by the out
right absence of Cumming’s signature
device and an awkwardly differen|
camera angle, which give the image a
character very much apart from the
rest. The best images are probably th«
three in black which share a wall
described by Zwicker as the artist's
mother: as a result of their almos!
effortlessly subtle framing, and Cumming's beautiful production, they are
the most otherworldly masks of the
collection, including one incredible
one fashioned of mist, echoing one o!
the best of the Oh, Mother collection
With them is an image of awoman
head turned sideways, caught in
powerful blast of wind. These po!
traits are captivating, as well as being
beautiful to look at, presenting 2

sense of power, creating a com
pellingly complicated network 0!
pseudo-magical influence between
viewer, artist and subject. w

Room: A COUNTESS DREAM: Textil
Esther Scott-McKay # Until Aad fond

ANNIE Jubilee Auditorium, 11455-87 Ave,
1.866.540.7469 * Broadway Across Canada * The

LOFT GALLERY A. J, Ottewoll Arts Contre, 590

timeless tale of Littla Orphan Annie, a musical about

Re
ee Park, ae
°
an: Thu
}, Sat 10am-4pm * BEGINNINGS: Art
Society of Strathcona County ® Until Apr 25

McMULLEN GALLERY U of A Hospital,

1

St, 780.407.7152 © AFTER WORK: HEFRIENDS.

CHAIRMAN SHOW: Artworks by healthcare staff,

{ecu Tesidents, students and volunteers * Mar 14ir

ECAET

MCPAG
Contre Public ArtGallery)
5A11-51 Stony Plain, 780.963.2777 © EXODUS:

DIARY FOR A

Roxy Theatre, 10708-124 St,
u.milezerodance.com *

Artworks by| Tyler Dixon; Until Apr 1 ©
Room
Gallery: Paintings by Myrna Hanmer; Until Apr 2

MICHIF CULTURAL AND METIS RESOURCE
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tyson Pan

* Mar19:20« $25-$75 at

Schnitzler’s works, La Ronde * Mar 18-22, 7:30pm, no
aia ‘on Mon; Sun, Mar 22, 2pm © $7 at TIX on the
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BEAT GALLERY 26 St. Anne Street, St. Albert.
eK
© FRAGMENTS OF A LANDSCAPE:
Alberta landscape paintings byRuss Hogger *

Gheving Sat,Mar44,1-43

ART

5

OF ALBERTA ules

10230
Photographs

luare, 100,

Ave, 780.422.6223 ¢ POLARUIDS:
by
Richard Lukacs selected by

Michael
Morris; Thehistory of art is rich with images
that are provocative and challenge societal norms.

Sexuality and violence are integral to this history.
addresses questions of power, masculinity
ind desire with images of nudity and sexual activity.
Thiscontent will disturb cored inspire others.
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sitare aca
unt oe Re
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ToureenWebb, Mor 12-Ande Grace),

9704-111 Ave,

780.474.7611 © TECHNO PICTURES: Paintings by
Mik-a-Low © Until Mar 27 * Opening reception: Thu,
Mar 12, 7-S3pm

10186-106 St,
INS: MESSAGE & MEDIUM
CASKET COVERS: Mary

=

780.702.7522 © Tue-Wed, Fri-Sat 10am-5pm; Thu 12-

8pm ¢ DIPPED IN THE COLORS OF SPRING:
Artworks oyGiselle Denis and Cheri Denis * Until

Mar31 © Closing reception: Sat, Mar 14, 5-8pm ©
Closing Mar 31

PROFILES PUBLIC ART GALLERY 19 Perron St, St.
Albert, 780.460.4310 © A WAY INTO PLACE:
Artworks by Verne Busby, Cindy Delpart, Judith

Sculptures by Peter Hide and his contemporaries,
curated by Betsy Boone * Until Mar 21
FRINGE GALLERY 10516 Whyte
Ave, bsmt of the
Paint Spot, 780.432.0240 * HELICON: Artworks by
Harcourt artists « Until Mar 30
FRONT GALLERY 12312 Jasper Ave, 780.488.2952 ©
Woodeuts by Lisa Brawn ©
Paintings by Kari Duke;
opening: Mar 14

GALLERY
AT MILNER Stanley

ROYAL ALBERTA MUSEUM 12845-102 Ave,
780.453.9100 © ARTE EN LA CHARRERIA:
Craftsmanship and design distinctive to the Mexican
cowboy; until Apr 13

SNAP GALLERY 10309-97 St, 780.423.1492 * SCENT
OF MEMORY: Print art by Guy Langevin * Until Apr 11

until Mar 31; closing reception: Sat, Mar 21, 2-4pm

EAST GALLERY: © RECENT

ar

Ing © Through March

GREENLAND NURSERIES Cloverbar Rd, Hwy 16 E,
fee ° Raisis AND ba “ty
‘ Af merging Artists Society o
ita °* Mar |=

STUDIO GALLERY 11 Perron Street, St. Albert,
780.460.5993 © SECRET SURFACE: Paintings by Daniel
vanHeyst * Until Mar 28
TELUS WORLD OF SCIENCE 11211-142 St,
780.452.9100 © THE ART OF THE BRICK™ until May 3
* Pi Day!-Sat, Mar 14, noon-4pm * LEGO® Bricks
Building Challenges: Sat, Mar

MINOR
Photographic works
pee Bail and mbar Mair © heaton: THE

'OLD

AND THE

Artworks by Karen

VISUAL
ARTS ALBERTA 31d Fl, 10215-112 St,
780.421.1731 © LOOKING GLASS: Piers by

College, Firstpartis atthe

Red Deer College Library # Until Apr 17
ICON HAIR GALLERY 10150 Jasper Ave, main level.

Commerce Place, 780.426.1021 * BEAUTY
AND THE
BEASTIS} Paintings by Cory Montemurro ¢ Until Mar
a ALLEN GALLERY Strathcona Place Senior

Ventre, 10831 University Ave, 780.433.5807 ¢
FOSTER ANDUNGSTAD: Artworks papier tole and

Gecoupage byMillard Foster and
Magdalene

pottery by

eek hse Jim

nnmuller,
‘sau
"a poteAw
byFengHee» fvoughMarth

» Mon
TS,
Wed, Fri 5718Calgary
b 780.944.9457
.
(AMENA
Sat 10am-5pm
1051161
Ave, 780.990.
‘ANDO GALLERY 11130-

( RRDANROLES toa by Tatjana
St.na
10248-19

er

MOTHER: Photoseriesby Robyn Cumming*

*

amie

CARROT CAFE 9351-118 Ave, 780.471.1580 ©

CHAPTERS—ST. ALBERT 445 St. Albert Rd, Unit 30,
St. Albert * Book signing and reading of Among
Friends with Robinson Koilpillai and author Allan
Sheppar © Sat, Mar 21, 2pm # Free

signing and reading of Among Friends with Robinson
Koilpillai and author Allan Sheppar ¢ Sun, Mar 22,
2pm @ Free

CITY ARTS CENTRE 10943-84 Ave, 780.932.4409 ©

TALES. Monthly Storytelling Circle: Tell stories or
come to listen; 2nd Fri each month © Until June, 8pm;
$3 (free first time) © Fri, Mar 13, 8-10pm

*

office 780.425.1820
EAST OF BERLIN Roxy Theatre, 10708-124 St «
Theatre Network # By Hannah Moscovitch ¢ Until

Mar 29, om Tue-Sat; 2pm Sun * Sun, Wed, Thu: $27
(adult)/$23 (student/seniors); Fri-Sat: $29 (adult)/$25

ONCE UPON A MATTRESS Tegler Auditorium,
Concordia Campus, 780.479.9269 © Family musical

presented by Theatre at Concordia
An adaptation
of the fairy tale The Princess and the Pea. music by
Mary Rodgers, lyrics by Marshall Barer, book by Jay

Thompson, Dean Fuller, and Marshall Barer. Directed
EyCaroline Howarth * Mar 12-13, 7:30pm, Mar 14ifcoals $10 {adult)/$8 (student/senior)/$5 (child
under
PRIME TIME WEEKEND Varscona Theatre, 10329-83
Ave, 780.448.0695 * Rapid Fire Theatre Playground:
Fri, Mar 13; Nose Bow! champions: Sat, Mar

14;

Improv © Mar 13-14, 8pm @ $5 (high school stu-

dents)/$10 everyone else); no adv tickets, at door only

RAVEN STOLE THE SUN Dow Centennial Centre,

Shell Theatre 8700-84 St, Hwy 21, Fort

Saskatchewan, 780.992.6490 * By Drew Hayden

Taylor, based on a traditional Tlingit story as
recounted by Shaa Tléa Maria William, presented by

‘THE ADDLEPATED
NDGE John LHaar Theatre, 10045-

155 St Grams Maceien Balioga's Comedy
by Stewart

Lemoine © Mar 13-21, 7:30pm;

Sun, Mar 15, 2pm ¢ $14

(adult}/$8 (student/senior)
atTIXonthe Square

AGA-BOON Festival Place, 100 Festival Way,

Sherwood Park, 780.464.2852 * By Dimitri Bo jatirev
© Theatre of Physical Comedy * Mar 13-14, 7:30pm;
Mar 15-15, 2pm

T. Animal Collective - Merriweather Post Pavilion (domino)

9. M. Ward — Hold Time (merge)

10.V/A-Dark
Was The Night (4ad)
11. Napaim Death - Time Waits For No Slave (century media)

12. Brett Dennen — Hope For The Hopeless (dualtone)
13. Elvis Perkins - Dreamland (xl)

14. The Derek Trucks Band - Already Free (sony)
15. Buried Inside - Spoils OfFailure (relapse)
16. A.C. Newman - Get Guilty (ast gang)
17. John Frusciante - The Empyrean (record collection)
18. Andrew Bird — Noble Beast (fat possum)

19. Willie Nelson & Asleep AtThe Wheel - Willie & The Wheel (bismeaux)
20. Neil Young— Sugar Mountain: Live AtCanterbury House (reprise)

21. Bruce Springsteen - Working OnA Dream (columbia)
22. Geoff Bemer— Klezmer Mongrels (jericho beach)

Tlingit story as recounted by Shéa Tléa Maria William,

25. Jill Barber — Chances (outside)

Leduc * By Drew Hayden Taylor,

based on a traditional

resented byRed Sky, a contemporary Aboriginal permance * Mar 14, 2pm © $16 (adult)/$12 (child 12
and under) at TIX on the Square

SPRINGBOARDS NEW PLAY FESTIVAL Third
Space, 11516-1083 St * Workshop West Featuring

differant plays and play excerpts every evening. Pitch

to Play, a fun and ua process to choose
Warkshop West's 2009/10 Playwriting Unit ¢ Mar 1215 and Mar 19-22

~ 10 LOST YEARS Horizon Stage, 1001 Calahoo Ra,

Spruce Grove, 780.962.8995 * Based on the 1973 _
book by Barry Broadfoot, about people and communities during the “Dirty 30s" * Mar 20-21, 7:30pm ©
$20acta 15 (student/senior) * $20 (adult)/$15
student/senior) at Horizon box office, TicketMaster,
lar 21: SOLD OUT
THEATRE OF PHYSICAL COMEDY—AGA-BOOM
Festival Place, Sherwood Park#Mar 13-15, 7:30pm:
Mar 14-15, 2pm © $27 at Festival Place box office,

780.448.0695 * Rapid Fire Theatre's weekly insane

THEATRE

5. Justin Townes Earle — Midnight At The Movies (bloodshot)

led Sky, a contemporary Aboriginal performance ®
Mar 12, 10:15am and 1:15pm # $15 (adult)/$12.50
(senior/student)/$10 (child)
RAVEN STOLE THE SUN AND THREE
Maclab Centre for the Performing Arts, 4308-50 St,

$6); info at 780.932.4409

THE POETS’ HAVEN: Monday Night reading series
presented by Stroll of Poets * Every Mon, 7pm * $5
door * Featuring local spoken word artists, Doug
Elves, Lisa Guenther, Anna Marie Sewell, Titilope
Sonuga, and Gina Varty; Mar 16

|

3.Chris Issak - Mr,Lucky (reprise)
4. Dan Auerbach — Keep ItHip(nonesuch)

“6. Deep Dark Woods — Winter Hours (black hen)

THE LOVE LIST Mayfield Dinner Theatre, 16615-109
Ave, 780,483,4051 * By Norm Foster. A comic spin on
the quest for perfection * Until Apr 12 $55-$85

THEATRESPOATS Varscona Theatre, 10329-83 Ave,
improv show # Every Fri (11pm) Until July 31 «
$10/ $8 (member) at TIX on the Square

THEATRE DES ABONNES La Cité Francophone,

8627-91 St ® L'uni Thédtre * Two one-act plays are
undertaken by citizens of the Francophone community
® Mar 21-23, Bpm; Mar 24, 2pm.

A YEAR OF WINTER Varscona Theatre, 10329-83
Ave, 780.434.5564 # Shadow Theatre * By Scott

Sharplin, starring Tracey Penner and James Hamilton,
directed by John Hudson * Mar 19-29

A YEAR OF WINTER Varscona Theatre, 10329-83
Ave, 780.434.5564 © Shadow Theatre, a world pre-

miere by Scott Sharplin * Mar 18 (preview}-Mar 29,
Tue-Sat 7:
; Sat-Sun mat: 2pm _# $10 (previews)/Tue: fwo-for-One; Sat mat: Pay-What-You-Can
{gbor/opening night, Fri-Sat: $25 (adult)/$22 (student/senior)/weekdays, Sun mat: $20 (adult)/$17

{student/seniar at TIX on the Square

|

2. Buddy & Julie Miller — Written In Chalk (new west)

THE LAST FIVE YEARS Third Space, 11516-103 St

TicketMaster

* Pay-What-You-Will (min

1. Neko Case - Middle Cyclone (anti)

6.Propagandhi
-Supporting Caste (smaliman)

* Two One Way Tickets to Broadway and Round
Barn Productions * A contemporary musical chronicling the five-year life of a marriage, from meeting
to break-up * Mar 12-14, 8pm; Sat, 2pm # $20 at
TIX on the Square

—

TOP 30 FOR THE WEEK OF MARCH 12.2009

101A Ave * Shakespeare's gripping
political thriller.
Part of the Mainstage Series ¢ Until Mar 15, 7:30pm,
mat 1:30pm ¢ Free Pre-Show Chat prior to the matinee on Sat, Mar 14, 12:45pm

ROSIE'S 10475-80 Ave, 780.439.7211 * TALES:
EDMONTON STORYTELLING CAFE TALES. Alberta
League Frcoursaing Storie open mic ® First

UPPER CRUST CAFE 10909-86 Ave, 780.422.8174 *

“Mag” Ungstad © Unt Apr 2:

Featuring ee

AUDREYS BOOKS 10702 Jasper Ave, 780.423.3487
® Poetry Nights the 2nd Fri each month ® Author Ann
Eriksson will read from her new novel, In the Hands of
Anubis; Mar 19, 7:30pm ¢ Poetry Night: Poet Laureate
Ted Bia launching his new release, The Invisible
Poem and Poems for a Small Park: Mar 20, 7:30pm

Thu each month, 7-Spm

JOHNSON GALLERY Southside: 7711-85 S
780.465.6817 ; Newartworks bySylviaDubrule, Vind ,

nate es

Until Mar 21

LITERARY

CHAPTERS-SOUTH POINT 3227 Calgary Tr * Book

HARRIS-WARKE GALLERY-RED DEER Sunworks,

4924 Ross St, Red Deer, 403.346.8937 © WORKING
TITLE. 2nd part of an installation project by 3rd year visu-

al artstudents
fromRedDeer

21, 11:am-4pm

Carrot poole © Every Tue, 7-9pm; A critique
circle the 4th Tue every month

rere 3rd Fi, ake St
6
6180 Main
:
Hibbard © Until Mar 21

WORKS: Etchings by

Oksana Movcha; Mar 12-May 5; opening reception:
Sat, Apr 11, 2-4pm © E: kelley.brent@bidg-ine.ca

Main Fl, Sir Winston Churchill Square, 780.496.7030
Meee Sculptors Association of Alberta ¢ Until

GALLERY IS 4930 Ross St, Red Deer, 403.341.4641
* PAINTERLY PAINTINGS: Landscapes by Jeri-Lynn

9828-101A Ave © By John Patrick Shanley * Until
Mar 29, 7:30pm, 1:30pm ® Tickets at the Citadel box

JULIUS CAESAR Citadel's Maciab Theatre, 9828-

in Rural Communities Exhibit * Until Mar 29° Free

Roberta Murray and Leon Strembitsky *

A. Milner Libra

780.433.3399 © Live improvised soap opera directed
by Dana Andersen * Every Mon, 8pm

PROVINCIAL ARCHIVES OFALBERTA 8555 Roper
Rd, 780.427.1750 * Celebrating 100 Years of the OFA

Opening reception: Mar 19, 7-Spm

ic Destination

DIE-NASTY Varscona Theatre, 10329-83 Ave,

(student/senior), Tue: 2 for $28 available in advance
through TIX on the Square; opening night available at
Theatre Network

STEPPES GALLERIES 1253, 1259-91 St ¢ WEST
GALLERY: PLACES: Paintings by Christine Wallewien;

FORM: _

(member) at TIX on the Square

CORNER GASSED Jubilations Dinner Theatre, 8882-

Martin and Bruce Thompson * Mar 19-Apr 12 ¢

Christ! Bergstrom # Until Apr30
CROOKED POT GALLERY 4912-51 Ave, Stony Plain,

10am-Spm, Sat2-Spm * FACETS
OF

until June 13 * $10/$8

DOUBT, A PARABLE Citadel's Shoctor Theatre,

STEEPS OLD GLENORA 12411 Stony Plain Rd ©
Artworks by Trevor Waurechen ® Through March

Bldg, 112 a Ave (780.492.2081) « we Tue-Fri

every Sat, 11pm, oat for the last Sat of each month

PORTAL
ART GALLERY 300, 9414-91 St,

CHRISTL BERGSTROM'S RED GALLERY 9621-82

FINE ARTS BUILDING GALLERY Aim 1-1, Fine Ans

quare
CHIMPROV Varscona Theatre, 10329-83 Ave,

780.433.3399 © Rapid Fire Theatre presents comedy

170 St, Phase Il, WEM, 780.484.2424 © Until Mar 29,
Wed-Sat 6:30pm; Sun Spm

SCOTT GALLERY 10411-124 St, 780.488.3619 «
RELEASE: Prints by Akiko Taniguchi * Mar 14-31 «
Opening reception: Sat, Mar 14, 2-4pm

780.963.9573 * Open Tue-Sat 10am-Spm *
NATURAL
SELECTION: Marilyn Henker’s nature-based pottery

her second husband's funeral * Rondel by Kenneth
Brown, inspired by the structure of one of Arthur

GALLERY 10183-112 St,
780.452.0286 © Tue-Sat 11:am-5pm ¢
COLOURS-NEW PAINTINGS: ae fyGiuseppe
Albi © Opening reception: Thu, Mar 19, 7-9pm, artist
in attendance

Mar 19;Tedd Kerr, Mar 26;7-8pm, free * SYLVAIN
VOYER: SURVEY 1957—PRESENT. until Mar 22° JOHN
FREEMAN: THE HORIZON AS IT SHOULD BE: Digital
eres until Mar22© LEAVING OLYMPIA:
invae idealized Nude; until May 18 ¢ A SENSE
SUBLIME: 19th ae
ee until May 18 ©
Free {(member)/$10
(elf $5 (6ten {yrs ai ul
{family—2 a ults, 4
Ave, 780.498.1984 © CAR CULTURE:Oilpaintings by

St, 780.497.4340 © Bemarda Alba, musical directed

MUSEE HERITAGE MUSEUM 5 St. Anne Strect, St.
Stringer and their mission to the Arctic # Until Mar 15

7

College, Centre for the Arts, Theatre Lab, 10045-155

by Seeman * A powerful matriarch imposes a
strict rule of confinement on her household following

Albert,
780.459.1528 © THE BISHOP WHO ATE HIS
BOOTS: Celebration of the life of Isaac and Sadie

—

issues of climate change * Until Mar 15 * $23.50
{adult}/$19.50 (student/seniori/$12.50 (child) at Fringe
ox office, tickets.fringetheatre.ca
BEANARDA ALBA/RONDEL Grant MacEwan

INSTITUTE 9 Mission Ave, St. Albert, 780.651.8176 ©

Aboriginal Veterans Display * Gift Shop * Finger
weaving and sash display byCelina Loyer

Imonton’s Dnipro Choir, an

never giving up hope * Until Mar 15 ® Tickets at
Jubilee box office 780.451.8000
BENEATH THE ICE Westbury Theatre, TransAlta Arts
Bars, 10330-84 Ave, 780.409.1910 © Fringe Theatre
Adventures * Written byEdmonton filmmaker and
shadow puppeteer Eva Colmers. While exploring Inuit
culture,
myths and legends, Beneath the /ce addresses

23, Mark Olson & Gary Louris - Ready For The Flood (new west)
24. Beast - Beast (universal)

26. Kasey Chambers & Shane Nichols ~ Rattiin’ Bones (sugar hill)
27.Passenger
Action -S/T(smaliman)
28. Combichrist - Today We Are All Demons (metropolis)
| 29. William BiliottWhitmore - Animals
In The Dark (anti)
30. Southside Johnny - Grapefruit Moon (leroy records)

HANDSOME FURS
FACE CONTROL
Face Control is the second album by
Montreal's Handsome Furs, 2007's Plague
Park was their first. Alexei Perry and Dan
Boeckner wrote the songs on Face Control
together. The album was recorded and
mixed by Arlen Thompson at Mount
Zoomer.

ON Sale Now!

|
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Pass the Haneke’s
Metro considers one of world cinema’s
most provocative auteurs
JOSEF BRAUN / josef@vueweekly.com

one of cinema's most sustained
sequences of intensely concentrated,
near-wordless action. The result is
really a perfect movie on its own
terms, with an inspired balance of
overt polemic and ambiguity. It also, to
a surprising degree, perfectly encapsulates so much of what's to come.

here are reasons to be grateful
for the existence of Austrian
filmmaker Michael Haneke,
even if you don’t exactly fall in love
with his movies. He is a master craftsman, as devoted to technical precision as the finest Hollywood
journeyman, as formally rigourous-as
the most innovative arthouse maver-

BENNY’S VIDEO (92) advances certain

ick and, most impressively, has main-

aspects of its predecessor while focus-

tained this standard while working in
different languages and different
countries with distinct industries. He's
prolific—10 featuresin20 years, with
another on the way—yet a case can
be made for his having never made a
single film that’s contributed to what

ing more pointedly on what is surely
Haneke’s central zone of interest: visual media. The horrific Oedipal journey
of teenage Benny (Arno Frisch) is one
filtered through the abstraction of
increasingly accessible video technology, which Haneke proposes as facilitat-

he describes as the disempowerment
of the audience. Long after the golden

ing voyeuristic tendencies to ever-more

age of foreign and art film distribution, Haneke has held unrelentingly to
a mandate of consistently challenging
movies and survived, even thrived.
And that’s fascinating in itself: large
numbers of people see Haneke’s
films, yet not a one of them promises
a good time in any normal sense.
They’re downright unpleasant. And
there is no release.
The 10 features tell a story in themselves, of a singular career, of an aesthetic, of an evolving social critique, of
an increasingly amalgamated Europe
and globalized world. Thanks to Metro
Cinema’s generous full retrospective,
Edmonton filmgoers can watch it all
unfold completely and chronologically,
one chilling, enigmatic, unbroken single-shot scene at a time.
Based on actual events, The Seventh
Continent (1989) is a sort of diptych
that’s devastatingly effective in its simplicity. A bourgeois family of three is
shown performing quotidian tasks—
closing doors, preparing breakfast,
tying shoes—often in close-ups that
show no preference for faces or offer
clues that might convey an internal
life. This series of what would be
inserts in a conventional movie is
strangely riveting, brimming with a
certain tension. Devoid of scoring and
making use of black leader between
scenes, there's genuine beauty to the
clipped rhythm of it all, to the collage
of room tones, and the superbly specifying actors—including the late Ulrich
Muhe, a Haneke regular—embody the
tone plausibly. Haneke's debut follows
the course of the family’s routines,
checking in to see how they alter over
three years, until the machinery of
their “lifestyle” suddenly collapses in

‘96

alarming degrees. A crudely made
video of animal slaughter is sloweddown in replay, making what was initially intended as a quick, relatively
painless death into a weirdly aestheticized bloodbath. Benny, almost always
placid, seems completely untouched by
the real, in the Lacanian sense. He
seems to process the world exclusively
through video screens. Video becomes
a component in teenage mating rituals,
which themselves house experiments
in punishment. So there is watching,
there is death, and there is the cleaning
up afterwards. There's also a motherson vacation to Egypt, where the
unruliness of the greater world is still
kept always at arm’s, or, as it were,

eye’s length. It’s also kind of boring, but
this very carefully nourished boredom
seems vital to how this all works.
Haneke’s gaze can be at once that of a
visionary director and that of an especially patient anthropologist. If you can
jive with both sensibilities, you're in for
the long haul.
There is, however, the problem of
Funny Games ('97) to contend with.

Haneke’s most notoriously merciless
work, an anti-thriller in which a pair of
absurdly polite hooligans (one of whom
is Frisch, as though picking up where he
left off) terrorize another of Haneke’s
bourgeois families on holiday, is brutal,
but it’s also quickly numbing and overintellectualized while feeling intellectually facile. Haneke seems to have had a
checklist of items he considered antithetical to genre moviemaking—kill the
dog, kill the kid, break the fourth wall—
, and went about dutifully seeing each
through. The irony lies in how, at the
best of times, the very sort of polished
Hollywood thriller Funny Games explicitly opposes can actually prove far more

‘7 » WAR17% Marte nnd

THU, MAR12-THUMAR26
MICHAEL HANEKE
RETROS PECTIVE

FEATURING CODE UNKNOWN, FUNNY GAMES,
CACHE TIME OF THEWOLF, MORE
PANEL DISCUSSION FRI, MAR 13(8 PM)
METRO CINEMA (9828 1OTA AVE)
thought provoking than such exercises
in didacticism. Yet Haneke was clearly
happy with the results. He re-made the
thing, shot-for-shot, as his English-lan-

guage debut with Hollywood stars in
2007. I wonder if he liked the marketing—Warner pitched it exactly as if it
were a generic thriller.
With Code Unknown (2000), Haneke
arrives at a major tuming point and delivers what may be his finest work. His first
film made in France inverted the hermetically sealed strategy of Funny Games,
broadening his perspective to take in a
larger network of character types, relationships, social confrontations and causalities, and Juliette Binoche, who from her

first moment onscreen introduces a
warmth and fullness of character previously unseen, if not un-permitted, in
Haneke’s work. Brilliantly book-ended
with scenes of deaf-mute children playing
charades—an elegant expression of the
title—the remainder of Code Unknown
consists of scenes, nearly all of them playing out in single, unbroken shots, that
explore questions of what is and isn’t
other people's business, from a young
black man’s attempt at forcing an act of
social justice to Binoche's paralysis when
overhearing domestic violence to a photojournalist's resurrection of Walker Evans’
fabled journey through the New York subway system taking surreptitious photos of
strangers. Like the unseen, rather obnoxious director who at one point auditions
Binoche’s actress, the photojournalist
seems to be hunting for a “Teal face.” Yet,
while I'd argue that Code Unknown
explores inter-connectivity with greater
resonance than films like Paul Haggis’
Crash or Fatih Akin’s The Edge of Heaven,

Haneke is never so assuring. The characcivilized society will haunt them in
ters here, spanning class, race, nationality,—~ their every encounter. (It'll be intereducation and age, are given freer reign to
esting to see how this film compares
to John Hillcoat’s forthcoming The
reveal a richness of attitude, anxieties and
even fleeting moments of happiness and ~
Road.) Whether you know Haneke’s
work or not, I urge you to catch this
relief. But their environment doesn’t make
one in arare public screening.
room for complete vulnerability and so
Haneke’s almost perverse emphasis
many masks are wom that the very notion
on the irresolvable finds its apotheosis
of witnessing truth becomes futile. This
in Caché ('05), another hit, and his most
was the first Haneke I saw, and it remains
recent, though hopefully not last,
a personal favourite,

HANEKE'S EMBRACING of France and
its great actresses continued to great
acclaim—and even greater controversy—with The Piano Teacher ('01), an

adaptation of fellow Austrian Elfriede
Jelinek’s novel. Isabelle Huppert’s
Erika Kohut, an instructor obsessed

French film. Pairing Binoche with
Daniel Auteuil, Caché returns to the sin
ister voyeurism of Benny’s Video by way
of David Lynch’s Lost Highway, when a
bourgeois Parisian couple starts receiving anonymous videocassettes that fea-

ture only unedited footage of their
home's exterior, Haneke has insisted in
‘interviews that he hasn't been especially interested in specificity of location in
his films and that readings emphasizing the conditions of a certain national
culture are usually made out of a failure to recognize how these stories
could take place anywhere in the first
world. It’s a respectable and quite
instructive stance, but I still think it
makes Caché that much richer a movie
when we account for the particularities
of the Algerian War and the Paris mas
sacre of 1961. There is a ghost lurking

with a 17-year-old pupil, is a creature
of a sort I’m not sure the movies had
ever previously given us: intensely
sexually repressed, sadomasochistic,
obsessive, icy in that way that disguises overwhelming anguish, capable of
Electrian hysteria, and never for a
moment less than magnetic. It is a
career-capping performance, and with
Huppert that says a lot.
When Huppert returns for Haneke's
criminally under-seen dystopian
drama Time of the Wolf (03), the only
way she can kick things off properly is
in this story that demands to be reckoned with. Itis a ghost not dissimilar to
to get sprayed with her murdered husband's blood and then vomit in the ' those haunting other nations, but it
looms over these characters with a parfirst five minutes. From there, the
ticular gravity, making it an interesting
apocalypse is a paddleboat ride.
companion piece to Alain Resnais’
Whatever disaster befell society
before the story begins is—and here’s
masterpiece Muriel.
Which bri
to the present,
a surprise—left undefined. Yet in
destroying the social order, the media
post-Funny Games US and pre-The
White Ribbon, Haneke's first Austrian
and consumer-based society, it’s also
| years. Despite the
robbed Haneke of the key subjects of

his entire canon. The good news is
that Haneke not only rises to the
occasion but also proves just what a
shrewd and atmospheric storyteller he
can be with a minimum of elements.
And of course, as Huppert’s Anne and
her children traverse the countryside
to fend for themselves, the customs of

reaction
Metro's

ive—not to mention

ts ofhislast movie

é reminds us that

there's every reason to anticipate

more provocative and fascinating

work from Haneke. I only hope there
continues to be room in the world for
the likes of him. v
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Satirizing ourselves and Others

M SCREENING AND DISCUSSION

NEB Sunday Cinema with Project Ploughshares,

DVDETECTIVE
Be
oo

and Canadian Pugwash Group present

math

Pew people ever, and certainly no one else
recently, have taken such gleeful pleasure
in being a B-list celebrity as Bruce
Campbell. Rising to a certain degree of
cult fame for his smirking, square-jawed
heroics in Sam Raimi’s Evil Dead series—

as good an introduction to B-level comedy

A film about Nobel Peace Laureate

horror aS exists—and popping up in
enough good-natured, gory cult films
(Bubba Ho-tep, The Man with the
Screaming Grain) to at least overshadow
the Standard paycheque crap of the seminotorious, he’s recently developed something of a cottage industry with lampoon-

10sep

Pugwash, and nuclsarweapons.
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Featuring a post-screening discussian with the Hon. Doug

ing his own level of fame, first with his
comic

novel

Make

Love! The

Sunday, March 15 | 2pm

Bruce

Campbell Way, and now with My Name
is Bruce, out on DVD.
As with Make Love!, My Name is Bruce
features Bruce Campbell as Bruce Campbell,
bad-tempered parody of a struggling B-list
actor, a man whose notoriety only serves to
keep him in cheap films and cheaper booze.
Stuck filming a sequel to “the worst film he’s
ever made,” he is rescued, in a manner of
speaking, by a fanboy in need of help ridding

his small Oregon town of a centuries-old,
murderous Chinese ghost. At first passing it
off as just another crappy movie, he soon
figures out that the blood is very much real,
and he’s just going to have to step up to his
monster-killing alter ego.

, Ba
»
Metro Cinema

Obviously, this is meta enough to
choke a horse, but self-parody plays very
well into Campbell's persona. Possessed

of those classic leading man qualities—
strong jaw, strong coif and as manly as a
lumberjack riding a horse—that bring a
certain ridiculous gravity to his endlessly
cheesy one-liners and hamming, not
unlike a more rugged Leslie Nielsen,
Campbell quite obviously has a whole lot
of fun making bad jokes about himself;
his humour is roughly that of a punny
uncle, but everything here is done with.a
wink, anda highly staged one at that, and

the combination of self-awareness and energy is an
endearing enough mix. The jokes here
don't exactly disguise their approach. but

At
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potos28- ‘1LO1A Avenue
Zeiciemtall, Main Floor, Citadel Thg
x

that’s part of the fun: as with most B-horror, we always know what's coming, and

Edmonton

the pleasure involved is in how over-thetop the execution is going to be.

My Name is Bruce is certainly the type of
film that's going to grate on anyone who
doesn't share its goofy humour, and it's neiA NATIONAL FILM BOARD OF CANADA PRODUCTION

CONTINUES ON PAGE 29
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Bloody kids
Let the Right One Inis a coming-of-age story with vampires
JOSEF BRAUN / josef@vueweekly.com

f [= 1982, and in some anonymous
Stockholm housing complex 12year-old Oskar stands knife in *
hand before the window in his ginch,
rehearsing revenge, or, More accurately, assuming the role of his
oppressor. His reflection in the glass
is doubled, rendering him ghostly in
our first glimpse of him. Oskar is ashblonde, elfin, soft-spoken, inward and
mercilessly bullied at school by a
bunch of boys who look like girls. His
parents are divorced. He's an only
child and seems virtually alone in the
world. But on this night he sees a
strange car pull up. A middle-aged
man and a little girl are moving into

THE WRESTLER
ww

FURptATCNU tL Cow

THE WRESTLER
MAT 0 SPS SS 2
ESV
CNT. I CE LR

the apartment next door. The man

CE. __ MARCH 12-18
THE

FILMS

OF

MICHAEL HAN EKE eg

immediately sets about covering up
their windows with cardboard. For
Oskar, who keeps a private scrapbook
of news clippings on murder and
death, the weirdness and secrecy that
surrounds his new neighbours
appeals instantly. Soon, this curiosity
will turn into heartsickness. Oskar is

going to fall in love for the first time.
Preadolescent romance isn't something typically located in the comfort
zone of most movies, but Let the
Right One In isn’t most movies.
Oskar and Eli will connect the same

GARNEAU
theatre
PRESENTED IN ASSOCIATION WITH THE WIRTH INSTITUTE
C0-CURATED BY BILL BEARD
ES
a OF;ON

m

3)

THE PIANO TEACHER
SUNDAY
ur 9:15
TIME

CAST

OF

THE

WOLF

MONDAY <r77M
CACHE

MONDAY
ar 9:15PM

FUNNY
SUNDAY ar 7PM & WEDNESDAY ar 8PM

du Canada

Y

sson, is heightened by the use of very
shallow depth of field—it’s rare that
more than a single character is in
focus at any time. The pervasive snow
and night conjure an atmosphere of
crisp wintry dreamscape in which
colours stand out, vivid and handsome. Close-ups or medium shots are
Starkly contrasted by static wide shots
in scenes of violence, so that the violence plays out before our eyes as
though on a stage.
This stylization is woven into the
look and sound and story itself. Eli's
guardian—perhaps slave?—gasses a

teenager in the woods; a more awkward form of abduction is hard to
imagine. When he strings up his vic
tim from the ankles and prepares to
drain his blood it's hard not to notice
how the woods are lit up like a foot
ball field. But Let the Right One In
never tries to pass itself off as grit)
realism. Many of the special effects
are lovingly old school. There’s perverse pleasure in the spectacle of a
woman rolling down a flight of stairs
covered in rabid cats. It’s somehow
closer to fairytale, albeit a nightmar
ish one riddled with ambiguities sur
rounding death, child autonomy,
sexuality and gender—something
dealt with explicitly in the novel but
wisely only hinted at in this far more
subjective treatment. It was one of the
most remarkable films of 2008 yet
failed to open in Edmonton. It’s now
on DVD. w

UPCOMING

FINAL CUT PRO WORKSHOP

See «DREAM SIMI
Conseil des Arts

by Kare Hedebrant and Lina Leander

CAMES

with Perry Thomas
March 21 & 22 9:30am-4;30pm.

Members $200 (+GST),
Non-members $286 (+GST)

VIDEO INSTALLATION RECEPTION
March 26 7pm FREE EVENTI

All Metro screenings are held at Zeidler Hall in the Citadel Theatre, 9828-101 A Ave.
For more information, call 425-9212. or log on to www.metrocinema.org
Canada Council
for the Arts

embodied with childish awkwardness

TUESDAY ar8PM

Pee THESTRANGEST
Metro ope

way a lot of kids connect, through a
sense of mutual alienation. Yet Eli's
particular sense of exclusion is more
acute, and more permanent. When
Oskar asks how old she is, she tells
him 12 ... though she’s been 12 fora
long time. When he tells her he likes
her, she asks him if he'd like her even
if she weren't a girl. He’s puzzled, but
that’s just part of love's delirium. It
takes Oskar a while to accept what
we've by now figured out. Eli is a
vampire. This creates complications.
But it also places Eli, who recognizes
the genuine fascination with blood in
Oskar’s murderous fantasies, in the
role of his protector.

rather than clutter itself with irony or
obvious metaphors, it completely
respects the rules of vampire mythology, something evidenced in the title
itself. It is hushed, it's pace methodical. It dazzles even while it draws you
in like a hot bath. The sense of isolation felt by Oskar and Eli, so perfectly

SATURDAY
AT 7PM

SUNDAY ar4:30 PM

KKK

Tomas Alfredson and freely adapted
by John Ajvide Lindqvist from his own
novel, is something special. It offers a
highly original spin on the weary
corpse that is the vampire film, yet

BENNY'S VIDEO FRIDAY «7PM
PANEL DISCUSSION AFTER: ETHICS & POLITICS IN THE CINEMA OF MIGHAEL HANEKE
71 FRAGMENTS OF A
GCHRONOLOCGY OF CHANCE

THE

LET THE RIGHT ONE IN
DURECTED Y TOMAS ALFREDSON
WAITEN
DVD BY JOHN AMIDE LNGOUIST
ON
STARRING
HAREHEDEBRANT, LNA LEANDEASSON

LET THE RIGHT ONE IN, directed by

Wirth Institute
FOR AUSTRIAN AND CENTRAL EUROPEAN STUDIES

FUNNY GAMES
SATURDAY ar9PM

AVAILABLE NOW

March 30 - Apr 2 Sam-4pm
$199 (+GST) Ages 11-15yrs.
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1
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e who appreciates their
Ithy amount of groans will
leasure as Campbell

YOU (PG, coarse language, sexual

ingofhis fans (who also

content
ent)

firm
EDMONTON FILM SOCIETY

shit that flies here).

Royal Alberta Museum, 102 Ave, 128 St.
780.439.5284

10 ee

THE LADY EVE
Mon 8:00
bis
780,852,4749

THE INTERNATIONAL (144, violence)
Fri-Sat 7:00, 9:00; Sun-Thu 8:00

CONFESSIONS OF A
SHOPAHOLIC (PG
Fri-Sat 7:00, 9:00;
Sun-Thu 8:00

Se

with

130 Ave 50 St. 780.472.9779

scenes)
Fri-Sat 1:55, 4:55, 7:35, 9:55,
ee Sun-Thu 1:55, 4:55,°7:35,

a woman, bloated,

upinan elementary school.

Her confusion is quickly replaced with
sinister pat rthe people have been gath-

ered here undderthe guidelines of the New
Copenhagen Criteria, a brutally rational
doctrine thathas decreed that, for the good

of society, those that have taken more than

they've contributed are going to be put to
death. Joining our motorized alcoholic are
an angry punk couple, a rotund arts director,

a brother-and-sister combo who run a strip
joint/brothel and an impostor who's working with the Mandela resistance, a group
hoping to save the dregs from death.
{t would be tempting to call How to Get
Rid of the Others a satire of right wing
ideals, itscriteria an extreme example of the
excessive eon responsibility the right
can sometimes demand of people, but even

if itdoes lean on the right harder than the
left, one of the best parts of the film is that
it speaks to a more general undercurrent of
disgust with those we see as somehow not
earning their keep as well as we are. There
is a sharp indictment here of those that
cheat welfare, sure, and also of artists of

questionable value (one of the choicer lines

in the film has the unsympathetic military
man tasked with interviewing each detainee
to determine their fate saying they get a lot

of artists, because “they have a low income,
usually

ith some kind of substance

abuse”), but Others take shots at almost
everything
welook down our noses at, from
obesity to aesconatle sex practices.

And it'sthatsortofindictment of the audience’s values that really helps the film linger
in the mind. It's somewhat hurt by how hard
ittriestoforce your opinion—it's not exceptionall
: ay you to your own

‘people here—and there's a
subplot ‘involving a
ver overseeing the whole

Get Ridof the Others

ig you see the

same mn offering enough humanity to
make youfeela bit guiltyforevenconsider'ngtheidea.Itsanoutrightchallenge toboth

igerstall good

TAKEN (14A, violence)

TAKEN (144, violence)
Fri, Mon-Thu 4:40, 7:20, 9:45; Sat-

content)
Fn, Mon-Thu 3:40, 6:40; Sat-Sun
12:45, 3:40, 6:40
SLUMDOG MILLIONAIRE (144,
violence)
Fri, Mon-Thu 3:50, 6:45, 9:30; SatSun 1:00, 3:50, 6:45, 9:30
CORALINE 3D (PG, frightening
scenes, not recommended for
a
children)

Fri-Sat 1:30, 4:15, 7:15, 9:20,
11:35; Sun-Thu 1 :30, 4:15, 7:15,
9:20

BEDTIME STORIES (G)

Fri-Sat 1:35, 4:25, 7:20, 9:40,
11:45; Sun-Thu 1:35, 4:25, 7:20,
9:40

FIRED UP (14A, coarse language)
Daily 1:15, 4:10
THE INTERNATIONAL (14A, vio-

Fri-Sat 1:40, 4:20, 7:00, 9:35,
ae Sun-Thu 1:40, 4:20, 7:00,

lence)

“VALKYRIE (PG, violence, coarse

Fri-Wed 12:00, 3:40, 7:00, 10:10;

language)
Daily 6:50, 9:25

THE TALE OF DESPEREAUX (G)
Daily 2:00, 4:30

YES MAN (14

Thurs 7:00, 10:10
CONFESSIONS OF A
SHOPAHOLIC (PG)

Daily 1:30, 4:20, 6:50, 10:15

HE'S JUST NOT THAT INTO

Fri-Sat 1:25, 4:40, 7:25, 10:00,

You as coarse language, sexual

12:40; Sun-Thu 1:25, 4:40, 7:25,
10:00
THE DAY THE EARTH STOOD

conten

Bay 13.0, 3:50, 7:20, 10:15

CORALINE (PG, not recommended for young children, frightening

STILL (PG)

Fri-Sat 1:20, 4:05, 6:45, 9:15,
11:25; Sun-Thu 1:20, 4:05, 6:45,

scenes)

Digital3d Daily 12:15, 3:30, 6:30,

9:15

BOLT (G)

TAKEN (14A, violence)
Dally 12:45, 4:10, 6:40, 9:20

Fri-Sat 1:15, 4:00, 7:05, 9:30,

11:30; Sun-Thu 1:15, 4:00, 7:05,

PAUL BLART: MALL COP (PG)

9:30

Daily 12:45, 4:40, 7:30, 9:50
GRAN TORINO (14A, language
may offend)

TWILIGHT (PG, violence)
Fri-Sat 1:20, 4:10, 6:55, 9:40,
one Sun-Thu 1:20, 4:10, 6:55,

Daly 7:00, 9:50

SLUMDOG MILLIONAIRE (14A,
violence)
Daily 12:40, 4:00, 6:45, 9:40
METROPOLITAN OPERA:
ORFEO ED EURIDICE

CINEPLEX ODEON NORTH

14231 137th Avenue, 780.732.2236
ae TO WITCH MOUNTAIN
Flue, Thu12:15, 2:40, 5:10,
7:40, 10:10; Wed 5:10, 7:40,
10: 10; Star and Strollers Screening:

Wed 1:00
THE LAST HOUSE ON THE LEFT
(18A, gory scenes, sexual violence,
brutal violence)
No passes Daily 2:00, 4:50, 8:00, 10:40
MISS MARCH (184, crude con-

tent, sexual content, coarse lanui

(Classification not available)
it 11:00

10200-102
Ave, 789.421.7020

CONFESSIONS OF A
SHOPAHOLIC (PG)
DTS Digital Fri-Sun, Tue-Thu 12:50,
8:40, 7:00, 9:40; Mon 12:50, 3:40,
9:40

HE'S JUST NOT THAT INTO ~

yeu (PG, coarse language, sexual

WATCHMEN (18A, brutal violence,

assesBal12:00, 1:00, 2:30,
a de4:45, 6:50, 7:00, 8:45, 10:00,
lo

e).

Fri-Tue, Thu 1:50, 4:30, 7:40,8
9:50:
9:
Wed 4:30, 7:10, 9:30; Star and
Strollers Screening: Wed 1

Sees BROTHERS: THE 3D
EXPERIENCE IN

ory scenes)
yyStereo

Digital,
No passes
Daily 12:30, 4:10, 7:45
CORALINE 3D (PG, not recommepdes for young children, frightBaia
Scorely
3d
12:40, 3:20, 6:40,

FIRED iin
PA, cou
coarse language)

RACE TO WITCH MOUNTAIN

Fri-Tue, 1 2b,
ES 40, 7:05, 9:40;
Wed 1:20, 4

BISDigital Daily 1:10, 4:00, 7:10,

id

OPUS ARTE: UN BALLO IN
MASCHERA (Opera, classification

PUSH (14A, violence}
Thu Mar 12: 1:15, 3:25, 7:15
THE UNINVITED (144, frightening
scenes)
Thu Mar 12: 5:30, 9:30

HOTEL FOR DOGS (G)
Thu Mar 12: 1:00, 3:00, 4:50
GRAN TORINO (14A, language
may offend)

Thu Mar 12: 6:45, 9:00
PAUL BLART: MALL COP (PG)

Thu Mar 12: 12:35, 2:20, 4:05,
5:50, 7:40, 9:25
WATCHMEN (18A, brutal violence,
jory scenes)
iW Mar 12: 1:20, 4:35, 7:55

FRIDAY THE 13TH (184, sexual
content, gory scenes)
Thu Mar 12; 8:45
THE PINK PANTHER 2 (PG)
Thu Mar 12: 1:10, 3:05, 5:00, 6:50

LEDUC CINEMAS
780.352.3922

ion TO WITCH MOUNTAIN

No passes Fri, Mon-Thu 4:30, 7:00,

WATCHMEN
ory scenes)

9:25; Sat-Sun 1:20, 4:30, 7:00,
9:25
MISS MARCH (184, crude con-

tent, sexual content, coarse lanjuage)
ri, Mon-Thu 4:45, 7:10, 9:50; SatSun 2:00, 4:45, 7:10, 9:50
DUGGAN CINEMA-CAMROSE
660148 Ave, Camrose, 780.608.2144
RACE TO WITCH MOUNTAIN

BS

aily 7:15 9:15; Sat, Sun, Tue 2:15

WATCHMEN (184, brutal violence,
Pe scenes)
aly7:30; Sat, Sun, Tue 1:45
SLUMDOG MILLIONAIRE (144A,
violence)
Daily 6:45 9:00; Sat, Sun, Tue 1:55

TAKEN (144, violence)
Daily 7:10 9:10; Sat, Sun, Tue 2:10
PAUL BLART: MALL COP (PG)
Daily 7:05 9:05; Sat. Sun, Tue 2:05
GALAXY-SHERWOOD PARK
2020
Sherwood
Drive, 780.416.0150
ee TO WITCH MOUNTAIN
(PG)

Fri 4:10, 7:10, 9:50; Sat-Sun 1:10,
4:10, 7:10, 9:50; Mon-Thu 7:10,
9:50
THE LAST HOUSE ON THE LEFT
(18A, gory scenes, sexual violence,
brutal violence)

No passes
Fri 4:20, 7:30, 10:10;
Sat'Sun 12:30, 4:20, 7:30, 10:10;
Mon-Thu 7:30, 10:10

MISS MARCH (18A, crude con-

tent, sexual content, coarse lan-

guage)

‘No passes
Fri 3:50, 7:20, 9:45;
Sat-Sun 12:50, 3:50, 7:20, 9:45;
Mon-Thu 7:20, 9:45
WATCHMEN (138A, brutal violence,
gory Sel
Nopasses Fri 3:30, 6:30, Recs
10:00, 10:30; Sat-Sun 12:00, 2:
3:30, 6:30, 7:00, 10:00, 10:30;
Mon-Thu 6:30, 8:00, 10:00

FIRED UP(14A, coarse langu: fe)

YOU (PG, coarse language, sexual

7:00, 3:50, 6:50, 9:10; eniBeD.
9:10; Wed 1:00, 3:50,9:
WATCHMEN (18A, Featae

GRANDIN THEATRE
Grandin Mall, Sir Winston Churchill Ave,

St. Albert, 780.458.9822
Date of issue only: Thu Mar 12

aay 7:05, 9:20; Sat, Sun 1:05,
3:2!

TAKEN (14A, violence)
DTS Digital Fri-Sat, Mon-Tue, Thu

3:30, 6:0, 9:40; Sat 6:30, 9:30

violence)

Sun 1:40, 4:15, 6:50, 9:40
pee TO WITCH MOUNTAIN

Fri 4:30, 7:15, 9:40; Sat-Sun 1:
4:30, 7:15, 9:40; Mon- a

DISNEY
YDIGITAL3D (G)
Daily 12:
Daily 1:40,
Sanienenee a A

4:50, 7:30, 8:30; No Passes, On 2

oe Digital Fri, Sun-Thu 12:15,

tent)

RopassesDaily 2:10, 4:40, 7:30,
10:15

No Passes, On 2 Screens Fri 4:00,

(18A, gory scenes, sexual violence,
brutal violence)
Fri, Mon-Thu 4:15, 6:50, 9:40; Sat-

Strollers Screening: Thu 1:00

MARLEY AND ME (PG)

gory scenes)

pe MARCH (184A, crude content, sexual content, coarse lanficee)
res Daily 12:15, 3:50, 7:50,
WATCHMEN (184A, brutal violence,
gory Re)
Nopasses Daily 12:00, 1:00, 2:00,
3:40, 5:00, 6:15, 7:10, 9:00, 10:00,
10:40
ONE WEEK (PG, coarse language)
Fri-Wed 12:15, 4:20, 6:45, 9:40;
Thurs 4:20, 6:45, 9:40; Star and

- BRIDE WARS (PG)

WATCHMEN (184A, brutal violence,

Screens Sat-Sun 12:30, 1:10, 4:00,
4:50, 7:30, 8:30; On 2 Screens
Mon-Thurs 4:00, 4:50, 7:30, 8:30
THE LAST HOUSE ON THE LEFT

puta! violence)
No passesDaly 1:00,
4:00, 7:40,

Daily 9:45

HE'S JUST NO THAT INTO

HE'S TUBE NOT THAT INTO

YOU (PG, coarse language, sexual

scenes, sexual violence,

(18A, gory

UNDERWORLD: RISE OF THE
LYCANS (184A, gory scenes)
Fri-Sat 1:50, 4:45, 7:30, 9:50,
12:00; Sun-Thu 1:50, 4:45, 7:30,
9:50
LAST CHANCE HARVEY (PG)

CONCERT

Daily9:

Sun 1:30, 4:10, 6:35, 9:00

9:130,40:00; Starbad Strolers.
Screening: Thu 1:00
THE LAST HOUSE ON THE LEFT

INKHEART (PG, frightening
scenes)
Daily 1:45, 4:35, 7:10

5
ONE WEEK (PG, coarse

PUSH nae violence)

lon-Thu 4:10, 6:35, 9:00; Sat-

)

|

Sun 2:10, 4:40, 7:20, 9:45

9:40
HE'S JUST NOT THAT INTO

(18A, brutal violence,

ri,Sat, Sun 6:40, 9:40; Mon-Thu

7:15; Sat-Sun 12:30, 3:30
SLUMDOG MILLIONAIRE (14A,
violence)
Daily 6:55, 9:20; Sat-Sun 12:55,

3:20

FIRED UP (144A, coarse language)
Daily 7:00, 9:15; Sat-Sun 1
3:15

METRO CINEMA
9628-1014
Ave, Citadel Theatre,
780.425.9212

ETHICS AND POLITICS IN THE
CINEMA OF MICHAEL HANEKE
(STC)
Fri 9:00
71 FRAGMENTS OF A
CHRONOLOGY OF CHANCE

St.
THE STRANGEST
t 7:00

DREAM (STC)
Sun 2:00
THE CASTLE (STC)
Sun 4:30
THE PIANO TEACHER (Rf, disturbing scenes)
Sun 9:15
TIME OF THE WOLF (STC)
Mon 7:00

CACHE ay

Mon 9:1
FUNNY GAMES US (144A, violence

«disturbing content)

Tue 8:00
FUNNY GAMES (STC)
Sat 9:00; Thu 9:00
CODE PaRown (STC)
Sun 7:00, Wed 8:00
BENNY'S MIBED. (STC)
Fri 7:00, Thu 7:00
|
PARKLAND CINEMA7_|
CINEMA 7
190
Crossing.
Century
Spruce Grove,
780.972.2332,
Serving Spruce Grove,
Stony
Parkland
Plain;
County
RACE TO WITCH MOUNTAIN
fc)
aily 6:45, 9:20; Sat, Sun, Tue
12:45, 3:10

WATCHMEN (184, brutal violence,
y 7:30;
Sat-Sun, Tue 1:30
PUSH (14A, violence)

ema :00, 9:30; Mon-Thu 9:30

Daily 6:55, 9:10
SLUMDOG MILLIONAIRE (144,

Fri 4:15, 6:40, 9:20; Sat-Sun 12:20,
4:15, 6:40, 9:20; Mon-Thu 6:40,
9:20

violence)
Daily 7:00, 9:25; Sat-Sun, Tue

TAKEN (14A, violence)

PAUL BLART: MALL COP (PG)
Fri 4:40, 7:40, 10:20; Sat-Sun 1:20,
440,7:40, 10:20; Mon-Thu 7:40,
GRAN TORINO (14, language
ol

12:50, 3:30
CONFESSIONS OF A
SHOPAHOLIC (PG)
ey 6:50, 9:00; Sat-Sun, Tue 1:10,
3:2
TAKEN (144A. panes)
aor 7:05, 9:05; Sat-Sun, Tue 1:00,

FaMon-Thu6:50; Sat-Sun 1:00,

SLUMDOG MILLIONAIRE (144,
violence)
Fri 3:40, 7:05, 10:15; Sat-Sun

Daily 7:10, 9:15; Sat-Sun, Tue
12:55, 3:00

8712-109
St. 780.433,0728

= 6:50, 9:25; Sat-Sun 2:00

J
ead: 11:55, 1:30, 2:25,

Psat 1:10, 4:0s0, 6:40, 9:10,
‘ee Sun-Thu 1:10, 4:00, 6:40,

little recourse but to light a
other beer and call the
a
p, her slovenly apathy elevated to a kind of childlike helplessness.
Moments later, she's scooped up by a team
of soldiers with guns drawn, her scooter is
hooked to a helicoptor, and she's whisked
away tosome kind of internment camp set

4211-139
Ave, 780.472.7600

SLUMDOG MILLIONAIRE (144,

NEW IN TOWN (PG, coarse lan-

ly awake, rolling her motor-

12:40, 3:40, 7:05, 10:15; Mon-Thu
7:05, 10:15

Sun 1:50, 4:25, 6:55, 9:20

1525-99
St, 780.436.8585
aeTO WITCH MOUNTAIN

THE UNINVITED (14A, frightening

vem Presentation Sat-Sun 1:00

PAUL BLART: MALL COP (PG)
Fri, Mon-Thu 4:25, 6:55, 9:20;

Daily 1:30, 4:10, 6:40, 8:50
PAUL BLART: MALL COP (PG)
Daily 12:30, 2:50, 5:00, 7:20, 9:50
GRAN TORINO (144A, language
may offend)
Daily 9:10
SLUMDOG MILLIONAIRE (144,
eee
Daily 1:10, 3:50, 6:50, 9:45
CINEPLEX ODEON SOUTH

6094
Connaught
Dr.Jasper,

not available)

Scenes)
Digital 3d Daily 2:45, 5:20, 7:50,

10:20

CHABA THEATRE-JASPER

hard in that regard,
cogent critique of

Daily 12:50, 3:40, 6:30, 9:20
CORALINE (PG, not recommended for young children, frightening

HOTEL FOR DOGS (G)
Sat-Sun, Tue 1:05, 3:15
PAUL BLART:
MALL COP (PG)

10037-£2
Ave, 780.433.0723

ONE WEEK (PG, coarse language)
Daily 6:50, 9:00; Sat-Sun 2:30
THE WRESTLER (14A, sexual
content, nudity, coarse language)

Daily7:00, 9:10; Sat-Sun 2:00

| SCOTIABANK THEATRE WEM |
WEM,
8882-170
St, 780.444.2400

mee TO WITCH MOUNTAIN
{

Fri-Tue, Thu 12:10, 2:40, 5:00,
7:30, 10:10; Wed 5:00
10:10; Star and Strollers Screening
Wed'1:00

THE LAST HOUSE ON TH! LEFT
(1BA, gory scenes, sexual vio!
brutal violence)
No passes Daily 1:40, 4:40,

7:40.

10:20
MISS MARCH (18A, crude content, sexual content, coarse
guage)
No passes Daily 12:20,

7:50, 10:30

2

STREET FIGHTER: THE LEGEND
OF CHUN-LI (144, violence)
Daily 1:10
THE INTERNATIONAL (144,

vio-

lence)

Daily 9:45

CONFESSIONS OF A

SHOPAHOLIC (PG)

Fri-Wed 1:20, 4:10, 6:45,9:30; Thu
1:20, 4:10, 9:40
HE'S JUST NOT THAT INTO
YOU (PG, coarse language, sexual

content)
Fri, Sun-Thu 12:50, 3:50, 6:50,

9:50; Sat 1:10, 3:50, 6:50, 9:50

CORALINE 3D (PG,

not recom-

mended for young children, fightening scenes)
e ital 3d Daily 12:30, 3:20, 6:30,
:20.
oan {14A, viole
Fri-Tue, Thu 4:00,

4:00, 10:15
TAKEN (14A, violence)
Daily 1:50, 4:50, 7:45, 10:15

PAUL BLART: MALL COP (PG)
Daily 1:30, 4:20, 7:10
SLUMDOG MILLIONAIRE (144,
violence)
Fri-Tue, Thu 12:40, 3:40, 6:40,
9:40; Wed 3:40, 6:40, 9:40; Star
and Strollers Screening: Wed 1:00
WATCHMEN (184A, brutal violence,
gory scenes)
No passes Daily 1:00, 4:30, 8:00

No Passes Daily2:30, 6:30, 10:00
WATCHMEN: THE IMAX
EXPERIENCE (184, brutal violence, gory scenes)
BNA asses Daily 12:00, 3:30, 7:00,

)

METROPOLITAN OPERA:

ORFEO ED EURIDICE

(Classification not available)
Sat 11:00
111 Ave, Groat Rd. 780.455.8725

WATCHMEN (184, brutal violence,
goryscenes)

y Stereo Digital, No passes Fr
Mon-Thu 8:10; Sat-Sun 12:30,

4:30, 8:10

SLUMDOG MILLIONAIRE (144.
violence)
Dolby Stereo Digital Fri, Mon-Thu
7:15, 10:00; Sat-Sun 1:15, 4:10,

7:15, 10:00

MILK (14A, coarse language)
DTS Digital Fri, Mon-Thu 6:35,

9:30; Sat-Sun 12:45, 3:35, 6:35,
9:30

THE READER (184, sexual conFi, Mon-Thu 7:00, 9:50;
, 7:0, 9:50
780.352.3922

RACE TO WITCH MOUNTAIN
)
Baty7:05, 9:20; Sat, Sun 1:05,
3:21

WATCHMEN (184, brutal violence)!

goryscenes)
j, Sat, Sun 6:40, 9:40; Mon-Thu
7:15; Sat-Sun 12:30, 3:30
a
violence, Coarse

Balt"00 9:25; Sat-Sun 1:00,
CONFESSIONS OFA
LIC (PG)
*
Daly 6:55, 9:25; Sat-Sun 125, »
3:2
;

+

Why watch the Watchmen?
Zach Snyder’s take is passable, but by no means necessary
DAVID BERRY / david @vueweekly.com
T= most annoying part of the deluge of promotion for Watchmen
was the part that kept insisting
that Zack Snyder was a “visionary
director.” I suppose if you take visionary

NOW PLAYING

WATCHMEN
DIRECTED BY ZACKSNYDER
STARRING MALIN AKERMAN,BILLY CRUDUE
MATTHEW GOODE,JADE EARLE HALEY
JEFFREYDEANMORGAN, PATRICK ILSON

WRITEN BY DAVID HAYTER,ALEXTSE
COMICS

to mean “one who can see,” you have a
S2ir comment, but Snyder's short feature career to this point consists of
remaking an iconic zombie film (while
heavily cribbing from a far more interesting modem take on the genre, 28
Days Later) and two graphic novel adaptations so slavish, he freely admits to
using the originals as storyboards. If
every artist had such vision, the most
anticipated Hollywood blockbuster of
the year would be Canterbury Tales On-

PAS

bo o.8

gins: The Second Nun.
To emphasize, though, it’s not just his
choice of projects, but how he realizes
them, that often dooms Snyder's movies
to mediocrity at best, which is certainly
the case with Watchmen. Snyder seems
capable of only picking up on, or at least

only focusing on, the most obvious, sim~
ple aspects of the work he's interpreting,
as if he’s heard a two-line synopsis and
pushed ahead whole hog. When Paul
Verhoeven was tasked with adapting the
fascistic Starship Troopers, he turned it
into a sexy popcorn film that critiqued
fascists; when Snyder took on the similarly brutal, bloodlusting 300, he made
their abs look really sweet.
A similar problem afflicts Watchmen:
though it's undeniably beautiful to look
at—which, given Snyder's admissions
about fidelity to source, is basically saying he did a great tracing job—Snyder
loses a lot of what's really compelling
here, well beyond the necessary excisions for running time and narrative

clarity: I'm no fanboy who demands a
carbon copy of the book on screen—
and if I was, | could probably be sated
by the fact that the first hour or so of
the film is virtually a shot-by-shot
recreation of the comic, edits cutting
like panels—but Watchmen, like most
really compelling works of art, succeeds mostly on its humanity, a certain .
grounding of its soap operatics in richly
detailed quotidian life. The graphic
novel's heroes are sociopaths, neurotics and otherwise decidedly damaged individuals, living in a grimy,
paranoid world; the film's heroes are
sexy (save Rorshach) ass-kickers who
sometimes get sad, without much concer outside their circle.

FOR THOSE UNFAMILIAR, the story centres around a group of “costumed
heroes,” average people who have
decided to dress up and fight crime. The
lone exception in their group is Dr Manhattan, the result of a nuclear accident,
essentially a god on earth who has so
altered the world that the US won the
Vietnam War, Richard Nixon is serving
his fifth term after abolishing term limits
and the blue-hued superman is basically the only thing that stands between
the world and nuclear annihilation, a
one-man missile shield. Largely in
forced retirement until one of their
number ends up dead, the heroes start
investigating the death, led by the
obsessive, paranoid, brutal Rorschach.
Now, to be fair to Snyder, this isn't
necessarily a bad adaptation, just a kind
of plodding, unimaginative one. Though
he does focus too-much on the fancy
superhero aspects and not enough on

the grounding milieu, besides that he
gets about as much right as he does
wrong. Though Malin Akerman is abou;
as miscast as possible as Silk Spectre, ;
void of emotion in the closest thing the

story has to a female lead, the othe,
main characters fare much bette;
Matthew Goode is a bit too prissy for the

Adonis-like genius Ozymandias, by
Billy Crudup does a lot underneath bic
paint as Manhattan, and both Jeffre,

Dean Morgan (the Comedian) and Jacki
Earl Haley (Rorschach) are terrific a
violent sociopaths, the former smirking

and the latter growling. Patrick Wilson
really shines, though, bringing a perfect
mix of neutered do-goodery to Nite Ow,
an upstanding if somewhat

reluctan;

crusader,
And while the film deserves some
credit for engaging for most of iis
two-and-a-half hour running time, i:
the end it’s pretty hollow. If you're too
lazy to read the actual graphic nove),
it’s a passable Coles Notes version
but otherwise, there are better super
hero films out there, and a better ve;
sion of this story at the bookstore. v
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| They've been to the outback, the backcountry,

the bush, the ballet, camping, hiking,
trekking, paddling, dancing, drinking,
dining. They've been downtown,
uptown, on the town, the playground,
the dog pound, Motown. They've
been on the ice, on the rocks,
walked many city blocks.
And they're just
getting started.
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Doesn't matter what you call it,Witch rules
RYAN BIRTLES /bryan@vueweekly.com
.ock ‘n’ roll has long been
=< about posturing. As the excess

but

—

FAL MAR 13 (8PM)

wof the ‘80s flowed into the
stripped-down esthetics of the ‘90s, a
new rock ‘n’ roll posture emerged—

co WITHTHE GET DOWN, TWINFANGS
Oe | NEW CITY,
S30

even while the members of a band

what drove interest in Witch early on
was the involvement of indie-rock

apathy. For many it was a put on:

such as Nirvana took pains to remind
fans they were in it for the music
alone and: were troubled by and even
resented the fame they had achieved,
they rolled with it, for the most part,
and not against it. Kurt Cobain was

perturbed when MTV wasn’t playing
his video, he checked radio play numbers, he

phoned management when

hyWere oodIn short, regardless
of what he

the media, he wasn’t

nearly as apathetic as he let on—he
cared about whether his band was
successful or not.
Witch is different. When it comes
to gaining attention and fame for

hero J Mascis, who put down his gui-

tar to take up drums in the band. But
to attribute this attention solely to
Mascis would be to ignore the quality
of the songs Witch has produced.
Swirling psychedelic dirges that often
flow into speedy hardcore—the kind
from the ‘80s—Thomas's songwriting
focuses on pop structures while maxing out the distortion, flipping the
tempo and taking you on a wild ride.

Oh yeah, you can pump your fist to it,
too. Arguments over whether it’s
stoner rock, heavy metal, hardcore or
whatever are immaterial—this shit
sounds good.
what the band is doing, Witch—whose
“People just really feel the need to
members are based in the neighbourattach a name to something and they
ing states of Vermont and Massachucan do that, whatever, I don’t really
setts—could honestly take it or leave
it. In fact, they might even prefer to _ care,” says Thomas. “Actually the bass
player of [San Diego-based band]
leave it. Though Witch formed in
Earthless said that we're more like
2005, the number of interviews the
stoner-pop, because they're kind of
band has given could be accurately
like pop-song formats in a way. I
described as a handful. After releasing
thought that was funny. I dunno, man,
its eponymous debut album in 2006,
it’s annoying to have people constantthe’band took a year off. What's more,
ly
place a genre on you, but it’s going
the members almost never practice.
to happen no matter what.”
Guitarist, vocalist and songwriter
When Witch's second album—
Kyle Thomas, whose voice spills out
2008's Paralyzed—was released, fanin the slow drawl of those kids at your
boys were in a tizzy about how much
high school who skipped class to
the band’s sound had changed from
hang out in their cars listening to a
its first release. Thomas once
Bob Marley tape and. smoking funnydescribed the shift as “less weed,
_ Smelling cigarettes, holds that when
more speed” but, while there is more
the band started there was no plan in
of
a hardcore element, it’s not as if it
place, no burning desire to conquer
sounds like’a whole new band.
the world. Unlike some other bands,
“That was kind of confusing to me
there were no T-shirt designs ready to
that some people think that it's so difgo and no smokin’ bio written before

the first practice.

:

_ “don’t think we were really think-

ing about it, about what the big pic(ure was. It was just like—we’re
gonna do it and see what happens
and do it-when we wanna doit. It’s

loose, that's for sure,” he laughs from
the band’s van as they return to Vermont after a tour stop. “We've just
been doing it the same way for years
and it’s never got any more organized
and we've never got any tighter as a

live band, and when we go on tour
©veryone's constantly making fun of
£ach other. 1 dunno—it's hilarious.”

T CAN'T BE IGNORED that a part of
ee

ed

ferent,” Thomas admitted about the

eruption on music blogs and message
boards which followed the release of
Paralyzed. “Honestly, it was a long
enough period between the albums
that it was impossible for them to
sound the same. My songwriting style
just changes a lot.
"{ get bored. I can’t just do the
same thing over and over again—that
seems stupid.”
But that stuff about never practising, that can't be true right? It’s just a
lie in a bio, just a bit of that rock ‘n’
roll posturing—a little bit of, “Look
how awesome we are we don’t have
to practice,” right? No—Witch is differ-

ent. When asked if the band ever
practised, Thomas replies, “Not at all.
“We hadn't actually played with J—I
mean, we did a tour in the fall on the
West Coast, but Mario [Rubalcaba]

from Earthless was playing drums
because J was doing some other
shit—so before this tour we had one
practice where we just ran through
the songs once with J, and then we
played our first show in Toronto, but
before that we hadn't played together
in almost a year,” he continues,

~——ONTHRCAVER

chuckling. “The first show was pretty
rough, but after that one it got better."
$0 WHAT IS the future of witch? It's
anyone’s guess, really. It would be a
terrible loss to have the band disappear into the ether forever, though it’s
done so for significant lengths of time
only to emerge even better—though
no tighter’or more organized. Thomas
says he has been working on new
songs, however, so if all goes well
then this won’t be the last Edmonton

has heard from Witch
“| have a lot of little pieces of things
but nothing really substantial yet—I
have songs that could be songs but
they don’t really have that special thing t
yet, so I'm just waiting for that to happen,” he says before musing about
whether or not the new songs will

incite the same furor as his last batch.
“Actually the newer stuff sounds
more like the first album a little bit, I
don’t know what they'll say,” he ‘$
laughs.

UA MAROM VSS
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ENCORE CLUB Oceanic (new wave
Celtic rock band)

Freestylers, DU Degree vs. Battary

FRESH START CAFE Livemusic

Cobra Commandér; Spm (door), $2 =)

Daphuturvs. Joust and Animauy \TicketMaster, Foash, Blackbyrd

LiveJim Findlay Trio (jazz); 6-Spm;

GRANT MACEWAN DOWNTOWN-CAMPUS CAFETERIA

THU
LIVE MUSIC
10551- 32 Avene {Upstairs!}
730-432-5053

with Pl residents

RIVER CREE Hank Show (Hank
Williams Sr. tribute)

With org666:

HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB Romi Mayes
{CD release party), Chloe Albert;

URBAN LOUNGE James Murdock

‘STARLITE ROOM Music 1st and The

7.30pm (door), 8pm (show); $12

RENDEZVOUS PUB Metal Thurzday

Techno Hippy Crew: Bassnectar, Kush
Arora, Shamik and guests; 8pm

WILD WESTSALOON
Suite 33

‘STOLU'S Dancehall, hip hop with DJ
Footnotes hosted by Elle Dirty and.

CLASSICAL

ConScience every Thu; no cover

Rault every Thu and Fri 4-6pm.

WINSPEAR CENTRE Bizet's 7he

BLUE CHAIR CAFE Rockin’ with
BLUE CHAIR CAFE Robin Hunter

TEMPLE Tainted Thursdays: Electro _

FRI

JUBILEE AUDITORIUM Bizet’s The
Pearl Fisher, Edmonton Opera, with

Ronnie After Work hosted by Ron

Robison

MC {conscious hip hop); 12pm; free

Band, Paul Bellow, West of Winnipeg:
Spm; no minors; $6

Cofin Ainsworth and Gregory Dahl,
Amy Hansen, directed by Brian
Deedrick: sung in French with English
supertitles; 7:30pm; Opera Talks:
Kaasa lobby: hosted by Dr David
Cook, 6:45pm: tickets at Jubilee
Auditonum box office. 780.429.0600

ATLANTIC TRAP AND GILL Duff

Music Is A Weapon Weekend: Opus _

Piano Players; 8pm-lam_

Pap, Indie Rock and Roll

www.thehavensocialclub.com,
780.755.6010,

HULBEAT'S The House Kats; 8pm;
$10 (door)
HYDEAWAY All ages art space: The
Burning Hell, Kim Barlow, Jill Pollock,

Jessica Jalbert

IVORY CLUB Dueling piano show
with Jesse, Shane, Tiffany and Erik
and quests

JEFFREY'S SMOOTH Jazz Trio (contemporary jazz band); $10

‘and the Six Foot Bullies; 8pm; paywhat-you-can,

Opera box office, 780.429.1000; per-

BLUES ON WHYTE James

formed in French, with English sur-

ARTERY Edmonton Festival of the

titles projected above the stage

Guitar Women Will Rute the World

Fri; Spm: no cover

Music Summit: The Mo Lefever Trust,
Rhonda Stakich, The Good Lovelies;
6:30 (door), 7pm: $18 {advi/$20 (door)

JULIAN’S PIANO BAR-CHATEAU
LOUIS Graham Lawrence (jazz piano);

Armstong

DIS

CHRISTOPHER'S PARTY PUB Open
stage hosted by Alberta Crude;"610pm.

ATLANTIC TRAP AND GILL Du!

‘GRILL Open mic at the pub: hip hop
open mic every Thu night with host

Thu: Dus on 3 levals=Topwise

AVENUE THEATRE Audio/Rocketry,

Yak Dollaz

DUSTER'S PUB Thu open jam host-

LBS PUB Slowburn (blues/roots);
9:30pm-Zam

LEVA CAPPUCCINO BAR Chris

no minors; 8pm (door); $10

Ford, 89m

BLUE CHAIR CAFE Rockin’ with

J Mascics of Dinosaur Jr, Kyle

FILTHY McNASTY'S Punk Rock
Bingo with DJ SWAG.

BLUE CHAIR CAFE Little Miss
Higgins (roots/bluas; $20; SOLD OUT

at New City, Megatunes, Freecloud

LAKE Open Mic Nights ist and 3rd
Thu every month; 6:30-8-30pm; openmie@deadmansdog.com

FLUID LOUNGE Girls Night out

BLUES ON WHYTE James

ENCORE CLUB Mourning Wood; $6

GAS PUMP Ladies Nite: Top

ECO CAFE-VILLAGE AT PIGEON

(San Fran); Phateat, Oub Affiliates and

HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB Open jam:

40/dance with DJ Christian

GINGUR SKY Urban Substance Thu

HULBERT'S Tanner Gordon; 8pm:
$10 (door)

HALO Thursdays Fo Sho: with Allout
Dus DJ Degree, Junior Brown

JAMMERS PUB Thu open jam: 7-

KAS BAR Urban House: with DJ

iipm

Mark Stevens; Spm

J AND RA BAR AND GRILL Open
stage with the Poster Boys

LEVEL 2 LOUNGE Dish Thursdays:

{pop/rock/blues), 8:30pm-12:30am:

funky house/techno with DJ Colin
Hargreaves, house/breaks with DJ
Krazy K. hardstyle/techno with DJ

One Day Late, Second Hand Smoke;

7pm; $15.75-$20 at TicketMaster

JULIAN'S PIANO BAR-CHATEAU

LOUIS Graham Lawrence (jazz piano);
8pm
LB'S PUB Open jam with Ken
Skoreyko; 9pm:

LIVE WIRE BAR AND GRILL Open

TicketMaster, Foosh, Blackbyrd
CARROT Live music Fridays: Karen
Parkka (jazz); all ges; 7:30-9:30pm;
$5 (door)

NORTH GLENORA HALL Jam by

classic rock. R&B, urban and dance
with DJ Mikee; 9pm-Zam; no cover

RED PIANO-PIANO BAR Hottest

PLANET INDIGO-ST. ALBERT Hit It

dueling piano show featuring the Red

Thursdays: breaks, electro house spun

VENUE GUIDE
WHYTE

10329-82 Ave, 780.439.3981 * BOOTS

BUDDY'S We made ‘em famo
Eddy Toonflash, come early to

1

ON THE ROCKS GO!; 10pm

ESMERELDA'S Eves Freakin Fren
Fridays: Playing the best in country

POLISH HALL James Hunter, guests;
8pm

FUNKY BUDDHA (WHYTE AVE)

PARKLAND PUB Dwayne Cannan

10pm)

TicketMaster

BOOTS Retro Disco: retro dan

180 DEGREES Sexy Friday night

Pemberton Ill (Cadence Weapon);
Spm; $10 (before 10pm\/$12 (after

Moon Party; Spm; $22.50 at

with Fathead

EMPIRE BALLROOM Rock, hip hop
house, mash Up; no minors

PAWN SHOP The Faunts (CD release
panty), The Whitsundays, Rolland,

EDDIE SHORTS Stevie Ray and
Whole Lotta Trouble (blues)
EDMONTON EVENT CENTRE Full

Underdog: Perverted Fridays: Punk
and Ska from the '60s 70s anc

Square $20 (door)

Spm-lam

Spm; $5

Eni

Motown, new Wave, electro;

The Pure; 8pm; $17 at TIX on the:

(blues, “50s/'60s, roots, originals);

DV8 TAVERN Live music every Fri;

Thursdays: Dance lessons at 8pm;
Salsa DJ to follow

Spin Wooftop and Main Floor:
jams with Nevine—indie, sou!

fineup, nocover befose 10pm

CENTURY CASINO Shanneyganock

Burkey at 9pm

Fridays: 91.7 The Bounce, Nesio
Delano, Luke Morrison

CHROME LOUNGE Platinum
Fridays

(pop/rock)

every Fri night with host Leona

and Plan (electro, retro)
ON THE ROCKS Salsaholic

DJS

BANK ULTRA LOUNGE Conca:

Club: Le Vent Du Nord (CD release),

CASINO YELLOWHEAD Crush

COAST TO COAST Open Stage

Guitar Society; Pavel Stevi
{adult}/$25 (student/senior/E
member) at TIX on the Square
CO
ee

OLD TIMERS CABIN Full Moon Folk

PALACE CASINO (WEM) The Jags

TicketMaster

9:30pm followed by Electroshock
Therapy with Dervish Nazz Nomad

CLASSICAL
MUTTART HALL Edmonton Cla

Records, Blackbyrd

CASINO EDMONTON Souled Out
(pop/rock)

(rock/pop); 7pm; $24.95 at

NEW CITY SUBURBS Bingo at

OVERTIME SOUTH Retro to New

Wild Rose Old Time Fiddlers

Jme J; Spm (door), $20 at

Decha, tech trance/electro with DJ
Savage Garret; no minors; no cover

Stage Thu with Gary Thomas

Thomas and Asa Irons of Feathers,
Dave Sweetapple; no minors; tickets

BRIX BAR Friday The 13th
Heavyweight Bass Massacre with DZ

6:30pm

JET NIGHTCLUB Marcy Playground,

NEW CITY LIKWID LOUNGE Witch,

Armstong

FUNKY BUDDHA (WHYTE AVE)
Requests with DJ Damian

(quest) at TicketMaster

BAR-B-BAR DJ) James; no cover

Rault every Thu and Fri 4-Gpm

DVB Open mic Thu

Blondheim Trio, PulPerry; Bpm (

‘Spm (show); $20 {member)/$24

BAR WILD Bar Wild Fridays
BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE f;; 0).

Christine Home

Lions for Sheep, City of Sails, Luca;

BUDDY'S Wet underwear contest

YARDBIAD SUITE George

KINGSWAY LEGION Canteen:

Ronnie After Work hosted by Ron

(blues/rock}; 9pm; no cover

LOUIS Barry Prete [pop/roek): 8 21),

$5 (door)
WILD WEST SALOON Suite
X WRECKS Allan-Lee Ropchian ang
the Blues Busters; 8-12

8pm

with Mia Fellow, midnight, DJ
WestCoastBabyDaddy

ed by The Assassins of youth.

TOUCH OF CLASS-CHATEAY

URBAN LOUNGE
Line ofSigh 3p.,

Headwind (classic pop/rock); every

Robison

Soundsystem spin Dub and Reggae in
The Underdog:

DRUID Guitar heroes

8.30-10:30pm
White Lightning: 8pm (door)

JEKYLL AND HYDE (PUB)

at TIX on the Square

BILLY BOB'S LOUNGE Escapack
Entertainment”
BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE Big Rock

COAST TO COAST PUB AND

Music Fridays: Geoff Wybenga;

TAPHOUSE The Turn, Se7en Sides

TRISH CLUB Jam session; 8pm; no.
caver

LIVE MUSIC

Pearl Fishers: Edmonton Opera;
7:30pm; $24-$110 at the Edmonton,

{adv)/$15 (door)/$8 (studien/senior) at
TIX on the Square, at the Haven,

‘STEEPS—OLD GLENOAA |,

Top tracks, rock, retro with DJ
Damian

GAS PUMP Top 40/dance with DJ
Christian

HALO Mod Club: indie rock, new
wave, Brit pop, and ‘60s soul v
Blue Jay, DJ Travy D; no cover belore

10pm; $5 (after 10pm)
GINGUR Ladies Room: with
Squad, DJ OB the Teacher

Bomb

LEVEL 2LOUNGE Hypnotig Friday

RED PIANO-PIANO BAR Hottest
dueling piano show featuring the Red
Piano Players; Spm-2am.

Breakbeat, house, progressive anc
electro with Groovy Cuvy, DJ Fuuze

RENDEZVOUS PUB In Oath of Hera,

NEWCASTLE PUB Fridays House.
dance mix with DJ Donovan

Mervyn Albin, Harpazo Falls

RIVER CREE Hank Show (Hank

NEW CITY LIKWID LOUNGE 0.

Williams Sr. tibute)

Anarchy Adam (Punk)

STARLITE ROOM Friday The 13th
Heavyweight Bass Massacre with

ROOM SOUTH Retro to New. cla

OVERTIME BOILER AND TAP-

* ALL SAINTS CATHEDRAL 10035-103 St * ARTERY 9535 Jasper Ave * ATLANTIC TRAP
AND GILL 7706 Calgary Trail South, 780.432.4611 * AVENUE THEATRE 9030-118 Ave,
780,4772149 * BANK ULTRA LOUNGE 10765 Jasper Ave, 780.420.9098 * BILLY BOB'S
LOUNGE Continental Inn, 16625 Stony Plain Rd, 780.484.7751 * BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE
10425-82 Ave, 780.439.1082 « BLUE CHAIR CAFE 9624-76 Ave, 780.989.2861 » BLUES ON

10242-106 St, 780.423.5014 * BRIXX BAR 10080-102 St (downstairs), 780.428.1099 * BROOKLYN'S LOUNGE 9216-34 Ave +

BUDDY'S 117258 Jasper Ave, 780.488.6636 * CASINO EDMONTON 7055 Avayill Rd, 780.463.9467 *
LOUIS: JULIAN’S PIANO BAR/ROYAL COACH/TOUCH OF CLASS 11727 Kingsway, 780.452.7770 *
780.462.6565 * CHROME LOUNGE 13? Ave, Victoria Trail * COASTTO COAST PUB AND GRILL 5552
780.492.3611 * COPPERPOT RESTAURANT Capital Place, 101, 9707-110 St, 780,452. 7800 » CROWN

CASINO YELLOWHEAD 12464-153 St, 780 424 9467 * CHATEAU
CHRISTOPHER'S PARTY PUB 2021 Millbourne Rd, West,
Calgary Trail,780.439.8675 * CONVOCATION HALL Arts Bldg, U of A
PUB 10709-109 St * DEVANEY'S IRISH PUB 9013-88 Ave * DRUID

11606 Jasper Ave, 780.454.9928 * DUSTER’S PUB 6402-119 Ave, 780.474.5554 » DV8 TAVERN 8307-99 St, www.DV8TAVERN.com * ECO CAFE Village at Pigeon Lake *

EDMONTON EVENTS CENTRE WEM Phase Ii!, 780.489.SHOW * ENCORE CLUB 116 957 Fir St, Sherwood Park, 780.4170111* FIDDLER'S ROOST 8906-99 St * FILTHY
MCNASTY’S 10511-82 Ave, 780.916.1557 * FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH 10025-105 St * FLUID LOUNGE 10105-109 St, 780.429.0700 « 4TH AND VINE WINE BAR
11358-104 Ave, 780.497.7858 © FOX 10125-109 St, 780.990.0680 » FOXX DEN 205 Camegie Dr, St Albert, 780.459.0295 * FRESH START CAFE Riverbend Sq, 780.433.9623 +

danksa@ul

FUNKY BUDDHA

THURSDAY APRIL 2NB
ALIVE PA SET FROM VANCOUVERS

10341-82 Ave, 780.433.9576 » GAS PUMP 10166-114 St, 780.488.4841 * GINGUR SKY 15505-118 Ave, 780.913.4312/780.953.3606

Ave, 780.423. HALO

LONGUWALK
SHORTDOCK

« HALO 10538 Jasper

HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB 151204 (basement), Stony Plain Rd, 780.756.6010 * HILLTOP PUB 6220-106 Ave, 780.490.7359 * HOOLIGANZ PUB 10704 —

124 St, 780.452.1168 * HULBERT'S 7601-115 St. 780.436.1161

* HYDEAWAY
ALL AGES ART SPACE 10209-100 Ave » IRON BOAR PUB 4911-51st St, Wetaskiwin * IVORY

CLUB 2940 Calgary Trail South * JAMMERS PUB 11948-127 Ave, 780,451,879 *

JAND R BAR AND GRILL 4003-106 St, 780,436 4403 * JEFFREY’S CAFE 9640 142 St.

780.451.8890 * JEKYLL AND HYDE PUB and RESTAURANT Riverview Inn, 10209-100 Ave, 780.426.5381 (pub)/780.429.5081 (rest) * JET NIGHTCLUB 9221-34 Ave,
780.466.6552 * JUBILEE AUDITORIUM

11455-87 Ave, 780.429.1000 * KAS BAR 10444-82 Ave, 780.433.6768 * KINGSWAY LEGION 10425 Kingsway Ave, 780.425.8654

Ave * LB'S PUB 23 Akins Dr, St. Albert, 780.460.9100 * LEGENDS PUB 6104-172 St, 780.481.2786 » LEVEL 2LOUNGE 11607 Jasper Ave, 2nd Fl, 780.447.4495 * LIVE
WIRE BAR AND GRILL 1107 Knotwood Rd. East * LOOP LOUNGE 367 St Albert Rd, St Albart, 780.460.1122 « MACLAB CENTRE FOR PERFORMING ARTS (LEDUC) 4303:
50 St, Leduc * McDOUGALL UNITED CHURCH
Alberta College,

10025-101 St « MORANGO’STEK

CAFE 10118-79 St * MURRIETA'S 10612-82 Ave, 780.438.4100

* MUTTART HALL

10050 Macdonald Dr « NEWCASTLE PUB 6108-90 Ave, 780.490.1999 * NEW CITY 10081 Jasper Ave, 780.989.5066 * NIKKI DIAMONDS 8130 Gateway

Blvd. 780.439.8006 * NORTH GLENORA HALL 13535-109A Ave * O'BYRNE’S 10616-82 Ave, 780.414.6766 * OLD TIMERS CABIN 9430-99 St * 180 DEGREES 10730-107
St, 780.414.0233 » ON THE ROCKS

OAESENIP MINDS
HOSMEBSBY203pB000 Atm
EIDUEDAEMON
MOMNMAY

MaARtY 92

11730 Jasper Ave, 780.482.4767

¢ OVERTIME DOWNTOWN

10304-1117 St, 780.423 1643 * OVERTIME SOUTH Whitemud Crossing,

4211-106 St. 780.485.1717 » PALACE CASINO-WEM 8882-170 St, 780.444.2112 * PARKLAND GRILL 5322-44 272, Spruce Grove, 780 884 4579 « PAWN SHOP 10551-S2

Ave, Upstairs, 780.432.0814 * PLANET INDIGO-JASPER
AVE 11607 Jasper Ave * PLANET INDIGO-ST. ALBERT 812 Liberton Dr, St. Albert * PLAY NIGHTCLUB 10220-1023
St * POLISH HALL 10960-104 Si « RED PIANO-PIANO BAR 1638 Bourbon St, WEM, 8882-170 St, 780.486.7722 * RED STAR 10538 Jasper Ave, 780.428.0825 «
RENDEZVOUS PUB 10108-149 St * ROBERT TEGLER STUDENT CENTRE Concordia School of Music, 112 Ave, 73 St * ROSEBOWL/ROUGE LOUNGE

10111-117 St.

780,482.5253 * ST.TIMOTHY'S ANGLICAN CHURCH 2420-145 St, 780.483.5506 * SECOND CUP-STANLEY MILNER LIBRARY 7 SirWinston Churchill Sq * SECOND CUP
12336-102nd Ave * SECOND CUP-124 STREET 12336-124 St, 780.451.7574 * SIDELINERS PUB 1018-127 St, 452-6006 * SPORTSWORLD 13710-104 St * STARLITE

NIK

FORAFEE
JAYCIE JAYCE
OUSTY GROOVES

ROOM

10030-102 St, 780.428.1099 * STEEPS-OLD GLENORA

* STOLLI'S
TAPHOUSE
CROSSING
St. 780 466

—

12411 Stony Plain Rd, 780.488.1505 * STEEPS
TEA LOUNGE-COLLEGE PLAZA 11116-82 Ave, 780.988.8105

2nd Fi, 10368-82 Ave, 780.437.2293 = STRETCH PUB 10208-99 Ave, Ft. Saskatchewan, 780.992.3287 * SUEDE LOUNGE 11806 Jasper Ave. 780.482.0707 *
9020 McKenney Ave, St.Albert, 780.458.0860 * UNION HALL Argyll, 99 St, 780.702.2582 * URBAN LOUNGE 10544-62 Ave, 780.437 7699 « WHITEMUD
LIBRARY 4211-106 St, 780.496.1922 * WILD WEST SALOON 12912-50 St, 780.476.3288 « WUNDERBAR 8120-101 St. 780.436.2286 « X WRECKS 93 Ave, 50
8069 * Y AFTERHOURS 10028-102 St. 780.994.3255, www.yafterhours.com * YESTERDAYS PUB 112, 205 Carnegie Dr, St. Albert, 780.459.0295

Nasit

They're not Ticketbastards
SANDOR
OE
2 STEVEN
SANDOR

=

promote the sales of CDs, cassettes, vinyl
and merchandise.
Now, thanks to downloading and pira-

has to promise to pay $5000. Also, an

cy, bands and the industry itself see the

costs $1000. That brings to the total to
$8000. Security staff will cost $1000, and
the rental of a PA and staging equipment
costs another $1000. That's 10 grand
The promoter knows the venue holds 500
people. If there is no guest list, tickets
would have to be priced at $20 each for
the show to break even. Now, a promoter
has to make a living, too, so there will be
added costs for profit.
It's a major risk. If the promoter
doesn't sell enough tickets, the
bands. and fixed costs still need to
be paid. Money could be Jost. So, the
promoter needs to price accordingly—a number high enough to lessen
risk, but not high enough to scare

n@wueweekly.con .

OK, a few weeks ago in this column space
| took what |assumed would be an unpop-

ular stance. |defended Ticketmaster's

practice of redirecting online customers to

itsTicketsnow.com resale service.
Now, fll defend the company again.
Actually, !am aan to defend the concert
business in general.

Here in Ontario, the Ministry of the

Attorney General is planning to take Ticketmaster to task, beginning an investigation
into the pricingofconcert tickets and sportwievents—especially in tough times.
Now, it's nice to know that the government, in times where people are losing jobs,
is tackling important issues, like the affordability of lower bowls to see the Jonas
Brothers or if it's dirty pool that Maple Leaf
Sports and Entertainment can boost prices
to see the Leafs, Raptors or Toronto FC.
There are two key issues | have with
this embarrassing display of politicking.
1. Why are concert-ticket prices so
high? Because the music-business model
has changed. In the times that preceded
the era of the download, musicians actually made money from record sales and

often treated touring as a break-even or
even money-losing option that would help
‘ork. R&B, urban and dance with D+

CDs and vinyl as the promotional tools.
Concerts are where the money is made.
That's one of the major reasons why the
price of CDs has continued to fall and
concerts cost more and more to attend
If government wants to legislate how
much it costs to go to a concert, well, then
it also needs to do a hell of a lot more to
protect bands from losing record sales.
“Minister (Chris) Bentley wants to

ensure families and music fans are being
treated fairly when they buy tickets for
concerts and other events,” a source in
the Ministry was quoted by The Canadian
Press last week. Are jobs in the concert
business not So important?

And, what about protecting artists
from copyright infringement?
The two items need to be addressed
together. The loss of album sales has had a
direct impact on the price of concert tickets.
2. This is an even more basic argument.
Ticketmaster, other than service charges,
does not set the ticket prices. The promoters who put on the shows settle on the
prices, after figuring how much they have
to pay the bands, the security, for the hall
rentals and equipment—and insurance.
| WILL MAKE IT simple. Let's say, to
book a band in Edmonton, the promoter

BROOKLYN'S LOUNGE Lascivious

Mike, Spm-Zam; no cover
PLAY NIGHTCLUB The first bar for
the queer community to apen ina
decade with Du's Alex Brown and

Burlesque St Patrick's Burlesque
Show; Spm; $5

Eddie Toontlash: Spm (door); $5
www playnightelub ca

CASINO EDMONTON Souled Out
(pop/rock!

RED STAR Movin’ on Up Fridays:

CASINO YELLOWHEAD Crush
(pop/rock)
CENTURY CASINO The Fortunes.
$29,95/$39.95 at TicketMaster

indie, rock. funk, soul, hip hop with:

OJ Gatto, OJ Mega Wattson
ROUGE LOUNGE Solice Fridays

‘SPORTSWORLD INLINE AND
AND ROLLER SKATING DISCO Top
40 Request with a mix of Retro and

CARROT Open mic Sat; 730-10pm;
free

CROWN PUB Acoustic Open Mic
with Marshall Lawrence and Tim
Hanwill; 1:30pm (sign-up), every Sat.

opening band costs $2000. That's $7000
on talent. Then, ani insurance premium

away ticket buyers

Demographics make up huge chunks of
the decisions. A band aimed at teens will
attract kids spending their allowances.
Meanwhile, a band aimed at thirtysomethings will get its fair share of people
who will spend money at shows. It’s how
the system works.

Nor should governments. w

0) 9:30pm

Opera box office, 780.429.1000; per-

160 DEGREES Dancehall
and
Reggae night every Sat

titles projected above the stage

formed in French, with English sur-

DJS

ON THE ROCKS Quoia; 9pm
PALACE CASINO (WEM) The Jays

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE Sat DJs

PAWN SHOP K’Naan; 9pm (door);
tickets at TicketMaster

on three levels. Main Floor: Menace

Sessions: alt rock/electro/trash with
Miss Mannered

PAWN SHOP Hot Panda (CD
felease party), Rah Sah, The

BLUE PEAR RESTAURANT Jazz on

10pm)/$12 (after 10pm)

RED PIANO-PIANO BAR Hortest

EMPIRE BALLROOM Rock. hip hop,
house, mash up

‘Whitsundays; Spm, $10 (before

world.ca

25pm.

STOLLU'S Top 40, A&B, house with

DV@ TAVERN Live music every Sat,
Spm; $5.

RIVER CREE Long Aun (Eagles trib-

Sata different theme

tite)

EARLY STAGE SALOON-STONY
PLAIN Saturday Live Music
EDDIE SHORTS Stevie Ray and
Whole Lotta Trouble (blues)
ENCORE CLUB Oceanic (ew wave
Celtic rock band)
HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB Anna ©

STARLITE ROOM Bruce Read

FLUID LOUNGE Saturdays Gone

People’s DJ

ee
sin

PUB Top 40 with DJ

SUEDE LOUNGE DJ Nic-E Remixed
every Fri

TEMPLE 7.6.1 Psydays: Spm; B
Traiats/ DJ Sweetz on Mar 13

WUNDERBAR fii with the Pony
Girls, DJ Avindar and DJ Toma; no

Beaumont; 8.30pm

HILLTOP PUB Open Stage/mic host-

cover

Y AFTERHOURS Foundation Fridays

SAT

ed by Sally's Krackers; 3pm

HOOLIGANZ PUB Eve Hell and the
Razors, The Burnin’ Sands; Spm; $5
HULBERT'S Heather Blush; 8pm;
$10 (door)
HYDEAWAY All Ages Art Space;
Bayonets, Mount Analogue, Gift

Eaters, Dead Beats

ESMERALDA'S Super Parties: Every

Gold Mash-Up: with Harmen B and

BLUES ON WHYTE Super Stack
DEVANEY'S IRISH PUB Celtic
Music Session, hosted by Keri-Lynne

Zwicker, 4-7pm

EMPIRE BALLROOM Open Mic
Sundays battle of the bands; Spm.

DJ Kwake

(door); $10

(door)

FUNKY BUDDHA (WHYTE AVE)
Top tracks, rock, retro with DJ

HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB Souljah Fyah

Destruction, Krisuin, Mantic Ritual

Damian

‘Sundays; 8pm; $10 (doorl/$5 (student)/$5 (restaurant/pub employees

TOUCH OFCLASS—CHATEAU
LOUIS Barry Pretz (pop/rock),

GINGUR SKY Soulout Saturdays

with pay stub)

8:30pm

HALO For Those Who Know: house

HORIZON STAGE Hotel California

every Sat with DJ Junior Brown,

7 $5 (door
WILD WEST SALOON Suite 33
YARDBIRD SUITE George
Blondheim Trio, PiPerry; 8pm (doorl/
Spm (show), $20 (member)/$24
{guast) at TicketMaster

CLASSICAL

Luke Morrison, Nestor Delano, An
Rhodes:
|

(classic rock, Eagles tribute); 7:30pm;

$25 {adult)/$20 (student/senior)

LEVEL 2 LOUNGE Sizle Saturday,

HULBEAT'S Sunday Songwriters
Stage: 7pm; $S/person minimum,

DJ Groovy Cuvy and guests

charge

NEWCASTLE PUB Sat Top 40,
requests with DJ Shen

HYDEAWAY All ages art space: ZDay featuring Zeitgeist end perform:

NEW CITY LIKWID LOUNGE Punk

Fails, The Equation

Rawk Saturdays with Todd and Alex

ances by Drake's Theory, All Else

LOOP LOUNGE Jam hosted by JJ,

IRON BOAR PUB Jazz in
Wetaskiwin featuring jazz trios the
1st Sat each month: this month; The

ALL SAINTS CATHEDRAL Eviogies:

NEW CITY SUBURBS Saturdays
Suck with Greg Gory and BlueJay

ARTERY Christian Hansen and the

{adult)/$15 (student/senior) at TIX on
the Square

PLANET INDIGO-JASPER
AVENUE Suggestive Saturdays

MACLAB CENTER FOR THE ARTS

Don Bemer Trio; Spm; $10

Da Camera Singers. John Brough
{artistic director); 8pm; $20

breaks electro house with Pl resi-

‘of country music); 2pm; $20 at TIX on

Pemberton Il! (OJ set)

and guests

LIVE MUSIC

dents

Lenny B and the Cats; 4:30pm ‘ti!

whenever
Country Blend (tribute to the Legends

IVORY CLUB Duelling piano show
with Jesse, Shane, Tiffany and Erik

ATLANTIC TRAP AND GILL Dutf

JAMMERS PUB Sat open jam, 37.30pm; country/rock band $pm-2am

AVENUE THEATRE Al Else Fails
{CO rulesse pany), Calculating

SLACK DOG FREEHOUSE Hair of

SEFFREY'S Marco Claveria (traditional Latin); $15
JET NIGHTCLUB Acronycal, The
Tum, One Day Late; 9:30pm (show):
$10 (adv\/$12 (door)
JEKYLL AND HYDE PUB Headwind
(classic pop/rock]; Spm; no cover

the Dog: live acoustic: music every

JULIAN’S PIANO BAR-CHATEAU

Kaasa lobby: hosted by Dr David
Cook 6:45pm; tickets at Jubilee

SUEDE LOUNGE The Finest
Underground House with DJ Nic-E
every Sat

RITCHIE UNITED CHURCH Jazz
and Reflections: The Don Berner Trio;

piano}; 8pm
KONGSWAY LEGION Canteen:

‘Auditorium box office, 780.429.0600.

McDOUGALL UNITED CHURCH
Snapshots of Europa’ Mill Creek

TEMPLE 0h Snap 3 room event with
B Traits, DJ Sweet, Erin Eden, Bass

RIVER CREE Long Run (Eagles trib-

Robison

Collapse, AMNW, Stallord, Shattered
Suns, all ages: 7pm (door); $15
{tedeomed at the shaw for a free
Copy of AEFS new discl/$15 (door,
without the dise)

Sat afternoon, this waek The Greg

Cockerill Band: 46pm; no cover

GLUE CHAIR CAFE Raul Brothers
(Tooss/blues);
$15

GLUES OM WHYTE Sat Aftermoon
Jam: (evening) James Armstong

ROO
BARSolipsiom (CD release,
A Fistlul office, Ursa:

Sprit $10 dood

LOUIS Graham Lawrence (jazz

Christine Home
LB‘S PUB Molsons Sat aftemoon
open stage hosted by Gord
Macdonald; 4:30-Spm

MORANGO'S TEX CAFE Sat open
stage: hosted by Dr. Oxide; 7-10pm_

Festival Gity Winds Advanced Band

and the Concordia Concert Choir,
7.30pm; $10 (adultl/$8 (senior/student/child) at door and adv-at
Concordia’s business office

JUBILEE AUDITORIUM Bizet’s The
Paarl Fisher, Edmonton Opera, with
Colin Ainsworth and Gregory Dahl,
Amy Hansen, directed by Brian
Deedriek, sung in French with English.
supertities; 7:30pm; Opera Talks:

Colliery Band and the Edmonton
Swiss Men's Choir, 7:30pm; $17
{adult)/$13 (student/senior) at TIX on
the Square, door
WINSPEAR CENTRE Bizel’s The
Pearl Fishers: Edmonton Opera;

RED STAR Sat indie rock, hip hop,

and electro with Du Hot Philly and
quests
RENDEZVOUS Survival metal night

‘SPORTSWORLD ROLLERSKATING

ai

dllata

CRiush Co
SIX GUNS @VER -

SUNSET TRIP

THEFINALS ON APRIL aH”
THWO
HOMERS WL PLAY IT
AT THE URBAN LOUNGE
TICKETS S10.00@URBAN

Crawdad; 3-6pm.
NEW CITY Open Mic Sunday hosted

Robb Angus {the Wheat Pool)
OM THE ROCKS Shocker Sundays

'WUNDERBAR Featured DJ and
local bands
Y AFTERHOURS Aelease Saturday

é

open stage with Willy James and

7-10:30pm; wwaw.sports-world.ca

jun-key

i
a

NEWCASTLE PUB Sunday acoustic

by Ben Disaster Spm (sign-up: no.

house with People’s DJ

ReSTIL HER@ SECSNB HAND SM@KE4
SEPTEMBER STONE ORDER OF CHAOS

Commerce, door

DISCO Sportsworld Inline and Roller
Skating Disco; Top 40 Request with a
‘mix of retro and disco; 1-4:30pm and
STOLLI'S ON WHYTE Top 40, R&B.

Ratti

the Square, Leduc Chamber of

Autistics (Power LeopardCD release
party), Matthew Skopyk. Roland

ROBERT TEGLER STUDENT
(CENTRE Make a Joyful Noise:

& GUESTS

the Side Sundays. Mike Lent

Benefit, Etown Beatdown, This is
War and Miskatonic, $pm (door), $10

“URBAN LOUNGE Line of Sight: Spm

MARCH 12th

WEST OF WINNI

LIVE MUSIC

BLUE CHAIR CAFE Jim Findlay

free pol and toumey, DJ
Arrowchaser

MARCH Sth
ANOS & THE RUMBLE STRIPPERS

SUN

BUDDY'S Undie night for men only,

dueling piano show featuring the
Red Piano Players; Spm-2am

Disoo; 7-10;30pm; www.sports-

EDMONTONS HOTTEST INDY BANDS

Steven Sandor is a former editor-in-chief
of Vue Weekly, now an editor and author
living in Toronto.

7:30pm; $24-$110 at the Edmonton

O'BYANES Live band Sat 3-7pm;

« THURSDAYS «

And Ticketmaster has nothing to do
with it

caver
O'BYRNES Open mic jam with

with King Muskafa

3:30-5pm; collection at door

ute)

Jager Shots

Polujin (classical Guitar); Spm

ALL NIGHT!

SECOND CUP Live music every Sun:
24pm

~ WAR
12-MAR
18,2009" W7E
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perception and value

Extrasensory
Swe
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BACKLASH BLUES

od

ae

~~.

ROLAND PEMBERTON
roland @yueweekly.com

CENTURY
CASINO

annevoanas i

“Ponytail” by AC member Panda Bear P.,

betray the workmanlike Dirt City rock
ethos. That isn’t to say the music that was
played wasn't worthwhile.
Taking in an Eamon McGrath set at

ceptive? Sure. Psychic? Possibly.

5:30 pm may seem beside the point, but it
Some asshole broke a window at the Hydeaway, the fledgling licensed all-ages venue
connected to the old Econolodge and the
Jekyll. and Hyde. Instead of incurring the
irritatingly high costs of replacing said
glass, the venue's superheroic promoter
Cecil Frena decided to fix this problem

EARLYSTPADDY'S PART”

abstract melodicism would somehow

through a different kind of transparency.
After receiving numerous offers from local
Musicians, a fundraiser was developed and
the result was more than enough income to
get a new window as well as subsidize the
cost of the quarterly Edmonton music CD
newsletter that Frena ships to college radio
for our benefit. But |figured as much. |suppose it's a good thing that I'm a psychic.
Clairvoyant, voodoo man, gyspy, whatever you want to call me, | was ahead of
three developments during this Sunday
night marathon. Enduring a rotating gallery
of guitar acts, | was a little disappointed
by the singularity of Edmonton's burgeoning talent. My brief generation of synthtempered acts has been replaced by a lo-fi
personal dynamic, a rockist reaction to the
commercialization and oversaturation of
electro-house in recent years. It seems
that approaching a genuine synth aesthetic based on European traditions and

was an interesting view on a passionate
performer. Known for his hedonism and
devil-may-care attitude, seeing McGrath
frock out on an empty floor for a seated
audience where he was playing (possibly)
without alcoho! while nursing a tender
voice was a special moment of revelation. As blurry as his rep is, you have to
consider his focus on stage as undeniable. There's a certain mystique about
him that instantly creates interest,
regardless of his reputation.
The fact that he was playing this event
reminded me of Sean Nicholas Savage's
brilliant anthem in his name, “Eamon,” a
song that !ampoons his (alleged) drugaddled stage frenzy (“Doin’ shows on

ecstasy!") and maudlin lyricism (“He's so
unhappy!"). After |spent much of the night
singing that song's praises, Sans Aides
(nee Peter Sagar) randomly brought his
posse on stage for a completely unrelated
chorus line take on that local favourite.
Maybe that one was pretty obvious. But
during Sagar's creative set incorporating
live looping of drums and atmospheric quitar textures, | remarked on a similarity to
the approach of Animal Collective ... immediately before he launched into a cover of

AFTER A HILARIOUS romp'through chris

mas traditions and drunk-dialing etiqueti.

from the multi-talented Doug Hoyer and ,
emotionally stirring performance from Jir,
Cuming, we were treated to a rollicking
blues set from Michael Rault. Beyond th,

obvious retro touchstones and “old s0,))
thapsodizing people typically afford hin,
Rault actually reminded me a |o:
Michael Jackson. R&B roots, methodica!
measured delivery, complete contro! 9j
tone and pitch and a knack for melodi:
that only seem to sound good with jy,
voice, he fits an atypical profile in

head. It also doesn’t hurt that he’s a com
plete natural on stage. The first song
played after his set was "Black A
White* by Michael Jackson. thought t
Was really weird. | guess as long as he

doesn't dye his skin black and get a tasi:
for Faberge eggs, he should be safe
More important than my latent myst\
abilities, this event affirmed the identi,
and communal aspect of Edmonto
music scene. When something goes aw
we deal with it together and in a way

that we can all understand, through
understanding and shared creativity.
an important message to make to othe;
scenes and within our community. We
stand together no matter what one per

son decides to try and take from us. v

DIARY OF A PHISH FIEND
Available this week at vueweekly.com
WINSPEAR CENTRE Erik Santos
and Toni Gonzaga

CLASSICAL
CONVOCATION HALL Madrigal
Sim

rvin Due

or):

2pm
(adunty/$10 [
at TIX on the Square

ide

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Celebrating Alberta Composers: |
Coristi Chamber Choir, 8pm; $18
(adult at TIX on the Squar

Gramophone\/$12 (

TIX on the Squai
(adult. door 1/$15 (student/senior

door)

ST. TIMOTHY'S ANGLICAN
CHURCH An Evening with Epsilon
{contemporary woeal ensambh

and Mingle wine ba
at 7pm; $15 (door)

cover

ATLANTIC TRAP AND GILL Billy

DEVANEY'S IRISH PUB Open

Wiseman

Stage Mondays with different song.

DRUID (JASPER AVENUE) Open
Stage with Chris Wynters

writers hosting each week; presant‘ed by Jimmy Whiffen of Hole in the
Guitar Productions; 8-12

HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB Jazz Night
7pm $16 {doori/$5 {student}

PLEASANTVIEW COMMUNITY
HALL Acoustic instrumental old time

fiddle jam hosted by the Wild Rose
Old Tyme Fiddlers Society; 7pm
ROSE BOWL/ROUGE LOUNGE The
Legendary Rose Bow! Monday Jam

CLASSICAL
Way- Riders in the Sky, the

BACKSTAGE TAP AND GRILL

DJS

Industry Night: with Atomic Improv,

Jameoki and DJ Tim

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE Sunday
Afternoons: Phil, 2-7pm; Main Floor.
Got To Give It Up: Funk, Soul,
Motown, Disco with DJ Red Dawn

SIRT
ATS39°
ROAIBLIT

BUDDY'S NIGHTCLUB Latest and
greatest in House, Progressive and

Trip-Hop; Rudy Electro; 10pm2:30am; quest Ds inquire at

AE BRO MD CTR CAS

kelly@muchetti.com

BAR WILD Bar Gone Wild Mondays
Service Industry Night: no minors;

Spm-2am

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE Main

230am, intefested guest DJs inquire
Tiny, amateur Strip contest; Ipm-

12am,
FILTHY McNASTY'S Metal

Mondays: with DJ SWA.G

MON TUE

Daniel and Fowler (eclectic tunes)

en
Sie

WAR 12 “ikn 18,900

MUSIC

THE ROCKS St Patrick's Day

ation; MeCuaig: Spm

Massacre’ Powerload {AC/DC

Tribute}, The Omega Theory, J.

guests

SECOND CUP-124 STREET Open
mic every Tue; &-10pm
‘SECOND CUP STANLEY MILNER

LIBRARY Open mic every Tue: 7

Spm.

SIDELINERS PUB Tuesday All Star
Jam with Alicia Tait and Rickey
Sidecar; 8pm

YARDBIAD SUITE Tuesday Nights
Jam Sessions: Dino Dominelfi
Quartet, 7:30pm (doorl/Bpm (show);
$4 (member)/$4 (quest)

LIVE MUSIC

{clarinet}, David Quinn (bass clarinet),
Russell Whitehead (trumpet), Aaron
Au (violin), Tanya Prochazka (cello),
Roger Admiral (piano), Brian Jones
(percussion), Mark Hannesson {live

electronics), Angela Schroeder (conductor}, Bpm; $20 {adult}/$15
(senjor)/$10 (student)

McDOUGALL UNITED CHURCH
Spring Bouquet: Edmonton
Columbian Choirs: 7pm; $15 at TX

‘on the Square

DJS
BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE
Main
Floor; CSA's Eddie Lunchpail
Wootftop: with OJ Gundam

BUDDY'S Free pool and toumey, DJ
Arrowchaser; 9pm

ESMERALDA'S
fletro every Tua: no
cover with studentID

URBAN LOUNGE Lex Just

CLASSICAL—

AND ROLLER SKATING DISCO
Retro Night 7-10:30pm; wwaw.sports-

WED
world.ca

LIVE MUSIC

AVENUE THEATRE The Fallacy,
Messages Via Carrier Pigeon, Fall in
Arcaea, Mark Me For Dead, Beat

WINSPEAR CENTRE Mic!
Cavanavgh, Edmonton S
Orchestra; Featuring
Billy Joe! and mone, 7:22
at Winspear bax office

DJS
BANK ULTRA LOUNGE \\'c
Nights: with Du

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE |

Floor: Blue Jays Messy Nest Wed
Night: Brit pop.new wave, punk’

‘n’ roll with LL Coo} Joe

Kids, all ages; 6:30pm (door): $10.

BUDDY'S Hump day with DJ Sex

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE Main

FLUID LOUNGE Wednesdays Foc:

Floor; Glitter Gulch Wednesdays; live
music once a month

COPPERPOT RESTAURANT Live

Shelley Younge (flute), Jetf Campbell

FLUID LOUNGE Mondays Mixer

Mondays: live music monthly; no

(late night);

BUDDY'S NIGHTCLUB Rudy
Electro latest and greatest in House,

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE Sleeman

‘SPORTSWORLD INLINE AND

(Celtic), DJ Hector Medougal

EDDIE SHORTS Open stage every

NEW CITY LIKWID LOUNGE

ALL SHOWS DOORS AT 7PM + 13103 FORT AD » 643-4000

Toms

CONVOCATION HALL New Music:

at kelly@michetti.com; karaoke with

LIVE MUSIC

WILD WEST SALOON Tick yer

Hookah and Rear Admiral Saunders

Progressive and Trip-Hop; 12am

and XS, quests; no cover

{acoustic)

Hot Philly

songwriter); Irish dancers, The Nicky

jazz every Wednesday night; 6-Spm;

Confederacy of Dunces, Dad Rock, TJ

NEW CITY SUBURBS (jet Down
Sundays with Neighbourhood Rats

WUNDERBAR Sundays DJ Gallatea

Indie Rock, Hip Hop. Electre with DJ

RED STAR Tuesdays, Experimental

CLASSICAL

Floor: Eclectic Nonsense,

GINGUR Ladies Industry Sundays

OVERTIME DOWNTOWN Sunday
Industry Night: Requests with DJ Bo

Live hip hop. every Wed: $S

O'BYAME'S St. Patricks Day Celtic
Nite at O’Bymes: Stu Bendall (singer

Archibald and the Steady Hand,

Edmonton Symphony Orchestra
7:30pm; $20-$65 at Winspear box

DJS

Cadaver

PAWN SHOP St Patty's Day

WINSPEAR CENTRE The Cowboy

PLAZA Opon mic every Wea: &
10:30pm:

TEMPLE Wiyid Style Woc

Zeek Ammar, hosted by Mark Ammar
and Noel (Big Cat} Mackenzie

STARLITE ROOM Destruction,
Krisiun and Mantic Ritual; 8pm

WHITEMUD CROSSING LIBRARY

‘STEEPS TEA LOUNGE-COLLEGE

ty, Ghoul-rock, spooky with DJ Vylen,

Cele

Timothy's Choral Scholar Program

Band hosted by Yukon Jack
Spm

GINGUR SKY Bashment Tuesdays:
Reggae music; no cover

NEW CITY LUIKWID LOUNGE ‘abi!-

night Spm-lam; featuring guests

McDonald {altemating); Spm-12am
(Door), tickets at ticketmaster.ca,

RIVER CREE Wednedays Live f

Latin and Salsa music, dance lessons
8-10pm

Tuesday open stage every Tuesday

hosted by Shemy-Lee Wisor/Mike

unionevents com

Attemoon: Amy

LB’S PUB Ammar’s Moosehead

FUNKY BUDDHA (WHYTE AVE)

Sean
This
FOX Wind-up Wednesdays: 885.

hiphop, reggas, old skool. res

EDMONTON EVENT CENTRE
Black Label Society, Archer Dope

with InVincaable, Touch ft week!
guest DJs
LEGENDS PUB Hip hop/A&E wit)
DJ Spincycle
NEW CITY LIKWID LOUNGE DFloxxi Slade (indie, punk and motel

SOLD OUT

NEW CITY SUBURBS Shake !t

This week: Mo Lefever

Wed: all gear provided

(metal), 8pm; $38.50 at TicketMaster
FIDDLER'S ROOST Little Flower

with Greg Gory and Eddie Lunehina'!
no minors; Spm {door)

HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB Open Stage

NIKIC DIAMONDS Punk and
metal every Wednesday

Open Stage with Brian Greag
with Ido;

8:30pm; free

HOOLIGANZ
PUB Open stage
Woednestlays hosted by Rock 'n’ Roll
Kenny

RED STAR Guest DJs every
Wednesday

LEVEL
2 LOUNGE Open mic

STARLITE ROOM Wild Style
Wednesdays: Hip-Hop; 9pm

HALL Acoustic Bluegrass jam presented by the Northern Bluegrass:

STOLLI'S Bestparty Wednesdar=
House, progressive and electra
with Rudy Electro, DJ Rystar. See=*

Circle Music Society every
Wednesday evening

Age and woekly guests; Ipm-2er

RED PIANO-PIANO BAR Jaz and
‘Shiraz Wedowsdays featuring Dave

WUNDERBAR Wednesdays"
new DJ; no cover

Babcock and his Jump Trio

Y AFTERHOURS
¥NotWesneo**"
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Cigarettes are highly addictive.
La cigarette crée une tres
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...And you will know us

Bill Frisell

by the Trail Of Dead
Century of Self

V1 Best of : Folk Songs

Buried Inside

f

Spoils of failure

Black Lips

.200 Million Thousand

Chris Issak

Cursive

Mr.Lucky

Mama IM swollen

JASON BAJADA

Brett Dennen

Buddy and Julie Miller

Hope for the hopeless

ai

Written in chalk

Howie Beck

I killed the Prom Queen

How to fall down inpublic

Sleepless nights
and city lights

mr SCrufF
“>

eaey

Ponet bait
Jason Ba jada

Josh Radin

Mr. Scruff

Loveshit

Simple times
/

Bonus Bait

!

Soundtrack Of Our Lives

,

k

Communion
Lseaiees

a

_

: .

y
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Your Music Destination
10335

atm

Vetiver

Tight knit

Whyte

Awe

@eweO 434.6342
megqmatumes.com
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Beats and brains

synth-soaked beats and melodies.

Christian Hansen & the Autistics is the thinking dancer’s party band
MARY CHRISTA O'KEEFE / marychriste@vueweekly.com

i Sie is great, as long as
there's also something real. I
like spectacle backed by a
human truth, something you try to
discover—even if it’s as simple as a
good show that engages.”
Christian Hansen tilts righteously at
the fallacies of the creative arts, with
bandmates Scott Shpeley and Molly
Flood making common cause. The
Spectacle Myth is a favourite target—
the notion that fun is vacuous;
amusement is the enemy ofthe mind,
incapable of reckoning or revelation.
“Musicians now often focus on
each other, how they play, their pedals. They're only engaging the aural
sense,” Hansen elaborates. “We want
to play for more than the three of us.
We want to communicate with the
audience—and we try really actively.
When we play live, it’s not about the
music, but about performing, experience, exchange. You can’t get that
from the Internet, CDs, video.”
Shpeley picks up Hansen’s thread.
“Every day we get flooded by media
We want to invite people to move, to
dance. Even dudes.”
“Especially dudes." Hansen adds

——) SAT, MAR 14 (9PM)
CHRISTIAN HANSEN &
co THE
o
AUTISTICS
a WITH MATHEW
SHDPYX,ROLAND PEMBERTON I
THEARTERY,S10
Lt

He sighs and turns to Shpeley.
“We're all love, man. We gotta get

tougher stories.”
Christian Hansen & the Autistics do actually have tougher stories,
but those are woven into their music,
a juxtaposition of bleak and frothy
propelling the Edmonton-based trio
into relevance—electro-bards adeptly
chronicling our fraught and awesome,
narcissistic and alienating, portentous
and potentially apocalyptic digital age
in the middle North America of the
early 21st century.
On one hand, Christian Hansen & the
Autistics assemble deceptively simplistic, playfully layered dance music that
harkens back to the supremely cheeseball house of late ‘80s/early ‘90s, but
rattles that cage with a piecey postmodem approach and promiscuous musical
influences ranging from nouveau
orchestral geek pop to all stripes of hip

hop, vintage ad jingles to anthemic stadium rock, early video game bleeps and
boops to ‘80s John Hughes film soundtracks and the cacophonous erratic
audio percolation of modem existence .

THEN INTO THIS cozy oddball musical
bed, Hansen—in a creaseless buoyant
croon that jostles intriguingly with its
sonic realm—tucks in sad-fucker portraits of contemporary life: an American sex tourist wobbling drunkenly to
island music while a bevy of exotic
prostitutes is rounded up for his pickings, an uneasy dude giving into his
girlfriend's fantasy of having two men
at once, a chronic masturbator stuck
in a dead-end life, an aspiring Albertan yearning for boom bling, a man
haunted by childhood sexual abuse by
a priest and more. Hansen’s stories
have the crackling feel of literary
short pieces, deftly drawn and heartbreaking particulars nestled in broader strokes of moody ambiguity
peppered by numbing everyday static,
The band’s forthcoming debut,
Power Leopard, vividly catalogues
these and other tentative navigations
of murky societal waters, set to
almost disturbingly dance-compelling

He shrugs. "Besides, | can.)

“Oh, baby you left me and my broken heart,"" Hansen says wearily. “It’s
not that it isn’t worthy, but I’m looking for a new way to say it, and
there’s so much more to say. | like
using specifics in songwriting; details
of the uncomfortable weirdness of
the modern world.” He rankles
against more creative falsehoods.
“And you can say a lot as a character. People assume the singer's talking as themselves in songs, and
somehow that has more credibility.
They think something made up isn’t
emotionally authentic. | don’t believe
that. When I write, I use things that _
happened to me, happened to other
people, things I heard on the news,
whatever—I meld them together. I'm
expressing myself, not necessarily
expressing my experiences.”

Mayes scored big with her
last album, Sweet Somethin’ Steady, when she hooked up
with Texan producer Gurf Morlix,
who was behind the board for a few
of Lucinda Williams's earlier
records, along with a host of other
artists. The teaming of Mayes and
Morlix was an ideal fit, and the two
of them recently wrapped up a second album together, Achin In Yer
Bones. Mayes spoke with Vue Weekly about the collaboration

VUE WEEKLY: This is the second album
you've done with Gurf Morlix at the
helm. Did you know you were
going to work with him again after
finishing Sweet Somethin’ Steady?
ROMI MAYES: Yeah, pretty. much. | wasn’‘t a hundred per cent sure what
was gonna happen, but the way it
went was Sweet Somethin’ Steady
was such a success and people
liked it so much and then Gurf and
1, we toured together, we stayed
really close friends. I'd go visit with
him and his wife and we'd go fishing. He'd already been privy to
some of the writing I’d been doing

@
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things arefine. If I'm depress...

not making mUSiC—I'm sitting 2\,,,
in my room, eating ice crea,,

watching shitty TV.”
Anyway, CH&A provide the 1),
for anxiety alongside probine

soul-crushing jobs and relati:

social networking perils an,
wealth gap.

,

“Just because it has a danc
doesn’t mean it has to be friv:
Hansen stresses. "For us, it’s no:
‘dance music,’ but a beat and a -;
line you can hook into, then ence,

ing others to have as much fun as ,
are live, to have a physical respon;
the music. It's cool to challenge \

people think is ‘rocking.’ We rock }\;
than a band with stacks and guitars y

by Mary Christa O'Keefe
"It was the

right way to
Il at fi

rt the album,
atchir
our

‘dance is ba ck’.
to music”

a proclamation:

approach

| think. It’s just the
attention. You

And then it's kind of

don't hear cowbell enor

The song sums

up our

THE FULL STORY'S ONLINE AT VUEWEEKLY.COM

artist relationship was so secure
that the trust was there.
And this time I had a lot mor
production say as well because
|
Knew my boundaries with Gur! a

Romi Mayes is achin’ in her bones
innipeg songwriter Romi

tortured artist. I create bette: ,,),

~ MAGNIFYING
1) POWER LEOPARD

Ouch!
EDEN MUNRO / eden@yueweekly.com

write when I'm happy. It’s bulishj; th

FAL MAR 13 (8PM)

little bit better, rather than

wit!

Sweet Somethin’ Steady | just suri ol
humbled myself completely to hin

and already had ideas, so by the

and listened and learned. This !\me
I went in with a little bit more
con
fidence that I had a lot to bring to
the table with ideas, and we so!! 0!
worked together more. He sill
played the role of producer really
well, he still pulled out the best °

time it was time to plan another

songs and of me through the whole

album

process, but it was smoothe’.

| ROMI MAYES
HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB, $15

PREVUE

I knew

I was going to use

|!

Gurf again, for sure

was almost safer to.work toge(!

VW: Was the recording process different this time, having done it once
already?
RM: The chemistry between us was
already there—our music sensibilities we had learned were the same,
we'd spent a lot of time over the
last few years listening to music
together, going to see shows
together and talking music together, so we knew we were on the
same page. And then the fact that
we were such good friends—last
time when we did Sweet Somethin’
Steady we had to sort of find how
to communicate with each other a
little bit more sensitively, we were
sort of being careful of how we
said things and trying to be
respectful, but this time we were

VW: What did Gurf bring to the album
as a producer?
;
AM: if any other producer ‘°"
approached this album it would hav«

just so relaxed, so the producer to

understated in a lot of albums. ¥

sounded completely different. 1°

songs would still be somewha! (ht
same—I mean, he didn’t rearrano*
the songs, | maintained the arrans*
ments that 1 had—but the approach \"
each song, the groove to each song)

Gurf’s style is a lot of half-time beall
and a lot of space, and he’s r¢é')
great with getting guitar tones ang
that’s such an important part o! '"'*
album. This album’s sound is a !0!°"
electric guitars and space, so! thin’ il

it was a different producer it cou!

have ended up being just a straight
rock ‘n’ roll album for all | know!

think that the producer's role is 0!*"
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ig Dance the night away
Aussie duo forgets trouble and shakes aleg
CAROLYN NIKODYM / carolyn@vueweekly.com
aking music has to be one of
ME: best jobs in the world.
Sure, there are hurdles and

HVARDEN SPHERE

wT

/ER

hardships—making money comes to
mind—but as soon as you put a smile
on one person's face, the magic of
music begins.
TV Rock's brand of Aussie electro
house has been the cause of more
than a few smiles. The duo’s debut
album—2006's Sunshine City—was the
highest selling record of that year
down under, and the single “Flaunt It”
broke chart history by being the
longest running song on the Australian Top 10.
“At the time, we started our own

SHULL&TE HYPOCRITES
THE ARTIST
/ THE LOUDHAILERS

(0008 EVENTS PRESENTS ALL AGES

PLAIN WHITET'S
=]SHAWN EBREWER
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WTB JOEYLd,POEM & RYANMATAR
GBS
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WAT WM

ESEGi

FtOQ@ec
Ea
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record label because we couldn't get
signed,” says the aptly named Grant
Smillie from his Melbourne studio,
“no one actually wanted to sign that
record when we first did it.”
After the success a major deal was
forthcoming, but so was the pressure
of a chart-topping followup.
“We tried that and to be honest, we
suck at writing pop,” Smillie laughs.
“If you go out to write and make a hit
record, | don’t think you can ever do
that. I think you need to write a
record that you love and want to play
and if it happens to connect beyond
that, then fantastic. I think if you try
and manufacture a hit, you tend to get
something that’s not quite something
that you play all the time, because it’s
that fraction too crossover to what
you want to do. But, look, at the end

of the day, you can only look forward
and not look too far back.”
They just want to produce solid
dance-floor hoppers, and so far, it has
paid Smillie and his partner Ivan
Gough to keep it simple, to take it one
day at a time. Efforts to garner an
audience outside of Australia have
borne fruit, aided by the airplay by the

.

2 |Til) MAR 19 (9PH)

>| LUCKY
TVROCK
13,$18.75
a

likes of Pete Tong and Roger Sanchez.
“When you've got those guys playing your records and ringing and asking when the next one’s going to be
out and what remixes you've got
going, it sort of helps out a lot. If those
guys are playing it then the rest seem
to follow, so we've been quite lucky,”
he says. “So the support from that kind
ofthing, that’s the most important part
about what we do. If you can get a
couple of those guys on your side, then
it’s half the battle won.”
THE OTHER HALF, of course, is getting
people up on the dance floor. TV
Rock's electro house might be great on

the radio, but the true nature of dance
music is really felt on the dance floorit demands audience participation.
“If you turned off the music and you

watched people dancing, you'd thinl
they were all nuts and you should
lock them up and put them in a mer
tal institution, because without the
music, it’s just a crazy kind of thing
that we do,” Smillie says. “But I thin!
that it's important, because it’s just a
release. | think you go out, you work
hard, you do what you do—music
brings out the best part of it. You can
forget whatever happened during
your week, as shit as it was, and you
go out in a social environment thai
you all come together, everyone has <
dance and you let yourself go. I don
know, maybe it’s just becoming pop
culture, and they should be teaching it
in school—go ahead and dance. get
involved.” vw
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those smaller things happen that can
benefit you down the road.”

FAUNTS’ PARTNERSHIP with Friendly
Fire records started with the good
folks at CJSR, who sent the band’s
2005 debut High Expectations/Low
Results to the label, which reached out
to the band soon after and has
released and re-released everything

the band has done since
"They've been such a great label to
work with,” says Gallant. “just extremely dedicated and helpful. They've given
us a lot of creative freedom, and they
really let us do things our own way.
They are small enough that we can call
them up and talk directly to the head of
the label, but large enough that they
can help us in ways we wouldn't be
able to do ourselves.”
When it came time to record the’ follow-up to High Expectations, Faunts
tured again to Graham Lessard to help

eis

Naked on Jasper

Show @7

or BSEST
Special Thanks to:

!

shape and guide the band's pop-influenced leanings. Intimately familiar with
the band’s dream-pop sound, Lessard
wasn’t content to just sit back and

The results are in
unts returns with a bigger lineup and a new record
ES STEWART / jstewart@vueweekly.com
h today’s shifting musical market,
junts has been able to make the
most of exploring different outlets
et the band’s music into the world.
ible to reconcile their individual
edules to allow for the more tradijal route of touring, touring and
he
mo:
touring, the members instead
ind ways to release their atmostic pop music through different
dia, most notably with 2007's highsuccessful
soundtrack to BioWare's
Effect video game. Citing the
id's recent deal with Rough Trade
lishing [Animal Collective, Black
luntain} in the UK, bassist Scott

lant explains how the band uses
se alternate outlets.

= | FAUNTS
=
coe |WITH WHITSUNDAYS, ROLAND PEMBERTON Ii
FAL,
MAR13 (9 PM)

2 | PAWN SHOR
STO

“Touring isn’t really a huge focus
for us. From a financial and a
scheduling point of view, it’s just
not something we can afford to do.
The music industry has changed
quite a bit over the years, and there
are a lot of different ways to get
your music out there besides just
touring and playing shows. We've

been able to license our music to
reach people, and along with internet sites like Pitchfork [who recent-

ly gave Faunts a favourable review]

and others we've been able to get
our name out there. The Rough
Trade deal will help with that a lot
too. I mean, our label [Friendly Fire
Records] would obviously prefer us
to be touring,” he chuckles. “But
they understand our situation.”
When the band is able to head out
of town, it makes the most of it, like
with last year’s well-received set at
New York City's famed CMJ industry
showcase, where Faunts was able to
make some valuable contacts.
“Friendly Fire is based out of New
York, so we were able to get a nice
spot and it went well. We actually met
the guy that runs Pitchfork down
there, so we were able to kind of get a
foot in the door. It’s nice to make

BIRTLES / bryan@vuoweekly.com

because soul music has a sort of
ful quality to it doesn’t mean its
titioners are particularly wistful
mselves. Longtime soul singer and

itarist James Hunter seems like the
d of guy more accustomed to back
ippin’ and hearty laughs than he is to
‘ing in his beer. Playing with the

me band for well over a decade, a
S4
about their longevity and abiliget along for such an extended
‘ic doftime might elicit an answer
g platitudes about being relaxed
sang
with the flow, but no—he'll
e ofthat.
ops each other money you see.
can remember who owes who
ihat’s basically it,” he laughs over
ng Connection from his home in

d. “The thing is that there's no dan-

ger of us falling out because we all hate
each other anyway.”
Though his music has been referred to

as “blue-eyed soul,” Hunter rejects such
a label. Blue-eyed soul isn’t just a white
guy making soul music—it's a whole dif-

MUSIC:

press record, taking a more active role
in the Feel. Love. Thinking. Of. sessions
“He really did produce this record;
he was almost like another member
of the band in a lot of ways. It was
really helpful to have someone else’s
perspective that wasn’t in the band.”
With the band’s lineup fleshed out
over the years to include Gallant on
bass guitar and third Batke brother Rob
on guitar/keyboards, Feel.Love.Thinking.Of. marks the first time that the current line-up has written and released
music under the Faunts moniker. With
an emphasis on incorporating all members’ creative viewpoints, the band had
to revisit its songwriting process, one
that in the past had favoured a more
internal approach.
“Before, songs would often be
brought in more or less finished, but
with this record we tried to approach
things with more of a collective

effort, and to arrange and write parts
as a band,” Gallant admits. “I think
that the songs have a different feel
to what the band has done before as
a result, with more of a pop-oriented
full band sound.” w

ferent thing.
“| don't really call it blue-eyed soul,
especially in my case— just sort of call
it soul. | think the old description of
blue-eyed soul usually applies to people
like the Righteous Brothers and it's a
different feel really,” he says. “I've
never really acknowledged that term—
it's either soul or it ain't.”
And while Hunter's latest disc,
The Hard Way, was released to
excited reviews nearly a year ago,
working on new songs hasn’t come
easy—though he insinuates that for
him it never does.
“It’s like pulling teeth actually, it’s
quite a hard one. Writing songs, you've
gotta make up your mind about what
you're actually writing about, what the
subject matter is, and then you've gotta
make it rhyme,” he laughs. “So some
songs slip out naturally and then some
you've really gotta get the crow bar
and the vaseline and force ‘em out. It's
a hard process actually, but it'll be
worth it once it's done.” w
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Kimberly Spears

THAT

ROCKS

YOUR

LIFE.

$5 COVER - INCLUDES ADMISSION AND $5 DRINK COUPON!

TRIBUTE

NOTES

ACTS

TOP TRIBUTE BANDS STRAIGHT FROM LAS VEGAS
EVERY THURSDAY — SUNDAY.

The Good Lovelies

EDEN MUNRO

eden @vueweekly.

"i

WITH AHONDA STAKICH
THEMO LEFEVER SEPTANT

ARTERY,STB(ADVANCE,
$20(000A)

The sassy trio of women that make up the Good Lovelies are
shirking today’s gloom and doom with a little bluegrass, some
three-part harmonies and a hearty laugh. They'll be playing the
Women and Music Summit at the ARTery along with jazz
singer/songwriter—and former Edmontonian—Rhonda Stakich and local jazz guitarist Mo Lefever.

PREVUE
SAY,MAR ott

ALL ELS)

WITH.AMNWY, CALCULATING COLLAPSE STALLORD, SHATTERED SUNS; SUBURBAN SYNDROME
AVENUE THEATRE, $15 (ALL AGES)
Rippin’ metal riffs and brutal death metal growls mark local
beast All Else Fails’ brand new album Against the Darkening Sky.

It's good. It’s loud. And did | mention the ripping riffs? Well, there
are some pretty killer leads in there, too, and one ‘monster of a
pick slide on “Act IV.”

T

PREVUE
SAT, MAR 14 Me

SOLIPSIS

WITH URSA MINER, AFISTFUL OF NICE
BUX S10

HANK SHOW
HANK WILLIAMS SR. TRIBUTE
MAR. 12 & 13

Solipsism: 1) The theory that the self is the only thing that can
be known and verified. 2) The theory or view that the self is the
only reality.
The local band that takes this philosophy term as its name is
releasing its first EP. Sentimental, this week. The band’s music is

well-suited to its name, with a grungy trance-like approach to
~ the tunes that unfolds naturally.

PREVUE
SAT, MAR 14(8PM)

DA CAMERA SINGERS

ALL SAINTS’ ANGLICAN CATHEDRAL $15 -$20(ALL AGES)
Old favourites and newly commissioned works come together on
the program for Da Camera Singers latest concert, with the
themes of death, dying and remembrance tying it all together.

LONG RUN
EAGLES TRIBUTE
MAR. 14 & 15

PREVUE
THE, MAR 17 (7PM,

EDMONTON COLUMBIAN CHOIRS
14(0

KIMBER SPEARS

FORT HOTEL FORT SASKATCHEWAN (9923-10281) $6
Kimberly Spears was born in Red Deer, raised in rural Manitoba,
Studied Music in Victoria and Brandon, lived in Winnipeg, spent

time in Nashville and Orlando and now lives in Gibbons, AB. All
those miles come together on her new album, Losing a Layer,

Which she'll be letting loose at her CD release show in Fort
Saskatchewan.

MCDOUGALL UNITED CHURCH, $15 (ALL AGES)

The Edmonton Columbian Choirs—the Young Columbian
Singers, the Junior Columbian Singers and the Chanteuses
Ladies’ Choir—are presenting a program entitled Spring Bouquets. Look for a mix of sacred and secular music that covers
folk songs like “The Log Driver's Waltz” to the premiere of
“Every Child Has Known God,” a piece commissioned for this

concert.

LIVE HOURS: WEDNESDAY - SUNDAY
| 7PM —- 2AM
CALL 780.930.2580 FOR INFORMATION.
WHITEMUD DRIVE & WINTERBURN ROAD

780.484.2121
RIVERCREERESORT.COM

AKA

RIVER

CREE

RESORTAND-CASINO

Wea 18 (10PM

THEDIVORLEES
BLACK DOG, FREE

WIN GI tea BAYONETS!!
HYOEAWAY,S10(ALLABES)
.
Thisis a release party fortwoofthebands onthebill,though foroneof
them ita bitout oftime. Mount Analogue iscoming upfrom Calgary to

felease a three-inch CD of post-punk—or “Avant-Garbage,” as the
band's
ile Gift Eaters will be following in BayoNets!!! recent footsteps and releasing a cassette tape. Will a reel-to"eel from Dead Beats be far behind?

Out of the wilds of New Brunswick come the
Divorcees, a band of outlaws cut from the same dirty
cloth that the original outlaws like Waylon and Willie
were. The band lays its philosophy out pretty damn
directly with a torn and frayed sound and throwdown-the-glove lyrics like “You ain't gettin’ my country without a fight,” and the band will no doubt be
laying it all on the line with its upcoming sophomore
record, Last of the Free Men. w
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Chris Cornell, Scream

myspace.com/witchofficial
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The Deep Dark Woods,
Hours

steeped in trag;

tional America,
songwriting—{j,;,
the whispereg

Revenge,” both vocally and in the use of

(Interscope)

wistful opening
track, the Dee;

Chris Cornell’s latest record will likely
synthesizers as the driving sound here.
be a polarizing one amongst his fans—
Of course, while it’s impressive that
the LP was produced by the very hip
Cornel! willingly moves beyond the
hop Timbaland, and it finds Cornell
comfort of his past—even his previous
leaving behind most of the guitars that
two solo albums, while carving out
have largely defined his music in the
new territory, still held to the general
past, at least in his role as the frontman
instrumentation of his other bands—
of Soundgarden and then Audioslave.
the abilityofmusic to generate a
Now, synths and layers of vocals, along
sense of excitement is often accomwith plenty of bleep-blorp sounds, are
panied by the possibility of failure;
at the forefront of
unless one is
the singer's songs.
walking the musiThat's not to say
cal tightrope, so
that nane of the
to speak, there’s
traditional instrulittle chance of
ments in the rockachieving any real
band arsenal are
thrill.
here—“Time" feaScream does
tures both guitar
occasionally fumand organ in its
ble—the dragging
soundscape—but
chorus on “Sweet
they are put into
Revenge”—but
the service of the
more often pulls
electronics that
ahead—the
TIANYO
Timbaland and
smoky and soulful
Cornell use to light
slow burning hidthe way.
den track, “Two Drink Minimum,”
Scream is a dense piece of work—an
harkening back to the minimalist
admirable thing when it comes to music,
sound of Cornell's two previous solo
especially with someone of Cornell's
albums, and the urgent delivery of
stature who could quite easily rest on his
"Other Side of Town.”
past successes, both artistic and finan“Ground Zero,” one of the tracks that
cial.
is farthest removed from’ Cornell's earliBut rather than taking the easy
er works, is arguably one of the most
route, Cornell threw himself into a
successful on Scream, melding a hipnew way of working, constructing the
hop beat with soul vocals in the lead
songs alongside Timbaland in the stuand the background, trippy scratching
dio, letting the approach guide him
and strings, eventually devolving into
without worrying about turning in
an acoustic-guitar-and-spaced-outanother slab of the uninspired heavy
effects passage at the close.
rock that he had been mired in for
Even with its flaws, Scream is more
three albums with Audioslave.
interesting than anything Cornell
And inspired is the key word when it
accomplished in his time with
comes to Scream—Cornell uses his
Audioslave, and his willingness to try
voice as an instrument in new ways,
something that is so vastly removed
relying on it for percussive elements at
from the typical rock approach is weltimes, and he embraces a more soulful
come in a musical scene where the
approach generally throughout on
same old, same old is too often celesongs like “Enemy” and "Sweet
brated. —EDEN MUNRO / eden@vueweekly.com

ist=

Dark Woods deli,
€rs 12 captivating

songs, hinting at influences from th,
Band to Gram Parsons to outlaw coun
try. Gone are the jazzy, organ-fuseq

blues ballads of 2007's Hang Me, o/,
Hang Me. Instead, violins (and produce;
Steve Dawson's pedal steel) are featured
prominently, creating a more straigh;

ahead, folk-country feel—thoughth,
band's signature dueling guitar solos ay
also present here. —MIKE ANGUS / mikean
gvs@vueweskly.com
Drakes’s Theory, Anasthesia Toxemi;
(Independent) Prog rock is called “pr.

gressive” for a reason. It takes a bunch
weird

face control rico

ton band Drak:
Theory. Operating on jazz structur
most of the songs on Anesthesia Toxem)
flow from head, to variations on {}\
theme, to solos. Except, this stuff hits y:
like that new LRT train—it's hard and {as

and there’s a possibility it's from thi
future. The amount of arranging ani
thought that would have to have gon
into an album like this boggles m
mind—tt's not a background album, you
either sit down and give it a close liste:
or you don’t. But the rewards for doin:
so are vast. And with crystal clear pr
duction, Anasthesia Toxemia never sufter
from being under-realized, a real possi
bility for music as dense as this. —BAYAli
BIATLES / bryan@vueweekly.com

Drake's Theory plays the Hydeaway o
Sun, Mar 15 at 8 pm.

Jody Glenham, Focus Pull (indepen
dent) From the melancholy piano
chords and wistful vocal that open the
album on “Coffec
Soaked’—"Working
in a coffee shop
Listening
t
strangers talk
How the world
seems so trivial

she sings—to the
hopeful-yet-hushed tones of closing
~

everything that happens...

now on LP

and

that it'll work o1
for the best in th
end. Like Edmon

N

ANNA,
QW

shit

smushes it togeth
knowing, I gue
sometimes hopin

104430 = 124 street
780.732.1132
www.listenrecords.net

recordsé&cds

Winte,

(Black Hen) Dark SONGS of

betrayal, remorse and redemption

number “Lime’—‘Let’s make the best

©!

it ‘cause this mess could get sticky—

Focus Pull is alive with emotion, Jody
Glenham’'s voice tender and nuanced as

she deliver her words. Her piano—the

Ww

s/t LP only

wverhang parly

y

nies Glenham, though—on “Buttons

with its underlayer of acoustic guitar,

clUM
coll 425-CLUBformore info

G

wren

instrument at the heart of the record—i
inextricably linked to her voice, the two
instruments so entwined as to act as
one spine throughout the record. Nol to
be dismissed is the band that accompa

Tauns Arai3
EASTER LONG WEEKEND
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some sirifigs and a drum beat that oscil

lates between swinging and pounding,

top 10 sellers

or the wah-wah guitar, soaring orga"

01. st magneticring

06. middie cyclone neko case

02. s/t afegt

07.
08.
09.
10.

03. hold time m. ward
04. march of the zapotec beirut
OS, dark was the night v/a

Musi

merriweather gost... animal collective
an imaginary country tim hecker
havilah the drones
for the whole world (o see death

and rolling thunder of the drums on
“Whisky (So Cold)’—not so much giving

the record an added depth as much as

shading in the holes and darkening the
edges. —EDEN MUNRO / eden@vueweekly.com

Eleni Mandell, Artificial Fire (ZedOn her seventh full-length,

LA-based songstress
Eleni Mandell dips

pe,
.
i

into

her

read relational territory
for
a

ulti-tonal explofation of feminine

desire, mapped fromits earliest urgent
seenage pangs to emotional fumblings

after barely-adult encounters and fursason to more grown-up entangle-

two songs that reach
scale for comfort.
n
piatoo sophisticated to treat

with linearity or literalism,
Fire wanders across times,

and moods, Sometimes her

ons

cal landscape is glowingly languid
gravid withexpectation, at other

sempentine guitars undulate
:
ate-'70s rock, or

breakneck through a
breakdown or breakaway.

:

EDEN MUNAG
= | eden@weweekiycom

past

_seductions and
even harder-to-

~

<2 |OLD SOUNDS

flirts, pouts,
and varied

inamoratos
ted appetite
for romantic agate and a sonic
identity
that recalls the best of Chryssie
ee early Attractions-era Elvis
elivered with impeccable

ship and verve. —MARY CHRISTA
Le Vent du Nord, Mesdames et
messieurs! (Borealis) The challenge
for anyone recording a live album is to

find a way to translate the energy of a
live performance
onto disc. Fora
band like Québec

foursome Le Vent
du Nord, which is
deservedly
renowned for their
charismatic and
spirited stage shows—as anyone who
caught them at 2006's Folk Fest can
attest to—getting the feel just right is
essential. Luckily for fans of these rising
stars of traditional folk music from
Québec, Mesdames et messieurs! proves
up to the challenge. Recorded in 2007 at
the Festival Mémoire et Racines, the
album opens on a sombre note, “Uheure
blue” offering a musical tribute to a
recently departed friend, but soon builds
in toe-tapping, hurdy gurdy-filled energy. The boys are outnumbered by the
many guests who join them on stage
{including members of Edmonton’s the
McDades) before concluding with a spirited all-together finale. —SCOTT HARRIS /
scott@vueweekly.com

Le Vent du Nord plays the the Old
Timers Cabin (9430 - 99 St) on Fri, Mar
13 (8 pm), presented by the Full Moon
Folk Club.

LA Guns, LA Guns (Polydor) Originally released: 1988 More than two
decades after the band’s full-length
debut, Guns N’ Roses is still a viable
creative entity—if a somewhat weathered one, with Axl Rose the last man
standing when it comes to those who
played alongside him on 1987's
Appetite For Destruction. While Rose
was first out of

LA Guns was not the sort of band
that spent much time concerning itself
with the larger world; what mattered
to Guns and his bandmates was the

sleazy gutter that they had emerged
from. It was a place of grime and dirt,
where the players might have
dreamed large, but they were living
one day to the next.
Musically, LA Guns was nothing revolutionary, but the band played every

power chord, every bluesy riff, every
rabid guitar solo like that moment was
all that the band had to live for, and
maybe it was. In

the gate with a
major label deal,
and he’s managed
to hold onto the
lion's share of the
glory up to this

was involved in
a scene that was
exploding, yet
they were also in
clase enough

day, the mid-'80s

quarters to see

LA music scene

friends scrambling to get out
of the muck only
to fall back into
obscurity.
It's very likely

1988, the group

was an incestuous place that
saw musicians
regularly jumping
between bands.

One of the infinite variations of
band lineups that came out of that time
involved Rose and guitarist Traci Guns
teaming up to start GNR. The partner-

ship was not to last, though, and Guns
went on to revive his own LA Guns,
which itself saw several personnel
changes leading up to the band's selftitled debut in. 1988.
LA Guns was very much caught up

in the aftermath of Guns ‘N Roses,
when every major label was out to
corral the next big thing, and every
band wanted nothing more than to be
that big thing. But, while GNR went on
to interplanetary success, and many a
lesser band stumbled and fell hard
without seeing much more than brief
regional popularity, LA Guns stood
out—though only partially because of
the band’s songwriting.
The band's lyrics were typified by
those in “Sex Action”: “I've been
around this great big world, yeah /
Had my share of shady deals and girls,
hey / Now, I've been thinking of the
coming attraction / The wink of an eye
and the gleam of satisfaction.”

=
=

GEOFF. BERNER
BOB WISEMAN
MAINSTREAM SUCCESS TOUR

that a large part
of the reason

that LA Guns was signed had to do with
Guns’ role in the genesis of GNR, but
when it comes down to it there was
considerable distance between the two
groups. Appetite For Destruction is cer-

tainly scuffed up to a point, directly referencing GNR's street life, but there's a
sheen to the production and a professionalism to the music that LA Guns’

debut shirks in favour of relishing the
life they were leading.
Despite “Cry No More,” a gentle
acoustic guitar and strings instrumental
piece, there's a desperation that hangs

with Doug Hoyer

°4)

at theARTery
7 9533 Jasper Avenue -entranceon 1010 Avenue

Tickets $13 at the door, S10 in advance
(megatunes, blackbyrd, listen, fix on the square
Doors at 8pm. Show starts at 9pm sharp!

heavy over tracks like “Nothing to
Lose”—"You give me one more reason

/ One more reason to die’—and “Down
in the City’—"Sex fiends, Acid Queens,
livin’ on a bad dream / This town never
sleeps.” This was a band that was far,
far away from polished, and at times the
rudimentary riffs that form the backbones of tunes like “No Mercy” and Hollywood Tease”—all thrashing groove
and very little memorability—are tiring,
but LA Guns also personified the Holly-

wood scene even better than GNA. w

QUICK SPINS

cx |WHITEY HOUSTON
SE | quickspins@vueweekly.com

THE ROADHAMMERS

ELECTROLUMINESCENT
MEASURES
BLACK MOUNTAIN MUSIC

Big, shiny country
How can something so polished
Be this fucking dull?

Minimal synth gold!
Comes from where? Berlin? Prague? nope
Hamil-fucking-ton!

HEAVY GHOST
ASTHMATIC KITTY

WAVVES
WAVVVES
FAT POSSUM

ll
MONTAGE MUSIC

Mish mash of cool shit

Like a mime playing a saw
With Nina Simone

Waves of distortion
Disguises the pop smarts and
Bringeth the headache

1WAS A KING
i AKING

GE
EARLY OUTPUT 1996 - 1998
TEMPORARY RESIDENCE

Teenage Fanclub-esque
But with a touch more balisack
And weirder accents

[like it a lot
When dudes aren't even trying
And still destray minds

MAR12-MAR 19,2008
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UINIONEVENTS: COM s
JUST ANNOUNCED

‘Cross yonder over the hill

- ON SALE FRIDAY AT 10 AM

Classical guitarist escaped from communist Czechoslovakia
MARIA KOTOVYCH / maria@vueweokly.com

t might seem odd to read about
= Hendrix and classical music in
the same sentence. But Czech
classical guitarist Pavel Steidl takes
it further—he performs a piece called
“Hommage a Jimi Hendrix,” an
improvisational work by Italian composer Carlo Domeniconi which emulates the sound of the late rock
guitarist.

“| like this way of interpretation to
make my own version. | think it’s also
a part of the Italian style. Of course, if
you play Johann Sebastian Bach, it’s
better not to do your own version, but
maybe play Bach,” Steid! laughs,
speaking over the phone from the
Czech village of Skryje.
But Steidl admits that he wasn’t
always a fan of Hendrix’s music.
“Actually, Jimi Hendrix was for me
always too much, too much, too

much, too extreme,” he says. “But a
few years ago, I was travelling to Aus-

tralia, and on the plane, between the
movies, there was a live concert of
Jimi Hendrix. So | started to listen, and
I said, ‘Oh, God. He's incredible.’ It’s
incredible what this man was doing.”
Steidl is friendly and enthusiastic as
he discusses his music and his life;
yet, this same man once lived under
the oppressive and corrupt commu-

BULESK

5 Eminem
Crack a Bottle feat. Dr. Dre and 50 Cent

7 Lily Allen
F**k You (Explicit Version)

oh

=

WWW BHYMESRYERS.COM.

“MYSPACE.COM/ATMOSPHERE

\Wurswreriany

adult children of alcoholic and dysfunctional families
* Meet Mondays including holidays, 7:30pm

BOARD LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE Grant
MacEwan College, City Centre Campus # Gat on
Board: Organizational Effectiveness ® Sat. Mar 21;

CANADIAN NATIVE FRIENDSHIP CENTRE 11205101 St, 780.479.1999 * Basketball; Mon (5-7pm) *

DIBS

==
EXCLUSIVE RINGTONES
TEXT “DIBS”™TO 4321 & HAVE 1ST. DIBS
DELIVERED RIGHT TO YOUR
VIRGIN MOBILE PHONE!
FEATURE

MAn4a
dann19,2009"

(Re)Turn, Fri, Mar 20, 3:30pm

Sewing Circle; Tue (6-8pm) ¢ Beadwork Class; Wed

ARTIST:

4%

O'Driscoll * Lecture One: Aspirations: The Time of An
Archive, Mon, Mar 16, 3:30pm © Lecture Two:
Silence: The Intervening Archive, Wed, Mar 18,
a * Lecture Three: Archiviologies: The Archival

Healing Circle; Mon (6-8pm) * Boxing; Mon/Thu (7Spm), Tue (5-7pm) * Volleyball; Tue (6-8pm) ©

THIS WEEK'S

AIL

THE ARCHIVE OF EVERYTHING: CULTURE,
HISTORY, THEORY HC L-1. U of A campus * 200809 Broadus Lecture Series: Featuring Michael

@ question and answer discussion period ® Sat,
jar 21, 1-2pm

10 Kanye West
Heartless

| APRIL 28 - STARLITE ROOM eS
6MHIMESIVERS
SSOSao
Ae ota
Me eae ETT
ENTS .°,%,%°,*,9,%59,°
:

* Mar 19, 7pm © Free; www.epl.ca/Adventurelnk
AIKIKAI AIKIDO CLUB 10139-87 Ave, Old

torevents@macewan.ca, T: 780.497.4780
BUDDHIST LECTURE SERIES SG! Edmonton
Centre, 10711-107 Ave, 2nd Fl © Lecture followed

9 Karl Wolf
Africa

18+ ROMINORS - DOORS 8PM - TICKETS ALSOATBLACKBYRD, LISTEN
AND FOOSH

ADVENTURE INK Stanley Milner Library,
780.496.7032 © Machu Picchu: Presentation on Peru

$55.30, registration closes Mar 14, http://boardleadership09.eventbrite.com; linfo: E: voluntarysec-

8 The Fray
You Found Me

_

sen

AWA 12-STEP SUPPORT GROUP Braeside
Presbyterian Church basement, N. door, 6 Bernard Dr,
Bishop St, Sir Winston Churchill Ave, St. Albert © For

6 Kings of Leon
Use Somebody

*,;

listi

Strathcona Community League, ® Japanese Martial
Art of Aikido * Every Tue 7:30-9:30pm; Thu 6-8pm

4 Kelly Clarkson
My Life Would Suck Without You

*

free

CLUBS/LECTURES

3 Britney Spears
Circus

ie

BUT STEIDL'S OWN experience as a
musician contributed to his decision
to leave Czechoslovakia.
"I left the country because the

ceed See otcereal
Deadline is Friday at 3pm

2T.1.
Dead and Gone feat. Justin Timberlake

0

instance, they called you to the Ministry of Interior and they asked you to
give some information to the secret
police about your friends. It is impossible, |mean. This happened to me, so
I decided to leave the country,” he
explains.
Steid] also notes that individual
artists had different experiences
under communism.
“Some people, they think it was
actually much easier. | mean, the art
had much official support of the politics. You didn’t get much money, but if
you were really skillful and had good
friends in the right places, you got
many concerts, more concerts than
everyone,” he explains.

Fax

1 Flo Rida
Right Round

1)

“[It was] such a situation that, for

EVENTS WEEKLY

ALL AGES - DOORS 7 PM
TIX ALSO AT BLACKBYRD & LISTEN

>

nist system of the former Czechoslovakia. Finding it difficult to live there,
Steidl took political asylum in the
Netherlands in 1987.

system, the government in that tim,
was not supporting young artists ;,
travel to other countries. But th, y
loved money very much. So we had
such contracts, with only one of,
cial management here in Czechos|,,
vakia—that contract was that
between 40 - 60 per cent of the fee

you had to give to that manage
ment.

Forty - 60—it’s a lot,” ).

laughs. “This was the reason

that

they allowed you to go if you got an
invitation. And I had a friend wh
invited me to west Europe to play

concert, and I took the chance.

“Freedom—people, often th:
think that freedom is the right to y,
tomorrow where you like and to «
what you like—I don’t think so
think freedom is the right to )
what you are, and not pretend tha

you are something different than
you are. And I was sufferin
because you had to pretend a lot in
that system, you know,” he conti:
ues. “And of course, if you pretend
well, you could be also happy, but ;
was quite difficult.
“I'm very happy now that the sys
tem changed—and of course, nothing
is perfect—but at least there are man
things which give you freedom and a
chance to let other people know that
you exist.” v

INTREINAUT

ATURDAY APRIL 25 - STARLITE ROOM

a

i |FAL MAR 13 (0PM)

= |MUTTART
PAVELHALL,
STEIDL
ALBERTA COLLEGE,$25 $30

=

{6-Bpm) © C.N.EC. Pow-wow; Wed (6-Spm) # Hi
Hop Class; every Thu (5-7pm) © Cree Class: Thu (68pm) © Elders and Residency; Fri {all day) © Safe

Using and Harm Reduction; last Fri each month
(1iam-12pm) * Tobacco Reduction; every Fri (1-2pm)
* Drop-in Night; Fri (6-Bpm)

CARP EDMONTON Barnett House, 1010-142 St «
Meeting: Alberta Pharmaceutical Strategy
* Tue Mar
17 © Pre-registerat780.455.9727, e-mail: carped-

montonbe@telus.net
CAR-SHARING CO-OP OF EDMONTON Robbins
Health Learning Center, GMC City Centre Campus, Rm

9-315, 109 St, 104 Ave, 780.907.1231 © Car Shari
Cooperatives-How they work presented by Tanya P.
and Mark Goldblatt * Mar 12, 7:30pm ¢ Free
CHESS Edmonton Chess Club and Society of Alber
Chess Knights, 780.474.2318 © Lear to play chess
Opportunities for all ages including classes, schoo!
. programs and tournaments *
fovingchessnuts@shaw.ca

EDMONTON BICYCLE COMMUTERS BICYCLE

780.433.1270 ¢ Mechanic Course ® Thu, Mar 12. 7
Spm © Free, pre-register at jbeollier@shaw.ca

EDMONTON ESPERANTO SOCIETY Rm 1812,
10025-102A Ave, 780.702.5117 © Fri, noon-1pm ©
vaughn@sewardconsulting.com

EDMONTON JANE AUSTEN SOCIETY Stanley 4

Milner Library, Edmonton Rm ® Women Writers and
“Our MissAusten”, talk by Isobel Grundy ® Sat, Mar
21, 2-4pm © Free
EDMONTON NATURE CLUB Royal Alberta

Museum * Monthly meeting: Photographing
Alberta's Smaller Morey with speaker Ter
Thormin © Fri, Mar 20, 7pm (coffee), 7:30pm (meet
ing) * Admission by donation

FERTILITY AWARENESS CHARTING CIRCLE

Steeps College Plaza, 11116-82 Ave ® Justisse holis
tic reproductive health practitioner Megan Lalonde
willpresen Healthy practices: improving and support
ingfemale reproductive health through diet and

lifestyle ¢ Thu, Mar 12, 6:30-8:30pm © $5 (Suggested

donation}; www. fertilityawarenesschartingcircle ora
HIDDEN CORE BELIEFS CAN MAKE YOUR LIFE
SUCK Life Enrichment Centre, upstairs, 780.462.449!
® Enlightening New Thought Lectures by Dr. Jaclyn
Darby © Every Sun, 11am, in March * Donation
HIV EDMONTON-LUNCH AND COMMUNITY
FORUM Canterra Suites, 11010 Jasper Ave *
Forum on HIV, Disclosure and the Law, moderator *

Glenn Betteridge * Mar 19, noon-2pm * Free; RSV

by Mar13to Tsion Dameke Abate T: 780.488.5742
xt. 229; E; tsion.d@hivedmonton.com; www.hived-

monton.com
“HOME” ENERGISING SPIRITUAL COMMUNITY
FOR PASSIONATE LIVING Gameau/Ashbourne
Assisted Living Place, 11148-84 Ave ® Home: Blends
music, drama, creativity and reflection on sacred tex\s

toBeeryite you for passionate living ¢ Every Sun 3Spm * Info at uce.home@gmail.com

IMAGES ALBERTA CAMERA CLUB Pleasantview
Community Hall, 10860-57 Ave,
780.962.6561/780.469.9776/780.452.6224 «
Featuring presentations,s
rs, workshops, outings, and competitions.Aillevels ae
faphers

welcome *

Meet the 2nd and 4th Thu each month:

Sept-May, 8pm

according to one of his friends. The Saturday Night Live comedian loved to provoke merriment wherever he went,
relentlessly shepherding the mood
toward celebratory exuberance. I'm not
Saying you should try to ignite conviviality
with that much ferocity in the coming
days, Gemini. But | do think this is a special phase of your astrological cycle,
when you have an extraordinary capacity
for spreading witty inspiration and catalytic fun—and for collecting the useful
rewards generated by that good stuff.

er Pythagoras is
umbers." He

ten-minute blasts that allow you to
change what happened. And if my predic-

tion's not accurate in every detail, | bet it
will nonetheless be metaphorically true.

VIRGO (AUG 23 - SEP 22)

CANCER (JUN 21 - JUL 22)
As | compose your horoscope, I'm sitting
in a restaurant in San Francisco's Chinatown dining on something the menu

refers to as a Milky Golden Prize Delight
Bun. And I'm thinking, | bet it's going to
be a kind of Milky Golden Prize Delight
week for you Cancerians ... a Sweet
Creamy Lusty Elixir week ... a Rich Thick
Tasty Brilliance week. If you can manage
it, |suggest you try to have a dream one
of these nights in which you find a delicious morsel of the sun in a bowl of pudding, and savour it all while listening to
the full moon sing you a thrilling lullaby.

meets one’s destiny ontheroad
d it,” saysaFrench proverb.

LEO (JUL 23 -AUG 22)
| predict that you will go to a grungy thrift
store to shop for bargain kitchen items

}

are you led into the cirthat ultimately activate the fulls your
of
gifts. These mysteries will soon

but will instead buy a magic snow globe

depicting a dolphin drinking beer from a
fountain that’s shaped like a silver stiletto
pump, and when you get this talisman
home you will discover that it gives you
the power to hover and cruise a few feet
off the ground, plus tune in to the secret
thoughts of people who confuse you, and

e oh
i
for you, Taurus.
xoming plottwists
willlead you to where
u didn't even know you needed
to go.

MINI (MAY21- JUN 20)

even time-travel into the past for brief

hris Farley was “a wrecking ball of joy,”

The foxglove plant can either be a hex or
a healer. If you eat its flowers, your heart
fate will zoom to a dangerous rate and
your digestive system will go haywire. If,
on the other hand, you have certain cardiac problems and partake of the foxglove's leaves, they will steady and
strengthen your heart. | bet you can think
of several influences in your life whose
powers can be equally contradictory.
According to my reading of the omens, it’s
an excellent time to get very clear about
the differences, and take steps to ensure
that you'll be exposed as little as possible
to the negative effects.

LIBRA (SEP 23 - OCT 22)
The agitation and commotion seem to be
dying down. The bitching and moaning
are diminishing. And yet, from what | can
tell, the Big Squeeze is still squeezing
you, which probably means that it’s going
to get trickier for you to extricate yourself. Want my advice? Don't take
“maybe” for an answer. Negotiate with a
mischievous look in your eye. Learn more

about the productive value of unpredictability by studying three-year-olds and
free spirits who have nothing to lose.
Most importantly, do whatever it takes to
deflect the propaganda and slip past the
symbolic gestures so that you can penetrate to the core of the real feelings.

SCORPIO (OCT 23- NOW 21)
“Here's what I’m looking for,” said a per-

5351 © Film showing * Sun, Mar 18, 1pm ©

ENERGY HOUSE 9927-87
St,

?

.ca ¢ Get ideasonenergy savings from this

E oan

Be self-guided tours most Sat afternoons

STUDIODid eraeseaedBusiness Link Centre,
St

St, 780,
2 © Hear the ins and outs, dos and
prox el of establishing a serious studio
anted

by the

Alber CraftCouncil * Tue,

joon-ipm
;
DANCE
CLUB Pleasantview Hall, 10860-57 Ave,
780.604.7572©Dots n’ Stripes Dance
dressedinPolka Dots and Stripes * Sat, Mar 14,

inerlesson), Spm-1am (dance)

ree Sra
5

.

10ar

and

Sun,

Mar 15, 11am-Spm

i21, 1/am-5pm; Sun, Mar 22, noon-Spm

Riverdale Community Hall, 9231-100
| annual cook-off * Sun, Mar 14, 5:30pm

in Hall, 11018-97St# Lecture by
munist PartyofCanada ¢ Fri,

5 D einem
issues

BldgWe)
)and speaker

theHawkTakes One chickby Jane
Strathcona Farmers’

am, each month,

EPA Ares, 1004780Aveenter
slaty

*(firstand third

=

©

Edmoi

icycle

Commuters’

Sundays ofeach month) * Mar 15 © Free

207eisthue
care51-118
eM

ee"Peopl People ini Pants

|Way,
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|,Mar
18*Bobcat
Mar 19-21 © Sean
jun, Mar 22
She
| Park,
Physical Comedyby

this someone shows up in the form of an

Lose Yourself” became my instant new
favourite. By the time the billing consultant

ally or enemy or beloved animal or invisible
friend, | don’t care. The important thing is
that he or she awakens you to certain mysteries about you that you've been blind to,
and helps free you from the unconscious
delusion that all of reality is contained
inside the boundaries of your skull.

SAGITTARIUS (NOV 22- DEC 21)

letters you compose, however. You need
some work before you'll be ready to pro-

duce the finished products. You've got to
drain off the chatter that’s at the top of
your head before you'll be able to penetrate to the more interesting truths that
lie at the bottom of your heart. But if you
do your homework—churn out, say, at
least three eruptions of rabid amour—
you'll prepare yourself well to craft a
thoughtful meditation that will really
have a chance to make an impact.

CAPRICORN (DEC 22- JAN 19)
| decided to call my cable TV company to
inquire about a mistake on my bill. From
past experience, | suspected this would be

a visit to the suburbs of hell. My expectations were soon fulfilled. After being cycled
through three phases of the automated
system, | was told by a machine that I'd get
to speak with an actual person in 16 minutes. Then | was delivered into the aural
torment of recorded smooth jazz. But a

ILLUSIONS SOCIAL CLUB various locations * Crossdressers,

Gateway Boulevard, 780.437.6010 * Comedy open mic night every
Sun (Spm) hosted by Lars Callieou

LION'S HEAD PUB Radisson Hotel Edmonton South, 4440

INSIDE/OUT U of A Campus * Campus-based preanicton for lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans-identified and queer (LGBTQ) faculty,
greta student, academic, straight allies and support staff © 3rd

STEEPS TEA LOUNGE-COLLEGE PLAZA 11116-82 Ave,

hu each month (fall/winter terms): Speakers Series. Contact Kris
{kwells@ualberta.ca)

780.988.8105 * Amateur Comedian Night: every Tue, 8-10:30pm *
For info contact robyn@steepstea.com

QUEER LISTINGS
AFFIRM SUNNYBROOK-RED
Sunnybrook United Church,
Red Deer, 403.347.6073 © Affirm welcome LGBTQ people and their
friends, family, and allies meet the 2nd Tue, 7pm, each month
BISEXUAL WOMEN'S COFFEE GROUP « A social group for biCurious and bisexual women every 2nd Tue every month, 8pm *
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/bwedmonton
BOOTS BAR AND LOUNGE 10242-106 St, 780.423.5014,

www.bootsbarca ® 2nd Thu: Illusions Social Club * 3rd Wed:
Edmonton 0 Society * 2nd Tue: Edmonton Rainbow Business

Association ® da Philosophy Café © Fri and Sat DU SeXXXy
Sean 10-3 ¢ Long Weekend Sundays feature the Stardust Lounge
with Miss Bianca and Vanity Fair
BUDDYS NITE CLUB 11725B Jasper Ave, 780.488.7736 © Nightly
Spm-3am, Fri 8-3pm © Sun: Rotating drag shows with Mz Bianca
and Mz Vanity Fair in The Stardust ou and GoDiva and

Donnatella NEI in The GoDonna Show, DJ WestCoastBabyDaddy *

Mon: Amateur strip contest with Mia Fellow, midnight, DJ
WestCoastBabyDaddy * Tue: Free
pooland tourney, DJ
Arrowchaser © Wed: Hump day with DJ Sexxy Sean * Thu: Wet
underwear contest with Mia'Fellow, midnight,
WestCoastBabyDaddy ® Fri: We made ‘em famous! DJ Eddy
Toonflash, come early to avoid lineup, no cover before 10pm * Sat:
Undie night for men only, free pool and toumey, DJ Arrowchaser
EDMONTON PRIME TIMERS (EPT) Unitarian Church of
Edmonton, 10804-119 St * A group of older gay men and their
admirers who have common interests meet the 2nd Sun, 2:30pm,
most months for a social period, a short meeting and a quest speaker, discussion panel or a potluck supper. Special interest groups
meet for other social activities throughout the month. E edmontonpt@yahoo.ca, www.primetimersww.org/edmonton

:

transsexuals, friends and ecrroe meet 2nd Thu every month. For
details go to http://groups.yahoo.com/group/edmenton_illusions/

KOREZONE FITNESS 203, 10575-115 St * LIVING POSITIVE
404, 10408-124 St, www.edmlivingpositive.ca,

1.877.975.9448/780.488.5768, * Providing confidential peer support to people living with HIV © Tue, 7-Spm: Support group * Daily
drop-in, peer counselling
MADELEINE SANAM FOUNDATION Faculté St. Jean, Rm 3-18,
780.490.7332 © Program for HIV-AID'S prevention, treatment and
harm reduction in French, English and other African languages *
3rd and 4th Sat, 9am-Spm each month © Free (member)/$10 (membership) * Pre-register

MAKING WAVES SWIMMING CLUB www.geocities.com/makingwaves_edm © Recreational and competitive swimming with
coaching, beginners encouraged ta participate. Socializing after
practices ¢ Every Tue, Thu
PFLAG Pride Centre, 9540-111 Ave * A support group for parents
and friends of lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender and queer people
‘© Meet the Ist Wed each month September-June, 7-9pm; T: Ruby
780.436.1998 after 6pm; E: edmontonab@pflagcanada.ca

PLAY NIGHTCLUB 10220-103 St, www.playnightclub.ca « Open
‘Thu, Fri, Sat © The first bar for the ees community to open ina
decade with DJs Alexx Brown and Eddie Toonflash
PRIDE CENTRE OF EDMONTON 9540-111 Ave, 780.488.3234,
www.pridecentreofedmonton.org * Open Tue-Fri 1-10pm, Sat 26:30pm © LGBT Seniors Drop-in: Every Tue/Thu, 2-4pm * CA: Every
Thu (7pm) © Suit Up and Show Up: AA big book study group meet

t, noon * Youth Understanding Youth: Youth up to 25 years,
support and social group meet every Sat, 7-Spm; yuy@shaw.ca *
Womonspace: Board meeting 1st Sun each month, 10:30am-12:30pm

® Trans Education/Support Group: Meet the 1st and 3rd Sun, 2-4pm,

of each month; www.albertatrans.org * Men Talking with Pride:
Every Sun (7pm); facilitator: Rob Wells robwells780@hatmail.com *

HIV Support Group: Meet the 2nd Mon of each month, 7pm *
Transgender, Transsexual, Intersex and Questioning (TTIQ) Alliance;

Support meeting the 2nd Tue each month, 7:30pm * Transgender,
Transsexual, Intersex and Questioning. Education, advocacy and support for men, women and youth; PFLAG Edmonton: Meet the Ist_

Women’s Drop-In Recreational Badminton; Oliver School ae
0227-118 St,780.465.3620; Wed, 6-7:30pm * Bootcamp; Lynnwood
Elementary School at 15451-84 Ave; Mon, 7-8:15pm;
bootcam|
medmonton.ca * Bowling: Gateway Lanes, 100,

Wed.7-10pm * YouthSpace: drop-in for LGBTQ for
counseling:
youth up to 25; Tue-Sat, 3-7pm

Punting, Sunte eaeumin

* Every Thu: Prism Pool League; 7-11:30pm
Karaoke, Spm-midnight
Every Fri: Steak Nite; 5-Spm; DJ at 9:30pm * Pasta Tue: Mar 10 *
St. Patrick's Day Party: Mar 17 * Womonspace Games Nite: 7pm;

Wed each month, 7pm

* free short-term, solution-focused drop-in

3414 Gateway Blvd; Sat, sifu bowling@teamedmonton.ca *
Curling: Mon, 7:15-9:15pm), Granite Curling Club; 780.463.9942 *

PRISM BAR 10524-101 St, 780.990.0038 * Every Wed: Free Pool;

NA
11762; Tue,
), Thu, eee
mming@teamedmonton.ca e vale Tue Recreational: Mother

20©Taco Tue: Mar24 « DJ; Mar28,10pm * Crazy GirlLove:
Mar

ned

e Seoinina:

Teresa Elementary School at 9008-105A, 8-10pm;
Thuintermediate:

Amiskiwaciy Aca my 101 Airport
Rd,
8-10pm;
recvol
medmonton.ca; volleyball
edmonton.ca *
YOGA (Hatha): Free Yoga; every Sun, 2-3:30pm; Korezone Fitness,

Art show and entertainment; Mar31,8pm
ROBERTSON-WESLEY UNITED CHURCH 10209-123 St,

Series of great indie rock tunes, including
three I'd never heard before. A song that |
later determined to be Laura Veirs’ “Don’t
was ready for me, my mood was cheery. |
predict a comparable sequence for you,
Capricom. An apparent trip to the suburbs
of hell will have a happy ending that exposes you to fresh sources of inspiration

AQUARIUS (JAN 20 -FEB 18)
In response 'to the recession, some compa-

This would be a perfect week to practise
writing love letters. It's not yet a
favourable time to actually send the love

780.476.1010 © Wed-Thu 8pm; Fri-Sat 7:30pm and 9:45pm * Wed
amateur open mic night; 8pm © Brian Lazanik from Toronto; Mar
12-14 © John Beuhler from Vancouver, Mar 19-21

GLBT SPORTS AND RECREATION www.teamedmonton.ca *

Bourbo fons tachon ®
Bost norton

minute into the ordeal, something wonderful happened. The muzak gave way to a

203, 10575-115 St; yoga@teamedmonton.ca

LAUGH SHOP 1105-6606 137 Ave, Londonderry Mall,

Unity Church of Edmonton, 13210-106 Ave,

sonal classified | read online. “Someone
who can tear me away from living inside
my head ... who sees things in me that |
don’t see myself.” That's exactly what |
want for you right now, Scorpio. Whether

nies have come_up with an ingenious way
to avoid raising prices: they reduce the
amount of product they offer by shrinking
the packaging. The makers of Skippy
Peanut Butter, for instance, restructured the
bottom of the jar so that only 16.3 ounces
could fit inside instead of the previous 18.
In the coming weeks, Aquarius, | suspect
you will be having to deal with metaphoriCal versions of this strategy. Now that I've
told you, maybe you won't be fooled.

PISCES (FEB 19- MAR 20)
In the past few weeks you have veered
close to the edge of blissful triumph
From what | can tell, you averted total
ecstatic breakthrough and fantastic raging success by only the narrowest of
margins. If you don’t want to go all the
way in the coming days—if you'd rather

remain faithful to your fear of success
and fall back into your humdrum comfort
Zone—you should slam on the brakes
immediately. But | warn you: the cosmic
pressure to push you over the top into
loopy, grinning, shameless victory is
almost irresistible. w

native worship ® 2nd Sun each month, 7pm; worship Sun, 10:30am
people of all sexual orientations welcome. A LGBT monthly book
club and film night. Info email {ravenscroft@rwue.org

ST. PAUL'S UNITED CHURCH 11526-76 Ave, 780.436.1555 *
People of all sexual orientations are welcome ® Every Sun (10am
worship)

WOMONSPACE 780.482.1794, www.womonspace.ca, womonspace@gmail.com * A Non-profit lesbian social organization for
Edmonton and surrounding area.<Organized monthly activities from
dances, games nites, vietournament, ete. Monthly newsletter and
reduced rates included with membership. Confidentiality assured

WOODYS 11723 Jasper Ave, 780.488.6557 © Open Daily (noon) «
Sat-Tue Karaoke with Tizzy and Patrick * Sat-Sun Pool Toumaments

SPECIAL EVENTS
CHILD HAVEN Maharaja Banquet Hall, 9257-34A Ave, www..childhaven.org * 7th Annual Dinner * Sat, Mar 14, 6-10pm
EDMONTON JEWISH FILM FESTIVAL Royal Alberta Museum,
12845-102 Ave, 780.487.0585 © Featuring 6 films including the just
released documentary The Case for Israel (PG) * Sun, Mar 15 *
$10 (single)/$50 (festival pass) at TIX on the Square or the Jewish
Federation of Edmonton
EXPLORING RESPECT, EQUALITY
AND DIVERSITY Stanley
Milner Public Library, Sir Winston Churchill Sq * Exploring verious
approaches in film which can assist in the sensitization of persons

with intolerant attitudes to race. Featuring the films: 0, Canada;
When Strangers Become Neighbours; Me and the Mosque;
Aboniginality * Wed, Mar 18, 6:30-3pm
42 HOUR COMIC CHALLENGE Happy Harbor Comics Vol 1, 10112-

124 St, 780.452.8211 » Happy Harbor Comics hosts comicbogk mak-

ing fundraiser © Sat, Mar 14, 10am-10pm

HARMONY BRUNCH Ramada Inn, 11834 Kingsway, 780.458.5515

Canadian Multicultural Education Foundation, brunch featuring
Promoting Peace and Harmony in Our Changing World with speaker
Chief Mike Boyd, poet Ted Blodgett * Sun, Mar 15, 12:30-3pm *
$20 (incl buffet brunch, speakers)
LATIN ELEMENTS Royal Alberta Museum * ¢De Dénde Vengo?
Un Vuelo Hacia Nuestras Raices? (Where Do |Come From? A_
Voyage Back To Our Roots): With Gabriela Mistral, Latin American
Schoo! Music and Dance ensembles, De Menor 2 Mayor. Fifteen
Cents, Xilonen (Nicaraguan folkloric dance group), Victor Jara
(dance ensemble) * Sat, Mar 14, 6:30pm (door), 7pm (show) © $15

E: Sergio.Gaggero@qov.ab.ca, T; 780.914.6574
MAC AND CHEESE LUNCHEON Shaw Conference Centre, _

780.990.1000 * Luncheon in support of the Inner Cities Agencies
Foundation ® Thu, Mar 19 © $150atwww.icaf.ca
RAINDANCE Hydeaway All Ages Art Space, 10209-100 Ave *
Edmonton World Water Day Celebration: All ages, concert and art

2ehibit featuring eco-speakers * Sun, Mar 22, 2-10pm * Mar 22,
10pm © Free (proclamation ceremony on Fri, Mar 20, noon at City

>
Hall)
ST. PATRICK'S BURLESQUE SHOW Brooklyn's Lounge, 9216-34
‘Ave Lascivious Burlesque * Sat, Mar 14, Spm * $5

780.482.1587, www.rwuc.org * Soul OUTing: an LGBT-focused alter-
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RuPaul to the rescue?
53|QUEERMONTON
oS TAMARA GORZALKA
tam@wueweeky.com

| was never particularly bothered by being
confused for a boy, which started happening
some time around Grade 4 and never really
stopped. | work with kids in my day job and it
saddens me how confused they get with my
short hair. Sometimes one will call me a “he”
and the others will quickly correct him or her.
Every now and then kids will stare at me for a
little while before just flat-out asking my gender. On my very first day with my very first
class, one ofthe kids asked me why | looked
the way that | did—so “masculine” and
“tomboyish.” He later quietly asked me if |
was a bisexual. And he's only 11 years old!
[t's important to note that such things
only happen when my hair has recently
been cut short. And while I'm not bothered by the confusion, | am sad for kids

“7

shower next to someone who just happened

to have male genitalia. Is that their problem? Yes, it probably is. Does that mean that
its the gym owner's responsibility to notify
all his patrons that a transperson will now
be using the facility? Well, no, the woman
probably would have been upset if a letter
had gone out outing her to all the other

We train you to teach. 1000's of jobs around the wocld.
Next in-class or ONLINE by correspondence. Jobs guaranteed. 7712-104 St. Call for info pack 1.888.270.2941

MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

full or part time. Clinically tested patented prod-

Quality music instruction since 1981_
Guitarist. Educator.
Graduate of GMCC music program

ARTIST 10 ARTIST
SHOW ME THE MONEY!-FUNDING AND
GRANTS INFO SESSION: The Alberta Music

Wwww.Vadastudios.com

FRAMING

Industry Association Information Session on
Funding and Grants, with representatives from the
Foundation Assisting Canadian Talent on Recordings
(FACTOR), Alberta Foundation for the Arts (AFA),
Canada Council, the Alberta Cultural Industries
Association {ACIA), and the X92_9 Exposure Travel
Grants. Tue, Mar 24, 6:30pm (door), 7pm (session) at
TransAlta Arts Barns, CE Boardroom, 10330-84 Ave
Free (Alberta Music member)/$5 (non-member)

PICTURE FRAMES
MOVIE

DOSTER

SHOE

Of course, the idea is far too horrifying
for most to accept—that we could all

CHANGE YOUR LIFE! TRAVEL, TEACH

MODAL MUSIC INC. 780.221.3116

Free Acting Classes

whole lot of sense.

between Feb 16.and Apr 15, 2009. Chalk Art
Contest Deadline: Jame1,2009 Spm. Smaller Than
A Breadbox Deadline: Mon, May 1, 2009

Looking for sne or two open minded health

sign up at ffeeactingtips.net
Audition and camera tips.

PRESUMABLY THE ISSUE over the Ontario
woman using the facility had more to do
with the locker room and bathrooms than
the gym equipment, so perhaps it's time to
accept the fact that women’s-only gyms
and gendered bathrooms just don’t make a

tion on reduced rates for applications received

conscious people interested in working from home

EDUCATIONAL

One option is to create gender-neutral
washrooms and showers, but officials in
Chennai, India, who recently announced
plans to build toilets exclusively for transgender people, are discovering that doesn't please everyone either.
“| don’t agree with this,” said Aasha
Bharati, president of the Thamilnadu Aravanigal Association, a group dedicated to
working for the rights of transgender people
in India. “We want to mingle with the mainstream. We don't want to be separated like
this. Using separate toilets will open the way
for discrimination. We want to be considered
as females. In our hearts, we are women.”

Festival! The Works Art Market-Final Deadline Apr
15, 2009. Contact dawn@theworks, ab.ca for informa-

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

ucts. No inventory to carry.
For information call Ken at 780.454.6971

fiow the gym could have avoided conflict.

who are taught to judge gender down
such hard lines, based almost entirely on
the length of someone's hair.
I'm not trans and I'm not gender queer
but |am fascinated by the way that gender
walls work inside our society. For example, a
transwoman in St Catharines, Ontario is
suing a women’s-only fitness club that
denied her membership. It's easy to just get
upset that the awful gym owner that wouldn't let her join, but it's a situation that’s a bit
more complicated than that. The woman
was pre-op at the time and has since completed her surgery, so one can easily understand the oltrage of women using the

2 CLASSIFIEDS
IFYOU WANT TOPLACE YOUR CLASSIFIED ADIN
VUE WEEKLY, PLEASE PHONE 780.426.1996.
DEADLINE IS NOON THETUESDAY BEFORE PUBLICATION

members. There's just no easy solution with

The call to nominate Edmonton's 3rd Poet Laureate
will remain open until 4:30pm, Fri, Mar 27.
Nomination forms can be found on the Edmonton Arts
Council website at www.edmontonarts.ab.ca

MUSICIANS
Edmonton—Northem Harmony, The Canadian A Cappella
Festival: looking for new talent for their upcoming gala
A cappella groups—no instruments: submit a demo
Tecording to the Northern Harmony web site,
www.northembarmony.ca by Miar 23.For info contact:
Michael Yereniuk or Jessika Dlamon, Executive
Producers, 780.456.6625, info@northernharmony.ca
Blues man looking to form or join rock ‘n’ blues band. 33
yrds experience, singer/songwniter, frontman, plays guitar, harmonica and dobro. Call 709.573.0444 or
E jimmererwtp@yahoo.ca

HELP WANTED
The Cutting Room is looking for
Assistants and Stylists
Please drop off your resume at
10536 -124 Street

P

Ph 780.907.0570

Had Enough?
Cocaine Anonymous 780.425.2715

HC LASSIFI EDS

America’s LARGEST Outdoor FREE Art & De
Festival! Volunteer! Download your applicat
www.theworks.ab.ca

Lig

Volunteer website for youth 14-24 year
www.youthvolunteerca

ix SalSia te Die

Canadian Cancer Society's fundraiser. Support the
Canadian Cancer Society by purchasing daffodils
for $5 a bunch or $8 a mini-pot. Preorders available
until Mar 13, blooms arrive on Mar 31. For info call
780.437.8414, E Carol CarolG@cancer.ab.ca

VOLUNTEER
You don't have to change your life to change

WE’RE HIRING
Outreach,

Canada’s

e Flexible

leader

in face-to-face

¢ Perks

¢ Friendly,

opportunities

as daily coffee

socially

* A fun, dynamic,

Work

drummer for writing/recording. Infl. incl. GWAR,
Ramstein, Lamb of God. Serious ing. only please.
Spencer 780.962.7885

such

wage

hours

¢ Travel and advancement

Ph Justin 780.760.7284

and

to make

conscious
inspiring

and treats
co-workers

work

environment

a difference

today!

www.publicoutreach.ca

Metal band looking for bass player.
Call John at 780.920.3268

edmontonjobs@publicoutreach.ca

Female fronted semi-pro cover band seeks bass or guitar oriented musician with gear. Rock/pop from the ‘80s
to modem. Experience a must. E:
audition.forcover band@gmail.com to arrange audition

780-436-9896
$20

Exp.__/__
Postal Code_

Phone 426-1996 from 9am-5pm Mon-Fri e Email pa

Do you love the ARTS? Join us and be a par

WANTED: JAMMERS for open public monthly jam
on the second Sunday of the month at 9119-1284
Ave. Rock, country & old time music. Ph.
780.973.5593, randyglen@JumpUpDj.com

FORM OF ee
Card#

VOLUNTEER

780.707.3979

www.theloudhailers.com

FOUR wee

is in trouble, we are all in trouble.”
If we can continue showing these , fj
of positive and normalizing—as norm q
a drag queen reality show is going i
anyway—experiences on televis
maybe we'll slowly become less «9;
cerned with who we share the batho.)
with. And maybe my faux-hawk will si
confusing small children. w

* $12/h, guaranteed

Heavy metal project looking for guitarists, bassist, and

There is still time to be a art of The Works—North
America’s Largest
Outdoor Art & Design

A stunned Ru quickly composed hers,
and told those assembled that “If one ,
is in pain, we were all in pain. If one 0;

I've travelled the world with my sax. | seek an experienced female musician/Vvocalist, 50-60, for local
Gigs and possible internat'l travel. Ross

The Loudhailers seeking piano

Alberta based screenwriters Deadline: Mar16

said that she had never meant to come
this way, that her parents didn’t even kn,
but if she could help one person the
was worth it. |cried a little.

fundraisers spread awareness and raise funds
for a select group of non profits.

Steeps—Old Glenora: for open mic—Spoken word
First Thursday every month. Contact Adam Snider to

Info ph: Nicholas Mather 780.422.8174 or, www.writersquild.ab.ca

to see changes in trans acceptance, but |
do believe that one day it will happen.
And maybe, just maybe, we'll have television to thank. ~
Law and Order: Special Victims Unit is
airing episodes of sympathetic transitioning teenagers and the evil parents who
don’t support them. 7he Real World has
Katelynn, a post-op transwoman who had
her surgery just three months before entering the house. Ugly Betty has a supermodel
as a main character's brother. Sister?
And now we have AuPaul’s Drag
Race—three parts America’s Next Top
Model, one part Project Runway and a
whole lot of parts gay, this reality show, in
which RuPaul is searching for an heir to
her throne, is amazing—it's the best thing

Singer/songwriter looking to form or join a rock band.
Infl: audioslave, velvet revolver, stained, seether, 3doors
down, pearl jam. Please contact me at
Danny_boyspence8099@yahoo.ca

Extreme metal band looking for skilled bassist. Our style
is Death/Black metal; infl: Morbid Angel, Beathemoth,
Mayhem, Marduk, etc. Must have Pro Gear. 18 yrs+
renegade5445@yahoo.com

Alberta Screenwriters Initiative, Alberta Film Partnérs
are seeking submissions of feature film scripts of any
genre, to a maximum length of 250 pages, from

know, for their own safety and whatnot.
Granted, it'll take a huge cultural shift

fundraising, is currently hiring its fall staff. Our

side jamspace. Have songs written, demo available. NO
AMATEURS, if you've never played in a band don't call
Paul 780.233.4269

Looking for handmade funky, unique crafts and art
For info E: Ally: msallyng@gmail.com, Amy: amyjedgar@hotmail.com

sigh up adam.snider@gmail.com

Drivers wanted: $15+/hr, Wed (night). Thu (day),
perm/PT. Must have mini-van or truck
Looking for reliable, responsible person.

if it's such a big deal? But think how many
people would be pleased if all the gay
men and lesbians were secluded in their
own gyms, their own locker rooms. You

Public

Hardrock band seeks EXPERIENCED drummer, south-

happening in gender variant visibility
‘The show last week went from sijy5,

over-dramatic to poignant and movir|
when the girls were asked to compete jo,
contract with MAC Cosmetic’s Viva Gj,
line, which donates all of its Proceedsj
AIDS research. The winner was Los Ang;
les-based queen Ongina, who broke doy,
when she was announced as the winne
tears she told the crowd that she had
diagnosed with HIV two years earlier. ¢)

not just give them a separate washroom

Dirty City Hearts is seeking 2 guitar player. please contact us through facebook, myspace
(wwww.myspace.com/dirtycityhearts) or call
780.938.3037 for more details

The Handmade Mafia, a craft collective, is starting a

monthly market in Edmonton on the 1st Sat every
month starting Apr 4 at the Savoy and Orange Hall.

suddenly be using the same place, in all

our naked bathroom vulnerability. Why

menemTcom ° 10303-108St. Edmonton

Deadline Tues atNoon »Print legibly onlines atright * Upto.
45Characters perline« Every letter, space or mark counts asonecharacter * Allow one space following punctuation
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that lastthingagain?”
Its tentacle porn. It's Japanese, i Extreme-

cles. The odd thing about the tentacles,

look at bondage porn.
. You have two ways to go here. The
first is to ask him about it and (probab’>
feel better when he (probably) insists that
he likes you just the way you are, and if

—pedia.wikia.com/wiki/HowTo:Avoid_ten

beyondid thethe fact that they exist at all (they
tacle_rape) or Dwight Schrute’s blog
were invented to get around restrictions on © (nbe.com/The_Office/dwights-

ly Japanese. Innocent schoolgirl types,

drawn anime/hentai fashion with giant — depictions of non-tentacular intercourse), is
that they are so... uninspired. They Never
eyes and giant boobs and teensy littlebod-

ies clad in teensy little schoolgirl uniforms,
until they're not and get non-consensually
multi-penetrated by ... tentacles. (How did

he wanted a Japanese bondage girl he

blog/2008/05/the-curious-rise-of-tenta—_cle-sex-in-manga/). It even has its own

_would have tried to date them back when
_he was dating, and he’s sorry he freaked

seem to be attached to an interesting mon- —_soda (tentaclegrape.com).
ster with any motivations besides rape and
—_LOVE, ANDREA
_they have a very limited repertoire of sexual

you out. The second is to just shrug and

go about your business. | do kind of have
a preference for option two, but | will
you think that sentence was going to end?)
acts. They're very “bad teenage date’-—
DEAR ANDREA:
understand if you can’t let it go and feel
Anyway, | got the idea and! stored it _ stick itin, stick it in, stick itin—but unlike a
/ found some very weird porn on my
_\ike you have to confront him
away and brought it out occasionally to —_bad teenage date they can do all the stickboyfriend's computer (I swear | wasn't
Just practise telling yourself that fanamuse ‘or shock people, and | totally for_ing-in at the same time. Whoopty-do
snooping!). Its bondage stuff with Japan_tasy is fantasy and reality is reality ana*
_ got I'd still never seen any myself until |
Here's what | do like about tentacle
ese girls and, really, |don’t know what's.
many people harbour fantasies they not
went looking for something else and _—porn: making fun of it has turned into a
going on. He’s never even mentioned an _ only can't act out, but wouldn't even want
somehow stumbled over the tentacles _ sort of online cottage industry, and if
interest in anything like this! Does he
_to given the opportunity. Make sure you
and it all came back to me.
you look around you can find some hilar- _—_want to tie me up? (Not my thing.) Does _ believe this yourself before you confront
It's the dullest thing ever. I'd seen
ious examples, like the grumpy beasties
he wish | was Japanese? Help!
him, otherwise your skepticism is sure to
enough hentai (anime pom) to expect this(it
at “Ghastly’s Ghastly Comic: Tentacle
LOVE.
TALL, BLONDE, NOT TIED UP
show, and he will get all defensive and

tends to beweirdly slow and standardized | Monsters and the Women Who Love
end up accusing you of not trusting him
and repetitive and badly dubbed). It's not
Them” (ghastlycomic.com), who are
DEAR BLONDIE:
and going through his stuff and that is not
the easiest sort-of porn to project yourself © offended that anyone might think they'd
|'m sorry! | don’t believe you weren't
somewhere you want to be. See why I'd
into even for a person who likes pom more © commit an act of "bestiality." See also © snooping, mind you, but |'m still sorry. _ pick the second option?
than |do. And that's the stuff without tenta- © “How To Avoid Tentacle Rape” (uncyclo- © Please don't take this too much to heart, —_LOVE, ANDREA
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Mature volunteers,

35+, with

calm

manner and excellent communication skills wanted.
Volunteers receive intensive training and support.
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Jackie James - Upscale Companion
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Petite Brunette COUGAR-St - 90 Ibs

Would you like to help people/families affected by

Alzheimers? Socialize with seniors while assisting

TIGHT, Tanned & Toned - 780.887 4989

with games and activities. ElderCare Edmonton,
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munity

and around the world possible. Volunteer for

upradio@cjsr.com; Sam Power, 780.492.2577 ext. 4

&.

for recording equipment and details

Jordan Centre for Family Literacy 780.421.7323

Volunteers Needed! to assist new immigrants on first

www.famlit.ca

time shopping trip for essentials. 2-3 hrs. occas.

Volunteers to help promote humanitarian issues to the
Edmonton Community. We are hoping to expand our
youth team (12-24 yrs old). Contact Laura Keegan at
laura keegan@redeross.ca
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Volunteers Needed! to help adult immigrants learn
English. 3-4hrs/wk. No exp. req., various locations.
Judy 780.424.3545, ext 249
Meals on Wheels, volunteer kitchen help and drivers

Senior recreation/activity centre needs volunteer
entertainers for monthly aftemoon parties.
Weekday message Karen 780.468.1985 seesa.ca

Region Board Recruitment. For info visit www.emha-
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Canadian Mental Health Association—Edmonton
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Parrish-Craig at grammaabby@shaw.ca
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E.C_AW-AR. (EDMONTON COALITION AGAINST
WAR AND RACISM) Volunteers welcome.

Calgary

vaww.wage-peace.com for info/contacts, 780.988.2713

780.988.4411 for meeting locations and info, or visit

SACE-Public Education Program:

www.sanon.org

Assault Centre of Edmonton (www.sace.ab.ca) pro-

-

counseling,

1-900-287-0000 s2s-0nin

entation 1: 780.423.4102/F: 780.421.8734/E: _
info@sace.ab.ca; www.sace.ab.ca/24
Hour Crisis

(Transforming Acculturative Stress Into Success): A
free program for Immigrant Women

Line: 780.423.4121

We're taking gealiais coe ea pore ites

ture shock and thesenseo|
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ore trained profespecanentxperenedby

Medical Graduate
Are you anInternational

sional immigrant women. Call Svetlana
780.454.1194, E:community@jfse.079
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| ——___—___________2

ficensure? The Alberta Intemational
Medical Graduates Associationishere
tohelp.
study groups, volunteer opportunities—all
Su

for tomorrow. www.aimga.ca
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moncarcameninnahon
aaa people at i beat risk for
Montal Health Association,
Canadian

fferworkshops
togive you the skills

theHk teASISTorcall
suicide, Fellow
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Jewish Family Services Edmonton/TASIS

public education services. For a customized pres-
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403-313-3330
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for family members and friends of sex addicts. Ph
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while creating

Calgary
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edmonton.ab,ca, click on Volunteer. Contact Abigail

vol-

edmonton. respected@redcross.ca

vides crisis intervention, information,

try

:

needed, weekdays 10am-1pm. Call 780.429.2020

RespectED: Violence and Abuse Prevention Program.
Canadian Red Cross/RespectED Training Program
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weekdays. Call Judy 780.424.3545, ext 249
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—_ply bring a recorder and send us the footage. E: rise-

Porthetwork.com or call 780.732.6648
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H

between people, corporations or governments to sim-

Distress Line Listener. Apply on line at: www.thesup-

A

780.452.7440

Rise Up: Radio Free Edmonton on CUSR FM 68
seeking people with a critical ear who will be at
protests, picket-lines, blockades, any sites of struggle

Break the Code! Help an adult to read and write. Call

A

11910 127 Ave main floor
A small place for a big deal

Volunteers Needed to work with new immigrants in a
variety of tasks and with some great fun events and
outings! Many exciting shifts available! Call Judy
780.424.3545, ext 249

The Support Networic Volunteer today to be a

ae tBetseaeSE

om

fare-playmate.

aia

Northside Studio

Lc # 42943170001

httpy// edmontongg. blogspot.com

Senior's Birthday Entertainment.

TacKieja

5

Red Cross. To volunteer call 780.423.2680 / E weedm-dm@redoross.ca

PA.LS. Project Adult Literacy Society needs volunteers to work with adult students in the ESL English
as a Second Language Program. Call 780.424.5514
Training and materials are provided
.
=
Guerrilla Gardening need volunteers to help plant 600
sapling trees along baseline road. E: theurbangreening@qmail.com, T: 780.432.6181 for info, Facebook:
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for your local Red Cross. Help us make:aur
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mission of assisting the most vulnerable in our com-
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DYER STRAIGHT / 7

“WHITE PRIDE’ / 8
ISSUES / 10

Slapping the Puck |
SCOTT HARRIS / seott@yueweekly.com
f nothing else, one has to give credit to the denizens of “Oil Country” for
[= obstinance in maintaining their collective 20-year grudge against for-

mer Oiler owner and guy-who-sold-Wayne-Gretzky Peter Pocklington.
There was a palpable sense of glee last week in the city when news hit that
the local poster boy for unregulated capitalism had been arrested in California
on fraud charges after making the somewhat dubious claim when he filed for
bankruptcy in August 2008 that his personal assets totalled a mere $2900,
compared to his almost $20 million in debts.
Media coverage prominently featured file photos of the infamous press conference with a teary Wayne Gretzky dabbing his tears ("I told Mess 1 wouldn't do this”),
and online discussions hailed the arrest as comeuppance for the great betrayal.
Don't misunderstand, I'm as tickled as anyone that Pocklington might face a decade
in the clink after a lifetime of arrogance and questionable business dealings, but come
on, people, let’s hate the guy for the right reasons. In the grand scheme of things, does
trading a guy being paid millions of dollars to smack around a piece of rubber for our
entertainment really compare in importance to Pocklington’s abhorrent behaviour in

the 1986 strike at the Pocklington-owned Gainers meatpacking plant?

Pocklington's loathing of unions and commitment to breaking the United Food
and Commercial Workers Local 280P led:to one of the most violent strikes in
provincial history, as city police in unmarked riot gear acted as Pinkertons for the
daily busloads of scabs Pocklington sent to the plant. The “Battle of 66 Street” lasted six months, over 400 members of the union were arrested and untold hardship
was suffered by the families of the 1200 workers as they outlasted, against all odds
and in the grips of a recession, the combined power of Pocklington, weak provincial labour laws and the police.
Pocklington walked away from it all in 1989, leaving the provincial government, and Edmonton taxpayers, saddled with a plant $100 million in debt. Government-owned ATB Financial in 2000 abandoned efforts to recover $71 million
in outstanding loans owed by Pocklington. The impacts of Pocklington’s dealings and political influence in the province go on and on, and it’s this history
that we should all be outraged by decades later, not a hockey transaction. ¥
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promote “accurate, non-partisan information to our national discourse.” In addition, in Canada, tax laws could be
modified to encourage donations to independent journalistic enterprises.
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Steve Anderson’s column ("No future at
all,” Mar 5 - Mar 12, 2009) was a welcome and succinct review of the sad
state of affairs in journalism today—

| look forward to Mr Anderson's solutions he says are coming in his next column. His column reminded me of an
article by Charles Lewis, former 60 Minutes staffer and founder of the Center for
Public Integrity, in the September 2007
issue of the Columbia Journalism
Review, which reviewed many successful
not-for-profit media, including the Associated Press, Harper's, Mother Jones,
Foreign Affairs, National Geographic,
Delaware State News, The Christian Science Monitor, The-NewsHour with Jim
Lehrer and National Public Radio. Most
of these media are funded by philanthropy and Mr Lewis called on foundations,
supported by local citizens, in association
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YAY, NEWSPAPERS!

Canada Post Publica-

10803.108Street

with local colleges and universities to

The newspaper is not doomed. On the

YAY, DEATH!
bus, train, plane or anytime you are just
sitting there it is something entertaining
| wanted to drop a line and say good
and educational to do—and is so much
work on the Death and Dying article
lighter and easier to deal with than a. com(“At
least you won't die wondering,”
puter. Newspapers are relaxing—you can
Mar 5 - Mar 11, 2009). | am a free
scan a page and read what you want,
lance writer, hospice volunteer anc
even if only headlines. What else do peoonline student of thanatology with
ple do sitting on the john? You can hardly
World University. | was pleased to see
take a computer into the bathroom.
that there is a course at U of A and
A free press is essential to a free and
*
feel the topics of death and dying are
democratic society, and any steps taken
not only fascinating, but necessary !n
to arrest the decline in independent
our day and age.
journalism are appreciated.
MAC WALKER

YAY, SABZY!

Thanks for a good read,

SANDRA TONN

YAY, CONNIE!

| have just read your recent review of
Sabzy Café ("We're all in this together,”
Mar 5 - Mar 11, 2009). | had just eaten
at Sabzy and | have known the owners

The article by Connie Howard on how
science corrects itself ("To science. !
felt that | could help," Mar 5 - Ma!
for years, so | was interested to hear ~ 12, 2009) was wonderful. | loved the
history, and we can learn so much:
what the reviewer had to say.
from it. These are eternal truths
The space is inviting and the staff is
Much appreciation for Connie's £2"
friendly and happy to explain the food.
tastic column
The reviewer made a brief mention that
TODD PENBERTHY
there are plenty of vegetarian options—
which is true—but |felt that this fact
Vue Weekly welcomes reade!
deserves more explanation. Creating
response, whether critica! o'
menu options that vegetarians and vegans
complimentary. Send your opinio’
alike can eat was always in the minds of
by mail (Vue Weekly, 10303 - 108
the‘owners. Using healthy oils where
another chef may have chosen butter, as

an example, includes the vegan diner.
If you’re vegetarian or vegan, |
highly recommend Sabzy. The food is
excellent and the variety of flavours
are incredible.
JASON MELNYCHUK

Street, Edmonton AB T5J 1L7), bY
fax (780.426.2889) or by em2!'

(letters@vueweekly.com). Pree!
ence is given to feedback abou!

articles in Vue Weekly. Wé
reserve the right to edit fo’
length and clarity.

‘the news today, oh boy
|Alberta weeklies the latest media casualties, and

3 local rag leaves a big hole in small communities

a

isthick with pixel
or celebrattraditional news

lamentations are
of journalism as a
nocracy, the watchdog

;

and industry, the last

against the hordes of
jiased opinion. Those cele-

brating

wonders of aggre-

gated news feeds and a new age of
democratic information creation and
pres the common

people, for the

people.
Unfortunately, |haven't yet found the
common people blogging the news in

the places | haunt: rural towns, villages
and hamlets north of the city of
Edmonton. How can these communities overcome pressures that threaten
to take away their voices, their identity,
and possibly their very existence?
T hold the dubious honour of being
the last person to freelance for two
small rural Alberta weeklies. For most
of the decades those papers existed,
they operated under the flags of the
Morinville Mirror and the Redwater Tribune, amalgamating into the single
Morinville-Redwater Town & Country

Examiner just before Christmas in 2008.
Fewer than five years previously,
they had been bought by a large
national media corporation, and on
March 11, 2009, the Town & Country
Examiner, along with the 46-year-old
Jasper Booster, became the first Alberta
weekly papers to cease operations. In
a statement quoted in both papers’
final editions, Craig Martin, the executive vice-president operations Western
Canada for owner Sun Media/Que-

becor, claimed their “economic model

in today’s challenging environment no
longer made business sense."
Even if rural residents are willing to
buy the economic argument—one I
Suspect is difficult to maintain under
close scrutiny given the likelihood that
very paper in the company’s national
empire operates on the same econom-

ic model—the death of a local paper in
asmall community is dire indeed.
_ “All of us in rural Alberta know the
importance of [local papers], it’s usually the only way we found out what's

happening in our communities,” says

Mel Smith, the mayor of Redwater, a
town that has been working flat out to

<|MEDIA
accommodate the expected popula-

tion growth coming from nearly $15
billion in bitumen upgrader projects
planned for the region—projects currently on hiatus while financial institutions and corporations alike assess
their risk positions in the wake of the
sub-prime mortgage fiasco.
“We don’t have access to radio
locally, the dailies out of the cities
won't cover—for the most part—our
local news, so we rely heavily on the
weeklies,” Smith explains.
Writer Stephen Dafoe was both a
reporter and editor for the Morinville
Mirror and Redwater Tribune papers.
On deadline for his latest book, Dafoe
spoke on these issues through an
email interview.
"The loss of a community paper is
particularly tragic when it is the only
source of local news in the community.
If we want to know what's going on
provincially or federally, we have a
multitude of print, audio and video
sources to enlighten us on the issues
of the day, but the issues important to
the towns and villages in rural Alberta
are not going to be covered by the
larger media outlets unless the story
has a larger appeal,” Dafoe writes.
“Without community weeklies, the
local hockey team, baseball team,
scout troop, volunteer fire department
and all the other people who play a
part in making communities places
people want to live, go unrecognized.”
While much of the province has at
least one large daily newspaper available from either Edmonton or Calgary,
Dafoe says these papers serve a very
different niche than do rural weeklies.

LARGE ISSUES can and do impact
rural communities says Vicki
Zinyk, the chief administrative
officer for Bon Accord, a town
of around 1500 people in Sturgeon County, located only
minutes from the military
base on the northern edge
of Edmonton. But meaningful discussion of
such issues, she

Even

argues, suffers when

small papers in
those communi-

ties disappear.
“In the case
currently, we're
undergoing a significant amount of pressure to
regionalize or centralize; the

Case in point is the Capital Region
Board,” Zinyk says. “A larger city
newspaper may not cover the view of
the smaller communities and the rural
communities that are going to be, in
my view, the most significantly impacted by the concessions that are made.”
Even when rural stories are cov-

ered by the larger dailies, they rarely
reflect the real-life impact events have
on smaller communities. Urban readers may recall the massive fires last
year at Newbrook, a hamlet in
Thorhild County, located near the
base of infamously deadly Highway 63
to Fort McMurray. While media came
in droves to capture photos, video
and stories of the fire and its fight,
only the local weeklies covered the
closure of Newbrook’s single elementary-junior high school, a decision
requiring local children to be bussed
by highway to schools at the soon-tobe-dissolved village of Thorhild.
It's a void the Internet is unlikely to fill
anytime soon. While many rural com-

“I really compare Sturgeon County’s proximity to Edmonton with
Canada's proximity to the United
States,” Dafoe says. “In terms of news
coverage, you will seldom see Canadian issues covered on American television unless it directly affects
American interests. The same is true
with Sturgeon County, or any other
that borders on Edmonton.”

presence, Zinyk notes that web access
in rural areas can be problematic.
“[The Internet} gets your message
out to the province at large or people
who are researching overall, but it
generally doesn’t cover—or isn’t necessarily the best forum—for the rural
residents, because it’s not as personal

The analogy also holds for small
communities bordering any large
metropolitan area such as Calgary,
Vancouver or Montréal.

cover all of the events, it doesn’t
cover the nuances that you get from a
community newspaper that helps you

munity governments do have an online

of a tool,” she explains. “It doesn’t

gaina
by eulbiSrenr
insight to the
individual issues. A
website is just that: it's a
means of hosting information, but
it doesn't provide the nuances or
insight that a newspaper might on
issues.”
Thorhild County, also on my former
beat, has a total population of about
_3000, double that of the town of Bon
Accord but spread across an area of
nearly 2000 square kilometres.
The county is largely agricultural
with minimal industrial development,
meaning that in practical terms the
county has to operate on both limited
population resources and a small tax
base. At the moment, much ofthe
county and indeed, much of rural
Alberta, does not have home-based
access to high-speed Internet.
Deputy Reeve Charles Newell
agrees that web access is a huge issue
for rural residents, making the Internet a poor alternative to disappearing
print media.
"Being informed is the only way
you're going to stop a lot of these petty

>

S

ae

the
more
mundane elements of
nance will be
challenged
ties, towns and
other governmental
bodies are required by
law to post notices
regarding public hearings
and related development
matters, a requirement that
could pose problematic in the
case of acommunity where
local publications are no longer
:

S

available. Newell notes that doingg

>

direct mailings to each person listed
on the county’s tax rolls would be

extremely expensive, even for such a
small population as Thorhild County

THE PEOPLE quoted in this article are
people who fell within my beat, a large
part of the counties of Thorhild and
Sturgeon which together encompass
nearly 4000 square kilometres—roughly 7.5 times the geographic size of the
city of Edmonton. At their full complement, the papers had a combined editorial staff of two—editor and
reporter—but played a critical role in
reflecting the communities and their
issues. In many of the hamlets, villages
and towns | reported for, there are
communities with vibrant people, phenomenal spirit and great hope for the
future, despite facing enormous pressures from many sides that threaten
their very sustainability.
The day-to-day chronicles of any
community's life are held by its local
media. Journalism has been referred
to as a rough draft of history, but in
tural areas, particularly ones where
the population is declining and the
old-timers are literally passing on,
that rough draft might be the only his-

prejudices and things like that because

that’s how this stuff gets started, not
actually knowing truthfully what's going
on,” he says, expanding on the problem
of community cohesiveness and the
dangers of relying on local grapevines
and word-of-mouth. "A good paper can
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Obama and the Gulag Archipelago
:|
DYER STRAIGHT

rather lock up innocent people than risk
letting a dangerous person go free. When

Judge John Bates of the US District Court
for the District of Columbia, hearing the
case of four men held at Bagram, asked
the new administration if it intended to

gwynne@2vueweekly.com
In his first week in office, President
Barack Obama announced the closure of
the notorious detention camp at Guantanamo Bay. It was a promise kept and a
corner turned—but Guantanamo is only
the most visible part of an entire archipelago of extralegal and often secret US

change the Bush-era policy of keeping the
detainees out of reach of the courts, the

answer was no.
The Bagram detainees wanted Judge
Bates to extend last year's Supreme Court
decision, which gave Guantanamo
inmates access to the US courts, so that
prisoners in other extralegal prisons
abroad could also benefit from the ruling.

prisons that extends halfway around the
planet. Like the “Gulag Archipelago” of

the old Soviet Union, made famous by
Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn, most of its
inmates are people who were seized only
on suspicion, and many of them were tortured to get “confessions.”
{t was widely assumed that shutting
“illegal enemy combatants,” a label condown Guantanamo was just the first step
trived by the Bush administration to justiin winding up the whole shameful sysfy detaining people indefinitely without
tem, but the signals sent by the new
ever bringing them before a court or even
administration since then have not been
granting them prisoner-of-war status.
reassuring. Last monthpUS government
Only 242 prisoners are still held at
lawyers made a series of interventions _ Guantanamo, but that is just the tip of an
which suggested that it would be busiiceberg. There are thousands more held
ness as usual, Bush-style, for the thouin legal black holes at Bagram airbase in
sands of detainees trapped in other parts
Afghanistan, in Iraq, Djibouti and the
of the secret prison system managed by
prison ships, at the US base on Diego
the United States.
Garcia in the Indian Ocean, and in the
Last week came the first sign that
countries where the Central Intelligence
Obama remembers that he came to drain
Agency has been outsourcing the more
the whole swamp, not just to whack a
severe forms of torture (notably Egypt,
couple of high-profile alligators. The US
Morocco and Jordan).
government is to stop using the term
An exact count of the detainees is
a>

is

-

The Bush administration had opposed
their request, but Judge Bates asked the

Obama administration if it wanted to
“refine” its position. “Having considered
impossible, because in many cases even
their names are not known, but estimates
run as high as 18 000 people. Some of
them have been held for as much as
seven years.
Some of them were involved in acts of
violence against Americans, others at
least gave the matter some thought, and
some are completely innocent, just as at
Guantanamo. All were classed as “illegal
enemy combatants,” which meant that
they had no legal recourse against their
imprisonment.
Since his first bold gesture about
Guantanamo, Obama has seemed to be
drifting towards the view of the Washington security establishment, which would

the matter, the government adheres to its
previously articulated position,” replied
the Justice Department, re-affirming the
Bush policy

IN ANOTHER CASE last month, involving a
lawsuit by several former detainees

It was looking pretty grim for a while
as if Obama's decision to shut down
Guantanamo and halt torture by US government agencies was mere window-

dressing fora policy that had not really
changed at all. Even now it is not sure
that he is going to change the policy fundamentally; after all, he has fallen into
the clutches of the Washinaton consensus in his Afghanistan policy. But dropping the category of “illegal enemy
combatants” is a hopeful sign.
The Justice Department said that suspects will in future be held according to
legal standards set by the international
laws of war. In itself, that only means

that there will be no more torture and no
more renditions, and that the United
States must provide information about all
the people it holds. It does not mean it
will release them until after the “war” is
over, even though the “war on terror,” like
the “war on crime” or the “war en drugs,”
could last for decades

Nor does promising to treat the
detainees according to the Geneva Conventions oblige the Obama administration
to give them access to the US court system. That will require a separate decision, and Obama will not make it until he

against a subsidiary of Boeing that supplied aircraft for the “rendition” flights that
had delivered them to various destinations
for torture, the Obama administration
repeated the Bush demand that the case
be dismissed because discussing it in
court could damage national security and
relations with other nations. (Translation
we did send them for torture, but letting
the case proceed would embarrass the

Gwynne Dyer is a London-based independent journalist whose articles are
published in 45 countries. His column

people who did the torture for us.)

appears each week in Vue Weekly

thinks the country is ready (if he makes it

at all). But this is a start. v
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Pride and prejudice

that we are trying to collectively stand
up about this.”
;
KYLE MCKEE, the 23-year-old founder
of the Aryan Guard who moved to
Calgary three years ago from Ontario,
however, defends the Aryan Guard's
right to promote what it sees as problems in Canadian society.

Edmonton and Calgary anti-racist activists
prepare for ‘White Pride Worldwide Day’
SCOTT HARRIS / scott@vueweekly.com
C=" may be 300 kilometres
south of the city, but anti-racist
‘activists in Edmonton say that
the activities of a Calgary-based white
“supremacist group are still too close
for comfort.
So for the second year in a row,

Edmonton activists will be making the
trip down the QEII this weekend to
join Calgarians in opposing a march

being organized by the Aryan Guard—
a self-proclaimed white nationalist
group—to mark what its members call
“White Pride Worldwide Day,” held to
coincide with the United Nations declaration of March 21 as the International Day for the Elimination of
Racial Discrimination.
Andru, who asked that only his first
name be used, is one of the people
who will be making the trip. He says
it’s important for people from Edmonton to join their neighbours to the
south in challenging the Aryan Guard
because of the close connection
between the two cities
“Edmonton is just up the road from

Calgary, and a lot of the people who
are involved in the white power
movement in Calgary are actually

2IRACISM
from Edmonton. Theyjust went down
to Calgary because they thought it
would be easier for them to establish
a base there,” Andru explains.
He adds that while there hasn't
been much white supremacist activity
in Edmonton of late—the last time a
similar march was organized here
was in 2004, while local musician Pat
Bourne’s house was firebombed by
racist skinheads in 2006—there’s
always a chance that the problem
might again come north.
"There's a bit of a concern that with
the situation in Calgary disintegrating,
as is often the case with these white
power groups—they start infighting
and bickering amongst themselves—
with so many of them coming from
Edmonton that they might try to start
something up here again.”
Andru isn’t the only one thinking
the Aryan Guard might consider
moving to Edmonton. The group’s
online discussion board has a section devoted to Aryan Guard Edmonton, and a thread on the board

“We're just basically trying to raise
discusses the need for a similar
march here, while another encourages organizing a more active Aryan

Guard group in the city (one post
from March 11 reads, "Hey, yeah still
nothing is really happening in
Edmonton, I see some swastika graffiti, but nothing more, and coloured
people are trying to start sh*t with
me almost everyday, because | have
a shaved head and don't put up with
their jungle boy sh*t.)
Andru says that those kinds of
ideas aren't something that can simply be ignored because they're on the
margins, and it’s all the more important to challenge them when they
move from obscure discussion boards
to downtown Calgary—and before
they come to Edmonton.
“We're simply there to try to neutralize what we think is a very dangerous
message,”
he says.
“Particularly as Alberta is becoming
more diverse ethnically speaking, culturally speaking, to have groups like
this continue to go out there on the
prowl is really dangerous and it’s in
the interest of maintaining some sort
of peace and solidarity and cohesion
among all segments of our society

Your Rights Under Medicare
& How to Fight For Them!

awareness of the racial problems that
we have in Canada, trying to build a
future for white people,” he claims.
"The people that built this country,
[that] made it one of the most desir-

able countries to be in in the world,
are kind of just being bent over. We
gotta fuckin’ bend over and accept
everything that's coming into the
country, not the other way around. I
think a better policy would be if people like this country and wanna come
to this country they come here not
with the intention of changing it but
with embracing it.”
He says the point of White Pride
Worldwide Day is simple.
“We'd just like to promote white
pride. It’s been a pretty taboo sorta
thing,” he says. “I guess, as you can
see by the response it’s getting, that
white pride is kinda viewed as a
racist thing, you gotta be some sort
of a raving racist to be proud to*be
white. We don’t feel that should be
the case, so we'd like to just keep
pushing it so that hopefully, eventually, we can just have our own day,
you know, white pride day.”
Keeping the focus on “white
pride” is the reason McKee says the
group is asking its supporters to not
bring Nazi paraphernalia to the
march, despite the group’s unapologetic bent towards Nazism (National
Socialism) online, including links to
numerous

Nazi websites, the pro-

Friends of
Medicare

motion of a CD including lyrics like
“The spirit of Hitler will rise again /
And help us take back our lands”
and, until a few days ago, a gallery
of pictures which included members
saluting Nazi flags and celebrating
Adolf Hitler's birthday.
“Most of us are National Socialists
and we feel that that would be a good
political platform for this country. My
personal opinion is that there’s a lot of
misunderstood ideas of what happened
or didn’t happen during the Second
World War,” he says. “But our websites
and discussion boards are one thing.
This march ... it’s not supposed to be
promoting a political ideology, it’s supposed to be promoting pride.”
But Andru argues there’s another
reason the group hides its racist and
Nazi sympathies behind notions of
pride and claims that it is simply a
“white civil rights activist group” exercising free speech.
“They know that their message is
just repulsive. They know that with the
exception of a select few individuals
people will not rally to that sort of
cause,” he says. “So what they're trying

www.friendsofmedicare.ab.ca

_to do is to somehow, in a feeble way,
essentially just strip away the overtly

As medicare comes under increasing attack by privateers and profiteers, civil
society is fighting back to preserve Canada’s most important social program.

Steven Shrybman’s practice focuses on international trade and
public interest litigation, induding issues concerning health care,
the environment, human and labour rights, the protection of public
services, natural resources policy, and intellectual property rights.
Steven frequently speaks, and has written extensively, on the impact
of international trade law on diverse areas of Canadian policy and
law. He has also been involved in drafting and promoting conventions
on cultural diversity and access to water as a human right.
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violent and odious nature of what
they're trying to do under the guise of
‘Well, we're just people who have an
opinion, and if you believe in a free
society we should be able to share that
opinion with others.”
LEV, WHO ALSO asked that his surname not be used, is a member of

Anti-Racist Action Calgary (ARA),

the group that issued the call for a
counter-demonstration. He concedes that McKee’s group has the
right to present their message, but
says that so.do groups which disagree with the Aryan Guard.
“ARA has not contacted the city to
clamp down, to not issue permits, we
haven't really tried to stop them legally
from being able to do this,” he says.
"The way we see it is we're expressing
our equal right to express our opinion,
which is opposed to theirs.”
But Lev stresses that recognizing the
right to free speech—provided that it
doesn't violate Canadian hate laws—
doesn’t mean letting the Aryan Guard
march unopposed, even if it risks
bringing them more attention. Last
year, the 300 people who tumed up to
oppose the Aryan Guard outnumbered
them by more than six to one.
“Our coming out in larger numbers gives more

media attention,

more public attention to the Aryan

Guard than they would otherwise
get, and that is something that
makes them happy,” he admits. “At
the same time, we think that doing
that is the most effective way we
can resist them, because if nobody

.in the city knows they exist because
nobody turned up to their rally and
the media didn’t cover it, maybe we
have some kind of fuzzy moral high
ground for ignoring them, but at the
same time they're free to run the
streets with impunity and nobody,
from shopkeepers to the people who
run the venues in the city, nobody
knows

who they are, so nobody

denies them business, nobody outs

them to an employer, it just makes
things easier for them.”
Lev points to an attack in July of a
Japanese tourist by a 17-year-old Calgarian alleged to be a member of the
Aryan Guard, who kicked the woman
repeatedly with steel-toed boots, as the
type of incident that happens when
people ignore racist groups. The teen
was convicted in a Calgary courtroom
on March.13.
Lev says the approach of ARA in
reducing such incidents in the future
is to “make life difficult” for the Aryan
Guard in the hopes that younger
members who are attracted to the
group but aren’t committed racists
won't stick around
“We believe that the best way to
deal with a group like the Aryan
Guard is to confront them, it’s not to
ignore them and hope that they go
away because experience has shown
us that they don’t,” he says. “Frankly,

if Kyle McKee wants to spend the rest
of his life ‘Sieg Heiling’ a poster of
Hitler on the wall there’s not a Jot we
can do about it, and there’s not a
whole lot of harm he can do. It’s
when they come into numbers that is
the problem and that’s basically what
we try to prevent.
“All we really want is for people to

know the Aryan Guard exists, because
most people don’t need to be convinced that neo-Nazi gangs in their
city is a bad thing, they just need to
know that it does already exist,” he
says. “Once we get that information

out we think we've won most of the
battle because people will just make
up their own minds and decide that
they don’t want Nazi thugs in their
community.”Ww
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An island no longer

Here’s your opportunity
to save lives.

Edmonton
Donor Clinic
8249 - 114 Street
Monday - Friday

9:00 am - 1:00 pm
3:30 pm - 7:30 pm

Alberta needs to get with the program and
implement an economic stimulus plan

Saturday
8:30 am - 2:30 pm

Book your life
saving appointment
today!

GIL MCGOWAN / www.afl.org

So, how bad is the Alberta economy, really?
There is some truth in the reassuring
words spoken by provincial government
representatives last week. It's true, for
example, that Alberta's new. unemployment rate of 5.4 per cent (up from 4.3 per
cent just a month earlier) is still among
the lowest in the country. It’s also true

Call 1888 2 DONATE

in Alberta has never before—and | mean
never—spiked a full percentage point in
one month. Second, because the American economy—which we are almost
So, there's no reason to be too conentirely dependent upon to purchase our
cerned, right?
energy exports—continues to sink with
Well, actually, there is. In fact, there
no end in sight. Third, because our
are at least three reasons why we should
province's energy and construction secbe seriously concerned.
tors—which together have formed the
First, because the unemployment rate
heart of our oil-sands driven economy—
continue to shed high-paying jobs at an
_ alarming pace.
Depending on which estimates you

that 5.4 per cent is about the average
level for unemployment in Alberta over

the past 20 years.
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Washington D.C. .
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Transforming Power: From the Personal to the Political
Calgary
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For more information and to register contact
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Edmonton

Friday, April 3, 7:00 PM
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Chateau Louise Conference Centre
Separate keynote tickets available for $15
Reception to follow
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a much smaller share of their pre-unemployment income and can collect for
shorter periods than had previously been
the case.
So, if the Harper government is really
serious about helping Canadians through
this recession, it needs to increase both
the amount and duration of benefits,
loosen eligibility rules and get rid of the
perverse inequities that make it much
more difficult for Albertans to qualify for
benefits than people fiving in other parts
of the country.
The bottom line is that a lost job is a

lost job: it shouldn't matter if it was lost
in Edmonton or Halifax.

AT THE PROVINCIAL LEVEL, the situation

to keep Albertans working and the provincial economy humming for the next five to
10 years, has essentially evaporated.
Taken together, this means that our

is, in many ways, even more frustrating
Alberta stands alone as one of the only
jurisdictions in the industrialized world
that has so far refused to consider implementing a major stimulus program. This is
all the more frustrating because there is
probably no other jurisdiction in all of
North America better positioned to do
more for its citizens than Alberta.
People may disagree with the rationale
for Ralph Klein’s “war on the debt,” but i
has left Alberta with one of the best credit ratings in the world. My question is
this: what was the point of all the sacrifices made by Albertans to earn our status as a debt-free province if that status

current unemployment rate of 5.4. per
cent is almost certainly not our final destination, but rather a way station
glimpsed briefly as we move to even

The good news is that the upcoming
provincial budget (expected to be handed
down on April 7) presents a golden oppor-

look at, between $97 and $241 billion
dollars in-oil sand investment has been
taken off the table in the past two
months. As a result, the next generation
of mega-projects, which were supposed

B A iLO U T S PUBLIC SOLUTIONS IN CRITICAL TIMES

they represent
orofVueWoetiy

more dismal jobless figures, the likes of
which we haven't seen in Alberta since
the darkest days of the ‘80s oil bust.
So, what do the Alberta and federal
governments need to the about this rapidly deteriorating situation?
First of all, they need to get their
heads out of the sand and realize that
simply crossing their fingers and hoping
for a quick end to the global recession
does not constitute an economic strategy.
At the federal level—after being
pushed to the brink by the Liberal-NDP
coalition—the Harper government is
reluctantly doing at least some of what
needs to be done.
In particular, they have grudgingly
accepted the notion that during times of
economic contraction, the public sector is
the only sector that can keep the econo-—
my moving forward. But federal spending
has so far fallen short of the benchmark
of two per cent of national economic
activity (GDP) agreed upon by other industrial nations.
The Harper government has also so far
failed to repair Canada’s dysfunctional
Employment Insurance (El) system. Virtually all experts agree that the best way to
stimulate spending and help individuals
and families weather the recession is to
get money directly into the pockets of the
unemployed, but there's a serious problem: ill-conceived “reforms” introduced in
the deficit-cutting ‘90s mean that the
threshold for qualifying for El has been
set too high and the benefits have been
set too low. As a result of the high eligibility requirements, only 23 per cent of
unemployed Albertans currently qualify
for benefits—the lowest rate in the country. Even the minority who do qualify earn

isn't used to help citizens in tough times?

tunity for the Stelmach government to
make up for lost time by bringing three
strands together.
First there’s the fiscal capacity available
as a result of our impressive credit position. Second, there is the large (and growing) pool of skilled tradespeople newly
idled by the collapse in oil sands spending
And third, there's the well-documented
“infrastructure-gap” that was left as a
result of 13 years of under-spending on
public projects by the Klein government
Put these strands together and we
could have the makings of a win-win-win
budget scenario. Albertans win because
of the jobs and spin-offs created. They
win again because they finally get longoverdue public infrastructure. And the
government wins because they'll be able

to build everything at reduced cost—
because they won't be competing with a
booming private sector.
Unfortunately, all of this depends on
the Alberta government realizing that |!

can't afford to simply wait out the recession, It also means it would have to tear
up their own politically inspired balancedbudget legislation that prohibits the government from running deficits.
At this point we can all take heart In

the fact that the rest of the world has
begun to embrace a healthy skepticism
when it comes to the free-market mania

that inspired things like Alberta's balanced budget law. Let's hope that members of the Stelmach cabinet do the
same—and soon. w
Gil McGowan is president of the Alberta
Federation of Labour, Alberta's largest
union organization, representing 140 000
people in 30 unions.

name of safety
conversation withafriend the other
pee
vergevomients talk
of “getting tough on crime” as a potential

prelude to an increase in public-pri-

vate partnerships in the penitentiary

system|thought, for the millionth time,

that public relations messages are very
often a preludetosomething we may, in
the end, notwelcome at all.
Media messages about Bill C-6—the
Canadian Consumer Product Safety

single day by doctors everywhere.
Naturopathic doctors (NDs) are highly
trained, but rather than work with pharMaceuticals, they work with therapeutic
substances that are more organic and
less foreign to the human body than are
drugs. The problem NDs are running into
is twofold; many of the products they

use are being denied Health Canada
approval with natural product numbers
(NPNs), and they themselves as naturopathic doctors have, as of October of
2008, been denied prescribing authority
for things like bio-identical hormones
that now require a prescription.

that pharmacists, dentists and midwives
have limited prescribing authority appropriate to their fields, one might ask why
the resistance here in Alberta? “We
Weren't given any kind of substantial
answer to that question,” says Mike
Nowacek of the Alberta Association of
Naturopathic Doctors.
The decision, like Bill C-6, is presumably about safety, but it robs us of the
freedom to determine what therapeutic
substances we put into our bodies when
we're ill, and the irony is that bio-identical hormones are much safer than syn-

thetic ones. They deserve either natural

THOUSANDS OF ALBERTANS rely on

Act—have been about our safety, but
may well be a prelude to massive and
unwelcome loss of freedom of choice.
One Alberta company, Modern Design,
has had a giant taste of what a raid on

products deemed unsafe by someone in
high places feels like.
On the moming of January 15, Modern

Design staff were greeted by RCMP and
Health Canada officials with a warrant to
search for unapproved natural health
products they'd allegedly been supplying
to naturopathic doctors and herbalists.

Officials spent 11 hours going through the
premises with a fine-tooth comb, confiscating the entire inventory, computer hard
drives and sales records.
Much of this was over things as innocuous as folic acid and amino acid supplements, and about bio-identical hormones,
synthetic versions of which are used every

bio-identical hormones to counter
declining ones. Low hormone levels
equal compromised immune and stress
responses, and illness, and supplementation can slow and prevent the process.
“It was a grey area until last October,”
says Bruce Lofting, vice-president of the
Alberta Association of Naturopathic Doctors. “Now we've been told by our health
minister that we won't be given any prescribing authority, at least not for now. In
November, we notified Alberta NDs to
discontinue using them, but the problem
is that the patients that rely on them will
have a hard time accessing them, as MDs
tend to prefer synthetic options.”
Given the extent of the training naturopathic doctors receive, and that the

health care services they provide are
largely preventative and reduce the burden on our medical system, and given

product approval or legal prescription
access by naturopathic doctors. The

products being ever more tightly regulated make most over-the-counter and prescription medicines look downright evil.

Our more progressive West Coast
Neighbours appear to be quickly moving
toward making limited prescribing authority for their naturopathic doctors a reality.
Alberta Health Services has said the
province is looking for innovative ways to
bring emergency room wait times down,
and while expanding health care to
include naturopathic care would do little
to that end in the short run, it would do a
lot to reduce the numbers of us seriously
and frequently ill in the long run.
| take that back—it would do plenty
in the short run also. Adverse drug reactions are common reasons for emergency room visits. They're common
causes of all kind of trouble, and natural
therapies have no such track record. w

MEDIA

Freedom from national corporate
ownership could be another nail in

CONTINUED
FROM PAGE §
tory recorded outside of private
diaries and personal memories.
As active observers of community
life, the closure of a rural weekly
means an end to chronicling a com-

‘munity’s history, a history that may

disappear entirely if, in its haste to
lock the doors, management forgets
or refuses to pass along the often
decades-long histories contained in
its periodical archive
The situation for small papers
throughout Alberta, and across
Canada, seems increasingly shaky.
George Brown, president of the
Alberta Weekly Newspapers Association. was unavailable for an interview; he had been laid off from his
day job as publisher of two rural
Albertan weeklies just minutes
before I called.
Like nearly a third of the province's
weeklies, the small papers Brown
worked for are also owned by Sun
Media/Quebecor. Great West, which
‘ runs Edmonton's See Magazine, owns
many others, leaving only a handful
of truly independently owned papers
covering their respective communities, a level of concentration which

becomes more troubling as these corporations look at ways to cut back to
weather the recession
Back in the blogosphere, those

who laud the death of print may see
these changes as freedom from the
gatekeepers and restrictions of corporate media. And they may be right

the coffin of sustainable rural communities, or it could be the opportunity to create something new
something local, the freedom to take
back the chronicle of the community’s life for the community itself.
For Dafoe, awareness and relevance are the keys to successful
community journalism, whether
online or in traditional newsprint
“The sad thing about Web 2.0 is that
it makes us all journalists, filmmakers
book reviewers, movie critics and radio
hosts and seeks our commentary on
every piece of information posted on
the Internet, from the mundanity of
what our friends are having for lunch
to correcting the views of professionals
in almost any field. Andrew Keene
refers to the trend as ‘The Cult of the
Amateur’ and I believe that is precisely
what the blogosphere is. That is not to
say that there are not gifted writers
with terrific insights posting on the
blogs, but they, for the most part, are
not held to the same accountability that
newspaper reporters are or ought to be
held,” Dafoe argues
“With respect to community jourNalism, even one objective blogger
with a following is of greater value to
the community than a print publication that falls to be relevant to its
readership. I think many community
papers have forgotten that and used
the present economic

climate as an

excuse to address problems that
were created long before the dreaded ‘R word’ became the latest headline trend." w
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In Soviet Russia, game plays you!

| INFINITE LIVES
It's a weird thing, this “retro,” especially

as it gets layered on top of itself. Ata
certain point it creates an effect like looking into a mirror when there's another
mirror behind you, a tunnel of regression
down into the dimness where infinity lies.
I'm reclining on the couch, reading old
zines, nicely mellow thanks to my accidental discovery of what I've since leamed is
known as a “Kalimotxo”"—poured the last
inch of last night's cheap wine into what |
thought was a half-full coffee cup of same,
only it tums out the mug contained Coca-

Cola; after the initial “Eeww!" reflex ... deelish. The zines are from my wife's collection
of Ben Is Dead back numbers from the mid‘90s, specifically the legendary (I'm told)

Te=

“Retro Hell” issues. Good stuff, funny in
that old zine way you don't get so much in
the Blog Millennium, and here's where the
psychedelic mirror-regression begins; this is
fetro-retro, an 11-year-old magazine about
20- or 30-year-old pop-culture artifacts.
‘Course, this isn’t really a trip down my
personal Memory Lane. These writers are
southern Californians, not northern Albertans, and their old familiars are still exotic unknowns; they had the Sherman Oaks
Galleria and the medicine chests of the
doctors they babysat for, | had the halfbroken homes of the neighbourhood feral
children and the poorly concealed Penthouse stashes of their laid-off boilermaker dads. They had Rodney Bingenheimer, |
had Mike Sobel. Digging down through
the retro of others is a kind of double
archeology, where the familiarity of
shared reference provides hooks for comprehending an alien time and place.
I've been having a similar experience

playing through the Soviet Unterzdgersdorf
adventure games (monochrom.at/suz-game).
Designed by Austrian art/theory collective
monochrom, the Suzoeg (I'm just going to
use the abbreviation from the .exe file)
games place you in the eponymous notional
country, a tiny (2.5 square kilometres) nation
that is “the last existing appendage republic
of the USSR,” completely surrounded by the
Republic of Austria. In this milieu—hasically, a broken-down farmstead littered with
antiquated junk—you go around solving
more-or-less standard-issue adventuregame puzzles expressed through the lens of
the tattered remnants of Leninist/Stalinist
social/material culture.
.

ON THE SURFACE LEVEL, this is enjoyable
comic nostalgia. Not so much nostalgia for
the Soviet era, but nostalgia for the jokes
we made during the Soviet era about the
(perceived) foibles of life behind the Iron
Curtain, the Yakov Smirnoff riffs, SCTV

ee

cracking wise about “Soviet minicam!"—a
rusted-out old baling machine as the dieselpowered “8-Bit Agrarian Memory Drive;" a
gallery of People’s Triumphs lauding such
accomplishments as the development of a
superior sugar beet; characters getting
patriotically misty-eyed over the perfect
utility of cardboard boxes. As entertainment, it’s an enjoyable frolic through a
MAD magazine theme-park of Soviet kitsch.

But what can we leam from this? Based
as it is on politically motivated western
lampoons of Eastern Bloc existence, what
(if anything) can the twice-temoved retro of
Suzoeg tell us about the reality of living ina

totalitarian agrarian/industrial/ideological
state, a time and place that is living memory for millions of people ... and a version of
which is, right now, a daily reality for millions more? Here, the adventure-game
medium gives us much more than do the
surface gags. As any adventure gamer will
tell you, playing these games is an exercise
in controlled frustration, in failing and starting over, failing and starting over, failing
and starting over until you figure out exactly
where and when to use which item in order

7
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to progress. Adventure gaming, at its heart
isunforgiving, faceless bureaucracy.
Nothing brings this home better than

the “error” messages in the series’ second
chapter, Soviet Unterzégersdorf Sector 2
Adventure games all have a stock set of
phrases your character will utter when
you try to get him/her to do something
that doesn’t return a valid in-game result
“That doesn’t make sense” or “What am |

supposed to do with this?” As a properiy
indoctrinated Unterzdgersdorfer with good
political hygiene, Suzoeg Zs Comrade
Nikita Perostek Chrusov responds to such
adversity with right-thinking slogan:
Given the trial-and-error nature of adventure gaming, these situations come up
every few seconds... sayings like, “Hege|
knew all along!” and “I can see that there
will be a revolutionary transformation

between the capitalist and the communis:
period!” quickly lose their humour and
become something like a nightmare. Con
Stant frustration met with constant propaganda, the “progress” he speaks o{
seeming more and more like an empty
promise with each ineffectual click. w
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SIMPLE , YOUR
HIGHNESS.”

IN THE BOX

S DAVEYOUNG AND TB PLAYER
== | inthebox@vueweekly.com
Oiler update: a streak of three straight
OT losses (damn you Saku Koivu, Marty
Reasoner and John-Michael Liles!) was
ended with a thrilling St Patrick's Day
shootout win over the St Louis Blues. The
playoff race continues and the Oilers are
still a contender.

first names average 4.9 letters (Jason)
and the surnames average 7 letters

WHAT'S IN A NAME? I’ve decided to
finally take on the age-old question: does
the name of a team have any effect on the

ELIMINATE THEM Avp

EVERYTHINGLLBE SUPER!
CAPTAIN , HAVE THE
POOR EXECUTED,
WOULD

YOU7

COMPLETELY
DEVASTATEP.

logic. Using the current Oiler 23-man ros

ter (skaters only) the average Oiler has
eight goals, 14 assists and 42 PIM. The
average Oiler is also 27 years old (born in

=<

performance of that team? Is a team better
because it’s called the Crushers, or would

1982), 209 pounds and 62”. Jaso:
Chimera is the closest candidate out
there | could identify league-wide: Chimmer currently has eight goals, 13 assists
and 35 PIM. He is also 29 years old, 216
pounds and 6'2". Want more? Spell oui
the names in the Oiler roster. The team’s

(Chimera). DY

WHAT'S IN A NAME? (PART DEUX)
About 10 years ago, | was watching an
Oilers/Avalanche game when | heard the
commentator say that the puck had been
“kicked ahead by Foote.” The fact tha!
the commentator had no idea what he
had said made it all the more awesome
For the last few seasons, I’ve kept an
unofficial list in my head of possible vari
ations of this, and printed a few every
year. My favourites from last year were
“Belted by Van Allen” and “The puck gets
coughed up by Zelepukin.” So here's this
year's list of silly things that keep my
mind amused. Nerdtastic.
Good anticipation by Eager.
It's curtains for Draper.
Emery gets called for boarding.
Poked ahead by Finger.
Well played by Fiddler.
And Neal gets knocked to his knees
A smart play by Reasoner.
That's some fine footwork by Walz. T8

it be just as good if it were called the
Pylons? Using advanced research techniques, data collection methods and statistical analysis (actually, a pencil and some
scrap paper) I've sorted the names of all
the NHL teams and counted their respective Stanley Cup totals. Teams with:
Canadian-centric names (Canadiens,
Maple Leafs, Canucks): 33 Cups
Animals (Red Wings, Sharks, Bruins, ete):
19 Cups
Geographical (Islanders, Capitals, Stars,
etc): 10 Cups
Historical (Flames, Rangers, Blackhawks,
etc): 9 Cups
;
Forces of nature (Hurricanes, Avalanche,
Lightning): 4 Cups
Mythological creatures (Devils): 3 Cups
Name-the-team fan contests (Flyers,
Sabres): 2 Cups
THIS WEEK'S OILER DEFINITION
Named by the owner to match a pre-cho_ "St Patrick's Day”: 1) March 17. A celesen colour scheme (Kings): 0 Cups
bration of St Patrick, Ireland's beloved
You want a winning team? Naming it
after the pre-eminent hockey country in
patron Saint. (He's also the patron sain!
of New York, Boston and Nigeria) 2)
the world can’t hurt (unless you're the
March 17, 2009. The day that New Jer:
Canucks). Also, don’t let the fans pick a
name for you. TB

LAW OF AVERAGES News Flash: mathematically, the average Oiler is not an
Oiler. The average Oiler is Edmonton castoff Jason Chimera. Confused? Follow this

sey's Martin Brodeur unseated “St
’ Patrick Roy with 552 NHL wins by a goaltender; the new league record. Roy 's
Notoriously rumoured to be so vain, he
probably thinks St Patrick's Day is about
him. Not anymore. w

we Spring break essentials
Getaway Must Haves:
Sola & Kyo Spring Jacket

ew, Boyfriend Jean
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Ella Moss
05 Maxi Dress

"Sam Edleman Gladiator Sandal
|

Matt & Nat Collection Handbag

Or try any of these:
True Religion, William Rast, Joe's, Rich N
Skinny, Seven for all Mankind,

Hudson,

Citizens of Humanity, Juicy Couture Apparel,

Accessories & Footwear, Public Library,

Gentle Fawn, Akiko, Splendid, Elia Moss,
Kenneth Cole, Nine West and much more!
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11 Athabascan Ave #148
417-3562
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#370
5 Giroux Rd.
470-7467

www.bellamaas.com

Do you have what it ites to attend The Art Institute of Vancouver, one of
North America’s leaders in creative education?
(
,
iO}
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,
7

At The Art Institute, we believe an education in the creative and applied arts should be hands on and practical, not
to mention inspiring. It should prepare you for opportunities in the workplace as it gives your ideas and talent a
place to take shape. We're ready when you are.

Register. with The Art Institute of Vancouver to attend an information session at:

10135 - 100th Street, Edmonton
Check-in opens at 9:30 am. Presentation starts at 10:00 am sharp!
Learn more about the programs offered and find out how to

cB ie Art Institute

get started on the education you've always wanted.
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Assistant Directors of Admissions will be available to

& eas i of Vancouver
3264 Beta Avenue, Burnaby, BC V5G 4K4

answer questions about The Art Institute and work directly
with qualified candidates.

;
?
Media Arts ¢ Design
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;
;
Culinary Arts ¢ Fashion
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op chop!
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JAN HOSTYN / jan@vueweekly.com
ince barbecuing on a cold, dark
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St without a smidgen of
propane left in the tank is pretty
much impossible, my husband and I
headed out to Chop Restaurant and
Bar on the ever-busy Stony Plain Road:
They don’t take reservations after
5:45 on Friday and Saturday nights, but
how busy could it be at 8:30 pm on a
Saturday? Massively busy, evidently—
the rodeo was in town. After finally
finding a parking spot to wedge our
modest car into amongst all the massive SUVs and shiny 4x4s, we discovered that the crowding factor inside
Chop was even worse. People covered
every square inch of available space
and, facing a wait of over an hour to
get a table, we decided our bodies didn't really need steak after all
Another night, no rodeo, and we
found ourselves at Chop again, on a
Sunday this time
We were met with subdued lighting, understated sophistication and
that was about it. There were no hostesses, no hordes of hungry people
and no visible customers. After poking our heads around a wall or two to
announce our presence, a hostess had
us seated in the almost empty room
within seconds.
Muted tones surrounded us on all
sides—earthy greens, browns and
creams. Unadorned walls, luxurious
seats and rich wood tables made a
simple but elegant statement. They

aa
1 CH

Ss MON (17 AM 11 PM);TUE-THU (11 AM 12.AM);

17595 STONY PLAIN ROAD, 780.487.2467

define themselves as “fine casual,”
and although I’m not exactly sure
what that means, it seemed to fit.
In no time we were greeted by our
waiter, who, after greeting us,
launched into “the spiel.” It began
with his name and then just kept
going, touching on everything and
anything Chop. Evidently everything
at Chop is made in-house, their steaks
are all cut on the premises and then
broiled at 1800° to seal in the juices,
and they recommend you eat steak.
Our waiter then quietly disappeared
and left us to peruse the menu. Chop
is very much a steakhouse, but a
steakhouse with a few refined twists.
Instead of fries, you get “fresh housecut pommes frites with Grana Padano
Parmesan shards, sea salt, pepper and
three dips.” You get the idea.
Since my husband really needed his
steak, we launched right into the
entrées. He ordered the 14 oz New York
Striploin ($34), so 1 went against house
recommendations by ordering the
Macadamia Crusted Mahi-Mahi ($30).

um"”—evidence that Chop takes their
steaks seriously.
Since we were having quite the
fancy dinner (for us anyways), red
wine was a must. They have an
amazing wine list, including a huge
selection of wines by the glass,
though we finally decided on a halflitre of Clay Station ($26).

In the midst of sipping our lovely,
full-bodied wine, a basket with three
warm buns found its way to our table.
We sampled a bit of the sourdough
and ancient grain and, while okay,
they were not overly memorable.
Then our entrées arrived; again, simple yet sophisticated. A square white

plate held the generous cut of steak, a
hefty and creamy mound of wasabiinfused mashed potatoes and a few
token but colourful veggies. My mahimahi was gently nestled on top of a
mound of those same mashed potatoes.
Scattered around the fish was a ring of
barely wilted, garlic-butter-sauteed
spinach, dotted with red pepper slivers.

The steak, although tender and juicy,
WHEN MY HUSBAND ordered his steak
medium, a discussion ensued as to

exactly what was meant by “medi-

was cooked unevenly simply because it
was cut unevenly—curious considering
they pride themselves on cutting their

own steaks. But the mashed potatoes
were divine; creamy and chunky all at
the same time. And the wasabi added
quite the intriguing twist.
My mahi-mahi looked spectacular
but the sautéed spinach mixture tasted
like salt, albeit salt with a hint of garlic
It was carted away, and in time came
back adorned with a new spinach mixture, but by this time the fish was dry
and my husband's plate was looking
decidedly empty. The mashed potatoes
were still divine, however, and the
spinach was more than edible.
My stomach still needed something, so we ordered dessert—their

signature Twenty-Four Layer Chocolate Cake ($14). The towering wedge
of rich, decadent, chocolate quickly
erased any lingering mahi-mahi
memories. And the side dish of
smooth and velvety vanilla ice cream
might possibly have been even better
“Fine casual” or not, dining at Chop
is an event. The prices are definitely
not casual, but some of the food is
fine. If you go, eat steak. And the
wasabi-infused mashed potatoes. And
the cake. Just not when there's 2
radeo in town. ¥
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YMATIUK/ sharman@vueweokly.com
e Vietnamese sub is one of
those things I have known about
for years, but have never gotten
sound to trying. When I'm craving
for lunch I usually stick to
pho, salad rolls and noodle bowls, but
while I'm glancing out a window from a

and lightly pickled carrots made the
sandwiches taste fresh, and not heavy,
making ita light, yetfilling, lunch.

sign forVietnamese subs and think, “I

must tryone of those.”
I'd heard from two of my friends
that Van Loc has the absolute best

Vietnamese subs in town, and at bargain basement prices. I decided to try

out my first sub with someone who
has an experienced palate, a friend of
mine from work, Jason Lee,
There was ample parking on 98
Street, a stark contrast from 97th,
when we walked in for lunch on a Fri-

day. The menu offers a variety of subs
ranging from assorted meats to chick-

tolls. I love salad rolls. 1 looked at the
billboard menu again and didn’t see
it, but when we asked if they had
them, they magically appeared from
the back of the shop; four for $4.50.

Ifyou're wondering what exactly a
Vietnamese sub is, it's quite the
departure from your typical Vietnamese noodles and soup. The sand-

wich of choice from Van Loc comes
on a Vietnamese baguette stuffed
with the meat, thinly sliced pickled
carrots, cucumbers, and cilantro. We
had a choice of spicy or not, and we
both chose not. The subs are placed
in a toaster oven for a few seconds
and the larger-than-foot-long
baguettes are wrapped and ready to

CELL: 780-982-1482

two tables to get our fill of subs, office
gossip and a little of the Vietnamese
variety show on the restaurant's television. We had ours cut down the middle
to share and found both the Vietnamese sausage and the BBQ ham to
be excellent choices. I found the bread
soft with a thin crispy crust; the cilantro

_ restaurant in Chinatown, | always see a

en. Jason and I decided on the
Sausage sub for $3.50 and BBQ ham
for a whopping $4.00. While we were
waiting for our subs, | started reading
a restaurant review from a few years
back posted on the wall. It immediately caught my attention because the
writer said he ordered shrimp salad

;

DAI(8:30AM-7PM)CLOSEDTE
S
VAN LOC
=
SS |10648- 90S7, 700.413.8867

go in a few minutes.
I asked where they got the bread
from, but all I got for an answer was
that it was a special order. My own
memories of Vietnam are filled with
wonderful breakfasts with fresh tasting baguettes, often arriving in the
morning in a basket on a bicycle from
a bakery nearby. Vietnam was part of
the French colonial empire in Indochina in Southeast Asia, and while the
French were forced out at the end of
the French Indochina war, the influence of French culture has remained
in Vietnamese cuisine next to noodle
soups and vermicelli bowls. _
WHILE MOST PEOPLE GET their subs to

go, Jason and | sat down at one of the

We learnt that Loi Van Thai and his
family have been making tasty subs at
Van Loc for 11 years. Jason figured out
that the family could also speak Cantonese, so he helped me out by asking
my questions for me. He tried asking
again where they got their bread from,
but the answer came with laughter. He
translated for me that it was a trade
secret, and they weren’t confessing
where the tasty baguettes were from
I’m not sure if itwas because I was
doing a review, or because of Jason's
handy dandy Cantonese skills, but we
got a free sample of dessert. I would
have guessed it was a doughnut, but
instead it was a deep fried sweet
potato with a yellow bean paste
inside. 1 found the treat to be quite
tasty and not as sweet as I would
have expected. Jason thought it was
top shelf and said he would certainly
come back for the $1.75 delight.
1 was extremely pleased with my
first Vietnamese sub experience, and I
was shocked that for $14 we got two
subs, shrimp salad rolls, and two cans
of pop. Van Loc is obviously a popular
place as there was a constant flow of
people coming to pick up orders or
place one for a sub. If you're looking
for something different, kick it to the
quieter street in Chinatown, just make
sure you don’t go on a Tuesday as it’s
the only day this quaint little sub shop
isn’t open. For $3.50 a sub, Van Loc is
certainly a quick and healthy downtown deal to be had. w
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JOON YOO
CHEF, BISTECCA
JAN HOSTYN / jan@vueweekly.com

Even though the white chef's jacket quickly approaching has “Joon Yoo" carefully emblazoned on it, it’s hard to believe that the man wearing it so confidently bears the same
name. After all, Joon Yoo is the chef at Bistecca, Edmonton's first Italian steakhouse. It's
quite the lofty and prestigious position. And the man striding towards me is young—very

young.
But it is most definitely Yoo. Apparently age and ability do not necessarily go hand-in-

hand—he’s all of 27 years old. Sonny Sung, the corporate executive chef of the
Sorrentino’s empire, says, “Yoo has the passion you need. | can explain anything to him
and he gets it right away.”
And so Yoo, who came to Canada from Korea just seven years ago, now runs 99
per cent of Bistecca’s kitchen. Sung is behind him, offering guidance and support.
Quite the accomplishment, considering Yoo knew nothing about cooking—or English,
for that matter—when he first arrived here.
’ His first couple of years were spent learning the language. And, because he had to
eat, he began to cook. But that sparked an interest and led him to enroll in NAIT's
Culinary Arts program. As soon as he graduated, he went to work at Sorrentino’s.
Despite his age, he’s an award-winning chef; he won two silver medals at the
International 2006 Food and Hotel Asia competition and is frequently described as
"the top apprentice in Canada.” And he is someone Sung seems to have complete
confidence in. “He's extremely good for
a young chef. He has a lot of potential to
become someone in the future.”
As for Yoo, he says that he welcomed
the challenge of Bistecca and feels
comfortable running it, especially with
Sung's help.
He's also quietly modest. “Maybe it's
huge, running Bistecca, | don’t know. |

Beefy Italian
JAN HOSTYN / jan@vueweekly.com
hen you first meet Sonny

Wz
corporate executive
chef of the Sorrentino’s
empire, your initial impression might
lead you to believe that he is a somewhat quiet and reserved man. And

while that may hold true through the
obligatory round of preliminary
chitchat and the first few sips of
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SONNY SUNG
CORPORATE EXECUTIVE CHEE SORRENTINOAND
BISTECEA

PROFILE

steaming hot coffee, it abruptly
changes at the mere mention of Bistecca. He becomes animated and
engaged, his eyes flashing and his
arms waving, and the realization
dawns: this is one passionate man
Bistecca has been dubbed Edmonton’s first “Italian” steakhouse. It begs
the question—what, exactly, is an Ital
ian steakhouse, and how is it any different from any of the typical,
run-of-the-mill Alberta steakhouses

that grandly occupy so much of our
city's prime real estate?
“Essentially, it’s a simple take on
steak,” Sung says as he launches into
an in-depth description..“First, we
take the best steaks available—Spring
Creek Ranch Premium Alberta Beef.
Then we pan sear them before they
go on the grill. it holds in the juice
and brings out the flavour. At the end
they are brushed with one of the
finest olive oils-it gives them a bit ofa
peppery taste-and sprinkle them with
some sea salt and fresh herbs. That’s
it—take the best ingredients, always
all natural, and prepare them simply.”
Evidently there's some extremely
good beef roaming through the Italian
countryside, very similar to the quality
of what you find here in Alberta. What
we were missing was the Italian way of

Ve
Alberta’s

electrical workers
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preparing that beef, so Carmelo Rago,
owner of the Sorrentino’s conglomerate, decided to remedy that.
Sung first analyzed all of the steakhouses around Edmonton and “didn’t
see anything special.” So he hopped
on a plane to Las Vegas and ate steak
at some of the best steakhouses
America has to offer.
Back in Edmonton, armed with a
few hints and tips, he went to work
designing Bistecca’s menu. “It’s a rustic Italian restaurant that offers great
steaks. Alberta has such good beef
that we wanted to take advantage of
having such a great product.”
Sung isn’t Italian himself, and
much of his background is in French
cooking. “French cooking is one of
the best for learning the fundamentals. Their cooking takes a lot of time
Italian cooking means taking the best
products and putting them together in
a very simple manner. They are
essentially two different worlds.”
So, when Sung joined Sorrentino’s
about nine years ago, he had to learn
about the Italian side of cooking. “Thad to
learn every single thing—from the inside
and outside. And then I had to build a
team, one that works well together. It
means I'm constantly learning. | still
sometimes work seven days a week.”

SUNG OVERSEES BOTH Bistecca and
Sorrentino’s downtown (and their
chefs, Joon Yoo and Albert Kwok), but

his real passion is cooking. “I work
side-by-side with my chefs, cooking
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don't find it hard. | like trying new
things, so | welcome the challenge.”
Right flow, Yoo is simply enjoying it
all—and working. He typically puts in
about 11 hours a day, six days a week.
“| just want to cook all the time.” Except
at home—there his wife does the honours. W
right along with them. I want them
perfect. If I.can get them to 80 per
cent, I'm happy.”
His mission is to give his clientele
“the best meal that they can have,
one that no one else can give them
That's why they come to see you, to
get the best.”
And Sung has very definite opinions on
what constitutes the best. Bistecca’s carefully set tables, with their pristine white
tablecloths, are noticeably lacking in the
usual assortment of bottled sauces. Customers even have to ask for salt and pepper. "If you buy a good product, why spice
it up? Why ruin the quality of a great
steak? It’s my job as a chef to season
everything perfectly for you. We test
everything before we send it out—when it
gets to you, it doesn’t need seasoning.”

He does admit that he has made
one concession—ketchup. When
Bistecca first opened, there was no

ketchup to be found on the premises. “We deep-fry the French fries in
olive oil—that makes them healthy
yet still taste great. Why would you
want to put a convenience food
loaded with sugar and salt on

eccer.,
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them?” But the customer outcry was
too strong, so now Bistecca offers
ketchup. Ketchup that Sung makes
though—it gives him control over
the ingredients. But you still won't
find it on the tables.
Sung says that, because he a passion for cooking, he never feels stress
“1 own the job, I don’t do the job.’

Instead, he calculates and plans
ahead. “If something goes wrong
there has to be a reason. You figure
out what’s wrong and you fix it.”
But he also admits that something

does go wrong every single day. And
with an impish grin, divulges that,
“Sometimes you just have to go into
the freezer to cool down.”
So yes, Bistecca is a steakhouse,
but Sung believes it’s unlike any

steakhouse you've ever experienced
There’s the rustic Italian menu;
there’s the focus on healthy, natural
ingredients; and there's the decep
tively simple but utterly delicious
treatment of all the menu items, the
beef in particular. Just don’t expect
the cornucopia of condiments thal
simply add clutter. w
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With the recession coming fast and
furious, I'm sure that if you're like me
you're looking for ways to put more and

LP,

more money away into a savings

was drawn to close

New Zealand is a new and blossoming
wine region. It's had several consistantvintages that have delivered many quality wines. Typically, though, one expects
Sauvignon Blanes and Pinots from the
Southern Islands. When | was offered a

couple of bottles of their latest vintage,
| thought it would be OK, but | was

quite excited when one was a MerlotMalbec blend. This is a common but not
typical blend from Bordeaux—Malbec
added to offer some extra depth and
colour to the Merlot—but | was surprised to hear that New Zealand was
trying their hand at that grape. The
Pinot Gris was a little more expected
but, nevertheless, worthy of a try.
| started with the Pinot Gris. The
deep yellow juice showed a hint of
oranges and offered up a very
relaxed nose with lots of underlying

citrus notes. | found the wine slight-

ly acid, moreso than most, but it had
a decent body and structure to it.
The taste of nectarine was
strongest, particularly at the front of
the palate, but it disappeared a little quickly for my tastes.
Overall, |found the wine to be a pleasant drink at a more than fair price.

Next was the Merlot-Malbec. This wine
showed as a limp, watered down juice
with a lighter colour than one would
expect. But with a good sniff of the odour, |

my eyes and imagine the colours. It
sounds completelysilly but the
Nose
was
intoxicating,
partly due to
the punch of
alcohol but
also
the
earthy
undertones.
A pleasure
to smell but
DISTANT
LANE
what of the
taste?
| found
the wine to
be quite tart
and loaded
with tannins.
Slowly the
overreliance
STANT
LAND
on tannins
fades and it
offers
up
deeper
flavours of
bie
‘
J®ntang
wie
spice
and
leather. These.
flavours linger
for quite a
while.
| found this wine
Again,
to be one of dueling personalities. Limp
for the price,
'
colour and weak start with tremendous
worthy of a try. |do look forward to seeing
nose and flavours towards then end.
What the future holds for this winery. w

account, and less into your belly. But of
Course, We are not living in caves here
(yet), nor should we eat like we do.
Here's an excellent solution—bring
your lunch to work. Whether you
already do or you never have, here's
another suggestion—get your brown
bag essentials at the Italian Centre. The
centre's selection of fine cheeses,
amazing breads, out of this world condiments and delicious cured meats will
make you forget about that overpriced
deli around the comer from your office,
and maybe even the cute server who
works there. You'll be the absolute hit
of the office with your delicious sandwiches, and you'll be a hit at home with
your ability to pay the mortgage, car
payments and insurance premiums.

DUSTY BOTTLES

We hawe a huge -|
Selection of single
malt scotch to
choose from as
well special
collector scotches!

9045 - 99TH STREET|
PHONE 780-461-0809.
TOLL FREE 888-461-0191
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And hey, if you don't give a crap about
money {or if you're one of these AIG
executives getting a huge bonus with

& FOREMOST
INDEPENDENT
WINE MERCHANT

taxpayer money, but for some reason

you live in Edmonton) then Devine Wines
has got the tasting for you—Top Drops
Series: High End Canadians. You can
taste some seriously, seriously top shelf
wines at this event such as Mission Hill

Occulus, Black Hills Nota Bene and BurTowing Owl among others, but this tasting isn't going to came cheap—though |
can assure you it'll be worth it. Spending

$75 is a very reasonable way to have the
opportunity to sample a few things that

you might not get to enjoy every day, Call
780.421.9463 for more information, or

[Visit devinewines.ca, w
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Revelstoke rising
Sophomore year is about pedigree,
powder and double the terrain
JEREMY DERKSEN / snowzone@vueweekly.com

f

Jive never been here before,” says
[= red coat. Inching to the edge,
I peer over a three-metre cliff at
giant marshmallows. Skirting the rocky
precipice, my friend Vince and I enter
the boulder field from the penphery.
The twoscouts ahead of us are
staking cliff warning signs on Revelstoke Mountain Resort’s myriad
cliffs—over 100 signs and counting,
according to Troy Leahey, RMR avalanche forecaster. "We had two
patrollers devote about a week to finding and marking all the cliffs they
could find in new terrain opened this
year,” he comments. Even for some
who work here this is frontier territory.
Somewhere below is civilization
the day lodge that still serves as the
main base for the resort (including
guest services, cafeteria and gift shop)
until construction

finishes at the

Nelsen Lodge base some time this
March. But up here we're christening
virgin terrain. “I'm thinking of calling

it Boulderdash,” red coat quips
Time evaporates in crystallized
snow contrails, sun baking the rocks.
We're late for a Sunday afternoon
rendezvous and we have to relay a
message. I try my cell phone. There's
reception, just. | dial RMR base operations.

No answer,

just a recorded

message. Then dead air.

PARALLELS IN HISTORY, abridged. in
1885, the famous last spike on the
Canadian Pacific Railway was pounded
just west at Craigellachie, extending a
lifeline over the Canadian Cordillera. It
was part of a nation-building exercise
to unite east and west.
This fall, RMR turned the final screw
on its gondola extension, uniting the
base to the top of Mount McKenzie
and launching the resort into the
record books for longest vertical in
North America with 1713 metres. Add
the Ripper Chair in North Bowl, and
RMR opened the season with 50 per
cent new terrain. With each new step,
sidecountry and frontcountry become
more integrated and accessible
At 15.2 kilometres, the run Last Spike
now Officially claims the North American title for longest run. It beats the former champ, Whistler's Peak to Creek,
by almost two kilometres. RMR is easily
a match for Whistler in other areas as
well—terrain, fall lines and powder.
Not that Whistler is the best yardstick, just the one most readily known

= REVELSTOKE
to skiers by virtue of its persistent
number one rankings in ski magazine
surveys. For variety and challenging
terrain, Vince likens RMR more closely to its nearest neighbour, Red Moun-

tain, where “even the most advanced
skiers can scare themselves.”
Personally I think RMR can bump
off Whistler in a few of those ranking
categories. For what it’s worth, I'm
hoping it does.
VERTIGO. GREELEY BOWL. pointed over

skis. Torpedo-shaped hut rattled by
cresting winds, a black missile hunkered into the mountain, braced
against snowy blasts. The in-bounds
markers have moved up since the previous year, Opening a Death Star saddle
so’wide it could swallow Nakiska.
Across the new alpine bowl, big lines
beckon. We gamble, not sure where
they're leading. To the left, the pitch
drops below sight line; all that’s visible
is a runout some 50 or 60 feet below.
Lower down, off the Ripper, the
Back Forty glades shunt us repeatedly
out to the boundary. Soon it becomes
clear it’s a kind of skier’s reverse vortex. Gravitational] drift spirals you
away from the middle. The woods get
thicker and thicker as we work our
way in. To get to some of the best,
most challenging runs you have to

bushwhack. If you follow the easy
lines, they'll spit you out

Supplied

At one point Vince is levered across
a chute, his skis suspended at tip and
tail, bowing

in the vacant space

beneath his boots. Below him is a short
drop into a narrow barrel line buffeted
by rock and tree on either side. A technical line that takes guts and skill. No
way out but down. This is what the
dedicated come for. And they are.

The masses, however, have yet to
swarm the resort. In its debut year RMR
notched 97 000 visits. This year's prediction is for 130 000. Those aren't bad
numbers but they pale next to Whistler's
average of over 1.5 million skier visits

annually. Perhaps that’s a concern for
shareholders, but for skiers it’s ideal.
SKI HISTORY is a living thing here. You
can feel it in the mornings when you
walk into the Modern café—with its
sumptuous scents, earthy wood décor

and alpine art on the walls—and run

into tour operators like Scott Newsome, the first-ever ACMG certified
snowboard guide. There's a vibe at the
Village Idiot or the Cabin on a Saturday
night. Ski paraphernalia plasters the
wails. In almost every nook you'll find
lifties, heli guides, ski patrollers and
other types of alpine connoisseur.
It’s the potential for discovery that
attracts them here. But the phenomenon isn’t new. Big lines have just
become more accessible with the
advent of a major investor and the
accompanying big lifts.

Revelstoke is headquarters for the
Canadian Avalanche Centre, as well
as a long skiing tradition stemming
back to the beginning of CPR rail service in the late 1880s. In 1891, a small
group of transplanted Scandinavian

skiers formed the Revelstoke Ski Club,
which now lays claim to the title of
the longest running ski club in Canada. (Nelson, BC formed a club earlier
but it was inactive for a period.)
Back then, many Canadians still
referred to skis as “Norwegian snowshoes.” The town was variously
known as the “Cradle of Western Skiing” and “Capital of Canada’s Alps.”

By the 1920s and ‘30s, Revelstoke
was an international hotspot for ski
jumping. The town claims several
famed North American jumpers
including Nels Nelsen, the namesake
for RMR’s base village.

Hucking one of many soft kick~

ers, | imagine Nelsen rattling downhill on splintery wooden planks,
feet bound to the hulking boards
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with soft leather straps. The snow
is dusted with pine needles, the
sides of the run lined with spectators in breeches and top hats. But
it’s all a blur as he launches into
the air and thrusts his body for-

ward, flying nearly 80 metres

before coming back to earth.

AN HOUR LATE, mildly sunburnt ané
still vibrating with excitement, Vince
and I finally make our afternoon
meetup with Ashley Tait, RMR com

munications manager. During our
visit she reports that the first show
suite at Nelsen is complete.

Beyond that, a small, carpeted

oasis several hundred square fee!

wide serves as the lodge’s sole func”
tional area. There’s a small ticke!

—

oms
and a rental shop
tic, state-of-the-art ski
nology. The other two

i's coming to fruition. But looking
ahead in the midst of the current
social climate is tricky.
little but rebar, concrete
For some perspective, | seek out
Greg Hill. An accomplished freeskier
main buildings, a series
and backcountry touring athlete, Hill
to trees indicate where
set a world record by skiing 50 100
il eventually go in.
vertical feet in a single 24-hour
with the economy
Span—without the assistance of lifts.
R real estate sales
Formerly: based in Whistler, he now
and bills mounted. The lives in Revelstoke. Why? ” The lure of
cture financing
an undeveloped town surrounded by
the end, former
endless ski mountaineering adventures, combined with an unparalleled
~ amount of perfect powder and deep
endless winters,” he answers. “This
Place seemed ideal, affordable and
comfortable with the deepest, lightest
snowbelt in Canada.”
e
; sort, which is largely
The mountains aren't changing.
state sales forprof- Backcountry enthusiasts will always
ity meeting on
have a wide range of choice from Mt
Revelstoke to Frisby Ridge. Some even
, Tom Gaglardi said the . skin up the slopes at the resort. And
new owl
would stand firm.
RMR is the only North American resort
Sree ceaicusly optimistic to offer lift, cat, heli and backcountry

February 2 (reportedinthe Revelstoke

about
the mountain's future, saying that

nding in one location (although for the

the ownershipis “prepared to weather

time being the heli-pad is still stationed
several kilometres from the base.)
The question is, what will happen to
that “undeveloped town” over time,

{the economic downturn] because
frankly, it’sagreat product.” Last year
RMR sold the most real estate of any

resort across North America, with $130

million. This year, skier numbers are up
by 14 per cent, making RMR an anomaly in an industry plagued by poor snow
and low visitation.
But he also warned that resort
financing is still going to be tight until
the economy revives, making major

new additions unlikely in the near
future. One of the upsides for skiers in
slightly lower income brackets is that
under the Gaglardis the resort is contemplating offering a more affordable,
second-tier” real estate product.
Call the banker? Or “Kill the
Banker?” Tough choice. The latter, a
sidewinding mogul field beneath the
gondola, rides like the stock market.
Unpredictable, with sudden drops and
unexpected obstacles. But when it's

ripe, it’s one hell of a good time.
VISION. THAT'S WHAT it takes to-build
the best ski resort in North America.
Over 20 years the community of Revelstoke has harboured its dream. Now

wer

now that a major corporation is heading up resort development. Hill is positive but philosophical. “It's brought a lot
of new people to town and increased

Includes...
“ return motorcoach
transportation
amahicipiem-leeteliilsalelet-tafe)s|
* 2 days Lift tickets
* Live band - Dj on deck
mickemel-b\Ar-Use—iaelole)s)

and Sat night!
* Tourguide

_

the opportunity for employment.
There's nothing wrong with that,” he
Says. “I think the heart of the town still
remains. Will it remain forever?”
One thing that hasn't changed is the

local talent. There’s always been a
strong contingent of alpine skiers, he
Says. But with the new resort, he says,
‘There is a rise in freeskiers. It will grow
an amazing generation of skiers. Ican't
wait to ski these lines with my kids.”
Proof positive: a major freeskiing
tour organizer has recently been in
talks with RMR to examine the possibility of hosting an event on the mountain. Nothing has been confirmed to
date but it's only a matter of time. Hill
concludes, “No place can compare with
the position of this town.”
One more reason why Revelstoke
will soon be the dominant ski locale
in North America. If it isn’t already. w
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DAVE BUCHANAN / daveb@vueweekly.com
en it comes to Nordic skiing
destinations in Alberta, the
usual suspects—Banff, Lake
Louise, Canmore, Jasper—seem to have
a lock on our wintry imaginations. And
no wonder. These places offer extensive trails, terrific scenery, almost guaranteed snow
and luxurious
accommodations.
All of which is fine, if you can
afford it. But there are other options—
smaller, less well-known places that
have the same snow and scenery, the
trails without all the trappings and
perfectly comfortable (if sometimes
rustic) lodgings—all for half the price
of the fancypants mountain resorts.
The Bearberry Nordic Centre
and Cabins, in the rolling foothills of

REPORT

Local
Rabbit Hal— 60cm base, nonewsnow. Alllifts andruns open.
Snow Valley — GOcm base, nonew snow. Allliftsandruns nowopen.
SanFinige— 60cmbase, 4cmofnewsnow.Allliftsandrunsopen.

Edmonton
SkiChub —Open.

Alberta
Canada Olympic Park — 70cm base, no newsnow. 5 liftsand7 runs open.

the Rocky Mountains near Sundre,

Castle Meuntam — 76-157cm base, nonew snow. Allliftsand50runsopen.
Lake Louise — 174-194em base, 24em new snow. 9lifts and125 runsopen.
Marmet Basin — 107cm base, nonewsnow. 6liftsand79 runs open.

Alberta

(a three-hour

drive from

Edmonton) and a recent discovery for
me, is one such place. Our family paid
a visit a few weeks back, and what a
curious little gem we found.
Bearberry calls itself a Nordic
Centre but this label doesn’t quite
capture the unique feel of the
place. “Nordic Centre” suggests
ski clubs, legions of volunteers,
loppets and the like. In fact, Bearberry is a private working farm

Mt.Norquay — 85cm base, 3cm ofnewsnow.Allliftsand26 runsopen.
Hakiska — 22-108em base, 23cm ofnew snow. 5 lifts and28 runs open.
Sunshine
Vilage —180cm base,
31cm ofnewsnow. 12 liftsand 106 runsopen.
Tewatinaw — 50cm base. Allliftsandruns open.

/ B.C.

(beef, mainly), with a handful

The Nordic Centre is a sideline to

Kicking Horsa — 17 {cm base, 32cm of new snow.
) Kimberley—104cm base, no new snow. 5liftsand 77runs open.

| Mt Weshingtoa — 212cm base, 28cm ofnewsnow. 3 liftsand 58runsopen.

Panorama — 59-110cm base, 21cm of new snow.Alllifts and runs open.
} Powder King — 148-352cm base, 18cm of new snow.
Red Mountain — 194cm base, 10cm ofnew snow. Allliftsandruns open.
"| Ravelstoke — 101-236cm base, no new snow. 5lifts and 52 runs open.
1 Saver Star — 155-203cm base, 20cm of new snow. 12 lifts and all runs open.
Sun Peaks — 139-175em hase, 14cm of new snow. All lifts and runs open.
Whistler/ Blackcomb — 224cm base, 82cm of new snow.
White Water — 238cm base, 31cm of new snow.

the main farming operation, and,
as a result, it has a kind of home. grown, off-grid feel to it.

Currrent
date
up
vueweekly.com
@
search
conditions,
Get
to
easy

owners Adrian and Inge
Klis, originally from the Netherlands,
bought the place 15 years ago. While
visiting Alberta on a holiday they fell
in love with the landscape around
Sundre and decided they wanted to
make a new home there.
For the Klises, the transition to

life in rural Alberta wasn’t always
easy though. They were city folks,

}U.S.A.
AQ North — 188-269cm base, 40cm of new snow. 4 lifts and 70 runs open.
Big Sky — 152-228cm base, 17em of new snow. All lifts and runs open.

Crystal Mountain — 155cm base.7lifts and 45 runs open.
Great Divide — 101cm hase.7lifts and 80 runs open.
Lookout Pass — 231-338cm base, 45cm of new snow. All lifts and runs open.
Mt. Spokane —.137-244cm base, no new snow. All lifts and runs open.
Schweitzer Mt. — 241-305cm base, 18cm of new snow.8lifts and all runs open.
Silver Mt. Resart — 170-264cm base.
Sun Valley — 81-172cm base. All lifts and runs open.

All conditions accurate as of Mar 18, 2009.
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cabins for rent throughout the
year and about 35 km of crosscountry ski trails in the winter.

Apax—191cm base, 17cm of new snow.Alllifts and runs open.
BigWhite—196cm base, 20cm ofnewsnow. 15 liftsand all runs open.
Femie — 225-224cm base, Sem of new snow. All lifts and 110 runs open.
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who spoke practically no English,

and they had never cross-country
skied in their lives. Yet they found
themselves the proud owners of a
small Nordic Centre.
In the early years, winter was a
quiet, isolated time on the farm, so
Adrian and Inge embraced the

Nordic Céntre concept as a way oi
socializing, getting to know thei
neighbors and improving their English in the bargain. A handful oi
Nordic enthusiasts would venture
out to Bearberry on weekends and
soon skiing became a communal!
activity and an initiation into Cana
dian culture.
Meanwhile, Adrian and Inge began

to learn the business, picking up the
basics of trail maintenance and groom-

and our cabin, he track-set a ski trail
practically from our door through
. the woods to the main trails so we
could ski back and forth.
The actual ski trails offer a bit of
everything for the classic enthusiast:
some pleasant up-and-down runs
through the aspen forest, a pretty

THE NEW WAY TO REN

T oKiIS/
BETTER SKIS - LOWER PRICE - QUICK
SERVICE

meadow loop and a lovely trail along
the top of the James River valley. Only
about 15 km of trails were track-set
when we were there, but plenty more
had been skier-made, and Adrian
would have set more if we'd asked.

OUR CABIN WAS ALSO a pleasant
surprise: spacious, bright, practically new and a steal at $150 a night.
The accommodations at Bearberry
span the rusticity spectrum, from
tiny shacks sans running water

ing. Adrian also began to expand the

key. They have a basic website
(bearberrycabins.com), and rely

hadn’t been groomed in a while
and the disheveled biathlon range
looked like it hadn’‘t been used
since the Calgary Olympics. Our
hearts sank a bit.
But we were worried for nothing,
it turns out. When he saw that we
were keen skiers, Adrian offered to
groom the trails for us the next day.
I was skeptical, but sure enough,

mainly on word of mouth. Adrian
admits the cross-country skiing
business is no great money maker
for them, but he has other reasons
for continuing it. “I like to meet

him in the meadow; he was out with
his snowmachine setting tracks
before most of his guests had had
their first cup of coffee.

operation. When they bought the place,
it featured a single cabin. Over the

years, Adrian has added eight more
cabins and expanded the ski trails.
Visitors come from across the
province, but not in hoards exact-

ly. Promotion of the place is low

people, to socialize, and to be outside, to work. This is why we do it.
Not to get rich.”

WE ARRIVED AS THE sun was setting In an orange blaze on a Friday night, and I admit that our
first impressions were a bit
dodgy. The Bearberry road sign
had seen better days, the trails

early the following morning | met

This kind of hospitality, we
learned, is part of the deal at Bearberry. The services might strike
some as minimalist, but ask for
something and you'll probably get it.
When I told Adrian that our snow
tire-less city car could barely make it
up the hill to our cabin, and that we
were concerned about driving up
and down between the main trails

(mainly for summer use), to spacious family-sized cabins like ours,
with modern kitchens, Jacuzzi tubs
and satellite Tv.
What's most impressive about
the layout of the place is the way
most of the cabins are spread out,
not clustered together in an
orderly compound. Our Eagle
Cabin, with a stunning hill-top
view, was a five-minute drive
from the main office—at night,
while out stargazing, we could
just make out the lights of the
next closest cabin down below us
It didn’t take us long to realize that
the slight air of dilapidation about the
place (trail signs falling off, a variety
of disused out-buildings) was, in fact,
a disguise meant to scare off the fancypants set.
But for those who can see past the
beard, Bearberry offers a picturesque,
unpretentious, and inexpensive Nordic
getaway experience. It’s the kind of
place you almost don’t want to write an
article about, for fear of letting too
many people in on the secret. v

c® FALL LINES
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Marmot Basin

Castle Mountain

Up at Marmot Basin, snowfall was lacking in late January, but
since then the weather gods have been providing steady snowfalls with great frequency. As of last weekend, the mid-mountain gauge showed a base of 103 centimetres, well above my
marginal base meter at Marmot. For me anything over 65 cm is

Qood and when
you get above 100 cm and there's 1 - 3 cm night-

lyto keep it fresh, ski conditions are fantastic.

y up and coming racers.
3
cend in April, the Easy Rider Snowboard

oFits 22nd year. For those of you keeping
est running snowboard event in Canada.

that are mostly about competition, this
fun and good times on the slopes.
slom vent,aboardercross and a park

d that includes a coveted event

fun event should be,the biggest party
on on the Caribou Lodge deck where the

The easiest way to get in on the
780.413.4554. w

Recently, southern Alberta's Castle Mountain Resort has been
getting daily snowfalls and the slopes are in prime condition
for spring skiing and partying. This weekend on Saturday,
March 21 the resort is hosting its annual King of the Castle
dual slalom followed by a party and dance in the day lodge
with a live performance by Suite 33.
On Sunday there'll be a public viewing for entrants in
the second annual Powdertales Film Festival. This festival
is open to anyone as long as you are not a professional
filmmaker, producer or director. There are several categories including action, drama and bloopers, so you can be
sure this will be a raucous time. With a maximum time
limit of five minutes, there should be plenty of variety. Get
out and have a look. Or better yet, with everyone busy in
the lodge the slopes will be all yours.
If you have some extra cash around because you
pulled out of the stock market last summer, you may
want to think about purchasing a lot at Castle Mountain. Recently, two new lots have come up for purchase. If you're looking to build a ski-to-your door
dream home, this would be the only place in Alberta.
Not only is Castle fantastic in the winter, during the.
offseason this is a great place to kick back ahd relax
without the mega resort people crunch. w

* SNOW ZONE
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STAY AT THE ASTORIA, A FRIENDLY, FAMILY RUN
HOTEL THAT CATERS TO ATHLETIC AND ADVENTUROUS PEOPLE. OUR RATES ARE MODEST, THE
ROOMS ARE ATTRACTIVE WITH COMFORTABLE
AND LOTS OF AMENITIES.
“CENTRAL JASPER LOCATION ADJACENT TO TOTEM'S SPORT SHOP
*AVARIETY OF RESTAURANTS NEARBY CLOSE TD EQUIPMENT RENTAL SHOPS FOR
SWING, SNOBOARDING, TOURING, XCOUNTRY, AND MOUNTAINEERING.
*PAPA GEORGE'S RESTAURANT AND THE DE'D DOG BAR & GRILL IN THE HOTEL
“COMPLIMENTARY PASSES TO THE LOCAL AQUATIC CENTRE {THREE BLOCKS AWAY

Are you goofy?
Adjust your board stance to
your riding style

=ak|nsBOARD
TIPS
AA
As humans, we want to be comfortable.
We've managed to invent things to make
us relatively comfortable in the most
uncomfortable situations: shammies for
bikers’ bums, neoprene for cold surfing,
caffeine for boring moming meetings and
adjustable bindings for snowboarding.
But one of the biggest mysteries to a burgeoning boarder is just where to put
those bindings to be comfy in a sport

known for its unforgiving face-plants and
breathtaking butt checks.
While it’s entirely a manner of preference, you don’t really know what
you prefer until you've spent some
serious time in the snow. Before you
can do that, stand on your binding-less
board wearing your boots. Stand in a
bit of a squat and see how comfortable you feel. Your feet should be
slightly wider than shoulder width—
have someone push you to find if
you're stable. If you tip easily, widen
your stance. Look at where your feet
are and mimic that distance when you
attach the bindings.

If you're unsure which foot to angle
forward, wax your floor, put on some
clean socks and do a running slide
across it. If you don’t like housework,
go play on an icy street. The foot you
automatically put forward in your slide
is your front foot. This one will be
angled more than your back foot—
details on that later.
The three basic measurements you
must choose are stance width, setback and angle. The width of your feet
affects your board control, which is
why it’s a good idea to get a buddy to
push you when you're choosing how
you want to stand. The wider your
stance, the more stable you are—so
if you want be a jib master, spread
your feet. If you'd rather scream down
a badass fall line, a narrow stance is
less stable but allows you easier turn
transition.
Once you pick whether it’s park or

piste, think about powder. The best
board control comes with a zero or centred stance. Use the default holes on
your board—they're usually set about

25 millimetres behind the true centre of
the board.
If you're planning to carve your
merry way through miles of vertical,
set them back an inch. This lets you
tide deep powpow in a more relaxed
stance—without worrying about assover-teakettle nosedives. Too far back

and you won't be able to turn, however. You'll be more worried about eating
tree without turn control, so play with
your setback once you're good with
powder at default.

THE BIGGEST BINDING question is how
much to angle them in relation to the toe
side of the board. In general, a binding
angle is about 15 degrees or less, but
getting a better angle on the situation
will make you a better boarder.
The stance usually recommended by
instructors and suitable for most purposes is the forward stance: the front foot is
angled roughly 15 - 21 degrees and the
tail foot at 0- 10 degrees.
The crappy thing about this stance is
the wacky way it feels going reverse. It

about 10 degrees different: between
30 - 0 degrees for the front and

between -1 to -20 degrees for the
back. For example, the front at 18
degrees and the rear at -6 degrees is
pretty laid back, while 15 degrees front
and -15 degrees rear—a mirror
stance—is more aggressive, allowing
a rider to be completely reversible.
The smartest way to learn how to ride
is to play around. Bring your screwdriver
and assess your angles. When it feels
good, doit. w
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_ 402 Connaught Dr.

“\

hurts your rear knee and feels like purgatory—you're not completely backwards but rather somewhat sideways
in a slippery half-reverse position. Not
cool. This can be compensated for by
just getting used to it, or by choosing
the duck stance. ~
No longer exclusive to those with
beaks, the duck is a great trickster
stance, removing the forward bias
“altogether: both feet are angled outwards in opposite directions. But
before your groin gives an involuntary
groan, the angles only need to be
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Burgers, sandwiches, chicken, ribs, steaks, ve¢ starian dishes,
souviaki, donair & salads. Beers on tap, sports TVs & pool tables
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# ENU FOR $30.00

RESERVATIONS NOT REQUIR

602 Connaught D

A restful haven of Rocky Mountain

across from the Jasper Train S

BearHillLedge.com * 780,852,3209

PACKAGE

*-100 Bonhomme

INCLUDES 1 NIGHT

comfort
St Jasper

OF ACCOMMODATION

&1 DAY LIFT TICKET AT MARMOT

BASIN AND ALL TAXES.

Price is based on double occupancy. Additional charges for extra adults
or children would apply. Excludes Al) Holidays. Subject to availability.
Applicable Sunday - Thursday for accommodation and Monday - Friday for Skiing
This package must be reserved at least 24 hours in advance

DRIVELESS, PAY LESS, SKI &RIDE MORE! 1.800.661.1933:
JASPER, ALBERTA

_ 1-866-952-3816

skimarmot.com
SNOW ZONE
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POLAROIDS proves to be more than just an exploration of Lukacs’ process
ADAM WALDRON-BLAIN / adamwb@vaeweekly.com

E | UNTIL MON MAY 18

ithough his painting-centred
Az
includes a variety of
works, Attila Richard Lukacs is
best known for his large-scale paintings. His scenes of nude or semi-nude
skinheads, workers and soldiers are

BY MICHAEL MORRIS
VIZACOLLECTED
ART GALLERY OF ALBERTA (10230 JASPER AVE)

known internationally, and these form

the backbone which POLAROIDS:
Attila Richard Lukacs and Michael
Morris is built around. Only a handful
of these are hung, representing Lukacs'
current practice aS'well as a few examples of his past works from the late"80s and ’90s. They are surrounded by
too many Polaroid photographs to
count, Lukacs’ studies, reference materials and experiments, painstakingly
grouped together by Michael Moms.
The main function of the Polaroids is
to develop a two-way relationship with
the paintings, not entirely unlike what
we might imagine their relationship is

inside of Lukacs’ studio. Lukacs' paintings are in part assembled from these
Polaroid studies, each containing just
one or two figures, with his large canvases containing figures found in several photos, often presented here close by.
At its simplest level, then, Morris’
archive gives us a view of Lukacs'
process which we might otherwise miss.
But the number of Polaroids is overwhelming. As a simple archive, the
collection of photographs seems like it
would be of little interest aside from
instructing us about Lukacs’ technigues, and indeed the huge number.of
12-photo grids can seem impenetrable.
The images have a kind of sameness, a
uniformity which is to be expected as
we watch a time-lapse narrative of
Lukacs asking his models to perform
variations of each pose until he finds
just the one that he needs.
Although this sameness can make the
Polaroids difficult to appreciate, at the.
same time it is quite fascinating
Although the models are often naked,
they bring a kind of uniform with them
even without clothes. Even when they
stray from his favourite skinheads, the
figures carry parts of their subcultural
identities with them in their haircuts,
their visible exercise regimens and the
props present, whether a hoodie or a
pair of boots. This individualized authenticity of the model expands the functioning of the paintings, where we can see
the same figures transposed into larger
scenes and made sure of themselves by
the uniqueness of their painted body.

LUKACS’ PAINTINGS are delicately balaliédbetween logical unity and a jarring

a

wre

LY

WORKS BY ATTILA RICHARD LUKACS

sense of the unreal, and each one contains several layers of reality that we
understand separately as we experience
the work, starting with Lukacs’ most
clearly visible artifice in his paint and in
nonsensical or non-naturalistic elements
in the paintings, as he invokes a flock of
flamingoes or floating text in “Camouflage.” The central figures of the paintings
are where most of this complexity lies, as
we are forced to reconcile the presenta-

tion of these figures, which exist between
the heroic nude and the salacious, perhaps pomographic photograph, with our

ideas of what the subcultural aesthetic
they carry with them represents, as well
as what the are doing.
Beyond this play of sex and violence, explicit or implicit depending on
the painting, the Polaroids present
another tense level of fiction. Separating the figures from their unreal surroundings and isolating them, their
sense of exaggerated, muscly masculinity is changed significantly. In the
paintings, despite their performances,
the figures often seem curiously
unaware of themselves, as to permit
too much self-reflection would be to
endanger their value as either fascists

or pin-ups; by allowing just a touch of
what is perceived as a femininity into
their sealed-off, painted realities.
Instead, their situations and actions
seem routine, despite their nudity and
sometimes absurdity, and Lukacs
leaves his subjects with their grim

facial expressions which are themselves a part of their uniform, a kind of
posture of hardness and authenticity.
In the photographs; however, we not
only see this exposed as a fiction, but we
see another construction of Lukacs’
models, this time much less sure of
themselves, their authenticities even
more dangerously held. Play acting with
wooden beams as guns and dressing in
costumes is at once antithesis and inte-

gral to Lukacs’ heroic/erotic masculinity.
But the extent of the performances and
their motives are very unclear, as the
photographs imply one last reality, that
of the model outside the studio, which
we can only imagine. It is impossible to
determine what part of their social performances, beyond the artificial world of
paint, is this kind of pretending and what

parts are backed by conviction. v
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$ » Sublime at the AGA looks at Canadian
opre-Group of Seven
SARAH HAMILTON /hamiltonQvueweoklyeom
sense of the sublime in Cana-

| dian landscape painting often
4S

defaults to the Group of Seven,

with little attention being paid to 19th

century Canadian painters who were
really more contemporary to the idea of
the sublime. The “sublime,” as theorized

by Immanuel Kant, is the sensation we
get when our Sense ofpersonal scale is
obliterated. No matter what you're
looking at, it is considered a negative
feeling, because though you may be in
awe of the landscape (and it usually is a

landscape you're looking at), you realize that it’s much bigger and grander
than you. You start
to get the sense that
your role in the world is quite insignificant in the scheme of things.
A Sense Sublime, now on at the
AGA, looks at this notion of the sub-

lime in art and how it was used by
19th century Canadian painters to try
and express the Canadian landscape.
The drawback of their style of painting was that it was based in British

tradition and cultivated for the British
landscape. Frederick Marlett BellSmith’s “Above Lake Louise” is almost
unrecognizable as such, where as
Adolphe Vogt's “The Approaching
Storm” captures light similar to Sylvain Voyer, but without the contemplative awe of Voyer’s work. There’s a
landscape by John Singer-Sargent,
simply titled “Landscape” that hints at
the hasty brush work that would characterize later landscape painters.
Here, in this quick watercolour

image of Canada, which, though
flawed, has contributed to our overall
Self-identification as the cold and harsh
wilds of the north. There is a fierce
pride in being able to say you come
from a climate so extreme and magnificent that it is unimaginable. Consider
how we engage each other and visitors
with comments about the weather. This
is part of our identity that the Group of
Seven helped construct.

sketch, we not only get a sense of the

SO easy on the eye, so traditional, so
mundane, we consider that a contemporary audience has little new to learn
from these works, However, | think

sublime, but of the weather, the terrain, the temperature outside.
However talented the artists are in
this exhibition, Canadian audiences will
have difficulty connecting with it
because the style is so estranged from
how we now imagine Canada to look. It
truly characterizes a Canada without
identity, something which we have
always struggled with, and J sense land-

scape helps us make that identity. The
Group of Seven helped construct an

LOOKING AT THESE WORKS, which are

curator Shane Golby positions the
paintings strategically. Other exhibitions in the AGA include a retrospective of Sylvain Voyer and a polaroid
exhibition by Attila Richard Lukacs and
Michael Morris. These works all draw

on the history of art for formal inspiration, though each artist uses tradition
to create something new, interesting,

Completely

and at one time, edgey.
A Sense Sublime is a call to action,
in many ways. A call to action against
the boring, the dull, the inarticulate
and stale art forms that we drag along
in the name of tradition. It is a cautionary tale of
what happens
when
art
becomes too
institutionalised and regimented. And
it is a reminder
that new ideas
can be bom in
some of the

and arts organizations were dealing
with. Nearly two years later, we see
a community which has taken control of this issue, which has appropriated empty and underused spaces
to create new works of art in amanner

most ordinary
places. It is
also
a
reminder of
the respect, if
subversive,
that we carry
for our past. It
speaks to the
intelligence
and spirit with
which
we
approach art in
this country.

their own

creating

way

a

sense of the
urban
sublime
Curator
Shane Golby
does

an

excellent job
of contextualizing
the

Over the past few years we've
witnessed an innovative use of
space in the city, from the opening
of the ARTery and the Hydeaway to
major installation exhibitions such
as The Apartment Show (2007) and
The Bathhouse exhibition (2008). In
2007, my colleague Mary Christa
O'Keefe expressed concern for the
quickly disappearing living, working
and exhibition spaces that artists

FASTER WI
UNIVERSITY

Art-historical referentialitiy is a crucial
part of Attila Richard Lukacs’ paintings,
and next door to POLAROIDS the AGA is
showing Leaving Olympia, an historical
examination of the nude. In particular,
the smaller exhibit shows us something
of the way artistic portrayals of heroism
and eroticism have changed, especially

quite

personal experience
to
decrepit and
mammoth
concrete
structures, in

FINISH

ADAM WALDRON-BLAIN / adamwb@vueweekly.com

not

done before
These
are
exhibitions
that
add
a
sense of the

experience of
picturesque
artwork within the 19th century. It
is imperative to bring this experience into the 21st century, into
Edmonton, in to this context. Historical analyses are important to
an arts community, as they make
connections and revisit simple
questions of its audience. When
was the last time we encountered
contemporary art that evoked this
sense of the sublime in us? v

#

in the last century-and-a-half. Despite

warnings that the content may not be
appropriate for all children, Leaving

Programs

Olympia is clearly structured as an educational show, packed with informative
didactic panels, and seems like it is in
part intended to function as support for
Lukacs’ work.
Leaving Olympia begins with an
explanation of its title as a reference to
Manet's famous work, and a discussion
of the way that the nude changed during the century after its 1863 creation,

through modernist and then feminist
relmaginations. And the shaw presents
to us a few examples of this, with a
few 19th century paintings to set the
Stage and work by Rodin which serves

of

ow
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© Changes

wrought through the

20th century, we can only see their

fesults, especially with the feminist
work
ited, which is drawn largely

from the “80s and later. A few photoGraphs and drawings are present from
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to set things in motion. But despite the
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the ‘30s and ‘70s, but their relationship
to this change is inexplicit and their
example definitely incomplete.
*
The more contemporary work is
more successful, and viewed as

less of an historical overview and
more an exploration of Lukacs’
contemporaries, the show is more
successful. But it is hard for a collection like this to really seize the
imagination, despite the mood
lighting, because one cannot help
but feel that the work has been
selected more for a sense of completeness than for its own merit,

no matter how good it may be. w

Earn an exceptional education and recognized credentials at
University Canada West. Our innovative undergraduate programs
allow you to earn a traditional Bachelor’s degree in a conventional
timeframe or in as little as two years on the accelerated path.
Additionally, our Degree Completion program can help you turn
your college business diploma into a Bachelor of Commerce degree
either on campus or online. Call us to learn more.

1.877.431.6887 07 VISIT
WWW.UNIVERSITYCANADAWEST.CA
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Out of the cold

“It seems to be a motif for me,” bh.

shrugs. “Write about what you know, ;

guess. Most of my friends are artists
some variety, and I’m an artist, so i:
familiar to me. But I think a lot of peop
non-artists, look to artists to understang

Sharplin makes his Shadow debut
PAUL BLING / blinev@veeweek!y.com
cott Sharplin’s first work with John
Ss == wasn't on a play. Rewind
ack to 1998—when.-rewinding
was a thing people did—and we find
Sharplin working at the Altemative Video
Spot, owned and operated by a certain
Shadow Theatre Artistic Director.
“That's how | first met him: hanging
around the video store, having conversations about theatre and such, we kind
of formed a professional relationship
that went beyond the video store,”
Sharplin explains. “I would write stuff
and send him stuff, and he would let me
know if he was interested in it or not.”
The friendship proved beneficial for
both men: Hudson has helped
Sharplin develop a number of scripts
over the years, even if they didn’t

something about themselves. | don’
know if it’s a cliché or the truth that ar
reflects who we are, so I think that a |o

Boke |THU, MAR 19SUN, MAR 29

A YEAR OF WINTER
DIRECTED BY JOHN HUDSON
BY
SCOTT SHARPL
PREVUWRITTEN
STARRING TRACY PENNER, GARETT ROSS
VARSCONATHEATRE1092-83AVE)S17 -$25
quite fit into Shadow’s mandate, and
now Sharplin has given Hudson the
freshly-penned A Year of Winter.
“The first couple of times, it was
like ‘This is a great script now, but it's
not for us,” Sharplin explains. “He
encourages that play to develop, and
if it develops in a different direction
than what his mandate is [for Shadow], then we have to let it go.”

A Year In Winter is the local playwright's first script to see a-full Shadow
production, and follows Alice (Tracy

WAITING
ART about artists seems to be

Penner) as she searches for Terry
(Garett Ross), her missing love and an
unstable visual artist attempting to
decode his own forgotten past through
art. Masks play a prominent role: plotwise they “become part of the world”
surrounding Terry, and let the show’s
only two actors become a stable of
other characters in a different way.
“Modern audiences are used to seeing one actor play multiple parts,” he
explains. “Especially Edmonton audiences, they see Fringe shows like that
all the time. The masks are a slightly
different way of doing that.”

a Sharplin thing: | should mention that
he’s looking much more clean-cut than
last time Edmonton audiences saw him,
in the frazzled black hair and pastelwhite face of Inferno Sonata's August
Strindberg, a one-man one act he wrote
and performed about the half-crazed

Swedish playwright. Earlier this year,
his melodrama Black Hearts in the Green
Room, which ran at the Walterdale, centered on a group of actors besieged by
theatre ghosts. WithA Year of Winter following suit, Sharplin has started to
notice his own trend.

Business Owners, Groups, Clubs & Organizations.
Looking for a change?

boats range from 40ft to 94ft, fully equipped
Waterway Houseboat Vacations has many houseboat sizes and floor p lans to choose from. Our
the most fun you'll have at an event!
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We've done this before!
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to ensure a perfect event, or a fun day
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of people see in those artist's stories
some narrative that they can relate to
even if it’s the sort of crazy artists.”
This show marks Sharplin’s firs;
professional production in Edmont:
(he’s had a couple of pro-runs in Ca/-

gary). Independent work or communi
ty theatre are the usual gigs: Inferno
Sonata was Sharplin’s own produc
tion, and he spent a few years as th
Walterdale’s Artistic Director. Tha
said, it doesn’t seem like the leap ont:
a professional stage has been a diili
cult one; Sharplin’s biggest observa
tion seems to be just how condensed

the process is, as opposed to th
“rehearse when we can, for month
on end” method of community worl
Having his first hometown p:
show run in the hands of a longtim
collaborator probably doesn’t hurt |
comfort level.
“A lot of directors would look at onc
script and go, ‘Yeah, this is nice but it’s
not for us’ and then, ‘Off you go, find
somebody else.’ John’s a lot more o
minded than that,” he says. “John reall)
likes to shake things up, and maybe in a
way he was looking for something less
conventional. | was writing for what |
thought Shadow would want, and final
ly I sat down and wrote this mostly jus
for me, and this is the one.” v

certainly emerges.
The script is stripped of any excess
that could cast favour into either corner without offering something for the
other side, It’s also deceptive in its
depth; there’s plenty of humour, often

stemming from Aloysius’ unbending

will and archaic beliefs—at one point,
she ridicules adding “Frosty the
Snowman” to the list of Christmas
Pageant songs as overly paganistic. If
anything, Doubt seems back-loaded,
with most of the influential details
coming in the last third or so.

STILL, IT HELPS that the two polarizing
figures are played by the Citadel's vet€ran stagegoers. Lally Cadeau’s Sister
Aloysius is made of Old Testament
stuff, an iron nun willing to step away
from God in pursuit of what she deems
evil. Cadeau plays her with a cold
determination, but that unfaltering can
be taken as fiercely committed to
goodness or archaic and desperate
Ullyatt’s Flynn is a charismatic fellow: he gets a little shifty when he’s
backed into a comer, but played with
the utmost care. Given Aloysius's
unbending drive, he’s the one left to
keep thing ambiguous to an audience,
and he expertly lends himself to both
acquittal and condemnation
Clarice Eckford is excellent as their
torn go-between, a young nun caught
between her superior and Flynn's
newer, more friendly ideas that sit far
better with her sunny disposition. But
the issue itself shifts in the last third
as Mrs Muller, the boy's mother,
proves to be the crux that makes
Doubt work. Played by Karen Robinson far more emotionally than the
others (except maybe Sister James),
she manages to blur the right and
wrong of the entire situation in a single appearance, altering the “right”
and “wrong” of the situation.
The finale leaves the truth shrouded:
Shanley has said that the second act of
the play is supposed to take the form
of a discussion in the bar or the drive
home afterwards, and I'm certain
that’s exactly right. It will probably
confirm every audience member's suspicions, one way or another. But not
without a doubt, and that’s the point. v

“You may be right
Doubts stellar cast keeps
its questions shrouded in ambiguity
PAUL BLINOV / blinov@vueweekly.com

1 Senne things aren't black
and white ... . And sometimes
they are” goes one exchange
in Doubt, a Parable, John Patrick
Shanley’s compelling study of suspicion
and certainty. The story's currently rid-

ing the wave of success that follows a

UNTIL SUN, MAR‘29

DOUBT,APARABLE
DIRECTED BYTOM WOOD
REVUEWRITTEN
BY JOHN PATRICKSHANLEY
STARRING LAY CADEAL,
JONULUAT,
CLARICECYFORD, KARENROBINSON
CTADEL THEATRE QB00- 101A AVE)S50- $76

Pulitzer Prize win (and a movie adapta-

tion), and the Citadel's production of
the acclaimed script is an effective ver-

sion, ifa little back heavy.
Doubt isn’t a heavy, dutiful march
through questions of morality, instead
setting them up for us to decode in an
engaging, efficient story, that’s over in’
90 minutes but runs itself deep into
ambiguous shades of gray. Set ina
Bronx church school (here, ona
revolving stage), icy principal Sister
Aloysius (Lally Cadeau) begins to suspect that a younger priest, Father Flynn
(John Ullyatt) may be abusing the
school’s only black student. It’s 1964:
as a nun, she can't go to a superior on

chy—so along with the impressionable
Sister James (Clarice Eckford), she
begins a private campaign to remove
him from the school.
Shanley's script is adept at dancing
around the issue, dropping hints and
casting suspicion without leaning too
much to one side: there are so many
explanations and possible clues scattered about that I doubt any audience
would be unanimous on Flynn’s guilt
As he’s the new, friendlier face of the
church, Aloysius’ suspicion could simply be a case of the old guard fearing

speculation alone—her word won't go

the inevitable change that looms, but
Flynn doesn’t seem completely clear:
though we never see him do any

far in the church’s mostly male hierar-

wrong, as the story unfolds, suspicion
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The Berlin Gall
Brendan Gall’s conflicted character
covers for any of Berlin's faults
UNTIL SUN MAR 29
EAST OF BERLIN

DAVID BEARY / david@vueweekly.com

Sunday, March 22nd 1-3pm East Court
A meet and greet autograph session with Charlotte Arnold “Holly } Sinclair”
and Raymond Ablack “Sav Bhandari” of CTV’s Degrassi: The Next Generation.
400 person line limit. Come early to reserve your spot.
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more tortured, existential ones, he
can alternatively have you laughing
out loud or shocked, often in the
same breath. A particularly good turn,
and some indication of the play’s

humour, comes after his friend breaks

FREE INFORMATION SESSION

www.MacEwan.ca/soc
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esitation and insecurity are
He
things to portray on
stage. By the very nature of
theatre, actors have to know what
they‘re going to do next, and the art
of not just making it look natural and
new each night, but to appear conflicted, to flit around and fight with
yourself, is one of the rarer skills in
the acting world: East of Berlin's
Brendan Gall is nothing short of a
master of this skill.
And Gall’s Rudi has plenty of reason
to be unsure of himself. Growing up in
a German enclave in Paraguay, he
spends the first 17 years of his life in
blissful ignorance of the fact that his
father is a Nazi war criminal, a doctor
who spent time at Auschwitz conducting experiments on Jewish prisoners. A
revelation like that is bound to upset
your worldview just a touch, and it’s as
much a testament to writer Hannah
Moscovitch's clarity of character as it is
to Gall’s disjointed, jumpy reading that
Rudi comes across as utterly conflicted
as he does, a man who can barely sort
out what he’s going to say next, never
mind how he's going to make his way
through the world.
Presented mostly as a monologue,
though with frequent flashbacks to
formative times first with the high
school friend who breaks the news
(Paul Dunn) then to the Jewish girlfriend/spiritual saviour he meets after
a life-fleeing move to Berlin (Diana
Donnelly), East of Berlin puts a lot of
pressure on Gall to engage the audience, though he shoulders it without
fault. Equally adept at Rudi's more
buoyant, charming moments as his

ARTS

the news of his dad’s past: as he
paces wildly, Gall flies through the
line “I was waiting to—what’s another
word for kill? Relocate!” with barely
even a flicker, the casual evocation of
the Holocaust a subtle attempt to
downplay his father's role in it
through droll wit.
Most of Rudi’s more thoughtful and

BY ALISA PALMER
REVUEDIRECTED
WRITTEN BY HANNAH MOSCOVITCH

STARRING DIANA DONNELLY, PAUL DUNK,
BRENDAN GALL
THEROXY (10708 - 124 ST), $23-$29

pained moments come when he meets
Sarah, the aforementioned Jewish gir!
who's in Berlin looking through her
own connections to the Holocaust. Stil!
in denial about his past—he tells her his
parents died in a car crash, and uses the

fake
port
they
Rudi

name that was on the illicit pass
his father obtained for him when
fled the country after the war—
nevertheless sees Sarah as some

kind of absolution, proof he is nothing
like his father (something he already

tried to prove, unsuccessfully, with his
childhood friend). One of East of Berlin's
most powerfully emotional moments
has Sarah and Rudi fighting about that
very fact, and it hurts to watch Rudi

deny it as much as he embraces it, in
love as much with the idea of Sarah as
he is with the actual person.
AND YET, for ail the depth of character—
there's also something to be said for
Moscovitch’s ability to explain Rudi’s
father without necessarily excusing
him—East of Berlin is ultimately a bit
lacking. The ending, which I won't run
here, is the most obvious fault, but
there’s an extent to which Moscovitch
writes herself into an inescapable cor
ner; really the problem is that the play
can’t seem to trust its story without try
ing to pump up the drama.
Granted, this is theatre, and a Holo

caust play at that, but Moscovitch
seems to have a need to make almos!
every moment gripping! and impor

tant! For the big backdrop, this is still a
very small, human story about coming
to grips with your past, featuring an
actor with a special knack for humanity, and yet Moscovitch needs almost

everything about them to get big. It’s
not quite enough to take away from
the performances or the relationship 0!
the characters, but it does hold Eas! o/
Berlin back. Gall’s performance works
as well as it does because of a soft

touch, and the play as a whole would
benefit from a similar bent. w

University of Lethbridge
Beautiful, as an adjective, means
‘absolutely nothing in this context—especially when applied to a visual object.

Neither scene for me is very “beautiful,”
eur Michael
lence played at
}
y a panel disand politics of vioBenny's Video,

installment,
is a

juealing pig being air
top of its skull, captured

it writhes amongst the
farm hands. The scene is
ound and played again

‘
e watching

ere is no doubt that we
the deathofa live animal,

2 IE eatin: of its death

through amediated sense of control that
still denies us (and the character in the
film) from actually experiencing the effect
of the moment.
The central issue raised during the
panel, however, sidestepped ethics and

headed straight into the notion of the
beautiful. One panelist countered this
‘opening scene by showing a quiet clip of a
smiling man forcefully leading a reindeer
into the bush and skillfully insert a large
blade into its skull. The panelist then
called this scene “beautiful” in relation to

Haneke’s scene, which captured the chaos

of the struggle and included the squeals
and the mechanical blast of the air gun,
ich the panelist described as “cold.”

- but | am affected in the sense that my

thoughts, my blood, have been stirred.
Beautiful, as an emotion, is an arrested
sensation we often conflate with something we encounter in the world. The
problem here for me is not the death of
the animals, but the representations of
their deaths and our relation to the event.
In both scenes, there is undeniably a
sense of control on screen and off. We
as viewers are positioned as privileged,
but the reindeer scene, which is supposed to counter Haneke’s coldness, is
in fact far more disturbing, as the man
with the knife looks knowingly into the
camera as he performs. We are no
longer just voyeurs into a spectacle, but
we are made implicit through his recognition of us, and our fullest attention to
his action. What is beautiful then is an
archaic sense of desire, or in other
words, unrequited pleasure.

ALL OF THIS also reminds me of the
moral outrage sparked last summer by

Mexican artist Guillermo Vargas, aka
Habacuc, who found a malnourished
Street dog and tied it up in a gallery
setting as a means to force viewers to
bare witness to its starvation. A great
amount of offense was taken at the
supposed cruelty of letting an animal

die (as art), and the opposing arguments praise Habacuc for magnifying
the lack of social empathy by forcing
viewers to confront the inevitable
demise of a living creature bred from
the social conditions we all silently
tolerate. There is nothing aesthetically
beautiful about watching a street dog
dying, but there is an ethically charged
call to arms that does not exist within
a simple metaphor.
| remember talking to UK performance
artist Kira O'Reilly about the Habacuc
exhibit, which had just caught international attention when she was in town
last summer, and | was surprised that her
response was quite negative. Reilly's
“inthewrongplaceness” received the
scorn of animal rights activists when visitors were invited one ata time to witness
the artist lie naked in bed caressing and
engaging with the corpse of a dead pig.
For her, she felt Habacuc’s choice to let
the animal die instead of at least trying to
save it was problematic.
But long after that particular case, and
the hundreds if not thousands more, |
wonder why the onus was up to any single person such as the artist—rather
than directed towards any member of the
attending public—to live up to his or her
experience and do something, anything,
besides stand by and watch.

Amy Fung is
PrairieArtsters.com

the

editor
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Living in a boomtown

* Study full-time or part-time

Highway 63 looks at Fort McMurray through a resident’s eyes

* Starting in fall 2009, you can complete the full 4-year BMgt degree in
Edmonton or Calgary
¢ If you have a business diploma, you can complete your BMgt in as
little as 2 years

DAVID BERRY /david@yueweokly,com
:
jough its place in our physical

and political geography is all
too familiar, Fort McMurray

nevertheless remains a place shroud€d in considerable ambiguity. For

any of us, the people who live there
are barely even an afterthought in the
discussions that surround the place, a
collection of Aboriginals, Newfound-

Janders and young Albertans more or
€ss indistinguishable from the
machinery that dots the landscape.
he Emi
Architect Theatre col-

lective is hoping to shed some light
‘on those faces, though.

“A lot of itreally
was just trying to

lumanize the oilsands/Alberta expeence,” explains Jonathan Seinen of
Meir newest piece, Highway 63: The
"ort Mac Show.
“You read so much

cMurray and see so
and we have

As |TH,MAR 18-F, MAR20(10
= |suet ca
| HIGHWAY 63:
© |THE FORT MAC SHOW
CHEATED&PERFORMED
BYGEORGINABEAT,
LAVNECOLEMAN,CHARLOTTECOBEN COLEMAN
GREGGALE,JONATHAN
SEINEN
LIVING ROOM PLAYHOUSE (11315 106 AVE)
PAY WHAT YOU GAN

ries, but we were
tually like for
ere, whether

all their lives or

‘

!

to residents both

“manent
and transient, trying to get

:feel for the

‘’

The result is a show
out “portraits” of

some of the residents they met with a

central narrative that follows three
particularly prominent types of residents: a young woman who can't wait
to leave, a recently arrived Newfoundlander looking to get his piece of the
boom and a reclamation scientist
attempting to deal with the impact the ~
boom is having on the city’s culture

and environment.

AS SEINEN EXPLAINS, conflicting
loyalties and of a hope for reclamation feature prominently in the
psyche of Fort McMurrayites, and
as such have infected the mood of
the play, as well.
“| feel like one of the things that
stayed with us the-most was the
sense of trade-offs or balance or
contradictions, and trying to live
amongst that confusion,” he says.
"This oil is wanted and needed outside of this place, so they need to
develop it, but at the same time, how
do you do that in a sustainable way,
that considers all the voices.”
Of course, one of the other things
the collective noticed was the people
on both sides of the issues tended to
not consider those voices so well, and
one of their hopes is that the play can
open some dialogues, especially for
those of us who are only viewing the
issues from afar.
“One of the big challenges of these
issues is that people seem to have their
points of view, so people don't even
seem to have conversations about it,”
Seinen says. “Our struggle and our
goal has been to try to discover the in
between, things that are positive about
the community, but also the challenges. We want to start conversations
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integral to this history. POLAROIOS addresses
questions of power, masculinity and desire with
images of nudity and sexual activity. This content
will disturb some and inspire others. Parents and
educators are encouraged
to preview the exhibition; until May 18 * interactive Walk:

FAX YOUR FREE LISTINGS TO 790.425.2889
OR E-MAIL GLENYS ATLISTINGS@VUEWEEKLY.COM
DEADLINE
ISFRIDAY AT3PM

* Tours: André Grace). Mar 19) Tedd Kerr, Mar 26;
7-8pm, free * SYLVAIN VOYER: SURVEY

1957—PRESENT. until Mar 22 * JOHN FREEMAN:

THE HORIZON AS IT SHOULD BE: aiid photo-

raphs; until Mar 22 LEAVING OLYMPIA:
ailing the Idealized Nude; until May 18 © Art _

For Lunch: Leaving Olympia: The Nude after the

ALBERTA BALLET-ALICE
IN WONDERLAND

Feminist Revolution, with Ruth Burns; Thu, Mar 26

Jubilee Auditorium, 11455-87 Ave, 780.428.6839 «
Edmund Stripe’s adaptation of Lewis Carroll's classic
© Mar 27-28 © Tickets at Alberta Ballet box office

* A SENSE SUBLIME: 19th Century Landscapes;
until May 18 # All Day Saturdays: Last Sat every

month, 1-4pm; free with admission; Sat, Mar 28:
The Doors of Perception * Free (member)/$10
(adult}/$7 (senior/student); $5 (6-12yrs)/free (Syrs

ARDEN THEATRE-LINK DANCE COMPANY 5 St
Anne St St Albert. 780.459.1542, www.ardenthe-

atre.com ¢ Part of the On Stage Series with choreographer Gail Lo
* Sun, Mar 23, 11am and
Spm « Tickets at Arden box office, TicketMaster
MILE ZERO DANCE-SECRET DIARY FOR A
COLLAPSED WORLD Freemasons’ Hall, 10308-100
Ave, 780.424.1573, www.milezerodance.com ©

and under}/$20 (family—2 adults, 4 children)

CHRISTL BERGSTROM'S RED GALLERY 9621-82
Ave, 780.498.1984 © CAR CULTURE: Oil paintings by
Christ! Bergstrom # Until Apr 30

CROOKED POT GALLERY 4912-51 Ave, Stony

Interdisciplinary performance preview of new work

in collaboration with Wendy
McNeill © Mar 27-28,
8pm © $10 (MZD member)/$15 at TIXonthe

Square, door

|

SHUMKA AT 50...AN ANNIVERSARY
Jubilee Auditorium ¢ Choreographed by John

Pichlyk and Dave Ganert. and Edmonton's Dnipro
Choir, and Vasyl Popadiuk on violin © Mar-19-20 ¢

$25-$75 at TicketMaster

Art Show: Art Society of Strathcona County * Mar
20. 7-9pm, artists in attendance; Mar 21, 10-Spm;
Mar 22, 11-4pm

ALBERTA
CRAFT COUNCIL 10186-106 St,
780.488.6611 * INTENSIONS: MESSAGE AND
COVERS: Mary

BACKYARD ART: NATURAL IMPRESSIONS: Margie

Roman; until Apr 18

ART BEAT GALLERY 26 St. Anne Street, St. Albert,
780.459.3679 ¢ FRAGMENTS OF ALANDSCAPE.
Alberta landscape paintings by Russ Hogger
ART GALLERY OF ALBERTA Enterprise Square,
100, 10230 Jasper Ave, 780.422.6223 «
POLAROIDS: Photographs by Attila Richard Lukacs
selected by Michae] Morris; The history of art is
fich with ages that are provocative and challenge societal norms. Sexuality and violence are

THE EDMONTON

ARTS COUNCIL

PUBLICA

LOFT GALLERY A. J. Ottewell Arts Centre, 590
Broadmoor Blvd, Sherwood Park, 780.998.3091 *

Dining Room Gallery: Paintings by Myrna Hanmer;
Until Apr 2
MICHIF CULTURAL AND METIS RESOURCE
INSTITUTE 9 Mission Ave, St. Albert, 780.651.8176

WORKING TITLE; 2nd part of an installation project
by 3rd year visual art students from Red Deer
College. First part is at the Red Deer College
Library © Until Apr 17

ART

JEFF ALLEN GALLERY Strathcona Place Senior

pr

’

MCPAG (Malticultura! Centre Public Art
EXODUS: Artworks by Tyler Dixon; Until Apr 1 ©

* Aboriginal Veterans Display Gift Shop Finger
weaving and sash display by Celina Loyer
NINA HAGGERTY Stollery Gallery 9704-111 Ave,
780.474.7611 ¢ TECHNO PICTURES; Paintings by
Mik-a-Low; until Mar 27 * TEACHINGS FROM A
KISKINOHAMATOKAMIKOHK; LEARNING FROM
CHILDREN'S PHOTOGRAPHS: Presentetion by Hedy
Bach and Merle Kennedy conducted through the
Women annd Children’s Health Community Based
Participatory Research Group and Edmonton Public
Schools; Apr. 2-18; Opening reception: Apr 8, 7-Spm

PETER ROBERTSON GALLERY 10183-112 St,
780.452.0286 * Tue-Sat 11:am-5pm *

COLOURS-NEW PAINTINGS: Paintings by Giuseppe

Albi ¢ Opening reception: Thu, Mar 19, 7-9pm,

artist in attendance
PORTAL ART GALLERY 300, 9414-91 St,
780.702.7522 © Tue-Wed, Fri-Sat 10am-5Spm; Thu
12-8pm © DIPPED IN THE COLORS OF SPRING:

eas by Giselle Denis and Cheri Denis # Until
far 31

PROFILES PUBLIC ART GALLERY 19 Perron St,
St. Albert, 780.460.4310'* A WAY INTO PLACE:
Artworks by Verne Busby, Cindy Delpart, Judith
Martin and Bruce Thompson * Mar 19-Apr 12
Opening reception: Mar 19, 7-Spm

PUBLICA

TELUS WORLD OF SCIENCE 11211-142
St,

month
$10, (member) at Tix op,
on until June 13 © $10/$8

3. ® LEGO® Bricks Building Challenges: Sat, Mar 21,
11:am-4pm
* Surprise Mosaic Public Build; Mar 28-

CORNER GASSED Jubilations Dinner

780.452.9100 * THE ART OF THE BRICK™: until May

5*
Walk on the Wild Side with Safari Jeff and
Shannon's Great Green Adventure Show: Mar 3031° TWO SMALL PIECES OF GLASS: The Amazin
Telescope: Opens Mar 28 * IMAX: Wild fier ah
Epic Underwater Struggle for Survival

URBAN ROOTS SALON 10418 Whyte Ave «
CREATING SPACE: Artworks byKlaus and other.
artists, from thecollection of Robert and Chris Smith

© Wed-Sat, Until Mar 28, noon-4pm
3rd Fi, 10215-112 Stiy
_ VISUAL ARTS ALBERTA
780.421.1731 * LOOKING GLASS; Photo
B
peat Murray and Leon Strembitsky # nt Mar

WEST END GALLERY 12308 Jasper Ave.
780.488.4892 * Artworks by W.H. Webb * Mar 28Apr 9 © Opening reception:

PROVINCIAL ARCHIVES OF ALBERTA 8555
Roper Rd, 780.427.1750 © Celebrating 100 Years of
the ua in Rural Communities Exhibit ¢ Until Mar
29 © Free

ROYAL ALBERTA MUSEUM 12845-102 Ave,
780.453.9100 * ARTE EN LA CHARRERIA
Craftsmanship and design distinctive to the Mexican
cowboy; until Apr 13

SCOTT GALLERY 10411-124 St, 780.488.3619 «
RELEASE: Prints by Akiko Taniguchi Until Mar 31
SNAP GALLERY 10309-97 St, 780.423.1492 «
SCENT OF MEMORY: Print art by Guy Langevin ©
Until Apr 11

AUDREYS BOOKS 10702 Jasper Ave,
780.423.3487 © Poetry Nights the 2nd Fri each

Hands of Anubis; Thu, Mat 19, 7:30pm * Poetry

.Night: Poet Laureate Ted Blodgett, launching his
new release, The Invisible Poem and Poems fora

Small Park; Fri, Mar 20, 7:30pm ¢ Other Voices
readings, pelerstid creative writing students from
Grant MacEwan College with Lynda Schroeders and
Gail Sobat; Jordan Serben and Alice Major; Mar 26,
7pm * Other Voices readings, celebrating creative
writing students from Grant MacEwan College with
Kent Falkenberg and Lynn Coady; Dana Wilson and
Curtis Gillespie; Thu, Apr 2, 7pm

CARROT CAFE 9351-118 Ave, 780.471.1580 «
Carrot Writing

Circle * Every Tue, 7-9pm; A critique

circle the 4th Tue every month

CHAPTERS-ST. ALBERT 445 St. Albert Rd, Unit
30, St. Albert * Book Signingireading of Among
UTH POINT 3227 Calgary Tr *
Book signing/reading of Among Friends with
Robinson Koilpillai and author Allan Sheppar * Sun,
Mar 22, 2pm © Free

CITY ARTS CENTRE 10943-84 Ave, 780.932.4409

* TALES. Monthly Storytelling Circle: Tell stories
or come to listen; 2nd Fri each month # Until June,

8pm; $3 (free first time)

JOHN JANZEN NATURE CENTRE AUDITORIUM
Fort Edmonton Park, 780.932.4409 © Tales Through
Time: History and Legend from Across Canada: featuring storyteller Dale Jarvis, and TALES storytellers
Dawn Blue, Eniad and Pearl Ann Gooding © Fri, Mar
20, 7:30pm © $18 at www.tixonthesquare.ca, door,
Info at E: talesedmonton@hotmail.com

ROSIE'S 10475-80 Ave, 780.439.7211 ¢ TALES:
EDMONTON STORYTELLING CAFE TALES
Alberta League Encouraging Storytelling open mic *
First Thu each month, 7-Spm ® Pay-What-You-Will
{min $6); info at 780.932.4409

STANLEYA.MILNER LIBRARY Main Floor, Centre
for Reading and the Arts ¢ Writer's Comer: Cherie
Dimaline ¢ Sun, Mar 29, 1:30pm

STRATHCONA LIBRARY 8331-104 St,
780.422.8174 © Writers Guild of Alberta and the
Editors‘ Association of Canada Present: An Editor's
Perspective: Writing and Editing for the EverChanging Media Environment with Joy Gugeler «
Thu, Mar 26, 7pm © Free (WGA member)/S5 (non-

Queen

TO

COMMUNITY

Elizabeth

Pool

GROUPS

Public

-

780.422.8174 © THE POETS’ HAVEN: Monday
Night reading series presented by Stroll of Poets ©
7pm * $5 door

Art Project

The Edmonton Arts Council, on behalf of the City of Edmonton,
is seeking applications from Edmonton community groups
interested in participating in the Queen Elizabeth Pool Public Art

Project 2009.

Budget: $32,800 CAD (maximum, all inclusive)
Deadline for Submissions: 4:30 PM Tuesday, April 28, 2009
Installation: Summer 2010
The application is available on our website:

more

information,

contact

the

Edmonton

STEEPS OLD GLENORA 12411 Stony Plain Rd «
Artworks by Trevor Waurechen ¢ Through March
STEPPES GALLERIES 1253, 1259-91 St ¢ WEST
GALLERY: PLACES; Paintings by Christine
Wallewien; until Mar 31: closing reception: Sat, Mar
21, 2-4pm © EAST GALLERY: * BLESSING: Copper
etchings by Oksana Moveha; until May 5; opening
reception: Sat, Apr 11, 2-4pm © E
kelley.brent@bldg-inc.ca
STUDIO GALLERY 11 Perron Street, St. Albert,

780.460.5993 * SECRET SURFACE: Paintings by
Daniel vanHeyst ¢ Until Mar 28

Arts

(adult)/$8 (student/senior) at TIX on the Square
BERNARDA ALBA/RONDEL Grant MacEwan

College, Centre for the Arts, Theatre Lab, 10045-

780.497.4340 © Bernarda Alba, musi-

cal directed by Bridget Ryan ¢ A powerful matriarch imposes a strict rule of confinement on her

household following her second husband's funeral
* Rondel by Kenneth Brown. inspired by the struc-

ture of one of Arthur Schnitzler’s works, La Ronde *
Until Mar 22, Pee no shows on Mon; Sun, Mar
22, 2pm ® $7 at TIX on the Square
CHIMPROV Varscona Theatre, 10329-83 Ave,

Horizon Players musical directed by Norm Usiskin «
Mar 26-28, 7:30pm; Mar 28, 2pm-* $20 (adult)
{student/senior) at Horizon’s box office,
TicketMaster
DOUBT, A PARABLE Citadel's Shoctor Thea

Mar 29, 7:30pm, 1:30pm ® Tickets at the Citad

box office 780.425.1820
EAST OF BERLIN Roxy Theatre, 10708-124 s; «
Theatre Network * By Hannah Moscovitch © |);
Mar 29, fom Tue-Sat; 2pm Sun * Stin. Wee, 1}
$27 (adult)/$23 (student/seniors), Fri-Sat: $29

{adult)/$25 (student/senior); Tue: 2 for $28 at T)
the Square; opening night at Theatre Network

EXTINCTION SONG Citadel's Rice Theatre, 992;

101A Ave © Written and directed by Ron Jenkir
and performed by Ron Pederson. Part of the Ri
Series © Mar 28-Apr 19, 7:30pm; mat: 1:30pr

THE GAME! THE GAMEI! Varscona The
10325 83 Ave * CBC Edmonton * Sun, Mar 22
8:30pm © $10 at TIX on the Square
HIGHWAY 63: THE FORT MAC SHOW The Livi
entation, a collective creation based on city iste i:
the heart of the oil sands development. By Georg
Beaty, Layne Coleman, Charlotte Corbeil-Coleman
Greg Gale, and Jonathan Seinen ® Mar 19-20
10pm; Mar 21, 2pm @ Tickets: PWYC at the door
THE LOVE LIST Mayfield Dinner Theatre, 15¢
109 Ave, 780.483.4051 * By Norm Foster. A
spin on the quest for perfection * Until Apr 12 «

$55-$85
ROBERTO ZUCCO Timms Centre, 87 Ave, 112
U of A campus © Studio Theatre * By Bernar
Marie Koltes, directed by Stefan Dzeporosky

Hot, Fast-paced,

8529 Soa Boulevard * Musical present

the Odd-Lot Theatre Company * Mar 25-Apr 3
8pm, no show on Mon; Sun: 3pm * $15 (adult
{student/senior) at TIX on the Square, door
SPARK A REVOLUTION Westbury Thea
Alta Arts Barns, 780.409.1910 * Fringe Theatre
AEN

different plays and play excerpts each ev
Pitch to Play, a fun process to choose Workshoi

West's 2008/10 Playwriting Unit * Mar 19-2
10 LOST YEARS Horizon Stage, 1001 Calahoo Ri
Spruce Grove, 780.962.8995 * Based on the 19
book by Barry Broadfoot, about people and commu
nities during the “Dirty 30s” * Mar 20-21, 7:30pn

© $20 (adults)/$15 (student/senior) SOLD OUT
THEATRESPORTS Varscona Theatre, 10329-8
Ave, 780.448.0695 © Rapid Fire Theatre's week!)

insane improv show * eh) Fri (11pm) @ Until Ju

8627-91 St © L'uni Théatre * Two one-act plays +
Undertaken by citizens of the Francophone comr
nity © Mar 21-23, 8pm; Mar 24, 2pm

UN CABARET La Cité Francophone, 8627-31 Si ¢
UUnitheatre © En francaise/French language pr
duction. © Revisit the scandalous speakeasy per
of the 1920s, inspired by the films Moulin fouge
and The Blue Angel * Mar 26-28, Apr 2-4: 8pm

Mar 29, Apr 5: 2pm * $23 (adult)/$15 (student/ser

ior) at TIX on the Square, door

A YEAR OF WINTER Varscona Theatre, 10329-'

Ave, 780.434.5564 * Shadow Theatre * By Sco!
Sharplin, starring Tracey PennerandJames
Hamilton, directed by John Hudson ® Mar 19-2° °
$25-$17 at TIX on the Square

EC

Exciting, Girls on

$10 Advance (available at Happy Harbour) $15 Door
Doors at 6pm Game at 7pm
Prizes for fans in 70s costume
www.e-villederby.com

ARTS

performance party * Mar 28, Jon

SPRINGBOARDS NEW PLAY FESTIVAL In)
Space, 11516-103 St ¢ Workshop West * Feat

March 28 2009. Kingsway Hangar (11410 Kingsway)

EDMONTON ARTS COUNCIL

808, 10310 Jasper Avenue, Edmonton, AB T5J 2W4
(780) 424-2787
www.edmontonarts.ab.ca/publicart

*

25-Apr4 ® $10-$22 at 11X on the Square
THE ROCKY HORROR SHOW Catalyst Theave

780.433.3399 © Rapid Fire Theatre presents comedy every Sat, 11pm, except for the last Sat of each

SEFIAC

Council:

PH: (780) 424 — 2787
EM: ktrinier@edmontonarts.ab.ca

MAR 19 - MAR 25, 2009

10045-155 St * Grant MacEwan College * Comedy
by Stewart Lemoine © Until Mar 21, 7:30pm * $14

155 St

DISNEY'S 101 DALMATIANS Horizon Stage. j\\,
Calahoo Road, Spruce Grove, 780.962.8995 »

31 © $10/ $8 (member) at TIX on the Square

THE ADDLEPATED NIMIE John L. Haar Theatre,

E-ville Roller Derby Presents...

www.edmontonarts.ab.ca/publicart/
For

nature samples with educational material by Cindy
Barratt * Until Mar 28

Directed byHeather Fitzsimmons Frey and writte,
by Louis Nowra * A pyromaniac. An obsessive
compulsive, Ajunkie. Amanic-depressive. Woy
je want to direct these people in an Italian opera
is is the challenge facing Lewis Riley * May >
28, Bpm # $10 (adult}/$8
(student) at Kina’
Bookstore, 780.465:
DIE-NASTY Varscona Theatre, 10329-83 Avo
780.433 3399 ® Live improvised soap opera dirac;
ed by Dana Andersen * Every Mon, 8pm

THEATRE DES ABONNES La Cité Francophone

THEATRE

Melcor Cultural Centre, 35, 5 Ave, Spruce Grove,

780.962.0664 A CONSERVATION
PORTRAIT—WAGNER NATURAL AREA Paintings and

:

UPPER CRUST CAFE 10909-86 Ave,
Every Mon,

Mar 29, Wed-Sat 6:30pm; Sun 5pm
‘a
COSI King’s University College, 9125-50 st «

Room Playhouse, 11315-106 Ave © Workshop p

Friends with Robinson Koilpillai and author Allan
Sheppar * Sat, Mar 21, 2pm ©

member); www.writersquild.ab.ca

7)

8882-170 St, Phase il, WEM, 780.494.2404 0",

9828-101A Ave * By John Patrick Shanley © ();

month * Ann Eriksson reading from her novel, /n the

SPRUCE GROVE ART GALLERY-SPRUCE GROVE

CALL

Sat. Mar 28, 1-4pm

LITERARY

lages by Esther Scott-McKay * Until Apr 4

FRONT GALLERY 12312 Jasper Ave, 780.488.2952

HARCOURT HOUSE 31d FI, 10215-112 St,
780.426.4180 © Main Gallery: THE GERMAN
AUTUMN IN MINOR SPACES: Photagraphic works
by Allen Ball and Kimberly Mair * Front Room:
E BOLD AND THE BAFFLING: Artworks by Karen
Hibbard © Until Mar 21
HARRIS-WARKE GALLERY-RED DEER
Sunworks, 4924 Ross St, Red Deer, 403.345.8937 ©

Davidson; until Apr 18 » /N JESUS’ NAME: Matt
Gould: Until Apr 18° Di
Gallery:
DRAWING FROM NATURE Textile artist Dana

LATITUDE 53 GALLERY 10248-106 St, 2nd Fi,
780.423.5353 « Main Space: LADY THINGS-OH,
MOTHER: Photo series byRobyn Cumming ©
Room: A COUNTESS DREAM: Textile col-

ame 5411-51 St, Stony Plain, 780.963.2777 ©

© PAINTERLY PAINTINGS: Landscapes by Jeri-Lynn
Ing * Through March

Sullivan-Holdgrafer, until Apr 18 *

LANDO GALLERY 11130-105 Ave, 780.990.1161 ©
THE CANADIAN ROCKIES LOOP: Paintings by

Tatjana Mirkov-Popovikci # Until Mar 2!

Harcourt artists * Until Mar 30

GALLERY IS 4930 Ross St. Red Deer, 403.341.4641

MEDIUM IN FIBRE ART; Until Apr 18 © CASKET

KAMENA 5718 Calgary Tr S, 780.944.9497 * Mon-

Wed, Fri 10am-Spm; Thu 10am-7pm, Sat 10am-5pm
* Featuring artworks by various artists

Open: Thu 5-9pm, Sat 10am-4pm © BEG/NNINGS:
Art Society of Strathcona County * Until Apr 25
McMULLEN GALLERY U of A Hospital, 8440-112
St, 780.407.7152 © AFTER WORK: THE FRIENDS
CHAIRMAN SHOW: Artworks by healthcare staff,
ill residents, students and volunteers * Until

© Paintings by Kari Duke
GALLERY AT MILNER Bere Milner Library
Main Fl, Sir Winston Churchill Square, 780.496.7030
* ODYSSEY: Sculptors Association of Alberta; until
Mar 30 * SHOW OFF Open submission teen art
show; Apr 1-30

A. J. OTTEWELL ARTS CENTRE 590 Broadmoor
Bivd, Sherwood Park, 780 998 3574 © Juried Spring

780.465.6171; New artworks by Sylvia Dubrule,
Linda Nelson, Ruth Vontobel-Brunner, Shirley
and
by Helena Ball «
11817-80 St, 780.479.8424; Artworks by Audrey
Pfannmuller, Jim Painter, pottery by Peggy Heer *
Through March

Plain, 780.963.9573 * Open Tue-Sat 10am-Spm
NATURAL SELECTION: Marilyn Henker's naturebased pottery
“FINE ARTS BUILDING GALLERY Rim 1-1, Fine Arts
Bldg, 112 St, 89 Ave (780.492.2081) * Open Tue-Fri
10am-5pm, Sat 2-5pm * FACETS OF FORM:
Sculptures by Peter Hide and his contemporaries,
curated by Betsy Boone © Until Mar 21
FRINGE GALLERY 10516 Whyte Ave, bsmt of the

Paint Spot, 780.432.0240 * HELICON: Artworks by

GALLERIES/MUSEUMS

Centre, 10831 University Ave, 780.433.5807 ©
FOSTER AND UNGSTAD: Artworks papiertole and
decoupage a a Foster and pottery by
Magdalene
“Mag” Ungstad ¢ Until Apr 2
JOHNSON GALLERY * Southside: 7711-85 St,

ASFF
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“complete wash-ups.
Now, obviously, that’s a formula that
works, and you certainly won't generally find me kvetching about an Apatow-style comedy, but narrative
comedy nevertheless relies on a certain

Adapted from a 13th century ballad,
Ingmar Bergman's The Virgin Spring ('60)
is a bracing study in rape, revenge and
repentance. Against Sweden's larger paradigm shift from paganism to Christianity,
we see Karin's transition from childhood
to womanhood, a transition brutally interrupted. After discarding her body in the
woods, Karin’s vagabond assailants take
refuge in a nearby home—the home, it
turns out, of Karin’s family. The parents
learn of their daughter's fate and exact

their wrath methodically and without
See Itcould almost be a horror movie.
a
raven’s Last House on the Left
7 ¢72), issued to coincide with the theatrically
of the new remake, is itself a
remake of The Virgin Spring, which serves
_as a skeleton for something genuinely fresh
and autonomous. Craven's Mari is, like
Karin, pretty, somewhat spoiled, and blooming into a woman. The
cultural upheaval

‘depicted here; however, is asort of reversal

unexpectedness, if not necessarily
spontaneity; the most basic comedic
formula in the world is to take a basic
premise and flip it in such a way that
the audience wouldn't expect, hopefully in a clever or outrageous enough
way that they react. And given that
these Apatovian comedies tend to rely
on a certain level of endearing outrageousness—see the frank discussion of
all things sex—starting to see how the
punchlines are developing tends to
take away some of their oomph.
THAT'S MOST APPARENT in the first

of 13th century Sweden, with Maris maturity coinciding with the sexual revolution
and its movement away from Christian values to neo-pagan ones. Craven accounts for
the shadow side of this revolution by injecting elements of violence that vividly recall
the Manson murders.
Only a dozen years passed between The
Virgin Spring and Last House on the Left, but
moral standards went through their own sort
of paradigm shift. Yet curiously, while Last
House on the Left is perhaps more shocking
than The Virgin Spring, it never reaches its
predecessor's level of soul-chilling brutality.
Craven skips Bergman's final sequence of
repentance, opting instead for an abrupt
ending signaled simply by the completion of
the killing. Something's missing here, and
you don't need to know The Virgin Spring to

feel it. But this absence is itself indicative of
something happening in Craven's post-hippie, teen-exploitation milieu. It’s a far
sleazier, clumsier movie, and there's something tothat. It speaks toitsage.

HOWARD HAWKS’ western Aio Bravo ('58)
drifts across the screen with a hugely

pleasurable lack of urgency. The siege

parts of J Love You, Man, before the
sloppy charm of Rudd and Segel can
work its magic. Opening with Peter
proposing to his short-term girlfriend,
Zooey (The Office's Rashida Jones), it
pretty quickly gets to some ribald
chatter, in the form of Zooey’s friends
praising Peter’s willingness to go
down on her. We soon find out that
though Zooey has a gaggle of potential bridesmaid’s, Peter’s never been
much of a “friend guy,” and he
embarks on a quest to find the perfect
guy. Things pick up considerably by
the “man date” montage: until this

drama unfolds in long breaths, with a slowbuilding romantic subplot, a musical detour
and a wealth of character development.
Sheriff John T Chance has to fend off a
troupe of well-equipped adversaries with
only Dean Martin's boozer attempting
recovery and Walter Brennan's cantankerous old cripple for deputies. Yet Chance

land, trotting out two bush jokes and
some gay humour without much life
But then Segel shows up with a
monologue about a potential farter,
and things are nght where they should
be, in comfortable buddy-comedy territory. There isn’t really a whole lot in
the way of engaging story here—a bit
of tension emerges between Sydney
and Zooey, but it’s never terribly serious—but Segel and Rudd have a pretty
natural chemistry, Segel as effervescent slacker and Rudd as a man so
criminally uptight he can’t even give
Sydney a proper nickname (or, in one
of the film’s better running gags, do an
impression that doesn’t sound like a
leprechaun). They‘re helped by a pretty
solid supporting cast, too: there’s a
litany of comedic talent here—a lot of
it pulled from UCB and SNL alum—
especially Sarah Bums as Zooey’s desperate single friend Hailey and JK
Simmons as Peter's dad.
For the laughs, though, this is thoroughly in the Apatow mould, adding
nothing if not necessarily taking away
from the form. There are worse styles
to take on, but enough imitators will
turn anything into something as staid
as a three-camera sitcom. v

also makes direct nods to Sam Fuller—the
child killing—and Akira Kurosawe—the

silent waves of baddies closing in—while
cementing Carpenter's particular directorial voice. It's pretty terrific
There are goofy, low-rent cop show
aspects to Assault you'd never associate
with a studio-backed, star-studded class-act

fever seems too worried. He's John Wayne,

like Rio Bravo: Carpenter's ninja-movie, all-

and this is a movie about tough men rendered vulnerable yet incapable of self-pity.
John Carpenter's Assault on Precinct
13 ('76), which was remade a few years
back and has recently been newly reissued
in a special edition, is itself a remake. Its

synth score, the sometimes comy lines, ie:
“There are no heroes any more; only men
who follow orders.” Yet collectively, these
elements brim with modest charisma and

roots are not as obvious as Last House on
the Lefts, but Carpenter's sense of indebt-

edness is made clear from the opening
credits that inform us the editor is someone named John T Chance. The reconfiguring is more radical, with Rio Bravo's sleepy
Texas town traded in for a Los Angeles
ghetto, the band of outlaws replaced by an
army of suicidally determined gangbangers, and, most importantly, Hawk’s
relaxed amble is forgone in favour of tautness and severity. Assault is a clipped,
decidedly unfussy action movie, which

quiet individuality, traits perfectly in keeping
with Hawks’ men and women. And Carpenter's insertion of a woman into the quartet of
cornered, insufficiently armed heroes who
must hold their own against the urban
ambush is inspired, simultaneously main-

taining a tough-talking, Hawksian spin on
heterosexual courtship and infusing their
dialogue with an active, modern female
presence. Overall, Assau/twill never be confused with the classical majesty of Aio
Bravo, but it's exemplary of another era and
another approach to genre filmmaking, a
paragon for anyone trying to breath new life

into an old idea. w
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Image consciousness

even since the society's founding, in

terms of both the means of filmmakin,
becoming more democratized 3),
more opportunities for up-and-cor)),,
filmmakers to show off their wor} or

~ ASFF gives young filmmakers a platform
DAVID BERRY / david@vueweekly.com
ew artforms demand the collaboration of filmmaking. Writers
and visual artists can sequester
themselves in offices and studios and
never involve the outside world until
it's time to show a finished project,
but even the barest-bone independent
film needs a troupe to pull it off, and
usually considerably more than that
to get a quality finished project.
It was in light of that fact that the U
of A Society for Creative Filmmaking
was born. Just into their fifth year, the
society aims to bring together people
from the university and surrounding
area who interested in displaying their
ideas and talents on the silver screen.
“Membership is very open,”

sites like YouTube and Vimeo, 5; .,

still feels a public event like the festiy.;)
is crucial. Besides bringing filmma\
together, it provides a focus for ;,

public that’s often lacking online

— | FAL MAR20-SAT
MAR21(7PM)

£2 | ALBERTA STU
FILM FESTIVAL
PRESENTED BY

“There's still something Unique
about going to a theatre that you just

don't get from watching it on YouTi,

THEU OF A SOCIETY FOR CREATIVE FILMMAKING
METRO CINEMA (9028-101A AVE)

LECTURE BY JOSH MILLER SAT, MAR 21 (4:30 PM)
MILWER LIBRARY (7CHURCHILL SQ)
explains Nathan Brown, current treasure and a member of the society since
its founding. “It’s good to know
actors, it’s good to know writers, it’s
good to know editors. Films need a lot
of people to make them work, so
we're trying to bring people together.”
Though that takes the form of regular meetings and putting together

or something,” he says. “And beside
those things can feel pretty clutter.

teams to create films for 24- and 48hour film fests put on by both FAVA
and the Edmonton International Film
Fest, their biggest project is the Alberta Student Film Fest, going up this
weekend at Metro. Featuring 23 films
from independent filmmakers across
the province, as well as a workshop
and several chances for the filmmakers to meet and talk with each other,

Brown explains the fest is a crucial
part of the society’s mandate.
“We felt there was a lack of oppor-

tunity for young Albertan filmmakers,
so we wanted to fill that void, and
provide a public venue for their work
to be screened,” he says, “There's a
lot of focus on getting the government
to bring in other companies that
aren't necessarily Alberta filmmakers
to shoot here, but there isn’t a lot of
support for the grassroots stuff that’s
going on. We felt that this would be a
step in the right direction for that.”
AND THOUGH TIMES have changed

PAUL

RUDD

everyone’s a filmmaker if you have
webcam, but something like this re.)
ly sort of distills that down and force

people to pay more attention. yo),
need time and effort to be good a
your craft, and these people a,
devoted to filmmaking.” w
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“SMART INVENTIVE
AND HILARIOUS.
YOU'LL BE QUOTING IT FOR A LONG, LONG TIME’
Ben Lyons, AT THE MOVIES

“ONE OF THE FUNNIEST
MOVIES OF THE DECADE’
Steve Oldfield, FOX-TV

“THE SMARTEST
COMEDY OF
THE YEAR!”
Liam Mayclerm, CBS-TV
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“IT’S THE
REAL DEALA HILARIOUS,
FOUL-MOUTHED,
BIG-HEARTED
SURPRISE’

nN U

In-depth business knowledge - plus the enterprise application
software skills you'll need to put that knowledge to use on the
job. That's what you can expect from NAIT's Bachelor of Business
Administration in Enterprise Management.

BBA Information Session
Thurs. April 9, 6:00 pm
Shaw Theatre,
NAIT Main Campus

The BBA degree delivers lots you might not expect, too: a choice
of five concentrations, including Accounting, Finance, Marketing,

Management, and Human Resource Management. Andthe

_

flexibility to study how you want - full-time, part-time or online.
JR Shaw School of Business - where leaders learn.

APPLY NOW.
VISIT NAIT.CA/BBA OR CALL 780.471.8874.
EDUCATION

FOR THE REAL WORLD

STARTS FRIDA

NAB18 - MARS,208,

ert

CHECK THEATRE DIRECTORIES
FOR LOCATIONS AND SHOWTIMES

SAVING LUNA

Sound, BC, and frustrated or enraged the
rest.
Marine biologists who tracked Luna's
early life noticed that in the pod, he
couldn't pick a mother, and switched
between two unenthusiastic mama
Orcas. As well, he was an independent

- SAVINGLUNA
AEPART

SANE CASH

|a

| Ft ahel

OMAR MOUALLEM / omar@vueweekly.com

A young child loses his family at sea. He

swims to an agreeable community and is
_ embraced. The government thinks he
doesn’t belong there. They want to take

him away. A custody battle of oceanic

proportions ensues. No, this is not the
Flian Gonzalez story. It's Saving Luna,
the Luna story. A loving and loved orca
that charmed some citizens of Nootka

player who enjoyed the company of boats
over marine life, and petting by human
hands over giant fins.
After he ditches his pod, his sightings
by local fisherman, paddlers and joy-ride
boaters becomes the talk of the town.
That's about when video journalist

Michael Parfit and his wife Suzanne
Chisholm show up. He was to spend
three weeks documenting the toddler

whale, but three years later Parfit is still
by his side, day and night, protecting
under the guise of filming.
\f Parfit and Chisholm didn’t show up
then, or left after their assignment's timeline expired, this would be an entirely different doc. It would be made of
retro-fitted talking heads and news
footage, cheesy re-enactments and crossfading newspaper clippings. But after the
first time he pointed his camera at Luna
and pressed record, Parfit began following him with stalker-like obsession. If
Luna were a human, the filmmakers ©
would have been slapped with a restraining order early. But, of course, many
would accuse Luna with reciprocating the

attention
Luna's personality is real and therefore
he’s the real hero of this movie. The experience is all the more entrancing and, at

expectancy? The government thinks not
and try to sequester him into a distant
pod. But if he didn’t like the Orcas
before, why would he like them now?
Considering his showboating, maybe an
aquarium is the perfect place. But the
Mowachaht band believe Luna is the
reincarnation of their chief who passed
just before the whale showed up—just
after the chief said he'd return as an

times, heartbreaking because his personality is so rich. It's as crafted:as a character in a scripted film. Luna’s persona is a
multidimensional one with his many
charms and faults. He's social and playful,
but he doesn’t know his limits and often
puts his life and the lives of others in

Orca. There’s no easy answers and Saving Luna captures it all
The doc, decorated with awards, earns

danger. He doesn’t know the difference
between a canoe and an airboat, a cheerful child and a hateful fisherman, and
that's when the custody battle rattles
Should he get to stay and play, even
though it will probably reduce his life

it’s stripes through simplicity. All the
drama and humour is there waiting for a
CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE
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A TERRIFIC FILM. SEE IT.’
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Make the Move. Launch Your Life!
Drop by and see for yourself all that Academy of Learning has to offer.
Check out our diploma and certificate programs, tour the campus, talk with faculty
and receive the information needed to launch your career in less than one year.
e Healthcare /Pharmacy
e Business /Marketing
© Office Administration

e Hotel & Tourism

e Accounting / Payroll
e Web Design
e Information Technology

e Legal Administration
» Insurance and more

Financial Assistance may be available to those who qualify.
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remake of Prom Night. Last fo,

PRINCESS

envelopes the viewer into a vile, pocs,

nightmare somewhere betwee, ; ,
Texas Chainsaw Massacre ang j.,

Sweet Hereafter.
“Well, |just don’t like violent movie
Honey, you better start.

.
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camera, and Luna, most certainly, is not
camera shy.

NOW PLAYING
DIRECTED BY DENNIS ILIADIS
WRITTEN BY CARL ELLSWORTH, ADAM ALLECA
STARRING MONICA POTTER, GARRET DILLAHUNT
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If you thought Slumdog Millionaire was
life-affirming, you and the other girls
around the water cooler ought to move on
to something more refined. A horror production like The Last House on the
Left, a grand-and gory investigation into
the mutual human instinct for survival
and revenge, is the kind of film that
deserves to win Oscars, though it never

GARNEAU
theatre
8712 - 109 Street - 455-0728

» BLUE GOLD
FRE WAR GER YOUR WATER
ISABOUT TOSERIT

TMS TD

} ae {SHOOYSUNDAYMARCH20

7 The Alberta

been mildly interesting to explore
Eugene and Cindi decide to lose the,
virginity together in the master bedroon
of a house where about 200 complete

idiots whoop it up.
One of those idiots is Eugene's best p
Tucker (Trevor Moore), whose name, tyair
cut and Hawaiian shirt should be enouct
to tip you off to his being a total asshoic

even before the scene where he stabs his
epileptic girlfriend in the head for bitin
his johnson while blowing him because
he turned on a strobe fight. Tucker ets
Eugene drunk and Eugene falls down the
Stairs and goes into a coma for fou
years. When he wakes up his gir! is gor
and he’s still a virgin. The set-up, if nor
the remaining story, is remarkably similar
to that of The Dead Zone, but know
what? Not as good.
In fact, Miss March is just abou!
the most detestable thing I've got
paid to sit through in | don't know

(Monica Potter) and John (Tony Goldwyn)
enjoy a bottle of wine and the presumption that their daughter will return safely
the next morning. Instead, Krug’s troupe
of baddies arrive seeking shelter with
claims of a traffic accident. Neither has
any idea what the two families have in
common—not until the daughter comes
crawling home, almost dead. Enter shit
left of fan. Kablooey.
Craven and original Friday the 13th
auteur Sean S Cunningham share a producing credit on Last House, packing a
coarse wallop of inspiration behind Greek

UPCOMING

EVENTS

&

the screening | checked Metacrit
and was comforted to see that Miss
March received a total critical rating
average of eight per cent, meaning
“Extreme Dislike or Disgust." And fo
a moment | felt a little closer to ™
fellow critics. Thanks Metacrit\:
Miss March has two writer/dire
tors—the film’s astounding!
uncharismatic stars, as it turns ovut—
yetas Hugh Hefner says during the

deeply painful cameo, quality is mor
important than quantity. Miss Marc!
is not just badly written but over
written. And slow. That means all
that unfunny stuff lasts longer
There's a scene in which a prostitute employed by a rapper named

Horsedick.mpeg (Craig Robinson, the
only even remotely funny person !
this movie), crafter of the hit singles
“I'm Gonna Fuck a White Bitch” and
“Suck My Dick While | Fuck That Ass

CLASSES

FINAL CUT PRO WORKSHOP
with Perry Thomas
March 21 & 22 9:30am-4:30pm

Members $200 (+GST),
Non-members $286 (+GST)

VIDEO INSTALLATION RECEPTION
March 26 7pm FREE EVENTI

es

All Metro screenings are held at Zeidler Hall in the Citadel Theatre, 9828-101 A Ave.
For more information, call 425-9212. or log on to www.metrocinema.org
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March 30 - Apr 2 9am-4pm
$199 (+GST) Ages 11-15yrs.
1EET.
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780 429 1671
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some reason that might have actually

includes his moody lover Sadie (Riki Lind-

for its production is used to whittle farther down to the raw nerve, rather than a

Keach! Carson's font farthenebiral noel
aodkerfyphttodefosd it.

his brother did it once, got syphilis,

ertheless, Eugene's girlfriend Cingj
(Raquel Alessi) demands some action
and the date’s set for prom night. Fo,

home) and impish friend Francis (Aaron
Paul), don’t appear to want to cause trouble, but when Krug’s nephew Justin
invites 17-year-old Mari Collingwood
(Sara Paxton) and her gal pal over to
smoke a joint, they can’t risk not killing
the young girls.
While they're attempting to ice the
kids in the woods, Mari’s parents Emma

impressively mainstream project that
boasts a superb script and intense performances (including Potter who, in one
scene, uses her MILF-ish sexuality to
save her own neck). The larger cash flow

oA Sense a Vader

gar) is afraid of sex, ostensibly bec
a “retarded” child and went crazy, Np

plotline but subversively conceived for
the multiplex to scare the bejesus out of
the white middle class. On his way to
prison, trailer park bad guy Krug (Garret
Dillahunt) trashes the police car and
slaughters his escorts with a little help
from his friends. Shortly after his escape,
the Collingwood family arrives to their
lakehouse hidden away at the back of the
woods. Krug and his posse, which

director Dennis Iliadis's marvelous vision
of fear and torment. The appeal of
Craven's original is its low-budget
resourcefulness, while its 2009 successor
reveres its grindhouse influence within an

‘Student Film
Festival
2009
FRIDAY « SATURDAY
ar7PM

High school senior Eugene (Zach Crey

1972 debut, closely knit to the original

THE LAST HOUSE ON THE LEFT

CRRCHAGIY |paisints:

JOSEF BRAUN / josof@vueweekly.com

will. My silver lining on that cloud is
when | leave the theatre after such a film
ends, | feel better than everybody else for
getting something that many asshead
critics miss out on. It gives me the chills.
The Last House on the Left is a passionate retelling of Wes Craven's gritty

FD viivigation

a:

€dmonton

es nothing in

any scenes —

profoundly cynical

,
witha special layer
ow,
a pretty big word
_ Ifit could have

anaged to actually be amusing in
me asinine way |wonder if I'd hate
iss March less or more.

7:50, 10:25
* TAKEN (14A, violence)
EDMONTON

FILM SOCIETY

499-5284
ADAM'S RIB (PG)

Mon 8:00

CHABA THEATRE-JASPER
780,852.4749 |

WATCHMEN (18A, brutal violence,

far eo”

8:00

ie)

Fri-Sat 7:00, 9:15; Sun-Thu: B00" :

|
CINEMA
CITY MOVIES 12 |
AR MOUALLEM
/omar@vueweekly.com

eorge Bush doesn’t care about black

Sun 2:10, 4:50, 7:20, 9:50
DUPLICITY (PG, coarse language}
Fri, Mon-Thu 3:50, 6:40, 9:30; ae

PAUL BLART: MALL COP (PG)

Sun 12:50, 3:50, 6:40, 9:30

| __—sGRANDINTHEATRE
THEATRE

Daily 12:30, 2:50, 5:00, 7:30, 9:50
GRAN TORINO (144,
may offend)
:
eo
1-20, 4:00, 6:50, 9:40

1 LOVE YOU, MAN (144A, crude
content, coarse
language)
Fri, Mon-Thu 4:40, 7:10, 9:45; SatSun 2:00, 4:40, 7:10, 9:45
KNOWING (14A, violence, frighten-

Grandin Mall, Sir Winston Churchill Ave,
‘St Albert, 780.458.9622

METROPOLITAN OPERA: LA

6094
Connaught
Dr, Jasper,

DUPLICITY (PG, coarse lan:

Daity 1:30, 4:20, 6.45 9:00

"130
Ave 50 St. 780.472.9779
THE UNINVITED (144, frightening
scenes) Fri -Sat 4:30, 9:55, 12:05;
Sun-Thu 4:30, 9:55

SONNAMBULA (Classification not
available) Sat 11:00
CINEPLEX ODEON SOUTH
1625-99
St, 780.436.8595
1 LOVE YOU, MAN (144, crude

ing scenes)
Fri, Mon-Thu 4:00, 6:45, 9:35; SatSun 1:10, 4:00, 6:45, 9:35

content, coarse language)
No
Fri-Wed 1:45, 5:00,

violence)

7:30, 10:15; Thu 4:15, 7:30, 10:15;
Star and Strollers Screening: No
Passes Thu 1:00
DUPLICITY (PG, coarse language)
No passes Fri-Wed 12:00, 3:30,

eople, and kids doesn’t care about
jot. The latter is according to Disney.

NEW IN TOWN (PG, coarse Ian-

7,00, 9:50; Thu 3:45, 7:00, 9:50;
Star and Strollers Screening: No

Race to Witch Mountain, which is

UNDERWORLD: RISE OF THE

passes Thu 1:00
KNOWING (14A, violence, frightening seenes)
Daily 1:15, 4:45, 7:40, 10:30

hat the mountain is in anyway signifisnt; it’s just a finish line). It's a race
etween two extraterrestrial teenagers
nd some bad guys. Why the race?
Who are the bad guys? Why are they
acing to this mountain? What happens
the ET kids lose or win? Not clear,
not even relevant.
All you need to know.is this: a UFO
hot to Earth and visually human-teens

Lee Sun-Thu 1:50, 4:45, 7:30,

5; at least that’s what is apparent in
more about a race than a mountain (not

named Sara and Seth (AnnaSophia
Robb and Alexander Ludwig) emerged.
fhey need to get somewhere untold,
nd the cab driver that takes them
there is former race car driver and mober Jack Bruno (Dwayne “The Rock”
Johnson). Bruno's backstory isn't so

much plot but just a comic device so
that when the chase by ominous black
SUVs ensues, he'll think it’s the compahy he used to keep that is after him,
d not because there are two sweetfaced aliens in his back seat.
No matter how much Johnson tries
ith his character—and he does try

hard, easily exceeding the standards
bf acting demanded for a modern Disley movie—he can’t salvage a shred

f character believability. As if he is
the extraterrestrial, his character
sks no questions of these kids’
fange behaviours and the brouhaha

hat follows. He's just there to proect them and let his “gee-golly” conlusion be the butt of some jokes. It's
hot until after Seth and Sara lead him
fough a secret room in a secret
Ouse down a secret stairway and
light into a secret jungle where gelat- Nous cocoons store extra-secret GPS
evices and they are attacked by an

alien in the next-gen RoboCop suit
hat he, finally, in Disney's favourite
Parents just don’t understand” tone,

sk, Just what is going on?”
They're not from Earth. Case closed.
Ne chase continues for another hour.

But if you must know, halfway into

;‘(ch Mountain, writers Matt Lopez and
ark Bomback did dedicate about three
‘Wutes to explaining the shenanigans in
ack-and-forth dialogue that has no furher effect on the plot. Amazingly, the
" that’s laid gut then, in a scene so
the score had to be amplified just to
Se the audience's awareness, is far
Nore interesting than all the meaningless

Sol gadgets, effects and explosions that
Script was written around. w

guage) Daily 1:10, 6:40
INKHEART (PG, frightening
scenes) Daily 1:45, 4:35, 710

LYCANS (18A, gory scenes)

Fri -Sat 1:50, 4:45, 7:30, 9:50,

BRIDE WARS (PG) Fri-Sat 1:30,
4:15, 7:15, 9:20, 11:35; Sun-Thu
1:30, 4:15, 7:15, 9:20
REVOLUTIONARY ROAD (14A,
coarse language, mature themes)

Fri -Sat 1:05, 4:05, 6:50, 9:30,
11:55; Sun-Thu 1:05, 4:05, 6:50,
9:30
BEDTIME STORIES (G) Fri-Sat
1:35, 4:25, 7:20, 9:40, 11:45; SunThu 1:35, 4:25, 7:20, 9:40
MARLEY AND ME (PG) Fri-Sat
1:40, 4:20, 7:00, 9:35, 12:00; SunThu 1:40, 4:20, 7:00, 9:35

VALKYRIE (PG, violence, coarse
language) Daily 9:25

THE TALE OF DESPEREAUX (G)
Daily
YES
7:25,
4:40,

2:00, 4:30
MAN (14A) Fri-Sat 1:55, 4:40,
10:00, 12:15; Sun-Thu 1:55,
7:25, 10:00

Ble TO WITCH MOUNTAIN
Oa 12:00, 1:30, 2:20, 4:15, 4:50,
6:50, 7:25, 9:30, 9:55

THE LAST HOUSE ON THE LEFT
(18A, gory scenes, sexual violence,
brutal violence)
Daily 1:00, 4:00, 7:45, 10:30
MISS MARCH (184A, crude content, sexual content, coarse lan-

guage)

laily 7:50, 10:20
WATCHMEN (184, brutal violence,
jory scenes) Daily 1:00, 2:00, 5:00,
330, 9:00, 10:00
ONE WEEK
, coarse language)
Daily 12:15, S30; 7:05, 9.45) ‘
FIRED UP (14A, coarse language)

Daily 1:15

THE INTERNATIONAL (14A, violence) Fri-Tue, Thu 3:45, 7:10,

GRAN TORINO (144A, language

10:10; Wed 3:45, 10:10
CONFESSIONS OF A
SHOPAHOLIC (PG)
Fri-Sun 1:30, 4:30, 6:55, 9:20;
Mon-Thu 1:30, 6:55

may offend) Fri -Sat 1:25, 4:10,

HE'S JUST NOT THAT INTO

7:00, 9:45, 12:10; Sun-Thu 1:25,
4:10, 7:00, 9:45
THE DAY THE EARTH STOOD
STILL (PG) Fri-Sat 6:45, 9:15,
11:25; Sun-Thu 6:45, 9:15
BOLT (G)
Daily 1:15, 4:00, 7:05, 9:30
TWILIGHT (PG, violence) Fri -Sat
1:20, 4:10, 6:55, 9:40, 12:10; SunThu 1:20, 4:10, 6:55, 9:40

CINEPLEX ODEON NORTH

14231 197th Avenue, 780.732.2236
1 LOVE YOU, MAN (144, crude
content, coarse BUatAae,
No pees Fri-Tue,
Thu 12:20,
3:00, 5:30, 8:00, 10:40; Wed 5:30,
8:00, 10:40; Star and Strollers
Screening: No passes Wed 1:00
DUPLICITY (PG, coarse Jarquade)
No passes Fri-Tue, Thu 12:50,
8:50, 7:00, 10:00; Wed 3:50, 7:00,

10:00; Star and Strollers Screening:

No passes Wed 1:00
KNOWING (144, violence, frightening scenes)
Daily 1:10, 4:10, 7:20, 10:20

HAGE TO WITCH MOUNTAIN
42:10, 2:40, 5:10, 7:40,
goerebaly 12:10, 2:40, 5:10, 7:40,

THE LAST HOUSE ON THE LEFT
18A, gory scenes, sexual violence,
ruta! violence)

Daily 2:00, 4:50, 7:45, 10:30

MISS MARGH (184, crude content, sexual content, coarse language) Daily 4:45, 8:10, 10:35
WATCHMEN (18A, brutal violence,
goryscones} Daily 1:00, 2:30, 4:30,
40, 8:45, 10:1

ONE WEEK (PG, coarse language)

Daily 1:50, 4:40, 7:10, 9:30

JONAS BROTHERS: THE 3D
CONCERT EXPERIENCE IN
DISNEY DIGITAL 3D (G)
Daily 12:40

CONFESSIONS OF A
SHOPAHOLIC (PG) Daily 1:40
HE'S JUST NOT THAT INTO
YOU (PG, coarse language, sexual

YOU (PG, coarse language, sexual
content) Fri Sun 12:30, 3:45, 7:20,
10:15; Sat 4:00, 7:20, 10:15; MonThu 3:45, 10:15
CORALINE (PG, not recommended for young children, fnghtening
scenes) Digital 3d Daily 12:15,

3:30, 6:35, 9:10
TAKEN (14A, violence)
Fri-Wed 12:45, 4:15, 6:40, 9:15;
Thu 12:45, 4:15, 10:00

PAUL BLART: MALL COP (PG)

Daily 12:45, 4:45
SLUMDOG MILLIONAIRE (14A,
violence)
Daily 12:30, 4:00, 6:45, 9:40

METROPOLITAN OPERA: LA

SONNAMBULA (Classification not
available) Sat 11:00
CRUEFEST (Classification not
available) Thu 7:00
10200-1402
Ave, 780.421.7020
1 LOVE YOU, MAN (14A, crude
content, coarse lanquage)
aieDigital Daily 12:35, 3:10, 7:00,
KNOWING (14A, violence, frightening scenes)

Dolby Stereo Digital Daily 12:45,
3:40, 6:40, 9:45
DUPLICITY (PG, coarse language)
BieDigital Daily 12:25, 3:30, 6:30,

HE'S JUST NOT THAT INTO

YOU (PG, coarse language, sexual
content)
b
Digital Presentation Daily 3:20
TAKEN (14A, violence)
A Pet
teed Daily 12:55,

WATCHMEN (18A, brutal violence,
ae

Bre Digital Daily 12:15, 8:55, 7:30
RACE TO WITCH MOUNTAIN
reDigital Fri-Wed: 1:10, 3:50,
mal 9:50; Thu 1:10, i 9:50
4211-139
Ave, 780.472.7600

TWILIGHT (PG, violence)

No passes Fri 11:59; Sat 11:30
SLUMDOG MILLIONAIRE (144,
Fr, Mon-Thu 3:45, 6:30, 9:20; SatSun 1;00, 3:45, 6:30, 9:20
CORALINE SD (PG, frightening
scenes, not recommended for
foung children)
Ti, Mon-Thu 4:05, 6:35, 9:00; SatSun 1:30, 4:05, 6:35, 9:00
WATCHMEN
lory scenes)

(184A, brutal violence,

i, Mon-Thu 4:10, 7:40; Sat-Sun
12:40, 4:10, 7:40
THE LAST HOUSE ON THE LEFT
(18A, gory scenes, sexual violence,
brutal violence)

Fri, Mon-Thu 4:15, 6:55, 9:40; SatSun 1:40, 4:15, 6:55, 9:40
RACE TO WITCH MOUNTAIN

9:25; Mon-Thu 4:30, 7:00, 9:25

MISS MARCH (8A, crude content, séxual content, coarse language)
DUGGAN

CINEMA-CAMROSE

660148 Ave, Camrose, 780.609.2144

RACE TO WITCH MOUNTAIN

(PG)

Daily 7:05 9:05; Sat-Sun 2:05
WATCHMEN
goryscenes)

(18A, brutal violence,

laily 7:30; Sat-Sun 1:45
KNOWING (144, violence, frighten-

ing scenes)

Daily 7:00 9:10 ; Sat-Sun 2:00

| LOVE YOU, MAN (714A, crude
content, coarse language)
Daily 7:20 9:20; Sat-Sun 2:20
DUPLICITY (PG, coarse language)

Daily 6:55 9:15; Sat-Sun 1:55
‘
GALAXY-SHERWOOD PARK

2020
Sherwood
Drive, 780.416.0150
1 LOVE YOU, MAN (14A, crude
content, coarse language)
No passes Fri 4:40, 7:40, 10:20;

Sat-Sun 12:40, 4:40, 7:40, 10:20;
Mon-Thu 7:40, 10:20
DUPLICITY (PG, coarse language)
No passes Fri 4:00, 6:50, 9:45;
Sat-Sun 1:00, 4:00, 6:50, 9:45;
Mon-Thu 6:50, 9:45
KNOWING (174A, violence, frightening scenes)
Fri 4:15, 7:15, 10:15; Sat-Sun
12:10, 4:15, 7:15, 10:15; Mon-Thu
7:15, 10:15

RACE TO WITCH MOUNTAIN
(PG) Fri 4:10, 7:20, 9:50; Sat-Sun
1:10, 4:10, 7:20, 9:50; Mon-Thu
7:20, 9:50
THE LAST HOUSE ON THE LEFT
(18A, gory scenes, sexual violence,

brutal violence) Fri 4:20, 7:30,
10:10; Sat-Sun 12:30, 4:20, 7:30,
40:10; Mon-Thu 7:30, 10:10
MISS MARCH (184A, crude content, sexual content, coarse language)

ri -Sun 3:50, 9:20; Mon-Thu 9:20
WATCHMEN (138A, brutal violence,
lory scenes) Fri 3:30, 7:00, 10:30;

t-Sun 12:00, 3:30, 7:00, 10:30;
Mon-Thu 8:00
FIRED UP (14A, coarse language)
Fri 4:30, 7:10, 9:30; Sat-Sun 1:30,
4:30, 7:10, 9:30; Mon-Thu 7:10,

9:30

TAKEN (14A, Mee
Fri 3:45, 7:05, 10:00;
Sat-Sun
12:20, 3:45, 7:05, 10:00; Mon-Thu
7:05, 10:00
PAUL BLART: MALL COP (PG)
Fri, Mon-Thu 6:40; Sat-Sun 1:20,
6:40

SLUMDOG MILLIONAIRE (14A,

violence) Fri 3:40, 6:45, 9:40; SatSun 12:50, 3:40, 6:45, 9:40; MonThu 6:45, 9:40

=

content)

Daily 12:45, 3:40, 6:30, 9:20

PAUL BLART: MALL COP a
raeal 4:20; Sat-Sun 1:50,

CORALINE (PG, not recommended for
children, frightenin.
scenes) Digital 3d Dally 2:45, 5:20,

4:

SLUMDOG MILLIONAIRE (144,

TAKEN (144A, violence)
Fri, Mon-Thu 4:50, 7:20, 9:50; Sat-

Daily 6:50, 9:25; Sat-Sun 2:30

FILM

SAVING LUNA (G)
Daily 7:00; Sat-Sun 1:00, 3:00

Date ofIssue only: Thu Mar 19

CORALINE (PG, not recommend-

ed for young children, frightening

scenes)

Fri, Mar 19: 1:00, 2:50, 4:45, 6:45
SLUMDOG MILLIONAIRE (144,

violence)

Thu, Mar 19; 1:45, 4:15, 6:30, 8:45

HOTEL FOR DOGS (G)
Thu Mar 19: 1:05, 3:00, 4:50, 7:00.
"GRAN TORINO (14A, language
may offen

Thu Mar 19: 8:40
PAUL BLART: MALL COP (PG)
Thu Mar 19; 4:55 6:40
WATCHMEN (18A, brutal violence,
py,scenes)

ju Mar 19: No passes 1:20, 4:35,
7:55
FRIDAY THE 13TH (184, sexual
content, gory scenes)

Thu Mar 19: 8:55
THE PINK PANTHER 2 (PG)
Thu Mar 19: 1:10, 3:05, 8:30

780.352.3922

)

No passes Fri 4:30, 7:00, 9:25; No
passes Sat-Sun 1:20, 4:30, 7:00,

eer

BLUE GOLD (STC)
Sun 12:01pm

aor TO WITCH MOUNTAIN
fay 7:05, 9:20; Sat, Sun 1:05,
3:20

1 LOVE YOU, MAN (14A, crude
content, coarse language)

Daily 7:10, 9:20; Sat-Sun 1:10-3:20
DUPLICITY (PG, coarse language)

Daily 7:00, 9:35; Sat-Sun 1:00,
3:35
KNOWING (14A, violence, frightening scenes) Daily 7:05, 9:30;
SatSun 1:05, 3:30

METRO CINEMA
9828-101A
Ave, Citadel Theatre,
780.425.9212
ALBERTA STUDENT FILM

FESTIVAL (STC) Fri, Sat 7:00
A SENSE OF WONDER (STC)
Sun 2:00

THE SEVENTH CONTINENT
(STC) Sun 7:00
TIME OF THE WOLF (STC)
Sun 9:00
71 FRAGMENTS OF A
CHRONOLOGY OF CHANCE
(STC) Mon 7:00

THE CASTLE (PG, coarse language) Mon 9:00

CODE UNKNOWN (STC) Tue 8:00
THE PIANO TEACHER [R, disturbing scenes) Wed 8:00

SCOTIABANK THEATRE WEM
WEM,
8852-170
St. 780.444.2400
1 LOVE YOU, MAN (744, crude

content, coarse language)

No passes Fri-Tus, Thu 1:20, 4:20,
7:40, 10:20; Wed 4:20, 7:20,

10:20; Star and Strollers Screening:
No passes Wed 1:00

DUPLICITY (PG, coarse language)
No passes Fri-Tue, Thu 12:40,
3:40, 6:45, 9:45; Wed 3:50, 6:45

9:45; Star and Strollers Screening:
No passes Wed 1:00
KNOWING (144. violence, frighten-

ing scenes)

Daily 12:45, 3:45, 7:00, 10:15
eon TO WITCH MOUNTAIN
Daily 12:10, 2:40, 5:00, 7:30, 10:10

THE LAST HOUSE ON THE LEFT
(18A, gory scanes, sexual violence
brutal violence)
Fn, Sun-Thu 1:40, 4:40, 7:45,
10:30; Sat 2:20, 4:45, 7:45, 10:30
MISS MARCH (138A, crude con-

tent, sexual content, coarse lanjuage)
aily 1:50, 4:50, 7:50, 10:30
CONFESSIONS OF A

SHOPAHOLIC (PG)

Daily 1:00, 7:20

HE'S JUST NOT THAT INTO
YOU (PG, coarse language, sexual

content)

Fri -Tue, Thu 12:50, 3:50, 6:50,
9:50; Wed 12:50, 3:50, 9:50
CORALINE 3D (PG, not recommended for young children, fnghtening scenes)

Digital 3d Fri, Sun-Thu
6:40, 9:20; Sat 12:50,
9:20
PUSH (14A, violence)
Daily 4:10, 10:15

TAKEN (14A, violence)
Fri-Wed 1:10, 4:30, 7:10, 9:40; Thu
1:10, 4:30, 9:40
SLUMDOG MILLIONAIRE (144
violence)
Daily 12:30, 3:30, 6:30, 9:30
WATCHMEN (184, brutal violence

jory scenes)

aily 12:00, 4:00, 8:00
WATCHMEN: THE IMAX
EXPERIENCE (184, brutal vio-

lence, gory scenes)

Daily 2:30, 6:30, 10:00
METROPOLITAN OPERA: LA

SONNAMBULA (Classification not
available)
Sat 11:00

CRUEFEST (Classification not
available)

Thu 7:00

CACHE (14A) Thu 7:00
FUNNY GAMES US (144A, violence
disturbing content) Thu 9:15

PARKLAND CINEMA 7
130
Crossing,
Century
Spnice Grove,
780.972.2332,
Serving Spruce Grove,
‘Stony
Parkland
Plain;
County
DUPLICITY (PG, coarse lanauage)

Daily 7:00; 9:30; Sat, Sun, Tue
1:06,3:30; Movies For Mommies:
Tue 1:00
1 LOVE YOU, MAN (144, crude

content, coarse language)

Daily 7:05, 9:15; Sat, Sun, Tue

1:05, 3:15
KNOWING (14A, violence, frighten-

111 Ave. Grost Rd,780.355.8725

KNOWING (714A, violence, inghtening scenes)
Dolby Stereo Digital Fri, Mon-Thu
7:15, 9:50; Sat-Sun 1:15, 3:55,
7:15, 9:50

DUPLICITY (PG, coarse language)
DTS Digital
Fri, Mon-Thu 7:00, 9:35; Sat-Sun
1:00, 3:35, 7:00,'9:35

WATCHMEN (138A, brutal violence
ore SCENES)

TS Digital Fri, Mon-Thu 8:10; SatSun 12:30, 4:10, 8:10
THE READER (18A, sexual content)

ing scenes)

Daily 6:55, 9:25; Sat, Sun, Tue

Dolby Stereo Digital Fri, Tue-Wed
6:35, 9:20; Sat-Sun 12:40, 3:45,
6:35, 9:20; Mon, Thu 9:20

12:55, 3:25
RACE TO WITCH MOUNTAIN

WETASKIWIN CINEMAS

PG)

780.352.9822

6:45, 9:00; Sat, Sun, Tus
12:45, 3:00
WATCHMEN (18A, brutal violence,
jory scenes)

1 LOVE YOU, MAN (144, crude
content, coarse language)
Daily 7:10, 9:20; Fn, Sat; Sun, Mon
1:10-3:20
WATCHMEN (i8A, brutal violence,

Baty 7:30; Sat, Sun, Tue 1:30

SLUMDOG MILLIONAIRE (144,
violence)

Daily 6:50, 9:20; Sat, Sun, Tue

12:50, 3:20
TAKEN (144A, violence)
Daily 7:10, 9:05; Sat, un, Tue
1:10, 3:05
10937-82
Ave, 780.433.0728

goryscenes)
i, Sat, Sun 6:40, 9:40; Mon-Thu

7:15; Fri, Sat, Sun, Mon 3:30
DUPLICITY (PG, Coarse languages)
Daily 7:00, 9:35; Fri, Sat, Sun, Mon
1:00, 3:35

KNOWING (14A, violence, fighten-

ing scenes)
pe 7:05, 9:30; Fri, Sat, Sun,.Mon
1:05, 3:30

ONE WEEK (PG, coarse rae
Daily 6:50, oon Sat-Sun 2:

THE WRESTLER (144A, sexual

content, nudity, coarse language)
Daily 9:10

MAR19-MAR25,208

CONFESSIONS OF A
SHOPAHOLIC (PG)

Daily 6:55, 9:25; Fn, Sat, Sun, Mon
12:55, 3:25
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Shake your body, baby
Geoff Berner’s Klezmer Mongrels inspires conga lines
CAROLYN NIKODYM / carolyn@vueweekly.com

1. Neko Case - Middle Cyclone (ant)
2. Buddy & Julie Miller - Written In Chalk (new west)
3. Chris Issak - Mr. Lucky (reprise)
4. Dan Auerbach — Keep It Hip (nonesuch)
5. Justin Townes Earle - Midnight At The Movies (bloodshot)

6.Propagandhi
—-Supporting Caste (smaliman)

*

7. Animal Collective - Merriweather Post Pavilion (domino)
8. Deep Dark Woods — Winter Hours (black hen)
9. M. Ward - Hold Time (merge)

10. V/A- Dark Was The Night (4ad)
11. Napalm Death - Time Waits For No Slave (century media)
12. Brett Dennen - Hope For The Hopeless (dualtone)

13, Elvis Perkins — In Dearland (x!)
14. The Derek Trucks Band — Already Free (sony)
15. Bugied Inside — Spoils OfFailure (relapse)
16. A.C. Newman — Get Guilty (last gang)
17. John Frusciante - The Empyrean (record collection)
18. Andrew Bird — Noble Beast (fat possum)
19. Willie Nelson & Asleep At The Whee! - Willie & The Wheel (bismeaux)
20. Neil Young — Sugar Mountain: Live AtCanterbury
House (reprise)
21. Bruce Springsteen — Working On A Dream (columbia)
22. Geoff Bemer — Kiezmer Mongrels (jericho beach)
23. Mark Olson & Gary Louris — Ready For The Flood (new west)
24. Beast ~ Beast (universal)

25. Jill Barber
- Chances (outside)
26. Kasey Chambers & Shane Nichols — Rattlin’ Bones (sugar hill)
27. Passenger
Action -S/T (smaliman)
28. Combichrist - Today We Are All Demons (metropolis)
29. William Elliott Whitmore - Animals In The Dark (anti)

30. Southside Johnny
— Grapefruit Moon (leroy records)

WILLIAM ELLIOTT WHITMORE
ANIMALS IN THE DARK
William Elliott Whitmore naturally bridges
the Americana music scene which
embraces his sound and the Midwestern
DIY rock movement which holds him as
one of their own. His latest album ‘Animals
in The Dark' is an expansive, cultivated
sound, without losing any of the palpable
soul that has garnered the 30 year old such

critical acclaim. Beginning on October
23rd, Whitmore sets out on tour with dark
country rockers Murder By Death.

en Geoff Berner released
Klezmer Mongrels in January,
he neatly tied up a trilogy of
albums that began with 2005's Whiskey
Rabbis and continued with 2007's Wedding Dance of the Widow Bride.
Contained within the bars of romping accordion music is a thesis that
gets played out at every gig, where ©
drinking, discussing and dancing are
not only a release, but also a way to
come to terms with our differences.
“The third record is supposed to
be: knowing what you know about
the world, if you really care to be
aware politically and stuff, and really confront the moral, the conclusion you have to draw from being
politically aware is how can you be
happy?” Berner says from his Vancouver home. “The answer goes
back to the initial theme of drinking
and valuing human weakness. But,
like, doing it in a way where we all
come together. And all the weak,
fucked up people get together and
have drinks in order to somewhat
anesthetize themselves enough to
stay functional and also to get over
their worries about what everyone
thinks about them and stuff like
that. Once we've done that we can
connect to each other and mutually
support each other through our
tough times and the tough knowledge that we carry. That’s what the
record is about.”
And when Berner took the album
to Toronto earlier this year, he experienced a clear case of life imitating
art—his art. Right there in a bar in a
city known for its aloof audiences, a
conga line formed and the folks were
off their heads.
“No word of a lie, it actually happened,” Berner says. “And it really
felt like a career high, getting a stuck
up, standoff-ish Toronto-and-reallyfrom-Scarborough audience up
That's the root of the standoffishness
in Toronto. Everybody is a bit worried that everyone else is going to
see through them. But they’re all
feeling the same way, so if you just
get them fueled up in the right way
... | feel like it’s a sign that the work
that I’m doing is setting the right
social tone. If |can do that, make
people feel happy and free enough
to do a conga line in Toronto, then I
think I'm on the right track.”

ANYONE WHO KNOWS pBemer's music,

MAKE SURE TO FRIEND US at MYSPACE. COM/MEGATUNESEOMOMTON
10355 Whyte Ave. Shop online at megatunes.com 434-6342

however, knows that Klezmer Mongrels has a lot more to say than “Can't
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coc |WITH BOB WISEMAN, DOUG HOVER
CL |THEARTERY,
$10(ADVANCE), $13(000A)
we all just get along?” There is also an
attack on our notions of authenticity.
“In any style of music, there's this
ber set of rules that define it perfectly, whether it’s klezmer music or
country or Celtic,” he says. “Purity is
the enemy of good art.”
With this trilogy wrapped up, work
has begun on a klezmer punk musi-

cal, and Berner has designs on de!

ing deeper into his klezmer expe"!

ment. After all, it has been workins
for him.

key principle is not to

“The
kind of
boring,” he says. “You just

have to get out there and ge! the

hang of it, and if that’s your P!
be borne”
mary rule—I will not get
the hans

then after awhile, you

’
of it. There are also second?!

goals, but first off, you have ®
"°
responsibility to the audience

to bore them." v

It's notthe years, it’s the mileage
Serena Ryder explores her contradictions on /s It OK
she says. “I thought that song was
good when I was 13 years old—I
thought it was great and maybe
someone who is in the same place in
their life as 1was when I wrote that
song would think it was great too.”
ON THE NEW RECORD, Ryder’s thoughts
were on letting herself write a record
full of songs that she felt at home
with.
One thing that she wasn’t worried
about was presenting conflicting feelings throughout the 13 tracks.
“It was important for me to
explore myself by doing this record
and explore all the different parts of
myself,” she explains. “People like

EDEN MUNRO / eden@vueweekly.com

erena Ryder's last album—If
Your Memory Serves You Well, a
collection of songs by artists

who have influenced her, topped off
by a trio of originals—was released in
2006. Her latest, Is It OK, saw its
release in 2008. A couple of years
really isn’t all that much time between
albums these days—plenty of musicians can mun that up to three or four
years without much trouble—but on
record it sounds as though Ryder has

travelled a lot of miles between the
two albums, which she has, of course,
rolling down highway after highway,

playing gigs along the way. And on Is
It OK she comes across as being a little more weary and wom, her soulful
voice packing an even heavier punch
than it did just two years ago. ‘In
short, she sounds older.

“That's ‘cause I am,” Ryder laughs

loudly over the phone. “That's
because | am. Time doesn’t exist by
any means. It’s amazing how 10, 15
years can happen in a year, ina
month, you know? Life happens very
fast sometimes and the last couple of

As |WE,MAR25 (6:20 Pl)
= |SERENA RYDER
Ee | Ravawooo
2x |HOROWITZ
THEATRESOLOOUT
Still, she points out that she would
never intentionally sit down and work
on a song that she didn’t feel was

worth it at the time.

“When I’m writing music I won’t
write a shitty song in the moment—I'll
keep writing until I think it’s good,”

to say there’s one-way that they
define themselves—‘I would never
do that,’ or ‘This is the kind of person that I am’—What do you mean?
You're everything all the time and
you're gonna change your mind and
all of a sudden you're going to be a
hypocrite because you changed
your mind. And then if you don't
change your mind you're an asshole, so there were a lot of skips
and jumps and starts that happened
with this record, and a lot of contradictory writing and a lot of contradictory messages, things like that,
but I was just realizing that’s what
humans are.” v
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BOB WISEMAN
MAINSTREAM SUCCESS TOUR
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years it's been very fast for me. I've
experienced a lot of things in a very

short period of time. I've had my heart
busted a billion times, I've had many
people in my life pass away in the last
year that I was very close to.
"There was a lot that was going
on," she continues. “There was a lot

Wo
O60
\
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OULL

of very concentrated living that happened just in the last couple of years.
Concentrated living, concentrated
Sadness, concentrated joy. It’s been

amazing, It’s been nothing short of a
movie, and thank fucking God I can
write songs, because what the hell
else would | do?”
For Ryder, songwriting is an ongo-

'ng evolution; she believes that every-

thing she does, every song that she
writes, is a dot on the map leading
her to the present moment. .
‘It’s like the first song that I ever
wrote, | wouldn't have created what I
create right now without that fucking

shitty song, you know?” she explains.

And I think {that first song] is just as

'mportant. There are tinier pieces to the
bigger puzzle that exist for a reason.”

with Doug Hoyer
at theARTery
9533 Josper Avenue - entrance on 10}a Avenue

SATURDAY

eas

Wu
Old
Hlli
"F1
"1003
BALLOW

Tickets $13 at the door, $10 in advance

(megotunes, blackbyrd, listen, tix on the square)
Doors al Spm. Show starts at pm sharp!
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(CARROT Live music Fridays:

‘STARLITE
ROOM Pin, nd Ani

CASINO EDMONTON The Rum
Brothers (shovtard)

STEEPS—-OLD GLENORA

9:30pm:
$5{door}

{Stevie Ray Veughn tribute)
‘SECOND CUP_VARSCOMA
Peggy Donnelly {accoustic/folk): 7-2pm
ive music every Thursday night

between
7pm and Spe

Thereday Merch 1th
‘STARLITE ROOM The Midway Stato,
Envy, Parachute Penguin, no minors:

Spm (door $12.50 at Unionevents.com,
TicketMaster, Blackbyrd

URBAN LOUNGE Kokanee Froeride

Battle of the Bands: Rattlesnake
Romeo, September Stone, Hostile Hero;
Spm,

10551- 32 Avenue {Upstairs!}
730-432-5053

WILD WEST SALOON Trick Ryder
\WUNDERBAR
Sates onthePraine:

STARLITE
ROOM Music 1standThe
Techno Hippy Crew: Bassnectar,
Kush

Arora, Shamik andquests; 8pm

STOLU'S Dancehall, hiphopwith DU

Footnotes
hostid byElleDiyand
‘every
Thur nocover

WW.
NOTonous-events
com

TEMPLE Tainted Thuredsys: Electro
Pop, Indie Rock and Roll
Judge Jules Afterparty
Thurs March
18th!" onThursday,
March 19 at

11:55pm.
Y AFTERHOURS
Juxige Jules
Afterparty, 11:55pm,

FAl

DU Choonz, OJStic, 1LYF and guests:
$s

AVENUE THEATRE Camifex. Blind
Witness, The Last Felony, in The Midst
of « Murder, all ages, 7pm (doort $10

DJS
THUMAR1903S

{adv} at Mead Hall or Avenue Theatre,

780.477.2149/$15 (door}

BLUE CHAIR CAFE Rockin’ with
Ronnie After Work hosted by Ron Rault

every Thu and Fri 4-69

BILLY BOB'S LOUNGE Escapack
Entertairenent

BLUE CHAIR CAFE The Highway 3

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE
Big Rock

Roots Revue with John Wort Hanem
{sing/songwriter), and friends Dave
McCann and Leeroy Stagger: $15

LIVE MUSIC

Thursdays: DJs on 3 levels~Topwise
Soundsystem spin Dub& Reggaein

The Underdog

BLUES ON WHYTE Super Stack

BUDDY'S Wet underwear contest with

ATLANTIC
TRAP AND GILL Jirimy
Whiten

CHRISTOPHER'S PARTY PUB Open
stage hosted by Alberta Crude; 6-10pm.

Mia Fellow, madnight, DU
WestCoastBabyDaddy

AVENUE THEATRE The Mackiigans
(CD release), Forever andNever (CO

EMPIRE BALLROOM [.) Judge Jules,

release). The Weekend Kids, Letters To

COASTTO COAST
PUB AND GRILL

Darin Epsilon, Tripnotie, Brian

Open mie at the pubs hip hop open mic

CASING YELLOWHEAD
Souled Out
{pop/rock}
(CENTURY CASINO Trooper,
‘$34. 5344.55 at TicketMaster
COAST TO COAST Open Stage every
Sopot TetLondBioyat

DVS TAVERN Live music every Fri,
Some$S
EDDIE SHORTS The Laker Band (origi
‘nalrok “r rol))
EDMONTON
EVENT CENTRE Tali

acoustic roots 7:30pm; Cabaret

Seating: $36 (tableV$34 (bax) /S30(tha?
‘atre) at Festival Place box office

FRESH START CAFE Livemusic
Fridays: Randall MacDonald
and Charlo

Austin: Spc $5

HULBERT'S Mike Sadava, 8pm; $10

(door)
HYDEAWAY
All ages antspace: Kisses

otFire(CDretease), Thighs, Seaverse,
Likewise Vultures; 7:30pm
IRISH CLUB Jam session: 8pm; no
cover

IVORY CLUB Duelling piano show
with Jesse, Shana, Tiffany and Erik and

Hero; all ages: 6:30pm {doorl; $8

Singer) and her band; $15

(CROWN AND ANCHOR Vigalante
Typewriter, Jezibelle; no cover

FILTHY MeHASTY'S Punk Rock Bingo.
with DJ SWAG.

AMIS CAFE Megan Callan

JEXYLL AND HYDE (PUB) Every

DRUID Guitar heres

FLUID LOUNGE Girls Night out

Ronnie After Work hosted by ion Raut

KINGSWAY LEGION Sidestep

DUSTER'S PUB Thursday open jam

FUNKY BUDDHA (WHYTE AVE)
Requests with OU Damian

every Thu and Fri 4-Gpm.

hosted by The Assassins of youth

(LBS PUB Simon Fisk's Stuctures
Ensemble; }0pm-Tariy $10

(blues/rockl: Spm; no cover

GAS PUMP Ladies Nite: Top 40/dance

DVB Open mic Thursdays

with DJ Christian

ECO CAFE-VILLAGE AT PIGEON

GINGUR SKY Urban Substance

avery month: 830-8:30pre

Thursdays: Elephant Man Tour with
Invineeabie, Spyce, Touch It, Capone

MAVEN SOCIAL CLUB Open jar

HALO Thursdays Fo Sho: with Allout
Dis DJ Degree, Junior Brown

LAKE Open Mie Nights 1st and 3rd Thu

Dpenmyo@deadmansslog.com

Friday: Headwind (classic pop/rock:

Mahryke Lemire {listening party 9-

11304 -25 Avenue
Andrea House and Chris Smith
Magic by Bian Lehr

{blues/roots| 9:30pm

1

Himikn, Gautam Karnik, Dorwo

Intemational
YARDBIRD
SUITE Hor A\:
Tommy Basis: Bor(doory/9ern |

$20{member/$24
(quest) at
TicketMaster
==
FALMAR
29CLASSICAL
MUTTART
BALL Chora)ti

Spotlight Concert: 72m. §

720 488.7454, dore

:McDOUGALL

UNITED CHURCH
Choratfest Jace The Alberta (
Federation, Sith Wave.
!-2crr
{agunYS15 (student/senior)
at
the Square

WINSPEAR CENTRE fi

Cirque
delaSymphonie: Erno
Symphony Orchestra; 8pm: §

Winspear box office: Fri
Grant Masckwan Jazz Combo

performing in the lobby,

10pm
NAKED ON JASPER The Busker’s

BANK ULTRA LOUNGE (

Fridays: 91.7 The Bounce
Delano, Luke Morrison

Balk: The Andy Northrup Trio, Thus Enc
Johnson Band, Emie Gambler, Torn

BAR WILD BarWild Frc:

loschkoy, Kelly Pilaula. Daniel Moir, Roby
Taylor, Bill Carley, Lex Mekie (MC) the

Spin Wooftop
and Main Flor
new wave, electro:

BLACK
DOG FREEHOUSE |;

Jpms
with Nevine~indie,

Busker's Ballart gallery; 6:30pm, bene-

HULBERT'S Lois Mullen: 8pm: $10

www buskersball.ca

{door}

LEVEL2LOUNGE Dish Thursdays:

Perverted Fridays: Punk
the ‘60s 70s and %

JAMBRERS PUB Thursday open jam.

funky house/techno with DJ Colin

Adults $15, Children $5

NORWOOD LEGION Uptown Folk

BOOTS Retro

fit for the Parkand Institute,

7-11pm

Hargreaves, house/breeks with DJ
Dect, tect trance/eleetro wath OU

An evening of Music and Magic in

NEW CITY SUBURBS Bingo at

Learning and Childcare Centre's
Summer Program

Krazy K hardstyle/techno with DJ

Savage Garret; no minors; no cover

stage with thePoster Boys
(pop/rock/blues), 8-30)pm-12:30am

$30m followed by Eleetroshock

LB°S PUB Open jam with Ken

Skoreyko; Som

Support af Brite Beginnings Earty

Therapy with Dervish Naz Nomad and

LIVE WIRE BAR AND GRELL Open
Stage Thursdays with Gary Thémas

ON THE ROCKS Salsaholic Thursdays:
Danos lessons at 8pm; Salsa DJ to follow

LUCKY13TV Rock 9pm
NORTH GLENORA HALL Jam by Wild

OVERTIME SOUTH Ratro to New
classic rock, R&B, urban and dance
with DU Mikee: Spm-Zarre no cover

Rose Old Time Fiddlers

Club: Open stage; 7pm (door), 7:20pm

BUDOY'S
We made ‘em
Tineup,
no cover before 10¢

Friday

BLUES
ON WHYTE WildT and the
Spirit, Bending the Fender

(blues/roots); Spm-Tam
PAWN SHOP Subcity Dwallers, 40
Thieves,
TheOldWives; Spm

BRD BAR harden Sphere, Drum and

RED PIANO-PIANO BAR Hottest

Bell Tower, Electricheacy Spm (dork
$10 (door)

dueling piano show featuring the Red
Piano Players; Spm-2am.

RED PIANO-PIANO BAR Hottest
dueling piano show featuring the Red
Piano Players; 8pm 1am

PLANET INDIGO-ST. ALBERT Hitit

BROOKLYN'S Needles to Vinyl (CD
release party), Yes Nice

RENDEZVOUS PUB Quietus. Evilosity,
Death Toll Rising

RIVER CREE Christ Hiatt. Cold Shot

with PI residents

CAFFREY'S IRISH HOUSE Red House

RIVER CREE Christ Hiatt, Cold Shot

Thursdays: breaks, electro house spun

{blues/R&BI, Spm

VENUE GUIDE

and St

Diso

(music): $4 {door non-member\/free
{member}

180 DEGREES SexyFriday nightevery

sc

Underd:

ON THE ROCKS TheMishaps
PALACE CASINO (WEM) Slowbum

Plan B(electro, retro)

Nestr

BAR-B-BARDJ James:

Doxs @ 600
Show 630 - 810

J AND B BAR AND GRALL Open

7:1

DUS—.

KAS BAR Urban House: with DJ Mark
Stevens; Spm

6:30pm

}

John Speam, quests {electro sco.:
folk Toots Caltic Canadians: ror)
{door procaeds to Amnesty

Spx
nocover

LEVA CAPPUCCINO BAR Ariane

BLUE QUILL COMMUNITY CENTRE

WHISTLESTOPNr(ci
WILD WEST SALOON jj).

HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB Neil Young
Tritute: KitJohnson:
8pm,

(hetore 730pm\/$10 {after7:30pm}

country): $10

$10 [advV/S12 (door)
URBAN LOUNGE Clos 11
Spe$5

Everything Nicks.Cory Sman 2

Elise, Farwell To The Sunset, Hostile

BLUE CHAIR CAFE House Kats (roots/

TOWERS-GRANT MALEWi
CAMPUS PUB Miusx |
Weekentt Souljah Fyan

TickatMiaster
FESTIVAL PLACE Tiller’s Folly (Coltic,

Quests
SEFFREY'S Krystle Dos Santos (R&B

BLUE CHAIR CAFE Rockin’ with

8:3010:30pm,
aaTMpen

Kwali (hip hop): 8pm; $35.90

ladult/$47.25 (sidestaga) at

Spm (doork,$20 (adv. more at door

Jemieson, Clarence Leung: no miners,

Raptors,
Spm(door) $14wt6
Listen, TicketMaster, unicnevent

Mase Friday Kristin): os

WUNDERBAR
Astheloo Mos
Axss Group, Mike Evers, Ey

Dollaz

every Thursday night with host Yak

SATURDAY MARCH 21

RENDEZVOUS
PUB Metal Thurzday
with orgS86

(Stevie RayVaughn tritute)

Phyllis Sinclair (folkt all ages: 7:30-

far

Exidy Toonflash, come early «

CHROME LOUNGE Piatinu
Fridays

EMPIRE BALLROOM fcc. |
house, mash up; no minor

ESMERELDA'S Ezies Freakin
Fridays: Pfaying the best in o

FUNKY BUDDHA (WHYTE AVE)
tracks, rock, retro with

D

GAS PUMP Top 4/dance wt
Christian

HALD Mod Chub: indie rock

Brit pop, and "60s soul with

DJ

Jay,DUTravy D; no cover bef

* ALBERTA AVENUE COMMUNITY CENTRE 9210-118 Ave * ARTERY 9535 Jesper Ave * ATLANTIC TRAP
AND GILL 7704 Calgary Trail South, 780.432.4611 * AVENUE THEATRE 9030-118 Ave, 780.477.2149 + BANK
ULTRA LOUNGE 107685 Jasper Ave, 780 420.9088 = BERNARD SNELL AUDITORIUM Foyer, Walter
Mackenzie, Health Sciences Centre, U'of A * BILLY BOB'S LOUNGE Continental inn, 16625 Stony Pian Ro.

780.484.7751 * BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE 10425-82 Ave, 780.439.1082 « BLUE CHAIR CAFE 962-75

780.989.2861 * BLUES ON WHYTE 10329-82 Ave, 780.439.3981 « BLUE QUILL COMMUNITY CENTRE 11304 - 25 Ave » BOOTS 10242-106 St, 780.423.5014 « BRIXX BAR 10030-10.

woor ay remap:

(downstairs),

780.428.1089 * BROOKLYN'S 9216-34 Ava * BUDDY’S 117258 Jasper Ave, 780.488.6636 * CAFFREY’S IRISH HOUSE 1, 99Wye Road, Sherwood Park « CAFE DABAR 1081¢

Whyte Ave * CASINO EDMONTON 7055 Argyll Rd. 780.463.9467 « CASINO YELLOWHEAD

COACH/TOUCH OF CLASS 11727 Kingowe

12454-153 St. 780 424 9467 » CHATEAU LOUIS: JULIAN’S PIANO BAR/ROYAL

780.452.7770 * CHRISTOPHER'S PARTY PUB 2021 Millbourne Aid, West, 780.462.6565 * CHROME LOUNGE 132 Ave, Victoria Trail * COAST

1, 780.439.8675 * CONVOCATION HALL Arts Bldg. U of A. 780.492.3611 * COPPERPOT RESTAURANT Capital Place, 101, 9707-110 St
780.452.7800 * CROWN AND ANCHOR 15277 Castledowns Rd « CROWN PUB 10709-109 St, 780.428.5618 * DEVANEY'S IRISH PUB9013-63
Ave * DRUID 11606 Insper Ave,

TO COAST PUB AND GRILL 5552 Calc:

780.454 9978 * DUSTER'S PUB 8402-118 Ave, 780.474.5554 * DVB TAVERN 8307-99 St. www DVBTAVERN.com * ECO CAFE Village at Pigeon Lake * EDMONTON EVENTS CENTRE
lit 780.489.SHOW * FIDDLER'S ROOST 8906-99 St + FILTHY MCNASTY’S 10511-62 Ave, 780.916 1557 * FLUID LOUNGE 10105-109 S1_ 780.429.0700 + FOX 10125-10

WEM Phase

erbend Sq. 780.433.9623 * FUNKY BUDDHA 1024-82 Ave, 780.433.9676 * GAS PUMP 1016-114 St, 780.488.4841 * GINGUR SKY 15505-118 Ave
780,913.4312/780.953.3806 * HALO 105.
Jasper Ave, 7 423,HALO * HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB 151204 (basement), Stony Plain Rd, 780.756.6010 * HILLTOP. PUB 220-106 Ave,
780 490,7359 * HOOUGANZ PUB 10704-124 St. 780.452.1168 * HULBERT'S 7801-115 St, 780.436.1161 * HYDEAWAY
ALL AGES ART SPACE 10209-100
Ave « IRON BOAR PUB 4911-51s!

780,990,0680 * FRESH START CAFE Ri

St Wet

iwin * IVORY CLUB 2940 Calgary Trail South * JAMMERS PUB 11945-127 Ave, 780.451.8779 * J AND R BAR AND GRILL 4003-106 St, 780.436.4403 * JEFFREY'S CAFE 9640

142 St, 780,451,890 * JEKYLL AND HYDE PUB and RESTAURANT Riverview: Inn. 10209-100 Ave, 780.426.5381 {oub\/780.429.5081 (rest) « JET NIGHTCLUB 9221-34 Ave, 780 466,65
JOHN L HAAR THEATRE 10045:155 St * JUBILEE AUDITORIUM 1145587 Avo, 780.429.1000 * KAS BAR 10444-82 Ave, 780.433.6708 * KINGSWAY LEGION 10425 Kingsway Ave,
780.425.8654 Ave * LB'S PUB 23 Akins Dr, St Albert, 720 460.9100 + LEGENDS PUB 6104-172 St, 780.481.2788 LEVEL 2 LOUNGE 11607 Jasper Ave, 2nd Fl, 780.4474495 * LIVE WIRE
BAR AND GRILL 1107 Knotwood Rd. East * LOOP LOUNGE 367 St Albert Rd, St Alben, 780.480 1122 * McDOUGALL
UNITED CHURCH 10025-101 St » MORANGO’STEK
CAFE 1011879
St * MUTTART HALL MacEwan Alberts College Campus, 10050 MacDonald Dr * NAKED ON JASPER 10354 Jesper Ave » NEWCASTLE PUB 6108-90 Ave, 780.490.1999 » NEW CITY
10081

Jasper Ave, 780.969.

106 16-82 Awe,

86 * NIKKI DIAMONDS 6130 Gateway Bivd, 780.439.6006 * NORTH GLENORA HALL 13535-1094
Ave * NORWOOD LEGION 11150-82 St » O’BYRNE'S

780.414.6766 © 180 DEGREES

10730-107 St, 780.414.0233 * ON THE ROCKS 11730 Jasper Avo, 780.482.4767 * OVERTIME

DOWNTOWN

10304-11) St, 780.423.1643 *

OVERTIME SOUTH Whetornud Crossing, 4211-106 St, 780.485.1717 * PALACE CASINO-WEM 8382-170 S1, 780.444.2112 + PARKLAND
GRILL 6322-44 272, Spruce Grove, 780.684 4579 °

PAWN SHOP 1055182 Ave, Upstairs.

780.432 0814 + PLANET INDIGO-JASPER
AVE 11607 espe: Ave * PLANET INDIGO-ST. ALBERT 812 Liberton Dr St. Albert * PLAY NIGHTCLUB

10220-103 St * RED PIANO-PIANO
BAR 1638 Bourbon St. WEM, 8882-17 St, 780.496.7722 * RED STAR 10528 Jesper Ave, 780.478.0825 « RENDEZVOUS
PUB 10106-149 St * ROBERT

MONA

SRDIPD
AMON,

MARMH

92

TEGLER STUDENT CENTRE Concordia Schoo! of Music, 112 Ave, 73 St * ROSEBOWL/ROUGE LOUNGE 1011-117 St. 780.482 5253 * ROYAL ALBERTA MUSEUM THEATRE 12045 102
fwe * SAWMILL BANQUET CENTRE 2840-76 Ave * SECOND CUP-STANLEY
MILNER UBRARY 7Sir Winston Churchill Sq* SECOND
CUP 12336-102nd
Ave » SECOND CUP-124 STREET
12396-124 St, 780 451.75 '* SECOND CUP-MOUNTAIN EQUIPMENT
PUB 1018-127 St, 453-6006 * SPORTSWORLD

| 2%06-102nd Swe, 780.451.75™ * SECOND CUP-VARSCONA
Vurscone Hotel, 106 St.Whyte
Ave « SIDELINERS

1710-104 Si * STARLITE ROOM

10030-102 St, 780.428.1099 * STEEPS~OLD GLENORA 1241) Stony Plnin Rd, 780.488, 1505 * STEEPS TEA

LOUNGE-COLLEGE PLAZA 11116-82 Ave, 720.989,8105 * STOLU'S 2nd Fi, 10388-82 Ave, 7804372293 « SUEDE LOUNGE 11806 Jesper Ave, 780.482.0707 » TAPHOUSE 9020 McKenney
Ae, SUAIbert, 780.458.0860 * UNION HALL Argyil 99 St, 780.702.2582 * URIBAN LOUNGE 10544-52 Ave, 780.4377699 * WHISTLESTOP 12416-132 Ave, 780.451 5508 « WHITEMUD
CROSSING LIBRARY 4211-106 Si, 780.496.1822

« WILD WEST SALOON 1251250 St. 780.476.3383 * WUNDERBAR 6120-101 St, 780.496.2286 * K WRECKS
93 Ave, SOSt, 780 466 806°

* Y AFTERHOURS 10078-102 St. 780.994.3256, www.yatterhours.com * VESTERDAYS PUB 112. 205 Camegw Dr St Albert, 780.459.0295

SNenay Waid. MAR 25, 2009
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MUSIC

Isthat a Carrot in your pocket?
And the great majority had second jobs
‘Musician’ is quickly becoming less than a
profession; it is becoming a hobby.”
Finkelstein: “Canadians are among the
most egregious offenders when it comes

to downloading unauthorized materials

how an agency can regulate a global network with no physical boundaries—all
within a shrinking government budget—
I'l be impressed. Maybe there's magic
involved.
So, how do we entice a generation of
kids, who have become used to file-sharing? And, remember that the older offenders see their indiscretions as just desserts

\'m notasocial engineer. | believe in the

from the Internet. For each file purchased
online, at least 20 are downloaded from
unauthorized sources. This means that lit-

works better than punishing them forbad
behaviour.
This week, | had the chance to peruse

erally billions of files fly around the Cana_for a record industry that used to charge
dian internet annually, eroding the
more than $20 a CD. We all remember
legitimate sales base by flooding the _ paying more than $30 for an import disc, or
market with free files.”
seeing a $22.99 tag on a new disc. While
those days are over, there's still a feeling
SO, IF CANADIANS are such brutal
out there that people are getting payback
offenders, what can be done? | underfor the prices paid before.
Stand government is quickly running out
Box sets with cool packaging aren't
of money, so finding the means to enforce
enough. How about real loyalty profile-sharing bans is, well, realistically
grams? If Users download enough tracks
unworkable.
through iTunes or other legitimate
What needs to be done is a targeting
sources from the same record label or
of the worst offenders—and not with
artist, why not give them free downloads,

carrot over the stick. | believe that
rewarding people for good behaviour

a presentation that Duncan McKie, President and CEO of the Canadian Independent Record Production Association, and
Bernie Finkelstein, Chair of CIRPA, recent-

\y gave to CRTC in Gatineau, OC.

Basically, the discussion had to do
with Canadians, the music industry and
new media. But, in their presentation, the
pair gave up some factoids that make for
some interesting food for thought.
Finkelstein: “Our domestic company
revenues in Canada have dropped from
20 per cent of a $1.5 billion market 10

years ago to 25 per of a $600 million mar-

ket taday, a net loss of approximately
$150 million per year, despite the small
five per cent gain in market share.”

McKie: “Shockingly, it was found that
among unionized musicians less than 10 per
cent had 30 hours of work in a typical week,
and the net annual earnings from music of
Canadian musicians were just over $18 000.
One third had no work at all as musicians.

promises of tougher punishments and
new, stiffer regulations.
According to a 2005 Pollara survey,

{Goork $25(door)

{ancek: 6pm [cocktails 70pm (din-

NEWCASTLE
PUBSota op 40

HILLTOP PUB Open Stage/mic hosted

Heliesttelpeat ss

requests with OJ

{incl but-

fa
‘STARLITE ROOM Local Showcase
withKeep6, Laoswing, Taking

{oor
BYDEAWNAY A AgesAtSpece

Shen

ray ee ret
aturdays
with To
SEWuit sammtnaie

Medication: Spm {door $10 (door)
REA Gegher eae
URBAN LOUNGE ClossAmenton:0 | ayermaptco-JASPER
AVENUE

each monty: thismorith: The Don
Bemer Trio; Spm: $10

{blues/roots) 9:30pm-1:30am, no cover

coenees
ttclardaen
house withPlresidents
RED STARSsturiays indie rock. hip

WILD WEST SALOON Trick Ayer

haere ee rn per

ome,

WORY CLUB Dvelling piano show

YARDBIRD SUITE Harry Allen with

Saturday attemoon, thisweekLadies
oftheCanyon:4-8pm: nocover
5
GRD BARStane theArtist,
Silly

me
JAMBMERS PUBSons one

i

‘Cleanse Kill, Questions fortheSniper,
‘Shattered
Suns, Desecrate
theGods:
all
ages:6:30pm
(door, $10

and the Hypooites, The Loudhalers;

Ginther, 7400
minors, Spm, $5{dacr)
IRON
BOAR
PUB JazzinWetaskiwin | wSTLESTOP Mr: Lucky
featuring
jazz ios the Ist Saturday

wthese, See, Toy nd

Ente at

SBAMENS Koes Dos Sete ie
Smeawani
JEXYLL AND HYDE PUB Heachind

Ps
cect
BUVES OMWHYTE Ssturday

reg)‘Jam hosted by
5
{evening}
DOW CENTENNIAL CENTRE-FORT

SASKATCHEWAN
Calin Vollrst:

the Release Party,7:20pm

CAFE DABAR The Alphabet Projet

esse!

CAFFREY's West! HOUSEred

Hous (lues/ABBI Spm

CARROT OpenmicSaturdays: 730-

ii

li
ei
i eS
CLASSICAL

=||)
eee

Summa
KINGSWAY LEGION

see
B'S PUB Molsons Saturday open
rego prorat
laa
Mecca!

=] MORANGO"S
TEX CAFE Ssrurday
open stage:hosted
byDr.Oxide: 710pm

ateancamea

hogllcoeetcl

PALACE CASINO (WEM) Slowbum

Spm

ina leet eras a

bends

(CENTRE Concontis Schoo! of Music:
istudent/senior)

at

ES

before

Menace Sessions: alt

ofCity, Miskatonic; 80pm; free
10m

oan
oh
QUEEN ALEXANDRA
Northem
LightsFokClub:Karla Anderson, Chioe
‘Albert: 7pm (door), 8pm(nwsick $18
(eeM/$22 (doorl/cild 6-121/2price

See

Js
onthree levels. Main Floor

rock/electroytrash with Miss

Mannered

WUNDERBAR
Featured DL!andlocal

s

i

AT THE URBAN LOUNGE

TICKETS SIO.00@URBAN

One CARES (inFa
froepoolandtourney. DJArowchaser | BLE PEARRESTAURANT
Jazz00

EDDE SHORTS Sunset Tip.Davinin

ace

a

Bape bam
| Sm nTAGCral

house,mah up

FLUSD LOUNGE Saturdays Gone Gold

(Masts withHerman
BandDS

the SideSundays: Charlie Austin Duo

BLUES OftsWHYTE GossTweed

CR
PORINE
SisPUR
eennagt
DCVANEY'S
CobicMinic
Saession, hosted byKeri-Lyrne
wicks

4Ipm

wae
AVE)Top | DOWCENTENRGAL CENTREFORT
FUNKY BUDDHA (WHYTE AVE) Top
SASKATCHEWAN Cabin Vollrath
cha: 1k at Di
bendiecss Zon

netecpece |female

ROYAL ALBERTA MUSEUM

ame,
ee weet

SUR MAR22LIVEBaus:

BUDOY'S Undienight formenonly,

ESMERALDA'S Super Parties:Every
| Sreaneentters

am

fs

(bluss/rotsl Spm-lamn

Fenix Foundation, In Oathof Hera,Fear

RED PIANO-PIANO BARHorst
dalegpeostowesurrgtefed
fae
tee Za

allages, 730pm; $31.50 at

F

DUS

$
wel
EARLY STAGE SALOON-STONY

Sea mene
eegeiemtacactiet

SUNSET TRIP

$24-$79 ot Winspear
boxoffice

EMPIRE BALLROOM Hock, hip hop,

PLABM Sanday Live Music

SIX GUNS @VER TOMBSTONE

.

Underground HousewithDJNic-E
every Saturday
TEMPLE Oh Soap EvySanky
‘Commander andguests:

(door) atTX onthe Square, Acoustic

DVBTAVERN LivemusiceverySat

0p

Pier, Taina Lorenz-Tumer {conductors},
7.30pm $15 (adult}/$10 {student/senfor)atTHXontheSquare
ROBERT TEGLER STUDENT

CASIOYELLOWWEAD
SouciOut| PRN SHOPMarttoeMatar” |SMAIMARZLO

abe deereeverySat, 2-

es

SUEDE LOUNGE The Fi

190DEGREES Darcshalland gone | Gre
SenSeton

CASINO EDMONTON ThoFur

CROWN PUB Acoustic Open Mic

ca aca

house withPeople'sDJ

SNES
ine Sry® |- WINSPEAR
——
Torn:DU9206
CENTRE Robins Pops
(ON THE ROCKS The Mishaps; 10pm

{bop/pock)

SPORTSWORLD ROLLERSKATING
BABCOSpotswor ie a Rae
ing Disco: Top 40Request witha
:

| |

|CONVOCATION
commenHALL University
iy,
Ensemble; WendyGrasdehl, Fordyce
10 {adult

10pm; free

Brothers (showbend)

Taras oman sho |RENDEZYOUS Suvi eta ni

$-7-pmr country/rock band Spm-Zam

BLUE CHAIR CAFE PersdeBomba

19)MOKANEE FREERIDE BATTLE OFTHEBANDS,Wi

Steven Sandor is a former editor-in-chief
of Vue Weekly, now an editor and author
living in Toronto.

‘Tpm {door}; $10 (adv$12 (door)

Whiffen
‘AVENUE THEATRE Grace Kelly,

THU //MIAR

www.urbanlounge.net

merch?
Other businesses in these bad times
are finding more and more ways to add
value to their products, and to make consumers’ dollars go further. Instead of getting mad, labels need to do more than
simply tell downloaders to take the moral
high ground. It needs more carrots. w

Project(Cubansalsa): DJ Service (Ou)

Blackbyd, Listen, TIX on the Square
ATLANTIC TRAP AND GILLJimny

lounge

access to cheaper concert tickets and

Canadians between 12 - 24 years of age
are responsible for 78 per cent of the illegal downloads in the country.
Prosecuting teens is pointless; after
all, there are laws in place to protect
those under 18 from being tried in adult
court. The industry needs carrots.
As for the CRTC, regulating the Internet is, well, pointless. When you get back
to me with some kind of framework on

ARTERY Geoff Barner,BobWiseman, | bySallyKrackers:
3pm
Boug Hoyer; 8pm (door), 9pm(show):
$13(door/S10 (ach)at Megatunes,
eet
ee

Urban

GINGUR SKY Soulout Saturdays:

FERTNALPAE Sr
MaseSosaGnetowre
Kat, | Geeegwittnicabl
Sc,
Anniversary
member)
atTIXon
theSquare,
Serene
(ifleasel
withDerckSnel bass) | Reve
suse:
Nytros
Muse
ALO
ForThoseWhoKnow:house

|(owt
memeumatoe
$10

M

FESTIVAL
PLACEsing
TheCottars
(Cettict
Pik Coheet
5 (aha

Steve Hoy(drumsk 7:30pm: Cabaret

Southside Sound,door

every SotwithQUJunie Brown, Luke

S
(epee

Danes: SpringGalawithThe
Emeralds, OJTornmy, AngelCora

LEVEL2 LOUNGE SizieSsurdoy: 0) | uyyyemy SOCIAL CLIRBSouljah Fyah
Groovy Cuvyondquests
Sundays: Boer$10(door35(stu-

$24{bo0/$20 (theatre) attheFestivel

MUSIC

$4.25

Jager Shots
*

MAR19- MAR25,008 wueweexy

39

Junk science

Alley diss ballad “Curly Teeth” and the

epically unhinged electro-grunge Closer
~Guts*-have-a compelling, addictive qual

Matthew Skopyk and Micachu use

=

music as a construction project

CENTURY
CASING

NCTMOON ot
i

TORO NTO

zz|ROLAND
BACKLASH
BLUES
=
PEMBERTON
In my opinion, the act of building something is tantamount with reproduction as
one of the chief reasons for human exis-~
tence. It can be anything, from a house to
a document to a photograph. In the music
world, the method of creation can go
beyond merely developing a song into the
realm of actually building the instruments. Aphex Twin is famous for building
his own synths. Bjork is frequently cited
as avant-garde for her all-inclusive
approach to sound design. Tom Waits is a
junkyard genius, almost single-handedly
bringing lo-fi to the mainstream. These
big names are a part of the lineage that
continues with London's Micachu.
Jewellery is the debut from Micachu,
the grime-folk project of experimental
British pop artist Mica Levi. On these
dizzying punk-length pop exercises, she's

Industry Night:
with Atomic improv,

NEWCASTLE
PUB Sunday acoustic
‘open stage with Willy James and

Crawdad; 36pm,
NEW CITY Open Mic Sunday hosted
by Ben Disaster;
9pm (Sign-up no

cover

O'BYRRE'S
Open mic jam with Robb

Angus
{the WheatPoo!)

OM THE ROCKS Shocker Sundays

with Out OfTheBlue; 10pm

PAWN SHOP Music is a Weapon:
Sunday night event, featunng: West of

Winnipeg (bluas/rock|, The Echoes
{cover band), The Liv Steet Band,
Triple Exposure (rock), Needles to

Vinyl (rock); 8pm: $10 (edvi/$12 {door}
RITCHIE UNITED CHURCH Jazz ard

Reflections: PJ Perry, 330-5pm; colleron (door)
RIVER CREE TNT (AC/DC tribute)
SECOND CUP-MOUNTAIN
EQUIPMENT Don Jenken (50s, 70s
and ‘BOs guitar]: 24pm
STANLEY A MILNER LIBRARY
THEATRE Northem Bluegrass Circle
Music Society presents A Session
With The Masters: John Agischman
and the Jayberds; bring your instrument, $25 (NBOMS memberl/$50 (non-

SHAM S39

Got To Give It Upc Funk, Soul, Motown,
Disco with BJ Red Dawn

BUDDY'S NIGHTCLUB Latest and
greatest in House, Progressive and
Trip-Hop; Rudy Electro; 10pm-2-30em:
guest DJs inquire at

OVERTIME

DOWNTOWN

Sunday

Mondays:
with DJ SWAG

FLUSD LOUNGE Mondays Mor

and KS,quests;
nocover

NEW CITY LIKWAD LOUNGE Danie!
and Fowler (eclectic
tunes)

MON TUE
LIVE MUSIC

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE Sleaman
Mondays: live masic monthly: no cover

BLUES ON WHYTE Funkafellia
DEVANEY'S IRISH PUB Open stage
Mondays with different songwriters

hosting each weak presented by
Jimmy Whiffen of Hole m tha Guitar
Productions; 8-12

HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB Jazz Night:
7pm: $10 {door/$5 {student}
McDOUGALL UNITED CHURCH

WALL Oldham a2 Bonnie ‘Prince®

Billy (singer songwriter, Pillars and
Toungues; ickets at TicketMaster,

Bleckbyed, Listen

PAWN SHOP fictum of Battle Axe

PLEASANTVIEW COMMUNITY
Tyme fiddlers Society; 7am

ROSE BOWL/ROUGE LOUNGE The
egeridary Hose Bow! Monday Jame
hostedbyShery-Lee Wisor/Mike

CLASSICAL

ALL SHOWS DOORS
Ky

T7
abi

MAR 19 - MAR25,2009

LIVE MUSIC

Arrowchaser,
Spm

8-10pm

Reggee music. nocover

Ghowl-rock,
spooky with DJVyian.
‘Cadaver
RED STAR Tuesdayx Experimental

Indie Rock.HipHop,ElectrawithDJ

Hot Philly
SPORTSWORLD
INLINE AND AND
ROLLER SKATING DISCO Retro
Night: 7-10-20pre wawe.sports-

BERNARD
SMELL AUDITORILW
‘Hez’sToYour Health Eugene

world.ca

‘Skpvorodnikew ipsanot Spm: tree

SS

FINE ARTS BUILDING
1-2

WED

alll

Mastercisss/Recital withvi

ist

WED MAR 2 DS

BANK ULTRALOUNGE
V/ecr

BLUES ON WHYTE Funkefellia

Nights:
with DUHarley

BRIXX BAR Big Rock Untapped
and

Unplugged
with Shawn Brewer, Spm
(doork free before 10pm/$5 after

WED MAR 25LIVE MUSIC:

DRUID (JASPER AVENUE) Open

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE Mein

Stage with ChrisWynters:

LBS

PUB

Tuesday open

Anmars

‘roll
with LLCoalJos

Fos.GirOuchWothesioys Ba

BUDE Hy

Oe

FLIRD LOUNGE Wednesda P

80 s

COPPERPOT RESTAUBANT Live jazz

This

EDDIE SHORTS Open stage every
Wed. allgear provided

with InVineeable,
Touet tt.weekly

Moosetead

stage every Tuesday

night Spm-lam: featuring guests Zeck
Ammar. hosted by Mare Ammar and

Noe! (Big Cat) Meckeraie

QBYRNES Caltic Jam with Shannon
Johnson
and friends

SECOND CUP-124 STREET Open

wokDent
Sendo
= |ROK
WiekupWest
hiphop, reggae, old skool. rego
quest Ds

imc every Tuer B-10pm

RIDDLER'S ROOST LittleFlower

SECOND CUP STANLEY
MELNER

HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB OpenStege

NEW CITYLIKWAIDLOUNGE[

with Ider 8:30pnr free

Rose Stade (indie, punk and

HOOLIGANZ PUB Open siege

MEW CITY SUBURBSSires

LIBRARY Open mic every Tue:7-Spm
‘SSDELINERS PUB Tvesdey All Star
Jam with Alcs Tait end Rickey
Sidecar, Bom
YARDBIND SUITE Tuesday Nights
Jam Sessions: Dave Mospan Sextet;

7.30pm (Goee|/Bpe (shows $4(mem

ber)/$4 (quest)

CLASSICAL

‘Open Stage with Brian Gregg

Wednesdays
hosted byRock ‘n’Rail
Kenny

(CONVOCATION
HALL Exmontcn
Chamber Music Society. Eamanton
Rectal Sucety. demes Shnes (vielin),

Andrews Russel (pismo dpm; $40
iedulth’$35 feenior/$16 (student) at

Edmonton Chamber Music Sociaty, and

TX on the Square

DJS

LEGENDS
PUB iphoo/R88 wi!
Spineyrle

net

Greg GoryendEdie Lurcipsil ro
minors;
Spm(door)

JETNIGHTCLUB
MobilewithInward | RRO DIAMONDS
Punk27
Eye, Bend Sinister, $15facvl/$20 (day

bla)

LEVEL 2 LOUNGE Open mic

metal everyWednesday

REDSTARGuestDisor)
Wednesday

‘MYER HOROWITZ THEATRE Serena

STARLITE
ROOM Wiis Sty

(show $27.50
stTicketMaster
PAIN SHOP ( ofA Golden Key:

STOULS Bectparty Wecnesta:
Mouse progressive
andelectro

fundraiser benefitting Edmonton ye:
omy schools: tickets
atUofAopm

wet Rady Gsciro,05 Pipes.
Age and weekly quests, Spm 2

Ryder guests, 6:30pm (doorl/7-30pm

CONVOCATION HALL Noon Hour
Organ Recital’ ganet Chung and Elise
Morrow istudentsr Mamie Giesbrecht
ultyi: 1Zpne free

RIVER
CREE Wecinedays Live%

Band hosted
byYukon Jack 7:0.

ESMERALDA'S
Retro every Tue; no
‘cover with studentID

TUE MAR 24LIVE persia:

MOW AAA Z3CLASSICAL

(faculty: Joachim Sagge: tedjunet fac

Becetae eat

MEW CITY LIKWID LOUNGE ‘abily,

Industry Night: Requests with DJBo

McDonald taitemating): Spm-1Zam

SCeececeoeeoeeoooeeeoe
se

Tizy, amatew strip contest Spm-12am

WUNDERBAR
Sundays DJGalatea

fidiile jam tested by the Wild Rose Old

CROSSING LIBRARY

Rear Admiral Saunders

Shurax Wednesdays featunngD3

BUDDY'S
Freepoolandtourney, BU

GINGUR SKY Bashment Tuesdays

WALL Acourte metrumsental old time

OUTER

‘of Dunees, Dad Rock, TJ Hookah and

Wooftop: with DJGundam

FUNKY BUDDHA (WHYTE AVE)
Latin and Satse music, dance lessons

The Febmerys, Vedere: 7pm (doork all

Music Graduate Recital: Allison
Balestis (saxnpnones); 2pm; fres

Foor: Eclectic Nonsense, Confederacy

BUDDY'S NIGHTCLUB Rudy Electro

Floor: CJSA's Bidie Lunchpail:

Progressive
and Trip-Hop; 12am-

STAALITE ROOM Piain White Ts,

CONVOCATION HALL Chamber

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE Mam

BLACK DOGFREEHOUSE Main

latest
and greatest inHouse,

Tickets at TicketMaster

CLASSICAL

Sarvies Industry Night: no minors;
Somer

27Mam: interested quest DJs inquire
af kelly@michem,com: karaoke with

780.486.5256; http,//wwwbivegrass-

ages, $27.50 at TicketMaster,

TUE MAR 24DJS
BAR WALD Bar Gone Wild Mondays:

GENGUR
Ladies Industy Sundays —
MEW CITY SUBURBS
Get Down

mmenwverl, pre-registration required at

Blackbyrd, Listen, Unionevents.com

nelled through modern technology
the very Edmontonian lyrical themes :
isolation and alienation. It’s projects lik

kelly@michett.com

Reconting Artists: Swollen Memebers,
Kyrupton Kamp, Absent Minds; Spm;

sorth.com/clubevents.hitm!

of the computer-integrated gear seon o
stage, including an opaque solid recta),
gle that lit up and played chords when
was touched, a Tromlike ring device 1!
seemed to modulate vocals like a vocode
and MiDI-controlled cello and violin th
played notes and looped segments
It was a ton of flash, but it was wel!
‘executed. The music itself recalls ear|
"90s techno and late ‘80s acid house, fui,

ideas can be manifested into physica!
objects of permanent value. v

James
and DYTim

LOOP LOUNGE
Jam hosted byJ,
Lenny
Band the Cats: 4:20pm ‘til

six-piece long-awaited pop project
debuted last Saturday at the ARTery
After a technologically inspired fa\s;
Start, the band bounded through the con
tents of its first release, Find Your love
Skopyk’s approach implies a carpenter:
knowledge. He designed and built mos

these that illuminate the inquisitive
nature of the human mind and how ou

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE Sunday
Aftemoons: Phil, 2-7pmc Mian Floor

JOHN L HAAR THEATRE Grant
MacEwan College: Jaz Combo/Jaz
Choir: 7:30pm, $7 (adult/$5
{student/senior) at TIX on the Square

home. Opening act for Christian Hansen:
album release party, Matthew Skopyk's

make this a tough listen for some, but
songs like the Timbaland meets Tin Pan

HULBERT'S Sunday Songveriter’s:

HYDEAWAY
ALL AGES ART SPACE
World Water Day Festival: David Axis,
Nike Ehfers, Hector Fector, Haybale,
Gautam Kamik, Ray Maiiman, Dave
Martin, John Speam, Denial Society,
‘Quests: 2-10pm; all ages. free

A SIMILAR STRUGGLE fies closer ;,

ments for art, Jewellery also holds a
strong core of songs. The off-key
melodies and playing on this record may

with pay stub)

whenever

MAY

other found sounds hang on for dear life to
hobo blues guitar licks as Mica divulges
her skewed views on life and love. Her
flat, androgynous singing style is reminiscent of Berlin transplants such as Planningtorock and Kevin Blechdom, but with a
significantly more abrasive sonic base.
Producer Matthew Herbert's penchant
for unorthodox instrumentation and sampling is shared with Levi, as she can be
heard playing a vacuum cleaner and glass
bottles for melodic effect on this record.
She also invented an adapted guitar
called a “chu” that has a pedal for pitch
shifting on the go.
Outside of the frantic edits and interest in physically constructing new imple-

Gent\/$5 (restaurant/pob employees

Stage: 7pm: $5/person minimum
charoe; feature artist: Donna Durand;
Mar 22

beyond the initial expectation of hey 5...

thetic decisions being gimmicky. it’s defi
nitely not style over substance.

sometimes flanked by a live band called
the Shapes but her choppy samples and
detuned melodies are rarely missing from
the mix. Samples, buzzes, crashes and

roland @vueweekly.com

ity, Stripthese songs down to the basic:
-and they retain their strength, moving you

PLEASANTVIEW COMMUNITY

HALL Acoustic Bluegrass jam presentedbytheNorthem Bluegrass Circle
MusicSociaty every Wednesday

(RED PIANO-PIANO
BAR Jazz and

Wednesdays: Hip-Hop: Sem

sanwacbeatparty.net

\WURNDERBAR \Wedresasys
new Dt nocover
Y AFTERHOURS Y Not VWedrest®
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SAI, MARZ (1 PM)
GHASSTOWNE
WIT IDA RED

FOVAL ALBERTA PROVINCIAL MUSEUM THEATRE, $20 - $25
(ALL AGES)

Degrassi series. For the last year they've
been hosting an ‘80s-themed dance party

in Toronto, and now they're taking it on
the road. So if you want to feel sort of like
you're in on Spike and Caitlin’s high school
feunion, you know where you need to be

;
N DOANE PERCUSSIONSTUDIOS,
OPUS
il LPERE, SOULA N YANTHEMARCOCLAVERIA

KISSES ORES

The Northern Bluegrass Circle Music
Society can always be counted on when it
comes to bluegrass. For this concert the
Society is bringing Grasstowne to Edmonton;

the band itself is only a year old, but the
players involved are veterans, so they've got
a nice handle on the music. Openers for the
show will be locals Ida Red, and on Sunday,
March 22 there's a master's session at the
Stanley A Milner Library Theatre with John
Reischman & the Jaybirds.

TUE MAR 24 (6:30PM)

ALBERTA MUSIC
FUNDING AND GRANTS INFO SESSION
TRANSAITA ARTS BARNS, CE BOARDROOM
FREE (MEMBERS), $5 (NON-MEMBERS)

WEST OF WME, TRIPLE

ce,
12(008)

If you're making music, you should be at
this seminar. Why? Because there's gold

The Music Is aWeapon Weekend shifts

in them thar hills, and sometimes people

oations over three nights with differing

jineups for each show. All the bands
volved
are putting their efforts towards
4 good cause, too: it’s all in the name of
raising money to build a school in Ghana,

rica.

really want to give it to you if you just fill
out the right form

FA, MAR 20 (7AR

KISSES OF FIRE

JAMES

Kisses
of Fire's debut,
Only
Mountains, finds Liz Collins working
her way through seven sparse songs,
accompanying herself on keyboard

Grammy-winning violinist James Ehnes and
Grammy-nominated pianist Andrew Russo will
be melding traditional works by Beethoven and

for the most

John Adams and Paul Schoenfield.

lo-fi

FAL MAR 20)

A MAR20(8 PM)
DO

AND DJMISTYCIOUS”

AWN SHOP FREEBEFORE 10:30PM

jomember Amanda Stepto and Stacie
Mistysyn? The two actresses are better

nown as Spike and Caitlin from the

LIFE.

TRIBUTE

ACTS

TOP TRIBUTE BANDS STRAIGHT FROM LAS VEGAS
EVERY THURSDAY — SUNDAY.

EHNES AND ANDREW RUSSO

U OFA, COWVDCATION HALL, $10 - S40{ALL AGES)

sounds an unsettling—and perfect—counterpart
for
Collins’
somber ruminations.

ee

THAT ROCKS YOUR

$5 COVER - INCLUDES ADMISSION AND $5 DRINK COUPON!

TUE MAR 24,(7:15 PM)

WITH THIGHS, SEAVERSE, VGA FOREST
HYDEAWAY, $10 {ALL AGES)

part, the sad,

ENTERTAINMENT

~ TALIB KWELLI

EDMONTON EVENT CENTRE, $39.95

Talib Kweli released his last album in
2007, then suggesting that 2008
would see the release of three separate records. That didn’t happen,
though the rapper does have one of
those
three,
Prisoner
of
Consciousness, on the horizon for this
year, and he’s found some time to
make his first visit to Edmonton.

Brahms with contemporary compositions by

THU, MAR 26 (7:30 PM)

CHRIS HIATT & COLD SHOT

FLORA

STEVIE RAY VAUGHN TRIBUTE
MAR. 19 & 20

WITH WATER SCEINGE ATOMIC, NORAH LORWAY, MIKEY

MAYBE
HYDEAWAY, S10 (ALL AGES)

Rob Ross—the local electronic artist who
records and performs as Flora—has put togethera lineup of acts for a benefit performance in
tribute to Charles Cooper, one half of electronic
duo Telefon Tel Aviv. Cooper passed away earlier this year at the age of 31. Visual artist kellY

BoleN will be projecting her work during the
performers’ sets. All proceeds will be going to
the Canadian Mental Health Association in
memory of Charlie Cooper. w

AC/DC TRIBUTE
MAR. 21 & 22
LIVE HOURS:

WEDNESDAY

CALL 780.930.2580

—- SUNDAY

| 7PM—- 2AM

FOR INFORMATION.
‘AA

WHITEMUD DRIVE & WINTERBURN ROAD

ke
i

K

RIVER
CREE
RESORT-AND CASINO

780,484,212)
RIVERCREERESORT.COM

tN

Free for
the masses

Every
Thursday
MAR 19- MAR 25,2009
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Nuclear Stallions was recorded in

2006 with producer Arran Fisher from
Calgary's Summerlad, who also recorded the band's 2005 EP, Greatest Televised

Swordsman I’ve Seen In Years. Using
what was essentially a mobile studio to
record the band in a garage (which
later became Calgary mainstay and
band collaborator/arranger Jay Crocker’s recording studio), Giinther tracked
an album's worth of material that
wouldn’t see release until 2008, a full
two years after the fact.
“It was mainly just a cost issue,”

fee finally releases Nuclear Stallions
JAMES STEWART /jetewart@vueweetly.com
instrumental rock group
Ginther started out the way so
any did in the ‘90s, and the
band’s not afraid to admit it. "Yeah, we

|

SALMAR21 (7:30PM)

= WITH VIKING FELL AND URSAMINER
| HYDEAWAY,SID

were kind of a punk/ska band, with a
trumpet and everything,” laughs guitarist Colin Mitchell (AKA Zero). “But
we got away from that direction as we
progressed in our musical tastes and as
we lost members, We came to be influenced by bands like Hum, Sunny Day
Real Estate and this Canadian band
called Chore, who had a thicker sound

that we liked.”
With its membership whittled down

to three, Giinther started to pursue a
more articulate and complex style of

noise-rock. As the sound developed,
the trio began to realize that what it
was creating was essentially an
inhospitable terrain for a vocalist.
“We tried incorporating singers
over the years, but it never really felt
right,” explains Mitchell. “When we
write, we're thinking in terms of guitar, bass and drums, and filling space
that way. We try to create a wall of
sound, so maybe there just isn’t any
space for vocals.”

notes Mitchell. “We were broke. The
mixing and mastering took a while;
Arran was busy with other projects, so
things became pretty drawn out. But
we were able to schedule a fundraiser
show, and got enough raised to finally
get the album finished.”
WITH PLANS TO TOUR throughout Canada in 2009 in support of Nuclear Stallions, and a seven-inch set to drop in a
few months, Mitchell is quick to credit
up-and-coming Calgary label Lakesong
Press with giving Giinther the renewed
motivation and logistical support the
band needed to get away from its comfort zone and take the next step in the
player's musical careers.
“We had gotten pretty cozy in Calgary,” confesses Mitchell. “We weren't
really looking ahead or thinking about
touring. Nothing was pushing us to get
out there, and so nothing was really
opening up for us as a result. Having

| GREAT. ARE Swipaniens
i

One of 3 prize packs consisting of «++
1 CD +++ Lost Channels
2 Tickets «+» March 27

|

McDougall United Church
To enter «+ + Email us with your name and daytime phone number

==

lostchannels@vueweekly.com

urban sounds

|

{Lakesong Press] work with us has been

a huge help, in terms of promotion and
knowing the right people to help build
some momentum for the band.” w
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food
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Plants and Animals plans for restraint onfollow-up, maybe
eee

BRYAN BIRTLES / bryan@vueweekly.com

STAALITEROOM, S14

thank family and friends fron
Stage—Woodley and his bandma;
are enthusiastic about what recoy;
tion by the Junos means

“It's.very exciting) yeah, y

the group.
EL
DA
RESIS
Ce
Pe

In fact, the group that went into the
studio to record Parc Avenue barely
resembled the group that came out
with the final disc—musically at least.
After more than two years in the studio, everything about the band had
changed.
“At the beginning of those two
years we were an instrumental band,
more or less. Maybe there were some
oohs and aahs but there were

yeah—we weren't really expectin;
The Junos are different—we y
nominated for the Polaris Prize
and

that was fantastic and a big honou
but that’s kind of the indie award
of things and the Junos are mu
more mainstream,” he says. “Our ;
ents are kind of excited too!’

ONCE THE TOUR and the junos 2
over, Plants and Animals will hole up

no

words, and singing was definitely not
at the forefront of the sound. | think
that over those two years we really
found our voice,” explains drummer
Matthew Woodley. “Initially we hadn't
planned to spend two years; it was
the summertime and we thought we
might have it out for the Pop Montréal
festival in the fall—maybe naively or
over excitedly. We just realized as we

ae

|

ing to,head to Vancouver to witnes:
the Juno cereémony—and hopefu|

time high for a followup. Those
expectations won't be easy to meet,
but Plants and Animals seems ideally
suited to the challenge, because nothing about Parc Avenue came easy to

18+ ID REQ.-DOORS 8 PM
TICKETS ALSO AT BLACKBYRD

=

FAI, MAR 20 (9PM)

=ES |
PLANTS AND ANIMALS
|with naProns

[: been an absolutely ridiculous
year for Montréal’s Plants and
Animals. Having been nominated
for the Polaris Prize, and now for two
Junos for its debut full-length Parc
Avenue, expectations are at an all-

FRIDAY MAY 15
STARLITE ROOM

tes

4

kept working that some things were
gonna stick and some things weren't
and we kept chipping away at the big
log until we found what we were
looking for."
What they were looking for turned
out to be what a lot of Canadian
music fans were looking for as well,
as evidenced by the nominations that
keep pouring in for the band. Prepar-

in a Montréal studio and get down :
the business of recording. Some siur
has already been done, and anoth
three weeks is booked in Apri

has to wonder, however, i!
process will be as laborious as
band’s previous effort
“Two years? No way, man,” laugh
Woodley. “We learned a lot in doir
that and | think we got to the poin
where we know what we're do
how we work well, how to w
quickly and what our sound i
that kind of thing. I think this onc
gonna come out much more quick!)

“1 wouldn't be surprised ifthe resi
is a little bit more pared down
lush and orchestral. But it’s really
tough to say until we really st
doing it. Sometimes there's
impulse to stop but more often in oui
history there's an impulse to ke¢
adding. | think we've learned the ar
of restraint a little bit more though

aE,
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SE ATO
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DRUM MONTH TOO!
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| SEL ECTED ESP/ITD GUITARS ON SALE THROUGHOUT MARCH!
| Pure hase any ESP/LTD Guitar before April 4th/09 and enter for
| your chance to win an LTD WA200 signature model FREE from ESP
and a pair of tickets te the Lamb of God / Children of Bolom “No
Fear Energy Music Tour’ Friday April 10th at The Shaw!
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f
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CYMBALS!
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WIN

MOTHER55 MISC10251 - 19STREET
VILL BE OPEN

FOR

GUITARS

NATION

TO

ACCESS
GUITAR

Cymbals -10° OFF
Regular Sell Price
All March!

25% OFF
Regular Tagged Price

Ali March!

March 28th - 10°% OFF selected Drum Hardware!
Plus More Great Deals in Store!
Limited quantities available - see in store for details

40251
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- 109 Street
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www.mothersmusic.com
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day!
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he Schwartz

has assured the group’s continued success. Split into two halves, the record
has been referred to as a concept
album by some critics for it’s continuous themes, though Moxon shies away
from that label—and explains that the
continuity in the songwriting wasn’t as
planned out as it might seem.

th

al

re

4

1 Tite

iew—Bend

1as priorities straight

a
+

“I don't like to typecast it as a concept album, but it definitely has some
things that tie songs together, and
themes for the two sides of the

oc]

album—which ideally will be released
as a double LP so that the Tales of
Lovers and Stories of Brothers will each
get their own single LP,” he says. “{The
record] kind of evolved overtime. | had
the earlier songs for the Tales of Lovers
and I had this theme | wanted to incor-

¥

te
Close
Tyler
Justin

u mind if |order my
‘s sandwich?”
Sinister’s

singer Dan

s. At a certain point during

porate which had a man and a woman

Ses |WED,
MAR25(7PM)

=
|BEND SINISTER
cee |WITHMOBILE INWARD EYE

that have a love story and falling out
and so on and so forth, so there were a
bunch of songs with characters inter-

Ou |JETNIGHTCLUB $15.75

lew, Moxon has to take a

of some important business. It

gave out on a desolate BC highway
after overheating. Oh sure, the band has

s sense—Monitréal’s venerable

anew van, but it just isn’t the same.

taway from the phone to take

-famous Schwartz's Deli is

for its acid-tongued waiters, it’s
ineups, tables shared with

and an unwillingness to wait
ne to make up their mind.
Sandwich, or get out.
*r ordering a medium smoked
witha pickle and a coleslaw,
1 has time to discuss his band,
dy on tour with Mobile. The tour
is going well, if a little bitter’s the first tour the band will
been on without its beloved van,

nately known as “Corky.” Corky

“1 had [Corky] for four or five years
and I used it for camping as well. Me
and my dad built the beds and the space
in the back and we had it pretty decked
out with everything. Now this new van
is better in every way, but there's a lot of
bittersweet moments where you realize
you got something new but it’s not as
good in terms of the memories,” Moxon
reminisces. “But it has heat, which is
nice in the wintertime.”
After winning a CBC Radio 3 “Bucky’
award in 2007, the band's sophomore
album Stories of Brothers, Tales of Lovers

the
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HVARDEN SPHERE
BRUM ANDEL TOWERTCE
PLANTS & ANIMALS SKUILY &THE HYPOCRITES I
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LACEWING/TAKING MEDICATION
(03/22 WATVOTS
MOT ALL AGES

PLAIN WHITE T'S

VITAMINS FOR YOU
KIDZ HAVING FUN

woven into them, and then | started
writing some new material about random characters that were brothers.”

WITH A TENTATIVE plan for a doubleLP release and an upcoming appearance at Juno Fest—the multi-venue
music festival that accompanies the
Juno Awards—Moxon and his band
have plenty to look forward to,
though for now he's looking forward
to getting off the phone and getting to
the business at hand—and who can
blame him?
“I'm very excited to get a smoked
meat sandwich,” he’says. “I gotta save
a bit of room for a poutine. That's for
tomorrow—or tonight if we get drunk
enough.” v
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LIV STREET BAND
THE RIPPERZ
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Bonnie “Prince” Billy, Beware (Drag
City) Pre-release copies of the new

lous anti-pirating scheme, there's a
feeling that the distraction from the
music that was
caused by the
move may not
have

been

an

Before going any
further, it should be

Friday Mareh 20)
DJ's Spinning 50s Rock 'n' Roll,

60s British Invasion, Punk,
Classic Soul, Rockabilly, Brit Pop

For your dancing pleasure!
CITY LIZ WEID LOUNGE
10681 JASPER AVE
4
2
;

the Empire Ee cad
down the kin.)
2
rhythm that works you ove,
shakes you up. As good a:
though, “feel good” is probably 1,0; th

way that this record show), ,,
described. “Bit My Tongue" is by

an uncomfortable guitar line, nj ;)

course, that record
has set the bar

high, and Beware
falters beneath the
sense of sameness

otherwise excellent song—but ||
moments are few. 7 and 7 Is fi;

that pervades it.
There
are

when the group embraces mel
"Shine Like the Stars” rolls from

enough pleasant
turns,
if not
twists, through-

_ addictive chant to a gliding verse
back again, its melody wi
through the song as it’s picked up
shared between vocals, gui!
keys, while “Rebel (Bought and
rides a dark, hypnotic groovy
slowly pulls you into its midst.

out Beware—“|

Won't Ask Again”
holds an electric
guitar buried in
the mix, sliding
from chords into
the occasional lick, digging a deeper
hole for the song to wallow in—to
keep the record interesting through_ out, but rarely is it arresting.
“Heart's Arms" takes a similar tack to
_ the opening song sonically, with more
— gang vocals exploding out of the back_ ground, though it's far less successful
_ this time, sounding a bit like a work in
_ progress. There’s a decent song—not a
great one, mind you—beneath, but then
it feels like the layers have been piled on
top with too little regard for the whole.
Likewise, “You Don’t Love Me” is a similar toss-off, a nice ditty but nothing
more. In the end, it all seems a little too
light for someone of Oldham’s calibre.
—EDEN MUNRO / eden@vueweekly.com

Bonnie “Prince” Billy plays McDougall
United Church on Mon, Mar 23.

ist=

10443a - 124 street
780.732.1132
www. listenrecords.net
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Bell Orchestre, As Seen Through
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Bell Orchest'

dawns on
only whene y Ie):
too
det
enmeshed to |
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ly realize whats

happening—
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vt
you're passively listening and d

really hear it until you look uj
realize that instead of the car hol!
and sirens that usually punctuate
world, something beautifu Sis

top 10 sellers
01. s/t magneticring

02. s/t afcgt

03. an imaginary country tim hecker
04. middle cyclone neko case

05. march of the zapotec beirut

06. hold time m. ward
07. merriweather post... animal collective
08. fruit of the womb sun city girls

09. for the whole world to see death
10. havilah the drones

wrapped itself around you. It’s S‘
like when you take a bunch of co”

pills and walk around in a fog !0!
day, except this fog is really awe io
not confusing like Sudafed — BAYAN be

TLES / bryan@vueweekly.com
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While March of the Zapotec, (hx
disc of this d
EP, iS signature
Beirut, the
dise (Holland)
Startling collectior
of electri
recordings unde
Zach c
pre-Beirut moniker, Realpeople
of the Zapotec was recorded wit!
piece funeral band while maki
movie soundtrack in Mexico, whict
explains the cinematic atmospher
and sparse vocals. Fans of 2007's
7/
Flying Club Cup will find those
same
powerful pop melodies on Holland
il
they can adjust to the arpegy!
synthed-out, dance treatments,
as on
the opening track, “My Night With (
Prostitute from Marseilles.” Noi ni

.

Peli BOCe.

—romy

Beirut, March of the Zapotec
Realpeople

you like a freight train at half

j
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yet songs like “The Concubin:
“No Dice” show Condon at his most
playful and club-friendly. —MIKE ANGUS

recordsacds

;

5

“Mystery Kid” distract a little try,

strongest nor most cohesive

Z

j,.

8rOoVe on the |
track to s om d

lyrics throughout are concerned ;
with hard times than good time
when there's a hopeful tone. some
the trippier synth-effects don't qu)
comfortably in the music—the 0)

produced as haunting a work as the
1999 Billy record J See a Darkness. Of

entirely bad thing.

made clear that Will
Oldham’s latest
record under the
Billy moniker is by
no means ternble. In
fact, there are some
truly excellent and
gripping songs to be
found in Beware's
grooves—’Beware Your Only Friend,” a
raggedly strummed folk number that is
layered with instruments and uplifting
voices is excellent, as is "Afraid Ain't Me,”
the dark, ‘70s folk-jazz shakeup that closes the album, with a chorus thatrisesup
and begins to soar, only tobe drawn back
down into the song’s deeper recesses,
with an urgent guitar line carrying
onward as fiddles and flutes lurk inthe
background amongst other textures.
But those songs are only moments
in the larger picture, pieces that should
add up to something more, something
grander in scope if not sound. What
Beware offers for the most part, though,
is a relatively wearisome journey
through standard folk music
Much of the material here is simply
too easygoing, too laidback, to generate much intensity. It sounds too easy

IS gets into

__in the end, as though this is largely a
_ group of songs that might have been

Bonnie “Prince” Billy album went out —_—written by any number of folkies,
with songs consistently interrupted by
rather than being an album that
a voice making announcements like
belongs entirely to Oldham because it
“You are enjoying a promotional copy
could not have come from the pen and
of Bonnie ‘Prince’ Billy's Beware,”
guitar of any other songwriter.
essentially making the album unlistenGranted, Oldham should be free to
able while also doing nothing to stop
make an album that rolls out as easily as
the record from leaking in its comprothis one sounds, coming off as an oasis
mised form. Finally free of the ridicuof sorts in the career of a man who has

NEW
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just right
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ndhi, Supporting Caste
n) From the crunching
riff of “Night Letters,” seminal
Winnipeg punks

«|

Wee

<3 |0LD SOUNDS EDEN MUNRO

Propagandhi

forcefully
announce that

City Limits have been full

ond guitarist David Guillas) they
haven't done anything to blunt the
band’s brand of politics and in-your-

face thrash punk delivery. Supporting
caste, the band’s fifth album since
forming in ‘86, is pure Propagandhi—
challenging lyrics and driving guitars
questioning everything from history
('Supporting Caste”) to the hypocrisy of
eating meat (“Human(e) Meat’) to apathy (“Last Will and Testament”). A
highlight is the stinging “Dear Coach’s
comer,” where lead singer Chris Hannah issues an angry rebuke of the use
of his beloved game of hockey to promote Don Cherry's pro-militarist message (Well, you'll be surprised if we
find ourselves / Reaping a strange and
bitter fruit that that sad old man beside
you / Keeps feeding to young minds as
virtue"). Supporting Caste is wicked,
and well worth the wait. —SCOTT HARRIS /
scott@vueweekly.com

The Whip, X Marks Destination
(Razor & Tie) This album works fine
for the dance club, but if you want
something to sit

back and listen to,
find another electronica record.
Some tracks like
“Save My Soul,”
“Blackout” and
“Sister Siam” contain enough nuances to keep one
from going brain dead. Unfortunately,
most of this journey consists of
spending copious amounts of time
walking in circles. The album opener
Trash,” for instance, is catchy. How-

ever, too much of anything is never a
good thing. Even a person absolutely
smashed would eventually wear out
from swinging to an unchanging beat
and melody for six minutes straight.
—KRISTINA DE GUZMAN / kristina@vueweekly.com

Pearl Jam, Ten (Epic) Originally
released: 1991; re-released: 2009
The Beatles or the Stones? Pearl Jam
or Nirvana? For some, those questions
don't hold the same weight, but for
many who intimately remember the
early ‘90s, when the so-called grunge
explosion took place, Pearl Jam and
Nirvana were worth taking sides over.
Pearl Jam's
debut beat Nirvana's second
* release and first
major-label
effort, Nevermind, by a few
months, though
Pearl
Jam's
Stone Gossard
and Jeff Ament
had a few years
on Nirvana, having done recordings with their
previous bands
Green River and
Mother Love Bone (and the one-off
project with Soundgraden’s Chris Cornell, Temple of the Dog) before Pearl
Jam came into being.
When it came to popular success,
though, it was Nirvana who broke into
the Billboard Top 10 first. Cobain
would go on to label Pearl Jam as sellouts, and in light of the noisy guitars
that marked Nirvana's work, it's really
not that surprising to see why. Jen was
a polished effort, produced by Temple
of the Dog-helmsman Rick Parashar.
Songwise, Pearl Jam's debut is less
about the collision between raging noise
and pop-songstructure that Cobain’s
songwriting invoked; instead, inspiration
came from ‘70s classic rock—at least
musically, in the prominence of riffing

guitars and the many leads that spot the
disc—with vocalist Eddie Vedder's lyrics
being the primary point of departure with
his focus on subjects that cast a heavy
gloom over the album.
But Jen was an easy bridge
between what had become the

overblown rock ‘n’ roll of the late ‘80s
and early ‘90s and the so-called

grunge scene that blew up out of Seattle at the tail end of that period. The
music was not all that far removed
from either scene, and as Pearl Jam’s
success began to take off, it proved an
easy entranceway for many to grab
hold of the grunge bandwagon.
In the years that followed, Nirvana’s implosion and Pear! Jam's further success were well-documented,
with Pearl Jam going on to record a
number of far more interesting albums
than its debut
seemed in hindsight, though in
2009 the album
has been remixed, revealing
something a little less dated in
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The newly remixed version of
Ten is not exactly a far cry from
the original.
There's a new
focus to the
record, bringing

it closer in line with the four albums
that immediately followed Ten, all of
which were produced by Brendan
O'Brien. O'Brien was at the helm for
Ten's remix, and he’s put the guitars
into more rigid roles; on the original
version, tracks like “Porch” and “Jeremy" played more freely with placement
of the instruments, Mike McCready’s
lead on the beginning of “Porch” crossing the speakers and Jeff Ament's bass
harmonics on “Jeremy” leaping out as
though from another instrument entirely. Now, “Porch” finds the guitar
pushed over to the left speaker and the
“Jeremy” harmonics sit comfortably
inside the bass line rather than on top.
The end result has been that the
album sounds dirtier even as it has been
cleaned up, each part seeming more at

COMING

IN APRIL...

KELIZA
GqWiILKYSON
VARMA OY
St Basils Cultural Centre

10819-71 Ave

if9;:438-6410 Ga reitiaion

home within the context of the song by

shedding the less rooted, more ethereal
approach of the original mix. As it stands

now, Jen is now a solid entry point into
the band’s catalogue, and it sounds less
divisive then it did in its original form. w

QUICK SPINS
WHITEY HOUSTON

quickspins @vueweekly.com
HAIKU!

MT ST HELENS VIETNAM BAND
5 ST HELENS VIETNAM BAND
DEAD OCEANS

0 VIDEO
0 VIDEO
INDEPENDENT

Band of yelping whelps
Bang away heroically
Make pleasant ruckus

Remember Bolide?
He moved to LA, and soon

JERRY LEGER
YOU, ME AND THE HORSE
GOLDEN ROCKET

SIX FEET UNDER
DEATH RITUALS
METAL BLADE

A front porch strum-fest
Makes good background music for
Shootin’ trespassers

These dudes would fuck you up for

THE PRODIGY
INVADERS MUST DIE
COOKING VINYL

NOAH'S ARKWELD
NAMES FOR SHAPES THAT DONT EXIST
40 DAYS / 40 NIGHTS

The electric punks ...
They would like their crown back from
Suburban dance nerds

For a living mon

He'll be your master

| get the feeling
Making eye contact

| love this here guy
He turns shit into pure gold
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The sound of music makesits
way tothestage
PAUL BLINOV / blinov@ vueweekly.com

“Ae there any good busker
jokes?" Lex McKie kids

over cellphone crackles as

he strolls down Whyte Ave shortly

after midnight. He's gathering up
material for his hosting debut at the
Busker’s Ball Seventh Ball—though
it doesn’t sound like he's doing poorly
in that regard,
“I've been coming up with anecdotes and trying to learn as much as I
can about the performers. I’ve got
funny stories,” he says assuredly. This
marks the first Busker’s Ball that
McKie’s directly involved himself in,
and although he’s not performing,
busking isn’t a foreign concept. A guitarist on his own, McKie got his start
strumming for dollars as a teenager,
inspired by the “punks who ran Bad
Ass Jack’s at the time.”
“That's how I got my start, playing
folk music and acoustic music when I
was in high school and afterward,” he
explains. “I still busk every now and
then in the summer, but its not something | do for a living.”
THE PROCEEDS FROM this year’s Ball
are going to the Parkland Institute, a
non-partisan research group focused
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ASTROLOGY
AOB BREZSNY
freewill@yvueweekly.com

ARIES (MAR 21 - APR 19)
The 1906 earthquake that hit San Francisco also demolished downtown Santa
Rosa, about 80 kilometres to the north.
During the rebuilding process, Frank Doyle,
a local businessman who referred to himself as a “champion of the future,” pushed
a radical agenda. “When we construct our
new downtown thoroughfare,” he said,
“let's make it wider than it has been in the
past. That way it will accommodate the
promising technolagical innovation called
the automobile.” Draw inspiration from

GEMINI (MAY 21 - JUN 20)
Entomologist Justin 0 Schmidt drew up an
index to categorize the discomfort caused by
stinging insects. The attack of the bald-faced
homet is “rich, hearty, slightly crunchy. Similar
to getting your hand mashed in a revolving
door.” A paper wasp delivers pain that’s
“caustic and buming,” with a “distinctly bitter
aftertaste. Like spilling a beaker of hydrochiofic acid on a paper cut.” The sweat bee, on
the ether hand, can hurt you in a way that’s
“light, ephemeral, almost fruity. A tiny spark
has singed a single hair on your arm.” In
bringing this to your attention, Gemini, | hope
to inspire the rebel in you. Your homework is
to create an equally nuanced and precise

Doyle's prescience, Aries. As you regener-

index of experiences that feel good. According
to my reading of the astrological omens, you
will be able to call on tremendous reserves of

ate and rejuvenate your world, do the
equivalent of creating wider roads. Be a
champion of the future.

intelligence as you identify the numerous
modes of pleasure that are available to ‘you,
and define them in exquisite detail.

TAURUS (APA 20 - MAY 20)

CANCER (JUN 21 - JUL 22)

Among medieval alchemists, there were
some who tried to make a fortune by lit-

A famous YouTube video shows a small
crab perched on top of a giant jellyfish

seeds,” says comedian Dan Bennett. Your
assignment, Leo, is to come up with three
other smart risks you could profit from taking.
You're entering a phase of your astrological
cycle when you'll be rewarded by leaving
your comfort zone and heading toward the
frontie-—but only if you're fully armed with
crafty discemment and a realistic (not cynical)
understanding of how the world really works.
Please stay away from rash dares, unresearched shots in the dark, and crazy plunges
rooted in blind faith.

VIRGO (AUG 23 - SEP 22)
Years ago a Polish scientist toiling in Antarctica was consumed with longing for a
woman he'd left behind in his home country.
Spilling over with the desire to express his
adoration, he gathered a mass of penguin
dung and used it to spell out a large “M” on
the frigid ground. It was the first letter of his
girlfriend's name, Magda. To this day, two
species of flowering plants have thrived in
that M-shaped area, fed by the fertilizing
power of the dung. Your assignment in the
coming week, Virgo, is to create something
equally enduring and unique for someone
you care for deeply.

erally converting lead into gold. But the

that’s swimming in the ocean. {It’s here:

authentic practitioners of the art were
interested in a subtler kind of experimentation: ripening and beautifying the
shadowy aspects of their own psyches.

tinyurl.com/6ulpoe.) Apparently this is a
common phenomenon. The species known
as the graceful rock crab not only grabs

LIBRA (SEP 23 - OCT 22)

free rides on jellyfish, but also steals food
from them as it does. This creature is your
role model, Cancerian. See if you can

way anytime soon, there's a better-thanusual chance that you'll come upon a place
where a truck has accidentally spilled a few

develop a safe and symbiotic relationship
(perhaps temporarily) with a big stinging
blob. At the very least, wangle some benefit out of a clueless behemoth.

tons of french fries or thousands of bottles
of beer or a huge load of sex toys. Why do |
say this? Because according to my analysis
of the astrological omens, you will be

That explains their motto: “For a tree's
branches to reach to heaven, its roots
must reach to hell.” Among other things,
that means you have to dig deep and
work hard on redeeming your less flattering qualities in order to earn the right
to exalted states of consciousness and
spiritual powers. The coming weeks will
be an excellent time for you to carry out
this alchemy.

LEO (JUL 23-AUG 22)
“One of the healthiest ways to gamble is
with a spade and a package of garden

MAR 19 - MAR 25,2009

If you find yourself driving on a major high-

exposed to an abundance of some resource
that is too much to use all at once or is not
feally yours to take or is not exactly what
you need. A highway spill is just one form
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HOSTED BY LEK MEE
HT HEAT CHU THE
SON BANDAND MO
TATA MANS

THE BUSKER'S
ree
c
SEVENTH BALL

on politics and economics. Tickets are

by donation for a lineup of buskers,
artwork and a few groups who hit
stages more than street corners these
days: the Andy Northrup Trio, Daniel
Moir and the Eric Johnson Band, to
name three of the seven slated acts.

this could take. What should you? Don't get
distracted by frustration or confusion.

And of course, you may recogni:
particular busker by face, from seein
him or her’play near your usual o
door haunts, and that open-air contri
bution to the arts is, to McKie, one o}
the beauties of the trade.
“Everyone knows specific buske;
they see them everywhere,” Mckic
Says. “I think everyone has thei:
favourite buskers, people they usual)
throw money to and people they usu
ally go ‘Aww, damn it, not them again
“I think it draws attention to ar!
One of the greatest things about ih)
city is all of the art going around, and

buskers are totally a part of that.” v

Instead, use it as a provocative motivation
to go get the precise stuff you need in the
fight amount.

privacy and renewal, I'll retreat to a haven
not a bunker.” Another example: “if | need
to seek refuge from the unnameable insan
ity around me, I'll make a pilgrimage to
sanctuary, not to a foxhole.”

SCORPIO (OCT 23 - NOV 21)

AQUARIUS (JAN 20 - FEB 18)
No one really knows when the Piscean Age

After extensive analysis, I've concluded that
you won't serve any time in hell for the
shock therapy you'll unleash this week —
with one caveat: the shock therapy must be
motivated primarily by love, not a lust for
power. My research also suggests that in
dropping your bombshells you may even
rack up some karmic credit, not karmic
debt—if the things you destroy are truly
beyond repair and certain to keep causing
pain, and if you institute a plan for buildinga
shiny new creation to replace what's lost.

category—the Aquarian Agers—we wl!
prize the virtues of curiosity. We will avoid
being addicted to dogmatic theories and

SAGITTARIUS (NOV 22 - DEC 21)

shut down our fluid intelligence. We will ge!

“Though the seas threaten, they are merci-

ful,” says Ferdinand, a character in Shakespeare’s play The Tempest. “| have cursed
them without cause.” Please consider the
possibility that you could honestly make a
similar declaration about some influence in
your world. What's wild but mostly beneficent? What's primal in a way that draws
you back to your deepest sources and
reminds you what's really important?

CAPRICORN (DEC 22 - JAN 19)
Study the following terms: refuge, sanctuary, bunker, asylum, fortress, haven, shelter,
safety zone, storm cellar, hideaway, retreat,
halfway house, cloister, cell, ashram, clubhouse, lair, foxhole, nest, pit, inner sanctum. Now use some of those words to
formulate descriptions of actions you'll
take to enhance both your freedom and
security. Example: “When I'm longing for

ends and the Aquarian Age begin:

Astrologers have been arguing about the
issue for years. But here's what to watch {o'
when the transition gets underway, fewer
and fewer people will be invested in belie!
systems, and an ever-growing contingen!
will thrive on asking questions and keeping
an open-mind. For those of us in the latter

figid certainties, knowing that they tenc to

a kick out of shedding our own emotiona!
biases so that we can strive to be more
objective in our understanding of the eve!
* evolving truth. | mention this, Aquarius
because it is an excellent time for you (0
charge headlong toward the Aquarian Age

PISCES (FEB 19-MAR 20)

Some of the best-selling Japanese novels
in recent years have been composed by
young authors entirely on their cell phones
The small screens encourage narratives

that are animated by terse rhythms, Flowery
descriptions are rare and character develo?
ment happens fast. | believe that in the

coming weeks you will have a capacity aki"
to the cell-phone storytellers, Pisces You'll

be able to compress complex material !n!
simpler forms; you'll have a knack for bein’
very creative as you cut away frills and strip
things down to their basics. wv
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MEDIATION AND RESTORATIVE
JUSTICE CENTRE
City AntsCentre, 10943-84 Ave © Communicating
Through Conflict ¢ Sat, Mar28, 14:30pm * Free

Sean * Thu: Wet underwear contest with Mia Fellow
midnight, DJWestCoastBab/Daddy * Fri: We made
em famous! DJ Eddy Toonfiash, come early to avoid

PHOTOGRAPHY: TAKING GREAT PHOTOS Stanley

lineup, no caver before 10pm * Sat Undie maht for

nt
Milner pany Canecoer A%6.7070
‘esentations by Images
Camera Club
photogra
phers * Sat, Mar 21, 2-4pm « Free, worn” eae

GLBT SPORTS AND RECREATION wow tearnedmon-

men only, free pool and tourney, DJ Arrowehases

ton.ca * Women’s Drop-in Recreational Badminton

RESPONDING
TO THE
VIEW FROM WALL STREET Lo!bby.I TIMMS ca
i
for the Arts, 780.492.5674 © Lecture by William ee
Campbell « Tue, Mar 24, 5-Gpm © Free

ADVENTURE INK Stanley Milner Library,

780.496.7032 © Machu Picchu; Presentation on Peru

RIVERDALE NET ZERO ENERGY HOUSE 9977-37

* Mar 19, 7pm © Free; www.epl.ca/Adventurelnk

AIKIKAI AIKIDO CLUB 10139-87 Ave, Old

St, www.riverdalenetzero.ca © Get ideas on energy
Sayings from this zero energy house open for selfluided tours most Sat aftemoons until Mar, 1-4pm «

THE

SENIORS ISSUES St Albert Legion, 6 Tache St, St
Albert, 780 418 5730 * How important are seiors

Strathcona Community League, * Japanese Martial
Art of Aikido * Every Tue 7:30-9:30pm; Thu 6-8pm

ree

OF EVERYTHING: CULTURE,
f,THEORY HC L-1. U of A campus * 200809 Broadus Lecture Series: Featuring Michael
O'Driscoll * Lecture Three: Archiviologies: The
Archival (Re)Turn, Fri, Mar 20, 3:30pm
AWA 12-STEP SUPPORT GROUP Braeside

issues to you? * Mon, Mar 23 1:30pm

SIMPLICITY CIRCLE Westwood Unitarian. 11135-65
oan 431 a . Exploring a variety of topics

Presbyterian Church basement. N. door, 6Bemard Dr,
Bishop St, Sir Winston Churchill Ave, St. Albert © For
adult children of alcoholic and dysfunctional families #
Meet Mondays including holidays, 7:30pm

BLUE GOLD Varscona Theatre, 83 Ave, 103 St

Documentary Blue Gold, an audio feed from the World
‘Water Forum in Turkey, and talk by Council of
Canadians Blue Planet Campaigner Anil Naidoo *
Sun, Mar 22, 11:45am

=| QUEERMONTON
ted@vueweekly.com
Last week | interviewed artist Attila
Richard Lukacs about his Polaroid show
at the Art Gallery of Alberta. He showed
up for the interview wearing an.“! Heart
Gaza" T-shirt. Standing there as a queer
man, commenting on Palestine through
his choice of clothing he represented a
coming together of communities that in
part echoed what my last few weeks
have been about.
2
A few months ago | wrote a column
about a listserv that would not post
event details for Exposure: Edmonton's
Queer Arts and Culture Festival. A number of reasons were given, including the
listserv proprietor's concern that due to

the content (read: gay) the post might
offend some of his subscribers.
Nothing really came of the column. A

few people mentioned in passing to me
that they had had similar experiences,
but no one cancelled their subscription
to the listserv or brainstormed how we
could work with the proprietor to change
his practices.
é
| also became complacent. | sent a
few emails around to alert people to
what | had written, but when no one

replied | let‘it die. But since it is almost
Easter this
can bearesurrection story.
A few weeks
ago an email was circu-

‘ated among the social justice communi-

ly in Edmonton that quoted the column
about myexperience
with the listserv,

The circulating email was about how the
afore
ned
listerv
was now unwill-

eceiving emails that people

were cancelling
their subscription to the

listserv and that they were writing the

proprietor stronglyworded emails quest: .

ing his posting practices.
During allthis|also received a.few

In a way we all have gotten used to
homonegativity being a daily part of
lives. Systemic and cultural homophobia
is so pervasive we often fail to notice it.
When someone does we often chalk it
up to them being sensitive.
People post homophobic status
updates on Facebook, some Urban Outfitters are selling prank “Gays in the

Closet stationary, the Alberta government still does not fully recognize sexual
orientation in the province's human
rights legislation and as HIV rates begin
to increase among gay men in Edmonton
so to does the vitriolic rhetoric around

AIDS within the gay community.

| NOW SEE how my own acceptance of
homonegativity and internalized homophobia let the issue die the first time. |
let people continue to subscribe to a

service that pandered to organizations
that didn’t value them and could in some
cases hurt the work they do.
When the email made the issue
resurface | felt guilty when | saw people
sticking their necks out. When unsub-

scribing to the listserv put them on the
receiving end of long, pontificating
emails from both sides | worried that
standing up for gay rights might not
seem so worth it to them anymote.
In some ways it is now easier to be
open about your sexual orientation than

it ever has been, but with that comes
possible backlash from those who want
individuals back in the closet and misplaced notions from some gay people
around gratefulness and acceptance. To
this day when some macho-looking
straight dude doesn’t mumble “homo”
under his breath | start thinking he

should be nominated for a peace prize. |
have to ask myself, since when is just
being decent a cause to celebrate?
What |realize now is that people didn't just unsubscribe from the listserv
because they perceived it to be
homonegative and discriminatory in
other ways. They unsubscribed because

they didn’t agree with the owner of the
list’s practices and needed to feel sup‘ng when |wrote
the column in the first ported by a critical mass to take action.
phage:One friend involved in social jus- They took a stand, not because they
have gay.or Palestinian friends but
‘ce wrote, “There are so many fires
around meand sowhen shitlikethis hap- because they have friends, and together
an | justthink, a,that’s
the way it~ they recognized that they no longer
‘Ss. I'mused
toqueer being discriminated - wanted to support an organization that
didn’t value all people equally. w

‘lotes from people apologizing
fornot act-

felated to simplifying and “greening” our lives
¢ Sun,
Mar 29, 7:30-Spm
© Free hat
a

THE SOUTHESK COLLECTION Queen Alexandra
Schoo! Gymnasium, 7730-106 St, 780.439.2797 «

Lecture by Susan Berry on the collection of First
Nations and Métis artifacts that was collected in
1859-60 * Tue, Mar 31, 7:30pm © Free

SUGARSWING DANCE CLUB Orange Hall, 10335-

84 Ave * Swing Dance at Sugar Foot Stomp: no expefience needed, beginner lesson followed by dance

BUDDHIST LECTURE SERIES SG! Edmonton Centre,

every Sat * Mar 28, 8pm (door)

10711-107 Ave, 2ndFl© Lecture followed by a question
and answer discussion period * Sat, Mar 21, 1-2pm

‘TAKE BACK THE NIGHT Alberta Ave Community

Edmonton Chess Club and Society of Alberta
Chess Knights, 780.474.2318 * Leam to play chess;
‘Opportunities for all ages including classes, school programs and tournaments © rovinge
uts@shaw.ca

ECO-TOXICOLOGICAL EVALUATION OF
PERFLUOROOCTANE SULFONATE (PFOS) IN THE
ENVIRONMENT U of A Natural Resource Engineering

to violence against women * Fri, Mar 27, 7-10pm * Free
THEATRICAL COLLABORATORS PANEL: CREATING
NEW THEATRE WORKS IN CANADA Second Playing
Space, Timms Centre for the Arts, U of A * Panelists
lie Tomlinson, Beth Graham, Daniela Viaskalic,
Jonathan Christenson, Bretta Gerecke, Camyar Chai, and
Marcus Youssef * Mar 28, 2pm, reception to follow

EDMONTON COLLECTIBLE TOY AND COMIC
SHOW Shaw Conference Centre, 780.993.8799 «
Large selection of vintage and modern tays, comic

UKRAINIAN PYSANKY UNF Hall, 1;0629-98 St * Easter
Fair © Sat, Mar 21, 17am-Spm; Sun, Mar 22, noon-Spm
VEGGIE VIDEO DELUXE Stanley Milner Library Theatre.
Basement, 7 Sir Winston Churchill Sq# Videos,
Processed Peopl,
andSupercharge
Mel, presentedby

Facility 1-003, NRE 1-003 www.campusmap.valberta.ca
© Talk by Dr. John Giesy * Thu, Mar 19, 4pm © Free

books, anime, video games and pop culture memora-

bilia * Sun, Mar 29
EDMONTON ESPERANTO SOCIETY Aim 1812,

10025-102A Ave, 780.702.5117 © Fri, noon-Ipm ©
vauighn@sewardconsulting.com
EDMONTON JANE AUSTEN SOCIETY Stanley A
Milner Library, Edmonton Rm * Women Wniters and
“Our Miss Austen’, talk by Isobel Grundy « Sat, Mar
21, 2-4pm © Free
EDMONTON NATURE CLUB Royal Alberta Museum

* Monthly meeting: bees Alberta's Smaller
erent speaker Terry

Thormin * Fri, Mar 20, 7pm

(coffee), 7:30pm (meeting) * Admission by donation
EDMONTON SEEDY SUNDAY Alberta Ave

Community League, 9210-118 Ave, 780.439.8954 *
Seed exchange, vendors, books, pacdening displays,
gardening book and magazine exchange. Featuring
speakers Ron Berezan Urban Permaculture—Creating
abundance for people and planet and Sarah Mohan
Food, Farmers and Climate Chaos * Sun, Mar 22,
\lam-4pm * Free

ELIMINATING RACISM: AWARENESS AND

ACTION King’s University College, 9125-50 St,
780.465.3500, ext'8063 © Featuring speakers from the
King’s communi
ing their
ienoes of racism
atkings and REE Mon, Mar23
noon-1pm
EUSA-ENGLISH UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS’
RESUaRE
Sk Eeee
te s
© Putting Edmonton on
ip
HeatherZwicker ® Mr Casaubon's Failure: Information
Overload and the Unfinished Work of Scholarship ty
John Considine * Tue, Mar 24, 5pm

EXPLORING JUSTICE IN CANADA ® Lendrum

Memon gee cu HAoe Ave; Public meet-

ingto

explore thegoalsofthe legal system
are in

Canada and to discuss justice. Facilitated byMeredith

: Fri, Mar27.7) ee RESTORATIVE

,

WHAT IS IT? L'Arche, 7708-83 St Looking at
the values and principles of restorative justice and how
they can be applied in schools, communities and mstitutions; Sat, Mar 28, 10am-3pm; Free, pre-register, E:

bmheather@shaw.ca
FEAR AND LOATHING AT THE
GROCERY STORE Main Floor, Stanley Milner Library, 7
Sir Winston Churchill Sq * Lunch by theBooks: U of A

philosophy professor Jennifer Welchman discusses the

ethical si

nce ofgenetically modified foods * Thu,

Mar 26, 12:05-12:50pm * Free
FRIENDS
OF LUCY RALLY Valley Zoo, 13315 Buena
Vista Rd © Sat, Mar21, 9:30-10:
FRIENDS OFMEDICARE-SPEAKER'S
SERIES

Stanley Milner Library Theatre, downstairs, Sir‘Winston
Pee Safari e CE
re
i

to FightforThem, see
teven Shryoman
* Thu, Mar 26,7pm ®Free, donations weleome
HIDDEN CORE BELIEFS CAN MAKE YOUR LIFE
SUCK Life Enrichment Centre, upstairs, 780.452.4491 *
Evi New

League, 8210-118 Ave,780.423.4102 « Demand an end

the Vegetarians of Alberta « Thu, Mar 19, 7-9pm

©
EverySun, 11am, in March * Donation
AND COMMUNITY
HIV EDMONTON-LUNCH

“HOME”
FOR PASSIONATE

Gameau/Ashbourne
Assisted Living Place, 11148-84 Ave * Home: Blends
music, drama, creativity andreflection onsacred texts to
enemgise youforpassionate living * Every Sun3-Spm

73pm * Bootcamp; Lynnwood Elementary Scknol
15451-84 Ave; Mon, 7-:15pm, bootcamp@u

at

ton.ca * Bowling: Gateway Lanes, 100, 341
Blvd; Sat, 5-7pm; bowling@teamed:
Mon, 7:15-9:15pm), Granite Curl
* Running: Sun, Tue, Thu; run
© Swimming: NAIT pool, 117
Thu, 7:30-8:30pm; swimming@
Volleyball: Tue Recreational:

School at 9008-1054, 8-10om:

Thu

Amiskiwacty Academy, 101 Airport Rd,

{eyball@teamedmonton.ca;
volleyball@teamedmonton.ca * YOGA (
Yoga; every Sun, 2-3:30pm: Korezone Fitn

10675-115 St; yooa@teamedmonton.ca
INSIDE/OUT U of A Campus « C.
tion for lesbian, gay, bisexual, tran:
(LGBTQ) faculty, graduate student.
allies and support staff © 3n

ter terms): Speakers Series. Conta
berta.ca)

KOREZONE FITNESS 203, 10575-115 St * LIVING
POSITIVE 404, 10408-124 St
Www.edmilivingpositive.ca
1,877.975.9448/780.488,5768, © Providing confidentra!
af Support to people living with HIV © Tue, 7-Spm:
jupport group * Daily drop-in, peer counselling

MADELEINE SANAM FOUNDATION Faculté
St
Jean, Rm 3-18, 780.490.7332 © Program for Hi
AIDS prevention, treatment and harm reduction in
French, English and other African languages * 3rd
and 4th Sat, Sam-Spm each month © Free (memberl/$10 (membership) © Pre-register
MAKING WAVES SWIMMING CLUB
ties.com/makingwaves_edm ® Recre:
petitive swimming with coaching, beg

aged to participate. Socializing after pra

Tue. Thu
PLAY NIGHTCLUB 10220-103 St

www playnightclub.ca * Open Thu, Fri, Sat © The first
bar for the queer community to open in a decade with

DUs Alexx Brown and Eddie Toonflash

VISITING ARTIST-EUGENE DOWLING, TUBA Fine
Arts Building, 23 © Lecture: The Fertag0yof Amold
Jacobs: The Efficient use of Air for Wind Instruments *

PRIDE CENTRE OFEDMONTON
9540-111 Ave,

Tue, Mar 24, 12:30pm # Free

Tue-Fr pala Sat 2-6:30pm * LGBT Seniors Drop-in:
Every Tue/Thu, 2-4pm © CA: Every Thu (7pm) #

WATER WARRIORS Greenpeace Warehouse, 6328-104

and

St © Planning Workshop * Mon, Mar 23, 6-Spm * Free

WE DID NOT CREATE THIS CRISIS AND WE ARE
NOT GOING TO PAY FOR IT Uicainian Hall, 11018-97

St © Lecture by i Figueroa, leader of the Communist
Party
ofCanada *Fr, Mar 20,7:30pm

WELCOME
TO THE REEL WORLD Civil Engineering

Bldg CEB 325, www.iweek.valberta.ca * Global
issues film and speaker series featuring the film From
Honey to Ashes * Mar 25, 5pm

WORLD WATER DAY MARCH TO THE LEGISLATURE

HighLevel Dinner, 88Aveand109St Bring your eco
issues and solutions signs etc... start at the Highlevel Diner
and walk aver the High Level
to the Legislature,
Speakers welcome © Sun, Mar 22,2-3pm

WOMEN IN BLACK In front of the Old Strathcona
Farmers’ Market © Silent vigil the 1st and 3rd Sat,

10-11am, each month, stand in silence for a world
without violence
WOMEN ONLY BICYCLE REPAIR BikeWorks, 1004780 Ave (enter aoe Back Alley), 780.433.2453 *
Edmonton Bicycle Commuters’
Sundays of each month) * Free

Society * (first and third

780.488.3234, www.pridecentreofedmonton.org * Open
Show Up: AA big book study group meet ev
noon © Youth Understanding Youth: Youth up to 25
years, support and social group meet every Sat. 7-Sprv
yuy@shaw.ca * Womonspace: Board meeting 1st Sun
each month, 10:30am-12:30pm * Trans
Education/Support Group: Meet the 1st and 3rd Sun, 24pm, of each month: wwwalbertatrans
* Men
Talking with Pade: Every Sun (7pmj,

Wells robwells780@hotmail.com * Hi

Mest the 2nd Mon of each month, 7pm * Transgender,
Transsexual, Intersex and Questioning (TT1Q) Alliance

Support meeting the 2nd.Tue each month, 7:30pm *
Transgender, Transsexual, Intersex and Questioning
Education, advocacy and support for men, women and

youth; PFLAG Edmonton: Meet the Ist Wed each month,
7pm ® Free short-term, solution-focused drop-in counee Wed, 7-10pm * YouthSpace: drop-in for
LGBTO
for youth up to 25; Tue-Sat, 3-7pm
PRISM BAR 10524-101 St. 780,990.00G8 Every Wed:
Free Pool; Karaoke, Spm-midnight * ae Prism
Poo! League; 7-11:30pm * Every Fri: Steak Nite; 5-95
DJ at 9:30pm © Womonspace Games Nite: 7pm; Mar
20 © Taco Tue: Mar 24 © DJ; Mar 28, 10pm * Crazy Girt
Love: Ant show and entertainment; Mar 31, 8pm

ST. PAUL'S UNITED CHURCH 11525-76 Ave,

780.436.1555 © People of all sexual orientations are

COMEDY

welcome * Every Sun (10am worship)
WOMONSPACE 780.482.1794, www. womonspace.ca

COMEDY FACTORY Gateway Entertainment Centre,
34th Ave, Cal ay Trail * Thu, 8:30pm; Sat, 8pm and
pa * Greg Wilson; Mar 19-21 ¢ Dennis Ross; Mar
26-2
COMIC STRIP Bourbon St. WEM, 780.483.5999,
www.thecomicstrip.ca © Hit or Miss Mondays: Each
Mon ® Best of Edmonton Tuesdays: Each Tue *
Bobcat Goldthwait, Tyler Hawkins and Paul Brown
Mar 19-21 © Sean Lecomber, Tyler Hawkins, Kelly

TE
com © A Non-profit lesbian social
omganization for Edmonton and surrounding area
Organized monthly activities from dances, games nites,

Kurt Metzger, Welby Santos and Sean Lecomber.
Mar 25-29
LAUGH SHOP 1105-6606 137 Ave, Londonderry Mall,
780.476.1010 © Wed-Thu 8pm; Fri-Sat 7:30pm end
459m ¢ Wed amateur open mic night 8pm * John
Beuhler fromVancouver, Mar 19-21

CVIDS St. Maria Goretti Community Centre, 11050-90
St. 780.498.2650 * Fundraising dinner and auction to
support the communities of Zumbahua and Cayambe

golf toumament,; etc. Monthly newsletter and reduced
fates included with mem!
ip. Confidentiality assured
WOODYS 11723 Jasper Ave, 780.488.6557 » Open

Daily (noon) # Sat-Tue Karaoke with Tizzy and Patrick «
Sat-Sun Pool Tournaments

SPECIAL EVENTS

Soloduka; Sun, Mar22© Hit or Miss Monday's; Mar
23, 30 © The Best of Edmonton: Tue, Mar 24, 31 *

LION'S HEAD PUB Radisson Hotel Edmonton South,

4440 Gateway Boulevard, 780.437.6010 « Comedy open
mic night every Sun (9pm) hosted by Lars Callieou

‘STEEPS TEA LOUNGE-COLLEGE PLAZA
PLAZA 11116-82

_ Ave, 780.988.8105 *Amateur Comedian Night: every
Tue, 8-10:30pm © For info contact

fobyn@steepstea.com

BOOTS BAR AND LOUNGE 10242-)06S.

780.423.5014, www.bootsbarica * 2nd Thu: Illusions

Social Club * 3rd Wed: Edmonton 0 Society * 2nd

Tue: Edmonton Rainbaw Business Association * Eve
bi oso a Friand Sat DJSeXXXy Sean 1
3

Long

(Eucador) with special quest Father Pio Beschirotto, the

local priest overseeing the humanitanan work in thes=
Ecuadorian villages ® Fri, Mar20.Spm * $75
HOPE AND COMFORT Red Willow Community
Church, 15 Coriveau Ave, St Albert * A benefit.con-

cert hosted Pee with Jaquars * Mar 28. 7pm ©
$12 (door)at TIX on the Square,
is to help with
the traveling expenses far three Zimbabweans young
people who last their father

ILUMINATIONS Churchill Square * A Spectacle of

Fire and Light * Mar 21, 8-1ipm; www.winterlight.ca

QUEER LISTINGS

itLectures by Dr. Jaclyn Darby

FORUM Canterra Suites, 11010 Jasper Ave * Forumon
HIV, Disclosure
andthe Law,moderator Glenn Betteridge
* Mar 19, noon-2pm

Oliver School Gym, 10227-118 St,780.455 3620, Wed, 6-

Sundays feature the Stardust

Lounge with Miss Bianca and Vanity Fair

Ave, ©Sur
- BUDDYS
MITECLUB117258Jasper
i 8-apm

Centre, 780.990.1000 ® Luncheon in support of the

Inner Cities Agencies Foundation * Thu, Mar 19 *
$150 at www.caf.ca
RAINDANCE Hyd jeaway All Ages Art Space, 10208-

lebration.
ages, concert and art ehibit featuring eco-speakers

_ 100 Ave © Edmonton World Weter Day

All

° Sun,Mar22,
2-10pm © Mar 22.2-10pm * Free

Jamation ceremony on Fri,Mar 20,.noon
atCity
all)
SAFARI ON THE PRAIRIE Wunderber. 8120-10! Ave

© AnAfrican themed club night with African Music
fesning D1hooceOSs
ae

proceeds toZimbabwe
Cholera Relief

468.9776/780.452.6224
*Featuring
presentations, speakers, workshops, outings. and competitions. All
levisofphotographers waka © Meet
the 2nd and 4thThueach
: Sept-May,
8pm

will address African water themes on Mar

19© Display ofartworks
byArtists intheAfrican
community

WAR 19-MAR25,200 WUTEWeexiy

89

ow
a

<<

‘CLASSIFIEDS ©

*

MUSICIANS

PALLS. Project Adult Literacy Society needs volunteers to work with adult students in the ESL English
as a Second Language Program. Call 780.424.5514
Training and materials are provided

Edmonton-Northem Harmony,

recording to the Northem Harmo!
www.northemharmony.ca by Miar 23. Forinfo contact:
conscious people interested in working from home

full or part time. Clinically tested patented prod-

Shon aC

ucts. No inventory to carry:

For information call Ken at 780.454.6971

E jimmererwfp@yahoo.ca

FRAMING

portnetwork.com or call 780.732.6648

Hardrock band seeks EXPERIENCED drummer, southside jamspace. Have songs written, demo available. NO
\TEURS, if you've never played in a band don't call.
Paul 780.233.4269

volunteers to help promote humanitarian issues to the
Edmonton Community. We are hoping to expand our
youth team (12-24 yrs old). Contact Laura Keegan at

Singer/songwriter looking to form or join a rack band.
Infl: audiaslave, velvet revolver, stained, seether, 3doors

Senior's Birthday Entertainment
Senior reereation/activity centre needs volunteer
entertainers for monthly afternoon parties.
Weekday message Karen 780.468.1985 seesa.ca

PICTURE FRAMES

Extreme metal band looking for skilled bassist. Our style
is Death/Black metal; infl: Morbid Angel, Beathemoth,
Mayhem, Marduk, etc. Must have Pro Gear. 18 yrs+renegade5445@yahoo.com

HELP WANTED

if

Tired of working someone else's dream?
What do the nch know that you dont?
Groundbreaking opportunity, new in Canada.

Please drop off your resume at

10536 -124 Street

Jordan Centre for Family Literacy 780.421.7323
www. famlit.ca.

Red Cross's Humanitarian Issues Program: need

laura.keegan@redcross.ca

Danny_boyspence8099@yahoo.ca

The CRC is seeking energetic, caring, committed volunteers to become Prevention Educators for its
RespectED: Violence and Abuse Prevention Program.
Canadian Red Cross/RespectED Training Program
begins fall 2008. www.redcross.ca/cnar, Education
Coordinator: 780.702.4158 / E:
edmonton.respected@redcross.ca

WANTED: JAMMERS for open public monthly jam
on the second Sunday of the month at 9119-128A
Ave. Rock, country & old time music. Ph.
780.973.5593, randyglen@JumpUpDj.com

Elder Abuse Victim Advocate—Assist, provide telephone support. Mature volunteers, 35+, with calm
manner and excellent communication skills wanted.
Volunteers receive intensive training and support.
Commitment: Two 2 hr shifts/month, plus attendance
at monthly staff meeting. Daytime Mon, Tue, or Thu
Bam-5pm. Leslie 780.432.1137, ext 357

VOLUNTEER

Financial freedom is here! 780-994-2760
The Cutting Room is looking for
Assistants and Stylists

The Support Network: Volunteer today to be a

Break the Code! Help an adult to read and write. Call

MOVIE POSTER SHOP
8125 Gateway Bivd. 435-0408

Do you remember someone who believed in you when
you were a child? Be that person in child's life today.
All it takes is one hour a week which may not be
much to you but will make all the difference in the life

Volunteer for your local Red Cross. Help us make our
mission of assisting the most vulnerable in our community and around the world possible. Volunteer for
Red Cross. To volunteer call 780.423.2680 / E: wzedm-dm@redeross.ca

of a child. Be a Big Brother or Big Sister! Be a

Drivers wanted: $15+/hr, Wed (night): Thu (day),
perm/PT. Must have mini-van or truck.
Looking for reliable, responsible person.
Ph 780.907.0570

CHANGE YOUR LIFE! TRAVEL, TEACH ENGLISH:
We tain you to teach. 1000's of jobs around the world
Next in-class or ONLINE bycorrespondence. Jobs guaranteed. 7712-104 St. Call for info pack 1.888.270.2941

Mentor! Call Big Brother Big Sister today. 424-8181

Volunteers needed to “make fun” at the Edmonton
Intemational Street Performers Festival running July
312 apply online at www.edmontonstreetfest.com;
E: volunteer@edmontonstreetfest.com:; T: Liz AlllisonJorde 780.425.5162. Volunteers must be a minimum
of 14 yrs old

MODAL MUSIC INC. 780.221.3116
Quality music instruction since 1981
Guitarist. Educator
Graduate of GMCC music program

ARTIST TO ARTIST

Volunteers Needed to work with new immigrants ina
variety of tasks and with some great fun events and
outings! Many exciting shifts available! Call Judy
780.424.3545, ext 249

Do you love the ARTS? Join us and be a part of North

America’s LARGEST Outdoor FREE Art & Design
Festival! Volunteer! Download your application at
www.theworks.ab.ca

MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

www odteyshow com

Distress Line Listener. Apply on line at: www.thesup-

Dirty City Hearts is seeki a guitar player. please contact us through
myspace
(www. myspace.com/dirtycityhearts) or call
780.938.3037 for more details

down, pearl jam. Please contact me at

Affordable picture frame options. Music Posters.

The € monton
Collectible To
and Comic J

Guerrilla Gardening need volunteers to help plant 600
sapling trees along baseline road. E: theurbangreening@gmail.com, T: 780.432.6181 for info. Facebook:
http://edmontongg, blogspot.com

Michael Yereniuk or Jessika Dlamon, Executive
Producers, 780.456.6625, info@northemharmony.ca

Blues man looking to meor join he‘n’ blues al 3
, Singer/
iter, frontman, plays qui-

Free Acting Classes.
sign up at freeactingtips.net
Audition and camera tips.
wwew,vadastudios.com

2:30pm. Transportation
notrequired. Leslie j
=m 700.492.1137, ext

Volunteer website for youth 14-24 years old
www. youthvolunteer.ca

Conference
Centre

ADMISSION $8 KIDS 12 AND UNDER FREE
PLEASE REMEMBER TO BRING A DONATION FOR THE EDMONTON FOOD BANK

Fun and Inspiring
Employment
Public Outreach Is offering great positions for anyone
looking to gain valuable work experience in a fun and
flexible environment.
As part of an Outreach Team, you will engage in meaningful dialogue in order to promote sustainable funding on
behalf of our select group of non profits. Our Teams enjoy
working outdoors in a dynamic and interactive atmosphere, on behalf of causes they feel passionately about.
With flexible scheduling, excellent training, and scholar
ships this is an ideal employment opportunity!

$12 / Hour
guaranteed wage

To apply, please send resume with cover letter

Volunteer drivers and kitchen help urgently needed If
you're available weekdays, 10am-1pm call Meals on

Wheels. 780.429.2020

to edmontonjobs@publicoutreach.ca

Dr's Appointment Buddy—Accompany new refugee

or call 780.436.9896

less) to Metro Digital Shorts, 6-22 Stanley Milner

immigrants to their medical appointments to give support and assist with paperwork. Thu, 10:30am-

www.publicoutreach.ca

Mostly Water Theatre is accepting submissions for

samyarteniuk@hatmail.com
FUNDING AND GRANTS INFO SESSION: The Alberta
Music Industry Association Information Session on

|

Rise Up: Radio Free Edmonton on CJSR FM 88
seeking people with a critical ear who will be at
protests, picket-lines, blockades, any sites of struggle
between people, corporations or governments to simply bring a cecorder and send us the footage. E riseupradio@rjsr.com; Sam Power, 780.492.2577 ext. 4
for recording equipment and details

the next instaliment of Metro Digital Shorts (5 min or

Library, 7 Sir Winston Churchill Sq, Edmonton, AB,
T5J 2V5 by Wed, Apr8.For info contact Sam
Varteniuk at 780.686.5960,

|

HEALING
JEALING ARTS PRACTITIONERS!
; 2. eens. ©
7

2

and Grants, with representatives from the
Foundation Assisting Canadien Talent on Recordings
(FACTOR), Alberta Foundation for the Arts (AFA),

Canada Council, the Alberta Cultural Industries

Association (ACIA), and the X92.9 Exposure Travel
Grants. Tae, Mar 24,6:30pm (door), 7pm (session) at
TransAlta Arts Barns, CE Boardroom, 10330-84 Ave.
Free (Alberta Music member)/$5 (non-member)
Call to nominate Edmonton's 3rd Poet Laureate will
remain open until 4:30pm, Fri, Mar27.Nomination
forms: Edmonton Arts Council website at
www.edmontonarts.ab.ca

The
moi

mace Matia, acraft
market in

tive, is starting

Canada’s Holistic Wellness & Spiritual Lifestyle Event.
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month starting Apr4at the Savoyand Orange Hall
Looking for handmade funky, uflique crafts and art
For info E: Ally: msallyng@gmail.com, Amy: amy-

jedgar@hotmail.com
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Steeps—Oid Glenora: for open mic-Spoken word

CALGARY
APRIL 17-19, 2009

First Thursday every month. Contact Adam Snider to
sign up adam.snider@gmail.com
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me
out and then drop itwhen |accept.
Is this a Mars/Venus thing? Maybe

online justisn't myvenue? |do several activi iesthat attract single guys, but haven't led

fomuch except maybe embarrassment on

my part when | show interest and get a
brush-off. Maybe try going through friends
again? That's worked in the past.
___I just tumed 40 and would like a partner.
_ Mostly, I've been solo, and that really sucks.
LOVE FORTY & FRUSTRATED

_ DEAR F&F:

Either they

Before you go live in a cave, you might consider something a little less drastic, like living in a smalier, less brutally competitive
city far from the coasts. It's an idea.
Barring that, we have to subject your
online interactions to the scrutiny of a girlfriend panel. Ideally these would be your
girlfriends—they could make far more specific suggestions, like lose that mullet or
Region Board Recruitment. For info visit www.cmha-

edmonton.ab.ca, click on Volunteer. Contact Abigail
Parrish-Craig at grammaabby@shaw,ca

Become a distress line volunteer. The Support

Network, 780.732.6648. www.thesupportnetwork.com

ECAW.AR. (EDMONTON COALITION AGAINST
"WAR AND RACISM) Volunteers welcome.
Www.wage-peace.com for info/contacts, 780.988.2713

Accall for volunteers - Action for Healthy
Communities: Questions about AHC philosophy &
programs? 780.944.4687 Visit: www.adhe.ca
Would you like to help people/families affected by
Alzheimers? Socialize with seniors while assisting
with games and activities. ElderCare Edmonton,
780.434.4747, ext 4
Help to broadcast news nationally for the
blind and print-restricted!
Email edmonton@voiceprintcanada.com,
or call 780.451.8331

Join in the hottest new trend of personal history.
Unique volunteer opportunitytodevelop your artistic
and writing skills by helping to put together a collection of life history stories of Edmonton elders.
Interviews have been conducted, we now need some‘one to assist with transcription, storywriting, and/or
layout and design, 780.434.4747, ext 4 for info

8“
EEE
Love Bingo? Volunteer
forElder Care. Bingo volunteers are needed to help raise funds for program
meals and outings. Ph 780.424.4747, ext. 4
Volunteer for a more just society forimmigrants-and
refugees. www.multiculturalcoalition.ca or call

Janina 780.423.1973

Leanne: God help us all, she’s 40.
Andrea: Right, but we have seen that's
not an automatic dating death sentence.
Also, what about the disappearing-act
dudes? | assume they've all gone off with
hotter-sounding properties, but | wonder
what makes those other properties so
hotter-sounding
Lucilla: I'm fat, in my 40s and rural and
follow a weird religion—quys should be
thin on the ground for me. Yet | had a good
many dates recently before settling on one
gentleman. | also got rejected or given the
silent treatment by dozens of guys.
| tried to project positivity and hope,
and used words like “passionate” to indicate, discretely, that | like sex. In pictures |
was smiling and had my hair down And
another vote for okcupid.com—free and

has lots of activities where you can participate and get to know people without
pressure. Also Craigslist, although you
have to wade through lots of awful guys
to get to the good ones.
As to why guys don’t follow up: they're not
into you, they're not really committed to finding someone, or theytemarried. Or all three.

YEAR ROUND ON-LINE AUCTION for Alberta

SERVICES

Easter Seals, Donate items, bid, have a great time.
Carmen 780.429.0137 x233,
http://auetion.edmanton24hourrelay.com
PALLS. Project Adult Literacy Society: looking for volunteer tutors to work with adult students in the ESL English as a Second Language program. Training and
materials provided. Contact 780.424.5514
Do you know what a Volunteer Driver is? It's a community member who can spare 3-4 hours once a

SACE-Public Education Program: Sexual
Assault Centre of Edmonton (www.sace.ab.ca) provides crisis intervention, info, counseling, public
education. T: 780.423.4102/F: 780.421.8734/E
info@sace.ab.ca; www.sace.ab.ca/24 Hour Crisis
Line: 780.423.4121

ol

month to drive a senior. Call Bev 780.732.1221

Do you love art and people? Then the Nina Haggerty
Centre for the Arts can use you! Come show off your
talents. www.ninahaggertyart.ca; email: info@ninahaggertyart.ca or call 780.474.7611

an Intemational Medical Graduate
ing licensure? The Alberta Intemational

Medical Graduates Association is here to help.
Support, study groups, volunteer opportunities—ail
while creating change for tomorrow. www.aimga.ca

Ruby: There is also a possible picker
problem. My rule for online dating is
“look for normal.”
Andrea: | like that! F&F, | do think men
and women approach this a bit differently. You're taking the rejections too personally—a lot of those guys are

answering every new ad that appears
They don’t know you, so they aren't

rejecting you. Stick with the online dating
if its at least a tiny bit fun, but pursue the
circle of friends options—all the research
says that we basically marry ou
S
So hang out where you already hang out,
but more so. Get as much feedback as

you can about your personal presentation
(Note: this does not mean “criticize every
aspect of your body and find it wanting. |
mean do you seem fun, clean, sane and
at least passably light on baggage?)
You are not more likely to get hit by fight-

ning while suffering a terrorist attack than
you are to marry after 40. There’s nothing
wrong with spending a little time alone in a
Cave recuperating right now if that's what

you need, though. It's rough out there.
LOVE. ANDREA

www.cmha-edmonton.ab.ca Education Program
offer workshops to give skills to intervene with
people who may be at risk for suicide. Follow the
links to ASIST or call 780.414.6300
Have you been affected by another person's
ceruai bein? $-Anon is a 12-Step fellowship
for family members and friends of sex addicts. T:

780.988.4411 for info, of visit www.sanon.org
Jewish Family Services Edmonton/TASIS
(Transforming Acculturative Stress Into Success): A
free program aimed at minimizing culture shock and
displacement for trained professional immigrant
women. T: Svetlana 780.454.1194

Canadian Mental Health Association,

Food Not Bombs so for people to help out with
cooking and serving of meals every Sunday. Ph
780.904.8751 or e-m: foodnotbombsedmonton@hatmail.com
CNIB is looking for volunteers with vision, adults
(50+) to help seniors with vision loss, For more info
tall Catherine 780.453.8304

Volunteer for Canadian Mental Health contact
CMHSA-ER at 780.414.6300 or check www.cmha-

403-313-3311

edmonton.ab.ca

Other cities

1-877-834-4044

Volunteer teachers needed to teach English asa

second language to newcomers to Canada. Orientation and training provided. Meet people from
all around the world. Jason: jmarkowsky@cci-lex.ca
or 780.944.0792

In a tough
Talk to us! NoFee Walk-In counselling 780.482.INFO (4636) The
Support Network, www.thesupportnetwork.com

PALS. Project Adult Literacy Society: looking for volunteer tutors to work with adult students in the Math
Literacy Program. For info Ph 780.424.5514

HEALTHY VOLUNTEERS required for studies with the
Brain Neurobiology. Research at UofA, 780.407.3906.

Reimbursement provided

Volunteer Overseas with Canadian Crossroads
International: human rights, community economic
development, and HIV/AIDS education, prevention,

care. www.cciorg.ca

SCARS.

stop telling everyone about your rectal fistula, but if you don’t have a panel you can
borrow mine. |convened one for you.
Irina: The phenomenon of guys initiating and then vanishing as soon as you try
to make a date is very familiar and probably nothing to do with her. | could theorize
all day but when it comes down to it
they're not ready to actually connect with
people, so fuck ‘em. Next!
Also, she should try free sites, like
okcupid.com, which may attract guys who
are more open to chicks who initiate.
She should stay involved in the activities
and of course hit up her friends if that's
worked in the past. But she could still go
online if she can let go of some of her frustration. Maybe see it as just one more too!
to incréase her adds of meeting quys.
Myrna: |wonder if there’s some kind of
smoking-gun thing in her appearance or
self-presentation that’s causing this.
Maybe her desperation is showing? As
far as the real-life men go, the guys may
be panicking when she comes on to them,
so If she doesn’t think her mutual attraction radar is good, maybe don't do that.

;

ee
YEAR ROUND ON-LINE AUCTION for Alberta
Easter Seals.
http://auction, edmonton24hourrelay.com

DONATE ITEMS, BID, HAVE A GREAT TIME. Carmen
780.429.0136, ext 233
SS

ne
Has Diabetes?
Do You Know SomeoWho

Help find a cure. Volunteers are required for various
fundraising events for the Alberta Diabetes
. Foundation. PhAlberta Diabetes Foundation at
780.447.1451; e-mail: events@afdr.ab.ca;
:
www.afdrab.ca

€
403-313-3330
1-900-287-0000 25200

:

Second Chance Animal Rescue Society
There is a suitable home for all
homeless animals, young or old!

.

es

scarscare.org
Ss ee

The Sexual Assault Centre of Edmonton needs

volunteers
_

ADULT

to take calls on our 24-hour Crisis line.

For information ph 780.423.4102

The Brain Neurobiology Research Program atU ofA is
seeking MAJOR DEPRESSION sufferers who are interested in participating in a research study. Call
780.407.3906 if interested

11910 127 Ave main floor

A small place for a big deal
If you want tostop using, we can help
Local: 780.421.4429

Toll free 1.877.463.3537

780.413.7122

TIGHT, Tanned & Toned - 780.887.4989
lic.83533630-001 - Look 4me @ |
www.whisperjackiejames.rare-playmate.com

Northside Studio

NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS Help Line
24 Hours a Day-7 Days a Week

LOCAL CHAT. CALL FREE: code2315

Jackie James - Upscale Companion

Petite Brunette COUGAR - Sft - 90 Ibs

780.452.7440

(Uc # 42943170-001
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With SYNC’
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|

PHONE

you can

lake or receive phone calls

PLAY

2009 Escape XLT I4 FWD with sync*
Features include:
» Remote Keyless Entry * Power Heated Side Mirrors * 6-Way Power Driver Seat

|

* Fog Lamps = SIRIUS Satellite Radio w/6 month Pre-paid Subscription + 16” Aluminum Wheels
* CD/MP3 Player w/4 Speakers * AdvanceTrac* with Roll Stability Contro!™

1

}

Purchase finance for

|

Purchase for

$329"
329"21.99%.=

;
i

$25,499'
;

Per month for 72 months with $3,200 down
after Delivery Allowance of $500 is deducted.

After Delivery Allowance
of $500 is deducted

FUEL ECONOMY?"!
HIGHWAY 7.2L/IOOKM - 39MPG CITY 10.1L/I00KM - 28MPG

2009 Focus SE with sync
Features include:
1
2

+ 15” Steel Wheels with 6 Spoke Wheel Covers « Message Centre
* 2 Bar Chrome Grille, Chrome Door Handles » Remote Keyless Entry
+ Power Window and Door Locks « Personal Safety System

Purchase finance for

|

$229" 21.99%
©

os

{

Per month for 72 months

:

with $2,500 down,

APR

Sana

HIGHWAY 5.7L/IOOKM ~ 50MPG
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Keyyless Entry
€
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Hurry into your Alberta Ford Store
for your no extra charge SYNC.
Fell el=1at-|felge
Mars!

|
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maytedess'
orybeappied lo eligible accessories. tfthetotalaccessories purchased exceed $500,offeronlyappliestothefirst$500 worthofselected Genuine FordAccessories (including installation chares) perebgible vehicle. Thisoffercanberedeemed onceforeacheligible vehicle purchased orleased,
toa

installed accessories arenitSa
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pee
CPA, GPC, DailyRentalAllowances andtheAJK/Z progravn. Limited
timeoffer.Offermaybecancelled atanytimewithoul notice. Someconditions apply. SeeDealerfardetails. Notalaccessories shown areavailabe onallnew2009Fordvehicles. TheSYNCMedia System maynotheavailable onall
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registered trademark ofMicrosoft Corporation. "1.9996/1.99% purchasefinaneing ona new2009FordEscape XLT4 FWD/ FoxusSEfora termof72,/72.monts is availabletoqualifiedretailbuyers onapproved creditfromFordCredit.Calculation: monthly payment of$329/$229(afterDelivery Allowance
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todo so.Sire

$5.20 /$2,500 down payment (orequivalent trade-in), plasadministration
fees,security depasi,predelivery,reastration, PPSAfeesandapplicable
taxes.Monthly payments varybasedondow payments, Totalcostofpurchase i $26.88 /$12,988. Certam taxeswillapply,Notaflbuyerswillqualifyforthe

%%495 (ahes Deivery Allowance
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Ten years in the making, Ron Jenkins’ play about a boy wi
wishes he was raised by wolves finally gets its world prem
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UPCOMING APRIL 4:MOLSON CANADIAN PUCK PARTY
This is a ticketed event! To reserve your free tickets
call PLAYERS today at 780-988-9332
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at the Citadel.
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BIG WHITE
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THE ROCKY HORROR SHOW
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PLANERS 5420 CALGARY TAMIL 790-989-9332
Here’s your opportunity
to save lives.

|think Ahead
|

Edmonton
Donor Clinic
Monday - Friday

can help.

Located at the Alberta College campus, the Preparation for
University and College program can help you improve your

9:00 am - 1:00 pm
3:30 pm - 7:30 pm
Saturday
8:30 am - 2;30 pm

high school grades, Barn university and college tevel credit
and receive a personalized plan for success.

;

Apply as early as possible to be eligible for funding.
'

Book your life
saving appointment
today!

Think MacEwan. Start in April.

femaeemma 1 tt oreget

Call 786-497

4029 for information or visit

www. MacEwan.ca/preparation.

PC0S MARI26- ARRAY) 2008

OF MONTREAL

8249 - 114 Street

Can’t get into the program you want?
MacEwan

SATURDAY, MARCH 28
THE UNITED
STEEL WORKERS

Call 1888 2 DONATE

HAIR aS,>
LIVE ACOUSTIC MUSIC
EVERY SATURDAY AF awe
FROM 4-6 PM
HAPPY HOUR DRINK rey
ES
2TO 7PM!

BEST SELECTI
OVER 1500 UNITS IN STOCK!!!
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COM BYTaTTaM a mays
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Kenney wise, pound foolish
TWO GREAT. WASTES
THAT WASTE GPEKT TOGETHER.

SCOTT HARRIS / scott@veeweet!y.com
his earliest days in the ReformParty to his present position in the pragmatic
(read: willing to do anything to maintain its tenuous grip on power) Conservative

government, Calgary Southeast MP Jason Kenney has always been the worst
kind of conservative: rabidly partisan, hypocnitical, hyperbolic and dismissive of those
who disagree with him—taits which have been on full display in recent weeks.
First was Kenney’s move to eliminate federal funding for immigrant settlement
services provided by the Canadian Arab Federation, including a $2.1 million con-

tract for language instruction which expires at the end of March and another
$475 000 contract which expires a year from now, which Kenney has indicated
will also not be renewed. Kenney’s letter to the CAF said the funding was cut
because the group promotes hatred, is anti-Semitic (ignoring the fact that Arabs
are a Semitic people, something one would hope the minister for citizenship,
immigration and multiculturalism would be aware of) and supports Hamas and
Hezbollah. It also—by coincidence, no doubt—came weeks after the president of
CAF publicly insulted Kenney for his position on the Israeli bombardment of Gaza.
Next came Kenney’s refusal to overturn the absurd decision by the Canadian
Border Security Agency to refuse entry into Canada of sitting British MP George
Galloway, on the grounds that he poses an actual “security threat” to the country
because, depending on which of the convoluted versions you believe, a) he has
criticized Canada’s role in Afghanistan, b) he has spoken in support of Hamas,
or c) his participation in the “Viva Palestina” convoy which recently delivered
humanitarian aid to Gaza was a case of “material support” for terrorists.
Kenney’s stance on Galloway has rightly received condemnation from across the
political spectrum from people who actually believe in the importance of freedom
of speech for everyone, not just for people who fit into Kenney’s narrowly defined
worldview. Kenney has responded by distancing himself from the decision rather
than choosing to act in defence of one of Canada’s most fundamental principles.
While the position of Kenney and his government on the Israel/Palestine issue
has been made abundantly clear, for Kenney to use his office to make serious and
unsubstantiated accusations and punish those who have a different opinion is
inexcusable. If hate crimes or support for terrorism laws are being violated, they
should be proven under the law. Until then, Harper needs to rein Kenney in. v
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In regards to the full-page advertisement for HIV Edmonton which appeared

on page 3 in a recent issue (Vue Weekly,
Mar 5 - Mar 11, 2009), don’t women
suffer from AIDS tao?
After a lot of hard work and mythshattering people-began to realize that
HIV is not a gay disease. Unfortunately,
there seems to be a definite hidden
agenda here, and | am not sure it has
anything to do with HIV! Nudge nudge,
wink wink! It’s more like, “Hey guys, let's
throw a hedonistic party that promotes a
gay lifestyle and have HIV Edmonton
attach its name to it so that we can
afford a full-page ad that will ensure this
is one really good gay romp!”
| think HIV Edmonton should lose
their homocentric, homoerotic sensibilities and start refocusing on the fact that
straight people have unsafe sex, too!
CHRISTINE MILLER

DON'T SHOOT THE MESSENGER

Devid Young, Darren Zenko
PRINTING THE EDMONTON
SUN
DISTRIBUTION Clark Distribution,
Barrett DeLaBarre, Alan Ching,
Raul Gordian, Dale Sieink. Bob Riley, WallyYanish

ADS LEAVE A LOT TO BE DESIRED

‘Audit Bureau of Cireutations
Member

In two recent issues of Vue, there have
appeared letters highly critical of Sarah
Hamilton’s review of Joscelyn Gardiner’s

VUEPOINT

exhibit “Missionary Position” (“Proud of
the fear he instilled,” Letters, Mar 5 Mar 11, 2009 and “Review exceeds at
being offensive,” Letters, Mar 12 - Mar
8, 2009). | wonder if the criticisms
should have been directed toward the
artist instead. The reviewer ought to
fread the artist's statement, | suppose,

but if the art has a point, it should be
sufficiently obvious without requiring
the viewer to read ancillary materials.
Visual art is notoriously open to interpretation. If people want to make
unequivocal social or-political statements, they really ought to write articles

or essays.
ROBERT ZIMMER

ECONOMICS IN NARNIA
In his article on the most recent royal
ty cut (“Royalty breaks not the solution,” Mar 12 - Mar 18, 2009) Ricardo

Acufia describes a cycle in which a
loss of jobs leads to lower spending,
which leads to a shrinking of the
economy, which further exacerbates
unemployment, which causes the
whole cycle to repeat itself.
He goes on to say that “It's a ridiculously flawed system, but until Alber
tans mobilize to replace it, it's the only
one we've got.” Huh? What sort of
alternative economic system does Mr
Acufia envision where a lack of con-

Mar 11, 2009).
As a family who has decided to home-

sumer confidence does not lead to
contraction? And has this system been
constructed anywhere other than, say
Narnia?
| just don’t see how one could avoid
these basic principles even in Mr
Acufia’s most vivid dream of socialist
utopia.

school it became a part of our philosophy

RICHARD WALLINGTON

HIGH MARKS ON TESTING ARTICLE
I'd like to commend Xanthe Couture on
her excellent article ("Who can unlearn
all the facts that I've learned,” Mar 5 -

that standardized testing (PATs) gives a
very narrow minded view of a student's “Vue Weekly welcomes reader response,
whether critical or complimentary. Send
success. If you have the opportunity read
your opinion by mail,Nue Weekly, 10303
John Taylor Gatto’s book, Dumbing us
~ 108 Street,
tonAB TSJ 117), by
Down, as it reiterates many of the points
fax (780.426.2889)
or by emai (letof the article, along with other false
ters@vueweekly.com). Preference 's
ideals that the school system has set up.
Again, |commend you on a very well
given to feedback about articles in Vue
Weekly. We reserve the right to edit for
written article.
~ length and clarity.
LORRAINE STEPHANYSHYN

twork is a hit online in North America, but foes
ing anti-Semitic button ahead of CRTC fight
ae

ts:

to find a winner in the

recent Gaza war. Except maybe
the

J

‘industry, particularly Al

the only international news

outfit
with reporters inside the territo-

ry during the siege.
Of course, it’s understandable if

you missed the compelling, on-theground coverage. The only way you
could have caught it was online, via
Al Jazeera's English or Arabic version.

Though it’s somewhat less convenient than the TV remote, millions of
North Americatis took advantage of the
online option. From November to January, the Web audience for Al Jazeera

English shot up 22 per cent, 600 per
cent when it came to video reports.
Riding the bounce, the station’s

i

director, Tony Burman, for-

mer editor-in-chief of CBC News, was
making the rounds last month in
Toronto, talking up the Qatari-funded
channel viewed in more than 100
countries—including Israel—but not
available in Canada or the US.
Once again, Al Jazeera is approaching the CRTC for a spot on the TV dial.

saving job at the dual-language CBC.
Every day at 1 pm, Burman sits down
with the head of the TV channel that
was the sworn enemy of the Bushies.
No doubt he’s a reassuring figure for
skeptics who see Al Jazeera as an alien
news force. At a meeting of the Canadian Journalism Foundation on February
17 that’s filled with famous TV faces,
the audience quizzes Burman about
political interference from the Qatari

Jewish groups, laid on licence conditions so severe that it was a foregone
conclusion no carrier would add it, this
time Al Jazeera English has a plan.
Step one is enlisting the support of
the thousands of North Americans who
have already sampled the merchandise.

government. There isn’t any, he says.
And those allegations about antiSemitic rhetoric? Most of the controversial comments, he says, have been
aired on Al Jazeera Mubashir (A!
Jazeera Direct), a C-SPAN-like channel that carries live broadcasts such
as news conferences.
“I accept that on occasion inflammatory and offensive comments have
been made,” Burman says. “In Israel,

Of the 22 million monthly hits AJE gets,

too, hateful things are said from time

more than half are from Canada and the
US. Many people access it free and fullscreen through livestation.com.
What they're seeing looks a lot like
BBC, but with more brown and black
faces. The polished programming

to time.”

But unlike last time, when the regulator, under pressure from mainstream

ranges from Brit chat show host

David Frost to field documentaries
like Dining With Terrorists, exploring
why people take up arms.

THE PRODUCT Seems to be selling itself.
But then there’s Burman. The oldschool newshound commutes from
Toronto’s Yonge and Summerhill to his
apartment in Doha, overlooking the
Persian Gulf with fran on the other side.
_One of his tasks over the nine

months he’s had the gig has been to
“rationalize” the Arabic and English
channels; he carried out a similar cost-

Later in the week, Burman appears
as a guest of the Ramsay Luncheon
series at the Sutton Place Hotel,
where he's interviewed by political
pollster Allan Gregg. “What's a nice
guy like you doing shilling for alQaeda?” Gregg asks. The question
gets a few laughs but likely expresses
some of the doubts in the room, too.
Burman tells me later he’s already
receiving positive feedback and
expects the channel to be on our TV
sets by fall.
. “Our relationship with major satellite and cable companies is quite
good. They've left no doubt that
when we get the CRTC household
seal of approval they'll include us
right away. They're business people.
After Gaza, it’s a no-brainer.”

THAT WOULDN'T exactly be the case
for some local Jewish organizations,
which plan to mount the same kind
of offensive that kept the Arabic
channel off our airwaves five years
ago. A CRTC rep says the application
has not yet been received but that
when it is, the regulator will be open
to public response.
That it will surely get. Bernie Farber, CEO of the Canadian Jewish Congress, fears the new English network
could indulge in the same anti-Semitic commentary its sister channels
have been criticized for. “The track
record of Al Jazeera English is nonexistent at this point.”

In fact, he wants the CRTC to impose
the same rules on AJE that it mandated
for Arabic Al Jazeera when it applied
for approval: a time delay, constant
monitoring and bleeping of anything
construed as a violation of Canada’s
hate laws, costly hurdles that caused
cable companies to take a pass.
But for someone who's prepared to
prescribe what Canadians should be
allowed to watch, Farber doesn’t
seem too clued in.
“I’ve seen Al Jazeera English, and
nothing has raised alarm bells,” he
says. But he acknowledges that he’s
only.seen the channel on a couple of
occasions while travelling in Europe,
where it’s available on regular TV. He
appears not to realize that Al Jazeera
is available in Canada online, “track
record” and all.
"That’s good to know,” he says.
Let's hope he gives it a click. w

This article originally appeared in
Toronto’s Now Magazine, available
online at nowtoronto.com.
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Obama and Iran
DYER STRAIGHT

Israel would not do that without Wash-

Iran should take its “rightful place in the
community of nations ... that place cannot
be reached through terror or arms.” The
measure of Iran’s greatness, he added, is
not “the capacity to destroy.”
This is a subtler re-statement of the
same accusations that the Bush administration has ‘been making for years:
that Iran supports terrorism by provid-

You have to admire Barack Obama's
attempt to re-open the lines of communication with Iran—but you don't have to
ing arms, to Hezbollah in Lebanon and
admire it much. Iran's real leader, Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, was certainly not
to Hamas in the occupied Palestinian
impressed: “Qur nation cannot be talked
territories, and that it is secretly working on nuclear weapons. To Iranian
to like this. In the same congratulatory
ears, he sounds like George W Bush
message they [the Obama administration]
with better manners.
accuse the Iranian nation of supporting
This is a pity, because he is more than
terrorism, pursuing nuclear arms and such
that. He has dropped the Bush policy of
things. What has changed?”
threatening to attack Iran (“all options are
Not much, it would seem. Amidst all
on the table”), at least so long as his
the soft soap about the wonders of Iranjan culture that took up most of President
administration is committed to the curObama's message to Iranians last week, * rent track of diplomacy. He has also
effectively blocked an Israeli attack, since
what stood out was his remark that while

ington’s permission. The world is already
a safer place.
But most Iranians do not accept these
accusations as legitimate, and they are
sick of hearing them. So forget for a
moment the almost universal assumption
in the Western media that they are true,

and consider the evidence.
Iran certainly does supply weapons to
Hezbollah and Hamas, both of which are
defined by the US State Department as

“terrorist organizations.” But then the
US State Department also defined Nelson Mandela as a terrorist for his support of armed confrontation with
apartheid—yet it mysteriously failed to
call Ronald Reagan a terrorist when he
armed the “contras” against the Sandinista regime in Nicaragua.
Hamas and Hezbollah are deeply unattractive organizations, but then so are
most other nationalist movements fighting foreign occupation. In the former
British empire alone, Irgun in Israel, Mau
Mau in Kenya, EOKA in Cyprus and the
IRA in Northern Ireland all employed bru-

tal terrorism in their struggles—but their
leaders all ended up-having tea with the
Queen. And Yasser Arafat of the PLO
ended up on the White House lawn shaking hands with Yitzhak Rabin.
As the political-leader of Hamas,
Khaled Meshaal, said in response to
Barack Obama’s speech, official US
contact with his movement is only “a
matter of time.” In fact, the diplomatic
feelers are already out, although it
will be some time before Washington
admits it.
‘
IN 2006 Hamas won the only really free
and fair election ever held by the Palestinians, and today it governs a welldefined tract of territory, the Gaza Strip
(albeit one under permanent siege by
Israel). Hezbollah has seats in the
Lebanese parliament, and is part of the
country’s “National Unity” government.
Supporting them puts Iran in direct oppo-

sition to current US policy, but it does not
make it a “terrorist” state.
As for the nuclear weapons allegations, who knows? Under the Nuclear
Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT), which
Iran has signed, member states may

develop the full nuclear fuel cycle.
Indeed, they can even get help from the
International Atomic Energy Agency
(IAEA), so long as they accept close
inspection to ensure that they do not
enrich the nuclear fuel from 20 per cent
pure (good enough for reactors) to 90 per
cent pure (“weapons-grade”)
lran has basically abided by those
rules, but the major Western powers distrust its intentions. That's why they
moved the case from the IAEA to the
United Nations Security Council, a politi-

AND BAILOUT

cal body where they can just declare Iran
a threat to the peace and demand that it
stop doing what the NPT says itis free to
do, provided the
wards are observed:

enriching nuclear fuel.

Given all the excited talk, you'd think
there must be some proof of Iran's

alleged plan to make nuclear weapons,
but in fact there is none. Indeed, a
National Intelligence Estimate issued in
November 2007_by the 16 US intelligence agencies stated flatly that Iran

was not currently pursuing a nuclear
weapons program.
Ina more recent assessment earlier
this month Dennis Blair, US Director of
National Intelligence, told the Senate
Select Committee on Intelligence
“Although we do not know whether

Iran currently intends to develop
nuclear weapons, we assess Tehran,
at a minimum, is keeping open the

option to develop them.” That is a fai:
assessment of the reality—and it is
perfectly legal for Iran to keep its
options open in that way.
Iran is not a rogue state. It is an unusu
al country, partly democratic but ultimately under the tule of religious leaders
whose world view is very different from
that of most other people. But that does
not mean that they are “mad mullahs" or
bent on national suicide via nuclear war
Barack Obama is right to try to restart a
conversation that has been suspended for
far too long, but he needs to back up and
Start again. w
Gwynne Dyer is a London-based inde
pendent journalist whose articles ar:
published in 45 countries. His column
appears each week in\Jue Weekly

S PUBLIC SOLUTIONS IN CRITICAL TIMES
April 3-5, 2009 Chateau Louis Conference Centre
(11727 Kingsway Avenue, Edmonton)
Other plenary speakers include;

Dr Elaine Bernard — Harvard University, Boston
Margrete Strand Rangnes — Blue Green Alliance,
Washington D.C.
Dr Robert Woollard — Doctors for Medicare, Vancouver
Diana Gibson — Parkland Institute, Edmonton

Featuring Keynote Speaker

Judy Rebick
Whiter, Political Activist
and Broadcaster

\
~Y

Speaking on her new book,

~©

~

Full Conference Registration

Transforming Power: From the Personal to the Political

Individuals - $175 PIA members, $200 non-members

Table of seven - $1050 PIA members,
$1225 non-members
Subsidies and volunteer opportunities for people
on low-income

Calgary
Thursday, April 2nd, 7:00 PM

Arusha Centre, #106, 223 - 12 Ave SW
Call 403 270-3200

For more information and to register contact

| Edmonton
| Friday, April 3, 7:00 PM

Public Interest Alberta
(780) 420-0471

| Chateau Louise Conference Centre

pialta@telus.net
www.pialberta.org

; Separate keynote tickets available for $15
Reception to follow
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ceptable, Penner says the good news
is there has been an overall decline in

all types of violent crime in the coun-

Taking back the night
Annual march shines light on
violence against women
SCOTT HARRIS / scott@vueweekly.com
ere are times—in cases so
|shocking, so vile—that the
endemic problem of violence
against women moves from the private
homes and dark alleyways where it typically hides to emerge onto prime-time
television screens and the front pages of

newspapers across the country.
But the attention paid to high-profile, made-for-media cases like
Thomas Svelka and Robert Pickton is
in sharp contrast to the much more
widespread reality of violence against
women which occurs in communities
across Canada on a daily basis.
Shining a light on these more common but lesser-known cases of spousal
abuse, sexual assault and stalking is

the goal of the international Take

Back the Night march, which is taking place in Edmonton on March 27.
“It's an event to demand an end to
violence against women, as well as to
celebrate women who have survived
violence and to honour those women
who did not survive,” explains Monica

FA, MAR 27 (7PM)

TAKE BACK THE NIG
ALBERTA AVENUE COMMUNITY
CEATRE
MARCH
(Q10- TBA) FEE
THEMARCH IA WOMENAND WOMEN-DENTIFE
ONLY EVENTALLGENDERS
AREWELCOME
OTHER VENTS
A wide-ranging Canadian study
from the 1990s found that 58 per cent
of women in Alberta have experienced at least one incident of sexual
or physical abuse since the age of 16.
And while men are also the victims of
sexual assault, women in Canada are
the victims of 86 per cent of all cases.
While it’s clearly a problem for all
women, Aboriginal women are especially at risk, experiencing rates of
violence three times higher than nonAboriginal women.

try since the mid-'90s and that there is
a higher level of awareness about violence against women.
Also new this year is the shift from City
Hall to Alberta Avenue, a choice that Penner says was made in part to dispel the
idea that some forms of violence, such as
that experienced by sex trade workers,
are somehow more acceptable
While all genders are encouraged to
participate in the evening’s events,
which includes a rally and the art display
called the Clothesline Project, the march
on Friday will be a women-only event, a
change from recent years in Edmonton
“We've had extensive, extensive discussion and we decided to have a
women- and girls-only march, and of
course that includes Trans women. Men
at that point, if they choose, can participate in a men’s discussion group,” Penner explains. “We decided to do that
after hearing feedback from women
who had marched in the past and said
they really wanted a safe space for
women. We also want to acknowledge
that the origin of Take Back the Night is
about women being safe to walk as
women by themselves, and not needing
so-called male escorts,”
But Penner stresses their exclusion
from the march doesn’t mean men
aren’t welcome and needed in combatting violence against women.
“Certainly men need to be part of
the solution, but we also really want
to honour women who have survived
violence or didn’t survive violence,
and we want the focus to be on
women that one night a year.” v
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"2. Buddy & Julie Miller - Written InChalk (new west)
3. Chris Issak - Mr. Lucky (reprise)
4, Dan Auerbach - Keep ItHid (nonesuch)
5. Justin Townes Earle - Midnight At The Movies (bloodshot)

6.Propagandhi
- Supporting Caste (smaliman)
7. Animal Collective - Merriweather
Post Pavilion (domino)
8. Deep Dark Woods - Winter Hours (black hen)
9. M. Ward — Hold Time (merge)

|

10. V/A- Dark Was The Night (4ad)
11. Napalm Death - Time Waits For No Slave (century media)

12. Brett Dennen — Hope For The Hopeless (dualtone)
13. Elvis Perkins - inDearland (x!)
14. The Derek Trucks Band — Already Free (sony)
15. Buried Inside - Spoils Of Failure (relapse)

16. A.C. Newman - Get Guilty (last gang)
17. John Frusciante -—The Empyrean (record collection)

18. Andrew Bird — Noble Beast (fat possum)

PENNER STRESSES that despite the

common idea that walking home
alone is when women are most at
risk, the reality of the problem is actually much closer to home.
Penner, a child and adolescent thera“There's this idea that sexual viopist with the Sexual Assault Centre of
lence is strangers, but it’s not—it's
Edmonton, which is organizing this
relational. When you look at sexual
year’s march and related events.
violence, for example, 85 per cent of
Penner explains that while the
individuals who have been sexually |
roots of Take Back the Night marchassaulted have been assaulted by
es—which date back to the mid-'70s—
someone they know and love.”
were focused on women exercising
According to a 2006 Statistics
their right to walk the streets without
Canada report, more than 650 000
male accompaniment and free from
Canadian women—seven per cent of
the fear of sexual violence, this year
all women—had been the victim of
the organizers of the Edmonton event
spousal abuse in the past five years.
decided to widen the focus to more
Penner says this reality has
accurately reflect the reality of viochanged the work of groups like the
lence faced by women.
Sexual
Assault Centre in recent years,
“The origins were specifically about
and was the impetus in broadening
sexual violence, but we have expanded it to include all violence against
this year’s focus.
“It’s really important because 10, 15
women,” Penner explains “That
years ago a lot of the focus was on
includes sexual assault by strangers
stranger danger, so all of our sexual
or people that women know, that
assault prevention kits, you know,
includes relationship violence, that
‘walk with a friend,’ are based on this
includes the assault on women who
idea that women are assaulted by
are sex workers, as well as hate
strangers,
but we know that’s not the
crimes against Trans women and lescase. Women are more likely to be
bian and bisexual women.”
While arriving
arr
at accurate measures’ assaulted by the person that’s walking
with them than they are by a stranger,”
of the depth of the problem is notorishe explains. “As well, those prevenously difficult due te the private nature
tion tips about violence against women
of the crimes—victimization surveys
Suggest
that fewer than 10 per cent of . are really about controlling women’s
behaviour, it’s not really about preventwomen who are sexually assaulted go
on to report it to police—the official
ing violence or stopping violence.”
While the numbers are still unacStatistics still paint a troubling picture.

TOP 30

1. Neko Case - Middle Cyclone (anti)

19. Willie Nelson & Asleep At The Wheel - Willie & The Wheel (bismeaux)

MUSIC 101
WORKSHOP
Saturday, April 4
Riverdale Hall
9231 - 100 Avenue
9 AM Registration
10 AM Sessions Begin

AB Music Members - $30
Non Members - $40

Calling All Emerging
Singer/Songwriters!

20. Neil Young - Sugar Mountain: Live At Canterbury House (reprise)
21. Bruce Springsteen - Working On A Dream (columbia)
22. Geoff Berner - Klezmer Mongrels (jericho beach)

23, Mark Olson & Gary Louris — Ready For The Flood (new west)
24. Beast - Beast (universal)

25. JillBarber - Chances

(outside)

26. Kasey Chambers & Shane Nichols - Rattlin’ Bones (sugar hill)

_ 27.Passenger
Action S/T(smaliman)

28, Combichrist - Today We AreAll Demons (metropolis)
29. William ElliottWhitmore - Animals
inTheDark (anti)
30. Southside Johnny - Grapefruit Moon (leroyrecords)

MASTODON
CRACK IN THE SKYE
Mastodon's fourth album 'Crack In The
Skye ‘is reported to be a mystical -- if
crunchy -- concept record about Tsarist
Russia, this is actually the most invoived
set of tracks, both in terms of music and
production, the band has ever recorded. Be
sure to check these mutha's out April 25th
at The Starlite room.
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= | health@vueweekly.com
Health Canada’s current evaluation of 200
potentially carcinogenic chemicals, its
comments on cellphone safety, and its
update on the war on cancer warrant a

Quality Education + Innovative Approach
Earn an exceptional education and recognized credentials at
University Canada West. Our innovative undergraduate programs
allow you to earn a traditional Bachelor’s degree in a conventional
timeframe or in as little as rwo years on the accelerated path.
Additionally, our Degree Completion program can help you rurn
your college business diploma into a Bachelor of Commerce degree
either on campus or online. Call us to learn more.

little background.
Children and teenagers aren't risking their
health by using cellphones, says Health
Canada, even though new research has
shown they are five times more likely to suffer from a malignant brain tumour later in life
if they use them, and even though Dr George
Carlo, who, between 1993 and 1999 headed
the $28 million research program funded by
the cellphone industry that was supposed to
lay our cellphone fears to rest found they do
in fact cause damage.
We are, according to Health Canada,
making progress in the war on cancer,
even though 695 000 Canadians were
diagnosed with an invasive cancer
between 1995 and 2005. Rising rates have
been explained as a factor of better detection, longer survival rates and aging populations, even though cancer is the leading
cause of death by disease among children
in the West, and Hodgkin's lymphoma
affects mostly those between 20 and 40.
Health Canada’s basic cancer prevention
message—butt out, eat right, lose weight

1.877.431.6887

and stay active—is a good one, but given

» ws

WWW_UNIVERSITYCANADAWEST

that over 70 per cent of women diagnosed
with breast cancer have none of the person-

CA

CUSTOM

amounts of money spent, the cell-killing

al risk factors of smoking or obesity, and
over 90 per cent have none of the genetic
factors, it’s clearly nowhere near enough.

paradigm has failed to achieve its goal.
Also in keeping with tradition, Ottawa
is bent on protecting Canada’s asbestos
mining industry and continuing exports

Diverting attention from inconvenient

truths seems to be a theme. While it's comforting, on the surface at least, that the
agency is currently evaluating a list of 200

to developing countries, even though
thousands die of asbestos-related can
cers each year, even though there is sci-

potentially carcinogenic substances, one of
the chemicals in the current batch being
evaluated is benzene, long known to be carcinogenic. A chemical used in the manufacture of pesticides, lubricants, dyes,
detergents, pharmaceuticals, paints, inks,
glues, leathers and rubbers, it is capable of
causing leukemia, non-Hodgkin lymphoma
and aplastic anemia, and has been described
by the National Safety Council as “one of the
most insidious poisons ever used in industry.” I'm not sure how much money we need
to spend evaluating its safety.
Only one of the 900 common chemicals
tested over the past three decades by the
World Heath Organization's International
Agency for Research on Cancer has been
deemed non-carcinogenic, and of the
many still considered “insufficiently test-

entific consensus that it is highly
carcinogenic and even though it has
already been banned by nearly every
developed country.
Canada led the way last year in block

ing the listing of asbestos as a hazardous
product under the Rotterdam Convention,

an international agreement that requires
importing countries be warned about the
risks associated with hazardous products. We have become, according to an
editorial in the Canadian Medical Asso
ciation Journal, an “avid asbestos cheer
leader. Ottawa has poured more than $19
million into the Chrysotile Institute, an
advocacy group formerly called the
Asbestos Institute before that name
became unfashionable.”
Finally, and also no surprise, Canada
continues to support the uranium mining,
oilsands and nuclear power industries even
though groups living near those industries
suffer very high rates of cancer. (One need
look no further than Fort Chipewyan) Urani

ed,” many are already known or very likely carcinogens.

ALSO IN KEEPING with its history, Health
Canada continues to warn and act against
“unproven” natural therapies, even though
massive harm done by prescription drugs
is well documented, and even though
astounding success stories in the world of
natural medicine abound, and even though
analysis of chemotherapy outcomes over
the past three decades has, according to

NOW PERSONALIZE YOUR TRUCK WITH

, TRUCK

Guy B Faguet in The War on Cancer: An
anatomy of failure, a blueprint for the
future, revealed that despite monolithic

um in drinking water is, even at very low

levels, known to be a hormone disruptor
Breast cancer maps from the US Centers
for Disease Control data show that twothirds of all breast cancer deaths between
1985 and 1989 occurred within a 100-mile
radius of nuclear reactors. w
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joing down the drain

i.
scone inAlberta are quickly losing
control of precious water resources

Come support'fresh & hip @esigners —
from right here in Edmonton

‘RICARDO ACUNA / ualberta.ca/parkland

Sunday,

22 was World Water Day,

a day @:
ela

ed bythe United Nations
blyin 1992 to raise aware-

rethe myriad issues facing water
s internationally, and to remind
nts oftheir responsibility to act

Geet and résponsible stewards of
this precious resource.
This year a keen group of Edmontonactivists took it upon themselves to

organize a full week of activities leading
up to World Water Day. Events included
film screenings, expert panel discussions,
bottled water tasting, concerts and
wrapped up with a march to the Legislature and a rally.
Participants at any of these events
walked away with the strong message
that there are serious problems facing our
water resources in Alberta—from the
i@arbie conditions of water infrastruc-

Sat., April 4,10am -4
$2 adiitedin =~ kids re
Thanks to our sponsor!

RAYACOM)

turein First Nations communities to the
overconsumption of water for irrigation,

from the overuse and contamination of
water by the oil industry to the damage
being done by bottled water companies
to our natural water resources.
Even though the issues exposed and

explained during World Water Week are
many, there was one constant message:
citizens are largely losing contro! of how
our water is used, allocated, treated and

preserved.
Historically, water was viewed around
the world as a common good, provided by .

fature for the survival of all humanity and
the natural environment. It was assumed
that our governments would exercise this
Stewardship function on our behalf, ensuring
that all people had access to the resource,
and that it would not be used in a way
which damaged the natural environment.
Lately, however, governments around the
world have been failing in that stewardship
function, and many of them are now working hard to dispossess themselves of that

responsibility entirely. Alberta, unfortunately,is no exceptiontothis trend.
Water utilities are being sold off to forprofit ventures, tar sands companies are
responsible for monitoring their own
impact on water, rivers have been over-

allocated throughout southern Alberta,
and bottled water companies seem to

have unfettered access to our aquifers
and municipal water supplies.
There is a fruieriontal conflict existing in Alberta between the use of water
s aninput

for wealth and profit genera-

tion, and the needs of human populations
and nature for clean abundant water.

:an

a ,,aSwith so many other

we

a provincial government in

Alberta that tends to default to tHe needs
Of the marketplace over the needs of peo-

_ ple and the environment. Their policies on
water reflect this sense of priorities.

Despite numerous scientific reports

expressing concerns with low water
flows in the Athabasca River, for example, the government has thus far only
placed largely meaningless caps on how
much water tar sands operations can
withdraw from the river. They also refuse
to directly monitor what these operations
are putting back into the watershed, or to
force tar sands operators to clean up their
tailings lakes, which pose a huge danger
to the entire system.
Likewise, despite the over-allocation of
water from rivers like the Red Deer and
Bow, the government has thus far refused
to claw back water licenses for fear of
angering the industrial farm operations
and industry which are using the water.
Instead, one of the key solutions being
proposed by government and many in the
environmental community is the pricing of
water. In other'words, putting a price on
water will somehow make people and
industry value water more, and they will
thus conserve more and treat it better.

THERE ARE NUMEROUS practical concerns with pricing water, but the bigger
concern is a philosophical one. Putting a
price on water, which puts it into the
realm of things that can be sold, bought
and traded, would be perhaps the final
step needed to fully remove water from
the realm of common good and place it
firmly in the realm of the marketplace. As
we've learned from previous experience
in Alberta with things like natural gas and

« electricity, we as citizens have next to no
power to influence how our largely unreg‘ulated marketplace distributes goods or
even operates.
At the same time, the government is
working hard to convince individuals to
reduce household water use. This is
undeniably something that needs to happen, but given current realities, the only

thing reduced domestic water use would
accomplish is to make more water available for use by industry and irrigation further downstream.

It's time we reminded government that
their role is to be stewards of our common
goods on our behalf, and that they cannot
simply hand over that responsibility to the
marketplace, because the market only
understands commodities and profit, not

“Worth it.”

common goods, and certainly not nature.
The government must severely limit

the amount of water available to industry
and irrigation in this province. The government must also ensure the quality of
our water by setting and enforcing clear
zero-tolerance guidelines for any kind of
pollution, toxic dumping and industrial
accidents. The current water allocation
system needs to be overhauled in a way
that prioritizes clean water for human
consumption and nature, rather than for
profit and as an input into production.
Water bottles should be banned from all
public buildings, including schools and
hospitals. Public municipal and First
Nations water systems should have their
infrastructure and repair needs funded by

government, and privatization of those
systems should be prohibited. And finally,
water must be recognized by governments as a fundamental human right.
If we do not force government to take
these steps, and take them quickly, they
will proceed even further along the path
to completely abandoning their responsi-

bility for properly stewarding this
resource, and we will have lost one more
common good to the vagaries of the marketplace. w
Ricardo Acufa is executive director of the
Parkland Institute, a non-partisan public

policy research institute housed at the
University of Alberta.
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That’s what people say. The
only problem with Blundstone
boots is that they never seem to
wear out. Oh, people try. But after
a few years of kicking the bejeez
out of them, they’re more
comfortable than ever and
still going strong.
Expensive?
Nope, they
get cheaper

by the day.
The Original
Available in
Brown or Black

www.blundstone.ca

Campers Village - 10951170 St NW - 780-484-2700
Gravity Pope - 10442 Whyte Ave - 780-439-1637
Kunitz Shoes -837 Saddleback Rd - 780-438-4259
SoftMoc-West Edmonton Mall - 780-489-5616
Wener Shoes- 10322 Jasper Ave - 780-422-2718
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You'll be glued
to the TV

With all digital TELUS TV* you get:
Add TELUS TV toa
home bundle from only

= Superb picture and sound quality
@ Over 200 channels to choose from

= The flexibility to build the package that's right for you ek

1

a.

Sign up now and receive a FREE HD-ready PVR rental!

-@ TELUS
the future is friendly

Call 310-1144 or visit telus.com/gettv or your nearest TELUS authorized dealer.
TELUS AUTHORIZED DEALERS
Mails

Downtown

West

Kingsway Garden Mai

TELUS Plaza North

14903 - 118th Ava.

West Edmonton Mali

:

St. Albert

Southeast

St. Albert Centre

Bonny Deon Shopping Centre

Unit 30 - 200 St. Albert Rd.

5

20 Muir
Dr.

ortngale Maa

—

a Woods Town Centre
"Offer avaliable with 2 1. 2 or 3 year service agreement until May 4, 2009 to residential clients who have not subscribed within the past 90 days to TELUS TV servics and who have TELUS High Speed Intemat service. $15 includes the Essentials which includes 76 pre-selected channels. Further customization |s available for an additional cost. frog PVR rental available witha 3 year
wervice egrmement. TELUS reserves the righttochange the channel lineup © 2009 TRUS
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Reaper around the same hexagonal grid,
reaping the multicoloured souls of the

Curtain call. (zero) Ofcourse.
And so. Afternoon in a friend's living

_ foom. I've mushed out through the snow-

is time likeajunkie
An

piles for coffee and Chinese breakfastbuns. I've played with the dog. My wife is
upstairs watching Montgomery Clift get
the chair for drowning Shelley Winters.
My DS is dead (forgot the charger) so my
dive into The World Ends With You, for
which |traded all three iterations of MLB
09: The Show, will have to wait. Nothing
to do but resume yesterday's obsession,

You're nodoubt tired of

Bloody Fun Day (tinyurl.com/bloodyfun).

—but can you give me

rivalled only by “fast-paced” in the lazy
game writer's toolkit of readymades. And
addictive.Bloody Fun Day, developed by
Urban Squall and available on timewaster's
paradise Konqregate.com, certainly is. But
what makes it so? What's the alchemy of
addiction that keeps me—for eight hours
now, and counting on into the equinoctial
night—clicking my little cartoon Grim

the patio furniture and
ie sunbathing jay; when
town for an event called

that is (three) of course when
s decide we need another two

| damned snow and the highhave
one (one) more death-trap

“Addictive.” We use this word a lot; it's

stick, hot seat

same adorable whatsits, stranded in the
terrifying limbo where research and procrastination meet?
Zoned out in the clicktrance, my mind
goes back to what is probably the first
piece of game-design theory | ever read.
Sometime in the mid-'80s, entranced by
Pinball Construction Set, Starflight,
Archon, Seven Cities of Gold and pretty
much every other EA-published game that
could be had via birthday wishes or
scrimped allowance money, my very serious teenaged self wrote a very serious
letter to Electronic Arts, asking exactly
what being a game designer entailed. To
my surprise, | got a prompt response, from
Trip Hawkins himself! He laid it all out:
Electronic Arts, he said, was only interested in games possessing three virtues: they
had to be “Simple, hot and deep.” This is
as good a recipe for videogame addiction
as any; let's take a look!

SIMPLE. Turn by turn, Bloody Fun Day
requires you to answer a single question:

where next does the Grim Reaper reap?
There are six possible modifiers to this
choice, in the form of “special powers” that
enable your widdle Angel of Death to do
things like kill at range, double the bounty of
his (or her; you can select a very elegant
she-Death) next sou!-harvest, or convert said
souls into the all-important Red Souls that
sustain his/her unlife. It takes maybe 30
seconds to figure out how to make it go, and
once you've got it the mechanics move from
your brain to your mouse-hand. simplicity
makes heat possible.
Hot. Bloody Fun Day progresses by
turns, but it manages to create and maintain the panicked heat of a real-time game.
A lot of this heat is more or less a special
effect, a fire stoked by an unusually effective sonic environment; even when Death
has things pretty easy, the lazy doot-de-doo
earworm background music occasionally
kicks things up metal-style to remind you of
what you've got coming. What you've got
coming is scarcity; you need those goddamned Red Souls, and thanks to a sidebar
timeline, you know exactly how long you
have ‘til you run out. You also know exactly

Wits. angty Flower.

how long you have until the eggs that litter
the board—new life born from the spurting
blood of your cuddly-wuddly victims—will
hatch and maybe save your bony ass. Synchronizing your actions, click by click, with
this relentless timeline is all-important
Heat makes depth possible

Deep. Oh, God. In your constant quest
for Red Souls, you'll come up with all
kinds of personal strategies and rules of
thumb. Never click a red group that comprises fewer than four Cuties; let those
clusters build! Never crush an unhatched
egg! Or, actually go ahead and crush them
if it means keeping that fat group of Black
Souls in play! Whatever you tell yourself,
the depth really hits when your Red Soul
tank is running dry and the tense music is
playing, and only a perfectly planned clickstrategy is going to keep you alive (or.
undead). And when it pays off, when one
sweet strategy moves you from “Here
comes the fucking tombstone” to be
with 40 Red Souls? Shit; even afte
these:years of gaming, that rush still does
its neurochemical work. Depth makes payoff possible. w

com
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MR FLOWER,
You ARE UNDER
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Theo Fleury’s slide and dive down the ice
in a 1991 playoff game against our Oilers
made me chuckle. It was exciting, full of

MPL

dizzy bliss and {trust me, it hurt to watch)
gave me goose bumps. {t helps that the

Oilers ypdate: Since we last spoke, dear

Oiler readers, the Oilers beat Colorado 81 (yes!) then followed that with a 5-4
shootout win over Chicago. The winning
stopped with a 3-0 road loss in Minnesota and a 3-2 home loss against Detroit.
The playoffs, however, are still a possibility. We're in the home stretch.

OVECHKIN-GATE! First of all, | apologize
for referring to this small hockey controversy by using the tired old “-gate” cliché.
(Oh no, cliché-gate!) There is sarcasm
embedded in it; you can’t read it, but it's
there. What I’m talking about is Caps
sniper Alex Gyechkin’s flashy “hot stick”
celebration of his S0th goal of this season

(he dropped his stick to the ice and

warmed his hands ayer itas if it were on
fire). He's the first player to reach the 50
goal plateau thus far and may be the only
one. Don Cherry, Rick Tocchet and other
hockey purists found his little pantomime
to be flashy, unnecessary and an example
of “un-hockeylike” showboating. Person-

ane| found it to be ee
il
ut pretty innocuous.
Pro
sports, despite

_ bei atbane, ettamen at
f sa
paytowatch games live or
on TV. We have heroes and villains.
Frankly, |don’t buy the argument that
_ Ovechkin’s little show was unfair or cruel
to the opposing Tampa Bay Lightning

Oilers won the next game and dumped
the Flames out of the 1991 playoffs. Last
laugh. DY

TB’S TAKE ON OVECHKIN'S HOT-STICK
SHENANIGANS: GOOD ON HIM! Tie guy

ence ioe, ey a

venom (and bile) that itbrought up, even

AND INDIGNATION7

You
Cone WITH US.

TAKE A Look AT
THESE PICTURES,

ment, and if the NHL is going to survive
they are going to have to stop kneecapping themselves in an effort to keep old
fogies like Cherry happy. 18

THIS WEEK'S OILER DEFINITION

Joyful celebrations of milestone goals are

JUST THE RIGHT
MIX oF ANGER

fessional sports is a form of entertain-

DAVE'S TAKE ON TB’S TAKE: Crap. | hate

funtowatch andaddto the sports experi-

1T?

the fans loved it. Big Georges Laraque
even tias his own version of the Lambeau
Leap. But they're Canadian, so | guess
they get a free ride, eh? And how about
Rick Tocchet, saying that “Ovechkin has
come down a bit in his books?” Uh, yeah,
which books would you be talking about,
Rick? The kind you frequented before you
plead guilty to conspiracy and gambling?
Please. Better leave the discussions on
ethics in sports for others to debate. Pro-

in the league, you should not only be
allowedtocelebrate, you should be
expected to do so. Iffans are happy, the

only criticism ofthecelebration was that
‘appeared far too contrived, rehearsed
and lacked spontaneity. Spontaneous,

WASN'T

loves to play and his enthusiasm shows.
Heaven forbid someone in the league
shows a little personality and excitement
Seriously, highlight reels almost exclusively show big goals, big-saves and big
fights. Howzabout something different,
something fun? And if it pisses off that
overstuffed dinner jacket Don Cherry, all
the better. Seriously Don, this is nothing
new. Theoren Fleury and Tiger Williams
used to ride the stick after big goals and

Goalies and fans If you're thetop scorer

players should exhibit
alittle jay too. My

THAT WAS GOOD,

agreeing with this guy. DY

“Celebration”: 1) 1980 Kool and The Gang
#1 hit, Played at Oiler games after victories in the ‘80s, therefore it was played
quite often. 2) Something NHL players are
shunned and criticized for doing after big
goals for fear of appearing arrogant,
cocky or like they actually enjoy playing
hockey. Wouldn't want that; would we? w

ot
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DISH
JAN HOSTYN / jan@voewsekly.com

ometimes it feels as if Ihave a
S bit of a shoe fetish. Nothing that
rivals the restraint of Imelda
Marcos and her twisted collection of
2700 pairs—my feet aren't quite as
needy—but | like shoes. Sandals and

flip-flops, to be precise. But as much
as my feet can’t wait to flop around in
my newest pink-with-chocolatebrown-polka-dots acquisitions, they
have their old favourites
The ever-evolving world of restaurants is pretty much the same—there's
always something new popping up
But that shouldn't mean old favourites
get kicked aside, unless you happen
to live in my house and have an editor
who doesn't see the appeal of reviewing the same restaurant multiple
times. Then you never go to the same
restaurant twice. And your kids start
to complain. Loudly.
Well, the kids that live in my house
complain. So, in a futile effort to save
my sanity, I caved in to their incessant
grumbling. We headed off to Il Forno,
the birthplace of thin-crust pizza in
their world. Car doors slammed, seat
belts clicked and the kids beamed.
Excited sighs of anticipation escaped
their hungry mouths when their eyes
landed on II Forno’s brilliant blue sign
Another sigh, one of appreciation,
e from my husband as we pulled
one of many available parking
The joys of being located in an
hetically challenged but practical
rip mall—this one just off Stony
Plain Road and 149 St
Inside, we were met with people

MON FI (11 AM -2 PMTUE-SAT
(6PM 10M)
REVUEIL1491FORNG
STONY PLAIN ROAD, T0455.043
People milling about in the narrow
hallway while they waited for a table;
people sitting comfortably in the
packed room, happily eating. We had
a reservation, but had to wait. People
were too busy eating, visiting, digesting and relaxing to think about

chocolate mousse torte with white
chocolate raspberry gelato to keep
them busy while my husband and |
tackled our dinners. My husband dived
into his Arrabiatta, a pile of penne with
big chunks of Italian sausage, all mingled in a chunky, fresh-tasting tomato
sauce. Garlicky and spicy and good—
and enough to cart some home for the
next day’s lunch.

moseying out the door.
The incredible smells lazily drifting

from the kitchen were torturing our
ravenous stomachs. Eventually a few
people pried their satiated bodies
from their warm chairs, and we were
seated. As busy as it was, it was also
strangely intimate. Maybe it was the
green-and-white checkered tablecloths, or the winding vines on the
ceiling with little white lights scattered throughout. I could almost
imagine sitting amongst the olive
trees in an Italian courtyard—until my
heavy winter coat fell to the floor and
interrupted my fantasy.
OUR WAITRESS CAME BY immediately.
She apologized for the wait and recognized us from long ago. So we visited, talking about recent vacations
and growing kids. But she had work
to do, so we quickly placed drink
orders—milk ($2.95) and orange juice
($3.50) for the
girls and the more
exciting Luigi Bosca Malbec ($8) and
Tyrell’s Moore's

Creek

Shiraz

($7) for

my husband and I

GO AHEAD, BE

CRABBY
Ricky's
ALL

soup disappeared as well. The bow!s
didn’t look very big at first, but by the
time we finally scooped up the last
spoonful of broth teeming with beans
and chunks-of veggies, our stomachs
were already getting full
The girls ordered a piece of th

BAY

GRILL

My Portofino was even better. Per
fectly cooked fettuccine swam in a
heady white wine/garlic/herb butter
sauce.

Tender

jumbo

shrimps,

chunks of tomatoes and woodsy

The migrating white specials board
was deposited next to our table. The
kids didn’t even glance at it. They
were there for the pizza—a Margarita

strone Soup ($6 each), the Penne

($13), half with mushrooms ($2.50)
The specials looked tempting, but so
did the regular menu. It was rustic
Italian comfort food with an occasion
al twist thrown in. The kind that
brings to mind a house full of people
with everyone all talking at once,
arms waving, forks flying and piquant
smells swirling about
We settled on two bowls of Mine-

White buns, pizza and minestrone
soup came and were devoured. Nothing fancy, just earthy dishes sporting
delicious food
The pizza was declared perfect. A
thin and crispy crust, with just the right
amount of zesty sauce and gooey
cheese. They ate every last morsel, a
feat they had never managed to do
before. Every last drop’ of the hearty

Arrabiata

($19) for my husband and

the Fettucine Portofino ($21) for
myself.

mushrooms were hiding throughout
and grated parmesan coated everything. My one daughter even aban
doned the cake and helped me
attack the pasta, which she anointed
“the best pasta ever.”
Not that there was anything wrong
with the cake. It kept my other daugh
ter busy.
Like everyone else in the place, we
were in no hurry to leave. Not fancy
not pretentious, just good food in
comfortable surroundings.
Ii Forno reminds me of old shoes
Not the holey, scuffed-up kind the dog
wrestles with (and wins) every night,
but the comfortable, trustworthy kind

you slip on when you want happy
blister-free feet. w
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Body, wind, tat spuillearn the skills at MacEwan to help people move towards
optimum health. MacEwan's programs are creating a new
standard in complementary and allied health

ATTEND A FREE INFORMATION

SESSION

(Therapist Assistant )

ae

Monday, March 30 @ 6:30 pm
Room 9-208, Robbins Health Learning Centre

City Centre Campus (10700-104 Avenue)
www.MacEwan.ca/therapist

(Acupuncture )
Tuesday, March 31 @ 6:30 pm
Room 7-265
City Centre Campus (10700-104 Avenue)
www.MacEwan.ca/acupuncture

The search for special suds

(Holistic Health)

GREAT
z
HEAD

WHICH LEAVES US with liquor stores. On

Se|
pamacrnnwnthcm
The most frequent piece of feedback |
receive from my beer columns and com-

mentary is the question: "Where do | find
that beer you talked about?”
It's a fair question. Most liquor stores
and pubs don’t offer a wide range of
beers for their customers. The beers

about which | enjoy writing are much
harder to find. So, it seems to me, offering a column that gives beer fans some
tips about where to find good beer is an
important public service.
Edmonton's pub selection is, to be honest, pathetic. There are only a handful of
bars that even try to offer a larger than
average selection. A few, such as
O'Byrne’s or Sherlock Holmes, offer a
decent selection of the standard imports.
But that isn’t much of an achievement.
A good choice for beer in town is one of
the numerous Original Joe’s locations. They
are committed to offering only microbreweries ontap and also offeranimpressive bottle selection in the cooler. Any beer drinker

will find something they enjoy at OJ's. The
124 St location is particularly strong.
From here, the selection drops off
quickly. Brewsters, of course, puts up a
range of its own beers with mixed
results. | have found the seasonals are
consistently well brewed, creative and
enjoyable. There are also a few pubs that
Committo local beers on tap, for which

they should be commended. But from
there, the offerings become thin:

this front it’s not as bad as one might
think.
Good beer can be found with a little
effort. A handful of stores make an effort
to bring in interesting beers. One good
source, surprisingly, are the wine boutiques. | have found that in addition to an
impressive range of wines, most offer a
cooler of good beers. My guess is they
realize that many wine aficionados also
appreciate a well-made craft brew. The
prices are a bit higher than elsewhere,
but the selection is noteworthy. Deserving of mention are deVine Wines downtown, Crestwood Liquor on 142 St and
Bin 104 on Calgary Trail. In all cases, their
specialty is wine, but a beer lover will not
be disappointed.
A handful of general liquor stores also
attempt to go out of their way. The two
Grapes and Grains stores (Terra Losa Centre and 111 St) have a decent selection,
as does the 123 St Liquor Store near the
old Molson plant.
The Chateau Louis on Kingsway Ave is
the former Edmonton champion for beer.
It still deserves a visit as it continues to
have two full walls of beer alongside its
scary selection of expensive ports and

rare scotches.
.
But these days if you are a beer fan,
you must head to Sherbrooke Liquor
(118 Ave and St Albert Trail). It is the
beer lover's mecca, with more than 500
beers in stock at any one time. Basically, if it’s available in Alberta, it’s sold at
Sherbrooke. The owner has made a
commitment to being the go-to place for
beer in town. And my personal experience is that he is true to his word. |

BOSAL
Brtee

Alberta’s

electrical

workers

have found Sherbrooke to be the single
most reliable source for rare and craft
beers in the province.
Finally, there is one fail-safe
method for finding that beer you love
the most, and it is, ironically, a consequence of Ralph Klein's liquor privatization in the 1990s. For the most part
liquor privatization has failed Albertans, resulting in higher prices and
worse selection (check out the Parkland Institute study on liquor privatization for proof).
As part of the privatization, Klein pri-

vatized warehousing and distribution
services. The contract was given to a
British company called Connect Logistics. From reports from brewers, distributors and retgilers, Connect’s track
record has been abysmal—excessive
fees, frequent breakages, lost shipments and so on. However, they have
done one thing right—they've set up an
online, searchable database for all the
products in the catalogue.
All you have to do is go to
www.alberta-liquor-guide.com and
type in the product name you're looking for. The engine will give you the
option of limiting the search range by
city or postal code. It will produce a
list of the stores in your area that carry
the beer you requested.
| have found it to be an indispensible
tool. If |know what ! want, | can find out
where in the city to find it. It saves hours
of phone calls and aimless driving.
It is possible to find good beer in this
town. Great head is not far from your
home. You just need to know where to
look for it.w

Wednesday, April 1 @ 6:30 pm
Room 9-211, Robbins Health Learning Centre
City Centre Campus (10700-104 Avenue)
www.MacEwan.ca/holistic

(Massage Therapy)
Thursday, April 2 @-6:30 pm
Room 104
South Campus (7319-29 Avenue)
www.MacEwan.ca/massage

think MacEwan

Make « difkerence,
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THE
INTERNATIONAL
CULINARY
SCHOOL™
at The Ant institute

of Vancouver

Offering courses in

Edmonton.
(WSET) Wine Education

and Spirit Trust is widely

referred to as the
“Gold Standard” in
global wine education.
Courses satisfy the
needs of the novice
through to the
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place,” Danyluk shares. “But it’s such
a fun environment—the music goes

up, the candles are on—it’s just a fun

place to
ful wine
Now,
clientele

come and try some wonderand food.”
she is proud to say that her
consists of an eclectic group
of regulars—some come from the lofts
and condos nearby, and the agé range
is anywhere from 18 to 90. “Wine
doesn't have to be an intimidating
thing anymore,” offers Danyluk. “The
more you try, the more you'll understand your palate and find out what
your preferences are.”
TZiN is an ideal place to experiment with wine. Danyluk is certified in Level | and 2 with the
International Sommelier Guild, the
professional body that accredits
sommeliers with direct instruction.
Moreover, Danyluk changes the
wine list every six weeks, and has
a minimum of 20 by-the-glass
wines to choose from, in accessible
half or full-glass portions. “There’s
enough of a varietal range and
enough diversity to satisfy most
palates,” she says.
She also enjoys being able to
introduce patrons to wines that they
may not have considered before.
"Customers may come in claiming to

love an Australian Shiraz, for example,” shares Danyluk. “Great to know,
but there are always qualities about

Wine is no [zin
= |KELSEY DANYLUK

SHARON YEO / sharen@vueweekly.com

CH |TON WINE BAR
SS | 10115-1047, 70.48.0048

ver since Kelsey Danyluk
Ficeenes TZiN Wine and Tapas
just over two years ago, she’s
seen a heightened curiosity about
wine. “When I started seven or eight

La
lounge focused are realizing the
importance of wine and having a
comprehensive wine list,” claims
Danyluk. “When you go out for dinner, the wine list is promoted a bit
better, and there's a bit more selection than your chardonnay and merlot

years ago in the industry,” says Danyluk, “there seemed to be less interest
at the time. Now, people in Edmonton
are interested in wine.”

She believes that this growing fascination with wine has forced restaurants
and other
mainstream
establishments to offer more selec-

tion.

options.”
As someone

“Places that are more bar and

who is passionate

that Australian Shiraz that people

like that you can find in other countries or varietals that will offer a similar fit. It's a matter of listening to the
key words of what they are attracted
to about that wine to broaden their

about wine, this growing appetite
for wine is well-received by Danyluk. She had always considered the
possibility of opening a wine bar,
and when the tiny space on 104th St
and Jasper Ave became available
three years ago (conveniently located next to the boutique liquor store
deVine),

the dream

eventually

became a reality.
Initially, however, she found that
patrons were hesitant to step foot
inside TZiN. “When I first started,
there was an assumption that there
would be a snobbery about this

[preferences].”
Although there are a few other
wine bars in the city, the concept of
an establishment deyoted to the
pleasures of wine still hasn't really
caught on in Edmonton, especially
when compared with Calgary. Danyluk thinks this will be changing this
year. “Edmonton may be a couple of
paces behind,” she says, “but we'll
have a few more wine bars coming up
very shortly.”
WHAT MAKES TZIN stand out is their
food program. “Although there are a

few places around the city that clair

_ to offer tapas,” Danyluk says, “we fing

that we're more authentic to the defi
Nition ofit.”
The food menu changes thre,
times a year, and leans toward;
" shared plates such as antipasto plat
ters, caramelized

onion and feta

tartlets and crab spring rolls. In May
when the City Centre Farmers’ Mai
ket opens, Chef Neil Chamberlain
will be incorporating as much fresh
produce into the spring menu as
possible.
In terms of food and wine pai:
ings at the bar, Danyluk has simp}i
fied things for the patron. "What w
do is colour-coded dots to the left
- the wines that correspond back ;
the colour-coded dots next to th:
food,” she explains. Of course, sh

acknowledges that the dots a
“merely suggestions. As | alway
say, ‘Good food, good wine, good
company, it’s going to work ou

anyways.’”
Danyluk finds that many peop!
worry about supplementing

i!

correct. wines with dishes, but proposes an alternate approach to
pairing. “When you go to a restau

rant, the first thing that you do i
look at the wine list even befor:
looking at the food,” she says. “But
it can work both ways—you car
pair your food to your wine or win:
to your food, depending on you:
priorities. The biggest thing is
follow your instincts and not neces
sarily the rule books. You don't
have to do a white with chicken or
fish—you can do a red. It’s mean
to be a fun thing.”
Danyluk is thankful that she is able
to share her love of wine with so
many people. “I’m very passionat«
about wine and how it becomes
part of the social experience of your
day or your meal,” she shares. “So \
be a part of people's experience her
with wine has been the best par!

through the entire experience over th
last two years.”
With the city’s growing appetite fo
wine, Danyluk will likely be able to
spread her wine enthusiasm for years

to come. v
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If you like cinnamon candies, you'll like
this, and the Internet says, “Ladies

Sometimes when !'m working on this col-

love it!” | guess I'm nota lady, but you
might be.

Honestly, |actually found this drink quite
palatable. The herbal Jagermeister
calmed down the sweet cinnamon a bit
The drink tastes like candy, but it’s at
least good candy.

HARDLY COVUEWEEKLY.COM

|

.

umn | lose my head. My normal technique

for choosing the booze I'm going to write
about is to go into the liquor store and
wander around picking up bottles until |
find something that I'm both interested in
and have never tried before. While this
usually provokes suspicion from liquor
store clerks (I guess they don't like crazy
women fondling every bottle on the shelf: |
probably do seem a bit aimless), it usually
works pretty well. | find something I've
fever tasted before or at least something
that’s different enough to be interesting
My technique led me astray this
month, however. Call me an innocent
drinker, or maybe it’s just because I’ve
never been a bar star, but I've never
tasted Goldschlager. As | wandered
past the display in the liquor store, |
thought, “How bad could it be?” All

kinds of liqueurs are great when carefully mixed into cocktails, adding hidden depths and extra dimensions

your drink.

Gold flakes or-not,

2 oz Goldschtéger (or other cinnamon
liqueur)
Choice of soda (cola and lemon-lime are
popular choices) or apple cider

1 62 Goldsehlager
1 oz Jagermeister
Dr Pepper

Filla highbail glass with ice, pour in the
Goldschlager, then fill the glass with
soda.

Fill @ highball glass with ice, pour in
Goldsehldger and Jagermeister, stir to combine. Top up your glass with Dr Pepper. w

thought maybe this bar drink had
something to offer. Also, | had no idea
that it tasted like cinnamon candies
So now | have a bottle of Goldschlager, have mixed it into various
concoctions, and frankly | have almost
nothing good to say
Goldschlager is, of course, best known
for the marketing trick of decora

liqueur with gold flakes. This is, j
know, not classy, and it doe

to

look

|

panic

these
of 1 oney
The value of the flakes Is something

rick

| LANGANO SKIES
If its the last Tuesday of the mont

like $2.50, which is probably the price difference between this liqueur and any other cin
hamon schnapps in the store. And contrary
to popular (and ignorant) belief, the gold
flakes don’t rake little cuts in your throat
and stomach and make you drunk faster.
Minus the gold flakes and the odd
urban myths, what you're left with when
you buy a bottle of Goldschlager is a
strongly alcoholic liqueur (40 per cent)
that tastes like nothing O.much as cin
nam

n mouthwash.

Sorr y, | just can't sell

it.to

you

way.

any other

WEEKLY

| suppose

could drink it straight or on ice, which is
probably your best option, because no
Matter what else you mix Goldschlager
with, all you taste is the fake cinnamon
anyway. Drop it in coke to have cinnamon
coke, throw a shot into apple cider to

be holding just that this Tue. \
Starting at 5 pm. if youve neve

Ethiopian cuisine is an experie
variety of spicy and not-so-spicy

ate placed on @ communal tray
then scoop up a bit of each

have cinnamon apple cider, mix it with

sils” made out of

lemon-lime soda to get ... v
cinnamon. Are you seeing the pattern
If you don't want all your drinks to taste
like nothing but cinnamon, | first recor
mend not buying this stuff. If you really

need cinnamon flavour in your drink, try
doing just a wash

of G

chlager by

|
5

swirling the liqueur in your glass and pour
ing out the excess before adding your other

:

hen

you know it’s time fer avege
Ethiopian restaurant Langano
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Do you have what it takes to attend The Art Institute of Vancouver, one of
North America’s leaders in creative education?
«

At The Art institute, we believe an education in the creative and applied arts should be hands on and practical, not
to mention inspiring. It should prepare you for opportunities in the workplace as it gives your ideas and talent a
place to take shape. We're ready when you are.
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Register with The Art Institute of Vancouver to attend an information session at:
10135 - 100th Street, Edmonton

Check-in opens at 9:30 am. Presentation starts at 10:00 am sharp!

"
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Art Institute

_ of Vancouver~

3264 Beta Avenue, Burnaby, BC VSG 4K4

Learn more about the programs offered and find out how to
get started on the education you've always wanted.
Assistant Directors of Admissions will be available to
answer questions about The Art Institute and work directly
with qualified candidates.
a
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1.800.661.1885
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warm weather; I've been up at Big
White on numerous bitterly cold mornings, particularly around the summit.

develop around the central village
chairs, not that I have anything
against meeting Australians.

But warm day or cold, Big White offers
plenty of downhill excitement, with
runs up to seven kilometres in length.
This is a massive place; we're
not just talking about length, but
width. The hill has undergone
considerable development since
my early days here. The impression
of humungous-ness begins in the”
parking lot, which has its own gondola up to the lifts proper.
ABOUT THE ONLY recognizable structure for me is the Ridge Rocket

chair; I remember trying to buy a
day pass in the little hut that used to
be there, the ticket girl telling me in
an apologetic, patient manner that

oOmewhere over the rainbow
Are BC ski vacations still worth it now that we’re poor?
RON YAMAUCHI / rony@vueweekly.com

h, 2008. We shook our martiA« with Fabergé eggs, fuelled

= BIG WHITE

our Jetstreams with truffle oil,

polished our Jimmy Choos with the
nostril hairs of Siberian tigers. These
days, however, are entirely different;
we must be frugal, practical, green. In
2009, we always turn off excess lights,
turn down the heat, use both sides of
the toilet paper. And we ask ourselves: why should an Albertan spend
money on out-of-province snow?
In my case, there is an easy
answer: memories. They say you can’t

go home

again—and

| have the

restraining order to prove it—but I'll
always have Big White. It's the hill
where, as a young man, | first put on

skis giddy with excitement and imme-

diately slid headfirst into a tree well.
It's where I was first impaled by one
of those toddlers that come flying ina
straight line down the mountain, their
arms outstretched like supersonic
teddy bears. It’s where | first experienced the exquisite teenage horror of
sitting on a chairlift next to a pretty
girl, all alone for fifteen minutes, all of
it spent vainly trying to think of an
opening line.
Even for those without a nostalgic
connection to the mountain, Big
White is pretty attractive in its own
right. It’s an hour's drive from Kelowna, home of Club Penguin, the Ogo-

she did not speak Japanese as I tried
to explain that if she would listen,
she would notice I was actually
speaking in English. Nowadays such
things could not happen; Big White
is the epitome of world-class resort,
serving out tickets in an impressive
lodge that also contains an efficient
rentals department, various food
and gear outlets and the information

center.
The village of Big White is pleasant
and well stocked with hotels and
restaurants. Indeed, there's a plethora
of distractions in the village, including
bars, horse-drawn sleighs, spas and
shops. On some future visit I will

pogo, Okanagan Springs brewery and
Beaver Buzz energy drink. Kelowna
is also Canada’s answer to Phoenix,
being remarkably dry, sunny, and

bring my skates to try out the bandysized skating rink, but this time was
all about skiing.

densely equipped with strip malls
The arid weather produces fantastic
snow, the champagne powder of leg-

of them are groomed, leaving a
wide assortment of terrain for different tastes: natural slopes, moguls,
glades and manufactured play
areas. The latter features are concentrated in a zone called Telus
Park, which is a veritable carnival of
jumps, rails and pipes. The facility is
even served by its own dedicated
chairlift, a convenience that I have
not seen elsewhere, and which provides concentrated fun for the devotees of “x-treme.”
Indeed, lifts abound in the new Big
White—16 in total. It’s no trick to
avoid the busier, slower lines that

end, (It also seems to produce a lot of

pretty girls, but that’s another story.)
On the day of my visit, there wasn’t
much in the way of champagne or any
new cover on the 154 centimetre
base, Fortunately, the sun was shining

hard on this particular February
morning, softening what might have
been a rather unforgiving surface, and
warming the air to a relatively balmy
zero degrees

(some 20 degrees

warmer than in Edmonton).

This humble writer cannot warrant

There’s lots of it, in 118 runs. Half

ONE OF THESE new-to-me lifts is called
the Cliff Chair. When | was a kid, riders
with thrill issues had to content themselves with hiking around the back of
the summit to find that appalling, petrifying, exciting bowl. Now you can ski
the Cliff and its equally steep siblings,
Parachute and Pegasus, from their own
chairlift, which makes the area highly
convenient, if no easier. While you are
waiting at the top, summoning courage
and perhaps thinking about that life
insurance policy, the strikingly beautiful
view of the Okanagan lies before you.

As a mature rider who is conserving his knee cartilage by both preference and prudence, | find an almost
voluptuous pleasure in long, sweet
cruises. Taking Highway 33 to the
Ridge Connector, skimming along the
edges to take the little jumps, brings

me right back to 1981, except that my
headphones are no longer connected
to a tape player.
For newer action, I found myself
quite impressed by the Gem Lake
Express. It’s the lift furthest from the village, and the longest, servicing my
favourite run—the medium-difficult
Kalina’s Rainbow. It’s a great run, a
long, loping arch that undergoes several
evolutions from smooth arc to corduroy
to glades and a steep finish. Though |
go back for my memories, Kalina’s
Rainbow reminds me that the good old

days are, in fact, occurring all the time
They are also quite a bit cheaper
than I was expecting. In these dealconscious times, it’s impressive to
find that Big White has a mid-week
package that goes for $79 per night
Given that the lift pass alone costs
$71, the room is basically free. West
Jet has direct connections from
Edmonton to Kelowna, and specials
that make skiing almost financially
sensible. For $642, two adults and

two kids can get return air, five nights
of hotel and four days of lift passes;
show your boarding card and get
another day of free skiing.
If |keep saving this kind of cash, |
may be able to finish paving my driveway with Krugerrands after all. w

Sunshine Village Spring lineup set
crowds around the village. This year is no
different with acts like Aaron Pritchett
and George Canyon thrilling the country
crowds in early May followed by BC/DC
to close the season on May 16.

| want cosec

FH | bat@weweeky.com
Every spring, Sunshine Village rolls out a

lineup of on-hill concerts that gather the

Vi, USERRA

During the George Canyon concert
weekend, just so you don’t forget that
its cowboy country, there'll be a Red-

MAR-APR 2008

neck Rodeo with cool events like the
Hubcap Hurl, Redneck Horseshoes and
a Hillbilly Downhill. Unlike most mountainside races, for this one you don't
require any skis or boards. All you need
is a good pair of boots and the hobby
horse will be supplied to you. Apparently there's some calf roping involved

as well. I'm thinking this could be one
of the best slopeside spectator sports
of the season.
And end it must, so on May 16, the

supercharged AC/DC tribute band BC/DC
hits the stage. These rockers from Nelson, BC have been making the Rocky
resort circuit for several years. This year

they'll provide the party atmosphere for
the season ending Slush Cup. All of
these events are located mountainside
near Mad Trappers saloon. Don’t worry
there is a daily beer garden as well. Just
make-sure you come on a busor bring a
designated driver becduse these parties

can really get you going. w

=|BOARD TIPS
BOBBI BARBARICH
bobbib @vaeweekly.com

Spring is coming. But before you trade
your goggles for sunglasses and a bike,
look up—way up. Despite a somewhat
meager year, higher
elevations are still

packed with snow.
It'll take a couple

hours and some
serious sweat to
climb up there but

big mountain riding
is growing in popularity and for good
reason: it’s better
riding than at most

resorts. Exploring
the backcountry is challenging, serene and

chirping became a nearly flat-line beep—
hauntingly reminding me that could be a
heartbeat, or lack thereof, if it took me
too long to find the buried beacon.
Although it was only a test, my heart
Was racing. | thrust the probe into the
spot where | thought the buried beacon
would be and felt nothing. Again and
again, | stabbed the snow. My beacon
Maintained its con-

stant reminder | had
not found the goal. |
got down on my
hands and knees
and dug with my
mitts. The chirp
continued. A foot of
snow pushed aside,
| found the plastic
cover under which
the test beacon
was buried. It took
just under two minutes—a long time to

unerringly breathtaking.
But be wamed. Avalanches create more

search, much less to be without oxygen.

victims than any other natural disaster.
Your best bet is to avoid avalanches at all
costs but if you are involved in one, you

YOU DONT WANT T0 waste any time ina

must know how to use your equipment efficiently and.quickly—which takes practise.

When the snow slides, it does so faster
than you can ride. If you're fortunate

hot liquid. Bring tools for your bindings and
extra screws. Bring a big down jacket and
an extra set of under-layers—you could be
stuck out there overnight. Tell your loved
ones exactly where you're going and when
you'll be back—they need to tell Search

On my first backcountry ride, we
testing our beacons at the Kicking
testing site below the Stairway to
en chairlift. Our guide insisted we

you. Make sure your snowshoes and board
of split-board are in perfect working order.

side, out-of-bounds area of the resort
until we had all found the test beacons
buried several feet below the surface.
We set our bedcons to “search.” Emitting a grating chirp, the frequency of the
beeps increased as | walked closer to the
buried beacon. Once within a metre, the

BCCOMMIN

OCs

Shovel, beacon with new batteries, probe
and a helmet. Bring food and a thermos of

snow stops, or if the snow ripping into your
nose and mouth hasn't choked you to
death, you'll quickly be trapped in quick
cement thanks to the slide’s kinetic energy.
And that’s when you depend on your buddies to get you out.

not get on the chair to access the back-

NSPOreacity

real rescue situation. Carry your gear with
you and be prepared to use it.. You'll need
a large daypack in which to include every
possible item for every possible scenario

enough to find yourself head-up when the

were
Horse
Heavcould

'G ATTAS,6
Gl
Cc

and Rescue exactly where to go to find

{am trying to terrify you. | am not how-

ever, trying to discourage you. If you're
smart, the rewards of backcountry riding
outweigh the risks. Take an avalanche
course {avalanche.ca). Respect your
insignificance. And only ride with others
who have the same respect for nature's
brutal force as you do. All scenarios
anticipated and respected, backcountry
riding will be the best ride of your life. w

Ski & Snowboard Adventure Specialists
downhillriders.com * info@downhillriders.com
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JEREMY DERKSEN / snowzone@vueweekly.com
omewhere amidst the office
Ses the Weather Network
beams out an afternoon snowfall warning. Trouble at the ski hill!
Hit the nearest phone booth. Ditch the
scratchy white collar. Buttons pop,
revealing a chest emblazoned with an
Arc-Teryx crest. A pair of classic AFrames conceals the alter ego. From
beneath the mild-mannered veneer, a
rad freeskier emerges. At least that’s
how I picture it.
The reality is more covert. At 10 to
four, I quietly turn off my email and
grab my cell. My skis, poles and boots
are already in the car. A standard
bathroom quick change and I'm heading for Snow Valley Ski Club. ©
When I chose Edmonton as my
home I thought I'd given up two of
skiing’s greatest luxuries: calling in
sick on a powder day and skipping
out of work early to squeeze in a few
turns. It’s not that | don’t know about

the local hills or that I think they're
beneath me. Usually, it’s just a matter
of finding time between working

deadlines and family pressures.
Actually doing it, it’s quickly apparent that it’s not so hard. The Whitemud is only mildly snarled, making for
a 15-minute commute from the southeast side where I work. En route I listen to road reports and DJ banter.
Usually | can’t stand their lame jokes
but today I take pleasure in knowing
that I’m not really commuting like all
the others on the road. _

skicastle.ca

| 1.888.SKITONS

Check out castlevacations.ca for the Best in the West ski’n sleep packages

Pulling into the parking lot just
after 4 pm, I’m surprised to find it’s
nearly empty. The hill could be sheer
ice and I'd still be giddy at the
prospect of having the hill to myself.
“There is a definite lull in the action
between the time that the schools go
home and when the evening crowd
rolls in,” says Chad Michaud, Snow

cr

“We do see parents on laptops,
Blackberries and cells during school
groups and evening programs,” says
Michaud. “It comes as no surprise for
the kind of time-poor society we've
become.”
Which is kind of the point. It’s too
easy to get caught up in a culture of
around-the-clock access, Every now

mu
=
=

and then it’s important to wrench free
of the 24-hour work cycle. Even if it
means lying to the boss. Or coming
home to a tepid dinner.
You won't miss much. Snow Val
ley’s new detachable high-speed quad
is a rush hour simulator, only more
exciting. First, a whole bunch of
chairs cram into the loading area
slowly gathering passengers. Once

TO AVE

the last chair clears the drive, the lift

Valley media relations. In an attempt
to fill the gap the hill offers specials
like 50 per cent off for post-secondary
students between 2 pm and 6 pm_on
weekdays. “The problem is that no
one has the disposable time that time
of day.”
GRANTED, 1 have a rather flexible
working arrangement. But it’s not that
hard to come up with an excuse:
client meeting, dentist appointment,
bathroom emergency—and for those
who can't tear themselves away,
there's always wi-fi. Wireless internet
has popped up at a lot of ski resort
lodges in the last few years. And most
resorts have cell coverage across the
hill so you can close deals while carving groomers.
Just this season, Snow Valley added
wi-fi access in the lodge at a “nominal
fee” for laptop users ($5 for four
hours), free if you're on Blackberry.
But does anybody actually work at a
ski hill?

————
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1402 Bow Valley Trail
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picks up speed until it’s whipping you
through the air. It’s so fast it generates
its own breeze, only to slow back to a
crawl at the top.
As the chair crests, I look out over
six lanes of perpetual two-way traf
fic. Then it turns and I'm gazing at
the Whitemud Ravine cloaked in
snow. The shrill, distorted, sinewy
melee of Duchess Says’ bombshell
“AEAE” cranks through my iPod ear-

phones and all the frustrations of
work fade away. I’ve been to Snow
Valley many times but today is the
first time an adrenaline-laced chill
tingles up my spine.
Monster tele turns eat up the next

hour like a groomer churning snow
Just as I'm loading my gear back into
the car, my cell rings. “Where are
you?” my wife asks. “On my way
home, dear,” I reply meekly. Away go
the skis, the sunglasses and the iPod
Off come the ski jacket and boots
Once again I'm just a shy, unremarkable commuter amongst the workday
throng, but with one important secret
this is my office. w
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Releasing the inner hero with after work turns

NOON - 2:00PM + $40
12039-127ST * 780.451.8131
FOR

Beatthe clock

JAN

& ACCOM
PACKAGES AVAILABLE SOON!

PACKAGE INCLUDES:
Deluxe room with 2 queen beds
One ski pass per adult for one of the Big Three Resorts:
(Sunshine Village, Lake Louise or Mount Norquay)
Free deluxe continental breakfast
Three-story waterslide, indoor pool, hot tub
and fitness room
SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY (OFFER ENDS MAY 14, 2009)

Local 1.403.609.4656
Toll Free 1.888.678.4656
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histler big on Spring fun
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REPORT

Mum's the word during next week's

spring break at Whistler Blackcomb. If

Local

you are a mum heading out there for April

1, bring your race gear and competitive
edge with you for the Mum's Mountain
Classic Race. Categories include: mums
of boys, mums of girls, mums of girls and

Rabbit Hill— 60cm base, 7om of new snow. All lifts and runs open. General conditions: Excellent!
Snow Valley— 60cm base, no new snow. All lifts and runs open. New hours: 9-5 daily
Sun Ridge — 60cm base, Bem of new snow. All ifts and runs open. Last day of the season is this Sunday!
Edmonton Ski Clah — Closed for the season. Thanks for the memories!

boys, grandmums and stepmums. (The
previous sentence gave my spellchecker
fits but that’s the way they posted it at

Whistler) A good costume would help as
well because there’s a Pirates of the
Caribbean theme to the event.
The race course is your basic mini giant
slalom but there’s a twist. In this timed
event, the winner is the mum who comes
closest to matching her second run time to

the first. | get the feeling that there is
more than racing to this event because the
$40 entry includes breakfast, the race,
lunch, aprés ski party, prizes and a video.
If you're planning to stay for the weekend, make sure you check out the village
on Sunday night for their last Fire and Ice
show. All winter, every Sunday at 6 pm

Alberta

near the Whistler Village gondola base
fire dancers and fireworks are unleashed
to get your attention. Then the hottest pro
snowboarders around huck themselves
through burning rings while trying to earn
your favour and score some big air points
The show is followed by a wild Afterburn
Party at the nearby GLC bar. w

Canada Olympic Park — 71cm base, no new snow. All runs and lifts open. Season Ender Besder Mare 29

Castle Mountain — 89-137cm base, 20cm of new snow. All fifts and 49 runs open.
Lake Louise — 174-194cm base, 11cm naw snow.9lifts and 125 runs open.
Check out the new Great Bear Lounge
Marmot Basin — 12cm base, 7emnew snow. 6liftsand84 runs open.
Check out ski cams for live images
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Mt Mergesy — 93cm base,113cm of new snow. Allliftsandrunsopen.
Wakisks — 33-1 18cm base, 33cm of new snow. 5 lifts and 28 nuns open.
2 weeks remaining in the season!
Sunshine Villege — 176cm base, 11cm of new snow. 12 lifts and 106 runs open.
Salomon ski demo this weekend.
Tewetinew — 5(cm base. All lifts and runs open. Open for spring break— Superpipe is open!

BURTON

B.C.
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Apex — 204cm alpine base, 31cm of new snow/(!) All lifts and runs open,

SY RIDER

Fantastic conditions on packed powder and trails.
BigWhita — 204cm hase, 31cm of new snow(!) 15 lifts and all runs open.
Night skiing and skating rink closed for the season.
Femme — 237cm snow pack, 29em of new snow. 9lifts and 110 runs open.

SN-O-BAMA spring event will be on April 18-19
Kicking Horse — 71-168cm base, 15cm of new snow. 4/5 lifts and 106 trails open
Kimberley — 105cm base, Gem of new snow. §lifts and 77 runs open.
Mt. Weshingten — 230cm base, Scm of new snow. 9 lifts and 60 (all) runs open.
Final evening of night skimg March 28
Panoruma — 44-11 1cm base, 23cm of new snow. All lifts and runs open.
Power King— 216-433cm base, 39cm of new snow in the last 24 hours!
Red Mountain — 194cm base, 10cm of mew snow. All lifts and runs open.
Red Line Snowboarding Challenge— March 28
Revelstoke — 220cm base, 20cm new snow. 5lifts and 52 runs open.
Silver Star— 149-198cm base. 14cm of new snow. 11 lifts and 115 nus open.
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K2 Alpine Championships: March 26-7
San Peaks — 152-177cm base, 29cm of new snow. 10 lifts and 122 alpine trails open. April 2:
Snowshoe Marshmallow Roast
Whistler/ Blackcomb — 240cm hase, 85em of new snow/(!!!) Many lifts, and hundreds of runs open.
White Water — 23cm base, 15cm of new snow. March 29 is the Season Pass-Holders Race.

U.S.A
48 Werth—188-269em hase, 40cm of newsnow. 4 liftsand70 runsopen.
BigSky—152-228cm base, 17cm of new snow.Alllitts
andruns open.

WBOARD CUP
S)OMBOULD CNib
April 4 & 5, 2009

Marmot Basin, Jasper, AB
For more information:
www. TheEasyRider.com
780-413-4554
——————

—

Crystal Mountain — 155cm hase.7 liftsand 45 runs open.
Great Divide
—101m base.
7lifts and80 runsopen.

Res
Eve

Lookout Pass— 231-338cm base, 45cm of newsnow.
Allliftsand runsopen.
Mt.Spokane—137-244cm base, nonew snow. Alllifts and runsopen.
Schweitzer
Mt.—241-305cm base,18cm ofnewsnow. 8 liftsandallrunsepea.

Saver
Mt.Resort —170-264cm base.
Sam Valley — 81-172cm base. Allliftsandrunsopen.

| All conditions accurate as of Mar 25, 2009.
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Wolf like me
Ron Jenkins and Ron Pederson bring their intuition to a child’s imagination in Extinction Song
SAT, MAR 28 - SUN, APR 19
TWE- SAT (7:30 PMI; SUN (1:30 PM & 7:30 PM)

DAVID BERRY / david@vueweekly.com

rom the moment they amble up
Pines: the Citadel’s lobby, their
height difference not affecting a
casual, synced stride, you can sense
an unaffected, understated

ty—when his face stretches into one

of his frequent, broad smiles, you
almost worry his cheeks might tear
from the tension. Beside him is Pederson, a more compact bundle of energy, still only slowly shaving off the
fresh-faced schoolboyness that has
been something of a trademark
As they shuffle into their booth at
the EastBound Bistro, openly joking
about dining on the Citadel's dime—
for set-

tling on the bento box, while he
happily tucks into the New York
steak—talk quickly turns to how much
they enjoy working together, as if it
wasn't readily apparent.
This, however, is no fast friendship.
Their working history stretches back
more than 15
years, to Jenkins’ first few
productions in the city, when Pederson
was still a drama student at Vic Comp
Even the play that’s got them a free

lunch right now, Extinction Song, has
a long shared history: Jenkins first
wrote it back in 1999, almost immediately tapping Pederson for the initial
readings. Over 10 years, multiple
rewrites and staged readings both at
Jenkins’ former home

at Workshop

West and the Citadel, the pair has
stayed together, finally now prepping it
for its world premiere, Jenkins also taking on the role of director while Pederson brings the one-man show to life
Though there is a sense of relief that
the work is now, finally, going to get a
proper stage treatment, there's also a
very palpable sense that, for both
Rons, the journey thus far has been
worth it, in no small part because

they've been able to do it together.
“| just knew even when I was writing it that he was right for it,” Jenkins
explains matter-of-factly, his relationship with Pederson so unassuming
that the statement avoids the usual
tone of simple flattery. “Ron just kind
of gets me, and I knew he would get
the spirit of this kid and what the play
was about.”
That sort of intuitiveness seems particularly important to both of them.
Both declare a preference for the more

20 VUSaNERILY

STARRINGRONPEDERSON
CTADEL RIE THEATRE
(908-0TAAVE,S65,

cama-

raderie between this pair of Rons
Sticking out is Jenkins, a nondescript
ballcap covering his purely bald head,
his easygoing gait the only counterpoint to an otherwise taut physicali-

Jenkins even chides Pederson

EXTINCTION SONG
COVERWRITTEN
&DIRECTED BYRON JENKINS

physical side of theatre: getting out of
the seats, and out of their heads, and
putting themselves into the emotional
and physical reality of the piece
“We have a shorthand, which really
cuts down the extraneous verbalizing
and intellectualizing about acting
moments,” explains Jenkins. “It’s just,
“You know what I mean?’ ‘Yep, I know
what you mean’ and he'll show me.”
“Yeah, despite how long we've
worked together on it, there really wasn't a lot of sitting around the table on
this one,” adds Pederson, silently conferring with Jenkins with a series of
sideways glances and facial gestures.
“Which is great, because that’s really
not how | like to work. Thinking about
it too much, it becomes splintered or
fractured. It’s that ‘analysis to paralysis’
thing, where you think about it so
much that it just doesn’t even exist
anymore, you've talked about it until
it’s gone. At a certain point, it’s just all
up in your head, and you just don’t
have a breath in it, don’t have the
organic things that come out of getting
up on your feet and getting it in you.”
“Exactly. | don’t like to sit around
and figure out everything; | just don’t
work that way,” agrees Jenkins. “I like
to get up, because | think that it’s
about doing it and getting it in your
body and getting it in your soul right
from the get-go. I heard this great
quote, and | kind of live by it: actors
are geniuses of the heart. That's the
thing that they need to be, absolutely,
and so I don’t want to talk about
moments, I want people to play them
and feel them.”

THAT SORT OF APPROACH seems particularly apt for Extinction Song.
Unfolding over the course of two
days, the play is written entirely from
the perspective of James, a highly
imaginative, if also slightly disturbed
young boy, whose insistence that he
was raised by wolves hides a nagging
dissatisfaction with his own life, but is
also openly disparaged and discouraged by the adults in his life.
As Jenkins explains, much of the
play is about how children come to
deal with their emotions, a very raw,
intuitive way of coping with the world
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that makes up in pure feeling what it
lacks in explanation or understanding.
“I! remember feeling a certain way
when I was a kid, just these levels of
happiness and frustration and uncertainty and joy, and what's the description for that when you're that age?”
he asks rhetorically. “The other day,
actually we went and sat in on a theatre class, and you can just see how
they act out things on a different
level. Kids are just doing something,
and we really have no idea about
what's going on in this invisible world
of theirs. So in some way this was
about capturing that kind of invisible
world and what it means to them.”
In James’ case, the invisible world

is a definite mask for the horrors of
the real one. His father, a Mountie, is
a helpless drunk who takes out his

ONTHRCOVER

own frustrations on James, a distant if
not outright dismissive man who
scares James as often as he disregards
him completely—the last half of the
play is largely an exploration of
James’ psyche as he waits, forgotten,
in his father’s truck while he discusses
some important “casework” in the

anger and innocence, and how those
things kind of meet in a strange way,”

neighbourhood bar. As the real world
increasingly encroaches on his fantasies, James grows increasingly dark,

have space, they have a community,

even mapping out ways of killing his
father to gain his freedom.
It's undeniably dark stuff, especially

take that away from him that he’s
hurt,” elucidates Pederson, up until
this point giving his friend and collab

from a child’s perspective, but for

orator space to explore his thoughts

Jenkins, the play is ultimately a hopeful one, a suggestion that fantasies
innocent or otherwise can, in their
own way, help us through our more
difficult times.

“That's when

“For me, the play is about fear and

he explains. “In a way, for James [the
fantasies] are his own religion, 0!
spirituality at least. In the same way
that people get comfort from their

own religion, he gets it from the
wolves. They go there because they
they have a reason to be good.”
“And, really, it’s only when they

this whole

thing

becomes unhealthy, when they tell

them he can't do it anymore. He sort
of goes, ‘Alright, well, then, I'll join
your reality,’ and that’s when he really
starts to get into trouble.” wv

Te all in this together
MZD unites audience and artists in their Collapsed World
FAWNDA MMITHRUSH / fawnda@vueweekly.com
mid-week visit to Mile Zero

£X

Dance's Landing Pad could

e you with some strange
images floating in your brain.
Through the backlight of the studio
windows overlooking Kingsway Ave,

you can make out shadows of a
dancer gingerly dipping her hands in
a bow! of water, while in the corner
another slowly twirls in front of a

ladder where a girl in a deep blue
tutu perches. Somewhere in the mix

there’s a guy walking around with
his pants around his ankles, and all
of it is scored by a lilting, haunting

Suppliett

sort of twinkle, sounding something
like the childhood music box of a
troubled circus leader. Or maybe the
whole scene is a snapshot from his
family photo album.
Whatever the scene happened to be
that day, it was glimpse at the infant

Behind the crimes
Supplied

stages of Mile Zero Dance's mainstage
project for the season. Secret Diary
OfA Collapsed World, the collaboration between MZD's artistic director
Gerry Morita and songstress extraordinaire Wendy McNeill—they promise—
will leave audience members with a
lot on their minds.
Dropping in on the two creators
during the third day of their rehearsal
process, you could say they seem a
tad frazzled—Morita jokes about their
dazed faces—but in a hushed, excited
sort of way. They're rather tightlipped about the surprises in the

show: after all, a secret is not a secret
once it’s been uttered. McNeill, who
now resides in Sweden, flew in just
days before with the swath of songs
she'd written for the cabaret-styled
project, one that she and Morita have
been plotting for some time.
“We'd been mutual admirers for a
while,” MeNeill starts. “The first Mile

Zero show I saw that Gerry was the
head of was the House Project about
four years ago. | thought it was so
fresh and innovative to take dance
out of the theatre space. So 1 made a
note to myself that 1 would like *o
work with her in the future.” She
smiles at Morita, sitting across from
her in the Landing Pad's office.
“And then you left the country,”
Morita laughs. “I saw Wendy and
heard her do her thing, 1 knew she
was always interested in shaking up

the mix in terms of dance and the-

atricality, in the performance aspect
of it. She has an aesthetic for move-
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an BY MILEZERO DANCE
FREEMASON'S HALL (10318- 100AVE), $10- $16

ment that reads in her music.
“We've had contact, we had
seeds, and now we're putting the
overall flow together, we couldn't do
that apart,” Morita continues.
“Wendy's not just doing the backup
soundtrack for a wockawocka dance
show here.”

THE SHOW FEATURES Mcneitt supplying music for a cast of dancers—
among them Amber Borotsik, Jesse
Gervais, Heidi Bunting and Morita
herself—that transports an interactive audience into a quirky, layered
world. The characters will reveal
some skin and secrets (take note:
there were promises of mini-skirts),
then they'll flip-you around and do it
all over again.
“You're going to get two shows in
one,” McNeill explains. “You'll see
the show twice, but you see it from
different perspectives. If there were
one sentence for me to be operating with I'd say it would be the
melting of two worlds, or the collision of two worlds.”
To clarify, this is not a show that

can be passively witnessed on a soft
seat (though if you do want to catch
some action of that sort, McNeill will
be performing solo at the ARTery
this Sunday). There will be chaperones on hand to move audience
members through space during the
show, which allows for some intimate voyeurism into the faceted perSonalities of its characters—certain
traits-very prevalent, others impossible to see from certain angles.
“It’s kind of a guided tour,” Morita
assures, “Think of it like looking at a

photo of somebody else’s family, you
see some old portrait of an aunty, and
she’s doing something weird and you
want to know more—you get sucked
into that snapshot, that world.”
“It'd be great if the audience wore
all their party clothes, that'd be my
one special request—that everyone
would dress fancy,” McNeill smiles.
"The audience is as important to the
piece as the dancers are. They're in
the piece.”
“They have to be looking at each

other, so they should be looking
good,” Morita adds.
“Exactly!” says McNeill. “That's
the whole cabaret element coming
back into it, it’s the ‘music of the
people’ thing. People are expected to
be engaged, it’s not like plunking
down in a movie theatre. It’s a big
wild wonderful world, and we're all
in this mess together.” v

Stefan Dzeparoski looks into
the life and times of a serial killer
BAYAN BIRTLES / bryan@vueweekly.com
rom 1981 until his death by
Pits in his jail cell in 1988,
Italian serial killer Roberto
Zucco terrorized much of Europe
After murdering his parents, he
escaped from the psychiatric hospital he was being held in and went
on a crime spree across at least four
countries, committing rape, murder

and burglary before finally being
caught after he returned to his
hometown. Any play about his life
would be open and shut right? Cat
and mouse, the hunter and the
hunted?
It's not that easy, explains director
Stefan Dzeparoski of the play Roberto Zucco.
“It's difficult to pinpoint one specific thing that you can say the play
is about because the play is generally
a metaphor for life, but the dominant
thing for me in the play is the idea of
absence of love in a situation of ‘the
deal’—the deal, as a basis on which
every relationship exists today,” says
Dzeparoski. “I don’t want to say, ‘Oh
there was this serial killer who committed some crimes,’ because I don’t
think what he did was so important.
For me it’s more important what was
behind that and to what those crimes
actually led at the end. It’s a huge
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self-realization of the simple idea
that we as humans are limitless, we
have no boundaries.”

IT WAS THE IDEA of questioning the
boundaries that exist within society
that first attracted Dzeparoski to the
play—which was criticized by the
French police for the way it dealt

with Zucco’s crimes in a non-judgemental way—in the first place
“| was always fascinated that we
live in a world that puts in front of
us and around us so many different

walls—they say, ‘You can do this
you can do that, this is acceptable
this is appropriate or this is not
and I was always wondering who
makes those rules, who makes
those laws, why do we need to
make those laws?” he asks rhetorically. “I'm not preaching any kind of
anarchy here, I'm not going in that
direction, I’m just questioning the
existence of a wall in our morality
and in our self consciousness." ¥

| Areal Horror Show

The art of suffering
Sharplin explores a tortured artist
in dense, twisting Winter

Odd-Lot comes from Fort Mac with a hard-rock Rocky
FAWNDA MITHRUSH
/fawada@vueweekly.com
or a town that suffers an
Freer artists’ exodus to bigger cities and brighter lights,
the story of the Odd-Lot Theatre
Company is an interesting shift in
the opposite direction. The fledgling
collective that started out as a puppetry-focused group has recently
relocated here all the way from
their boom-town home of Fort
McMurray. As it turns out, all the
whingeing in our arts scene about
Edmonton’s big fish/small pond
syndrome is lost on a big duck from
the tailings pond area.
“The difference between Fort Mac
and Edmonton,” explains the group's
artistic director Brendan Boyd, “is

PAUL BLINOV / blinow@vueweekly.com

rt always takes its toll ona

Avene: psyche. Play-

that up there we'd put on a show
and it wasn't a big deal, whereas

you move here and there’s five or six
shows going on at the same time.
Edmonton's got this huge growing,
moving arts community. You can
always see theatre, you always have
something to aspire to down here
Up there we kind of became complacent with being one of the few, but
here we really have to keep up. And
here we are, working on the biggest
production we've ever worked on.”
Odd-Lot’s live production of The
Rocky Horror Show, Boyd
explains, is not exactly what the Pic
ture Show’s loyalists might expect
“We didn't disregard the movie. I've
been a fan of it since | was 13, | have
it memorized and all that,” Boyd
Starts. “I think Rocky Horror over the
years has become bogged down with
the campiness, people forget that
there's something really raw and really fun in there. I’m trying to re-energize the sexiness of the piece, so we
have more of a hard rock feel to it
We're not in any way changing the
script—but we want to bring back that

E-ville Roller Derby

TH MAR 26- FR, APR (PM)
THE ROCKY HORROR
SHOW
PREVUE

DIRECTED BY BRENDAN BOYD
WRITTEN BY RICHARD O'BRIEN
STARRING ANTONIO BAVARO, JESS WODD,
MATTHEW LINDHOLM, EVAN JOHNSTON
Sey THEATRE (8529 GATEWAY BLVD)
10-

raw, wild energy that was there when
the show was originally produced
back in 1973 in England.”
CONSIDERING THAT celebrity-spangled
revival versions of Rocky Horror aren't
all that rare on Broadway, Boyd wanted to be sure audiences got a little
harder bang for their buck. And by
harder he means more ‘80s.
“The biggest stylistic choice in our
production is the costumes,” he
explains. “There's the taste of Rocky
Horror that everybody expects and
loves, but the whole show is themed

Presents...

JECIAG

on icons of‘80s hard rock.”
So you can expect to seea
Madonna/Cyndi Lauper version of
Columbia, an Elton John-ish rendition of Dr Scott, and—get this—Axl
Rose doing Rocky. But Brad and
Janet? “Brad and Janet are still Brad
and Janet,” Boyd says. “I think what

people love about this show is see~
ing those typical 1950s male and
female archetypes and those societal
expectations of morality torn down.”
As for those Rocky Horror traditionalists, maybe try to build up your
stamina.
“We actually had the shadow cast
from the Garneau come in and they

could not keep up with the pace of our
show,” Boyd says (apparently it’s part
of the luxury of doing it live: no pesky,
time-eating film cuts). “It’s really fastpaced. I think they were pleasantly
surprised. No one will be disappointed: the show you know and love is still
there. But people are definitely in for a
pleasant surprise.” w
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Hot, Fast-paced, Exciting, Girls on Wheels Action!!!

March 28 2009. Kingsway Hangar (11410 Kingsway)
$10 Advance (available at Happy Harbour) $15 Door
Doors at 6pm Game at 7pm
Prizes for fans in 70s costume
www.e-villederby.com

Unreserved Auction: Saturday March 28th
Held at Lightrein showroom 9513-56 Ave, Edmonton
1pm start - viewing 11am to noon
Photography and Studio Lighting Equipment
one light kits, strobes, backgrounds, C-stands,
carry cases, soft boxes, soft egg crates, and more!
Registration required: email sales@lightrein.ca
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wright August Strindberg
was more or less delusional. Van
Gogh cut off his ear and sent it to
his beloved. Kurt Cobain shot
himself. Giving oneself over to the
art has its costs and benefits, a
correlation that Scott Sharplin
explores in A Year of Winter, an
enticing, layered mystery. Having
already told Strindberg’s story in
his one-man Inferno Sonata,
Sharplin’s crafted some troubled
artists of his own, and made them
suffer for their art.
Here the fragile genius is Terry
(Garett Ross), a reclusive visual
artist whose paranoia is kept in
check by friend and full-time caretaker Alice (Tracy Penner). They
have coded words for everything
so “the growlers” can’t understand
what Terry’s looking for as he
makes his art: a face, one that hurt
him in some blocked-out childhood trauma. They bicker about
what to do with the growing pile
of drawings that fills their house: .
Alice wants to do another gallery
to pay the bills; he thinks public
eyes “poison” his work. And so
their back and forth goes for much
of the first act.
The play has a poetic dialect of
its own, which takes some getting
used to: the coded jargon they
speak is dense and distracting in
the play’s early scenes, when it
flows causally from their mouths
but comes foreign to our ears.
We're gradually given insight into
the coded meanings: “pie” equals
painted sky, the northern lights
they used to paint together, which
gets inventively incorporated into
the excellent lighting design by
Scott Peters. You kind of catch on
to the rest pretty quick, most of
which

are clever,

but the early

moments leave us out on the joke.

STILL, 11°S ALL DELIVERED with
gusto from a potent acting duo.
Penner’s a lively presence on
stage, the guiding foil for Terry’s
sputtering anxieties. She smoothly alternates between giddy girl
glee and motherly coddling with
ease, and anchors down the pro-

UNTIL
SUN,MAR28,
"A YEAR OF WINTER
OVRECTED Y JOHN HUDSON
REVUEWRITTEN
BYSCOTTSHARIN
STARRING TRACY PENNER GARETT ROSS
VARSCONA THEATRE (0920-8 AVE S17 $2
duction with an unending energy
She's comfortable shouldering the
production.
Ross does quite well in his role,
too; he’s the one who has to make

the creative process torturous, and
it’s painful to watch someone
struggle with the simple parts of
life. The trio of masked characters
he later embodies gives him a bit
more variety to toy with: a
pompous art critic, Alice and
Terry's manager and an elderly
gentleman, though the later one in
particular feels flat, a plot vehicle
instead of a genuine character
John Hudson's direction keeps
the first act running at an energizing speed and paces the second
half well. A necessary act two is
where the production really starts
to dive deep into its own problems
Picking up the plot a year after
Terry's disappearance, Alice is
struggling on her own.
If Sharplin painted with broader
strokes in the beginning, the detail
and careful crafting becomes evident: hints of information scat
tered throughout the first half are
revisited and given purpose in the
big picture, character tics are
explored and grounded. Even the
coded back and forth takes on
more depth.

The twists of A Year of Winter are
clear, revealed with care and
through careful pacing. | think
Sharplin could've put a little more
faith in how much the audience
can pick up on its own; the script
definitely walks you through every
step of its revelation carefully and

deliberately, making sure we don't
miss a thing. A few more statements could’ve hung in the air
without explanation.
Still, A Year of Winter's conclusion doesn’t disappoint when it
finally lifts its frosty veil and and
reveals the tender heart that pow
ers it. It’s art you don’t have to
suffer through. v

Lighting Seminar, Saturday April 25th
Creative Presentation and Demo by acclaimed
photographers David Montizambert & Nick Vedros.
Tickets at TixontheSquare.ca (780-420-1757)

$129.00 / $99.00 students / Seminar starts at 9am
Robbins Theatre, 3rd Fir of Robbins Health Learning Centre
located on NW corner of 109 st and 104 ave, GMCC Campus
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beyond humbled by this whole experience. People are going out of their way to
help us for free.”
That tight knit sentiment makes Unity
(1978) a fitting debut: it depicts a small
Prairie community dealing with the onset

music. He wanted the context that those
songs were written and performed in—
one of history's strangest cases of ignor-

ea

Whatever your knowledge of Lewis Car-

roll’s Alice In Wonderland—be that
your childhood familiarity with the animated Disney version, or a keen inclination to over-analyze every single white
rabbit reference you hear in pop culture—there’s one thing that can never
become old hat. And that's the Hatter

You'll have to forgive the pun, just
understand that the Hatter would appreciate it anyway. Blair Puente, who's now
filling in his second stint as the perennial
tea-party host in Alberta Ballet's remount
of their own Alice production, explains
that the biggest challenge of playing the
notoriously scattered character is to not
remember, well, anything.
“The choreographer (Edmund Stripe)
keeps telling me: ‘you're like a goldfish,
you have that two-second memory,"”
Puente says. “So it’s ‘oh what a lovely
view ... Oooh! What a lovely view!’ It’s living in the moment—it's a little ephemeral
in @ way, you just go in and you interact
and completely forget what you've just

done, then continue on with something different. There's no possibility of doing the
steps the same way every time.”
Which sounds like a pretty interesting
way to keep audiences engaged in a story
they may be far too familiar with. Or at
least assume they are. In fact, one of the
most Common misconceptions in the

Alice stories is about the name of
Puente’s own character—the “mad”
moniker you remember from the CBC
feruns never appeared as such in the

original text.
“it’s sort of been an evolution, our choreographer has been rather adamant that
it is the Hatter, but I've even caught him

once or twice saying Mad Hatter,” Puente
says. “We all make that slip up because,
let's face it, Disney is rather prevalent in
the minds of most people.”

As for the long-running fascination all
ages have with the Story, Puente says the
best thing about the piece is its whimsy.
“Hts about having the courage to smile at

nothing because really, with my own
character I'm having tea. Wow, how terribly exciting,” he says in a playfully dull
tone. “But, my god, it's the most fun tea
|'ve ever had. Have the courage to just
smile at yourself and laugh and see the
good fun that can be had.”

ing all the signs. For all of the raw,
carefree beauty of the music, there was a
general neglect to even acknowledge the
growing German danger that would eventually lead to the Second World War.
Even as Hitler flexed more and more muscle, France dallied on in an ignorant headspace, refusing to acknowledge the
looming threat which would come to
engulf the country.

“Nothing in the songs suggest—when
you first read them, of course—that
there’s trouble in society, where it's very
much today [in] plays we'll address certain
issues of society, or certain forms. |
thought it was an interesting contrast,”

Coumoyer explains. “I've built this cabaret

UMITY (1918)

With some of that in their possession,
Rugg and Zotter created their group—
The Alberta Avenue Players, or Ala Play
for short—and began pulling together
their debut production of the Governor
General's Award-winning Unity (1918),
drawing from the area's already impressive number of theatre professionals and
expanding outwards from there.
Unity playwright Kevin Kerr lives in the
area; so does one of Theatre Prospero’s
producing directors, Mark Henderson,

on exactly that idea of contrast: how can

who's lending Ala Play props and proper
period costumes. The prop people at the
Citadel and the U of A’s costume department are doing the same; it seems all
Zotter has to do is mention the company’s
name to enjoy neighbourly generosity
from all corners of Edmonton theatre
“| keep encountering all these people
that are in the neighbourhood, and they
hear the name of the company, and it creates community theatre, in the best kind
of sense of the word,” he explains. “| am

of Spanish Flu at the end of the first
world war. Quarantined and infected, they
struggle to maintain their bonds while
keeping the general malaise and growing
paranoia in check.
The show is, in essence, the companys
trial run: tickets are by donation, with the
possibility of an extra shows being added
each night if the initial two sell out in
advance. Zotter’s certainly hoping that hap-

pens, as it could lead to further, long-term
funding for the Players—"I already know

the plays | want to do,” Zotter laughs. He
still has get through this debut product ion,
which marks a first for Zotter
as
despite 20 years of acting experie
is the first time he’s ever directed a

“lm leaming a lot as | go. And
I've got really, really tolerant peop

are surrounding me, and are really being
gentle with me.” w

we write these beautiful songs with what
was going on? There was a denial, but
people knew what was taking place.”
So it's an evening of song framed by
that historical hindsight: an MC leads
audiences through period cabaret performances with some visual accompaniment from video projectors and Firefly
theatre's Lyne Gosselin. It's through the
projections and the MC (André Roy) that
the historical backdrop will creep into the
evening.
"It's this beautiful musical review
that is superimposed on this canvas of
destruction and death, and failing to
heed the warnings of what was going
on,” he says.
Though it will be an evening en
frangais without English super titles
or translation, Cournoyer doesn’t think
that will pose much of a barrier.to any

English audience. The Intoxicated Rabbit

is 90 per cent song anyways, which one
of the reasons he chose to do it: the
cabaret style differs from L UniThéatre’s
usual fare.
“| always think that, within a theatrical
season, there's room for that,” he
explains. “Always think of a theatrical
season as an adventure, and within that
adventure you see all types of music, or
all types of plays, and different forms.”

UNITY (1918)

DIRECTED BY FRANK ZOTTER
WRITTEN BY KEVIN KERR
STARRING ASHLEY CLARK KIRSTEN RASMUSSEH,
ELENA PORTER, COLE RUMENY
FAI,MAR 27& SUN,MAR29(7PM)
THETHIRD SPACE (11516 103 ST),TICKETS BY OOMATION.
PAUL BLINOV / bliney@vueweekly.com

There goes the neighbourhood.
The suspicious number of theatre pros
who live along Alberta Ave—118th, if
you prefer—are having their collective
talents synthesized into a new company,
the seeds of which were sown when
Avenue resident Carla Rugg approached
Frank Zotter one night.
“Carla said, ‘There's this money avail-

able for arts funding. If | was to put your
name on a resume or grant application,

PAUL BLINOV / bling

!

would you be willing to help with a proj-

¢

Le Lapin E

The Intoxi-

/ Rabbit, a 1930s-style French

Cournoyer was trying to

“smeAp ieee period

ect?’ ” Zotter explains.

That money was part of the Alberta
Avenue Initiative, a pocket of funding the
city allocated to revitalizing the area.
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Let’s talk about sex
HOPSCOTCH

you share some of the unusual proclivities
reported, | can’t promise you'll find it sexy.
In fact, some of it is positively alarming.

toh@vueweekly.com

Jacob Miller is the most harmless and,

sadly, most traumatized by conformity of all

There's a school of ostensible common
sense that tells us our sexuality is among

the most banal aspects of our identities,
but a modicum of experience tells us the

icularities of individual desire can form
the threshold of mystery, and of deeper
. You meet someone, you go
to bed, you discover, to use a fairly common example, that they like ita little rough.

Maybe a lot. How far do you follow their
jead? Spanking? Choking? Bondage? Elaborately constructed rape scenarios? How
dynamically does your desire tangle with
theirs? Where does play end and perver-

sion begin? How much of this is experimentation? How much is base need? What
exactly is it that this person is chasing?
Daniel Bergner's The Other Side of
Desire: Four Journeys Into the Far
Realms of Lust and Longing (Ecco,
$32 99) penetrates the labyrinth of human
desire not with the intention of carefully
mapping it out so as to make future travels
through its terrain safer. This slim, engrossing collection of four essays is concerned
rather with the varying ways we cope or
even thrive with the strange desires that
drive us, that sometimes compel us to feel
quilt or keep secrets, that separate us from
the comfort of social norms. Hard conclusions are few, but the book brims with
insight and compassion. However, unless

YEARS

OF

Bergner’s subjects. Jacob has his quirks.
An American, he really, really likes Toronto,
which he considers some utopia of social
harmony. And Jacob really likes feet. |
know, the Toronto thing seems weirder, but
it's the foot thing that messes him up. He
can't even listen to a weather report prom-

ising however many “feet” of snow withOut going orgasmic. And he feels ashamed
of it. Bergner’s relentlessly inquisitive but
also respectful of Jacob’s fetish and his dif-

ficulty in accepting it—something certain
readers may lose their patience with.
(Bergner also uses this first essay to lubricate things tonally. Within the first few
pages we know we're not in for anything
overly clinical, not after Bergner’s casual
use of terms like cock, fuck, and, my personal favourite, one that Bergner perhaps
coined: “footcunt.”
Baroness is the presumably self-designated moniker of Bergner’s second subject,
a female sadist—apparently a real rarity—and successful clothing designer,
though her recent work has been tailored
exclusively for latex. She maintains a
happy marriage to a guy with a ponytail
and zero interest in getting a brutal beating while getting off. Her other life is rife
with activities that many might have a
hard time defining as sex at all. She
recounts the time she had a guy slathered
in honey and roasted on a spit. “I feel like

God,” says Baroness. “There is a stillness
when I'm about to use the bullwhip, or my
wand if I'm about to set someone on fire.
Have you ever watched an animal that is
scared, caught in headlights or conscious
of your presence ... you can feel time stop-

ping.” Baroness can be hard to take, but
Bergner's open-minded immersion into her
populous milieu is fascinating.
THE BOOK’S longest essay, one which
originated in The New York Times Magazine, for which Bergner is a staff writer,
concems Roy, a man convicted of molesting his stepdaughter. It is the book’s most
controversial and troubling foray into
abnormal sex, and in some regards its
most vital. Roy is sympathetic. His actual
crimes were relatively minimal. He's nothing if not regretful, seeks therapy for his
urges and is engaged to an adult woman
with whom he's open about his past. But
Bergner, who has two children, questions
how much he can trust Roy, while asking
equally difficult questions about memory
and innocence and how the nature of our
sexual experiences change as we reflect
on them. This essay ends with the book's
most eloquent image, one of Roy literally
trapped on a fence as he attempts to flee
a scenario that threatens to mirror the one
that he claims first drew him into his longing for preadolescent flesh.
The fourth and final of Bergner’s essays is
SO good it's worth the asking price alone—it
even has a happy ending. It’s a love story
about Laura, a young woman who loses her
legs in a car accident, and Ron, an older
photographer resolved to the fact that he’s
attracted to the disabled. Laura is Ron's perfect woman: smart, cute and legless. The
mind reels at the conclusions one can draw

from such a kink] immediately thought of
something | read years ago about the inherent misogyny of Gauguin’s Polynesian
women, with their absent/incomplete limbs,
But Bergner addresses these concerns
shrewdly and concisely, all the while stressing the polemical value of Ron's erotic photographs of disabled women

In each of Bergner's essays, he shifts
dexterously between the narratives of his
central subjects and, just as interestingly,
those working to better understand and
treat their cases. Most often, Bergner finds
the available theories to be in direct conflict, and a consistent debate concerning
nature versus nurture lies at the heart of the
matter. Bergner also draws upon art and literature to elucidate the stories he tells. He
discusses Nabokov's Lolita, of course, with
regards to Roy, but also the life and work of
Surrealist sculptor/photographer Hans
Bellmer and German writer/artist Unica
Zin in relation to Ron. {1 found myself
wishing Bergner would also discuss JG Ballard’s infamous novel Crash, made into the
equally infamous David Cronenberg film,
which has often been criticized as absurdly
grotesque for its proposed equation
between accident and injury and eroc—a
proposal which resonates intensely with
Ron and Laura's story,)
Through it all there is much to learn
about things like gender difference
genetics and cultural conditioning, yet
there's also a subtextual analysis of
something more fluid and elusive: the
psyche’s unwillingness to go with the program. When it comes to our intimate
lives, The Other Side of Desire proves
that each of us is stubbomly unique, and
yet none of us are beyond some contact
with the sublime. w
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receptions: Mar 26, 7-10pm
HARRIS-WARKE GALLERY-RED DEER Sunworks,

Thi oda Oeadaea ee
9

Ger Zielinski, BA

(act

ALBERTA BALLET—ALICE
IN WONDERLAND
Mike A
oe ee cna .

2 Miley Cyrus

Edmund Stripe's adaptatior

IS

Mar 27-28 © Tickets atAlberta Ballet box

The Climb

3T..
Dead and Gone teat. Justin Timberiake

am and 8pm « Tickets at Arden box office,

TicketMaster

MILE ZERO DANCE-SECRET DIARY FOR A
COLLAPSED WORLD Freemasons’ Hall, 1308-100

5 Ne-Yo
Mad

Ave, 780.424.1573, www.milezerodance.com *
perl aeFindAgE
jew of new work in
ill © Mar 27-28, 8pm
collaboration wit
® $10 (MZD member!
at TIXonthe Square,
door

wink

6 All American Rejects
Gives You Hell

GALLERIES/MUSEUMS

7 Kings of Leon
Use Somebody

AGNES BUGERA GALLERY 12310 Jasper Ave,

8 Karl Wolf
Africa

4pm

780.482.2854 © Anworks by Jamie Evrard and Jane
Adams ¢ Apr 4-16 * Opening reception: Sat, Apr 4, 2-

ALBERTA
CRAFT COUNCIL 1015-106 St.
780.488.6611 © /NTENSIONS: MESSAGE AND MEDIUM IN FIBRE ART: Until Apr 18 © CASKET COVERS:

9 Britney Spears

Mary Sullivan-Holdgrater, until Apr18 * BACKYARD
ART: NATURAL IMPRESSIONS: Margie Davidson; until

Circus

18 © IN JESUS’ NAME: Matt Gould; Until Apr 18 ©
Gallery: DRAWING FROM NATURE Textile

10 Asher Roth
| Love College

artist Dana Roman; until Apr 18

ART GALLERY OF ALBERTA Enterprise Square, 100,
10230 Jasper Ave, 780.422.6223 « POLARUIDS.
Photographs
by Attila Richard Lukacs selected by
Michael Morris; The history of art is rich with images
that are provocative and challenge societal norms.
Sexuality and violence are integral to this history.

POLAROIDS addresses questions of power, masculinity
and desire with images of nudity and sexual activity.
This content will disturb some and inspire others.
Parents and educators are encouraged to preview the
exhibition; until May 18 © Interactive WalkTours: Tedd Kerr, Mar 25; 7-8pm, free
LEAVING OLYMPIA: Unveiling the Idealized Nude; until
May 18 © Art ForLamele Leaving Olympia: The Nude

TEXT “DIBS” TO 4321 & HAVE 1ST DIBS
DELIVERED RIGHT TO YOUR
VIRGIN MOBILE PHONE!

ARTIST:

Tn

AND DESIGN: Painti byDenni Kenny, and Natili
ee Nealeny eyjanie Anawanam, ® Sat, Mar

CENTRE
D’ARTS VISUELS DE ALBERTA 9103-95

Ave, 780.461.3427 ¢ LUMINOSITY: Artworks by the
art group of école Gabrielle-Roy and members’ work #
Opening reception:
Mar 28,2.
© Mar 28-Apr2

CENTRE GALLERY Allen Gray Continuing Care

Centre, 5005-28 Ave, 780.756:
© NEW WORK:
Martin Garber-Conrad, and Allen Gray resArtworks
io © Mar 29-Apr29 © Opening: Sun, Mar 29, 3-

CHRISTL BERGSTROM'S RED GALLERY 9621-82

Ave, 780.498.1984 © CAR CULTURE Oil paintings by

Christ! Bergstrom * Until Apr 30

CROOKED POT GALLERY 4912-51 Ave, Stony Plain,

780.953.9573 * NATURAL SELECTION: Mani
Henker's nature-based pottery ¢ JUGS AND
MUG:
Pottery by Betty Schultz; until Apr 30
EXTENSION GALLERY Enterprise Sq. 780.492.9165 «
RIGHT PLACE, RIGHT TIME: Photographs by Mark
Morris, fram a University Centenary project «
Reception: Apr 9, 5-7pm © Until May 7

FINE ARTS BUILDING GALLERY
Rm 1-1, Fine Arts
Bldg, 112 St, 89 Ave (780.492.2081) ¢ DESIGN PLAYS
WELLS WITH OTHERS: A Bachelor of Design Grad
Show, 2008 * Mar 31-Apr 11 © Opening reception:
Thu, Apr 2, 7-10pm

FRINGE GALLERY 10515

feAve, bsmtofthe

Paint Spot, 780.432.0240 * HELICON: Artworks by

ART BEAT GALLERY 25 St. Anne Street, St. Albert,
780.459.3679 © FRAGMENTS OF A LANDSCAPE:
Alberta landscape paintings by Russ Hogger

EXCLUSIVE RINGTONES

CARROT CAFE 9351-118 Ave, 780.471.1580 © FINE

‘SClassic¢

with choreographer GailLotenburg
*Sun, Mar29,

4 Taylor Swift
Love Story

FEATURE

q 5(-t2yay oe yrsand
Gamoi students

ayes {family—2 adults, 4 children)

1 Flo Rida
Right Round

THIS WEEK'S

ll ItsPublics
and

Harcourt artists; until Mar 30 © Artworks by Eugenia
Castaneda; through April
FRONT GALLERY 12312 Jasper Ave, 780.488.2952 «
Artworks by Tom Gale * Opening: Apr 4

GALLERY AT MILNER Stanley A. Milner Library Main
Fi, Sir Winston Churchill Square, 780.496.7030 «
ODYSSEY: Sculptors Association of Alberta; until Mar

30 © SHOWOFFTeen art show; Apr 1-30

GALLERYIS 4930 Ross St, Red Deer, 403.341.4641 «
PAINTERLY PAINTINGS: Landscapes by Jeri-Lynn Ing *
Through March

HARCOURT HOUSE 3rd FI, 10215-112 St,
780.426.4180 * Main

p CATACLYSMIC.

RESCUE MISSION: Installation by Liz Miller * Front
Room: THE WAITING ROOM: FAVA/Harcourt House
Video Installation Class ® Mar 26-Apr 25 © Opening

an

visual art students from Red Deer College. Firstgartis
atthe Red Deer College Library # Until Apr 17
JEFF ALLEN
Strathcona Place Senior
Centre, 10831 University Ave, 780.433.5807 * FOSTER
AND UNGSTAD:
papier tole and decoupage
A
Foster and pottery byMagdalene “Mag

CAMPUS SAINT-JEAN 8406 Marie-Anne-Gaboury St

(91 St), Lacerte Pavilion, Rm 3-04 ® Canadian Authors

Association—Alberta general
Stetson, You Can Get There From
from Play to
Novel, The Road toAdaptation, Fri, Mar 27, 8pm;
ei Circle at 6:30pm ©
with Kent

, The Character Generated PlotinDrama and
Prose Fiction; Sat, Mar 28,9:
© Fri meeting:
free (1sttime guest/member)/$1
ingguest.
Sat workshops: $30 (member
{non-members

Ingstad © Until Apr 2_
JOHNSON GALLERY * Southside: 7711-85 St,

780.465.6171; Artworks byvarious artists #
Northside: 11817-80 St,
780.479.8424; Artworks by
various artists ¢ Through March

day); Pre-register: Leanne 780.919.0686

CARROT CAFE 9351-118 Ave, 780.471.1580 © Carrot

KAMENA 5718 Calgary Tr S, 780.944.9497 # MonWed,Fri10a1
; Thu10am-7pm; Sat10am-Spm *

Featuring

Writing Circle * Every Tue, 7-9pm.

are ie
spare toleYianni’s (usm0444
Whyte Ave*
f
series: presented by th
Raving Poets * Every Wed Apr 1-May 27, TaD io
up), 8pm (show)
ROSIE'S 10475-80 Ave, 780.439.7211 © TALES:
ee STOnH EL
=: TALES. Alberta

by various artists

LANDO GALLERY 1130-105 Ave, 780.990.1161 »
THE CANADIAN ROCKIES LOOP. Paintings by Tatjana
Mirkov-Popovikci * Until Mar 28

LATITUDE
53 GALLERY 10248-106
St,2nd A,
780.423.5353 * Main Specs: LADY THINGS-OH,
MOTHER: Photo series byRobyn Su

eee a

ue Encouraging

*

Society of Strathcona County * Until

McMULLEN GALLERY U of A Hospital, 8440-112 St,
780.407.7152 ¢ AFTER WORK: THE FRIENDS

CHAIRMAN SHOW: Artworks by healthcare staff, faculty, residents, students and volunteers * Until Apr 9
MCPAG (Multicultural Centre Public Art Gallery)
5411-51 St, Stony Plain, 780.963.2777 * EXODUS:
Artworks by Tyler Dixon; Until Apr 1 © BEARING

WITNESS; Paintings by Gaye Oxford, Jean Tait; Apr 5eae ec ah
5e ir ere

a Hanmer, Unti

Prints by Aagnieszka Doziare: Apr 2-May 21

.

WINA HAGGERTY Stollery Gallery, 9704-111 Ave,
780.474.7611 © TEACHINGS FROMA

KISKINGHAMATOKAMIKOHK: LEARNING FROM CHILOREN'S PHOTOGRAPHS: Presented by Hedy Bach,
vereKennedy * Apr 2-18 ® Opening reception: Apr8,
-Spm
PETER ROBERTSON GALLERY 10183-112 St.
780.452.0286 * COLOURS-NEW PAINTINGS; Paintings
by Giuseppe Albi

PETER ROBERTSON GALLERY2 12304 Jasper Ave,
780.455.7473 © INFUSION: Encaustics bySusana
Espinoza © Apr 4-25 © Opening reception: Sat, Apr 4,
24pm

=

© Surprise Mosaic Public Build: Mar 28-Apr 5 ¢ Walk

on the Wild Side with Safari Jeff and Shannon's Great

® Tickets at the Citadel bax office

425.11

EAST
OF BERLIN Roxy Theatre, 10708-124 St *
Theatre Network © By Hannah Moscovitch * Until

Mar 29, Tue-Sat
$28 at TIX on the
Network

jun 2pm ® $25-$29; Tue: 2 for
y opening night
atTheatre

é

101A Ave © Written and directed byRon Jenkins, and
Peston by Ron Pederson. Part of the Rice Series
lar 28-Apr 19, 7:30pm; mat: 1:30pm

HEY LADIES Roxy Theatre, 10708-124 St « Theatre

Network © An evening filled with comedy, music, fash
ion, make-overs, games, and more © Fri, Apr 3, 8pm *
$20 at TIX on the Square

LE LAPIN ENIVRE (THE INTOXICATED RABBIT) |

Citéae
caise/Fren

: seed a A
oy En franjuage
production. * Revisit the scan-

dalous pele faa of the 1920s, inspired ite
films Moulin Rouge and The pete © Mar 26-28,
Apr 2-4: 8pm; Mar 29, Apr 5: cote 3 (adult)/$15

(student/senior) at TIX on the

Square, door

THE LOVE LIST Mayfield Dinner Theatre, 16615-109

Ave, 780.483.4051 © ByNorm Foster. A comic spin on
the quest forperfection © Until Apr 12 * $55ROBERTO ZUCCO Timms Centre, 87 Ave, 112 St, U of

A campus * Studio Theatre ¢ By Bemard Marie

Koltes, directed byStefan Dzeporosky * Until Apr4 *

$10-$22 at TIX on the Square
THE ROCKY HORROR SHOW Catalyst Theatre 8529

comeing, marae:
“4

, Spm,

$15/$10 (student/senior) atTIX onthe Square, for

Underwater Struggle for Survival
VISUAL
ARTS ALBERTA 31d Fi, 10215-112 St,
780.421 eae ae
Perel. Helen
Rogers,
ivan © Mar26-Apr 25* Opening reception: Mar 26, 7-9:30pm
=~
WEST END GALLERY
12308 Jasper Ave,
:

Public Health

780.488.4892 © Artworks byW.H. Webb; new paint-

Bachelor of Exviroumental
Health (after degree)

i

Rod Charlesworth and Andris Leimanis * Mar

EAS © Opening reception:
Sat, Mar 28,1-4pm

+ Comensnity Inodvemend © Felly credited bytbe
(Canedion Inatitete of Pebiech Health lagpectors

GALSIN THE CITY Jubilations Dinner Theatre,
8882-170St,Phase Il,WEM,780.484.2424 @ A uy
on the
TV show set love songs from the 70s
and '80s

* Apr 3-June 7

SPARK A REVOLUTION

Arts Bams, 780.409.1910 © Fringe

AS

Ph: 780-413-7912
www.enrirchealth.conconiia.ab.ce

eee Lee Ave,TELA2S A

. OtherVoices
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Theatre, Trans Alta

performance party * Mar 28, 7pm * $100

‘Adventures

Tabs
448.0695
©fae
ire ewe ayse,
improv show © Every Fri{11pm) © UntilJuly31 © $10/
$8 (member)
atTIXontheSquare
A YEAR OF WINTER Varscona Theatre, 10329-83
Ave, 780.434:

+ Leasieg Vaiverany
based Program

* Shadow Theatre * By Scott

palit Until Mar 29© $25-$17 atTIX onthe
quare

students from Grant NesewanCollegewith Lynda
er
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Calahoo Road, Spruce Grove, 780.962.8995 * Horizon
Players musical directed byNorm Usiskin * Mar 26-28,
7:30pm; Mar 28, 2pm © $20 (adult)/$15 (student/senior) at Horizon’s bax office, TicketMaster

EXTINCTION SONG Citadel's Rice Theatre, 9828-

780.460.5993 © SECRET SURFACE: Paintings by Daniel
vanHeyst © Until Mar 28

26

780.433.3399 © Live improvised soap opera directed by
Dana Andersen # Every Mon, 8pm

101A Ave * ByJohn Patrick Shanley * Until Mar 29

TELUS WORLD OF SCIENCE 11211-142 St,
780.452.9100 © THE ART OF THE BRICK™ until May 3

sLeaderhip *Macketing - Homan Resources
+ Prixasc & Public Sector Orientation
+ Management Campeerncics
Ph: 780-413-7831
managementsciences.concordia_ab.ca

DIE-NASTY Varscona Theatre, 10329-83 Ave,

ae 1

STUDIO GALLERY 11 Perron Street,St.Albert,

nent

DEATHTRAP Walterdale Playhouse, 10322-83 Ave «
Ira Levin © Apr AP Sy Sun mat: Apr 5, 2pm °
$12-$16; Thu, Apr 2:1
¢-One at TIX on the Square

DOUBT, A PARABLE Citadel's Shoctor Theatre, 9828-

Until Apr 12

tion: at be
11, 24pm ¢ =Kelleybront@bldg cca

Bachelor01

lowra * A pyromaniac.Anobsessive-compulsive, A

junkie, A manic-depressive. Would you want to direct
these people in an Italian opera? This is the challenge
fac as Riley * Until Mar 28, 8pm_* $10
{adult}/$8
(student) at King’s Bookstore, 780.465.8306

PROVINCIAL ARCHIVES OF ALBERTA 8555 Roper
Rd, 780.427.1750 © Celebrating 100 Years of the UFA
in Rural Communities Exhibit * Until Mar 29 © Free
ROYAL ALBERTA MUSEUM 12845-102 Ave,
780.453.9100 ¢ ARTE EN LACHARRERIA:
d

5;
i recap
etchings byOksana Movcha:until
untilMiMay Soper

Management

Wed-Sat 6:30pm; Sun 5pm
COS! King's University College, 9125-50 St * Directed
Heather Fitzsimmons Frey and written by Louis

byVerne Bish Cindy Delpart, Judith Martin and Bruce

RELEASE: Prints by Akiko Taniguchi * Until Mar 31

A CAREER IN....

CORNER GASSED Jubilations Dinner Theatre, 8882
170 St, Phase'll, WEM, 780.484.2424 © Until Mar 29,

DISNEY'S 101 DALMATIANS Horizon Stage, 1001

SNAP GALLERY 10309-97 St, 780.423.1492 © SCENT
OF MEMORY. Print art by Guy Langevin ® Until Apr 11
SPRUCE GROVE ART GALLERY-SPRUCE GROVE
Meleor Cultural Centre, 35, 5 Ave, Spruce Grove,
780.962.0664 * A CONSERVATION
PORTRAIT-WAGNER NATURAL AREA Paintings by
Cindy Barratt © Until Mar 28
STEEPS OLD GLENORA 12411 Stony Plain Rd ©
Artworks by Trevor Waurechen * Through March

ee

THE POETS HAVEN: Monday Night reading series presented by Stroll of Poets *
Every Mon, 7pm © $5 door

PORTAL
ART GALLERY 300, 9414-91 St,
780.702.7522 © DIPPED IN THE COLORS OF SPRING:
Artworks by Giselle Denis, Cheri Denis © Until Mar 31
PROFILES PUBLIC ART GALLERY 19Perron St, St.
Albert, 780.460.4310 ¢ A WAY INTO PLACE: Artworks

SCOTT GALLERY 10411-124 St, 780.488.3619 ©

rR.

UPPER CRUST CAFE 10909-86 Ave,780.422.8174 +

THEATRE

Aboriginal Veterans Display * Gift Shop * Finger
‘weaving and sash display by Celina Loyer

Craftsmanship
and design distinctive to the Mexican
cowboy ® Until Apr 13

tad

‘STANLEY
A. MILNER LIBRARY Main Floor, Centre
for Reading and the Arts * Water's Comer: Cherie
Dimaline * Sun, Mar 29, 1:30pm
STRATHCONA LIBRARY 8331-104 St, 780.422.8174
* Writers Guild of Alberta and the Editors’ Association
of Canada Present: An Editor's Perspective: Writing and
Editing for the Ever-Cha
Media Environment with
Joy Gugeler * Thu, Mar 26, 7pm © Free (WGA mem
ber)/$5 (non-member); wwwewritersquild.ab.ca

MICHIF CULTURAL AND METIS RESOURCE

INSTITUTE 9 Mission Ave, St. Albert, 780.651.8176 ©

jompson ®

Sia

mic *First Thu

info at 780.932.
® Fools Rush In: featuring story
oe Enaid, Renée Englot and Pearl-Ann Gooding; Ap

ir

r Paintings

Storytel

eachmonth,79pm ®.Pay-What'YouWil in $6)

© Projex

Room: A COUNTESSDREAM: Textile collages by
Esther Scott-McKay © Until Apr 4
LOFT GALLERYA. J. Ottewell Arts Centre, 590
Broadmoor Blvd, Sherwood Park, 780.998.3081 ¢

ARTS) 4
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terrifying conversationalist
n the beginning there was the
[vs In the end, perhaps the word
will be all that’s left. At the start of

Pontypool we hear the disembodied
yoice of radio broadcaster Grant

begin to colWords collide
Language is
prolific, but

owds huddling around a clinic, riots
without any apparent purpose and
urder. Something is infecting the

co

Picture Claire, screenwriters

Burgess and Noel Baker, who scripted
McDonald's, cult favourite Hard Core
Logo, the challenges of making a movie
in such a stripped down setting and the
pleasures of persuasion in the world of
independent cinema

weKk

citizens of Pontypool, Ontario, and it
is spreading fast. Like gossip
Adapted by Tony Burgess from his
novel Pontypool Changes Everything,
Canadian maverick Bruce McDonald's

latest feature is apocalyptic horror for
the age of babble, a tension-riddled
genre mind-fuck that does for the
word what Videodrome did for the
image. It has certain foundations in
the bold proposals of William S Burroughs and Marshall MacLuhan, in
the claustrophobic scenarios of
George Romero, in the irresolvable
differences between English and
French Canada—a theme it treats with
pleasing irreverence. It harkens way
back to the undead hi-jinx of McDonald’s very first foray into moviemak-

We Weekly: Tony Burgess's novel sprawls
with locations, characters, layers of
metaphor and even shards of autobiography. It slides from one impression
to another along very tenuous points
of connection, It would surely strike
most filmmakers as uncontainable. |
wonder how you all arrived at this
point where you could just boil the
premise down to its purest essence, to
a chamber drama of sorts.
Bruce McDonali: It was a very long process.
But what attracted to me to it all the
while was just that basic, crazy prem-

The

it

true

t

lots of incident

and

PONTYPOOL
DIRECTED AY BRUCE MCOOKALO
WRITTEN BY TONY BURGESS
HORROR
STARRING STEPHEN MCHATTIE LISA HOULE
GEORGIMA RELY

Stay

way

discussed Pontypool's complex and prolonged genesis, his collaboration with
cinematographer Miroslaw Baszak,

with whom he previously worked on
Roadkill, Highway 61, Dance Me Outside

OPENS FA, MAR 20

WEIrG

which

typool imagines the world ending precisely where language and
comprehension intersect, not with a
bang or whimper but something
rather like a bark.
On the way to work one abominable, very early February morning,

Reports start coming in regarding

what liberated
the few items we w
up ther
t The only oblieatior

the always enthusiastic yet

nature cowboy hat—an accoutrement
also worn by McHattie as Mazzy—he

human understanding is fragile. Pon-

Grant sees a woman approach his car,
her words obscure, She slaps his win-

ferred term is “conversationalists.”
always relaxed McDonald one recent
Friday morning in a Toronto bar. In sig-

events, and we can already hear how

dow before receding back into the
darkness. Shaken, he arrives at the
‘studio, tucks into his stash of whiskey,
and begins his highly enjoyable on-air
shtick, the very masculine talk radio
provocateur who “takes no prisonrs." But soon he and his colleagues
ill become prisoners themselves.

ise of the language virus.
thing about the di
material in the n

met

Mazzy (Stephen McHattie) filling the
theatre. He wonders aloud about disquieting undercurrents in coincidence
and connectivity in names and
easily his words might
Japse in their meaning.
and words confuse.
robust and infinitely

ing, a high school horror flick called
Our Glorious Dead. Just don't call the
rabid victims roaming the streets of
Pontypool zombies. McDonald's pre

is the b

adaptation
like

goldn

tray

time becau
Screenplay he v
to write a screeny
novel is closer to a
screenplay is more like a ma

YW: Noel Baker told me that years ago
he'd worked on a versic
with you

4

¢

closer to the novel, but would
been a much more expensive p

BM: Oh, yeah. And we haven't th
away that first script! In fact, the plan
has been that if this one takes off we
might do a little trilogy. Anyway, Noel
was kind of Tony’s teacher. He’sas
really great writer and a great pal. He
introduced a sense ofstructural rigour
that was foreign to Tony up to that
point, a regime oftightening. Restrictions above all were tremendously
useful for us in the process

CONTINUES
ONPAGE 28
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is on the road searching for
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Vancouver Film School, Canada’s
premier post-secondary entertainment
arts institution and one of the most
distinguished in the world, is coming
to your area. Join us for an info session
near

you, where you'll:

Hear about our 13 programs
ard-winning student work
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Do the Jarman

even took’some flack from the quee;

community for his frank discussion 0;
his experience with AIDS—it j<
required viewing (or listening, realy
the blue screen has some metaphor:
overtones, and is a poignant reflectioy

Metro presents a retrospective

of Jarman’s own encroaching bling

of the queer film icon
DAVID BERRY / david @veeweekly.com
ough his status as one of the
pre-eminent queer filmmakers
puts the lie to this somewhat,

Derek Jarman was probably a better
crafter of words than of images.
Though there are a few striking pictures among the films that make up
Jarman Does Edmonton, Metro's retrospective of his life and work (curated
by Vue’s own queer columnist/local
artist Ted Kerr), what really sticks
around—and, in some respects, overwhelms—what he does with the camera is what he writes. Jarman has a
knack for a kind of piercing casualness,
an offhanded way of cutting straight to
the quick whether he’s taking issue
with the politics of his native England
or describing in horrifying detail the
ravages of AIDS
~ Admittedly, this gift isn't quite developed in the first film, chronologically,
of the ones on offer here. Jubilee (1978)

is renowned as one of the first real
attempts to inject a punk aesthetic into
filmmaking, though there are also definite parallels with and undercurrents
of some of Jarman’s other pet themes,

most notably queer culture and a fiery
political bent. The title is a snotty refer-

c

i

—_—

—)

ness, but really, there’s not much re.,
son for anyone to stare at a b|y,
screen for more than an hour) for any
one who wants to fully appreciate (),
human toll of the AIDS crisis.
The final film on offer, the docume),
tary Derek (2008), examines Jarman
life through an interview conduct.)

FAL MAR 27-TUE MAR3}
JARMAN DOES
EDMONTON
SELECTEDWORKSOF DEREK JARMAN
FEATURING DERE, BILE, CARAVAGEIO,

with him and reflections by collah

rater and friend Tilda Swinton, thou,

BLUE (WITH THE ISLAND)
METRO CINEMA (9828-1014 AVE)

it suffers for the latter. Again provi,
his talent for words, here Jarman is pe;
sonable, quick-witted and often sty;

ence to the celebration of Queen Elizabeth I's Silver Jubilee celebration, and
sees HRH’s namesake, Elizabeth I,
transported to a dystopian 1977 England where anarcho-punks frolic in a
landscape that, if not postapocalyptic,
is at least a wasteland, as much physically as psychologically.
For its cult status, though, Jubilee is
something of a slog. Punk fashion
designer Vivienne Westwood hated it
enough to print up a T-shirt with her
criticisms on it, and while there's a certain amount of proto-punker-than-thou
pissing and moaning in her criticsms,
there is something to her biggest complaint: that it’s boring. The problem is
that Jubilee too often veers off into
extended harangues, cynical philosophizing that isn’t much sharper than
typical teenage nihilism and leeches
any energy its punk icons are bringing

ingly self-reflective, where Swinton

to it. Save the eerily prophetic media

mogul Borgia Ginz (the gratingly flamboyant Jack Birkett), most of the film's
characters have little to say but are
given ample space to say it, leaving
Jubilee best viewed either as a time

capsule or as a gateway drug for
pissed-off high schoolers.
THOUGH JARMAN goes a long way
towards fixing some of those problems with Caravaggio ('86)—and its
period inclinations give the former
painter a lusher pallete with which to
create his images—Jarman really
hones his voice in Blue ('94), a harrowing film that simultaneously

proves his writing chops as much as
showing how superfluous his camerawork often was.
Seventy-nine minutes of unbroken,
blue-saturated screen, Blue is nevertheless a harrowing film, thanks
entirely to Jarman’s blistering narration, occasionally helped out by some
of his closest friends. Detailing his losing battle with AIDS, Jarman is merci-

usually just overwrought, a fact 1.
helped by the omnipresent shots of hey
wandering through England, including
a cheesy-music-video shot of he;
touching his gravestone (seriously)
Nevertheless, the documentary, like th:
series, serves as a thoughtful examina
tion ofJarman’s life, one well worth
acquainting yourself with regardless o
your sexual orientation. v

less and unsparing, as much to the
world as to himself and his deteriorating body. A perfectly fitting end for a
man who unabashedly and outspoken-

ly proclaimed his queer status in a time
when open hostility was much more

BEST OF THE 2000s
by Josef Braun

tolerated, if not encouraged—Jarman

You ain't nothin’, Hounddog
w~
=

=

DVDETECTIVE
DAVIO BERRY

rr dydetective @vueweekly.com
Deborah Kampmeier's Hounddog, just
released on DVO a full two years after its
Sundance debut, is an abject lesson in what
controversy can do for attention. In the headlines by the time primary filming wrapped, it
gamered a lot of early buzz thanks to a scene
featuring a then-12-year-old Dakota Fanning,
fresh off her cute-little-girl turns in War of
the Worlds and Charlotte’s Web, being
raped. In typically bull-headed, ignorant fashion, a collection of concemed parents, politicians and religious groups protested based
off of reports from people who had read the
script and noticed the scene: few, if any, ever
bothered to see the film.
Leaving aside the actual film for just a
moment, it’s absolutely baffling that
these types of people continue to rally
against films they haven't seen. It’s one
thing when a group just sorely misunderstands a film's point, as was the case
when disability advocates railed against
the “retard” jokes in Tropic Thunder last
summer, but you'd think by now people
who are going to kick up a fuss would at
least substantiate their moral outrage.
When they go around making proclamations about “not wanting to pollute themselves with such filth,” or what have you,
at best any sensible person is going to

disregard them outright, and at worst
they're just encouraging people to go see
something evidently so shocking that its
mere existence is enough to traumatize.
In the case of Hounddog, that latter
effect is a double disservice: not only is the
scene in question about the tamest, most
respectful thing you could possibly imagine
the rape of pubescent girl to be, the film
itself is pretty much a plodding bore, a coming-of-age story in the worst, most stereotypical sense. Its aesthetics are far more
offensive than any of its actual content.
WE'RE TREATED to Kampmeier's pedantic
method of storytelling literally from the
opening shot, which follows a snake slith-

ering its way through the bushes. Don’t
worry if you don’t quite catch its metaphoric significance: the concept of a snake in
the grass will be returned to ad nauseum,
including, at one point, Lewellen’s (Fanning) Grammie (Piper Laurie) literally warning her about snakes in the grass.
The rest of the film is spent waiting for
or dealing with that snake. Lewellen—
who, for the film's other faults, is perfectly
captured by Fanning—is the odd preteenage blend of precocious and sweetly
innocent, a young girl curious about her

impending womanhood (early on, we see
her promise to kiss a boy if he shows her
his penis) but still largely unaware of the
effect she'll have, and has, on the men
around her. Though she doesn’t seem outrightly miserable at first, she still fre-

quently escapes into the music of Elvi
keeping with its habit of overdoin:
metaphor, she sings the eponymous son
enough it'll be drilled into your brain by

the time the film's done—which will
eventually become her only solace agaiis!
a pretty unforgiving world.
And yet, at no point in Hounddog doe

the world ever feel realistically unforgiving
That's due largely to the fact that, though
Lewellen is fairly realized, exactly none 0
her relationships are. Though in her first
scene she talks about wanting to kill he’
father (David Morse), all we ever really see
is a fierce, if wounded, love, up until the
point he gets hit by lighting and become
mentally handicapped (yes, seriously). 4°!
grandmother is the type of old-school e!
gious zealot that the South breeds like
horseflies, and yet we're never really give
much insight into what made her that way’
or why she’s so protective of Lewellen
By far the worst, hawever, is Lewellen
telationship with Charles (Afemo Omilar'!

a local farmhand who eventually helps '°!

back on her feet, with the healing pow’!
blues. Charles is a straight-up magic "eo!

a blues player who also collects and tes"
snake venom, existing solely in the film (°
offer Lewellen slightly cryptic advice °'
take care of her when she needs it. If 2"
one has a right to complain about Hour?
dog, it’s surely to god Southe'”

African-Americans, who have basic"!
been subjected to this stereotype °Y"
since they've stopped being enslaved. ¥
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APSULES
CROSSING OVER

TEN ANDRECTEDBYWAVEKRAMER
~ SIMRINGHARRISONFORD,ASHLEYJUDD ALICEEVE
*

JOSEF BRAUN / josef@vaeweokly.com

Crossing Over features a cross-section of characters figuratively situated
on either side of the US border, people
who either want in, want to stay or
want to determine who makes the cut.
You've got your Mexican mom illegally
cranking out textiles for a few bucks to
fund a better life for her little boy.
You've got your affluent Iranian family
with its soon-to-be naturalized patriarch and daughter turned black sheep
on account of assimilating too fully into
the Western model of feminine independence. You've got your Chinese
family, the parents humbly coveting citizenship while their punk kid scoffs at
such a legit entrée into an American
dream he’s figured is available only to
the Tony Montanas of the world. You've

.
PONTYPOOL
CONTINUED
FROM PAGE 27

WW: | understand Pontypool began as a
tadio play for the CBC?
.
Bit They'd asked me if | had any material and after racking my brains for a
while I thought maybe there was something in this language-virus idea. Which
got me to thinking about Orson Welles’
War of the Worlds and that thing about
only hearing terrifying things happening and not really understanding what's
going on.

So we got rolling on this

idea when it suddenly occurred to me
that the radio play might actually make
4 pretty interesting movie, and the simPlicity of the demands on location and

Personnel made it seem possible.
Everyone got excited with the idea that
€ wouldn't have to wait four years to
‘make this movie—we could do it in
ree months. We considered opening
it up to the outside world as we devel-:

Oped it, getting out of the one location,
Dut it was Tony who insisted on just
seeping it locked indoors, keeping it a

Sort of theatre of the mind.

You think about how much of, say,
Night of the Living Dead takes place

Within the house. The claustrophobia

Of the siege drama can really work for
horror film.
* Yeah. Every once in a while a hand

bust through. There's that constant

‘error of knowing what's going
on
ight outside. And the noises. You

k too about Repulsion orAssault on

~«lnict 13, these kinds of things,
and
yu see how nicely Tony's book weds

Self to a certain B-movie-like energy.

m: By enclosing the film almost

Hbrely within the studio you not only

got your naive Islamic teen apologist
for the 9/11 hijackers persecuted for

exercising her freedom of speech.
You've got just about everything you

Could think to throw into a movie about

the overwhelming morass surrounding
US immigration. Everything except a
coherent character, a single plausible
scene or even a compelling polemic.
Hopping around Los Angeles to follow °
several characters as they cross paths
and slide into detours, Crossing Over is
earnest as all hell, ostensibly muckraking, dramaturgically strangled and deeply
mawkish. In other words, it’s the new
Crash—there's even an actual car crash
that brings together, wouldn't you know
it, someone trying to get a green card
with someone who approves green
cards! So lovely young would-be Aussie
starlet Alice Eve winds up screwing
shameless old bureaucrat Ray Liotta in a
motel room, but at least she cries in the
shower afterwards. Meanwhile Harrison
Ford goes on a private crusade to protect
an abandoned child and immigration
lawyer Ashley Judd has to deal with

ramp up the claustrophobia but also
attune your audience to the smallest

details and motifs. I'm thinking of the
Way you incorporate the simplest little

things, like the boiling of a kettle to
prickle the tension. And of course that
kettle whistle pays off quite nicely
later on when it becomes a prompt
for an infected victim searching for a
sound to imitate.
BM: People's first instincts are so often
about the big canvas. We tend to
want to be able to go anywhere, shoot
anything. It was actually kind of scary
to think about shooting something in
just one room. I was accustomed to
these sprawling road movies where if

you get bored you just go to the next
town. Suddenly I was dealing with
minutia, that little Joey Ramone doll
that might say something about Grant
Mazzy's character, Lisa's bracelet that
was obviously made by a kid, the bot-

tle of booze, the pills the doctor takes.
All these little details become more
important, more loaded. There are no
costume changes, so you pick the one
outfit and, bar, that’s the character.
There are sections where we'd shoot
everything in profile, some where the
camera moves and others where it’s
still, ones where we shoot through the
glass, others where we stay inside. It~
just makes you reconsider what it
really means for you when you use
this lens, when you use this angle. It
was fun to have fewer things to think
about but to think about those few
things in a much bigger way.

WW: Pontypool initially seems a significant departure from your movies so
far, yet it strikes me as being interest-

ingly linked to The Tracey Fragments,
which immediately preceded it. Both
films operate around the principle of
fragmentation, of image in one and

MONSTERS VSALIENS

aggressively moronic feds who go ballistic over Islamic chat rooms found on
annoyingly self-righteous Summer
Bishil’s computer. The pervading dumbness reaches its spectacular nadir in a
convenience store robbery gone wrong
where, after splattering three kids’ brains
all over the walls, Cliff Curtis, in a scene
he’s surely praying future employers will
soon forget, delivers a monologue about
how becoming an American constituted
the greatest moment of his life to a crybaby twit pressing a loaded gun into a
terrified innocent's woman’s skull. It’s so
unintentionally funny it’s not even funny.
Writer/director Wayne Kramer (The
Cooler), a South African who
doubtlessly has some first-hand knowledge of the issue at hand, apparently
wants to tell a story about the masks
We Wear and compromises we make to
get by. Perhaps the fundamental probfem with Crossing Over is that for so
much of the film masks are about all
we see. Despite the efforts of a few of
the better actors, these characters are
crude types, overwrought mouthpieces

for a grossly over-calculated scheme.
Nothing feels natural, so nothing resonates. Good intentions only make the
whole thing more frustrating to sit
through. I'll say this for Kramer: at
least his ambitions are to provoke
viewers to reconsider what it means to
be a patriotic American. Still, you
should see The Visitor instead.

movie about a language virus,
which is pretty damned abstract
and cerebral for a genre film. So we
managed to convince this guy, we
convinced the CBC, we convinced
Maple Films and hopefully we can
convince an audience that's there’s
something pretty wild and interesting going on here. v

towards the believers, notably sophisticated ones like Virginia Madsen’s Sara

Campbell in The Haunting in Connecti- *
cut, a rosary-clutching mother at odds
with the dead souls after her cancer-ridden son. Madsen’s performance demonStrates the nervy passions of the believer,
a character left alone to fight in her devotion until her family comes face to face
with demonic forces in an angsty character home. It reminds me that there's still a

THE HAUNTING IN CONNECTICUT

DIRECTED BY PETER CORNWELL
WRITTEN BYTIM METCALFE &ADAM SIMOW
STARRING VIRGINIA MADSEN, KYLE GALLNER, ELIAS KOTEAS

classy way to believe in God, one that
involves quiet contemplation and fierce

wk

determination instead of bumper stickers.
and the Gaither Vocal Band.
Based on a true story, Campbell moves
her family into the rented house as a way
to reduce the eight-hour trips to the Connecticut hospital for her teenage son
Matt's radiation treatments. Matt (Kyle
Galiner) is suddenly drawn to claim the
room in the basement, next fo a mysterious lacked storage room that not unti

JONATHAN BUSCH / jonathan @vueweekly.com

If it’s one thing that lately keeps me from
sleeping through the night, it’s almost
believing in God. | swear, there’s little
creepier than the Christian fear of the
occult. A devoted believer must always
be on the lookout for the evils of Satan
and his minions making themselves
known everywhere, from footprints in the
snow to playing backward the Jonas

Brothers’ bonus tracks.

CONTINUES
ONMEXT PAGE
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language in the other. Have recent
years found you feeling especially
eager to mess with these fundamental
elements of movies?
BM: There's something to this idea of
collage. My life feels like a fucking
collage. Sometimes | just wish I
could focus on one thing, you know?
I'm always developing different projects at once. My brain's always filled
with too much stuff. So maybe it’s a
reflection of my own sort of scattered, voracious interests in disparate things
Wr: There's also that element in your
work sometimes where it seems like
you're just wondering what you can
get away with.
§M: Sure Both of these last movies
were like that. The fact that | could
convince people to get on board
with them delighted me. I mean, I'm
as fond of big dumb popcorn
movies as the next guy, but there's
no lack of people working in that
department. | work in independent
movies. We're like pirates. It’s not
so much that I want to be intentionally obscure, but | like to sniff out
something fresh, something that'll
wake up the neighbours a little bit.
Pontypool was financed by this private guy and I think he was seduced
by the genre nature of it and the
containment. For him it felt like a
perfect first step into the film world.
Yet the fact is that we’re making a

Of course, I'm exaggerating, not to
mention expressing part of my envy
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after several nightmares opens to reveal
what appears to be the lab of a funeral
home. Stocked with vicious tools, bottles
of formaldehyde and a creaky old gumey,
the room serves Matt's sleepwalking with
richly detailed visions of the previous
owners, a power-mad father who took
advantage of the corpses brought to him,
not too mention his clairvoyant son.
Sara fears her son's demented sightings are a result of his treatment, a warning made by Matt's doctor that the cancer

has affected his brain. Matt's health is at
risk, but so is the sanity of her family, as
inexplicable slamming doors and power

LAST

NIGHT

OF

MICHRET HAN(ERR

outages kick off a nasty haunting that
apparently only her son can relieve them
of. Matt encounters a terminally ill priest
(Elias Koteas) warning him that the
visions are only more real because he's
closer to death, and learns he must take
on the evil ghosties face to face.
The Haunting in Connecticut is filled
with startling moments based on terrifying
accounts of supposedly real-life hauntings,
where Matt witnesses shadows, faces,and
eerie sounds that suggest the trace of the
supernatural presence in the house. Too
often, however, the subtle effect of staging
the claims of the actual premise are cast
over by more literal recreations of the
home's horrific past, where Matt is transported to the past to witness almost-fullyrealized scenes of the evil funeral home
director. In its favour, the ghosts are ridiculously scary, half-naked eyelid-less corpses
strewn with scars of scalpel-written text—
though such conventional visual methods
keep the film in a multiplex horror genre

rather than softening the sturdy wills of
non-believers for at least a couple hours.

comes out and once again shows us w)),
smart, emotional child's play can look |ik;

MONSTERS VS ALIENS

NOW PLAYING

DIRECTED BY ROB LETTERMAN & CONRAD VERNON
WRITTEN BY LETTERMAN, MAYA FORBES,
WALLACE WOLODARSKY, JOWATHAN AIBEL, GLENN BERGER
STARRING REESE WITHERSPOON, SETH ROGEN

WRITTEN & DIRECTED BY TONY GILADY
STARRING CLIVE OWEN, JULIA ROBERTS

xk

kkk

DAVID BERRY / david @vueweekly.com

BRIAN GIBSON / brian@vusweokly.com

Though they'll occasionally pump out a .

The story is that Tony Gilroy's story
Duplicity offered so many flashbac
Spielberg got too confused by
screenplay. But Duplicity, as Write
cum-director Gilroy has put tog:
as his own second feature, is not 9p)
playfully puzzling but most enjoya!
because of its throwbacks.
The obvious throwback is to the sy

Kung Fu Panda or a Shrek (before the
sequels), the biggest problem with
Dreamworks’ animation films is that they
tend to feel like cynically developed marketing ploys tableclothed by kids entertainment (a fact that's put in even starker
relief when you compare them to the
auteurish, focused works of a company
like Pixar). Get a group of big-name
actors from a wide variety of disciplines—movie stars (Reese Witherspoon), comedic lights (Seth Rogen, Will
Arnett), TV stars (Hugh Laurie, Kiefer
Sutherland)—plenty of comic relief, mix
in just the right amount of old pop culture
references to keep the parents engaged,
if not outright entertained, and voila: slap
your standard trying-to-fit-in narrative on
that and maybe add some 3D, and you

have an event that should pack ‘em in on
opening weekend for sure.
Unless you get lucky, you end up with
something like Monsters vs Aliens, a
passable jokefest that fills its allotted 90
minutes, but isn’t even memorable
enough to rerun on DVD when the kids
get bored on a Saturday afternoon. Not
that children’s entertainment always
needs to be a life-changing experience,
but it might at least be made with care
and attention.

The fitting-in arc of this one in particular
concerns Susan (Witherspoon), a woman
about to have her dream wedding when she
gets hit by a meteor that grows her to
ginormous size. Pretty soon she’s in a secret
detention facility with a host of other Bmovie tropes—swamp creature, blob, giant
animal, mad scientist. It'd be a nice gesture,
if it wasn't for the fact that their personalities are replaced by lazy kiddy-movie
tropes: tired veteran, fat idiot, scaredy-cat

CACHE THURSDAY AT 7PM
FUNNY

GAMES

and weirdo, respectively. Before long,
aliens come looking for the very meteorite
that made Susan what she was, and it’s up

US THURSDAY AD9PM
ONE WEEK
WT 8PM STE @
ECS LIE

i tee

to the monsters to save the day and sort of
maybe show people that being different
isn’t being bad, not that the film does a lot
even to explore that premise.

Monsters vs Aliens isn’t without some
alright jokes—Stephen Colbert's clueless
president is pretty roundly funny—and it

SLUMDOG MILLIONAIRE
WT PL SOT TRE @ 20
OERARLE

FRIDAY
&TUESDAY ATTM MONDYA PM

does make good, if painfully obvious, use
of 3D tricks, but it very much feels like a
film written by five people, easy laughs
taking precedence over character. or story.
It'll fill the void if you absolutely must take
your kids to the theatre once a month, but
should be properly forgotten once Up
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hits on her poolside, then finds himse\i
back in the bedroom, laid out cold fo;

hours while she’s fong gone, with on
his top-secret files. He's MIG, she’s (1
but, five years later, they've gone corpo
rate. He’s brought in as counterinte|\i
gence for conglomerate Equikrsom
to find out she’s his mole insid
hygiene-product competitor Burkeri

Randle (think Procter & Gamble)

this coincidence smells more like confidence-game. As the parrying pair m
through. casinos, secret labs or Rom
backstreets, we follow the switch!
taking stock of who's trying to ta
company’s stocks—are they Bond-ing
is one of them putting the dur

9722-102 STREET, EDMONTON
AB -TSKOX4 780429 1671
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Duplicityy
*
And here’s the other throwbac!
with the (slightly screwball) romanti:
comedy getting a full makeover. Hay
and Claire are in it for the money, ani
love is what comes between ther
They trust in the game—that's a!
they've known—but their heate:
picion of each other, their flirting with
sincerity, fuels their relationship. She
bluffs him into a declaration of faithfulness; he tests her love when !
plays the beddable-rogue all the wa)
with someone else, just doing his job

Much of the fun here is all abou!
what's “in play"—about acting, from
the spy and lover roles these charactes
may or may not be playing and which
sides (personal, professional) they ’@
playing for or against, to our assump
tions of these stars’ personas and thel
actual performances. Owen takes the
chiseled look of his 007-like parts, as '"

corporate-thriller The International, and

turns it into a deadpan comic role. 4s
rival CEOs Howard Tully and Richar’
Garsik, Tom Wilkinson and Paul Giamat"

sink their teeth into their bulldogs-'"suits. And in these hard times, aftel

banks have mega-traded in bad faith.

EXT

Tuesday, Aga boom
with Jan Randall

All Metro screenings are held at Zeidler Hall in the Citadel Theatre, 9828-101 A Ave.

=.

Clayton) angling in. Ray (Clive Owen)
meets Claire (Julia Roberts) in Dy

SPRING BREAK VID-CAMP 11-1
9am-4pm March 30-Apr2 $1

GARAVAGSELO
siAi 07H-SUNON SPH
BREW WiTREVOR ANOERSON'S THE ISLAND - SATURDAY 9PM- MONDAY
17PM
For more information, call 425-9212.

thriller, with some corporate-int; i
(think Gilroy's directorial debut Miche,

non-mem
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shaky trust and poor
well: “If |told you | love

any difference?” “If
‘believed you?”
also scores some deft
orations’ manic selling

ly’s

oid counter-surveil-

eugenics-philosophy

evolution,” after he’s
at his stunted bonsai; And when the scores are

takes all, in the cav-

another hollow hall‘of

ernous

EDMONTON FILM SOCIETY

Thurs 2:00, 10:30

HANDS ACROSS THE TABLE
)
Kovas March 30 @ 8:00 PM
CHABA THEATRE-JASPER

riches, V

9094
Connaught
Dr,Jasper,

bottom |

780.852.4749

April 2: 7:30

130 Ave 50St. 780.472.9779
AA DEKHEN ZARA (HINDI
W/E.S.T.) (STC)
Daily 1:10, 4:05, 6:55, 9:30
THE PINK PANTHER 2 (PG)
Fri-Sat 1:55, 4:35, 7:05, 9:25,

most ofwhich have already come to pass—
but there's still three left!Can Koestler, recklessly/stupidly throwing himself into the eye
of the hurricane, prevent these catastrophic
events? The fittle girl got all the other ones

fight, soyoudothemath. But you maywant
to cover your eyes when the screaming

crowds being crushed to pulp or the buming
bodies stumble about begging for mercy.
Some of this shitwillgive you nightmares.
For better or for worse, Alex Proyas,
who helmed cult favourite Dark City, fully”
ommits to the material, which means bal-

ancing Koestler’s personal revelation and

Cage's odd breed of hysteria with the

broader story of global apocalyptic hyste-

: If you're willing to go along with this

thing, there's

= aie
‘Tenaly to religious

ing basely compelling.

more than a little

nuts and conspiracy

9:20
REVOLUTIONARY ROAD (144,

coarse language, mature themes)
Daily 1:05, 4:05, 6:50, 9:30

BEDTIME STORIES (G)
Fri 1:35, 4:25, 7:20, 9:40, 12:15;

| Sat 1:35, 4:25,
7:20, 9:40, 11:45;
Sun-Thu: 1:35, 4:25, 7:20, 9:40
MARLEY AND ME (PG)
Fri-Sat 1:40, 4:20, 7:00, 9:35,
vg Sun-Thu 1:40, 4:20, 7:00,

THE CURIOUS CASE OF
BENJAMIN BUTTON (PG, coarse
Language, not recommended for

ung children)

ri-Sat 1:00, 4:20, 7:40, 11:00;

Sun-Thu 1:00, 4:20, 7:40
THE TALE OF DESPEREAUX (G)
Fri-Sat 2:00, 4:40; Sun-Thu 2:00,
4:30

YES MAN (144)
Fri-Sat 7:25, 9:55, 12:15; Sun-Thu
7:25, 9:55
GRAN TORINO (144, language
may offend)
Fri
1:25, 4:10, 7:00, 9:45,
12:10; Sun-Thu 1:25, 4:10, 7:00,

9:45,
THE DAY THE EARTH STOOD

STILL (PG)

Fri-Sat 6:45, 9:15, 11:25; Sun-Thu
6:45, 9:15
BOLT (G)
Daily 1:15, 4:00
TWILIGHT (PG, violence)
Fri-Sat 9:40, 12:10; Sun-Thu 9:40
CINEPLEX ODEON NORTH
14231 137th Avenue, 780.732.2236

MONSTERS VS ALIENS (G)
No
Daily 12:40, 3:00, 5:30,
7:50, 10:10

MONSTERS VS ALIENS 3D (G
Digital 3d, No
Daity 12:00,
2:20, 4:40, 7:00, 9:20
12 ROUNDS (144)
ieBed Daily 1:40, 5:05, 7:40,
10;21

THE HAUNTING IN

here's also something stupendously silly °
Stout numerous key points on which the

recom!
Daily 1:50, 4:45, 8:10, 10:40
1 LOVE YOU, MAN (144A, coarse

Hed. the skinny blonde stalkers in over"oats, therisible final images ofsome sort
> paradise that
cryauttobe included as
outtakes ona
The Fountain. You

Daly12:6, 2:50, 5:20, 8:00,

‘Sve to admire Knowing’s
:

willingness togo

Catastrophic equations,

have

from a

hints é of ambi iguity, a little room for

>ubt. In lifeandart alike, certainty
canbe
iv

SLUMDOG MILLIONAIRE (14A,

violence)
Daily 1:10, 3:50, 6:40, 9:15

|

, crude content)

DUPLI CITY

CINEPLEX ODEON SOUTH

(PG, coarse

MONSTERS VS. ALIENS (G)
No Passes Dally 12:45, 3:00, 5:10,
7:30, 9:45

MONSTERS VS. ALIENS 3D @)
Digital 3d, No Passes Daily 12:00,
2:20, 4:40, 7:00, 9:20

12 ROUNDS (14A)

Fri-Sat 1:30, 4:15, 7:15, 9:20,
11:35; Sun-Thu 1:30, 4:15, 7:15,

theoriats alike, but compelling. Of course,

lottwins:
themessages scrawled undera

Daily 12:05

(PG, frightening

Daily 1:45, 4:40, 7:10

BRIDE WARS (es

ingadrunken math binge Koestler unravels

ally 12:20, 2:40, 4:50, 7:20

HOTEL FOR DOGS (G)

aes Sun-Thu 1:55, 4:35, 7:05,

ee Sun-Thu 1:50, 4:45, 7:30,

the document's hidden code, which prophesizes a series of wickedly fatal disasters,

len!

re Blart: Mall Cop

of a heated climax. Early in Knowing,

Call it disaster pom. Through a series of
coincidences that are surely more than just
coincidences, Koestler gets his hands on a
paper covered innumbers that's been buried
underground
for 50years, itsauthor
acreepy
little girl who's since grown up and died. Dur-

LA DAME AUX

language)

Fri-Tue, Thu: 12:50, 3:40, 6:45,

9:40; Wed 3:40, 6:45, 9:40; Star
and Strollers Screening: Wed 1:00
KNOWING (14A, frightening
scenes, violence)
Fri-Tue, Thu 130, 4:10, 7:15,

10:15; Wed 4:10, 7:15, 10:15; Star
and Strollers Screening: Wed 1:00
RACE TO WITCH MOUNTAIN
q 12:10, 2:30, 5:00, 7:30, 9:50

pet ae Daily 12:50, 3:45, 7:15,

THE HAUNTING IN

CONNECTICUT (144, frightening
scenes, disturbing content, not
recommended for children)
Daily 1:50, 4:15, 7:50, 10:25

| LOVE YOU, MAN (144, coarse

language, crude content)
Daly 1:40, 4:20, 7:25, 10:15
DUPLICITY (PG, coarse language)
Daily 12:30, 3:40, 6:45, 9:50
KNOWING (14A, frightening
scenes, violence)
Fri-Wed 1:15, 4:30, 7:40, 10:30;
Thu 4:30, 7:40, 10:30; Star and
Strollers Screening: Thu 1:00
ae TO WITCH MOUNTAIN

(PG)

Daily 12:10, 2:25, 4:55, 7:20, 9:55
THE LAST HOUSE ON THE
LEFT
(18A, gory scenes, sexual violence,
brutal violence)

RACE TO WITCH MOUNTAIN

Fri 4:35, 7:05, 9:25; Sat-Thu 1:00,
4:35, 7:05, 9:25
DUPLICITY (PG, coarse language)
Fri 3:50, 6:40, 9:30; Sat-Thu
12:50, 3:50, 6:40, 9:30
1 LOVE YOU, MAN (14A, coarse
language, crude content)

Fri 4:20, 7:10, 9:45; Sat-Thu 1:20,
4:20, 7:10, 9:45
KNOWING (144A, frightening
scenes, violence)
Fri 4:00, 6:50, 9:35; Sat-Thu 1:10,
4:00, 6:50, 9:35
FINN ON THE FLY (G)
Fri 4:50; Sat-Thu 2:10, 4:50
MONSTERS VS ALIENS (G).
No Passes Fri 4:10, 6:30, 8:50;
Sat-Thu 1:30, 4:10, 6:30, 8:50
MONSTERS VS ALIENS 3D (G)
No Passes, Digital 3d Fri 4:40,

7:00, 9:20; Sat-Thu 12:00, 2:20,

4:40, 7:00, 9:20
THE HAUNTING IN
CONNECTICUT (144, ante
scenes, disturbing content, not
recommended for children)

Fri 4:30, 7:20, 9:50; Sat-Thu 2:00,
4:30, 7:20, 9:50
12 ROUNDS (144)
Fri 3:45, 6:35, 9:15; Sat-Thu
12:30, 3:45, 6:35, 9:15

DUGGAN CINEMA-CAMROSE
$60148 Ave, Camrose, 780.605.2144

Daily 1:30

Bai
laily 7:05, 9:05; Sat, Sun, Tue-Thu
2:05

HE'S JUST NOT THAT INTO
YOU (PG, coarse language, sexual

KNOWING (144, violence, frightening scenes)

Daily7:00 9:10; Sat, Sun, Tue-Thu

Dally 1:10, 3:50, 6:60, 9:25
CORALINE 3D (PG, frightening
Scenes, not recommended for

content, coarse language)

young
oli

2

1 LOVE YOU, MAN (14A, crude
Daily 7:15, 9:15; Sat, Sun, Tue-Thu

DUPLICITY (PG, coarse language)
aay 6:45 9:00; Sat, Sun, Tue-Thu
1:4:

PAUL BLART: MALL COP (PG)

| LOVE YOU, MAN (14A, coarse
fengu , crude conten i)
0
ital Daily 12:55, 3:45, 7:00,
9:50

MONSTERS VS ALIENS 3D (G)
No Passes, Reald 3d Daily 12:00,
2:25, 4:50, 7:15, 9:40
KNOWING (14A, frightening

12 enh
No
9:50

ia

.

ly 1:20, 4:20, 7:10,

juage)

OTS Digital oon 12:25, 3:30)6:30,
30

j

CONNECTICUT (144, frightening
scenes, disturbing content, not
recommended for children)
Daily 1:10, 3:50, 7:00, 9:40

1 LOVE YOU, MAN (14A, coarse
I
. crude content)
baly 13:40, 4:40, 7:40, 10:20
DUPLICITY
, Coarse language)

Daily 1:00, 4:00, 6:50, 9:45

KNOWING (144A, frightening

Dolby Stlereo igital Daily 12:35,
135,

3:35, 6:40, oe
DUPLICITY (PG, coarse

2020
Sherwood
Drive, 780.416.0150
MONSTERS VS. ALIENS (G)
No Passes Daily 12:00, 2:30, 5:00,
7:30, 10:00

THE HAUNTING IN

scenes, violence)

Daily 12:20, 4:15, 7:15, 10:15

RACE TO WITCH MOUNTAIN
i 1:30, 4:30, 7:05, 9:30.

THE LAST HOUSE ON THE

violence)
Daily 9:00; Sat-Sun 3:00
GRANDIN THEATRE

CORALINE (PG, not recommended for young children, frightening
scenes)
Thu Mar 26: 1:00
violence)
Thu Mar 26: 4:40 6:50 9:00

ally

7:00, 9:00; Sat-Sun 2:30

SCOTIABANK THEATRE WEM

Thu Mar 26; 1:05, 3:00

1 LOVE YOU, MAN (714A, coarse
language, crude content)
No passes Thu Mar 26: 1:10, 3:10,
5:10, 7:10, 9210

KNOWING (14A, frightening

scenes, violence)
No passes; Thu jar 26: 1:30,

3:55, 6:40, 9:00
DUPLICITY (PG, coarse fanguage)
No passes;
Thu Mar 26: 1:45,

4:00, 6:30, 8:55

PAUL BEART: MALL COP (PG)
Thu Mar 26; 2:55
WATCHMEN (184, brutal violence,
jory scenes)
iu Mar 26: 4:50, 7:55

scenes, disturbing content, not
for children)
Daily 1:50, 4:50, 7:50, 10:30

recommended

| LOVE YOU, MAN (144, coarse
language, crude content)
DUPLICITY (PG, coarse language)
Daily 12:00, 3:20, 6:30, 9:20

KNOWING (14A, frightening
scenes, violence)
Fr-Tue, Thu 12:40, 3:40, 7:15,
10:15; Wed 3:40, 7:15, 10:15;

Daily 6:55, 9:15; Spring Break Mat:
12:55, 3:15

| LOVE YOU, MAN (14A, crude
content, coarse language)

7:10, 9:20; Spring Break Mat:

1:10, 3:20

DUPLICITY (PG, coarse language)

Mat:

1:00, 3:35
KNOWING (14A, violence, frightening scenes)
Daily 7:05, 9:30; Spring Break Mat

1:05, 3:30

|
METROCINEMA|
9825-101
Ave, Citadel Theatre,

780.425.9212
DEREK (STC)
Fri 7:00, Tue 7:00, Mon 9:00

JUBILEE (STC)
Fri 9:00, Tue 9:00, Sun 7:00
CARAVAGGIO (STC)

Sat7:00, Sun 9:00

BLUE W/ THE ISLAND (STC)
Sat 9:00, Mon 7:00
SHAKESPEARE ON SCREEN:
lit (Laurence Olivier)

iu 7:00
130
Crossing,
Century
Spruce Grove,
780.972.2332,
Serving Spruce Grove,
Stony
Parkland
Plain;
County
MONSTERS VS ALIENS (G)
Daily 6:45, 9:00;

Sat, Sun, Tue, Thu 12:45, 3:00; not
presented in 3-D

12 ROUNDS (14A)
Daily 7:15, 9:20; Sat, Sun, Tue,
Thu, 1:15, 3:20

ni-Sun,Tue-Thu 10:15; Mon 9:15
WATCHMEN (18A, gory scenes.
brutal violence)
Daily 2:15, 6:30, 10:00

HE'S JUST NOT THAT INTO
YOU (PG, coarse language, sexual
content)
Daily 6:40, 9:45

CORALINE (PG, not recommended for young children, frightening

scenes)
Daily 12:50, 3:50
TAKEN (14A, violence}
Fri-Tue,
Thu 1:10, 4:10, 6:50, 9:40;
Wed 4:10, 6:50, 9:40; Star and
Strollers Screening: Wed. 1:00
SLUMDOG MILLIONAIRE (144
violence)
Daily 12:30, 3:30, 6:45
WESTMOUNT CENTRE
111 Ave, Groat Rd, 780.455.8726

MONSTERS VS ALIENS (G)

Dolby Stereo Digital, No Passes Fri

7:35, 10:00; Sat-Thu 12:15, 2:45
5:10, 7:35, 10:00

DUPLICITY (PG, coarse language)
Dolby Stereo Digital Fri 6:30, 9:30
Sat-Wed 12:30, 3:30, 6:30, 9:30;

Thu 3:30, 6:30, 9:30

RACE TO WITCH MOUNTAIN

(PG)
Dts Digital Fri 7:10, 9:40; Sat-Thu
12:45, 3:15, 7:10,'9:40
KNOWING (144, frightening

scenes, violence)

DTS Digital Fn, Tue-Thu 6:45, 9:50;

Sat-Sun 1:00, 3:40, 6:45, 9:50;
Mon 9:50
HOTEL FOR DOGS (G)
Toonie Matinee, DTS Digital MonThu 1:00, 3:45

THE HAUNTING IN
;
CONNECTICUT (144. frightening
scenes, disturbing content, not

recommended for children)

Daily 7:10, 9:10;

Sat, Sun, Tue, Thu 1:10, 3:10
DUPLICITY (PG, coarse language)
Daily 6:55, 9:25; Sat, Sun, Tue,
Thu 12:55, 3:25

| LOVE YOU, MAN (144A, crude

content, coarse
language)
Daily 7:05, 9:15; Sat, Sun, Tue,
Thu 1:05, 3:15

KNOWING (14A, violence, fright-

ening scenes)
Daily 7:00, 9:30; Sat, Sun, Tue,
Thu 1:00, 3:30; Movies For

Star

and Strollers Screening: Wed 1:00
eens TO WITCH MOUNTAIN
)
Daily 11:50, 2:20, 4:45, 7:20, 9:50
THE LAST HOUSE ON THE
LEFT (18A, gory scenes, sexual
violence, brutal violence)
Fri-Tue, Thu 1:40, 4:40, 7:45,
10:30; Wed 1:40, 4:40, 8:00,
10:30
MISS MARCH (184, crude con-

juage)

MONSTERS VS ALIENS (G)

pale

MONSTERS VS ALIENS—AN
IMAX 3D EXPERIENCE (G)
No Passes Daily 11:45, 2:00, 4:30
7:00, 9:30
12 ROUNDS (14A)
No Passes Daily 1:00, 4:00, 7:10
10:10
THE HAUNTING IN
CONNECTICUT (144, frightening

tent, sexual content, coarse lan-

780.352.3922

Daily

MONSTERS VS ALIENS (G)
Bee 3d, No Passes Daily 12
2:30, 5:00, 7:30, 10:00

Daily 1:20, 4:20, 7:40, 10:20

HOTEL FOR DOGS (G)

rey 7:00, 9:35; Spring Break

HOTEL FOR DOGS (G)

CONFESSIONS OF A
SHOPAHOLIC (PG)

HOTEL FOR DOGS (G)
Daily 12:15
Coeee MILLIONAIRE (144A,
jolence)
Fri-Wed 12:40, 4:00, 6:40, 9:40;
Thu 4:00, 6:40, 9:40; Star and
Screening:
Thu 1:00

8712-109
St, 780.433.0728

ONE WEEK (PG, coarse language)
Daily 7:00; Sat-Sun 1:00

SLUMDOG MILLIONAIRE (144,

(PG)

PONTYPOOL (144A, coarse language, disturbing content)

WEM,
8852-170
St. 780.444.2400

Grandin Mall, Sir Winston Churchill Ave,
St. Albert, 780.458.9622

LEFT (184, gory scenes, sexual
Violence, brutal violence)
Fri 4:15, 6:55, 9:40; Sat-Sun 1:40,
ce 6:55, 9:40; Mon-Thu 6:55,

2
RACE TO WITCH MOUNTAIN

Daily 12:05

1

CROSSING OVER (STC)
Daily 6:50, 9:10; Sat-Sun 2:00

THE LAST HOUSE ON THE

MONSTERS VS ALIENS (G)
Daily 7:10 9:10; Sat, Sun, Tue-Thu

TAKEN (144, violence)
Daily 2:30, 4:50, 6:55, 9:15

Daily 9:20
PAUL BLART: MALL Cop

SLUMDOG MILLIONAIRE (144,

brutal violence)
Daily 1:00, 5:00, 6:30, 9:00, 10:00

children)
Sd Daily 1:20, 3:55, 6:35,

Daily 6:50, 9:05; Sat, Sun, Tue
Thu 12:50, 3:05

brutal violence)
Daily 12:10, 4:10, 8:00
TAKEN (144A, violence)

4211-199
Ave. 780.472.7600
WATCHMEN (18A, gory scenes,
brutal violence)
Daily 7:30

ONE WEEK fs, coarse language)

content)

WATCHMEN (18A, gory scenes,

SLUMDOG MILLIONAIRE (144,
violence)
= 12:50, 3:40, 6:40

iene Matinee Mon-Thu 1:40,

Daily 12:20, 3:10

Mommies: Tue, Mar 31: 1:00
piece TO WITCH MOUNTAIN

Daily 7:20, 10:10

Daily 12:30, 3:30

Daily 2:15, 5:05, 7:45, 10:20
WATCHMEN (18A, gory scenes,

Daily 4:10, 7:05, 9:35
FINN ON THE FLY (G)

LEFT (18A, gory scenes, sexual
violence, brutal violerice)

(PG)

for young Children)

not recommended

astrophysicist
and MIT prof John Koestler

still-grief-stricken widower. For him, “shit
just happens.” And if there’s one thing
you can say about Knowing, it’s that a lot
of massively cataclysmic shit happens.

eee

TAKEN (144, violence)
Dally2:15, 4:20, 6:50, 9:00

Fri-Sat 7:00, 9:15; Sun-Thu 8:00

LYCANS ose: RISE OF Wee
ANS
scenes)
Fri-Sat 1:50, 4:45, 430, 9:50,

ence, the errant son of a pastor, and a

DTS Digital Daily 12:15, 3:55, 7:30

JASPER FILM CLUB PRESENTS. .. FROST/NIXON (PG,

tainly

(Nicolas Cage) engages his students in a
conversation about determinism, randomness andpurpose. Koestler’s a man of sci-

WATCHMEN (138A,
.
brutal oan
aia 4

HOTEL FOR DOGS (G)
Toonie Matinee Mon-Thu 12:15,
3:55

oe
scenes)

make similar announcements in the thick

Hoe Digital Daily 12:45, 3:20, 6:50,

CORALINE (PG, not recommend€d for young children, frightening
3 cenes)
Daily 1:30, 4:00

DUPLICITY (PG, coarse language!

often theconvention works. It's a way of
playing fair with the audience and cerle to having the characters

recommended for children)

(Classification not available}
jigital Presentation Sat 1:

Thu

on a Classroom scene in which the
movie
s themes and conflicts are
announced. It’s surprising actually how

Dally 9:35
coEaae)
HE'S JUST NOT THAT INTO
you

scenes, disturbing content, not

YES MAN (144)
Sat 10:30

7:00, 9:15; Sun-Thu 8:00

Coarse language

JOSEF BRAUN /josef@vueweekly.com
|n just about any movie where the protagonist isateacher you can usually count

Daily 1:00, 4:30, 8:30
ONE WEEK (PG, coarse langua

CONNECTICUT (14A, frightening

Daily 6:30, 9:30

fi-Sat

STUART HAZELDINE

WATCHMEN (18A, gory scenes,
brutal violence)

THE HAUNTING IN

Mes Coarse language, sexual con-

nee TO WITCH MOUNTAIN

BYAYWEDOUGLAS PEARSON, JULIETSNOWDEN,

scenes, sexual

;
violence)
Fri-Wed 2:00, 5:10, 7:45, 10:30;

WETASKIWIN CINEMAS
780.352.3922

MONSTERS VS ALIENS (G) _
Daily 6:55, 9:15; Sat-Sun 12:55,
3:15

i PAVE YOu, SAN ieeecrude
content, coarse language}
he 7:10, 9:20; Sat-Sun 1:10,
3:
DUPLICITY (PG, coarse language)
Daily 7:00, 9:35; Sat-Sun 1:00,
3:35

KNOWING (14A, violence, frightBanenos Sho; Sat-Sun 1:05,

}
|
|
|
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This must be the place
Tony Dekker navigates Lost Channels
CAROLYN WIKODYM / carolyn @vueweekly.com
ith Tony Dekker’s ethereal
voice, and Erik Arnesen’s
slight banjo teases, Great
Lake Swimmers’ music is firmly
rooted in place. It's a metaphorical
place, as well as a physical one. But
it's not a New York City or a Las Vegas
kind ofplace. It’s quieter, where if you
sit there listening, you hear the way
water sounds dripping off a paddle or
the way snow squeaks under foot.
*It isn’t news that the band has a
penchant for recording in decidedly
non-studio settings. Its self-titled
debut was set to tape in an abandoned grain silo, while Bodies and
Minds came to be in an old church
Lost Channels, set for release in a couple of days, was realized in a handful
of locations throughout the Thousand
Islands region, including Dark Island’s
Singer Castle and the century-old
Brockville Arts Centre. It’s about
acoustics, but it’s also about capturing
the ineffable essence of place
“Singer Castle is a full-blown, really
cool looking castle, complete with
secret passageways

and 100 stories

t#at go along with it,” Dekker says
over the phone just before taking the
stage in Cornerbrook, Newfoundland
“It was just a really great experience
and that was important to me, for that
to be part of the process of the
recording.”

Lets

—_—

FA, MAR 27 (7PM)

= |GREAT LAKE SWIMMERS
eo | WITH NATE MAKI

CK | MCDOUGALL UNITED CHURCH,
$18(ALLAGES)
Despite this seemingly decided
recording trajectory, it all just sort of
happened, going hand in hand with
Great Lake Swimmers’ sepia-hued
melodies and lyrics. After five albums,
it’s safe to say that the choice in place
is shaped by the band’s music as
much as the places shape its music.
“It’s been a pretty slow and steady
build for our band and | think that
everything’s that happened so far
has happened really organically,”
Dekker explains.”It hasn’t been a
flash in the pan kind of thing, but
definitely the last couple of years,
I've felt that we've been able to step
into that role, step into that more
creative role.”

IF YOUR CREATIVE DOOR is open,
Opportunity doesn't have to knock
too often or too loudly. And when

Greg Kohs approached Dekker after
a gig in Philadelphia, asking if the
band would like to score his documentary Song Sung Blue, he was
open to the idea.
“I don’t usually try to write songs
for soundtracks, so it’s not like a regular gig for me,” he says. “The film

ended up being such a special great
film, so I knew right away that! wanted to be a part of it, so 1 dedicated
some time to start composing the
soundtrack.”
:
Writing music for a film about
Lightning & Thunder, a Milwaukee
Neil Young tribute band, was not

standard
however.

operating procedure,

.

"It was a definitely a different
creative process altogether,
because the theme was already provided; the idea was already there.
Usually the idea is the spark of the
song, and that’s the tough part to
come up with. It was actually really
gratifying to be able to already use
those ideas, but try to enhance the
mood that was happening,” he says.

The hiatus is over

“We had a great opportunity to se\
up the screen in the studio, and |
actually got to play music to the
film as we were watching it, to jusi
try to come up with ideas, and
that’s a pretty great way to be able
to work on music for a film—rathe
than finding music that alread)
exists and placing it to it, you can
create it to the actual film.” v

There's a lot of fun stuff we've been
toying around with. It still sounds the
same, it still sounds like what we've
always sounded like, but with no

horn, and singing.

Fractal Pattern returns to the E-town stage
EDEN MUNRO / eden@vueweekly.com

ometimes breaking up isn’t so
GS to do. In fact, sometimes
breaking up isn’t really breaking up at all. For the members of
Fractal Pattern, guitarist Andriko
Lozowy’s departure from Edmonton
to Thunder Bay for a Master’s degree
a couple of years ago spelled the end
of the band as an active entity, but
tfiere was never anything so definite
as a breakup, with even the word

“hiatus” being merely whispered.
“We thought about breaking up but
then we were like, ‘Ah, there’s no
need to announce anything formally,”
drummer Dallas Thompson explains.
“Secause bands, you know how it

92 RSW

“I always thought Jordan's horn
kind of played the role of a vocalist
anyway, and I think some of the
vocal lines suit the way that used '0
sit in the music,” he continues. “The
focus is definitely not on the vocals

= SAT, MAR 26 (7PM)
FRACTAL PATTERN
co
TEAMBUILOING, THE PROVINCIAL ARCHES,
oa. WITH
THE SWEATERCONTEST
MCDOUGALL
UNITEDCHURCH S15(ALLABE)
ae

but they're there and they add a I't
tle bit to it.”

As Fractal Pattern begins to p!@)

live and write music again, the ques

tion arises of what comes next: will

works with them—we didn’t want to
be one of those comeback bands.”
Turns out that approach was the
right one, seeing as once Lozowy
returned to Edmonton the band’s
reestablishment was not far behind.
“We were sitting around [guitarist
Nathan Setterlund)’s place drinking
beers and we went downstairs and
just started playing music,” Thompson
recalls. “It was like, ‘Yup. Let’s do it.

Ae
Aiea Pe

It’s still there.”

ALTHOUGH FRACTAL PATTERN originated as a two-piece with Thompson and
bassist Hank Vanderbyl, by the
the band’s last period of activity
to a close the membership
expanded to five, and the French

time
drew
had
horn

of Jordan Faulds had become an integral part of the band’s sound. Faulds
isn’t returning to the band, though,

which has prompted some discussion
as to how the hole in the sound will be
filled. Thompson doesn't see a problem, suggesting that there’s a sense of
excitement within the band to see how
things evolve without the horn.
“It's opened the floor up for some
new music writing possibilities and
we're pretty stoked about that,” he
says. "There's a little bit of vocals and
we've got some shorter rock jams.

there be some new recordings coming
down the line? Thompson is /a''!)
certain of that.
“It kind of seems inevitable becaus

Andriko's gonna be here for at leas!

three or four more years, and we all

love this town so we'll be here, and 5°
while we're here might as well pl!
some music,” he laughs. “Unles*

something weird happens | don’t s°
why not.” v
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THU
LIVE MUSIC

‘Stage Thursdays with Gary Thomas

WORTH GLENORA HALL Jar try
Wild Rose Old Time Fiddlers
PAWN SHOP Portico, Murder Mutiny
and the Za Za Za’s

RED PIANO-PIANO BAR Hottest
dueling piano show featuring the Red

ATLANTIC TRAP AND GILL The
Derina Harvey Band

Piano Players; Bpm-1am

AVENUE THEATRE Malibu Knights

RIVER CREE RESORT Fortunate Son
{tribute to John Fogerty, and CCR)

SECOND CUP-VARSCONA Fon
Taylor (folk, blues 7pm-9pm; live

Rault every Thu and Fri 4-Gpm

BLUES ON WHYTE Funkefellia
Having Fun; Spm (door), $10 (door)

CHRISTOPHER'S PARTY PUB Open
stage hosted by Alberta Crude; 6-

10pm
COAST TO COAST PUB AND
host Yak Dollaz

mars

SI

SHOP

ADAEION

+ 10551

fx

Levesseur, Adam Remenda,

Lee; Bpm; $10 (door)

SLBA TL!
GRAINCER

WestCoastBabyDaddy
FILTHY McNASTY'S Punk Rock
Bingo with DJ SWAG.

PLANET INDIGO-ST. ALBERT Hit It
Thursdays: breaks, electro house spun

EDDIE SHOATS Stevie Ray and
Whole Lotta Trouble (blues)
ENCORE CLUB The Mandy Reider

with Pl residents

Band; Spm-1am

with 0fg665

FRI
LIVE MUSIC

ATLANTIC TRAP AND GILL The

HULBERT'S Chris Saltel; 8pm; $10
(door)

M;

STEEPS—OLD GLENORA |

Music Fridays: Gretna
{folk/healing, easy

Gre n

listening), ¢

10:30pm

TRANSALTA ARTS BARN 5;
the Bands: hosted by The Liv

Information Students’ Associay

(USA); $12atU of A infolink
www. fringatheatreadventure

HYDEAWAY-ALL AGES ART

Life Metal Tour: Himiko
PlanetDethNoizzz, War Eagle

SPACE CJSR presents Holzkopf,
Bemyard Curlies, Zebra Pulse, Deep

XKWRECKS fled House (bi.

Freeze, Corvid Lorax, Morinville: all
ages; 7:30pm; $7; CISA fundraiser

IRISH CLUB Jam session; Bpm; no

cover

JEFFREY'S June Mann Quartet ('70s
pop, jazz classics); $10
Friday: Headwind (classic pop/rock):

7:30pm; $10 (adult}/$5 (ser

Spm; no cover

dent)etthe door

JET NIGHTCLUB Stone Baby; $5 at
TicketMaster

WINSPEAR CENTRE An £
Hot Jazz: Pro Coro Canada, F
Trio, with Pl. (sax), Bob:
tar), John Hyde (bass); Bpr

Murder, Beneath the Remains,

Sinners Aide, Suburban Syndrome, no
minors; 8pm (door); $10

AMIS CAFE Lisa Nicole Grace, Brent
Schaitel; &1 1pm

BLUE CHAIR CAFE Rockin’ with
Ronnie After Work hosted by Ron

Rault every Thu and Fri 4-6pm

KONGSWAY LEGION Mail Rhythm
Method

McDOUGALL UNITED CHURCH
Great Lake Swimmers, Kate Maki;

DIS
BANK ULTRA LOUNGE (
Fridays’ 91.7 The Bounce, Ne
Delano, Luke Mori

Spm-lam

BAR-B-BAR DJ Janes.

Ghostkeeper, lilfit Outfit; 9pm (door),

ON THE ROCKS Heather McKenzie

BAR WILD Bar Wild F

$10 {door}

Barid, DU Shawnibis

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE

CAFE HAVEN Matt and Mike's
Music Night: Music by Aaron Parker,

180 DEGREES Sexy Friday night

DJs spin Wooftop and

every Friday

Eclectic jams with Nevin

Steve Hughes, Mike Roste: $10 pro-

PALACE CASINO (WEM) Stan
Hitcheock & Ashley Rae

Underdog: Perverted Fridays.

BADX BAR DB Buxton Revue,

ceeds to charity

VENUE GUIDE

World

(di

Winspear box office

LEVA CAPPUCCINO BAR Mike
‘Angus (listening party); 8-10pm

O'MAILLE'S IRISH PUB Slowburn;

HALO Thursdays Fo Sho: with Allout
DUs BU Degree, Junior Brown

ents Rag Rangoli: Colo:
Music, Sharmila Mathur

AVENUE THEATRE In the Midst of a

BLUES ON WHYTE Funkafellia

GINGUR SKY Urban Substance
Thursdays: Beyonce after party

CLASSICAL —

CONVOCATION
HALL
Concert, Indian Music Ense

JEKYLL AND HYDE (PUB) Every

{jazz/pop): $15:

Mikey Maybe; projections by Kelly

8pm (doorl/9pm (show

Derina Harvey Band

FUNKY BUDDHA (WHYTE AVE)

40/dance with DJ Christian

YARDBIAD SUITE Sienna

and guests

Tpm; $18 at TicketMaster

GAS PUMP Ladies Nite: Top

8pm

berl/$20 (quest) at TicketMast:

BLUE CHAIR CAFE Christina

Requests with DJ Damian

First Church of Mudd

IVORY CLUB Dueling piano show
with Jesse, Shane, Tiffany and Enik

FLUID LOUNGE Girls Night out

HYDEAWAY-ALL
AGES ART
SPACE Charlie Cooper Benefit featur:
ing: Flora (live and DJ set}, Norah
Lonway, Atomic, Water Soeince

Cooper

(door)
@Ticketmaster.ca,
Listen

Spm; $5

WILD WEST SALOON Jo ii!
'WUNDERBAR Alberta Wat

with Mia Fellow, midnight. DJ

Association in memory of Charlie

DV8 TAVERN Live music every Fri;

$5

BUDDY'S Wet underwear contest

the Canadian Mental Health

originals); 21pm; no cover

classic rock, R&B, urban and dance

with DI Mikee; Spm-Zam; no cover

$17 at TIX on the Square

STARUTE ROOM G2A, Gar.
W4 Tang Clan, Touch and Nato,
Locution Revolution, The Jc

TEMPLE Tainted Thursdays: Electro
Pop, Indie Rock and Roll

The Underdog

Bolen; 7:20pm (door); $10 proceeds to

OVERTIME SOUTH Retro to New.

Amico and Brian Gregg with Moses
and Harry Gregg (folk. blues, country,

Hand Smoke, and one more band;
Spm (door); $5 (door)

Thursdays: DJs on 3 levels—Topwise
Soundsystem spin Dub & Reggae in

& Carter

ON THE ROCKS Salsaholic
Thursdays: Dance lessons at 8pm:
Salsa DJ to follow

‘ST, BASIL'S CULTURAL CENT,
Full Moon Folk Club: Alex Cy!

STOLL'S Dancehall. hip hop with DJ
Footnotes hosted by Elle Dirty and
ConScience every Thu; no cover

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE Big Rock

HULBERTS DAC Trio: Dan

DEVANEY'S IRISH PUB Patsy

Ticketmasterca, Blackbyrd

EDDIE SHORTS Open stage every
Wed

HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB Open jam,

and Plan 8 (electro, retro)

URBAN LOUNGE Battle of the
Bands: Eleventh Current, Second

BILLY BOB'S LOUNGE Escapack
Entertainment
‘

6:30pm

{tribute to John Fogerty, and

URBAN LOUNGE Lex Jusiic:
RAS Pect; Spm

mic@deadmansdog.com

7pm: $26.50 at TicketMaster

COAST TO COAST Open Stage
avery Friday night with Rost Leona,
Burkey at Spm

Fridays: Bill Hodgetts (play Blue
Rodeo, Bare-naked Ladies); 7-10pm;

Thu every month, 6:30-8:30pm: open-

Hollowboy, Velvet Code; all ages;

\

NEW CITY SUBURBS Bingo at
9:30pm followed by Electroshock
Therapy with Dervish Nazz Nomad

Arora, Shamik and guests; 8pm

DJS

Mindless Self Indulgence (rock),

\:

RIVER
CREE RESORT Fo:

(door); $23.50 at Unionevents.com,

Concert: Middle Eastem and North
African Music Ensemble, Michael
Frishkop! (director); 7:30pm, $10
{adult)/$5 (student/senior) at the door

EVENT CENTRE

dueling piano show featuring
Piano Players, 9pm-2am

FRESH START CAFE Live music

LAKE Open Mic Nights Ist and 3rd

9

,

RED PIANO-PIANO BAN |,

Techno Hippy Crew: Bassnectar, Kush

ECO CAFE-VILLAGE AT PIGEON

AVE

Spm.

and Comarstone {country/rock)

FESTIVAL PLACE Danza) Sinclaire

CONVOCATION HALL World Music

DVB Open mic Thursdays

CASINO YELLOWHEAD Colleen Rao

PAWH SHOP SONIC Band 0) 1;
Month its a sufprise, with

Savage Garret, no minors; no cover

(jazz); 7:30pm; $30-$36 at Festival
Place box office

DUSTER'S PUB Thursday open jam
(blves/rock); Spm; no cover

Drive (pop/rock)

RENDEZVOUS PUB Metal Thurday

DRUID Guitar heroes
hosted by The Assassins of youth

if, all ages, 7:30-9:30pm;

(door)
CASINO EDMONTON Madison

‘STARLITE ROOM Music Ist and The

CLASSICAL

open mic every Thursday night with

veel Live music Fridays. ry

music every Thursday night between
7pm and Spm

WILD WEST SALOONJo Hikk

‘GRILL Open mic at the pub: hip hop

funky house/techno with DJ Colin
Hargreaves, house/treaks with DJ
Krazy K, hardstyle/techno with DJ
Decha, tech trance/electro with DJ

‘STARLITE ROOM Saving Abel.
Tupelo Honey, guests; all ages: Spm

BADX BAR Vitamins For U, Kidz

PAWN

8:30pm-12:30am

‘Skoreyko: 9pm
UVE WIRE BAR AND GRILL Open

BLUE CHAIR CAFE Kat Danser
{(roots/blues}; SOLD OUT

THE

LEVEL 2 LOUNGE Dish Thursdays:

LBS PUB Open jam with Ken,

no minors; 8pm (door), $10

28 - EDMONTON

KAS BAR Urban House: with DJ
Mark Stevens: Spm

J AND R BAR AND GRILL Open
(pop/rock/blues),

Ronnie After Work hosted by Aon.

ARCH

7-V1pm

stage with the Poster Boys

BLUE CHAIR CAFE Rockin’ with

CARPENTER
DOWN THE HATCH

JAMMERS PUB Thursday open jam:

motown,

new wave,

1

Main

ele

* ARTERY 9535 Jasper Ave « ATLANTIC
TRAP AND GILL 7704 Calgary Trail South, 780.43;

AVENUE THEATRE 9030-118 Avo, 780.477.2149 * BANK ULTRA LOUNGE 10765 Jwsper Ave,
780.420.9098 * BILLY BOB'S LOUNGE Continental Inn, 16625 Stony Pisin Rd, 780.484

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE 10425-82 Ave, 780.439, 1082 * BLUE CHAIR CAFE 9624-76 Ave.

780.989.2851 * BLUES ON WHYTE 10329-82 Ave, 780.439.3981 * BLUE QUILL COMMUNITY
9216-34 Ave * BUDDY'S 117258 Jasper Av
10242-1056 St. 780.423.5014 » BRIXX BAR 10030-102 St (downstairs), 780.428.1089 « BROOKLYN'S
9 Sioux Rd, Sherwood Park, 780. 4175523 « CASINO EDMONTON 7055 Argyill Ro.
HAVEN
CAFE
»
Park
Sherwood
Road,
We
99
1.
HOUSE
780 488.6636 * CAFFREY’S IRISH

CENTRE

11304 - 25 Ave * BOOTS

OF CLASS 11727 Kingsway, 780.452.777(
780.463.9467 * CASINO YELLOWHEAD 12464-1593 St, 780 424 9467 * CHATEAU LOUIS: JULIAN’S PIANO BAR/ROYAL COACH/TOUCH

CHRISTOPHER'S PARTY PUB 2021 Millbourne Rd, West,

* CONVOCATION HALL A,
CROWN

PUB 10709-108 S|

780.462.6565 * CHROME LOUNGE

TO COAST PUB AND GRILL 5552 Calgary Trail, 780. A39 8
152 Ave, Victoria Trail * COAST
AND ANCHOR 15277 Gastledowns Ad *
101 9707-110 St, 780.452.7800 * CROWN

Bldg, U of A. 780.492.3611 * COPPERPOT RESTAURANT Capital Place,

780.428.5618 * DEVANEY'S IRISH PUB 9012-68 Ave * DRUID 11608 Jasper Ave, 780.454.9928 « DUSTER’S PUB 6402-118 Ave, 780.474.5554 * DVBTAVERN

8307-99 S1. www DVBTAVERN.com * ECO CAFE Village at Pigeon Lake

« EDMONTON

EVENTS CENTRE WEM

Phase Ill, 780.489, SHOW * ENCORE CLUB 967 Fir St Sherwood Park *

» FRESH START
FIDDLER’S ROOST 8906-99 St * FILTHY MCNASTY'S 1051182 Ave, 780.916.1557 * FLUID LOUNGE 10105109 St, 780,429,070 + FOX 10125-109 St, 780.990.0680
959 36
CAFE Riverbend Sq, 780.433.9623 * FUNKY BUDDHA 10241-82 Ave, 780.433.9676 * GAS PUMP 10166-114 St 780.488.4841 * GINGUR SKY 15505-118 Ave,760.913.4312/720
PUB
HOOLIGANZ
*
7359
780.490,
Ave,
8220-108
PUB
HILLTOP
*
780.756.6010
Rd,
Plain
Stony
(basement),
15120A
CLUB
SOCIAL
HAVEN
*
+ HALO 10538 Jasper Ave, 780.423, HALO

ALL AGES ART SPACE 10209-100 Ave * IRON BOAR PUB 4917-5151 St, Wetaskivan * IVORY CLUB
10706-124 St, 780.452.1168'* HULBERT'S 7601-115 St, 780.436.1161 * HYDEAWAY
CAFE 9640 142 St. 780 451.6890 » JEKYU
2940 Calgary Trail South « JAMMERS PUB 11948-127 Avs, 780.451.8779 * J AND R BAR AND GRILL 4003-106 St, 780.436.4403 « JEFFREY'S

Ave, 780.466.6552 * JOHN L- HAARTHEATRE
AND HYDE PUB and RESTAURANT Riverview Inn, 10209-100 Avs, 780 426.5381 (pub\/780.429 5081 (rest) * JET NIGHTCLUB 9221-34

Ave * LB's PUB
1045-155 St » JUBILEE AUDITORIUM 11455-87 Ave, 780.429.1000 * KAS BAR 10444-82 Ave, 780.433.6768 * KINGSWAY LEGION 10425 Kingsway Ave, 780.425.8654
PUB 6104-172 St. 780.481.2786 » LEVEL 2LOUNGE

11607 Jasper Ave, 2nd Fl, 780.447.4495«LUVE WIRE BAR AND GRILL 1107

780.460.9100 * LEGENDS
TEKCAFE 10118-79 St * MUTTART HALL
St * MORANGO’S
Knotwood Rd, East # LOOP LOUNGE 267 St Albert Rid, St Albert. 780.460.1122 * MecDOUGALL UNITED CHURCH 10025-10)
Jasper v=
MacEwan Alberts College Campus, 10050 MacDonald Dr * NAKED ON JASPER 10354 Jasper Ave * NEWCASTLE PUB 6108-90 Ave, 780.490 1999 « NEW CITY 10081
St + O'BYRNE’S 1061682 “vo
1115082
LEGION
NORWOOD
*
Ave
1355-109
HALL
GLENORA
NORTH
*
780.499.8006
780,925 5066 * NIKKI DIAMONDS 2120 Gatewey Blvd,
720 414.6766 * O'MAILLE'S IRISH PUB 296 SI. Albert, SLAlbert « 180 DEGREES 10730-107'S, 780.414.0233 * ONTHE ROCKS 11730 Jasper Ave,780 482.4767 » OVERTIME

23 Akins Dr, St. Albert,

|
|

780.444.2112 « PARKLAND GRILL
DOWNTOWN 10304-111 St, 780.423.1643 » OVERTIME SOUTH Whitemud Crossing, 4211-106 St, 780.485.1717 + PALACE CASINO-WEM 8882-170 St,

|

Liverton Dr, St. Albert * PLAY NIGHTCLUB 10220-103 St * RED PIANO-PIANO BAR 1628 Bourbon St, WEM, 8882-170 St, 720.486.7722 » RED STAR 10538 Jasper Ave, TEAR

|

|

AVE 11607 Jasper Ava * PLANET INDIGO-ST. ALBERT #!
5322-44 272, Spruce Grove, 780 884 4579 * PAWN SHOP 10551-82 Ave, Upstairs, 780.492.0814 * PLANET INDIGO-JASPER

veg
POTTY UMBR
corr

APRIL G. 2009
- PAWN SHOP
EOMOKTON
27S8 CCACTARETEY
§RACK

’

Ave *
RED WILLOW COMMUNITY CHURCH 15 Corriveau Ave, St. Albert # RENDEZVOUS PUB 10108-149 St» ROBERT TEGLER STUDENT CENTRE 73 St. South of 112
* SANTA MARIA
ROSEBOWL/ROUGE LOUNGE 10111-117 St, 780.492.5253 * ROYAL ALBERTA MUSEUM THEATRE 12245-102 Aue » ST. BASIL'S CULTURAL CENTRE 1081971 Ave
Churchill Sq * SECOND
GORETTI COMMUNITY CENTRE 1050-90 St * SAWMILL BANQUET CENTRE 3840-76 Ave * SECOND CUP-STANLEY MILNER LIBRARY 7Sir Winston
CUP-MOUNTAIN EQUIPMENT 12336-102 Avs, 780.451.7574 * SECOND CUP-VARSCONA Varscona Hotel, 106 St, Whyte Ave* SIDELINERS PUB 11018-127 St. 459-6000 *
SPORTSWORLD 13710-104 St « STARLITE ROOM 1000-102 St, 780.428. 1029 « STEEPS-OLD GLENORA 12411 Stony Plain Rd, 780.488.1505 * STEEPS TEA LOUNGE-COLLEGE
* SUTTON PLACE HOTEL 10235-101 St *
PLAZA 11116-82 Avo, 780.983.8105 « STOLLI'S 2nd Fi, 1036882 Ave, 780.437.2293 + SUEDE LOUNGE 11806 Jasper Ave, 780482.0707
Argyll, 99 St, 780.702 2582 * URBAN LOUNGE
TAPHOUSE 9020 McKenney Ave, St Albert, 780.458.0860 * UNION HALL

i

10544-82 Ave, 780.437.7699 * WHISTLESTOP 12416-1382 ©

*x
780 451 5506 * WHITEMUD CROSSING LIBRARY 4211-106 St, 780.496.1822 « WILD WEST SALOON 12912-50 St, 760.476.3388 * WUNDERBAR 120-101 St. 780.436.2266

* YESTERDAYS PUB 112, 205 Camegie Dr, St. Albert, 780.459. 0295
WRECKS 93 Ave, 50 St, 780 466 8069 * Y AFTERHOURS 10026-102 St, 780.994.3256, wwww.yatterhours.com

A

op-five impulse buys
Apple changes the landscape of record shopping

ENTER SANDOR

ry,
<

When | was younger, back in the day
when people used to buy “compact discs”
and “records,” | went to stores with a
good idea in my head of what music |

was going to buy. | had either heard

songs on something that was called
“commercial radio,” had heard music
through a friend or was excited about a
glowing review I'd seen. Something the
geezers call “print journalism.”
We can talk all we want about how
‘the music industry has changed in the

Jast decade, but one of the fundamental
differences between now and then is
how, thanks to the fact that you can
pow download a single in minutes, for

99 cents, without leaving your home, is
how buying music has transformed from
a purchase that you had a pretty good

idea you were going to make before you
left for your shopping trip into, well, an
impulse buy.
Hear a song you like on a Podcast? Well,
get online and buy it. Don't worry about
closing time—the store is open, 24/7!
Nothing illustrates that more than a
new application called Shazam that has

been introduced for the iPhone. You've
probably seen the commercial, but, if you
haven't, here's how it goes. You hear a
song you like. As the song is playing, you
hold up the iPhone and, within seconds,

Shazam identifies the song.
And, of course, as part of the whole
service, your phone links up to iTunes,
where you can go and buy that same

song. Before you can get past the
thought, “Hey, that’s a catchy tune,”
you've gone off and plunked down money
for the song.
Shazam! An impulse buy!

DDY'S
We iaxie ‘em famous!DJ
eity Toontlagh,
come early toavoid
‘ineup. no cover before 10pm

(CHROME LOUNGE Plotinum VIP
BALLROOM
Rock, hiphop,

ESMERELDA’S

Frenzy Fridays: Playing the bestin

iscuntry
FUNKY

BUDDHA (WHYTE AVE}

op tracks, rock,retro with DJ

Bomian

PUMP Top 40/dance
with DJ
eiistian

BUR

Flossin’ Fridays: with Bomb

Squad, DJ Solja, weekly guest DJs

living in Toronto

(door); $15(edvi/$20
(door)

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE
Hairot
the Dog: live acoustic music every
‘Saturday sftemoon, this week The
United Stee!Workers of Montreal: 4‘pm:
nocover

BLUES OM WHYTE Satniay

(BRD BAR Notte Loco, DJ Joey
Loco, OJ Phoenix, Ryan Maygard,
‘Spm (door); $12 (door)
CARROT
Open mic Saturdays; 7301pm, free
CASINO EDMONTON Madison
Drive (pop/rock)

(CASINO YELLOWHEAD Colleon
Rae and Comerstone (country/rock)

(CROWN
PUB Acoustic openmic

with Marshall Lawrence and Tim
Hanwill; 1:30pm (sign-up),
every Sat,
25pm
EW.

PUB Fridays

DEVAMEY'S
IRISH PUB Patsy

2 mix with OJDonovan

BW CITY UIKWAD LOUNGE 0

parchy
Adem (Punk)

e

RO M

BOMLER
AMD TAP-

MOGHTCLUB
Thefirst barfor

é queercommunity
toopenina

lecacte with D's Alex Brown and
Hie Toonftash:
Spm(door); $5

w.

playnightelub.ca
ED STAR Movin’
onUp

Fridays:

: ck fn soup bapeth
Gatto, 0.MegaWatson

LOUNGE Solice Fridays
(NUNE AND
ROLLER SKATING DISCO Top
DRequest
withamixofRetro and

£0: 7-10-pen: www.sportsdina
ples

W'S Top40,A&B house with

DU

PUB Top40with DY
Fn

Asnico and Brian Gregg with Moses

and Harry Gregg (folk, blues, country,
originals);
9-1pm; no cover
(DVS TAVERN Live music every Sat

SOUTH Retro toNew. clasTock, ABB, urban anddance with
BY Micee; Spm-2am;
nocaver

{member\/$24 (guest) at
TicketMaster

KGINGSWAY LEGION Nail Rhythm
Method

TEMPLE Gh Snap!: Every Saturday,
Cobre Commander and quests; Som

WUNDERBAR Featured 0) and

group, Spm; $10 (adulti/$5

Benefit

MORANGO’S
TEX CAFE Saturday

{senior/student) at the door

ROBERT TEGLER STUDENT

CENTRE Concordia School af Music:
Concordis Community Chorus:
720pm: $10 {adult}/$8 (student/sentor) at TIX on the Square

‘SUTTON PLACE HOTEL 22nd

OBYRNE'S
LiveBandSaturday3

Concert Gala and Silent‘Auction
Twilight Serenade; 6pm (cocktails)

10pm

Annual Madrigal Singers Dinner

ARTERY Wendy McNeill

{student/senior}

Whitsundays (Tour kick-off partyl;

release), Carpenter,
Down the Hatch

BLUE CHAIR CAFE Who's the

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE Sanuiday

Ds on three levels. Main Floor:
Menace Sessions: alt
rock/electro/trash
withMiss
Mannered

EMPIRE BALLROOM

DEVANEY'S IRISH PUB Celtic
Music Session, hosted by Keri-Lynne

Rock, hip hop,

Band; Spm-Tam

ESMERALDA'S Super Parties: Every

dueling piano show featuring the

Sare different theme

FESTIVAL
PLACE Fost Village
Opera Company (pop/rock):
7:30pm;

Red Piano Payers; Spm-2am

FLUID LOUNGE Saturdays Gone

RED WILLOW COMMUNITY
CHURCH Hope and Comfort:

Gold Mash-Use with Harmen B and

Stephanie Bosch, guests

ed bySally'sKrackers;
3pm
RULBERT'S
Rick Garvin withBarry
Greenfield:
8pm; $8{door}
HIDEAWAY
ALL AGES ART

Walking With Jaguars: 7pm: $12
fadulti/$10 (child 12 andunder) at
TWX on the Square, door; fundraising
concart to bring a refugee family

from stife-riven Zimbabwe

RIVER CREE RESORT Hearttreaker
(Pat Benatar tribute)

nals), 9om-1am

Luke Morrison, Nestor Delano, An
Rhodes

(doork $10

FESTIVAL PLACE John Mana (folk),
7:30pm; $24 at the Festival Place box

office
HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB Souljah Fyeh
Sundays: Spm, $10 (doorl/$5 {student)/$S (restaurant/pub employees
with pay stub)

HULBERT'S Sunday Songwriter's

STAALITE ROOM Michse! James
Band (CD release), Truman and
‘Ghetto Poet Society; 9pm (door): $10
{door}

40, requests with DJ Sheri

HYDEAWAY ALL AGES ART
SPACE Busy. Busy. Busy presents
‘Songwriter's Circle: 7pm

URBAN LOUNGE (exJustice ond

EW CITY LIKWID LOUNGE Punk

Rawk Saturdeys with Todd and Alex

EW CITY SUBURBS Saturdays
Suck with Grog Gory and BlueJay

clesriding @ rock wavel, Sekston

Slang (funk punk crunk burik punk),

10544- 82 AVE ¢ PH 437-7699

whenever

RED STAR Saturdays
indie rock. hip
hop, andelectro with DJHotPhilly

and guests

ToyYoda (jazz altrock fission explo-

RENDEZVOUS
Survival meta) night

Sion), dear howie ¢fissman (smal) hetters butbig sound experimental
jam

‘SPORTSWORLD ROLLERSKATING

band):
8pm;$8(door)

DISCO Sportsworld Iniine
and Rolter

YARDBIND
SUITE Lester Quitrau

mix ofrotro and disco: 14:30pm and

Trio;8pm (door\/Ipm
(shows; $20

cert; 7:30pm, $7 {adult/$5
{student/senior) at TEX on the Square

Lenny 8 andtheCats; 4:30pm ‘til

\WUNDERBAR
Asthejon Melts

show: featuring Quadruple Main

JOHN L HAAR THEATRE Grant
MacEwan College, percussion con-

LOOP LOUNGE Jam hosted by .U,

music concert senas:—-Water
ForLite

Event, Light Travels (ambient parti-

AT THE URBAN LOUNGE
TICKETS S10.00@URBAN

Sundays battle of the bands; 9pm

Staga: ?pme $5/person minim
charge

WILD WEST SALOON
Jo Hikk

Spm-2am

GINGUR
SKY Soulout Saturdays
HALO For Those
Who Krav: house
every Sat vith DJ Junior Brown

all gear provided
EMPIRE BALLROOM Open Mic

NEWCASTLE PUB Ssturdays: Top

SAMMERS
PUB Saturisy open
J & RGRILL
AND BAR Dwayne

Top tracks, rock, retro with DJ

Demian

EDDIE SHORTS Sunday open stage,

{@oor);
8-11pm (dances: $35atTIXon

RAS'Peet: Spm

Cannan (blues, “50s/'60s,
roots, origi-

FUNKY BUDDHA (WHYTE AVE)

Zwicker, 4-7pm

the Square

ORY CLUB Quelling piano stow
with Jesse, Shane, Tiffany and Enk
‘and guests
«
jam, 3-7:30pen; country/rock band

OU Rwaike

every Sunday until Apr 5

LEVEL
2 LOUNGE Sizzle Saturday:
DJ Groovy Cuvy and guests

: Trocadero Orchestra: 7pm.

The Don Bemver Trio, Spm; $10

Haybale, Rachel-May

$S/tree (member), memberships

RED PIANO-PIANO BAR Hottest

HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB Mike Roste,

BLUES ON WHYTE Caulkatoo.
CROWN PUB Sunday open stage

Flying Crawdads; 8pm-midnight:

7

BLUE PEAR RESTAURANT Jar on
the Side Sundays: Doug Bemer Duo

BUDDY'S
Undie night for men only,
free pool and tourney, QJ
Arrowchaser
house, mash up

HILLTOP PUB Open Stage/mic
host-

Bossa; donations

Blues Sociaty: Dave Cantera and the

available

‘$36-$42 atFestival Place box office

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE
10pm

DJS

vi BNRHANS RNY
A
SM@KE 4

LIVE MUSIC

$90

PALACE CASINO (WEM) Stun
Hitcheock
and Ashley Rae

KOKANEE FREERIDE BATTLE OF THE BANDS

NIGHT

SUN

WINSPEAR CENTRE sixty-five
YEARS of sang: University of Alberta
Mixed Chorus; 8pm; $18 (edult/$12

‘188 DEGREES Dancehall and
Reggae night everySaturday
(OM THE ROCKS Heather McKenzie
Band, DJ Wil

ooOA

THU /i]APR9O

local bands

O'MAILLE'S
IRISH PUB Slowbur,
Spm-tam

FRIESAT/7APR3&4_

limes

Y AFTERHOURS Release Saturday

7pm;
Dl 9:30pm

QUEEN ALEXANDRA
COMMUNITY HALL Edmonton

EDMONTON
EVENT CENTRE
ENCORE
CLUB The Mandy Reider

Dancers, Tendai Muparutsa and

Open stage: hosted
byDr.Oxide; 7-

PAWN SHOP This is 3 Standoff
(CD

Whole Lotta Trouble
(blues)

(CONVOCATION HALL World Music

Concert West African Music
Ensemble, Robert Kpogo (director),

Provincial Archives, The Sweater
Contest; 7pm: $15; Project Hope

KOKANEE FREERIDE BATTLE OF THE BANDS, Wy

every Saturday

with Wajjo African Drummers and

Fractal Patter, Team Building, The

SUNSET STRIP SIX

‘SUEDE LOUNGE The Finest
Underground House with DJ Nic-£

stage every Saturday aftemoon hosted by Gord Macdonald; 4:30-9pm

McDOUGALL UNITED CHURCH

FRIESAT//MAR 278:

STOLLI'S ON WHYTE Top 40, A&E
house with People’s DJ

LB‘S PUB Maisons Saturday open

Spm:$5

1.6.1Payday:
Spm

Foundation Fridays

TicketMaster
JOHN L HAAR THEATRE Grant
Mactwan College compositian can:
cert, 7:20pm, $7 {adult)/$5
{student/senior} at TIX on the Square

EARLY STAGE SALOON-STONY
PLAIN Saturday
Live Music
EDDIE SHORTS
Stevie Ray and

OYNi Remixed

Gis pith

dub rhythm and trumpet flourishes would
be a hit with the customers. He wasn't
playing the song because he loved the
Beta Band, he did it to move product.
Now, with Shazam, the evil geniuses over
at Apple have found a way to turn, well,
everyday life into a virtual record shop. w
Steven Sandor is a former editor-in-chief
of Vue Weekly, now an editor and author

Afternoon Jam: Funkafellia (evening)

Exes Freatin

by's 1995 novel-High Fidelity, there's a
scene where the record-shop owner,
played by John Cusack, puts on the Beta
Band's “Dry the Rain,” knowing that the

RECORD STORE EMPLOYEES used to try

BLUE CHAIR CAFE Plain Jones; $10
house, mash up; nominors

simply by looking at them. Pierced nose?
New Bad Religion album. Mom with preteens? Here comes a Britney remix.
In the movie adaptation of Nick Horn-

and get the shoppers, usually already in the

and Skatrom the"BOs "70sand "BOs
with Fathead

Retro Disco: retrodance

store to pick up the specific albums they'd
targeted, to buy more stuff. Go in and the
clever staff member would play something
that would catch the shoppers’ fancy. Heck,
| knew record store staff who could match
CDs to the people walking into the stores,

‘Skating Disco: Top 40Request witha
7-10:30pm: www sparts-world.ca

NEWCASTLE PUB Sunday acoustic
open stage with Willy James and

Crawalad; 3-Hpm_
NEW CITY Open Mic Sunday hosted

byBen Disaster:
Spm(sign-upk no

$4.25

Jager Shots
ALL NIGHT!

Bud

ALL NIGHT!

eee

I.

TORONTO
REVUE / MAR 18 - 21 /
SXSW / AUSTIN, TX

with Young Xtatix; Sam

ca aa ae

a

a

==

Reggae music; no cover

RITCHIE UNITED CHURCH Jazz

ly, Ghoul-rock, spooky with DJ Vian

Cadaver
RED STAR Tu

RIVER CREE RESORT Heartbreaker
{Pat Benatar tribute)

Indie Rock, Hip Hop, Electro with DJ
Hot Philly

soncrawen.

EQUIPMENT CO-OP Tom Mead

| LIVEM

(classical guitar); live music every

Spe

een live music monthly, no

Joan Baez; 8pm; tickets at Winspear
box office

BLUES ON WHYTE Tim Vaughn

CLASSICAL

DEVANEY'S IRISH PUB Open
staga Mondays with different song
writers hosting each week; present:

CONVOCATION HALL Concerto

ad by Jimmy Whiffen of Hole in the

Competition and Puccini Ana

Moosehead

and Noel (Big Cat) Mackenzie

Saviour’s Cock (foled-up punk-

OBYRNE'S

fiddle jam hosted by the Wild Rose

SECOND CUP STANLEY MILNER

Green ree
ftemps/;

Librairie Le Carrefour Bookstore, TIX

SECOND CUP-MOUNTAIN

Tuesday open stage every Tuesday

night; Spm-lam;

featuring guests

Zeek Ammar; hosted by Mark Ammar

Celtic

STEEPS TEALOUNGE-COLLEGE

WED
LIVE MUSIC

WED
SALBON
WREST
GorySto

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE
Main

Jam

‘

coustic): Spm; no minors, no cover

with | Floor: Glitter Gulch Wednesdays: live

Old Tyme Fiddlers Society; 7pm

Shannon Johnson and friends

wl

alli

TEMPLE Wi Style We
Live hip hop, every Wed; $5

DIS

BANK ULTRA LOUNGE Wed
Nights: with DJ Harley

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE !

music once @ month

Floor: Blue Jay's Messy Nest Wed

Night Brit pop.new wave. purik

‘n’ roll with LL Cool Joe

DSB Doric ever naa

BLUES ON WHYTE Tim Vaughn

COPPERPOT RESTAURANT Live

4

DIESEL ULTRA LOUNGE

Wednesdays: with Invir

ft Frankie Fingurs?
9pmBras(40
J

WHITEMUD CROSSING LIBRARY

ROSE BOWL/ROUGE LOUNGE The

Spm

jazz every Wednesday night, 6-Spm

(guitar duet); 2pm; free

foesHiearsLeeSel es
icDonald (alternating); 9pm-12am,

‘om
with Alicia Tat and Rickey
Sidecar; 8pm

EDDIE
Openstage every
Wed: allSHORTS
gear provided

This

STARLITE ROOM Winterslvep,

FIDDLER'S ROOST Little Flower

DJ Spincycle

Tyson Oatway and Jeremy Doody
DIS

SS oa
a
a ead
BACKSTAGE TAPAND GRILL
Industry Night: with Atomic Improy,

Legendary Rose Bow! Monilay Jam:
DJS

SIDELINERS PUB Tuesday All Star

321
repeek ute
Ticketmaster.ca, Blackbyrd

Open Stage with Brian Gregg
HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB Open Stage

Jameoki and DJ Tim
DURE DG PaEnCLNE Si

BAR WILD Bsr Gone Wild Mondays
Service Industry Nigtit: no minors;
Som-2am

YARDBIRD SUITE Tucsday Nights
Jem Sessions: Andrew Glover

with Ido; 8:30pm; free
HOOLIGANZ PUB Open stage

Afternoons: Phil, 2-7pm; Main Foe.

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE Main

Group; 70pm (doorl/8pm (show); $4

Wednesdays hosted by Rock ‘ni Roll

Motown, Disco with DJ Red Dawn
BUDDY'S NIGHTCLUB Latest and
Greatest in House, Progressive and
Trip-Hop; Rudy Electro:

Confederacy of Dunces, Dad Rock, TJ

DJS

2.
Sey
BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE MV

JUBILEE AUDITORIUM Johnny
;
Reid, guests;
630pm (door), 7:30pm
{show}, $48.50, 29.50 at

Floor, CJSR’s Eddie ree

TicketMester

Got To Give It Up: Funk, Soul,

10pm-

2301

st Dus

kellyOmiphett ae

:

t

Hookah and Rear Admiral Saunders
BUDDY'S NIGHTCLUB Rudy

Electro latest and greatest in House,

Progressive and Trip-Hop; 12am-

GINGUR Ladies Industry Sundays

perballee
seed

Floor: Eclectic Nonsense,

o

u

Wooftop: with DU Gundam

at kelly@michetti.com; karaoke with
Tizzy, amateur strip contest; Spm-

BUDDY'S Free poo!and tourney, DJ
Arowchaser, ant

12am

Sarit sain

OVERTIME DOWNTOWN 5\

Motal
Mondays: with DJ SWAG

WUNDERBAR Sundays DJGalatea

MEW CITY LIKWID LOUNGE

ee

+

2:30am; interested guest DJs inquire

Industry Night Requests with DJ Bo | FLUID LOUNGE Mondays Mixer
and XS, guests; no cover

(member\/$4 (guest)

Daniel and Fowler (eclectic tunes)

Kenny

i

LEVEL
2LOUNGE Open mic

neal

FLUID LOUNGE Wedne

PUB Hip hop/f

EW CITY LIKWAD LOUNGE 0
=e
Roxoai Slade (indie, punk an

NEW CITY SUBURBS Sto!
With Greg Gory and Eddie Lu
no minors; 9pm (door)

NBO DIAMONDS Pur). 0%!
metal every Wednesday
RED STAR Guest Dus eve"
Wednesday
STARLITE ROOM wild4

Wednesdays: Hip-Hop:

27°

PLEASANTVIEW COMMUNITY
HALL Acoustic een jam pre-

eee

Wedne:sd87
Hs ror

sented
by the Northam

wath Rudy Eleto.

Ryst
Ye

Bluegrass

ESMERALDA’S Retro every Tue;no | Circle Music Society every

cover with student ID

Wednesday evening

7

‘Age and weekly gu’
www beatparty nat

Canad Sltaie Soe core |) en nae
testa
Dove, | WUNDERBAR Wie!
8+10pm

GINGUR SKY Bashment Tuesdays:

n

Retro Night; 7-10:30pm; www.sports-

workd.ca

trwhin | BUBOPSarp ittyDU
ner| SUEGHAMEAR
commmry | micSiconncurtarsTact
uexgasrmew
|HALL
Acoustic instrumental old time
every Tue; 8-10pm
{sing/songwriter)
7

on the Square

ix a

LB'S PUB Ammar's

NEW CITY LIKWID LOUNGE S5id

$20 {adult//$15 (students/Senior) at

DOL

‘stage with Chris Wynters

Michael Morimoto (alto saxophone);

eect di

WISELY ~ MAR 26.

Unplugged: Jake lan of PIND; Spm

(door; free (before 10pmY/$5 (after

eat
DAUID (JASPER AVENUE) Open

HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB Jazz Night:

passiyn eis CHURCH

n

BRIXX BAR Big Rock Untapped and

ductor); Tracy Cantin (soprano), Sarah

7pm; $10 (doorl/$5 {student}

RIVER
CREE Wodriedays Live |
patihosted ty Yukon

AND ROLLER SKATING DISCO

Guitar Productions; 8-12

Toane (soprano), Amy McClary, cello)

Experimental

IC |savpromsmumuo, ©|Senor

Competition Winners: Aaron Au (cory

8pm; $15 (adultl/$10 (senior/student)

OnUWO

LI

BLACK DOGFREEHOUSE Siseman | BLUES ON WHYTE Tim Vaughn

WINSPEAR The Winspear Presents:

SHOWS

and Saving Abel; Gipm ('
$59.50,

$79.50,
MEW CITY LIKWID LOUNGE 4 “abil- | (show);
TC iirester

and Reflections, Sunday afternoons:

The Mo Lefaver Quartet; 3:30-pm;
collation at the door

Babcock andhis Jump Trio

REXALL PLACE Nickelback, Seathar

new DJ;noCover

p

Y AFTERHOURS ¥ Not Se"

Sexoy

|
«
E
S
E
B
poEeO

Ty BS

Y

Catt

Se

SATURDAY JUNE 13 - EDMONTON
ORTHHLANDS AGRICOM HALL D
OKETS
een

aay 0AM AT ‘ciahient:

ticketmaster.ca ALL TICKETMASTER OUTLETS & CHARGE-BY-PHONE (780) 451-8000

|

A range of samples
Holzkopf maps out his world in sound
BRYAN BIRTLES / bryen@vueweekly.com

hough he’s been slowly migrating west for a few years and
now lives about as far west as
you can get in this country—stopping
in Edmonton for University before
eventually hanging his hat in the lotus

FAL MAR 27 (8PM)
= WITHHOLZKOPF
GUESTS
Ex
(ALL AGES
a. |YDEAWAY$7
Lod

a problem, but for Holzkopf—whose
mother refers to him as Jake Hardy—it

land that is Vancouver—Holzkopf
will always be connected to his
hometown of Saskatoon. It’s not like
his music references Prairie skies or
endless fields of wheat by any means,
but on an intensely personal level it is

in a small place and being an outsider
opened his ears to a variety of “out

informed by the alienation that can
only come from living in a medium
sized Prairie city where the music
scene doesn’t really speak to your
love of mix-and-match schizolectro
For some musicians, that would be

‘Hey what you do is really weird—
what do you listen to?’ because they
don’t really know where this music
comes from. The answer to that is
that I've been involved in quite a few
places in the world in tightly-knit,

turned out to be an advantage. Living

there” sounds
“I get a lot of people asking me,

ples to bring listeners into ,),,

small communities—like in
Saskatoon all of the musicians
outside of the bar rock scene, all
of the outsiders get together and
one outsider might be more

headspace he was in whey »,.

heard the original sound

inclined to metal and one might

ofthe track itself but beca,).,
the time and place that | firfl
heard the track itself has a ;.3)

be more inclined to techno, but
you're all the outsiders so you all
form one scene,” he says. “So
most of my influences come
directly from the people I'm trading tapes and CD-Rs with within
those circles. I think that’s the
biggest tangible way that being a
part of a small community has
affected my music.”

ly powerful emotional mem,

to it and the same thing wit, ,

lot of field recordings » },,
explains. “When I was trave}jj,,J

in Japan it was my first tin,

overseas, I was really anx\.,
and nervewracked about ho.
interact with anybody on
sort of basic daily need, ;}
was a huge language bari,
only had three friends there (,
spoke English and other\
was communicating oy
Japanese-English dictio;
and pointing at words

SAMPLING ALSO INFORMS a iarge
part of Holzkopf’s methods,
though not in the same way it
does other artists. When
Holzkopf is looking to build a
track, he’s not exactly searching
for the right hook or bassline
that will make it an ass shaker in
the club. Instead, he’s looking to
present a piece of himself to his
audience. His samples—many of

them sounds that he has personally
recorded onto his minidise while
travelling—represent a moment in

really isolating and
those sounds have that |
memory of being purely an obse;
without having an option o

his own

anything else.” v

mn Ol mt) BYAN
“d

]

“If [sample a track by f,/§

Kuli it's not necessarily beca,,.,

life, and he uses the sam-
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TOP TRIBUTE BANDS STRAIGHT FROM LAS VEGAS
EVERY THURSDAY — SUNDAY.

FORTUNATE SON
CREEDENCE TRIBUTE
MAR. 26 & 27

APRIL 27
REXALL PLACE
GET TICKETS AT ALL TICKETMASTER OUTLETS, CHARGE-BY-PHONE 780-451-8000
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Panik Attak and Intensives split the difference

"BL
LIVE

AND

\
HERE.

In-depth business knowledge - plus the enterprise application
software skills you'll need to put that knowledge to use on the
job. That's what you can expect from NAIT’s Bachelor of Business
Administration in Enterprise Management.

BBA Information Session
Thurs. April 9, 6:00 pm
Shaw Theatre,
NAIT Main Campus

The BBA degree delivers lots you might not expect, too: a choice
of five concentrations, including Accounting, Finance, Marketing,
Management, and Human Resource Management. And the
flexibility to study how you want - full-time, part-time or online.
JR Shaw School of Business - where leaders learn.

APPLY NOW.
VISIT NAIT.CA/BBA OR CALL 780.471.8874

“Basically me and also Alex [Gutier-

EDUCATION FOR THE REAL WORLD

MAR 26 - APR 1, 2009

BRYAN BIRTLES / bryan@vueweekly.com
ne of the best parts about
CO) ionens music scene is
its collaboration-over-competition ethos, and nowhere is that
more prevalent than within the punk
scene. Punk bills can easily stretch
out to six or eight bands, whereas
most other scenes would cap the bill
at three or four—and sure the songs
are typically shorter, which means
you can more easily squeeze some
extra bands in, but the real reason
behind the move has always seemed
to be a general unwillingness to
leave anybody out.
The inclusive nature of Edmonton's
punks is also prevalent in the scene's
preference for split seven-inch releasés. Putting one band on either side of
a single slab of wax not only allows
for the cost of pressing to be shared
by a greater number of people, it also
lets two bands piggyback on each
other and be exposed to more people.
Plus it’s pretty easy for Edmonton
punks to make splits a reality—after
all, it sometimes seems like there are
a hundred punk bands in this city
made up of the same nine guys rotating instruments. Take Todd Rocket for
example; formerly the drummer of
Wednesday Night Heroes, Rocket is
now splitting his time between playing bass in Intensives and singing in
‘Panik Attak. This Friday, his two
bands will be releasing a split seveninch on San Francisco’s Longshot!
records.
“Ever since I’ve not been in the
Wednesday Night Heroes I've been
working on these two bands,”
explains Rocket before continuing on
about how the split came about.
rez}, the guitar player for Panik Attak
and drummer for the Intensives—we
dragged him into the Intensives
because the other drummer split—me
and Alex were basically taking care of

MUSIC

= |INTENSIVES
PANIK ATTAK
©. |WITHLET'SDANCE,HELL PREACHERS
s

FAL MAR 27:(7 PM)

oo

NEW CITY,$10

both bands so we decided that we
might as well just throw ‘em both
together and get ‘em both done at
once. We wanna eventually do [ulllengths for both bands but we wanna
see if people give a shit about the
seven-inch first.”

ACCORDING TO ROCKET, his talents at
the two instruments he'll be playing
on the night of the release are inti
mately tied to how much liquid

courage he’s consumed.
“If I'm drunk Jcan sing easily but i/

I'm drunk I can't play bass at all, and
when I’m sober I can’t seem to sing
because it just doesn’t feel right but

when I'm sober I can play bass pretty
well. It kinda goes back and forth
between if I’m drunk or sober fo

either one so it’s gonna be an inter
esting night because I have to do
both,”he laughs, before realizing thal
with the show order running Pani!
Attak first, Intensives second, he may

have a problem on his hands. "!!!
think about it it should be the other
way around, This should be interes
ing, I guess that’s the opposite of what
I should have planned.”

Nevertheless, the excitement o!

the long-time-coming release ©!
this seven-inch—the Panik Attak

side was recorded way back i"

2006—should hopefully keep Rock

et standing upright long enough \°
fulfill his duties.
“1 wanted this to actually happe" @
couple of years ago, but I guess things

just kind of kept coming up and it ju

didn’t seem to happen,” he says.“

glad.it’s finally happening—it wasit!
supposed to take this long." ¥
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Right to the point

(0030-102 STREET

Gu rlite INF

felt, this sense ofintegrity inspir< ;

or a quick litmus test of an
artist’s mettle, it’s helpful to
ask what inspires them.

GHOSTHEEPER
/ ILLFIT OUTFIT

NOTTE LOCO

WITH DJJOEYLOCO, BJPHOENIX & RYANMAYGARD

Given that answers can range”
from the noble (“the creative
process”) to the cringe-worthy
(‘boats and hos"), I was intrigued
to hear Edmonton's Michael
James hold his influences modestly to his chest. Yet, for him to
reveal that he has returned home
after a brief stint in Toronto's
“uninspiring” music scene, the
question begs to be asked: what
inspires you?

"I seem to be inspired completely
by emotion,” he ruminates, hinting at
the unintentional process of making
his new album, Tall Shadow Short

IMBARIANAS
TTRENC
EARLY SHOW + DOORS AT SPM

James to return to Edmonton an;
make the vulnerable and hone
Tall Shadow.
“There's a tall shadow that (.
lows me around, keeping me hun
ble,” he explains of the album title. “I have a pretty ghetto studi,
set-up, which inspires pretty ghei:
music to be made.

Kt |SAT, MAN28 (9PM)

MICHAEL JAMES BAND
WITH TRUMAN, GHETTO PETS SOEN,
ex |FOOL TOTHINK
STARLTE ROOM,S10
Walk. "| hadn't intended on making an
album. | was just trying to get some
shit out.”
James's cathartic approach to
songwriting, however, doesn’t
come across as wearing his heart
on his sleeve, per se, but rather,
on his bandaged arm. His first
demo, Take Me to the Hospital, was
a loose collection of songs recorded in his basement studio after
leaving T-dot.
“Everyone

[in Toronto]

seems

to

have a band or two,” he points out,

“| write, record and produce =;

my own music, butit’s good,” }
continues enthusiastically. “\
gotta be real crazy, y'know?”
While he may feel compelled
apologize for his DIY approach
recording, he makes no bon
about his approach to his |),
show.
“I'm always going to take adva;
tage of my time on slage.
A;
it’s really emotion-driven. IfI ha
to take myself out to get my poin
across, I'll do it." w

REVOLVER

@ SHILOH /CARLY RAE JEPSON

NORTH AMERICAN TOUR 2009

R/T EVEN TUESDAY
NIGHTOMHDL
EREG
EOee@re
Ea
UNTAPPED AND UNPLUGGED TUESDAYS... THIS WEEK:

PARACHUTE PENGUIN

- BILLY= PETERSON - SKOLNICK - CHRISTIAN - BOSTAPH -

KIMBERLY SPEARS

DIRTY CITY HEARTS /BLAZING VIOLETS

PHATCAT / DAPHUTUR DJS / DUB AFFILIATES
(©-4:/07 TIMBRE & FOUNDATION CONCERTS PRESENT

MAX TUNDRA
©4/ OG CSN & UMON EVENTS PRESENTS

NO MATTER HOW discouraged h

Michael James does whatever it takes
MIKE ANGUS / mikeangus@vueweekly.com

MC ROD AZLAN / DEGREE / SPACE AGE

dejectedly. “What 1 was doing fe)
dishonest.”

@

THE
BBENDERS
PRAYING SAINTS /VROLOX
@4/12 CANNIBAL CORPSE AFTER PARTY W/

DEATH TOLL RISING
THE
GASLIGHT
ANTHENE
HEARTLESS BASTARDS
OB/AE VERYTUESDAY
HIGHTINBRK
BZSECs

Bedpe
Ba

UNTAPPED AND UNPLUGGED THESDAYS._ THIS WEEK:

©4/OS UNlONEVENTS PRESENTS

THE HAUNTED

NACHTMYSTIUM /KYLESA/INTRONAUT
4/10 coon rRDay wink.

DEAD BESUS

WILL BELLCOURT
O4/i7

SLEEPING Gall

PALE MOON LIGHTS / URSAMINER
a/24 yeeTUESOAY
WAT BRINK
ESuEG WEdPa Ha
UNTAPPED AND UNPLUGGED TUESDAYS... THIS WEEK:

NECROBIOSIS /KYROSPHERE MATT WALKER
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DARKO FTAR

o sleep for Wintersleep
alifax band tours its way to Austin’s SXSW
SIRTLES/bryan@vueweekly.com
any musicians will tell you
that while touring they get
paid for the arduous travel
play the shows for free. Touring

D’eon missed out on taking what

em WATHANHORSE
a |STARUTEROOM,$20

name was called—away from his
seat purchasing beverages when
the band won, D‘eon lost his
chance to join his bandmates
onstage accepting the award.
“I missed it when we were called
to go onstage to get the award—I
was gone to get some beers from
the vendor. I just got up from my
seat and I asked the person at the
top of the stairs who was trying to
keep everybody around who was
nominated, I ask, ‘Do I have time to
go get some beers?’ and she was
like, ‘Oh, sure you got time—your
category is not up for another three
or four.’ But it turned out it was the
very next category. So I was standing in line for a beer and I looked up
at the TV and it says ‘Wintersleep’
and I can hear cheering and I can
see the guys walking towards the
stage from the TV at the vending
place,” he recounts with a laugh. "I
was just standing there and I said,
‘Oh shit!’ so I started running and
one of the security guys said,
‘There's no way you're gonna make
it down two flights of stairs and get
on stage, there’s no way, forget it,’
so I was like, ‘OK. I'll just get these
beers and go back."" wv

=| WINTERS

was rightfully his when his band’s

olves flat tires, overheated radias, watered-down gas that'll seize
engine, bad food, worse food and
digestion. But it also features
opments where you wonder what

de you so grouchy, when the
uds lift and the street gains a
shimmer.

Halifax's Wintersleep will no
ubt be counting on those
pments as the band’s current tour

ings them through the southern
jited States, up the West Coast and

k across the Canadian Prairies.
guaranteed sunny day—literally
well as metaphorically—will be
en Wintersleep brings its driving
nd to Austin’s South by South-

t festival. Though many bands
ply fly to the festival to take
yantage of the opportunity to play
fore gathered bookers, agents and
ord labels from around the
rid—not to mention the legions of
sters who show up every year—
ntersleep has chosen to bookend
stop at SXSW with touring, someg guitarist and keyboardist Tim
on says he prefers.

HEY o
g

2 |TUE MAR31(8PM)

“I think it’s the best way to do it
because flights are expensive and
it’s good to have your own gear and
a way to get around when you're
there. We've flown down in the past
and it’s hard because there's so
many bands and so little space—it’s
all in this confined area so everyone's trying to get their gear into all
of these tiny clubs that don’t usually
have bands so it’s kind of chaotic, so

it’s good’ to have a vehicle for sure,”
he says before going on about how
much he enjoys the festival. "You
always end up doing something until
four in the morning: there’s constantly music and after-hours parties, there’s bands playing all

weekend—it just doesn’t stop. You
could basically go all weekend if it
was physically possible.”
D'EON KNOWS a tittte something
about excitement from the band’s
2008 Juno win for New Group of the
Year. And though he was excited by
the win—and the parties that
accompany any Juno awards—

\
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SUN, MAR 29 a
WINSPEAR, $41 -$51
Joan Baez has been performing live for

weeklycom

DY

THEARTERY
uses
an unwieldy title to draw together

exterior and interior, referencing the offyor recording sessions for the album—
e for a single track, “Run,” no overdubs
» added tothelive tracks that Dahlen and
or band
put down inthe studio—while also
“fering a metaphor
for exploration. Yes, it's
snwieldy, butit’salso a pretty apt title for an
ibum ofjazz thatsounds every bit the live

sorting thatit is,and which finds the musis wandering through the songs, several

of them written by Dahlen herself, turning

ey stones and peering into corners in
earch ofsomething
new. The energy ispalable, andthe music brims with emotion.

be the quintessential folksinger and she

over 50 years now; the 68-year-old
folksinger is currently out on the road

SUN_MAR29

3 Dahlen’s Off theFloor...Into the Gar-

Gilkyson, Thea Gilmore and more, with
Earle himself having penned three of the
songs. There are few surprises to be had
on Day After Tomorrow—Baez may just

JOAN BA

She's been living in Sweden for a while
now, but former Edmontonian Wendy
McNeill certainly hasn't been forgotten here
at home. She's back here doing double duty
this week, first collaborating with Mile Zero
Dance on Secret Diary of a Collapsed
World: Part 1 on Fri, Mar 27 and Sat, Mar 28
at the Freemasons’ Hall (10318 - 100 Ave).
Then MeNeill will be retuming to the ARTery
for a solo performance on Sun, Mar 29. The
last time she performed there was in September when the CBC recorded her release
show for her fifth album, A Deamer‘s Guide
to Hardcore Living. That recording is available at cbc.ca/radio2/cod/concerts/20080914wendy.

pushes the boundaries very far here—but
neither are there any truly disappointing
moments. For 37 minutes she holds listeners rapt as she sings songs that cover
sadness, happiness and everything in

touring behind her latest release, Day
After Tomorrow. The September 2008
album was produced by Steve Earle, but
the outlaw-country rock folkie wisely
Stays out of the way for the most part,
leaving Baez to take centre stage with
her uniquely trembling, wistful voice
leading the way. That's not to say that
Earle is invisible here, though—he’s
clearly heard on background vocals on
“God Is God,” “Scarlet Tide” and “Jericho
Road,” and his distinctive guitar picking is
pretty much everywhere on the record.
But Earle stays on the fringes of Baez's
singing, supporting her rather than drawing the attention away. That willingness

between, just as she always has, and
probably just as she'll continue to do as
long as she’s singing.

THE
WHITSUNDAYS
BLACK DOG, FREE

ducer and Earle doesa fine job here,
helping Baez through a series of tracks
written by the likes of Tom Waits, Eliza

EDMONTON GUITAR SOCIETY COFFEEHOUSE
JEFFREY'S CAFE
Open stages aren't just for folk songs
and Creedence Clearwater Revival covers these days. If you're a classical guitarist of any skill level you can find a
home away from home at Jeffrey's
Café—or at least some tasteful company for a few hours.

THU, APA 2rm

NOAH ZACHARIN
WITH COCO LOVE ALCORN

SUN, MAR 29 (10PA

to serve the song is a mark of a good pro-

OKA TON.ell

BLUE CHAIR CAFE

One more possibility for Sunday night
is the tour kick-off for the Whitsundays’ eastward trek as Paul Arnusch

He's a wicked guitar picker who can sing

leads a band of merry, psychedelic
garage rockers off on a tour armed with
vintage-sounding organ, guitar and
voice. It's hard to go wrong with songs
as addictive as the ones that the Whitsundays traffic in.

songwriter who crosses from soul to folk

softly or wail a hurtin’ blues, as Well as
write poetry or a children’s book. She's a

to jazz and back again, all the while delivering her songs with a sense of rambling
fun. Put them together and there's a very
real chance of a good time going down
over at the Blue Chair. w

Soveys |

“Featuring

JOE NOLAN, SAMANTHA SCHULTZ
AND MICHAEL RAULT

c

April 35,2009

Doors @ 7:30pm
$12.00 - Members
rin

Show @ 8:00 pm
$15.00 @ Door

>=

@ Norwood Legion
11150 - 82 St. Edmonton

advance

Alberta

Buy Tickets in advance:

.
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Howie Beck, How to Fall Down ;,,
Public (13 Clouds) There's a sep s.

that Howie Beck is inconspicuoy:\,
—_._

fighting the idea
|] becoming
.,,
comfortable on hi,
latest releas.
“Watch Out for the
Fuzz” instantly
brought ELO's “;,
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Mastodon, Crack the Skye (Reprise)
A doom-laden opening, grim and
gloomy guitars in the grinder with a
rumbling bass and drums that don’t

rise up out of the mix so much as kick
the door down and take control with a
steady rolling that seems unstoppable.
This is the introduction to Mastodon’s
Crack the Skye, and it’s a suitably thunderous and weighty beginning in light
of the band’s prehistoric, elephant-like
namesake.
That opening track, “Oblivion,”
skillfully sets up
the
band's
approach in the
first moments of
Mastodon’s fourth
album, staying
clear of the clutter—save for the

guitar parts that lodge themselves in
the brain just as they consistently surprise, whether rhythms—the impressive
range covered by "The Czar,” an 11-

“Flashover” sounds more like |
Fleetwood Mac or David Usher. If thy=;<
weren't hints of David Usher before
becomes even more apparent as |};
record progresses. Assumptions con
tinue to fall apart as surf music cree)

opens "Divinations” receives an hon-

ourable mention,
too; there aren't a

whole lot of metal
bands out there
with the guts or
vision to throw a

up on “Over and Under” and, the |ikcs
of Bing Crosby and Michael Bubie 3;channeled in the final track "Be: jo

This Life.” These are the kinds of tune:
that would make falling down in public
appear to be more of a graceful event
—AKRISTINA DE GUZMAN /Kristina @vueweokly.coi,

banjo into the mix
without apology.)

Bill Frisell, The Best of Bill Frise!)

The lyrics that
worm their way

of musicians these days have the gal|

throughout Crack
the Skye are typical
of much metal in
their vagueness:
lines like “Wading
forth / Vapor
space” and “Please tell Lucifer he can’t
have this one / Her spirit’s too strong”
leaving much space for interpretation.
(At the same time, there are places
where interpretation becomes direct
statement, as on “The Czar’; “Don't stay
run away / He has ordered assassina-

“greatest hits
‘ album
after
si)
releasing just a
handful of albums
m Not Bill Frise!

tion.”)

If the words come across as a little
rudimentary on paper, that’s certainly
not the case when one of the band’s
three vocalists is spitting them out (or
singing or growling, depending on
who it is). Set within the music, the

words find the spaces between and
around the notes, begging for more
discussion than they at first appear to
call for—much like the album itself.
Crack the Skye is ambitious and dense,
and it's nearly wall-to-wall excellent.
—EDEN MUNRO / eden@vueweekly.com

Vol 1: Folk Songs (Nonesuch) 4 0)
to

ist:

put

out

a

Since starting his
Career in the ear!
*80s, the acclaimed folk and jazz gui-

tarist has built a dizzying catalo;
appearing solo, in collaboration or as

a composer or performer on an esti
mated 400 albums (for Frise\!'s
impressive discography in painful
detail,
check
out
bryanaaker.net/discog). With so many
tracks to choose from, a bes!
album is obviously a minor sampling
of the total canon, and Frisell ha
relied almost exclusively on his ‘90s
folk catalogue, especially ‘98's Gc
Like a Train and ‘99's Good Dog
)
Man. But as a sampler it gives a good
sense of Frisell’s music for the uninitiated, and flows well enough to entice

fans who have their fair share of th
other 400 albums. —SCOTT HARRIS/
scott@vueweokly.com
MSTRKRFT,

recordsa@cds

Blue Sky” to ming

while it's difficult to decide whethe,

groaning distortion that drips
from both guitars
and bass—and
focusing on a riff
that is melodic
and
grinding,
swinging back and
forth uncomfortably as it teeters on
the brink of collapse.
As perfectly epic as those initial
seconds are, though, the band doesn’t
quite make the transition into the
song's body unscathed, the sudden
shift in tone jarring as a full-on metal
grind emerges from the dirge.
That the music briefly collapses in
on itself is of little consequence in the
grand scheme, however; “Oblivion”
quickly settles into a furious movement
of passages, flowing from one to the
next, guitars racing along one minute
then cutting into half-time the next.
Drawing inspiration from heavy riffing groups of the past—from ‘70s stalwarts like Thin Lizzy and Black
Sabbath to ‘80s blood like Metatlica
and Slayer—Mastodon loads Crack the
Skye with songs that are heavy with

~

minute, multi-movement piece, or the

similarly epic 13-minute finale “The
Last Baron”—or solos: the back and
forth lead work on “Oblivion,” notes
stretched and twisted as far as they can
be without breaking the song's back, or
the spiraling break in “Divinations.”
(And the gently-distorted banjo that

Fist Of God

(Las!

Gang) When it comes to MSTRK RFT
it always returns to rock ‘n’ roll. S@
it’s confusing '0

see
10443a - 124 street
780.732.1132
www.listenrecords.net

a

Toronto

couplé
electré

punks pandering
for rap dollars via
features
from
“friends.” |s i

merely store rack
appeal? Nothing of their music (whic! =

enemy mine cp

ed Ch

1O0R1 Jasper Ave. Paolodium Build
coll 429-CLUB for more info

has become one-note, hyperags'©"
sive caveman shit in divergence with
the last album’s occasionally cat¢!Y
vocoder pop) lends itself to a hip-hop
aesthetic, so it’s confusing t© heat
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black cascade co

samples of Ghostface saying “fuckin

limbet
over and over and the usually

E-40 sounding listless over the DUR

DURR DURR beats. The only attempt
at melody (“Heartbreaker,” featuring

an impossibly lame John Lege”
vocal) is completely bereft of subtlety

top 10 sellers
01. an imaginary country tim hecker

06. g-spots v/a

02..sf afogt
03. middle cyclone neko case
04. sf magneticring

07. feal.Jove. thinking.of faunts
08. true story of abner jay

05. march of the zapotec beirut

10. for the whole world to see death

09. beware bonnie ‘prince’ billy

and co-opts that “too late to apolo=

gize” Timbo hit. It’s the soundtrack (0!

the inside of your head when (hé
serotonin has been used up. —f0\A
PEMBERTON
/roland@vueweokly.com

w Found Glory, Not Without a
i nt (Epitaph) A big part of New
jund Glory’s subject matter seems to
eA

be women. I guess
it’s sort ofa-punk=

|

j and it’s not so
much that New
Found Glory’s

songs about girls
ren't good—it’s just that nowhere over

course of this album that is almost
xclusively about girls does it ever give
e impression that New Found Glory
inks ofgirls as people. Girls are liars,
‘reteases, wolves, they ruin your life
d pull you down. Apart from a desire
o rip your heart out and leave you

ined, girls don’t seem to have any
et feelings or motivations. If! wanted
insipid genre music with lyrics about
sexual objects women are, |would

be listening toNickelback, because | like
o buy Canadian. —BRYAN BIATLES /
e Inch Nails, Jane's Addiction,

treet Sweeper, NINJA EP (Indepenent) Trent Reznor's post-label, onlinerelease creative
orgy continues with

any le

this three-way, a
hot but too-slick

salun 866

preview

of the

groups’ touring
show this summer.
Two tracks from
ane’s Addiction’s 1987 live debut have
n re-recorded by Reznor and producr Alan Moulder, some of their scruffiess buffed out. “Chip Away” gets a

rcussion-heavy, vocal echo-y treatiment, while “Whores” has a too-smooth
ck feel, though the guitar sometimes

immers into a kind of crystalline-pure,
amond-hard grunge. The NIN tracks,
overs from With Teeth, are a pounding
loomer and some snarling pop. Then
ere’s the new rap-rock of Street”

Wweeper, Rage guitarist Tom Morello’s
artnership with Boots Riley. The energy
ind fusion of sensibilities aren't quite
et but it’s intriguing. “Clap For The
pairs a lowdown, funky riff with
ome viciously sarcastic lyrics about

hite-collar gangstas in Wall Street
ioods. "The Oath” hooks some stutterg chords up with an almost catchy
ight-back ballad. —BRIAM
GIBSON /brian@vuefookly.com
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and pop sensibili-

ties, fuelled by

throat-shredding

| Vocals, helped us all

ao move on
~
grunge’s

from
slow

ise. Disappointingly, however, his

»’© outings have circled back tothepostge circus that he seemed poised to

old. Tiny Pictures is rife with rock
ichés, and though Thornley's unques-

able talent comes through in ambi-

Jus

arrangements, the unremarkable

writing merely delivers a safe post-

inge record. The album's highlights,

'Prisingly, come through in the progk/Police-esque “Man Overboard,”

=nks to contributions from Rush’s Neil
ple ed Nick Raskulinecz.

(

Rikeenges@veeweetlycom

went any further. That's not saying the
quality isn’t there, though; the title
track, “I Will Be There,” finds Di‘Anno

in fine vocal form, having jettisoned
Gogmagog, / Will Be There (Food
For Thought) Originally released:
1985 The supergroup. A concept that
usually doesn’t last for much more
than an album, two if luck holds out.
In the case of England’s Gogmagog,
the band didn’t even last for a whole
album, its recorded output holding
steady at a single EP in 1985.
It's debatable
whether or not this
was even a supergroup at all,
though; it’s not likely that anyone
other than studious
fans of the New
Wave of British
Heavy Metal would
ever recognize the
names involved:
Paul Di’Anno, former vocalist for Iron
Maiden, along with
the band’s ex-drummer Clive Burr,
alongside former Whitesnake/Black Sabbath bassist Neil Murray, guitarist Pete
Willis from Def Leppard's early, pre-radiofriendly years and Janick Gers, ex of Deep
Purple singer lan Gillan’s band’ and headed
towards his current gig as one of Iron
Maiden’s triple-quitar lineup
So while no one in Gogmagog was
the biggest star on the scene, there
was a pedigree that tied them to some
of the major bands of the time, and
there’s an incestuous history around the
bands of the NWOBHM, so the combination must have made some sense
Turns out, though, that Gogmagog
Originated with Jonathan King, the
British producer who had discovered
and named Genesis; he was the one
who conjured up the idea of Gagmagog, visions of a metallic rock opera
dancing in his head.
Alas, the project fell on deaf ears,
and only this three-song EP saw a limited release. Listening to the songs, it's
not all that surprising that it never

=

n
teePictures (604) Of all the
entialheirsto the post-grunge throne
h the late ‘90s, Ian Thomley’s gratifying
blend of metalpre
inspired anthems

|

EDEN MUNRO

= |eden@weweekly.com

rock staple to write
‘ songs about girls,

*¢5

<2 |OLD SOUNDS

=

CesFULL MOON

FOLK CLUB

some of the punk snarl he favoured
with Iron Maiden but not yet using the
guttural grow! he would summon up in
his later work. If anything, “I Will Be
There” comes across as pop version of

the NWOBHM, a little too light to
make much of an impact.
The next track, “Living ina Fucking
Time Warp,” probably didn’t help King’s
chances of selling the project back in ’85,
with Di’Anno

->-FRIDAY MARCH 27-<

delivering lines

like “It's so fucking boring / The
girls all look the
same,
the
money's been and
gone / I've looked
at every picture,

heard every song
/ It's all repeats
for me, | don't
belong / I'm tired,
tired/I'm living in

a fucking time

ALEX
_ —

CUBA

2S. ee

warp” over an

unsurprising mix
of NWOBHM power chording and what
sounds very much like a rewrite of the
thythm to Judas Priest's “Living After
Midnight.” Gogmagog certainly wasn't

rewriting any of the rules, but the band
sure knew how to play by them, and even
push and bend them a little bit.
In the end, it's the closing track“It's Illegal, It’s Immoral, It's
Unhealthy, But It's Fun"—that makes
Gogmagog's finest statement. This is
a set of tunes that has been barely
mentioned in the years since even by
those involved in the project, but it's
easy to imagine the shrugs and “Why
nots?” that the players likely offered
up when the idea was tabled. Judging
by the three tracks that made it out, a
good time was had by those involved.
At least it seems that way as Di’Anno shouts out the lengthy, singalong

)

N APRIL...

IELIZA
pod too.
GiLKYSON good peorleysiel
NINA GERBER

great
4 Ww

St Basils Cultural Centre

-10819-71 Ave

info : 438-6410

Ga Fouindation

Tickets available at Southside Sound & Tix On =< Peal

title of the last number. The group did-

n't last and the songs aren't all that
original, but it sounds like a hell of a lot
of fun for those three tracks. w

QUICK SPINS

x |WHITEY HOUSTON

= | quickspins@vueweekly.com

THE PAINS OF BEING PURE AT HEART

THE PAINS OF BEING PURE AT HEART
SLUMBERLAND

DAN DEACON
BROMST
CARPARK

A fine noisy din
When you peel back the layers
There are songs inside

One man dynamo
Gets a bit more mellow ... or
Eight bits more mellow

JON HOPKINS
DOMINO

OBITS
|BLAME YOU
SUBPOP

Eno-esque young lad
Makes some good ticky ticky
Nice headphone pleaser

Froberg's Hot Snakes lite
Or, uh, maybe ... lukewarm snakes
Will still rule your face

ROYKSOPP
JUNIOR
ASTRALWERKS

FEVER RAY
FEVER RAY
MUTE

A few of these songs

One half of the Knife
Makes awesome disc that sounds like
One half of the Knife
;

Get permanently stuck ... like
Sand on an ice cream

US

HT
SUNDAYS
TOUD.LICLOTE PART!

SUNDAY MARCH 29 - BLACK DOG FRECHOUSE
SAPPORO PINTS $4.73 © NO COVER + 1OPM

The long road to irrelevancy
>

~”
i
=

BACKLASH BLUES.

ADLAND PEMBERTON

‘oland@yueweekly.com

~

the shell trick with some bottom-of-the-barre)
beats on an aging foilsearching for relevancy

THERE'S A BIG DIFFERENCE between cay
nibalizing trends after they happen and hay
ing pre-emptive awareness of what's going

Some people can roll with the punches. The
modem world is a tough place for any artist
in any medium to traverse. In the music
business, it feels like you almost have to be
as well-versed in technological shifts as
you are in song structure to make it. Some
people have remained consistently aware
of variations in the business model, new
styles of music and the direction of music in
general, while other people simply can’t
think in those terms. Timbaland's production
on Chris Cornell's Scream has led me to
wonder what direction he could possibly be
coming from. Is he merely self-deluded or is
it the company he keeps?
Chris Comell was once genuinely rele-

vant. In the ‘90s, he was the lead singer of a
commercially successful band named
Soundgarden, released a critically lauded
album called Superunknown and had a buzz-

worthy video and song in “Black Hole Sun.”
From there, he created the popular pop-rock
outfit Audioslave with the remnants of Rage
Against The Machine. | would never have
expected Kurt Cobain to be doing an electrohouse album 10 years removed from Nevermind, but that’s comparable to what
Comell’s up to these days.
Remember those consistently aware
people | was talking about? The ones who

ao

=
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witASTROLOGY
AOB BREZSHY
freewill@vueweekly.com

ARIES (MAR 21 - APR 19)
Don't you think it's time you toned down your
manic aspirations? Aren't you curious about

the sweet, sensitive success that could be
yours if only you got really calm and peaceful?
Wouldn't it be interesting to explore the more
manageable opportunities that might become
available by accepting your limitations with
humble equanimity? APRIL FOOL! Don’t you
dare do any of those things, Aries. Your spiritual duty for the foreseeable future is to be a
brave initiator of ingenious experiments ... a
high-powered self-starter who competes primarily with yourself ... a pioneering warrior
_ Who's in quest of transcendent exploits that
make it unnecessary to go to war.

TAURUS (APA 20 - MAY 20)
As you enter testing time, | may be the only
astrologer who has enough tough love to
wake up your inner teacher, ensuring that
you'll get the expert help you need. And |
may be the only psychic healer who can
polish your aura and help you dispose of
the karmic gunk that has been gumming up
your luck. APRIL FOOL! I'm powerful, but
not that powerful. My job is to alert you to
the work that must be done so that you can
do the work yourself. For best results,
blame no one for any sadness you may
feel, and take full responsibility for creating
your own happiness.

GEMINI (MAY 21 - JUN 20):
Please do not snort meth in a hot-air bal‘oon with fake Peruvian shamans as you fly

AQ. WUSWEENGLY

to a secret CIA fortress where you put on a
mask and play strip poker with high-ranking members of the conspiracy to create a
one-world government. APRIL FOOL!
There’s no way you'll be invited to a
whacked-out spectacle like that. Your wildness does in fact need expression, but it
will be perfectly satisfied with less
whacked-out adventures that are healthy
for you and leave no messes in their wake.
Monitor yourself for any urges you may
feel to seek out over-the-top melodramas.

CANCER (JUN 21 - JUL 22)
So many miraculous images of Jesus
have been appearing in Cheetos corn
chips lately that a new cult of “Cheesus”
worshipers has sprung up. | suggest you
consider the possibility of joining them.
This is a favourable time to switch your
religious affiliation to a faith that puts
great stock in goofy miracles. APRIL
FOOL! | lied, sort of. There's really no
mandate for you to become a Cheesus
Freak. But it is a fine time to add tender
irreverence and fun-loving funkiness to
your spiritual aspirations.

LEO (JUL 23-AU6 22)
| have a message for the city of Los
Angeles, regarded by most astrologers
as a Leo: it would be wise to accept the

offer of tequila manufacturer Jose Cuervo, which has offered to pay a hand-

some sum for the right to put its
advertising sign beneath the huge Hollywood sign in the Hollywood Hills. APRIL
FOOL! This is a bad time for all Leos,
including LA and you, to sell their souls.
In fact, the universe is conspiring to
bring you practical rewards for simply
being your beautiful self. | suggest you

—MARB
+APR1.2009)

proceed according to the hypothesis
that radiating your highest integrity is
the finest form of self-promotion.

VIRGO (AUG 23 - SEP 22)
This is an ideal time to have sessions with
a sex therapist so as to get to the root of
any inhibitions that might be preventing you
from claiming your full measure of orgasmic

enlightenment. APRIL FOOL! While this is a
fantastic time to deepen your access to the
Spiritual gifts of erotic bliss, you won't need
a therapist to accomplish it. Here’s all you
really require: 1) a fantasy of making love
with an inscrutable deity who has four
arms, the better to hug you with; 2) a pretend aphrodisiac made from the peaches of
immortality that you'll steal from the tree of
life in your dream tonight; 3) an invisible sex
toy that you create in your mind’s eye while
you're meditating about the most sublime
situation you've ever been in.

LIBRA (SEP 23 - OCT 22)
Maybe someday you will allow yourself to
act more like an Aries. You know, you'll
barge ahead along a path of your own making. You'll follow the siren call of your good
instincts instead of the waffling questions of
your fine mind. You'll relish the scary sounds
from up ahead as potential opportunities to
triumph over your fear and hone your
willpower, Don't do any of that stuff yet,
though. You're not ready for the challenge.
Maybe in a few years. APRIL FOOL! Here's
the truth, Libra: now is an excellent time to
act more like an Aries.

SCORPIO (OCT 23 - NOV 21)
Sometime in the next week, the spirits of

Nostradamus, Edgar Cayce, John the Baptist, and Jean-Paul Sartre will come to you

MUSIC:

on and the capability to adapt with chang.

ing times. The former is for vampires |i:
Madonna and Fat Joe, those with no origi
nal ideas left who will plunder from
regions, specific people and marketing com.

panies to stay visibly relevant and financial
don't make you ashamed for liking them?
Well, one of those folks decided to make
their opinion widely known on Chris Cornell’s new R&B experiment. Broadcasting
live from his Twitter account, Nine Inch
Nails’ Trent Reznor spoke for the collective
consciousness: “You know that feeling you
get when somebody embarrasses themselves so badly you feel uncomfortable?
Heard Chris Comell's record?” Comell is letting himself get filmed looking like dad at
the disco with metaphorical rose-tinted
shades on and it's all Timbaland's fault.
Screams tracks typically come retrofitted
with the same blunt, lazy major chord progresSions that have catapulted Timbaland beyond
mere “innovator” status. This shambolic disaster of an album features schmaltzy washedover acoustic guitar flourishes, fake choir,
sub-Enya ambient synth lines and the lyrics
“You are the wind | ride.” It’s like the Lonely
Island album except it's serious and has lower
production values. Why and how does this
exist? Is this a big hustle? Is Timbo trying to do

ina vision to tell you how to prosper during

the coming Great Depression. With their
expert tips you will spend the years 20102013 safe and sound and well-fed ina
gated community while millions of your fellow humans are rioting in the streets over
scraps of food. APRIL FOOL! Everything |
just said is a lie. The more modest truth is
that you now have access to great insight
about how to increase your long-term stability and security. Take advantage!

“SAGITTARIUS (NOV 22- DEC 21)
In a letter to Santa Claus last December,
a child from Seattle wrote, “Dear Santa,
Can you give me a very special superpower? What | want is to be able to

make up songs everywhere | go, and not
have to work so hard to think of things
to say to people because a fresh, beautiful song will magically pour out of my
mouth for all occasions.” I'm happy to
announce that if this child is a Sagittarius, his or her wish could soon come

true. APRIL FOOL! What |just said is not
a literal reality. But it may have
metaphorical value. The truth is, many
of you Sagittarians will be very fluid and
imaginative in the coming weeks. You
may be able to create pretty much anything you'put your mind to.

CAPRICORN (DEC 22- JAN 19)
I'm definitely not encouraging you to go
to YouTube and watch the music video of
the hamster eating popcorn on a piano.
You've got more important things to do,
and shouldn't waste your time on trivial
diversions. So get down to business!
Commit your whole being to the crucial
work you have ahead of you! Don’t waver
from your laser-focused intention! APRIL

ly solvent. The latter refers to people ji;
Reznor, Diplo (who's playing the Edmonton
Event Centre on April 25) and David Byrne
who have a genuine hunger for newness
and a desire to show people new ways of
doing things. Timbaland used to be a part of
the second group, but now he’s stuck with
the bloodsuckers. How did that happen?
| think it may have to do with Timba
land's circle of friends (or lack thereof). |
you have real friends, they call you on your
shit and they say your stuff is starting to
sound a little same-y. But if you are so rich

that your only friends host American Ido!
and run record labels, you can have a
skewed perception of what works and what
doesn't. It's what's taken Timbaland away
from the exciting permutations of his youth
towards his current transparent attempts at
duplicating recent successes. People are
becoming smarter and smarter about what
they consume and it won't be long before
the audience dissipates for musicians who
‘don't respect their intelligence. w

FOOL! The truth is that if you want to su’
ceed in the coming days, you will have to
stay loose, indulge in at least a few blithe
diversions, and not be a stern taskmaster

demanding perfection. So go watch the
hamster. It’s at tinyurl.com/agywon.

AQUARIUS (JAN 20- FEB 18)

Nothing but great news for you as far as

the eye can see, Aquarius. You're much
more likely than usual to win a contest and

be told you're hot and find loose money on
the sidewalk. | bet you'll also get an invitation that you never imagined possible and
an offer to have a conversation with a per
son you admire. Nor would | be surprised i

you finally gamer a certain form of recogn':
tion you've been pining for, get a message
that will change your life in a sweet wa),
and discover a brand new trick for expert
encing pleasure. APRIL FOOL! | was exaggerating. Maybe one or two of those

wonderful things will happen (at most.
three), but not all of them. Don't be greecy

PISCES (FEB 19- MAR 20)

| predict that sometime soon you will
time-travel to 2012 and then return t0 te
present. While on your journey, you "
learn the outcome of three major spo''s
events that will happen between now
and then. This knowledge will eventual
help you win large bets that earn you Me

lions of dollars. APRIL FOOL! |lied. ‘9!
won't literally engage in time travel. 2"
you won't get access to valuable sports
scores. | bet you will, however. take é
semi-magical excursion into the tutu'e *"
a vivid dream or meditative vision, we"
you'll get a clear idea of what would altir

mately work and not work about your ¢U"
rent experiments in happiness. ¥
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something worthwhile. And if you're
over 30? Forget it. The clubgoers will
stare at you as if you've grown another

head, right there in the bathroom line.

imedmonton.ca

I'm at the gay bar, leaning against a
beam and staring out at the crowd.
Unless a particularly good song is playing, this is the position | can usually be
found in at the club. | don’t like to dance,
much. | definitely don't like to flirt or initiate conversations with folks | don't
know, no matter how cute. | just like to
people watch. | see my friend's attempts
at wooing some blonde a few feet
ahead of me. | can’t make out what she’s
saying, but I’m pretty sure it doesn’t
matter. Picking up at the bar has more to
do with how you look that night and how
many drinks the other person has had

NEW THEATRE WORKSIN CANADA
;

Second Playing Space,

Timms Centre forthe Arts, U

of A * Panelists Charlie Tomlinson, Beth Graham,
Daniela Viaskalic, Jonathan Christenson, Bretta
Gerecke, Camyar eee ara Youssef * Mar

28, 2pm, reception
U-Z2/ALBERTA MUSIC INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION
Riverdale Hall * Informative, hands-on music workshop
tobuild the skills and confidence of emerging
and musicians ¢ Sat, Apr 4 * $40 {incl

lunch andsnacks) * Register at

E KALBACH
SOCIOEAND
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*
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CITY CENTRE
GYM Grant MacEwan College

Rick

Mercer ® Wed, Apr 8, 6pm (door), 7pm (shaw) # $20 at
TIX on the Square

COMEDY FACTORY Gateway Entertainment Centre,
34 Ave, Calgary Trail » Thu, 8:30pm; Sat, 8pm and
10pm * Dennis Ross; Mar 26-28, Apr 2-4

*

COMIC STRIP Bourbon St. WEM, 780.483.5999,

www.thecomicstrip.ca * Hit or Miss Mondays: Each
Mon © Best of Edmonton Tuesdays: Each Tue * Kurt

menue, Welby Santos and Sean Lecomber; until Mar
29 ® Hit or Miss Monday's: Mar 30 ¢ The Best of

Edmonton: Tue, Mar 31
LAUGH SHOP 1105-6606 137 Ave, Londonderry Mall,
780.476.1010 ® Wed-Thu 8pm; Fri-Sat 7:30pm and

sade cea ats se

i

selling
MADELEINE SANAM FOUNDATION Faculté St

than anything that's said. |'m not sure if
my friend is going to be successful, the

MAKING WAVES SWIMMING CLUB www.geocitles.com/makingwaves_edm * Recreational and com-

blonde is leaning into her and laughing
at her jokes, but she was doing the

Petitive swimming with coaching, beginners encouraged to participate. Socializing after practices *

Every Tue, Thu

same thing with someone else just minutes earlier. She's probably just one of

780.488.3234, www.pridecentreofedmonton.org *
Open Tue-Fri 1-10pm, Sat 2-6:30pm # LGBT Seniors
Drop-in: Every Tue/Thu, ea * CA Every Thu (7pm)
* Suit Up and Shaw Up: AA big book study group meet
aay Sat. noon ¢ Youth Understanding Youth: Youth up
to 25 years, support and social group meet every Sat, 7Spm; yuy@shaw.ca * Te
od Board meeting Ist
Sun each month, 10:30am-12:30pm Trans.
Education/Support Group: Meet the 1st and 3rd Sun, 24pm, of each month; www.albertatrans.org * Men

Talking with Pride: Every Sun (7pm); facilitator: Rob
Wells robwells780@hotmail.com # HIV apa Group:

Bubbles
and Julian * Thu,
Apr 2,8pm & $4980 at
Winspear box office

QUEER LISTINGS
AFFIRM SUNNYBROOK-RED DEER Sunnybrook
United Church, Red Deer, 403.347.6073 * Affirm wel‘come LGBTQ people and their friends, family, and
allies meet the 2nd Tue, 7pm, each month

BISEXUAL WOMEN'S COFFEE GROUP « Asocial

group
forbi-curious and bisexual women every 2nd Tue
every month, Bpm *

hittp://groups.yahoo.com/group/bwedmonton
BAR AND LOUNGE 10242-106Si,

in

Lounge andGoDiva and Donnatella

makes him look like every other gay boy
clubgoer in the room—bouncers don't
him if it weren't for the noticeable bar-

month, 7pm * Free short-term, solution-focused drop-in
counseling; every Wed, 7-1
. Acatsrees drop-in

brightly coloured hoodie
He tells me that I’ve had too many
and it's time to leave. I’m rather confused by this since |'m not a cheap drunk
and I'm looking at my second bottle of

Support meeting the 2nd Tue each month, 7:30pm *
Transgender, Transsexual, Intersex and Questioning
Education, advocacy and support for men, wornen and
youth; PFLAG Edmoniton: Meet the Ist Wed each
for LGBTO for youth up to 25; Tue-Sat, 3-7pm:

Prism Poo! League; 7-11:30pm * Every Fri: Steak Nite;
5-9pm; DJ at 9:30pm © DJ; Mar 28, 10pm * Crazy Girl
Love: Art show and entertainment Mar 31, 8pm
LGBT-focused alternative worship * 2nd Sun each

month, 7pm; worship Sun, 10:30am; people of all sexual orientations welcome. A LGBT monthly book club and
film night. Info email jravenscroft@nwvue,
org

ST. PAUL'S UNITED CHURCH 11526-76 Ave,

780.436.1555 * People of all sexual orientations are
welcome © Every Sun (10am worship)

WOMONSPACE 780.482.1794,
Wvew. womonspace.ca, womonspac

mailcom* A .
Non-profit lesbian social organization for Edmonton
and surrounding area. Organized monthly activities
from dances, aurasnites, golf tournament, etc
Monthly newsletter and
reduced rates included with
membership. Confidentiality assured
WOODYS 11723 Jasper Ave, 780.488.6557 * Open
Daily {noon) © Sat-Tue Karaoke with Tizzy and Patrick

© Sat-Sun Pool Tournaments

SPECIAL EVENTS
EDMONTON'S FASHION FESTIVAL Trans Alta Arts
Bam, 10330-84 Ave * Edmonton Fashion Week:

FANS
TaD=Nig 3pmamhrpn # Sur
otati Span ae i Ms cs ontMcWant

best bouncer voice on but is betrayed by
his small stature and an outfit that
wear flared jeans. I'd probably ignore

STEEPS TEA LOUNGE-COLLEGE PLAZA 111 16-82

WINSPEAR CENTRE © The Trailer Park Boys, Ricky,

those friendly types that gets the girls
excited before going home alone.
I've been studying the crowd for a
few minutes when a plainclothes security staffer comes up to me. He's got his

Meet the 2nd Mon of each month, 7pm * Transgender,
Transsexual, Intersex and Questioning (TTIQ) Alliance;

ROBERTSON-WESLEY UNITED CHURCH 10209-123
St. 780.482.1587, www.nwue.org * Soul OUTing: an

Ave, 780.988.8105 * Amateur Comedian Night: every
Tue, 8-10:30pm © For info contact
robyn@steepstea.com

ee ai .

OSS En,© at a

f Support to
fe living wit!
.
Support group Day on peer coun-

PRISM BAR 10524-101 St, 780.990.0038 « ei
Wed: Free Pool; Karaoke, 3pm-midnight * Every
Thu:

isted Living Place, viane Home: Blends —
ic, drama,
‘and reflection on

}a

LETS

confidential
7-Spm:

; Mar
* Simon
King from. Vapor Apr 1-4
UON'S HEAD PUB Radisson Hotel Edmonton South,
4440 Gateway Boulevard, 780.437.6010 «

‘open mic night every Sun (9pm) hosted byLars Callieou

Peo Eni
ery Su,em, ach

He

PRIDE CENTRE OFEDMONTON
9540-111 Ave,

in Pants Improv * 1st Thu every month, 7:30-3pm ¢ $5

\NKEI
OCERY

lis@ualberta.ca

POSITIVE 404, 10408-124 St. www.edmlivingposi-

PLAY NIGHTCLUB 10220-103 St, www.playnight
club.ca * Open Thu, Fri, Sat © The first bar for the
Pele!community to open in a decade with Ous Alexx
rown and Eddie Toonflash

COMEDY

pccig
Metanta
pee
eather@)shaw.cs
7

straight allies and support staff * 3rd Thu each month

(fe inter terms}: Speakers Series. Contact Kris

WOMEN ONLY BICYCLE REPAIR BikeWorks, 1004780 Ave (enter through Back Alley), 780.433.2453 «

Edmonton Bicycle
Commuters’ Soviety # {first and third
Sundays of each month) * Apr 5 @ Free

WH
y
St
Loki
andprinciples ofrestorative justice an:

zation for lesbian, Gay,bisexual, trans-identified and
queer (LGBTQ) faculty, graduate student, academic,

© Fri, Mar27® Free
¥
WELCOME
TO THE REEL WORLD Civil Engineering
ee Keel 2 SSI eae a aae
issues film ai
‘er series featuring the film
South Africa Aw: Spm
ye
WOMEN IN BLACKInfront of the Old Strathcona
Farmers’ Market © Silent vigil the 1st and 3rd Sat,
10-11am, each month, stand in silence for a world

CARROT CAFE 9351-118 Ave, 780.471.1580 * People
TICE:
i he.values

INSIDE/OUT U of A Campus * Campus-based organi-

Jean, Rm 3-18, 780.490.7332 © Program for HIVAID'S prevention, treatment and harm reduction in
French, English and other African languages * 3rd
and 4th Sat, Sam-Spm each month # Free (member}/$10 (membership) # Pre-register

without violence

‘SOCIETY Rim 1812,
702.5117 * Fri, noon-tpm ©

http://graups.yahoo,com/qroup/edmonton_illusions/

KOREZONE FITNESS 203, 10575-115 St « LIVING

marchr@telusplanet.net

le

meet 2ndThuevery month. Fordetails goto

Featuring local, Canadian and intemational designers,
Salon SI
(the Art of Coiffure), Makeup
Showcase, Emerging Designer and Stylist Contest

and Style Gallery, an urban fashion and design shapingmarket, and

oo 8pm © $15

yisual arts and phot

faphy° a

single ticket)/$20 idoor)/$85

{VIP

passes) TIX on the Square, door
HOPE AND COMFORT Red Willow Community
Chureh, 15 Comveau Ave, St. Albert « A benefit concert hosted by Walking with Jaguars * Mar 28, 7,
© $12 (door) at TIX onthe Square, proceeds
tohe
with the traveling expanses for three Zimbabweans
young people who lost their father

JABULA AFRICA! Crestwood Community Hall,

14325-96 Ave, 780.554.8735 © Celebrate Africa

with live West African drumming and dancing.
Appearance by Memeza Africa, a group from

South Africa * Sat, Apr4,7:30pm # $15 (adv
until Mar 31)/$20 (after Mar 31, door) at
www.everylifematters.ca; proceeds go to building homes for orphans and vulnerable children in
KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa

issue earpiece, wire trailing inta his

the night, still almost full, in my hands.
I'm the first person to admit when I'm
drunk—it happens enough, and | know
the signs. But this is not one of those
nights and | can’t figure out why he
thinks that I'm near passing out. | calmly

inform the glorified mall cop that I'm not
drunk and he tells me that | can either
choose to leave now or he can get two
security guards to escort me out.
Then it hits me. Of the hundreds in
the bar, I'm the only one not dancing.
|'m not writhing inside the sweaty,
stumbling mass covering the dance
floor. That was never my scene and it
certainly hasn't beckoned me any more
strongly as I've gotten older. To him, |
look out of place.
| walk away from him, bewildered,
and slipping into the crowd, | find my
friends. He leaves me alone now that I'm
socializing; | look normal to him. I've
learned my lesson. The bar is for dancing
and drinking and scamming on chicks.
The bar is not for thinking and watching
and being introspective. Nothing about
my clubbing behaviour over the years has
changed in Edmonton, but it seems that
the scene has.
A few years ago gay bars in the city
were a place to relax with friends and to
dance a bit. They've since transformed,
the shift coinciding with the time that
The Roost shut its doors. Where The

Roost evoked a feeling of family and
comfort, Edmonton's other gay bars
seem to be thick with a meat market
atmosphere. It’s a strange sensation,
feeling eyes constantly scanning for

WHAT WE HAVE HERE is a chicken/egg
scenario. Did the bars change-and bring
about a new outlook or did moods shift
and the bars changed to accommodate
them? My guess:is the latter. But what
made my gay peers turn back to the
world of hazy drunken nights and girls
and boys they don’t remember in the
harsh light of the next morning?
\'ve noticed that my generation seems
to have exhausted itself with the idea of
Internet dating. It seemed like the latest
and greatest thing a couple years ago
but now it’s played out. By now all the
gay folk | know have found a few relationships online only to have them go
sour. Now we've gone back to the bar—
the old methods usually are the best
ones after all

Perhaps it has something to do with
the strides we've made in normalization
We can go to other establishments and

hold hands with our partners or look
obviously queer without fearing for our
safety (mostly). We don't solely have to

go to a gay bar if we want to act gay in
public. But we do have to go to. a gay bar
if we want to have decent chances of

finding someone of the same sex to
hook up with
Perhaps it's idealistic to think that gay
bars haven't always been meat markets
| wasn't in the clubs 10 years ago so |
couldn't tell you either way. But do |
hear stories about places that were second homes as much as they were glory
holes and drug dens? When | think about
the clubs (not the smaller queer pubs,
but the large dance bars) that we have

in Alberta in 2009, it’s hard to see anyone mourning their closure in the same
way they mourned Flashbacks or The
Roost. Our bars are starting to become
as interchangeable as any of those
which endlessly shift identity inside
West Ed: Crowds don’t mourn those
kinds of clubs.
I'm told by my friends who get
around that's it’s now easier than ever
to pick up and get laid. It wasn’t very
hard for these people in the first place,
but now it's like shooting fish in a barrel. Shouldn't the widening of the dating pool make people more selective,
not less? And why is it that no one |
talk to seems to find random bar sex

particularly satisfying most of the
time? | wonder if the people giving it
up after a few drinks do it because
they want to or because they think
everyone else is. And for the people

seeking it, do they realize it likely was
all that random sex that created the
gnawing emptiness in the pit of their

stomach that they're trying to fill?
I'm not knocking anonymous drunken
sex, but give me a good date and stimulating conversation over inebriated
clumsy physicality and a coyote ugly
morning any day.
Maybe we really have found equality

if our bars have ceased to be about community and are now just vehicles far sex

and alcohol. If that’s the case, |think I'll
spend my next few Saturday nights in a
bubble bath with a good book. | don’t
want to get yelled at again. w
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CLASSIFIEDS

AFYOUWANTTDPLACEYOURCLASSIFED ADIt
‘UEWEEKLY,PLEASEPHONE780.426.1996.
DEADLINE ISHOONTHETUESDAYBEFOREPUBLICATION
AUCTION

BIGGEST HEALTH
DISCOVERY IN
20 YEARS!

ae
For ir

HELP WANTED
Tired of working someone else's dream?

What do the rich know that you dont?
Groundbreaking opportunity, new in Canada.
Financial freedom is here! 780.994.2760

MUSICIANS

perm/PT. Must have mini-van or truck.
Looking for reliable, responsible person.
Ph 780.907.0570

CHANGE YOUR LIFE! TRAVEL, TEACH ENGLISH:

We train you toteach. 1000'sofjobs around the world
Next in-class or ONLINE by co
idence. Jobs guaranteed. 7712-104 St. Call for info pack 1.888.270.2941

MUSICAL INSTRUCTION
Graduate of GMCC music program

ARTIST TO ARTIST

For more info call Ken

Arist/raptic designer needed to do CD cover art,
and possible booklet-good, creative concept. Also
filmmaker wanted to do simple, live, in-studio film
clip. E: Nick at nickfree@shaw.ca

Free Acting Classes.

Audition and camera tips.
www.vadastudios.com

FRAMING
PICTURE

FRAMES

NYC Midnight's (www.NYCMidnight.com; Sixth
Annual Screenwriters Challenge: Apr 17-25; emtry
deadline: Apr 15. $45 (sign-up cost) at www.nycmidnight.com/2009/SC/register.htm
Mostly Water Theatre is accepting submissions for
the next installment of Metro Digital Shorts (5 min or
fess) to Metro Digital Shorts, 6-22 Stanley Milner
Library, 7 Sir Winston Churchill Sq, Edmonton, AB,
T5J 2V5 by Wed, Apr&.For info contact Sam
Varteniuk at 780.686.5960,
samvarteniuk@hotmail.com

Call to nominate Edmonton's 3rd Poet Laureate will
remain open until 4:30pm, Fri, Mar 27. Nomination
forms: Edmonton Arts Council website at
www .edmontonarts.ab.ca

VUE CLASSIFIEDS
PH: 780.426.1996

Musicians from Vancouver, to Whitehorse, to Winnipeg,
the2008Wester Canadian Music Awards (WEMAS)
Sept 17-20 in Brandon, Manitoba;

- Volunteer drivers a

VOLUNTEER

you're available v

—

Do you remember someone who believed inyou when
youwere a child? Be that person ina child's life
today. All it takes is one hour a week, which may not
be much to you but will make all the difference in the
life of a child, Be a Big Brother or Big Sister! Be a
Mentor! Call Big Brother Big Sister today. 424-8181
Volunteers needed to "make fun” at the Edmonton
International Street Performers Festival running July
3-12 apply online at www.edmontonstreetfest.com;
E: volunteer@edmontonstreetfest.com; T; Liz AllisonJorde 780.425.5162. Volunteers must be a minimum
of 14 yrs old

a
_ Dr's Appointment Buddy—Ascompany new ref...
immigrants to their
port and assist

iz

The Loudhailers Seeking Piano for Rock n Roll Rhythm n
Blues originals. www.myspace,com/theloudhatlers
shows booked, recording constantly contact Justin
theloudhailers@gmail.com
Dirty City Hearts is seeking a guitar player. please contact us through facebook, myspace
(www.myspace.com/dirtycityhearts) or call
780.938.3037 for more details

Hardrock band seeks EXPERIENCED drummer, southside jamspace. Have songs written, demo available. NO
AMATEURS, if you've never played in a band don't call.

Paul 780.233.4269

Singer/songwriter looking to form or join @ rock band.
Infl: audioslave, velvet revolver, staind, seether, 3doors
down, pearl jam. Please contact me at
Danny_boyspel
ahoo.ca

CANADIAN LIVER FOUNDATION js lookin. j,,
events. CallCarmenat780.444.1547

PA.LS. Project Adult Literacy Society need

teers to work with adult students in the ESI ¢.

as a Second Language Program. Call 780.42. «.,
Training and materials are provided

Do you love the ARTS? Join us and be a part of North
merica’s LARGEST Outdoor FREE Art & Design
Festival! Volunteer! Download your application at
www.theworks.ab.ca
Volunteer website for youth 14-24 years old.
www. youthvolunteer.ca

Help support the Youth Emergency Shelter $0:
Programs for yout

780.468.7070; yess.org

Fun and Inspiring
Employment

780.973.5593, randyglen@JumpUpDj.com

As part of an Outreach Team, you
ful dialogue in order to promote
behalf of our select group of non
working outdoors in a dynamic
sphere, on behalf of causes they

will engage in meaning
sustainable funding on
profits. Our Teams enjoy
and interactive atmofeel passionately aboui.
With flexible scheduling, excellent training, and scholarships this is an ideal employment opportunity!

$12 / Hour
guaranteed wage

To apply, please send resume with cover letter
to edmontonjobs@publicoutreach.ca

or call 780.436.9896

1S DRINKING A PROBLEM?
AA. CAN HELP! 780.424.5900

explore experience enlighten

A WEEK IN
WHISTLER
WITH
DEEPAK

; Getjready, for,ourymostidynamic & exciting events yetty

ALTERNATIVE\THERAPIES
»©
EXHIBITOR

—

Public Outreach is offering great positions for anyone
looking to gain valuable work experience in a fun and
flexible environment.

Extreme metal band looking for skilled bassist. Our style
is Death/Black metal; infl: Morbid Angel, Beathemoth,
Mayhem, Marduk, etc, Must have Pro Gear. 18 yrs+
renegade5445@yahoo.com
WANTED: JAMMERS for open public monthly jam
on the second Sunday of the month at 9119-128A
Ave. Rock, country & old time music, Ph.

NM HO Fequired, Lec\i.

enthusiastic volunteers for presentations and sp,

vonciibs eens eligibility information go to
Www.westemcanadianmusicawards.ca/awards
Blues man looking to form or join rock ‘n’ blues band. 33
yrs experience, singer/songwriter, frontman, plays guitar, harmonica and dobro. Call 709.573.0444 or

|appointments to

pak Thu, 10:30am

137,ot357

————

line: Apr 19, 1pm applyat

E: jimmererwfp@yahoo.ca

Quality music instruction since 1981.
Guitarist. Educator.

Great opportunity to improve
your health and wealth!

sign up at freeactingtips.net

Outdoor Art& Design Festival! The Works Art

Drivers wanted: $15+/hr, Wed (night). Thu (day),

BILLION DOLLAR GIANT!

EDUCATIONAL

Bea partofTheWerks-North America’s Largest FREE

Please drop off your resume at
10536 -124 Street

MODAL MUSIC INC. 780.221.3116

www.maxtrax4u.com/kenneths

Steeps—Old Glenora: for open mic—Spoken word
First Thursday every month. Contact Adam Snider to
sign up adam.snider@amail.com

works.ab.ca
forinfo onreduced rates for applications
received between Feb 16 and Apr 15, 2009.
Art
Contest Deadline:
June 1,2009 5pm. Smaller Than A
Breadbox Deadline: Mon, May 1, 2009

The Cutting Room is looking for
Assistants and Stylists

This patented product
will be the next

780-454-6971

funky, unique crafts and art

Ally: msall
mail.com, Amy: amyjedgar@hotmail.com

Market-Final Deadline Apr 15, 2009. Contact dawn@the-

Auction of
photography fighting equipment. Saturday,
Mara 2B
at Ipm. po Ave, Edmonton.
Registration required. Email seles@lightrein.ca

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

The Handmade Mafia, a craft collective, is starting a
mony market in Edmonton on the 1st Sat every
month
@ at the Savoy and Orange Hall.

SSA
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OPPORTUNITY

EDMONTON
MARCH 27-29 2009
SHAW CONFERENCE CENTRE

1-877-560-6830;

FRI 3-10 SAT 10-9 SUN 11-6
9797 JASPER AVE.

CALGARY
APRIL 17-19, 2009
BIG FOUR BUILDING

FRI 3-10 SAT 10-9 SUN 11-6
STAMPEDE PARK

Expo admission only $12 Purchase advanced tickets online.
For more information, lecture programs, exhibitor lists, coupons contests, prizes & more at..,

www.BodySoulSpiritExpo.com
COACHING
SPEAKERS
&MOTIVATIONAL
he _SPAS & WELLNESS

in
LN
Ty
©»

CREATION IS ECSTASY!

The Angeli ic Gateway as a

with Anodea Judith, Ph.D.

Quantum Event.with G.W. Hardin

Register NOW and save 50% at www.bodysoulspirite
tickets Price: $75.00
for a limited time
i ane. heat

CENTRES
©MEDITATION & SPIRITUAL
GROWTH © PSYCHICS &“ASTROLOGERS

B51) MARI26 JAPRA5 2008

CHIGLASSIBIEDS

Pet

(Reg.
a

$150.

© INTUITIVE READERS

partners who profess no feelings of jealousy whatsoever—do they actually, um,

care?—but there's a lot of variation in
people's baseline territoriality levels. |

as faras sex goes. She has only been

won't think ill of you as a husband unless

with four partners in 20 years, including

you let on that really you don’t give a
damn what she’s up to, or whether she’s

me. She has always believed in being
dedicated to one person and until |asked

had sex withadifferent
guy every week

her about this she‘d never thought of
straying.
She feels if she were to do the threesome she would prefer to do it with her
ex. They didn’t part on bad terms but just
grew apart with careers and family. She
said she would contact him if | wanted
but I'm starting to worry. She says I'm her
soulmate, but I'm not sure | should put
our relationship on the line for a fantasy.

as long as she was safe and she came

LOVE. WANTING, BUT WORRIED

DEAR ANDREA:

.

é~

/'vealways wanted
tohave a threesome

and mywiteiswilling butshewould prefer todo it with her first boyfriend. At
first |was allfor
itbut I'm getting more
coneerned that it might rekindle an old
flame. Otherwise |wouldn't care if she

(re}developing feelings-for the ex, or what
her intentions are toward you. At that
point you get demoted from husband to
acquaintance with benefits, and you lose
your right to vote on what she does with
anyone. Since you're plenty engaged and
plenty.involved and plenty affectionate,
though, |have nothing mean to say to you.
| fully understand why you might be

feeling a little hesitant about the ex thing

but | think it’s a pretty safe bet. Understand that if he’d caddishly dumped her
and she'd spent years madly pining for
him | would certainly feel differently, but
a just-grew-apart-type break-up plus all
that intervening time, much of it spent,
apparently, pursuing an unusually hectic
sex-having schedule with you, it just
doesn’t sound that risky.

hame tome. I'm not jealous. |have a very

high sex drive and could still have sex
five orsix
dayiftime allowed. |
love my wife and |know people are going
to say if that was true why would | let
her have sex with another man? Variety!
Spice of life.
It seems that her ex and | are similar

DEARW:

The best way to avoid having people
Say Stupid things about your private life
is to actually have a private life. People
do talk, and most of what they say is
pretty stupid.
| do admit to feeling a bit uneasy about
Red Cross's Humanitarian Issues Program: need

Guerrilla Gardening need volunteers to help plant 600
sarin‘trees along baseline road. E: ete
iag@uailcom, 1-7804326181for info. Facebook:

http://edmantongg. blogspot.com

‘The Support Network: Volunteer today to be a

Distress Line Listener. Applyonfine at: www.thesup-

portnetwork.com orcall 780.732.6644

oe

feyan adult to apa eo

wavew.famlitica

.

Call

volunteers to help promote humanitarian issues to the
Edmonton Community. We are hoping to expand our
youth team (12-24 yrs old). Contact Laura Keegan at
laura.keegan@redcross.ca

about all the yuck and eww and drearifless you could get to bypass, including

but not limited to horrible disgusting
strangers you wish you'd never heard
back from, people who seemed appealing
but are dreadfully dull on closer inspec-

on, everyone will have to agree on when,

tion, druggies, drama kings, married
cheaters and people who are OK but
Want something you would never want to
even think about doing yourself.

how, what, how much and how. to stop if
things get weird, all of it as explicitly as
ey Yes, it does sound like work
(there’s| something to be said for.simply

no longer having time for this sort of

| also suspect that your wife may be

what | call a love fetishist, by which |
mean nothing unusual at all, particularly for women. She doesn't want to

thing). Good \uck, though, and remember

Your wife wants a lot of safety and a.

have feelings for. So why not this guy,

LOVE, ANDREA

A call for volunteers - Action for Healthy

Join in the hottest new trend of personal history.
Unique volunteer opportunity to develop your artistic
and writing skills by helping to put together a collection of life history stories of Edmonton elders.
Interviews have been conducted, we now need someOne to assist with transeription, storywriting, and/or

Volunteer for a more just society for immigrants and
refugees, www.multiculturalcoalition.ca or call
Janina 780.423.1973

Would you like to help people/families affected by

Alzheimers? Socialize with seniors while assisting
with games and activities. ElderCare Edmonton,
780.434.4747, ext 4
Help to broadcast news nationally for the

blind and print-restricted!

The CAC is seeking energetic, caring, committed volunteers to become Prevention Educators for its
RespectED: Violence and Abuse Prevention Program.
Canadian Red Cross/RespectED Training Program
begins fall 2008. www.redcross.ca/enar, Education
Coordinator: 780.702.4158 / E
edmonton. respected@redcross.ca

you say that about? If it works, think

you don't actually have to do this. Everybody might be relieved if you just decided
“Yeah, no” after all

programs? 780.944.4687 Visit: www.a4he.ca

entertainers for monthly aftemoon parties.
Weekday message Karen 780.468.1985 seesa.ca

safely ex but once, at least, “the
one?” We all know that once loved
people do not automatically become
unloved. We just don’t usually have
any useful ways to take advantage 6f
that often-inconvenient fact
Of course, no matter how endlessly
you and your wife process about this, it’s
No longer up to just you. Even if you
decide to go ahead, you still can’t without
the third party’s interest and availability
Nobody's even approached him yet, right?
Chances are excellent that he is not only
otherwise occupied but will be alarmed if
Not appalled to be approached after all
this time. Even if he does cheerfully sian

have sex with anyone she doesn't

Communities: Questions about AHC philosophy &

Senior's Birthday Entertainment
Senior recreation/activity centre needs volunteer

little danger, which is pretty much what
Most people are going for when they start
looking to act out a fantasy. The ex is,
presumably, a known quantity, can be
trusted to accurately report STD status
and recent sexual history, is pleasantly
familiar and congenial, shares a worldview and a sense of humour, and has
proved compatible and worthy of her
favours. How many Craigslist guys can

PALS. Project Adult Literacy Society: looking for vol-

layout and design. 780.434.4747, ext 4 for info

unteer tutors to work with adult students in the Math
Literacy Program. For info Ph 780.424.5514

Love Bingo? Volunteer for Elder Care. Bingo volunteers are needed to help raise funds for program
meals and outings. Ph 780.434.4747, ext. 4

HEALTHY VOLUNTEERS required for studies with the
Brain Neurobiology. Research at UofA, 780.407.3906
Reimbursement provided

mail edmot
jiceprinteanada.com,
of call 780.451.8331 *

Volunteer Overseas with Canadian Crossroads
Intemational: human rights, community economic

development. and HIV/AIDS education, prevention,
care. www.cciorg.ca

Elder Abuse Victim Advocate—Assist, provide telephone support. Mature volunteers, 35+, with calm
manner and excellent communication skills wanted.
Volunteers receive intensive training and support.
Commitment: Two 2 hr shifts/month, plus attendance
at monthly staff meeting. Daytime Mon, Tue, or Thu
8am-5pm. Leslie 780.432.1137, ext 357

SACE-Public Education
: Sexual
Assault Centre of Edmonton (www sace.ab.ca)

Volunteer for your local Red Cross. Help us make our

-provides crisis intervention, info, counseling
public education. T: 780.423.4102/F:

SERVICES

780.421.8734/E: info@sace.ab.ca;
www.sace.ab.ca/24 Hour Crisis Line
780.423.4121

mission of assisting the most vulnerable in our community

and around the world possible. Volunteer for

Red Cross. To volunteer call 780.423.2680 / E: we_edm-dm@redcross.ca

Are you an International Medical Graduate
licensure? The Alberta Intemational
Medical Graduates Association is here to help.

Volunteers Needad to work with new immigrants in a
variety of tasks and with valegreeta =a a
outings!
Many exciting shifts available!
ui

e

while creating change for tomorrow.

www.aimga.ca

Rise Up: Radio Free Edmonton on CJSR FM 88

~

Canadian Mental Health Association,
www.cmha-edmonton.ab.ca Education
Program offer workshops to give skills to inter-

Volunteers Needed! to help adult immigrants leam
English. 3-4hrs/Wwk. No exp. req., various locations.
Judy 780.424.3545, ext 249

Jewish Family Services Edmonton/TASIS
(Transforming Acculturative Stress Into Success): A
free program aimed at minimizing culture shock

Meals on Wheels, volunteer kitchen help and drivers
needed, weekdays 10am-fpm, Call 780.429.2020

-s

HoT

Follow the links to ASIST or call

Have you been affected byanother person's
foil beara para a 12-Step fellowship for family members and friends of sex addicts
T, 780.988.4411 for info, or visit www.sanon.org

time shopping = for essentials. 2-3 hrs. occas.

900-545-4044 eae

vene with people who may be at risk for suicide.

weekdays. Call Judy 780.424.3545, ext 249

Volunteers Needed! to assist new immigrants on first

Other cities |

1-877-834-4044

Support, study groups, volunteer opportunities—all

80,424 9545,‘ext 249

seeking people with a critical ear who will be at
protests, picket-lines, blockades, any sites of struggle
between people, corporations or governments to simply bring a recorder and send us the footage. E: riseupradio@ojsr.com; Sam Power, 780.492.2577 ext. 4
for recording equipment and details

Calgary

403-313-3311

Galvary~

403-313-3330 |
1-900-287-0000 s2s/s0nin

and displacement for trained professional immi-

grant women. T: Svetlana 780.454.1194
E: community@jfse.org
Pe rte

Canadian Mental Health Assoctation-Edmonton
ion Board Recruitment. For info visit weaw.cmha-

imonton.ab.ca, click on Volunteer. Contact Abigail
Parrish-Craig atgrammaabby@shaw.ca

ADULT
Jackie James -Upscale Companion

ECAWAR. settee COALITION AGAINST
_ WAR
RACISM) Volunteers welcome.

www.wage-peace.com for info/contacts, 780.988.2713
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we can help

Petite Brunette COUGAR - Sft - 90 Ibs
TIGHT, Tanned & Toned - 780.887.4989
lic,83533630-001 - Look 4 me @

www.whisperjackiejames.rare-playmate.com

Northside Studio
11910 127 Ave main floor
A small place for a big deal
780.452.7440

‘780.413.7122

LOCAL CHAT. CALL FREE: code 2315

( neal
ae

Ue # 42943170001

eal: 780424,4429
Toll free: 1.877.463.3537
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10322 Jasper Ave - 780.422.2718
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Songwriter Erika Wennerstrom takes the road from Ohio to
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Yet another wake-up call
SCOTT HARRIS / scott@vueweekly.com

condit's difficult to accurately represent with statistics the shameful living
tions endured by Canada’s First Nations peoples, but a recently released
study goes a long way in illustrating just how dire the situation is.
which
The Indigenous Children’s Health Report, an international study
looked at indigenous health in Canada, the US, Australia and New Zealand,
all
reveals “striking health status disparities” in a range of indicators across
four countries between indigenous and non-indigenous people.
In Canada specifically, infant mortality rates for status First Nation children
are twice the national average, while Inuit babies are four times more likely to
die than non-Native babies. Over 40 per cent of First Nations children between
six and 14 were found to suffer from at least one severe chronic health condition, and Sudden Infant Death Syndrome, obesity and the incidence of preterm
babies were all problems disproportionately affecting First Nations peoples.
of
The report stresses that there is an “overwhelming consensus” that the roots
of
these disparities can be found in “social rather than biologic determinants
incomes
lower
unemployment,
of
rates
higher
health,” pointing out significantly
housing
and a lack of access to nutritious food, safe drinking water and adequate
amongst First Nations peoples. It also doesn't pull any punches as to how the situongoing
and
historic
are
disparities
these
of
root
the
“At
saying,
ation came about,
impacts of European colonization, which directly and indirectly impact health.”
As with so many reports which have come before, the study should be a
wake-up call for Canadians and should compel the federal government to conduct, as the report puts it, “an examination of the patterns of access to critical
societal resources’—a move which would mark a dramatic shift in decades of
government inaction. Until such a miracle comes to pass, however, First
Nations peoples will continue to rely on another factor detailed in the report,
“g distinct theme of resilience and resistance” in their communities, including
successful cultural transmission and familial support networks, which have
helped First Nations peoples in Canada survive generations of the kinds of
conditions detailed in the report. w
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also actively suppressed and defunded
epidemiological studies that might estab-
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MORE ON VACCINES AND AUTISM
I'd like to thank Connie Howard for the
rare report on the things we don’t hear
about in the mainstream press (“Vaccines
and autism,” Mar 12 - Mar 19, 2009).
Howard notes the information from
CNN and Newsweek denouncing those
people who continue to say that vaccines
are wreaking havoc on our children. Try as
they might, the media can't shut down
this controversy. They report over and
over that vaccines are safe, vaccines save
lives, all the studies say so, but countless
parents keep saying that their normally
progressing children disappeared into
autism following vaccinations. And while
officials dismiss those claims as anecdotal and coincidental, the moms and dads
just won't accept it.
Maybe if the mainstream press would
truly cover both sides and tell us about
things like the Bailey Banks decision
awarding a settlement to the parents of a
boy damaged by the MMR, we'd have to
recognize that the science isn't settled.
Officials love to retreat to the mantra
that studies show no link, but no one ever
asks questions like: What studies? Who
funded the studies? How were the
researchers tied to the vaccine makers?
The Centers for Disease Control has

with unvaccinated-by-choice groups of
children not in the public school system.
\'d like to know why the agency in.charge
of the vaccine program is also in charge
of vaccine safety. Why do we continue to
give them oversight over themselves? Is it
any wonder that all their studies show
vaccines don’t have serious side effects?
ANNE DACHEL

DIVISIVENESS WON'T SOLVE HIV/AIDS
It was with profound sadness that we
read a letter recently published in Vue
Weekly ("Ads leave a lot to be desired,”
Letters, Mar 26 - Apr 1, 2009) in response to the gay men’s health campaign called
“Do You Have What it Takes?”
As a national organization representing and supporting community-based
AIDS service organizations, the Canadian
AIDS Society knows that HIV/AIDS
affects many different groups and people
of all ages and from all backgrounds. We
believe it is important to address each

group individually, with the message and
style of campaign most appropriate to the
group being targeted. Awareness campaigns are often developed with the participation and input of members of the
group(s) being targeted, precisely to
ensure the campaigns are representative
and serve their purpose. That being said,
we also recognize that it's a challenge to

please all of the people all of the time.
Divisiveness has only strengthened the
stigma and discrimination against people
living with HIV/AIDS. Most often this has
been a result of deep misunderstandings
by those who are not living with the disease and who are not well-informed of
the many social determinants of health

that cause it. Within the HIV/AIDS movement in Canada, this same divisiveness
will create isolated, splintered factions,
with each believing that their constituency
is the priority. As a result, all of our efforts
will be weakened.
In order to resolve the HIV epidemic,
what is needed is a strong coming
together of people living with and affected by HIV/AIDS. We need to support one
another and trust that we're all putting
forward our best effort to contribute

what we can to the global movement
|sn’t it judgment that in effect is at the
foot of HIV? Setting aside our judgments
and working together is part of the healing that will ultimately help us overcome
the epidemic in our country.
MONIQUE DOOLITTLE-ROMAS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
CANADIAN AIDS SOCIETY

Vue Weekly welcomes reader response,
whether critical or complimentary. Send
your opinion bymail (Vue Weekly, 10303 -

108 Street, Edmonton AB TSJ 117), by
fax (780.426.2889) or by emai!
(letters@vueweekly.com). Preference 's
given to feedback about articles in Vue
Weekly. We reserve the right to edit for
length and clarity.
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Netanyahu’s fig leaf

ctvist uy Rebick comes to town to discuss the new politics
SCOTT HARRIS/scott@vueweekly.com

Even in the countries of Latin
America which have seen leftist
governments take power, Rebick
points out effort has been put into
democratizing the decision-making
process to more actively involve the
grassroots.
“Even in a place like Venezuela,
where you have a charismatic leader
that didn’t win on the shoulders of a
movement, in order for him to make
the changes that he believes has to
be made, he’s continuing to make
experiments in democracy, engaging
the masses or the poor people,
engaging them in active forms of
democracy and experimenting with
what works and what doesn’t work

en veteran Canadian

activist Judy Rebick first
became involved in push-

ing for
essive social change
some four decades ago, the
approach was relatively straightforward:

and struggle until you

manage to gain contro! of the govemment, and from there implement
the changes you want to see. Easier

said than done, to be sure, but at
least the strategy was Clear.
“The old notion of the left was
that power is something that was

located in the state and in capital,”
Rebick explains over the phone from

her home in Toronto, just back from

a whirlwind tour of the Maritimes to
promote her new book, Transforming
Power: From the Personal to the Polit-

ical. "And you had to take power—
either by seizing state power if
you're a revolutionary or getting
elected to government if you're a
social democrat—and then with the
right set of policies and the right
people you could change society.
Well, that method has totally failed.”
It was this realization of futility

which prompted Rebick—who spent

years in the feminist movement and
labour and NDP circles before
becoming the head of the theninfluential National Coalition on the
Status of Women (NAC) in 1990 and
later a successful broadcast journalist and founder of rabble.ca—to
begin to explore the new approach€s of political organizing being tried
everywhere from the barrios of Latin
America to the crumbling inner
cities of rust-belt America.
This exploration, which became
the basis for her latest book and
will be the subject of her keynote
address at Public interest Alberta's
conference in Edmonton this weekend, revealed decentralized, grassroots movements more focused on:
changing power than in seizing it.

“I realized that there was something common, and this is this
notion that I'm calling ‘transforming
power,’” Rebick says, adding that
while the ideas aren’t necessarily

new, they're being implemented in
novel ways. "The women's movement and later the anti-racist movement had the idea that power was
located in relationships—in women’s
relationship with men, black people

with white people—there was power

= FAI,APA3(7PM)
JUDY REBICK
co
CHATEAU LOUIS HOTEL AND CONFERENCE
a
a CENTRE (11727 KINGSWAY AVE), $15
LH!

PART OF THE PUBLIC INTEREST ALBERTA
CONFERENCE “BEYOND BAND AIDS AND
BAILOUTS: PUBLIC SOLUTIONS IN CRITICAL
TIMES,” FA, APR 3 - SUN, APA 6
VISIT PIALBERTA.ORG FOR FULL DETAILS

in those relationships, and that we
had to transform those relationships
if we were going to transform society. But somehow my generation
never put the two things together.
What all these movements are doing
is putting them together and saying
that change is about transformation,
that taking state power is only one
- step in that transformation.
“And it’s an important step—it’s
not that it’s not—but all the other
steps are also much more important
than we used to think,” she continues. “You have to transform society
bottom-up and top-down, it's not
enough to go top-down. So creating
alternatives today, treating people
well, living your politics have
become important to all of these
movements.”
REBICK SAYS this new focus on “net-

worked politics,” has become a key
element in today’s most innovative
activism, and is impacting even tra-

ditional top-down political spheres,
as evidenced by Barack Obama’s
Staggeringly successful grassroots
fundraising and mobilizing strategy,
and even in the ultimately unsuc-

cessful push last year in Canada for
a coalition to replace the federal
Conservatives.

in order to make the transformation

that he seeks.”
Rebick says that North America,
“ where more traditional models on
the left were more successful for
much longer than in places like
Latin America, decentralized movements are increasingly becoming
the norm, powered in large part by

the explosion in popularity of online
social media, which has made it
much easier for disparate movements to connect, organize and
communicate without having to
count on the corporate media to get
their message out.
“People are using things like
Facebook and online organizing
very effectively. 1 was at a seminar
at Berkeley, for example, and | said
to the organizers, ‘Did you get any
mainstream media?’ and they said,
‘No, but so what?’ Because they
have such massive alternative
media now online they don’t need
mainstream media attention to
reach people.
The result, says Rebick, has been
an upswing in people's involvement
in political movements.
“Where | am I haven't seen a level
of activism like I’ve seen this year in
a long, long time—it’s constant. The
activism has really increased and |
think that part of that is the ability to
mobilize through online means,” she
Says. “So | think it’s very important,
and I think it shows that people really want to get engaged—that’'s
what's most important about it to
me—it shows that people want to
get engaged, and you can reach a
much broader group of people than
you could otherwise through traditional means.” vw

DYER STRAIGHT

image in the United States. It’s all about
the optics of dealing with Obama
Netanyahu spent several weeks trying

qwynne@yveweekly.com
“| am not afraid of Bibi {Netanyahu). | will
Not be anybody's fig leaf,” said Ehud Barak,

leader of Israel's Labour Party, defending
his decision to join the hard-right coalition
government being formed by Likud leader
Benjamin Netanyahu. But off in the distance there was a curious whirring noise
The sound was identified by Ophir
Pines-Paz, a prominent Knesset member
who is on the left of the Labour Party.
“Yitzhak Rabin, Golda Meir and Moshe
Sharett all former Labour prime ministers]

are turning over in their graves,” PinesPaz declared. In fact, they are spinning at
high speed, for Ehud Barak has abandoned Labour's traditional values in order
to save its electoral prospects
The coalition he is joining is committed
to expanding the Jewish settlements in
the occupied West Bank, and is led by a
man who rejects the very idea of a Pales-

tinian state. Netanyahu spent his entire
first term as prime minister (1996-99) sabotaging the Oslo accords of 1993, which
envisaged Palestinian statehood. As a
result, the "peace process” had mostly run
out of steam by the time he left office.
Ehud Barak’s other partners in the coalition will include the Yisrael Beitenu party
led by Avigdor Lieberman, a Romanian
immigrant who wants to demand oaths of
loyalty to the “Jewish state” from Israeli
Arabs, and strip those who refuse of their
Israeli citizenship. So why did Barak do it?
The answer is simple: power. Not just
personal power, although he will get the
defence ministry himself and four other
cabinet seats for Labour—not a bad result
when Labour only holds 13 seats in the
Knesset. His main goal is to keep Labour in

the domestic political game, because it is
at risk of losing out permanently.
Labour dominated Israeli politics for
three decades after independence, and
continued to be one of the two big parties for another 20 years after that. But
in the last election it dropped to fourth

place, and if it refused to join the government it wouldn't even be the official
opposition party. Kadima, a centrist
party, would fill that role, leaving Labour

to get lost in the political undergrowth.
Barak was seeking some way to avoid
that fate, and his opportunity arose
because Netanyahu was looking for a fig
leaf. While the core of the coalition that
Netanyahu has built consists of “national”
(ie right-wing) parties that support the settlements and reject a Palestinian state,
some seemingly more reasonable coalition
member would soften his government's

to persuade Tzipi Livni's Kadima Party to
fill that role, but when she refused him he
tumed to Ehud Barak—who leaped at the
chance. lt makes good tactical sense,
even if it is a betrayal of Labour's and
Barak's own past

FROM AN INTERNATIONAL perspective, it
hardly matters whether Ehud Barak sells
out or not, because the “peace process” is
long dead. The fiction that it is still alive is
occasionally useful to Western and/or
Arab governments, and the international
media are as gullible as ever, but no serious person in Israel or among the Palestinians believes that this generation will
see a “two-state solution,” with |
and Palestinian states dividing
between the Jordan River and the sea
along the pre-1967 frontiers of Israe
Such an outcome was perfect!
ble until Yitzhak Rabin was assass
by a right-wing Israeli fanatic in 1995
Benjamin Netanyahu had to work hard to
sabotage the prospect of a land-for-peace
deal when he was prime minister in 199699, and there was one last cha

attempt to revive it during Ehud Barak's
brief premiership in 1999-2000. But it has
now been dead for almost a decade.
Netanyahu doesn’t really even need
Barak as a fig leaf, because he doe
have to lift a finger to prevent the t
State solution. He can just point ou
there is no united Palestinian authority to
Negotiate with (and nobody will bring up
the fact that Israel worked very hard to
create the current split among the Pales-

tinians by fostering the growth of Hamas)
The Obama administration in the United
States is unlikely to put serious pressure on
Netanyahu, because they must surely also
know that the “peace process” is dead. it

is politically impossible for Barack Obama
to admit publicly that the whole thing is
pointless and just walk away from the
problem; he has to pretend to be engaged.
But is he going to waste a lot of valuable
political capital on it? One hopes not.
If you assume (as Ehud Barak almost
certainly does) that all the above is true,
then his decision to enter Netanyahu's
coalition is perfectly rational. None of the
principles he is sacrificing stood the slightest chance of being tumed into policy anyway, So why not do what needs to be done
to save the Labour Party? Yes, you'll get
your hands dirty, but if you wanted clean
hands, what are you doing in politics? w
Gwynne Dyer is a London-based independent journalist whose articles are

published in 45 countries. His column
appears each week in Vue Weekly
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‘They only tellpart of the truth’
Community activists charge bias in government's nuclear report
JAN BUTERMAN / buterman@vueweekly.com

pponents of nuclear power in
Or
say a “balanced and
objective” report prepared at
the request of the provincial government to look at the “factual issues
pertinent to the use of nuclear power
to supply electricity in Alberta” relies
on a select group of experts with ties
to the nuclear industry and omits or
glosses over key information.
“In one word? Fraudulent,” charges
Pat McNamara, a Grande Prairie carpenter and founding member of the
grassroots group Nuclear Free Alberta,
pointing to the lack of representation of
heath or environmental experts on the
panel which prepared the report.
“The thing that’s wrong with it is

2 NUCLEAR
POWER
that they only tell part of the truth,”
McNamara says.

While the report, which the province
will use to guide public consultations
on the issue starting in April, deliberately uses non-technical language
throughout, McNamara says it fails to
elaborate on key issues which Alber-

tans need to understand if they are to
make an informed decision on bringing nuclear power to the province.

The issues are complex but not
impossible to learn, argues McNamara.
As a carpenter and father in Port
Hope, Ontario, he volunteered to fix the
playground at his daughter's school,
where. Atomic Energy of Canada
(AECL), a federal Crown corporation,
had discovered high levels of radiation
as early as 1978. What McNamara later
learned about his community shocked
him: Port Hope was contaminated with
over 3.5 million cubic metres of
radioactive material from uranium ore
processing—enough to fill each boxcar
on a train stretching further than the
distance between Edmonton and Calgary—used in roadfill, driveways and
other local projects. That experience
forced him to become an average-guy

expert in nuclear technologies.
In the Peace River region, nuclear
energy corporation Bruce Power has
held several public information meetings to discuss its plans to bring
nuclear power to the region. McNamara has attended all of them, and notes
that while the company does make
information available to community
members and has representatives onhand to answer questions, the gap in
knowledge makes it hard for community members to meaningfully question industry representatives.
“For the most part people aren't
educated about the issues so it’s hard
for them to ask intelligent questions to
start off with,” he says. “And then they
know so little that when they're given
an answer, they don’t know whether
they've been given a completely truthful answer or a partial truth.”

MCNAMARA HAD HOPED the government’s report would level the field
somewhat, but he came away disappointed.

1
Despite the report's claim of focusing on factual issues, the section dealing with fuel disposal relies heavily on
language describing work to be developed or still in research, with theoretical outcomes posed as “could be” and
“likely.” At the end of the day—or in
the case of nuclear power stations, the
end of several human generations"
from now—nuclear power stations
leave behind highly toxic waste that
cannot be completely recovered or
recycled and must be stockpiled well
into the timeline of those future generations. As the waste materials decay,
they remain toxic—some of the the

1
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radioactive than the original material.
"They're making it sound like most”
of it you can just take it out and use it
for further fuel for the reactor,” says
Brenda Brochu, another resident of
Peace River opposed to nuclear.
"{Spent fuel rods} are far more radioac-

tive after the fission process than they
were before, so it’s much more difficult
to handle and much more expensive to
handle. When they do succeed in get-

ting some of it out for re-use as fuel,
there’s still a lot of waste left over, so it
doesn’t solve the waste problem.”
“1 think that Albertans are not
going to allow this to be the final
word,” she says.
Denis Savageau, a grain farmer in
Fahler, also in the Peace River region, is
deeply worried over the future of local
farmers if the combined efforts of the
report and Bruce Power's public outreach
result in a nuclear plant in the area.
He questions whether a plant with
such capacity is actually necessary for
the province now or in the projected
future. His primary worry, though,
remains the waste.
“My concerns about this are a little
bit broader [than just growing grain|
When you look at the whole context
of nuclear power, the number one
issue that comes to my mind is waste
and what are they going to do with
this stuff? If 1 hope that my children or
grandchildren are going to [solve] this
down the road ... I don’t believe that’s
a good option,” Savageau says.

Lindsay Telfer, director of the Sierra
Club Prairie, agrees the report is
biased, and says she hopes the consultations in the spring will allow for a
more balanced public debate on
nuclear power in Alberta.
“| sincerely hope that there is a
meaningful debate in this province,”
Telfer says. “I think that the report itself
is tremendously one-sided. The way
that they framed the so-called facts and
the facts they chose to leave out I think
kind of put it in a very particular light
At the very least, 1 hope that perspective is debated in the Alberta public.” w
The Nuclear Power Expert Panel Report
is available online at energy.gov.ab.ca
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Fronmental illness. But according to the

National Cancer Institute (NCI), 80 to 90
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Today it’s Fort Chip, tomorrow it will be

Peace River. Back in 2006, the Alberta govemment denied there had been an increase
in cancer rates inFort Chip, and now that
we know Fort Chip has seen more than
three times the expected rate for leukemia

and more than 300 times the expected rate

for bile duet cancers, now they're saying it
could be chance, or, in keeping with our
blame-the-victim character, due to lifestyle.
But the cancers we're talking about—
blood and lymphatic cancers, colon, bileduct and liver cancers—are
environmentally sensitive cancers, and

Fort Chip residents didn't see many of
these prior to oilsands activity upstream
from Lake Athabasca. And while it's true
that environmental pollution is never the
only factor in cancer, it's still our responsibility to act. We are, after all, the ones
who radically altered the lives of those
native to the region, the ones who took
children from their parents and robbed an
entire people of everything they knew
and made them sitting ducks for substances capable of taking the edge off
their floundering and pain. And, as the
science of epigenetics is now showing,
these wounds get passed on from one
generation to the next.
But other risk factors aside, the truth is
that the environment around the oil sands
is polluted, and that chemical pollution has
repeatedly been linked to cancers of all
kinds. High toxic loads eventually equal

impaired immune function and cancer.
And while Fort Chip residents are trying to deal with their anger over uninvited
toxins, we'll move ahead with bringing
new risks to Albertans. Alberta Energy
has quietly, during an off-week for the
legislature, and while our pro-nuclear
power Energy Minister Mel Knight was
out of the country receiving an environmental award, released a report on

nuclear power in Alberta.
Edmonton Journal columnist Paula
Simons points out that there were no environmental scientists, physicians or biologists
on the committee who wrote the report

IT’S BECOME POPULAR to dismiss precaution as fear--mongering, popular to
argue that cancer is not primarily an envi-

<
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per cent of cancers are linked to the envifonment (chemical pollution, radiation,
infectious agents, diet, tobacco and alcohol). Uranium in drinking water is, even at
_ very low levels, known to be a hormone
disruptor.and carcinogen. Breast cancer
maps from the US Centers for Disease

Control data show that two-thirds of all
breast cancer deaths between 1985 and
1989 occurred within a 100-mile radius of
nuclear reactors.
Dr John O'Connor, who first raised the
issue of harm being done in Fort Chip has,
rather than being commended, suffered
complaints laid by Health Canada with
the Alberta College of Physicians and
Surgeons for raising “undue alarm”
among residents of the community. |
would've thought the College of Physicians would know about toxic stress and

be more concerned about the health of an
entire group of Albertans than about
them becoming alarmed, but ! guess not.
The oil industry says it will encourage further “scientific study and a factbased, balanced discussion” on cancer
in Fort Chip, but aside from the fact
that much that gets passed as unbiased
scientific discussion is anything but
unbiased, spending a mountain of
money and’an eternity massaging
results and debating our best course of
action will result in unnecessary human
suffering and death.
It’s not like we don’t have greener
Options. Were alternative sources of
energy to be given the kind of subsidies
nuclear power has been given—Federal
funding for Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd
has tripled since 2006—we just might
still be able to change course on time.
Harm associated with industry is often
impossible to prove in time to avert serious damage—the list of substances once
thought safe and remaining in use until
serious damage had been done is long.
Gathering unambiguous proof is a long,
laborious and expensive process, and
industry always has a vested interest in
defending their activities
The Alberta government plans to create an online forum where Albertans can
voice their views on the nuclear power
issue. I'm hoping that the voices of Albertans who value their health and the
health of our planet won't be drowned
out by the pacifying authoritative voices
of nuclear industry experts. I'm hoping. w
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Province must spend to stimulate: report
SCOTT HARRIS / scott@vueweekly.com
new report released in
advance of next week’s
provincial budget says the
global recession has hit Alberta hard,

and the Stelmach government needs
to respond with stimulus efforts
focused on social spending and the
creation of a new green economy to
kick-start job creation in the province.
Breaking the Qycle, released April 1 by
the University of Alberta's Parkland Insti-

“tute, says Alberta's oil-and-gas-depend-

ent economy could be the most severely
hit of any province as the recession
worsens, and that impacts on the
province have already been significant.
“alberta’s been a national leader on a
bunch of recession indicators—that
includes retail sales drops, foreclosures,
bankruptcies and, of course, employment losses,” says Diana Gibson, the
institute’s research director and co-

=ECONOMY
author of the report. “Our unemploy-

ment level is still relatively low—we're
at third in the nation—but we have fallen from first to third and are still falling.”
Gibson questions government estimates that 15 000 net jobs will be lost

in 2009, but says it’s more important
to look at the kinds of jobs that are
being lost and created.
“It very much masks the places
where we're losing jobs that are of
great concem, and that includes construction, manufacturing and also fulltime versus part-time,” Gibson says.
“We've lost almost 160 000 full-time
jobs [since August], but we gained just
over 104 000 part-time jobs. If you just
look at the net job-loss figure, it's very
different from looking at the fact that

we're down 160 000 full-time jobs
between the fall and now.”
GIBSON SAYS the government needs
to respond to the steep decline in the
provincial economy with targeted
stimulus spending in the upcoming
budget that goes against the grain of
the typical Conservative approach.
“The previous consensus used to be
that tax cuts were a great way to stimulate the economy, but there's been a
* real convergence of fairly conservative
and well-respected economists on the
fact that tax cuts aren't going to stimulate the economy as much as direct
spending. So they're advising strongly
against cutting taxes,” Gibson explains.
The reason is that Albertans are now
likely to save rather than spend savings
from tax breaks. Worse, as much as 40
per cent of any spending that results
will have little local impact due to

Alberta’s import-reliant economy.
“If you want to stimulate the local
economy, the economists—and this
includes folks like Thomas d’Aquino of
the Canadian Council of Chief Executives, CIBC World Markets, the Conference Board of Canada—are saying
spend directly on infrastructure and
social programming,” Gibson explains.
“The other thing they say very clearly
is don’t cut. The government has to
avoid the knee-jerk reaction they have
every time this happens, the rollercoaster ride we're on in Alberta of cutting as soon as we head into a
downturn, which deepens and lengthens the downturn, So the leading economists are all saying avoid mentioning
of belt-tightening; we want to stimulate
consumer confidence, don’t cut public
sector spending and jobs.”
The upside is that unlike many other
Canadian jurisdictions, Alberta, with
almost $45 billion in various savings or

tion increases for social programs.
Gibson stresses that while the government has until now focused on
breaks to the oil and gas sector, such
moves have smaller impacts on job
creation than other spending.
“You get far fewer jobs per dollar
invested [in oil and gas] than if you put

investment accounts, has the resources
required to match federal stimulus
funds and hit international recommendations for stimulus spending.

intersection speed-

but especially in places like health care
and education. So the $6 billion in subsidies that have been announced this
year for oil and gas drilling would be
far better spent in other sectors of the
economy, building renewables o;
investing in health care and education
if we care about job creation.”
Gibson says that despite the economic gloom, the upcoming budget is
also a chance to chart a new direction
in the province.
“It's time for us to kick-start a new
economy and get off the roller-coaste;
that we've been riding of booms anc
busts in this province. Now presents <

great opportunity. If we're going to put
those construction workers that have

lost their jobs in the oil and gas and res
idential housing back to work, we could
do it building a new economy and
diversifying off of oil and gas,” Gibson
says. “We have the opportunity right
now to put them back to work buildin;

“The IMF and OECD, two big international economic bodies, have recom-

something real that'll give us dividend:

mended that governments around the
world spend two per cent of GDP on
stimulus. We recommend that Alberta

ty, and get us off fossil fuels at the sam«

do that,” Gibson says, explaining this
would mean spending $5 billion on top
of previously budgeted spending, and in
addition to cost-of-living and popula-

What you need to know about

it into anywhere else in the economy,

down the road in terms of more stabili
time. So we need an environmental and
social vision that uses the stimulus to
build a new economy. If we're going to
put workers back to work we should
ensure we're doing it in long-term, sustainable, quality jobs.” v
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violation enforcement
As of April 1, 2009, law enforcement agencies across Alberta
may issue speed violation tickets using data from Intersection
Safety Device Technology. Speeding tickets can be issued at all
phases of the traffic signal. These devices will also continue to
be used for red-light violations.
In 2007, 92 people were killed and 10,092 were injured in
traffic collisions at intersections in Alberta. Many of these
collisions involved speeding.

Undergraduate

Intersection safety devices will be located at existing red-light
camera locations. Future locations cari also be established at
signalized intersections that have a high number of collisions
or high frequency of violations.
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Re-imagining Canadian journalism
The
growing crisis in mainstream media is also

University of Lethbridge

Edmonton Campus

a chance to create new forms of news gathering

MEDIA LINKS
i

a

Atac
time, when the new media
envil
is being molded and the traditional news industry is in a state of
decline, creative approaches to journalism are urgently needed.
Since
my last column on the decline of
journalism, the bleeding of jobs and the

threat oflocal news outlets fading to

“black” has continued apace. Along with a
slew of recent layoffs, Canwest is attempting tosell offparts ofits media empire and
CTV is simply closing stations down. Journalists have even become active in reporting
about the slaughtering of the media industry, resulting in what The Tyee describes as
a “collective auto-obituary.”
if news financed by big business is
failing, what alternatives do we have?

PUBLIC SUPPORT
The Conservatives appear determined to

cut financial support for, and/or further
commercialize the CBC and other public
broadeasters. The CBC is a pillar of our
media system and needs increased financial support from the public, not more
cuts and uncertainty.
In addition, federal funds such as the

Canadian Magazine Fund and Telefilm could

Support, it is essential that all available
funds go directly to media makers and
media outlets for news production, and not
simply be handed over to big media with
NO strings attached. The last thing we
need is for public funds to be used to cover
up the financial mistakes of the Aspers.

COMMUNITY-SUPPORTED JOURNALISM
Foundations, labour groups, non-governmental organizations and individuals can
also play a role in renewing journalism by
financing public trusts or specific charitable journalism funds that could support
innovative journalism projects.
Barbara Yaffe at the Vancouver Sun
recently asserted that while running newspapers as public trusts might work in the
US, it won't work in Canada because we
lack major endowment funds. While our
philanthropic sector is notably smaller than
that in the US, we are certainly not without
civil society organizations and philanthropists who could step up to support journalism in this critical period.
There are several journalism experiments already supported from these
sources. The independent, non-profit
online news organization Rabble.ca, for
example, combines support from individuals and advertising revenue with funds
provided by a group of “sustaining partners” made up of NGOs, unions and foundations. The Tyee has a specific charitable
investigative journalism fellowship fund
that supports some of its journalism.
Recently, Saskatchewan saw the launch of
an independent provincial newspaper

support news gathering
and reporting, as
well as add online independent journalism
to the range of eligible projects. This could
be combined with a new Internet Broadcast
called The Sasquatch, which is to be run
Fund, supported by a telecom levy, some- "and supported by the non-profit magazine
thing |called for in my February column.
publisher Briarpatch Inc. TH/S Magazine
Having 4 more directed fund is not
and The Walrus are also published by
unheard of. The BBC is funded in part by
charitable foundations. While it’s true that
television license fees. The acclaimed Austhese outlets need more support, Yaffe's
tralian community broadcasting sector is
dismissal of community-supported journalfunded in part by federal grants via the
ism is preinature at best. Rather than
Community Broadcasting Foundation. In the
announcing that it’s dead on arrival, we
Netherlands, non-profit member-based
should be challenging both individuals and
media associations receive government
civil society organizations to ramp up their
funding and airtime in proportion to their
support for independent public service
membership numbers, with the objective to
journalism in this critical time.
ensure that the diversity of the multicultural
Society is represented in public discourse.
JOURNALISTS IN THE DRIVER'S SEAT
'nconjunction with other support mechOne way we can help fill the current void
anisms, we could also use the Local Proin journalism is to support initiatives
gramming Improvement Fund (LPIF),
where journalists themselves are taking
announced by the CRTC last year, which
over media production. For example, The
will be supported by a percentage of cable
Dominion newspaper is attempting to
and satellite revenues and is expected to
form a media cooperative that will proamount
to$60 million in the firstyear.
duce a national newspaper. Both readers
Regardless of the sources of financial
and media workers will be members and

JL

given a voting share in the co-operative.
The Dominion also plans to help fill the
void in local journalism by launching local
branches that would both function
autonomously and produce local stories,
as well as contribute to a kind of confederation-based national newspaper.
Journalists are also taking more immediate action. When Je Journal de Québec
media workers were locked out in 2007,
they launched their own free daily newspaper, distributing 40 000 copies every weekday until the lockout ended. When the
workers at the profitable Journal de Montréal were locked out this January, they
quickly launched their own news website
called Aue Frontenac. These ground-up initiatives suggest that journalists are capable of ditching big old media models in
favour of new worker-run outlets
Employees at Hamilton's local CHCH television station, which owner Canwest plans
to sell or shut down due to its poor financial
situation, are attempting to buy the station
and run it a bit like a hospital. The station
would be owned by the community and governed by a board of directors made up of
community leaders. The community will
need to raise $500 000 and have access to
the Local Programming Improvement Fund in
order to run the station.

CHCH is just one of many local Canwest and CTV stations that the media
giants are poised to unload. The precarious state of lacal TV, and journalism in
general, should be seen as an historic
Opportunity to re-imagine what journalism should look like in the 21st century.
To save journalism in Canada, we'll
need to use every tool at our disposal. It’s
worth keeping in mind that the most
important journalism institution in Canada, the CBC, was born in the era of the
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cessful campaign to establish a national
network of publicly owned but locally run
radio stations—CBC Radio—Graham
Spry declared, “our greatest ally was
undoubtedly anxious, disturbed and alert
Canadian public opinion.” Are we anxious
and disturbed enough yet by the state of
journalism in Canada? w
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Great Depression. In recounting his suc-
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it's September 12, 2001, and you

peg
of the United States of
America. It’s all been a blur; you can’t
even remember what happened to the Pet
Goat. Did he ever get that corncob?
Shake it off, get down to business, do
some deciding. What now? Let's get
Osama; lean hard on the Taliban, see if
they'll give him up. No, huh? Maybe we
can get Pakistan to lean on them for us.
They won't? OK, well, maybe we can get

China tolean on Pakistan to lean on the

Taliban ... but China won't do shit until
we stop leaning on them over Taiwan.
Fuck it; airstrikes ... and arm up the antiTaliban resistance while we're at it. Oh,
now Bin Laden's in Pakistan? But ... Pak-

istan’s got the Bomb, right? Guess it’s
time for a UN resolution, maybe some
sanctions. Maybe the European Union
will ... what? Strongly worded congressional censure? Articles of impeachment?
And that’s even without Iraq and Kattina and all the other horseshit. Balance
of Power 21st Century is programmed
with far less tolerance for flailing and
incompetence than is the real world.
Chris Crawford's newly released—via
his long-awaited Storytron interactivefiction engine (storytron.com)—sequel

to his mid-'80s classic of Cold War
Negotiation and brinksmanship might be
enough to make you feel a little sorry for
George W Bush, and is certainly terrifying enough to make you feel a lot sorry
for all us poor humans.
Where Balance of Power was essentially bilateral—right down to the
totally kickass box artfeaturing a bear
and an eagle duking it out—BoP21C

simulates a more distributed world,
with powers and players interlinked in
networks of desire and ambition. In
your executive role, setting goals and

then figuring out how to meet them,
you must see the patterns in this net-

IN THE BOX

work, find the places where a lever
might move a mountain. It is brutally
fucking difficult.

Are you kidding with us, Oilers? Between
the team and the weather, things really
feel like some crappy April Fool's joke. At

You could probably build a dirt-bike racing simulator in Storytron.

the network of needs and impulses. A

geopolitical simulator like Balance of
Power 21st Centuryis the perfect way to
launch a platform like this, firmly estab-

STORYTRON IS a platform and a toolkit,
developed by Crawford to enable non-

programmers to create “Storyworlds,”

lishing that “interactive fiction” doesn’t
need to be a drawing-room conversation
simulator, that characters (“actors” in

Or, so | guess; | haven't touched the

guts of Storytron myself, just watched it
work as reflected in he mechanics of
BoP21C. And it's a doozy. Difficult, like |
said, but the difficulty bubbles up in a
strange new way. It’s not just the basic
difficulty of a keeping-everybody-happy
Simulator, or the difficulty that comes
when the iconic simplicity of a single red
hotline phone is replaced by a whole rainbow of phones whose lines vary widely in
temperature. After a few plays—disastrous presidencies, all—! began to feel

just how organic the game is under the
hood. The Storytron model of holistic
interconnection of actors means old-fashioned mechanics, comforting Newtonian
cause and effect, cannot be relied on. It’s
butterfly wings all over the place, patterns emerging from chaos, and g
that kind of scenario can be m
instinct and intuition than cold c

tion. Again, in creeps some sympathy
GWB and his gut feelings. w
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plate that over the off-season. TB
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Storytron lingo) don’t have'te be people

ers (or whatever we're calling them
today) interact with autonomous Als
defined by needs, goals and parameters
like “compassion” or “hope.” The idea—
| think—is that, in a Storyworld simulation of sufficient complexity, stories and
meaning will emerge procedurally from
these interactions, as every action of the
player(s) and Al sends ripples through

It’s butterfly wings all over the place, patterns
emerging from chaos, and gaming that kind of
scenario can be more about instinct and intuition
than cold calculation.

Not dead yet (but dead)
|AVEYOUNGANDTBPLAYER

gamelike simulation spaces where play-

SECOND OPINION I'm not calling time of
death just yet but the patient will need a
blood-and-guts transfusion STAT. Come on,
Oilers! Don’t die on us yet! Not on my
watch! Time to call Miracle Max. At this
point the Oilers are “mostly dead” which we
all know isn't “all dead.” But it is close. OY

a crucial time when the team should be

gaining valuable standings points and
ensconcing themselves into a possible
playoff spot, they spent the last week losing. Five games left.

COACH'S CORONER (OR ... O11.-ER) That's it,
|'m calling this one ... time of death, 20:45,
March 31. This is the point in time right after
the Anaheim Ducks made it 3-1. The Oilers’
season Is toast. Finished. Done. Over and out
(of the playoffs). The Oilers are on the bad
end of five teams who are trying to cram

themselves into two playoff spots. Unfortunately, this ain't like cramming co-eds into a
phone booth. Every time you wedge one of
them intothebooth, nomatter how well you
Grease them, one inevitably
pops out.With a

nod to Highlander (and some literary licence)
there can be only two. Of those five teams
fighting for playoff scraps, the Oil are at the
bottom and are playing worse than the other
four, No sir. This season, which came with
' lofty ambitions of challenging for a division
ie, has officially gone to the crapper. Well,
ot officially. Mathematically, they still have

COULD BE WORSE Things are more than a
little frustrating for Oiler fans. Playoffs are
far from a reality at this moment. The team
hasn't been in the show since the miracle
tun of 2006. Before that was a year without
NHL hockey. Not good, is it? So, who's worse
Off right now? Here’s a list of fans possibly
worse off than us: 1) Maple Leafs fans. Their
team isn't even sniffing at the playoffs and
we all know they haven't had a Cup win
since 1967. Even the younger Oiler fans can
remember 1990, if only as children. Now

Leafs fans have Brian Burke to deal with. 2)
Islanders fans. Their team boasted the last
pre-Oilers Cup dynasty team and had megalegends like Mike Bossy, Clark Gillies and

men, blah, blah, blah,”

THIS WEEK'S OILER DEFINITION

playoffs will be @ mathematical impossibility

things like, “The bestlaidplansof mice and
the rub of it. Tareediiate

indeed is

season, it

became more and more obvious that this

“Must-Win”: 1) An overused term to
describe an important Oiler game. 2) A term

Was a team badly inneed ofa plan ora phi- © that should only be used in a situation

\osophy
oratleast something resembling an

petite

Ve

| playoffscutting
intotheirsummer

holi

daytime,they'll havelotsoftimetocontem-

WAS PROMPTEP AN OUTPOURING OF oPIOUS BIPEDS,
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4THAT BLINDING
wage

playoff success and a building that's falling

ae ars @
team with this much talent
Fal flat. |could get all literary, saying

lack of any amount ofrealfight, | reckon the

bythetime | writenext week's column. Itsa
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PERSOWAL LOG: IT SEEMS
THE INCREASED BRILLIANCE

Bryan Trottier. Since then, they've had a
gonzo owner, weird uniforms (remember the
mad fisherman’), little regular season or
apart. And they don’t have the prospects and
developing players Edmonton does. They've
got next to nothing in Long Island. 3) Atlanta
Thrashers fans. Your building is mostly
empty and there really aren't enough of you.
Your team is on the why-the-Hell-do-youeven-have-a-team list with Florida, Nashville
and Phoenix. 4) Washington Generals. They
just can’t seem to beat the Harlem Globetrotters with just six wins and an estimated
13 000 losses. Does this help? BY

a fighting chance. But due to their concerted

.

where losing a game will result in mathematical elimination from playoff contention.
We're hearing the term used already but it
will be appropriate soon, unfortunately. w
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The Hat a mixed bag
KELSEY STROEDER / kelsey@vueweekly.com
hen it comes to food, espe-

One block South of

asper Ave. on 104th Street.
10014 - 104 St. 780-497-7784

MON-FRI: llam-9pm

www.thefreepressbi istro.com

cially new food, many people think that one taste is
sufficient to judge whether or not they
like something. But it’s often not so
simple, and there are many foods I
wouldn't eat if my first taste dictated
my future experience, So my rule of
thumb is, “Try anything twice, as long
as the first time didn’t make you violently ill."

It's a guideline which can also generally be applied to restaurants. Case
in point: my recent dining experiences
at the Hat, located on Jasper Ave

The Hat, located where its name-

* sake the Silk Hat once resided, occupies a piece of long and narrow

21syweEt”

Edmonton's

best food
website!
+reviews

articles
+awatds
everything

downtown real estate. The focal point
of the “resto-pub” is a 15-metre-long
bar of deep mahogany. The warm
colours are carried over to the banquette-style seating opposite the bar.
Exposed brick and a tin roof speak of
the legacy of the space
My first taste of the Hat was at
lunchtime with the whole family on a
brisk Saturday, prior to enjoying a
show at the Winspear. I ordered a coffee to sip on while | looked at the
menu, and was surprised by the limited weekend menu on offer before 3
pm. Five breakfast items, a few salads, and five burgers—this was not
the menu | had anticipated. It was so
short they hadn't even bothered to put
descriptors of the burgers on the
menu, leaving the waiter (who seems
a bit grumpy) to explain all five
After placing our orders, the food
arrived, uninspired and overcooked.
Because we were pressed for time,
my family and I didn’t have the time
to send the food back and have it
redone to perfection, so we left, disheartened by our lunch,
My second taste was on a
Wednesday evening, around 7 pm,
Four of us got settled into our seats
and started the meal off with some
drinks—the guys opting for Amber's
Australian Pepper Berry Lager
($7.50), a locally made brew that we
will definitely start buying for home

ESE
hee
Alberta’s
electrical workers
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as the flavour and finish was excellent. As for us girls, we examined
the short wine list, and selected the
Bolla Valpolicella Classico 2006 for
$28, which went well with our meaty
main courses. The wine list, perhaps
reflecting the Hat's "pub” character,
was small but offered up a few
major varieties of grapes including
merlot and shiraz.
HOPING TO GET a better idea of what
the Hat has to offer, we selected a

Live

Work

couple appetizers to start us off,
choosing the pork drummy ($11.25),
described as being two ham hocks
slow cooked until the meat falls off
the bone, smothered in a tangy barbeque sauce and served with their
house coleslaw. When it arrived the
aroma reminded one person at our
table of a hot dog cart in the summer—not necessarily a bad aroma,
but perhaps unexpected. We dug in
and were rewarded with meat that,
as promised, fell off the bone while
the tangy barbeque sauce and
creamy coleslaw complemented each
other in flavour.
Our second appetizer was the
baked brie ($10.25). It was served

with a strawberry sauce, reduced
balsamic vinegar and garlic bread
sticks. In theory balsamic and straw
berry is a classic combination

however, this strawberry sauce wa
thin, lacked punch, and only watered
down the reduced balsamic vinegar

Attention to detail would hav«
helped, as our Brie was simply not
cooked long enough either; instead
of oozing melted cheese, it was a!
the halfway point of hot and cold
and had a bit of a rubbery texture
For something so simple, it was dis
appointing the kitchen could no!
send it out correctly.

CONTINUES
ONPAGE19
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Quick and delicious
Zenari's deserves its reputation among the office dwellers
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ANGIE ROS / angie@vueweekly.com
icking a Thursday to have lunch
P: Zenari’s, | quickly found that
it was bustling. For anyone who
frequents the little Italian café on the
bottom floor of Manulife Place, this
should come as no surprise—after all,

Zenari’s is always busy. And it doesn’t

take long to see why: a favourite spot
amongst the downtown lunch crowd,
Zenari’s serves up tasty, fresh comfort
food—with plenty of seating and good
people watching to boot.
My co-worker (who also happens to
be my sister) and I hemmed and
‘hawed over what to order—there are
so many choices! The quick moving

Every Tests Vegetarian Butfet

5* OFF

line-up gave us a chance to browse the

daily menu, written up on the chalkboard, and also to check out what's on
offer in the display case: salads,
quiche, frittata, lasagna, as well as
tasty-looking muffins and other baked
goods. The menu also offers pastas
and sauces of the day, soup, sandwiches and panini. You can order from the
counter or at the little wine bar, which,
if you ask me, seems like a very civilized way to spend your lunch hour.
Ordering at the counter left me surprised by how efficient and friendly the
service was, considering how busy the
restaurant was. I decided on the gnocchi with tomato sauce, ($9.95) and my
sister ordered the lasagna ($9.95). We
also ordered a salad of mixed greens
($5.95) to share and decided to order
americanos ($1.50 each) along with
pannacotta ($4.50) for dessert. The

coffees would be delivered to our table
when we were ready for them—which
was perfect for me because | like to
drink my coffee with my dessert, not
with my meal

OUR MEALS WERE BROUGHT out to us
Promptly, and despite being warned
that the gnocchi would take about 10

9515-118

= |MONE (7AM 6.20, TH AM 8
SS |7-8)
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= |ZENARI
10180107 ST, 700.423.5409
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generally expect this and consider it my
punishment for drinking decaf. The

pannacotta more than made up for it,

minutes to prepare, it arrived sooner
than expected. It was light and fluffy
and the sauce was obviously fresh,
though a little bit watery. It didn’t
detract from the flavour, however, and
some fresh grated parmesan on top
added just the right kick to the dish. My
sister, meanwhile, was looking very
happy with the lasagna, In fact, she
Said that it, “Tasted like what my
grandma would make if she had been
Italian.” In a word: authentic. I was
pleasantly surprised by how delicious
our humble little green salad was. it
was a simple mix of fresh greens with
a sprinkle of grated cheddar, but the
homemade dressing of balsamic vinegar and oi! was outstanding.

We notified the staff at the counter
that we were ready for coffee and it
was prepared for us right away and

TRAVEL
THE
‘\ {@) 217d)
OF WINE

brought to the table with our pannacot
ta. My decaf coffee was watery, but |

however. Pannacotta is Italian for
cooked cream and is, literally, just that
cream, milk and sugar simmered until
thick and then allowed to cool and set.
It was so smooth and creamy, not
unlike eating whipped cream itself but
with a hint of vanilla. Its sweetness was

balanced nicely with a drizzle of rasp
berry sauce and a few kiwi slices, We
were planning to have just a few bites
each, but it was impossible to stop. We
thoroughly enjoyed every bite
More than just a restaurant,
Zenari’s is a unique combination of
kitchenware shop and specialty Ital
ian deli where you can find gourmet
olive oils, vinegars, pasta, honey and
mustards. Serving comfort food that is
tasty, filling and fast, Zenari’s
amongst Edmonton's
lunch crowd, v
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| was recently forwarded an email con-
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taining tips on how to save money on
wine. Some of them were focused on
consumption in a restaurant. One of the :
tips referred to the vintages of wine. The
writer seemed to think that if you
ordered wine from a vintage that was
more recent but the restaurant tried to
pass off an older vintage, you should
immediately ask for a discount. Well, in
some cases that might be true, but the
writer said it as a matter of fact and not
of circumstances, and seemed to offer
no allowances or information based on
the quality of the vintage.
More recently, when | was asked how
my wine reviews should be sorted on
vueweekly.com, | was asked if we
should sort by the year. | said no. First,
since there are not enough reviews to
justify it and secondly, to sort by year is
to assume that the quality of one particular vintage or varietal is consistent
worldwide. It isn’t.
A perfect example is Bordeaux. The
year 2000 was considered a fabulous
year, 2001 average, 2002 subpar, 2003
very good, 2004 poor, 2005 amazing. Substantial variations that in most cases are
represented in the wine and, in some
cases, in price. Be prepared to take out a
second mortgage for a bottle of 2005 Bordeaux first growth.
All of that said, some fun can be had
trying to find diamonds in the rough. |
asked Wade at Wine Cellar to pull a couple of good bottles of wine from substandard years. He offered me a bottle of
2000 Guillon Gevrey-Chambertin Vieilles
Vignes ($44) and a bottle of 2002 Roda
Reserva ($35).
| began with the Guillon, a Burgundy.
This wine is Pinot Noir and shows as a
clearish, slightly weak looking juice. It
offered a rich nose with loads of fruit only

slightly hidden by alcohol. When first
sampled, it seemed rather tart but as it
opened it offered a well structured and
consistent body. The fruit was plentiful
but lasted only a brief time. Overall, this
was a very nice wine that | might turn
toward if a bottle from a better year was
priced too steeply.
Next | gave the Roda a try. |have never
been a fan of Spanish wine, not due to
any varietals, just because | hadn't tried
one that had blown me away. With the

Roda, made mostly with Tempranillo, |
may have been converted.
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The juice is dark and inky with a deep
strawberry colour and its odours are
thick, rich and coat the nose. Loads «
alcohol cake the nostrils but it quick
gives way to a more well rounded but sti
impressive nose.
The tastes are as substantive as the
nose. The wine is big with hints of earth
It has fabulous consistency; never overbearing but always powerful. | did find |
lacked in fruit a touch but old world

wines tend to focus less an a punch in
the face. Strength of substance over
splash. Absolutely worthy of a try. w

Kick it up a notch

than back in Ghana. She laughs and
describes our food as “plumper.” She’s
not sure whether it’s the pesticides and
the hormones or something else, but
everything seems bigger somehow
“Here, when you buy chicken legs, they
are plump and soft. Back home, if you

The spicy world of Ghanaian cuisine

want chicken soup, you justgo into

JAN HOSTYN / jan@vueweekly.com

sk Ellen Naa Ayikarley
Mawusi, owner and chef of
Ayikarley's Kitchen, how she
would describe Ghanaian food and

“spicy” pretty much sums it up. But
you might want to add colourful—it’s
usually a vibrant mix of reds, oranges,
greens and yellows. They're almost
the same thing though. The different
colours come from the various varieties of scotch bonnet peppers that
form the foundation of Ghanaian
cooking and give it its spiciness.
“But don’t worry. The spiciness isn’t
overwhelming, just good,” Mawusi
reassures me.
Mawasi has been cooking since she
was five years old, and it wasn’t some-

thing she even thought about. "You
had to learn to cook. It’s a must in our
culture." She started by making boiled
plantains. “Back home, you put these
little stones together and make a fire.
You boil plantains and yams and then
you get to enjoy them—it’s fun.”
But her days of stirring simmering
pots of fragrant stews over burning
fires are over. They ended when she
was eight and came to Canada with
her family. The move didn’t stop her
from cooking, though. By the time she
was nine she was able to put a full

ELLEN NAA AYIKARLEY
MAWUSI
AYMARLEYS KITHEN
PROFILE

your backyard and kill a chicken It’s
tougher, but more flavourful.’
At home, when she cooks for her

meal on the table. “My parents went
out and I was supposed to get my
chores done, but I didn’t feel like it. I
made soup and dumplings instead
My Dad didn’t get too mad—at least I
had made dinner.”

appearances on the table as well
Mawusi is hoping to open up a
Ghanaian take-out restaurant this
summer, and her husband is in the
process of renovating a trailer for the
project. “We were hoping to
ready for the spring, but t
kind of killing my husband.” Or
she thought they might set it up
ferent places around the
she'd like to find a perm

family, she still makes Ghanaian food

780,964.4478
AYIKARLEYSKITCHEN.COM

Now Mawusi wants to expose
everyone else to the wonders of
Ghanaian food. Last May she opened
Ayikarley's Kitchen, a little catering

company that runs mostly by word of
mouth. And, depending on availability
of stalls, her cooking can sometimes
be found at the Old Strathcona Farmers’ Market. She says kelewele—plantains fried with onions, ginger and
those scotch bonnet peppers—is by
far her best seller. But jollof rice, kind
of like a rice pilaf, and black-eyed
bean stew tend to be popular too.
Selling at market has one drawback—the food has to be frozen. It
doesn’t affect the taste, but Mawusi
Says it takes away from the overall
experience, “Sometimes I feel sad about
that. If people could only smell it

simply because “it tastes so good

MOST GHANAIAN FOOD STARTS py
simmering together a base of onions,
canola oil and the scotch bonnet pep
pers. “After you have the base, you
can put in whatever you like. There’s
no set recipe.”
She uses her-peanut butter soup as
an example. She takes the onion/pepper base, adds the rich creaminess of
peanut butter and then throws in
some meat.

But since a lot of her cus-

tomers at the market are vegetarian,
she'll often leave out the meat altogether.
Mawusi aiso makes spinach stew—
but don’t pass judgment on it before

you taste it. “A lot of people tell me
they don’t like spinach, but they like
the stew.”
Other than the scotch bonnet peppers and salt, Ghanaian cooking isn’t
really about adding spices. “We rely
heavily on homemade broth or stock
from meat for flavour,” she explains,
but adds that now that she lives in
Canada and is exposed to a wider
range of spices, Mawusi does dabble
and experiment a bit. One of her non
traditional favourites is rosemary. “It’s
my own little twist.”
Mawusi admits that cooking Ghanaian food in Canada is a bit different

and just settle in

For anyone who wants t
than just eat Ghanaian

food,

}

also teaches a cooking c
City Arts Centre. It starts
Tropical Food Market on 11
where everyone tours the m
and buys all the ingredients t!
going to need, and then it’s ba
the City Arts Centre to cook
eat.

Mawusi’s

not sure what's

to be on the menu for the next
scheduled for June 20, but the las
time they tackled abo
nine
Fried plantain
And so is spicy. v
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Let your tastebuds decide!

EAT!

VOTE!
WIN!

Maybe it’s the perogies that practically melted your mouth. Maybe it’s the samosas
that sent your senses into orbit. Maybe it’s the chocolate creation that lives on in your
memory and calls out to you every time you eat out. Edmonton has it all.

Have your say. Tell us which food establishments serve your favourites in the categories
below. Help the places you like win a coveted 11th Annual Vue Weekly Golden Fork
Award. Read the results -and more- on May 14. For your ballot to count, you must
categories and include your name, address, daytime phone
give answers in at least 10
number and email address.

His and Hers Specialized Bikes courtesy of Revolution Cycle!
These amazing bikes have a value of $1200!.
PLUS: a dozen runners-up will receive dinner for two!

BEST DISHES

BEST RESTAURANTS

* Appetizers

* Overall best
« Restaurant (Fine dining)

* Soups

OTHER BESTS
» New restaurant
¢ Pre-theatre dining

* Restaurant for lovers

« Restaurant (Mid price)

Salads

* Innovative menu

* Restaurant (Budget)

* Breads
* Steaks

* Breakfast

* Venison

* Brunch

¢ Wine list
* Beer list
¢ When going solo
¢ Late night/all night

* Deli

¢ Bakery

* Sushi

* Coffee shop

* Tapas

¢ Tea shop

* Pub food

* Bavarian

* Dim sum

¢ Greek

¢ Sandwiches

* French

¢ Patio

* Hamburgers

* Italian/pasta

¢ Hotel restaurant

* Chinese

* Wine store
* For people watching

French fries

* Weekend brunch
* Service

¢ Sports bar

¢ Thai

° Wraps
* Pizza

* Japanese

« Desserts

* East Indian/Tandoori

* Kid friendly
* Indie grocery/market

* Chicken wings

* Mexican/Latin American

* Beer store

* Sweets

¢ Seafood

¢ Organic

« Vegetarian

* Takeout

* Butcher

« African
© Continental

* Snacks (pretzels, bagels)

* Pub

THIS IS YOUR OFFICIAL BALLOT. SEND IT IN!
EB:
ADDRE

* Food festival

:

NMA

* Ultimate dining experience
ee

« Mediterranean
* Middle Eastern

O"Eastern European

MAIL ANSWERS TO:
Vue Weekly’s 11th Annual Golden Fork Awards
10303-108 St
Edmonton, Alberta
TSI 1L7

:

Entries must be received no later

than 5 pm, May 52009
*No duplicate evtnes, I eny
peepacvon. Avy
euteies with identical
writing toanotlier will be

discarded. Standard contest entriesalso apply
‘
“This yearVUE Weekly will offer two awants

ineachelegy.One forindependent and «ne
for chain.
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or FAX: 780.426.2889
email: fork@yueweekly.com
or online at www.goldenforkawards.com

‘or locations in other cities (exceptions may ©41!)

*Chain may not be awarded in all eafegones
(Wo you know of any chain Afrienn restaurants

inEdrecotea?)

THE HAT

some sort of saucy goodness to meld
everything together.
The sweet potato fries were shoestring thin, and served with a dijon
mayonnaise. Crispy and sweet, they
definitely rival other restaurants in the
city for best sweet potato fries.
Other meals ordered at our table
included the blue cheese burger
($14.50) containing blue cheese, avocado and onion strings, as well as the
Signature burger ($13.50) which was
topped with double-smoked bacon,
white cheddar, barbeque sauce,
banana peppers and onion strings. I
sampled the blue cheese burger and
the classic combination of blue
cheese and red meat was a definite
hit, while the slices of avocado
smoothed the whole thing out and the
crispy onion strings provided a good
textural offset.
I managed to wrestle some shoestring potato fries away from my
friends to try, and thoroughly enjoyed
them. They were crispy, well salted,
and soft on the inside, a perfect shoestring fry. The fries at the Hat are so
good I can understand why they offer

CONTINUED
FROM PAGE 14
FOR OUR MAIN COURSES, we

stuck to

the Hat’s signature dish—the burgers,

which are served up with the prerequisite lettuce and tomatoes, as well as

the Hat's basil garlic mayonnaise. |
ordered the mushroom swiss burger
($14.25), but in a 4 oz size—i knew

from my previous lunch that the 8 oz
burgers were huge, and was glad to
see that I could downsize mine. The
Hat offers three kinds of fries—shoestring potato, sweet potato and potato
thins. Everyone else at my table went
with the shoestring fries, so | decided
to try the sweet potato—it was an
additional $3, which seemed a tad
much, but was worth it in the end.

My burger arrived, smothered in
freshly fried mushrooms and
caramelized onions. I was impressed,

as | could not even see the patty
through the toppings. I assembled the
burger, packing together all the parts,
excitedly took a bite ... and discovered
to my dismay that my patty was burnt.
As my friends dug into their meals (no
other problems), I flagged the waiter
down and told him of my concern. He
whisked the burger off, and within
minutes my meal reappeared including freshly made and piping-hot fries.

Campaign for Prostate Health, and this
year it will try and best that number.
Funds raised through the campaign will

next two years, to create a consolidated
. centre for ambulatory and urological
services in Edmonton within the next

five years and to build a focused

mark the eerie venerable prostate cancer research initiative. So
run the festival paattia!chain has what's the hold up?—he wasn’t going
im
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10345-106 St - 423-3044

Come

in & try the best Sushi in town

plus traditional Vietnamese

food

pI 8109-101 STREET= EAT-IN & TAKE WUT
(one block off Whyte Ave)"

Freshzand organic produce, home- baked goods, locak=~
around the city. Canada’s largest festival of its kind, the garlic festival is also
a time when Sorrentino’s does some
major fundraising. Last year the restaufant group raised over $230 000 for the

go towards the establishment of a rapid
access prostate health clinic within the

locationsinand
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G

Overall, I'm glad I went back to the
Hat for a second taste. The big question, though, is would I go back for a
third filling? Possibly. I enjoyed the
décor and atmosphere, but when it
comes down to food there are some
Kinks that need to be worked out. w
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MAKI

Japanese / Vietnamese
Restaurant & Bar

special dips for your fries with your
regular meal beware the inevitable
added cost.

burger juicy and cooked to perfection.
The only condiment on the burger—
the basil garlic mayonnaise—did not
really stand out flavour-wise, and |
was left wishing for a little kick of

the

Sofra

them as stand-alone appetizers ($6)
However, if you want to order the

Second time was a charm, with my

“will

MAKI

to kiss you

and international cuisine, meats-and.cheese, natural =
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=ex Products, unique handmade crafts and fine art
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OPEN SATURDAYS
YEAR ROUND
8AM-3PM

, SO you may as well

get down to Sorrentino’s. For more
information, visit sorrentinos.com. w
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Laying tracksinthe ‘Fax
Come for the lobster, stay for the skiing
thing many Rocky Mountain Resorts
have piled more deeply than their
snowpacks.

BRIAN ZUREK / zurek@vueweekly.com

t’s done in Nova Scotia like it’s
[= in the Rockies: the weekend
getaway to the slopes for a little
skiing. At least, that’s how we did it.
After the Friday workday was over,
we hopped in our friend's SUV and set
out on the 1.5-hour drive from Halifax

I'M IN SCHOOL here in Halifax, so |
liken what Wentworth has to offer to
something that I’m familiar with: USB
memory sticks. The bigger the better
is the common sentiment with memory as with many other things in life—
including ski hills.
But | would argue that what you
use (memory) or enjoy (ski hill) isn’t
always what you pay for. Unlike the
Rockies, in the Maritimes when you
ski or board you don't pay for “big.”
Wentworth works not because it is
big, but because it’s sized about might
for a day on the hill.

to the vertical majesty of Wentworth,

“Valley
of
the
Snow,”
(skiwentworth.ca)—the Maritimes’
largest ski area. Marble Mountain
takes the title for Atlantic Canada’s
largest, a vertical powder paradise I'm
told, and there is plenty of skiing in
Maine—the Sugarloaf stickers abound
in Halifax—but they are all more than
a weekend's trip distant.
Wentworth is located about
halfway between Halifax and Moncton, New Brunswick, in mainland
Nova Scotia. The local landscape is
rolling forests interrupted by valley
farms, small communities, woodlots,
cabins and old homesteads: rural
Nova Scotia at its finest. By travelling
inside 50 kilometres north, south or
west of Wentworth, you can get your
feet wet, literally, by dipping your ski
boots in the sea (but watch out for
those Bay of Fundy tides)
Wentworth isn’t the closest ski hill
to Halifax—Martock (“Serious About
Snow”) is nearer. Wentworth is to
Martock like Rabbit Hill is to Snow

Valley. | haven't yet been to Martock
so I could very well be missing something wonderful, clearly a risk.
Regardless, neither hill is on the
radar of Dalhousie University’s boozy
student ski trip. They ignored Atlantic
Canada altogether this year, and
chose instead Mont Sainte-Anne,
Québec, probably because of the 1109
km bus trip. Wentworth is just too
dam close.
But to Wentworth I went, with my

wife Dee and a group of 13 Haligonians, to share an experience in the
Nova Scotian woods.
WE ARRIVE AT our destination, a hostel near the ski hill, to a warm welcome from a kitchen full of friends,
complete with steamed up windows,
mismatched and dented pots, anda
spread of appetizers and booze.

Our lodging for the night is the former home of Joshua Livingstone.
“Uncle Josh,” to his neighbours,
according to the photo captions on

the dining room walls. Once a grand
country home, it is sprawling, with
evidence of its stately roots in the
staircase, that grand entrance and the
spacious rooms. But it’s not immune
to time or the slow deterioration of

It has one quad chairlift, one T-bar

and two rope tows. That quad taught
me three things: not all quads are
“high speed,” chairlifts will operate
without Aussie or Kiwi lifties and on a
clear day you can see the Confedera-

direction, older, wiser and richer for

their experiences out here on the

economic life in rural Nova Scotia.
Walking across the property, it’s
easy to appreciate how unique this
home must have once been. The walk
takes me back to a time when it mattered whether apple trees, historically
and contemporarily ubiquitous in
Nova Scotia, bore fruit. Hand-hewed
logs and timbers, fence posts the
same, all now leaning and broken,
hint quietly the same tale.
I reckon “Uncle Josh” would have
enjoyed our group and welcomed us
into his home, but he probably would
have thought we needed more to
drink. We do our best to celebrate
together and share one of Nova Scotia’s finest traditions: the kitchen
party. Together, spilling in and out of
the kitchen, we cook and spill stories,
drinks, laughter and tomato sauce.
Truly some of Nova Scotia’s best characteristics, according to us transplanted westerners, are its fast friendships,
social tendencies, warmth, openness
and infectious togetherness.
This seems to be a quality of the
place as much as it is a quality of the
people: all but one in our group of 15
moved to Halifax for various reasons.
The Maritimes manages to keep them
here for a few years, only to watch
them drift away, slowly, in some new
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Atlantic.
Yet some stay, content with the
lifestyle, the pace of days, the coast,

the lobster—and the skiing?
SATURDAY MORNING brings another
Nova Scotia tradition: temperature
swings wildly alternating above and
below zero. I'm unsure where it’s

more humid: outside in the mist or
inside the kitchen among the steaming pots of oats and tea. The weather
isn’t ideal for a day on skis. Most of
our group decides to go cross-country
skiing. As they file out the door I hear
someone say, “We're an intrepid
bunch, going out in the rain.”
In alpine skiing tradition, Dee and I
bum a lift to the hill. Without exaggerating, walking onto the property at Went-

worth I'm reminded of Revelstoke. I last
skied there in the spring, and in part,
conditions were similar: warm and
muddy. One obvious difference is the

colour of the mud. It’s red here at Wentworth, just like Stompin’ Tom's PEI.
As you may imagine, the associa-

tion between Revelstoke and Wentworth quickly abated for reasons
including basic geography. Revelstoke’s vertical drop is 1713 metres,

Wentworth’s is 248 m (the highest
point of land in Nova Scotia is the
Cape Breton Highlands at 532 m).
Wentworth is not a typical Rocky

tion Bridge that links PEI and New
Brunswick from the apex of the lift (a
high-speed quad would rush the view)
The chairlift is a fine perch for the
survey of other Wentworth amenities
terrain park, token mogul run and a
good portion of its other 20 alpine

Mountain resort but it doesn’t tryto
be either. Its lodge, relatively new,
trails. Focused on the hill (and not
open and expansive with exposed
distracted by the lack of rocky mountimber beams, looks and feels like it
tains in one’s peripheral vision) you
should: a backcountry-meets-frontwitness a typical day on the slopes
country cabin. It’s not an alpine lodge
groups of families skiing and boarding
because, well, there is no alpine here.
together; gangs of kids made of rubWhat it lacks in elevation, it makes
ber “catching air” off level ground;
up for with snow guns. But there is
racers slicing down the run directly
only so much a snow gun can do.
under the chairlift; and the ubiquitous
Starry skies and -15"C greeted us at
guy on rental snowblades, wearing
the hostel the night before, but by the
jeans, open parka, looking happy but
time we're in our ski boots, fog, threat
slightly out of control—even in the lift
of rain and a temperature of 4’ C is in
_ line. Dee and I were among happy
the air. Manmade—or natural—snow
Nova Scotians and we didn’t wonder
treated to such wild swings in temwhy. Scaled down, Wentworth works
perature sounds and feels much the
because they make the most of what
same in Nova Scotia as it does in the
they've got, and what they don’t have,
Rockies: loud and firm.
well, that’s what snow guns and
Everyone who skis and boards at
Ducky’s Pub are for.
Wentworth knows what to expect of
After our day ends, Dee and I rejoin
the snow, and of the hill, and that was
our friends for the ride home. We
obvious. The people are there
meet at a local market—another Nova
because they love to ski, because they
Scotia tradition—to swap stories o!
love the day spent outdoors with their
our day and formulate plans for ou!
family, their friends. In the days prior
next Maritime adventure. Walking oul
to my trip, the overwhelming majority
of the market with a 10-pound bag 0
of the people I spoke with said that
apples and a package of bacon (not @
Wentworth was a good little hill.
Nova Scotia tradition, I don’t think),
It's clear now that the atmosphere
Dee and I discuss what we had
and the people at Wentworth, the staff
learned over the weekend; skiing '"
and the guests are as much responsithe Maritimes is not like skiing in the
ble for that sentiment as the slopes
Rockies, true, but lobster in the
and the snow. The place just feels
Prairies is not like lobster in the Matgood. It’s wholly unpretentious, it's
itimes—and we were happy to be in
warm, welcoming, and it’s got no attithe Maritimes. W
tude. And, frankly, attitude is someeee
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EASY RIDER
®FALL LINES
Through the years, our Rocky Mountain
Ski Resorts have introduced numerous

spring ski festivals. Some have stood the
test of time. Others just melted away.
First there was the Slush Cup, and then
came the Sunpit Safari, Beach Bash and
Spring Fling followed by numerous events
shamelessly named after their sponsors
who usually represented a brewery or

two.
This year, Femie has finally gotten into
the spirit and last week announced the
birth of its new spring festival dubbed the
first annual Fernival event. This party is
slated for the closing weekend taking
place on April 18 - 19. Every event needs
an annual slagan and for their first one

NOWBOARD CUP
VOMBOVED Ciib

their pick is unique. “SN-O0-BAMA” is the
theme and before a certain American
President comes to mind they do have an
alternate explanation.
Sn-o-bama is the compilation of snow
and “bama” which in urban lingo means
crazy, outrageous and odd. They are defi-

nitely not far off in that regard because
they are asking the weekend's revellers to
go back in time and ski in their jeans. I'm
thinking it’s going to be a really wet
weekend.
;
Fernie’s ski plaza will be central to
most of the weekend's activities with the
highlight event taking place on Saturday
afternoon from 3 - 5 pm as Spirit of the
West will be on hand to entertain you
with the band’s unique blend of folk, rock
and Celtic fire. Some festivals come and
go but I’m guessing that this one’s going
to be around for awhile. | wonder what
took them so long. Maybe they were just
worn out from their Griz days. w

April 4 & 5, 2009
Marmot Basin, Jasper, AB
For more information:
www. TheEasyRider.com
780-413-4554
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PACKAGE
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HT (PLUS TAXES)
PER PERSON, PER NIG
BASED ON 2 ADULTS

FREE CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST

+- 3 STORY

1402 Bow Valley Trail
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& ACCOMODATION
PACKAGES AVAILABLE SOON!

PACKAGE INCLUDES:
Deluxe room with 2 queen beds
One ski pass per adult for one of the Big Three Resorts:
(Sunshine Village, Lake Louise or Mount Norquay)
Free deluxe continental breakfast
Three-story waterslide, indoor pool, hot tub
and fitness room
SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY (OFFER ENDS MAY 14, 2009)

WATERSLIDE

» HOT TUBS

Local 1.403.609.4656

Canmore, Alberta T1W 1N5
Wwww.canmoreinn.com

Toll Free 1.888.678.4656
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lderness adventures
Enpmi Rice je Bewihave
to do the math to know cat skiing rocks in Fernie
Snowboards

CONDITIONS

Skateboards

REPORT

You don’t

WILL COLFORD / snowzone@vueweekly.com
ll 12 of us attempted to grow
A
eyes to see through the
fogged up windows of our
slowly ascending cat. The methodic

Local

iftsandrunsopen.Generalconditions: Excellent!
Rabbit Hll— 60cmbase,nonewsnow.All
:
Seow Valley — 60cm base, nonewsnow.Alliftsandrunsopen.
~
Sum Ridge — Closed forseason.

ticking of the treads reminded
everyone of a coaster cable towing
a loaded cart taut with tension. We

Fimenten SkiClub— Closedfortheseason. Thanks forthememories!

craned our necks, squinting for just
one glimpse of the powder glory

Alberta

that awaited us.

S/SKIING

Canada Olympic Park — Closed forseason.
:
Costle Mountain — 211-254cm base, nonewsnow.Allliftsand50runsopen.
LokoLosise— 181-203em base,12cm newsnow. 9liftsand125runsopen.Check outthe
:

new Great Bear Lounge

cams
Memot Basin— 43cmbase, 10cm newsnow. 9 liftsand64runsopen. Checkoutski

At last the cat growled to a halt. We
all perked up like animals about to be
fed. The driver’s boots could be heard,
crunching closer to the door of our
cab; it might as well have been the
door of our cage. She heaved the door
open and everyone bolted like the ani-

| forliveimages
: Mt. Norquay — 93cm base, 1Gcm ofnew snow.Allliftsandrunsopen.

Nakiska — 40-129em base,70cmofnewsnow.§ liftsand28 runsopen.Oneweekremaining
intheseason!

Sunshine Village — 178cm base, 23cmofnewsnow. 12 liftsand107 runsopen.
) Towatinew — 50cm base.Alliftsandnuns open.

B.C.

.

—216cm alpine base,46cmof newsnow. OnlyopenApril4 & 5, as wellas10,118 12.
] Apex

mals we were, suddenly released back
into the wild.
That's where we were too: atop a
wind-hammered ridge in the Fernie
backcountry, cloudy and crested with
deep drifts. The fog obscured. a
panoramic view but it didn’t matter.
On either side of the ridge we could
finally. witness what we came for.
After the seven-hour bus ride, waivers

vueweekly.com
@
search
ions,
to
easy

| BigWhite — 208cm base, 19cm ofnew snow. 15 lifts and all runs open. Night skiing and
skating rink closed for the season.
Femia — 251cm snow pack. 25em of newsnow.9 liftsand 110 runsopen.
Kicking Horse — 168cm hase, 16cm ofnewsnow.
Kimberley — 112cm base, no new snow.5lifts and 77 runs open.
Mt Washington — 28cm base, 3em of new snow. 9lifts and 60 (all) runs open. The Slush

Cup and Dummy Downhill 2009 are coming up April 11 812!
Panrama — 40-120cm base, 19cm of new snow. All lifts and runs open.April12 is last day of
the season!
Powder King — 216~-433cm base, 24cm of new snow.
Red Mountain — 202cm base, Som of new snow. All lifts and runs open. End of season party

filled out in triplicates, two safety talks
and a mandatory transceiver education course, we were about to tear into
the best turns of our lives.

Resort, tour, snowmobile, heli and

cat are all ways of getting turns, each
with their own pros and cons. Resor!
can be crowded and tracked; heli-skiCONTINUES ON PAGE 24

condi
date
Get
toup

April 5.
Revelstoke — 236cm base, 15cm new snow.5lifts and 52 runs open.
Siver Star — Closed for season!
Sun Peaks — 154-190cm base, 30cm of new snow.§lifts and 122 alpine trails open.
Whistler/ Blackcomb — 26cm base, no new snow. Many lifts, and hundreds of runs open.
:
White Water — 242cm base, 3fcm of new snow.

USA

U.S.A.

sort
Re
y

49 Worth — 211-305cm hase, 4Gcm of new snow.5lifts and 70 runs open.
Big Sky — 200-297cm base, 40cm of new snow.Alllifts and runs open.
Coystal Mountam — Closed for season!
Great Divide— 101-127cm base.7lifts and 80 runs open. Only open weekends.
Lookout Pass — 246-355cm base, 18cm of new snow. Alllifts and runs open.

Mt Spokane — Closed for season!
Schweitzer Mt. — 233-320cm base, 20cm of new snow.8lifts and all runs open.

SAW RIDGE
AND

Saver Mt. Rasert — 175-279cm hase.
San Valley — 81-172cm base.Alllifts and runs open. ClosesApril 12

CONFERENCE
JASPER

INN
CENTRE

All conditions accurate as of Apr 1, 2009.

Your Natural Choice for Rocky Mountain Getaways
22,
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st Golden rays of the season
ERIKADOMANSKI/ erika@vuewookly.com
ith a name like Golden, |
half expect some warm
_ early spring rays. Instead,
whet arrive at Kicking Horse

Mountain Resort in Golden, British

_ Columbia, there's nothing but grey
clouds and falling snow. But
inclement weather was the last thing ©
that was going to stop me—I had
work todo. —

At the beginning of this season I
decided to pack away my skis and
become a snowboarder. Call me crazy

for making the change this late in the
game but t was determined. It was a
challenging feat. Being new to the
sport, | needed every last day available to me On a mountain to lock
down my new skills. This was to be

my third go at it and I was excited to
test my progress.
With another season winding
down, you've got to make the most of

those last few opportunities. And
‘there's no better time than spring. As
it warms up, temperatures begin to

make way for excellent riding.
“Mid March is generally when
spring arrives on the mountain. During the daytime we can get highs up
to 5° C to 15’ Cin the base and 5° C in
the alpine,” explains Jordan Petrovics,
KHMR media relations and events
manager. “But it all really depends

= KICKING
HORSE

from one year to the next,”

But it was chilly heading up on
the Catamount quad chairlift for the
first time, and I was nervous. The
first thing I would have to pull off
was dismounting the chair without
disaster. I should have this figured
out by now, right? To my pleasant
surprise, | succeed.
With a smooth dismount, I turn my

attention to how | look on the hill. As
a new rider, | haven't invested in my
own gear yet and I've been counting
on rentals. This is the first time that |
don't feel like an obvious noob,
thanks to a plain black board and

alien-like helmet. KHMR had hooked
me up with some solid Burton gear—
stuff that | might even be proud to call
my Own. It was a huge confidence
boost and it was nice to blend in with
the rest of the seasoned riders

ALTHOUGH THE WEEKEND weather is
pretty dreary for my visit, Golden is
known for being one sunny little
mountain town.
“Since we are very close to the time
zone change from Mountain to Pacific
Time, our sunset in the plaza is

around 6 pm. Meanwhile up at the

NHL Stars Skate in Jasper

-FALL LINES
HART GOLDECK

hart@vueweekly
com

This is not your normal Fall Lines feature but
it does involve ice, snow around goalposts,
charity and a really good time, This week-

Jasper Wolves and Hinton Heat Senior A
hockey teams. | hope they have a good
scouting report on the perils of gliding
through Billy Smith’s crease. First you get
wacked by Smith and then Semenko gives
you a tune-up for disturbing the goalie.

ety, Juvenile Diabetes Association and the

tre, It's only $50 per ticket and you'll get a

Pie,an avidgoer,know, butitcouldbe
interesting seeing him strap on the blades.

_The hf ete two exhibition
/Hinton All-Stars

comprisedofalected players form the

about the sun pits created in Golden,
but their story seems to be a closely
guarded secret. Petrovics is reluctant
to divulge much, saying only, “the sun
pit is an area that the locals usually
hang out in to take in some sun and
enjoy the view. This is an area we
really do not promote or host any-

thing formal at.”
Frustrated in my attempt to infil-

My experience

in Kicking Horse

totally turns things aroun asfor me
I'm still falling a bit as I make my
way down the hill, but nothing seri-

ous anymore.

In fact, most of the

time when I'm falling it’s because I'm
being more adventurous, trying to

pull off harder moves and get even
better.

Now

that’s how you want to

finish a Season
Looking towards the sunny horizon, spring signifies new life, change

ing to a close, you've got to get to that

and growth. I'm proud of my accomplishments. However, standing in the
plaza and breathing in the scent of
the smoky wood from the fire pit, !

sweet powder while you still can

already can't wait for next winter.

trate the local pit, I think, “Who needs

a sun pit anyway when the riding is
good?” With the season rapidly draw-

v

|Dawe Dave's
py

These games are scheduled for Friday

officiating will be really special as well. The
big event of the weekend is the gala dinner
on Saturday night at the Jasper Activity Cen-

Hoe ane Smith and ex-Oiler Dave
there are 14 legends, all
Superbowl! MVP. Mark

April 10 - 12. 1 want to learn more

these charity hockey events, I’m sure the

end, April 3- 5,numerous NHL legends are

Spinal Chord Research Association. Notable

Funk Fest which takes centre stage

night and Sunday afternoon. Like most of

descending on Jasper as part of a charity
fundraiser
forJasper Minor Sports, MS Soci-

Participants include Dale Hawerchuk, Bryan

Eagle's Eye the sun doesn’t normally
duck behind the peaks until about
7:30 or 8 pm,” Petrovics explains
This is why the best reward after a
day of hard riding is certainly the
exceptional three-course sunset dinner at the award winning Eagle's Eye
restaurant—probably one of the best
meals I've ever had, which included
duck, venison and a martini made
with ice wine. The restaurant sits at
the top of the gondola at 7700 feet,
making it the highest place to eat in
western Canada. A little higher than
that, at 8033 feet, is the highest point
in the controlled recreation area.
Spring also brings the Sun Splash

chance to meet all of the participants and
take part in an auction of notable memorabilia. Maybe you can talk/buy Semenko into a
trip down the slopes of Marmot Basin. For
you card collectors there'll be some displays
and booths set up as well. If you have any

questions, just drop in on Brett Ireland at the
Jasper Brewing Company. This is only a
guess but I'm sure these guys knaw where
tofind a good beer or two. w
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professionals. Combined, there was
~ overacentury of riding experience.

CATSKIING

LOCATED 20 MINUTES out of Fernie,
Fernie Wilderness Adventures (fer-

ing is mostly reserved for the rich;
touring, though arguably gratifying
and pure, is arduous and requires
strong backcountry Knowledge; snowmobiling is even more dangerous and
requires a lot of time and equipment.
Therefore, by my math, nothing
beats cat skiing for value, Of the more
than 20 cat-ski operators in Western
Canada, the price ranges from $300 to
$700 per person, per day, depending
on the operator and the area.
Cat skfing is beneficial in other ways
as well. One, as I discovered, is the
people. Cat skiers are comprised of riders that snort snow instead of blow, the
type of people who miss shoveling their
driveway when they go on tropical
vacations.
I have never ridden harder than with
the 12 powderhounds in that cat. There
was the owner of a ski tour operator
and his buddy, a marketing director for
Kimberley and nine other winter sport

nieadventures.com) is one of the more
accessible operators, with prices ranging from $350 per day to more expensive, all-inclusive packages. They have
over 3000 acres of skiable terrain with
an elevation of 2170 metres.
With such a large leasehold it’s
amazing FWA only takes out a ntaximum of three cats per day each with 12
- 14 passengers. All the cats are in constant communication with each other
in order to ensure your group doesn't
see other groups, until the end of the
day when everyone meets down at the
base lodge for some hot soup and great
tales. FWA provides all necessary avigear, bagged lunches, professional

photographers and professional guides.
In short, backcountry turns with resort
like safety and comfort.

Our guide was laidback, immediately getting a great feel for the ability of the group. For our first run, he

_ 402

led us off the ridge to a regroup Spot
just above a snowghost glade. He
laid out the plan, what we could
expect, and where to regroup again.
“Most importantly, though, enjoy
your turns,” he said.
My riding partner, James, and | skiffed
our way to the front of the pack, came over
the roller, and descended into a section of
trees spaced by God. The snow was forgiving like knee-deep pow, yet responsive
like fresh groomed piste. Even the tightest
lines could be sniped at full-speed.
At a resort 1 would be stopping after
every line in order to survey the next
section; not the case here. | felt so
greedy, never stopping to find the best
line because every line was the best
line. “Speed check” was erased from my
» vocabulary as James and | linked the
best turns of our riding existence.
We regrouped at the end of the glade
where the trees yielded to a vast cut
block of untracked powder-field perfection. The guide had difficulty getting a
word in over the sounds of guttural elation and paradoxical prayers like, “Holy
shit, thank you God!”

Connaught

Dr.

852-3225
a

"That was good,” he said through his
perpetual Cheshire grin. “We're gonna
head through this cut block here and
meet the cat down at the road. Just try
not to hit any saplings—other than that
let’s enjoy the rest of our run.”
Then he led us through the minefield of joy. Snow exploded from our
edges. When we finally got to the
road, everyone was silent and glowing. Had that been our last run, we
could have finished satisfied, but we
still had two full days of catharsis.

OVER THE TWO DAYS, we rode some
incredibly varied runs. At one point
the photographer set up shop underneath a mellow 15 - 20 footer. All she
captured, however, was bail reels as
nobody took their launch serious
enough to stick a landing.
There were some more rewarding
and lengthy runs as well combining
tight trees with long steep alleyways of
snow. Some alleys were so long you
could park an aircraft carrier; others
were so steep you could bunny hop 15
- 20 feet over a cushy roller.

One of our better runs began atop
the leasehold’s summit and dropped
down to the crest of a freshly broken
slab. We didn’t quite get far enough
over to miss the slab, and had to traverse along the top of the slide. The
slab was well over a metre deep any
given the length of time we traversed
it must have been a few footbaj;

fields wide.

It was a

frighteniny

thought, but easily shrugged off by
the

confidence

and

easy-goin.

nature of our guides.
:
We came back to that ridge on ou,
second day. The clouds had blow,

away long enough to get a good
view of the valley. Adjacent, and »
bit north, we could see Fernie Alpin,
resort,

along with

its seething

if

lines, a mass of people all desperatto find some non-existent freshi¢
And there we were, lazily Clickino

into our gear knowing we didn
need to work and clamor. The snoy
was there, eager to be ridden.
I've seen those turns countle
times in ski films. Until that day | neve;
believed they existed. w
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ry and Jill Stanton’s
Things Are Better

When Handmade, showing at

SNAP until April 11, address the role
of the artist as interpreter and cura-

tor of his or her own work in very
different ways.

Guy Langevin’s prints each
explore ephemerality of visual memory using a deep, printerly
chiaroscuro effect, contrasting light

“Crepuscule
Langevin
Guy
dieu,”
de

No shades of grey
Liz Miller’s Cataclysmic Rescue
Mission is bold, but not much else

and dark, produced by a drypoint
and mezzotint process. Within each
work is a nude, so blurred the form
is almost unrecognizable except for
one aspect, whether it’s the torso,

the head or an arm.
Langevin relies on this deep
chiaroscuro to give his works the
> sense of the hazy disconnects
between our memories and the original event. In “Tomber les voiles,” we
see the top of the head of a woman
bending down. The print is small
and personal, and though the rest of
her body is obscured, there is the
distinct sense that you are intruding
on a personal memory. There is an
inherent sweetness in this; the soft-

ADAM WALDRON-BLAIN / adamwh@vueweekly.com
Ss you enter the Harcourt
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WORKS BY GUY LANGEVIN

MANY THINGS
ARE BETTER WHEN
HANDMADE

Ness of the images suggests a careful, intimate portrait.
“Caratide,” though smaller,
WORKS BY JILL STANTON
reflects a more kinetic approach to
SWAP GALLERY (10309 -97 ST)
Langevin's work. The sense of intiMacy Is gone, and replaced with an «
Eadweard Muybridge-like fascinamade article, such as gifts, scarves,
tion with motion and optics.
fresh herbs, pancakes and cookies.
“Caratide” is a woman circling her
Stanton’s crests are mixed media,
arms down; her motion, too quick
a combination of paper, transparenfor the eye to catch, turns her arms

cy and collage that give the works

into a blur, The result is both symmetrical and luminescent prints.
Langevin’s work has the potential
to be visually captivating, but pres€nts itself in a very formal manner,
which leaves a feeling of being both

depth and animation much different

mystified and disappointed. Langevin
Privileges his audience, inviting them
into an intimate story, complicated by
time and sentiment, but instead of

felling the story, giving the audience
his insight into time and memory, he

from the depth and movement
found in Langevin’s work. Stanton’s
graphic style is punctuated effec,
tively by her sparing use of colour
and her incorporation of archival
images. These are crests for a new
century; part Gwen Stefani, part hip
hop, part Scottish revival and Urban
Outfitters outcast. Stanton has a

keen awareness of her cultural surroundings, complete with its ostentatious taste and penchant for
ironic design.
Stanton also displays the pamphlets the exhibition is based on.
These pamphlets are hand-printed
visual guides to eating better, living
)
s
i
y
7 i
are
greener and things which are better
Petter when Hand Made, a series of handmade. The inside of each pami based on a series ofpamphlets
phlet features busy image collages of
made. The images from the - all the actions you can take to
mphlet have been turned into accomplish the title goal. Notably, on
s ofthespecifically
better hand- the back of each pamphlet, Stanton

points out that these are merely suggestions, and encourages self-direct
ed research. Stanton pulls back from
giving too much direction, but realizes the balance between formal and
cultural interpretations much more
vividly than Langevin.
Stanton’s pamphlets and crests,
approached with a fervent altruism,
are an exercise in DIY culture.
Artists are frequently turned to for
images but not content; by producing her own brochures, Stanton has
contro! of all aspects of their produc
tion, however, by limiting the production, she still elevates the
brochure to the level of the art
object—this may be a manifesto for
better living, but there are only 20
copies, so access to these ideas are
limited and privileged.
Langevin's work is much different
from Stanton’s, so much so that they
draw very few points of comparison
between them. I think, however,
both exhibitions question the
amount of say the artist should have
in the direction and interpretation of
their work. Langevin seems content

to open his work up to broad and
varied criticism, whereas Stanton is
very direct about the path she wants
her audience to travel when viewing
her work. Walking between the two

exhibitions is like pacing along a
magnet; Stanton's idealism is attractive and forceful, whereas
Langevin's work, not repelling,

rather lets the viewer hover over the
art without a single solid idea to
ground the works, w

ARTS

House main gallery, Liz
Miller's Cataclysmic Rescue
Mission presents a bold first impres
sion. The space has been a popular
target for attempts at this kind of
installation, which specifically calls to
mind Stephanie Jonsson's recent show
there. Miller is more successful than
many in her attempt to transform both
the space and her mundane, crafty
materials into something beautiful
Miller quite capably makes use of the
room, and for once Harcourt House’s
underfunded flooring can almost be
forgotten. But after this initial success,
Cataclysmic Rescue Mission doesn't
seem to know exactly where to go,
and the colourful beauty of the installation is ultimately unfulfilled
The installation is constructed
from various household craft supplies: foam, felt and paper. Miller
clearly has a strong interest in transforming her materials, and by and
large she is successful. As one looks
closely at the installation some of the
magic falls away, victim to awkward
creases or uninspiring foam, but the
initial impression is undeniable, and
the work is certainly alive with a
strong sense of movement. From the
smaller front gallery, the colours and
shapes are appealing even when visible only as a glimpse, and there is a
sense of excitement to being in the
room with them. She seems shy
about her references, however: the
colour palette is strong and her nods
to computer graphics come through
strongly, coupled with the plainly cat-

aclysmic nature of the wild forms and
a few rocket-like cut-outs, and there
is an architectural element, but there
is not much more than that.

MILLER’S WORK is certainly of the

© |UNTILSAT
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Ee |CATACLYSMIC RESCUE
+ MISSION

V

WORKS BY LIZ MILLER,
HARCOURT HOUSE (10215 - 112 ST)

moment, and it calls to mind other
art which, even if it is not shown

in places like Edmonton, is easily
found online. Miller's interest in
destruction and joyful, technicolor
violence, her references to computer graphics and her wild installation is essentially the aesthetic
that has been termed “new rave” in
the music press, to much argument, and it’s found in the work of
other artists like Assume Vivid
Astro Focus.
But it is most successful when it is

braver: although Miller is clearly
unafraid to make bold aesthetic gestures with her materials, she seems
to lack vocabulary both in her work
and in her statement. Where AVAF
candidly talk about demolition and
transgression/transgender, echoed
in Miller's hybrids and explosions
she resorts to a simple catch-all
about failure and possibility and how
complicated the world is, and we see
this in the work. For all of the excitement, vibrancy and movement in
Cataclysmic Rescue Mission, the
transformed materials and exhibition

space are just a collection of colours
and shapes, hardly exciting new ter-

rain for a young artist like Miller. The
post-rave psychedelia and digital
images that form her subject matter
have plenty of theory behind them,
and Miller's work could only benefit
from a closer reading and exploration of that material. In the meantime, if she just stops saying hybrid
and starts saying cyborg, she'll be
half way there. v
ips
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Stylized to death
Studio’s Roberto Zucco awes, though it doesn't affect.
DAVID BERRY / david @vueweekly.com
atever the darkest corners
of our souls might be, it’s
hard for us to empathize
with serial killers. That may be particularly true of one like Roberto Zucco,
who gives his name and life story to
Bernard Marie Koltés’ play currently
showing at Studio: after strangling his
mother and father, Zucco broke out of
prison and went on a rampage that got
him declared public enemy number
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way across four different countries.
It’s to the credit of Koltés that he
attempts to humanize such a man,
trying to explain without endorsing
the actions of aman very truly on the
fringes of humanity. And yet Stefan
Dzeparoski’s production fails precisely because by the time the curtain
drops, we are as alienated from Zucco
as ever: by emphasizing production
style and a heady exploration of
themes—mostly about the killer in
relation to so-called “normal” society—Dzeparoski leaves us as cold as
his killer seems to be. Rather than
coming to understand him, it feels as
though we’re watching a stylized

essay, its violence and characters little
more than art-directed arguments.
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For as long as | can remember, since
trolling around on the inefficient Edmonton

i. . a

public transit system from nowhere north

{

side to dead end west end as a preteen,
since brooding year after year about
remaining in Edmonton for another year, |
too had always harboured the urge to
leave. And not leave to just anywhere in
particular, but specifically, |, along with
legions before and after me, wanted des-

‘

.»

perately to move to Montréal
La belle ville: Where you can seemingly live cheaply and freely forever. Where

you can’t spit without hitting an artist.
Where you can ride your bicycle everywhere and partake in an array of everything any day and any night of any week.
The years went by and | never did
leave. At least not for Montréal. Never
finding the pull strong enough or the push

Apr. |- 11,2009
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THEBFALASSOF2008
TIMMS CENTE (0ST & 112 AVE, S10-§20
shifts seamlessly between fortified
prison, family home and derelict slum,
while also frequently serving as
screen for some striking video projections, the play looks gorgeous. But,
while it wouldn't be fair to call it style
over substance, it nonetheless is as
removed as the rest of Dzeparoski’s
direction: again, this is design with its
eye solely towards idea, treating the
human drama that’s unfolding before

it like set pieces to be moved when
it's time to prove another point.
The acting here is probably th:
weakest it’s been an Studio al|
year, though it’s hard to find faul
with the actors. Vincent Forcie;
stands out as the titular cold kille:
but this is partly because his char
acterization fits closest with th:
play's ethos; the other actors fight

to come through the design with
varying degrees of aplomb, without
any really succeeding.
Ultimately, Roberto Zucco doesn't
add much to what we already fee!
when he think of a serial killer <
vague degree of interest over some
thing we don't normally see, but nol
very much we can relate to. v

Moving on from Montréal
E |AMYPRAIRIE
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DEATHTRAP
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THAT SAID, it you're going to stylize
something, you could do far worse
than designer Robert Shannon has
done here. Taking place in front of a
flexible, white canvas structure that
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tréal on a research visit to witness Studio
303's Edgy Women Festival. The curation
of multidisciplinary performance works by
Miriam Ginestier was certainly inspiring in
scope and variety, with highlights including choreography from Chanti Wadge as
performed by Isabelle Poirier, bittersweet
performance artist Jess Dobkin, the

always electric eclectian Alexis O'Hara,
plus Edmonton's own Kristine Nutting’s
scaled-down remount of Pig. The 100capacity theatre at Tangente was packed
each night, and Nutting’s show brought
out one ex-Edmontonian after another,
who came out to see her Prairie gothic
performance in Montréal. As the only
Canadian artist representing west of
Toronto, Nutting reaffirmed for me that
our fetishization of elsewhere neglects to
acknowledge what we already have brewing in our own backyard.

leave, return and leave again, perpetuat-

Working in a city like Edmonton
demands infinitely more self-directed
focus, and the trade-off is more process
time for those who are committed. There
is less of an expectation to persistently
churn out more work; in fact, it has
become clear that you can only viably create one or two works a year, in whatever
Medium you work in.
'

ing a rhythmic lulling cycle.
Last week, | finally dropped into Mon-

CHECKING OUT the visual arts scene during

great enough, |ended up back where |
Started to try again.
But since those early days of dirt city
angst, | have watched legions come,

ARTS

the day and touring the endless galleries in
the Belgo building, hitting the Musée d’a
contemporain de Montréal, DHC/ART, |a

Galerie Centrale and other spots, it proved
that within Canada more does not equal
better. The ratio of quality work to
unprocessed works remains level in propo
tion, and so.the result is seeing a ton ©!

bad art with a few gems, most of whi
was created by artists from elsewhere
You really can't walk without tripping
over an artist of some sort, and most likely they're riding their bicycle to one of th
many free or affordable cultural events
that everyone from all ages seems (0
attend in passionate droves. Everyone 's

creative, almost all of the time; but there,
like here, like most everywhere, is a vac
um unto itself. That vacuum is importa"
for generating works specific and con
scious of their environment and commun
ties, as that becomes the cultura!
hallmark of any place; but for those wh?
choose to stay and create, they need '
be nourished, and that means growing
both the work and the audience by inject:

ing new and challenging works alongside
the existing status quo instead of simp!
defaulting to elsewhere. w
‘
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the CKUA Spring Campaign

Early Bird draw is on now
Pledge online at ckua.com for your chance
to win an iPod Touch
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DEATHTRAP

DIRECTED BY RICHARD WINNICK
WRITTENBYIRA LEVIN
STARRING NORM USISKIN, TANYA LAWRENCE
THU,
APA2- SAT,
APR1
WAUTERDALE PLAYHOUSE (10322 83AVE), S12- S16
PAUL BLINOV / blinov@vueweekly.com

There's at least one Sterling award category they
don’t give out anymore: Outstanding Amateur Production. That coveted statue existed in the first few
years of the awards but probably vanished as the
Sterling criteria solidified to “Productions must be
professional in nature.” But back in 1988, when they
- did give that one away, Richard Winnick’s production
of comedy-thriller Deathtrap took it home, and 20
years later he’s directing the show again for the
Walterdale’s 50th anniversary,
"| probably appreciate the writing more [now],
having worked on many scripts since then,” Winnick

‘MW TRYING TO FINO
SONGS THAT SAY
‘EARLY BIRO"

eS

I'M TRYING TO FIND
SONGS THAT SAY

a

eS

2

“SPRING

CAMPAIGN

explains over
the phone.

“It's been a
good script to
revisit
because It's
so well-written and it’s
such an interesting twistand-turn type
of murder
mystery. It’s
not like doing
a show that
might've been
a little more
superficial
one more time
again.”
Deathtrap,
written
by
broadway

heavyweight Ira Levin, finds once-popular playwright
Sidney Bruhl stuck in a slump of writing only flops.
He sees his opportunity to get back to the top, however, when a younger playwright brings him a brilliant script, and Bruhl orchestrates a plan to kill the
_ guy under the guise of helping him revise his work.
Of course, it’s not that easy. In ‘88, it was Winnick’s

*

second production with the Walterdale playhouse.
Since the original production, Winnick took over
as the Walterdale’s Artistic Director, though he currently sits as the AD for Spruce Grove's Horizon Players. Revisiting his Walterdale hit seems to be a
pleasant glance in the rearview mirror.
Winnick’s particularly satisfied with how his new
set is coming together—in particular, Winnick notes
the new design for Bruhl's weapon collection—and
the way he talks about all of Deathtrap’s little
nuances hints at the mileage he’s still getting out of

7

rd Ate.

Lae
And - all EARLY BIRD pledges are automatically
entered into the full slate of campaign prize draws,
including a trip for two to Vietnam.

Learn moreatckua.com

the script on go-around number two.

“Some of it is, ‘My god, how did we get though it
before?’” he says. “I've directed about 60 productions since then, including 15-20 musicals. So looking back, it’s how much of what you didn't know, and
how much more you've learned.”

[

DIASPORAMA

FEATURING WORKS BY ANDRE GINGAAS, LUC DUNBERAY
PRESENTED BY PPS DANCE
WED,APRB& THU, APR 8(8PM)
TIMMS CENTRE (112 ST & B7AVE), S15 $25
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many. The comment comes from the Hamilton-born
choreographer as he’s discussing funding cuts and
expatriate trends in Canadian arts communities of
late. It's not that he’s a bitter guy—his words mix a
little tongue-in-cheek with a hint of foreboding—but
he does acknowledge a certain anger permeating
the arts community, a rage that is reflected in the
work he created for Diasporama, a program of

duets complied by Montréal’s PPS Danse. Created by
invited expatriate Carfadian artists (think a combina-

tion of “diaspora” and “diorama”), the program features Pierre-Paul Savoie dancing two roles in
choreographies by Gingras and Montréal expat Luc
Dunberry.

- “It's funny, my work very often does have a political smell to it,” Gingras admits. “For me this piece is
a response to the lasteight years of the American

administration. | think in general there's an anger in
Canada, not only being the neighbour of George
Bush but also with the Harper government and the
incredible cuts in arts funding, there is kind of a simmering in the
field about
how the arts
have been
more or less

dismantled
over the last

years.

So

yeah, it makes
me

angry

somehow, and
that fed into

the work and
into looking
back at that
period in the

80s."
Gingras’
choreography,

* ... and the
air felt like it
would burst
DEATHTRAP
into flames,”
is heavily influenced by the writings of David Wojnarowicz. For those unfamiliar with the seminal New
York artist's work, let's say seething rage, violence
and humour are all things you can expect to see
“I've been reading his work for many years,” Gingras says of Wojnarowiez. “For me his writing in patticular embodies this anger towards the Reagan

administration that was prevalent at the time.”
As in Wojnarowicz's time, when artists who idertified as queer or who struggled with AIDS focused
their works on the fight against being swept under
the socio-political carpet, Gingras’ piece consists o!
two dancers with very distinct responses to the individual’s plight to be recognized in societies where
art, or artists, are undervalued.
"This work is co-authored by the performers who
helped me develop it,” Gingras explains. “Pierre-Pau
[Savoie] at the time was 53 years old and Vincent
Morelle was 23. Their specific responses to this idea
of anger or rage manifests in very different ways
Pierre-Paul, because he has a great intelligence anc
humour but also a great fragility and sense of irony.
his character develops in a more sinister direction,

while the younger dancer {now performed by Lae
Stellick] is this big, strong, young guy who could
break you with his hands if he wanted to, so tha
translates into the character's physical materia
being far more athletic and acrobatic.

“It’s quite violent material, but there's a lot of

humour in it as well,” Gingras explains. “Rage 's
only one colour so you have to look at it on a broader

FAWNDA MITHRUSH / fawnda@vueweekly.com

level. We are ridiculous of course, when we're

‘Don’t be surprised if you wake up one day and
there’s no one to dance or make paintings for you,”
says André Gingras over the line from Bielefeld, Ger-

anary: look at the rage of a child, of a lover. As we

manifest that anger we are frightening, but as
human beings we have a multitude of colours.”
—<_$_—_—_—__—_—
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AT HOUSE 31d Fi, 10215-112 St
780.426.4180 © Main Gallery: CATACLYSMIC
RESCUE MISSION: Installation iiLiz Miller *
Front Room: THE WAITING ROOM:
FAVA/Harcourt House Video Installation Class

{book signing), 7:30pm (reading)
tel 9535 Jasper Ave * Frontenac House

k launch: Quartet 2009: An Astonishment of
Poets, an evening of poetry, Tepelt and

music with poets Nancy Jo Cullen, Pierrette

© Until Apr 25

HARRIS-WARKE GALLERY-RED DEER

Sunworks, 4924 Ross St, Red Deer, 403.345.8937

:

© WORKING TITLE: 2nd part of an installation

roject by3rd year visual art students from Red
leer College. First partis at the Red Deer
College Library ® Until Apr 17

hers Dunberry and
Pjerre-Paul Savoie ® Apr 8/$15 (student/senior) at TIX

Ave ® JESUS,
ISITOKAY

HEND?: Nina Haggerty Centre

its explore themes oflove,
ind sex * Until Apr 18
},2-Spm

INCIL 10186-106 St
ONS: MESSAGE AND
Until Apr 18 © CASKET

780.433.5807 _* LIFE LINES: Fibre arts by a

780.932.4409 © TA\LE.S. Monthly Storytelling

Senior Centre, 10831 University Ave,

CITY ARTS CENTRE 10943-84 Ave,

group called Filamenta * Apr 7-30 © Opening
feception: Apr 8, 6:30-8:30pm

month * Until June, 8pm; $3 (free first time)

ALE St 8,
Artworks byvarious artists ©

Northside: 11817-80 St, 780.479.3424;

Artworks by various artists * Through April
KAMENA 5718 Calgary Tr S, 780.944.9497 ©
Mon-Wed, Fri 10am-6pm; Thu 10am-7pm; Sat
Pee * Featuring artworks by various

, video and text); opens

This content will disturb some and inspire oth-

ers, Parents andeducators are encouraged to
preview the exhibition; until May 18 ¢
LEAVING
OLYMPIA:
Unveiling the idealized Nude; until
SUBLIME: > 19th Century

18 © Inside
Art Lecture
ies
| theMuseum:
Ger
Zielinski, On CN
AE Its Publics and
Institutions; Thu, Apr 2, 7-Spm * Dr. Douglas
Sadao Aoki, Art on the Social Divide; Thu, Apr 9,

ets:
senion

;

fe (5yrs an
under)/$20 fomie adults, 4 children)
CENTRE D’ARTS VISUELS DE LALBERTA
9103-95 Ave, 780.461.3427 © Group show by
members; Apr 6-15

CENTRE GALLERY Allen Gray

Continuing Care

Centre, 5005-28 Ave, 780.756.5009 * MI

WORK. Artworks by Martin Garber-Conrad, and

Allen Gray residents ® Until Apr 29

CHRISTL BERGSTROM'S REDGALLERY _
9621-82 Ave, 780.498.1984 ® CAR CULTURE:Oil
paintings by Christi Bergstrom * Until Apr 30
CROOKED POT GALLERY 4912-51 Ave, Stony

eee
eentiApr 30
AND MUG:Potteryby Betty Schultz
i}

el

'S natu

iS!

ery

©

EXTENSION GALLERY Enterprise Sq,
—_780.492.9166 © RIGHT PLACE,RIGHT TIME:

frotogtanh by Mark Maris, from a University
tnt at pried

DESIGI

°

leception: & Apr 9, 5-7pm

ps!

ev

5 WELLSWitOTHERS: A

e

«

Bachelor of Design Grad Show, 2009 © Until Apr
11 © Opening reception: Thu, Apr 2, 7-10pm

SE GALLERY 10516 Whyte Ave, bsmt of
the Paint Spot, 780.432.0240 © Artworks by
Eugenia Castaneda * Through April
FRONT GALLERY 12312 Jasper Ave.
780.488. ee Artworks by Tom Galef #
Oana
Ua

What-You-Will (min $6); info at 780.932.4409 *
Fools Rush In: featuring storytellers Enaid, Renée

acatl

rept: Apes
A
Cae amete opening

Gooding; Apr 2

UNIVERSITY OFALBERTA Faculty Club «
Literary Cocktails with the University of Alberta

Press—Creative Non-Fiction: Readings by Daniel
Coleman, Roger Epp, and Gloria Mehimann,
Carol Holmes as MC # Wed, Apr 8, 4-6pm

UPPER CRUST CAFE 10909-86 Ave,

780.422.8174 * THE POETS’ HAVEN. Monday
Mins feading series presented by Stroll of Poets
© Every Mon, 7pm © $5 door

THEATRE
CHIMPRO V Varscona Theatre, 10329-83 Ave,

780.433.3399 © Rapid Fire Theatre presents
comedy every Sat, 11pm, except for the last Sat

of each month until June 13 © $10/$8 (member)
at TIX on the Square

DEATHTRAP Walterdale Playhouse, 10322-83

NINA HAGGERTY eae calle 9704-111
Ave, 780.474.7611 ¢ TEACHINGS FROM A
KISKINOHAMATOKAMIKOHK: LEARNING FROM
CHILDREN'S PHOTOGRAPHS: Presented by
Hedy Bach, Merle Kennedy * Apr 2-18 *

Ave © By
Ira Levin © Until at 11, 8pm, Sun
mat: Apr 5, 2pm * $12-$16; Thu, Apr2:TwoFor-One at TIX on the Square

Opening reception: Apr 8, 7-Spm

780.433.3389 © Live improvised soap opera
directed by Dana Andersen © Every Mon, 8pm

PETER ROBERTSON GALLERY 10183-112 St,
780.452.0286 * COLOURS—NEW PAINTINGS:

EXIT PURSUED BY BARD Varscona Theatre,

Paintings by Giuseppe Albi

PETER ROBERTSON GALLERY 2 12304
Jasper Ave, 780.455.7479 © INFUSION:

Encaustics by Susana Espinoza * Apr 4-25 *
Opening reception: Sat, Apr 4, 2-49m

PROFILES PUBLIC ART GALLERY 19 Perron
St, St. Albert, 780.460.4310 © A WAY INTO
PLACE: Artworks by Verne Busby, Cindy

Delpart, Judith Martin and Bruce Thompson ©
Until Apr 12
ROYAL ALBERTA MUSEUM 12845-102 Ave,
780.453.9100 ¢ ARTE EN LA CHARRERIA:

Craftsmanship and design distinctive to the
Mexican cowboy * Until Apr 13
SCOTT GALLERY 10411-124 St, 780.488.3619
© SPRING RENEWAL: Still life series by Pamela
Thurston, oil paintings by Patty deed
ae by Akiko Taniguchi, and floral paintings
y Lynn Malin ¢ Until Apr 11

SNAP GALLERY 10309-97 St, 780.423.1492 «
SCENT OF MEMORY: Print art by Guy Langevin
© Until Apr 11
SPRUCE GROVE ART GALLERY-SPRUCE
GROVE Melcor Cultural Centre, 35, 5 Ave,
Spruce Grave, 780.962.0664 * Biannual

Instructors Show © Until Apr 18 * Opening
reception: Sat, Apr 4, 1-4pm

STEPPES GALLERIES 1253, 1259-91 St*
EAST GALLERY: &/FSS/NG: Copper etchings by
Oksana Movcha; until May 5; opening reception:

Sat, Apr 11, 2-4pm © E: kelley.brent@bldg-ine.ca

TELUS WORLD OF SCIENCE 11211-142 St.
780.452.9100 ¢ THE AAT OF THE BRICK™ until
May 3 © Surprise Mosaic Public Build: until
Apr5

VISUAL ARTS ALBERTA 3rd Fi, 10215-112 St.
780.421.1731 © PRISM: Laurie MacFayden,
Helen Rogers, Liz Sullivan * Until Apr
WEST END GALLERY 12308 Jasper Ave,

DIE-NASTY Varscona Theatre, 10329-83 Ave,

10329-83 Ave * Acme Shakespeare Project by
David Belke, inspired by and celebrating the
plays of Shakespeare * iP 9-19, Tue-Sat 8pm;
at-Sun 2pm © $20 (adult}/$15 (student/senior)
at TIX on the Square; Sat mat: PWYC {doar}

EXTINCTION SONG Citadel's Rice Theatre,

9828-101A Ave ® Written and directed by Ron
Jenkins, and performed by Ron Pederson. Part
one Rice Series © Until Apr 19, 7:30pm; mat:

30pm
HEY LADIES Roxy Theatre, 10708-124 St «

Theatre Network * An evening filled with comedy, music, fashion, make-overs, games, and more
© Fri, Apr 3, 8pm ® $20 at TIX on the Square

LE LAPIN ENIVRE (THE INTOXICATED

RABBIT) La Cité Francophone, 8627-91 St *
UUnitheatre © En francaise/French language

production. * Revisit the scandalous speakeasy
period of the 1920s, inspired by the films
Moulin Rouge and The Blue Angel * Apr 2-4

8pm; Apr 5: 2pm * $23 (adult)/315

(student/senior) at TIX on the Square, door

THE LOVE LIST Mayfield Dinner Theatre,
16615-109 Ave, 780.483.4051 ¢ ByNorm

Foster. A comic spin on the quest for perfection
© Until Apr 12 © $55-$85

ROBERTO ZUCCO Timms Centre, 87 Ave, 112

St, U of Acampus © Studio Theatre * By
Bernard Marie Koltes, directed by Stefan
Dzeporosky * Until Apr4 * $10-$22 at TIX on
the Square

THE ROCKY HORROR SHOW Catalyst Theatre
8529 Gateway Boulevard « Musical presented
by the Odd-Lot Theatre Company * Until Apr 3,

Som Sun 3pm © $15/$10 (student/senior) at
TIX on the Square, door
SEXY GALS IN THE CITY Jubilations Dinner
Theatre, 8882-170 St, Phase Il, WEM,

780.484.2424 © A spoof on the popular TV
show set love songs from the ‘70s and ‘80s «
Apr 3-June 7

780.488.4892 © Artworks by W.H. Webb; new
aintings by Rod Charlesworth and Andris

TEATRO TELLS ALL Varscona Theatre, 10329-

Paimants © Until Apr 9

and songs starring all your Teatro faves with
Stewart Lemoine, Jeff Haslam, Leona Brausen,
Davina Stewart, Jocelyn Ahif, Farren Timoteo,

LITERARY
AUDREYS BOOKS 10702 Jasper Ave, _
780.423.3487 © Poetry Nights the2nd Fri each

month © Other Voices readings, celebrating creative writing students from Grant MacEwan
College with Kent Falkenberg and Lynn Coady;

for the

ROSIE'S 10475-80 Ave, 780.439.7211 © TALES:
EDMONTON STORYTELLING CAFE. TALES.

Englot and Pearl-Ann

Stanley A. Milner
Man Sir Winston
Churchill Square,

Hhorapid * SHOW OFF:Teen att show *

sented bythe Raving Poets * Every Wed until

LOFT GALLERY A. J. Ottewell Arts Centre,
590 Broadmoor Blvd, Sherwood Park,

Gift Shop ¢ Finger weaving and sash display by
Celina Loyer

lence are integral to this history. POLAROIDS
addresses questions of power, masculinity and
desire with images of nudity and sexual activity.

10444 Whyte Ave© Sofa King-he series: pre-

Alberta League Encouraging Storytelling open
mic * First Thu each month, 7-9pm ¢ Pay-

MICHIF CULTURAL AND METIS RESOURCE
INSTITUTE 9 Mission Ave, St. Albert,
780.651.8176* Aboriginal Veterans Display *

Apr4 ©

KASBAR LOUNGE below Yianni’s Taverna,

McKay * Until Apr 4

Sun, Apr'5 * Dining Room Gallery: Prints by
Aagnieszka Doziarz; Apr 2-May 21

Ph
is by Attila Richard
Lukaes selected by Michael Morris; The history
of art is rich with images that are provocative.
and challenge societal norms. Sexuality and vio-

780.432.0967 ® What Is Our Place: Fitting People
Into Ecosystems. book \aunch and presentation
with Forest Ecologist, Herb Hammond © Tue, Apr
7, 7-8:30pm © Free

DREAM: Textile collages by Esther Scott-

MCPAG (Multicultural Centre Public Art
Gallery)
5411-51 St, Stony Plain, 780.963.2777
* BEARING WITNESS: Paintings by Gaye
Oxford, Jean Tait; Apr 5-29; opening reception:

ISTY TRINIER:

GREENWOODS' BOOKSHOPPE 7925-104 St,

May 27, 7:30 (sign-up), 8pm (show

healthcare staff, faculty, residents, students
and volunteers * Until Apr 9

Ando Hiroshige’s
block prints from

Circle: Tell stories or come to listen; 2nd Fri each

LATITUDE 53GALLERY 10248-106 St, 2nd Fl,
780.423.5353 ° Main
: LADY
THINGS-OH, MOTHER: Photo series byRobyn
Sinming F
Room: A COUNTESS

McMULLEN GALLERY U of A Hospital, 8440112 St, 780.407.7152 ¢ AFTER WORK: THE
FRIENDS CHAIRMAN SHOW: Artworks by

Photographs

© Story Slam: every third Wed of the month

JEFF ALLEN GALLERY Strathcona Place

780.998.3091 * BEGINNINGS: Art Society of
Strathcona County * Until Apr 25

St_Anne
SRLEDOSCOPEGE

BLUE CHAIR CAFE 9624-76 Ave, 780.469.9755

CARROT CAFE 9351-118 Ave, 780.471.1580 ©

Carrot Writing Circle * Every Tue, 7-9pm; A critique circle the 4th Tue every month

465.6171;

J

Requier, Anna Marie Sewell, and Bob

Stallworthy © Thu, Apr 2, 7pm © Free

Dana

Wilson and Curtis Gillespie * Thu, Apr 2,

7pm © Heedlng rorCanadian Rockies: Geology
oad Toursby Ben Gadd; Fri, Apr 3, 12-1pm

83 Ave, 780.433.3399 © An evening of laughs

Sheri Somerville, Shannon Blanchet, Cathleen
Rootsaert and more. The shows, titles and casts
for 2009 will be announced * $20/$15 (Teatro
subscriber) © Sat, Apr 4, 7pm (door), 7:30pm

THEATRESPORTS Varscona Theatre, 10329-

83 Ave, 780.448.0695 © Rapid Fire Theatre's
weekly insane improv show # Every Fri (tame
© Until July 31 © $10/ $8 (member) at TIX on
the Square

TOP 30 FOR THE WEEK OF APRIL 2, 20049
1. Neko Case - Middle Cyclone (anti)

2. Buddy & Julie Miller— Written In Chalk (new west)
3. Mastodon — Crack The Skye (reprise)
4. Dan Auerbach - Keep It Hid (nonesuch)
5. Justin Townes Earle — Midnight At The Movies (bloodshot)

6. Propagandhi
- Supporting Caste (smallman)
7. Rachelle Van Zanten - Where Your Garden Grows (rvz)

8. Deep Dark Woods - Winter Hours (black hen)
9. M. Ward — Hold Time (merge)
10. V/A - Dark Was The Night (4ad)
11. Bonnie ‘Prince’ Billy - Beware (drag city}
12. Animal Collective - Meriweather
Post Pavilion (domino)
13. Elvis Perkins
- Drearniand (xi)
14. Chris Issak
— Mr. Lucky (reprise)
15. Yeah Yeah Yeah's
—It's Blitz! (Interscope)

16. Napaim Death - Time Waits For No Slave (century media)
17. Brett Dennen — Hope For The Hopeless (dualtone)
18. Buried Inside - Spoils Of Failure (relapse)
19. Romi Mayes —Achin In Yer Bones (romi mayes)
20. The Derek Trucks Band — Already Free (sony)
21. Maeleine Peyroux — Bare Bones (rounder)
22. Geoff Berner - Klezmer Mongrels (jericho beach)

23, A.C. Newman — Get Guilty (last gang)
24. Soundtrack Of Our Lives - Communion (yep roc)
25. Jill Barber - Chances (outside)
26. Kasey Chambers
& Shane Nichols - Rattlin’
Bones (sugar hill)
27. Willie Nelson & Asleep AtThe Wheel - Willie & The Wheel (bismeaux)

28. Andrew Bird — Noble Beast (fat possum)
29. John Frusciante - The Empyrean (record collection)

30. Neil Young - Sugar Mountain: Live At Canterbury House (reprise)

GOMEZ
A NEW TIDE
A NEW TIDE marks a return to the
always-freewheeling British band’s more
experimental roots, with songs like “Win
Park Slope” and “Airstream Driver”
evincing a spirit born of boundless
imagination and a longstanding
collaborative relationship. With the band
members now scattered across two
continents, from Brooklyn to Brighton,
England, early tracks were written and

oNSALE Now!
Shs.
: 22a

recorded individually and then merged
online.

*MEGATUNESEDNONTO
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Damme it all
Jean-Claude bears his soul in JOVD
JOSEF BRAUN / josef@vaeweekly.com
hat is surely the world's first
major meta-martial arts
movie opens with a bravura
tracking shot that forces Jean-Claude
Van Damme, portrayed by JeanClaude Van Damme, to kick, punch
and.jab his way through dozens of
anonymous opponents to some vintage Curtis Mayfield soul. The
sequence just goes on and on, rather
hilariously, until Van Damme begins
to run out of steam, he misses a mark,
and the whole thing literally collapses. “I'm 47!” he protests with affecting
vulnerability to the frustrated crew.
‘Just because he brought John Woo to
Hollywood doesn’t mean he can rub
my dick with sandpaper,” the rather
unforgiving punk of a director mumbles to his AD. A sort of companion
piece to The Wrestler, but way goofier,
JCVD gives us a fading action star
waxing reflective on his own anxieties
over struggling to keep up with the
action
Reeling from divorce and child custody suits, amassing vast debt, tiring,
both physically and spiritually, of
headlining an endless string of actioners that are virtual remakes of the
same

thing over and over, the Mus-

cles from Brussels returns home to

Fl APA SUN PR & TUE,APR 7 (PM)
SATLAPR4&
MON,AP6(8PU)
JCVD

DIRECTED BY MABROUK EL MECHRL
COMEDY
WRITTEN BY FREDERIC BEMUDIS, EL MECHRI.
CHRISTOPHE TURPIN
STARRING JEAN-CLAUDE VAN DAMME
METRO CINEMA (9828 - 101A AVE)
ware

lick his wounds and settle some business. But life will soon imitate art, and
weirdly. It starts, aptly enough, in a
sleepy video club that will soon be
crammed with cops, some of whom
wear only their underpants. They're
responding to one of the most memorable radioed-in cries for help in
recent memory: “Please. Hurry. JeanClaude Van Damme is robbing a post
office!”
IT APPEARS van Damme’s gone
postal, though the truth is more complicated, involving hostages, many
layers of theatre, meditations on the

social duties of celebrities, a really
bad and quite annoying bad guy with
John Cazale’s haircut from Dog Day
Afternoon and a humiliating courtroom scene where a prosecuting
attorney slaps down DVDs and rattles

off the countless ways Van Damme
has meted out death upon fictive victims for the last two decades. As
helmed by Mabrouk El Mechni, JCVD is
pitched somewhere between Jean-Luc
Godard, Charlie Kaufman, a midnight
movie and a cartoon. He bathes the
whole thing in this bizarre, ugly, sort
of bronzing ethereal haze that’s perhaps meant to resemble what the
world looks like after 18 consecutive
hours in a tanning bed. Like the
enjoyably throwback score, the Dutch

jE! horror! jEl horror!
—

Ld

DVDETECTIVE
JOSEF BRAUN

=

dvdetective@vueweekly.com

(Fe)

by the side of the road, the mute, scissors-

wielding maniac whose face is obscured
by a pink bandage: all of these items
which pull us so deftly into this story are
luring the curious, casually voyeuristic

Héctor into a trap whose genesis will
It is the province of smarter science fiction
makers to invest as deep if not an even
deeper sense of wonder in the simplest,

most familiar apparatus as they would the
monolithic machines of elaborate fantasy.
In Timecrimes (Los Cronocrimines), a

pair of binoculars becomes just such a
vessel of intrigue. When Héctor (Karra
Elejalde), having recently moved into his
country house with his wife Clara
(Candela Fernandez), begins to explore the
peripheries of his property with his binoculars, it Is as though the bizarre, mindboggling journey he will soon set upon has
already begun.
already begun.

And

of course,

it has

The mysterious phone call, the sight of
a pretty girl undressing in the woods, the
upturned dumpster and abandoned bike

32>
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prove unusually elusive, even by the standards of more synapse-sparking sci-fi. The
chain of causality in Héctor's spiral into

misfortune, injury and alienation from his
own existence remains to the very end
impossible to trace back—though god
knows Héctor himself tries arduously to
figure it out.
Before | confuse you too much, let me
clarify that Timecrimes is, as you might
guess, a movie about time travel. But
rather than hurl its protagonist centuries
into the past or eons into some far-flung
future, Spanish writer/director Nacho
Vigalondo’s pretty ingenious and hugely
sinister little feature debut tosses hapless
Héctor a mere couple of hours back, which
results in tremendous havoc. He catches

sight of his own double doing everything

APR2- APR'8, 2009

angles or the long takes which frequently fix solely on Van Damme's
face even during a conversation, it’s
one of many choices that render JCVD
stylishly stoned and indiscriminate.
But it’s never less than watchable and
utterly diverting.
What grounds all this at all is obviously Van Damme himself, who
seems to be genuinely laying his heart

bare, slumped in chairs complaining

about shit scripts, signing autographs
and posing for pics, doing a few high

it's being a movie about little more than its

he did two hours ago. He's told by the
mysterious lab technician (Vigalondo himself) who got him into this nightmare sceNario, whose own motives are kept pretty
obscure by the sweaty urgency of the
story, not to interfere with what is, so to
speak, deigned to pass. So Héctor, clumsy,
middle-aged, overweight and easily
exhausted, must run around frantically
setting up reenactments of things that
haven't happened yet. Suffering from a
persistent disconnect between seeing and
being, he becomes tangled in a loop. The
craziest part of it is that the avalanche of
weird shit that got him into this mess is
now rendered as echoes of their own
internal continuum of events.
Newly out on DVD from Mongrel,
Timecrimes is all action and often chillingly hilarious, a hybrid of an especially welloiled episode of The Twilight Zone and
some especially physically taxing silent
comedy. It manages to stay compelling
even when you can see exactly where it's
going. Naysayers could make a case for

FILM

own geometries. There's talk of an
American remake, and with the right talent—Cronenberg has been rumoured—!
could certainly see how Vigalondo's premise could be imbued with some darker layers of psychology. But you could just as
easily laud the film for this very same sort
of purity. It sets up an intricate network of
activities that need to be fulfilled and
deposits the utterly committed Elejalde
into the thick of it like some poor, out-ofshape gerbil in some cosmically forbidding exercise wheel.

LIKE HECTOR, Quim (Leonardo Sbaraglia) is
an errant Spaniard who stumbles into the
wrong place at the wrong time and winds
up caught in a stratagem whose design or
purpose is obscure. King of the Hill (El
Rey de la montafia) begins with Quim getting robbed by some hot young babe (Maria
Valverde) in the washroom of Spain's most
desolate gas station. At first it seems like
he might be finding himself the antihero of
some sexy, fatalistic rural neo-noir. He
should be so lucky! By chasing after the girl
and getting lost in some unpopulated mountain range, he's actually slipping into a

rethink of Deliverance or Duel, the random-

kicks and flipping out when he can't
make a simple bank transaction. The
movie's key scene has Van Damme
drift out of the action altogether for a
few minutes, floating up to the ceiling

like the hero of Donald Antrim’s The
Verificationist, delivering this rambling
semi-coherent, Brando-esque monologue about fame, drugs, women and
whatever else haunts the tired mind
ofa Belgian kickboxing movie star. !n
some parallel universe, it just won
him the Oscar. wv

ly selected mark of some unseen maniac
hunter with a rifle, scope, pooch and
predilection for tormenting his prey.
King of the Hillis out on the Dimension

Extreme DVD imprint, though I'm not sure
what's all that extreme about it save for a
few particularly nasty-looking wounds
Directed by Gonzalo L6pez-Gallego from a
script by Javier Gullén, the film shares
Timecrimes’ unfussy, action-oriented
rigour but lacks its wit. L6pez-Gallego

uses the bleak location well and cranks up
tension with his insistence on tight shots
that fragment the action and disorient the
viewer at precisely those moments when
we're grasping for some visual context
But while its simplicity can be read as 4
virtue, the film is so miserly with expos

tion that it risks long stretches given over
to not much more than scrambling around,

panting and crying out in pain and despetation and not much else. We do eventual

ly get some hints at what sort of twisted
creature has fixed Quim in its sights. bu!

the little we do leam winds up feeling

rather trite. Maybe it would have helped i
Quim could have gone back in time an°

wound up with either John Boorman °

Walter Hill in their 1970s prime as his
puppet master. w

PALM

ONE OF THE BEST
FILMS OF THE YEAR

12 ROUNDS —

OPENING
THISWEEK
A DINECTED
BYGREGMOTTOLA
KRISTENSTEWART.
JESSE FASENGERG,

tion is pure gut-punch, with an emational

stillness, it really only serves to make the

fawness entirely nonexistent in comedies
like Superbad
and its spiritual brethren.
In the end, Adventureland is as much an

few moments that break through Elisabeth’s quiet desperation particularly punctuative. Early on, even the way she shuts
off the baby’s lamp, practically ripping the
cord from it, is shocking and foreboding, an
effect that only heightens as the mood of
Lost Song settles in: the frantic way she

honest portrait of our first adult steps as it
is a ribald comedy, a tricky balance that
puts it ahead of most examples of either

LOST SONG
g that lends a touch of the ironic
Peverything he says that combine
ect embodiment of the intelligam fit beat down by a world that

WRITTEN & DIRECTED BY ADDAIGUE JEAN
STARRING PATRICK GOYETTE,SUZIE LEBLANC
SAT, APRA,MON, APR 6(7PM);SUN.APR 5,TUE, APR 7(9PM)
METRO CINEMA (9828-1014 AVE)
tot

refuses to make sense of itself. {t was a
tole heplayed to perfection in Noah Baumbach’s aching The Squid and the Whale,
grounding the arrogant, bitter Walt (a

DAVID BERRY / david@vueweokly.com

stand-in for Baumbach himself) with a very

the first film Rodrigue Jean's spare, spa-

human vulnerability, his faults a kind of

cious Lost Song recalls is Michae| Haneke’s
Funny Games. But though Elisabeth (Suzie
LeBlanc) and her husband Pierre (Patrick
Goyette) will also be terrorized by a youth
with no discernible motive, the similarities

defence against the fact he didn't understand the world as much as his obvious

intelligence would have him believe he did.
Eisenberg takes on a very similar role—
even down to playing the stand-in for the
writer/director's younger self—in Greg Mottola’s Adventureland, a sweet, frequently
hilarious little coming-of-age story that nevertheless shares more with Eisenberg’s previous work on Squid than Mottola’s previous
work on Superbad, whatever the advertising
or Gast would have you believe. James
(Eisenberg) is 4 painfully literate college
grad foreed by his dad's demotion to trade a
summer in Europe for working at the eponymous low-rent amusement park. “They don’t
like people like me where I'm from,” James
whines to his haughty college friends, a fact
confirmed almost immediately by a run-in
with an old friend from elementary school
who greets him by flipping him the bird and
punching him in the balls, barely affectionate abuse taking the place of his collegeworded debates.

Its not long, though, beforeJames’ imperiousness is broken dawn by the charm of

Opening with a middle class family driving
down a country highway, listening to opera
and oblivious to the trials that are to come,

between the films end there: this young cou
ple’s tormentor is their own newborn, and
Jean's far less interested in manipulating his
audience, any discomfort that arises is natuTal as opposed to pointed.

The cracks in what seems like a rather
idyllic time—Elisabeth and Pierre are
headed out to his mother’s cabin to give
her some time to rest and get settled with

WONT FORGET.

~ ROLLING STONE

‘DEL TORO IS FLAWLESS.
- NEW YORK TIMES

AN EXTRAORDINARY NEW
WORK...UNEXPECTEDLY
REWARDING.

SUNSHINE CLEANING
DIRECTED BY CHRISTINEJEFFS
WRITTEN
BYMEGAN HOLLEY
STARRING
AMYADAMS, EMILYBLUNT,
ALANARKIN
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It's indicative of the extent to which gallows
humour has been absorbed, commoditized
and made cozily “offbeat” by the movies
when we see something as essentially
unsullied by mortality as Sunshine Cleaning open with a shotgun suicide in an Albu

querque hardware store and almost
immediately cut to gags about brain frag
ments staining the merchandise. The gruesome aftermath of death is incorporated
right into screenwriter Megan Holley’s

before they're arguing about where it
should sleep, why it won't take to breastfeeding and their diminished sex life. From

premise, which finds two 30ish sisters
entering the local crime-scene clean-up
industry. This idea of two women whose
own lives seem a mess hurling themselves
into the grunt work of eliminating the traces
of others’ trauma, despair and resignation is
a rich one, but don’t let it fool you into think-

finding a balance between the (presumably) happy life that came before and their
new bundle of joy.
Though there is a pervading sense of

AN EXPERIENCE YOU

Benicio Del Torofia a magnificent
performance. He keeps you riveted.

buys a pack of cigarettes or, particularly, a
scene where Pierre almost forces sex on
her—so desperate is he for some kind of
physical affection with his wife, so disaffected is she she ends up letting him masturbate over her—feel as heightened and
fierce as they must for her. It’s this ability,
to mimic the mood of its characters so ably,
that ultimately makes Lost Song so gripping, even despite its deliberate pace

their new child—appear early. Before they
even arrive, Elisabeth is car sick, and the
couple barely has time to set up the crib

there, it’s a matter of the two of them,
though mostly Elisabeth, trying and failing
to play the baby to at least a stalemate,

mi

ing that Little Miss Sunshine Cleaning—the
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his co-workers, if not necessarily the park,

the kind of place where people will cheat
and pull a knife just to win a giant-ass
panda from the rigged games. Run by a

Sweet couple—a hilarious pairing of SNL's
Bill Hader and Kristen Wiig, whose utterly
sincere love of the park is undeterred by
spoiled com dogs and litter bugs—and populated by a sarcastic Russian Lit major (the

VANCOUVER

FILM

PTALENT
J N110)\

droll Martin Starr), a charming-if-mildlyamoral handyman (Ryan Renolds, surprising-

ly good) and, of particular to James, the
captivating Em (Kristen Stewart), an NYU
student working there mostly to piss off her
social-climbing hag of a stepmom.
Though Adventureland isn't light on

played against hurt and frustration: there's

an honest electricity to their first dip in a
Swimming pool, and a later scene where
James discovers Em in a compromised posi-

Hear about our 13 programs

See award-winning student work
Discover how VFS prepares you to
join the world of entertainment

« EXCLUSIVE! Meet VFS's Director of
Admissions, who sees thousands
of applications and portfolios a year

Superiority provides a lot of the humour,
nearly matched by Hader’s pure commitly as confused, if not inexperienced, about
love, their relationship is captured beautiful\y by Mottola, tendemess and excitement

Vancouver Film School, Canada's
premier post-secondary entertainment
arts institution and one of the most
distinguished in the world, is coming
to your area. Join us for an info session
near you, where you'll:

e

laughs—Starr and Eisenberg’s constantlyunder-attack, barely contained sense of
Mment—its real strength is in the burgeoning
relationship between James and Em. Equal-

SCHOOL

is on the road searching for
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approach something resonant, yet Norah
ends the movie by suddenly announcing
she’s going on a road trip, which reads as
lazy screenwriter shorthand for “I'm going
film shares more than just producers, “sunto
find myself.”
shine” and Alan Arkin with that 2006 indie
Director Christine Jeffs, who made the
hit—is any sort of comic trailblazer. It's got
just enough quirk to seem an alternative to * not uninteresting Sylvia, seems above all to
be trying to remain anonymous, but the
the most pedestrian mainstream fare, but
result is mostly just further emphasis on
the familiarity creeps in early, accumulating
the movie's most un-engagingly generic
until the final act assumes the whiff of
qualities. None of this is to say you won't
something cobbled directly from a screenhave a few laughs or feel a little empathy
writing handbook.
Thank goodness for Amy Adams, whose ° for Sunshine Cleaning’ characters, but neither will their stories stick with you once
frustrated single mom Rose offers the
the scouring is through. actress a welcome step toward playing a
somewhat-less-innocent character. | say
somewhat because Rose, the high school
cheerleader who once dated Steve Zahn’s
12 ROUNDS
football captain, now married with chilDIRECTED BY REWNY HARLIN
dren and meeting for quickies in some
WRITTEN BY DANIEL KUNKA
fleabag called, | kid you not, the CrossSTARRING JOHN CENA,AIDAN GILLEN, ASHLEY SCOTT
roads Motel, is at times forced to behave
*
naively just to help grease the gears of
Sunshine Cleaning’s rote trajectories of

NOW PLAYING

self discovery. Still, Adams is pretty
delightful doing dirty things, and her desperation is at times truly touching.
Emily Blunt, who played the reluctant
pal to Anne Hathaway in The Devil Wears
Prada, gets to transgress more interestingly

as Rose’s sister Norah, who can’t hold
down a job, seems stuck in a pattern of
adolescent rebelliousness and, in the
movie's most intriguing subplot, stalks a
woman, marvelously underplayed by Mary
Lynn Rajskub, whose photos she finds
stashed amidst the belongings of a suicide.
But it’s in this storyline that Sunshine
Cleaning really reveals its limitations. The
consequences of Norah's genuinely creepy
perusal of a friendship—and perhaps

LAGEE
GE
SLIVIER’S

RICHARD Ii

more—with this introverted woman nearly

GARNEAU
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| love a big-dick action thriller as much as
the next guy, especially when the dick in
question is that of a cultural referent from
a subculture with undeniable ties to the
genre. WWE superstar John Cena takes
another jab at big-screen heroism following his hardly successful turn in The
Marine, this time as a New Orleans detective under pressure as a wronged prison
escapee seeks revenge through a stupidly
improbable cat-and-mouse game. Unlike
his stirring, charmful presence in the ring,
Cena is.neither half-bad or really that
goad—t's a tough call to make when the
movie most definitely sucks.
Danny Fisher (Cena) leaves for an
evening shift as a police officer, only for
him and his partner to find themselves
smacked down in the middle of a pursuit
for diamond thief Miles (Aidan Gillen) and
his sexy girlfriend sidekick. Danny catches
him but Miles’ lady is killed in the chase,
which has the bad guy claiming future
vengeance. On the one-year anniversary of
the incident, a promoted Danny gets a
phone call from Miles, out of prison and
after his adversary’s common-law partner
Molly, whom he kidnaps.
Danny's only hope for getting Molly back
in one piece is Miles’s elaborate city-wide
game show, which involves 12 rounds of
cracking codes and dismantling bombs
across New Orleans. But is getting even
Miles’s only motive, or is this a scheme for
something even more sinister?
12 Rounds is \aughably conceived and
poorly written, each round of Miles’s challenge gets more ridiculous, only to be outdone by obvious dialogue. Countless lines
either begin with “goddamn” or end in
“bitch,” likely aiming for the Die Hardesque thrills of tough love one-liners but
sounding like a softcore thriller. At first, hitor-miss director Renny Harlin works with
gritty but intimate camerawork and linear
editing to salvage some credibility but

Finn on the Fly is one of those “family’
movies that children adore and parents

despise. It's the kind that has parents in
seats tuning out, ambivalent, checking the

time on their cell phones and spending the
bulk of the movie mentally calculating the
costs of tickets, drinks and treats, the tine
spent to and from the theatre, not to mention the amount of “shit to do.” But th:

kids—they will love it.
And why not? What kid wouldn't be
delighted to imagine their pet dog as their
human best friend? That's the premise of
Finn on the Fly. Pre-teen Ben (Matthew
Knight) has moved to America fron

Barcelona and, so far, the’ only friend he
has is Finn, his dog. He's bullied by a redheaded fat boy, which leads me to ask
why are all movie-bullies fat and red-head
ed? Not sure, but this one probably learned
his malevolence from his mother, Dr Mad
sen, a mad scientist, played by Saturday

Night Live ghost Ana Gasteyer.
Ben lives next door to the bully and
evil scientist, often bearing witness to
weirdness opposite his bedroom window
It's not until Finn gets into Dr Madsen’s
secret lab, and laps up some goo, that the
scale of her evilness is understood. Finn
undergoes serious changes; he turns int
a fully grown adult male (Ryan Belleville)
aged about 25 and with a social |0 of
about the same number.
The transformation is conveniently
timed for when cousin Eddie from Spain
was supposed to visit. Real Eddie wa
detained at the airport, giving way to
the blunder necessary for Ben to convince his parents that big Finn is cousin
Eddie, He also teaches Finn how to
speak English in an afternoon. Why th

parents don’t speak Spanish to cousin
Eddie, of why they don’t wonder where
Finn the dog went, is never confronted
These are just two of several gapin:

plot holes that only a home-schooled
child would ever notice.
For you kids—you who haven't quite
grasped logic and fixate on the possibility
of your best non-human pal finally turning

human—Finn on the Flyisthe movie fo
you. For the parents who are concerned
about grown men licking their children’s
faces and camping out on their bedroom

floors, you might want to follow up with a
heart-to-heart talk about such dangers. |n
themeantime, the kids will appreciate this

raucous film like it was served to them in a
squeezable tube. w
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CONNECTICUT (144, frightening

Oa 12, 6:50,9:25;Mon-

FAST AND FURIOUS 4 (144)
Daily 6:55 9:05; Sat-Sun 1:55
1 LOVE YOU, MAN (14A, crude
content, coarse language)

|

FAST AND FURIOUS (14A)
No passes Fri-Sun, Tue-Thu 12:0

8:00, 9:40
RACE TO WITCH MOUNTAIN (PG)

Thu, Apr 2: 12:00, 2:00, 4:00, 6:00,

Thu 4:15, 6:50, 9:25
DUGGAN CINEMA-CAMROSE

660148 Ave, Camrose, 780.608.2144
MONSTERS VS ALIENS (G)
Daily 7:10 9:10; Sat, Sun 2:10

laity 9:00; Sat-Sun 3:00
SCOTIABANK THEATRE WEM
WEM,
8252-170
St, 780.444.2400

MONSTERS VS. ALIENS (G)

Thu, Apr 2: 11:25

ae Saye not available)

Dally 1:50, 4:45, 7:45, 10:30

!LOVE YOU,|, MAN (144, coarse

Toonie Matinee Fri 2:00, 4:50
FAST AND FURIOUS (144)
Ne Passes, On2 Screens Fri-Sun

Daily 6:50, 9:20; Sat-Sun 2:00

WWE: WRESTLEMANIA25
a

10:10; Starand
andStrollers Screening:

Daily 2:10,

7:20, 9:50; Mon-Thu 4:50, 7:20.
9:50

ONE WEEK (PG, coarse Ia
Daily 6:50; Sat- Sin 1:00 bis
CROSSING OVER (144, coarse lanee violence, nudity)

2020
Sherwood
Drive, 780.416.0150

violence)

Fri-Sat, Tue-Thu 1:00, 4:00, 6:40,
9:40; Sun 12:00, 2:35, 9:40; Mon
1:00, 6:40, 9:40
METROPOLITAN OPERA: LUCIA
Di LAMMERMOOR ENCORE

no passes, Wed 1:00

Dig: No
passDa)
2:20, 4:40, 7:00,-9:20
:

Mon-Thu 4:40, 7:00, 9:20
THE HAUNTING IN
CONNECTICUT (14A, frightening
scenes, disturbing content, not recommended for children)
Fri 7:20, 9:50; Sat-Sun 2:00, 4:50,

language, substance abuse, lan

Ti-Tue, Tho1:40, 4:00,.7:10, 10:00;
Wed 4:00, 7:10, 10:00; Star and

Strollers Screening: Wed 1:00

2:20, 4:40,.7:00, 9:20; Digital 3d

Fri-Sun 12:30, 3:45, 6:35, 9:10;
Mon-Thu 3:45, 6:35, 9:10
HOTEL FOR DOGS (G)

12:30, 1:15, 2:00,

:20, 4:15, 5:15, 6:30, 7:20, 8:00,
9:15, 10:05, 10:40
ADVENTURELAND (144, coarse
, substance abuse, lan-

Reel Babies Mon 1:00

12 ROUNDS (144)

ily 12:00,

able)

OTS DigitalDally
72:20,
12:20, 3:00, to,
fanguage, crude content)

Dally 12:05

LIVE IN HD (Classification not avail-

mature themes, coarse

Daily 1:00, 4:30, 8:30
TAKEN (14A, violence)

(6094
Connaught
Dr,Jasper. 780.852.4749

Fri-Sat 7:00, 9:00; Sun-Thu8:

ALBERTA PLACE

Daily 12:10, 2:30, 5:00, 7:30, 9:50

WATCHMEN
(184, gory scenes,

CINEMA IN THE SUBURBS

REQUIEM

RACE TO WITCH MOUNTAIN (PG)

OTS Digital
Daily 3:25, 9:25
SUNSHINE CLEANING (144,

Daily 9:15; Sat, Sun, Tue 1:15

oe

each content, not rec-

Sun5:00
THE TRAGICALLY

HIP: WE ARE

THE SAME - ONE NIGHT ONLY,
LIVE IN HD (Classification not
able)

avail-

Mon 5:00, 8:00
| ___ WESTMOUNT CENTRE

—_|

111 Ave, 780.455.8725
Groat Ad.
FAST AND FURIOUS (144)

Dolby Stereo Digital, No passes Fri
Sun 7:15, 3:50, 7:15, 10:00; MonThu 7:15, 10:00

DUPLICITY (PG.
Dolby Stereo Digi
9:35; Sat-Sun 12:30
9:35; Mon-Thu 6:30, 9:35
MONSTERS VS. ALIENS (G)
No Passes, DTS Digital Fri-Sun
12:45, 3:15, 7:00, 9:25; Mon-Thu
7:00, 9:25
KNOWING (714A, frightening scenes,

violence)

DTS Digital Fri, Mon-Tue, Thu 6:45,
9:45; Sat-Sun 1:00, 3:40, 6:45, 9:45;
Wed 9:45

HOTEL FOR DOGS (G)

Sat, Sun, ee 10, 3:15
DUPLICITY (PG, coarse
juage)
Daily 6:45; Sat, Sun, Tue 3:2
1 LOVE YOU, Fees crude
content, coarse
7:18, 9:20; Sat, Sun, Tue
12:45, 3:25
KNOWING (14A, violence, frightenscenes)
Daly65, 9:30; Sat, Sun, Tue
12:55, 3:30
RACE TO WITCH MOUNTAIN (PG)
Daily 7:05; Sat, Sun, Tue 12:50, 3:05

Fri-Sun 1:30, 4:30, 7:05, 9:30; Mon
10:10; Tue-Thu 7:05, 9:30
WATCHMEN (18A, gory scenes,
brutal violence)
parsuaizitO,2 4:10, 8:00; Mon-Thu
8:

105537-62
Ave,780.433.0728.
a
(144, coarse

THE TRAGICALLY HIP:
WE ARE
THE SAME-ONE NIGHT ONLY,

sae eyo
ye
9:10;

PRINCESS

Toonie Matinee, DTS Digital Fri 1:00,

3:45

2

MONSTERS
VS ALIENS (G)

Thu, Apr 2: 6:55, 9:15; Sat-Sun

12:55, 3:15
1 LOVE YOU, MAN (144. crude
content, coarse

Thu, Apr 2: SN

juage)

Ooo.Sat-Sun

1:10, 3:20

DUPLICITY (PG,
ne
Thu, Apr2:00. 938: Sat
8
1:00, 3:35
KNOWING
(144, violence, fighten-

TA 7:05, 9:30; Sat-Sun
an
2:00

1:05, 3:30
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Soderbergh creates something more than a biopic in two-part Che

“
"4
val

\ss

aes

JOSEF BRAUN / josef@vueweekly.com

n November 1956, he left Mexico
[« Cuba in a leaky boat with 82
men, only 12 of whom would live
to see victory. The sequence depicting
this traversal toward the island and
the years-long struggle that would
define Ernesto “Che” Guevara's destiny is stark, quiet, fleeting, yet,
tellingly, it offers one of the film’s rare
close-ups of its protagonist. It lingers

sss
s
=

in your mind

se

long after you’ve

watched Che in its entirety, not simply because this moment is returned
to so eloquently-in its coda, but
because by the time you’ve made it
through all this you can’t help but
look back on it as one of those truly
indelible turning points, punctured
with immediacy, anticipation, history,
ambiguity. It's the threshold upon
which one of the 20th century's most
controversial and ideologically complex lives begins to truly bloom
I first saw Che over two nights during
the 2008 Toronto International Film
Festival, and a second time several
months later over the course of one sitting with a lunch break between the
two parts. These two parts were originally entitled The Argentine and Guernilla
but have since been marketed by the
rather less-inspired Part One and Part
Two. Part One will open in Edmonton
first, and there are perfectly good reasons to see it separately with plenty of

7%

a

Sry
ut

OPENS FAL APRS

CHE PART ONE
DIRECTEDBYSTEVEN SODERBERGH
BIOPICWAITTE
PETERBUCHMAN
STARRING BENICIO DEL TORO, CEMIAN ICH,
JULIA ORMOND,CATALINA SANDNO MOREND
tek kk

digestion time before the more daunt-

MIRAMAX

colar Laxousc,
eetance aoe.
LANG
WAYOFFEND

Soundtrack available oniTunes Ser

k
www.maplepictures.com
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AMEE THEATRES

| NORTH EDMONTON|| CLAREVIEW |

SOUTH COMMON ||PRINCES THEATRE| LEDUC CINEMAS |

Gheck thealre directory or
90 to www.tribule.ca for shomimes:

LIVE AT THE SHAW CON

ing Part Two arrives in the coming
weeks, even if the films possess a certain extra potency when viewing them
in succession a5 a diptych, as two
chronicles of armed uprisings, one successful and legendary, the other disastrous and sad. No matter how they're
packaged, I urge you to see them both
in the theatre, without interruptions, to
submit to this audacious beast of an
epic. This decade-in-development
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TWOWAYSTOWINCOBTICKETS & MORE..
Ener ai Megatunes to win an ESP guitar and 2 concert tickets
Enter online atVWEWEEKLY.COM to win a COB CD collection & 2 concer! 'ckets
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labour of love from producer Laura
Bickford, actor Benicio del Toro and
director Steven Soderbergh is a most
particular kind of masterwork, demanding special attention and, I believe,
rewarding it in kind.
PART ONE IS, by contrast at least, the
more conventional biopic of the two,
shifting mainly between two trajectories. One follows Guevara’s pivotal
role in the Cuban Revolution from
1956-'59, which closes on a perfect
note—he’s just about to roll into
Havana and heady glory but stops on
the way to chew out some colleagues
for appropriating a gorgeous convertible—that stops just shy of what a ~
flabbier movie would consider the
proper climax. The other is his visit to
New York and the United Nations in
1964, when he was at his height of
international celebrity and is interviewed by journalist Lisa Howard

This is in part a moyie about mere!
extraordinary men becoming global
icons, told through the accumulation
and refinement of facial hair and th«
symbolic value of battle fatigues. |!
isn't, I think, a polemical movie in any

clear-cut sense. Despite the propagan
distic poster art, Soderbergh hasn't
calibrated Che to render Guevara @
humanized hero or, as is often the
case with biopics, reduce his persona
or accomplishments. Yet one of, Che
most distinguishing characteristics is

surely the ways in which its mise en
scéne corroborates with Guevara
ethos. For a film ostensibly about one
man, the integrity of the collective i
repeatedly emphasized, not only in the
scenes of Guevara's training, cama-

raderie, lecturing or disciplining of his
comrades-in-arms—among whom
Santiago Cabrera’s Camilo Cienfuegos
really deserves to be singled out for
his charismatic presence—but in
Soderbergh’s camerawork, guerrilla
like production model and thé
process-oriented narrative itsell

which updates and renovates the do!
mant aesthetic of the docudrama. You
could even say that Che is in a sense 4
dramatized instruction manual, pe!
haps the only war movie from which a
layman can actually grasp a coheren!

(Julia Ormond) for ABC. “Maybe a little powder,” Guevara (Del Toro, so

sense of how an uprising is staged

good with stillness that he can absorb
a multitude of possible intentions at
once) quietly suggests after initially
declining any make-up for the cameras. It’s one of a number of moments
of levity and conveys something of
Guevara's learned sense of showmanship, a striking counterpoint to the
preceding years of spartan jungle
existence, the strategizing, the combat, the asthma attacks, and the submission to the vision of Fidel Castro
(Demian Bichir), already rehearsing
his beard-stroking and cigar waving.

which Che commits to evoking the
most gruelling aspects of jungle wat

Of course to really see the extent to

fare one needs to wait for Part Two

where Soderbergh’s commitment to
this fusion of form and conten!
becomes more singly focused and
severe. But we'll come back to that
when Part Two opens here, which 's
hopefully very soon. v
Che Part Two is scheduled to open
either the Garneau or Princess on Fr!
day, April 10. Check back next week {01
Josef Braun’s discussion of Part Two.
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She'll be coming
1d The Mountain
Erika Wennerstrom heads south and

finds herHeartless Bastards in Texas
COEN MUNRO/@vueweskly.com
eden
rikaWennerstrom is not the sort

of songwriter who beams a
smile from ear to ear. That's

abundantly clearin the rawness of the

pee)
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HEARTLESS BASTARDS
WITATHEGASLIHT ANTHEM
Qa.
Ex |STARLTE ROOM, S750

songs on The Mountain, the third
album from Wennerstrom’s band,
Heartless Bastards. From the slow,
determined distorted guitar strums that
set the album in motion with its title
track—which is also dusted with a
mournful pedal steel guitar—to Wen-

nerstrom’s lyrics, both contemplative
and sorrowful, there is an openness to
the album that reveals much of the

heartbreak that befell its songwriter in
the times leading up to its creation.For the first two Heartless Bastards
full-length records, the band was a trio

comprised of Wennerstrom on vocals
and guitar, her boyfriend Mike Lamping
on bass and Kevin Vaughn on drums. A

lookout for, refusing to wallow in misery when she can work towards
somethjng better, something that
while not exactly gleaming and
sparkling is certainly a shade or two
lighter. As she sings on one of The
Mountain's tracks, “Hold your head
high, just as high as you can / Things
will work out soon, things will come
‘round again.” It seems fairly clear
that while Wennerstrom refuses to
ignore her past, she’s also trying to
get through the hurt and find a comfortable space for herself.

“(McCarthy] said, ‘Why don’t you just
concentrate on finishing this album, finish writing this album, and I have some
people that I think would be perfect for
the recording,’” Wennerstrom explains.
“So I just decided to concentrate on finishing the songs and then I ended up
really liking as people and musicians
[the players] that he brought in for the
recording of the album.”
The session musicians worked out
perfectly for the album, serving Wennerstrom’s songs just right, imbuing them
with a sense of rebirth—emphasized

was at the University of Texas
wrapping up a Master's in jazz, so
she called him up and got him on
board. Then another phone call
was placed to Ebaugh and the
bassist moved from Cincinnati to
Austin and the new Heartless Bas
tards was born. And it wouldn't be
long before the group grew from a
trio to a quartet.
“And now we've added another
member—we added a guitarist, Mark
Nathan, recently,” Wennerstrom notes.
“There's a lot of extra instrumentation

split with Lamping left Wennerstrom
looking for a new start, so she picked
up in 2007 and left her Cincinnati home
for a new one in Austin.

Once she was settled in Texas,
Wennerstrom set about writing The
Mountain, though she admits that she
didn't exactly start from scratch when
she holed up for a few months to finish the songs.
“Vl carry ideas in my head for
years, So some of these songs I had
even arrangements and parts,” she
explains over the phone. “But it
always takes me a lot longer to figure
out what I want to say with a song,
and | would say that almost all the
words and the meanings of the songs
for the most part formed in Austin.
And then some of them had been

completely started and finished there,

but some of them were works in
progress before I moved.”

name with her to Austin with plans to
put together a new group of Heartless
Bastards to record The Mounitain and
then take the tunes out on the road

and headed to the city of light / To
“scape from pain and for thrills,” she
Sings on "Out At Sea.”
_ But if there’s always a dark cloud

afterwards. But Mike McCarthy, who
has produced records for ... And You
Will Know Us by the Trail of Dead and
Spoon before teaming up with Wennerstrom on The Mountain, suggested that
she spend her time finishing up the
songs rather than trying to find the right
mix of musicians at the same time.

lingering overhead, there's also a ray
ol light trying its best to break
through. And that’s something that

Wennerstrom is constantly on the

dodged that curse on The Mountain
and on stage. That likely stems in
large part from the fact that Wennerstrom’s songs have always been the
band’s, heart, and she has consistently
evolved as writer over three records—
there was the slightly ethereal touch
to All This Time and a step towards
punk on Stairs and Elevators.
All the while, though, the band has
never sounded as though it has gone far
from the garage from which it emerged,
with Wennerstrom’s lyrics keeping the
songs focused on survival, giving a backbone to the music that ties the Heartless
Bastards’ catalogue together. There's no
denying that Wennerstrom exposes her
feelings in lines like “I tell myself these
bitter, these bitter days will end / You
just got to let on go” and “Gonna keep
on going / I don’t want to stand still,” but
there's also a vagueness to the lyrics that
she admits is an intentional guarding of
her deepest feelings, a way of leaving
things open for interpretation while
keeping part of the music for herself.
“I have these very personal meanings to each song and I feel like different people get different things out of
them, and | usually don’t ever like to
explain songs because | like people to
get what they want to out of it,” she
Says. “But I find that sometimes at dif-

AND SO THE SONGWRITER took the band

{Us pretty clear from Wennerstrom’s

words on the album that the breakup
and the move south inform a large
Part of The Mountain: “I packed up

THERE ARE SOME bands that change
up members only to find that the
magic of the previous grouping has
been lost, but Wennerstrom has

even more by the spaces in McCarthy's
wide-open production—but she still had
her eye set on a road band that could
take the songs both old and new out
and kick the life into them on the stage.
That's where drummer Dave Colvin
and bassist Jesse Ebaugh came into
the picture—or came back in, actually.
Colvin and Ebaugh had played on the
original Heartless Bastards demo with

Wennerstrom before moving on to
other projects.

Wennerstrom

found that Colvin

ON THE COVER

on the album and | didn’t feel the
three-piece could do the album justice.

And there are actually parts on the
other albums, there were some songs
with extra parts that we've never been
ably to fully have sound the way I'd
like them to sound, so he really fills
out the sound overall. Mark was living
in Austin and he had actually done
sound for us in the fall and we got
along so great, and we knew he was a
really good guitarist, and it just

seemed natural to ask Mark."

ferent times in my life songs that I
wrote words for and their meanings for
me at the time that I wrote them can
sometimes mean something to me at a
later point in my life that's different.
“It is very personal to me, but I
feel like me making it a bit vague is
me guarding myself from putting
too much out there,” she continues.
“It's just enough where | feel like I
am expressing myself and have this
release of expression without
telling everybody a little too much
of my business.” v
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Classics. 8pm; tickets available at
780.468.4115, door

SNEAKY PETE'S Colour in Conitic
‘30pm; nocover
Charlie Austin Trio (jazz)

‘SOBEYS URBAN FRESH-COLLEGE
PLAZA Hard Wired [classic rock)

STARLITE RODM Hey Rosetts, Dn,

LB°S PUB Open jam with Ken
Skoreyko; Spm,
LIVE WIRE BAR AND GRILL Open
Stage Thursdays with Gary Thomas
WEW CITY Azeda Booth, Animaux,
DJs

NORTH GLENORA HALL Jam by

Wild Rose Old Time Fiddlers

RED PIANO-PIANO BAR Hottest

LIVE MUSIC
ATLANTIC
TRAP AND GILL Jason

dueling piano show featuring the Red
Piano Players; 8pm-lam

‘SECOND CUP-VARSCONA Live
music every Thursday night between

Scene, Whats He Building in There?,

Six Guns Over Tombstone

Dead. Grace Kelly. all ages event,

BLUE CHAIR CAFE Rockin’ with
Rennie After Work hosted by Ron

WILD WEST SALOON Gary Shade

CLASSICAL

BLUE CHAIR CAFE Noah Zocharin

WINSPEAR CENTRE Edmonton
‘Symphony Orchestra; free noon-hour
concert upcoming 2009/2010 season

(singer/songwriter), Coco Love Alcor,

Jaunely, 11am (lobby opens)

Rault every Thu and Fri 4-5

8pm, $10
BLUES ON WHYTE Tim Vaughn
CHRISTOPHER'S PARTY PUB Open
stage hosted by Alberta Crude; 610pm
COAST TO COAST PUB AND
GRILL Open mic at the pub: hip hop.
open mic every Thursday night with
host Yak Dollaz

CROWN AND ANCHOR Stephanie
Harpe Band. Nigel Dagensisn; no

cover
DRUID Guitar heroes
DUSTER'S PUB Thursday open jam
hosted by The Assassins of youth
(blues/rock); 3pm; no cover
DVB Open mic Thursdays

EDMONTON EVENT CENTRE Floger
Sanchez and Chris Lake (DJ/electronich: Spm, tickets at TicketMaster

ECO CAFE-VILLAGE AT PIGEON
LAKE Open Mic Nights 1st and 3rd

DJS
BILLY BOB'S LOUNGE Escapack

Entertainment

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE Big Rock
Thursdays: DJs on 3 levels—Topwise

TicketMaster, Blackbyrd, Megatunes

Footnotes hosted by Elle Dirty and

ConScienoe every Thu; no cover
‘TEMPLE Tainted Thursdays: Electro
Pop, Indie Rock and Roll

FRI

LIVE MUSIC
ARTERY Display Magazine, Issue
Two Launch Party: DJs Pop Echo's

Cancer Bats; all ages; 9:30pm; $27.25.

at Blackbyrd, Listen,
Unlonavents.com, TicketMaster

Jazz: Joe LaBarbera/Pat LaBarbera,

8pm {doorl/Spm (show), $20 (mem
ber)/$24 (quest) at TicketMastey

FOXX DEN Slowbum; 8pm-1Zam

CLASSICAL

START CAFE Live music
Fridays: Jet Lag (rock); 6-9pmy $5
Baldwin, the Right Angles; 8pm; $15

HORIZON STAGE Oliver Jones Trio
{jazz piano/organist); 7:30pm; $25
{adult}/$20 {student/senior}

ROBERT TEGLER STUDENT
CENTRE Concordia School of Mu

HULBEAT'S Darryl Matthews and
Samara Sedmak: Rumble in the

‘on the Square

HYDEAWAY ALL AGES ART

Concordia Ringers, S.0.U.L;

7:20p
$10 (aduh/$8 (student/senios) at Tix

DJS

SPACE The Future Lasts Forever
IRISH CLUB Jam session; 8pm; no

BANK ULTRA LOUNGE
Con

cover

Delano, uke Morrison

Fridays: 91.7 The Bounce, Neste

IVORY CLUB Dueling piano show
with Jesse. Shane, Tiffany end Erik

BAR-B-BAR DJ James: no cov
BAR WALD Bar Wild Fridays

JEFFREY'S Cara Matthew; $15

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE Fri)

BUDDY'S Wet underwear contest

$10

with Mia Fellow, midnight. DJ

BLUE CHAIR CAFE Rockin’ with

JEKYLL AND HYDE (PUB) Every

WestCoastBabyDaddy
FILTHY McNASTY'S Punk Rock

Bingo withDUSWAG.

FLUID LOUNGE Girls Night out
FUNKY BUDDHA (WHYTE Al
Requests with DJ Damian

GAS PUMP Ladies Nite: Top
40/dance with DJ Christian

Dead, Grace Kelly and We, The
.

Ronnie After Work hosted by Ron
Rault every Thu and Fri 46pm
BLUE CHAIR CAFE Front Porch
Blues Revue (roots/blues); $25/$20
(with dinner)

Dus spin Wooftop and Main Floo

Friday: Headwind (classic pop/rock);
Spm; no cover

s«

motown, new wave, electro,

Underdog: Perverted Fridays.

Punk

with Fathead

KINGSWAY LEGION MALL Bruno
Angelo

“

BLUES ON WHYTE Tim Vaughn

LEVA CAPPUCCINO BAR Diana
Stabel (listening party); 8-11pm

BRD BAR Kaley Bird and the Flock,

NEW CITY LIKWID LOUNGE Bitch

Wool on Wolves, The Liptonians; 3pm
{door); $10 (door)

Eclectic jams with Nevine-indie,

‘and Skafrom the “60s "70s and

JET NIGHTCLUB Bonafide

BOOTS Retro Disco: retro dance
BUDDYS We made ‘am famous! DJ
Eddy Toonflash, come early to avoid
lineup, no cover before 10pm

Bitch Bitch: evening of fuck'd electro

CHROME LOUNGE Platinum vir

Fridays

GINGUR SKY Urban Substance
Thursdays

CARROT Live music Fridays: Mike

with Plan B, Dervish, Blue Jay, no
minors; 9pm (door)

HALD Thursdays Fo Sho: with Allout

Sadava; all ages: 7:30-9:30pm; $5

{door)

(NEW CITY Hurricane Felix and the

EMPIRE BALLROOM flock hip top
house, mash up; no minors

Southem Twisters, Give “em Hell Boys

ESMERELDA'S Exzies Freakin Frenzy

NORWOOD LEGION Uptown Folk
Club: Michael Rault, Samantha

Fridays: Playing the best in country

DJs DJ Degree, Junior Brown

mic@deadmansdog.com

KAS BAR Urban House: with DJ
Mark Stevens; 9pm_

LEVEL2LOUNGE Dish Thursdays
funky house/techno with DJ Colin
Hargreaves, house/breaks with DJ
Krazy K, hardstyle/techno with DJ

CASINO EDMONTON The
Supremes (tribute)

CASINO YELLOWHEAD Madison
Drive (pop/rock)

CENTURY CASINO Honeymoon
Suite; $29.95 at TicketMaster

Schultz and Joe Nolan; 7:30pm (door),
8pmS (show), $12 {adv)/$15 (door) at
Myhre's Music, Southside Sound
ON THE ROCKS Connors Road

Decha, tech tranoe/electro with DJ
Savage Garret no minors; no cover

(COAST
TO COAST Open Stage
every Friday night with host Leona

100 DEGREES Sexy Friday night

NEW CITY SUBURBS Bingo at

Burkey at Spm.

9.30pm followed by Electroshock
Therapy with Dervish Nazz Nomad

CROWN AND ANCHOR Stee! Woo!

J AND R BAR AND GRILL Open
stage with the Poster Boys
(pop/rock/blues), 8:30pm-12:30am
JEFFREY'S Cara Matthew, $15

and Plan B (electro, retro)

DOW CENTENNIAL CENTRE At the

PARKLAND GRILL Allan-Lee
Ropchan and the Blues Busters; SpmTam

JUBILEE AUDITORIUM Johnny
Reid; 7:30pm; $29,50-$45 50 at
TicketMaster

OVERTIME SOUTH Retro to New:
classic rock, R&B, urban and dance

7pm

CONVOCATION HALL Happnin’ (ja
choir); Bpmy, $15 (adult/$10
{senior/student) at TIX on the Squ:

HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB Victoria

Pemberton lif; no minors; 9pm (door);

AVENUE THEATRE Vespertine Battle
Scene (Comeback Show!), What's He
Building in There?, Mark Me For

TAPHOUSE Mobile, Inward Eye,
Long Way Down; $15 (adv)/$20 (door)
URBAN LOUNGE Mouming Wood

WILD WEST SALOON Gory Shox
YARDBIRD SUITE Cross Border

10:45pm; minimum $10 donation,
fundraiser for Abbottsfield Youth
Project (AYP)

Jungle; 8pm; $10 (door)

Greeley

Music Fridays: April 3: Rob Taylor
{roots/world beat); 8:30-10:30om

Spm; $5

FOX PUB AYP Benefit Show 2009:
Chloe Albert, Curtis Fowlie, Rabecca
Crossman (acoustic music); 7:30-

Travis, Graham, Nik7, Roland

$12 (door, incl a free magazine)
ATLANTIC TRAP AND GILL Jason

STEEPS—OLD GLENORA |v:

EDMONTON EVENT CENTRE
Rockstar Taste of Chaos; Thursday,
Bring Me the Horizon, Pieres the Veil,

‘and guests

The Underdog

Thu every month; 6:30-8:30pm,; open-

HYDEAWAY ALL AGES ART
‘SPACE Gretna Green (CD release); 711pm
JAMMERS PUB Thursday open jam;

EDDIE SHORTS The Burning Sands

Undersigned; 6:30pm (daor}; all ages;

Soundsystem spin Dub & Reggae in

HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB Open jam;
6:30pm
HULBEAT'S Michelle Boudreau:
8pm; $10 (door)

STOLLI'S Dancehall, hip hop with DU

Bands: Sunset Trip, Blush Connection,

Mangan, Colleen Brawn and her
band: 8pm (door); Tickets at

{original blues/rock); 8pm

{ourt rock}, The Sabre Jets

RENDEZVOUS PUB Mets! Thurday
with org666.
STARLITE ROOM Music 1st and The
Techno Hippy Crew: Bassnectar, Kush
Arora, Shamik and quests; 8pm

"BOs guitarist)

URBAN LOUNGE Battle of the

6.30pm (door); $10

with PI residents

Tpm and 9pm: Don Jenken {'60s, "70s,

Greoley
AVENUE THEATRE Vespertine Battle
We. The Undersigned, Mark Me For

PLANET INDIGO-ST. ALBERT Hit It
Thursdays: breaks, electro house spun

OM THE ROCKS Salsaholic
Thursdays: Dance lessons at 8pm;
Salsa DJ to follow

with DJ Mikee; $pm-2am; no cover

VENUE GUIDE

Grand Piano: featuring Marlee Gates,

Nikita Eglinski, Samantha Fraughton,
Nicholas Borle; 8pm; $15 {adult)/$10
{senior/student)

DVS TAVERN Live music every Fri;

Spm; $5
EARLY STAGE SALOON The Greggs

FUNKY BUDDHA (WHYTE AVE)
Top tracks, rock, retro with DJ

Demian

GAS PUMP Top 40/dance with DJ
Christian
‘GINGUR Flossin’ Fridays: with Bomb

every Friday

Squad, DJ Solja, weekly quest OJ;

PAWN SHOP The Deep Dark Woods

{CD release tour), The Wheat Pool,
Red Ram; Spm (door); $10 (door)

RED PIANO-PIANO BAR Hottest

dueling piano show featuring the Red
Piano Players; Spm-2am

SAWMILL BANQUET CENTRE The

LEVEL 2 LOUNGE Hypnotiq Friday
Breakbeat, house, progressive and
electro with Groovy Cuvy, DJ Fuze

NEWCASTLE PUB Fridays House
dance mix with DJ Donovan
NEW CITY LIKWID LOUNGE 0.
Anarchy Adam (Punk)
OVERTIME BOILER AND TAP-

ROOM SOUTH Retro to New cle
rock, R&B, urban and dance with OJ

* ARTERY 9535 Jesper Ave * ATLANTIC
TRAP AND GILL 7704 Calgary TrailSouth, 780.432.4611 *
AVENUE THEATRE 9030-118 Ave, 780.477.2149
* BANK ULTRA LOUNGE 10765 Jasper Ave,
* BLACK
780.420.9098 * BILLY BOB'S LOUNGE Continental Inn, 16625 Stony Plain Rd, 780.484.7751
DOG FREEHOUSE 10425-52 Ave, 780.439.1082 » BLUE CHAIR CAFE 9624-76 Ave, 780,989,285) *
BLUES ON WHYTE 1029-82 Ave, 780.439.3981 * BLUE QUILL COMMUNITY CENTRE 11304 -25

Aye * BOOTS 10242-106 St, 780.423.5014 * BRIXX BAR 10030-102 St (downstairs), 780.428.1099 *
PARTY
BUDDY'S 117258 Jesper Ave, 780.483.6536 * CASINO EDMONTON 7055 Avoyll Rd, 780.463.9467 * CASINO YELLOWHEAD 12464-153 St 780 424 9467 » CHRISTOPHER'S

i
|

|

PUB AND GRILL 5552 Calgary Trail, 780.439.8675 * CONVOCATION HALL
PUB 2021 Millbourne Rd, West, 780.462.6585 * CHROME LOUNGE 132 Ave, Victoria Trail * COASTTO COAST
15277 Castledowns Rd, 780.472.7696 * CROWN
Asts Bldg, U of A, 780.492.3611 « COPPERPOT RESTAURANT Capital Place, 101, 9707-110 St, 780.452.7800 « CROWN AND ANCHOR
9013-88 Ave * DOW CENTENNIAL CENTRE Shell
PUB 10709-109 SI, 780.428.5618 * DIESEL ULTRA LOUNGE 11245 Wayne Gretzky Drive, 780704.CLUB * DEVANEY'S IRISH PUB
Ave, 780. 474,5554 * DVB TAVERN 8307-99 S\
Theatre 8700 -84 St, Highway 21, Fort Saskatchewan, 780.992.6400 * DRUID 11606 Jasper Ave, 780.454.9928 * DUSTER’S PUB 6402-118
WEM Phase Ill, 780.489.SHOW *
www.DVBTAVERN.com * EARLY STAGE SALOON 4911-52 Ave, Stony Plain * ECO CAFE Village at Pigeon Lake * EDMONTON EVENTS (CENTRE
Festival Way, Sherwood Park, 780.449.3378, 780.464.2852 * FIDEDMONTON PETROLEUM CLUB 11110-108 St * ENCORE CLUB 957 Fir St, Sherwood Park * FESTIVAL PLACE 100

St » FOXX DEN 205 Carneg!
DLER’S ROOST 8906-99 St » FILTHY MCNASTY’S 10511-82 Ave, 780.916.1557 * FLUID LOUNGE 10105-109 St, 780.429.0700 * FOX PUB 100, 10125-109
» GINGUR SKY 15505115
Drive, SLélbert » FRESH START CAFE Riverbend Sa, 780 433.9623 * FUNKY BUDDHA 10341-82 Ave, 780.433.9676 * GAS PUMP 10166-114 St, 780.488.4841
Ave, 780.913 4312/780.953.3606 * HALO 10538 Jasper Ave, 780.423, HALO * HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB 151204 (basement), Stony Plain Aid, 780.756.6010 » HILLTOP PUB 8220-106 Ave.
780 490.7259 * HOOLIGANZ PUB 10704-124 St, 780.452.1168 « HORIZON STAGE 1001 Calahoo Road, Spruce Grove, 780.962.8996 « HULBERT'S 7601-115 St, 780.436.1161 *
Avo, 760.4518779°
11948-127
HYDEAWAY ALL AGES ART SPACE 10209-100 Ave + IRON BOAR PUB 4911-51st St. Wetaskiwin * IVORY CLUB 2940 Calgary Trail South * JAMMERS PUB

|

Riverview Inn, 10209-100 Ave.
JAND R BAR AND GRILL 4003-106 St, 720.436.4403 « JEFFREY’S CAFE 9640 142 St, 780.451.8890 * JEKYLL AND HYDE PUB and RESTAURANT

Ava, 780. 429.1000 *
780,426 5381 (publ/780.429.5081 (rest) « JET NIGHTCLUB 9221-24 Ave, 780.456.6552 « JOHN L HAARTHEATRE 10045-155 St « JUBILEE AUDITORIUM 11455-87

KAS BAR 1044.82 Ave, 780.433.6768 » KINGSWAY LEGION 10425 Kingsway Ave, 780.425.8854 Ave * B'S PUB 23 Akins Dr, St. Albert, 780.460.9100 * LEGENDS PUB 6104-172 St
780.481.2786 * LEVEL 2 LOUNGE 11607 Jasper Ave, 2nd Fl, 780.447.4495 « LIVE WIRE BAR AND GRILL 1107 Knotwood Rd. East * LOOP LOUNGE 367 St Albert Rd, St Albert.

TEK CAFE 10118-79 St *
780.480.1122 * MACLAB CENTRE FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS-LEDUC 4308-50 St, Leduc * McCDOUGALL UNITED CHURCH 10026-101 St» MORANGO’S

MUTTART HALL MacEwan Alberta Collage Campus, 10050 MacDonald Dr * NAKED ON JASPER 10254 Jasper Ave * NEWCASTLE PUB 6108-90 Ave, 780.490.1999 « NEW CITY 1000!

Ave* NORWOOD LEGION 11150-82 St * O'BYRNE'S 1061652
Jasper Awe, 7B0.969,5066 + NIKKI DIAMONDS 8130 Gateway Bivd, 780.499.6006 * NORTH GLENORA HALL 13535-1094

Ave, 180.414.5766 * OMAILLE'S IRISH PUB 299 St. Albert, StAlbert * 180 DEGREES 10730-107 St, 780.414.0233 « ON THE ROCKS 11730 Jasper Ave, 780.482.4767 * OVERTIME GRILL
DOWNTOWN

CASINO-WEM 8282-170 St, 780.444.2112 * PARKLAND
10304-111 St, 780.423.1643 * OVERTIME SOUTH Whitemud Crossing, 4211-108 St, 780,485,717 * PALACE

PO TTY UMBRELLA
COFFIN SHIPS

APRIL 8, 2008 - PAWN SHOP EDMONTON
epOTME
CRATE
wwe soumsar
om OMCURTL Com

|

Ave*SECOND CUP-STANLEY
ROSE AND CROWN 10235-101 St, 780.426.7827 * ROSEBOWL/ROUGE LOUNGE 10111-117 St, 780-482 5253 » SAWMILL BANQUET CENTRE 3840-75
MILNER LIBRARY 7Sir Winston Churchill Sq* SECOND CUP-MOUNTAIN EQUIPMENT 12336-102 Ave, 780.451.7574 * SECOND CUP-VARSCONA Varscona Hotel, 106 St, Whyte Ave *
SIDELINERS PUB 11016-127 St, 453-6006 » SNEAKY PETE'S 12315-118 Ave * SOBEYS URBAN FRESH-JASPER 10404 Jasper Avs * SOBEYS URBAN FRESH-COLLEGE PLAZA

8225 112 St * SPORTSWORLD 13710-104 St * STARLITE ROOM 10030-102 St. 780.428.1099 « STEEPS-OLD GLENORA 12411 Stony Pisin Rd, 780.488.1505 *STEEPS TEA
LOUNGE-COLLEGE PLAZA 11116-82 Ave, 780.988.8105 « STOLL'S 2nd Fl, 10388-82 Ave, 780.4372293 * STUDIO 27 Fine Anis Building, U of

4668069* ¥ AFTERHOURS 1002°
&2 Ave, 7804377693 * WILD WEST SALOON 12912-50 Si, 780.476.3388 * WUNDERBAR 8120-101 St, 780.436.2286 + XWRECKS 93 Ave, 50 St, 780
102 St, 780.994.3256, www.yetterhours.com * YESTERDAYS PUB 112, 205 Camegie Dr, St Albert. 780.459.0295

MUSIC

|
|
|

|
|

A» SUEDE LOUNGE 11806 Jasper ve.

780 482 0707 * SUTTON PLACE HOTEL 10235-101 St « TAPHOUSE 90720 McKenney Ave, SLAlbert, 780.458.0860 * UNION HALL Argyil. 99 St, 780.702.2582 * URBAN LOUNGE 10544

Ae

APR-2=
APR 8,2009

|

|

1635 Bourbon st
Liberton Dr, St. Albert * PLAY NIGHTCLUB 10220-103 St» QUEEN ALEXANDRA COMMUNITY HALL 10425 University Ave, 780.288 8111 * RED PIANO-PIANO BAR
South of 112 Ave *
WEM, 8882-170 St, 780.486.7722 * RED STAR 10538 lssper Ave, 780.428,0825 « RENDEZVOUS PUB 10109-149 St * ROBERT TEGLER STUDENT CENTRE 73 St,

APRIL
8-PAWNSHOP

|

ALBERT 512
AVE 11607 Jasper Ave * PLANET INDIGO-ST,
5322-44 272, Spruce Growe, 780 884 4579 * PAWN SHOP 10551-22 Ave, Upstairs, 780.432.0814 * PLANET INDIGO-JASPER

Soe

oe

|

comparison
3 |STEVEN
ENTER
SANDOR
SANDOR

Present was brought up. It pretty well

meetings, and one of the things, as an
editor, that | tried to hammer home was
the fact that we can’t assume our readers
have heard of every band alive.
So, if you're comparing an obscure band

steven@vueweekly.com

to another obscure band, you have to
explain to the reader what both acts are

A colleague of mine today asked me what

| thought of Tokyo Police Club. What did

about. It's not enough just to throw. names
out there. Just pulling bands’ names out of
the air is, well, lazy journalism.
Of course, though, comparisons do
happen. In interviews, too. And, | rememout there who get irritated by comparber a few that went to extremes; occaisons to bands they actually don't like
sions when the subject was excited that |
very much?
compared his/her music to a favourite
First off, | have always found that the
band, while | got glares of the gladiator
comparison-Crazy article or review is usufrom others for daring to compare their
ally the product of a beginning rock _ acts to bands they hated.
weiter, someone who is still writing for
Some memorable ones: back in 1994, |
obscure websites or is using the college
had the chance to do a full-band interpaper as his or her base of operations. Of
view with Pavement, backstage at the old
course | used to do it. A lot. And, like any
Republik club in Calgary. In the discusbad writer, | was proud of just how
sion, two comparisons were brought up,
obscure my comparisons could be.
with the Fall, the critics’-darling band of
Then, as time went on and | realized
the Manchester scene, and the Wedding
the only way to excite people about
Present, the jangly-guitar, angst-driven
musi¢ was to not make readers feel stuact that actually covered Pavement's “Box
pid or aut-snobbed when reading about
Elder” before Pavement really broke out.
new bands—and that the purpose of the
With one comparison, singer Stephen
journalist is to communicate, not alienMalkmus was fine. ("When it comes to
ate—I took on the attitude that comparthe Fall, we pretty much tried to rip them
isons needed to be done tactfully. When | off the best we can,” he said.) But Malkwas at Vue, we used to have writers’
mus rolled his eyes when the Wedding

the band sound like? And, after some

thought, he returned, why is it that we in
the media find the need to compare
bands to other bands? Are there bands

Eddie Toonflash; 9pm (door),$5
www playnightetub.ca

RED STAR Movin’ on Up Fridays:

indie, rock, funk. soul. hip hap with
OJ Gatto, 0) Mega Wettson:

ROUGE LOUNGE
Solice Fridays

SPORTSWORLD IMLINE AND
AND ROLLER SKATING DISCO Top
40)Request with 4 mix of Retro and

Disco; 7-10:30pm: waww.sports-

world.ca

STOLLI'S Top 40, R&B, house with
People's DJ
STONEHOUSE PUB Top 40 with OJ

Hyon

‘SUEDE LOUNGE 04 Nic-E Remixed
every Fridkay

TEMPLE 1.6 I Poyctays: Spen
WUNDERBAR Fridays with the
Pony Girls, DJ Avinder and DJ Toma;

0 covet

Y AFTERHOURS Foundation Fridays.

SAT
LIVE MUSIC

ARTERY Edmonton for the Peogileof
\raq. music by. Jey Gildlay and his
Band, Electricity for Everybody), The

alienate your subject. It can make you
look clever or look stupid. That's why |
advise writers to use it with caution
And, Tokyo Police Club? Maybe a bit of
Hell on Wheels, a touch of Can and the
13th Floor Elevators, too. With a hint of

Swell Maps. Yeah, I'm just making it up
But it sounds pretentious, doesn't it? w
Steven Sandor is a former editor-in-chief
of Vue Weekly, now an editor and author

living in Toronto

free pool and toumey, DJ
Arrowchaser

DOW CENTENNIAL CENTRE Oliver
Jones Trio (jazz: 8pm; $35.50
{adultl/$32 $0 {senior/student)

EMPIRE BALLROOM Rock, hip hop.
house, mash.up

‘ON THE ROCKS Connors Road

ESMERALDA'S Super Parties: Every

DVS TAVERN Live music every Sat

HALL Northern
Lights Folk Club: JP Cormier; 7pm

FLUID LOUNGE Saturdays Gone

{door}, 8pm (show); $18 (adv at TIX

Gold Mash-Up: with Harmen 8 and
DJ Kwake

on the Square, Acoustic Music and
Myhre's Music)/$22 (door)

FUNKY BUDDHA (WHYTE AVE)

RED PIANO-PIANO BAR Hottest

Damian

with Marshall Lawrence and Tim

decade with DJ's Alexx Brawn and.

the rock writer. It can either ingratiate or

180 DEGREES Dancehall and
Reggae night every Saturday

PLAY NIGHTCLUB The first bar tor

Harwill: 1:30pm (sign-up), every Sat.

Spm; $5

EARLY STAGE SALOON-STONY
PLAIN Saturday Live Music: The
Greggs (original blues/rock) 8pm
EDDIE SHORTS Rumble Strippers

{rock & roll)

FOX0C DEN Slowburn; 8pm-12am,

HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB Connie

Kaldor, 8pm; $30 at TicketMaster
HILLTOP PUB Open Stage/mic hosted by Sally's Krackers; 3pm

HULBERT'S Karen Porkka; 8pm; $10
{oor}

HYDEAWAY ALL AGES ART
SPACE Eisenhauer, Likewise
Vultures (CO release), F&M: 7:30pm
IRON BOAR PUB Jazz in
Wetaskiwin featuring jazz trios the

‘Ist Saturday each month: this month:

Saturday. April 4: The Audrey Ochoa
Trio: Som; $10

IVORY CLUB Dueling piano show
with Jesse, Shane, Tiffany and Erik

Sata different theme

QUEEN

dueling piana show featunng the

GINGUR SKY Soulout Saturdays

ROSE AND CROWN Mc Lucky

HALO For Those Who Know: house

SWEAKY PETE'S Colour in Conffict:
3:30pm; no cover
SOBEYS URBAN FRESH-JASPER
‘Charlie Austin Trio (jaz)

SOBEYS URBAN
FRESH-COLLEGE PLAZA Hard

LEVEL 2 LOUNGE Sizje Saturday
DJ Groovy Cuvy and quests

NEWCASTLE PUB Saturdays. Top
40, requests with DJ Sheri

STARLITE ROOM Marianas Trench,

NEW CITY SUBURBS Saturdays
Suck with Greg Gory and Bluey

Shiloh, Carly Rae Jepson; Early All

‘Ages Show 5pm (door); $15 at
TicketMaster, Blackbyrd

‘STARLITE ROOM Parachute
Penguin (CO release), Dirty City
Hearts, Blazing Violets, 10pm {door}
$10 (door)

URBAN LOUNGE Mouming Wood
WILD
WEST SALOON Gary Shade

Spm-2am

YARDBIRD SUITE Cross Border

{classic pop/rock): Spm; no cover

Rhodes

NEW CITY LIKWID LOUNGE Pink
Rawk Saturdays with Todd and Alex

‘and guests

JEKYLL AND HYDE PUB Headwind

every Sat with DJ Junior Brown,
Luke Morrison, Nestor Delano, Ani

Wired (classic rock)

JAMMERS PUB Saturday open

jam, 3-7-30pm; country/tock band

Top tracks, rock, retro with DJ

Ried Piano Players; Som-2am

{blues/roots); 9pm-1.am; no cover

Jam: Joe LaBarbera/Pat LaBarbera:
8pm {door)/Spm (show); $20 (mem:
berl/$24 (quest) at TicketMaster

JEFFREYS CAFE Dovin Hart

CLASSICAL

{fun/funky jazz); $10

PLANET INDIGO-JASPER
AVENUE Suggestive Saturdays
breaks electro house with PI residents

RED STAR Saturdays indie rock, hip
hop, and electro with DJ Hot Philly
and guests

RENDEZVOUS Survival metal night

‘SPORTSWORLD ROLLERSKATING
DISCO Sportewerld Inline and Roller

Skating Discos Top 40 Request with a

mix of retvo and disco; 1-4:30pm and
7-10. 0pm; wwwesports-world ca

STOLLI'S OM WHYTE Top 40. ASS,

Mitts. Eamon Mearath. The Southern
Pink, lit Ourfit. andothers $10-

(JET NIGHTCLUB Bonafide

CONVOCATION
HALL UofA

house with People’s

$20,

(JOHN L HAAR THEATRE Grant

Concert Choir. Evelyn Pfeifer (conduc

SUEDE LOUNGE [he Finest

8:30pm (music)

ATLANTIC
TRAP AND GILL Jason

Grealey
UGS CAFE James Beaudry,
guests
BLACK DOG FREEHOUSHair
E of

‘he Dog: tive acowanie music
every
Ssturday sttemoon; 4-S9m no
cover

LUE CHAIRCAFEBig Hank Blu
Haars
raybivas): $20/815 (with

GLUES OMWHYTE Satuniay

‘Avenoon Jam: Tian Vaughn
(evening)

‘BRDOC BAR Liv Street Band, Tha
Aippare, New

(door, ‘ie

ry

Mackwan College, Songwriters

Concert; 7:30pm; $7 (adult}/$5 (stu
dent/senior) at TIX on the Square

KINGSWAY LEGION MALL Bruno
Angelo

B'S PUB Molsons Saturday open
every Saturday aftemoon host‘od byGord Macdonald;

430-Spm

rench-

ian/Canadians folk songs),
2pm; $16 {adult)/$12 fohildren 12 and
under inc!babes:in-arma) at TIX on

the Square, Leduc and District

‘Chamber of Commerce 780.986.5412,

www ledue-chambarcom

MORANGO’S
TEX CAFE Saturday

Aton

stage:hostedbyOrOxide, 7-

NEW CITY Bayorets, Wollgoat.

Renegade
Cop:admission bydora-

tov} Bom: $15 (edulll/$10 (sentor/stu
dent) at TIX on the Square
STUDIO Z7 Piano Masterclass,
Visiting Aritst Craig Nies, 1-3pm;
free

WINSPEAR CENTRE Mian, Myr
‘and Magic: Carmina Burans
Edmonton Symphony Orehestra.

Wiltiam Eddins (conductor) tana
Davidson (soprano), Bonaventure
Botton (tenor, Hugh Fussell (text
tone}, Kokopelli, Oran, Cantilor:
Chamber Chorws. Ukrainian Mala

Chorus, 8pm; Symphony Prelude:

7.159, Upper Circle (Third Level)
Lobby with DT Baker

DJS
BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE
Saturday

iis onthree tevoks. Main Floor:
‘Menace Sessions: ait
Pek/alectro/trash
with Miss
‘Mannered
BUDDY'S
Uncite night formen onily,

THE
FINALS ON APRIL STH
Tereates mune WH: s< te

The comparison is a dangerous tool for

O'BYANES Live Band Saturday 37pm. DJ 9:30pm.

CROWN PUB Acoustic Open Mic

:

IN 2002, 1 WAS doing a phone interview with Pete Yorn, the American
singer-songwriter who had just created
a buzz with a new deal with Columbia
Records. When | told him that his songwriting style had the same kind of gravelly delivery and saracastic wit of the
Replacements, he just couldn't stop
talking. | had basically told him what he
was dying to hear.
“Of course, | didn't consciously go out
and try to be influenced by {lead man Paul
Westerberg] and the Replacements, but
I'm sure, unconsciously, it happened,” We
then went on about what Replacements
albums were our favourites

25pm

Mikee, Spm-2amynovcover
che Queer community To open in a

soured him for the rest of the interview.
Thankfully, the other band members
werent as offended and | still had
enough material to write a rather lengthy
feature,

Underground House with DJ Nic-E
every Saturday
TEMPLE Oh Snap!: Every Saturday,

Cobra Commander and quests; 9am

WUNDERBAR Festwred DU and

$4.25
BLUES
ON WHYTE

Vacnity

CROWN PUB Every Sun: Band War

2009; 5-Spm; $3; starting Apr SJuly
5
DEVANEY'S IRISH PUB Celtic

Music Session, hosted by Ken-Lynne
Zwicker,

4-7om

all gear provided
EMPIRE BALLROOM Open Mic

Sundays battle of thie bands; 9pm
{door}; $10: until Apr19

FESTIVAL PLACE Ray Booneville
{biues), CANCELLED

HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB Souljah Fyah

Sundays; Bpm: $10 {doorl/$5 (stu
denti/$5 (restauran/pub employees
with pay stub)

HORIZON STAGE The Emerald:
2pm; $25 (adult)/$20 (student/senior}

HULBERTS Sunday Soniywriter’s

Stags hosted by Rhea March: 7pm,
$5/person minimum charge

JOHN L HAAR THEATRE Grant
MacEwan College, Guitar Band

Concert: 7:30pm; $7 {adult)/$5 (student/senior) at TIX on the Square

LOOP LOUNGE Jam hosted by JU.
Lenny8and the Cats; 4:20pm “ti)
whenever

NEWCASTLE PUB Sunday ecoustir

open stage with Willy James and
Cravadad; 38pm

NEW CITY Open Mic Sunday hosted

byBen Disaster, Spm (sign-up) no
cover

ON THE ROCKS Shorter Sundays

with The Joys: Som

PAWN SHOP Cattle Dec:

Begrime Exemious, Kattap
Stoapsis: Bp (door): $10

RITCHIE UNITED CHURCH Jazz

and Reflections: The Audrey Ochoa
Tho, 3.30-5pm, collection at the door

RIVER CREE RESORT K:is
Kristofferson; 8pm

donations

BLUE PEAR RESTAURANT
Jaz on
the SideSundanys:

’

O'BYRME'S Open mic jam with
Robb Angus Ittie Wheat Poo!)

SECOND CUP-MOUNTAIN

LIVE MUSIC

ALL NIGHT!

EDDIE SHORTS Sunday open stage

Y AFTERHOURS Aalease Saturday

BLUE CHAIR CAFE Jim Firdisy,

WWW. MYSPACE.COM/URBANLOUNGEEDMONTON

Jager Shots

Jocal bends

SUN

10544- 82 AVE ¢ PH 437-7699

EQUIPMENT CO-OP Live music
every Sun; 249m Knsting Kastelan-

Sikora fhearp)onSun, Ape 5

STAALITE ROOM (fy Snap presents
Rusko [UK Dub Potica), MMC Rod

Aulan, Degree, Space Age, Phatcat,
Dephutur Dus and Dub Affittates;

‘8pm (door), tickets at TicketMaster,
Blackbyrd, Foosh, FS (WEM)

CLASSICAL
CONVOCATION HALL Unversity of
Alberta Concert Band, Wendy

Grasdahl (conductor): 3pm: $15

St Basils Cultural Centre .

10819-71 Ave

Tickets

if

available at Southside

he

iB

Sound & Tix On The Square
~~“

{adiult)/$10 (senior/student) at 11X an
the Square

MUSIC

APA2=APR8,2009

wwieweEemy

39

SV,veAene 4 All a-Twitter
SC

AZEDA BOOTH

a

|&

WITH GUEST LIZA INEM ALTX

J

BITCH! BITCH! BITCH!
MONSTER ELECTRO BASH REUNION
HURRICANE FELIX AND
THE SOUTHERN TWISTERS
WITH GIVE

Sul HELL BUYS

BAYONE>TSH! samt,
WOLFBOAT RENEGADECO
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7) LAUGHFOCALYPSE

y), ALTERNATIVE COMEDY NIGHT
ZOMBIE EDITION HOSTED BY FOWERMAN

raTHE RIPFERZ

BACKLASH BLUES
AOLAND PEMBERTON

MUSICroland@yvueweekly.com

If 1 had to think of one characteristic to
classify today’s society, I'd have to borrow

from William Strauss and Neil Howe's
book Generations and rethink their definition of the current New Silent Generation
as the more concise “iGeneration.” Selfish
in pursuit of personal happiness like the
Me Generation of baby boomers, the iGeneration is seemingly consumed by selfaggrandizement, and the advent of the
Internet has made temporary celebrity easier to obtain than ever. This has manifested
itself in both a desperation to be stagefront
hangers-on for C-list DJs from the States
as well as in the troubling confusion
between the actual tenets of reality and
the manufactured existence peddled by
reality shows. But these are none more
apparent and dangerous than with the allencompassing cultural impact of social networking sites, specifically Twitter.
My experiment with Twitter came from
a vague fascination with its simplified format (basically a mobile version of Facebook's status update system rendered into

\

ADVANCE TIX ONLY S10

ZERO SOMETHING

09

vOxX HUMANA

om)
LOVE S05
) EASTER LONG- WEEKEND EDITION"
Ca THE LITY STREETS

U)KETTLE BLACK AND GUESTS

!

0PEN MIC

EVERY SUNDAY * CHEAP DRINKS
SIGN UP FOR NEW CITY E-MAIL NEWLETTER
BY CONTACTING US AT DINGDONG73¢LIVE.CA

the voyeuristic, stalkerish core of this

new enterprise, another way for everyone
to know everything about you withoy;
actually meeting you.
| find these sites also alter rea|
life interpersonal dynamics. Insteaq
of traditional dating with touch-ang.

go awkwardness and leaps of faith

it’s now socially acceptable to trade
full names for later Facebook corre
spondence with precisely tailore,
messages. Courtship is changed by
the fact that people have unprece
dented, carefully pre-treated acces:
to people they barely know.
Still, like most things that are bad fo,
you, Twitter is fun and addictive. It won
be long before Twitter becomes the sta
tus quo, taking the path of least resis:ance to sitcom references, corporate
sponsor/spam overload and my mom

knowing about it (the kiss of death). |'m
being followed by marketing companies
websites, musicians, writers and radio

Stations, along with “merely” normal people hoping for a glimpse at a distani
realm that makes them feel like the world
isn't exactly isolated to themselves. That
isto say, notyet.w ~

You can follow Roland on Twitter at twit
tercom/roland_weapon.

TUE, MAR 31 / WINTERSLEEP / STARLITE ROOM
See the photos and read Gravy’s rev

CONVOCATION HALL Visiting
Artist Recital: Craig Nies (piano):

writers hosting each week; presented by Jimmy Whiffen of Hole in the

Spm; $20 {adult/$15 (senior//$10

Guitar Productions; 8-12

(student) at TIX on the Square

HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB Jazz Night

EDMONTON PETROLEUM CLUB
Past, Present and Futurel: Opera,
NUDVA, Theodore Baerg (baritone);
5:30pm (door)

7pm, $10 {door/$5 (student)

McDOUGALL UNITED CHURCH

Songs of the Lenten Season: Afiose

rs

HOW EXACTLY DID people get away from
simply having an online representation of
their personality (Friendster) to exploiting
~ minor access to musicians and mimicking
their promo techniques on MySpace to

a micro-blog reading experience) and
specifically, basketball star Shaquille
O'Neal. Only feeling closer to him when

<3)THE NITTSEAMON MCGRATH

REAL MCKENZIES
OM
cei)])OLD WIVES-BLAME-ITS -PRISONER CINEMA

playing Shaq Fu for SNES, his Twitter
account (twitter.com/THE_REAL_SHAQ) is
a comedy tour-de-force, a self-aware technological critique and an open social
experiment on the nature of celebrity.
He tweets about wanting to break his
diet and then 20 minutes later, posts a cellphone photo of him eating an ice cream
cone. He tweets at half-time during games.
He states his current location and awards
free game tickets to the.first person to run
up and tag him. Diplo (twitter.com/diplo)
twitters about losing equipment on planes,
ruining his underwear at impromptu pool
parties and his generally bizarre lifestyle as
a globetrotting superstar DJ. It's full immersion with people you never thought you'd
know anything about.
It’s an interesting promotional model
and it's fairly amusing, but could you
imagine being able to mail a letter to Bob
Dylan in the ‘60s and getting a direct
response back? How does this affect the
mystique of the artist? By establishing
themselves as Regular Joes, they ingratiate themselves to their fanbase, but lose
the long term power and mystery of the
“untouchable artist.”

expanding that into full-on tabloic
celebrity worship and a desire for dispos.
able fame? Twitter terminology for get.
ting an RSS feed of someone's site j,
literally called “following. “In not-so-thin
ly veiled words, it's a way of Expressing

Women's Choir; 3pm; $18 (adv adult
at TIX on the Square)/$15 (adv student/senior); more at the door

WINSPEAR CENTRE Men, Myth

and Magic: Canming Burana, Sun
Showcase: Edmonton Symphony,

Ofehestra, William Eddins (conduc-

JOHN L HAAR THEATRE Grant
MacEwan College, and U of A Big

Band Concert; 7:30pm; $10 (adultl/$8
(student/senior) at TIX on the Square

PAWN SHOP Aids Wolf, Shearing

Pinx, Famines; tickets at
TicketMaster, Blackbyrd, Listen,
Magatunes

PLEASANTVIEW COMMUNITY
HALL Acoustic instrumental old time
fiddle jam hosted by the Wild Rose

tor), lana Davidson{soprano),

Old Tyme Fiddlers Society; 7pm

Bonaventura Bottone (tenor), Hugh
Russell, baritone), Kokopelli, Oran,

REXALL PLACE Britney Spears;

Cantilon Chamber Chorus, Ukrainian
Male Chorus; 2pm

DJS

Bpm; $249.50 at TicketMaster

ROSE BOWL/ROUGE LOUNGE The
Legendary Rose Bowl Monday Jam:
hosted by Sherry-Lee Wisor/Mike
McDonald (altemating); Spm-12am

BACKSTAGE TAP AND GRILL
Industry
Nigh with Atomic pro,

CLASSICAL

Jameoki and DJ Tim

Saa

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE Sunday

Noon, Student Recital Series; Zpm:

Aftemoons: Phil, 2-7pm; Main Floor
Got To Give It Up: Funk, Soul,
Motown, Disco with DJ Red Dawn

BUDDY'S NIGHTCLUB Latest and
greatest in House, Progressive and

CONVOCATION HALL Music at
free

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Noon Hour Organ Recital; Featuring
Yoon Park (organ); 12pm free

DIS

Trip-Hop: Rudy Electro; 10pm2:30am, quest DJs inquire at

kelly@michetti.com

GINGUR Ladies Industry Sundays

BAR WILD BarGone Wiki Mondays

TUE

GINGUR SKY Bashment Tuesdays,
Reggae music; no cover

(NEW CITY LIKWID LOUNGE ‘abilly, Ghoul-rock. spooky with DJ Vylan
Cadaver

LIVE MUSIC

(door); free (before 10pm)/$5 {after
10pm)

DRUID (JASPER AVENUE) Open
stage with Chris Wynters

PUB Ammar’s Moosehead

Tuesday open stage every Tuesday
night; Spm-Tam; featuring guests:
hosted by Mark Ammar and Noel (Big

Cat) Mackenzie
Guy Clark, Slaid Cleaves; 8pm;

$54.25 at TicketMaster
Celtic

Jam

with

and the Mountains, Flash Lightnin’:

COPPERPOT RESTAURANT Live

SHOP

fo minoas; Jpm (door)

MON

LIVE MUSIC

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE S\eeman’

Tundra; 8pm (door); advance tickets

BUDDY'S NIGHTCLUB fudy

© www ticketwebca

Electro latest and greatest in House,

YARDBIRD SUITE Tuseday Nights

Jam Sessions: Doug Organ Trio:
7:30pm (doorl/Bpm (show); $4 (memberl/$4 (guest)

DIS

12am

FLUID LOUNGE Mondays Mixer

NEW CITY LIKWID LOUNGE
Daniel and Fowler (eclectic tunes)

PLAZA Open mic every We
10:30pm
TEMPLE Wyld Style Wedness:

Live hilp hap, every Wed,

WILD WEST SALOON Shila Men

DJS
BANK ULTRA LOUNGE Wé
Nights: with DJ Harley
BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE

Floor: Blue Jay's Messy N’

Night: Brit pop, new wave, pu

rock ‘n’ rollwith LL Cool Jo

BUDDY'S Hump day witfi DJ Seo
Sean

Ticketmaster

STARLITE ROOM Junior Boys, Max

FILTHY McNASTY'S Meta!
Mondays: with DU SWAG.

STEEPS TEA LOUNGE-COLLEG

This

Confederacy of Dunces, Dad Rock, TJ

Thay, amateur strip contest; 9pm-

(door}; $17.50 at ticketm:

FESTIVAL PLACE Don't Stop the

Floor: Eclectic Nonsense,

at kelly@michetti, com, karaoke with

‘STARLITE ROOM The (
Anthem, Heartless Ba
_ Unionevents.com, Blackbyrd

EDDIE SHORTS Open stage every
Wed all gear provided

SIDELINERS PUB Tuesday All Star
Jam with Alicia Tait and Rickey
Sidecar; 8pm

Progressive and Trip-Hop. 12am2:30am; interested guest DJs inquire

SECOND CUP-MOUNTAIN
EQUIPMENT Open Mic every
8-10pm

‘SECOND CUP-STANLEY MILNER
UBRARY Open mic every Tue: 7-

Spm

and XS, guests; no caver

RIVER CREE Wednedays Live fi
Band hosted by Yukon Jack; 7:20
Spm

SECOND CUP-124 STREET Open
mic every Tue; 8-10pm

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE Main

'WUNDERBAR Sundays DJ Gollatea

Babcock and his Jump Trio

FLUID LOUNGE Weinasdsys Ror

Spm-Zam

Hookah and Rear Admiral Seunders

RED PIANO-PIANO BAR J
Shiraz Wednesdays featuring Dave

jazz every Wednesday night; 6-Spm

Service Industry Night; no minors;

Sunday

BLUES ON WHYTE Mudmen

Sebastien Grainger

PAWN

Sundays with Neighbourhood Rats

Industry Night: Requests with DJ Bo

LIVE MUSIC

COOK COUNTY Nitty Gritty Dirt
Band: 8pm; $61.95 at TicketMaster

NEW CITY SUBURBS Get Down
OVERTIME DOWNTOWN

WED

BLACK DOGFREEHOUSE Wain
Main
fore
Glitter Gulch Wednesdays: live
music once a month

McDOUGALL UNITED CHURCH

Shannon Johnson and friends

SPORTSWORLD INLINE AND
AND ROLLER SKATING DISCO
world.ca

BRIX BAR Big Rock Untapped and
Unplugged: Kimberly Spears; 9pm

O'BYRNES§

RED STAR Tuesdays: Experimental
Indie Rock. Hip Hop, Electro with DJ
Hot Philly

Retro Night 7-10:30pm; www.sports-

BLUES ON WHYTE Mudmen

LBS

/ online at vueweekly.com

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE Main

Floor; OJSR’s Eddie Lunchpail;

Wooftop: with DJ Gundam

BUDDY'S free pool and tourney, DJ

Arrowchaser: 9pm

Mondays: tive music monthly; no
cover. Sleepy Sun; 10pm

ESMERALDA'S otro every Tue; no
cover with student 1D

BLUES ON WHYTE Mudmen

FUNKY BUDDHA (WHYTE AVE)

DEVANEY'S IRISH PUB Dpon
stage Mondays with different song-

8-10pm

Latin and Salsa music, dance fessons

Music; 6:30pm; $6.25 at

FIDDLER'S ROOST Little Flower
Qpan Stage with Brian Gregg

HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB Open Stage
with Ido; 8:30pm; free
HOOLIGANZ
PUB Open
Wednesdays hosted by
ard and
Naomi

HULBERT'S
Sing with theRubber
‘Band: Spry $6/person
minimum charge

LEVEL 2 LOUNGE
Open mic
(NEW CITY The Ripperz. The Mitts,
Eamon McGrath
O'BYRNE Mr. Lucky (blues/roots),
‘930pm-12. nocover
PAWN SHOP Hey Ocean!, Spiral
Beach; Bpm (door), tickets at
Megatunes, TicketMaster

PLEASANTVIEW COMMUNITY
HALL Acoustic Bluegrass jam pre-

sented bythe Northem Bluegrass
Circle Music Society
every

Wednesday evening

old skool, reggaaton with

tnVinosabla, Touch ft, weekly 9Y=

Dus

8 w
LEGENDS PUB Hip hop/A8

DY Spincycle
LIKWID LOUNGE 0!
W
CITY
NE
india, punk end ="
Roxai Slade

Share!
NEW CITY SUBURBS
Eddie Lunctip»!
with Greg Gory and
100 minors: 9pm{door

IKIG DIAMONDS Punk a0
metal every Wednesday
RED STAR Guast DJsevery
Wednesday

STARLITE
ROOM Wild Sty'e
Werhnesdays: Hip-Hop. 9p
en tac ge

lous, progressive
indelectD

ts aySea,Du Rystar. Se

‘Age andweekly quests; 9om/=

wwvebeatparty
net
WUNDERBAR Wednesss *""
new Ou; nocover

Y AFTERHOURS
¥NotWes"

MOTHER SA RENTAL GEAR BLOWOUT!
Mother's Music is closing the doors on our Rental Depar
tment as of March 31st - and all of our
Renta!
bear wil! he ON SALE at HUGE SAVINGS! First come, first served! Sale starts Friday
Anril 3rd!
PA/ AMPS/

2
BUY

OTHERS

AvustC

ANY

CHANCE

21L

ESP
TO

10th

TN

CHITARG/

NRUM

MITC,

and more

ny SALEM

,

foe) 2 PRESENTAN EXCLUSIVES
a

ae

2 INSTORE MEET
& GREET

OR

LTD GUITAR BEFORE APRIL 4th/09 AND GET FRONT
OF THE LINE ACCESS FOR THISIEVENT. PLUS A
AN ESP/LTD WILL ADLER WA200 SIGNATURE GUITAR AND
TICKETS TO THE NO FEAR ENERGY TOUR
COURTESY OF ESP GUITARS

WIN

ATTENDANCE WILL BE ELIGIBLE TO WIN TICKETS TO THE SOLD
OUT SHOW AND A MEINL CYMBAL
DLER
FROM LAMB OF GOD COURTESY OF LIVE NATION & MEINL
CYMBALS!

PIES

- AL

OF

THE NEW

LAMB OF GOD CD

“WRATH”

COURTESY

SIGNED BY;

43
}

‘

OF SONY MUSIC!

FRDAY APRIL10 2009 1:00pm
-2:30pm instoreat MOTHER'S MUSIC 10251
-109
MOTHER’S

MUSIC WILL BE OPEN 12:00 PM UNTIL 3:00 PM FOR THIS EVENT

Cymbals-10% OFF

25% OFF

Regular Sell Price

Regular Tagged Price

UNTILAPRIL Oth! © UNTILAPRIL 10th!

Gordon Price Music is the only music store Whe need, with recession-friendly prices, every day!

61-NOTE KEYBOARDS STARTING AT JUST SI45 - ACOUSTIC GUITARS STARTING AT JUST SI5O

ARMOMICAS STARTING AT JUST SIO- USB INTERFACES STARTING AT.JUST SiS us
Quality brand names including Yamaha, Peavey, Roland, PRS, G&L, M-Audio, Korg, and many more
Plus your complete needs for methods, Tesson books, ond cool mpsic to play, Bn

Music from the hit movie
wiighy

|WILIGHT Now IN'STOeK™

|Piano Solo
Original Score
| Musie by
MY Carter Burwell

‘wiligh\ ue |Piano/Voeal
|

Selections ineluding
songs by Paramore,
Nluse, Linkin Park
Pvave manreyuen

APR 2 - APR 8, 2009
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named after the exits on German
roadways. Somewhat more straightahead than some of the band’s other
work, Ausfahrt, according to Wright,
sounded the way it does in reaction to
the jazzier offerings of 2000's One
“One Was a long album, it was kind
of a sit-down-and-listen-to-it-withheadphones album, so we just decided
we wanted to write a bunch of shorter
songs, do something a little different
that we hadn't done for a little while,”
he says. “We seemed due for a more

Straight-ahead punk rock album so
that’s how it ended up—but it still has
a couple of weird songs on it.”
THE BAND HAS BEEN working on new

material that should be ready by the

BRYAN BIRTLES /bryan@vueweekly.com

{ you're a fan of Vancouver-based
NoMeansNo, then it’s a given that

you'll be at the band’s show. And if
you're not a fan and you're not going
to make it out, well that’s OK with the
band, too. Never having been big into
the whole self-promotion thing,
NoMeansNo has always been more
about touring and keeping things DIY

than it has been about checking the
charts and phoning the manager.
Which isn't to say the band isn’t

popular—without fail, NoMeansNo
can pack ‘em in. Sometimes it seems
inexplicable that a band so uninterested in talking itself up can -still—
having been a band for well over two
decades—get the people out of their
houses and into a cramped club, but
that's exactly what NoMeansNo does.

> THULAPR 9(8PM)
NOMEANSNO
co
WITH POTTY UMBRELLA, COFFIN SHIPS
ace PAWN SHOP S18
tet

“We're kind of like the Grateful Dead
of punk rock,” laughs drummer John

Wright. “We have this core group of
fans that are always coming out and
always buying our records, so we're not
trying to overtly promote ourselves all
the time or trying to maximize sales.”
NoMeansNo—as well as the band’s
beer-swilling, hockey-loving, bespectacled alter ego the Hanson Brothers—is especially popular in Europe,
and it was the frequent touring on the
other side of the Atlantic that gave
rise to the title of the band’s latest
album, Al] Roads Lead to Ausfahrt,

time it goes on tour, and Wright and
his bandmates couldn't think of anything better to be doing with their
time than making music,’so there
should be no shortage of NoMeansNo
material in the future
“We enjoy writing songs and performing and there's always a crowd. There's
always people coming out and seeing us
and we've been able to make a living at
it—this would be a long haul if it was a

hobby. When you have demands of a
family or financial demands, it’s hard to
be a band,” he says. “But we've managed
to make money, and I feel as though
we've been pretty consistent in our song
writing, there’s always something new

and interesting in our songwriting, the
crowds keep coming out and enjoying it
so there’s lots of support for doing what
we do. | mean, what would I rather do,
wash dishes or drive a cab? I think I'd
rather play in a band and tour Europe.” w

WESTERNCANADA
TOUR CONT

ENTER TO WIN A CHANGE TO MEET SENSES FAIL & wo

GRAND PRIZE
MEET SENSES FAIL ON THE DAY OF THEIR SHOW,
TICKETS TO THE SHOW,
CiRCA GEAR AND A VAGRANT CD PACK.

3 RUNNER UP PRIZES
SENSES FAIL TICKETS AND VAGRANT CD PACK
ENTER AT

CIRC AY

VENT COM Yat
VAGRANT
UNTIL APRIL 6TH TO WIN

FANTASIES
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Postcards from the road
6HMUNRO/edn@rnewerty.con

Pieeenag wisn
THRIVING IVORY

stopper and a folk fest hero and I’ve

ese are busy times for Dan

seen him in front of thousands of peo-

Mangan. The Vancouver-

ple standing alone on a stage with no

based songwniter was at Cana-

instruments and it’s pin-drop quiet.”

dian Music Week in Toronto, playeda

|

few shows in Québec, took offfor

f=

AND THAT'S VERY MUCH the effect of

Austin, Texas and South by South-

f

west, then landed back home for a
brief week-long break to see his girl-

“Tragic Turn of Events/Move

:

~

Pen

Move,” the collaboration between
Mangan and Koyczan—tt's breathtak-

¥

friend and catch up on some errands.

>}

ing and impossible to ignore as it

of course, he arrived back in Vancouver just when the Junos were happening, 80 he ended up playing Junofest
downtown on Granville Street while
there. And now he’s heading back out

|

spills out from the speakers. And
Mangan says that the piece’s creation
was about as natural as it could have
Been

|
:

:

:

{

.

“That song | played,

on the road for another stretch of

:

touring.

¢

Mangan’s not complaining, though.
In fact he’s pretty damn excited to get
out there, given that he’s got a new

4
a

release to support for the first time

m

=

that will arrive later this year. The disc

includes three songs from the upcoming album and a new recording of one
of Mangan’s older songs.
The last track on Roboteering is a

bit of an archival release, coming
from, A Pretty Decent CapeIn My
Closet, a 2007 album by Shane Koyczan and the Short Story Long.

co
[a

in my head—I

r

like, ‘I'd like you to put some music t

since his 2005 debut Postcards and
tut

kicking around

play it live, I've never re
other than tha
2 Sa)
nd the
second we were sitting down and he's

-

Daydreaming. The new EP, Roboteering, is@ prelude toa new full-length

‘A Tragic Turn

of Events,’ it was just kind of a
:

this poem,’ it just worked perfectly.

alleH U RS iDy:NG

FAI APR (8 PM)
DAN MANGAN

“{Koyczan’s} got a band called the
Short Story Long that he plays with

THE

WITH THE COLLEEN BROWN BAND. HEY AOSETIA!

and they're all based

(
:
nie bears BIne

eee

“I've been doing a lot of work inthe
_last couple of years collaborating with
_ anincredible spoken-wordartistnamed
Shane Koyczan," Mangan explains
“He's kind of gaining a name asashow _

in Penticton,

BC," M
an continues, recounting
how the track came
4
wan

.
Tickets on sale

there for a show and we played the
I ha
extra

through

show together and
day in Penticton, so
crammed everything
went into the studio.
four or five songs on

APRI L. ite)TH

STARLITE

we just kind of
into that c
| think I
rded
their CD." v

New

Ticketmaster.ca

album

available now

THRIVINGIVORY.COM

Q & A With Metal Guitarist Ben Harbak
You play guitar two metal bands, Acantha and Begrime Exemious. How would you say your style and role differs in each band?
My
role in Acantha has
always been to nurture this band from the beginning, whereas my role in Begrime Exemious is to feed an already
!
iy abilities to bring something new to the table. Both bands are so completely different, so it's a very interesting
experience
to
have to change your way of thinking to suit two different entities

How long have you been playing guitar what made you take it up?
Eve
etr
ve been playing. ..it always feels like | just got my first guitar last year. | think it's been about 8 years now,
and
r
#
st in sports. It looked challenging, and I'd always been fascinated by the sounds that came out of the
n

i What kind ofJeo do you use?
| use <

3

Who are

There
fan

are

|
I's very

and an ENGL

Powerball formy amp

any to list, but I'll say Atheist, Cynic, Insahn, Dan Swano and Rush. Their ability to compose not only

i

|meat

yut

perfect albums amazes

as your "bre: epee

me

moment” as a guitarist?

difficult to pinpoint a "breakthrough moment"

\ th time

|

n Dellinger guitar,

your influences?

it was the most tec’

ais

...one would have to be when we wrote Blood Beast (Acantha)

al and bizarre song we'd ever written!

What was your best/worst nad experience?
kids in an

old theater in Blairmore,

CANTHA

ROCKS",

10 one knew

|

AB and having a 5 year old kid named Walker ask

or playing to the insane crowd that frequents the House of Metal
there was a show in town

r
What is the best piece of advice you would give to a new guitarist?
Expand

jon't limit yourself to just one type of music

Star

What's new

your mind and seek

5

out different playing styles to help

in the Acantha and Sapine Exemious camps?

Acantt

ting

yt

mnaterial

"
have
for a new album...a id t's by far the most advanced material we've ever written. This album will also
the
Begrime is preparing mate rial for a crushing full length and planning shows for
repared to read along!

.;

2.

/

a

mm

What

album

are you
ur

currently spinning?

and forth between 2112 by Rush;

1ck

Xigh
When

next

Think This

q

Tara

by Toxik,

er

by Absu
:

gigs?

snd

v
and

Divinity
Cat le

at the

Decapitati

4

Shop April 4th, and Begrime Exemious plays the Pawn Shop the
ye intense!
Both nights promise
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Modern lovers
Junior Boys only romantic
ROLAND PEMBERTON / roland@vueweekly.com
eremy Greenspan is misunderstood. Shy but forthright, he has
a specific way he wants to be
iewed, but it’s not done with an
egotistical or controlling air. He lets
people into his world, but wants to
make sure they wipe their feet
before they come in. Junior Boys,
his project with Matt Didemus, is
nearing the release of third album
Begone Dull Care and it’s obvious
that Greenspan is used to being
careful about his image.
“People reference a lot of ‘80s
stuff,” he says from his home in
Hamilton. “I find it more irritating

TUEAPA 7(8PM)

JUNIOR BOYS
WITH MAXTUNDRA
REVUE
S17
a. STARLITE ROOM,
from the point of people trying to
market us: Asking for photographs
of us in thin ties, I don’t go for that
shit. I'm not interested in propagating that kind of image.”
The typically perceived idea of
the band being a new take on electro pop bands of the ‘80s is offbase. In our interview, Greenspan
rifles off influences ranging from
slower disco to early experimental

a::

Derks
ras

VUEWEELY
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turns out to be doing this for a ver,

more in common

have your record label not harass
you about what the single is. I

thing experimental in the spirit ,,;
youth,” he says. “I don’t mak,

with yacht rock

Not unlike the cleverly cynical
lyrics and smooth sounds of Steely

music that is. alienating for peop\.
or obtuse or difficult to understan
Even ifI did a 40-minute wei;,:

it more

"There’s a conceit of making the
songs unfold a little slower. We
want to make it transparent, you
can almost hear the creative

THIS ATTENTION TO DETAIL could be
applied to several other artistic disciplines, so it comes as no surprise that
the assumption that Greenspan and

you make an album about making

Didemus are love balladeers is just a

album about making the third
album. The songs make reference
to the creative work, filtered
through the filmmaker Norman
McLaren. Whether it’s through the

approach of films or filmmaking or
working with your hands, it’s
assembling collages of things into
something workable,” he says.
“Sneak A Picture’ is actually about
photography. ‘Hazel’ and ‘Dull to
Pause’ are about how to stay sane
while you’re touring. It’s like
Ulysses coming back from the
odyssey. [I try to] make it so you
can infer a traditional pop song out
of it too.”
This meta approach to songwriting
actually shows a different side to
what may have initially been consid-

Laball V3
AT ST. FRANCIS OF ASSIS! SCHOOL
,

| couldn't play for

“We didn't want to make songs thaj
sounded like Triumph, songs abou)

creative process.
“The concept was to make this

through the record.

|!wouldn’t want it to p,

[something]

grandmother.

red herring for their paeans about the

first spin

track,

be mastered significantly quieter
than most records these days.”

full of extensive builds and organic, subtle arrangements that develafter your

simple reason.
“It's all about trying to do some.

album than a collection of potential
singles. I mastered the album twice
on a tube console—we wanted it to

to make

Dan’s output, Begone Dull Care is

op long

basis for pop songcraft, Greenspan

of an

wanted

it

\, PROCEEDS TOSUPPORT THEBREAKFAST PROGRAM
>

AG

2 |

explains. “That went back to my
fascination with the ‘70s, a time
when you could make a record and

soft rock,” he admits. “Not like
Michael McDonald, but more like
Steely Dan, during the Katy Lied
period. Their touring band was the
band that became Toto. The drummer really got into it. He’s the
drummer on Michael Jackson's
records.”

®* Door s open

'

process as it happens. You have to
live with it for a little bit,” he

than any Human League notes you
might expect.
“| was listening to a lot of ‘70s

about the songwriting process

ered straightforward. As an abstrac;

electronic music like the BBC
Radiophonic Orchestra and Steve
Reich to off-kilter pop acts like Nils
Lofgren, Yellow Magic Orchestra
and Sparks. The new record has

‘the power of music,’” he laughs

a)

album and make it too literal, it en
up sounding ridiculous.”
Even though this is the group
third album and the members a,
comfortably seated on a high),

respected
Records,

label

Greenspan

in Domin.
still seem

unsure as to how this record );,
particular will fare.
“| give up trying to think who th
is for,” he confesses. “I persona
shy away from trying to be ma;
ketable. I just don’t think ther
some particular demographic
We've never been part of any scene

or particularly marketable. That's in
part because I choose to live her
fin Hamilton]. There’s no pressure

whatsoever to be anything othe;
than honest.”
His trepidation is unfounded
Begone Dull Care is the product of a
studious band made up of players in
touch with who they are and how
they want the listener to feel. v

on@vueweekly.com

Y

iewould like to think that
I
ig but fun. They'd like to
je that it's an easy life writing,
ig andplaying songs. But that's

ily not thecase at all. In fact, most

who has ever sat down to write a

an admit that despite those excep-

years, he turned to songwriting primarily
in collaborations because it took some
extra effort.
"Recently | got into collaborating with
mostly friends of mine—but sometimes
"just people | don’t know—and | enjoy it.
1 enjoy the word wrangling and working

Construction. It's the purest form of guitars almost.”
The songwriter's latest album, 2006's
Workbench Songs, is a finely crafted collection of tunes that makes reference to
Clark's work building guitars

stuff out,” he’ says over the phone’ from

“The title [Workbench Sangs| comes

the guitar workshop in his home. “And
one of the other things | found out when
| got into it, is when you write with
someone else, if you have a good idea or

from the fact that that’s where | wrote
them,” he explains. “I have a little work
studio room that has my guitar shop—t'm

@ good line, you have to Say it out loud
and it becomes aural. You can sit by
yourself in a room for days and mumble

ants when the words and
jumble out unaided, there’s usually this line to yourself and think that it’s
‘ent amount of effort involved in _ Just wonderful, but the minute you try to
}
tune out of the air and turning
sing it or say it out loud to someone

it intesomething worth playing many
times

ovt
fe some songwriters who

st to feed the mystique,
that all their songs appear to
them
ed, Guy Clark is not one of
those. For thistroubadour, songwriting is

work, and there’s no shame in that. In
fact, after writing by himself for many

else, it doesn’t work. So that eliminates
that little stumbling block sometimes
just by saying it out loud and then going,
‘Oh no, that doesn’t work,’ whereas if
you just kept it to yourself you wouldn't
come to that realization that soon.”
Clark takes his songwriting seriously:
he also takes his guitars seriously, having spent much of his life building his

own instruments.
“) Kind of think they're flamenco guitars—they're meant to be pissy and
bright and brassy, loud,” he laughs. “It's

just the kind of guitar | started playing
when | first started playing in south
Texas—the first thing you got was a
Mexican guitar. And | love the style of

Sitting looking at it right now, the workbench and everything—and this is where
| write ‘em.
“| really like the idea of what | do
which is ... sit and write songs and be
able to get up and walk five feet and
work on a guitar,” he continues. “ft's
Kind of right brain-left brain stuff. Just
songwriting is so cerebral—you're just
sitting and looking out a window and
omething, using
trying to come up w
your imagination, and then to walk over
to a work bench and do something
the
that’s real hand-eye stuff. To me
seem to feed off of one
kind of a symbiotic thing
your head for the other.” w
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‘Seventy years later

Awards, and this year, Jones may ver,

eventy years ago, Oliver Jones
S= down at the piano and performed for the first time. It goes
without saying that at the tender age
of five, he had no idea where his talent on 88 keys would lead him. He
had no idea that at 74, he would still
be clocking in some 60 performances
a year.
“| would not have even dreamed of
all the success and the very wonderful
opportunities that I’ve had. So I'm

well be the oldest Juno winner {o,
best traditional jazz recording.

EVEN WITH MORE than a handful «
honorary doctorates and nearly | 09

awards to his credit, there are a coy

ple that certainly stand out.
“It’s always very rewarding, but the
Order of Canada and the Order o;

Québec—those meant a lot to m
because finally there was acknow|
edgment of this music by a go

very, very grateful,” Jones says from

‘AIDS WOLF |
SHEARING PINX
FAMINES

~

an opportunity to share the stage for

APRIL 6, 2009 - THE PAWN SHOP EDMONTON
TICKETS AT TICKETMASTER BLACKBYRD LISTEN & MEGATUMES

we PULL MES

the first time with his mentor and
childhood friend, Oscar Peterson.
“Oscar always used to laugh at me,
because he couldn't figure out what I
was retiring about,” Jones laughs. “He
said, ‘Here | am 10 years older than
you and I have no plans of retiring—

Hank Jones, 2006's One More Time
and last September's Second Time

Around. The latter two have alread,
been winners of Québec’s Fé|,,

CAROLYN NIKODYM / carolyn @vueweekly.com

his part-time home in Florida. “1 don't
know how much longer I will continue, because | have a very, very bad
habit of not being able to say no.
That’s what usually gets me into trouble.”
That habit had him away from
home for three-quarters of the year
before he settled on retirement back
in ’99. But it was the same habit that
pulled him out of retirement in ‘04.
You can’t really blame him, though.
Not only was it the 25th anniversary
of the Montréal Jazz Festival, but he
also had an offer he couldn't refuse—

has recorded three albums: the soon
to-be released collaboration wit},

ment,” he says. “For so long, i

5 |OLIVER JONES
Se |Hala 3:
FE |HORIZON STAB SPRUCE GROVE,S24
[=
SATAPA
(8PH)

DOW CENTENNIAL CENTRE, FORT SASKATCHEWAN,
$35.50

you shouldn't either.’”
Nonetheless, Jones expected to do
that one performance and slip quietly
back into retirement. After all, there
were plenty of younger, talented
musicians more than capable enough
to take the reigns. But the cosmos had
other plans.
The calls for gigs. kept coming in,
and the itch to get back into the stu-

dio needed a scratch. Since adding
the “semi-" to his retired status, Jones

just considered cellar music, or stric(!,
black music—now, it has taken ji
place. Things that I know in my
father’s time—something that Osca;
and | were talking about—our father
would never believe what's happened
to us ... | have played jazz now on
every single continent that there is
and it’s just so surprising to
China or Japan or in Puerto R
where | lived for so many year
to see people recognize the
artists and buying the music—
s
something that I'd never envisioned |
always thought it would remain a
same level.”
Indeed, Jones was nearly 50 be
he was able to earn a living p
g
strictly jazz—he spent so many y=ar
playing everything but. That
why retirement never really
with him. v
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really enjoy recording by this point.
Knowing nothing about it when they
moved in, they learned by doing and
two-and-a-half years later finally
released a CD.
“We said we were gonna move into
a house and record a record together,
but we didn’t really know how to do
that. We had played music together for
a while and done a little bit of songwriting together—albeit quite poor—
but the first year of us living together
was us just fumbling around on computers trying to figure out how to actually record things that we thought
sounded OK,” explains Dreidger. “Our
friends who knew more than us would
come over and help us out.”

iva Liptonia!
GIRTLES /hryan@vueweokly.com
treet names and places have

Se been mined for musical
monikers. From Bruce Springsicen’s E Street Band to the Sugarhill

Gang to Edmonton's own defunct Calico Drive, examples of naming your
band afler where you come from
abound, and Winnipeg's the Liptonians has followed in that line, but

switched it up a bit.
When the band started, its main
ongwriters, Matt Schellenberg and
Bucky Driedger, moved into a house
n Winnipeg's Lipton Street in an
‘atlempt to create a space where they

‘could write and record music together. Over time, as more and more
riends dropped by, the house gradually came to be known as Liptonia, a
name befitting a miniature fiefdom
Medicated to creativity in the midst of

kod
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the city. When the time came to pick a
band name, the members of the Liptonians embraced their citizenship and
picked a name reflecting it.
Still, nothing lasts forever and not
all of the Liptonians live in Liptonia
anymore.
“Matt actually moved out of Lipto-

nia—he got married this past summer,” Dreidger jokingly laments. “A
Stipulation was that he lived close, so
he's two blocks away so it’s really not
that different from how it was
before—there's still a lot of writing
and recording we can do together.”
Dreidger and Schellenberg must

they were doing, as this past year the
Liptonians—rounded out by Mike
Petkau, Darren Grunau and Terrell
Froese—found itself the recipient of a
Western Canadian Music Award for
Outstanding Pop Recording.
“That was the biggest surprise to
us. We felt kind of out of place in this
pop category—being a very unpolished record that was recorded in our
basement and to be nominated—so
when we went out there and they
announced our name at the awards
ceremony it just seemed so ludicrous
that this record that we had talked
about making for three years previously and then battled through making it in our basement, that it ended
up winning an award,” Dreidger
recounts, still somewhat flabbergasted. “It was a real surprise and I’m
really happy.” w
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The Burning Hell, Baby (weewerk)
Peterborough’s Burning Hell is back
with its sophomore release, and far

from just avoiding
the dreaded soph.
omore

slump

Burning Helbis
Joel Plaskett, Three (Maple Music)
I like Joe] Plaskett. He's the kind of
guy that can think to himself, “Hey,

I've got all of these songs that have
three-word titles, | should put them all
on an album together,” and then keep
thinking, “But wait—what about all of
these other songs I've written that
have regular titles? Should those go
on the same album?” and then he'll

O4/04 coneast snow

PARACHUTE PENGUIN

just answer, "For sure.”

What such an open-ended theme
leads to, however, is a triple-album—

DIRTY CITY HEARTS / BLAZING VIOLETS
@4/OS oH sw PRESOS_.

RU

sik

is neither a song about looking forward
to his newfound freedom, nor a song
about how relieved he is to be out of a
bad relationship. Instead, it's a bouncy
song about how feeling sad can make
you feel alive—how he hasn’t been hurt
permanently, but that it'll take a while
to get over it, and that that’s fine.
The second disc gets more pensive. A
quieter and more self-reflective look at
loss, the brass and jangle of the first disc
is replaced by guitars that sound like

they were recorded in a long hallway.
It's the kind of
music that plays
during movies
where the hero
stares out of his
bedroom window
while rain batters
down upon it.
The third disc
kicks it back up a
notch, replacing
brooding inwardness
with an
angrier spirit. The
third disc could be

perhaps one of the
most

@o

unwieldy

ways to get a mesSage out
musicians

MC ROD AZLAN / DEGREE / SPACE AGE
PHATCAT / DAPHUTUR DJS / DUB AFFILIATES

that
ever

came up with. It’s
hard enough for

4/12

HEARTLESS BASTARDS

CANNIBAL
CORPSE AFTER PARTY W/

DEATH TOLL RISING
B/AS

EVER TUESDAY
NIGHT BNBRD

NACHTMYSTIUM/KYLESA/INTRONAUT

SLEEPING GIRL

PE MIO HTS /WASHER

@4A/ 10 WON EVENTS_. ALL AGES EARLY SHOW SPM

SENSES IFAIL
PORT AMDRAL/THIS1 WAR
SINFULLYSWEET
BEB URLESQUE "HP ROUPE

most bands to
keep the quality
consistent over
the course ofa

single disc, never
mind adding two
more, but Plaskett
finds a way to
make it work—
most of the time. In a collection of 27
songs, there are bound to be some
misses, and the individual discs can
sometimes wobble thematically and
get away from their intentions, but in
the iPod age, it sometimes seems as
though getting nitpicky about an
album’s flow is a bit like looking for a
technician for your Victrola.
That's not to say that the album has
no flow. The whole collection feels like
a lament to things that are lost. Lost
time, lost loves, lost opportunities. The
first disc punches up, with brass instruments and jangly guitars. Lamentations, but in a fun way. Take, for
example, the third track, “You Let Me
Down,” which is perhaps the oddest
break-up song ever recorded. Though
the protagonist is excited at the
prospect of being broken-up with, this

the strongest as a
whole, and it musically continues the
album's journey from the shock of
loss to the depression that comes
with realizing that you can’t go back
to the anger and energy that precedes
moving on. Songs like “Precious, Precious, Precious” and “Rollin’, Rollin’,
Rollin’” are fight-back songs, the latter utilizing steady kick drum and rollicking banjo to really drive its point
home like a boxer on a speed bag. “I

don’t know where I’m going,” sings
Plaskett, “but I know what I've lost.”
A nearly complete journey, Joel
Plaskett’s Three isn't just for the iPod
set, it works as something you can
drive to and get far away from your
troubles. It covers the ups and
downs of feeling incomplete, and the
weirdness that comes with that territory. —BRYAN BIRTLES / bryan@vueweekly.com
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bringing the party
with it from Northern
Ontario

Slightly

more

upbeat in outlook than the band’s previous album, 2008's Happy Birthda,

Baby nonetheless retains.
all of th
wacky gallows humour that leade;

Mathias Kom made a name for himse);
with—and some of it is twisted int:
wild, meta tangents. Take the lyrics |
one of the album's slower songs
“Everybody Needs a Body (to Be Some
body),” where Kom drones, ’Ever,

good album needs a slow song 0;

two.” And with plenty of horns keeping
everything as exciting as a mariachi
party, you can get the party on dowr
— BRYAN BIRTLES / bryan@vuoweekly.com
Bruce Cockburn, Slice O Life (True

North) Despite admiring his talents
and progressive politics, I never truly
appreciated Bruce

Cockburn

until |

had the opportunity to see him play a

live solo show. O:
stage Cockburn
charisma
anc
musicianship take
on a whole new dimension. So, as

Cockburn himself suggests in the
album liner notes, he’s long past du
for his first live solo release. Cockbum
wisely chose to leave the material
raw—including soundchecks, bante:
and crowd noise—to preserve the feel

of his live show, Despite being dr

T

from numerous shows, the album feels

like a single night when it all clicked
the richness of Cockburn’s guitar and
voice filling the stage. For anyone wh
has been looking for an excuse to fina

ly get into Cockburn, it’s a good place
to start. —SCOTT HARRIS / scott@vueweekly.com
The Decemberists,

The Hazards of

Love (Capitol) Whatever you want to
say about Colin Meloy—and there's a
lot of different shit
you could fling
towards
the
Decemberists and
the band’s front
man—there’s no
denying the man
has a talent for lil

erate singing and songwriting: he gen
erally manages to make his lyrics both
a mouthful and tripping off the tongue

and usually uses them in the service ol
some grand narrative. What he doesn't
always do is bother to make sure

what's happening around those lyrics
is interesting, which leads to recore=
like 2006's middling The Crane Wi/<
and now The Hazards of Love, a some

what-bloated concept album thal
thinks its concept excuses it from
being interesting in other ways. Mus
cally, though, the band throws aroun’
a variety of styles it doesn’t reall
of them
explore or bring much to any

top 10 sellers
01.
02.
03.
04.

an imaginary country tim hecker
middle cyclone neko case
march of the zapotec beirut
s/t magneticring

05. sft afegt

MUSIC

06.
07.
08,
09.
10,

beware bonnie ‘prince’ billy
hold time m. ward
choral mountains
i blame you obits
for the whole world to see death

run-of-the-mill being the byword here
Fans of Meloy’s lyricism will have plerty to soak up, but there are enoug"

end
parts wheat and chaff to make the
result pretty forgettable. —DAVID BERRY /
david@vueweekly.com

yandsome Furs, Face Contro] (Sub

There was a sense of introspection

in Plague Park, Handsome Furs’ fullE

<3 |OLD SOUNDS
EDEN MUNRO
eden@vueweekly.com

length debut; the

open spaces were
filled b
ling

gulaetttone
templative synths.
It Was downcast in

tone, but there was

always a sense of

salety initsroots. Not sowith Face Contol. Safety has been removed from the

equation, leaving behind haphazard
approaches and terrifying drops and
dives. Urgent and immediate come to
mind as Face Control carves a destruc-

tive path through the niceties that have
crept their way into much of today’s
rock ‘n’ roll.
eden@vueweekly.com

—EDEN

MUNRO/

Chris Isaak, Mr Lucky (Reprise)
As is

expected from Chris Isaak at this point
in a career that is on album number 10,
_ Mr Lucky finds him
} crooning his way
through some of

| the lowest places—
“Cheater's Town”

sees him on a lonesome drive with a

bustéd Reart—

along with the occasional good time—
‘Summer Holiday” has the singer
reliving a fond memory, though he tempers it with a little uncertainty in the
present. And, like with most of his
albums, and even more so with his live
performances, Isaak’s band demonstrates that it’s absolutely one of the best
in the business, tearing it up occasionally but more often laying back and playing for the song. Granted, for the longest
time] saw Isaak as someone who wrote
relatively pleasant music that worked
better as background music than something that needed to be focused on, but
after seeing him live I delved into his
catalogue and found a steady and
dependable artist with more than a few
nuances to his music. Mr Lucky doesn't
hold much in the way of major surprises, but it certainly stands up alongside
‘saak’s previous work, and spend a little
lime with it and you just might find
something that impresses. —EDEN MUNRO /
eden @vueweekly.com

Kris Kristofferson, Kristofferson

(Monument) Originally released:
1970 “You see, the devil haunts a hungry man / If you don’t wanna join him,
you got to beat him / | ain't sayin’ | beat
the devil, but |drank his beer for nothing
/ Then |stole his song.” So Kris Kristofferson drawls on his debut self-titled
record.
So much of
Kristofferson’s first
album is about
Surviving, not winning. Winning is
something that's
largely out of
reach for the characters populating
the songwriter’s

more in common with the psychedelic

pop of the earliest Syd Barrett-era of
Pink Floyd then with anything that
emerged from Nashville in the late
‘60s/early ‘70s. On “Blame it On the
Stones,” a ragged torn-up march carries
on as Kristofferson assumes an ironic
tone, ultimately aligning himself with
the Rolling Stones: “Mister marvin middle class is really in a stew / Wonderin’
What the younger generation's coming
to/And the taste of his martini doesn't

please his bitter tongue / Blame it on
the Rolling Stones.”
Later, on “The
Law Is For Protection of the
People,” he follows a similar
approach lyrically, though this
time he cuts a
meaner swath
as he spits out
his words, “The
law is for protection of the people / Rules are

lyrics—maybe the

words

are

all

about Kristofferson's own life, but
even if they aren't
he delivers them
in a way that makes you believe that
he’s walked every hard mile in the 12
songs.
At times, the Devil lurks just around
the corner and Kristofferson is simply
content to get through the present—
as on “To Beat the Devil,” or “Help Me
Make it Through the Night” where he
sings, “Let the devil take tomorrow
Lord / Tonight | need a friend” —and
at others it's the grind of life that’s
threatening to crush the singer—the
heartbreaking loneliness that is falls
around “Casey's Last Ride”: "Casey
joins the hollow sound of silent people
walking down / The stairway to the
subway in the shadows down below.”
Though he’s been cast in the role of
a country singer by an industry desperate for categorization, that only came
later on—on Kristofferson the singer
is really only country in sound in that
he and the others who came to be
labelled as outlaw country refused to
play by the rules of the polished country music establishment.
The first sounds on the record have

rules and any
fool can see /

We don’t need no hairy-headed hippies
/ Scarin’ decent folks like you and me.”
But what makes Kristofferson so difficult to define as a songwriter is the
way he careens through those two
tracks, or the out-of-control damn-theMan charge of "The Best of All Possible Worlds—"! tipped my bottle back
and smacked into a cop | didnt see,” he
sings there—and then effortlessly
turns his wheels and sings a tender
love ballad or a slice-of-sadness lonely
tune like “Me and Bobby McGee” and
“The Other Side of Nowhere.”

Featuring:

JOE NOLAN, SAMANTHA SCHULTZ
AND MICHAEL RAUIT

= April 3,2009 ~5D

Doors @ 7:30pm

Show @ 8:00 pm

@ Norwood Legion

11150 -82 St. Edmonton

$12.00 - Members $1500 @Door
(or in advance)

Buy Tickets in adyance:
Muhre's Music, Southside Sound

Ch)Foundation
forthe Arts

Where Music Comes to Play! WUEWEEKLY
554.

uptown’

Even while shifting gears, Kristofferson’s gruff voice and consistent
tone tie the record together into a unified work, covering several bases
while always centring around the fight
to break even. Kristofferson was rereleased as Me and Bobby McGee in
1971, cashing in on Kristofferson’s
growing popularity and Janis Joplin’s
Success with the song. w
Kris Kristofferson plays the River Cree

Resort and Casino on Sun, Apr 5 at 7 pm.

Swan Lake, Enemy Mine §agjaguwar)

On the surface, Swan Lake is a wet
cream for anyone who likes slightly outré
Canadian pop. A
=
supergroup of the
classic-rock

>

E-4

QUICK SPINS

= | WHITEY HOUSTON
=X | quickspins@voeweekly.com

inclined, hyperliter-

ate Dan
Bejar
(Destroyer), soaring

and camival-barking, reverb-freak Carey
Mercer (Frog Eyes), the trio nevertheless

LESSONS TO BE LEARNED
UNIVERSAL REPUBLIC

DANKO JONES
THIS IS DANKO JONES
AQUARIUS

Teen-girl soul music
Quickly shows why her sumame
Should be said “kill me”

What the fuck is this?
Some guy whose name is Danko
Romances his wang

®r (heir newest. The problem is that this

IAN GILLAN
Ma EYE TO MORROCO

HIGH FIVE DRIVE
FULLBLAST
HAD MOON

Cultured album from
Deep Purple’s singer—smokes but
Not in a good way

Pop punk songs useful
For when you're finding your pants
And her training bra

ALL THE GOO
AQUARIUS

NAT KING COLE
RE GENERATIONS
CAPITOL

Just in case you can’t
Dig your old CDs out of
Mom's glove compartment

Remix collection
Equal parts fitting tribute,
Corpse desecration

fabulist Spencer
Krug (Wolf Parade)

doesn't quite live up to its sterling pedisree, either on their debut, Beast Moans,

doesn’t represent a melding of their sen-

sibilities so much as three brilliant artists

at

Mine just isn’t as

— as this tripling should be. —DAVID
david@vueweekly.com

music”
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CARA MATTHEW

JEFFREY'S CAFE AND WINEBAR,S15
MARIA KOTOVYCH / maria@vueweekly.com

Categorizing music into a clearly defined
genre isn’t always easy. Yet, some decisions are more obvious than others—
people wouldn't think of Aerosmith as
jazz, for example. But this doesn't mean .
that creating a jazz version of Aerosmith’s
music is impossible.
Jazz and blues singer Cara Matthew
did just that on her recently released
album, Make You Feel My Love. Not only
does this record include bluesy takes of

Aerosmith’s “Pink” and “What It Takes,”

it also takes songs by artists such as

=|
=
===)
a

Elton John, Bob Dylan and Joni Mitchell
and gives them a similar twist.
Matthew explains that taking this
route allowed her to do something
unique.
“| decided that instead of doing an
album with standards that have been done
before—people are still coming out with
albums full of standards, of jazz standards—I thought | would do something
different, and make standards out of classics—Elton John, Billy Joel,” she says.
The songs on this album are ones that
Matthew has always loved. Aerosmith, for
instance, is one of her favourite bands. In
addition ta loving the group's lyrics, she
also appreciates the music’s very melodic
nature. Having listened to these musicians
for a long time, Matthew didn’t have trouble jazzifying the group's tunes. “| loved these songs so much growing

=

=
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ASTROLOGY
ROB BREZSHY
freewill vueweekly.com

ARIES (MAR 21 - APR 19)
There's plain old everyday lightning, which
travels about eight kilometres, and then
there are superbolts—strokes of lightning
that are a hundred times stronger than a
normal flash and that can travel over 160
kilometres. In the coming weeks, Aries,
your power levels could be more like these
superbolts than your usual output. | suggest you take advantage. Just assume that
you'll be able to shed more light and attract
more attention than usual.

TAURUS (APR 20 - MAY 20)
When | was 19, | did Outward Bound, a
wilderness survival course designed to
make a man out of me. For 24 winter days,
my team and | camped and travelled
through New Hampshire's White Mountains. Near the end of the ordeal, we were
each required to do a three-day “solo”
experience, during which time we were left
alone with only three things: a sleeping
bag, a canvas tarp to use as a partial shel-

ter and a box of mincemeat. The latter was
a concentrated slab of food made of
raisins, dried apples, lemon rind, cinnamon,
nutmeg, cloves and dried beef. As | shivered and worried and sang loud songs and
battled my own wild thoughts during those

challenging but enlightening 72 hours, |
grew to savour my odd-tasting delicacy. It
kept me sane and grounded. As you prepare for your own rite of passage, Taurus, |
suggest you procure the metaphorical
equivalent of mincemeat.

GEMINI (MAY 21 - JUN 20)
As reported in UK's Mirror, South African
game warden Alex Larenty made a dramatic
display of the trust he engenders among the
animals under his care. Sidling up from
behind to a full-grown male lion named
Jamu, Larenty lightly grasped the beasts
balls and held on for a while. Jamu did not
protest. |invite you to attempt the metaphorical equivalent of this brave encounter, Gemini. According to my reading of the omens,
you have the power to play with fire—and |
mean “play” in every sense of the word.

CANCER (JUN 21 - JUL 22)
In his book When the Impossible Happens,
Stanislav Grof describes a man named
Kurt who was “very unhappy if there were
no problems in his life and adversaries
against whom to fight.” Kurt didn’t just
thrive on crises; he felt uncomfortable if he
didn't have any. In my vision of how your
destiny is unfolding, Cancerian, you now
have the ability to express a more temperate version of this capacity. What | mean
is that you could be highly entertained and
resoundingly moved by the dilemmas that
come into your vicinity, but without going
overboard into obsession, You could
embrace the challenges in appreciation for
the way they compel you to get smarter,
but without clutching them desperately.

LEO (JUL 23-AUG 22)
Philosopher Bertrand Russell wasn’t so
much interested in the “will to believe.”
Rather, he preferred “the will to find out,
which is the exact opposite.” Your assign-

ories about why things are the way they
are. See ifyou can thrive without clinging to
any ideology. Instead, be bursting with the
intention to discover the raw truth, no matter where that leads you, and even if it
seems to contradict your rules to live by.

VIRGO (AUG 23 - SEP22)
_ There will be other times when I'll encourage you to upgrade your relationships with
your inner child, your inner mountainclimber and your inner serpent. Right now |
hope you will take some quality time to
commune with your inner elder. In my
astrological opinion, you especially need
the influence of this sage old part of you.
He or she doesn’t care overly much about
social status, romantic drama or the obsession of the moment, but is more interested
in what provides deep meaning, generates
love, and offers the big-picture perspective.
So try this, Virgo: leap ahead many years in
‘your imagination and tune in to the guidance of the ripe and vibrant wise guy or
wise woman you will ultimately become.

LIBRA (SEP 23- OCT 22)
The sirens are enticing and wooing and
tempting you again. This time they say have
a really fabulous deal, even better than
before. They're sorry, by the way, about the
somewhat deceptive advertising they used
on the last occasion you came their way.
They want to assure you that they'll never
again pull the bait-and-switch routine. So are
you ready to give them another chance?
Don’t look to me for advice on what you

ment, Leo, is to try his approach. Regard it
as an experiment that you'll have fun with.
For a few days, refuse to jump to any con-

should do. I'm simply here to report the situation. Besides, you need a good stiff test of
your powers of discernment. Oh, one other
thing: to demonstrate their sincerity, the

clusions whatsoever. Be skeptical of all the-

sirens are offering you their first song and
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up that | could feel them already, and

they've always been brewing in me. So |
didn't really find it that hard,” she
reflects, adding that all the musicians on
the record had an opportunity to work out
their own parts.
Anyone who has ever heard a remake

it; for Matthew, the secret behind 4 good
fendition is doing something completely
different from the original.
“lf you do something like Aretha
Franklin does something, well, Aretha
Franklin already did that. Why would you
want to sing it that way again? You want

knows that the ability to create a good

to make it your own; you want to do your

one doesn't grace everyone who attempts

own thing.” w

dance absolutely free.

Pacific Ocean, it's almost 11 kilometres
down—further below sea level than Mi
Everest is above sea level. | chose this natural feature for you to play with in your
imagination because I’m hoping it wil!

SCORPIO (OCT 23- NOV 21)
The three tasks |think you should work on in
the coming week are among the hardest any
human being can attempt. Luckily, you now
have an unusually strong aptitude for them,
and are likely to receive unexpected assistance if you're brave enough to plunge ahead. Here they are. 1) Interrupt and overthrow negative trains of thought right in the
middle of their flow through your brain. 2)
Negotiate partial solutions to complex problems. In other words, do the half-right thing
when it’s impossible to do the totally right
thing. 3) Understand that in order to graduate from a certain batch of weird karma that
has persisted, you must completely accept
the situation as it is, acknowledge your role
in precipitating and prolonging it and feel
gratitude for all that it has taught you.

SAGITTARIUS (NOV 22 - DEC 21)
Some Japanese employees receive three
days of “heartache leave” per year from the
companies they work for. During those
times they can recover from sad experiences or romantic reversals. If it were up to
me, every company in every country in the
world would annually provide workers with
the opposite kind of holiday: ten days of
“heart-soaring leave.” These would be
times devoted to cultivating blessed breakthroughs or celebrating great happiness. If
there were such a system in place already,

inspire you to explore the extreme depths
The coming days will be an excellent time
to get better acquainted with the stuff
that’s at the very bottom of your world

AQUARIUS (JAN 20- FEB 18)

Your {0 has crept up beyond its usual level,
and may ascend even higher in the coming

days. | suspect you're poised to erupt with

a host of sharp insights, and maybe some

brilliant analyses or strokes of genius as
well. Why? How? It may have to do with
the way the planets are massaging your
brain chemistry. Or perhaps it's because

you smell freedom, and your libido is boost:

ing your intelligence with the enhancements that only the onset of exhilaration

can provide. | recommend that you milk this
gift for all it’s worth. Don’t waste time 0"
trivial conquests like polishing off cross:
word puzzles or acing online personality
tests. Try to solve the mystery of the ages:
or at least your two knottiest problems

PISCES (FEB 19 - MAR 20)

“So |sing to my seeds,” says gardener Leslie

Gaydos. “What about it?” Although ste
sounds a bit defensive about treating"
unsprouted kernels like sentient beings’
hope you won't be in the least apologet’

heart-soaring days in the coming weeks.

e
you carry out your assignment: Serenad
your seeds. Bathe them in your tender col

CAPRICORN (DEC 22- JAN 19)

Whether your seeds are literal plants

Sagittarius, | bet you'd use some of those

Your symbol for the week is the Mariana
Trench, which is the lowest place on the
earth's surface. Located underwater in the

cer. Infuse them with your intelligent ovo!
y0ll
more metaphorical in nature, make itthem
guide
priority to sweet-talk them and

into the next phase of their growth. ¥

84 Ave * Swing Dance at Sugar Foot Stomp: no expe-

10139-87 Ave, Old
ty League, * Japanese Martial
ue 7 -9:30pm; Thu 6-8pm

Churchill Squ
ition Against

GROUP Braeside
. door, § Bernard Dr,
Ave, St. Albert © For
ional families
0pm

fience needed,
beginner lesson followed by dance
every Sat © Apr 4, 8pm (door); WWw.sugarswing.com

INSIDE/OUT U of ACampus © Campus-based

U-22/ALBERTA MUSIC INDUSTRY
ASSOCIATION Riverdale Hall * Informative,

academic, sane allies and peor staff * 3rd Thu

hands-on music workshop to build the skills and ¢onare ema Heornare and pica .
incl lunch and snacks)
©
ist
at marchr@telusplanet.net
a
WOMEN IN BLACKInfront of the Old Strathcona

Farmers’ Market ® Silent vigil the Ist and 3rd Sat,
10-11am, each month, stand in silence for a world
without violence
WOMEN ONLY BICYCLE REPAIR BikeWorks,

$15at Earth's General Store,

CHESS Edmonton Chess Club and Society of Alberta
Chess Knights, 780.474.2318 ® Learn eee chess;

opportunities for all ages including classes, school
programs and tournaments *

rovingehessnuts@shaw.ca
CONSERVATION
pet
aera Biological Sciences Bldg, U
of A. 780.432.0967 * Seminar with forest ecologist
Herb Hammond presented bythe Canadian Parks and
Wildamess Society and the
emer Research
and Studies Centre 2* Wed, Apr 8,
a Sam

CONVERSATION
FORUM Ramada Hotel, Wild Rose Ballrooms 1 & 2,
11834 Kingsway, 856.269.1276 ® A community discussion on the
possibilities and challenges of existing and future land use onthe ECCA Lands ¢ Sat,

Apr 4, 9:30am-3:30pm © Free, Pre-register by emailing info@dialoguepartners.ca

MAKING WAVES SWIMMING CLUB www geocities.com/makingwaves_edm * Recreational and

COMEDY

PLAY NIGHTCLUB 10220-103 St, www playnight-

club.ca * Open Thu, Fri, Sat * The first bar for the

CARROT CAFE 9351-118 Ave, 780.471.1580 «

Canadian Television * Wed, Apr , pm (door), 7pm
(show) © $20 at TIX on the Square

COMEDY FACTORY Gateway Entertainment Centre,
34 Ave, Calgary Trail ¢ Thu, 8:30pm; Sat, 8pm and
10pm ® Dennis Ross; Apr 2-4 ©
Moore; Apr 9-11

Staven Juliano

COMIC STRIP Bourbon St, WEM, 780.483.5999,

www.thecomicstrip.ca © Hit or Miss Mondays: Each

Mon*Best of Edmonton Tuesdays: Each Tue © Erik

Griffin; until Apr 5 © Ben Gleib; Apr 8-12

LAUGH SHOP 1105-6606 137 Ave, Londonden

Mall, 780.476.1010 © Wed-Thu 8pm; Fri-Sat 7 40pm

and 9:45pm © Wed amateur open mic night; 8pm *
Simon Ait Vancouver; until Apr 4 * Simon

King from Vancouver; Apr 2-4 ® Brian Stollery from
Calgary; Apr 9-11

LION'S HEAD PUB Radisson Hotel Edmonton
South, 4440 Gateway Boulevard, 780.437.6010 «

Comedy open mic night every Sun (Spm) hosted by

Lars Callieou
STEEPS TEA LOUNGE-COLLEGE PLAZA 11116-

WINSPEAR CENTRE © The Trailer Park Boys,
eye Bubbles and Julian * Thu, Apr 2, 8pm ¢
$49.50 at Winspear box office
F

QUEER LISTINGS

their faith and their orientation &

AFFIRM SUNNYBROOK-RED DEER Sunnybrook

ectures byDr mi
sues
untaeArad»he King'sUberaty
Lecture Theatre W102,sesaSt; Descent

United Church, Red Deer, 403.347.6073 ® Affirm welcome LGBTQ people and their friends, family, and
allies meet the 2nd Tue, 7pm, each month
BISEXUAL WOMEN'S COFFEE GROUP « A social
group for bi-curious and bisexual women every 2nd
ue every month, Bpm ¢
http://groups.yahoo.com/graup/bwedmonton

Mumbai Attacks; Mon, Apr 6, noon * U efA,TELUS
Bidg, fieepecan taoEs mia ea ia
inthe
Mumbai Attacks; Mon, Apr 6, 7pm

BOOTS BAR AND LOUNGE 1024-106 St,
780.423.5014, www.bootsbar.ca * 2nd Thu: Illusions
Social Club * 3rd Wed: Edmonton 0 Society * 2nd
‘Tue: Edmonton Rainbow Business Association * Every

will help all of Us be more environmentally responsible ® Sat, Apr 4, 10am-8pm.* Free

LECTURES ON ISLAM
into

ey

Chaos: Pakistan and India in the Wake of the

* Trinity Lutheran Church, 10014-81 Ave; Interfaith

Dialogue: Islam for Christians: What You Always

Fn: Philosophy

Goa, and @ numberofpresenters; Sat, Apr 4, 1-Spm
HOME"
‘SPIRITUAL COMMUNITY

Lounge with Miss Bianca and Vanity Fair
BUDDYS NITE CLUB 117258 Jasper Ave,
780.488.7736 © Nightly Spm-3am, Fri 8-3pm © Sun:
Rotating drag shows with Mz Bianca and Mz Vanity

Wanted ta Know with Dr brahim Abu-Rabi, David

FOR PASSIONATE LIVINGGameau/Ashbourne
Assisted Living Place, 11148-84 Ave * Home:
Blends music, drama, creativity and reflection on

sacred texts to energise you for passionate living ©
Every Sun 3-5pm

IMAGES ALBERTA CAMERA CLUB Pleasantview
ton Hall, 10860-57 Ave,
180.962.6561/780.469,9776/780.452.6224 «

Featuring presentations, Wiest workshops, out-

‘ngs, and competitions. All levels of Htograpiiets
Welcome
® Meet the2nd and_4th Thu each month;
Sept-May, 8pm

Kien IANS: WHAT YOU ALWAYS WANTED TO
ace Gei a Ave:°
Learn
: pA: ea ch
‘brahim Abu-Rabi and David Goa° Sanne 1-5pm

LECTURES ON ISLAM SERIES F104, Augustana

y2mpus, 4901-46 Ave, Camrose, Mo augustan sal

Derla.ca/ronning ® Religious Formation,
Identiy and
ypitics on
the ©
Between Pakistan by Or
Mumtaz
Ahmad
Fri, Ape3, 7-8:30pm © Free

MATHS FOR PROFTT-CANADA'S
ROLEIN
ae
WAR AND PEACE Steps Tea,
dllegePlaza, OF
1116-82 Ave ® Documentary

© Fri.

Aor 10, 7pm * Free

pe
AND RESIDENTIAL SCHOOLS
jaylteau
United Church, 123, 11148-84 Ave,

\ 439.2501 © Cecile Fausak presents information
Roang the United Church's role in the Indian _
“dential Sehools Settlement Agreement, andin
Fetcula the Truth and Reconciliation Commission
on, Apr 6, 7:30-9:30pm * Free

SOCIETY OFGRAPHIC.

MADE.

OF

CHAPTER, AND

ON MacEwan College, 105St

boTh Sai
aaa eae
noesforroe that look, read, and think
10

creates

rewardi

Lor-menba iyty89,GDG/MA.D.E. member/S10
DANCE CLUB Orange Hall, 10335-

French, English and other African languages © 3rd
and 4th Sat, Sam-5pm each month © Free (member)/$10 (membership) © Pre-register

competitive swimming with coaching, beginners
ete to participate. Socializing after practices * Every Tue, Thu

GAY AND UNITED: HOW DID | GET HERE AND
WHAT
IT MEAN? Garneau United Church,
123, 1148-84 Ave, 780.439.2501 © Three United
Church members share
the struggles, joys and chal-

Tue, Apr 7, 7:30-9:30pm # Free
GO GREEN ECO EXPO U ofA Butterdome, 114 St,
87 Ave, 780.437.9244 @ Lifestyle adjustments that _

MADELEINE SANAM FOUNDATION Faculté St
Jean, Rm 3-18, 780,490,732 © Program for HIV-

Power and Peril of Audacious Hope with Wendy
Edey © Sat, Apr 4, 11:30am-1:30pm © $8; pre-register /80.428.1818

82 Ave, 780.988.8105 * Amateur Comedian Night:
every Tue, 8-10:30pm © For info contact
robyn@steepstea.com

lenges of a

POSITIVE 404, 10408-124 St, www.edmlivingposi-

five.ca, 1.877.975.9448/780,488.5768, © Providin
confidential peer support to people fiving with HV
® Tue, 7-Spm: Support group * Daily drop-in, peer
counselling

WOMEN'S BRUNCH McDougall United Church,
10025-101 St, www.mcdougallunitad.com © The

EDMONTON ESPERANTO SOCIETY Rin 1812;
10025-1024 Ave, 780.702.5117 © Fri, noon-1pm *
vaughn@sewardconsulting.com

each month {fall/winter terms): Speakers Series,
Contact Kris (kwells@ualberta.ca
KOREZONE FITNESS 203, 10575-115 St » LIVING

AID'S prevention, treatment and harm reduction in

CITY CENTRE GYM Grant MacEwan College,
10700-104 Ave© Rick Mercer: My Adventures in

Audrey'sBooksAPIAG ius Mall)

fied and queer (LGBTQ) faculty, graduate student,

10047-80 Ave (enter through Back Alley),
780.433.2453 « Edmonton Bicycle Commuters’
Society ® (first and third Sundays of each month) «
Apr 5, 19. © Free

People in Pants Improy ® ist Thu every month, 7-30Spm * $5
2
i
a

se ® Apr3-5 ®

organization for lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans-identi-

10-3 © Long

Café © Fri and Sat DJ SeXXXy Sean

Weekend Sundays feature the Stardust

Fair in The Stardust Lounge and GoDiva and
Donnatella NEI in The GoDonna Show, DJ _

WestCoastBabyDaddy ¢ Mon: Amateur strip contest
with Mia Fellow, midnight, DJ WestCoastBabyDaddy
® Tue: Free pool and toumey, DJ Arrowchaser *

Wed: Hump day withDJ SataySean * Thu; Wet
Underwear contest with Mia Fellow, midnight, DJ

WestCoastBabyDaddy * Fri: We made ‘em famous!
DJ Eddy Toonflash, come earlytoavoid lineup, no
cover before 10pm © Sat: Undie night for men only,
free pool and tourney, DJ Arrowchaser

EDMONTON PRIME TIMERS (EPT) Unitarian
Church of Edmonton, 10804-119 St ¢ A group of

older gay men and their admirers who have common
interests meet the 2nd Sun, 2:30pm, most months for
a social period, a short meeting and a quest speaker,
discussion panel or a potluck supper. Special interest

groups meet for other social activitres throughout the
month. E: edmontonpt@yahoo.ca, www.primetimersww.org/edmonton

GLBT SPORTS AND RECREATION www.teamedmonton.ca * Women’s Drop-In Recreational

Bootcamp;
Sc 465.3620;
abeS820;WedWed, 6 6-7:30pm
SOpm **.
Bootes

Lynnwood Elementary School at 15451-84 Ave; Mon,
7-8:15pm; bootcamp@teamedmonton.ca * Bowling:
Gateway Lanes, 100, 3414 Gateway Blvd; Sat, S-7pm;

bowling@teamedmonton.ca * Oe Mon, 7:159:15pm), Granite Curling Club; 780.463.5942

eel community to open in a decade with DJs
Jexx Brown and Eddie Toonflash
PRIDE CENTRE OF EDMONTON 9540-111 Ave,
780.488.3234, www. pridecentraofedmonton.org
Open Tue-Fri 1-10pm, Sat 2-6:30pm © LGBT Seniors
Drop-in: Eve iterTN, 2-4pm ® CA: Every Thu
(7pm) * Suit Up and Show Up: AA big boo study
roup meet every Sat, noon * Youth Understanding

ist Wed each month, 7pm © Free short-term, solu-

PRISM BAR 10524-101 St, 780.990.0038
Eve
Wed: Free Pool; Karaoke, Spm-midnight * Every Thu

Prism Pool League, 7-11:30pm # Every Fri: Steak
Nite; 5-Spm; DJ at 9:30pm

ROBERTSON-WESLEY UNITED CHURCH 10209123 St, 780.482.1587, www.wuc.org # Soul OUTing
an LGBT-focused alternative worship © 2nd Sun eac!

month, 7pm; worship Sun, 10:30am; people of all sex-

val orientations welcome. A LGBT monthly book club
and film night. Info email jravenscroft@rwue,org

ST. PAUL'S UNITED CHURCH 11526-76 Ave,

780.436.1555 * People of all sexual orientations are
welcome # Every Sun (10am worship)
WOMONSPACE 780.482.1794,
Www.womonspace.ca, Womonspace@gmail.com * A
Non-profit lesbian social organization for Edmonton
and surrounding area. Organized monthly activities
from dances, games nites, golf tournament, etc
Monthly newsletter and reduced rates included with
membership. Confidentiality assured

WOODYS 11723 Jasper Ave, 780.488.6557 * Open
Daily (noon) * Sat-Tue Karaoke with Tizzy and Patrick
* Sat-Sun Pool Tournaments

SPECIAL EVENTS
EDMONTON'S FASHION FESTIVAL Trans Alta Arts
Barn, 10330-84 Ave * Edmonton Fashion Week:
Featuring local, Canadian and international designers,
Salon Showease (the Art of Coiffure), Makeup
Showease, Emerging Designer and Stylist Contest and

Style Gallery, an urban fashion and design soning
market, and visual arts and photography * Apr 2-9,
8pm * $15 (adv single ticket)/$20 (door)/$85 (VIP

passes) TIX on the Square, door
EDMONTON FOR THE PEOPLE OF IRAQ Artery.
9535 Jasper Ave * An evening event to raise funds to
go directly to helping peor in refugee camps, featuring music and the dual book launch of Field
Basansikis’ two new collections. All ages event until
midnight * Apr 4-5 # $10-$20 (sliding scale)
FASHION SHOW FOR REAL WOMEN Sands
Hotel, Banquet Room * By R &L Studios © Thu, Apr
9 @ $5, ph Lora’at 780.977.1151, 780.482.1105, or email stuidiogir!1970@hotmail.com; Proceeds to Safe
House For Women
INTERLUDE-AN IN BETWEEN TIME McDougall
United Church, 10025-101 St, 780.428.1818
Featuring Music by Keri Lynn Zwicker, Hee

Trio and eas and reflections by Timothy J
Anderson, and Rev. John Henry Weinlick * Sat, Apr

11, 3pm © Free
JABULA AFRICA! Crestwood Community Hall,

14325-96 Ave, 780.554.8735, www.everylifemat-

ters.ca * Celebrate Africa with live West African
drumming and pu

pearance by Memeza

Africa, 8 group from South Africa © Sat, Apr 4,

10751 15 St.; yoga@teamedmonton.ca
ILLUSIONS SOCIAL CLUB various locations «
Crossdressers, transsexuals, friends and supporters

fundraiser, participants raise money for a number of

Elementary

School at 9008-1054, 8-10pm; Thu inter-

mediate: ieatenp teeme 101 Airport Rd, 810pm; recvolleyball@teamedmontan.ca;

Yoga; every Sun, 2-3:30pm; Korezone Fitness, 203,

meet 2nd Thu every month. For details goto
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/edmonton_iliusions/

SHOWS:

tion-focused drop-in counseling: every Wed, 7-10pm
* YouthSpace: drop-in for LGBTQ for youth up to 25;
Tue-Sat, 3-7pm

volleyball@teamedmonton.ca * YOGA (Hatha): Free

Running: Sun, Tue, Thu; running@teamedmonton.ca *
Swimming; NAIT pool, 11762-106 St: Tue, 8-Spm, Thu,
7:30-8:30pm; swimming@teamedmonton.ca #

UPCOMING

‘outh: Youth up to 25 years, support and social
group meet every Sat, 7-9pm; yuy@shaw. cae
lomonspace: Board meeting St Sun each month,
10:30am-12:30pm * Trans Education/Support Group
Meet the 1st and 3rd Sun, 2-4pm, of each month;
www.albertatrans.org * Men alkng with Pride:
Every Sun (7pm); facilitator: Rob Wells robwells780@hatmail.com * HIV Support Group: Meet
the 2nd Mon of each month, 7pm ® Transgender,
Transsexual, Intersex and Questioning (TT1Q)
Alliance; Support meeting the 2nd Tue each month,
7:30pm * Transgender, Transsexual, Intersex and
Questioning. Education, advocacy and support for
men, women and youth; PFLAG Edmonton: Meet the

7-30pm * $20 proceeds go to building homes for
orphans and vulnerable children in KwaZulu-Natal,
South Africa
MAYOR'S CELEBRATION OF THE ARTS Winspear
Centre « Mayor Stephen Mandel presents the 22nd
Annual Celebration of the Arts, an evening of performanee and recognition * Mon, Apr 6, 7pm; 5)
{ticketed reception at the Citadel) * Tickets available
at the Winspear box office, www.winspearcentre.com

(olleybal: TueRecreational: Mother Teresa

CENTURY’
CASINO

SPIN AROUND THE CLOCK WEM Ice Palace, 70

St, 87 Ave, 780.437.0023 « aah 24/Dance 12; Livia
e Foundation presented by Freedom 55,

creative community programs;24 hours of non-stop
music, entertainment, food, prizes, refreshments *
Apr 3-4 © Free
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~The gay factory
TEDKERR
When the Roost closed its doors at the
end of 2007, no one bar in town took its
place. A handful of existing and new bars
instead began catering to specific groups
of gay people—Boots has become mostly
for older guys and bears, Buddys for

twinks, Prism for ladies and Play has specific nights for various groups (jocks,
fetish, etc).
Around the same time | noticed this
bar situation | came across the term
“reification” in my comparative literature
course, and it seemed to resonate with
what has gone on in gay culture generally
and helps to explain why gay bars in the
city are now catering to specific lifestyles
rather than to gay people in general.

Reification, according to theorist
Fredric Jamerson, is “the way in which
under capitalism, older traditional forms
of human activity are reorganized and
analytically fragmented and reconstructed according to models of efficiency.”
The Marxist thinker Ernest Mandel
points to detective novels as an example of how a human activity, in this case
death, has been reframed to no longer
be something that just happens but
something that needs to be solved, and
along the way commodified.
In the class | couldn't help but think
that in the last 40 years—with gay bars
as just one example—homosexuality
has become reified. No longer does
“gay” refer only to forms of human
activity (homosexual sex), it has been
reorganized and constructed to describe
a type of lifestyle. When we say it.is a

gay magazine or a gay TV show, it is not

Richard Florida's idea that gays are

ARTIST TO ARTIST
Artist/graphic designer needed to do CD cover art,

CHANGE YOUR LIFE! TRAVEL, TEACH ENGLISH:
We train you to teach. 1000's of jobs around the world.
Next in-class or ONLINE by correspondence. Jobs guaranteed, 7712-104 St. Call for info pack 1.888.270.2941

EDUCATIONAL

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

Free Acting Classes
sign up at freeactingtips.net
Audition and camera tips.
www.vadastudios.com

way to look at homosexuality has also

meant that gay people have shifted
from being a minority group to being a
marketing demographic.
Instead of being seen as a group
working towards equality, gays are
seen as being good for business. We
see this manifested in urbanist

2 CLASSI IEDS
IFYOU WANT TOPLACE YOUR CLASSIFIED ADIN
VUE WEEKLY,
PLEASE PHONE 780.426.1996.
DEADLINE ISNOON THETUESDAY BEFORE PUBLICATION

because the magazine or TV show
depict same-sex sex, but rather
because it showcases a lifestyle
designed to be desirable to gay people.
A good example of this is the fact that
for the most part many people still don't
know what lesbians do in bed, but ask a
random sampling of individuals to
describe what a lesbian looks like or
what a lesbian’s hobbies might be and
you likely hear descriptions that sound
like they came from The L Words central casting office.
In many ways the advertising of a
gay lifestyle has been great. For some
people it has been a lifesaver to see
gays on TY, letting them know that gay
people do exist. But this reconfiguring

and possible booklet—qood, creative concept. Also
filmmaker wanted to do simple, live, in-studio film
clip. E: Nick at nickfree@shaw.ca

NYC Midnight's (www.NYCMidnight.com; Sixth
Annual Screenwriters Challenge: Apr 17-25; emtry
deadline: Apr 15. $45 (sign-up cost) at www.nyomidnight.com/2009/SC/register.htm
Mostly Water Theatre is accepting submissions for

the next installment of Metro Digital Shorts (5 min or

FASHION
FASHION SHOW FOR REAL WOMEN
BY R&L STUDIOS
THURSDAY APRIL 9 2009
TICKETS $5.00 EACH
SANDS HOTEL BANQUET ROOM
Phone Lora at 780 977 1151 for tickets
780 482 1105
or email stuidiogir'1970@hotmail.com

Proceeds to Safe House For Women

less) to Metro Digital Shorts, 6-22 Stanley Milner
Library, 7 Sir Winston Churchill Sq, Edmonton, AB,

BIGGEST HEALTH
DISCOVERY IN
20 YEARS!

T5J 25 by Wed, Apr&.For info contact Sam
Varteniuk at 780.686.5960,
samvarteniuk@hotmail.com

Write Off! The Isabel Miller Young Miller Young
Writers award for poetry or fiction (ages 12-18):
Deadline: May 1 info at www.epl.ca/youthwritingcontest

This patented product
will be the next

BILLION DOLLAR GIANT!
Great opportunity to improve
your health and wealth!

FRAMING

MOVIE POSTER SHOP

The Cutting Room is looking for
Assistants and Stylists
Please drop off your resume at
10536 -124 Street

Looking for handmade funky, unique crafts and art
For info E: Ally: msallyag@gmail.com, Amy: amyjedgar@hotmail.com
Steeps-Old Glenora: for open mic—Spoken word
First Thursday every month. Contact Adam Snider to
sign up adam.snider@gmail.com

www.maxtrax4u.com/kenneths

The Works Art and Design Festival CALL TO ENTER!!!
Deadlines are fast approaching! Art Market Deadline

780-454-6971

April 15, Smaller then a Breadbox Deadline May 1,
and Chalk Art Deadline May 15. Download applications from www.theworks.ab.ca or call Glyn at
780.426.2122 ext. 234

Tired of working someone else's dream?
What do the rich know that you dont?
Groundbreaking opportunity, new in Canada.
Financial freedom is here! 780.994.2760

Drivers wanted: $15+/hr, Wed (night). Thu (day),
perm/PT. Must have mini-van or truck.
Looking for reliable, re
sible person.

Alberta musicians write a song that celebrates Heroes
in Life, for the Special Olympics Alberta, presented by,
RGB Productions, Deadline Apr 15, 1: 402.784.2658,
i
in
_—___E info@abown.com,
www.abown.com __

MUSICIANS

MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

Former members of mervyn albin seek hard-working
vocalist/frontman to complement strong and dedicated
backline. Vocal versatility and experience on guitar are
assets. If this is you email
Ryan at ryan.biggs@edmonton.ca

MODAL MUSIC INC. 780.221.3116
Quality music instruction since 1981.
Guitarist. Educator.
Graduate of GMCC music program

once-never-ending farewell tour and
the fact that it was Will and Grace not
Jill and Glenn.)

THE MOVE TOWARDS focusing on gay
as a buyable lifestyle has, of course,
intertwined sexual orientation and
class. If gay is understood
as a lifestyle
rather than an orientation then it
becomes hard to imagine someone as a
sexual minority if they don’t fit into the
marketplace’s definition of being gay.
And it’s even more difficult to imagine
that someone is a victim of homophobia if you don’t recognize them as gay.
This is why it may be easy to support
your gay male neighbour as they tell
you about their homonegative boss but
it's more difficult to imagine that it is
systemic homophobia that has lead to a

homeless bisexual youth asking you f
money.

>

a

majority—you must be partofthe ma;

ketplace. As the marketplace becomes
more competitive you must diversify. |;
the wake of the Roost's final night it was
no longer commercially viable just to
serve beer to gays, you had to serve bee;

to specific kinds of gays.
Ernest Mandel’s major criticism 0:
reification is the lack of room it make
for complexity. Just think of the dete;
tive novel again: everything in the end

has to be black and white. Every who.
done-it must eventually be seen as ay

open-and-shut case. But everyone
knows that gay is a rainbow, or as film
maker Derek Jarman said, “Sexuality ;
as wide as the sea.”
So why would we want to go to bars
where we're all the same? It makes no

sense to me, but maybe | just miss the
Roost. Or maybe | just don’t understan:
reification. w
shows booked, recording constantly contact Justir

Strong vocalist looking for guitarist for collaboration Ph
780.421.1910
Musicians from Vancouver, to Whitehorse, to Winnipeg;

the 2009 Wester Canadian Music Awards (WCMASs),
Sept 17-20 in Brandon, Manitoba;
ion deadline: Apr19, 11pm apply at
wwww.sonicbids.com/wema; eliaibility information go to
www.westemcanadianmusicawards.ca/awards

Blues man looking to form or join rock ‘n’ blues band. 33
yrs experience, singer/songwriter, frontman, plays guitar, harmonica and dobro, Call 709.573.0444 or
E jimmerenwfp@yahoo.ca

theloudhailers@gmail.com

Dirty City Hearts is care quitar player. Please con
tact us through facebook, myspace

(wow. myspace.com/dirtycityhearts) or call
780.938.3037 for more details

WANTED: JAMMERS for open public monthly

FORM OF PAYMENT
(Cash (Check

|
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CIVISA [1MasterCard
i

jam

on the second Sunday of the month at 9119-12
Ave. Rock, country & old time musi
_ 780.973.5593, randyglen@JumpUptj.com

Help support the Youth Emergency Shelter Soci:
Programs for youth

The Louchailers Seeking Piano for Rock n Roll Rhythm n
Blues onginals. www.myspace.com/thelqudhailers

780.468.7070; yess.org

Fun and Inspiring
Employment
Public Outreach is offering great positions for anyone

looking to gain valuable work experience in a fun and

flexible environment.

As part of an Outreach Team, you will engage in meaningful dialogue in order to promote sustainable funding on
behalf of our select group of non profits. Our Teams enjoy
working outdoors in a dynamic and interactive atmosphere, on behalf of causes they feel passionately about.
With flexible scheduling, excellent training, and scholarships this is an ideal employment

opportunity!

$12 / Hour
guaranteed wage

To apply, please send resume with cover letter

to edmontonjobs@publicoutreach.ca
or call 780.436.9896

Print your ad here...

Name.

tad

in western culture—and along with it =i)
the rights and
freedoms enjoyed by te

www.publicoutreach.ca

Card#

=

In the end, inorder
togain legitimacy

month starting Apr 4 at the Savoy and Orange Hall

For more info call Ken

OPPORTUNITIES
HELP WANTED

The Handmade Mafia, a craft collective, is starting a
monthly market in Edmonton on the 1st Sat every

good (read: profitable) for cities, and
in the efforts of advertisers to woo the
“pink dollar,” a term that refers to the
buying power of gay people. (Mirroring
mainstream culture, the majority of
the gay buying power is in the hands
of men—how else do explain Cher’s

EME

“CLASSIFIEDS

|

own and get what you want.

~ Several years back | moved to the city
On my own. Finally, no roommates, no sighificant other, just me. My friends were in

relationshipsornewly married and | had
to find activities that allowed me to have

i afflicted with anoth-

sirable” characteristic:
t of meat on my bones,

much of a problem.

fun and meet single men. When | went
out with friends | was always just another girl in the crowd.
| got the best results when | began
going out totally by myself, walking into
an establishment where | knew no one,
ordering a drink, sitting at the bar and
looking desirable and approachable with
a book or a snack. A month ago | even

had a CL Missed Connections ad placed

am

not

.

interested male inquiry
that the communication

|, too, found

UNTEER
0

i

mao

believed in youwhen

eeeremn ina child's life

for me by a nice Irish man after visiting a
local pub and having a burger and a beer.
It is a 99.9 per cent given, if you are
female and alone, that a male will walk
up to you and begin a conversation.
Despite your age, your looks, your size,
your ethnicity, if a man sees you alone,
without a crew of other females to

312 apply online atwww.edmontonstreetfest.com;
E TE

te

T; Liz Allison-

Jorde 780.425.5162. Volunteers must be a minimum

of 14 yrsold.

Uo youlovethe ARTS?
ue

Joinusandbe a partofNorth

Taacret‘Outdoor FREE Are Design

need to depend mostly on ourselves and
not our friends or the Internet to hook us
up or place us in situations where we'll
meet people.

So, my advice to “Forty & Frustrated”
would be to put on a sexy pair of jeans
and head to her nearest pub by herself.
Leave the girlfriends—who are potential
competition, whether we like to admit it
or not—at home and head out on your

Festival! Volunteer! Download your application at
www.theworks.ab.ca

Senior's Birthday Entertainment
Senior recreation/activity centre needs volunteer

Volunteer website for youth 14-24 years old.
Www.youthyolunteer.ca

Weekday message Karen 780.468.1985 seesa.ca

entertainers for monthly afternoon parties.

‘atafaltts s onehour
aweek, which = not
be much toyoubut will make allthe difference in the ~
Pilgrims Hees
(9808-148 St) looking for
lifeofa
a BigBrother
orBig Sister! Bea
part-time coo! {appx8-20/day) for Mon, Tues, Wed.
Mentor! Call|
Big Sister today. 424-8181 -

Volunteers needed to“make fun" at the Edmonton
International Street Performers Festival running July

choose from, he will feel compelled to
find out your story and if he has a shot
with you.
A few years ago, out by myself, | met a
man | had eyed a few times over the
years. We chatted. We joked. We got to
know each other. Two-and-a-half years
later we're still together.
We both have an independent nature
which leads me to still frequent places on
my own. I'm approached each and everytime. We as women, |feel, need to just
Step it up a notch and realize that we

Peter meal planning, shopping, working with
volunteers, working independently, and a valid food
safety certificate, Send resume: JakieD@pilgrimshospice.ca or fax at 780.413.9748

Volunteer drivers and kitchen help urgently needed.|f
you're available weekdays, 10am-1pm call Meals on

EC.AW.AR. (EDMONTON COALITION AGAINST
WAR AND RACISM) Volunteers welcome
Www.wage-peace.com for info/contacts, 780.988.2713

Had Enough?

Volunteer with your Pet, The Chimo Animal Assisted

Therapy Project uses animals in therapy sessions with
trained therapists to help the clients achieve specific
goals. Info: www.chimoproject.ca. E: volunteer@chimoproject.ca or ¥: 780.452.2452

as a Second Language Program. Call 780.424.5514
Training and materials are provided

Now that is an interesting take! | mean,
Sure, the fact that a woman sitting alone
at a bar or club will attract a cloud of
buzzing males is not news. It is in fact a
source of annoyance for women who
really do want to be alone, or who are

innocently waiting for a friend and would
like to enjoy at least a few moments of
public solitude, so certainly we know that
it works. What's interesting is that hitting
the bars or clubs is usually seen as putting oneself into direct competition with
other women (or whatever one’s categary
happens to be) who are likewise putting

LOVE, ANDREA

SERVICES

www.cmha-edmonton.ab.ca Education Program

SACE-Public Education Program: Sexual

links to ASIST or call 780.414.6300

offer workshops to give skills to intervene with

people who may be at risk for suicide. Followthe|

Assault Centre of Edmonton (www.sace ab.ca) provides erisis intervention, info, counseling, public

Have you been affected by another person's
sexual Vohavionr? $-Anon is a 12-Step fellowship

education. T: 780.423.4102/F: 780.421.8734/E
info@sace.ab.ca; www.sace.ab.ca/24 Hour Crisis
Line: 780.423.4121

for family members and friends of sex addicts. T:

780.988.4411 for info, or visit www.sanon org

Are you an international Medical Graduate

Jewish Family Services Edmonton/TASIS
{Transforming Acculturative Stress Into Success): A
free program aimed at minimizing culture shock and
displacement for trained professional immigrant
women. T: Svetlana 780.454.1194
E community@jfse.org
na Feb 1209)

pokedbeclicensure? The Alberta International

Canadian Mental Health Association,

24 Hours a Day—7 Days a Week
{f you want to stop using, we can help
Local: 780.421.4429 _
Toll free: 1.877.463.3537

REE
~~

CANADIAN LIVER FOUNDATION is looking for

PA.LS. Project Adult Literacy Society needs volunteers to work with adult students in the ESL English

DEAR. UM, WOAGA:

NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS Help Line

:

enthusiastic volunteers for presentations and special
events, Call Carmen at 780.444.1547

LOVE, WENT OUT ALONE AND GOT ATTACHED

Medical Graduates Association is here to help.
Support, study groups, volunteer opportunities—all
while creating change for tomorrow. wwwaaimga.ca

Dr's Appointment Buddy—Accompany new refugee
immigrants to their medical appointments to give supporbgnd assist with paperwork. Thu, 10:30am:30pm. Transportation not required. Leslie

-780.432.1137, ext 357

an an attractive, witty, sexual, smart
woman Via some blurry photo surrounded
by other blurry photos of other attractive,
witty, sexual, smart women:

Cocaine Anonymous 780.425.2715

Wheels. 780.429.2020

themselves out there. This is true as far
as it goes, but you have a good point, not
entirely stated, that very few women do
go out on their own to meet guys, so
actually there isn’t as much competition
as one might think.
Surely you can see why going it
alone might not be many women’s first
choice. It is scary, it is lonely and one
fears that it whiffs at least faintly of
desperation, never a lady's preferred
perfume. | do think you've done a lovely
job of recasting it as one carefully considered option for the plucky and
indomitable single gal (sorry, but I’m
Now seeing you as a sort of Doris Day
of colour, in a cute shift dress and
scarf). The only problem is that lots of
people don’t drink, or don’t want to
meet people who drink or don’t want to
meet people while drinking. So we will
have to redirect some of our plucky,
spunky heroines to coffee shops, galleries and the park on Saturday afternoon. Alone. If this has worked for you,
- readers, please let us know.

It will take time to sift though the men
.. Just like online, but being an attractive,
witty, sensual, smart woman presenting
herself as available will get you way
more results than presenting herself as

Jackie James - Upscale Companion

Petite Brunette COUGAR -5ft - 90 Ibs
TIGHT, Tanned & Toned - 780.887.4989

lic.83533630-001 - Look 4 me @

Calgary

403-313-3311
Other cities

1-877-834-4044

wwwe.whisperjackiejames.rare-playmate.com

Guerrilla Gardening need volunteers to help plant 600
sapling trees along baseline road. E: theurbangreening@gmail.com, T: 780.432.6181 for info. Facebook:
http://edmontongg. blogspot.com

The Support Network: Volunteer today to be a
Distress Line Listener. Apply on line at: www.thesupportnetwork.com or call 780.732.6648
Break the Code! Help an adult to read and write. Call
Jordan Centre for Family Literacy 780.421.7323
www. famlit.ca
Volunteers Needed to work with new immigrants in a
variety of tasks and with some great fun events and
outings! Many exciting shifts available! Call Judy
MgO 424 3545,ext 249

Rod Cross's Humanitarian
issues Program: need
volunteers to help promote humanitarian issues to the
Edmonton Community. We are hoping to expand our
youth team (12-24 yrs old). Contact Laura Keegan at
Jaurakeegan@redeross.ca

403-313-3330
1-900-287-0000 s2s/20min
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PAPA ROACH
Milas
(300 set)

It's Blitz!

Metamorphosis

"There's no Comparison to Ine feeling
you ge «hen you're

Newmel

dancing like.your life depends on i” -Koren O

\ebelelltel elm

stat

Features the fist single Zero"

IN CONCERT: May 5 Shaw Conference Centre
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k anther
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Eshirt
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(with Buckcherry)

$999.. | pw
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A Woman A Man Walk
b] The long-awaited
follow up fo ‘Dance
m

New studio release features 10 new

songs including

"Black Hearted Love"

MSTRERFT

Fist
Of God

release!
2-CD set includes the Grammy Award® winning remix of Public Enemy's “Bring The
Nolse”, “Who's Your Daddy?", “| Am Not Drunk, plus an exclusive collaboration with
Iggy Pop on “Sixteen.”

:

.

*see in-store for details
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Youll be glued
to the TV

With all digital TELUS TV’ you get:
TELUS TV to a

|

te bundle from only

@ Superb picture and sound quality
@ Over 200 channels to chodse from
@ The flexibility to build the package that’s right for you

o

ne

Sign up now and receive a FREE HD-ready PVR rental

=

TELUS
the future is friendly

Call 310-1144 or visit telus.com/gettv or your nearest TELUS authorized dealer.
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Vue takes its annual look at the hottest fashions for spring.
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Here’s your opportunity
to save lives.

Edmonton
Donor Clinic
8249 - 114 Street
Monday ~ Friday
9:00 am - 1:00 pm
3:30 pm - 7:30 pm

Saturday
8:30 am - 2:30 pm

Book your life
Saving appointment
today!
Call 1888 2 DONATE
Sosaeeben
atweg

Big Rock Chucsdays
PLASAERS 5420 CALGARY TRAIL - 780-998-9332
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OFFER IT’S EASY TO DRIVE AWAY A LEGEND
2009 Mustang V6 coupe
Purchase for only

20,499
After delivery allowance

of $5,000 is deducted.

FUEL ECONOMY'**
HIGHWAY 7.8L/IOOKM - 36MPG
CITY 10.4L/IOOKM - 23MPG

HURRY INTO YOUR ALBERTA FORD STORE TODAY
TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE 2009 FUSION AND MUSTANG SELLDOWN.
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Cold calculation
SCOTT HARRIS / scott@vueweekly.com

Yes, Yes, you're very

Scary. Now excuse me

"

n the grand scheme of a wholly unremarkable $36 billion dollar budget, the
Jere meagre sum of about $700 000 hardly seems like a nit worth
picking, but the decision by the province to end coverage for new gender
reassignment surgeries—more commonly known as sex-change operations—
just seems so mean-spirited that it deserves comment.
On one level, the mave seems like a simple case of cold calculation: staring
down at the barrel of a multi-year, multi-billion dollar deficit—and still needing to
find $215 million to cut this fiscal year and $2 billion to cut in the next—there was
no doubt a whole lot of stone-turning going on in government buildings. From a
political standpoint, cutting a tiny program that 99.99 per cent of Albertans will
never use, which only directly benefits a handful of members of the transgender
community—not exactly one of the Tories’ key constituencies—and is for a procedure that most Albertans either don’t understand or are openly hostile about,
makes good political sense.
On the other hand, when considering the lives ofAlbertans who will be impacted by
the decision, it seems less like cold calculation and more simply cold. Until now the
province has covered up to 16 gender reassignment surgeries annually, surgeries which
cost tens of thousands of dollars (male-to-female surgeries costing in the range of
$16 000 - $20 000, and fernale-to-male
surgeries costing roughly twice that for “bottom
surgery” and additional amounts for related mastectomy and hysterectomy). When those
costs are “Socialized” it's a drop in the bucket (actually, a very small percentage of a drop),
but when the cost is bome by individuals, it becomes
a much more daunting sum.
It's impossible for me as a straight male to imagine the emotional tumult,
discrimination and violence faced by individuals who don’t fit into society's tidy
conceptions of sex and gender, but it's not hard to see that adding a major
financial barrier to a recognized necessary medical procedure that is already
rife with hurdles has the very real potential to literally destroy people's lives.
The move says a lot about the government, and their willingness to save a few
bucks at the expense of one of the most marginalized groups in Alberta. It’s an
ugly way to make a budget and a sad way to run a province. v,
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newly diagnosed HIV cases in Alberta
were females. HIV Edmonton is a member of the national Blueprint for Action
on Women and AIDS, we have also contributed greatly to the public message
that HIV is not a “gay disease.” This year
we reached over 1000 youth, 50 service
providers, as well as aboriginal, immigrant and women’s community groups
through our HIV education programs. We
do this because we understand that most
people have been affected by HIV in
some way, and all people are at risk—
straight and gay alike.
It is true, however, that different population groups experience different vulnerabilities to HIV infection. In 2003,
representatives from AIDS service organizations from across Canada came together
to address the fact that men who have sex

‘Addit Bureau ofGrauiztions

er.

ilarly in Alberta, MSM accounted for 44.6

THE EDMONTON
SUN

RaulGurdian, DaleSteinke, WallyYanish,

In response to the letter regarding HIV
Edmonton's ad campaign ("Ads leave a
lot to be desired,” Letters, Mar 26 - Apr
1, 2009), yes, women are also vulnerable
to contracting HIV, the virus that leads to
AIDS. In fact, in 2007, 30.2 per cent of

with men (MSM) continue to account for
the greatest number of prevalent and incident HIV infections in Canada—45 per
cent of new cases in Canada in 2005. Sim-

Young, Sarah Zimmerman,
Darren Zenko

DISTRIBUTION Clark Distribution, Barrett DeLaarre, Alan Ching,

HIV ADS ARE ABOUT PREVENTION

VUEPOINT

>

and Flush the
American

per cent of newly reported-cases in 2007.
In an effort to counter this figure, HIV
Edmonton participated in two national
campaigns: “Assumptions—How do you

know what you know?” (2004) and “Gay
Men Play Safe” (2005).
The current campaign, “What it Takes”
is not to promote, in the letter-writer's
words, “a hedonistic party that promotes
a gay lifestyle” or a “really good gay
romp.” This campaign is based on
research findings and community focus
groups, who intended the campaign to be
resolutely playful, sexy and provocative.
The what-it-takes.org website tells us that
HIV prevention isn’t just about having a
condom and lubrication handy. Having
“what it takes” is also a question that

affects every one of us in our ability to
achieve self respect, to make the right
choices, to stay alert and, above all, to
stay the course with regards to the boundaries that we set for ourselves to avoid or
reduce the risks associated with HIV and
other sexually transmitted infections.
In closing, all are invited to support
and learn about our work by attending
the annual general meeting on June 24,

2009 at HIV Edmonton's office, #300

name of safety,” Mar 19 - Mar 25, 2009)
In the name of safety (laugh out loud),
they want to give green-behind-the-ears,
fresh-out-of-university, inexperienced,
“enforcement officers” the power to come
onto my property and confiscate practically
any “consumer product” they want.
But there's another thing that really
bothers me, and that’s the abuse of
power of people who are hired by
Health Canada. Truehope, which created
a nutritional supplement, Empower Plus,
for people with bi-polar disorder, helping so many people return to normal,
productive lives warned Health Canada

that if certain sufferers. couldn't get
Empower Plus they would commit suicide. Health Canada knew this and still
prevented Empower Plus from coming
across the border. When people did die,
Health Canada reps testified something
like, “Yes, we had heard that, but it isn’t
following our policy, so stopped it anyhow." | ask myself: how can they justify
their jobs? How can they sleep at night?
And how can we, the people, allow this
flagrant misuse of power?
J HANCOCK
NARAMATA, BC

11456 Jasper Ave.
LYNN SUTANKAYO, ACTING EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
HIV EDMONTON

HEALTH CANADA = THE MAN"
Having just heard constitutional lawyer
and regulations expert Shawn Buckley, |
want to congratulate Connie Howard on
her insights in a recent column (“In the

Vue Weekly welcomes reader response,
whether critical or complimentary. Send
your opinion by mail ue Weekly, 10303
- 108 Street, EdmontonAB T5J 117), by
fax (780.426.2889) or by email (letters@vueweekly.com). Preference !s
given to feedback about articles in Vue
Weekly. We reserve the right to edit for
length and clarity.

back in the red
L ‘ojects $4.7 billion deficit in 2009-10
rince will beback in the
the first time in 16
| as Finance Minister Iris

the provincial budget

2009-10, projecting a
—" the largest in the
ig cent in 2009, the
the’government of

we apen more than it takes
in

ach of the next three years,

with

provincial economy not
sd

torecover until 2012, when

the government expects to move back
into the black by $110 million, followed by a projected surplus of $2.2
billion the following year. Deficits are

estimated at $2.4 billion for 2010-11
and $1.75 billion the following year.
Government spending for the
2009-10 year will come in at $36.4
billion, a drop of $678 million com-

pared to 2008-09.

Here's a quick—and admittedly

incomplete—snapshot of some of the
highlights and lowlightsof Budget

2009: Building
onOur Strength.

LIVE BYTHE OIL, DIEBYTHE OIL
Revenues are budgeted to drop by 11 ~
per cent in the coming fiscal year, from
$35.6 billion in 2008-09 to $31.7 billion,

and down from the pre-global meltdown high
of $38 billion in 2007-08.

= BUDGET
Most ofthe decline is due to a staggering drop in revenue coming from
non-renewable resources, which is forecast tofall inthe coming year by 52 per
cent, or $6.4 billion, to $5.9 billion,
before recovering slightly over the next
two fiscal years. Almost $2.5 billion of
that amount is from a drop in natural
gas revenues, while more than $2 billion is in lower revenue from synthetic
crude oil and bitumen from the oil
sands. This is due in part to changes

total $23.2 billion over the three
years, including $7.2 billion in the
coming year, down from forecast
capital plan expenditures of $7.9
billion in 2008-09. Municipal inftastructure support was cut by $137
million to $1.5 billion in this fiscal

year, with a total of $5.6 billion
allocated for municipal infrastructure from 2009-12.

IRIS FOUGHT THE LAW, AND SHE WON

the govemment made to the new royalty framework which came into effect
at the beginning of the year, including
changes announced in March which
the government estimates will cost it
$1.5 billion over two years.
Income tax revenue will drop by $1.4
billion, while the elimination of health

Because deficits in the province were
made illegal during the Klein years,
Finance Minister Iris Evans also
tabled amendments to the Fiscal
Responsibility Act to allow the government to run deficits, provided they are
offset by transfers from the new $17billion Sustainability Fund, and to borrow for capital projects, which the
government intends to do to the tune
of $1.1 billion in each of the next
three years.

care premiums will cost an additional
$1 billion in the coming year.

PENNY WISE, BUT REALLY PETTY

THE OTHER SIDE OF THE LEDGER
Operating expenses for the year will
increase by 3.7 per cent to $31.2 billion,
which Evans says is roughly equivalent
to the rate of population growth plus
inflation, essentially meaning no new
real program spending.
Spending on capital projects
under the 2009-12 Capital Plan will

In the interest of saving an estimated
$700 000—or 0.0019 per cent of total
spending—the province has cut fund
ing for gender reassignment surgery
(GRS) for new patients, leaving indi-

viduals to pay for their own transition
surgeries. Male-to-female surgeries
cost up to $20 000, while female-tomale surgeries can cost more than
twice that amount.

Economic crisis hits Liberals
Staff, office on the block as party struggles with debt

EIPROVINCE

JAN BUTERMAN / buterman@vueweekly.com
ayoffs and closures have
become common events in the
cepening recession of recent

months, and the province's official
Opposition may be the latest casualty
as it faces the imminent layoff of its
remaining staff and an office down‘sizing due toits own financial crisis.

The party has given layoff notices
for the end of April totwo administra-

tive staff, and has issued an appeal for
donations from supporters,
saying “the
need isgreat” for additional funds to

dealwithits$400 000debt andensure

that they've done. We're trying to manage our debt as responsibly as possible
and this, unfortunately, it’s heartbreaking for us. Those staff people have
given us many, many years of very
strong service and I hope our fundraising will increase enough so we can get
them back, but in the meantime we’ve
had to make the tough choices.”
Alberta Liberal Party president
Grant Dunlop, however, said he
couldn't elaborate further on the

layoffs.
*There are reports in the media that
we laid them off,” Dunlop said, “but!
can't tell you whether those reports
are true or not because that is confidential employer-employee informa-

tion. I can tell you that we are
) _ considering all our options in terms of

expenditures.
reducing our
n
bg

Dunlop acknowledged the party is
working through a large debt and
faces significant financial challenges, a situation made worse by

the current recession. ©

“We've basically come through
2008, which was a really tough year
with losing the election and having a
leadership contest, and we still have
less debt than we had a year ago,” he
said. “I'm really happy about that. The
cashflow is the problem.”
Dunlop did confirm the party would
not be renewing its existing lease at
its building on 124 Street, saying it is
seeking more affordable office space
elsewhere in the city.

OR KEITH BROWNSEY, a political science professor at Mount Royal College in Calgary, said the financial
woes of the second-largest party in
Alberta is another piece in a troubling
picture for democracy in Alberta.
“Democracy in this province has
been on hold for some years, there's
no question of that,” Brownsey said.
“We've had diminished opposition.
We simply don’t have enough opposition members now in our West- ”
minster Parliamentary [system] to

have effective opposition to the government. There are just not enough
people there on the opposition
bench. And, of course, the govern-

BURY THIS
AS expected, the province is moving
ahead with its plans to provide funding to companies to help them develOp carbon capture and storage
initiatives for greenhouse gas emis-

sions, which critics say is an
unproven and costly technology. The
budget commits $100 million in the
coming fiscal year and $800 million
over three years as part of its
announced $2 billion commitment

over 12 years to develop CCS, which
the government is counting on for 70
per cent of its emissions cuts to 2050.

AND YOU THOUGHT THE GREENPEACE
MONEY HUNT WAS FUN.
In order to make it all mi the government will need to find ways to
Save $215 million in the coming fiscal
year through “value reviews,” and
must “take corrective actions” to the
tune of $2 billion in 2010-11 to keep
the deficit to the projected $2.4 billion

while avoiding either additional service cuts or tax increases

ment being the government uses
that to its advantage. Who would-

n't? It’s logical.”
Brownsey emphasized that Liberal
cashflow problems won't affect the
average Albertan’s ability to access
government branches or their MLAs,
but said it does make it difficult for
the party. to do the things it needs to
do between elections if it expects to
succeed, or perhaps even survive
“It’s naive to think that an election is
Tun on the 30-day period of an election
itself. The next election started [last
year] on March the 4th, 2008—the day
after—and unless you understand that,
you're never going to be very good at
politics,” Brownsey said. “Back in ‘71,
Peter Lougheed had spent the previous
six years organizing and raising
money, attending every rubber chicken
dinner in every church basement he
could possibly attend. It was remarkable. It took years.”

Brownsey also questioned the idea
that if financial woes force the Liberals from the political equation that
another party will be able to quickly

take their place.
“A lot of people believe, “Well anew
party would just sweep to power. ‘It’s

nonsense. What do'they base that on?
Where's their money? Where are their
candidates? Where's the high profile
support? There's nothing there.”
Brownsey said the party—any party,
for that matter—has a lot of work to
do to succeed.

THE HIGH PRICE OF SIN
Drinkers and smokers will take a hit
in the coming year, with taxes on cigarettes jumping immediately by $3 a
carton and taxes on alcohol going up
by $1.30 for a case of suds, 75 cents
for wine and $2.89 for a bottle of the
hard stuff.

ASSORTED UPS AND DOWNS
Starting this summer the province will
cut funding for chiropractic care, saving an estimated $53 million annually
Monthly benefits under the Assured
Income for the Severely Handicapped
(AISH) program will increase by $100
to $1188, while benefits under the
Alberta Seniors Benefit program will
increase $40 for individuals and $60
for couples. Education property taxes
will increase, by amount varying
depending on the community. Lottery
revenues will no longer be distributed
to non-profits through the Wild Rose
Foundation; the task will now fall
under the Ministry of Culture and
Community Spirit. v

“As we know from some research,
they need to make sure the public
understands what the party’s all
about. You need to have candidates
out in a riding. You need to have them
working for their nominations and for
the election, and it just can’t happen

in 30 days,” he said. “You need to
clearly communicate the policies of
the party and they can’t be a 17-page
document that’s mailed out two
weeks into an election campaign. No
one reads that, they put it at the bottom of the birdcage.”
Jim Wachowich, the federal Liberal
candidate who placed second in the
Edmonton Centre riding in the last
election, however, remains upbeat

about the party, saying he believes
that the situation for the provincial
party is a challenge, but not a crisis.
“Democracy is a funny, funny beast.
It will flourish in the most surprising of
circumstances,” he said. “The fact that
you see a party, the Alberta Liberal
Party, challenged is going to drive its
constituent parts—the people within
it—to some of their best work. These
will endure. The people who support it
will survive. They will come back to
support the party.
“| think the challenge right now is
in part complicated by the current
economic climate, the uncertainty
that we hear about. You don’t have to
go too far to find multiple negative
views about the future of the eco-

nomic climate.” v
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What's the deal with Bill 19?
| A rosaryin one hand, a spoon in the other, each nun recites a
Hail Mary per mouthful, and lingers, eyes shut, in an ecstatic
| flush before tasting the next bite and fingering the next bead.

THE CALLING

Land Assembly Project Area Act takes
the public interest out of expropriation rights
RICARDO ACUNA / ualberta.ca/parkland
| must admit that | started researching

The winner will be published in our December 2009 issue and
will receive a prize of $1,000. The contest is open to all residents of
Alberta except employees of Alberta Views. Include a SASE if youd
like your manuscript returned. Please don't send originals.

this column from a place of ambivalence—which is unusual for me when
dealing with a piece of legislation put
forth by the government of Alberta. Bill
19, the Land Assembly Project Area Act,
was ostensibly written to streamline the
process the Alberta government must
follow in order to amass a tract of land
for the purpose of large-scale public
projects such as ring roads, rail lines and
utility corridors. These types of projects
are usually built on private land, which
the government must either specially
designate or expropriate in order for the
project to go ahead.
It only makes sense that there must be
a clear and consistent set of laws and
regulations outlining how this gets done,
along with the rights and recourse
landowners and other impacted parties
have to challenge the process. Last year's
scandal involving the now-defunct Energy
and Utilities Board (EUB) hiring private
investigators to spy on opponents of the
massive AltaLink power line project highlights this need.
My initial ambivalence was reinforced
by the belief that in a democracy private
property should take a back seat to the
public interest. If your land is being used
in a way that damages the public inter
est, or if your land is needed to mount an
important project that will benefit the
public interest, then that land should
rightfully revert to the government—in
most cases with fair compensation, but

Mail your submission to:
Alberta Views Short Story Contest
Suite 208 - 320 23rd Avenue SW
Calgary, AB T2S 0J2

not always. The Canadian Constitution,
for this reason, does not explicitly recognize private property rights, and as such
all Canadian jurisdictions currently have
the authority to expropriate private prop-

Stories should be no longer than 3,000 words, and not previously
published. Include a separate cover letter with story title and authors
name. Author's name must not appear on the story itself. The entry
fee of $30 includes a year’s subscription to Alberta Views. Deadling
for submissions is June 30, 2009.

Or e-mail: shortstory@albertaviews.ab.ca with “Short Story Submission”
in the subject line. The attached entry must be in .txt or .doc format.

albertaviews

www.albertaviews.ab.ca
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section 3(1) ensures that no other legislation or regulation applies to it. Nuclear
waste disposal, toxic dumps or CO> storage, would all be fair game on such project areas, without the government having
to deal with those pesky environmental
protection laws.
Bill 19 also seems to go out of its way
to place an inordinate amount of power
and responsibility for its administration

that a contravention has taken place. Al!
the minister has to do is present the

enforcement to the court, and it will be
automatically treated as a judgment by

the court of guilt.
Yes, those enforcement orders are
appealable, but the main concern is the
assumption of guilt by the court, which
goes against our legal tradition of innocent until proven guilty. Ultimately, if in
the opinion of the minister you have
committed an offence under the act,
then the court will find you guilty and it
is up to you to pay for and file an appeal
to prove otherwise.

THE OUTCRY against Bill 19 has thus far
come almost exclusively from rural landowners, and they clearly have reason to
be concerned. Instead of streamlining
the processes now in place, the current
bill actually places some potentially

frightening restrictions on their right to
be heard and their legal recourse in
cases where the government decides to
use their land for projects.
What is surprising is that there has not
been a larger outcry about the bill from
the environmental and activist communities. Bill 19 poses serious threats in terms
of environmental practises on deemed
project areas, and it places serious limits
on the ability of citizens at largeto challenge and oppose large-scale projects
that are not in the public interest.
Ultimately, despite how it has been
presented, Bill 19 is not about private
property and ring roads, but is rather
about limiting and controlling democracy
and public opposition to the.government's
pet projects, and about centralizing
“power for determining projects in the
office of the minister. It is one more
mechanism for the provincial government
to continue divesting itself of responsibility for the public interest in favour of private corporate interests. We should all be
alarmed -and mobilizing against the passage of this bill. w

and interpretation in the hands of the
minister. Perhaps the clearest example of
this is that all that is required for the
issuance of an enforcement order under
the act is “the opinion of the Minister”

Ricardo Acuna is executive director of the
Parkland Institute, a non-partisan public
policy research institute housed at the
University of Alberta.
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erty with or without compensation.
As | dove into the bill to determine
exactly what all the hullabaloo was
about, however, my ambivalence quickly
turned first to suspicion then moved on
to concern. The bill has already undergone a significant set of amendments by
the government in response to the initial
outcry, most of it coming from rural
landowners, but there is still ample reason for concern.

The first thing that struck me is that
the words “public interest” do not appear
anywhere in the bill. Both the existing
Expropriations Act and the original mandate of the EUB explicitly required that
projects be weighed against the public
interest. Bill 19, however, has no such
requirement. Instead, Bill 19 simply
requires that the government designate
something as a “public project” before
the act comes into play. What constitutes
a public project? Well, according to section 2(d) of the bill, pretty much anything
the Lieutenant Governor in Council
decides is a public project.
Quite simply this means that despite
government claims to the contrary the
provisions of Bill 19 would apply equally
to projects such as ring roads, electricity
corridors, pipelines, tar sands operations and even nuclear power plants,
whether or not they are necessary or in
the public interest.
!
So what are the key provisions of Bill
19? One of the main ones is that
although the act makes reference to
notice and consultation processes for
landowners, those processes are not
enshrined in the act itself. Instead, they
will be provided by regulations which,
as we know all too well in Alberta, can
be developed in cabinet with no debate
or oversight in the legislature.
The other key element of the bill is
that, once something has been designated a project area for the purposes of the
bill, the government can do absolutely
anything it wants on that designated
land—the “notwithstanding” clause is
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Bankers, wankers!’

University of Lethbridge

Edmonton Campus

One Edmontonian’s view from the G20 protest in London
SHEENA ROSSITER / sheena@vueweekly.com
were all waiting there for
something. They were wait;
ing there for change, and
we were waiting to take pictures of
them mun amuck. But only one group
of us would leave the G20 protest in

front of the Bank of England getting

what we wanted.

Is the start
of the day and the crowd
isbuilding
up outside the Bank of Eng-

land, but for now there’s more of us—
members
of the press—than protesters.
But an hour later, a colourful crowd
tums the comer
on Princess Street, and
some of the thousands of police that
cost the UK government nearly £20

million in total are ready and waiting
with their batons and bobby hats.
"Bankers, wankers! Bankers,
wankers!” The richness of the city has
begun to be transformed into the reality of 5000 of those who lost their jobs

Earn a Living
|
While You Earn a Degree |

and homes at the hands of the credit
crunch in London, while plastic smiles
and handshakes are getting exchanged
by world leaders in the typically lessaffluent East London. The crowd
chants its catchy slogans and it’s a
wonder why the police don’t begin to
tap their toes to the beat. But they are
starting to deal with a bigger problem.
it’s not long before the mob

becomes more powerful than “the
* man.” The cops, who are part of the
UK's priciest security operation to
date, are pushed out over the barriers
put im place to contain the crowd.
Protesters—some of who don’t seem

to know why they're there other than
for the party—push and shove and try
to make their point as they throw pink
powder into the crowd.
“Down with capitalism! Abolish
money!” They inch forward through
the push and pull of the shoulder-toshoulder crowd. They work their way
from what they consider the evil Bank

of England towards the greater evil of
the Royal Bank of Scotland (RBS).
The dressed-down, incognito
bankers—told in advance by the
authorities to dress casually to avoid
attention from protesters—nervously
peer down from their windows on the

fifth floor, high above the organized
chaos that is taking place below. And
the protesters charge forward ...
FULL CANS OF BEER fly through the
crowd to the front of RBS, a bank that
went belly-up and is getting the

EN

=/G20 PROTESTS
biggest handout from the UK government bankers’ bail out.
Now over 70 per cent government-

owned,

RBS spells out GREED

to

these frustrated protesters. Fed up
with country's worsening recession,
they stare and shout at what they see
as the face of the credit crunch and its
widespread impacts in the UK.
SMASH!!! The shatter of glass
echoes throughout the crowd as anarchists, faces carefully covered by bandannas and T-shirts, smash the
ground floor windows of the RBS
headquarters.
The police inch away, and it’s time

for a change of uniform. They put
down their bobby hats and uncross
their arms. When the come back it’s
with riot shields and helmets.
Proud protesters cheer, and some
help themselves to more destruction.
One crumples up a free daily newspaper, lights it up with his cigarette, and
throws it into a smashed window. The

RBS begins to smoke, but it’s not long
before the police put the fire out, then
charge forward, this time on horseback.
Little do the protesters know that
less than a week later the joke would
be on those who work at RBS, when

the bank announces 9000 jobs cuts—

half of them in the UK. But the layoffs
won't solve the credit crunch problem, it’s just more proof of the failure
of the system, likely making for more
protesters the next time around.
Forcefully pushed back, the police
block off the streets at every exit and
begin to swing their batons and use
their shields and wedge the crowd into
the “kettle’—herding protesters into a
confined area and keeping them there
for hours, letting a few out at a time if
the tension builds too much. No one is
going anywhere, and no one is let out
to release “steam” for hours upon
hours, but many protesters don’t seem

to be bothered—at first.
Fully equipped with an amplifier,
microphone and music, the front of the
Bank of England gets transformed by
the 5000 protesters into a midday rave
“They've smashed my soul,” one
protester tells me as the-scent of beer
wafts off his breath. “A few smashed
windows

is nothing compared

to

what they've done to us.”
*He moves off back to the party that
ended up looking more like a day at
Glastonbury than a political protest.
Ten hours later the crowd is one by
one let back into the streets of London. It was just another at a G20 summit protest. Many people took to the
streets, but not much changed. w
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Only half the vegetarian dehate
Eating meat, we're being told again,
results in reduced longevity. But, as
usual, we've been given only part of the
story. Dr Michael Eades, whose clinical

work, research and writing has for
decades brought hope and health to millions, has again brought us the rest of
the story. Many medical journals, he

informs us, issue press releases prior to
publication of papers in their journals
and they also often make papers available online prior to print publication. It

is the media who then decides what will
and will not make the news.
The paper that concluded red meat

shortens our lives appeared at the same
time as two other key papers on the
topic appeared online in the prestigious
American Journal of Clinical Nutrition
(AJCN}. Both these papers came to very
different conclusions than did the heavily reported one from the Archives of
Intemal Medicine.

One was a major meta-analysis, a
review of a large number of published
studies that looked at the potential link
between dietary intake of animal protein,
animal fat and colorectal cancer. After
sifting through all the data, the authors
concluded there is no correlation. None.
The other was a British study on vegetarians and cancer out of Oxford. It con-

cluded that vegetarians don’t live any
longer than non-vegetarians. While they
have slightly lower rates of death from
heart disease, they actually have higher
rates of some very deadly cancers.
Why the weighted reporting? It is considered environmentally friendly to reject
meat consumption (even though the grain
industry is anything but green, and sustain~ able mixed organic farming is in fact very
green), and the widely reported study fits
with orthodox health wisdom, which has
long held that low-fat, low-protein eating
is the way to go—an approach that has
been fine for some of us, and excellent for
the enormous cereal grain industry, but not
at all good for the thousands of us prone to
excessive insulin production.
The part we're not usually told is that
low-fat carbohydrates have high
glycemic indexes, meaning they're
quickly absorbed into the bloodstream,
resulting in insulin spikes. Excessive
insulin production will, with time, result
in insulin resistance, weight gain,
inflammation, and eventually diabetes,
heart disease and cancer.
Type 2 diabetes, once called adultonset diabetes, is now being diagnosed
in teens and children, and affects grow-

ing millions of us. Its runaway success
as a disease is a direct result of carbohydrate-heavy eating, high insulin production and inactivity.

THOSE WHO'VE TRADED their carbohydrate-heavy diets for high-protein diets
don't much heed studies like this

though, because they know there's
always more to things than a single
study, and because they finally feel
well, and because their primarily meat
and vegetable diets have finally given
them normal triglycerides, blood sugars,
insulin and body fat levels.
One type 2 medication-free diabetic,
David M, who consumes a high-protein,
high-fat diet to keep insulin levels down,
told me that a recent test measuring
arterial elasticity
and capacity revealed
arteries of someone half his age.
Low-protein, low-fat diets tend to be
high-carbohydrate because we need to
get our calories from somewhere. Highprotein diets can be high-carbohydrate
too, but they don't need to be—meat
and vegetables have a way of satisfying
us and making it easier to resist the
magnetism of carb fixes.
Dr Meades' clinical research, and
more recently Dr Jay Wortman’s with
the citizens of Alert Bay, provides hope
for the millions of us always hungry,
always ready to produce too much
insulin, and always ready to store as fat

everything we put into our mouths. And
the results of these studies have gone
far beyond weight loss to include
improved triglycerides, cholesterol,
insulin, blood sugars and energy.
Repeated cautions about meat mean
little to those who know from experience. To those who stay well and feel
great on vegetarian diets, excellent, but
the media has a responsibility to bring
all the information to the public. w
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Usual political horse-trading
will lead us to climate chaos

DYER STRAIGHT
gwynne@vueweek!y.com

“We want to be in [the new UN climate
_ pact], we want to be pragmatic, we want
to look at the science,” said Jonathan
Pershing, the head of the US delegation,
during the talks in Bonn last week on
cutting greenhouse gas emissions. So
how will the Obama administration reconcile political “pragmatism” with the
scientific realities? “There is a small win-

dow where they overlap. We hope to find
it,” Pershing explained. But it doesn't
Teally exist.
Signing the United States up to
the new climate treaty that will
replace the Kyoto accord in 2012 is
essential. The 1997 Kyoto treaty was
gutted to accommodate American
objections, but even so President
Clinton, who signed it, never dared
to submit it to Congress. Then Presi-

dent Bush “unsigned” it.
A dozen wasted years later, the climate problem has grown hugely, so

this time everybody else is determined
that the US must be aboard—and

FLO RIDA
FRONT

per cent cut on 1990 emissions by
2012, but President Bush abandoned
that target and American emissions
are now 16 per cent above the 1990
level. President Obama is only promis
ing to get back down to the 1990 |eve|
over the next 11.years, and forget

about the further cuts that the Us
signed up to a dozen years ago.

Obama is clearly calculating how
much he can get through Congress. As
Pershing said in Bonn, “If we set a tar

get that is un-meetable technically, or
Wwe can't pass it politically, then we're in
the same position we are in now—
where the world looks to us and we are
out of the regime.”
But this isn’t an ordinary bill where you
settle for what you can get through Congress after the usual horse-trading. |f
there's going to be a 40-day flood, you
either build an ark or you learn to breathe
underwater. Building half an ark is not a
useful option.
Obama's offer means that the United
States would be cutting its emissions
not by three per cent annually, the minimum global target if we hope to avoid
more than two degrees of warming, but
by only half that amount. In the long
term, it leads inexorably to disaster.

Barack Obama also wants the United
States to be part of the treaty. But we
recently learned what he thinks is
“pragmatic.” It is that the United
States should cut its emissions back
to the 1990 level by 2020
“Pragmatism” is the excuse you use
when you do less than you should,
because doing more is too hard. Taking a
dozen years just to get back US emissions back down to where they were in

MacEwan
mobile

Pragmatic suicide

1990 definitely qualifies as “pragmatic,”

THE OTHER TWO major delinquents
among the industrialized countries are following similar tactics. Australia, which had
long been in denial about climate change
fatified the Kyoto accord after the 2007
election, but the new government is offering emissions cuts of only between five
and 15 per cent by 2020. That is a target
that makes even Obama’s offer look good.
Canada, which ratified the Kyoto
accord long ago and promised a six
per cent cut in emissions by 2012,
simply ignored its obligations and !s
now 20 per cent above its 1990 level
of emissions. It has no intention of
trying to make up the lost ground, and
has unilaterally moved its benchmar!
from 1990 to 2006.
Most other industrialized countries
are on track to meetor exceed their
modest Kyoto targets. Britain and Ger
many will both be 20 per cent below
their 1990 emissions level by 2012, and
Germany is promising 40 per cent cuts
by 2020. The European Union as a whole
promises a 20 per cent cut by 2020, but
will go up to 30 per cent if other industrial-countries do the same.
Even that would barely meet the
annual three per cent cut in emissions

but it also qualifies as suicidal folly.
The Hadley Climate Centre in England, one of the world’s most respected
sources of climate predictions, recently
released a study showing that even
rapid cuts in global greenhouse gas
emissions, turning the current one per
cent annual growth into a three per cent
annual decline within a few years,
would still warm the world by 1.7
degrees Celsius by 2050.
That is dangerously near the two
degrees Celsius rise in average global
temperature which is the point of no
return. Further warming would trigger
natural processes that release vast
quantities of greenhouse gases into the
atmosphere from melting permafrost
and warming oceans. These processes,
we need if we are not to sail through the
once begun, are unstoppable, and could
two-degree point of no return and trigmake the planet four, five or six
ger runaway warming. And we have yet
degrees hotter than the present by the
.
to figure out how to bring the rapidly
end of the century.
developing countries into the regime, fo!
At those temperatures, much of the
their emissions, though starting from @
planet turns to desert, and the remaining
low base, are growing very fast.
farmland, mostly in the high latitudes, can
We are in deep trouble, and “pragme
support at best 10 or 20 per cent of the
world's current population. That is why
tism” will not save us. w
the official policy of the European Union is
Gwynne Dyer is a London-based inde
never to exceed two degrees of warming.
pendent journalist whose articles a'°
The Obama administration's offer
published in 45 countries. His colum?
falls far short of that goal. Under the
appears each week in Vue Weekly.
Kyoto accord the US promised a seven
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‘The evolution of theDS
INFINITE LIVES

CS |infinitelives@vueweekty.com
Of all our culture's instantly recognizable
iconography, | have a particular affection for
the “Descent of Man” silhouettes. Ever
since | was a wee nerdling poring through
the leatherette-bound wonders of the

World Book, I've loved that progression from
simian common ancestor, up through the
goblinoid australopithecine and the speartoting Neanderthal, to modern Homo sapiens, who sometimes comes complete with

*

fedora and briefcase, a proudly striding Adonis commuting into the future.
The reason !’m thinking about that
image is that | recently got hold of the new
Nintendo DSi and tried to visualize a similar display of the evolution of the DS, and
came out of the exercise pretty disappoint-

tual Console on the Wii: the onboard memory clogging up with impulse-purchased

“game face.” Slightly bigger screens,

ed; there's just not much that's visually
compelling about a parade of slightly dif-

improved wi-fi, more RAM, onboard stor-

ferent rectangles, Yet the DS has evolved
greatly in the last four-and-a-half years,
from 2004's clunky prototype in that grody

age an SD card slot and a goddamned vol"ume control that doesn't constantly piss
you off, all packed into a 12-per-cent-slimmer case, thanks to the elimination of
Game Boy Advance compatibility and the
chubby little cartridge slot it required.
That's a bit of a bittersweet loss. One the
one hand, adieu to Pokemon FireRed and
Final Fantasy Tactics Advance; on the
other, no more wasting time and tears
pawing hopefully through the bargain bins
at Blockbuster only to come up with five
copies of Barbie and the Magic of Pegasus
and an empty Tony Hawk Pro Skater3box.

industrial shade of semi-metallic plastic to
the sleek matte-black machine of today.
More importantly, the DS has evolved in
full view of the world; rather than hide its
product development and refinement away
in an R&D lab, Nintendo has made it a
lucrative public process, turning each transitional form into a must-have gizmo, racking up unit sales of 97 million worldwide
along the way.

Like the DS Lite before it (like, not even
three years ago), the DSi is “what the DS
was meant to be.” All cynicism aside, it is
a pretty sweet little piece of hardware.
Two VGA-resolution cameras, one on the
case for taking snapshots and one inside
the hinge for displaying your gross, pasty,
dough-necked, eye-bagged, old-man .

NOT THAT THE DSI isn’t going to offer me
many, many opportunities to waste my
money. With the introduction of downloadable games and applications through the
DSi Shop, I'm sure we'll soon see a repeat
of what happened with WiiWare and Vir-

titles |fiddled with for a few minutes each
before consigning them to gather digital
dust in the virtual closet. Right now,
though, in these early-adopter times, its
pretty slim pickings in the DSi Shop; with
my 1000 Nintendo-point “welcoming gift”
warming, if not burning a hole through, my
pocket, |went shopping only to find myself
sorely untempted by yet another. WarioWare game and something called Birds
and Beans. The Opera web browser was
free, though, and I'm happy to report that

the DSi, like its predecessor, offers excellent on-the-go pornography support wher-

ever there's washroom wi-fi.

The coolest—or maybe “neatest"—
thing about the DSi is its standard suite of
multimedia toys. Novelty wears off quickly,
we know, but when the novelty is laid down
in multiple coats like this you can get a surprisingly hard-wearing and durable finish.
The fun little photo editor offers lots of
weird filters and lenses and Stuff, including
a cheesy but cheerful face-blending utility
and a touchscreen distortion tool that's way

HELP YOu, GOD?
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You KNOW

DAMN Wel!

Do we really need to sum up the last Oiler
week? How about skipping to D-Day on
Tuesday? A combination of an Oiler loss to
LA and a St Louis win over Phoenix equals
no playoffs for the third consecutive season. The bright side? The Oilers did not
get officially knocked out of the race for
Stanley by Calgary, with two games
remaining against the (ick) Flames this
weekend. That would have hurt just a little
more. TB and Dave pack up the foam hockey fingers until next season.

PLAYOFF STATUS UPDATE The doday
Oiler playoff race fell short at game num-
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More giggle-inducing than it ought to bk—

goodbye, fatneck, hello giant Mexican waifpainting eyes! On audio side, the DSi

supports AAC audio (no MP3 [frowny face})
and again there's a whole toybox of gim-

micks to play with: loopers, beat machines,

voice-changers, that sort of thing.
Nintendo's motives with the DSi aren't all
play-based, though; they're explicitly angling
the thing toward a position as a sort of light
productivity device. Already in Japan the DS
is used by millions as a phrase book, subway map, weight-loss coach and cookbook,
and the hope is that North Americans and
Europeans will start to catch on to the idea
and the DSi will hack out a chunk of the
iPhone's mojo. Personally, |think I'm sold on
the idea; of all the upcoming DSi titles I've
seen, it's the non-game products—20 Classi¢ Book Collection and Moving Notepad—
that have me most excited. Now that the DS
has downloading and storage capacity, it’s
got a lot of potential as a general-purpose
portable platform. | hope it lives up to it; I'd
like to be able to step to those showoff
iPhone motherfuckers with a taste of touch
screen evolution. w
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SWITCH OUR MINDS BACK
IMMEDIATELY, BoB /

:

ber 80. Before opining, I'll let a sample of
my Facebook pals’ Tuesday night status
updates tell the story:
“iS going golfing with the Oilers.”
“Playoffs. What playoffs?”
“... just saying. Oilers could have used
some of this intensity a few weeks or
months ago.”
“ .. maybe the Eskimos won't crush my hopes
and dreams like the Oilers have ... sigh.”
You said it, Facebook-ers. DY

TB PLAYER IN ABSENTIA “Out of office
reply: TB Player is not in the office right now
and is not taking phone messages either. TB
Player is currently taking down his Jari Kurri
poster as it is covered in broken glass and
Scotch. The Guy Lafleur poster is going back
up. Please do not send any emails with the
following words in the subject line: Oilers,
playoffs, MacT, Jonathan Quick, Minnesota,
St Louis, Scotch, Stanley, Anaheim, mustwin or mathematically eliminated (two
words). They. will be deleted immediately.
Thank you. PS Does anyone know how to
plaster over holes in drywall that are roughly
fist-sized?” TB

but all season) and miss the playoffs again. |
grew up in Edmonton in the ‘80s, when two
sporting absolutes were the Oilers and the
Esks making the playoffs. Not so anymore
So, here’s my first draft of my anticipated
changes we'll see this off-season, which
unofficially started Wednesday moming.
Craig MacTavish will do what most
expect and step down as coach. He
deserves, and will be given, that chance
to walk. Some offer of employment will
be offered by the team; he won't take it
At least not right away.
Ethan Moreau will be traded. Perhaps
on draft day for a pick, perhaps in advance
of free agent time to clear roster space
and some dough. Moreau and MacT will
be missed {and should be missed) but
they're the biggest examples of the “old
guard.” Sheldon Souray will be the new
Oiler captain and follow in the skatesteps
of Moreau as a gritty, effective leader.
GM Steve Tambellini and real GM
Kevin Lowe will attempt to land a free
agent whale or two.
| will watch the NHL playoffs without
any emotional tie to any team and enjoy

the ride. My playoff draft (or drafts—its a
sickness) will be easier fo select with no
temptation to select Oiler players or revul-

sion when choosing Oiler playoff rivals
The head, rather than the heart, can pick.
Both are equally useless, unfortunately. DY

BLAME THE CANUCKS The Vancouver

Canucks have cemented a playoff spot this

spring and the Oilers have not. This is not
unprecedented. Since the 1992-93 season,
Edmonton and Vancouver have only
appeared in the same Stanley Cup playoffs
twice (in 2001 and 2008) and they have only
missed the playoffs in the same season

once (last season). It's been us or them for
the remaining years. From 1993 to 1996 the
Oilers missed four straight Cup playoff tour-

neys and Vancouver got in. Then from 1997

NOW WHAT? Another crappy end to a

until 2000 the Vancouver fans suffered a
four-season playoff drought and the Oilers
made it in. Want more? In four out of the
five seasons that our Oilers won the Cup.

mediocre season. The Oilers put in a convincing, yet hollow, effort (not just this week

really has been us or them. Stupid them. OY

Vancouver missed the playoffs altogether. !t
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HUDSON BAY MOUNTAIN is 2 regional
n something like 42 kilometres of T-bar in just four
q ¥v
days
and a giant bruise is forming on

my le
the

favourite for many of the Shred the Gnar
riders. The Smithers hill offers 1750 vertical feet of lift-accessed terrain and
boasts 3775 feet of continuous mountain
vertical on its newest mountain-to-town
run called the Rotary Trail to Town
Like many small hills, it’s not just
about hitting the slopes at Hudson Bay
Mountain. The crew there partne
;
local businesses to host ma

where the plastic arm of
T

meup steep northern BC

terrain. There are only two towers
left, so I'suck it upknowing that soon
I'l befeeling
on top of the world
! unload from the tortuous T and
join my crew: séven other women
from northern BC who have joined me
on the first ever Shred the Gnar
women’s snowboarding tour
(shredthegnar.weebly.com). Ranging
in age from 21 - 37, most of us are

from rail jams to slalom rac

followed by live music in the bar
has an incredible menu too)
Still plagued by no new snow, we
focus on exploring the mountain as best
We can, enjoying the little features it
offers like a heated warming cabin at the
top of the chair. The day ends with a
Super-fun run down the Trail to Town—a
nice, wide groomed run tha beats dr
ing down the 24 km access road any day
After six days of consecutive rid-

working professionals: an accountant,
a snowboard shop owner, two com-

munications professionals/photographers and a career environmental

conservationist. The three youngest
girls-work in the snowboard industry,
either in skate shops or at local hills.
We're at Powder King near
Mackenzie on day four of the tour,
desperate to hit some powder. We
Start hiking up to what locals call the
Peak. We make our way methodically
upwards and crest a knoll that treats
us to an incredible 360 degree view of
the valley and so many options for
fresh tracks we're not sure what to hit
first. We choose a line that leads to
Azu Bowl and have a near-orgasmic
_ Tun on light, fluffy, untracked snow.
It’s totally worth the hike. “This is why
| love Powder King,” says tour participant Sam Lewis. "Endless terfain and
endless snow.”

Tara Wilson, who owns Ruins Board
Shop (Terrace, Prince George and
Quesnel, ruins.ca), and I devised the

tour after being inspired by a Burton
grant to inspire women in snowboarding. Our plan was simple—encourage
more women to pursue snowboarding

while showing the world why we love
riding in the north.
Northern BC boasts an assortment
of small, independently run hills with
access to terrain that rivals the million-dollar resorts. Instead of rocking

high-speed quads or fancy gondolas,
we hitup miles
of T-bar and thank our
fortunes when hills offer up a chair
lift. Butthat’s
just part ofthe charm.
“I'm almost more comfortable at the
smaller resorts with the ghetto cafeterias and that homey feeling. The staff

are helpful and you really see a hands-

on approach to running the hill,” says

Wilson. “At large resorts everyone
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We roll in to Troll Resort in Quesnel
around 9:30 pm and find owner Hilder

Fossberg walking the grounds making
sure the cabins are locked up before
turning in. We're a day early and have
nowhere to sleep. Hilder’s not fazed
and immediately offers to put us up in
the hill’s still-under-construction hostel. It’s warm, has a single mattress for
each of us, indoor plumbing and the
walls are festooned with old-school

black-and-white photos of our alpine
forefathers sporting furs and leather
and strapped in to sketchy wooden
skis. It’s perfect.
Hilder’s dad Hans developed the hill
and built the lodges
on the property
from the very trees he cut down to

make the runs. There's a lot of history
here. It's also home to the second
longest T-bar on our trip: 1955 metres
Jong. And no, you didn’t read that
wrong—that’s almost two kilometres!

IN TYPICAL NORTHERN STYLE, tocais
are stoked to join us as we tour the
mountain and show us secret stashes
of powder and some nice little bumps

within city limits and it's the breeding
ground for young skiers and snowboarders keen to develop their skills.
“Hart Highlands is a bomber place
to learn how to ride,” says tour member Sarah Artis. “Whatever you want
to work on, Hart is the place to do it.”
Little rippers hit up the rails and
boxes, grateful that the Shred the
Gnar crew decided to check out
their facility. The volunteer program is terrific, even offering a
$500 education bursary to the highschool kids who volunteer there.
It’s proof that the development of
younger skiers and boarders is critical and the community is committed to making it happen.
Driving to Fort St James to ski Murray Ridge is a feat in itself. There's
something sketchy about having a
fully-loaded logging truck tailgating
you on remote highways. But it’s
worth the trip.
Murray Ridge has a tiny staff of about
12 people—mostly locals who are passionate about skiing and snowboarding.
And just like the other resorts, the folks
at Murray Ridge pulled out all the stops
to show us a good time, including
hooking us up with some of their staff
to take us on a tour of the hill. There
hasn't been a flake offresh in weeks, so
we are a bit bummed about riding

off the groomers.
In Prince George, Hart Highlands is
akin to Snow Valley in Edmonton, only

crusty tums on the black diamond runs,

smaller and with the world's fastest
towrope. This micro-facility is located

but stoked to hit arguably the best
groomed
runs on the tour.

SNOW. ZONE

I strap into a 2010 Burton Lipstick,
a reverse camber model that makes
me feel like a superstar on the
groomers. It’s like riding a spoon the
whole way down, no fear of catching

an edge. The latest craze in snowboard technology is totally warranted
and solidifies my choice to buy a
reverse camber board next season
Oh, and Murray Ridge’s general
manager Dan wins the award for best
music of all the hills—playing loads of
indie music that makes me forget I'm
1000 kilometres from Edmonton
(where I grew up watching the smalls
and SNFU at the Polish Hall.)
Located a two-hour drive from
Prince George, Powder King boasts
on-mountain accommodations
ranging from the hill’s hostel,
which is a totally affordable way to
go, to a variety of cabins available
for rent. There's a lot of life and
vitality at Powder King—superdevoted staff and a husband-andwife ownership team that juggles
running the resort with parenting
three-year-old triplets.
The access to sick amounts of powder makes our two days there worth”
it. And while other hills start shutting
down restaurants and lounges an
hour after last chair, at PK the action

just gets rolling around 4 pm. Because
many staff live at the hill there’s an
evening menu and lots of socializing
to be had after hours.

are totally exhausted

but

stoked to be back on familiar
ground. If you live in Terrace you
can get from your front door to the
chair lift at Shames Mountain in
45 minutes.

And because

it

gets an average of 40 feet of snow
every year, there is almost always
some powder to be found
We beeline for the top of the hill
and make short work of a hike above

the T-bar to a sweet Section of glades
just a little ways out of bounds
Shames doesn’t disappoint. Despite
the long stretch of dry, cold weather
we are blessed with some deep stuff
and one by one we drop in, carving
nice big turns before getting back in
bounds to hit up some of the softening snow on the steep runs
While many hills in northern BC
claim to have “black diamond” runs
Shames offers true diamond runs that
combine Steep terrain with gnarly
bumps and challenging treed areas
There’s a good mix of other options
too, from kid-friendly groomers to a
terrain park that is the training

ground for a dedicated and talented
group of freestyle skiers.
Terrace Is also developing an international reputation for its access to steep and deep terrain with action
sport film makers such as Standard
Films and Matchstick Productions
coming back to film the pros in terrain
accessible only by helicopter
After a whirlwind tour and expo-

sure to some new resorts we've
already started planning the second
annual Shred the Gnar ladies snowboarding tour. Next year we'll be
checking out some spots in southeastern BC and see what we can do
about sourcing out some cat skiing
and more untracked terrain. Inspiring women in snowboarding? Mission accomplished...
oad
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Pesce fe Brushing up on riding, snowless
ateboard

Snowboards

SHEENA ROSSITER / sheena@vueweokly.com

get off the chairlift and glide out

CONDITIONS

REPORT

[= a strange facsimile of snow. It
doesn't look like snow and it sure
doesn’t feel like it. But to someone
who has never seen snow before or
someone with a very vivid imagination, it could be.
What looks like toothbrush bristles
woven into a giant 400 metre-long
chicken wire mat is what doubles as

Local
Rabbit Hill— Closed forseason.
Snow Valley — Closed forseason.
Sum Ridge — Closed forseason.
Edmonton SkiClub — Closed fortheseason.
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snow to many Brits. A few button lifts,

—

a chairlift, add in a few skiers and
snowboarders and we have one of the
many snowless dry slopes that are
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Canada Olympic Park — Closed for season.
Castle Mountain — Closed forseason.
Laks Louise — 175-204cm
base, 13cm new snow. 9 lifts and 129 runs open.
Mannot Basin — 110cm base, no new snow. 6 lifts and 84runs open.
Mt. Norquay — 93cm base, nonew snow. Allliftsand runs open.
Nakiska
—Closed forseason.
Sunshine Village — 162cm base, 11cm ofnew snow. 12 lifts and 107 runs open.
Tewatinaw — 5fcm base.Alllifts and runs open.
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pax — Closed for season.

Big White—205cm base, 27em of new snow. 15 lifts and all runs open.
Femie — 221cm snow pack, 8cm of new snow. 9 lifts and 110 runs open.

Kicking Horse — 158cm base, no new snow.
Kimberley — Closed for season.
Mt. Washington — 212cm base, no new snow. The Slush Cup and Dummy Downhill
2009 are coming up April 11 &12!
Panorama — 119cm base, no new snow. All lifts and 117 nuns open. April 12 is last
day of the season!

Power King — 189-3B6cm base, 16cm of new snow.
Red Mountain — Closed for season.
Revelstoke — 210cm base, no new snow.
Silver Star — Closed for season!
San Peaks — 143cm base, 12cm of new snow. 9 lifts and 122 alpine trails open.
Whistler/ Blackcomb — 26cm base, 22cm of new snow. Many lifts, and hundreds of
runs open.
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White Water — Closed for season.

U.S.A.

stretches only a few hundred metres
down the highland hills on what feels
like consistently icy conditions, but this
is a popular hot spot for many ski and
snowboard enthusiasts in the UK. Rates
go by the hour. For adults, it's approximately $15.14 CND for the first hour,
and $6.30 for every subsequent hour.
Brits come to dry slopes like Canadians go to local hills to learn the
sport or to improve on their skills
before taking their annual trip to the
mountains. Ironically many Brits don’t
even know what it’s like to ski or
snowboard on actual snow when they
initially learn. They find this out only
when they get to mountains.
I’m not British and dry slopes are
just as foreign to me as | am to the
UK. I was practically born on skis and
I've been snowboarding for over 10
years, but after my first run down the
dry slope, falling every time I turned
my snowboard, there’s only one word
to describe what it’s like to ski or
snowboard on a dry slope: awkward.
It takes a lot more effort for me to
turn, and adjusting my technique on

|
|

||

the dendix bristles feels like learning
how to snowboard all over again. But
my constant falls aren't pretty and the

49 North — Closed for season.
Big Sky — Closed for season.

Kvint

Crystal Mountam — Closed for season.
Great Divide — Closed for season.
Lookout Pass — Closed for season.
Mt Spokane — Closed for season.
Schwettzer Mit. — Closed for season.
Silver Mt. Resort — Closed for season.
Sun Valley — Closed for season.

TINTS

All conditions accurate as of Apr 8, 2009.
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impact hurts substantially more than
falling on snow, so I work hard to
overcome the learning curve quickly. 1

wiggle over to the button lift with my
tail between my legs having a bruised
ego and expecting to have a bruised
bum after my disastrous first run. I
have another go at the dry slope hoping that it will be nicer to me my second time around. And it isn't.
THE SLOPES ARE, well, dry, and it’s
hard to gain momentum. The hill’s
lubrication system occasionally mists
out some water from beneath the
meshed mat, making it a bit easier to
get some speed. The rainy weather
conditions of the UK are actually helpful to dry slopes since it’s easier to ski
or snowboard down them when they
are wet. Lucky enough to be in Scotland on one of the few sunny days
they have a year, I'm wishing it would

JD). AV
Grill

i

|

scattered throughout the UK.
Just outside Edinburgh, Scotland is
the Midlothian Snowsports Center
Hillend, Europe's longest dry slope

E'S

rain so I can get more speed and stop
falling. | now can’t feel my bum from
falling so much. I'm impressed by the

uniqueness of the hill, but with every
fall and terrible run I have I'm becoming less and less of a fan of dry slopes
Despite their popularity in the UK, it's
doubtful that the dry slope trend will
cross over to Canada where there are no
dry slopes. Jimmie Spencer, the president
and CEO of Canada West Ski Areas
Association, doesn’t see any dry slopes
being set up anytime soon in Canada
“The scenario in the UK is certainly
different than that in Canada,” he
says. “Dry slope facilities cost so
much to construct, and in a country
like Canada that has so many natural
ski facilities and snow [year round] |
don't see there being a huge urge to
go skiing in the off-season.”
With a six-by-six foot patch of dendix bristles costing about £100 at Hillend in Edinburgh—and that’s just to
replace parts of the hill after wear and

CONTINUES ON PAGE 16

Naked in the snow
Get on your boots, but take everything else off?
LACHLAN MACKINTOSH / lachlan@vueweekly.com
1
ey, sexy boots, get on your
boots, yeah.” When Bono
H=
out the new single,
could he be talking about a pair of
sexy new snowboard or ski boots? As
the days get longer and warmer the
best spring skiing beckons. So, I have
a question for you, sexy boots. Would

you take your clothes off and ride that
last run of the day in your birthday
suit? What would possess you to do
that? A bet? A girl? A liquid lunch?

Mixing winter sport with nudity
doesn't exactly sound like a tasty
cocktail, but nudity and sport go way
back. After all, the word gymnasium,
distilled from the Greek “gymnos,”
means naked. Leave it to the ancient
Greeks to exercise their hard bodies
while in the buff. The gym was originally a sacred place for the intellectual, sensual, moral and physical education of young men, all en plein air.
Ladies, next time you take your yogic
mountain pose, remember the olive
oil-scented, naked young men who
came before you.
But taking it outdoors, in Canada, in
the wintertime? Greece is warm after
all. Doing some research, I discovered
the International Naturist Federation,
which defines naturism as, “a way of
life in harmony with nature, characterized by the practice of communal
nudity, with the intention of encouraging respect for oneself, respect for others and for the environment." I'm cool
with that. But it still doesn’t get us up
the ski hill, does it?

Somewhere

along

the

way,

it

became a tradition at Crested Butte
Mountain Resort, Colorado, to ski the
last day in April buck naked. What

may have started as a free-lift-ticket
promotion became a beloved local tradition that lasted until 1999, or thereabouts. At Copper Mountain, also in
Colorado, the “Eenie Weenie Bikini"

5 STREAKING
contest stood the test of time for 20
years, though it was recently phased

Out for reasons of “propriety.” So, is
Spring skiing that much warmer in the
Excited States?
The closest we get in Canada might
be Sunshine’s Annual Slush Cup. The
2009 version is the 80th annual Every
May long weekend, when you can
hardly believe that we are still skiing,
60 wild and crazy party people jump

as far as they can across, or mostly
into, the cold slushy water. There is
usually some unendorsed streaking at
the Slush Cup. These are usually guys,
usually soused, who end up falling en

and some having picnics nude. The
Spirit of snow and the celebration of
the mountains is alive and well at
Fermie Alpine Resort. Some like to
expose themselves to the mountains
Maybe they see this as the purest form
of tribute.”
Back at Sunshine, the fine print on
the Slush Cup says that “all participants
are encouraged to wear costumes.”
Hmmm. There are prizes for “Awesome
Air, Best Bellyflop, Excellent Enema
and whatever else may happen that
day.” In 2009, of the maximum 60 registrants, a full 20 spots have been allocated for women, which is new.
Perhaps wishful thinking?

foul language

permitted

t

during the

event. Proper clothing must be worn at
all times. It will be the discretion of our
event staff to remove individuals.”)
If the idea of skiing naked leaves you
cold, Lake Louise Inn has a “Ski Naked” *
deal that doesn’t require you take any-

TWO CANADIAN FEDERAL taws (Sections

thing off—at least until you get to your
room—and includes a pair of “Ski

173. and 174 of the Criminal Code) apply

“CENTRAL JASPER LOCATION -ADJACENT TO TOTEM'S SPORT SHOP
*AVARIETY OF RESTAURANTS NEARBY CLOSE TO EOUIPMENT RENTAL SHOPS FOR
SIDING, SOBOARDING, TOURING, XCOUNTRY, AND MOUNTAINEERING
“PAPA GEORGE'S RESTAURANT AND THE DED DOG BAR & GRILL IN THE HOTEL
“COMPLIMENTARY PASSES TO THE LOCAL AQUATIC CENTRE {THREE BLOCKS AWAY]

(This bit is stated explicitly in the fine
print, too: “No inverts, naked bodies

route to the big jump. A. friend at
Sunshine said that if these guys really
get naked, they get escorted off the
mountain, which made me wonder
about the law.

across the country. Section 173 prohibits
“indecent
acts,"
although
Parliament leaves it up to the courts to
decide what constitutes indecent.
Various Provincial courts have decided
that simple nude sunbathing is not
indecent, nor is streaking prohibited
under the law, although don't test this
out at an Esks-Stamps game.
YouTube is proof that there are a lot
of people riding naked. But is there an
official policy at most mountains?
Brent Curtain at Mount Washington
Alpine Resort on Vancouver Island cut
to the chase: “We have no nudity policy over here, and what happens on the

STAY AT THE ASTORIA, A FRIENDLY, FAMILY RUN
HOTEL THAT CATERS TO ATHLETIC AND ADVENTUROUS PEOPLE. OUR RATES ARE MODEST, THE
ROOMS ARE ATTRACTIVE
WITH COMFORTABLE
BEDS AND LOTS OFAMENITIES.

Naked” martinis in the lounge, a supe-

rior room and a buffet breakfast, ali for
$89 per person. The Inn is a five-minute
drive to Lake Louise ski resort.
So, get on your sexy boots and we'll
see you on the hill. How much of you

we'll see, however, is up to you.

w

Island, stays on the Island!”
Down at Fernie, BC, Matt Mosteller
was more philosophical. He says, “We
have heard of some skiing nude, some
sun-tanning nude on the mountain,

THE NEW WAY TO RENT SkIS!
TTER SKIS-LOWER PRICE-QUICK SERVICE

SKI
SHOP
Alberta
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snowboard and grass stains on your
snow pants. What originally started
as a UK phenomenon has become a
trend in mainland Europe and other
parts of the world. Dry slopes have
proven popular in other snowless and
mountainless places. The Nether-

tear—there certainly needs to be a
market for dry slopes in order to
make them economically feasible.
But it isn’t just the money that would
draw a big question mark to whether
or not dry slopes would ever exist in
Canada; it’s also a question of safety.

lands, Germany and Poland are
among the European countries that
don't have the best natural conditions
to host good skiing. And since snowboarding and skiing is now gaining
more popularity globally, there's a
higher demand for ski facilities in the
off-season. The state of Illinois in the
US also hosts a year-round dry slope.
But there are some countries that
are more known for hot weather and
beaches rather than ski vacations.
With southern Chile’s ski resorts

Spencer is originally from the UK
and helped set up the original dry
slopes in the UK during the ‘70s. He

has seen the ins and outs of getting
a dry slope set up and running.
“When we built the slopes originally in the ‘70s, I don’t think there
were any authorities against them,”
says Spencer. “There were no regulations that governed the construction and some were built on ramps
while others were built on natural
terrain. There are definitely more
safety regulations to follow now
than there were over 30 years ago.”
But it isn’t only in Scotland where
you can manage to get mud on your

" being virtually at its backdoor, Brazil
is home to two dry slopes for people
who are looking to pick up the sport
and brush up on their skills.
AFTER GETTING BATTERED by a dry
slope in only half a day of snowboarding, it's hard for me to see what all the

Big mountains, big
parties at Lake Louise

hype is about. Or maybe I’m just jealous of the kids who are whizzing past
me on their snowboards while I’m
down—yet again—after taking a spill.
But there is one thing that I learn to
respect about learning how to ski and
snowboard on dry slope rather than
real snow: if you learn on dry slopes,
you can ski and snowboard on anything. Since they are so challenging to
manoeuvre on and it’s like skiing icy

=| FALL LINES

conditions all the time, skiers and
snowboarders really have to know
how to control themselves better.
For Brits, learning how to ski on
dry slopes is like Canadians learning
how to drive in the snow. Once you
master the skill in the most difficult
conditions possible, all others prove
to be a breeze.
As I sit at the top of the hill hesitant to make my last descent of the
day, I look out at the amazing skyline of castles and ancient architecture. Sure, Scotland doesn’t have the
good snow conditions or facilities
that Canada has, but we don’t have
the beautiful history of Scotland. w

Temperatures are rising and the snow is
beginning to melt, but that hasn't stopped
the Lake Louise team from organizing one
final competition and rolling out the party
mat. This weekend, April 8 - 12, Free Skiers
will be attacking the steeps at Louise for
their annual Big Mountain event. Ifyou happen to be carving down the slopes and you
see some silhouettes crashing through the
rocks or throwing down some huge lines,
cheer them on as they vie for the $7500
that's up for grabs. If you are so inclined,
drop $100 on them and take up the challenge. If you're there for a week the best
deal in town is the $200 entry that includes

five days of lifts. Forty dollars per day is a
great deal and you really don’t have to

show up for the race. Two weeks later, on
April 25 - 26, the season comes to a close
at Lake Louise and there'll be so many onhill parties you won't know where to turn
The suds will be flowing in the Kokanee
Beer Gardens and the Glacier Girls will be
on hand to ensure a good time. If rum is

more to your liking then head for the Appleton Beach deck for a Cuba Libra oraslushy
While partying on either deck be sure to
cheer on the fat-tire mountain bikers who'll
be trying to get a head start on the summer
They'll be zooming down Easy Street trying
to win the big Lake Louise Spring Challenge
cup. On Sunday riders will take to the skies
“when Lake Louise ends the season with a
big air event, once again easily viewable

from either beach. Cheers, it's been a great
season. w
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PACKAGE INCLUDES 1 NIGHT OF ACCOMMODATION
&1 DAY LIFT TICKET AT MARMOT BASIN
AND ALL TAXES

Package from $81.00 per adult per day*
Hectedos UMticket, socemmsedetion andeneapresshidahperparsonperday}

Price is based on double occupancy. Additional charges for extra adults

or children would apply Excludes All Holidays Subject to availability

Applicable Sunday - Thursday foraccommodation and Monday -Friday
for Skiing.
‘This peckage must be reserved at Joust 24 hours in advance
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Outlaw baker
Well, not really, but Bill 0’Gorman wouldn't be
doing this if someone hadn't stolen his bike
JAN HOSTYN / jan@vueweekly.com

hat would you do if you
found yourself touring
Canada on a motorcycle
and that motorcycle happened to get
stolen? If you're Bill O'Gorman, otherwise known as Baker Bill, you'd put
down some roots and stay for a while
Or maybe even five years.
O'Gorman now runs Baker Bill's
Breads; he can currently be found
selling his wholesome sourdough and
fresh sprouted grain breads on Saturday mornings at the Old Strathcona
Farmers’ Market and on Thursday
evenings at the Salisbury Farmers’
Market in Sherwood Park. But had it
not been for that ill-fated day in Nova
Scotia over 30 years ago, he might not
even be baking bread
“| ended up in a godforsaken part of
Cape Breton Island. You couldn’t buy
anything there, let alone bread. It was
just that pathetic white spongy stuff.”
But he did have neighbours—a husband and wife team who ran a farm
and made Dutch Gouda cheese. He
helped out on their farm and in return

they fed him. One day he wandered
into the kitchen just as the wife was
in the middle of making bread: “I ate
slab after slab of homemade

bread,

with chunks of gouda.”
When he casually remarked that he
wished he could buy bread as good as

that, she told him to make it himself.
So, armed with her recipe and a
100-pound sack of whole wheat flour,
he set to work, managing to churn out
a loaf every couple of days. After a
few weeks, he found himself back in
her kitchen, eating her bread. “It was
nothing like the bread | was baking
Mine was like bricks.”
This time O'Gorman rolled up his
sleeves and spent the afternoon with
her, baking and learning. “As anybody
who's ever baked bread knows, you
don’t follow recipes. It’s not about
measurements; it’s about how the
dough feels.”
But life brought him back to
Edmonton; he completed his engineering degree and immersed himself
in the computer industry. Throughout
it all he baked bread on a casual
basis, maybe every week or two. “It
was something I knew how to do;
everybody always enjoyed eating it
and it helped relieve my stress.”

THE DAY CAME when he was ready to
retire, but not completely. “I was tired
of being a salesman. | sold because !
was good at it, not because | liked it
But I felt | was stuck because I didn’t
know how to do anything else.”
His wife Kathy convinced him that he
did, in fact, know how to do something
else. He knew how to make bread. But

a
BILL O'GORMAN
BILUS BREAD
=> |BAER
7004343091

Teal
ea!

oa.
he was skeptical. “In my opinion, | wasn't that great of a baker. Plus, what I
made was different than anything you
could buy in the store. And different
isn't always a good thing.”
He decided to give it a shot, and
Baker Bill’s Bread was launched.
That was three years ago. Different,
in his case, turned out to be a very
good thing. Last summer, when he
was at the Downtown Market, his
300 loaves of bread generally sold
out by 11;30 am.
What's different with O’Gorman’s
bread? He uses whole grain flour—

mostly wheat, rye and spelt. And a lot
of it is organic. But as he says, “It’s not
just about the ingredients; it’s about all

JanHostyn

those things that unlock the grain—the

sprouting and natural fermentation.”
O'Gorman feels that most breads
produced these days are “kit breads.”
You take a bag, pour it into a mixer and
add water—sometimes you don’t even
have to add the yeast. Then it just needs
to be proofed and baked. Everything is
designed to make the process as fast as
possible; a batch of bread, from start to
finish, only takes.a few hours.
That’s why O'Gorman thinks grains
get a bad rap from some of the health
gurus out there. “The real culprit is
raw flour. There hasn't been time to

work on the grain.”
O'Gorman solves that by.’slowing
down the whole process.” He sprouts
some of the grains, works with sourdough and uses a long, cool fermentation process. And most of his dough
is made the day before he actually
bakes it. “The sourdough and sprouting process kind of pre-digests the

grain for us. We're not cows, we can't
. digest raw flour.”
He’s not really sure what his m
popular loaves are—everything sells
out—but he’s noticed that people tend
to start with some of the loaves they are
most familiar with—ciabatta, multigrain
and light rye—and then move toward
the heartier loaves like the sprouted rye
Now O'Gorman’s little retirement
project is not so little. The early par!
of the week is somewhat relaxed, but

by Wednesday he’s putting in a full
day of work; Friday is a 16- to 18-hour
day. He does get a bit of help—his

wife helps out with the baking on Fridays and at the market on Saturdays
And he is often joined by his 10-year
old granddaughter, Amanda. “She's a
huge hit at every market she goes to.’
So, if you ever happen to get you!
motorcycle stolen, relax. It may open
up a whole new world. Look what it

did for O'Gorman. v

Louisiana Pulled Pork Sandwich

MARDI GRAS ~
FOR YOUR MOUTH
icky's
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With a recipe this simple, it would be silly not to

=AT
HOME
jan@vueweekly.com

Today we are going to make bread. And
don’t tell me you don't have time. All you
need is a few minutes. So no excuses.
And yes, |mean minutes—five-ish today
and five-ish more tomorrow. That's it. And
then you haveanamazing loaf of fresh,
warm,
bread.

fequired. Just sitting. This was not very
needy bread dough.

| ripped off a large
piece of parchment
paper, sprinkled it

roma &theory goes. | did a little
fesearch, and there's something called NoKnead Bread. Evidently it was all the rage

with flour and
plunked the dough
onto it. The sticky,
Messy dough. But it

a few years back and, judging from all the
food blogs out there, | am quite possibly
the last person to unearth this little trend.
{t is crazy-simple. You stir flour, water,
salt and a tiny bit of yeast together and
then it pretty much just sits there and
does its thing until it's time to bake it. No
kneading required. The skeptic in me was
doubtful, but it had too many rave
reviews to ignore.
So we are going to attempt this
famous bread. All it really requires is a lot
of time to rise.
Start time: 8:40 pm. | rummaged through

This was where | was
supposed to sprinkle
the dough with a bit
of flour and fold it
over onto itself once
or twice. Only it was
still so wet and sticky
that it didn’t really
fold. But |did manage
to move it around a bit.
again and let it rest for
investment: two minutes,

my cupboards and found an acceptably
large bowl. Then | got out my regular,
unbleached white flour and dumped three
cups of it into the bowl, along with the
yeast and salt. Finally, |poured in the water,
grabbed a big spoon and stirred.
in no time | had created a wet and sticky
mess, nothing like typical bread dough. So
wet it would have been pretty much impossible to knead, even if you wanted to. But
according to everything | had read, that's
exactly what |was hoping for.
|glanced at the clock: 8:43 pm. All that

was left to do was cover the bowl with
plastic wrap. And then it just had to sit on
my kitchen counter—for between 12 and
18 hours. No stirring and no kneading

Final stage. | took the hot pot out of the

oven, carefully plunked the dodgh in, stuck
the lid on and baked it for 30 minutes. So my
dough had risen, but it didn't really look like
a ball. And when |lifted the parchment and
tried to flip it,into the pot, it kind of stuck.
More flour on the parchment next time |
guess. But it did
come off, with a bit
of tugging and
pulling. And by the
time it made it into
the pot it looked like
a big mess of shapeless dough. But even
if it hadn't stuck, |

So there it sat, in all its gooey gloriousness. A few peeks here and there proved
the process seemed to be working. Tiny
bubbles began dotting the surface and the
dough was actually expanding.
Fast forward a day,
about 18 hours later.

NO-KNEAD BREAD
HE WEW YORK TIMES—ADAPTED FROM
IM LAHEY, SULLIVAN STREET BAKERY)

did manage to come

out of the bow! OK.

3 cups all-purpose or bread flour, more

for dusting
1 1/4 teaspoon instant yeast

1 1/4 teaspoons salt
15/8 cups water

really don’t think it
would have looked
much different. Time
investment: three
minutes,
That baked for
30 minutes. But my
house was not
filled with the tan-

Fabulous Dining...

Capitals Restaurant Relaxed dining forbreakfast, lunch and dinner. Enjoy Canadian cuisine,
inspired by “AAA” Alberta beef
and other
fare.

The Sutton ie Hott
10235. 10) Stree

focal

Central Park Lounge Relax in the lush and open

Edmonton, Alberts
780.428.7111 © Fox 780.441 3098

garden atrium by our Grand Fireplace. Enjoy a

info,edmonton@suttonplsce.com
Reservations 1.866.378.8866
Www. sultonpiage.com

talizing smell of
freshly baking
bread. Then | took off the lid and baked it
for another 15 minutes. And guess what?
It actually looked like bread.
|heaved up the pot, dumped the loaf onto
a rack to cool, and went for a walk. Physically removing myself from the kitchen was my
only way of ensuring that | didn’t rip off a
hunk immediately. And, as all good bread

Then | covered it
15 minutes. Time

THE NEXT STEP was shaping it into a ball,
as quickly as possible. Out came another
piece of parchment and more flour. The idea
was to plop the ball on the parchment,
seam side up. | can only say my dough
vaguely resembled a ball, and it seemed to
be missing a seam. Oh well, onto the parchment it went to rise for another two hours.
Time investment: three minutes.
Once it had risen for one-and-a-half
hours, | dug out my heavy enamel pot
(you need a heavy pot, with a lid), and
stuck it in the oven, empty. Then | turned
the oven on to 450° and let the oven and
pot preheat together. Time investment:
less than a minute.

eaters know, you aren't supposed to mess

with a loaf of bread when it's piping hot
My walk was short. | grabbed my
bread knife and some butter and proceeded to attack. It was truly amazing
bread—trisp crust, chewy interior and
bursting with flavour. And it even smelled
like fresh bread now.
| love this recipe. You can serve fresh
bread whenever you want, with pretty
much no effort. The best non-investment
of my time ever. w

JM

780-455-0443

14911 Stony Plain Road

Japanese / Vietnamese
Restaurant & Bar

CELEBRATING 20 YEARS
IN BUSINESS
GRILLED

BROME

LAKE DUCK BREAST

WITH HOMEMADE SMOKED DUCK SAUSAGE

oe

OPEN FOR DINNER MONDAY - SATURDAY

For more details and the full menu visit www jacksgrill.ca
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Cast your ballot!
Let your tastebuds decide!

EAT!
VOTE!

Maybe it’s the perogies that practically melted your mouth. Maybe it’s the samosas
that sent your senses into orbit. Maybe it’s the chocolate creation that lives on in your
memory and calls out to you every time you eat out. Edmonton has it all.
Have your say. Tell us which food establishments serve your favourites in the categories
below. Help the places you like win a coveted 11th Annual Vue Weekly Golden Fork
Award. Read the results -and more— on May 14. For your ballot to count, you must
give answers in at least categories
10
and include your name, address, daytime phone

number and email address.

WIN!

:

His and Hers Specialized Bikes courtesy of Revolution Cycle!
These amazing bikes have a value of $1200!

4

PLUS: a dozen runners-up will receive dinner for two!

BEST DISHES

BEST RESTAURANTS

OTHER BESTS

* Appetizers

* Overall best

* New restaurant

* Soups

* Restaurant (Fine dining)

¢ Pre-theatre dining

* Salads

* Restaurant (Mid price)

¢ Restaurant for lovers

* Breads

* Restaurant (Budget)

* Innovative menu

* Steaks

* Breakfast

° Wine list

« Venison
* Deli

¢ Brunch
¢ Bakery

¢ Beer list

¢ Sushi
« Tapas

* Coffee shop
* Tea shop

* Late night/all night

* Pub food

¢ Bavarian

* Service

* Dim sum

* Greek

* Sports bar

* Sandwiches

° French

* Patio

* Hamburgers

* Italian/pasta

° Hotel restaurant

* Chinese

¢ Wine store

* Wraps

¢ Thai”

* For people watching

° Pizza

*¢ Japanese

* Desserts

¢ East Indian/Tandoori

¢ Kid friendly
* Indie grocery/market

French fries

¢ When going solo
* Weekend brunch

* Chicken wings

* Mexican/Latin American

* Beer store

* Sweets

¢ Seafood

* Food festival

* Organic

* Vegetarian

* Ultimate dining experience

* Takeout

¢ African

¢ Mediterranean

* Butcher

* Continental

* Middle Eastern

¢ Snacks (pretzels, bagels)

¢ Pub

THIS IS YOUR OFFICIAL BALLOT. SEND IT IN!

MAIL ANSWERS TO:

Entries must be received nolater
than 5 pm, May 5 2009

Vue Weekly’s 11th Annual Golden Fork Awards

TN cocy
DAYTIME PH*:
EMAIL ADDRESS:

APR §- APR 15, 2009

TORY
AWARDS
2009

10303-108 St
Edmonton, Alberta
TSI 1L7

or FAX: 780.426.2889

email: fork@vueweekly.com
or online at www.goldenforkawards.com

‘This year VUEWeekly willoffertwoawards
ineachcategory. Oneforindependent
andone
forchain.
*Chain will bedefined asson-Edmenton
operated
of locations in other cities (exceptions may exis!)
*Chaio may not be awarded inallcategones

ADo yon know of any ehain African restaurants

in Edmomioa?)

|

Dead Frog a dead ringer?
ple of these styles—muted and uninspir-

es

the border already in a

ible. Dead Frog Brewery is a
based in Aldergrove, BC

b Vancouver).
of
It’s a very
s

pec only opened up
found a way to triple its

tio inthose two years.
ntry into Alberta would normally

nassuming—we have a num-

BC micros available in the
e. But there is one little matter
it more newsworthy: it’s being
its beer, but over its bottle.

Both
bottle their beer in clear
glass witha distinct rounded shape. Each
embosses the bottle with a raised logo—
Sleeman with its classic beaver and
maple leaf surrounded by the brewery
name; Dead Frog with a splayed frog (presumably dead) and the brewery name cutting across its middle.
Despite the lawsuit (more on that ina
moment), Dead Frog has sent three of its
beers to Alberta: a pale ale, a standard
lager and a nut brown ale. On tasting, the
beer is quite distinct from Sleeman’s main
line of Cream, Honey Brown Lager and Silver Creek Lager. So that can't be the issue.
Dead Frog's lager and pale ale are
nothing special. Both are the usual exam-

ing. The brown ale, on the other hand,
offers a decent dark ale.
The brown ale splashes into the glass a
deep reddish-brown
with a thick, lighttan head. The aroma
is subdued, offering
only a touch of
Caramel and nut. On
the first sip, there’s
a delicate malt
Sweetness along
with a hint of
Caramel! at the tip of
the tongue. Nuttiness comes along
the middle and the
beer finishes with a
drying combination
of moderate bitterness and subtle
toastiness.
The beer finishes
a bit thin for the
style, and it has a
bit of a metallic aftertaste, but it does
offer a more complex flavour profile than
Big Rock Traditional, for example. It's not
a Classic brown ale, but it's easily worthy
of a second bottle.

AND, OF COURSE, it is that bottle that's
the issue these days. Sleeman considers
the design an infringement on its trademark. In defence of the.lawsuit Sleeman
CEO John Sleeman has said: “Sleeman

Banzai!
Former Japanese Village owner
comes out of retirement
SHARMAN HNATIUK / sharman@vueweekly.com
f you've ever found yourself hav-

irsto decide whether to spend
big bucks on some quality sushi
or just pick up whatever is sitting
around at the grocery store, your
perfect middle ground exists on
Edmonton's southside, where Ted
Asai, former owner and operator of
Edmonton’s Japanese Village, is
waiting for you at his fast-food creation: Banzai Restaurant.
When Asai turned 50 years old
he was feeling burnt out and
thinking of retiring. He got out of
the Edmonton Japanese Village

will always vigorously defend its trademarks, especially where my family’s heritage is concerned.”
Sleeman says the distinct, clear,
embossed bottle
Originates with John

Sleeman’s grandfather more than 100
years ago, and that
Dead Frog's bottle
matches too closely
to the design of that
historic bottle.
In its own

defence, Dead Frog
owner Derrick
Smith says that
“Sleeman does not
have a monopoly
on clear-glass beer
bottles, and that in
any event the public is not likely to
be
confused
because of Dead
Frog's prominent
name, slogans and frog logo.”
Dead Frog contends the case is something of a slapsuit. “The big guys try to
intimidate the little guys, who then often
back off—but we're not going to do that.
We're 109 per cent sure that we're in the
right here,” says Smith.
Looking at the bottles, it's easy to see
both sides. At first glance the bottles are
eerily similar—same rounded shape,
same raised glass logos. It would be

can palate. By merging the convenience and price of Edo or
Tokyo Express with the quality of
ingredients and Japanese food
Asai was used to, Banzai Restaurant was created.
So as not to be confused with
some of the other Japanese fast food
options in Edmonton, Asai has
worked hard to make the atmosphere
of Banzai unique, and the quality of

food relative to his experience with

BANZAY RESTAURANT
B00 CALGARY TRAIL, 780.434.8268

PROFILE

location in 1998, but the semiretired lifestyle left him bored.
With his extensive experience, an
increasing consumer demand for
Japanese food and a little bit of
research into similar concepts,
Asai decided he would convert his
high-end authentic Japanese
restaurant expertise into a quicker
option catered to a North Ameri-

Japanese Village. He has meshed
modern Japanese décor with a selfservice concept that helps to keep

sushi bills low. Seating ranges from
open tables to intimate booths to barstyle high stools. The walls have been
decked out with one-of-a-kind sushi
canvasses and Banzai graffiti, thanks
to the artistic talent of his son
Alexander Asai.

EDMONTON'S
td
oe

faive to think that Dead Frog accidentally
stumbled across that particular design.
However, are they close enough to be
trademark infringement? There are noted dif-

ferences in the design. The Dead Frog bottle
Is More pronouncedin its roundedness, and
the logos bear no similarity to each other.
Plus we can't forget that Sleeman has
national distribution and is in virtually
every liquor store in the country, while
Dead Frag has limited distribution in BC

and a handful of stores in Alberta and the
Yukon. It cam hardly be considered a
threat to the Japanese-owned Sleeman

Is this a tase of big boy bullying little
guy? Or a matter of a newbie trying to take

HETS:

a shortcut to notoriety? My opinion is that
while Dead Frog may be trying to be intentionally provocative, it’s difficult to under-

$15
s TT

stand why Sleeman cares so much. After
all, most breweries package their beer in
industry-standard brown bottles without

fearing confusion among consumers
What's so different about clear bottles?
Plus, I’m flummoxed to understand
why either company would want to put

their beer in clear bottles. Beer is highly
sensitive to sunlight, and can be skunked,
causing a pungent skunk-like smell and
flavour, within an hour or less. Why take

the risk when brown bottles elegantly
solve that problem?
Ultimately, a judge will decide (the case
is scheduled for hearing later this year). But
in the meantime you can buy both, closely
examine the bottles while sampling their
contents and decide for yourself. w

sesame, ginger and teriyaki sauce or a
bottle of Japanese salad dressing. You
can also pre-order a party tray of sushi
ASAI IS HAPPY with his transition from

the high-end restaurant scene to the
express food experience at Banzai.
“At Japanese Village the commit-

JUNE]

ment was 120 per cent of my time. I
had to be at the restaurant, attending to customers, advertising, promotions, basically everything. Here
we have reorganized the company.
Each of the locations has a manager/partner who is active in the
restaurant. Now my time is spent
more like 40 per cent family, 30 per

One of the best things that Asai
brought with him to Banzai is the
sesame and ginger sauce reminiscent of
the Japanese Village flavour. For $7.95,

cent work, and 40 per cent on my
golf game,” laughs Asai.
Having achieved a better balance
in his life, Asai is free to sit back
and watch his new endeavour grow.
No word yet on the strength of his
golf game, but with two Banzai
locations in Calgary and one in
Edmonton, that 30 per cent work

you can take home a bottle of his

seems to be going well. vw
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Check out our Website
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upcoming retreats and
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Well worth the lineup
Zuppa Café convinces Vue’s lineup-averse reviewer
Dine

with us.
JAN HOSTYN / jan@vueweekly.com

Breakfast

11361
erving

+

Luneh«

JASPER

Edmonton

For

(780) 485-0984

Ov

Dinner

AVE
60

Years

~~ teddys.ca

Book your group
funchion

now.

‘m not too fond of lineups and,
|Fe frankly, lineups don’t much
like me. It doesn’t matter where I
am or what I'm in line for; everything
that can possibly go wrong always
does. Something breaks or jams or
both; the cashier is “in training” and
on his/her very first shift; the person
in front of me forgot something and
“runs” to get it while everyone else
waits; they run out of whatever I’ve
lined up for in the first place. Oh, and
| always pick the wrong line. Always.
Given the general dislike lines and I
have for each other, I now try to avoid
them, whenever and however possible. But that little practice has left me

MON -FAl(7AM4M)
ZUPPA CAFE

—
oOo
=—
=

S643 110ST,700.482.0741

|
in a bit of a quandary lately. Numerous people of the downtown variety
have extolled the virtues of Zuppa
Café—but always with a “but.” As in,
“But it’s always so busy that there’s a
long lineup at lunch. It's no big deal
though—tt goes really fast.”
Since a fast lineup is kind oflike an
oxymoron to me, I devised a lovely
scheme to circumvent the whole dastardly let’s-pretend-we're-in-kindergarten thing. I'd have a late lunch.

TERISF
INCREDIBLE

2009 SGD

S 9 g”

2009

PACKAGE
1402 Bow Valley Trail
Canmore, Alberta

T1W 1N5

www.canmoreinn.com
APR 9 - APR 16, 2009

PER PERSON, PERNIGHT (PLUS TAXES)

The masses would be gone and |
could simply breeze in, order and eat
Zuppa is tucked away in the bottom
of a big high-rise, just west of the legislature buildings and a mere block
from the congestion of 109 Street.
Technically, it’s downtown—but it
seems a world away. There are big,
tall trees lining the streets, historic
buildings scattered throughout the
neighbourhood, a school across the
street and free parking right at the
side of the building.
I recruited a fellow lineup boy
cotter and we whizzed effortlessly
into one of many empty parking
stalls. At 1:30 on a sunny Thursday
afternoon, there was no lineup in

a
on

aa,
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ADVENTURE & ACCOMODATION
PACKAGES AVAILABLE SOON!

PACKAGE INCLUDES:
Deluxe room with 2 queen beds
One ski pass per adult for one of the Big Three Resorts:
(Sunshine Village, Lake Louise or Mount Norquay)
Free deluxe continental breakfast
Three-story waterslide, indoor pool, hot tab
and fitness room
SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY (OFFER ENDS MAY 14, 2009)

Local 1.403.609.4656
Toll Free 1.888.678.4656

sight. There was, however, an intox-

together process, And when it did
come, one fleeting glance was all it
took to figure out I had ordered far
too much food
Everything seemed to be overflowing. My grilled wrap threatened
to
€scape from the plate; thick slices of
red pepper and fresh organic greens
threatened to escape from it. More
organic greens, dressed in a light
and
tangy vinaigrette and tossed with
chunks of tomatoes, cucumbers,

icating smell swirling around us, No
small feat considering it was battlin
g

forces with exhaust, rubber and
innumerable other unidentifiable
downtown odours.
We followed the wondrous smell

into the little café and stopped. a
glass display case filled with fresh
pasta, Sandwiches and other assorted goodies demanded our attention.
We inspected it carefully, but also

snuck a few glances at the menu

onions and feta, occupied every
spare

posted up on the wall.
That's when our brilliant let’shave-a-late-lunch gambit blew up.

inch of the plate. Even the soup
looked like it was about to burst out
of the bowl at any moment.
I took a deep breath and dove in,
The wrap was decidedly delicious
Those runaway pieces of red pepper
and organic greens were joined by
chunks of cucumber and feta, and
everything was tossed in a balsamic
vinaigrette. The pita was warm and
just slightly crispy, the dressing added
flavour without turning everything
Into a soggy mess’and it was all
exceptionally fresh

The pasta of the day—Beef Bolognes€—was neatly but firmly crossed
out. Zuppa makes pasta every

morning, from scratch, and evidently it's lineup worthy, or so the lack
of it would suggest.

ON TO PLAN B. since Zuppa also
bakes fresh focaccia every moming,

my focaccia-obsessed friend simply
had to have the grilled veggie sandwich on herb focaccia ($5.75). After
Scanning the other sandwich and
salad options, | opted for the Vegetarian Wrap ($7.50). And since 1 was too
late for the daily pasta special, | added
a bowl of the daily soup ($2), a vegan
veggie blend, to my wrap.
We placed our order at the lineup-free cash register and paid cash.
That's all they take so, unless you

PARTWAY THROUGH, | remembered

the soup. Kind of greeny-brown with
a chunky-pureed texture, it could
only be described as interesting. But
one spoonful led to another and
another and another; it had asserted
a bizarre addictive power over me
It seemed to be a conglomeration of
mushrooms, carrots, onions,
spinach, potatoes and broccoli and,
surprisingly enough, they all got
along quite well together. A peppery
punch just added to my pleasure
Probably not for everyone, but my
taste buds were thrilled
The focaccia sandwich on the other
side of the table simply disappeared. |
did hear a brief grumble though;
something about so much cheddar
smothering the roasted red peppers
and zucchini that the incredible focaccia couldn't be fully appreciated.
We couldn't resist grabbing a decadent chocolate/white chocolate
chunk cookie on our way out the
door—I had to make up for the
healthy soup, after all.
Zuppa Caf€ was good. Very good.
Maybe even lineup worthy. v

want to leave hungry, bring some.
Or a friend with some. Then we
took our little napkin bundles of

cutlery and claimed one of only a
few empty tables.
The room itself isn’t big, but it’s
bright and cheery. The mix of
floor-to-ceiling windows, high

ceilings, an open kitchen and
assorted shades of yellow scattered throughout make it easy to
kick back and relax in. So that’s
what we did while we waited for
junch, after grabbing a couple of
glasses of water from the handy
water cooler.
Lunch didn’t take long, but it was
kind of nice to glance into the kitchen
and see what stage everything was at
in the whole putting-everything-

and textures of vegetarian and vegan cooking while also ensuring that participants.
learn how to craft nutritionally balanced
meals. Featuring lectures, demonstrations
and hands-on participation, Vegan-Vegetarian Cuisine: Doing It Right! will help participants to be nearly experts by the time
they're done. The course runs for three
Tuesdays, Apr 14, 21 and 28, from 6 pm 10 pmat NATIT, and the cost of the program

is $255. For more information, visit nait.ca
or call 780.471.7400.

Devine Wines will be hosting a 2005
Bourdeaux tasting next Thu, Apr 16 at7
pm. Regarded asa great yearforthevariety, this particular tasting is being considered a “last kick at oo by deVine,
and an opportunity to pick up some surprisingly delicious bargains, These types

ofevents almost always sell outfast, so

Haga
tion

‘wantto

can be had at

THREE ISN'T A

WD!
Fe STAST NG MENU $45 CRO
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THREE COURSE DINNER PREPARED BY CHEF DAVID CRUZ
EDMONTON'S 2008 GOLD MEDAL PLATES CHAMPION’

THE TASTING MENI) [5 NOW PART OF RIVER:-CRES's NEB Dine:
VISIT: RIVERGREERESORT.COM FOR DETANS

HOURS: TUESDAY — SATURDAY 5.30 = 1GPM’| SUNDAY 5:30 = 9PM |MONDAY
CLOSED

FORWRESERVATIONS PLEASE CALL 780 9 30.2636
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JOIN Us ror...

Easter Sunday Brunch
fe europa
FANTASY
GRILL

moving
onthis.The

Buffet brunch $25 per person
1:30 a.m.

to

2:30

p.m.

Sea food brunch $30
7 Clit,

Te.

and more informaIe

Ca

cling 421.9463.
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KENNETH COLE;
_ DRESS BY JWLA; BAG BY MAAS)
A
SHOES BY NINE WEST (BELL

SHORT AND SCARF
. SHIRT BY RESTERODS; (WENER SHOES)
BY MARC
BY OBEY (HG2); OXFORDS

hay
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SPRING STYLE

.

1 Sil
GALLERY; OBEY
SCARF BY OBEY

Boyfriend

Jeans

by Rich

N Skinny,

Tag, and

Fidelity.

Loose

& Relaxed

fit perfect

SHORT

(HG2) _

> SHIRT BY RESTERODS, SHORT AND
(HG2); OXFORDS BY MARC (WENER SHOES

with Stilettos of 4 Flat

William Rast, True Religion, Joe's, Miss Me, Mek, Hudson, Seven's, Fidelity, Rock & Republic, Rich N Skinny, Tag, Esprit, Blank, Citizens of Humanity, Splendid, Ella Moss, Daftbird,
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Endangered species
A child’s imagination is slowly snuffed out in Extinction Song
DAVID BERRY / david@vueweekly.com
rtists tend to celebrate the

imagination more than
most. It's not one of their
more esoteric or unexpected traits,
of course: all but the staunchest of
realists will spend a fair amount of

Avon calling

‘time off in their own head when
creating, and those that make a
living at it have a vested interest
in convincing you that such imaginative acts are worthwhile. To disparage make-believe is to
disparage artistic endeavour as a
whole, and so we end up with a lot

The Bard proves to be Belke’s dark lac

+

t's the stage direction that’s been
isstaine Shakespeare directors
ever since it was written: “exit,
pursued by bear.” Found in A Winter's
Tale and only rivaled in staging difficulty by it’s precursor, “Enter Bear,”
it's the doozy design point that’s cat-

makes us beautiful. (This isn’t to
say that isn’t necessarily true, just

that the opinion is coming from an
inherently biased viewpoint.)
And so, from the moment we
hear Ron Pederson’s seven-year-old
fabulist, James, howling from the
top of his bed, we know we're listening to the death throes of something important—innocence,
perhaps, or at least a practiced

defensive ignorance, a mindset that
filters pain and despair into something manageable for a young
mind.

Ron

Jenkins’

Extinction

Song, which will follow James
through a particularly tumultuous
two days, captures the exuberance
and importance of that imaginative
exercise, and yet still seems to miss
something vital about it. Namely,
like a-lot of artists, Jenkins fails to
recognize the inherent problems
with imagination: it’s an escape, a
vacation from reality that leaves
your problems on the doorstep,
waiting for you when you return.
James is an unhappy child who
seemingly has a lot to escape
from, but his problems mostly
stem from one place: his father, a
Mountie, is distant at the best of
times and abusive at the worst,
both of these extremes fuelled by
Labatt 50. To distance himself
from such a beast, James imagines
he was raised by wolves, concocting a full mythology, relegating his
parents to the dismissive roles of
“Steplady” and “Mountie Man.”
When his story gets him in trouble
at schoo] for lying—the figures of
authority, of course, have no time
for flights of fancy—his parents tell
him to cut it out. Faced with being
“extincted,” James instead hatches

a plan to kill the Mountie
preserving his fantasy.

Man,

THU, APRS
SUN,APR19

PAUL BLINOV / blinov@vueweekly.com_

of works that equate a lack or loss
of imagination with deficient
humanity, the harsh, unforgiving
world killing something that

alyzed more strange and creative
interpretations than any other direction in the Shakespeare canon.
“Shakespeare had it easy: there
was a bear-baiting pit down the
street,” says David Belke, an audible

UNTIL SUN, APR 19
TUE- SAT (7:30PM); SUN (1:30 PM & 7:30 PM)

EXTINCTION SONG
REVUEWRITTEN
DIRECTED
BYRONJENKINS

STARRING
ROMPEDERSON
TAME ICETHEATRE (928-101A AVE,
$35-$5

THIS IS ALL brought to vivid life by Pederson, who captures the raw emotions
of a child, as well as the drunken boor-

ishness of the father, beautifully.
There's some danger in making a
grown man play child, but Pederson
never seems like a man in oversized
pajamas: he manages to restrain his
childlike lack of restraint just enough,
whether he’s tearing around the stage
in an Indian headdress or huddléd in a
ball, weeping and waiting in a frozen
car, abandoned by his father, Pederson
also strikes a nice balance between his
innocence being funny and bittersweet, with just enough crossover that
the moments of levity are honest
breaths of fresh air,, while the darkness
still relentlessly encroaches.
It should also be said that Jenkins
gives Pederson a lot to work with in
terms of emotional range: Jenkins has

a good eye and a natural rhythm for
dynamics, and much of the play’s
emotional punch and humour comes
from the interplay of James as wideeyed child with James as disturbed
young boy, both of which Jenkins is
highly attuned to. But until the end of

the play, Jenkins seems unaware, or at
least uninterested, in the parallels
between James’ thinking and his
father’s drinking. James’ escapes are
all excitement and joy, though also
clear security blankets: he runs to the
wolves just when things are getting to

be their worst, whether it’s after being
told to give up his fantasies or being
forgotten in a freezing car. And
though he responds with violence to
the idea of this world being taken
away, there’s no suggestion that it
may be doing him some harm, and no
acknowledgement that this act unites
father and son until the play's close.
There's certainly nothing wrong in
a formal or entertainment sense with
what Jenkins and Pederson have created here: it’s a funny and touching
look at a child trying to cope with life.

But like its protagonist, it hasn't
entirely shaken off its own innocence, making its world a bit more
simple than it really should be. w

grin lining his words. “He could just
go out and borrow a bear. Not so
easy nowadays.

[It’s] hard to get one

on stage, let alone in the city.”
But For Belke, it was a launching
pad, a “good starting point for a little
comedy scene.” That scene, written
about a youthful designer's struggle
to stage the entrance/exit of a furry
beast, became one of about 20 skits,
sketches and scenes that Belke’s
penned for Exit, Pursued by Bard,

his tribute to the works of and world
surrounding Shakespeare.
The show includes a few brief
“sequels” that pick up where the bard
left off, accounts of backstage treachery and “the real reason The Tempest's
Prospero went into exile.” Belke’s even
written a couple of poems for Exit,
which he admits is farther than he
thought he'd take it. The Bard turned
out to be a particularly fruitful muse.
“It was kind of daunting; when I

first envisioned this thing, I thought
it was going to be a 90-minute, oneact show,” Belke says. “Maybe we'd
have 12 scenes, or maybe

15 at the

most. I kept getting ideas, so I kept
writing and writing. Before I knew it,
Thad 20 little things.”

THE AMOUNT OF MILEAGE that Belke's
managed to get riffing on Shakespeare isn’t hard to understand when
you consider just how deep his love
of the Bard goes. It stretches well
into his back-catalogue, in early
works like The Maltese Bodkin, which

EXIT, PURSUED BY BARD

DIRECTED BY TROY O'DONNELL

PREVUE
WRITTEN BY DAVID BELKE

STARRING MATT ALDEN, TOM EDWARDS
NATASHA NAPALEAG, REBECCA STARK
VARSCONA THEATRE (10828~B3AVE), $15- ‘2

reimagined the cast of Richard |// |
the private eye stylings of a film noir
“kind of felt like it was a good lim
to go back to my inspiration and '
roots, in some ways,” Belke explains
“Shakespeare's always been ;
my life, and as a playwright, ther:
escaping the guy, that’s for sure
“Shakepeare’s so much a part (
our culture and our lives,” he con
ues. “Shakespeare‘s"languas«
vades our language, our idioms, ou!
world. His themes and stories ai

familiar for people who haven't eve!
seen the plays.”
Belke had three of Exil's
scrin!s
written before he started working on
the show, or even knew there woul

_ be a full evening to fit them int
They'd been written in anticipal:

of other variety nights like The Gu"
Best Bits, a sometimes-annual Shed
ow Theatre fundraiser that colle:'
Shakespearean shorts, like the one
Belke’s assembled here but !'0"
variety of playwrights and actors
It’s been a few years since th
Bits were put on a stage, howev"!
and in their absence, this Be!’ 4
penned Exit is filling the vo'°

offered Belke a new challenge

°°

well: designing an entire eve!”
around vignettes instead 0! °™
complete, lengthy story.
.
“J've never created a play, OF @“""

lection, like this before,” °° i
admits. “Every time I’ve writte? ©
the theatre, it’s been with one !”
and one plotline and one s!0!

are

So it’s been an interesting pro"
shaping it and putting it all togell”

It’s a very different show for ™* ‘

what's the point of being an a!"
you don't stretch yourself?” ¥
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Get Naked
HOPSCOTCH

Attend an information

session!

April 22 * 7 pm * Room 296
10045 - 156 Street, Edmonton
no

pre-

ee

registration

For more

~

ee

required

info: 780.497.4408

JOSEF BRAUN
hopscotch @vueweekly.com
In the 50 years since its publication,
Naked Lunch has surely repelled more
potential readers than it's attracted, yet
anyone compelled to work through

William S Burroughs’ seminal work knows
how eerily fresh it remains, despite the
novel's refrain of putrefaction. Perhaps it
endures because ofits still-arresting
insights into the nature of addiction—a
public health issue that does not seem to
go away—that Burroughs renders in such
a multitude of forms it becomes a multipurpose metaphor of almost singular resonance. Perhaps it’s because the puzzle
pattern of the text never yields to full
cohesion, remaining tantalizingly just
beyond our grasp. After all, Bill Lee, Burroughs’ alter ego and the closest Naked

book,” presumably on how to generate

more like material, which Burroughs
energetically followed. But while we
can argue over how it might be finessed
in some parts—personally, | think the
abrupt interruption of the “Hauser and
O'Brien” sequence so late in the game
by the belated “preface” kind of drops
the ball—Naked Lunch is not random.

www.MacEwan.ca/ArtsManagement

APR9-APR 15, 2009

against capital punishment.

Burroughs was a frequently masterful
storyteller, if a rigorously fragmentary
one. His first editors were Allen Ginsberg and Jack Kerouac, friends as well
as fellow writers who knew Burroughs
probably better than anyone and would
have had a keen sense of how best to—
literally—collect these pages from the
floor and arrange them. For so much of
Naked Lunch the accumulation of story
fragments follows a propulsive internal

logic and thematic causality, developing
associations, characters, theses and
sense of place, undulating and building
like some demented mock-opera.
“| CAN FEEL the heat closing in...” It
begins as New York crime fiction, allowing us our genre bearings, however
briefly, immediately introducing the
motifs of-escape and paranoia. Bill Lee is
on the run, and once he gets going the

fleeing from one place to another never
lets up. He soon encounters Doctor Benway, the quintessential Burroughs creation, a fountain of sinister wisdom and
wisecracks, a villain of vampiric brilliance
who represents the most innocuous and
dangerous forms of societal control. He's
also good for ribald irreverence toward
the human, body, bragging about how he

Wy;

regaled about the man who taug!

asshole to talk until the asshole took o
a hysterically funny spin on parasitisy
the habit taking control of its mas:
also exemplifies the anal fixation
Naked Lunet’s deep unease with ho.
sexuality, this novel that careen
countless scenes of oddly touching, for
ative homoerotic bonding betweer
and exceedingly graphic and ofte
ly violent gay sex.

The episodes of Naked Lunc
and recede like persistent
hally
tions. But hallucinations are not 1
fancy; they reconstruct and ren:
experience. “Fall asleep read

Burroughs deliberately blur
spectives of half-sleep and \
fess, trusting that there's so
value to be found along the

final passage, “a blueprint, a How-To

into ;;

blue movie Edenic deathless adoles:
orgy of bizarre intercourse and orgas;
hangings that doubles as a prot

the words take on code signifi

phy and, as the author attests in the

- ONLINE:

fecund and deadly “Interzone,”

Lunch has to a protagonist, seems always

the contrary, Burroughs was indeed an
entertainer.
Naked Lunch is a lot of things, among
them memoir, satire, science-fiction,
vaudeville, metaphysical travelogue,
hard-boiled junky pulp, grand guignol,
pharmacological dissertation, avantgarde prose poem, hardcore pornogra-

PART-TIME. - FULL-TIME
THE CHOICE IS YOURS

rusty sardine can. The US will bleed j;),
Latin America, into North Africa, into

to be departing, always refusing to sit for
his appointed interrogations. Perhaps it’s
the flamboyant grotesquerie and gallows
humour, since besides Swift I'm not sure
of any writer who's mixed this particular
cocktail so deftly. Though he’s testified to

ARTS AND
ULTURAL
MANAGEMENT

once performed an appendectomy wit)

And at its most lyrical, Burr
prose displays an intoxicatior
guage itself that inevitably aligr
Joyce, sex and all. The comp

images couples with the ache of
ing memories. Following an act o
tid sexual climax, Burroughs
write
train roars through him whistle
.. boat whistle, foghorn, sky roc
burst over oily lagoons ... p
arcades open into a maze of dirty pi
tures ...” And a paragraph later
jumps like a broken ee :
boys are old men . .” Overtt
this one page we see ecs
an effect most commonly at tribul
death: cryptically, William Burrough
life is flashing before our eyes
If you know anything about Bu
who died in 1997 at the age of
know that his writing, idea
phy are inextricably me
probably know that in Mexico Ci
1951 he accidentally shot and kill:
wife, Joan Vollmer, while performin:
drunken game of William Tell.
eventually write about this event as

'0

ever haunting him yet ironically function
ing as the catalyst for his writin

at

but in Naked Lunch the only ghost

o!

memory of Vollmer appears and quick’)
disappears at the close of one of one °
the more lucid autobiograph'
episodes. In Cuernavaca or Taxco—"
can’t remember which—Lee and “Jan
smoke weed with some pimp and
flees in a fit of paranoia, finally
a bus on his own back to Mexico
year later in Tangier,” he then writes
heard she was dead.”
David Cronenberg was right to
his film of Naked Lunch.an overt !
of the novel and Burroughs’ life
Vollmer’s death at the forefront

roughs’ novel has been rightfully h
ed for speaking dark truths about
evils and human frailty, but in ™
blatant the foop that keeps Bill Le

ent
cling back to confront the horrific eY
1
that formed the poisoned nuclev hy
Fyne
Burroughs’ work, Cronenberg’ss +!ner
was more naked by far. w

heed to separate you?
feels more like an avalanche than a collection
, Design Plays
fh Others is a some;

ard collection of
tation by the

Design classes (in both
acked

with work, and in

}
gallery setting it's often
:

to even get a good look at

e work, let alone understand it
mpletely. Addto this the uneven
el ofthe work and it’s quite a bit to

akieinat once.
But there’s another awkward com-

exity

thatisspecific to the BDes

v. As well as being a chance for

he grads to show off their best work,
ie show and the catalogue fulfills a
role in a way that the oth-

rwise similar upcoming BFA show
does not. Some portion of the class

will be trying to get design jobs followg their graduation, and this is an
chance for them to make an
es ion.
This could be a stretch, but
feelthat perhaps this can help to
(plain some of the strange choices in
the show: it certainly explains the

of business cards, nicely laid out
for the viewer to take on a table with a
“please do not touch” sign, or stuck
into the metal of a lamp. It also perhaps begins to explain some of the

E

WTI SAL,APT
DESIGN PLAYS WELL
WITH OTHERS
BACHELOR
OFDESIGN208GRADUATE BHITION
> FAB
GALLERY
(12ST887ANE)

choices of what is on display, as a very
large quantity of the work in Design
Plays Well With Others feels unfortu
nately like student exercises.
Perhaps the grads feel that it’s
important to.demonstrate that they are
capable of following directions, as
“that’s undeniably important if your
immediate career goals involve working in a cubicle at a design firm as their
junior employee, but I find it quite baffling how many of the grads are willing
to put up unexciting work, in this, their
big show. The worst are the posters of
industrial design projects—a necessary
compromise, since it’s impossible for
all of the full-size objects to be on dis-

The students have exercises in classy,
serif-set, book-style typography, and
they have exercises in friendly diagrams and helpful messages in Helvetica-like faces. Even when the exact
exercises aren't repeated, the work
takes on an air of sameness.

NOT ALL THEWORK fits into this pattern.
If you have patience and an eye, you
can find interesting work by young
designers who are unafraid to show
their personality in this show. Sometimes it’s hard to find, or impossible to
view completely, as in the case of a thin
book by Sergio Serrano, open only
barely enough to catch a glimpse of
what is apparently a hand-printed interior (although Serrano seems to have
more work on display than anyone

play, even if they actually exist,
although the university's 3D printer
helps a lot here. Hung next to work by

Sarangi
Sorgio
“Ungezietor,”

else, at least at a glance). Some designrs you may not notice at all unless you
pick up the catalogue, where Alex
Bigg’s work stands out even though it
made little impression on me in the
gallery, since it contains radically different work than the displays.
Overall, Design Plays Well With
Others seems to lack the features in

itself that its participants are trying to
show in their work, and although the
individual pieces are sometimes
paragons of simplicity and cleanliness, the collection is an avalanche
and in their efforts to sell themselves
the grads collectively seem willing to
compromise the good work they've
already done. v

Not ail Back Surgery

people who have actually been work-

is Created Equal.

ing on making good posters for the last
several years, these fall flat, and make
the product designs they are meant to
showcase look poor. But the VCD grads
have their own trouble: most of the
, work fits neatly into two categories.

Neither are the

Surgeons Performing

puBLicART

the Procedures.
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Get the Facts - Attend Our Seminar
Our surgeons have the education, experience
and expertise not found at any other spine

The Bonati Institute pioneered the development of
minimally invasive, laser spine surgery. The Bonali

5
AJ

center. Toke the first step to regain your
active lifestyle by calling The Bonati Institute.

Procedures are the world standard for advanced
spine surgery, having been performed successfully

Pe”
|

a

more than 35,000 times.

Back and Neck Pain Seminar
Saturday, April 25,9 AM

"Make back and neck pain a thing of the past
~ Join the thousands who have experienced the

4

+ Performed under local anesthesia

|

Coast Edmonton Plaza Hotel

=) benefits of The Bonati Procedures:

ty

;

Pamgdoiadion. Refreshments served. |
|

i

+ No in-hospital stay required
+ Incisions are less than one inch
» Minimal blood loss
+ Less scar tissue

i

(866) 298-7513 |www.bonati.com

» Faster recovery

mHEBonatiinstitute’
25 YEARS OF EXCELLENCE

North America « Europe + South America
A world-class destination for spinal surgery
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wood, glass artworks, aswell asceramics, washiChigin-e, and photographs by various artists
EXTENSION GALLERY BE Sq.

780.492.9166 © RIGHT PLACE, RIGHT TIME:

Photographs by Mark Morris, from a University
Centenary safe © Reception: Apr 9, 5-7pm *
Until May

FINE ARTS BUILDING
GALLERY Rim1-1, Fine
ArtsBldg,112St,89Ave (780.492.2081)
DESIGN PLAYS WELLS WITH OTHERS: ABachelor
BRIAN WEBB DANCE-PPS DANSE:
DIASPORAMA Timms Centre , 112 St, 87 Ave,
U of A © By choreographers Dunberry and _
Gingras and dancer Pierre-Paul Savoie © Until
Apr 9, 8pm © $25 (adult)/$15 (student/senior)
at TIX on the Square

IN RAGA-MALA
SOCIETY—ODISS! Myer Horowitz Theatre, U
of A, 780.445.7771 © Odissi dancers from

India * Sat, Apr 11 © $20 (adult)/$15
(senior/member)/$10 (student) at the door

GALLERIES/MUSEUMS
AJ OTTEWELL
ART CENTRE 590 Broadmoor
Boulevard, Sherwood Park, 780.449.4443©Spring
Show and Sale: presented by the Art Society of

Strathcona County * Apr 17-19 Opening reception: Fri night, artists in attendance
ARTERY 9535 Jasper Ave © JESUS, IS.ITOKAYIF

TOP 30 FOR THE WEEK OF A
1. Neko Case - Middle Cyclone (anti)

2.Buddy & Julie Miller - Written inChalk (new west)

"4,Dan Auerbach - Keep ItHid(nonesuch)
5,Justin Townes Earle - Midnight AtTheMovies (bloodshot)
6.Propagandhi
- Supporting Caste (smallman)
7. Rachelle Van Zanten — Where Your Garden Grows (rvz)

9.M.Ward—Hold
Time(merge) _
10.V/A—Dark
Was The Night (4ad)
11. Bonnie ‘Prince’ Billy - Beware (drag city)
12. Animal Collective - Merriweather Post Pavilion (domino)
13.Elvis Perkins - Dreamland
(xi)
14. Chris lssak— Mr.Lucky (reprise)

Legendary Troubadour Explores
Depression-Era Blues Classics with
Producer Joe Henry. Ramblin' Jack Elliott
will release his long-anticipated follow-up
to his 2006 ANTI- Record debut | Stand
Alone on April 7th 2009, entitled A Stranger
Here. Working with producer Joe Henry
(Bettye LaVette, Solornon Burke, Elvis
Costello/Allen Toussaint), the 77 year old
Elliott sings and plays acoustic guitar, and
is backed by a stellar collection of
musicians handpicked by Henry, among
them Van Dyke Parks and David Hidalgo

"10355
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architecture * Apr 18-June 14

and violence are integral to this history.

(senior/student); $5 (6-12yrs)/free (5yrs and
under)/$20 (family—2 adults, 4 children)
BEARCLAW GALLERY 10403-124 St,
780.482.1204 © THE MAP MAKERS: Artworks by
Michael Robinson * Apr 18-31¢ Opening reception: Sat, Apr 18, 1-4pm; artist in attendance
CENTRE D'ARTS VISUELS DE [ALBERTA
9103-95 Ave, 780.461.3427 * Group show by
members © Until Apr 15

CENTRE GALLERY Allen sl Son
ee
Centre, 5005-28 Ave, 780.756.
°N
WORK: Artworks by Martin Garber-Conrad, and

Allen Gray residents * Until Apr 29

CHRISTL BERGSTROM'S RED GALLERY 962182 Ave, 780.498.1984 © CAR CULTURE: Oil paintings by Christ! Bergstrom © Until Apr 30
COMMON SENSE 10545-115 St, 780.482.2685 «
IMAGES OF SOUTH AMERICA: Photographs by
jance
CROOKED POT GALLERY 4912-51 Ave, Stony
Plain, 780.963.9573 ¢ NATURAL SELECTION:
Marilyn Henker’s eee aera) e JUGS
AND MUG; Pottery by Betty
Schultz; until Apr 30
DOUGLAS UDELL GALLERY 10332-124 St, 780488-4445 SPRING MIX:Artworks by Mary Pratt,
Robert Lemma, Andrew Alco, and many more
gallery artists and new acquisitions *

‘e Ave. Shop online at megatunes.com 434-6342

WWEWIEEKISY

McMULLEN GALLERY U of A
St, 780.407.7152 © WINNIPEG'S

7-9pm © Free (member)/$10 (adult/$7

d

LOFT GALLERY A. J. Ottewell Arts Centre, 590
Broadmoor Blvd, Sherwood Park, 780.998.3091
* BEGINNINGS: Art Society of Strathcona

June 7© KRISTY TRINIER: OTHERWORLD: Re-

Russell Bingham © Apr 17-May 1 * Opening
eens ti, Apr 17, 7-11 pm; artist in atten-

EGATH

10am-5pm © Featuring artworks by various artists

LACOMBE RECREATION SERVICES 5432-56
Poste a 403-782-1266 © Art exhibit «
pr 1 /-

POLAROIDS addresses questions of power, masculinity and desire with nas of nudity and sexual activity. This content will disturb some and
inspire others. Parents and educators are encouraedto preview the exhibition; until May 18 «
Attila Richard Lukaes: sue
Out the Demons, Wed, Apr 15, 8pm * LEAVIN
OLYMPIA: Unveiling the Idealized Nude; until May
18 © A SENSE SUBLIME: 19th Centu:
Landscapes; until June 28 © Inside ArtLecture
f
and the Museum:Dr.Douglas
Sadao Aoki, Art on the Social Divide, Thu, Apr 9,

(Los Lobos).

OFRIEHO US at My!

"

780.433.5807 © LIFE LINES: Fibre arts by a

100, 10230 Jasper Ave, 780.422.6223 ©
KOSHASHIN: The Hall Collection of 19th Centu
Photographs of Japan; until June 7 * HIROSHIG
ANDO:
THE 53 STATIONS OF THE TOKAIDO
ROAD: Printmaker Ando Hiroshige'’s famous series

Sexuality

ON SALE Now!

Helen Rogers, Liz Sullivan ¢ Until Apr
WEST END GALLERY 12308 Jasper Ave,

780.488.4892 ® An exhibition of recent works |
Nixie Barton and Grant Leier ¢ Opening recep

Sat, Apr 18, 10-5pm, artists in attendance 1 4m

LITERARY
AUDREYS BOOKS 10702 Jasper Ave,
780.423.3487 © Poetry Nights the 2nd Fri each

Month ® Book launch of Maggi Feehan’s debut
novel, The Serpent's Veil Sat, Apr 11, 3pm

BLUE CHAIR CAFE 9624-76 Ave, 780.469.8755 »
Story Slam: every third Wed of the month

CARROT CAFE 9351-118 Ave, 780.471.1590 »
Carrot Writing Circle © Every Tue, 7-Spm; A cri

tique circle the 4th Tue every month

CITY ARTS CENTRE 10943-84 Ave,

Roman; until Apr 18

lorris; The history of art is rich with images that
are provocative
and challenge societal norms.

RAMBLIN
JACK ELLIOTT
A STRANGER HERE

FIELD AND FLORA: Fiber artworks by Margo
Fiddes and woodworks by Dale Kalbfleisch «
Bpering reception: Apr 18, 12-4pm and Ap; 1g
12-3pm; artists in attendance
VISUAL ARTS ALBERTA 31d FI, 10215-1;
780.421.1731 © PRISM: Laurie MacFayden

KAMENA 5718 Calgary Tr S, 780.944.9497 «
Mon-Wed, Fri 10am-6pm; Thu 10am-7pm; Sat

and text); until June 7 « POLAROIDS: Uae
HiAttila Richard Lukacs selected by Michael

30. Neil Young — Sugar Mountain: Live AtCanterbury House (reprise)

JEFF ALLEN GALLERY Strathcona Place

ay
TU GALLERY 10718-124 St, 780.452.9664 «

month © Until June, 8pm; $3 (free first time}
KASBAR LOUNGE below Yiannis Tavera, 104

islet
medieval Japanese Noh Theatre
playinto three separate elements (audio, video

29, John Frusciante — The Empyrean (record collection)

© WORKING TITLE: 2nd part of an installation
poient by 3rd year visual art students from Red
Jeer College, First part is at the Red Deer College
Library © Until Apr 17

STUDIO GALLERY11 Perron Street, St. A\p<,
® THE EMMA SERIES: Paintings by Pat
Wagensveld © Until Apr 25

TELUS WORLD OF SCIENCE 11211-14) «,
Hey © THE ART OF THE BRICK™:

MEDIUM IN FIBRE ART; Until Apr 18 * CASKET
COVERS: PETE
until Apr 18 ©
BACKYARD ART: NATURAL IMPRESSIONS: Margie
Davidson; until ars18 © IN JESUS’ NAME: Matt

of Ukiyo-e woodblock prints from 1833-1834; until

27. Willie Nelson & Asleep At The Wheel ~ Willie & The Wheel (bismeaux)
28. Andrew Bird - Noble Beast (fat possum)

FAVA/Harcourt House Video Installation Class ©

Thu, May 14, 6-8pm

780.932.4409 ¢ TALES. Monthly Storytelling

pr

24. Soundtrack Of Our Lives— Communion (yep roc)
25. Jill Barber — Chances (outside)
26. Kasey Chambers & Shane Nichols ~ Rattlin’ Bones (sugar hill)

Library Main Fl, Sir Winston Churchill Square,
780.496.7030 ¢ SHOW OFF: Teen art show *
Until Apr 30
GALLERY IS Alexander Way, 5123-48 St, Red
Deer, 403.341.4641 * CANADIAN CLOTHESLINEA BRIEF LOOK AT OUR INTIMATES: Paintings by
Justina Smith © Until Apr 25
HARCOURT HOUSE 31d FI, 10215-112 St,
780.426.4180 © Main Gallery: CATACLYSMIC
RESCUE MISSION: \nstallation byLiz Miller ©
Front Room: THE WAITING ROOM.

VeyBemt at ke|
.
fe

EXION: Paintings pra Reimer; until June

group called Filamenta * Until Apr 30
JOHNSON GALLERY * Southside: 7711-85 St,
780.465.6171; Artworks byvarious artists ¢
Northside: 11817-80 St, 780.479.8424; Artworks
by various artists © Through April

ART GALLERY OF ALBERTA Enterprise Square,

| 20. The Derek Trucks Band Already Free (sony)
| 21. Maeleine Peyroux - Bare Bones (rounder)
22. Geoff Bemer— Klezmer Mongrels (jericho beach)
23. A.C. Newman — Get Guilty (last gang)

GALLERY AT MILNER omy A. Milner

9, 6-8pm © To view contact:
ley,
iNC.ca ¢
2; opening reception:

Senior Centre, 10831 University Ave,

Albert, 780.459.3679 » KALEIDOSCOPE OF
NATURAL TREASURES: Photographs by Mike
horns and Tammy Saunders opens © Until

17. Brett Dennen - Hope For The Hopeless (dualtone)
18.Buried Inside - Spoils OfFailure (relapse)
19. Romi Mayes —Achin InYer Bones (romi mayes)

© Artworks by [om Gale © Until

Until Apr 25

ART BEAT GALLERY 26 St. Anne Street, St.

15. Yeah Yeah Yeah's - It'sBlitz! (interscope)
16. Napalm Death - Time Waits For No Slave (century media)

jee
pr

HARRIS-WARKE GALLERY-RED DEER
Sunworks, 4924 Ross St, Red Deer, 403,346,8937

Gould; Until Apr 18 © Di
si
DRAWING FROM NATURE: Textile artist Dana

8. Deep Dark Woods - Winter Hours (black hen)

FRONT GALLERY 12312 Jasper Ave,

| HAVEA GIRLFRIEND?: Nina HaggertyCentre for

AGNES BUGERA GALLERY 12310 Jasper Ave,
780.482.2854 ® PROFUSIONS: Artworks byJamie
Evrard and Jane Adams; until Apr 16 © WESTERN
SKY VISTAS: Artworks by Terry Fenton; opening:
Sat, Apr 18, 2-4pm; artist in attendance; Apr 18-30
ALBERTA
CRAFT COUNCIL 10186-106 St,
780.488.6611 ¢ INTENSIONS: MESSAGE AND.

_ 8.Mastodon ~ Crack TheSkye(reprise)

FRINGE GALLERY 10516 Whyte Ave, bsmt of

relationships and sex ® Until Apr 18

the Arts artists explore themes of love, romance,

:

of Design Grad Show © Until Apr 11

the Paint Spot, 780.432.0240 © Artworks by
Eugenia Castaneda * Through April

GALLERIES 1253, 1259-91 St © East
BLESSING:
etchings byOksan;
Moveha; until May5;opening reception: Thy, Ap;

Until Apr 19

ELECTRUM GALLERY 12419 Stony Plain Rd,_
jewel
Stein, Neatin
Jeol
bnWe Miconie, JJanet San
xg StenKuneBayot Heer, Jesper Jensen Dietje
Hagedoom, John Blair, Jackie Anderson. Paintings,

ARTS

County © Until Apr 25

Hospital, 8440-112
ARCHITECTURE:

Fibre artworks focusing on the City of Winnipeg's

MCPAG (Multicultural Centre Public Art
— 5411-51 St, Stony Plain, 780.963.2777 ©
BEARING WITNESS: eines by Gaye Oxford,
Jean Tait; until Apr 29 © Dining Room Gall
Prints by Aagnieszka Doziarz; until May 21

MICHIF CULTURAL AND METIS RESOURCE

INSTITUTE 9 Mission Ave, St. Albert,
780.651.8176 © Aboriginal Veterans Display ®
Gift Shop * Finger weaving and sash display
by Celina Loyer
NINA HAGGERTY Sia
Gallery, 9704-111 Ave,
780.474.7611 © TEACHINGS FROM A
KISKINOHAMATOKAMIKOHK: LEARNING FROM
CHILDREN’S PHOTOGRAPHS: Presented by Hedy
Bach, Merle Kennedy © Until Apr 18
PETER ROBERTSON GALLERY—MAIN
10183-112 St, 780.452.0286 * COLOURS-NEW
PAINTINGS: Paintings by Giuseppe Albi
PETER ROBERTSON GALLERY-2 12304
Jasper Ave, 780.455.7479 ¢ INFUSION:
Encaustics by Susana Espinoza © Until Apr 25
PROFILES PUBLIC ART GALLERY 19 Perron
St, St. Albert, 780.460.4310 * A WAY INTO
PLACE: Artworks BEueine Busby, Cee Delpart,
Judith Martin and Bruce Thompson © Until Apr
12 © CITY ARTEXPOSURE: a 16-May 2;
Opening reception: Thu, Apr 16, 7-Spm

ROYAL ALBERTA MUSEUM 12845-102 Ave,
780.453.9100 ARTE
EN LACHARRERIA:
Craftsmanship and design distinctive to the
Mexican

cowboy ® Until Apr 13

SCOTT GALLERY 10411-124 St, 780.488.3619
© SPRING RENEWAL: Still life series by Pamela
Thurston, oil paintings by Patty Ampleford,

rints by Akiko Taniguchi, and st
by
ynn Malin; until Apr 11 © AFTER MANET:
Paintings by Leslie Poole; Apr 18-May 5; opening reception: Sat, Apr 18, 2-4pm
SNAP GALLERY 10309-97 St, 780.423.1492 ©

Circle: Tell stories or come to listen; 2nd Fri ea

wal Ave ® Sofa King-the series:

the aug Boeke © Every Wed until
(sign-up), 8pm (show)

presented |

May 27,7

ROSIE'S 10475-80 Ave, 780.439.7211 © TALE:

EDMONTON STORYTELLING CAFE TALES

Alberta League Spel gstiytallin open

© First
Thueach month, 7-Spm * Pay-What-¥.1
Will (min $6); info at 780.932.4409
STRATHCONA PUBLIC LIBRARY Program
Room, 780.462.4146 © Seven Deadly Sins by

mic

Eileen Bell, Roxanne Felix, Tina Hunter, and Billie
Milholland, book launch © Sat, Apr 18, 2-4:30pq

UPPER CRUST CAFE 10909-86 Ave,
780.422.8174 © THE POETS’ HAVEN. Monday

Night reading series presented by Stroll of Poets «
Every Mon, 7pm © $5 door

THEATRE
CHIMPRO V Varscona Theatre, 10229-8

780.433.3399 ® Rapid Fire Theatre present

comedy every Sat, 11pm, except for the last
Sat of each month until June 13 © $10/38

(member) at TIX on the Square

DEATHTRAP Walterdale Playhouse, 10322-t

Ave © By tra Levin © Until Apr 11, 8pm ¢
$16 at TIX on the Square

$1

DIE-NASTY Varscona Theatre, 10329-83

Ave

780.433.3399 © Live improvised soap opera
directed by Dana Andersen ® Every Mon, Spi
EXIT PURSUED BY BARD Varscona Theatre

10329-83 Ave * Acme Shakespeare Project by

David Belke, inspired by and celebrating the
play
of Shakespeare * Apr 9-19, Tue-Sat 8pm, Sal

Sun 2pm © $20 (adult}/$15 (student/senior) at tlh
on the Square; Sat mat: PWYC (door)
EXTINCTION SONG Citadel's Rice Theatre, 922"
101A Ave * Written and directed by Ron Jenkin
and performed by Ron Pederson. Part of the Av
Series © Until Apr 19, 7:30pm; mat: 1:30pm
LOVE ACCORDING TO JOHN Jubilee
Auditorium Alberta Lyric Theatre * Until A;
11 ® Tickets available at Christian
Publications, 780.451.1313

THE LOVE LIST Mayfield Dinner Theatre,
16615-109 Ave, 780.483.4051 © ByNorm
Foster. A comic spin on the quest for per'e’
© Until Apr 12 © $55-$85
SEXY GALS IN THE CITY Jubilations Dinne’

Theatre, 8882-170 St, Phase Il, WEM,

780.484.2424 © A spoof on the popular IV a
show set love songs from the ‘70s and ‘l/s
Until June 7

299
THEATRESPORTS Varscona Theatre, 1032

SCENT OF MEMORY: Print art by Guy Langevin

83 Ave, 780.448.0695 © Rapid Fire Theatre
weekly insane improv show * eer Fri{t }pn
© Until July 31 © $10/$8 (member) at TIX 0"
the Square

SPRING GALLERY WALK Galleries; Peter

THE TIMEKEEPERS Westbury
TransAlta Arts Barns, 10330-84

© Until Apr 11

Robertson, West End, Agnes Bugera, Bearclaw,
Scott, Dougal Udell, Electrum, TU, Sun and

Moon © 124 Street Gallery

Walk area between

Theatre.
Ave,
==
Apr 14-19 ® Tickets available at Fringe The"

780.409.1910 © Fringe Theatre Adventures °
box office, at tickets.fringetheatre.ca

123 St, Jasper Ave; 124 Stand Stony Plain Rd
to 124 St and 107 Ave © Sat, Apr 18, 10am5pm-Sun, Apr 19, 12-4pm

WIZARD OF OZ Citadel's Shoctor Theatre

SPRUCE GROVE ART GALLERY-SPRUCE
GROVE Melcor Cultural Centre, 35, 5 Ave,
Spruce Grove, 780.962.0664 * Biannual

Baum, music and lyrics byEY Harbura. Par! °
the Mainstage Series ¢ Apr 1EMey 4, ‘el

Instructors Show © Until Apr 18

9828-101 Ave, 780.425.1820 © By L Fiat

7:30pm, mat 1:30 pm ® Tickets at the Citad®
box office
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every com

illusion of freedom or the way one sees
oneself reflected in one’s surroundings.
KR: Well, my first film, River ofGrass, is
also a road movie. The characters set
out to embody the mythology of the
toad movie but never even get out of
their neighbourhood. I seem to have
specialized in stalled road movies for
some reason. There's no release or
power until there’s movement, and
maybe that’s a sort of metaphor for
not being able to have a piece of that
pie that is the American dream

is the stoic young

woman setting out in the
hopes
of finding work in

a's fisheries. Lucy's her dog, and
by far the most beloved person in
endy’s
life. They get stalled in Oregon
ynen their carbreaks
down, and with a
udget that’s unforgiving of unforeseen
bstacles, their journey
ripped from the
ages ofJack London is already in dan-

er of a most un-romantic collapse.

Vendy’s troubles
are exacerbated bya
un-in with the police, some unwanted
tention from strange forest dwellers,
ind, worstof all, Lucy's disappearance.
A girl needs to find her dog and fix
her car: Wendy and Lucy is so
freshingly simple and immediate it
jeems almost a throwback to the

VW: Your films do retain these distinctive themes and atmospheres despite
there being a considerable gap

between River of Grass and Old Joy.
Throughout all these years, have you
deliberately set about nurturing a certain sensibility? Would you say you
have a Specific strategy?
Kf: | don’t Know that there's a strategy.
When I made River of Grass it was with a

isk-oriented narratives of Italian
jeo-realism. Yet Kelly Reichardt's

hird feature, which stars Michelle
Villiams and Reichardt’s own pooch,
rich in atmosphere and in implicaions about how we live today, our
ortress of ostensible prosperity, and
© among us is most in danger of
lipping through its cracks. Reichardt
ind Jonathan Raymond adapted the
film from Raymond's story “Train
Song," and, for all the desperation,
he call of those long steel rails is
ndeed alluring, as are the images that
call the photography of Walker
Evans or Gary Winogrand. It begins
pth the sounds of a tune softly
ummed and a passing train. It ends
jth
:
the image of a landscape blurSuch elements have become

cichardt’s signature. Her previous
im, 2006's Old Joy, about two old

ends

who reunitetogo camping and
to realize how time has silently

ed the Pacific Northwest in the

mpany
ofcharacters who exude a

FAILAPA10,SUN,APR12,TUE.APR14 (7PM)
SAT,APL},
THE,APR13 (9PM)

WENDY AND LUCY

DVRECTED BY NELRELCRARDT
DRAMA
WRITENBYJOWATHAN 84YMOND, RECHARDT

STARRING MICHELLE WILLIAMS,WALLYBAUD
WIL PATION
METRO CEMA(428-104 ANE)
KKK

crews and skeletal budgets. Her sets
operate more like campsites than corporations, and that’s how she likes it.
The posh comforts of the hotel room
where we met during last September’s Toronto International Film Festival seemed a somewhat incongruous
place to discuss such an arduous, nofrills production. But the fussiness of
our surroundings fell away soon
enough, and we could have just as
easily been sitting round a fire in
Mount Hood National Forest.

ainn cincegee ogthconformity.
Vue Weakly: There‘s this quality to
Michelle Williams in Wendy and Lucy |
hadn't seen before, a severity, a containment that builds to this transcendent, almost Bressonian level of
release when we finally get to see her
smile. Is it a gamble, figuring out how
long audiences will go along with this
kind of restraint?
Kelly Reichardt: That was our ongoing con-

versation. It was a little nerve-wracking
for Michelle, but it was important for us
to stick with it. It’s funny you mention
Bresson because | was thinking of
Bresson’s Mouchette a lot while shooting, Itsprotagonist
isacharacter who's

really buttoned down emotionally and
it's only through small gestures that we
gain any access to her interior world.
Joan Bennett in Max Ophiils' The Reckless Moment is another example of a
woman who we see really just dealing

with the tasks at hand and it’s only at
the very end where we see that singlemindedness start to break down. So
those are examples of this idea working brilliantly. But basically, { just think
that when you consider what's in store
for Wendy, going off to work in the
canneries, which is a pretty rough and
tumble scene, she can’t be this delicate

flower. I thought of Wendy as someone
who just keeps looking at her to-do list,
who worries about what's right in front
of her, because the big picture would
just be too overwhelming. ! think the
tipping moment with the scary homeless guy in the park is really, amongst
other things, a realization of how close
her situation is to his.
WW: That scene strikes me in one sense
as a response to the end of Old Joy,
where we last see Will Oldham’s Kurt
looking kind of lost on this street at
night, and we're not sure what he's destined for. We're left with a sense that he
may not be that well equipped to move
forward in his own life and there's
something about those people surrounding him that makes him uncomfortable, something he recognizes.
Kf: | think for Kurt it’s more a lifestyle
choice, though it still addresses questions regarding how the accepted way
to live in America continues to narrow.
How does anyone who doesn’t fit

FILM

inside that mode! operate? We're in the
middle of this election just now, com
ing off the heels of the Republican convention and the much-celebrated Sarah
Palin speech, which I thought really laid
bare the absolute animosity towards
people that are living in peril or dealing
with poverty. It's not just that we don’t
care about you. It’s aggressive. There's
this meanness to it.
With Wendy and Lucy, Jon Raymond
and | started by thinking about the
aftermath of Katrina, this attitude that
says, “If these people had their shit

together they wouldn't be in the situation they're in.” We were wondering
about how you pull yourself up if you
don’t have an inheritance, if you've
gone to a shitty school, if you don’t
have a job that offers you anything
other than a paycheque to get you
through the week. If you have the
drive but lack the financial or social
means, can you really get a toehold in
the middle class? So we took this
classic American “go west” impulse,
this character who does have the
drive and desire and determination to

13-person crew. People didn’t get along
I was young, and every day was really a

struggle. But when | made Ode, which
was shot on Super 8 and had only two
actors and a two-person crew, which

included myself, there was this thrilling
intimacy. It was just the ultimate artistic
experience. In between River and Ode
there'd been these lost years where I
was supposed to make this much bigger
film and I went to LA. It never materialized and it was a very hard experience.
But then I just went back to what | did in
college. | dug out my Super 8 camera
and had this epiphany. 1 discovered the
sort of environment where I felt | could

be creative. A lot of people | know can
really feed off of the stress of a bigger
production, but it’s not for me. So with
Old Joy it was a crew of six, two actors
and a dog. We went and rented these
cabins, lived in this old growth forest

we made a road movie. Now, hopefully all that stuff falls away and what
you finally see when you're actually
watching the film is a personal story.

and ate dinner around the fire at night
There wasn’t a lot of separation
between the actors and the crew. You're
all in it together, finding it together.
With Wendy and Lucy we again tried
to keep the apparatus as small-as possible. So Michelle really had to come
into our world. We'd have to say to
her, “I know this isn’t what you're used
to, but when you're done with that
scene pick up that apple box and bring

VW: Both Wendy and Lucy and Old Joy
have characters that don’t really traverse a lot of distance, yet these films
indeed really capture an essence of the
road movie. They engage in a dialogue
with those themes the best road
movies tend to address, such as the

into it. There's something about having
everything that small, you know,
there's no one watching us, no producers coming to set to see what we're
doing. And I guess this has sort of
become my method. For however long
we can pull it off. We'll see. v

get herself into a better situation, and

it over here.” [Laughs] And she just got

APR ~ APA 15,2009
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utterly unaffected, quite literally just

PIECES

setting up a tripod and letting the camera run. The trouble comes mostly in the
disparity between how the camera is

DIRECTED BY SEAN CORBETT
WRITTEN BY CORBETT, JACOB COOPER
STARRING PHILLIP LINDHOLM, CARLAVIEGAS
THU, APA 9(7PM); METRO CINEMA (9028 - 101A AVE)
SHOWING AS PART OF THE FAVA FRESHWORKS SERIES
kk
- DAVID BERRY / david@vueweekly.com

be viewed

A minimalist, unadorned aesthetic has
existed in film basically ever since people
started experimenting with the more stylized methods of filmmaking. And yet it
remains a difficult trick to pull off: for
Many years, just making an image look
“natural” on film took a hefty amount of
preparation, and though the digital revolution has removed that somewhat, by now

we're so accustomed to the edits and
angles of film's rapidly moving images
that stripping them away is often the more
discombobulating artistic choice.
Local filmmaker Sean Corbett’s feature debut, Pieces, has some trouble
Navigating the complexities of its minimalist style. A series of three vignettes
meditating on the complicated nature of
young love, it’s filmed basically in its
entirely with medium-length, unbroken,
Static shots, not so much voyeuristic as

GARNEAU
theatre
8712 - 109 Street - 455-0728

“ONE OF7 Moats
THE YEAR'S
ELAR YsBEST!”
“SUPERB!”
Rearroosts err
“_.-BEAUTIFUL
AND
HAUNTING.”
= DAVIO OGY,
MEW YORKER

Artist

ATTILA

vim

A

RICHARD

LUKACS

being a good movie, an informed 3p, |
challenging movie, it's also a bait an
switch. While the title, trailer and press

kit promise a movie that “investiqat
one of the most debated ‘what if’ sce
narios,”

it actually just investigate

President Kennedy's behaviours ang
behavioural patterns as president, an
leaves you to then extrapolate tha
information on your own terms
In six chapters, writer and direci

Koji Masutani, along with Blight lecturing in crisp black-and-white, thoroughi,
dissect Kennedy's short time as pres)
dent, and how he handled six chance
go to war. Cuba, Laos, Berlin, Vietnam
Cuba again, Vietnam again—in each cjisis he was pressured by his staff and
advisors to send in the troops. Each tir
he rejected them. He was an anti-war
president. Even though he did send some
soldiers to Vietnam—about 16 000 2
the time of his assassination—tha
number exploded to about 500 000 wit
Lyndon B Johnson.
So, yes, the answer to the question the
Movie sets out to ask (literally—it's asked

at the end), “Does it matter who is presi
dent on issues of war and peace?” is ye

tk

you, the player, are the 35th

But that’s hardly a thought experimen
that’s merely cause and effect. Had Gore
been president from 2000 to 2008, the
world would be a very different place, ta
Had the publisher of Vue Weekly never
been born, you'd have something else o1
nothing in your hands. The challenge |
not asking “what if,” it's answering
How would Vietnam, or the world, be dif
ferent if Kennedy had lived? Unfortunately
the people who promise to deliver an edu

cated prediction don't.

:

But if the title were changed to JFK
His Decision Making, this is an excellent documentary. In a way, it’s even

more legitimate than the alluring idea
It is, at least, examining real, docu
mented facts which cannot be accusee
of béing counterintuitive or dangerous
So if you go in knowing what you '¢
getting, and are prepared to take ils
sentiment back with you for some mer
tal homework, than Virtual JFK is ¢
solid documentary.

¢ 7 art
w

FILL in the BLANKS
at FAVA

VIDEO KITCHEN SCREENING:

FAVA

April 23, 7pm at Metro

AUDITIONING AND uae
i118, 11am-!
FA\
10/ mem $132/

of

Foun idaatior

Whether you perceive it as a prod

tive thought experiment, a Myaste of
time or harmful revisionism, Virtualjr)
is a disappointment—at least if yj)’.
there for it's virtual aspect. De

Bue SHOP a 5 - June 5th
and Th
Ni
Hoew mem $1 oa
en (+GST)

All Metro screenings are held at Zeidler Hall in the Citadel Theatre, 9828-101 A Ave.
For more information, call 425-9212. or logon to Pe
erinen aang
support

WRITTEN AND DIRECTED BY KOJ1 MASUTAN
FRI, APA 10)SUN, APR 12,TUE,
APA14 (8PM)
SAT, APR.1T, MON, APR 13 (7PM)
METRO CINEMA (9828-101A AVE)

used, albeit satirically, in The Confederate

States of America.

HAD LIVED
MASUTANI

WEDNESDAY .: 8:00 PM
ma WIID the

VIRTUAL
VIETNAMfiKENNEDY HAD LIVED

which

®ut the Hrmons
Film about

vignette features two different sets of
people sitting abreast across a bench,
More reminiscent of a sitcom set-up than
peeking in on a conversation).
Where Pieces does succeed is in capturing its mileux. Though the dialogue
isn’t written or delivered with the minimalism of the shots, Corbett captures
some particular slices of life: an asshole
know-it-all undermining his friend’s confidence, a platonic friend making the
leap to try something more, a couple
with trust issues slowly letting their
relationship die. If he can synthesize his
aesthetic a bit better—and the increasing quality of the vignettes as the film
moves along is some hope—he'll definitely be on to something, but as is
Pieces gets too many of the little things
wrong to fully engage.

American president, trying to stop the
Viet Cong from winning the Vietnam war.
Virtual JFK: Vietnam if Kennedy Had
Lived sets out to predict our present
world by examining history that never
happened. It’s often called “counterfactual history” or, as producer, narrator and
political advisor James G Blight calls it,
“Virtual history.” More simply, it's “what
if?” history.
Much has been written about virtual
history and its legitimacy, even its dangerousness. Clinton Advisor Ted Widmer
called it, “A very new way to write histoty.” Michael Shermer, the publisher of
Skeptic magazine, criticized its use by
Nazi holocaust deniers, and dubbed it “the

Drawing

4

(the third

It sounds like an historical, 3-D, first-person shoot-em-up game for XBox 360, in

ILLUMINATING

VIETNAM IF KENN
A PALM TY KOJI

by a camera

OMAR MOUALLEM / omar@vueweekly.com

FRUDAY, SUNDAY
&TUESTAY «700PM
SATURDAY
&MONDAY a$-00PM

FRIDAY. SUNDAY & TUESDAY $:00 PM
SATURDAY&MONDAY x 7:00PM

being used (or, rather, not) and what's
actually playing out in front of it: the
lighting here is obvious, often set up like
a standard television interview, the performances direct and not terribly natural,
the mise-en-scene too clearly set up to

new revisionism. * Cinematically, it's been

1722-102
AB - T5K

STREET
0X4 - 786

esACTORS:

non-mem (+GST)
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Allshowtimes
aresubject tochangest DUPLICITY
(PG, coarse language)
up.this past weekend
.

retumed to The Fast
T

pus; eae

with
swinging, smacking
the faceallthecritics and curmudgeons
9
in

sequel was made, however, for nobody
» other than thatstinky, loud opening week-

end crowd—the same crop of viewers
ordering hot dogs at the concession, anothermystery that perplexes us liberal types.
But they rule—part of the reason libraries
now lend out video games and popcom

chicken stillthrives.
Gang leader Dom (Vin Diesel) and cop

Brian(Walker)
lastleftoff going their separate ways, the latter letting the former
disappear into the sunset before the feds
came toarrest him, but not before a race in
fast cars tosee who hasa bigger dink. Dom
and his tough lover Letty (Michelle
Rodriguez) are now robbing gas trucks in
the Domincan Republic, while Brian is-in
the US looking
for names at the centre of a
drug cartel. A suspicious murder that hits
home for both dudes draws their paths

closer tagether, bringing Dom back home to

Los Angeles and into the street racing circle that has since forgotten him. Soon

Brian must enlist Dom's help to catch the
mysterious Braga, the grand prize at the
heartofthecase. And they need to drive
cars really
fast togetthat accomplished.
Believe itornot, the original The Fast

and the Furious
had a surprisingly intrigu-

ing Point Break-esque plot that tested the
limits of.siege friendship. |'m completely
|when
|admit the DVD sits
on my
at home, and that !’m

tented garth‘itagain tonight. | don’t
have a driver's license and am frequently

forced to identify cars bytheir colour, but
the 2001 film momentarily hooked my
interestinphallicengines and the sound
Fee

aa a sequel, Fast
character, rely-

»,unchanged gim-

e'snothing new to learn

about them, Staged sequel is more

Daily 12:50, 3:40, 6:40, 9:30

FAST ANDTHEFURIOUS (14a)

T-Sat 7:00, 9:00; Sun-Thu 8:00
190 Ave 50 St.780.472.9779

MISS MARCH
(18A,
crude content, sexual
con)
tent, coarse

7:25, 9:30,

1:35, 4:50, 7:25,

9:30
STREET FIGHTER: THE
RESEND OF CHUN-LI (144, vioce)
Fri-Sat 7:35, 9:55, 12:15; Sun-Thu
7:35, 9:55
THE PINK PANTHER 2 (PG)
Daily 1:50, 4:00, 6:45
CORALINE (PG, frightening
scenes, not recommended for
young dren)
fi-Sat 1:15, 4:20, 7:05, 9:25,
Abe! Sun-Thu 1:15, 4:20, 7:05,

INKHEART (PG, frightening
‘SCenés)

Daily 1:55, 4:40
UNDERWORLD: RISE OF THE

12:05; Sun-Thu 2.05,4:45, 7:20,
9:50
PAUL BLART: eo eee
Fri-Sat 1:45, 4:40,7: Fete
19:55; Sun-Thu 1:45, 4:40,7
9:40
HOTEL FOR DOGS (G)
Daily 1:30, 4:30, 6:55, , 9:15
BRIDE WARS rey
Fri-Sat 1:20, 4:15, 6:50, 9:20,
11:35; Sun-Thu 1:20, 4:15, 6:50,
9:20
BEDTIME STORIES (G)
Fri-Sat 2:00, 4:25, 7:20, 9:45,
Abs Sun-Thu 2:00, 4:25, 7:20,
MARLEY AND ME (PG)
Daily 1:40, 4:10, 7:00, 9:35

Psst
1:00, 4:20, 7:40, 11:00;
i
Sun-Thu 1:00, 4:20, 7:40

YES MAN (14A)

Fri-Sat 9:10, 11:30; Sun-Thu 9:10

GRAN TORINO (144, language

Feber io4:05,
4
7:00, 9:45,

12:10;Sun-Thu 1:25, 4:05, 7:00,
CINEPLEX ODEON NORTH
14231 157th Avenue, 780.732.2238
violence, reneng Scenes)
iT
12:45,
, 5:10, 7:35, 9:80; Wed 5:10,
7:35,9:50;
Strollers

RACE
TO WITCH MOUNTAIN

12:20, 2:40, 5:05, 7:25

WATCHMEN (184, goryscenes,
BiUa{ofance)

Opa

crate ht hoes
3:00,
12: 200.
Noaoees Fhma12.40,
anc

No passes Thu1:00 —

No
5:00,

)
Fri-Wed 12:00, 2:30,
7:45, 10:15;
Thu 5:00, 7:45,

10:15; Star and Strollers Screening:
No passes Thu 1:00
OBSERVE AND REPORT (18A)

Daily 12:50, 3:15, 5:20, 8:00, 10:30
TERA MERA KI RISHTA
peebie ae us (STC)
fi-Sun, Tue-Thu 12:00, 4:00, 8:00;
Mon 12:30, 4:00, 8:00
FAST AND FURIOUS (14,
12:30, 1:30, 3:30, 4:

40, 9:50, 10:20
ADVENTURELAND

20 minutes in,

, 7:15,

Ce
(14A,
hicpates enous, substance
Sotho
mayoffend)

Digital GnemaDally 1:40, 4:15,
5, 9:55
8X10 TASVEER (HINDI W/E.S.T.)

ben 12:05

MONSTERS VS. ALIENS (G)
Daily 1:20, 3:50, 6:40, 8:50

MONSTERS VS. ALIENS 3D (G)
See Sette 12:15, 2:35, 4:50,

Wed 1:00
Screening, No passes

Higbee efiratt te
00, 3:10, 5:30, 8:10, 1
AND FURIOUS (
12:30, 1:15, 2:10, 3:20, 4:15,
§:15, 6:30, 7:20, ‘g:00, 9:15, 40:05,

Baty1:40.4:10, 7:10, 9:45
MONSTERS
VS. ALIENS
or 12:40,
a 3:00, 5:20, MS t0:10
VS, ALIENS
3D (G)
Digi oso
yien0. 2:30, 4:40,

THE HAUNTING IN

CONNECTICUT (14A, frightening

scenes, disturbing content, not recommended for children)
Fri-Wed 1:45, 4:10, 7:50, 10:10;
Thu 4:10, 7:50, 10:10
| LOVE YOU, MAN (144, coarse
Bakes crude estat
1:50, 4:20, 7:55, 10:25

DUPLICITY (PG, coarse language)
Daily 12:20, 3:40, 6:45
KNOWING (14A, fnighteni
scenes, violence)
Daily 1:15, 4:35, 7:25, 10:05
YOU CHANGED MY LIFE

San tea S20, 6:50, 9:35
RACE TO WITCH MOUNTAIN
12:10, 2:25, 4:55, 7:20, 9:40
SSE
AA, hone.

brutal violence)
Daly 308,6:30, 10:00

Sars

Big $4 Fi: Mon 2:00, 4:20,

8:59. 9:20; Tue-Thu 4:30, 6:55,

14A)

Mon 2:00

GRANDIN THEATRE

Grandin
Mall,SirWinstonChurch
Ave, St. Albert, 780,458.9822

THE HAUNTING IN

CONNECTICUT
(144, sioner.
ing scenes, disturbing content,

FAST A

not recommended 4c children)

Fri-Mon 1:15, 4:40, 7:15, 9:40;
Tue-Thu
7:15, 9:40(1
FAST AND4:40,FURIOUS

pf

(PG, frightening
See
eco niTISNEG tor
young children)

AaFri-Sun
No passes, On 2 Screens
1:00, 1:60, Ae 4:35, 6:40,

Rgpueun
Fares
s6,
:
.
“90, 9:
fate
ean

u, Apr 9; 11:35
hte TO WITCH

MOUNTAIN

7: 30, 9 :30

4:00, 3:35, 6:40, 7:10, 9:15, 9:45
ADVENTURELAND (144, coarse
language, substance abuse, language may offend)
ri-Mon 1:20, 4:15, 6:50, 9:25;
Tue-Thu 4:15, 6:50, 9:25

OBSERVE AND REPORT (18A)

Fri-Mon 2:10, 4:50, 7:25, 9:50;
Tue-Thu 4:50, 7:25, 9:50

DRAGONBALL EVOLUTION
ae violence, frightening scenes)
ri-Mon 1:30, 4:10, 6:45, 9:10;
Tue-Thu 4:10, 6:45, 9:10
HANNAH MONTANA: THE

MOVIE (G)
No passes Fri-Mon 1:40, 4:20,
io 9:30; Tue-Thu 4:20, 7:00,

TAKEN (14A, violence)

Daily 9:30

CITY CENTRE 9

DUGGAN CINEMA-CAMROSE
680148 Ave, Camrose, 780.600,2144

MONSTERS VS ALIENS (G)
Baby7:30; Fri, Sat, Sun, Mon

HANNAH MONTANA THE
Dally 7:00, 9:00; Fri, Sat, Sun,
Mon 1:00, 3:00

FAST AND FURIOUS 4 (14A)
Daily 7:10, 9:20; Fri, Sat, Sun,
Mon 2:10

1 LOVE YOU, MAN (14A, crude
content, coarse language)

KNOWING (14A, violence, frightening scenes)

Daily 7:05 9:10; Fri, Sat, Sun,
Mon 2:05
GALAXY-SHERWOOD

PARK

2020
Sherwood
Drive, 780.416.0150
DRAGONBALL EVOLUTION
(PG, violence, frightening scenes)
ao asses Fri-Mon 12:10, 2:20,

cca, 7:10, 9:50; Tue-Thu 7:10,

, 9:40; ue Thy7:00, o:40
cleat AND REPORT (18A)
Fri-Mon 12:20, 2:40, 4:50, 7:50,
10:10; Tue-Thu 7:50, 10:10

6:50, 7:40, 9:30, 10:20
MONSTERS VS. ALIENS (G)
Fri-Mon 12:00, 2:30, 5:00, 7:30,
10:00; Tue-Thu 7:30, 10:00
THE HAUNTING IN
CONNECTICUT
es frightening scenes, disturb-

cesarumaeons.2
a Digital Daily 12:20, 3:25, 6:50,

aman MONTANA: THE
MOVIE
a , No passes Daily 12:10,
,9:30

. crude

FMon 1:45, ae 7:05, 9:35;
Tue-Thu 4:25, 7:05, 9:35

content)

Thu, Apr 9: 1:10, 3:40, 5:10,

MONSTERS VS. ALIENS (G)
Thu,
Apr 9: 12:00, 2:00, 4:00,
6:00, 8:00, 9:40
HOTEL FOR DOGS @
Thu, Apr 9: 11:20, 1:15, 5:15
KNOWING (14A, frightening
scenes, violence)
Thu, Apr 9: 3:05, 7:05, 9:15

MONSTERS VS ALIENS (G)
Dally 6:55, 9:15; Fri, Sat, Sun,
Mon 12:55, 3:15
HANNAH MONTANA THE
MOVIE (G)
Dally 7:00, 9:25; Fri, Sat, Sun,
Mon 1:10, 3:25

OBSERVE AND REPORT
18A)
aily 7:10, 9:35; Fri, Sat, Sun,

Mon 1:10, 3:25

FAST AND THE FURIOUS
ban 7:05, 9:30; Fri, Sat, Sun,
Mon 1:05, 3:30
METRO CINEMA
9828-101A
Aye, Citadel Theatre,
780,425,9212
WENDY AND LUCY
es coarse aangueg®)
ri, Sun, Tue 7:00;
Sat, Mon 9:00

VIRTUAL JFK: VIETNAM IF

KENNEDY HAD LIVED (STC)
Fri, Sun, Tue 9:00; Sat, Mon 7:00

DRAWING OUT THE DEMONS:
A FILM ABOUT THE ARTIST
ATTILA RICHARD LUKACS
(STC)
Wed 8:00
ARTHUR HILLER FILM
FESTIVAL (STC)
Thu 7:00

a
780.972.2332,
Serving Spruce Grove,
Stony
Parkland
Plain:
County

HANNAH MONTANA: THE
MOVIE (G)

Dally 6:45, 9:10; Fri, Sat, Sun,
Mon, Tue 12:45, 3:10

DRAGONBALL EVOLUTION

PG, violence, frightening scenes)
aily 6:50, 9:00; Fri, Sat, Sun,
Mon, Tue 12:50, 3:00

Mon, Tue 1:05) 3:26
MONSTERS VS ALIENS (G)

(14A, frightening scenes, vio-

lence)
Fri-Mon 12:50, 4:15, 7:15, 10:15;
Tue-Thu 7:15, 10:15
RACE TO WITCH MOUNTAIN
PG)
Fehon 280, 4:10, 6:45, 9:10;
Tue-Thu 245, 9:10

eeano (14A, coarse

juage, substance abuse, lan-

Bs
lage may ora

3

534 ""00 9:10; Fr, Sat, Sun, Mon

ONE WEEK (PG, coarse

uage)

Fp

|

Bay 850. 9900:F4, Sa Sun Men
SCOTIABANK THEATRE WEM
2400

|

|

DRAGONBALL EVOLUTION

(PG, violence, frightening scenes)
No
es Fri-Tue, Thu 12:30,
, 5:10, 7:45, 10:15; Wed'3:05,
5:10, 7:45, 10:15; Star and
Strollers Screening: No passes
Wed 1:00
HANNAH MONTANA: THE

MOVIE (G)

No passes Fri 11
7:30, 10:15 ; Sat-Tue,
fe Teele
Thu 11

Screening: No passes Wed 7:00
OBSERVE AND REPORT (184)
Bel 12:40, 3:10, 5:30, 8:00,

FAST AND FURIOUS (144)
Daily 12:00, 1:00, 3:00, 4:00, 6:40,

7:40, 9:40, 10:30
ADVENTURELAND (14A, coarse
language, substance abuse, lan-

| LOVE YOU, MAN
(14A, coarse language, crude
content)
Tue-Thu 7:20, 9:45
DUPLICITY (PG, coarse lanjuage
Baily3.20
KNOWING

a

guage Tay offend)

Thu 6:40

Fri-Mon 12:40, 4:20, 7:20, 9:45;

eprals: 100

AAAS
10557-82
Ave,720.433.0728

7:10, 9:10

OBSERVE AND REPORT (185A)
Dally 6:55, 9:05; Fri, Sat, Sun,
Mon, Tue 12:55, 3:05
FAST AND FURIOUS (144)

ing content, not recommended
for children)
Fri-Mon 1:10, 3:50, 6:40; Tue-

Digital Fri-Sun, Tue-Thu 12:30,

(14A, coarse language, crude

Mon 2:15

FAST AND FURIOUS (14A)

RE 6:30, 9:35; Mon 12:30, 3:35,

1 LOVE YOU, MAN

Daily 7: 45, 9:15; Fri, Sat, Sun,

Fri-Mon 12:30, 1:20, 3:40, 4:40,
6:50, 7:40, 9:30, 10:20; Tue-Thu

OreDigtalPa,
Soret 1240, :
3:15, 7:10,9:50;
Sat 7:10, 9:50

PAUL BLART: MALL COP (PG)

Thu, Apr 9: 11:25

780.352.3922

HANNAH MONTANA: THE

GOnNEETIGUT 96 ripteang
ayes 4:45, 745,
a

MONSTERS VS. ALIENS 3D (G)

MOVIE (G)

No
2:25, 4:50, 7:15, 9:40
SUNSHINE CLEANING (14A,

the film real-

(G)

nea a 10,3:50, 6:30; Tue-

CHEPART
1(ca)
Dally 6:50, 9:20;
Fry,Sat, Sun,

Thu, ps? 1:30, 3:30, 5:30,

‘intent on crashing them than showing

off ee

KNOWING

{4a frightening scenes, vio-

comanyosrey
8:00 VS. ALIENS
Dally 1:30, 4:20, 7:15,“Baty
10:15
MONSTERS

VS

1:95, 4:50,
theideaofitsreprise. Sucha | Fri-Sat
thatdetested
12:00; Sun-Thu

ing heavily

mera

Feil

Sat-Sun 1:30

ies
The
sequelsesi
7
rit

mick ofcars. |

a

Fri-Sat 7:00, 9:00;Suen
Thu©)00;

ers, suspecting them of a
‘

aks Cava
MONSTERS

p

q

any time. Please contact

Dally 7:05, 9:25; Fri, Sat, Sun,

Daily 7:15, 9:20; Fri, Sat, Sun,
Mon, Tue 1:15, 3:20; not presented in 3-D

ally 1:10, 4:10, 7:15, 10:00

MONSTERS VS. ALIENS 3D (G)
Digital3d Daily 12:15, 2:30, 4:5¢0,

7:20, 9:50

MONSTERS VS. ALIENS: AN
(MAX 3D EXPERIENCE (G)

Dally 11:45, 2:00, 4:30, 7:00, 9:30
THE HAUNTING IN

CONNECTICUT (144A, frightening
scenes, disturbing content, not
recommended for children)
Fri-Wed 12:50, 4:40, 7:50, 10:20;

Thu 12:50, 4:00, 6:30

LLOVE YOU, MAN (14A, coarse
uage, crude content)
Fri-Tue, Thu 1:20, 4:20, 7:10,
10:10; Wed 7:10, 10:10

DUPLICITY (PG, coarse language)
Fri-Sun, Tue-Thu 12:10, 3:20,
6:30, 9:20; Mon 12:10, 3:20, 9:45
KNOWING (144, frightening

scenes, violence)

Fri-Tue, Thu 12:20, 3:40, 6:50,

9:45; Wed 12:20, 3:40, 9:45

RACE TO WITCH MOUNTAIN
(PG)
Daily 11:50, 2:40
WATCHMEN (184, gory scenes,
brutal violence)

Daily 5:00, 9:00

WESTMOUNT
CENTRE
111 Ave, Groat Rd. 780.455.8725

FAST AND FURIOUS (14A)
Dolby Stereo Digital, No passes
Fri-Sun 12:30, 3:40, 7:00, 9:35;
Mon 12:30, 3:40, 7:00, 9:35;
perv errenDigital Tue-Thu7:00.

—

AND REPORT (184)

Dolby Stereo Digital Fi-Mon 1:15,
3:50, 7:15, 9:45; Tue-Thu 7:15,

9:45
MONSTERS VS. ALIENS (G)

DTS Digital Fri-Mon 12:45, 3:15,
6:30, 9:00; Tue-Thu 6:30, 9:00
SUNSHINE CLEANING (144,

e

language)

DTS Digital Fri-Mon 1:00, 3:30,

6:45, 9:15; Tue-Wed 6:45, 9:15;
Thu 9:15

|
WETASKIWIN
CINEMAS |
TOSS

(14A, crude content, coarse lan-

1 LOVE YOU, MAN

MONSTERS
VS ALIENS (G)
Thu, Apr9;6:55, 9:15; Sat-Sun
12:55, 3:15
RACE TO WITCH MOUNTAIN

Baily9 00,9:15

re)Ape 9: 7:10, 9:25; Sat-Sun

KNOWING (144, violence, frightening scenes)
Daily 7:10, 9:30; Fri, Sat, Sun,
Mon, Tue 1:10, 3:30

RACE TO WITCH MOUNTAIN
Feat, Sun, Mon, Tue 1:00,
3:15; Movies For Mommies: Tue,

1:10, 3:25
FAST AND FURIOUS (1
Thu, Apr 9: 7:00, 9:30; ee Sun
1:00, 3:30

KNOWING (144, violence, frighten-

Te Apr 9: 7:05, 9:30; Sat-Sun
1:05, 3:30

APRS-APR 15,209 worsweexy

45

Something so simple
<2 |DVDETECTIVE

mother without it devolving into screaming matches and idolizes her absentee,
photographer father, despite the fact he
used to fuck models in front of her. The
couple Paul treats will debate having an
abortion, dry hump outside Paul's office,
suffer a miscarraige, trial separate, utter
death threats and break down crying over
a potential divorce before they really
even have their breakthrough. This is
soap opera, but it works because we only
get fleeting glimpses of the actual operatics, and whole heaps of each character
trying to talk about what it means.
That said, the show is about much
more than the psychiatrist's office as
staging ground for high-pitched dramatics: Paul—played basically to perfection
by Byrne, whose weathered face and
traces of Irish brogue give him an air of

= | DAVID BERRY

Tz |svdetecve @rueweekty com
There's something elemental about the
drama of /n Treatment(the first season is
out now on HBO DVD to coincide with the
premiere of the second), some recognition
that all drama stems from character, flaws
and hang-ups and aspirations and intentions stewed together and forced upon the
rest of the world in the form of actions. Set
entirely in the psychiatric sessions—both
given and received—of Paul Weston
(Gabriel Byrne), character is basically all
you get with /n Treatment, and yet it

makes a convincing case that it’s all you
really need: each half-hour episode, following a different patient's session, is
often nothing more than extended exploration of a character's motivations, though
its a rare episode that doesn’t thoroughly
string you along through its twists and revelations. These characters may never got
off the couch, but they're far from staid.
To be fair, /n Treatment works as well
as it does mostly because it’s a form of
melodrama: anyone in therapy is going to
have their issues, but Paul's five patients
are messed up in the kind of thorough,
wide-ranging way that nine-episode serial arcs demand. The young gymnast he's
appointed to do a psych evaluation on,
for instance, is a suicidal Olympic hopeful who may be getting sexually abused
by her coach, can’t talk to her divorcee

weathered wisdom—has as many prob-

episode her love for Paul. As well-established as the notion of erotic transferrence is—it has to rank up there with
Oedipus on the layman's understanding of
psychiatric theories—watching Paul trying to maintain his composure while
Laura pleads and plays with him, fully
aware of her own power in the situation,
is pure tension, only heightened by the
close quarters. Likewise, when the arrogant fighter pilot Paul is ostensibly treating for stress starts forcing his sessions
into dick-measuring contests, Paul's
attempts to subdue his own simmering
machoness are as fascinating as fully
exploring the psyche of a man who
dropped a bomb on a school.
But /n Treatment really comes into its
own in the Friday episodes, which feature
Paul on the couch under the watchful eye
of Gina (Dianne Wiest), his former mentor. Though the drama here is undeniable—even when Paul brings his wife to
the sessions in an attempt to save their
marriage, this is two psychiatrists spar-

lems as his patients. One of the pleasures

ting like bighorn sheep for situational

of being able to watch the show in the
nearly continous DVD format—each
episode was originally shown on individ-

dominance—these sessions are truly fascinating for the way Paul filters his own
experiences when he talks about them.
Watching Paul, who should ostensibly
know better, twist what happened to suit
predetermined viewpoints reminds us
that there really is no such thing as a reliable narrator, particularly when the subject is ourselves. For all its drama and
formality, the overarching message of In
Treatment is that there's much more bubbling under our surface than even we're
aware of, and sometimes the only place
you need to look to find a fascinating sea
of contradiction, repression, passion and
confusion is in the mirror. w

ual weeknights, a formal gimmick HBO
isn’t repeating, instead switching It to
blocks on Sunday and Monday—is the
slow reveal of how Paul's psyche is
affecting his work, and a lot of the best
episodes involve him getting into it with
his patients or (especially) his own psychiatrist, with each character wielding
the other's psychology like a weapon.
PAUL CLEARLY has the most trouble with
Laura, his Monday patient, a disturbed
young sexpot who reveals in the very first

Metro (originally released in 1980). Not

only do we have a movie about the
mounting of a play, but one in which virtually every character must deceive the

others as a means of survival. This is
Paris in 1942, and the Germans have
moved in.
Actress Marion Steiner (Catherine
Deneuve) has assumed management of
the Théatre Montmartre following the
disappearance of her husband, the
admired yet conspicuously Jewish director Lucas Steiner (Heinz Bennent). They
rehearse a play called, aptly enough,
Disappearance. \t stars Marion and
Bernard Granger (Gérard Depardieu), a
doggedly persistent pussyhound and
fresh transplant from the Grand Guignol.
Just as the icy Marion maintains a secret
life whose locus lies within the bowels
of the Montmartre, Bernard's amiability
seems a cover for some conspiratorial
activities that find him skulking in the
alley. Of course the real conspiracy's
been designed by Truffaut and co-scenarist Suzanne Schiffman, who only gradually reveal the ways in which Marion and
Bernard are unwittingly aligned.
Oscar-nominated and César-showered, this was the most commercially
successful, audience-friendly film of
Truffaut's late career. Yet there's something quietly subversive about its tone.
Rather than portray occupied France as
a grim, claustrophobic and inherently
corrupting
environment,
Truffaut,

reflecting on his own childhood memories, paints it with unapologetic nostalgia. His attention to detail is often

whimsical. A voice-over informs us tia)
the theatres and cinemas were alwa
full, the offer of warmth, escape and ;},
community facilitated solidarity thro,,,)
spectatorship. The Nazi presence js,
trivialized, yet neither is it dwelled ,,
Its a potentially catastrophic nuisa,,
that must be endured, and Truffayy,
Parisians, the compromised and coy
geous, do what they must. For ali
ostensible desperation underlying 7).
Last Metro, it's played as Blegant far,
rather than grave drama.
Perhaps unsurprisingly given thy

approach, what makes Marion q,
Bernard memorable characters
everything to do with the actors ang i)

tle with the material. Bernard especia)
ly feels only sketched out by the seriq,
leaving a disproportionate share of th.
fleshing out in the thankfully capabje
burly hands of Depardieu, whose pre
ence, as always, is considerable. ||
loved the scene where he tries

analogize his lust as being “like cra
a hot croissant.”)
However, the dominant source ;
pleasure in The Last Metro is simply it
craftsmanship, the culmination of seve
al talents having worked together oy
Many years. The images, photographed
by the great Néstor Almendros
washed in a warm array of reds, oranges
and browns. The quick fade-outs fall ove

clipped scene endings like a soft hush
There's a wealth of sensuality generated
from the mere—and oft repeated—

glimpse of Deneuve's legs as they’
caressed. And there is in this a portrait
a no-longer young but still tender martiage that's rendered moving by a touch
so light it almost has to be French. wv
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Not exactly the best of friends
Fucked Up keeps it together through six blogs and dozens of releases
BRYAN BIRTLES / bryan@vueweekly.com
ronto’s Fucked Up almost
seems to be famous in spite of
itself. For one thing, the members have claimed at various times to
be anything from simply indifferent to
each other to being mortal enemies, so
i's a wonder the group stays together.
And with a stage show as chaotic and
destructive as the band's is, it’s a wonder it’s ever invited back anywhere.
Furthermore, the band seems to tour
and record by the seat of its pants.

“We knew it was going to be an
album
going
much
so we
every

but we didn’t know who was
to be putting it out or how
we would have to spend on it

would just go into the studio
couple weeks for a couple days

and it just became

what

it be came

explains Haliechuk of th
process. “There was really no de
point where we were like, 'It's fi
ished.” We just kept going wher
had time and when we didn’t have
any more time it was finished.”

BUT WHAT ABOUT that stuff about the

= FUCKED UP

band hating each other? A band could-

co WiltOTHERS,WAR DOVES
Qo. PAWN SHOP $13

n’t have stayed together as long as
Fucked Up has while at the same time
not

For example, the band’s most

answer

liking each
is:

maybe.

other,
When

right? The
Haliechuk

recent tour to China—a country not
exactly known for its laid-back attitude—was put together in about a

speaks of the dynamic of the band, i
doesn't seem like that of the Beatles or

week, after the band received an offer
to play neighbouring Japan. International touring is not the easiest thing
to do, especially for a rag tag group of
rock 'n' rollers. For any band to do
something like that—not to mention a
band that goes by a moniker that The
New York Times refused to print—is

Up weren't

pretty ballsy. But for guitarist Mike
Haliechuk—sometimes known as
10,000 Marbles—it was more or less
par for the course.
“It was different from other tours
we've done because it seemed like we
were hardly playing any shows, which

the Ramones—the players in Fucked
bourhood

buddies from the neighwho got together to form a

band. They were more like aquaintances, and now, well, it’s complicated
David
Waldman
So complicated that, though Haliechuk
runs what is considered the band’s

was cool, I thought. We'd get there and
kind of spend a couple of days in town
and then play a show as an afterthought,” he says of the trip. “We got
an offer to play in Japan, so we kind of
ended up going to China partly
because we found some cheap plane
tickets home, so we bought the tickets

and set the tour up in a week after
delaying it for about a year. It was
actually really convenientfor us to go."
A bit of an odd way to approach
touring through one of the most totalitarian states in the world, but that’s
just how Fucked Up rolls, I guess. The
band takes chances, not only musical

ly—as it did on its newest and most
experimental album to date, 2008's
The Chemistry of Common Life—but
also within the realm of business
During the recording of both the
band’s newest album as well as its
first full-length, Hidden World, the
band didn’t have a record deal

“official” blog, some of the other members also keep competing blogs
including lead singer Damian Abra-

ham, whose blog seems dedicated to
making fun of Haliechuk
“I guess that’s the pullquote for
your article,” groans Haliechuk, “We
have to have six blogs because we
don't agree on anything.” \v

The bottom of the big league
or Port Amoral, a record deal leads to more hills to climb
‘allknow how the old say-

ings go: it'snotthe size ofthe

dog inthefight, it'sthesize of
in the dog: small fish ina big pond;

SAT, APA] (GPM)

PORT AMORAL
WITH SEASE AL, THIS ISWAR
STARLTE
ROOM,S28(ALL AES
PREVUE

can take the kid out of punk, but

can't take the punk out of the kid

it as Port Amoral’s
lead man Jared
5 Staris explaining
his band’s rise,

> clichés oftrials and strains aren't

They're refreshingly honest.|
, here's a band from Winnipeg
that

it Outforyears, is forced toreplace

members,

“A lot of things we've done have
not turned out the way we hoped they

would,” Weiss states proudly, referring
to the process of recording the band’s
upcoming debut album for Roadrunner Records, home to acts ranging
from Sepultura and Megadeth to Slipknot and Nickelback. “We took a leap
of faith. Like anything, once you cross
that bridge, it’s never quite what you

think it would be."

That “leap” meant crossing over
from the top of one ladder to the
bottom of another. It was, for Weiss
and company, an opportunity they
couldn't pass up
"So many bands have this
impression that [being on a label] is

where you need to get to—and
they're right, in a sense—but you
get there and realize it’s a lot more
work ... you have to prove to people and earn things. All these bands
on [Roadrunner]

are still scratching

and clawing away at each other to
try and move up that ladder, just
like smaller bands trying to get gigs
at that level.”

‘MUSIC

THIS IMAGERY OF “crossing over” has
become the sub-plot for Port Amoral
Although the group defines itself as a
metal band first and foremost, Weiss
and his co-songwriter/brother Eric
pride themselves on bridging metal’s

emphasis on technical showmanship
with punk’s melody-inspired approach
to songwriting.

“| feel we really cross over those
genres in a way that not many other

bands do,” he admits. “We're a band
you can-come see tive and bang
your head to, but you can also really

sing along to it. The idea is, you
come see us, you leave the show
and you can still hear a lot of the
melodiesin your head.” w
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LISTINGS
FOR
YOU

1055132 Avenue (Upstairs!}

780-432-5053

‘FALYOUR FREELISTINGS TO786.425.2088
OR EMAL GLENS AT

SAMBAERS
PUB Thursday open jam:
T-\\pm

CRADLES
FRAY AT3PA

J AND B BAR AND GRILL Open
stage with the Poster Boys

THU
LIVE MUSIC

ATLANTIC
TRAP AND G&LL Duff
Robison
BLUE CHAIR CAFE Rockin’ with

(pop/rock/blues), 8:30pm-12-30am

FILTHY MoWASTY'S Punk Flock
Bingo with DJ SWAG.

JUUAN'S
PIANO BAR-CHATEAU
LOURS Justin Serink {jazz piano); 8pm

FLUID LOUNGE Girls Night out

LB°S PUB Open jam with Ken

‘Skoreyko; 9pm

UVE WIRE BAR AND GRILL Open
Stage Thursdays with Gary Thomas

EW CITY Real McKerzies, Old
‘Wives, Blame Its, Prisoner Cinema,
Tarantuja; $10 {adv)

NEW CITY Zoro Something, Vox
Humana

Ronnie After Work hosted by Ron.
Reult every Thy and Fri 4-pm

WORTH GLENORA
HALL Jam by
Wild Rose Old Time Fiddlers

BLUE CHAIR CAFE Chice Alben.

O'BYRNE'S ON WHYTE Slowbum;
9:30pm-12:15am,

Emma Cook, Kelsey Kulak (sing/songwriters); $10

BLUES
ON WHYTE James Murdoch
CHRISTOPHER'S PARTY PUB Open
stage hosted by Alberta Crude; 610pm
COAST TO COAST PUB AND
GRILL Open mic at the pub: hip hop

BUDDY'S Wet underwear contest
with Mia Fellow, midnight, DU
WestCoastBabyDaddy

FUNKY BUDDHA (WHYTE AVE)
Requests with DJ Damian

GAS PUMP Ladies Nite: Top
40/dance with DJ Christian
GINGUR SKY Urban Substance

Thursdays; Baddazz Easter Bashment:
with Toronto’s Spex and Uran
Substance Soundcrew Invinceable,
Touch It and Capone
WALD Thursdays Fo Sho: with Allout

DUs DJ Degree, Junior Brown
KAS BAR Urban House: with DJ

NEW CITY |love ‘805 day
Easter Long-Weekend; 8)

LEVEL 2 LOUNGE Dish Thursdays:

9prn (:

BLUES ON WHYTE Mobadass

Strippers

180 DEGREES Sexy Friday

funky house/techno with OJ Colin

Krazy K. hardstyle/techno with DJ
Dacha, tech trance/electro with DJ
Savage Garret: no minors; no cover

Souther Pinks and The Shakedowns;

PALACE CASINO (WEM) 7:

‘9pm {door}; $10 {door}

PAWN SHOP The Raptors, 1
Painted Birds, The JR's, The

NEW CITY SUBURBS Bingo at

8:30pm-12:30am_

PROHIOBITION SPEAKEASY The
Injunction: Cobra Commander, And

Mike Ruckus, guests

Hargreaves, house/breaks with DJ

9.30pm hosted
by Greg Gory and DJs

Blue Jy and Dildozer

Chemiawesky (classic rock, contempary): 7-Spm_
STARLITE ROOM The Haunted,

PLANET INDIGO-ST.
ALBERT HitIt
Thursdays: breaks, electro house spun
with Pl residents

Nechtmystium, Kylesa, Intronaut; 8pm

RENDEZVOUS PUB Metal Thurday

hosted by The Assassins of youth
(blues/rock}, 9pm; no cover

{door}; $24 at Ticketmaster.ca, union-

DVB Open mic Thursdays

URBAN LOUNGE Kokanee Freeride
Battle of the Bands Finals; Rattle
Snake Romeo, Secondhand Smoke;
no minors; 3pm {door}; $8 (door)

events.com. Blackbyrd

Thursdays: Dance lessons at 8pm;
Salsa DJ to follow

with org666 ”

STARLITE ROOM Music Ist and The
Techno Hippy Crew: Bassnectar, Kush

Arora, Shamik and quests; 8pm

X WRECKS Allan Les Ropchan and

TEMPLE Tainted Thursdays: Electro

the Blues Busters

DJS

HULBERT'S Brittany Ayotte; Spm:
$10 (door)
HYDEAWAY-ALL AGES ART
‘SPACE CSR presents. Ramshackle

Entertainment

Allied, Aina, Rapeseed, 2man electric

Soundsystem spin Dub & Reggae in
The Underdog

BILLY BOB'S LOUNGE Escapack

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE Big Rock
Thursdays: DJs on 3 levels-Topwise

Pop, Indie Rock and Roll

CARROT Live music Fridays: Lindsey

every Friday

Sheepdogs; 8pm

RED PLANO-PIANO BAR

Walker and Drew Malcolm; all ages;

dueling piano show featuring

CASINO EDMONTON Robin Kelly
{Elvis tribute)

SHAW CONFERENCE CET

CASINO YELLOWHEAD Catalyst
(Caribbean)

CENTURY CASINO Holly Woods,
Toronto; 7pm

Piano Players; 9pm-2am

Fear Energy Music Tour Feat

God, Children of Bodom,

A

Dying, Municipal Was’
Forbid; all ages; 7pm;
$45 (day ofshow) at Ticket

COAST TO COAST Open Stage
every Friday night with host Leona
Burkey at Spm

SOBEVS— COLLEGE PLAZA, unex)
SOUNDS Lane Amdt Trio (2x
SOBEYS-— JASPER AVE, URDAN
SOUNDS Don Berar Trio {jax

DV8 TAVERM Live music every Fri;

STARLITE ROOM Good Fics

Spm; $5

Havenots (rock ‘n’ roll)

ENCORE CLUB Souljah Fyah (reggee); $10

Jesus, Necrobiosis, Kyrosy

:

(door): $10 (door)
‘STEEPS—OLD GLEWORA

Music Fridays: Caity Fish
10:30pm

|
|

I

FRESH START CAFE Livemusic
Fridays: DinoDominelli (jazz 6-Sprn;$5
HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB Striker, Road

LISTINGS ALSO
AVAILABLE AT
VUEWEEKLY.COM

VENUE GUIDE

CAMROSE CASINO Slowbum;

EDDIE SHORTS Me Next, The

WILD WEST SALOON Shila Marie

HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB Open jam;

(BRDX BAR The Joys (Toronto), The

7:30-9:30pm; $5 (door)

OW THE ROCKS Salsaholic

STOLUS Dancehall, hip hop with OJ
Footnotes hosted by Elle Dirty and
ConSciance every Thu; no cover

6:30pm

band; Open mic

(door)

PAWN SHOP Nomeansno, Potty

SECOND CUP-VARSCONA Live
music every Thursday night: Peter

Day Parade featuring: Robe and

available at 780.477.2149 or at

);

the City, Hale Hale, Timmy Js

Umbrella, Coffin Ships; 8pm; tickets
at TicketMaster, Blackbyrd

CROWN AND ANCHOR Christian

ENCORE CLUB Industry Music and
Networking Night: $10

NEW CITY LIKWID Loune

Stick to your Guns, Mychildren
Mybride, Gravemaker:, all ages;
6:30pm (door); $13 {adv\/$15 (day of)

OM THE ROCKS The Rumbic

OVERTIME SOUTH Retro to New:
Classic rock, R&B, urban and dance
with DJ Mikee; Spm-2am, nocover

ECO CAFE-VILLAGE AT PIGEON
LAKE Open Mic Nights Ist and 3rd
Thu every month; 6:30-8:30pm: openmic@deadmansdog.com

LBS Train Wreck

AVENUE THEATRE Parkway Drive,

Robison

Naz Namao; no minors:

RIVER CREE RESOMT Fick
Springfield; 8pm

DUSTER'S PUB Thursday open jam

LOUIS Graham Lawrencs (ja a
8pm

ATLANTIC TRAP AND GILL Dutt

Mark Stevens; Spm

(COOK COUNTY Aaron Pritchatt:
Spm: $20 at TicketMaster

DRUID Guitar heroes

Friday: Headwind (classic poy
Spm; no cover
JULIAN'S
PIANO BAR-CHiay:),

BEER HUNTER-WEST END Miss
Understood

host Yak Dollaz

Hansen and the Autistics, Michael
James Band; no cover

LIVE MUSIC

singer/sax player); $10

JEKYLL AND HYDE (PUB) ¢

Avenue Theatre, 10am-Gpm

RED PIANO-PIANO BAR Hottest
dueling piano show featuring the Red
Piano Players; 8pm-1am

‘open mic every Thursday night with

FRI

with Jesse, Shane, Tiffany «
‘and guests
JEFFREYPS Jett Hendrick (A

Warrior (EP release party); 7pm; $10
at TIX on the Square

HULBEAT'S J.P. Mortier; 8pm; $10
(door)
IRISH CLUB Jam session; 8pm;no
cover
IVORY CLUB Dueling piano show

VARDBIAD SUITE Rubin (
{CD release event): 8pm (do

(show); $14 (memberi/$18 (gu
TicketMaster

* ARTERY 9535 Jasper Ave * ATLANTIC
TRAP AND GILL 7704
Calgary Trail South, 780.432.4611 « AVENUE THEATRE 9030-118
Ave, 780.477.2149 * AXIS CAFE 10349 Jasper Ave, 780.990.003!

BANK ULTRA LOUNGE 10765 Jasper Ave, 780.420.9098 » BEER
HUNTER-WEST END 7522-2178 St, 780.489.7877 * BILLY
BOB'S LOUNGE Continental Inn, 16625 Stony Plain Rd,

780.484.7751 * BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE 10425-92 Ave, 780.439.1082 * BLUE CHAIR CAFE 9624-76 Ave, 780.989.2861 * BLUES ONWHYTE 103295?
Ave, 780.439.3981 * BLUE QUILL COMMUNITY CENTRE 11304 - 25 Ave * BOOTS 10242-106 St, 780.423.5014 ¢ BRIXX BAR 10030-102 St (downstei's)
780.428.1099 * BUDDY’S 117258 Jasper Ave, 780.488.6636 « CAMROSE CASINO 3201-48 Ave, Camrose * CASINO EDMONTON 7055 Argyll Rd
780.463.9467 « CASINO YELLOWHEAD 12464-153 St, 780 424 9467 « CHATEAU LOUIS-JULIAN’S/ROYAL COACH/TOUCH OF CLASS 11727 Kingsway
780 452 7770 * CHRISTOPHER'S PARTY PUB 2021 Millbourne Rd, West, 780.462.6565 * CHROME LOUNGE 132 Ave, Victoria Trail * COASTTO COAST
PUB AND GRILL 5552 Calgary Trail, 780.439.8675 * CONVOCATION HALL Arts Bidg, U of A, 780.492.3611 * COPPERPOT RESTAURANT Capital Place:
101, 9707-110 St, 780.452.7800 * CROWN AND ANCHOR 15277 Castledowns Rd, 780.472.7696 « CROWN PUB 10709-109 St, 780.428.5618 * DIESEL
ULTRA LOUNGE 11845 Wayne Gretzky Drive, 780704.CLUB * DEVANEY'S IRISH PUB 9013-88 Ave * DRUID 11606 Jasper Ave, 780.454.9928 «
DUSTER’S PUB 6402-118 Ave, 780.474.5554 * DV8 TAVERN 8307-99 St, www.DV8TAVERN.com * EARLY STAGE SALOON 4911-52 Ave, Stony Plain *
ECO CAFE Village at Pigeon Lake © EDMONTON EVENTS CENTRE WEM Phase Ill, 780,489.SHOW * ENCORE CLUB 957 Fir St, Sherwood Park,
780.417.0111 * FESTIVAL PLACE 100 Festival Way, Sherwood Park, 780.449.3378, 780.464.2852 * ADDLER’S
ROOST 8906-99 St * FLTHY MCNASTY'S
10511-82 Ave, 780.916.1557 * FLUID LOUNGE 10105-109 St, 780.429.0700 * FOX PUB 100, 10125-109 St * FOXX DEN 205 Camegi Drive, StAlbert *
FRESH START CAFE Riverbend Sq, 780.433.9623 * FUNKY BUDDHA 10341-82 Ave, 780.433.9676 * GAS PUMP 10166-114 St, 780.488.4841 » GINGUR

|

|

SKY 15505-118 Ave, 780.913.4312/780.953.3606 * HALO 10538 Jasper Ave, .780.423.HALO » HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB 15120A (basement), Stony PlainRd
780.756.6010 * HILLTOP PUB 8220-106 Ave, 780.490.7359 « HOOLIGANZ PUB 10704-124 St, 780.452.1168 » HULBERT'S 7601-115 St, 780.436.1161 *

|

HYDEAWAY ALL AGES ART SPACE 10209-100 Ave * IRON BOAR PUB 4911-5ist St, Wetaskiwin * IVORY CLUB 2940 Calgary Trail South * JAMMERS
PUB 11948-127 Ave, 780.451.8779 * J AND R BAR AND GRILL 4003-106 St, 780.436.4403 © JEFFREY’S CAFE 9640 142 St, 780.451.8890 « JEKYLL AND
HYDE PUB and RESTAURANT Riverview Inn, 10209-100 Ave, 780.426.5381 (pub)/780.429.5081 (rest) « JET NIGHTCLUB 9221-24 Ave, 780.466.6552 *
JOHN L. HAAR THEATRE 10045-155 St « JUBILEE AUDITORIUM 11455-87 Ave, 780.429.1000 * KAS BAR 10444-82 Ave, 780.433.6768 » KINGSWAY
LEGION 10425 Kingsway Ave, 780.425.8654 Ave * LB'S PUB 23 Akins Dr, St. Albert, 780.460.9100 * LEGENDS PUB 6104-172 St, 780.481.2786 * LEVEL
2 LOUNGE 11607 Jasper Ave, 2nd Fl, 780.447.4495 » LIVE WIRE BAR AND GRILL 1107 Knotwood Rd. East * LOOP LOUNGE 367 St Albert Ad, St Albe"'.
780.460.1122 « McDOUGALL UNITED CHURCH 10025-101 St * MORANGO’S
TEK CAFE 10118-79 St » NEWCASTLE PUB 6108-90 Ave, 780.490.1999 *
NEW CITY 10081 Jasper Ave, 780.989.5066 * NIKKI DIAMONDS 8130 Gateway Blvd, 780.439.8006 * NORTH GLENORA HALL 13535-109A Ave *
O'BYRNE’S 10616-82 Ave, 780.414.6766 * O'MAILLE’S IRISH PUB 398 St. Albert Tr, StAlbert ¢ 180 DEGREES 10730-107 St, 780.414.0233 « ON THE

|

|

ROCKS 11730 Jasper Ave, 780.482.4767

« OVERTIME DOWNTOWN 10304-111 St, 780.423.1643 * OVERTIME
SOUTH Whitemud Crossing, 4211-106 SI.
780.485.1717 * PALACE CASINO-WEM 8882-170 St, 780.444.2112 © PARKLAND GRILL 5322-44 272, Spruce Grove, 780 884 4579 « PAWN SHOP 1055!
82 Ave, Upstairs, 780.432.0814 * PLANET INDIGO-JASPER AVE 11607 Jasper Ave * PLANET INDIGO-ST. ALBERT 812 Liberton Dr, St. Albert * PLAY
:
NIGHTCLUB 10220-103 St * PROHIOBITION SPEAKEASY 11026 Jasper Ave, 780.420.0448 * RED PIANO-PIANO BAR 1638 Bourbon St, WEM, 8822-1’
St, 780.486.7722 * RED STAR 10538 Jasper Ave, 780.428.0825 * RENDEZVOUS PUB 10108-149 St * ROSEBOWL/ROUGE LOUNGE 10111-117 St.
780.482.5253 * SECOND CUP-MOUNTAIN EQUIPMENT 12336-102 Ave, 780.451.7574 * SECOND CUP-STANLEY MILNER LIBRARY 7 Sir Winston
Churchill Sq * SECOND CUP-VARSCONA Varscona Hotel, 106 St, Whyte Ave
SIDELINERS PUB 11018-127 St, 453-6006 » SOBEYS URBAN

FRESH-JASPER 10404 Jasper Ave * SOBEYS URBAN FRESH-COLLEGE PLAZA 8225 112 St » SPORTSWORLD 13710-104 St » STARLITE ROOM
10030-102 St, 780.428.1099 « STEEPS-OLD GLENORA 12411 Stony Plain Rd, 780.488.1505 « STEEPS TEA LOUNGE-COLLEGE PLAZA 11116-82 Ave.
780.988.8105 * STOLLI'S 2nd Fl, 10368-82 Ave, 780.437.2293 * SUEDE LOUNGE 11806 Jasper Ave, 780.482.0707 * TAPHOUSE 9020 McKenney Ave.

St.Albert, 780.458.0860 * UNION HALL Argyll, 99 St, 780.702.2582 * URBAN LOUNGE 10544-82 Ave, 780.437.7699 * WILD WEST SALOON 1291250
St, 780.476.2388 * WUNDERBAR 8120-101 St, 780.436.2286 * X WRECKS 93 Ave, 50 St, 780.466,8069 « Y AFTERHOURS 10028-102 St, 780.994.3256,
www. yafterhours.com ¢ YESTERDAYS PUB 112, 205 Carnegie Dr, St. Albert, 780.459.0295
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yeryone just wants to belong
ACKLASH BLUES
ekly.com

la

(remember that?) at the Lolwsic festival in Chicago's

Grant Park,| saw Saul Williams roll out a

" yery interesting form of crowd interaction. Dressed all futuristic Apache, he

passed out feathers of various colours to
the crowd and performed his thoughtful
post-rap in ways that played to the curious whiteness of his audience. I've seen

things like this done in different stripes
by people like The Blow, but never with
such specific, underlying social commentary. Saul acknowledges music as a
method of oral storytelling and reinforces
that by separating the audience into
trbes. Weirdly enough, this show stands
as a visual representation of a currently

papular music trend.
The insanely far-reaching popularity of
Animal Collective's Merriweather Post

Pavilion might be to blame, but there
appears to be a thriving tribal indie-rock
scene developing in Brooklyn, New York.
How do you classify a “tribal” band? These
bands, all based in Brooklyn, adhere to tribal
design aesthetics as well as the use of
African or Indian music instruments and
thythms in pop music. Some of these bands,
which include Yeasayer, MGMT, Gang Gang
Dance, |UD, and most recently, Here We Go
Magic and Suckers, even have war paint on.
They used to call it “freak-folk,” but
that's just lazy journalism that doesn’t
apply to the sonic differences of the vatious acts that diverge from their similar
physical attributes. One uniting factor for
these bands is an acceptance of minimalism and expansive musical dynamics.
They apply a jam band’s ear for tension
and patience to modern forms, building
with drum circles and group vocals that express the tribal influence.

THE INTERPRETATION varies from artist
to artist but some apply it more literally
than others. California's Rainbow Arabia

WUNDERBAR
Fridays with the

Ist Saturdisy each month: this month:
The Don Bemer Trio; Spm; $10

no cover
V AFTERHOURS Foundation Fridays

IVORY CLUB Dueling piano show

Pony Girls, DJAvinder and DJ Toma:

SAT

LIVE MUSIC

ATLANTIC
TRAP AMD GILL Dutf

with Jesse, Shane, Tiffany and Erik
and quests

JAMMERS PUB Saturday opan
jam, 3-7:30pmc country/rock band

Spm-2am

JEXYLL AND HYDE PUB Headwind
{classic pop/rock); Spm; no cover
JUUAN'S PIANO BAR-CHATEAU

LOUNS Graham Lawrences (jazz
piano); Bpm
LB’S PUB Molsons Saturday open

stage every Saturday afternoon hast-

Robison

ed by Gord Macdonald) 4:30-9pm

AVENUE THEATRE The ides of

McDOUGALL
UNITED CHURCH
Keri Lynn Zwicker (Harp), Rouge Trio;
readings and reflections by Timothy
J. Anderson, and Rey.John Henry
Weinlick: 3pm; no cover

Ruin, Nobody Likes Dwight, Days
pee
seal

SEER HUNTER-WEST
END Miss
Understood

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE
Hair of
‘the Dog: live acoustic music every

Saturday aftemoon,
this week Jesse
‘Dee and Jacquie 8; 4-Gpm; nocover

BLUE CHAIR CAFE Jan Randall,
Jammie Philp, guests; $10

MORANGO’S TEX CAFE Saturday

{Geork $10 (door)
8:30pm-12:30am

other for unprecedented cross-pollination of ideas. People are buying head-

dresses as a fashion accessory, literally
and figuratively. It's like a whiter iteration of the Harlem Renaissance. Maybe
habitation in a melting pot appeals to
the inherent desire for segmented,
familial links. If that were the case,
then does Edmonton's jean-jacket army
of rockists count as a tribe? Warriors,
come out and play. wv

DJS
BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE Saturday
‘QUs on three levels. Main Floor
Menace Sessions: alt
tock/electro/trash with Miss
Mannered
BUDDY'S Undie night for men only,
free pool and toumey, DJ

Arrowchaser

EMPIRE BALLROOM Hock. hip hop
house, mash up
ESMERALDA'S Super Parties: Every

Sat a different theme

FLIRD LOUNGE Saturdays Gone
Gold Mash-Up: with Harmen 8 and

DU Kwake
FUNKY BUDDHA (WHYTE AVE)
Top tracks, rock, retro with DJ
Damian
GINGUA SKY Soulout Saturdays

open stage: hosted by Or. Oxide: 710pm.

with TOK, DJ Spex, Invineeable,
Spyee, Capone; 11pm (dork; $40

NEW CITY The City Streets, Kettle
Black, Gutteraw/; 7pm (door); no

HALD For Those Who Know: house

minors; $7

O'BYRNE'S Live Band Saturday 3Tpm; BS 3:30pm

180DEGREES Dancehall and
Reggae night every Saturday

CAMROSE CASINO Slowburn:

are a married couple that make music
that comes across as a direct sonic translation of their name. The group's The
Basta EP features wood blocks, sitars and
jumpy, rolling drums, all to make dance
music that isn’t quite Bollywood, but certainly in the same neighbourhood. “Let
Them Dance” is a standout, all bells and
gongs and flutes—it’s a club banger for
the gold-plated hotels in Abu Dhabi.
Outside of RA, what is it about
Brooklyn that appeals to this culture
mining? It's a multicultural, post-gentrification living arrangement that matches artists from all over Earth with each

ON THEROCKSSixString Loaded
PALACE CASINO (WER) TheRide
PAWN SHOP Rockey
Night In
Canada: Portal, Somastate,

fadv, more at door}
every Sat with DU Junior Brown,

NEW CITY SUBURBS Soturdeys
Suck with Greg Gory and BlueJay

RED PIAHO-PLANO
BAR Hottest

PLANET INDIGO-JASPER

(Elvis tribute)

Red Piano Players: Spm-2am

(CASINO YELLOWHEAD Catalyst
{Cantbean)
(COAST TO COAST AC the ACE, DJ
fing Violets, Sacred
lla,the

SOBEYS— COLLEGE PLAZA,
URBAN SOUNDS Mo Lofever Trio

DVS TAVERN Live music every Sat

Spm$5

el
epreahiecal
‘Saturday
Live Music
EDDIE SHORTS
Exit|(reggae)
EDMONTON
EVENT CENTRE
Benny Banas: andBloody Beet

oats, Spm.

ENCORE
CLUB Souljah Fyah (reg-

gpek $10

FESTIVAL
PLACE Jane Bunnett and

the Spirit ofHavana; 730m

ae
oe om Road
Wario
(EPreloase
partyk 7pm: $10

‘atTK ontheSquece
PUB Open Stage/mic
host:
edby
Krackers; 3pm
with
WULBERT'S Dovid
Vieky
Berg; fen; $10

AVENUE Suggestive Saturdays:
breaks electro house with Pi residents

‘TOUCH OF CLASS—CHATEAU
LOUIS Dwayne Cannan (blues,
"SDa/'60s, roots, originals); 8:30pm12am}
URBAN LOUNGE Heather
MeXenzie
Banti, 99m, $5
VAT-RED
DEER Liz Meedeville and
the Blue Points
WILD WEST SALOON Shilo Marie
WINSPEAR CENTRE Martin
Sexton; Spm: $30(adultl/$15
(under

2)
YAADBIRD
SUITE William Cam
Quintet: 8pm(doce), Spm(show $16
{member
\/$20 (guest) at
‘TicketMaster

ticket)

CONVOCATION HALL University of

Alberta Department of Music, Jazz

Choir: Happnin’. Spry $15 {adult)/$10

{senior/student) at TIX on the Square

(CROWN PUB Every Sun: Band War
DEVANEY'S IRISH PUB Celtic
Music Session, hosted by Ken-Lynne
wicker, 47pm.

EDDIE SHORTS Sunday open stage,
weith host Rob Taylor. all gear provided

EMPIRE BALLROOM Open Mic

Sundays battle of the bands; 99m,
(door $10
HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB Souljah Fyah
Sundays; 8pm, $10 (doorl/$5 (et

dent\/$5 (restaurant/pub employees
with pay stub)

Lenny 8 andtheCats;

430pm ‘til

whenever

emer Brass Quartette; 10:30am

NEWCASTLE PUB Sunday acoustic
open stage with Willy James and

Craweded; 3-Gpm
NEW CITY Bingo: Easter Sunday:
hosted by Jeyman, Gory and
Dildazer, no minors: Spm (door)

cover

Robb Angus (the Wheat Poo!)

‘SPORTSWORLD ROLLERSKATING
DESEO Sportsworld Inline and Roller
Starting Disco: Top 40Request
with a
miteofretro anddisco; 14:30pm and

ON THE ROCKS Shocker Sundays

‘SUEDE LOUNGE
The Finest

Underground
House with OJ Nic-E
every Saturciay

TEMPLE (0)Snap!: Every Saturdsy,

Cobra Commander
and guests, Spm
WUNDERBAR Festured 0 and
focal bands
YVAFTERHOURS
felease Saturday

SUN

LIVE MUSIC

with Mobadass: Spen

PAWN SHOP F**Ciod Up, 40

Thieves, War Doves; Spm $13 at
TicketMaster

SECOND CUP-MOUNTAIN
EQUEPMENT
CO-OP Live music
‘every Sun: 24pm: Don Jenken {'60s,
70s and"BOsguitar};
24pm
STARLITE ROOM Cannibal Corpse,
The Faceless, quests: all ages; Spm

{door}, $30 at TicketMaster,
Blacktyrd, Unionevents.com

CLASSICAL
COMVOCATION HALL University of
Alberta Jazz Choir, Happnin’; Jobo

i
i

Shelley Younge, flute
Jeff Campbell, clarinet
David Quinn, bass clarinet

Brian Sand, trumpet
Aaron Au, violin

Joanne Yu, cello
Roger Admiral, piano
Brian Jones, percussion
Mark Hannesson, live electronics
Angela Schroeder, conductor

New Music sy Factcry Composers
Seven Spheres; Form Achimage

Folie 4 deux; All My Friends Are Imaginary

The Banyan Construct from 61°

Howard Bashaw

—Mark Hannesson
Andriy Talpash

MeMillan (director), $15 (aduitl/$10

(erudent/senior}
ROYAL COACH
OENG-CHATEAL LOUIS Petro
Polujin (classical guitarl: Spm

Square
Tickets are available av the door or in advance at TIX on the
780.420.1757 and The Gramophone 780.428.2356

DJS
BACKSTAGE
TAP AND GRILL

AGES ART
PAGE nS
Yen,

BLUE CHAIR CAFEExstor Sunday:
Stringbeans
Quartet (classical)

Industry Night: with Atomic Improv,
Jameoii
andDJTim

(ROM BOAR PUBJaxin
‘Wetaskiwin
featuringjazztristhe

BLUE PEAR RESTAURANT
Jazz on
the Side Sundays: Marc Beaudin Duo

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE
Sunday

‘SkyRasy73000

Fripay, APRIL 17, 2009
Concert
8:00 pm
Pre-Concert Talk by Faculty Composers
7:15 pm
Howard Bashaw, Mark Hannesson, Andriy Talpash

OBYRNE'S Open mic jam with

REMDEZVOUS Survival metal night

house
with People's OJ

AT CONVOCATION HALL

McDOUGALL UNITED CHURCH
Easter Celebration: with the Doug

NEW CITY Open Mic Sunday hosted
by Ban Disaster; 9nm (sign-up); no

STOLLI'S
OM WHYTE op 40,A&B,

$4.25

Jager Shots
ALL NIGHT!

2009; 5-Spny $3; until July 5.

hop, and electro with DJ Hot Philly

7-10:30pm,; www.sports-world.co

Vegas: 10per

Cannibal Corpse ticket)/$5 (without

RED STAR Saturdays indie rock, hip
and quests

{door}
‘TAPHOUSE-ST. ALBERT Fifth and

minars; 10pm (door); free {with

LOOP LOUNGE Jam hosted by

Hollywoed Assassyrc 7:30pm

Hanwill; 1:30pm (sign-up,
every Sat,
25pm

‘the Boogie Patrol

LEVEL 2 LOUNGE Sizzle Sanwday
DY Groovy Cuvy and quests

CARROT Open mic Ssturdays; 73010pm; free
CASINO EDMONTON Robin Keily

dueling piano show featuring the

BLUES OM WHYTE Hotter Dan and
BRD BAR Cannibal Corpse [After
party): with Death Toll Rising; no

HULBEAT'S Enstor Brunch: Brett
Miles (Saxophone)

NEW CITY UKWAD LOUNGE Punk
Rowk Saturdays with Todd and Alex

‘THUTAP®7=) THEFROLICSiiesemnaunssng

(wwwsetrofite.cal

Luke Morrison, Nestor Delano, Ari
Rhodes

NEWCASTLE
PUB Saturdays: Top
40, requests with OJ Sheri

FRI&SAT//APR17818

MUSIC

WWW.EMUSIC.UALBERTA.LCA

Afternoons: Phil. 2-7om:
Main Floor:

APRS APHIS 200. wureweeny
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=| ENTER SANDOR

“Orange County Keith” had visions of playing the game in West Edmonton Mall, with
lots of Oilers attending or even playing;
but the show and game were scheduled
too late into the NHL season, at a time
when league GMs ask their players to
focus 100 per cent of their attention in the
run-up to the playoffs and stop messing
around with extracurricular activities.
So, the game was scaled down to an
all-music industry affair, with proceeds

ow

— | STEVEN SANDOR

= | steven@veweekly.com
As | write this, it's Juno weekend and |
am sitting in my Toronto office, checking the wire for the latest entertainment news. With music and hockey
being two things | can’t live without, |
am drawn to a piece about the Juno
Cup. The Canadian Press has gone big
on coverage of the game, which saw a
group of celebrity musicians, led by
Blue Rodeo’s Jim Cuddy, beat a group
of former NHLers.

going to the food bank. Bad Religion and
a bunch of the band’s friends from the
Los Angeles entertainment scene,
including film people, faced a Canadian
team featuring members of the Odds.
Local bandleader and sound-man
Andrew White was on the team, as
were members of Saskatchewan rockers
Wide Mouth Mason. Jerry Wong, a guitarist from a Vancouver act called Damn
the Diva that | really dug at that time,
was 4 scoring threat.

A

Now, this isn’t exactly Earth-shattering
stuff. The crossover between the Canadian music scene and hockey has become
common over the last decade. Charity
games are staples of Juno weekends.
But, it got me thinking back to maybe
the game that began it all. | don’t think
we can give enough credit to a little charity game that took place in Edmonton
back in late March 1998, and |think it did

THE GAME CAME AFTER a night of drinking and trash talking at the old location of
the New City Likwid Lounge two nights
before. | remember the Canadian guys
started calling the BR players members of
“the California pussy league,” and some
words being exchanged.
The game was played in a very cold
Coronation Arena, and the stands were
full. It had the atmosphere of something
between a cool indie show and a championship Junior B game, with fans toting hot
chocolates and arena fries as they sat on
wooden benches.

a lot to spread the rock-hockey game into
a recognized phenomenon that gets lots
of hype and coverage.
Keith Rubuliak, love him or hate him,
was one of the most aggressive promoters
I'd ever met. And his dream was to promote a show by his favourite band, Bad
Religion. Not only that, but to place Bad
Religion, a group of self-affirmed hockey
nuts who counted then-NHL stars Felix
Potvin and Janne Niinimaa as some of its
biggest fans, into a charity hockey game.

Ml OLDREAL
MCKENZIES
WIVES: BLAME-ITS -PRISONER CINEMA
“09

See Gravy’s photo review

photos of Britney Spears,
at vueweekly.com. v

BUDDY'S NIGHTCLUB Latest and
greatest in House, Progressive and
Trip-Hop; Rudy Electro; 10pm-

2:30am; quest DJs inquire at

re
T
sos
OM THE CITY STREETS

APRIL

10 EASTERR LONG WEEKEND EDITION!

udKETTLE BLACK AND GUESTS

iPEN MIC

EVERY SUNDAY * CHEAP DRINKS

NEW CITY SUBURBS Get Down
Sundays with Neighbourhood Rats

OVERTIME DOWNTOWN Sunday
Industry Night: Requests with DJ Bo

WUNDERBAR Sundays DJ Galatea

MON
and XS, guests; no cover

LIVE MUSIC

Service Industry Night: no minors;

Spm-Zam
Floor: Eclectic Nonsense.
Confederacy of Dunces, Dad Rock, TJ

Hookah and Rear Admiral Saunders

BUDDY'S NIGHTCLUB Rudy
Electro latest and greatest in House,
Progressive and Trip-Hop; 12am2:30am; interested guest DJs inquire
at kelly@michetti.com; karaoke with

NEW CITY LIKWID LOUNGE
Daniel and Fowler (eclectic tunes)

TUE
LIVE MUSIC

BLUES ON WHYTE Liz Manderville
and the Blue Points
DEVANEY'S IRISH PUB Open
Stage Mondays with different songwriters hosting each week; presented by Jimmy Whiffen of Hole in the

Guitar Productions; 8-12

DVS TAVERN UK SUBS, Captain
Finger, Kroovy Rookers, Swill City
Locals, The Pervs; 8pm (door); $20

BLUES ON WHYTE Liz Mandeville
and the Blue Points
BRDX BAR Big Rock Untapped and
10pm)
DRUID (JASPER AVENUE) Open
Stage with Chris Wynters

JUBILEE AUDITORIUM Gordon

HALL Acoustic instrumental old time
fiddle jam hosted by the Wild Rose
Old Tyme Fiddlors Society; 7pm

LOUNGE The

Lightfoot, 8pm; tickets at

Ticketmaster

LBS PUB Ammars Moosehead
Tuesday open
every Tuesday
night; athe

aie

guests;

hosted by Mark Ammar and Noel (Big

McDonald (alternating): 9pm-t2am

APR 9.APR.15,2009 ,

‘SIDELINERS PUB Tuesday All Star
Jam with Alicia Tait and Rickey

MUSIC,

Cat) Mackenzie

Chaos

face in return. And, for a few seconds, |

thought we were going to. have ourselves
a good old-fashioned donnybrook.
In the end, the Canadians won in a
shootout—and this was befo;;
shootouts were really in vogue in hock

ey—and claimed the Great White Cup
When the game finished in a tie, Wong
and Bad Religion guitarist Greg Hetson
gathered at centre ice and discus
their options. There was no way they'd
let the game end in a tie.
Earl Pereira from Wide Mout}
Mason outduelled BR bassist and
goalie Jay Bentley.
“When we used to play in Los Ange-

les, we thought we were pretty good,
said Bentley back then. “Then we came

to Canada and played some musicians
from up here. | found out that we weren |
really that good at all.”
It was an event that didn’t seem ‘ike j
was going to change the world. But it wa
the game that began a string of musi
industry charity matches. Juno Cup, you
owe the Great White Cup a debt. v
Steven Sandor is a former editor-in-chie
of Vue Weekly, now an editor and author
living in Toronto.

show on page 59 Find his reviews and

Grais

WED

LIVE MUSIC

x the Mountains online

‘SECOND CUP-MOUNTAIN
EQUIPMENT Open Mic every WED
8-10pm

‘STEEPS TEA LOUNGE-COLLEGE
PLAZA Open mic every Wed: &

10:30pm
TEMPLE Wyid Style Wodnes day
Live hip hop, every Wed: ©

WILD WEST SALOON
Hey Flomeo_

Sidecar; 8pm

YARDBIRD SUITE
Jam Sessions: Audrey Ochoa;

7,30pm (doorl/Bpm (show); $4 (mem-

berl/S4 (quest)

DJS
Wooftop: with DJ Gundam:

BUDDY'S Free poo! and tourney, DJ
Arrowchaser, 9pm

ESMERALDA'S Retro every Tue; no
cover with student ID

Nights: with DJ Harley

AXIS CAFE Aspen Switzer

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE Mo."

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE Main
Floor: Glitter Guich Wednesdays: live

music once @ mont
BLUES ON WHYTE Liz Manderville
and the Blue Points
COPPERPOT RESTAURANT Live
jazz every Wednesday night; 6-Spm;

Mare Beaudin Trio

FUNKY BUDDHA (WHYTE AVE)

GINGUR SKY Bashment Tuesdays:
Reggae music; no cover

HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB Open Stage

Latin and Salsa music, dance lessons
8-10pm

NEW CITY LIKWID LOUNGE ‘abilly, Ghoul-rock. spooky with DJ Vylan
RED STAR Tuesdays: Experimental
Indie Rock, Hip Hop, Electro with DJ
Hot Philly

Retro Night; 7-10:30pm; www.sportsworld.ca

LISTINGS ALSO
AVAILABLE AT
VUEWEEKLY.COM

DIS

ARDEN THEATRE Matt Andersen
(East Coast blues), Jay Semko;
7:30pm; $28 at Arden’s box office,
780.459.1542, TicketMaster

EDDIE SHORTS Open stage every
Wed all gear provided

Unplugged: Will Bellcourt: 9pm
(door); free (before 10pm)/$5 {after

HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB Jazz Night

Tpm; $10 {door)/$5 (student)

Spm

Cadaver

{door) at OVB

PLEASANTVIEW COMMUNITY

UBRARY Open mic every Tue; 7-

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE
Floor; CJSR’s Eddie Lunchpail;

FLUID LOUNGE Mondays Mixer

cover

with

SECOND CUP STANLEY MILNER

12am

Mondays: live music monthly; no

Jam

SECOND CUP-124 STREET Open
mic every Tue; B-10pm,

Tizzy, amateur strip contest; Spm-

FILTHY McNASTY'S Metal
Mondays: with DJ S.WA.G.

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE Sleeman

Celtic

‘Shannon Johnson and fiends

DOG FREEHOUSE Nain

GINGUA Ladies Industry Sundays

ae

QBYANES

DJS
BAR WILD Bar Gone Wild Mondays:

kelly@michetti.com

WSWVEISICLY

Taste of

_hacks to the hands are treated even more

-Strictly than in other leagues. When Hal)
hacked Elliott, he got a cross-check in the

Junior Boys and Sebastien

shal ce ON y oe

Got To Give It Up: Funk, Sout,
Motown, Disco with DJ Red Dawn

50;

of the

And it was a chippy affair. Todd Hall, 3
special effects guy from LA, slashed Odds:
bass player Doug Elliott. A musician with 3
_ busted hand or fingers is, well, unemployed, so in most musicians’ leagues

FADDLER'S ROOST Little Flower
Open Stage with Brian Gregg

with Ido; 8:30pm: free

TRA LOUNGE Wednes431
Floor; Blue Jay's Messy Nest Wed
Night: Brit pop, naw wave. punk.

Fock ‘n’ roll with LL Coo} Joe

BUDDY'S Hump day with DJ Sex
Sean
DIESEL ULTRA LOUNGE Wind-u»
Wednesdays: R&B, hiphop. egg?

old skool, reggaeton with
InVinceable, Touch It, weekly 9
Ous
FLUID LOUNGE Wednesdays Nv
This
LEGENDS PUB Hip hop/AS8 wl
DU Spincycle

MEW CITY LIKWID LOUNGE 0.
Roxx Slade lindie, punk and mete!)

HOOLIGANZ PUB Open stage
Wednesdays hosted by Shane and
Naomi

NEW CITY SUBURBS Shai |"

Every Wed Sing with
the Rubber Band (sing-along, dance,
comedy, karaoke, trivia); 8-11pm; $6
minimum charge

EGC DIAMONDS Punk and ©

LEVEL
2 LOUNGE Open mic
NEW CITY Sangsara, Cockatoo

PLEASANTVIEW COMMUNITY
HALL Acoustic Bluegrass
jam presented bythe Norther Bluegrass

* Circle Music Society every
Wednesday

Greg Gory and Eddie Luncte=

withminors; 9pm (door)
no

metal every Wednesday

RED STAR Guest DJs every
‘Wednesday

‘STARLITE ROOM Wild Style
‘Wednesdays: Hip-Hop: 39m
Hee

Bean Oo Lae
ty.

Age andweakly guests; Spm-20""

eww beatparty.niot

WUNDERBAR Wednesdays \"”

new DJ; nocover
AFTERHOURS Y NotWodne>%*

UNPATION“
:

WH PAWNSHOP

FOUNDATION CONCERTS
= Wi) HAVEN

SOCIAL CLUB

=|
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WITH SPECIAL GUESTS
DIRTY PROJECTORS,
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alling the Kettle Black
Nick Johannes takes the lead and shoulders
all ofthe responsibility in his solo project
EDEN MUNRG / eden@vueweekly.com
ior Nick Johannes, the decision

to start up a solo project—the
Kettle Black—wasn't a difficult
one. It's an easy thing to start a band,
but it gets progressively more difficult
to stay on the same page as several
other people as time passes and
minds change, and Johannes had tired
of that grind by the time he started up
the Kettle Black.
"I've played with a few bands and

the band would do an album and then
it would just kind of dissolve,” he
explains. “You play with bands and

then you want to go on the road and
stuff and they're not into that, or ..
ego trips get in the way. just playing
in bands, it sometimes can be hard
when you're playing in bands that
don’t have the same ideas as you
They do at the beginning, maybe, but
then everyone goes their own way.”
But while Johannes was intrigued
by the possibilities of a solo project

as far back as the ‘80s when he got
his first drum machine, he admits

that the technology was largely what
held him up.
“| grew up inSaskatoon
and before |
moved out to Vancouver | was working

SAT, APALTT(101Ph)

THE KETTLE BLACK
WITH THE TY STREETS, GUTTERAWL
WWI,$7
PREVUE
with a drum machine and stuff—delay
pedals and stuff like that,” he recalls.
“Now with the loop pedals I can really
do what I always wanted to do, whereas before you could kind of layer stuff
but you really couldn't do much—the
drum machines were kind of basic and
you were kind of like, ‘No, | still need a
band to do what | want to do,’ whereas
now there's so much more.”

JOHANNES" TRANSITION to the Kettle
Biack was a reaction to the implosion
of his previous bands, and he says

having to deal with all of it,” he
laughs. “I’ve been doing this for a
while, before the Internet was
around, and now with the Internet
it’s so easy to do all the booking,
and I’m just starting to do the
press stuff now. It’s so much éasier and it doesn’t cost you a lot
because email is free.”

The musician admits that going
solo does have the drawback of
removing the social aspect from
music making, but he’s found other
outlets for that need, playing drums in
Ottawa’s Ship Shapes. That collaboration has also led to the possibility of
involving more players in the Kettle
Black sometime in the future.
“I'm working right now with some
one, but it’s still taking shape,” he

going to leave the recording studio

reveals. “The songs are a little differ
ent. But I do like the solo thing

But just as technology eventually
caught up to his ideas of what he
wanted to do musically, it also came
around to the point that touring didn't
seem so difficult anymore
“I originally was gonna just do
the studio thing and I wasn’t
gonna do live anymore because |
was sick of the whole business of

because it’s a different thing. If things
go wrong on stage—which they
always do—you're just kind of able to
deal with it much easier than having
to deal with, ‘OK, what are we doing?’
You just kind of go, ‘OK, this is what
I'm gonna do.’ You don’t have to
communicate the mistakes or the
problem to deal with that.” w

that originally the project was not
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M) / LAMB OFGOD / MOTHER'S MUSIC
WHITEMUD

@ show over at the Shaw Conference Centre on

DRIVE

& WINTERBURN

ROAD

RIVERCREERESORT.COM

Out. That doesn’t mean you can't get up close
fs, though; brothers Will and Chris Adler,
nmer, respectively, will be on hand earlier in the
fore meet and greet. v
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PREVUE / WED, APR 15 (8 PIM) / ASPEN SWITZER / AXIS CAFE
Nelson,
release,
house
you can

BC’s Aspen Switzer is coming through town in support of her sophomore
Humble But Bearing No Apology. She'll be playing a number of
concerts along the way; her Edmonton show will
beat Axis Café, but
watch vidéo of a house concert that the songwriter played during

her last trip through here on vueweekly.com.

w

PREVUE / WED, APR 15 (9:30 PIM) /RODNEY DECROO / EMPRESS ALE HOUSE
will be backing
n, but
you
é@ Weekly

fee

up Rodney

studio on

Rotundo admits that the Modelos
lucked into a pretty sweet gig along the

way-that gave the band regular work and
allowed it to develop naturally.

The history of Vancouver-based cowboy
surf band the Modelos begins a number

"We have a steady Monday at the
Railway Club—we call it Modelos Mondays,” Rotundo explains, adding with a
laugh, “It’s great. It’s basically our
fehearsal space. You've got your hecklers

of years ago with a couple of 16-year-old

and your bartenders right there for you.

EDEN MUNRO /

kids playing music in Toronto. Guitarists

“We've been doing that for three years

Joe Rotundo and Mike Kenney grew up

now, and it really helped the band develop and it’s sort of been our home base,”

when

we'll back them, and the Railway Club
has been great to us.

Playing music together back then, though
they.went their separate ways for a time

moved to Vancouver in the

fate “90s. Itwas a trail that Rotundo
would ultimately follow a few years later.
“l came out just because | was kind of
getting sick of livingin Toronto,” Rotundo
admits. “! lived there for 10 years and did

the whole bar scene and played in varius bands, so my buddy Mike said, ‘Why

he continues. “We often have guests and
It's those Modelos Mondays that have
led to the band’s upcoming tour through
westem Canada with Rodney DeCroo. The
Modelos will be doing double duty for the

out,’ and | diditand never left.”
The reunited friends began writing
Songs together in 2003 and by 2004 the
band had been fleshed out by drummer

run, backing up DeCroo as well as playing
its own full set in support of its second
album, Saddle Justice. The affair promises
to be a fairly loose one, very much like the
Monday night jam sessions that sparked it.
“We don’t get together too much to
rehearse with other folks,” Rotundo

: witha self-titled album following iin 2006.

reveals with a chuckle. “That's what
we do on the Mondays—Wwe just kind
of do it on the fly" w

don't
youcometoVancouver and check it

_ Geoff Hicks and bassist Brad Ferguson and
the Modelos
were gigging around
thecity,
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‘Corpse, which originated in Buffalo but is

ow based in sunny Tampa, have never forgotten
at life was like prior to becoming one of the
host successful death metal bands in the world.
The band didn’t exactly have an immediate
b, each tour getting bigger than the last, until it

iebster explains, it’s the fact that the band was
bie to make a slow build towards success—as
ell as a desire to never go back to the monotony
day jobs—that has helped propel the band
ough its21years together.
“| think when you don’t get really big right
ay and you do have to deal with a day job
ind the normal everyday stuff as opposed to
fetting big right off the bat you kind of develop
appreciation for success when you finally
et it that maybe some overnight success kinds

if bands don't get because those always seem
© be the ones that break up right away,” he
plains before reminiscing about the last job
le had prior to making Cannibal Corpse his
il-time occupation. “I definitely wouldn't
ant to go back to this one—the last regular

Bb | had was in 1991 and it was working at a
Wuler and wood product factory in upstate New
Work. There were some cool people working
ere and whatever, but it was boring—it’s not

ind expanding work doing the same thing
ery day in a factory. | would be doing that

780 425

1400

www

mothersmusic

com
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OUR BIGGEST SALE OF THE YEAR!

SANNA CORPS

MIORETHROUGHOUT
DS OR ITEMSTHEMA
STORE

Ht |SUN APR 12 (6PM)
cc

EL |STARLITE ROOM, $30 (ALL AGES)
work but I'd be thinking about music for that
entire eight hours.”

hit—it had to slog its way from tiny club to tiny
arted to make a bit of money. As bassist Alex

109 Street

THOUGH METAL HAS a tendency to parody itself,
and some bands have even sold themselves as
parody, Webster sees the music that Cannibal
Corpse makes in an entirely different light. though
he understands how people might be apt to have
a giggle at the band’s use of gory lyrics and
imagery—artwork for its newest album, Evisceration Plague, contains a scene where zombies pull
out their own intestines. He sees what Cannibal
Corpse doés as an art form, albeit a grotesque
one, whose esthetics must be played to
“The stuff we're writing about is really disturbing
and disgusting and I think it's a defence mechanism in the human brain to attach some sort of
humour to it; well there’s nothing funny about it—
it’s disgusting stuff,” he says. “We're trying to make
music that is aggressive and dark and about ugly
things and we want the music to sound that way
and the lyrics have to match it. We want to find the
dark sounding notes when we write songs and we
have to have some sort of lyric that matches it, so,
to us, aggressively violent lyrics that feature graphic gore ., seem to fit really well with the dark and
negative vibe we're trying to capture with the
music itself—they just go hand in hand.” w

INCLUDING SOME DEALS SO GOOD
WE CAN’T ADVERTISE THEM HERE!
SALE STARTS SATURDAY 9:30 AM!’

RENTAL GEAR BLOWOUT!
Mother's Music is closing the doors on our
Rental Department - and all of our Rental Gear
will be ON SALE at HUGE SAVINGS!
First come, first served!

SB
PA/ AMPS/ GUITARS/ DRUM KITS/ and more ALL ON SALE!

But it’s not just the visual, it's also the visceral. It's
music as journey, and these days Absent Sound—

TESWC,LUE SHYBAIN
BEAMAY
(ALAGES}
AROLY MIKODYM / carolyn@vueweekly.com

en that one half of Winnipeg's Absent Sound hails
om Flin Flon—home of Canada’s giant legal grow
P—you could make a joke about the inspirations
ehind the band’s heady compositions. You could, but

iat Would be a pockmark to Absent Sound's deep
nine. The way the guitars massage, the way vocals
ate—the band taps into something much deeper.
Fint Absent Sound was one—Rob Menard.
en David Fort came on board in 2002, the pair
bled up in Pine Falls, Manitoba
forayear towrite.
“| wouldn't quite call it the bush, but it was in the
Us Bh,on the Winnipeg River. It was kind of a cot8. And the point of that—and that's still one of

+ pl brilliant writing periods of my life—was a

araway from the ‘city. And now we're overly inteed into the city,” Fort says on a rehearsal break.
bat’s what that was about, and for me, that’s
@ 4 core of the inspiration comes from.”
Yaucan hear the way a tree's leaves dapple the
) You can hear a child's smile in the music the band
sduices. And given the elements Absent Sound has
porated in its shows—everything from projec§ toaction painting to stilt walkers—the band is
'Yaware ofthevisuals music can inspire.

PRESENT AN EXCLUSIVE
INSTORE MEET #& GREET

which now also includes Kelly Castle—has pared
things down a touch
“There's been a lot of changes over the last couple
of years—going through various musicians—so we're
kind of down to our core basics,” Fort explains. “So
you're going to see a really stripped down Absent
Sound show, really raw, straight-up music. It's still the
core principals of Absent Sound in a new incarnation
This tour is—how do | say this—we're just going to
get back in the saddle. That doesn’t sound very cool,
but we're trying to get geared up again.”
That process includes beefing up Absent Sound's fouralbum dreamy discography with an EP recorded by Darryl
Neudorf (Neko Case, the Sadies), with which Absent
Sound is currently label shopping. And why not? Despite

not sonically fitting into what you might call radio-friendly fare, Absent Sound has found a dedicated audience
and made it on the charts in Spain—even though the
band has never performed anywhere near there.
“We've been putting out our own records since the
start and we have four amazing records and it’s just
time,” Fort says. “We have more lyrics now—'tts still
pretty minimal compared to a lot of other bands. We
sang before but it was a lot more hidden, vague and
weird. And now there's discernible lyrics and food for
thought, and it’s a really nice balance of that and old
school, Absent Sound dreamscape stuff.
"And we have a few songs that are shorter, six or
seven minutes,” he laughs. w
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‘Casiotone for the Painfully
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The Hold Steady, A Positive Rage
(Vagrant) There are live albums out
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there that are really little more than
greatest-hits sets performed in front of
an audience, with every note all but
identical to the original studio recordings. And there are also plenty of live
albums that simply fall flat, the artists
left dangling in the wind without the
studio wizardry to prop them up. But the
Hold Steady’s A Positive Rage, recorded
during a sold-out tour stop in a Chicago
club during the band’s 2006 tour in support of Boys and
Girls in America, is
not one of those.
Where too many
live records bring
nothing new toa
band or its songs,
the Hold Steady’s
music takes on a
new—or, rather,
increased—urgency
on A Positive Rage.
The sound is
swampy, like it’s
being hammered
out—beaten toa
pulp, really—in a sweaty dive. And that’s
exactly what took place when the Hold
* Steady descended on Chicago's Metro, the
band standing united in close quarters with
its audience, beer and sweat mixing freely.
The highlights include “Lord I'm Discouraged,” which assumes an uneasy
stance on A Positive Rage, Craig Finn’s
plaintive voice and lyrics becoming a
sermon of sorts as he addresses the
barroom crowd, and the breakdown in
“Southtown Girls,” with the rhythm
grinding to a crawl and a guitar stretching wide for a short solo, until a harmonica takes over and leads the band
back into the chorus—it’s a touching,
unifying moment for both band and
audience, as voices rise out of the
crowd in unison with Finn’s: “Southtown girls won't blow you away / But
you know that they'll stay.”

If the Hold Steady is saying any-

thing on this record, it seems to be
something along the lines of “the
world may be a shitty, fucked-up
place, but at least we’re all in it
together.” At least that’s the feeling
that the record leaves behind as the
last grooves play out on the 10minute, celebratory “Killer Parties.”
The accompanying DVD is a mixed
bag just like the majority of bonus
DVDs tend to be. The film's look is
well-suited to the band’s barroom
outlook—there's
some nice footage

of the Hold Steady
on stage, the band
members joined
in song with each
other and the
crowd, and the
scattered interviews with the
band are loose,
showing a working-class rock ‘n’
roll band that has
paid some dues, is
still paying others
and truly appreciates where it’s at and
where it’s headed. But amongst all
that are far too many fawning testimonies from fans, turning the film
into more PR than documentary.
It's an all-too-brief look inside the
band that ultimately comes across as
a missed opportunity to create a valuable document of a band giving its all
to survive and keep on getting better.
Maybe the Hold Steady is best left on
record and in the bars, where the
music can assume whatever meanings it might for the band’s fans, leaving filmic explanations to more
cerebral groups. Because the Hold
Steady works just fine in the dingy
night—and the music feels that much
more important because it doesn’t try
to explain itself. —EDEN MUNRO /
eden@vueweekly.com
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course of four full-lengths and a sley,
of EPs and singles, Ashworth

ha

been playing the melancholy-voic;
troubadour for aimless youth, docy
menting the experience of bein,
young, smart and lost in the wor)

with painfully crafted narratives anc
Casio beats. His fifth, Vs. Children
continues this project, incorporating
more natural’sounds, like its pred,
cessor, Etiquette, loosely arranged

about having a baby, or maybe mor:

specifically why the young people |x
usually writes about shouldn’t ha\
one. Taking a variety of position
from a lonely wife with a bun in the
oven (“Traveling Salesman’s You:
Wife Home Alone On Christmas In
Montpelier, VT") to a man trying
explain why his girlfriend should tak
Plan B (the brilliant, Bowie-referenc
ing “Killers”) Ashworth captures his
mileux as sharply as ever, with a wry
humour and a dancey beat to boot
—ADAVID BERRY / david@vuoweekly.com

Doves, Kingdom of Rust (Astralwerks/EMI) Stragglers from the
"80s Madchester scene, this North
ern England tri

has been rising
like a phoeni
since
a
fi
burned down th
Goodwin twin

Studio in 199
and they fluttered

away from dance-music, as Sut
Sub, into the Doves’ beating alt-roc!
sound. Their third disc, Some Cities
was their best yet, and their abili
to swoop over the landscape, from
close city streets to open count
field, is on display here from th
start. “Jetstream” whirs to life on a
, beat that becomes choppier and
catchier as a gentle pulse settles in
behind it, only for it all to implode at
the percussion-heavy climax—an

ly elegant, fine-tuned example o!
Doves’ signature rambles through
rising rock-chords, rolling folk-ballad sounds and the English !and-

tracks here offer a greater, whims!
cal promise than most openings 0"
most alt-rock discs. And the band
stutters, ducks and dodges around

enough to give its sound a new
rhythm each time, as in the looping
. jangle of “10:03,” clatter-and-ring ©!

brokebox juke ie

“Spellbound” and fuzzing surge ©!
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close;

to folk music thay
his electronic counterparts. Over th«

of trust.” The openings to mos!

wild and inside crico
eat sk

oe DEGREE, COBRA COMMANDER,
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SURELY TEMPLE
THURSDAYS

With
deta;

scape: “a distant sound of thunder
out on the moor ... it takes an ocean

time's vibes ip
jooklo tri

telling
minute
align him

perate. The title track is a particular-

recordsacds

neokarma

chant for stor,

urgent riff that never becomes des-

ist-

AVIEMBERS & GUESTS FACILITY

(Tomlab)

Though Owen Ashworth favours
cheap electronic
his minimalis
bent and pen

“House of Mirrors.” Only “Compu!

sion” is a little ponderous. Kinga0!”
of Rust is the sort of album that crys
tallizes a band’s style without ne

top 10 sellers
01. an imaginary country tim hecker

06. the true tale of abner jay.

02. middle cyclone neko case

07. isophonic boogle woogie rp. young

03. beware bonnie ‘prince’ billy

08. sft
09. hold time m. ward

04. i blame you obits
05. march of the zapotec beirut

10. sleeping bag sessions arthur russell

.

fying it into brittle amber. There snc
stale air to oxidize the sound here—
nothing but a soaring exhalal'' o

pushing against the limits. —BRl*!
GIBSON / brian@vueweekly.com

MUSIC

a Hannigan, Sea Sew (ATO
~cords) You remember
that girl at your

gh school who had no friends or
maybe a couple of

gay guys for friends,
and it lookéd like
she
ly made
=a
her own clothes,
but they were kind
of cool in their own,

ea

mes

befuddled, someway? And she had cool

<ses and asthma and never had to
ticipate ingym Class, but instead she
on thesidelines reading something
LolitaorPerfume while wearing a

age sweater? And she seemed really

art and cool but realiy shy, and she
moked cigarettes all’
by herself while

inking coffee at a back comer table in
at café on Jasper Ave—you know, the
ne that’s a Starbucks now, but wasn’t
ck then? Well, she made an album and
really awesome. You shoulda talked
her. —BAYAM BIRTLES / bryan @vueweekly.com
Tragically Hip, We Are the Same

iniversal) The Tragically Hip lost me
ago now. it'snot that I hated them
or anything—it’s

¥;

more like a sense of

stagnation had settled over the band
as lyrics became a
" e
mix of cutting and
cryptic and the
music and melodies
arried along steadily but unsurprisingly
br the most part. Oh, there were some
asant surprises along the way, but just
ot enough of them to count myself
pong the masses who hail the band’s

ork. And We Are the Same isn't going to
hange my mind, though there are
ough interesting bits scattered
roughout the album to make it worth
pending time with the band’s second
b Rock-produced effort. | don’t want to
e a Rock hater here, but his bombastic
le just seems out of place on these
Ongs. Still, there's enough here that it
en makes me want to go back and
ieck out the last couple of albums that I

REVUE / FRI, APR 3 /
BRING ME THE HORIZON /
EDMONTON EVENT CENTRE

pt slip by over the past few years. —EDEN
INRO / sden@vueweekly.com

See the photos and read Gravy’s review
online at vueweekly.com

eil Young, Fork in the Road
ise) An album about eco-friendly

ars is something that only a guy like
Neil Young could
pull off. 1 mean,
there are plenty of

people who could
write an album like
that, but it takes a
certain amount of
I-don't-give-a-fuck
ititude to do it the way Young has:
ith loud guitars and some generally
fine songs. Oh, he stumbles here
id there—"Get Behind the Wheel”
nds Young and his band having fun in
~band blues territory, which is OK
not amazing—but when he’s on he

QUICK SPINS
WHITEY HOUSTON
quickspins @vueweekly.com

CHAIN AND THE GANG
DOWN WITH LIBERTY, UPWITHCHAINS

WHITE LIES
10 LOSE MY LIFE
POLOOR

Svenonius band!
Weird, good! Like jerking off with
The opposite hand

UK Buzz band guys
{t's like someone gave the Smiths
A fun enema

BOW WOW
NEW JACK CITY Il
SONY

ADAM GREGORY
CRAZY DAYS
OPEN ADAD

amn

truly on, "Cough Up the Bucks” is a
" ibling and addictive turn of the

gine, “Off the Road" casts a dark,
eductive shadow and “Light a Candle”

@ ghostly country strummer. And peraps the best thing about this album is
at Young is using music like an oldshioned folk singer: he knows just
iow fucked up the world is and he
eheves
that a song isas good a way as
to get people
to wake up and do
omething about it. —EDEN MUNRO /

Usual bangers
Sounds like he’s kinda tired
More than just a il

Huge choruses for
driving in your Hummer II
Like Waylon used to

PAPA ROACH
ele naa
A bland, bland genre
There is often more flavour
{ndistilled water

Suburban ballcaps
Talk smack then beat on your ass
While screaming this shit

MUSIC

Flack Dog would like to extend condolencet

to the family and friends of Goe Etd.
He will be mised by all.
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Big Rock presents:

Herr Of
el DOg
Live

Jes

Dee& Jacquie B

‘Saturday, April II

The Joys are people, too
JAMES STEWART / jstewart@vueweekly.com
en Ross sounds like a pretty
k happy guy. And why shouldn’t

€ be: with his band, the Joys,
for which Ross plays bass, recently

wrapping up an American tour that”
found the Joys playing at SXSW in
Austin and making a pilgrimage to
Hollywood's famed Sunset Strip, he’s
got plenty of reasons. His only worry
now, as he’s checking in from just
outside Las Vegas in Death Valley, is a
rather daunting trek back to Canada
before their musician’s visas expire.
‘Asked how much time they have left,
Ross laughs, before admitting: “About
24 hours, actually. And we're looking
at least at a 25-hour drive ahead of
us. Its just been hard to leave. It’s so
nice down here.”
The band is making a big push
behind Unfold, its latest full-length
from July of 2008, for which the band
was able to enlist the help of producer
Tom Treumuth [Big Sugar, Kazzer].
With the benefit of more time combined with the experience of
Treumuth, the band was finally able
to take its time and craft a record that
fulfils the potential of its alternative
rock stylings, and the members couldn't be happier with the results.
“With Unfold, we were really able to
focus on each part of the whole
process with the time we’d been
given,” Ross explains. “When we
recorded [2005's Demolition Sessions]

)
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ASTROLOGY
ROG BREZSHY
freewill @yueweekly.com

ARIES (MAR 21 - APR 19)

sphere, Gemini. Maintain your concentration

Your role model for the coming week is
George Garratt, a British guy who legally
changed his name to Captain Fantastic
Faster Than Superman Spiderman Batman Wolverine Hulk And The Flash Combined. Like him, | hope you will be
extravagant as you re-imagine your selfimage ... and be playful as you take serious actions that permanently change
things . and mess with the status quo in
experimental ways that aren't dangerous
but make you feel ecstatic to be alive.

TAURUS (APR 20 - MAY 20)
“Men build too many walls and not
enough bridges,” said Isaac Newton. |
agree with that assessment in general,
but I'm going to amend it a bit for your

use. In my astrological opinion, you would
benefit from constructing one more wall
before embarking on a bridge-building
campaign. In fact, it won't make sense to
erect all those new links in May unless
you first burn down a bridge and fashion
a fresh, fortified boundary.

GEMINI (MAY 21 - JUN 20)
During my daily bicycle jaunts, | have on
occasion ridden by a certain construction
site, observing as workers took several
months to erect a home where once there
was dirt It tumed out to be too monstrously
big for my tastes, but |admire its craftsmanship, and the landscaping is impeccable,
too. Today | saw that the workers had com-
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pleted one last task: pouring the cement for
the driveway, But something went awry. The
lip of the driveway is a foot above the level
of the road. There’s no way a car could make
the transition without being damaged. Make
sure that nothing similar happens in your
right to the end of the process you've been

carrying out. Finish your masterpiece with a
precise flourish.

CANCER (JUN 21 - JUL 22)
Executives at an Austrian insurance company
have taken a novel approach to filling job
openings in their sales division: they're only
seeking Capricoms, Tauruses, Leos, Aries and
Aquarians. “A statistical study indicated that
almost all of our best employees have one of
those five star signs,” they said. |haven't seen
the study, but aocording to my personal analysis, it's a mistake to leave Cancerians out of
that privileged group—at least in 2009. The
members of your tribe have exceptional powers of persuasion right now, as well as even
more than your usual skill at tapping into the
subconscious minds of those you're working
with. |believe these advantages will be espeCially potent in the coming weeks.

LEO (JUL 23- AUG 22)
French President Sarkozy's best friend,
advertising mogul Jacques Sequela, has an
unusual way of measuring success. If you
don't own a Rolex watch by the time you're
50, he says, you're a failure. I'm inclined to
propose the opposite: if you do have a
Rolex watch, no matter what age you are,
you're probably a failure. To be attached to
such a conspicuous status symbol is a sign
that your values are dominated by the transitory trivialities of materialism. Where do
you stand on the matter, Leo? It's a good
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time to think about it, because you're in a
phase when clarifying your definitions of
high achievement is important.

VIRGO (AUG 23-SEP 22)
You're in luck, Virgo. Not so much in the
sense of winning the lottery or scoring a
major award, but in a more spiritual sense.
According to my astrological analysis,
you're about to be blessed with glimpses of
the beauty that has been hidden from you.
Do you know “Auguries of Innocence,” the
poem by William Blake? | think you'll experience what it describes: “To see a world in
a grain of sand / And a heaven in a wild
flower, / Hold infinity in the palm of your
hand, / And eternity in an hour.”

LIBRA (SEP 23 - O&T 22)
| once had a girlfriend who was tormented
by her demons. As brilliant an artist as she
was, as much good as she did in the world,
she couldn't get those jerks to stop whispering curses like “You're a fraud” and “You'll
never make any money from doing what
you're good at” and “No one will ever love
you for who you really are.” | did my best to
silence the voices that plagued her. | tried to
sing them to sleep or scare them away or
make her feel so well-loved they'd die of
malnourishment. But nothing worked, and
she and | eventually broke up because of
those demons. Since then I've worked hard
to improve my skills as an exorcist. As much
as I'm inclined to use those skills to help you
chase away the pests that are bugging you,
however, that’s not necessary. You now have
the power to perform a dramatic do-it-yourself banishing. So get to work!

SCORPIO (OCT 23- NOV 21)
If you ever wanted to learn how to do lucid

MUSIC

joe)

—!

FAL APR10
(9PM)

ca WITH SOUTHERN PINK & THE SHAKEDOWNS:

Oo | BRIXSIO

we basically just set up and banged
out the tracks right off the floor.
There’s definitely something to
recording that way as well—there’s a
lot of energy in a one-taker. But this
time around we really wanted the
depth you get with building a record
chapter by chapter, piece by piece.”

WITH VOCALIST sarah smith drawing
comparisons to pretty much any
woman who has ever sung in a rock

dreams or out-of-body travel or shamanic
explorations that help you retrieve lost portions of your soul, this is an excellent time to
begin. You're in an astrological phase when
the veil between this world and the other
side is thinner than usual, and that means
you could make connections that haven't
been possible before. If the things | mentioned in the beginning are too woo-woo or
scary for you, there are other ways to take
advantage of current conditions. First, you
could conduct productive imaginary converSations with the spirits of dead friends and
relatives. Second, you could do intense meditations in which you imprint the future with
scenarios you'd lave to see come to pass.
And third, you'll probably be able to incubate
a highly informative dream by asking your
unconscious mind a well-formulated question that you'd love to get guidance about.

SAGITTARIUS (NOV 22- DEC 21)
At a Buddhist sanctuary in Khun Han,
Thailand, monks have used a million beer
bottles and soft drink bottles to build their
temple. Bottle caps have come in handy,
too, serving as the raw material for
numerous mosaics portraying the Buddha.
Your assignment, Sagittarius, is to draw
inspiration from these geniuses. How
could you take some profane elements of

your life and turn them into a hotbed of

band—some

warranted, some \,

off—Ross admits that the stigm
having a female-fronted band still pe;
sists today, with people’s baseless p

conceptions and gender-influenc«:
comparisons making it more diff)
for the band to be taken at face valuc
“We deal with a bit of that kind
«/
stereotyping, but at the end of the 4
we're all just people,” he says. “Som
one might come to one of our sho.
with an idea of how we sound or
we are, but hopefully we're ab!
make an impression and relate to the
on a human level and leave that sexi
stuff behind. By the time they leay
they realize we're just four regular pe
ple who love playing music.” v

lowing sounds—simply because yo:
instinctual nature was moved to forceful!
ly express its joy at being alive, its lon
ing to trumpet its power, and its impul
to shake up the stale vibes it found itself
in. If there will ever come a time in your
life when this marvel will actually hap

pen, | bet it'll be in the coming weeks

AQUARIUS (JAN 20 - FEB 18)
It took him 48 hours, but a British soldi¢
has broken the world’s record for number
of seats sat upon. Terry Twining warmed
his butt, if ever so briefly, on a total of
40 040 chairs in a football stadium !as

August. | suggest you.do something cor
parable, Aquarius: be simultaneously
well-grounded and energetic. Keep your
feet on the ground as you attempt to
reach a new personal best. Find ways t
derive excitement from repetitive tasks

PISCES (FEB 19 - MAR 20)
For a few dollars a month, you can have
computer's synthesized voice utter a praye!
for you three times a day. Information
ageprayer.com promises to contact the Cre-

ator with incantations designed just fo!
you. On the other hand, there’s a praye!

warrior on my staff who will pray for you a!
no cost. Her name's Grandma Betty, and
can personally attest to her skill and devo-

sacred inspiration?

tion. Send your requests to her in cate 0!

CAPRICORN (DEC 22 - JAN 19)

me at PO Box 150628, San Rafael, CA
94915. (There's no catch. | won't use oF sell

Sneezes and yawns rise up in you without
your conscious bidding. You can try to stifle them, but they have a will of their
own. Just imagine if you were also visited at unexpected moments by the need to
howl. Suddenly and without warning, you
felt an irrepressible urge to unleash bel-

your address. Sorry, no emails.) In the

meantime, I'm also going to be sending 4
series of rowdy solicitations on your behalf

to the Divine Wow. Here's the gist of whe!
I'll say: please assist my Piscean readers in

finding out exactly what they need to do!
promote their financial stability. ¥
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COMEDY FACTORY Gat
tertai
Centre, 34 Ave, Calga ei iheBa0pm
Sat, 8pm and 10pm © Steven Juliano Moore;
Apr 9-11 # Mack Wilhite: Apr 16-18
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Milner Library,
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g
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r
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: Each
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Tuesdays: Each Tue * Ben Gleib, Matt Alledine,
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“a Bayt MakThu, hor a)
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LAUGH SHOP 1105-6606 137 Ave, Londond
Mall, 780.476.1010
Wed-Thu 8pm; FriSat u
7:30pm and 9:45pm * Wed amateur open mic
aight,8pm © Brian Stollery from Calgary; Apr

Professional

A, 111 St,
87Ave, Rm

peakers Michele

Bill
ick, moderatApr 9, 6:30pm (door),
|
ment, N. door, 6
3p St. SirWinston Churchill
dult children of alcoholic
amilies
© Meet Mondays

d dysfuneti
including

hols

LION'S HEAD PUB fladisson Hotel Edmonton
South, 4440 Gateway Boulevard, 780.437.6010

+= Comedy open mic night every Sun (Spm) host-

ed by Lars Callieou
STEEPS TEA LOUNGE-COLLEGE PLAZA

1116-82 Ave, 780.988.8105 » Amateur

Comedian Night: every Tue, 8-10:30pm © For
info contact robyn@steepstea.com

QUEER LISTINGS

s, 7:30pm

G FOR THE
ASSIVE
SOU
j
UCTION FOR NORTHERN
LATITUDES Telus World of Science Star

Theatre, 11211-1742 St * Solar designer and

structural engineer Andy Smith will be address-

and their friends, family, and allies meet the
2nd Tue, 7pm, each month

BISEXUAL WOMEN'S COFFEE GROUP « A

see Chess bel

“ld

° rae to

lay chess;0}pee ies for allages includin

Riseas,show
rams and nanan ue
rovingchessnuts@shaw.ca

EDMONTON ESPERANTO SOCIETY Fm 1812,
10025-102A Ave, 780.702.5117 * Fri, noon-1pm
'» vaughn@sewardeonsutting.com

ONTON

NATURE CLUB Royal Alberta

‘Museum * Monthly meeting with the topic From
Bird Watching to Market Actions with speaker
Glen Semenchuck ® Fri, Apr 17, 7pm (coffee);

7:30pm (meeting)

ERTILITY AWARENESS CHARTING CIRCLE
Steops College Plaza, 11116-82 Ave * Learn
about menstrual cycle charting and share your
personal experiences in a supportive group

social pus for bi-curious and bisexual women
every 2nd Tue of the month, 8pm *
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/bwedmonton

BOOTS BAR AND LOUNGE 10242-106 St,
780.423.5014, www.bootsbar.ca * 2nd Thu:
Iilusions Social Club ¢ 3rd Wed: Edmonton 0
Society * 2nd Tue: Edmonton Rainbow Business
Association * Every Fri: Philosophy Café @ Fri
and Sat DJ SeXXXy Sean 10-3 © ang
Weekend Sundays feature the Stardust Lounge
with Miss Bianca and Vanity Fair

BUDDYS NITE CLUB 117258 Jasper Ave,

780.488.7736 © Nightly 3pm-3am,

Fri 8-3pm *

Sun: Rotating drag shows with Mz Bianca and
Mz Vanity Fair in The Stardust Lounge and
GoDiva and Donnatella NEI in The GoDonna
Shaw, DJ WestCoastBabyDaddy * Mon:

Amateur strip contest with Mia Fellow, midnight, DJ WestCoastBabyDaddy © Tue: Free

environment * Thu, Apr 16, 6:30-8:30pm © $5
donation

Peal and tourney, DJ Arrowchaser * Wed:

GREAT EXPEDITIONS HOSTEL TRAVEL SLIDE
SHEDULE Hostelling International, 10647-81

underwear contest with Mia Fellow, midnight,
DJ sneered © Fri: We made ‘em
famous! DJ Eddy Toonflash, come early to avoid

Ave(ns 18h 455.674)© Meet the
2nd Mon every month (7:30pm)
(2007) presented by
Sylvi

* Malawi, Africa
h © Apr 13 © Free

jump day with

DJ Sexxxy Sean * Thu: Wet

lineup, no cover before 10pm * Sat: Undie
night for men only, free pool and tourney, DJ

Arrowchaser
EDMONTON PRIME TIMERS {EPT) Unitarian
Church of Edmonton, 10804-119 St © A group
of older gay men and their admirers who have

presentations, speakers, workshops,
competitions. All levels of photograMeetre2nd and 4th Thu ?
PEACE Steeps
1116-82 Ave * Documentary
7pm © Free

common interests meet the 2nd Sun, 2:30pm,
most months for a social period, a short meeting and a guest speaker, discussion panel or a
potluck aye Special interest groups meet for
other social activities throughout the month. E:
edmontonpt@yahoo.ca,
www. primetimersww.org/edmonton

GLBT SPORTS AND RECREATION
www.teamedmonton.ca * Women’s Drop-In

Recreational Badminton; Oliver School Gym,
10227-118 St,780.465.3620; Wed, 6-7:30pm *
Bootcamp; Lynnwood Elementary School at
15451-84 Ave; Mon, 7-8:15pm;
bootcamp@teamedmonton.ca * Bowling:

Gateway Lanes, 100, 3414 Gateway Bivd; Sat,
5-7pm; bowling@teamedmonton.ca * Curling:
Mon, 7:15-9:15pm}, Granite Curling Club;

phic ign studio10 that

creates
creat

Diafoot nk e

ber\/$10 (non-member) atthedoor
DANCE CLUB

ha
84 Ave
® Swing

Dar

,

Hall,

Niece
beginer

|

Uof A Campus * Campus-based
organization for lesbian, ey. bisexual, trans-iden-

tified and queer (LGBTQ) faculty, graduate student, academic, straight allies and support staff

ora

lle

olWana dal

COMEDY
IFE 9351-118 Ave,780.471.1580»
ts Improv
*IstThuevery month,

Socializing after practices * Every ne, Thu
PLAY NIGHTCLUB 10220-103 St.
www.playnightclub.ca * Open Thu, Fri, Sat *
The first bar for the queer community to open in
a decade with DJs Alexx Brown and Eddie
Toonflash

PRIDE CENTRE OF EDMONTON 9540-111 Ave,

780.488.3234, www.pridecentreofedmonton.org *
Open Tue-Fri He Sat 2-6:30pm * LGBT
Seniors nigh ery Tue/Thu, 2-4pm © CA
Every Thu (7pm) © Suit Up and Show Up: AA big
book study group meet every Sat, noon * Youth
Understanding Youth: Youth up to 25 years, support and social group meet ey Sat, 7-9pm;
ye
* Womonspace: Board meeting 1st

un each month, 10:30am-12:30pm * Trans

3rd Thu each month (fall/winter terms}:
Speakers Series. Contact Kris
{kwells@ualberta.ca)
KOREZONE FITNESS 203, 10575-115 St «
LIVING POSITIVE 404, 10408-124 St.
wvew.edmlivingpositive.ca,

1.877.975.

180.488.5768, * Providing con-

fidential peer support to people living with HIV
* Tue, *Bom:Support group ¢ Daily drop-in,
peer counselling

UPCOMING

SHOWS:

Education/Support Group: Meet the 1st and 3rd
Sun, 2-4pm, of each month;

* Men Talking with Pride

Every Sun (7pm); facilitator: Rob Wells robwells780@hotmail.com * HIV Support Group:
Meet the 2nd Mon of each month, 7pm ©
Transgender, Transsexual, Intersex and
Questioning (7110) Alliance; Support meeting the
Znd Tue each month, 7.30pm * preneieriler

Transsexual, Intersex and Questioning.
Education, advocacy and support for men,

women and youth; PFLAG Edmonton: Meet the

Ist Wed each month, 7pm * Free short-term,

solution-focused drop-in counseling; every Wed,
7-10pm ® YouthSpace: drop-in for LGBTQ for
youth up to 25; Tue-Sat, 3-7pm

PRISM BAR 10524-101 St, 780.990.0038 «
Every Wed: Free Pool; Karaoke, Spm-midnight «
Every Thu: Prism Pool League; 7-11:30pm ©
Every Fri: Steak Nite; 5-9pm; DJ at 9:30pm

ROBERTSON-WESLEY UNITED CHURCH
10209-123 St, 780.482.1587, www.rwuc.org *

Soul OUTing: an LGBT-focused alternative worship * 2nd Sun each month, 7pm; worship Sun,
10:30am; people of all sexual orientations welcome. A LGBT monthly book club and film night
Info email jravenseroft@rwuc.ora

ST. PAUL'S UNITED CHURCH 11526-76 Ave,

780.436.1555 * People of all sexual orientations are welcome ® Every Sun (10am worship)

WOMONSPACE 780.482.1794, www.womonspace.ca, womonspace@gmail.com * A Nonprofit lesbian social organization for Edmonton
and surrounding area. Organized monthly activities from dances, games nites, golf toumament,
etc. Monthly newsletter and reduced rates included with membership. Confidentiality assured

WOODYS 11723 Jasper Ave, 780.488.6557 ©
Open Daily (noon) @ Sat-Tue Karaoke with Tizzy
and Patrick * Sat-Sun Poo! Tournaments

SPECIAL EVENTS
EDMONTON'S FASHION FESTIVAL Trans

Alta Arts Barn, 10330-84 Ave * Edmonton
Fashion Week: Featuring local, Canadian and
international designers, Salon Showease (the
Art of Coiffure), Makeup Showcase, Emerging
Designer and Stylist Contest and Style Gallery,
an urban fashion and design shopping market,
and visual arts and photo! raphy Until Apr 9,

8pm * $15 (adv single ticket)/$20 (door)/$85
(VIP passes) TIX on the Square, door
DIVINE PERFORMING ARTS Jubilee
Auditorium * A celebration of China's traditional arts inspired by the legends and values of

FASHION SHOW FOR REAL WOMEN Sands
Hotel, Banquet Room * By R &L Studios * Thu,
¢9 © $5, ph Lora at 780.977.1151,
780.482.1105, or e-mail stuidiogirl1970@hotmail.com: Proceeds to Safe House For Women
INTERLUDE-AN IN BETWEEN TIME
Neca United Church, 10025-101 St,

Airport Ad, 8-10pm; recvolleyball@teamedmonton.ca; volleyball@teamedmonton.ca * YOGA
pee Free Yoga; every Sun, 2-3:30pm;

monthly © For info go to
groups.yahoo.com/group/admonton_itlusions/

pis * Silentviie Ist

Recreational and competitive swimming with
coaching, beginners encouraged to participate.

Elementary School at 9008-105A, 8-10pm; Thu
intermediate: rales Academy, 101

‘orezone Fitness, 203, 10575-115 St;

Ltd

Www.geocities.com/makingwaves_edm *

centuries of Chinese culture featuring performers, ae costumes and backdrops, drum
rhythms, and a full orchestra * Wed, Apr 15,
7:30pm; Thu, Apr 16, 2pm and 7:30pm *
Tickets at TicketMaster

ning@teamedmonton.ca ® Swimming: NAIT
ool, 11762-106 St; Tue, 8-9pm, Thu, 7:3030pm; swimming@teamedmonton.ca *
Volleyball: Tue Recreational: Mather Teresa

ILLUSIONS SOCIAL CLUB:
CROSSDRESSERS 780.387.3343 © meet

LAC

MAKING WAVES SWIMMING CLUB

780.463.5942 © Running: Sun, Tue, Thu: run-

yoga@teamedmonton.ca

end

reduction in French, ame and other African
languages * 3rd and 4th Sat, 9am-Spm each
month * Free (member)/$10 (membership) ©
Pre-register

www.albertatrans.org

AFFIRM SUNNYBROOK-RED DEER
Sunnybrook United Church, Red Deer,
403.347.6073 * Affirm welcome LGBTQ people

ing the nuances of passive solar design ® Tue,

Apr 14, 7-8:30pm
HESS Edmonton Chess Club and Society of

MADELEINE SANAM FOUNDATION Faculté
St. Jean, Rm 3-18, 780.490.7332 * Program for
HIV-AID'S prevention, treatment and harm

780.426.1818 * Featuring Music by Keri Lynn
Zwicker, HarpRouge Trio and readings and
reflections by Timothy J. Anderson, and Rev.
John Henry Weinlick * Sat, Apr 11, 3pm * Free
PAAFE EDMONTON MEN OF HONOUR
AWARDS GALA Sawmill Restaurant, 3840-76
Ave * pleas gala © Fri, Apr 17, 6pm *
Info: 780.471.613

ARCHIVES OF ALBERTA'S 24TH

ANNUAL FILM NIGHT Metro Cinema, Citadel
Theatre Zeidler Hall, 9828-101A Ave * High
School Historical: Films from the Provincia
Archives of Alberta's vaults: a 1958 with Jack

Nicholson, twolate1930s/early 1940s melodra-
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mas made i the Victoria High School and
Strathcona High School drama classes * Fri, Apr
17 © $10 (adult)/$8 (student/senior) at the door

EVENTS

643-4000
APR9-APR 15,2009
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Ch-ch-changes
es |QUEERMONTON
| TAMARA GORZALIA
tam@vueweek!y.com
| woke up last week to a text from a
friend excitedly asking if I'd read the
newspaper yet. | knew immediately the

story she was referring to: “Alberta's law
to embrace gay rights,” read the headline. | was initially as excited about the

been kicking and screaming its way out of

acknowledging it ever since.
When the federal decision came down,
Alberta was the only province to resist the
ruling, merely “reading in” the decision
_ rather than ammending its legislation. It's
not simply that the government only
agreed (if a court order could be called
agreeing) to make the change in such an
invisible way, it’s that they have denied
any discussion about it since, with the
intervening years of rejection reminding

quite the same worth as everyone else.
Blackett has called the upcoming
change “long overdue,” “just common

amending Alberta's Human Rights, Citizen-

sense” and said, “We'd look very, very

Canada decision forced the anti-discrimination protection into being more than a
decade ago, but Alberta's government has

foolish if we said ‘No, we wouldn't do
that.’” Which is all fine and dandy except
that this is the same government that's
been denying the change for a decade.
Because 10 years is okay, but 11? Well,
that would just be “foolish.”

2 CLASSI IEDS
IFYOU WANT TDPLACE YOUR CLASSIRED ADIN
VUE WEEXLY PLEASE PHONE 780.426.1996.
DEADLINE ISNOON THE TUESDAY BEFORE PUBLICATION

HELP WANTED
The Cutting Room is looking for
Assistants and Stylists
Please drop off your resume at
10536 -124 Street

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

BIGGEST HEALTH
DISCOVERY IN
20 YEARS!
This patented product
will be the next

BILLION DOLLAR GIANT!
Great opportunity to improve
your health and wealth!

Drivers wanted: $15+/hr, Wed (night), Thu (day),
perm/PT. Must have mini-van or truck
Looking for reliable, responsible person.
Ph 780.907.0570

CHANGE YOUR LIFE! TRAVEL, TEACH ENGLISH:
We train you to teach. 1000's of jobs around the world.
Next in-class or ONLINE by correspondence. Jobs quaranteed, 7712-104St. Call for info pack 1.888.270.2941

OPPORTUNITIES
Tired of working someone else's dream?
What do the rich know that you dont?
Groundbreaking opportunity, new in Canada.
Financial freedom is here! 780.994.2760

For more info call Ken

MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

780-454-6971
www.maxtrax4u.com/kenneths

&

night.com/2009/SC/register-htm

Write Off! The Isabel Miller Young Miller Young
Writers award for poetry or fiction (ages 12-18):
Deadline: May 1 info at www.epl.ca/youthwriting-

contest

The Works Art and Design Festival CALL TO ENTER!!!
Deadlines are fast approaching! Art Market Deadline

April 15, Smaller then a Breadbox Deadline May 1,
and Chalk Art Deadline May 15. Download applica-

filmmaker wanted to do simple, live, in-studio film
clip. E; Nick at nickfree@shaw.ca

Went to stop smoking? Nicotine Anonymous

the change, that a gay parent might 19;

want their children to attend a class ayo,
heterosexuality, That's just... no.
~ Minister Balckett has also suggeste,
change to the Alberta Human Rio},

Commission, removing their abilit
adjudicate cases of free speech, say;
such cases are better handled by
laws in the criminal code. This couly ,

another blow to all minorities in Abe;
who are affected by hate literature.
affected groups will no longer be abi
file a complaint with the commission

If any good has come from th:
omnibus changes, it’s that people are ta|
ing about these issues again. We can
brate our victories while still looking at 1}
road ahead, and without blindly accepting
what's offered. Perhaps with these
on our side, now we can pick up the |
for the Ts in LGBTQ. We've still got a long
way to go towards an Alberta with prote;
tions and equality for everyone. v
Team Diabetes is looking for adults of ALL fitness
els to walk/run in destinations such as Ather
Honolulu or Calgary to help raise awareness
ar
funds for diabetes research and education
Canadian Diabetes Association at 403,266.06:

WANTED: JAMMERS for open public monthly jam
on the second Sunday of the month at 9119-128A
Ave. Rock, country & old time music. Ph.
780.973.5593, randyglen@JumpUpDj.com

Do you remember someone who believed in vou when
you were a child? Be that person in a child's lif
today. All it takes is one hour a week, which
m:
be much to you but will make all the diffe
life of a child. Be a Big Brother or Big Sist
Mentor! Call Big Brother Big Sister today. 424-81¢

VOLUNTEER
THINK YOU HAVE WHAT ITTAKES TO BE HOMELESS? Spend one night under the stars and leam
what life is like for many Edmonton youth.
Registration deadline: May 15, 2009; register at

1S DRINKING A PROBLEM?
ALA. CAN HELP! 780.424.5900

Www.yess.org

Alberta musicians write a song that celebrates Heroes
in Life, for the Special Olympics Alberta, presented by
inf

im,

wn,

MUSICIANS
BUSKERS WANTED! Walk for Darfur club seeks musicians for May 2nd rally. Contact Luke Coffey at
780.965.2110

Public

Outreach,

fundraising,
fundraisers

Canada’s

spread

backline. Vocal versatility and experience on guitar are
assets. If this is you email

e Flexible

The Loudhailers Seeking Piano for Rock n Roll Rhythm n
Blues originals. www.myspace.comy/theloudhailers
shows booked, recording constantly contact Justin
theloudhailers@qmail.com

meetings: 7pm, every Wed, Ebenezer United Church
Hall, 106 Ave, 163 St. Contact Gwynn 780.443.3020

in face-to-face
and raise funds

awareness

e $12/h, guaranteed

Ryan at ryan-biggs@edmonton.ca

Blues man looking to form or join rock ‘n’ blues band, 33
yis experience, singer/songwriter, frontman, plays guitar, harmonica and dobro. Call 709.573.0444 or
E jimmererwtp@yahoo
ca

leader

is currently hiring its fall staff. Our

for a select group of non profits.

Former members of mervyn albin seek hard-working
vocalist/frontman to complement strong and dedicated

Phone 426-1996 from 9am-5pm Mon-Fri «Email rob@vueweekly.com 10303-108St. Edmonton
Deadtine Tues atNoon »Print legibly onlines atright * Upto45Characters perline © Every letter, space or mark counts asone character « Allow one space following punctuation
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WE’RE HIRING

RGB Productions. Deadline Apr 15, T: 402.784.2658,

¢ Travel

and advancement

© Perks

such

e Friendly,

Work

opportunities

as daily coffee

sociaHy

* A fun, dynamic,

wage

hours

conscious

and treats
co-workers

and inspiring work

to make

environment

a difference

today!

www.publicoutreach.ca

edmontonjobs@publicoutreach.ca

780-436-9896
Print your ad here...
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tions from www.theworks.ab.ca or call Glyn at
780.426.2122 ext. 234

ARTIST 10 ARTIST

Artist/graphic designer needed to do CD cover art,
and possible booklet—qood, creative concept. Also

home.” It's confusing then, to wonder wy),
he's suggested
the amendment. But thay.
Not as puzzling as his other rationale behj,,

Dirty City Hearts is seeking a guitar player. Please contact us through facebook, myspace
(www.myspace.com/dirtycityhearts) or call
780,938.3037 for more details

Steeps—Old Glenora: for open mic—Spoken word
First Thursday every month. Contact Adam Snider to
sign up adam.snider@gmail.com

Musicians from Vancouver, to Whitehorse, to Winnipeg;
the 2009 Westem Canadian Music Awards (WCMAs),
Sept 17-20 in Brandon, Manitoba; submission deadline:
19, 11pm apply at
www.sonicbids.com,
; eligibility information go to
www.westemcanadianmusicawards.ca/awards

NYC Midnight's (www.NYCMidnight.com; Sixth
Affordable picture

Annual Screenwriter's Challenge: Apr 17-25; entry
Apr 15. $45 (sign-up cost) at www.nycmid-

Strong vocalist looking for guitarist for collaboration Ph
780.421.1910

Free art talk with Calgary artist Jean Pilch
presented by the ASA and the EPL; Fri, Apr24,
7:30pm at the Stanley A. Milner Library Theatre, 7 Sir
Winston Churchill Sq

PICTURE FRAMES

community. The other draws attention to

religious beliefs based on what is taught 3;

a parent's ability to pull their child out of
a Class that they don’t agree with. It's
hard to say that one is more worthy than
the other, especially since both deal with
rights that are already there.
But I'm of the mind that kids should
learn everything there is to learn in the
curriculum. Just because a child is taught
something doesn’t mean he or she will
take it as the indesputable truth. A parent
should always be around to discuss and
debrief what their child has learned in
school, and if they disagree, they have
the perfect opportunity to talk about it
and give their kid both sides of the issue.
Students still learn very little about
sex, gender and health issues. Do parents
really need the right to deny their children
the one class of their entire schooling
when they're going to cover sexual orientation or birth control?
Blackett says he doesn't believe that
“parent's choice” will cause some parents to
pull their children out of classes about evolution and things that are in opposition to
their religious beliefs. “As a parent,” opined
Blackett, “most would say they can teach

MODAL MUSIC INC. 780.221.3116

EDUCATIONAL

FRAMING

along with the anti-discrimination amendment, including a new “parent's choice” provision enshrining parental rights to have
their children opt out of classes that they
don’t believe in—a right parents actually
already have under the provincial school act.
Both are symbolic changes. One
enshrines a protection that’s a decade
old, finally giving value to Alberta’s queer

Quality music instruction since 1981

Guitarist. Educator.
Graduate of GMCC music program

Free Acting Classes
sign up at freeactingtips.net
Audition and camera tips
www.vadastudios.com

STILL, SOMETHING IS BETTER than noth-

ing, right? Oh, if only. Unfortunately Blackett
queers in Alberta that they don’t carry — has decided to add some other changes

announcement as my messaging friend,
but then, as often happens, reality set in.
For the uninitiated, provincial Culture
Minister Lindsay Blackett announced last
week that the provincial government will be
ship and Multiculturalism Act to include
sexual orientation. It’s an alteration that's
purely symbolic, since a Supreme Court of

Perhaps more troubling is there is still
no mention of including gender identity
and expression as a protected right. If a
person is fired, denied housing or otherwise discriminated against in Alberta
because they are transgender, gender
non-confirming or in any other way perceived as gender-variant, they will still be
without recourse. Until a court case challenges this in the same way that Vriend
challenged the exclusion of sexual orientation, our trans brothers and sisters are
being abandoned well behind the fight.

gs for mercy
ing about.
DR BERMAN: All right, look. Here iis the

on Oprah have sold gazillions of her vibrators and carried Berman's name, credentials and well-tended features with them
into bed with viewers nationwide and fur-

ther. These are mostly not the penis-mounted marital aides the doctor is describing
above, but the Berman Center brand's
workhorse, the “Aphrodite.” It's a magicwand-type rechargeable nicknamed “the
sure thing.” How sure a thing is it, and is
there anything about it which should automatically win the trust of an audience presumably tuning in more for makeovers,
lifestyle tips and celebrity gossip than for
“Look, Oprah, here's the penis ... 2”
I've been getting floods of press releases for new toys meant for a mass audience
of sex-toy newbies {it’s almost always the
Aphrodite—good press that goddess gets)
and |politely reply that I'd be happy to
examine one but they'll have to send me
something, and |finally found satisfaction.
The earth did not move, but
MyPleasure.com, the rather sober-sided
therapy-oriented sex toy store that acts as
Berman's sales outlet, sent me a selection
of hot new gear, including the Aphrodite.

Volunteers needed to "make fun" at the Edmonton
International Street Performers Festival running July

enthusiastic volunteers for presentations and special

penis. (Makes shadow-puppet gesture.)

OPRAH: | swear. I'm not ready forit.I'm not
teady. \'m not ready forit. No. | am not
ready for it. Let's move on.
The doctor is Laura Berman of the
Berman Institute in LA, where between
Laura's therapy and her urologist sister
Jennifer's research, any female with

enough money and not enough orgasms
Can get her bits seen to, They do excellent work. I'd be tempted to go myself out
of curiosity if | lived more southerly and
had more money and less doctor-phobia.
Doesn't Laura, usually so nice, seem to be
getting something of a kick out of playing
“torture the media mogul” there, though?
Funny, actually, as these appearances

148 St) looking for
Mon, Tues, Wed.
a working with
anda valid oe

312 apply online at www.edmontonstreetfest.com;

£; volunteer@edmontonstreetfest.com; T: Liz AllisonJorde 780.425.5162. Volunteers must be a minimum
of 14 yrs old

Do you lave the ARTS? Joinus and be a part of North

America’s LARGEST Outdoor FREE Art & Design

Festival! Volunteer! Download your application at
www. theworks.ab.ca
Volunteer website for youth 14-24 years old.
Www. youthvolunteer.ca

|20-21-22.
or call

|have to admit my initial reaction to the
goddess of desire’s pleasure wand was
not, “Oh, oh, oh!” but simply, “Oh.” It is a

Volunteer drivers and kitchen help urgently needed.\f
you're available weekdays, 10am-)pm call Meals on

Wheels. 780,479.2020

Sled with your Pet, The Chimo Animal Assisted
Project uses animals in therapy sessions with
ipa
therapists to help the clients achieve specific
goals. Info: www.chimoproject.ca. E; volunteer@chimoproject.ca or 1: 780.452.2452
Dr's Appointment Buddy—Aceompany new refugee
immigrants to their medical appointments to give support and assist with paperwork. Thu, 10:30am2:30pm. Transportation not required. Leslie
780.432.1137, ext 357

dull opaque purple and quite large—a lot
of purple—and not much to look at. | set it
to charge and went away and forgot about
it ‘til deadline, at which point | discovered
that the vaunted infrared feature does not
work on the “high” setting, which seems
like kind of a cheat. Does the vibrator itself
{a large round head on an articulated neck,
with three interchangeable silicone

sleeves) work? Yes. Yes, it does.
| am not at all convinced that it's enough
better than anything else to cure an Oprah
viewers’ anorgasmia all on its own merits.
Rather, |bet it's the Aphrodite's innate vibey
goodness combined with Dr Berman's cred
and that of the kind of sexy-sounding Dr
Sandor Gardoz, MyPleasure’s resident sexologist, plus Oprah herself, combined with the
awareness that thousands of other relatable
married-with-children afternoon TV watch€rs are using it too that's causing (or allowing) all the orgasms. It’s an excellent

beginner's vibrator but | seriously do believe
that a lot of thase women are finally getting

CANADIAN LIVER FOUNDATION is looking for

LOVE, ANDREA

ADULT

events. Call Carmen at 780.444.1547

Exotic Tasia
Beautiful caramel skin,
26years old,
nice curves, 38DD. Outcalls only.

PALS, Project Adult Literacy Society needs volunteers to work with adult students in the ESL English
as a Second Language Program. Call 780.424.5514
Training and materials are provided

587-784-0161 (Edmonton)

Jackie James - Upscale Companion
Petite Brunette COUGAR - Sft - 90 Ibs
TIGHT, Tanned & Toned - 780.887.4989
fic. 83533630-001 - Look 4me @
Wwww.whisparjackiejames.rare-playmate.com

Guerrilla Gardening need volunteers to help plant 600
sapling trees along baseline road, &: theurbangraening@gmail.com, T: 780.432.6181 for info. Facebook
http://edmontongg. blogspot.com

The
Network: Volunteer today to be a
Distress Line Listener. Apply on line at: www.thesupportnetwork.com or call 780.732.6648

off with this one because so many other
women are. If you think about it, this is sort
of revolutionary in a way that the feministish sex toy industry has been claiming but
Not quite eaming for quite some time
also received an unpleasantly mauve (I
sense a theme here) and flowery but otherwise nice-looking insertable thing called,
redundantly, Blissful Pleasures, which is very
pleased with itself for having five settings,
but several of these are literally snore-y, tak
ing long, slow breaths before rewing up
again, which ... yawn. And there was a “Liv”
from Lelo, the gorgeousness people. |t is
indeed gorgeous, slim and curvy in princess
pink with chrome and iPod-white accents. It
also has a click wheel like an iPod, though,
and a leaming curve as well as a G-spot one,
and | am not entirely sure that it likes me. |
think it would make a great gift for a geeky
femme with a lot of time on her hands, but it
seems a bit high-maintenance, and also, it
tumed itself off. This is a sex toys equivalent
of getting up to take a phone call, and it will
not be forgiven lightly. The homely therapeutic model would never do you like that

SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL FOOD BANK

Break the Code! Help an adult to read and write. Call
Jordan Centre for Family Literacy 780.421.7323
www. familit.ca
Volunteers Needed to work with new immigrants in a
variety of tasks and with some great fun events and
outings! Many exciting shifts available! Call Judy
780.424.3545, ext 249
Lae
ay
wn
lee
oni

403-313-3311
Other cities

NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS Help Line
24 Hours a Day-7 Days a Week
If you want eke
to sto, orn pie
we ~ help

Tollbg 1.877.463. 3537

SACE-Public Education Program: Sexual

Assault Centre of Edmonton ee LSA08 ait
ca}
rovides crisis intervention. info, counseling,
B public education. T: 780.423.4102/F780.421.8734/E: info@sace.ab.ca:
www.sace.ab.ca/24 Hour Crisis Line:
780.423.4121

Calgary
403-313-3330
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You'll be glued
to the TV.

With all digital TELUS TV* you get:

Add TELUS TV to a
home bundle from only

® Superb picture and sound quality

® Over 200 channels to choose from

@ The fiexibility to build the package that's right for you
|

Sign up now and receive a FREE HD-ready PVR rental!

|

|
|
|

Big he

¥

—@ TELUS
the future is friendly

Call 310-1144 or visit telus.com/gettv or your nearest TELUS authorized dealer.
TELUS AUTHORIZED DEALERS
Malls

Downtown

West

St. Albert

Southeast

Kingsway Garden Mail

TELUS Plaza North

14903 - 118th Ave.

St. Albert Centre

Bonny Doon Shapping Centre

West Edmonton Mall
Southgate Mall
Londonderry Mall

Unit 30 - 200 St. Albert Rd.
20 Muir Dr.
:

:

City Centre Mall
Northgate Mall
Mill Woods Town Centre

*Otfer available
witha1,2 or year service agreement until May4, 2009toresidential clients whohavenotsubscribed withinthepost90days1oTELUSTVservice andwhohaveTELUS HighSpeedIntemetsarvioe. $15 includes theEssentials whichincludes 76preselected channels. Furthercustomization isavailable foranoditional cont,*Frae PVRrental availablewith9 3 °°
serece agreement. TELUS reserves the right to change thechannel lineup. © 2009 TELUS.
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EDITORIAL

Change is good
SCOTT HARRIS
// SCOTT@WUEWEEKLY.COM

mless you happen to be reading this issue of Vue Weekly on a
groggy, hazy morning following a particularly rough night, you'll no doubt

notice a few changes to the look of Edmonton's only independent weekly as
you peruse the pages.
It's the paper's first visual shake-up
since way back in February of z2006—
practically an eternity in this crazy

Twittering Web 2.0 world of ours,
so we felt it was high time for some
change.
Besides introducing what we think is
a cleaner, more punchy look, we hope
the changes will make the paper more
visually engaging and easier to read,
as well as helping you to find the colums and features you're looking for
more quickly and easily.
Some of the visual elements also reflect our increased focus on delivering
online content to supplement what
you read in the paper—if you haven't
visited vueweekly.com lately, be sure
to check out the site for interactive
events listings, restaurant, beer and
wine

reviews,

free contests

and

our

growing repository of Vue Tube vid-

eos, many of them recorded in Vue's
own downtown studio.
Most of the credit for the new look
goes to Vue Art Director Vikki Wiercinski, who has pored over countless
pages of fonts and slaved over a hot
keyboard for months to bring the new
Vue to fruition. (So if you see her out
and about town, be sure to buy her a
drink or six.)

While the look is new, we'll still bring
you the best in local arts, film, music
and news coverage every week and
regular feature issues, including next
week's annual Great Outdoors. We've
made a few changes to how content is
delivered—bringing back star ratings
in our CD reviews, for example—and

in the coming weeks and months we'll
be introducing other changes and
tweaks to the content of both the paper and the website, so consider what
you see as a bit of a work in progress.
As always, we welcome reader feedback on anything you see or read each
week in Vue, so let us know what you

think of the new look—the good, the
bad and the ugly. If you've got feed-
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: VACCINES:
'd like to compliment Connie Howard
on a great article ("Vaccines and au: tism,” Mar 12 - Mar 19, 2009). Campbell
: Brown's coverage ofautismand vaccines
: makes me sick to my stomach. I can no
: longer watch her or Private Practice. To
: becalledabad parent because you won't
: inject your sick kid with toxins is insane.
: We are just trying to protect them from
: further damage.
: Christine Heeren

:VACCINES:
: WELL WORTH THE RISK

DPS MEDIA // 416.413.9291
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DISTRIBUTION
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back you want the rest of the world to
know about, send it to letters@vueweekly.com. If you want to keep it just
between us friends, send your rants or
kudos to redesign@vueweekly.com. W

learmongers like Connie Howard
("Vaccines and autism,” Mar 12 - Mar

: 19,2009) and letter-writer Anne Dachel
: ("More on vaccines and autism,” Apr
: 2- Apr 8, 2009) are missing the point
: about vaccinations. Asa parent, |would
: prefer a small chance (if there is actu: ally any relationship at all) of my child

: developing autism to the chance of my
: child coming down with a potentially
: lethal or debilitating disease. As a citi-

: zen of the world, I would prefer (again,
: assuming there is actually a causal rela: tionship) a small incidence of develop: mental disorders in the population to
: the chance of a smallpox epidemic.
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Vue Weekly welcomes reader response, whether critical or complimentary. Send your opinion by mail (Vue
Weekly, 10303 - 108 Street, Edmonton AB TJ 117), by fax (780.426.2889) or by email (letters@vueweekly.com).
Preference is given to feedback about articles in Vue Weekly. We reserve the right to edit for length and clarity,

It is only the successes of so-called
"Big Pharma” which allow these people
the luxury of worrying about these
relatively minor social problems. The
entire "natural" health trend is based
on the same fear of science that is
motivating the rise of religious fundamentalism around the world, and I'm
embarrassed thatit has somehow come
to be associated with the progressive
movement. Why worry about being reactionary, though, when it's so easy to
make oneself feel righteous?
B. Lauchlin MacDonald
BAN FLAVOURED TOBACCO
T°: impact of flavoured tobacco on our
youth deserves attention from our
government officials. With flavours like
cherry, liquorice and vanilla, these cigarillos are attracting an alarming number
of youth across our province. But these
enticing flavours are not the only way the
tobacco industry is targeting these young
and often first-time users. They are made
to resemble lip gloss or markers through
their bright packaging and small size.
Flavoured tobacco products have all the
sweet ingredients to bitterly impact our
communities. Within the past three years,
the sales of cigarillos have increased 1000
times, Thus, these marketing practices
need to be banned in order to help protect
ea

young Albertans from a lifelong addition
to tobacco.
The latest Health Canada tobacco survey reflects these already existing sta-

tistics. Smoking by persons between 15
and 19 years old have increased, while all
other categories decreased. Health groups
blame tobacco industry youth marketing

tactics (such as candy-flavoured tobacco
products) for the high youth smoking

rates.
Directly related to this increase is af
fordability of these products within ou
province. Due to higher wages, Albertans
are able to afford cigarillos much easier in
comparison to other provinces.
The Ontario government has taken ac
tion by implementing a provincial law
that bans all flavoured tobacco from their
retailers’ shelves. A Calgary MLA is fol:
lowing suit byplanning tointroduce abill
to address flavoured tobacco products for
Alberta
and Prime Minister Harper prom

ised a ban on these products. Despite
these intentions, there are no policies on

a federal or provincial levelinAlberta and
there needs to be one.
Tobacco is the number one preventable

cause of death among Canadians
and by
removing all lethal products targeted to
youth, we will help in reducing the numberofdeaths caused from smoking.
Les
Executive Director

Action on Smoking and Health
tO
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PROVINCE // GENDER REASSIGNMENT SURGERY CUTS
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It’s not the economy, stupid

Newborn children are usually barely
moments old before their sex is declared by someone present at the birth.

Budget cut to gender reassignment surgery has serious

"Basically what

implications for transsexed Albertans’ citizenship rights
JAN BUTER
7
MAN

fi

T2 say the first cut is the hardest,
but transsexed—also known as
transsexual—Albertans never expected they would find themselves without

access to the only medically recognized
therapy for their condition. While public argument since the April 7 provincial budget, which eliminated funding
for gender reassignment surgeries in
the province, has fallen primarily into a
tit-for-tat argument about who should

or should not receive funding for various conditions, what the average Albertan likely doesn’t know is that without

completion of a number of surgeries, a
transsexed person
by law cannot obtain

documentation that reflects their actual identity.
"We can see how [this decision] is
ideologically based, yet the government
is using the argument that it's strictly
an economic decision,” says Lane Man-

dlis, a PhD candidate at the University
of Alberta. "[However] the economics
fall apart really, really quickly with very
little effort and no economics degree
required. They're basing this decision
on ridiculous math."
Mandlis, himself a transsexed person who transitioned from female to
male (FIM), cites numerous

and those costs haven't been included.
The costs to access psychologists, psychiatrists and social workers within the
system, because some of it is covered
within the system, is very expensive,
and those costs haven't been included.
So you're talking about increasing all
of those costs in order to save those
$700 000, and that's ridiculous. You
aren't saving anything.”
The big issue, Mandlis argues, is that

this decision prevents some Albertans
from having citizenship. He explains
that citizenship depends on identity
documentation, but the province's de-

is that the

Imagine if your identification caused
the clerk at the local movie rental store
to wonder about your personal medical
situation. What if cancer, heart disease
or any other diagnosed medical condition were somehow expressed or hinted
at on all your government-issued documentation? Imagine further that this
same clerk, without thinking, responds

costs of

they're a danger to themselves is very
expensive and draining on the system,

happens

doctor makes a decision, which sometimes they feel very confident about
and sometimes they don't," he says.
"Anyway, they make this decision, it
gets registered, and it ends up on our
identity documentation and it then
constructs us as that thing. So we are
who we are because the document says
that we are that."
In other words, the information registered on your birth certificate, which
carries significant legal weight throughout your life, is information gathered
from a cursory examination that may
or may not reflect information you gain
or experiences you have later in life that
conflict with that information.
Mandlis explains that this lack of congruency has a significant and constant
impact on the transsexed.,
"So what makes us ‘male’ or ‘female’ as
far as any sort of institutional contact
goes, and by institutional contact I don't
just mean the government, a hospital, a
school, I also mean credit card companies, movie rental stores and so on and
so on—any sort ofgroup, codified situation. We're talking about any number of
Services and practices in the world.”

// SUTERMAN@VUEWEEKLY.COM

cutting 100 per cent of the already limited funding set aside for trans-related
treatments.
"You've got incarceration numbers
that need to be included,” he says, noting that some transsexed people may be
sufficiently desperate to turn to illegal
activities to gain the tens of thousands
of dollars required to pay for surgeries out-of-pocket. "You've got mental
health beds—the costs to keep someone in a locked mental health ward if

2
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to this discovery with visible shock and

TO THE GALLERY >> Trans activist Josephine Cross joins members of the Alberta
trans community in the legislature to watch question period discussion on the delisting of trans-related medical services. // an Buterman
cision to de-list services for transsexed
people prevents them from obtaining
correct identity documents.
Most people rarely give much thought

to obtaining a driver's licence, for example, yet under Alberta law, a transsexed person must complete surgical
procedures before being granted a licence that is harmonized—or congruent—with the person's identity.
"If an FIM with a beard and a deep
voice wants to have a drivers’ licence
that lists him as male, he has to have
gender reassignment. surgery,” Mandlis says. "Where the congruence comes
in is the idea that people will see him

and read him as male, recognize him
as male, but then when he produces his
identification, that's when we have an
incongruence, because his identifica-

tion will list him as female.”
Mandlis’ research in the U of A's department ofsociology focuses more on
federal citizenship issues for the transsexed, but issues such as obtaining a
provincial driver's licence and other
identification are similar.
For the transsexed, "in order to access
identity documents that are congruent, there's a requirement to physically
transition," Mandlis says. "So in order

to have those things be congruent, a
person has to have GRS [gender reassignment surgery]. Which means that
our citizenship, to some degree, is tied
in through law with having GRS. We
can't understand citizenship without a
call to identity documentation, because
without identity documentation we actually don’t have citizenship.”

questions you further—loudly, in public, not private—before providing the
service you are there to access. Imagine
the potential for that problem to happen
at every single store, every single gas
station, every single bar—every single
time you might be asked for identification, you will have your personal medical situation "outed" to one person, and
often more, whom you did not willingly
choose to disclose that information to.
That, says Mandlis, is the situation
that transsexed people face every day in
Alberta as long as they remain without
access to the surgeries the government
demands be completed before they are
able to access government-issued identification that is congruent with who
they are.
Mandlis uses the example of a hypothetical married couple obtaining congruent documentation. He explains
that for the wife, she may obtain her
driver's licence that shows her female
name, her female face and her female
sex for well under $100. However, for
her FTM husband, obtaining a congru-

ently identified driver's licence requires
a legal change of name (a minimum
charge of $145 including fingerprinting
by the RCMP but excluding surcharges
from the registry agency), proof of legally required surgeries (for an FIM,
Tanging somewhere between $60 000
~ $80 000 assuming no post-operative
complications) and, finally, the cost of
the driver's licence itself.
Additionally, the actual process of obtaining surgery-for either MTF

(male

to female) or FTM transsexed people is
one that takes months or years, regardless of whether the individual patient
somehow has the means to access the
vast sums of money required.
For one citizen, the cost of citizenship
is easily within reach. For the other, the
costs and timelines are so excessively
prohibitive that the person may well
never access the legally required sur-

gery, thus the situation remains such
that congruent documentation is impossible to obtain. So it's not about the
economy, Mandlis concludes, but about

the right to full citizenship.
In response to the elimination of
funding for gender reassignment surgeries announced in the budget, about
30 members of the trans community
and their supporters attended the April
14 question period at the legislature,
where Health Minister Ron Liepert
responded to opposition questions regarding the cut.
Liepert defended the move, which
the province estimates will save about
$700 000 annually, saying the province needed to make some hard choices
around spending given the current economic climate.
"Each minister was required to go
through their budget line by line and
in the case of health care meet a budget
increase of some 4.9 per cent,” Liepert
said. "There's a list of some 30 or 40 dif

ferent programs and grants and coverages that will not be proceeding going
forward, Those are some tough decisions that have to be made.”
The minister did confirm that the 26
individuals currently on the list to undergo the surgery will have the procedure covered by the province, and also
said that another 20 people who have
not yet been approved for surgery but
are receiving hormonal drugs will also
be funded.
On April 15 members of the trans community filed simultaneous complaints
in Edmonton and Calgary against the
province cuts with the Alberta Human
Rights and Citizenship Commission.
A provincial campaign has also been
launched encouraging supporters to
write to MLAs, specifically members
of the standing policy committee on

health, urging them to reinstate funding for the surgeries. V
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CITY // GUERRILLA GARDENING

Guerrillas in our midst
Green-thumbed revolutionaries gear up for another year of subversive gardening
in preparation for mass plantings later
in the spring, and they've already been
contacted by two community leagues in
the city asking for help in improving the
biodiversity in their communities.
The Guerrilla Gardeners are also hooking up with the Edmonton Naturalization Group to continue work on a native
plant garden they started last year in a
garbage-strewn abandoned lot overrun
with invasive species in Mill Creek Ravine, which Bajer hopes can someday be
transformed into a permaculture-based

SCOTT HARRIS
// SCOTT@VUEWEEKLY.COM
y the time I arrive at Dustin Bajer's

small southside apartment, most of
the first wave of his comrades-in-plant-

ings have already come and gone, and
those who remain are relaxing and discussing plans for the upcoming season
while they wait for others to arrive.
Somewhat appropriately, given that
it's the de facto headquarters of the
burgeoning
Edmonton
Guerrilla
Gardeners, Bajer's apartment has the
vague feel of a clandestine urban laboratory belonging to an underground

ediblefoodgarden.

revolutionary cell, albeit with a twist.
Dozens of packets of seeds, giant bags
of dirt and seeding trays are sprawled
around the floor of the apartment, and
the conversation drifts to plans for the
building of some improvised explosive
devices—seed bombs—with whatever
is left over at the end of the evening, an
informal seed-sharing event to kick off
the new season of green guerrilla activity in the city.
Started on the spur ofthe moment last
May by Bajer and a few friends, the Edmonton Guerrilla Gardeners are the local branch ofan informal international
movement that brings together gardening, direct action and concerns over issues of urban sustainability and food
security to challenge notions of how
public space in the city is used.
With roots stretching back to 17th

valley or chokecherry trees on neighbourhood streets, and provide GPS coordinates and addresses of their locations.
Bajer also hopes to eventually include
private sources of available urban food:
"Let's say someone has an apple tree in
their backyard and they just let the apples fall every year and they're interested
in giving it away—they could post their
apple tree on the map and advertise it
kind of like a Kijiji, but for free, available
food. Kind of a food surplus map."
Generally, says Bajer, the group now
has the experience and confidence to
tackle more ambitious projects.
"I think we went into it last year with a
lot of enthusiasm and I don't think we've
lost that enthusiasm, but we've learned a
lot from last year, we've made more connections, we have some bigger projects
lined up. We'd like to do once a month

century English agrarian activists the
Diggers, the modern movement began
in New York City in 1973, when a group
called the Green Guerrillas, led by activist Liz Christy, illegally transformed
an abandoned city lot into an urban
garden.
Similar groups have since taken root
in dozens of cities in North America
and Europe, undertaking everything
from clandestine midnight plantings
on public land to establishing com-

munity gardens, at times pushing the
boundaries of legality in order to bring
a greater sense ofplace to the city while

making the urban landscape more inviting and sustainable,
"I think that historically people have
had a connection with the land, and redefining the way we use land is just trying to bring back that connection with
the place that we live," explains Bajer.
"We often, especially people who live in
the city, we think of humankind as a separate thing from nature. People think of
the city as its own isolated pocket that's
not connected with the rest of the world,
but even on the land that we [Edmonto-

something that's a fairly substantial
planting; we'd really like this year for
nians]| live on now we're tied to our en-

vironment. I think guerrilla gardening
is just a way of honouring that or admitting that or getting closer to that. So I
think for a lot of people who don't have
yards, who don't have a space to garden,
it's a way to feel closer to the place in
which they live. It's a way of tying themselves back to land, back to their community and I think that ultimately that’s
what it's about.”
Like most guerrilla gardening groups
around the world, some of the Edmonton group's activities do push the
envelope of legality, something Bajer
says he's grown more comfortable with
since last year.

"It's a fine line. We are going out there
without permission and planting things,
but ultimately the goal is to benefit the
city, to benefit the people that live in
these communities, to benefit the environmentthrough increased biodiversity,
to cheer people up,” Bajer says. "We're

not out there to do any damage, we're
not trying to plant trees where there's
underground infrastructure, trees that
can block views of traffic or something
like that. So we're trying to be pretty
careful where we choose to plant."

if the growth of the group is any
indication, there are plenty of Edmontonians who are equally comfortable with
the guerrilla approach. From the handful of friends who started last spring,
the group has grown to include a core

of about 25 regulars and more than
300 other part-time guerrillas who stay
connected either through the Facebook
group or email list. While most of the
members are still university students
and recent graduates, Bajer says the
group is starting to become more di-

verse.
"Most people are pretty receptive to
guerrilla gardening once they explore
it and start talking to us about it,” Bajer

Studio Lighting Seminar: Dave Montizambert & Nick Vedros
These two world-renowned commercial, editorial and
portrait photographers share their experience, insight,
and creative process with you, through presentations
and live studio lighting demonstrations.

Don’t miss this opportunity to re-ignite your
creative engine and Learn from the Best!
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An equally ambitious plan is to create
__an online green map of the city to identify sources of publicly available food,
such as saskatoon berries in the river

somebody to walk around a corner and
say, ‘What happened here last night?
This looks a lot better than it did 24
hours ago.’ We'd like to concentrate on
really good, publicly visible projects.”
And, says Bajer, there's no shortage of
places to choose from in a city like ours.
"Edmonton is a really sprawling city,
which I think a lot of people chalk up as

a very negative thing—and it definitely
does have it's negative aspects—but at
the same time, when you start thinking

about guerrilla gardening, when you
start thinking about using public spaces
in different ways, you notice how much
public space we have. It’s really incredible how much empty space is in this
city.” W
Connect with the Edmonton

suitable for all levels of
relale) aele|e-]0)al-16s5

Guerrilla

Gardeners at edmontongg.blogspot.com,
by email at theurbangreening@gmail.
com or search Facebook for Edmonton
Guerrilla Gardeners.

Saturday, April 25th - seminar starts at 9 am

Lightrein/Lighttools
S)dure(om Mile]alajalemey-lanliarels
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says. “Just in the last year I can't believe
how many connections I've made, different groups and organizations and people
I've met. It's networking, it's social, it's a
community thing. It's getting out there
and feeling like you're actively doing
something in the community. There's so
many people who want to do something
and they say, ‘Oh, wouldn't it be great if
...and this is an opportunity to actually
go out there and to do something, to see
it in real, tangible terms.”
Despite some setbacks in its first season—some of the group's public plantings were uprooted, likely ending up in
home gardens, while others fell victim
to municipal weed eaters and lawnmowers—Bajer says the group has ambitious
plans for the coming season.
They recently received a donation of
more than a thousand seeds of native
plants from Sangudo-based Bedrock
Seeds, many of which are now being
propagated by members of the group

Where: Robbins Theatre, 3rd floor of the Robbins
Health Learning Centre, 10910 - 104 ave
(NW corner of 109 st and 104 ave)

Admission: $129.00 (students $99.00)
Tickets at TixontheSquare.ca (780-420-1757)
Also available from Lightrein 9513 - 56 ave (430-0008)
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pite Zuma

University of Lethbridge

Edmonton Campus

Jacob Zuma may be corrupt, but he won't

single-handedly ruin South Africa

: people who will forcefully urge him to
:
:
:
:

keep a tight rein on
and one thing that
again from people
ings with Zuma is

that sort of thing—
you hear again and
who have had deal-

that he knows how

: to listen.
It is what

—
=
In less than a week, on April 22, Jacob : what happens when it gets completely
Zuma will be elected as South Africa's : out of control. But though many senior
new president. Many people
A
members of the African National
see this as the beginning of
Congress have prospered might-

pYE

the end for South African
democracy, and even for
South Africa as a developed
country,
because
Zuma is -an_ ill-educated
populist who attracts criminal charges the way rotting
meat attracts flies: rape, corrup-

R

sTRAt GHT
ekly.com
——

ily since the end of apartheid
1S years ago, the corruption
in South Africa has remained

limited enough that both the

any intelligent man

who

: knows that he has an inadequate edu: cation should train himself to do, and
{ it appears that Zuma has learned to do
: it. There are many senior people in the
: ANC who can give him the right advice if
= he is willing to listen, including Nelson
: Mandela himself, who publicly came
: out in support of Zuma in mid-February.
: And if he won't listen, the outcome of
: the forthcoming election may anyway
: constrain his ability to do damage.
The ANC will undoubtedly win the
t election, but it may lose the two-thirds
: parliamentary majority it has enjoyed
: since the end of apartheid. Zuma’s oust: er of Thabo Mbeki from the presidency
: last year led to a split in the ANC, with
: Mbeki's supporters forming the new
: Congress of the People (COPE) to com: pete in this election.
: Together with the existing opposition
: parties, COPE may pull enough voters
= away from the ANC to deprive it of that

economy and democracy have : two-thirds majority, in which case the
survived.
: ruling party will no longer be able to

Indeed, the ANC has been no : change the constitution at will. So far,
more corrupt, and much less tribal : it has chosen to live under the law, In

tion, racketeering, fraud, money-laun- : in the division of the spoils, than was : the future, it may have to.
dering and tax evasion. But it may be : the ruling party of the apartheid era, : Because the end of apartheid in South
all right despite all that.
= the old National Party. The worst fail- : Africa was so unexpectedly and even
Zuma has never faced trial on any of : ures of the past decade were due no
the charges except rape, and he was : to corruption but to the poor Leader.
acquitted on that one. He spent about E _ship of former president Thabo Mbeki
six years fighting off the other charges : who put insufficient emphasis on health :
on technical grounds—the search war- : and education and allowed hundreds :
rants were improper, the charges were : of thousands of South Africans to die :
politically motivated, etc_—and in the : needlessly because of his obsession:
end, two weeks ago, the National Pros- : with non-medical “alternative” treat-:
: ments for HIV/AIDS, Will Zuma do :
ecuting Authority dropped them all.
:
That doesn't mean he was innocent : worse—or might he even do better?
of all the other charges; his business :
adviser, Schabir Sheikh, spend years in : Given his past behaviour, it is rea- :

miraculously peaceful, people keep
looking to find the dark underside of
the miracle. A high crime rate, the AIDS

plague and education and health-care
systems that just cannot keep up with
expectations are not enough; they are
watching for full-spectrum fallure. To
be blunt, they are waiting for South
Africa to go the way of "the rest of Africa."
This is nonsense. The rest of Africa Is
not a monolithic failed continent, but
that in power Ja- : a patchwork of more and less success-

prison for similar offenses connected to : sonable to assume
: cob Zuma will only feather his nest in : ful states, all of them labouring under

the same deal. But it does seem clear
that the timing of the charges, at least,
was politically motivated—and in any
case, if a little corruption on the part
of the president or prime minister was

enough to ruin a country, then France,
Ireland, Italy and Russia would all have
been reduced to anarchy in the past
decade.
There's a limit to how much corruption

: a modest way, or he may even decide
: that it has enough feathers already. A
: more difficult question is whether he
: can prevent his cronies from looting
: the economy to the point where inves: tors flee.
: Some of them clearly think that it will
: soon be "their turn to eat" (as they say
: in Kenya). Moreover, a high proportion

:
:
:
:

great handicaps. Moreover, South Africa Is unlike any of the rest, in the sense
that it is the only fully industrialized
country

on

the

continent.

: happens there will be driven by a spe: cifically South African dynamic, not by

P
Gwynne Dyer is a London-based

inde-

utterly dysfunctional, of course. Zim- : of the ANC's first-generation leaders : pendent journalist whose articles are
babwe, Angola, Nigeria and arguably : were Xhosa: there is scope for inter- : published in 45 countries. His column
even Kenya are African examples of : tribal hostility here. But there are also : appears each week in Vue Weekly.
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Now, you can work toward your Management degree
and keep your day job too!
Through evening and weekend programs at our Edmonton and Calgary campuses,
you can eam a recognized Bachelor of Management degree even as you hold a
full-time job...an opportunity that makes the U of L an attractive choice.

* Study full-time or part-time
* Starting in fall 2009, you can complete the full 4-year BMgt degree in
Edmonton or Calgary
* If you have a business diploma, you can complete your BMagt in as
little as 2 years
* if you have a non-business diploma, contact us to customize your degree
* Choose from the majors employers demand: Accounting, Finance, Human
Resource Management, Marketing, General Management, International
Management

¢ Enrich your future prospects with our international, work/study abroad,
and co-op programs
* Learn from industry leaders and PhD-qualified specialists
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= some fate that stalks all of Africa. And
: Zuma is just a man, not Nemesis. W

4 country can take before it becomes : of them are Zulus, whereas a majority :
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Issues is a forum for individuals and organizations to comment on current events and broader issues of importance to the community. Their commentary is not necessarily the opinion

of the organizations they represent or of Vue Weekly.
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Arrested development
Elimination of International dal Program
funding will have impacts in Alberta and worldwide
HEATHER MCPHERSON
f/f ACGCLA

.

: a branch of the Wild Rose Foundation : and they want their government to be :
? that previously provided matching funds : involved as well.
: for small-and-medium sized. non-profit :

The Alberta government has lost an op- : organizations with international developportunity to play a role in international : ment projects.
development on the world stage. In last : The lost $17 million represents the
+ week's provincial budget, the government A only international development funding
cut approximately $8.5 million of support : provided by the Alberta government,
to Alberta non-profit organizations when : meaning that as of now Alberta is one
they dismantled the 25-year-old, highly : of the only provinces in Canada which

respected Wild Rose Foundation, moving
decisions over grants into the Ministry of
Culture and Community Spirit. Of those
$8.5 million, $1.7 million was cut from
the International Development Program,

=D.

: the world

as international

develop-

ment projects are scaled back or even
: stopped for lack of a small amount of :
= provides no funding for international de- : funding. It is important to note that the :
: velopment. The same government just : organizations that will be most affected :
: spent $25 million dollars on what many ? by these funding cuts are those orga- :
: consider a remarkably forgettable new : nizations run with small staff numbers :
: Albertan brand, but could not muster up : in tiny spaces or around kitchen tables. :
: $17 million to promote global stability, : The effects will be felt by organizations :
: global poverty reduction and interna- ; run by volunteers—people who want :
: tional goodwill, leaving the unfortunate : to make the world better and are actu- :
: impression that the richest province in : ally using their own time and resources :
: Canada doesn't care for more than its = to see that change happens.
:

: own skin.

:

The Alberta Council for Global Cooper-

The organizations previously funded
the International
Development

by

:
:

? ation (ACGC), an umbrella organization

: Program are ones like Project Shelter ;
: representing over 60 non-profit organi- : Wakadogo
(shelterwakadogo.org), a :

1 The Black Eyed Peas
Boom Boom Pow

zations in Alberta, sees the decision to

: cut all international development fund: ing as contrary to the role Albertans
: want their government to have. The

2 Flo Rida
Right Round
3 Lady GaGa
Poker Face

: International Development Program has
: been described by the provincial gov: ernment as "a positive Alberta presence
; internationally,” the funds from which
: "reflect the long-standing support and
+ commitment of Albertans as they work

4 Miley Cyrus
The Climb

5 Kid Cudl
Day 'N' Nite

small organization that works in post-

:

: conflict northern Uganda. A grant from :
:

:: the Wild Rose Foundation was used to
: help build and run a school in a village
: where there has never been a school.
: The funding went towards infrastruc: ture, teachers' salaries and teaching

;

:
:
:

: resources.
p
:: Another organization that will be af- :

: fected is the Women's Empowerment :
non-government
organizations : International
Foundation
(weif.org). :
: abroad.” The long-standing support of : WEIF has used Wild Rose funding to :
> with

6 All American Rejects
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; Albertans for international development

7 Flo Rida

Sugar (Feat. Wynter)
BT.
Dead And Gone rest Justin rimbertake

9 Jamie Foxx
Blame It (ft T-Pain)
10 Ciara
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reat susunTimbertaks
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: Is still there, but is not being recognized
: by the provincial government.
On March 10, ACGC and Angus Reid
: Strategies released research that found
: 71 per cent of Albertans wanted their
: provincial government to play a role in
: addressing global poverty (full results
: are available at acge.ca). Albertans be: lieve that providing poverty reduction
: support to developing countries would
: bring enormous benefits. Almost two-

: In attendance from 105 students to 406 :
: students, mainly girls and young wom- :
ten of the Northern Pakistan region. This : “CUT OUT >> Students in a Nicaraguan school built with assistance from Edmonton: school was selected to be the "Centre : based NGOs Change for Children and Project HOPE. // Lorraine swaft

: of Excellence” in Northern Areas, Paki- :
: stan.

: The Medicine Hat-based organization,
: Canadian Humanitarian Organization

: and literacy classes to a severely impov: erished community in Addis Ababa.
: When asked how the cuts to fund: ing would affect Change for Children

: Alberta solutions to global poverty.”
: With the loss of the Wild Rose Foun
: dation and the International Develop: ment Program, the Alberta government

: (changeforchildren.org), an organization
: based in Edmonton, International Proj: ect Program Manager Lorraine Swift
: commented that “it will decrease our
: ability to engage ethnic communities
: in our organization. It will decrease our

: has missed an opportunity to play a role
: in global poverty reduction and interna: tional development, and Albertans anc
: people around the globe will suffer a:
: a result. WV
:
: Heather McPherson is the executive di
: rector of the Alberta Council for Global
: Cooperation (ACGC), a coalition of over
° 60 voluntary sector organizations !o
: cated in Alberta which work locally an¢
: globally to achieve sustainable humon
: development.

: rorism and half say such action will ul- : provide quality education to over 200
: timately create a stronger economy

: overseas.

ame

: they

FLO RIDA

: build a school In Rahimabad, in northern :
: Pakistan. Funding enabled an Increase :

: for International Relief (canadianhu: manitarian.com), has, for the past three
: thirds (64 per cent) of Albertans be- : years, received matching funding from
: lieve action to deal with global poverty : the Wild Rose Foundation of $25 000
: would contribute to global political sta- : per year. This funding has been used to
? bility, 5S per cent think it would prevent : build the capacity of a primary school
:; the growth of breeding grounds for ter- : outside of Addis Ababa, Ethiopia to

TEXT “DIBS” TO 4321 & HAVE 1ST DIBS
DELIVERED RIGHT TO YOUR
VIRGIN MOBILE PHONE!
THIS WEEK'S

? Cuts to the International Develop: ment Program will have catastrophic
: results for many organizations in Al: berta and the impact will ripple around

at

: home by creating stronger economies
Albertans clearly care about global
: poverty and international development;
want

to be personally

involved

: ability to engage youth in our projects
: children and teacher training, start up a : in the south and reap the organizational

: community-based care program for over : benefits of their participation upon their
c 100 orphaned and vulnerable children, p return.It will reduce our ability to em: fund a community vocational training : ploy Albertans in international devel: and literacy centre providing training to : opment careers. And it will reduce our
: former prostitutes and offering a library : ability to provide an Alberta focus and
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up and fund
It's April, the season of melting snow, : to great lengths
ed to rule out meranew
warmth, and promises of new life—and
to autism.
I can't think of a more poignant time for_:
It made its database available to a
focusing on autism, that condition of
private company, kept it from
regression and turning inward.
independent researchers, and
Vaccine
proponents
conto prevent financial losses
tinue to assert that there is
to

no link between autism and

vaccine

manufacturers

the CDC and FDA bought up
large supplies of mercury
containing vaccines for ex
port to developing countries

vaccines, and because we're
afraid—of harming our children, of being negligent—
and because we desperately
want to believe deception and

as they prepared to phase them

out here. Robert F. Kennedy, in a piece
corruption doesn't extend to things as
sacred as the health of our children, we : published in Rolling Stone a number of
years ago exposed a level of corruption

believe them.

But the truth is that there is deceit : that shocked even me; the story is availbeneath the oft-repeated message of : able online for those interested.
vaccine safety we find comfort in. The : The problem

with

vaccines,

though

Centers for Disease Control (CDC), in : the mercury has now largely been taken

: aluminum. Mercury was in use for de- : myelin sheath coveri
r
sn't : about their family's tragedy. Their so:
:
} fully formed-in infancy and early chitd-2aleanaetbecame-very
illwith his6-month
; prove causation, Increasing exposure = hood, making children particularly sus- ? shots, and then again with his 12-month
: through escalating vaccine programs : ceptible to neurotoxins. Risk is further : shots, after which he remained ill for ;
} correlates very strongly with increasing : compounded by the fact that infants
month. When his parents questioned 2
: have immature liver function and low
: autism rates.
possible connection to the immuniza
: Autism was first described in 1943 as : bile production, permitting limited mer- : tions, they were told it was coinciden.
: affecting children born in the 1930s, : cury excretion, and further yet by the : tal.
which was when thimerosal (a form of : conversion of organic mercury found in : They went ahead with his next shot:
mercury) was Introduced into vaccines. : vaccines to its inorganic form when it : at 15 months, at which time he again
As vaccination rates went up, autism : reaches nerve tissue.
: became very ill, and only then was i:
: rates went up. By 1990, prevalence had : Sometimes, as is the case with hepati- : recorded as a vaccine reaction. He wa:
; risen to 1 in 1000. Vaccines continued =: tis B in infants—not a high risk group for : eventually diagnosed with PDD-Nos
i: to be added to the schedule, and by : the disease—damage from the vaccine : (also known as atypical autism). Their
: 2006 autism prevalence was close to : exceeds damage from the disease itself. : story Is one of thousands, and in the
: In 1996, out of 3.9 million births in the : hopes of winning some injury compen.
: Tin 150.
: US, 54 cases of hepatitis B were report- : sation through the vaccine court, Deb
:
:: Former nurse, naturopathic health :: ed to the CDC in children under one. In : bie and Tim began the search for lega|
: practitioner, author and PhD Jennifer : that same age group, 1080 adverse re- : representation, to no avail.
: Craig is writing a book on the topic of : actions to the vaccine were reported, 47 : The scope of human tragedy result

response to major evidence of an alarm- : out, is that to generate a strong and pro- : vaccines, and she says the problem with
ing link between mercury in vaccines : tracted immune response, vaccines need : exposing babies to toxins such as mercuand autism a number of years ago, went = a toxic component such as‘mercury or : ry and aluminum is that the protective
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: of which were deaths.
: ing from industry obfuscation is ove,
: In an email correspondence with Deb- : whelming, a dark shadow on this month
: bie and Tim from Medina, Ohio, |learned : of hope and new beginnings. W

CE
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Fun with population migrations!

Do
guys
remember a couple weeks : From this, | went straight into Stephen : to spoil anything for you (honestly, just :
when |said that Chris Crawford's new : “Increpare" Lavelle's Opera Omnia ... and : hit that link) but from this simple idea of #

Bolance
of Power game, which drops you : got my head twisted right around. Not : migration-modeling, Opera Omnia spins :
into presidential shoes on September 12, : too terribly difficult once you figure it : on down into that dark territory where :

2001, made me feel a little sorry
for GeorgeW. Bush? Well, seri-

ously. For real. BoP is a fully
badass challenge; I've thrown

my head into it maybe two
dozen times, and I've never
got farther than convincing

Pakistan

(well,

convincing

China to convince Pakistan, in a

devil's bargain) to make
a feeble little show of hunting down Bin
Laden before the combination of domes-

tic unpopularity and international cen-

sure had me run out of the Oval Office.
Te

aan all its multilateral intensity,

Balanceof Power: 21st Century is about

” as straightforward as it gets: set a goal,
take an action, observe results, repeat.

out, it's the figuring out itself that : history and politics intersect.

One

minute

you're doing some

abstract

mental

calisthenics, the next you're basically complicit in

genocide. It's a harrowing fucking experience.
:
puts you through the changes. Go : Presented in a very charming neo-Apple :
ahead and check it out, so we're : Ilstyle, Opera Omnia's central puzzle me- : stands out as authentic mental exercise.
on the same page: increpare. : chanic is simple, but never easy. Working : | know, | know; "modeling historical :: harrowing fucking experience" isn't exactly the kind of box copy that promises
com/2009/02/opera-omnia. : back from knowns, you're linking migra- = population migrations" isn't your idea of : fun times. And yet, Opera Omnia is fun
It's free, and only about six : tion vectors—chaining combos, basical- : awild good time. You've just got to trust :
It's fun to wrap your head around the
meg.
: ly—along a timeline in order to create ? me on this one. Because Opera Omnia, : way the thing works; it's fun to progWhat you havehereisaninter- : an historical machine that does what it’s : framing itself as a dialogue between your :
ress through levels of mastery and make
esting puzzle game, given heft— : told: proving, for example, that a certain : historian character and his boss/mentor/ : those millions of ancestors, abstracted
gravity, even—by its progressively : city's preeminence was the result of the : handler, deploys its puzzle mechanic in
: into clinical boxes and lines, march to the
= more chilling metaphor. It's a game of his- : citizens of another city fleeing a plague. : the service of a compelling investigation
: tune your political masters are calling:
: tory; specifically, a game of historical mi- : Working these structures, crafting these : of the nature of historyitself. Somewhere, :
it's fun to slowly, with mounting horror,
: gration patterns. In the role of historian, : historical mechanisms to function across : as you play, the line between theoretical
2 have a whole world and reality revealed
: your job—your sweet government job— ? time, Is a captivating puzzle challenge; : speculation and hard political goals gets + to you.
: is not executive, but analytical; rather : every minute of play, you can feel your : crossed. One minute you're doing some : It's fun that a puzzle game can make
} than making things happen, your task is : brain working hard. In a world glutted : abstract mental calisthenics, the next : you feel guilty and kind of terrified
: to work backward from what's already
with "puzzle" games that task you with : you're basically complicit in genocide. It's : It's fun to realize that the message
: happened, creating a plausible model of i nothing more strenuous than monkey- : a harrowing fucking experience.
:: you're receiving could not really be deliv: why things are as they are. | don't want : level colour matching, Opera Omnia : Again, I'm not really selling it, am 1? "A : ered through any medium but games

HOCKEY

BOB THE ANGRY FLOWER

Playoff time
With the Oilers out and done for the sea- : experience prevails. Pens in 6 (TB); Flyers
in 6 (DY)

son it's time for the playoffs free of any
emotional hometown connection. TB and
Dave can sit on the couch, grab the remote and be fans. This week we'll
break down the matchups. Next
week we'll do a post-mortem
on the 2008-09 Oiler season.

Dave goes west
:
San Jose (1) vs. Anaheim

(8)

Should be a good California battle. San Jose have been playoff
favourites for a few seasons
mwycom and underperformed, and Anaheim has a Cup win in recent
TB looks eastward
memory. But San Jose acquired
a 43-year old secret weapon—
Boston (1) vs. Montréal (8)
Claude Percy Lemieux (really, that's
Alas, the Canadiens 100th season
is not going to end with any kind of
his middle name) and his four Stanley
hardware being presented. Well, there will : Cup rings. Sharks in 5 (DY); Sharks in 6
be—just not to them. Boston is strong, : (TB)

balanced and hungry. Montréal is full of :
prima donnas and eggshell egos. The Bru:
Detroit (2) vs. Columbus (7) Hockey
ins are in control of their own destiny. If : logic suggests that Detroit should be
the Habs win more than one game, it'll be : first overall in the west and Columbus
: shouldn't be there. This matchup seems
a miracle. Bruins in 5 (TB); Ditto (DY)
: like more of a mismatch than the Cali-

Washington (2) ws. New York (7) Alex : fornia first/eighth pairing. They've got a
Ovechkin’s ready and hyped plus he's am- : well-built team of quality role players. It's
a recipe for upset. But it won't happen.
ped. And even though none of his heroe
don't appear on no stamps, he'll be fight
Detroit in 6 (DY); Detroit in 5 (TB)
ing the power until at least the second
round. Not even having the Fonz (Tor: Vancouver (3) vs. St. Louls (6) Weird
torella) behind the bench can make thi : matchup. The Canucks have been quietly

Rangers team learn how to score. Caps in : efficient this season and Roberto Luongo,

: aside from Brodeur or Miikka Kiprusoff
6 (TB); Caps in 5 (DY)
: (circa 2004), is probably the best gameNew Jersey (3) vs.Carolina
(6) I'm torn : breaking goalie in this year’s playoffs.

here. Marty Brodeur was solid gold after : Goalies matter. St. Louis enter the play-

returning from his surgery but the last : offs on a surprising tear with youth and
few weeks have seen this Devils team : energy. Gotta cheer for at least one Canadian team, though. Canucks in 7 (DY); St.

stumble. The Hurricanes, meanwhile, have

been one of the best teams in the league
Louis in 6 (TB)
coming into the playoffs. If this was the :
whole story,it'dbecase closed. But Bro- : Calgary (4) vs.Chicago (5) | don't want to
deur is money in the playoffs and betting : sound petty (snicker) but nothing would

against him is a fool's game. Still... Canes : make me happier than Calgary flying back

in 7 (TB); Devils in 6 (DY)

: from game four in Chicago in a really, real-

>
:
ol'timey Pennsylvaniathrowdown. :
The Pens have the best one-two punch in :

oH MAN 1 AM TOTALLY
WA KicK AT THE
MONSTER FIGHT...

WAITAGEC.
WHERE ARE

qe? WERE

ly quiet plane. Losing four straight playoff
games will do that. Jarome Iginla is good
enough and proud enough to do all he can
to prevent that. This pick comes from the

the league with Evgeni Malkin and Sidney : heart. OK. Not the heart but whatever orCrosby. The Flyers
havebalanced scoring : gan supplies the body with bile. | looked It

throughout
the lineup. It'll come down to up. Bile is produced in the liver and stored
Boaltending; M-A Fleury was great last : in the gall bladder. A little elementary sciyear in the playoffs and Martin Biron has : ence, kids! Chicago in 4 (DY); Chicago in

3 history of being average. Pens' playoff : 5 (Te) v
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How do you live when you're in constant pain?
What do you do when your doctors tell you there isn’t much more they can do for you?
Many people living with HIV find themselves in these situations. Common side effects of HIV
and anti-HIV medication are extreme fatigue, headaches, diarrhea, and nerve pain, especially
in the hands and feet. The pain can be unrelenting.
Unfortunately, medications used to treat these side effects are only partially effective and may
even be dangerous because of other conditions such as liver disease.
Some people turn to naturopathic medicine for relief. However, this can be expensive. For those
living on disability or AISH, the cost may make these treatments impossible.
Solution? Dr. Jennifer Yee. A naturopathic doctor who has provided free acupuncture clinics in
Toronto, Dr. Jennifer Yee approached HIV Edmonton in the summer of 2008 to see if we would
be interested in her services. Needless to say we were not only interested but incredibly excited
about this opportunity.
Dr. Jen currently volunteers two days a month at HIV Edmonton and can see up to five patients
a day. She has been incredibly generous with her time and we are so grateful to give our clients
the chance to try something new. Dr. Jen’s services have improved the lives of a number of people,
who come out of the office radiating relaxation and joy.
If you are HIV positive and would like to learn more about acupuncture at HIV Edmonton,
please contact Jill at 780-488-5742.

Front row, left to right:
Tsion Abate Demeke, Lynn Sutankayo, Sue Ann Paydli,
Dolan Badger
Second row, left to right:
Jill Delarue, Helen Larson, Jocelyn England-Dylan
Back row, clockwise:

-

Debra Jakubec, Ted Kerr, Randy Boissonnault (Xennex),

Misty Bjerky, Leanne Warrenchuk

Hiv
EDMONTON
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YOU HAVE WHAT IT TAKES TO FEEL GooD!

online ,everyon

Do youhave what it takes to have hot,
great sex?
‘Sure you do.

.Swimmersbod

Are you equipped to get what you want and not get
STIs?

you are.
_
Sure

~ You know to use a condom. You know sex can mean any number
of things
and

foreplay includes conversation about your — and the
other guy’s —

‘sexual past and current health.

eoremen husiomtaf the badder

a: But sometimes when you or I are too horny, bored, drunk
or lonely, what we
now
flies out the window.

3

a Nowh Ameséa, about

ny

7.tis in these moments that we need a game plan to
help us reduce our risk

v7 __andstill havea good time.

—_ that will work for you when you need it most.

—"

Birckighé to yoo boy BSEY crtisein residence Ted Kerr. Back map and ilostratons
t
wwhivedmonron.com

‘ i y The WHAT IT TAKES campaign, made for men who are
gay, bisexual, 2-spirit
or
men who have sex with men, equips us with tips to stay safe and in action.
_ __Italso helps you find out more about yourself so you can create a game
plan
as

Se“HIV Edmonton, part of the national team that created the campaign,
will be offering the Phoenix program for men who would like to explore

eroticism and risk reduction and increase sexual decision-making skills.
_ If yoware interested in taking part in one of our workshops, email Ted
at tkerr7o@hotmail.com.

To check out more of the campaign, including an awesome short film,
a quiz and loads of info visit: www.what-it-takes.org

Ted Kerr
Do you have what it takes? National campaign rep, HIV Edmonton

Bi

ART AND AIDS
Since the beginning, art has played a vital role within the AIDS movement.
Today art continues to help us explore facts and feelings around HIV/AIDS
and express the social, sexual, political and spiritual realities that come
along with being sick or healthy, infected or affected.
As HIV Edmonton's first artist in residence I have been working with the
organization during the past year to answer the question: How can art
be part of an AIDS-aware community in Edmonton?
In part, my response has been through action. I have had the opportunity
to participate in the AIDS Walk for Life, and AIDS Awareness Week, help
co-facilitate and roll out the body mapping exhibit, host film screening/
discussion nights, work with community organizations like Metro Cinema
to include AIDS-related programming, and work with other artists to create
postcards that look at issues around being gay in Edmonton.

Through the experience I have come to see that art should serve the
community as a means to create conversation, relay information and act as
a catalyst for new ways of thinking about sex, sexuality, drigs, health and
death. Within the growing AIDS-aware community, art is a vital tool we
can employ to help stop new infections of HIV and eliminate the suffering

caused by the virus and the social issues that come with the HIV+ diagnosis.
Ifyou have questions, comments or suggestions please email me at
MAY

11-15

Peer

Trai

tkerr7yo@hotmail.com

MAY 21-22

MAY 23-24

ceJUNE 19
JULY 8-10

Ss

i

Phoenix

Worksho;

Pride Parade

Dynamics

MAY

of HIV Workshop

11-15

HIV Edmonton offers its semi-annual peer training event. This is a chance for
those living with HIV to learn how to help others. Peer volunteers drive this
program — they help run the drop-in, visit clients in the hospital, and help out
at events. It’s a great chance to connect with others and make a difference.

©

One of our peer volunteers says, “The peer program is a beneficial, positive
resource, but we need more volunteers for it to be truly effective. It has given
me insight into other people's views of the disease and how they cope with
the day-to-day struggles. It's been a steep learning curve but J appreciate
being able to be a part of it.”
‘

MAY 21-22

HIV Edmonton is offering training for peer volunteers wanting to participate
in the Positive Speakers program. Positive Speakers share their stories of
living with HIV to educate schools, organizations, and the general public.
This training will be led by experienced speaker, educator, and advocate,
Steven Alexander of the Canadian AIDS Society.

For more information contact Jill at 780-488-5742
or jilld@hivedmonton.com
e
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REVUE // SABOR DIVINO

Bringing the heat
Plenty of upsides to lunch at the Boardwalk's Sabor Divino
This is eggplant as something ofa revela-

tion: thin slices of aubergine that wrap

GORDON MORASH
// GORDON@VUEWEEKLY.COM

goat cheese, a slice of fresh tomato and
a basil leaf. Grill the whole package so
that the cheese melts slightly, sprinkle on
some browned pine nuts as garnish, and
let the wrap sit in a very slight shimmer
of balsamic vinaigrette. You have a dish
with snap, crackle and pop with the elements of soft, fruity, acidic and crunch.
My salad choice was the octopus and
mussel salad ($15), a rustic combination
of diced red and green pepper, red onion
on a bed of red leaf lettuce and anigula
The marinated octopus—legs and slices
of the beast—was extremely tender, and
the mussels were refreshing. And
to drive home the point, four musse
in their shells bordered the salad.
The
whole plate was anointed with a red wine
vinaigrette, though if you wanted more
acidity, fresh parsley-dusted lemon quarters decoratively balanced the shells on
the side.

y Portuguese is nonexistent, and
‘0 it is no surprise that a couple of
months ago, when I first walked by Sabor Divino, a newly opened Portugueseinfluenced resto on the Boardwalk by
Haweli, The Creperie and the Old Spaghetti Factory, I thought I was looking in
at a furniture store. Sumptuous chairs
surrounded well-decorated tables with
settings.

But no customers. How was I

to know that food was the “store's” raison
détre? As I now know, sabor divino is Portuguese for "divine taste.” And this time,
when I walked by, those same "show windows” facing 103 Street, were wide open
as the entrance to the restaurant's café
lounge. The day was still too chilly to offer
a patio feel to dining. But what was even
more puzzling is that this beautifully appointed resto had drawn all of four tables
for lunch. And that's counting me.

With the bread, andits accompanying
oil, balsamic vinegar and whipped butter, this could have been a meal in itself
However, when piri piri is mentioned
on a menu, who can say no? The name
refers to the chili used in a hot sauce or
marinade, in this-case paired with garlic

This is a perfect room for lunch, or any

meal, really. Two dining levels, redolent
of wood, brick and leather. A baby grand
in the middle of the room. Nice, bar. Class
all the way.
At lunch, there are plenty of options
that compare favourably with the dinner
menu. Unfortunately, I had my heart set
on a selection from the 11 tapas from the
café lounge only to be told on entry that
the “little plates” are not offered at lunch.
That said, I was able to convince my server to have the kitchen prepare a two-piece
tapas order ofthe broiled eggplant package (S6 as tapas and $16 for a full entrée).

for Portuguese barbecued chicken ($18)

The dish has a bit of a slow burn to the
skin-on pieces of breast and thigh meat
Perfectly cooked and moist throughout,
the chicken utterly embraces the tenor of
the spice and the bass of the garlic.
But a bit more about heat. In a former
life, spent a decade of once-weekly visits
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Leduc + Jasper Avenue + Spruce Grove
Kingsway + St. Albert - Edmonton City Centre
South Edmonton Common « Red Deer « Westlawn
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780-274-2206

FRESH ETHIOPIAN & ERITREAN

CELL: 730-982-1482

CUISINE

tirco impér

Cardinal,
*HOOKAH BAR
* BOOK YOUR SPECIAL EVEN

os ae—

Buttet

5° OFF

951 5- 118

eaoioathe food scene for Edmonton AM
on CBC Radio. I was encouraged to bring
in samples so that the host could have
something to talk about as we chewed
over the food development of the week.
One week, I decided to do chili-chocolate
chip cookies, Breathless was host John
Grant after
his first bite ... and the chilies
kicked in. The eyes widened. There was

a distinct intake of breath. And then the
panic set in. A state of alarm engulfed
his face as he looked through the studio
glass at his producer Maureen Palmer.
Water quickly arrived as I time-stepped
my way through a soliloquy on the positive effect chilies can have on chocolate. I
don't think I was ever forgiven.
The dessert in question on Sabor Divino’s menu is a chocolate mousse with
a bump of cayenne spice ($7 or a "temptation” size for $3). It seems an innocent
trifle, really, hardly able to hurt anyone:
@ martini glass of well-made chocolate
mousse dressed with a piping of whipped

cream, a filigree of bittersweet choco-

late, a trophy piece of chocolate lanced
into the mousse, and a dressy shard of
caramelized sugar dotted with tiny bits of
chili. Turns out that this is a slow-acting
dessert. The first mouthful is fine, but
then you find yourself saying, “Wait for
it, wait for it," and then the sting matches
the sweetness. Cayenne broadens the flavour of the chocolate and leaves you with
the impression of a much lighter dessert.
This late in the meal, | still marvel that
only four tables are in play. This enables
the lunch-hour chef to learn first-hand
of the quality of his labours. Indeed, my
server tells me that changes are expected

to encourage the lunch trade. "We're
looking at dropping the prices on some

dishes, and adding more sandwiches,"
she says. What might work, I suggest, is
an offering of the tapas dishes currently
on the café lounge menu. Time consuming to put together, yes, but an opportunity for diners to sample widely the expanse of dishes that the very skilled chef
Adelino Olivieri can put together. Lunch

(for 25 with valid id -(ocd only)

AVE

EDMONTON

Free WiFi Available |

TSGON

crowds, after all, can be your future evening diners.

As it stands, Sabor Divino closes at
2:30 pm—"or else we're being paid just
to stand around,” says my server—and
the kitchen preps for what one assumes
(hopes) is a bigger dinner crowd.
The dinner menu greatly expands
upon the dishes offered at lunch, which

ig how it should be. Tempt people with
taBtes, just to give them a sense of what

you're about. At night, hit them over
the head with the likes of pork tenderloin and clams, bacalhau-broiled salt
cod—roasted or baked, with or without
cream—and enough tapas to keep you
more than happy and sated. W
|AU OH Urea LU
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AM - 230 PMB 5M ~ 10PIM);

Restaurant«

Experience
_the best
Indian food
today!

Cocktail lounge
Daily hunch

Exclusive wine & beer menu
to compliment our fine food
7 DAYS

Ler
ee
'Edmoutou, AB. Y6ESPL

Ph: (480) 468-9900.

A WEEK

11:30am-llpm

10511-82

Ave

for reservations,

call

780.436.0556
(reservations recommended)
PARKING

ay OF EVERY MONTH

dinner buller

AN ATLABLE

PS REAR

Dyestomiviei mine

TRAVEL,

THE

Breakfast «

Lunch « Dinner

WORLD
OF WINE
wre
EERBMOONT LewOR

MAY 3 6-8PM
JUNE7

erving

;

(4780)

CGMOnon

Fr

488-0984

6-8PM

Book your group
function now.

$19.99 PER PERSON
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Old school versus new school

ALBERTA’S LARGEST SELECTION OF

BORDEAUX, BURGUNDY,

PREMIUM ITALIAN AND RARE
CALIFORNIA WINES
WWW. THEWINECELLAR.AB.CA
WCELLAR@TELUSPLANET.NET

Old world wines are so different than new world! This
is such a general statement
but | find that most often it
is true, Old world wines—in
particular French ones—focus
so much on terroir. They offer
earthy, mineral flavours with body
that seems to last for hours. This Bo
deaux is a perfect example.
The juice shows as a rich, clean vibrant

SERVING EDMONTON SINCE 1955
12421 - 102 AVE. EDMONTON TSN OM2

(780) 488-9463

:

red. It emits a fabulous nose laden with

:

berry aromas and a touch of dirt. The
tannins of this wine are smooth and consistent and offer the body of this wine
an incredible backbone. They never over-

:
:
:
:

power the flavours of the wine, which is :
thankful as many of the flavours are so =
subtle. As the wine oozes over the palate :
| found light but pleasant hints of fruit, :

Fabulous Dining

particularly at the back of the palate. It :

Capitals Restaurant Relaxed dining for b
fast, lunch and dinner

Enjoy Canadian cuisine,

inspired by “AAA” Alberta bee!
fare.

The Sutton Pi

and other loca!

10235 - 101

Edmonton, Alberta T5J

3£

780.428.7191 = Fax 780.46
nfo_edmontare
stitfanplace.com

Resurvetions 1.866.378 8865
weew. suttonplece.com

Central Park Lounge Relax in the lush and open
garden atrium by our Grand Fireplace. Enjoy @
Classic martini or sample a glass of one of our
vintage wines. Experience our “Checoholic Buffet”

every Thursday and Friday evening

offers mineral undertones throughout.
| decanted the wine for about an hour :
before trying it and it still took time to :
open up. This wine is becoming more and

:

more drinkable but the big question is :
for how long. For those looking to delve :
into really good Bordeauxs, thisisa good :
one.

ee
eer eT
2004
Laurel Glen Vineyards
wine for the People,’

‘Reds. A

$i9
Next | tried a new world wine with’ an
interesting blend. This strangely named
wine is a blend of Zinfandel, Carignane

STAY AT THE ASTORIA, A FRIENDLY, FAMILY RUN
HOTEL THAT CATERS TO ATHLETIC AND ADVENTUROUS PEOPLE. OUR RATES ARE MODEST, THE
ROOMS ARE ATTRACTIVE
WITH COMFORTABLE
BEDS AND LOTS OF AMENITIES.

:
:
:

and Petite Sirah. | looked forward to see-

:

ing how they blended the varied personalities of these grapes together.
This wine shows a deep, inky, raspberry

:
: throughout the palate and had very good

Petite Sirah was barely noticeable. T!

: Is an incredibly safe wine that seems to
red and emits a slightly obtrusive nose.| : legs at the back of the taste,
found its odours were overpowered by : Now that I've mentioned the good, | : venture nothing.
: have to balance that. It was a pleasant : Was it good? Yes. Was it great? No. Thi
alcohol.
|found the wine to be mellow, even with : glass of wine but far from stellar. The : is a wine with no personality. No terroi
subtle flavours. It had almost no tannins : fruit of Zinfandel never made its pres- : to speak of, no individuality. Perhaps the
to speak of. The wine flowed very well : ence known and the subtleness of the : next vintage has more to offer. W

“CENTRAL JASPER LOCATION ADJACENT TO TOTEM'S SPORT SHOP
~AVARIETY OF RESTAURANTS WEARBY CLOSETOEOUIPAENT RENTAL SHOPS FOR
SKUING, SWOBOAR DING,TOURING. XCOUNTHY, AND MOUNTAINEERING.
“PAPA GEORGE'S RESTAURANT AND THE BET OO BAR & GRILL INTHEHOTEL
~COMPLIMENTARY PASSES TO THE LOCAL AQUATIC CENTRE {THREE BLOCKS AWAY}

Japanese / Vietnamese
Restaurant & Bar

ed

Come in & try the best Sushi in town

plus traditional Vietmamese food

B109-I01 STREET i EAT-IN& TAKEOUT (@
(one biock off Whyte Ave)
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He fought the law

t the workaday world of law
coffee mogul

more enticing. “I thought I knew a lot
about coffee before I started. I drank

Starbucks, and I thought that was the

ttle bits of informaness

, phone number, cell

umber and email address. But what

really catches the eye is the "When in
Panama” number. He laughs when he

tries

to explain that it's really not as
} it sounds. "My regular cell

doesn’t
work when I'm over there.”

Transcend, an “artisan specialty cof-

fee roaster and retailer/wholesaler,”

is all about "raising coffee to a new
level.” Their focus is on quality. That

‘means travelling the world to find the

best beans possible and roasting those

beans daily. And Mark is the driving

force behind that whole vision. Thus
the Panamanian phone number.
But there was no such phone number when Transcend first opened
three years ago. Mark's first foray into
the business world was as a lawyer—
albeit a lawyer who liked coffee. It
didn’t take him very long to discover
he wasn't overly enchanted with the
paper-heavy industry; running a café/
wine bar/roastery sounded much

STEAK

HOUSE*&

cat's meow.”
The original lease negotiations
didn't come together as planned,
and Mark dropped the café/wine bar
thought. Instead he found a big empty bay in the midst of the industrial
wasteland surrounding 99 Street and
forged ahead with the wholesale coffee roastery idea. But in the midst of
renovating, he had a thought: "Let's
build an espresso bar to showcase
what we do.”
It was a good idea. Mark says they
barely do any wholesale at all. But it
explains how Transcend ended up in
their odd location, in the middle of
nowhere, with practically no parking.
"At first we thought we'd cater to
people who worked around here. That
didn't happen. Our customers, people
who want quality coffee, come from
all over the city—St. Albert and Sherwood Park even.”
But, as Mark quickly found out, the
definition of quality can change. "We
do quality to the best of our ability.
What I thought was good three years
ago, I wouldn't consider good today."
CONTINUED ON PAGE 23 >>
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REVUE // GINO'S ITALIAN KITCHEN
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Bada-boom, bada-blah
Gino's Italian Kitchen doesn't provide an
experience, just OK chow
JAN HOSTYN
// {AN@VUEWEEKLY.COM

ere’s something called going out for
dinner, and then there's something
called going out to eat. Both involve the
consumption of food and, quite possibly,
a swig or two of some form of liquid. But
going out for dinner is an experience; it's
about the food and the atmosphere and
the company and the service—it's about
everything. Going out to eat is pretty
much just that—chowing down. Arrivesit-order-eat-leave. No extras, thank you
very much.
I like to go out for dinner, but I'm not a
big fan of going out to eat.

The night came when my family and
I needed something to eat, we didn't
feel like cooking—actually, I didn't feel
like cooking—and going out for dinner
seemed like the logical choice. Gino's
Italian Kitchen became our destination. Its simple sign had been taunting
me lately, a direct result of my frequent
jaunts down the desolate stretch of Cal-

gary Trail South that Gino's calls home.
We drove to Gino's in all the glorious
slush and mud that is such a lovely precursor to springin cheery old Edmonton.
We fruitlessly drove around Gino's minute strip-mall parking lot—in the slush
and mud. We finally parked on a side
street—in more slush and more mud.
Once we made it back to the parking
lot that had no parking, we noticed that
it actually smelled quite lovely. Garlicky
lovely. A let's-ignore-the-rather-plainexterior-and-get-inside-now lovely. We
pulled open the doors and were greeted
rather enthusiastically; an energetic soul
hollered a greeting to us from across the
room and told us to "sit anywhere.”
“Anywhere” was quite the choice; only
a few tables in the big, brown, square
restaurant had been laid claim to. We

ad

a

=

opted for a table in the corner, one with
a lovely view of the parking lot, a 7-11
and a Domo gas station. Not exactly inspiring.
The inside wasn't exactly inspired either. Yes, there were real tablecloths and
napkins, and the chairs were a notch
above the dime-a-dozen variety. But the
tables seemed kind of crammed in, there
was noisy music in the background and
the carpet was scattered with enough
crumbs to feed a large flock of birds.
And that lovely parking lot smell was
nowhere to be found.
We were in the midst of doing the old
who-should-sit-where debate when a
basket of French bread found its way
between us and landed on the table.

And then our waitress asked us what
we wanted to drink. Before we had sat
down, taken our coats off or opened a
menu.
We sat, exchanged a few OK-thissigmaking-me-uncomfortable looks, and
decided to persevere. It must have been
a false start. People were beginning to
pile into the restaurant, huge plates of
food had begun to make their way out
of the open kitchen and Gino's reputedly
makes their own pasta—all good signs.
As soon as we opened our menus,
our waitress graced us with her presence yet again. So we ordered drinks—a
water, an apple juice ($2.50), and a Coors
Light ($4.75). And no, we weren't quite

—
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PACKAGE
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PER PERSON, PER NIGHT (PLU
BASED ON 2 ADULTS

FREE CONTINENTAL

BREAKFAST

1402 Bow Valley Trail
Canmore, Alberta

T1W 1N5

www.canmoreinn.com
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ready to order.

Now in the mood to get the whole ordering process over and done with, we
quickly poured over the menu. It was
pretty basic Italian comfort food of appetizers, pasta, pizza and a few meatier
entrées.
Our waitress popped by a few more
times during our mad flip through the
menu. Now I was definitely feeling a bit
too well attended to. Time to order. We
decided on two bowls of minestrone
soup (small $3.75, large $5.50), a 9-inch
pizza with mushrooms and green peppers ($13.50), the penne calabrese
($12.95), and a half-order of gnocchi

busy the restaurant had become before
our soup arrived. Our waitress sloshed
them down and was back in a flash
with a pepper grinder and a big bow!
of parmesan cheese. After nodding yes
to both, my soup was treated to a quick
smattering of pepper and a huge blast of
parmesan. No gradual sprinkling here,
just a massive spoonful quickly and efficiently dumped on top. I like parmesan,
just not as one of the main ingredients.
Back to the soup. Although the broth
was on the meek side, the overall flayour wasn't a problem. And there was
no lack of orzo, veggies and beans. But
it was lukewarm and dreadfully mushy.
As one of my co-diners aptly put it, "The
cauliflower and potataes dissolve in my
mouth.”
Once the bowls were whisked away, our
entrées joined us, with the pepper an
parmesan following quickly behind.
There was nothing meek about the
penne. Big chunks oflean and spicy Italian sausage dominated the dish, but the
thick, robust tomato sauce and the a
dente noodles demanded their share of
attention. So did the hefty serving size
The gnocchi, while plump and tender,
were a bit on the gummy side. But at
least a liberal amount of that hearty an
heady tomato sauce joined them. The
pizza though, was kind of a disaster. The
crust was so soggy I couldn't even man
age to lift a piece up. It didn't help that it
was also doughy, pasty and underdone
There was no scrimping on the toppings,

but overall it was just a weighty mess.
Gino's is one of those going out to eat
places. My only advice—if you go, order
pasta, W
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We barely had time to marvel at how
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ADVENTURE & ACCOMODATION
PACKAGES AVAILABLE SOON!

PACKAGE INCLUDES:
Deluxe room with 2 queen beds
One ski pass per adult for one of the Big Three Resorts:
(Sunshine Village, Lake Louise or Mount Norquay)
Free deluxe continental breakfast
Three-story waterslide, indoor pool, hot tub
and fitness room
SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY (OFFER ENDS MAY 14, 2009)

WATERSLIDE

° HOT TUBS

Local 1.403.609.4656
Toll Free 1.888.678.4656
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REVUE // FRIDAY NIGHT DINNERS
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Dinner as celebration

THURSDAYS
MOLSON WING NIG
St CET WINGS,3.50 TAS at
LADIES MARTINI NIGHT

Friday Night Dinners. presents food

as a time to gather together

3.5 MARTIN O-12PM

KARAOKE
EVERY SATURDAY

WITH ONY

GOOD FRIENDS, GREAT
AND DRINK SPECIALS
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LOOK FOR LOCAL HEROES IN THE ENTERTAINMENT BOOK

JAN HOSTYN
// \AN@VUEWEEKLY.COM
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Stern isn’t one of the "rock

stars” in today’s cooking world. The
Jamie Olivers, Anna Olsens, David Roccos and Nigella Lawsons fill those shoes
rather nicely. Part of that can be attributed to their highly-touted charisma
and sex appeal, but don't underestimate
the hugely influential powers of mighty
marketing gurus at work. As with any-

thing, though, popularity and talent are
not necessarily related.
That's not to say Stern isn't popular—

sheis. And she's no strangertothe seduc-

tion of impressive marketing machines
either, After all, she's run the Bonnie
Stern School of Cooking for over 30 years,
she's the author of 12 bestselling cookbooks, she's hosted a couple of TV cooking shows, she's written newspaper and
magazine columns and, yes, she has her
Own website. But she was braising beef

and roasting asparagus long before the
hype of "Food TV” made the whole cooking thing sexy, or at least acceptable.
She's definitely stood the testoftime,

Today, Stern's presence is a steady but
pie is subdued force in the whole
00
iness, Not flashy, not fancy, just
comfortably there. She's more like a

‘rusted ingredient you always have on

hand than the hot new flavour of the
week.
The same can besaid for her new cook-

book, Friday NightDinners. It's quiet and

at

Lakeview Inn & Suites
10115-88th Ave | P: 998-788g

comforting. It’s all about earthy colours,
muted tones and approachable recipes. And Stern's friendly demeanour is

stamped on every page.
:
Inside both the front and back cover is
a collection of photos—real photos taken
over the years of Stern and her family and

friends. These slice-of-life moments give
you a personal glimpse of some of Stern's
own Friday night dinners. In a way they
serve as alittle welcoming committee.
The rest of the book has a similarly genuine feel to it. Pictures, both large and
small, dot the pages. And their earthy
tones add a touch of warmth while still
managing to make the food look enticingly delectable.

Don't let the approachable tone dupe
you into thinking that this cookbook,
or any of the recipes tucked inside, are
boring. Some are simple. Some you've
probably seen before, in one form or another. But it's not your run-of-the-mill,
hodgepodge collection of everything and
anything, although it does seem to have a
little bit of everything.
Friday Night Dinners is about just that—
Friday night dinners. Stern begins by
talking a bit about the tradition of these
dinners and her history with them. If
you are Jewish, the Friday night dinner
is a celebration that marks the end of the
work week. It’s about family and friends
getting together, visiting and sharing
good food. This cookbook is really a
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YEAR ROUND
8AM-3PM
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Cast your ballot!
Let your tastebuds decide!

EAT:
VOTE!

Maybe it’s the perogies that practically melted your mouth. Maybe it’s the samosas
that sent your senses into orbit. Maybe it’s the chocolate creation that lives on in your
memory and calls out to you every time you eat out. Edmonton has it all.
Have your say. Tell us which food establishments serve your favourites in the categories
below. Help the places you like win a coveted 11th Annual Vue Weekly Golden Fork
Award. Read the results -and more— on May 14. For your ballot to count, you must
give answers in at least categories
10
and include your name, address, daytime phone

number and email address.

WIN!

His and Hers Specialized Bikes courtesy of Revolution Cycle!
These amazing bikes have a value of $1200!
PLUS: a dozen runners-up will receive dinner for two!

BEST DISHES

BEST RESTAURANTS

OTHER

° Appetizers
¢ Soups
* Salads

* Overall best
Restaurant (Fine dining)
* Restaurant (Mid price)

¢ New restaurant

* Breads

¢ Restaurant (Budget)

¢ Innovative menu

* Steaks

¢ Breakfast

© Wine list

« Venison
* Deli
¢ Sushi
* Tapas

BESTS

° Pre-theatre dining
* Restaurant for lovers

Beer list

¢ Brunch

¢ Bakery
* Coffee shop
¢ Tea shop

° When going solo
¢ Late night/all night

¢ Pub food

° Bavarian

e Service

« Dim sum

* Greek

¢ Sandwiches

¢ French

* Patio

¢ Hamburgers

* Italian/pasta

* Hotel restaurant

¢ French fries

* Chinese

e Wine store

¢ Wraps

© Thai

:

¢ Weekend brunch

Sports bar

* Pizza

« Japanese

¢ For people watching
° Kid friendly

* Desserts

¢ East Indian/Tandoori

* Indie grocery/market

¢ Chicken wings

* Mexican/Latin American

* Beer store

* Sweets

* Seafood

° Organic
¢ Takeout

¢ Vegetarian
¢ African

¢ Food festival
* Ultimate dining experience

* Butcher

* Continental

«Snacks (pretzels; bagels)

esPnb

THIS IS YOUR OFFICIAL BALLOT. SEND IT IN!
NAME:

TO:

Entries must be received no later
than 5 pm, May 5 2009

Vue Weekly’s 11th Annual Golden Fork Awards

"No duplicate enmies, 1 entry per person. Any
entries wathidentical writing to another willbe

MAIL ANSWERS

10303-108 St

GOLDEN

fORY
PH*:

Edmonton, Alberta

TS] 1L7

or FAX: 780.426.2889
email; fork@vueweekly.com
or online at www.goldenforkawards.com

| EMAIL ADDRESS:
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* Middle Eastern

ii

' ADDRESS:
DAYTIME

° Mediterranean
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discarded, Standard contest entries alzoapply.

“This year VUE Weekly willoffertwoawards

incachcategory. Oneforindependent
andone
forchain.
*Chain willbedefined asnon-Edmonton operated
‘oflocations inothercities (exceptions may exis!)
*Chain may notbeawarded in allcategories
(Do you know ofanychain Afnican restaurants
in Edmonton?)
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_ FRIDAY NIGHT DINNERS
_
CONTINUED
<<
FROM PAGE a1

RESERVATIONS
FECOMMENDED

countries. Her Comfort Dinner menu,
with its shortribs with red wine and port,
smashed red potatoes and lemon meTingue pie, is just that—classic comfort
food. But delve further into the book and

unearth her take on a South Afri-

can Dinner, curried butternut and pea- | |"
, roasted
le and chi
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Then there's the Standing-Up Dinner,
Diner Dinner, Fast Food Italian, Dinner
with the Kids and 100-Mile Diet Dinner.
Most of the recipes
are pretty laid-back,
just like a Friday night dinner should
be. Nothing isoverly complicated or dif
ficult. But they are still intriguing and
absolutely delicious—justwhat
you want

| Disregard all the slush and sleet that
have so far refused to leave you alone
| this spring, I've got good news. Though
| can't promise that this terrible, terrible
| weather will let up anytime soon, | can
| tell you this—if you're lucky, you may
| spot an elusive Fat Franks hot dog cart

: A CAPITAL IDEA!
:

6

: Capitals Restaurant at the Sutton Place
: Hotel is featuring wine from the Er: razuriz Winery this month. Executive
: Chef Joe Srahulek and his able team
; have been hard at work crafting a menu
: that will perfectly match the person: alities of these fine Chilean wines. For
. toserve
tofamily and friends afteralong | on city streets. All hot dogs are good— : more information,
or to join the Capitals

week.

confirmation cannot be far behind. The
best way to find out is to get out of your
stuffy office and find one yourself. And
take the rest of the afternoon off—you
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WHEAT PANCAKES
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HE FOUGHT THE LAW
<< CONTINUED FROM PAGE 19
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will only lead to coffee that is staleand

dead. “Essentially, you're just turning _ I'm the new guy. They don't know who
Tam.”
your water brown.”
Tt comes down to aroma more than
He's happy though; much happier
taste since we "taste" through oursense _than he would've been as a lawyer. "I'd
Transcend roasts all their own beans, _ of smell. The roasting process releases
be overweight, bald and grumpy." And
and it's always a light roast. According
an immense array of complex aromas;
he wouldn't have those impressive

coffee. With light roasts, there's no hid-

ing.
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_I'm working the bar, customers think

to Mark, light roasts "celebrate each
Mark figures it's well over 1000. But _business cards. WV
bean's uniqueness and allow the cofthose aromas are highly volatile and
fee to speak.” Dark roasts mask flawed
quickly dissipate—thanks to air, cofcoffee. That's why a lot of places serve _ fee's number one enemy, so Mark has
dark roasts, because they serve flawed _ trained hiscustomers to buy their beans
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freshness & simplicity
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: Dish Weekly spills the beans on culi; nary events in Edmonton. Have an event
: that our city's gourmands should know
: about? Tell us about it by emailing dish@
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ALL INGREDIENTS ARE
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but Fat Franks are better. Rumours of : Wine Club visit suttonplace.com or call

Just like Bonnie Stern, this cookbook | their triumphant return have been whis- : 780.428.7111, W

should weather the test of time rather | pered for a little over a week now, and :

well. ¥
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every few days.

"We do coffee so radically differently

Since certifications such as fair trade
we've had to create a market. When I
and organic have nothing to do with _ first opened, my 75 friends would show
quality, Mark doesn't worry about
up onceortwiceaweekand take pity on
them. He says he'd rather focus on
me." And the big empty bay remained
direct-trade coffee. "You develop re- _largely empty—there was even enough
lationships with the growers; you get
room to storea friend's boatin the back.
to see how they operate and how they
The boat is long gone, and Mark says
treat their employees, andit allows you
they're now completely out of space.
to bypass the infrastructure so thatthe
So muchso they're hunting for space to
grower gets more money." —
open another location. Downtown-ish.
“Witheverytriplunderstandmoreand _—Transcend is serious about their cof-

more about coffee. Going to where the

fee. But they do offer a small assort-

beans are actually grown iscompletely
different from book knowledge.”

ment ofgoodiesthat go well withit, too.
Anda few sandwiches—five a day to be
exact. "That's how many sandwiches

Part of Mark's mission isto educate
people about what makes good coffee.

Edmonton's
best food
website!

we can get out of one loaf of Tree Stone
bread,” Mark shrugs. They may travel

And the whole technique behind con- _the world to find the best coffee, but

cocting a perfect cup of coffee isamazingly complex. But
itstarts off with the
quality ofthe bean, and then making

Sure those beans are freshly roasted.

when it comes to the extras, they stay
close to home. "We try to be 100 per

cent local in terms of what we sell.”

Now that Mark has put a team in place

“Coffee beans should be sold in the _ that is as passionate as he is about cofae Section, sitting in the bins fee, he no longer es govieing att
Next to the lettuce. Ifyou buy _everything
at Transcend;

coffee on a grocery shelf, it's usually

his

focus
is on

educating and building international

six to15months old." Beans should be __relationships. And he doesn't know
Toastednomorethanthreeorfourdays
the name of practically everyone who
you actually usethem;oldbeans
walks through the door anymore. "If

or
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Arts Reviews
Find reviews of past theatre,

dance-and visual arts shows on
our website.
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VISUAL ARTS // KOSHASHIN
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Postcards from the East
Koshashin shows a transforming Japan through selective lenses
i

NEEKLY.COM

thetics and consumption that cobble

dactics, establishing the nature of
the collection, limning the real and
fantasized connections between East
and West and locating both historically and culturally, and following
photographic forays by pioneering
figures. The first couple of commercial studio founders were western—a
British wanderer whose composi-

together a shorthand of values and

‘oeeTETNONONIRMEHECREEAISA es:

are crucial to the bonds
in the 21st century North

American experience, to our daily
mt of fluid identities
largely defined by multiple spheres

ofrelationships and checklists of aesstatus for many of us. Our mixtape

amplified by media—makes use of
our fantastic propensity for psychological shapeshifting, but threatens
a feeling of being part of a harried
permanent diaspora, driven from a
sense of the real and concrete—constantly in a process of defining, never
actually defined. .
An image—particularly a photographic one, with its claim to representing the real—is an invitation
to extrapolation, and in a time and
place where all images are interpreted relationally and personally (a thread of modern life that's
been lately picked on as an aberrant
“narcissism,” although self-absorption makes sense as a necessary tool

tions recall pastoral English romanticism, and an Austrian Baron whose
anthropological-type photos, posed
in a studio with props or in the field,
were laden with European expectations—while the next wave were
Japanese who brought their own cultural perspectives and aesthetics into
their work even as they catered to
western tastes, drawing on an extensive history of Japanese woodblock
printmaking, some of which had already been developed for “tourist”
markets at home and abroad. Informed by the meticulous workmanship of printmaking, they used some
of its techniques (and craftspeople)

in this context), it's a notion of con-

nection that we're largely compelled

in hand-tinting photographs.

to explore. What can an image tell
us of another time, another place,
culture,

another

In the next room, the focus turns
to the medium and technical aspects
of production—a
period camera
dominates a corner, sharply revealing how different an experience a
subject would have had back then,
even beyond the shock of new tech-

person?

How alien, or how familiar, can other
landscapes and people be?
The AGA show, Koshashin: The Hall
Collection
of19% Century Photographs

of Japan, originates in connection:
the 230 images celebrated in the galleries come from a set of about 800
amassed by Edmontonian Arlene Hall
over a few decades after she received
an album of them as a wedding gift.

From this historical bounty, AGA's
Catherine Crowston curated a show
that opens up the images for modern
examination while cradling them in
didactics and arrangements that convey context. Koshashin goes about its
mission seriously, set against sober
museum tones of steely blue, burgun-

SB EDMONTON

rH

cially those looking into the camera
Even the largest of the photographs
are sized for intimacy, with the visible labour in the hand-tinting adding

Yet the most affecting aspect of the show is its
human subjects, especially those iooking into
the camera.

culture—enabled by technology and

another

The show culminates in the most
nakedly scenic shots, vistas of landmarks like Mt. Fuji.
Yet the most affecting aspect of the
show is its human subjects, espe-

nology.

LOST IN TRANSLATION >> Koshashin reveals as much about its photographers and
viewers as its subjects. //-smiting Geisha, courtesy AGA
dy and tobacco, picking up the sepias
and hand-painted tones—delicate
blushes, eggshell blues and greens
and vivid blood reds—in many of
photos, and outlining a story of an
semi-illusory 19th century Japan that
ran alongside that nation’s evolution

PUBLIC SCHOOLS

from a military-dominated feudal
system to one that was drawn into
the industrial influence of the West.
The show also explored the history
of photography and tourism as we've
come to recognize it.
The initial gallery is heavy on di-

From

here,

photos

are

ar-

ranged by genre and theme more and
more as the show progresses: "typical" Japanese occupations, like peddlers and farmers bearing incredible
burdens and tea-pickers in the fields,
geisha and prostitutes (interchangeable to western eyes, highly delineated to the Japanese), symmetrical

lantern-decked streets and precisely
ornamented gardens, kimono-robed
children and ladies, sage-bearded
elderly men and samurai and sumo.

a layer of contact that awes, and both
features compel you to step forward
and focus on the miniature fantasy
laid out for you, presented as real

It's impossible to muster the reserve
you can have in the presence of other
mediums, and the sense of photography as "new" also adds to a haunting
feeling that these people could still
be there, alive, real, in that imaginary Japan created for ig9th century
affluent westerners. Seeing through
all those eyes and lenses, the emotions evoked are invariably complex
and resonant.
As always, the souvenir is less about

the place or time than what we want
to remember, which points to who we
think we are, or are capable of being.

And what part of that feeling isn't
who we are, in this time, in this place,
in this culture? V
A catalogue of the exhibition, published

by the AGA, with an introduction by internationally recognized expert in Japanese
photography Terry Bennett, will accompany the exhibition. A lecture by Mr. Bennett will take place on Tuesday, April 23,
at 7pm.
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REVUE // EXIT; PURSUED BY BARD

Belke keeps his take on the
and funny, with mixed results

Bard

// BLUMOV@VUEWEEKLY.COM
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wants to have fun,"
justpeare
hakes

roclaims one of four posters that
tile the Varscona theatre's wall for David Belke's Shakespeare-infused sketch
show, Exit, Pursued by Bard. The others offer varying insights (Shakespeare
cannot be ignored, Shakespeare wants
to be your friend), but that one seems
truest here: Exit's collection of takes on
the bard and his works mostly aim for
witty chuckles, though it's a bit of a hit
and miss affair.
If nothing else, Belke has created a diverse, if monologue-heavy, collection
of sketches, poems and shorts for his
cast of four to tackle. There's probably a
rock-solid one-act play in here, but the
Shakespearean riffing gets stretched
pretty thin, trying to be clever a few too
many times in too few ways.
Some sketches pick up where Shakespeare put down his pen: there's a
down-and-out Puck, the trickster spirit
left miserable and needing a pick-meup in the aftermath of A Midsummer
Night's Dream; the Apothecary who sold
Romeo his poison justifies the sale; the
bloody ghost of Banquo bids Macbeth
an extra visit between acts three and
four. Sometimes these "what if?" con-

villederby.com

poleao

handles

Shakespearea,

fhiyme and speedy dialogue with an un

‘stumbling smotormeuth. Torn Edv:-

manages to put some
air into even th,

PAUL BLINOV

|

tinuations can be punchy, but the ideas
they're built around don't often have
much insight to offer, or manage to
take their initial idea any further than
it starts with.

The best skits here have more than
just a knowing wink, propelled more
by commentary on the Bard than continuation of his ideas: a second-act
highlight involves two personified
Shakespeare plays waiting around for
a bell to ring which signifies a new
Shakespeare production around the
world. They hope they're next to see
some stagetime, but they're King John
and Coriolanus, the overlooked benchwarmers of the Shakespearean canon.
When Hamlet shows up, complaining
of exhaustion, it gets bitter and funny,
and even a little touching. There's also
a pair of theatre janitors that bookend
both acts, a sort of meta-commentary

on Shakespeare in the modern day and
the show itself, and a darkly funny children's rhyme about Macbeth. In these,
Belke's love for the Bard comes across
as fully realized and grounded, and less
like quick grabs for gags.
The cast do well with the multiplicity of roles they're cast in. Matt Alden
gives his spectrum of characters some
much-needed energy and a sense of
comic timing: his Ophelia iswonderful-

weaker sketches, and Rebecca Starr is
calm presence, lending her character
some grounded energy.
They all sell the sketches as best the.
can, but like most shows made up of \;
gnettes, this collection could use a fey
edits: a particularly dramatic mono
logue about modern betrayal feels
of place, and totally departs from th.

lighter tone that most of Exit’s piece
purvey, and there's a few too man.

quick monologues, impressive in thei

handle on Shakespearean style, by
that don't contribute much else.
Belke does manage to make Exit mo
accessible, even to those not fami)
iar with every work of the Bard. Th,
sketches
all explain their own referenc.
points well enough to let anyone in o;
the joke. But the more obscure skii
really draw the buildup to punchline
from an assumed knowledge of th
Shakespearean‘canon. And ultimate);
the already-existing Shakespeare d
hard is who Exit, Pursued by Bard is bes
suited for: after all, it was written b
one of their own. W

the CKUA Spring Campaign April 17 to May 3"
Pledge online at ckua.com for
your chance to win a trip for two
to Vietnam.

I'VE GOT ALL MY

BETTER LOOK FOR
SOME FIVE STAR
RESTAURANTS, CAUSE YOU'RE
GONNA OWE BIG TIME.

94.9 fm
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FACEBOOK FRIENDS TO
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And - all pledges are automatically
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JESUS, IS IT OKAY IF |HAVE A GIRLFRIEND?

Jesus saves

MacEwan

Nina Haggerty show on love

is one of the best of the year

Attend an information session!

April 22 * 7 pm * Room 296

10045 - 156 Street, Edmonton

no pre-registration required
For more info: 780.497.4408

LOVE ME DO
ADAM WALDRON-BLAIN

// ROAMWE@VUEWEEKLY.COM
esus, is it Okay if I Have a Girlfriend?
is undoubtedly one of the best shows
the ARTery has hosted in its one-and-a-

half years of existence. Although, like
many other local shows, it contains
its share of undifferentiated work, especially in the large north room, the
core of the collection is a number of
very sharp pieces by Mark Traficiante,
Kyle Kowosan and Cassandra Tobin,
with solid supporting material from
the other artists. Since the ARTery is
apparently going to be open Saturdays
for lunch, eliminating the unpredictable hours which made seeing some
exhibits there difficult, there is essentially no reason why you should not go
to seethis show.
lam sure that my reading of the work
is in some way affected by knowledge
of its provenance as the creation of developmentally disabled artists working

at the Nina Haggerty Centre. But despite some clear similarities to our expectations of outsider art and of course
the curatorial/promotional direction
which seeks to emphasize the nature
of the artists and their sexual subject

matter, Idon't find myself drawn to related lines of analysis. To put it simply,
i think that it’s largely unimportant to
most of the pieces, because the work
itself doesn't need the structure.
As easy as it is to call the curatorial
strategy here blunt, given the title of
the show and its implications, I think
that some real care has been put into
this collection. This should be a lesson to others trying to put on group
shows in the ARTery and other, even
more DIY spaces in the city, because

despite the to-the-point theme and
the subtext of the show’s presentation,
the artworks have enough space to
come alive, and for the works to build
relationships between themselves. Al-

though the work is not all of the same
standard, and much of it is certainly
less polished than what we've seen at
some other shows, Jesus, is it Okay if I

Have a Girlfriend? is much more than

My main reservation with this show

is that some of the work in the north
room seems repetitive, especially after coming through the smaller south
room on the way in. Many of the artists use the same kinds of colour in
drawn and painted pieces and similar
rough drawing techniques, without

always breathing life into them. Sometimes the work rises above this and we
see the impulse behind it despite the
flaws, as in Leona Clawson’s animals,
and sometimes when one piece is
separated from the group it can stand
up on its own, as in the fine wedding
painting near the washrooms.
The main part of the south room,
however, is something else. Mark Traficiante, as well as giving us the show's
title, has produced
a remarkable collection ofpaintings. His witty collections
of figures drawn simply and roughly
with sometimes funny stories explaining their activities, including Avril
Lavigne, are the heart of the show, and
although he works in the same kind
of bright, rough technique as many of
the other artists whose work I find uninspiring, he attacks his images with
enough excitement for the rest ofthem
to share. He starts writing and changes
his mind, but in his apparent rush to
make more of these fantastic paintings
he has no time to clean things up and
leaves traces of his work, crossed-out
words and half-formed sentences to
be continued elsewhere. Despite the
colour continuity with the north room,
Traficiante’s work really has the most
in common with Tobin's little diagram
about sex and all kinds of related business just around the corner, which is at
least as funny and revealing as "Jesus,
is it Okay if IHave a Girlfriend?". Between these are two very simple drawings by Kyle Kowosan which are like
nothing else on display and left me
wishing there were more. V

ARTS AND
CULTURAL
MANAGEMENT
PART-TIME - FULL-TIME
THE CHOICE
IS YOURS

-ONLINE.

www.MacEwan.ca/ArtsManagement

the ironic title.
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You think it's funny?
Israeli duo uses humour to get their
watchmakers through the Holocaust
PAUL BLINOV
// BLINOV@VUEWEEKLY.COM

|

and the Holocaust together seems like oil and water:
never the two shall mix. But the way
Roy Horovitz sees it, comedy can be

another legitimate way of exploring
the human tragedy more than half a

TOP 30 FOR THE WEEK OF AP

1. Neko Case - Middle Cyclone (anti)
2. Buddy & Julie Miller - Written In Chalk (new west)
3. Mastodon — Crack The Skye (reprise)
4. Dan Auerbach — Keep ItHid (nonesuch)
5, Justin Townes Earle — Midnight At The Movies (bloodshot)

6.Propagandhi Supporting Caste (smaliman)
7. Rachelle Van Zanten - Where Your Garden Grows (rvz)
8. Deep Dark Woods - Winter Hours (black hen)
9, M. Ward - Hold Time (merge)
10.V/A-Dark
Was The Night (4ad)
11. Bonnie ‘Prince’ Billy - Beware (drag city)
12. Animal Collective— Merriweather Post Pavilion (domino)
13. Elvis Perkins - Dreamland
(x1)
14. Chris Issak — Mr. Lucky (reprise)

century after it occurred.
"In Israel, we're very familiar with
the historical material [of the Holocaust]," Horovitz explains, freshly
arrived in Edmonton and sipping tea
on a friend's living room couch, "Sixty years after what happened, you
have to look for new or fresh aspects
to deal with the history. In no way is

it a reduction or insult, but humour
helps people.”
Nodding, perched across from him,
is fellow cast member Omer Etzion.
This is the pair's second trip to Edmonton performing Dan Clancy's
The Timekeepers. The play traces a
concentration camp friendship that
forms between Benjamin, a Jew, and
a flamboyant German homosexual
named Hans, paired together to repair watches for the Nazis. Humour
is their coping mechanism—a technique more true to life than most Holocaust stories make note of.

15. Yeah Yeah Yeah's - It'sBlitz! (interscope)

THE

18. Buried Inside - Spoils OfFailure (relapse)

from Tel Aviv to London, and it's kept

Horovitz and Etzion busy with a globetrotting agenda of performances,
though there has been controversy,
stemming not from content of the
show but the nationality of those
putting it on.
The Timekeepers appearance at the
2005 Dublin Fringe faced protests
from those pushing a PalestinianIrish solidarity
agreement.
The
protestors didn't want the Israeli
company performing; their public
demonstrations inadvertently made
The Timekeepers the most talkedabout ticket in town.
"[It was] very good for public relations,” Horovitz laughs. "The people
[protesting] didn't see the show, and
people coming out of the venue confronted them. We got a lot of media
coming, and a lot of interviews. It

BE THE NEXT

16. Napaim Death - Time Waits For No Slave (century media)
17. Brett Dennen - Hope For The Hopeless (dualtone)

"During rehearsals we read a book
that was then published in Israel: a
historian had collected all the charactures and jokes [from] the concentration camps," Horovitz explains.
"It's unbelievable.”
He notes comparisons to Life is
Beautiful, Roberto Benigni’s Oscarwinning film, in the five or so years
that Timekeepers has been touring
the globe. The play’s humorous
touch has generally received praise

FACE

CUTTING

24. Soundtrack Of Our Lives - Communion (yep roc)

25. Jill Barber — Chances (outside)
26. Kasey Chambers & Shane Nichols - Rattlin’ Bones (Sugar hill)
27. Willie Nelson & Asleep At The Wheel - Willie & The Wheel (bismeaux)
28. Andrew Bird - Noble Beast (fat possum)

29. John Frusciante - The Empyrean (record collection)
30. Neil Young - Sugar Mountain; Live At Canterbury House (reprise)

SILVERSUN PICKUPS
Swoon

ON SALE Now!

Cutting

Room

look interested

To apply,

MYSPAC

10355 Whyte Ave. Shop online at megatunes.com 434-6342
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performing in Germany, a more open
one here and a particularly intense
Poland run, where the theatre was
just five minutes away from a con
centration camp.
"In every place in the world, there
is some kind of touch [for] the people
who see the show,” he says. W

OF
¥

20. The Derek: Trucks Band - Already Free (sony)
21. Maeleine Peyroux — Bare Bones (rounder)
22. Geoff Bemer - Klezrner Mongrels (jericho beach)
23. A.C. Newman ~ Get Guilty (last gang)

MAKE SURE-TOFRIEND US at

mentions a tense atmosphere while

ROOM!

19. Romi Mayes - Achin In Yer Bones (romi mayes)

Swoon is the second album by Los
Angeles indie rock band Silversun
Pickups. The album was produced
by Dave Cooley who had worked
with the band on their first album,
Carnavas. Recording began in July
of 2008 and obviously ended
before today's date.

made us a great hit there. Actually,
that's what brought us to Edmonton
in the first place.”
Miki Stricker, then the festival director of the Edmonton Fringe, was
at the Dublin Fringe, and booked The
Timekeepers for the following year's
festival, It was a hit here too, becoming a Fringe holdover and now returning for a second go. The show's
still attracting new audiences in new
locales—"just this morning we got an
email from Slovakia" Horovitz says—
and the pair note that people around
the world react in different ways to
humour in a Holocaust story: Etzion
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>> DEFICIENT CULTURE

No killer, all filler
Edmonton art lacks
context, bravery

Last time, | ended abruptly on the note : but
there are certainly variations within
that for "those who choose to stay and : the rubric of culture that
should be discreate, they need to be nourished,
tinguished.
and that means growing both

the work and the audience by
new
injectin
g and challenging

works alongside the existing

status quo instead of simply

elsewhere."
defauto
lting
Breaking this down further, |
find two major hurdles.
First: welack context.

I missed this year's Mayor's Eve-

PR PAV ALS

ARTSTeRs
Beovusweek es

a

ning for the Arts, but | heard
plenty about the lineup of
activities. Ranging from the
comedy cover band the Bea
Arthurs, to the interdisciplinary choreography of KO Dance
Project, to some

unknown

man

with a guitar, the line-up sounded

We have yet to generate an ability to : all-too-famil
iar: a cross section of artists

contextualize works within a critical, or
even anappropriate artistic framework.
That means there’s been no distinction
made between challenging provocative
works and safe status quo works in terms

of audience development. Everything is
grouped under the umbrella of "culture,"
whieh Is accurate on the surface level,

: at the city's arts listings and you would :
intimate and the spectacle, and was cer: think everything is being produced for one : tainly
one of the most effective live works
: lump dose of public consumption. There i
in terms of generating new perceptio
ns
: no target audience, no real nourishment, :
of how we engage with bodies. "It's Not
? no killer—just filler.
: Always Easy Being Green,” however, also
The second and entirely related hurdle:
ested that line between physicality and
} we are the first to censor ourselves.
vulnerability. Dobkin appears naked and
: We don't think anyone wants to be chal- ; sitting
lumped
: lenged out of their comfort zones because : the Muppets centre stage on a stool as
theme song plays ona loop.
: we're never challenged out of our comfort : She
is completely painted "Kermit® green
: zones. If anything seems inaccessible or = with even
the Kermit collar, all except for
; potentially provocative, we either dismiss : apubic
triangle, left untouched. Already as
: it or apologize the hell out of it. But coms, it's a good image, Lex Vaughn, costumed
i fort zones are perpetuated by those who : asjim
Henson, then comes on stage, all the
: cater to its standards by Presupposing and : while with the Muppets theme
song still

'

Alberta’s
electrical workers

Live

: Absolutely not. That work could not be

: shown without context.

: bottle of lubrication and meticulously :
festival" Reductive, intimidated, and very
: lathers his one rubbered gloved hand. :
possibly accurate, there still needs to be
:

"Jim" sits down in front of his Puppet and
> inserts his hand up to the wrist. The music
: Stops. "It's Not Always Easy Being Green”
: comes on through the speakers and the
; puppet comes to life. Kermit, and some: times Jim, lip synch to the whole song,

Bette

——

THIS MIGHT BE THE
CLOSEST WE GET
TO VIETNAM.

to Vietnam.

:
:
!
:
:
::

room for that to exist if people actually
believe and want to support and partake
in this concept called culture. W

Amy Fung is the editor of visual arts website PrairieArtsters.com

——
&
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EDMONTON 461-9086
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UNLESS WE CONVINCE
THE GRAND PRIZE WINNER
TO TAKE US WITH THEM.

And - all pledges are automatically
entered into the full slate of campaign
prize draws — so enter early for more
chances to win!

Learn more at ckua.com

ckya

Unabashedly, this was simply one of the

it on. With slow deliber- : like wildfire in Edmonton
as part of some
; ate gestures, "Jim" then takes out a small : “crazy
lesbian feminist performance art

Work Union!

Pledge online at ckua.com for
your chance to win a trip for two

:

: most fearless pieces I've possibly ever
: seen. It was smart, shocking, and sweet ~
: all at once without the pretension of try:: ing to shock. In fact, it was probably
the
:: lack of self-censorship and pretensio
n
: that was the most shocking part (along
: with of course actually seeing Kermit get: ting fisted live in front of you). Would
|
: have ever seen "It’s Not Always Easy Being
: Green” in a generic, catch-all arts festival?

And unfortunate: playing, "Jim" circles "Kermit" a few times,
: ly already, without people even seeing it,
: | spoke of Toronto performance artist : pulls
out one rubber glove from his breast : the description
of the Piece has spread™
= Jess Dobkin in the last article as simply "bit- : pocket and
puts

+ upholding its expectations.

: tersweet," but | should go into a bit more
: from Edmonton, assembled together for : detail Dobkin performed two pieces
at
: the broadest demographic possible, who : the Edgy
Women Festival, "It's Not Always
: come out to support and partake in cul: Easy Being Green" and "Mirror Ball"—the
: ture, but who are not expected to think : latter being an embodiment of
a human
: about the works individually—the work is : disco ball, set to the pulsations
of Bowie's
? merely to be enjoyed as part of your day : "Let's Dance," Highly physical, yet
extrerne: or evening out.
: ly vulnerable, the piece stretched our
; From marketing to execution, one look
: perceptions of the boundary between the

Me

: with hand intact, and they bow and leave

2 the stage together, with hand intact.
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GALLERIES + MUSEUMS
A) OTTEWELL
ART CENTRE 590 Broadmoor

Boulevard, Sherwood Park, 780.449.4443 *
SPRING SHOW AND SALE: Presented by
the Art Society of Strathcona County « Apr

17-19 « Opening reception: Fri night, artists
in attendance
'Y 9535 Jasper Ave + JESUS, IS IT OKAY
I HAVEA GIRLFRIEND?: Nina Haggerty
Centre for the Arts artists explore themes

from 1833-1834; until June 7 « KRISTY
TRINIER-OTHERWORLD: Re-translating a
medieval Japanese Noh Theatre play into
three separate elements (audio, video and
text); until June 7 « POLAROIDS: Photo-

graphs by Attila Richard Lukacs selected
by Michael Morris; The history of art is
rich with images that are provocative and
challenge societal norms. Sexuality and
violence are integral to this history. POLAROIDS addresses questions of power,
masculinity and desire with images of nudity and sexual activity. This content will
disturb some and inspire others. Parents
and educators are encouraged to preview
the exhibition; until May 18 « LEAVING
OLYMPIA-UNVEILING THE IDEALIZED
NUDE; until May 18 » A SENSE SUBLIME:

igth Century Landscapes; until June 28 Free (member)/$10 (adult)/$7 (senior/student); $5 (6-a2yrs)/free (syrs and under)/$20

of love, romance, relationships and sex «

(family-2 adults, 4 children)

Until Apr 18

BEARCLAW GALLERY 10403-124 St,
780.482.1204 » THE MAP MAKERS: Art-

AGNES BUGERA GALLERY 12310 Jasper Ave,
780.482.2854 +» PROFUSIONS: Artworks by
Jamie Evrard and Jane Adams; until Apr 16

+ WESTERN SKY VISTAS: Artworks by Terry
Fenton; opening: Sat, Apr 18, 2-4pm; artist
in attendance; Apr 18-30
A. |. OTTEWELL ARTS CENTRE 590 Broadmoor
Blvd, Sherwood Park, 890.467.3877 » HIGH
SCHOOL STUDENT ART SHOW: Presented
by the Art Society of Strathcona County
+ April 24-25, 10-4pm + Reception/awards

works by Michael Robinson « Apr 18-31
+ Opening reception: Sat, Apr 18, 1-4pm;
artist in attendance
CENTRE D'ARTS VISUELS DE L'ALBERTA 910395 Ave, 780.461.3427 » YING AND YANG:

Artworks by Roma Newcombe, Monika
Dery, Zoong Nguyen Sie-Mah and Jiri
Valtr « Apr 17-May 5 - Opening reception:
Apr 17, 7-8:30pm; artists in attendance

CENTRE GALLERY Allen Gray Continuing

ceremony: Apr 24, 7-9pm
ALBERTA CRAFT COUNCIL 10186-2106 St,

NEW WORK: Artworks by Martin Garber-

780.488.6611 « INTENSIONS—MESSAGE
AND MEDIUM IN FIBRE ART; Until Apr 18

Apr 29

Care Centre, 5005-28 Ave, 780.756.5009 +

+« CASKET COVERS: Mary Sullivan-Holdgrafer; until Apr 18 - Backyard Art: Natural
Impressions: Margie Davidson; until Apr
18 » IN JESUS’ NAME; Matt Gould; Until

Apr 18 « Discovery Gallery: DRAWING
FROM NATURE: Textile artist Dana Roman; until Apr 18
ART BEAT GALLERY 26 St. Anne Street, St.

Albert, 780.459.3679 « KALEIDOSCOPE

OF NATURAL TREASURES: Photographs
by Mike Montana and Tammy Saunders
opens « Until Apr 30
ART GALLERY OF ALBERTA Enterprise Square,
100,

10230 Jasper Ave, 780.422.6223 +

KOSHASHIN: The Hall Collection of
igth
Century Photographs of Japan; until
June 7 - Lecture: British writer, Terry
Bennett discusses the historical context

of the photographs in KOSHASHIN in
"ule lecture Early Commercial Photography
Studios

in Japan—Survival of the Fittest; Thu,

Apr 23, 7-8:30pm; free (AGA member)/$10
(non-member) « All Day Saturday: Apr 25,
1-4pm; free for Kids as the AGA celebrate
Japan's Children’s Day; art activities and
a performance by Japanese drumming
group, Kita No Taiko « HIROSHIGE ANDOTHE 53 STATIONS OF THE TOKAIDO

Conrad, and Allen Gray residents + Until ©

espe
JohnBlair, Jackie Anderson.
tings, wood, glass artworks,
as well as
ceramics, washi-Chigiri-e, and photographs by various artists

CHRISTL BERGSTROM'S RED GALLERY 9621-82

Ave, 780.498.1984 » CAR CULTURE; Oil
Apr 30
COMMON SENSE 10546-2115 St, 780.482.2685 »
IMAGES OF SOUTH AMERICA: Photo-

graphs by Russell Bingham « Apr 17-May 1
+ Opening reception: Fri, Apr 17, 7-21 pm;
artist in attendance
CROOKED POT GALLERY 4912-51 Ave, Stony
Plain, 780.963.9573 * NATURAL SELEC-

TION: Marilyn Henker’s nature-based
pottery + Jugs and Mug: Pottery by Betty
Schultz; until Apr 30
DOUGLAS UDELL GALLERY 10332-124 St,

780-488-4445 « SPRING MIX; Artworks by
Mary Pratt, Robert Lemma, Andrew Alco,

and many more gallery artists and new
acquisitions « Until Apr 19
DUGGAN COMMUNITY

May 22
MICHIF CULTURAL AND METIS RESOURCE INSTITUTE 9 Mission Ave, St. Albert, 780.651.8176
+ Aboriginal Veterans Display + Gift Shop -

Thu, Apr 23, 7pm + The Artery: The Glam
Slam; Fri, Apr 24, 9pm + The Artery: Poetry

Eugenia Castaneda « Through April

Finger weaving and sash display by Celina

FRONT GALLERY 12312 Jasper Ave,
780.488.2952 + Artworks by Tom Gale

Loyer

NINA HAGGERTY Stollery Gallery, 9704-111

Java Jive, StanleyA.Milner Library: Café
readings; Sun, Apr 26, 1-4pm « Shanti Yoga
Studio: One Breath: Zen poetry Poems

= Until Apr 20
GALLERY AT MILNER Stanley A. Milner

Ave, 780.474.7611 » TEACHINGS FROM A
KISKINOHAMATOKAMIKOHK; Learning

and green tea; Sun, Apr 26, 11am « Vintage

Library Main Fi, Sir Winston Churchill
Square, 780.496.7030 » SHOW OFF: Teen

from children's Photographs: Presented by
Hedy Bach, Merle Kennedy; until Apr 28 «

Mclennan, bill bissett, Kevin Kerr, Adeena

art show « Until Apr 30
GALLERY IS Alexander Way, 5123-48 St, Red

COME WHAT MAY: The NHCA Collective;
Apr 24-May 19

Deer, 403.341.4641 « CANADIAN CLOTHESLINE: A BRIEF LOOK AT OUR INTIMATES:

PETER ROBERTSON MAIN GALLERY 10183-112

Paintings by Justina Smith + Until Apr 25
GRANT MACEWAN Centre for the Arts and
Communications, 10045-156 St, Studios
109/113/106, 780-497-4322 « FINE ART GRAD-

ROSIE'S 10475-80 Ave, 780.439.7211 * TALES:

PROFILES PUBLIC ART GALLERY 19 Perron St,

St. Albert, 780.460.4310 « CITY ART EXPOSURE + Apr 16-May 2 « Opening reception:
Thu, Apr 16, 7-9pm
SCOTT GALLERY 10411-124 St, 780.488.3619 +

HARRIS-WARKE GALLERY-RED DEER Sunworks,

4924 Ross St, Red Deer, 403.346.8937
+ SUBVERTED UTILITY: Ceramics from

Saskatoon + Apr 20-May 22
JEFF ALLEN GALLERY Strathcona Place Senior
+ LIFE LINES: Fibre arts by a group called
Filamenta « Until Apr 30
JOHNSON GALLERY « Southside: 7711-85 St,
780.465.6171; Artworks by various artists «
Northside: 11817-80 St, 780.479.8424; Art-

works by various artists « Through April
KAMENA 5718 Calgary Tr S, 780.944.9497 «
Mon-Wed, Fri 10am-6pm; Thu 10am-7pm;
Sat 10am-spm + Artworks by various artists
LACOMBE RECREATION SERVICES 5432-56 Ave,

Lacombe, 403-782-1266 « Art exhibit « Apr

9

AFTER MANET: Paintings by Leslie Poole
+ Apr 18-May 5 « Opening reception: Sat,
Apr 18, 2-4pm
SPRING GALLERY WALK Galleries: Peter Robertson, West End, Agnes Bugera, Bearclaw,
Scott, Dougal Udell, Electrum, TU, Sun and

Moon + 124 Street Gallery Walk area be-

talk and screening: Fri, Apr 17, 7pm « Projex
Room: HERD: Installation by Adriean Koleric
+ Opening receptions: Apr 17, 8pm
LOFT GALLERY A. J. Ottewell Arts Centre,

MCMULLEN GALLERY U of A Hospital, 8440-

Strathcona County « Until Apr 25
122 St, 780.407.7152 » URBAN TEXTURES: by
members of Articulation: Fibre artworks
focusing on the City of Winnipeg’s architecture « Apr 18-June 14 » Opening: Apr 23,

Featuring Etchings by

Until Apr 18
STEEPS-OLD GLENORA 12411 Stony Plain Rd,
780.488.1505 « Artist for the month of Apr:

Kyle Schneider « Meet the artist: Thu, Apr
16, 7:30pm

STEPPES GALLERIES 1253, 1259-91 St + West
Gallery: COMPLEXION: Paintings by Joe

Reimer; until June 2; opening reception:
ley Bernt at kelley.brent@bldg-inc.ca

STUDIO GALLERY 11 Perron Street, St. Albert
+ THE EMMA SERIES: Paintings by Pat Wagensveld + Until Apr 25
TELUS WORLD OF SCIENCE 11221-142 St,

780.452.9100 + THE ART OF THE BRICK™:
until May 3
TU GALLERY 10718-124 St, 780.452.9664 »

FIELD AND FLORA: Fiber artworks by
Margo Fiddes and woodworks by Dale
Kalbfleisch « Opening reception: Apr 18,
12-4pm and Apr 19, 12-3pm; artists in at-

tendance
VISUAL ARTS ALBERTA 3rd Fl, 10215-112 St,
780.421.1731 « PRISM: Laurie MacFayden,
Helen Rogers, Liz Sullivan « Until Apr

works by Nixie Barton and Grant Leier +
Opening reception: Sat, Apr 18, 10-5pm,

Gallery Hours: Tue-Sat 12-Spm

artists in attendance 1-4pm

LITERARY
+ Poetry Nights the 2nd Fri each month

E. SNAP@SNAP,
VAR-SOL

EITAP)
VARSOLSA!

BLUE CHAIR CAFE 9624-76 Ave, 780.469.8755 «
Story Slam: every third Wed of the month
CARROT CAFE 9351-118 Ave, 780.471.1580 «
Carrot Writing Circle « Every Tue, 7-9pm; A
critique circle the 4th Tue every month
CITY ARTS CENTRE 10943-84 Ave,
780.932.4409 + T.A.L.E.S. Monthly Storytell-

ing Circle: Tell stories or come to listen;

featuring works by:
VAR-SOL-SA

and Fri each month « Until June, 8pm; $3

(free first time)
CROWNE PLAZA-CHATEAU LACOMBE

Opening Reception
Exhibition Continues

10111

Bellamy Hill » Book Launch of Economics
for Everyone: A Short Guide to the Economics
of Capitalism by Jim Stanford « Thu, Apr
23, 7:30pm
EDMONTON POETRY FESTIVAL www.edmontonpoetryfestival.com « Apr 23-26 « Stanley
A. Milner Library: Brown Bag Lunch:
Voices of Exile; Sat, Apr 25, 11:30am-1pm +

Outside Stanley A. Milner Library/Second
Cup Café: Play with poetry and pick up

30 // ARTS
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Apr 18, 2-4:30pm

UPPER CRUST CAFE 10909-86 Ave,
780.422.8174 * The Poets’ Haven: Monday

.

DIRTY ROTTEN SCOUNDRELS Mayfield Dinner

Theatre 16615-109 Ave, 780.483.4051 « Book by

Jeffrey Lane/music and lyrics by David Yazbek
+ Apr 24-June 28 « Tickets at Mayfield box
office, toll-free: 1.877.529.7829
OH SUSANNA! Varscona Theatre, 10329-83
Ave, 780.433.3399, www-varsconatheatre.com

ohsusanna « The Euro-style variety show
hosted by Susanna Patchouli and Eros, God of
Love « Sat, Apr 25, 2pm «Tickets available at

the door starting at 10:30pm
STRAY La Cité Francophone, 8627-91 St +
Workshop West Theatre + A disturbing

and poignant mystery by Elyne Quan « Apr
23-May 3, Tue-Sat 7:30pm; Sun 2pm - $23

(adult)/$18 student/senior) at TIX on the
Square; Tue: Pay-What-You-Can (door); Sun
mat: two-For-One
CHIMPROV Varscona Theatre, 10329-83 Ave,
780.433.3399 « Rapid Fire Theatre presents
comedy every Sat, 1pm, except for the last
Sat of each month until June 13 « $10/$8
(member) at TIX on the Square
DIE-NASTY Varscona Theatre, 10329-83 Ave,
780.433.3399 * Live improvised soap opera
directed by Dana Andersen « Every Mon, 8pm
EXIT PURSUED BY BARD Varscona Theatre,
10329-83 Ave »« Acme Shakespeare Project by
David Belke, inspired by and celebrating the
plays of Shakespeare « Until Apr 19, Tue-Sat

8pm; Sat-Sun 2pm - $20 (adult)/$15 (student/
senior) at TIX on the Square; Sat mat: PWYC
(door)
EXTINCTION SONG Citadel’s Rice Theatre,

AUDREYS BOOKS 10702 Jasper Ave, .423.3487

7 STREET * EDMONT(

Room, 780.462.4146 + Seven Deadly Sins by
Eileen Bell, Roxanne Felix, Tina Hunter,
and Billie Milholland, book launch - Sat,

THEATRE

Cultural Centre, 35, 5 Ave, Spruce Grove,
780.962.0664 + Biannual Instructors Show +

+ Book launch of Wake, by sci-fi author
Robert Sawyer; Thu, Apr 23, 7:30pm

103

STRATHCONA PUBLIC LIBRARY Program

SPRUCE GROVE ART GALLERY Melcor

Exhidirion Coatinacs 4;

Society OfNeher
Alberts Print Arusta NAF)
ome

open mic »First Thu each month, 7-9pm
+ Pay-What-You-Will (min $6); info at
780.932.4409

Night reading series presented by Stroll of
Poets « Every Mon, 7pm « $5 door

Opening Reception Fri

Marcelle Hanselaar

Edmonton Storytelling Café: T.A.L.E.S.
Alberta League Encouraging Storytelling

tween 123 St, Jasper Ave; 124 St and Stony
Plain Rd to 124 St and 107 Ave « Sat, Apr 18,
20am-spm-Sun, Apr 19, 12-4pm.

Thu, May 14, 6-8pm + To view contact: Kel-

\TITUDE 53 10248-2106 St, 780.423.5353 =
Main Space: SOME UNABASHED OPTIMISM: Video exhibition by Jon Sasaki; Artist

Lounge: Talonbooks launch with Rob

by Susana Espinoza + Until Apr 25

St, 780.452.0286 » COLOURS-NEW PAINTINGS: Paintings by Giuseppe Albi

UATES EXHIBITION « Sun, Apr 19, noon-3pm;

HARCOURT HOUSE 3rd FI, 10215-1212 St,
780.426.4180 + Main Gallery: CATACLYSMIC RESCUE MISSION: installation by
Liz Miller + Front Room: THE WAITING
ROOM: FAVA/Harcourt House Video
Installation Class + Until Apr 25

25, 8pm « Three Bananas Cafe, Axis Café,

PETER ROBERTSON GALLERY-2 12304 Jasper
Ave, 780.455.7479 + INFUSION: Encaustics

Apr 20-23, noon-7pm + Opening reception:

Sat, Apr 18, 7-9pm

on Planet Earth—The Variety Show; Sat, Apr

Karasick, Garry Morse; Wed, Apr 22, 7pm Strathcona County Public Library: Poetry
with Thomas Trofimuk and Mary Pinkoski;
Fri, Apr 24, 6:30-8:30pm
KASBAR LOUNGE below Yianni’s Taverna,
10444 Whyte Ave + Sofa King-the series:
presented by the Raving Poets » Every Wed
until May 27, 7:30 (sign-up), 8pm (show)

WEST END GALLERY 12308 Jasper Ave,
780.488.4892 + An exhibition of recent

BACK TO
BASICS

Master classes. What

+ The Artery: Poetry "Happy Hour" with
the League of Canadian Poets; Sat, Apr 2s,
3:30-6pm + The Artery: The Killer Blinks;

FRINGE GALLERY 10516 Whyte Ave, bsmt of
the Paint Spot, 780.432.0240 + Artworks by

show and competition « Apr 25-26 + Free
ELECTRUM GALLERY 12419 Stony Plain Rd,

Kun, Bayot Heer, Jesper Jensen Dietje

Apr 23-25 + Stanley A. Milner

makes a poem work; Sat, Apr 25, 1:30-3pm

Oxford, Jean Tait; until Apr 9 + Dining Room

590 Broadmoor Blvd, Sherwood Park,
780.998.3091 « BEGINNINGS: Art Society of

780.482.1402 » COLLECTION 2009: Gold

library; The

EXTENSION GALLERY Enterprise Sq,

HALL 3728-206 St,
780.464.7048, 780.458.6352 « Northern
Alberta Wood Carvers Association, annual

and silver jewellery by Wayne Mackenzie, Janet Stein, Meghan Wagg, Susan

festival info;

Photographs by Mark Morris, from a University Centenary project«Until May 7

780.492.9166 » RIGHT PLACE, RIGHT TIME: — Gallery: Prints byAagnieszka Doziarz; until

Centre, 10831 University Ave, 780.433.5807

paintings by Christ! Bergstrom + Until

7-9pm
* MCPAG Multicultural Centre Public Art
Gallery, 5411-52 St, Stony Plain, 780.963.2777
+ BEARING WITNESS: Paintings by Gaye

9828-101A Ave » Written and directed by Ron

Jenkins, and performed by Ron Pederson.
Part of the Rice Series + Until Apr 19, 7:30p™:

mat: 1:30pm « Extinction Song Pre-Show Chat
in the Rice Theatre Lobby with Ron Jenkins
and Peter Brown; Sat, Apr 18, 3:1spm
SEXY GALS IN THE CITY Jubilations Dinner The-

atre, 8882-170 St, Phase II, WEM, 780.484.2424

+ A spoof on the popular
TV show set love
songs from the ‘7os and ‘8os « Until June 7
THEATRESPORTS Varscona Theatre, 1032983 Ave, 780.448.0695 « Rapid Fire Theatre's
weekly insane improv show « Every Fri (up™)
+ Until July 31 « $10/$8 (member) at TIX on
the Square

THE TIMEKEEPERS Westbury Theatre, TransAlt2
Arts Barns, 10330-84 Ave, 780.409.1910 *

Fringe Theatre Adventures « Until Apr 19 «
Tickets available at Fringe Theatre box office,
at tickets. fringetheatre.ca
;

WIZARD OF 02 Citadel's Shoctor Theatre, 9825
101A Ave, 780.425.1820
«By L Frank Baum,

music and lyrics by EY Harburg. Part of the
Mainstage Series « Apr 18-May 24, 7:30pm,

mat 2:30 pm «Tickets atthe Citadel box office

Brian Gibson examipse tie @izarre coincide
nce

of two matt-cop films in-one year in our weakly
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BIOPIC // CHE PART Two

tht LLL

Behind the shirt, part two

Che Part Two finds a revolutionary wary of his status
JOSEF BRAUN

(/
@VUEWEEKLY.COM
}OSEF
fo

large over Guevara's Bolivian campaign. It’s simplistic, but maybe there's

something to the notion that Cuba was
simply desperate enough, and the Bolivians not quite. While carefully placing such discussions at the forefront,
neither Soderbergh’s direction nor Del
Toro's performance overtly support any
one reading, but th
ation o
Star-crossed atmosphere and
ry
of struggles surrounding the fiasco is
haunting

enter Bolivia clandestinely, Er-

nesto "Che" Guevara disguises himself. Bald up top, with graying sides,
dark-rimmed glasses and buckteeth.
Castro tells him he looks like his father.
The way this transformation plays in
Che Part Two, which leaps across the

eight years between Part One's victory in Havana and the campaign that
would end Guevara's life, emphasizes
how notoriety can thwart the real work
of a revolutionary. (This doubtlessly

It's been 50 years
Revolution, yet

since

the C

protagonists,

_ tesomates with actors like Benicio Del

no easier to

Toro, who endeavour to shape-shift so
as to better embody that elusive autonomous character, or directors like Steven
Soderbergh, who endeavour to make
films so wildly diverse so as to sidestep
expectation.) It also underlines the gulf
between the careers of Guevara and
Castro, still alive today, a robust anachronism in modern politics. In any case,

s

of Che Part Two return us to where Part

One began, with Guevara, clean-shaven
with triumph still far ahead, leaning on

the rail of that leaky little boat
82

men.

Guevara

Says

with

its

no

sequence, but glances ove
tro, who stands
confidently
bow. There is a quality abou

stare that's hard to guess
a flick
something. It could be suspicion.

long before the proliferation of T-shirts
and mindless idolatry, Guevara was already in some sense attempting to foil
fame as a means of following his vocation.

To read Josef Braun's review of Che Part

One, go to vueweekly.com

After the divergent results of the two

ks. There are
far too many idiosyncratic flourishes
and too much historical selection to call
Soderbergh's approach faux-documentary, but there is the sense of the documentarian’s commitment to watching
a process unfold. It can be grueling to
watch, and sometimes confusing. Like
The Thin Red Line, the films of Hungar-

campaigns they dramatize, the most
striking difference between Che Part
One and Two is their level of immer-

sion into the business of developing
an armed uprising. Part Two gets us
into Bolivia relatively quickly and from
there seldom maneuvers away from
Guevara's arduous trajectory, to which

And this tells you the strange—and I
think utterly fascinating—place where
Che lives. It feeds you waves of historical data, builds incredible tension and
puts you in a trance all at once.
There's a fireside discussion where

Mario Monje, leader of Bolivia's Communist Party, suggests that Guevara
will fail because Bolivians don't want a
foreigner for a savior. Someone counters with the fact that Bolivia isn't even
named after a Bolivian—Simén Bolfvar was Venezuelan. But the disconnect between such sly arguments and
the reality of popular sentiment looms

OPENS FRI, APR 17
CHE PART TWO
DIRECTED BY STEVEN SODERBERGH
WRITTEN @Y PETER BUCHMAN,
BENJAMINA. VAN DER VEEN
STARRING BENICIO DEL TORO

tO In
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Southern ghosts
Tommy

: who brings his inimitable dour author; ity to this tough-ass recovering alcoholic
: with well-oiled investigative instincts

Lee Jones talks to
the dead In the Electric Mist
JOSEF BRAUN

: brutality or planting of evidence into his

: functions here a forensic palimpsest,
: where clues that pertain to one death
Dave Robicheaux is a lawman in the town : can be read amidst the traces of another.
of New Iberia, Louisiana. In the Electric : Every death in this film is connected to

ple homicides, most committed

within weeks of the discovery

of the victim's remains, but
one of them, the one no one
cares about, goes back over

40 years. If a few freshly

<

:
:

; sive pedigree, with Mary Steenburgen

: as Dave's wife, John Goodman

:
:
every other, and there is the sense :

: movie producing, Peter Sarsgaard as a
: movie star on the verge of a meltdown,
: real-life bluesman Buddy Guy as a local
F sage and kick-ass guitar player and real: life filmmaker John Sayles as the bitter

both in vegetation and irre
pressible memories, conspire :
to aid Dave in his pursuit of =
Justice.

:
:
:
:>
:
:

as the

: wonderfully monikered “Baby Feet," a
: swampland gangster branching out into

that these surroundings, fecund :

limaginetheroleoflandscape
and place in this story was one
of the things that most attracted
cals, a
~old case of "nigger
French director Bertrand Tavernier,
troubles* barely elicits a shrug. But every : for whom this is the first American film
one of these deaths means something to 6 since 1986's ‘Round Midnight. Jerzy Kro-

mutilated prostitutes prompt
@ certain apathy among the lo-

to

: practice. The supporting roles have been
: taken up by a cast of equally impres-

- so disparate from its present. The bayou :

1 @VUSWEEKLY.COM
YOSEF

Mist finds him investigating multi-

: and few reservations when it comes

: Incorporating a little tire-slashing, police

OR}

Por

! director of a Civil War drama, and the

deo
a
—
? Band's Levon Helm as General John Bell
novel The Pledge for Sean Penn's under- : in his fiction. Tavernier’s film takes place : Hood of the Texas Cavalry. If that laa}

rated 2001 film, wrote this adaptation
of In the Electric Mist with Confederate
Dead, the 1993 novel by James Lee Burke,
who has a home in New lberia and, like
Dave, and something tells him that the : molowski and Mary Olson-Kromolowski, : most good mystery writers, has made
crimes of New Iberia's past may not be : who also adapted Friedrich Diirrenmatt’s : the evocation of place a pivotal element

: after Hurricane Katrina, so Burke's em- : character's title reads as incongruous to
:: phasis on the elements is only height- : this contemporary thriller, that's because
: ened by the lingering wreckage glimpsed : Dave, after having unwittingly drank
: during Dave's commutes between New : some Dr. Pepper spiked with acid,
? Iberia and New Orleans.
:
i Dave is played by Tommy Lee Jones,
CONTINUED ON PAGE 33 >>
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THE SPY GAME // FROM RUSSIA WITH LOVE

SUL
LC

ARCHIVAL FOOTAGE // HIGH SCHOOL HISTORICAL

The spy we love

Shini ng a light
High School Historical is an interesting
insight into very different times

‘From Russia With Love finds Bond at his suave best
DAVID BERRY
// DAVID@VUEWEEKLY.COM

ne ofthe odder complaints about

the Daniel Craig Bond films is
that their bent towards a more gritty
realism is somehow selling out the
, ,high-camp, guns, gals and gadgets of
"he old-school Bond films. Not only
does it ignore the fact that it's a far
more relevant, interesting take on the
superspy for our times, it also forgets

that, even among the Connery- and
Moore-fronted Bonds, the best are
always the ones that play down the
“super” and concentrate on the “spy,”

the thrilling but still realistic, or at
least human, aspects of 007.
For proof, look no further than From
Russia With Love, the second in the
series and consistently one of the
top-rated Bond films, which shares
more with Casino Royale and Quantum of Solace than it does with the
campy nadirs of the series, like Thunderball or Moonraker. Kicking off
the Edmonton Film Society's Spring
2009 program, “The Spy Game," From
Russia With Love is a pretty gripping
synthesis of Bond as suave bomber
and Bond as conflicted hero, a sharp
mix of cat-and-mouse
espionage
with sex-and-cool appeal.

Certain similarities aside, though,
this most definitely is not something
as raw as either of
really, with this as
not hard to see how
devolve into camp
wrong choices. For
tion sequences and
ee

the Craig films;
a template, it's
a Bond film can
with just a few
both its taut acits solid roman-

HEEERE'S JACKY >> Jack Nicholson ponders the priesthood in Challenge. //supptes
DAVID BERRY

// DAVID@VUEWEEKLY.COM
OH, JAMES >> From Russia With Love kicks off the Edmonton Film Society's "The Spy
Game" Spring Program. // supplied

aot

For both its taut action sequences and its solid
romantic intrigue, From Russia With Love is still
the type of film that will take a 15-minute break
right in the middle to show Gypsy girls bellydancing
and catfighting.
tic intrigue, From Russia With Love is
still the type of film that will take a
15-minute break right in the middle
to show Gypsy girls bellydancing and
catfighting—not that Sean Connery’'s

sly grin through it all doesn't give
those scenes a certain ironic charm.
From Russia With Love begins by
following the machinations of SPECTRE, the terrorist organization that
was Bond's nemesis through most of
the Connery years. Still upset over
his icing of their agent Dr. No, they
hatch a plot to kill two birds with one
stone: they'll steal a Russian encryp-

Ss EDMONTON

she also manages to build a believable relationship with Bond, her
wavering sense of duty giving the
film an honest tension even in their

32 // FILM

giving a special tension to the slow
confrontation between Bond and the
Aryan SPECTRE hitman who's out to
stop him (Robert Shaw). A chase se-

quence with a helicopter, which owes
an obvious debt to North by Northwest
(Hitchcock was apparently considered as director for From Russia With
Love) is also perfectly tense, even if
it does end with a rather ridiculous
explosion.
Besides this particular highlight
from Bond, "The Spy Game" will also
feature Fritz Lang's Cloak and Dagger,
not one of his best but still a worthwhile exercise in style, Hitchcock's
early Foreign Correspondent, which
is far better crafted than wartime
propaganda has any right to be, and
Anatole Litvak's twisty Decision Before Dawn, about German POWs sent
back as Allied spies. None of them
quite match the thrill of From Russia
With Love, but all should sate any espionage cravings you might have. V

private moments, with us waiting for
a double cross that may or may not
come.
But the film really comes into its
own in the back half, which is essentially one long chase sequence,
with some occasionally brilliant moments. Director Terence Young gets
full effectiveness out of Bond's escape
with the code machine on the Orient
Express, the claustrophobic setting

PUBLIC

sy

its 24th incarnation this year, the appeal isn't so much in the quality or
craft of the films as what they say
about the time they were made. And
in the case of Challenge, the pre-fameJack-Nicholson-starring
centerpiece

of the collection, titled High School
Historical, it says that the Catholic
Church was no more adept at understanding the concerns of real people in
the late-'sos than they are now, coming out against condoms in the middle
of a sex-transmitted epidemic.Challenge opens with Jim Evans
(Nicholson) performing the last rites,
before it follows him back to his rectory, where he lights up a cigarette—
speaking of historical anachronisms—
and ponders the path that lead him to
where he is today. Essentially a recruitment film for the Order of Franciscan
Friars, it takes us through the decisionmaking process of a high school boy
considering the priesthood, though
with about as much insight into the
true concerns of a teenager as you'd
expect from childless celibates whose
primary interaction with them is passing out communion wafers; surely the
late-’50s were a slightly less cynical,
slightly more religious time, but even
so, most of Jim's concerns pertain to
his ability to buckle down and really
serve God, skimming right over the
whole "giving up any kind earthly
pleasure whatsoever” thing.
It probably isn't helped by the fact
that Nicholson's arch, devious features—which served him so well as

i
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through a doorframe in mind. All Jim

really needs to make up his mind are a
few sincere talking-tos from one of his
Franciscan teachers, and he's ready to
jump in with both feet, and the sheer
naivete of a line like, "Well, everyone
thinks about being a priest sometimes
father,” is undeniably comic.
The rest of the films aren't quite so

ironically fun, but are revealing nonetheless. The sense of communal and

school spirit that shines through in
Kampus Kapers and It Happened at Vic,
created by the drama classes of Strathcona and Victoria high schools in 1938
and 1941, respectively, is kind of jar
ring, but they're both surprisingly ca
pable films for high school students
The most curious might be School
Fairs, though, which documents the
Department of Agriculture's attempts
to encourage children in the art of
farming, by giving away seeds and
hosting annual fairs. It’s a concept en
tirely alien to a school system that ca!
barely afford to teach the arts, let alone
agriculture, and it's curious, charming
document for it. W

school4you.ca

SCHOOLS

lel
:

A: always with the Provincial Archives' annual film night, set for

tion machine and get their chance to
kill Bond by pitting the Russians and
English against each other in Istanbul, each an unwitting pawn in their
plot.
There are some definite undertones of a Cold War-era fear of being
manipulated, but this is still largely
about the action and sometimes the
girls, and From Russia consistently
delivers on those fronts. Daniela Bianchi, who plays the Russian clerk
that helps Bond steal the code machine, is devastatingly attractive,
though unlike some other Bond girls

both a '7os counter-culture icon and
as a smirking, aged jackass in iater
years—shine through even under the
air of plaintive sincerity he has here,
but it's hard to imagine people taking
this recruitment film seriously even
without the image of Nicholson axing

ies where ( firs+ sa

j_in frorvt of a
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Starts to receive council from phantom

fgearly inExamined
Life writer/direcAstra
Taylor appears onscreen |
s the problem of approaching

hilosophy

in a movie as opposed to a

With books we set our own pace.
C

Men, is one of the film's weak points. To
get an idea of just how superfluous this
voice-over is you only need to watch the
very first scene, where Dave sits at a bar,
stares down into a glass of whiskey, then
gets up and walks away. His voice-over
tells us that he's an alcoholic and is of:

in can be granted in a movie,

ly one in which eight subjects
mily 10 minutes each to speak.

ness

he

to state openly her aware-

r

ca
t

project's limitations, that

strive to, as Samuel

have had it, fail better.

Yet even given the constraints imposed

upon Examined Life, one can't help but
consider how much more dynamically
this movie could've failed.
As with Taylor's Zizek!, what makes
Examined Life an engaging yet frequently frustrating experience is a sensibility
that feels star-struck and easily sated.
The problem with Taylor's subjects—
which include the flamboyant Slavoj
Zizek—isn't so much that they're only
given 10 minutes as they're too often
speaking so generally as to provide only
superficial impressions of their individual philosophical proposals. Avital Ronell, for example, charged with kicking
things off, gives us a good taste of her
cheekiness but conveys little of the particularity of her insights or arguments.
Likewise, Cornel West, self-described
"bluesman of the life of the mind,” is
a rant-master flash whose contagious

enthusiasm for music and literature is
hugely entertaining. But he leaves us
mostly with a blur of references, and
really, what the hell is a "Chekhovian

Christian"?
Peter Singer by contrast turns his 10
minutes into a concise mini-lecture,
yet the way he addresses applied ethics,
questioning consumer

choices while

strolling along Fifth Avenue, feels facile, using pretty flimsy analogies aimed

p chon, Tavernier’s absolutely brilliant 1981

: adaptation of Jim Thompson's deliciously mh
: sordid 1964 novel Pop. 1280, which follows the infernal trajectory of a seeming:: ly bovine but secretly sociopathic small
: town sheriff. Tavernier’s blackly comic
: and Inspired re-envisioning shifts the ac: tion from the West Texas to 1930s French
ten tempted to drink, but never does—all :
: West Africa and shines a dazzlingly fresh
of which is virtually obvious by the very
: light on the story's colonialist undercurwell-framed and performed scene. But
rents. It also features masterful perfor| suspect the voice-over may have been :
mances trom Isabelle Huppert and the
tacked on as someone's idea of a rescue : late, great Philippe Noiret. Criterion put it

more exhaustive treat-

Taylor's wise

: longer version this past February in
Ber-

of our vision with the :: little bayou thriller
brimming with suche
density and luminosity of mist, and their
=: wealth of name talent went straight to
claim on the earth can be legitimate and
: Video, but these days, when a lion’s share
tenacious as our own."
: of many critics! yearly top ten lists feature
Dave doesn't talk like that in casual :
Movies most people never even
get to
conversation. His musings on the spiri
see, nothing's all that shocking anymore
tual realm are reserved for In the Electri
Tavernier is no stranger to the American
Mist's rather literary-sounding voice-over,
South, or even to American crime fiction.
which, while echoing Jones' far more es.
Solid and recommendable as In the Elecsential flights of disembodied philosotric Mist is, it’s a far cry from Coup de torphizing in No Country For Old

¥.COM

Metor

: In the Electric
Mist screened in a slightly

: lin before going diragtly to video. I'd like
Civil War vets. The dead, he explains,
"can :: to say it's shackffig that this pretty
sharp
haver on the edge

hampers, but doesn't Kill,Examined Life
Hs
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DVD DETECTIVE

effort, though in the end nothing rescued
this film from obscurity

out on DVD some years back and it is very

: much worth seeking out

the movie Examined Life reminded me
of most was actually the animated talka-thon Waking Life, and I have to say
that Waking Life is in some ways more
philosophically engaging for inviting
not only monologues and dialogues
about ideas, but also fantasy sequences
that dramatize these ideas. Let me say
that I really love how Taylor had most of
her subjects walk as they spoke, evoking the timeless relationship between
walking and thought. But walking also
implies movement and exploration,
and, for all the critical heavyweights
onscreen, Examined Life leaves us feeling like we should have gotten a little
farther. WV

critical faculties while working under
the assumption that what constitutes
the common good is unambiguous.
Zizek's segment works much better,
partly because of his knack for provocative one-liners—"We should become
more artificial!" he declares, sweating
furiously before towers of: trash—yet he
still has a hard time approaching something like full coherence.
Examined Life's handicapped by its
paucity of dialogue. Everyone's given
their podium but, with one exception,
no one to interact with. Taylor appears
fleetingly but, opening statement aside,
literally just smiles and nods. For this
reason, the segment featuring Judith
Butler and activist Sunaura Taylor is
in many regards the most successful.
They wander through San Francisco,
discussing body difference and interdependency, at one point shopping for a
sweater for Sunaura, who is disabled—
the very act of doing so going some distance toward elucidating their subject
further.
Rather than another documentary,

Working to improve the lives of
others takes courage, caring, and compassion.
Careers in human services are not for the faint of heart. In fact, they
require people with great big hearts. MacEwan has a variety of
human service programming that provides you with the skills to
make a difference.

Attend an upcoming information
session in any one of these programs:
Monday, April 20th:
* Disability Studies: Leadership and Community
Tuesday, April 21st:
* Social Work
* Special Needs Educational Assistant

i
Festival Volunteer Fair

30° Festivals all in one place,
all on one day

When: May 13, 2009
3 p.m. - 8 p.m.

Where: TransAlta Arts Barns
10330 - 84 Avenue

For more information, visit:

yolunteeredmonton.com

Your local

With support from:

edmonton

Sa

council

Wednesday, April 22nd:
© Bachelor of Applied Human Service Administration
* Child and Youth Care
Thursday, April 23rd:
e Early Learning and Child Care
® Disability Management in the Workplace

Visit www.MacEwan:ca/community for times and locations.
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OPENING THIS WEEK
Se
ee,

17 Again

APRIL 16-22

PROVINCIAL ARCHIVES OF ALBERTA FILM NIGHT:

FRIDAY

at'7:00 «9:30

PM

~ EXAMINED
LIFE

: matters.

Starring Zac Efron, Leslie Mann,

: first film since the closing of his phe- :

Matthew Perry

3 nomenally successful High School Mu: sical stint plays so eloquently on his :
: teen idol persona. 17 Again opens with : Dragonball Evolution
: Efron as Mike, a topless and sweaty high : Directed by James Wong

It's Interesting, however,

: Ivy League scholarship. Instead, he aban: dons his potential in pursuit of a happy
of the film. The genre, perhaps best ex- : life with his class sweetheart Scarlett,
emplified by 2003's Freaky Friday, which : presumably pregnant with his child. Years
sees an adult unexpectedly transported : pass, and Mike is jaded and abandoned in
into a younger form (if not themselves : his late 30s, played by Matthew Perry in
in their adolescent years, an offspring or : a role far less jubilant m his misery than
close relative). At certain points, Efron's : his Friends character Chandler Bing. Scarperformance is manipulated to meet : lett (Leslie Mann) has kicked him out,
halfway with the undeniable baggage of : leaving him housed with geeky Internet

the actor's fame, a pressure point that in- : millionaire pal Ned (Thomas Lennon).
: A brief visit to his former high school
: where his troubled son and daughter now

: attend leads to a mysterious encounter
: with the ghostly janitor. His suspicions

: some truly mature, layered works out
: there, like the philosophical, though still

: thrilling and violent, Ghost in the Shel
: series, for instance—but the genre defi
nitely seems pretty strongly weighted t:
: the sensibility of barely pubescent boys
: Occupying a strange kind of middle
= ground between adult and childhood er
: tertainment, it tends to trade in simplis
; tic, juvenile themes and stories, but ha
: far more explicit sex appeal and violence
: than your usual kiddie fare: tits and fist
: usually show up in a one-to-one ratio,
: and neither is ever very far off.

> over again. But his return to high school : ter than Dragonball Evolution, bas
and unsatisfying, as he at- : on the popular manga/anime. Not on!
> tends classes with his own kids. His ability : are some of the genres worst tendencies
: to reach out to them with his adult wis- : fully prevalent, the production value
: dom but golden boy demeanour suggests : are generally on par with an episode of
Power Rangers, from th
: instead that his purpose is to mend the : Mighty Morphin'
: open wounds of his broken-hearted fam- : painful dialogue and hole-riddled plot to
> ily, something he is only capable of in the : the prosthetics on the main villain, who
: would compare unfavourably to original
: body of a contemporary icon.
é T7 Again takes only so much advantage ? Star Trek aliens. (Dragonball was a prop
> of the fascinating element I've proposed, : erty that had been stuck in developm ent
: but hits enough clever notes to keep : hell until it was fast-tracked whe!
: its predictability at bay. In my favourite ? writer's strike threatened, and boy does
> scene, a sex ed teacher (believe it or not, ? it ever reek of a last-minute rush job to

METRO
b

SHORTS

: Margaret Cho) passes a box of condoms

A's FREE SCREENING!

: try and bilk fanboys out of money, on!

: throughout the class, which Mike polite- : emphasized by the fact that the drougi
: ly refuses. He proceeds into an argument : of new films never materialized.)
: for abstinence from the perspective of a : Opening with a nice and lazy voice

CARTSOF
NisDARKNESS Seales

? proud father which promptly melts the : over explaining the backstory, we'é
: hearts of his hormonal female class- i quickly dropped into one of Goku's (us
: mates, Efron woos more than the glossy : tin Chatwin) training sessions with his
: pink wallets of fanatic teen girls (and : grandfather, where we learn a little Dit

UP NEXT AT FAVA

"TURKEY SHOOT... WEDNESDAY 8:00PM

a

: anime with the same brush—there are

: is awkward

DIRECTED BYASTRA TAYLOR
DIGITAL

:
: ft would be unfair to tar all of manga

: lead him to wake the next morning under
: a bridge, once again his hunky teen self.
: At first, after proving his absurd case to : That said, 13-year-olds need entertair
: Ned, Mike thinks its a chance to try life all : ment, too, but even they could do bet

SATURDAY:
7:00PM~SUNDAY «MONDAY «7:00PM avo 9:00PM
wv

: //\OMATHAN@VUEWEEKLY.COM

: school basketball star, shooting hoops in Written by Ben Ramsey
: solitude before the basketball game that : Starring Justin Chatwin, Chow Yun-F
: should ultimately send him towards an : wot

forms the central emotional argument

=

AW

that Efron's

: NOW PLAYING

The teen body is potentially subversive
In teen "switcheroo" films like 17 Again,
not referring merely to Zac Efron's wiry,
over-tanned torso, but rather the cosmically lawless force of physicality that

MANTIC’SM

ti

: JONATHAN BUSCH

Directed by Burr Steers
Written by Jason Filardi

Kak

EMA!

: maybe a few boys)—the density of hy)
: body langauage and vocal performanc;
: in the scene methodically slow dow,
: the speediness of teen culture to beg
forms much of the audience's experience : second look at itself. He's no James Dea)
: of the film.
: but I'll go as far as George Hamilton |
Not like I'm trying to overthink these : Where the Boys Are.

II

VIDEO KITCHEN SCREENING:

April 23, 7pm at Metro (by donation)

AESTHETICS OF EDITING
ril 28 & 30, 6:30-9:30pm
$110/ mem $132/ non-mem (+GST)

All Metro screenings are held at Zeidler Hall in the Citadel Theatre, 9828-101 A Ave.

lear petieliTi

For more information, call 425-9212. or log on to www.metrocinema.org
Motre oj

lon

non-mem (+GST)

FAVA
FILM 20 VIDEO ARTS
SOCIETY- ALBERTA

wath the support of:

BT
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$1000 mem $1300

6:30-8:30pm
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DRA \GONBALL:

GALAXY SHERWOOD

scenes, violence) Daily 12:25, 3:40, 6:30, 8:50

HANNAH MONTANA: THE MOVIE (G) Daily 12:00,

FRI, APR 47, 2009 ~ THU, APR 23,
2009
SUS

U

‘STATE OF PLAY (14A)

No passes Fri 3:50, 7:10, 10:10; Sat-Sun
12:00,

Daily 12:00, 4:00, 8:00

3:59, 7:10, 10:10; Mon-Thu 7:10, 10:10
T/ AGAIN (PG, crude content)

Daily 7:10, 9:25; Sat, Sun, Tue 1:10, 3:25
LOVE YOU, MAN (14A, coarse language,
crude
content)
Daily 9:20

Fri 4:20, 7:15, 9:45; Sat-Sun 12:30, 4:20,
7:15, 9:45;

HANNAH MONTANA: THE MOVIE (G)

Fri 4:50, 7:30, 10:15; Sat-Sun 12:50, 4:50, 7:30,
10:15; Mon-Thu 7:30, 10:15

ORAGONBALL EVOLUTION (PG, violence, frightening scenes)
ce ea Sat-Sun, Tue =? _

FAST AND FURIOUS (14A) Daily 12:30, 1:30, 3330,

ADVENTURELAND
(14A, coarse language, substance abuse, language may offend) Digital

CHABA THEATRE - JASPER

_ STATE
OFPLAY (14A) Fri-Sat 7:00;9:15; Sat-Surr
130

Mon-Thu 7:15, 9:45
CRANK: HIGH VOLTAGE (18A, gory violence, coarse
language, sexual content)

4°30, 7:30, 9:35, 10:20

6094 Connaught
Dr,jasper, 780.852 4748
MONSTERS VS ALIENS (G) Fri-Sat 7:00, 9:00;
SunThu 8:00; Sat-Sun 1:30
2

Cinema Fri-Mon, Wed-Thu 1:40, 4:15, 7:25, 9:50;

DRAGONBALL: EVOLUTION (PG, frightening
scenes, violence)

Tue 2:40, 4215, 9:50

MONSTERS VS. ALIENS (G) Daily 1:20, 3:50

Fri 3:40, 6:45, 9:10; Sat-Sun 12:10, 3°40, 6:45,
9:20; Mon-Wed 6:45, 9:10; Thu 6:45

~~ MONSTERS
VS.ALIENS 30(G) Digital 3d Daily

12:15, 2:35, 4:50, 7:00, 9:20

HANNAH MONTANA: THE MOVIE (G)

THE HAUNTING IN CONNECTICUT (1gA,frightening

‘20 Ave 50St.780.472.9779

THE LAST HOUSE ON THE LEFT (18A, gory scenes,
sexual violence, brutal violence) Fri-Sat 155,
4°35) 7:25, 9:55, 12:15; Sun-Thu 1:55, 435, 7°25,
9:55
MISS MARCH (8A, crude content, sexual content,

coarse language) Fri-Sat 1:35, 4:50, 7:25, 9:30,
12:00; Sun-Thu 1:35, 4:50, 7:25, 9:30

Daily 6:50, 9:20; Sat-Sun 2:00

Fri 5:00, 7:50, 10:00; Sat-Sun 1:40, 5:00, 7:50,
10:00; Mon-Thu 7:50, 10:00

CHE PART 1(14A)

DUPLICITY (PG, coarse language) Daily 6:50
KNOWING (14A, frightening scenes, violence) Fri,

FAST AND FURIOUS (14A)

THE PINK PANTHER 2 (PG) Daily 1:50, 4:00
CORALINE (PG, frightening scenes, not recom-

'LOVE YOU, MAN (14A, coarse language, crude
content)
Fri 3:30, 6:40, 9:20; Sat-Sun 12:40, 3:30, 6:40,
9:20; Mon-Wed 6:40, 9:20; Thurs 9:20

ENCORE (Classification not available) Sat 1:00
IRON MAIDEN: FLIGHT 666 (Classification not
available) Tue 7:00
EARTH (PG) Wed-Thu 12:00, 2:30, s:00, 715, 9:45

12:10; Sun-Thu 1:40, 4:10, 7:10, 9:50
UNDERWORLD: RISE OFTHE LYCANS (18A, gory

KNOWING (14A frightening scenes, violence)
Fri-Tue 6:50, 9:50

RACE TO WITCH MOUNTAIN (PG)
Fri 4:10; Sat-Sun 1:10, 4n0

scenes) Fri-Sat 2:05, 4:45, 7:30, 9:55, 12:15; Sun90200-102
Ave, 780.421.7020

PAUL BLART: MALL COP (PG) Fri-Sat 1:45, 4:40,

STATE OF PLAY (144) Dolby Stereo Digital Daily
12:30, 3:30, 6:30, 9:30
T/AGAIN (PG, crude content) No passes, Digital
Presentation Daily 12:40, 3:10, 6:40, 9:10

7-15, 9:40, 11:55; Sun-Thu 1:45, 4:40, 7:15, 9:40
HOTEL FOR DOGS (G) Daily 1:30, 4:30, 6:55, 9:15
BRIDE WARS (PG) Fri-Sat 1:20, 4:15, 6:50, 9:20,
12:35; Sun-Thu 1:20, 4:15, 6:50, 9:20
BEDTIME STORIES
(G) Fri-Sat 2:00, 4:25, 7:20, 9:35,

HANNAH MONTANA: THE MOVIE (G) DTS Digital,
No passes Daily 1:10, 3:50, 7:10, 9:50

11:45; Sun-Thu 2:00, 4:25, 7:20, 9:35

Wed-Thu 6:50, 9:50
GRANDIN THEATRE

Grandin Mall, Sir Winston Churchill Ave, St. Albert,
780.458.9922
DATE OF ISSUE ONLY: THU APR16

FAST AND FURIOUS (14A)

CRANK: HIGH VOLTAGE (18A, gory violence, coarse

THE CURIOUS CASE OF BENJAMIN BUTTON (PG,

children) Fri-Sat 1:00, 4:20, 7:40, 11:00; Sun-Thu

1:00, 4:20, 7:40
GRAN TORINO (14A, language may offend) Fri-Sat
1:25, 4:05, 7:00, 9:45, 12:10; Sun-Thu 1:25, 4:05,

CORALINE (PG, frightening scenes, not recom-

S271-189 Ave, 780.472.7600
I LOVE YOU,
MAN (14A, coarse language, crude
content) Fri, Mon-Tue 4:20, 7:00, 9:40; Sat 1:45,
4:20, 7:00, 9:40; Sun 1:45, 4:20, 9:40

4:50, 7:30, 10:15; Star and Strollers Screening:
Wed 1:00
CRANK: HIGH VOLTAGE (18A, gory violence, coarse
language, sexual content)
Daily 12:00, 2:30, 5:00, 7:50, 10:30
DRAGONBALL: EVOLUTION (PG, frightening
scenes, violence)

2:50, 5:10, 7:45, 10715
HANNAH MONTANA: THE MOVIE (G)
Daily 12:45, 2:20, 4:45, 7:20, 10:00

Daily 12:20, 3:00, 5:20, 8:00, 10:30

‘Thu, Apr 9: 1:30, 3:30, 5330, 7:30, 9:30

FAST AND FURIOUS (14A)

PAUL BLART: MALL COP (PG)

Daily 1:10, 4:10, 7:10, 10:10

Thu, Apr 16: 11:25
'LOVE YOU, MAN (14A, coarse language, crude
content)
Thu, Apr 16: 1:20, 3:10, 5:10, 7:10, 9:10

ADVENTURELAND (14A, coarse language, sub-

Thu 12:50, 3:40, 7:00, 9:40; Wed 12:50, 3340, 9:40

14231 137th Avenue, 780.732.2236
STATE OF PLAY (14A) No passes Fri-Tue, Thu

WEM, 8832-170 St, 780.445.2400

No passes Fri-Tue, Thu 12:10, 3:20, 6:40, 9:45;
Wed 3:50, 6:40, 9:45; Star and Strollers Screening: No passes Wed 1:00
TP AGAIN (PG, crude content)

RACE TO WITCH MOUNTAIN (PG)

FAST AND FURIOUS (14A) DTS Digital Fri-Tue,

CINEPLEX ODEON NORTH

SCOTIABANK THEATRE WEM

STATE OF PLAY (214A)

mended for young children)
Thu, Apr 16; aa:15

1:00, 3:20, 6:50, 9:20

7.00, 9:45

Daily 7:00; Sat-Sun 1:00

Fri 12:30, 2:45, 5:10, 7:45, 10:15; Sat-Thu 12330,

‘Thu, Apr 16: 1:20, 3:20, 5:20, 7:20, 9:20

language, sexual content) DTS Digital Daily
1:20, 4:00, 7:15, 9:45
OBSERVE AND REPORT (18A) DTS Digital Daily

coarse language, not recommended for young

10337-82 Ave, 780.433.0728

Daily 6:50, 9:20; Sat-Sun 2:00
ADVENTURELAND (14A, coarse language, substance abuse, language may offend)
Daily 9:00; Sat-Sun 3:00
ONE WEEK (PG, coarse language)

Fri-Tue, Thu 11:50, 2:15, 4:50, 7:30, 10:15; Wed

EARTH (PG)

Thu 2:05, 4:45, 7:30, 9:55

OBSERVE AND REPORT (18A)

stance abuse, language may offend)
Fri-Tue 12:50, 3:50, 6:45, 9:50; Wed-Thu 12:50,

MONSTERS VS. ALIENS (G)

6:45
MONSTERS VS. ALIENS 30 (G)

Thu, Apr 16: 12:00, 2:00, 4:00, 5:45, 7:40, 9:25

Digital 3d Daily 1:00, 3:30, 6:30, 9:00

HOTEL FOR DOGS (G)

MONSTERS VS. ALIENS: AN IMAX 3D EXPERIENCE (G)

Daily 11:45, 2:00, 4:30, 7:00, 9:30

‘THE HAUNTING IN CONNECTICUT
(14A, frightening

Thu, Apr 16: 12:20
KNOWING (14A, frightening scenes, violence)

and Strollers Screening: Wed 1:00
CRANK: HIGH VOLTAGE (18A, gory violence, coarse
language, sexual content) Daily 12:50, 3:10, 5:30,

scenes, disturbing content, not recommended
for children) Fri, Mon-Thu 4:15, 6:45; Sat-Sun

HANNAH MONTANA THE MOVIE (G)

8:00, 10:40

FAST AND FURIOUS (14A) Fri, Mon-Thu 4:35, 7:10,

12:40, 3:40, 6:50, 9:50; Wed 3:40, 6:50, 9:50; Star

MONSTERS VS. ALIENS 3D (G) Digital 3d Fri,

and Strollers Screening: No Passes Wed 1:00
T/AGAIN (PG, crude content) Fri-Tue, Thu 12:30,

Mon-Thu 4:30, 6:55, 9:25; Sat-Sun 2:00, 4:30,
6:55, 9:25

230, 3:00, 4:10, 5:20, 6:40, 7:50, 9:10, 10:15; Wed
12330, 3:00, 4:10, 5:20, 6:40, 7:50, 9:10, 10715; Star

1049-103
St,Edmonton

Fri 4:30, 7:20, 9:30; Sat-Sun 1:30, 4:30, 7:20,
9:30;
Mon-Thu 7:20, 9:30

THE METROPOLITAN OPERA: MADAMA BUTTERFLY

7-95, 9:25, 11:40; Sun-Thu 1:15, 4:20, 7:05, 9:25
PUSH (14A,violence) Fri-Sat 1:40, 4:10, 7:10, 9:50,

SUITE-HOTEL

Fri 4:40, 7:40, 10:20; Sat-Sun 1:20, 4:40, 7:40,
10:20; Mon-Thu 7:40, 10:20

MONSTERS VS. ALIENS (G)

Fri-Tue 4:00, 9:00; Wed-Thurs 9:00

mended for young children) Fri-Sat 1:15, 4:20,

Se ee
ALBERTA PLACE

OBSERVE AND REPORT (1A)

10:00; Thurs 1:10, 4:35
RACE TO WITCH MOUNTAIN (PG) Fri-Tue 12:50
WATCHMEN (18A, gory scenes, brutal violence)

7:35 10:00

8792-109 St,780.433.0728
CHE PART 2 (14A)

Fri 4:00, 7:00, 9:40; Sat 1:00, 4:00, 7:00, 9:40;
Sun 1:00, 4:00, 7:00, 9:35; Mon-Thu 7:00, 9:40

Sun-Wed 1:10, 4:35, 7:20, 10:00; Sat 4:35, 7:20,

violence) Fri-Sat 7:35, 10:00, 22:20; Sun-Thu

Daily 6:45, 9:10; Sat-Sun, Tue 12245, 3:10
KNOWING (14A, violence, frightening scenes)
Daily 9:00

scenes, disturbing content, not recommended
for children) Fri-Tue 6:40, 9:10
HLOVE YOU, MAN (14A, coarse language, crude
content) Fri-Wed 2:50, 4:20, 7:05, 10:25; Thu

1:50, 4:20

‘STREET FIGHTER: THE LEGEND OF CHUN-LI (4A,

FAST AND FURIOUS (14A)

2:30, 5:00, 7:45, 10:15

OBSERVE AND REPORT (18A) Daily 12:20, 4:a5,

6:55, 9:40
TERA MERA Ki RISHTA (Punjabi W/E.S.T.) (PG)

EDMONTON FILM SOCIETY
Royal Alberta Museum, 102Ave,128St,780.439.5284
FROM RUSSIA WITH LOVE (STC) Mon 8:00
Apr 20

DAR

2020 Shersrood Drive, 780.416.0150

9°45; Sat-Sun 2:35, 4:35, 7:20, 9:45

scenes, violence) Daily 12:45, 2:50, 5:10, 7:35, 9:55
HANNAH MONTANA:
THE MOVIE (G) Daily 12:10,

ADVENTURELAND (14A, coarse language, substance abuse, language may offend) Daily 9:15

2:30, 5:00, 7:30, 10:00
OBSERVE AND REPORT (18A) Daily 2:20, 5:05, 8:10,
10:30

730, 9:55; Sat-Sun 2:20, 4:50, 7:30, 9:55
DRAGONBALL: EVOLUTION (PG, frightening

OBSERVE AND REPORT (18A) Fri, Mon-Thu 4:50,

scenes, violence) Fri, Mon-Thu 4:10, 6:35, 9:00;
Sat-Sun 1:30, 4:10, 6:35, 9:00

HANNAH MONTANA: THE MOVIE (G) No passes
Fri 4:25, 7:05, 9:35; No Passes Sat-Sun 1:40, 4:25,
7-05, 9:35; Mon-Thu 4:25, 7:05, 9:35; Reel Babies
Mon 2:00

stance abuse, language may offend) Daily 1:40,

4:30, 7:10, 9:45
MONSTERS VS. ALIENS (G) Fri-Tue 1:10, 3:50
MONSTERS VS. ALIENS 3D (G) Digital 3d Daily

CRANK: HIGH VOLTAGE (18A, gory violence, coarse
language, sexual content) Fri, Mon-Thu 4:45,

12:20, 2:40, 4:50, 7:15, 9:30

7:25, 9:50; Sat-Sun 1:50, 4:45, 7:25, 9:50

THE HAUNTING IN CONNECTICUT (144, frightening

Mon-Thu 4:00, 6:50, 9:20; Sat-Sun 1:20, 4:00,

content) Fri-Wed 2:00, 4:40, 7:45, 10:35; Thu
2:00, 4:40, 10:35
DUPLICITY (PG, coarse language) Daily 1:00, 6:30
KNOWING (14A, frightening scenes, violence) FriWed 1:20, 4:20, 7:20, 10:10; Thu 1:20, 4:20, 7:20
EARTH
(PG) Wed-Thu 12:00, 2:20, 4:40, 7:00, 9:20

780.352.3922

Fri-Wed 1:20, 4:00, 6:50, 9:40; Thurs 1:20, 4:00

KNOWING (24A, frightening scenes, violence)

12:55, 3°35

Fri-Sun, Tue-Thu 12:40, 3:40, 6:30, 9:20; Mon

HANNAH MONTANA THE MOVIE (G) Daily 7:00,
9:25; Sat-Sun 1:00, 3:25
17 AGAIN (PG, crude content) Daily 7:10, 9:20;
Sat-Sun 1:0, 3:20

FAST AND FURIOUS (14A) Daily 7:05, 9:30; Sat-Sun

1:05, 3:30

9628-1014 Ave, Citadel Theatre, 780.425.9272

PROVINCIAL ARCHIVES: HIGH SCHOOL HISTORICAL

Sun 2:00
EXAMINED LIFE (STC) Sat 7:00; Sun 7:00, 9:00;
Mon 7:00, 9:00

EARTH (PG) Wed-Thu 4:40, 7:00, 9:15

TURKEY SHOOT: EXORCIST Il: THE HERETIC (STC)
Wed 8:00
FAVA VIDEO KITCHEN SCREENING (STC) Thu 7:00

DUGGAN CINEMA - CAMROSE

6601S Ave, Camrose, 780.608.2144
CINENPLEX ODEON SOUTH

1525-99 St, 780.436.8585
STATE OF PLAY (14A) No passes Fri-Wed 12:40,
4:10, 7:10, 10:10; Thurs 4:10, 7:10, 10710; Star and

Strollers Screening: No Passes
Thu 1:00
‘7 AGAIN (PG, crude content) Fri-Wed 12:10,

1:15, 2:40, 3:45, 5:10, 6245, 7:45, 9:30, 10:20; Thurs

12:10, 2:40, 3:45, 5:10, 6:45, 7:45, 9:30, 10:20; Star

and Strollers
1:00
CRANK:
HIGH VOLTAGE (18A, gory violence, coarse
language, sexual content) Daily 1:00, 4:40, 7:50,
10:30
AOLELESYOUU

TT AGAIN (PG, crude content) Daily 7:20 9:20; Sat,
Sun-Tue 2:20

STATE OF PLAY (14A) Daily 6:45 9:05; Sat, Sun-Tue
L45

HANNAH MONTANA THE MOVIE (G) Daily 7:00,
9:00; Sat, Sun-Tue 2:00
FAST AND FURIOUS (14A) Daily 7:05, 9:10; Sat,
Sun-Tue 2:05
1 LOVE YOU MAN (14A, crude content, coarse

language) Daily 7:15, 9:15
MONSTERS VS ALIENS (G) Sat, Sun-Tue 2:15
TOTO

ULL

OCLC

CLC

12:40, 3:40, 9:20
THE METROPOLITAN OPERA: MADAMA BUTTERFLY

ENCORE (Classification not available)
Sat 1:00
EARTH (PG) Wed-Thu 12:10, 2:30, 4:45, 7:15, 9:50
|WESTMOUNTCENTRE
CENTRE
=
‘1M Ave, Groat Rd, 780.455.8726

METRO CINEMA

NFB FREE SCREENING: CARTS OF DARKNESS (STC)

7:00, 9:30

Fri, Sun-Tue 1:40, 4:40, 7:40, 10:20; Sat 4:40,

7:40, 10:20; Wed-Thu 3:50, 10:20

STATE OF PLAY (14A) Daily 6:55, 9:35; Sat-Sun

(STC) Sat 9:00

STATE OF PLAY (14A) Fri, Mon-Thu 3:50, 6:40,
9:30; Sat 1:00, 3:50, 6:40, 9:30; Sun 2:00, 3:

THE HAUNTING IN CONNECTICUT (144, frightening
scenes, disturbing content, not recommended
for children)

LOVE YOU, MAN (24A. coarse language, crude
content)

MOSTLY WATER PRESENTS: METRO DIGITAL SHORTS:

6:50, 9:20

LOVE YOU, MAN (14A, coarse language, crude

8:55

(STC) Fri 7:00, 9:30

7 AGAIN (PG, crude content) No passes Fri,

scenes, disturbing content, not recommended
for children) Daily 4:00, 9:15

No passes Thu, Apr 16: 1:00, 3:00, 5:00, 7:00,

2:10, 4:15, 6:45

DRAGONBALL: EVOLUTION (PG, frightening

FAST AND FURIOUS (14A) Fri-Tue 1:50, 4:45, 6:45,
7-40, 9:20, 10:20; Wed-Thu 1:50, 4:45, 7:40, 10:20
ADVENTURELAND (14A, coarse language, sub-

Thu, Apr 16: 9:05

/PARKLANDCINEMA7
CINEMA 7

sd

FAST AND FURIOUS (144)

Dolby Stereo Digital Fri, Mon-Thu 7:00, 9:35;
Sat-Sun 12:30, 3:40, 7:00, 9:35

OBSERVE AND REPORT (18A)
Dolby Stereo Digital Fri, Mon-Thu 7:15, 9:45;
Sat-Sun 1:35, 3:50, 7:15, 9:45
1 LOVE YOU, MAN (14A, coarse language, crude
content)
DTS Digital Fri, Mon-Thu 6:30, 9:10; Sat-Sun
12245, 3:15, 6:30, 9:10

SUNSHINE CLEANING (14A, mature themes, coarse

ET
onAa Fri, Mon-Thu 6:45, 9:20; Sat-Sun
1200, 3:30, 6:45, 9:20

ss
WETASKIWIN CINEMAS

~

ing Spruce Grove,

Plain; Parkland County

TT AGAIN (PG, crude content)

Daily 7:00, 9:15; Sat-Sun, Tue 1:00, 3:15; Movies
For Mommies:
Tue, Apr 21, 1:00

STATE OF PLAY (14A)
Daily 7:05, 9:30; Sat-Sun, Tue 1:05, 3:30

OBSERVE AND REPORT (18A)
Daily 6:55, 9:05; Sat-Sun, Tue 12:55, 3:05

MONSTERS VS ALIENS (G)
Daily 7:15; Sat-Sun, Tue 1:15, 3:20; Not preCCC

780.352.3922
MONSTERS VS ALIENS
(G)
Fn, Sat, Sun 12:55, 3:15
HANNAH MONTANA THE MOVIE (G)

Daily 7:10, 9:25; Fri, Sat, Sun 2:10, 3:25
OBSERVE
AND REPORT (18A)

Daily 7:05, 9:15
T7 AGAIN (PG, crude content)
Daily 6:55, 9:20; Fri, Sat, Sun 12:55, 3:20

TTT LLU CCE
CCLCCCC PLCC TITTIES
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about some of the mystical forces at : kin. Her experimental rehab soon makes
work in this particular world. After some : her witness that Crowley Meadows Is in
more expository dialogue, grandpappy : danger, thanks to a vile commercial degives Goku one of the titular dragon- : veloper. But if she can bring Hannah back
balls for his birthday, something with : home to a benefit concert, maybe the
-the power to destroy (or save) the world } town can be saved.
that is nevertheless handled like it was.a- There's little more to say, other than
Swatch bought at a garage sale. Pretty : Hannah Montana had the theatre of 10soon, the nefarious Lord Piccolo (james : year-olds and their moms cracking up
Marsters) comes calling, kills grandpa : like, well, they were smoking crack. The
and sends Goku and a band of hot chicks : only fun had is that which you make for
(Emmy Rossum, Jamie Chung) and hor- : yourself, like imagining if Miley Cyrus,
rifically mugging Asians (Chow-Yun Fat, : now as famous as her one-dimensional
Joon Park) off to gather up the remaining : alter-ego, will cut herself open to a
balls and save the world.
: three-inch tall blue alien a la Men in
What follows are some so-so action : Black. He, of course, will cut an album,
scenes and plot holes that a seven-year- : and will become as over-exposed as his
old could see through (literally, in the : predecessor.
case of the screening | attended), too : JONATHAN BUSCH
crappy to be exciting and too self-serious
to at least be campy. Dragonball Evolution was never going to be brilliant,
but even 13-year-old boys are harder to
please than this.
DAVID BERRY

// OAVID@VUEWEEKLY.COM

Hannah Montana: The Movie
Directed by Peter Chelsom
Written by Dan Berendsen
Starring Miley Cyrus, Billy Ray Cyrus
kk tO

LOU GRA

-:
}

v
:

:
:

:
:

:
:
:
:
:
:
:

:

: Observe and Report
: Written & directed by Jody Hill
: Starring Seth Rogen, Anna Faris
token

! The first fat white man is glimpsed scam- :
: pering across the vastness of the mall :
: parking lot. He wears only a trench coat. :

: We don't see his face. He flashes his :

mousey-brown locks flecked with streaks : The second fat white man is the mall's
of grey. In tears, she proclaimed, "I can't : self-designated head of security. Rongo on. I'm not who you think | am. My : nie (Seth Rogen), delusional, bullying,
name is Wendy Farquharson. I'm actually : gun-obsessed, bipolar, socially disabled,
a secretary at an ophthalmologist's of- : overly fond of jogging pants and posfice in Winnipeg. | married a school bus : sessing violent impulses about ready to
driver, and our only child is alabradoodle : blow, is a potentially far greater threat to
named Bree.”
: the general public, yet he is, in his small
But the audience promised to support : way, their protector. He's the protagonist
her, and keep her secret from the rest : of Jody Hill's Observe and Report.
of her fans. Before once again donning : The two fat white men are marked
her signature look, Wendy sang a heart- : from the outset as opponents. Ina sense

?

:

< // JOMATHAN@VUEWEEKLY.COM
:

: flabby nakedness to all available female
: victims. "Hey bitch!" "I'm gonna fuck you!"
: "See my dick!” His attacks are essentially
On the last stop of Madonna's last tour, : verbal hit-and-runs, though the sight of
| heard she cut her first song short. She : his flapping ding-dong probably causes
tore off a blonde wig, exposing her flat, : the more lasting trauma.

x
é a\ ey é

!

:

wrenching cover of "Holding Out for a : they're mirror images of one another,
Hero." No, | wasn't there. But my cousin ; and as is usually the-casein tales of dépwas, the same one who swears she : pelgangers, there's only room for one. In
heard Tommy Hilfiger’s racist remarks on : this case, it's the younger, weirdly charmOprah.
i ing one. He might make racially driven
Such is the dilemma that conflicted : threats, get trigger happy with his Taser

:
=
:
;
:
:
:
:

:
:
:
:
:
;
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
é

teen Miley Stewart (Miley Cyrus) faces : and beat the living shit out of adoles- :
in her double life as Hannah Montana,

the most famous girl in the universe
Before she hits the stage in her opening

number, her dad Robby Ray (Billy Ray
Cyrus) reminds her that she has a sink

full of dishes waiting for her at home

ALL SHOWS DOORS AT 7PM + 13103 FORT RD > 64336 // FILM
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= cent skaters now and then, but he never
goes around showing his johnson to the
world, and that apparently makes all the
difference.
; With Ronnie's fixation on an unattain: able blonde (Anna Faris, quite brilliant in
: a frustratingly underdeveloped part), his
: messiah complex, and his voice-over—
: "The world doesn't need another scared
: man
... "speaking
to us over images
: of him working out, the model for this
: anti-hero is quite clearly Travis Bickle,
: and the notion of setting a blackly comic
> Taxi Driver in the sunny suburbs is an in-

after the concert. At first she protests,
but doggone it, the little trooper accepts
the extra mile required to live a normal
life outside of wrestling Tyra Banks in a
Rodeo Drive shoe store to score her best
friend's birthday gift.
Luckily, Miley has her tough-love pop
to keep her level amidst the chaos. Once
Miley is ready to, upon the advice of her : spired one. The cast seems to be beautipublicist (Vanessa Williams), ditch her : fully aligned in their ability to fuse the
Tennessee grandmother's birthday to t necessary bleakness and mania, and Hill's
replace Beyonce at the "New York Music : immediately apparent knack for cutting
Awards," Robby Ray hijacks her trip to a = out of a scene right on the crest of a
family gathering at her deceased moth- :: comic-shock wave invites us to settle in
er's hometown Crowley Meadows. Miley : for something special. But Observe and
gets reacquainted with girlhood chum : Report is sadly neither here nor there.
Travis (Lucas Till), who has since grown : Its dementia is all surface. It's a tease of
into a strapping teen cowboy hired by : a movie that finally doesn't even try to
Miley's grandmother to rebuild her chick- : follow through on its promise to probe
en coop. It's just what Miley needs to 2 psychosis for comic payoffs.
rediscover her roots as a country bump-. : Part of the problem is that the world

// APR 16 — APR 22, 2009

:
:
y
:
:
:
:

: of Observe and Report is without con
: sequence. Sometimes, for the sake of 4

: solid but purely short-term gag, it allows

: to us to recognize Ronnie as a total nut

: case living in a world of puerile fantasy
: At other times, especially the ending,
: the movie surrenders itself to Ronnie’
: fantasy and rewards his insanity, thous"
: strictly in the modest ways of the malt
= stream lovable loser comedy. Going '"
: either direction might have resulted in
? something compelling, disturbing ‘4

! more

consistently hilarious, but Hil

: tries to have it both ways, going for the
: Schadenfreude and the sentimentality 3!
; once, and winds up making something ¢°

: sentially incoherent.
:: JOSEF BRAUN

:

// \OSEF@VUEWEEKLY.COM
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© Hinton’s freeride heaven!
© Tofino’s surf camp!

° canoeing the Algonquins!
© Jasper’s wild side!

° geocaching in Edmonton!
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More album reviews online, Monday to Friday.
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Live show slide shows. This week: Heartless

Bastards, NoMeansNo
and Fucked Up.
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EXPERIMENTAL

ELECTRONIC

BRYAN BIRTLES

// BRYAM@VUEWEEKLY.COM

ot since former mayor Bill Smith:

was photographed with the chief
of police checking out what all the fuss
was about at a local rave has electronic
music been so popular in this city and across the country. Though Canada has
always been more receptive to rock music than it has dance music, fora year or
two when rave was at its peak it seemed
that dance music might give rock a run
for its money in youth culture. Dedicated rave clubs opened up, the colourful
fashions typical of the movement permeated the street and genre-splicing
e,cagpnversations

ran

to drum-and-bass

and happy hardcore, rather than grun-

ge and oi. Everyone had a backpack full
of Chupa Chups.
Soon, however, parental and police
panic over drug use at raves and dance
clubs all but shut the scene down. In
some places it limped on, but never
as much more than a niche interest,

MUSIC

FESTIVAL GOES WEST TO CELEBRATE TENTH ANNIVERSARY

and sometimes as a scene that centred
solely on the supremacy of drugs. Laws
about how late clubs could stay open
were enacted, making it impossible
for the all-night-party atmosphere of
the rave scene to exist. Indie, emo and
other rock offshoots gained supremacy
amongst young music fans.
But of course, culture is cyclical. Pockets of support for dance music expanded and scenes got bigger, little by little.
Artists like Crystal Castles, Peaches and
Edmonton's Shout Out Out Out Out
fused dance music with punk's attitudes
and esthetics, making it palatable to
kids who would never have given it the
time of day before. This fusion opened
a whole new world to people who didn’t
even know that music could be made
without a guitar, bass and drums, but
on instruments with futuristic names
like TR-808, DX7 and moogerfooger.
From well before any resurgence in
the mainstream, Montréal's MUTEK
festival has been promoting electronic music and digital art to Canadian

and international audiences. From its

beginnings in 2000, the festival has
brought together electronic music's
biggest names and put them alongside
its rising stars, pushing the genre and
helping to foster a scene in Montréal
and beyond. This year, for the festival's
1oth anniversary, MUTEK is bringing a
tour across Canada for the first time, a
testament to the growth of dance music
across this country.

Headlining

the tour is the Mole,

known to friends as Colin De La Plante,
a Canadian ex-pat living in Berlin after
a stint in Montréal. Moving from his
home on the West Coast was an eye
opener, explains De La Plante, and it
makes a lot of sense that Canada’s most
European city would function as the
breeding ground of dance music's revival. From the way Montréal functions
as the antithesis to the generally conservative way other Canadians enjoy music to the regulations surrounding how
late clubs can stay open, everything in

Montréal seems geared towards dance
music's culture.
"It was an experience, it was totally
different—it was like moving to space,”
he enthuses about his journey to la
belle province. “Even if you just look at
the laws that govern where and how
you can listen to music it's so different.
When I left BC they were still closing
bars at midnight on Sundays and in
Québec it’s three o'clock, so everything
changes. The way people celebrate
too—French Canadians are a completely different breed of people."
The question, however, is whether

what appeals to a different breed of
people would appeal to the wider Canadian audience predisposed to rock
‘n' roll.
Edmonton's Clinker, or Gary James
Joynes, thinks that now is the time.
Having played MUTEK in 2003 and be-

ing involved in the festival in one form
or another over the course of a number
of years, Joynes was asked by the tour's
organizers whether or not Edmonton

would be able togarner enough support
for a MUTEK event. He was unequivocal in his answer.
"I said, ‘Yeah.’ I really believe there

would be—there's a lot of excitement’
about that festival here,” he says from
a practice space where he's rehearsing what he'll be playing at the event
"There's a level of sophistication to th
way they've always presented the music that I was always attracted to and |
think Edmonton's ready for that now.
There's a fairly decent contingent of
Edmontonians that make the trek and
the pilgrimage to MUTEK every year, so
I figure there's enough people here to
actually support a night here."

More known for his experimental
work than for something you can shake
your ass to, Joynes is changing it up
to bring the party to the event. Teaming up with DJ Wijit, the two will be
presenting a collaborative set that wil!
see them work together to create something danceable and cutting edge.
"I don't typically write techno kind of
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ecil Frena (GOBBLE GOBBLE, Gift Eaters, Push Pins, the Hydeaway), one of

he organizers of the Edmonton stop on
the MUTEK tour, presents his five picks
»for essential electronica albums.

Alva Noto, Transform (Mille Plateaux,
(001) Headphones and this record must

stuff myself, butI have a longhistory
. with techno and I used to do a lot of
minimal techno, but I thought it made

sense for this to join forces with DJ Wijit who I know has a great collection

of minimal techno which is MUTEKinfused and influenced
kind of techno
music,” he says. “We got together last

NIK 7'S ESSENTIAL

place. Finally, all-night dance parties
are back in Edmonton.
"That was my main concern,” explains
Joynes about living up to the expectations that come with having MUTEK's
name on the event. “You can't just go at
this halfheartedly; I really think that if
we're gonna take this on you gotta do

tronic music as much as, or even moreso,

than specific artists. Here are five of my
top label picks that make up a good part
of my crate: —Nik 7

night and went through his recordcol- _ it right.
lection and picked out a whole bunch _— “Everybody that’s involved from Edofrecords
that wethought would work
monton, we all got together on Tuesfor ourset, andthen basically whatI'm
day, checked out the venue and ran
going
tobedoing on top of that is I'm some sound through the system and
going
tobringing
be
in electronics and
got a sense of what we're going to build
playing ontop ofthe musiche'llbe mix- _ in there. There's a super level of exciteing. Soll
bedoing alive set overtop of ment and enthusiasm from the orgahis DJ set and we're gonna mix the two

sounds together.”

Joynes isconfident that the Edmonton MUTEK event will live up to the
hype that Montréal organizers have
created
over their 10 years of producing the festival. The small but mighty
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DC Recordings: A British label with a
strong focus on analogue synthesiz-

ers and production that often sounds
like it is updating Prog-rock and synthbased Krautrock sounds for the modern
dancefloor. DC Recordings is home to
The Emperor Machine (possibly my favorite electronic music producer of all
time), as well as a solid stable of lesserknown artists like White Light Circus,
Padded Cell and The Oscillation.

nizers and everybody that's involved is
going the extra mile to really make this
something special." WV

dance music community in Edmonton
is committed
to making sure that the
evening goes off without a hitch, and
that it matches the sophistication
that
attracted Joynes to MUTEK in the first

RECORD LAB

My vinyl habit is a pretty big focus for
me, When I'm buying records to DJ, | tend
to gravitate to particular labels that |
trust to be in line with my tastes in elec-

:
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DFA Records: New York label that really spearheaded the crossover appeal
of dance music for a rock crowd. They
made their name with label owner James
Murphy's own LCD Soundsystem, and
other heavy hitters like the Juan Maclean, the Rapture, Hot Chip, and Hercules And Love Affair, but these artists are
really just the tip of the iceberg. DFA has
consistently been releasing an incredible
number of 12-inch singles from relatively
unknown, but always interesting, artists.
Their releases are always a little bit on
the weird side, and tend to incorporate
a lot of live instrumentation and classic analogue synth sounds, often with

Toof, who are fantastic artists in their

own right with strong ties to DFA/Death
From Abroad (both as remixers and
their own releases on those labels). Tiny
Sticks releases mostly 12-inch singles,
ranging from the slower tempo Disco
House sounds of Mock and Toof’s own
production, to harder hitting electrohouse offerings from artists like Style
of Eye (one of my faves) and Telespazio.
Once again, analogue synth sounds and

live instrumentation (at the very least
percussion) seem to be a running theme
throughout their releases.

Turbo Recordings: Long running Montréal label started by Tiga about 10 years
ago. Turbo has really been a pioneering
label for electro house, especially coming
from Canada, with a strong international
roster that has included Tiga himself,
Jesper Dahlback, Jori Hulkonnen, Chromeo, DIM and many other heavy-hitting
artists. | haven't necessarily liked all of
their releases, but they are definitely

consistent enough that | always check
out their new releases for a welcome
addition to the "peak night" section of
my crate. Recently I've really been feeling new Turbo singles from DMX Krew,
Compuphonic and Kolombo and Jesper
Dahlback. The new Tiga album seems
to be shaping up to be pretty killer too,

be at least as effective at reconfiguring
™ neural pzthways as psychoactive drugs
Fortunately for us, it's unlikely that
Carsten Nicolai will be licensing this minimal glitch masterwork to pharmaceutical companies. Performing at MUTEK_10
Montréal this year.

Murcof, Remembranza (Leaf, 2005)
"Sterile" is usually a word used by music
journalists to dismiss music on the basis
that it is devoid of emotional content
or "soul" In this case, | use it to describe
the sound of the universe after all life
thereupon has been thoroughly obtiterated by faceless and hideous carnage
Murcof performed at MUTEK in 2002
and 2008.

Gas,

Zauberberg

(Mille

Plateaux,

1995) Zouberberg effortlessly slides
out lush slabs of pad, propelling them
forward with muted house sensibility.
Genre-defining moments abound, and

fortunately for us, Wolfgang Voigt S°=
still a busy man—dozens of pseudonymous releases and co-founding Kompakt
records aside, he’s also performing at
MUTEK_10 Montréal, as Gas, this year.

Fennesz, Endless Summer (Mego,
2001) Centre the melody—tet it
breathe in hypnotic loops—and focus
on texture. Endless Summer, by dint of
its sheer beauty and maturity, made this
approach seem like a fresh challenge to
songwriters everywhere. Fennesz performed at Mutek in 2008.

from what I've heard of it.

Monolake,

Hongkong

(Chain Reac-

2020 Vision: A mostly tech house fotion, 1997) Monolake is notable both
cused label based in Leeds and headed
for its incredibly forward-thinking elecstrong nod to disco and early house
up by renowned D) Ralph Lawson. | was
tronic music, and for its fascinating role
- music. A current DFA staple in my re
first introduced to this label via Lawin the genesis of now-ubiquitous music
’ cord crate is the debut 12-inch from Ne!
son's live band, 2020 Soundsystem, and ~ software Ableton Live. On Hongkong,
» York duo Still Going, which | play pretty | have really grown to love a lot of the
ield recordings are lovingly layered
uch every time | D). DFA also recently
artists on the label and consistently play
with sheets of synths and percussive
; launched a subsidiary label called Death
their records out when | Dj. Label high- - latter. Robert Henke of Monolake &
rom Abroad, which deals with likelights for me include releases by 2020,
Christopher Bauder will present their
3 minded artists from outside of the US. ~-~—Soundsystem, Spirit Catcher, ser|
/es
of
installation, which features a seFactor, Nick Chacona and Simon Baker. |_ / ries of compositions played on a matrix
of 64 illuminated helium balloons, at
© Tiny Sticks: This is another British label—can always find a place for these record
ich is run by production duo Mock and
in one of my DJ sets. W
MUTEK_10 Montréal this year. W
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FAX YOUR FREE LISTINGS TO 780.426.2889
OR EMAIL LISTINGS@VUEWEEKLY.COM
DEADLINE: FRIDAY AT 3PM

LIVE wiRE BAR Open Stage
Thursdays vithGary
Thomas

ARDEN THEATRE Lunch At
Allen's; 7:30pm; $4o at

10551- 32 Avenue (Upstairs!}
730-432-5053

TicketMaster
ATLANTIC TRAP AND GILL
Distant Horizon

NORTH GLENORA HALL Jar

AVENUE THEATRE Greater

Than Giants, Everyone
Everywhere, Allistar
Quazzum, Mars and
Venus; all ages; 6:30pm.
(door); $10

BLUE CHalR CAFE Rockin’
with Ronnie After Work
hosted by Ron Rault every
Thu and Fri 4-6pm
BLUES ON WHYTE Liz

ore stage hosted by
Al erta Crude; 6-10pm
COAST
TO COAST PUB ANDGRILL
Open mic at the pub:
hip hop open mic every
Thursday night with host
Yak Dollaz
CROWN AND ANCHOR On the
Sidewalk Bleeding, Ben
Olson; no cover

bru Guitar heroes
ousTeRr’s Pus Thursday
open jam hosted by The
Assassins of youth (blues/
rock); 9pm; no cover

eSVv mace
GRE
ar

mechs

Laxe Open Mic Nights
ust and 3rd Thu every
month; 6:30-8:30pm;
openmic@deadmansdog.
com

ENcoRE cLuB Industry
Music and Networking
Night; Sio

SECOND CUP-VARSCONA Live

music every Thursday
night; Peggy Donnelly
(accoustic/folk); 7-9pm
STARLITE ROOM Thriving
Ivory, guests; 9pm (door);
tickets at TicketMaster,

Blackbyrd
URBAN LOUNGE Ten Second
Epic
WILD WEST SALOON Hey
Romeo

Sound, TIX on the Square

Sullivan Show (Beatles,

rice (door only)
URBAN
SOLLEGE PLAZA Steve Pady

Hargreaves, house/breaks

with DJ Krazy K, hardstyle/

no cover
NEW cITy suBuRBS Bingo
at 9:30pm followed =

Electroshock Therapy with

Greggs (original blues/

Plan B (electro, retro)

vs TAVERN Live music
every Fri; 9pm; $5
EDDIE SHORTS Smokin’ 45's

Hit It Thursdays: breaks,
electro house spun with PI
residents
RENDEzvous Pus Metal
Thurzday with org666
STARLITE ROOM Music 1st
and The Techno Hippy
Crew: Bassnectar, Kush
Arora, Shamik and guests;
8pm
stours Dancehall, hip
hop with DJ Footnotes
hosted by Elle Dirty and
ConScience every Thu;
no cover

www-.notorious-events,

TEMPLE Tainted Thursdays:
Electro Pop, Indie Rock
and Roll

FRIDAY
artery Peoples Poets (CD
release party); Music by DJ

piccolo), Keri Zwicker

Creeasian, Aroots Bazaar,
Corvid Lorax, Tzadeka,

Djs

Acoustiholics
AVENUE THEATRE The Mole,

Souljah Fyah, Khadija;

Inkwell, DJs Forafee,
Clinker and Wijit, Nik

Entertainment
BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE Big

Fridays: Vinyl Contrast
(modem rock); 6-9pm; $5

Ronnie After Work hosted
by Ron Rault every Thu
and Fri 4-6pm
BLUE CHAIR CAFE Ranger
Creek Wranglers
Mandeyille and the Blue

children under 12 half-

_Trio (blues)

SOBEYS URBAN SOUNDS-jaspen
AVE Bone Temple Pilots
(brass quartet)

STARUTE
ROOM Fear of City
(CD release);

Quietus,

Suburban Syndrome; gpm

(door); $10 (door)
STEEPS—OLD GLENORA Live
Music Fridays: Dave
Martin (roots/folk/blues)
8:30-10:30pm
TOUCH
OF CLASS Lyle Hobb
(pop/rock); 8:30pm
URBAN LOUNGE Bonafide;

9pm; $5

IRISH CLUB Jam Session;

Romeo
YARDBIRD
SUITE Edmonton
Jazz Society Presents: Tor
‘King and Jeff Johnson
Nordic Sketches; 8;prm
(door), 9pm (show); $12
(member)/ $16 (guest) a
TicketMaster

Phillips, guests
HULuERT’s The Martingales;
8pm; $10 (door)
8pm; no cover
ivory cLus Duelling piano
show with Jesse, Shane,
Tiffany and Erik and

guests
jeFFREY's Gordie Matthews
(country, blues); $15
JEKYLL AND HYDE (Pus) Every

Friday: Headwind (classic ©

pop/rock); 9pm; no cover
JET NIGHTCLUB JFR Project:
Stone Iris, Mindweiser
JUBILEE AUDITORIUM Diana

Krall; 8pm; tickets at

TicketMaster
JUUAN'S PLANO BAR Graham
Lawrence (piano jazz);
8pm.
KINGSWAY LEGION Dwayne
Cannan (blues, ‘50s/'6os,
roots, originals); 6:30-

10:30pm
(piano), Mo Lefever

Mewaryuxwb Lounce
it:

:

Lee Ropchan and the
Blues Busters
WILD WEST SALOON Hey

xwreck’s Slowburn;

8-12am

Clas:

ALL SAINTS’ ANGLICAN CHURC
Singing and Dancing
in Song: Greenwood
Singers, 8pm; $20
(adult)/Sx8 (student/
senior) at TIX on the
Square
CONVOCATION HALL New

*

Music by Faculty
Composers: Shelley
Younge (flute), Jeff
Campbell (clarinet), Dav

munrieta's Terry Jorden
8-

Devonder, The
donation
NORWOOD BRANCH Uptown
Folk Club open stages
ON THE ROCKS Mustard

BLUES ON WHYTE Liz

(door) at South Side

WHISTLESTOP LOUNGE Allan.

Loudhailers, Said Place

BLUE CHAIR CAFE Rockin’ with

featuring the Red Piano
Players; 9pm-2am
STBASIL'S CULTURAL CENTRE

HAVEN SOCIAL CLus Devin

(garage, rock, funk); by

Ruminators

FUNKY BUDDHA (WHYTE AVE)

Simon Bennett
FRESH START CAFE Live music

gpm (door); $io (ist 100
tickets)/$15 (regular) at
Foosh, Blackbyrd
AZUCAR PICANTE Sonora

out

Foxx pen (old Yesterdays)
in St Albert. Deadly Pretty,

Shout Out Out Out Out;

Tropical
BEER HUNTER-ST ALBERT The

Bingo with DJ S.W.AG.

(rockabilly)

tas Blue Yonder

ae oa to GL

BILLY BOB'S LOUNGE Escapack

Christian

COASTTOCOASTOpen Stage

every Friday night with
host Leona Burkey
atgpm
busTer's Pus The

ON THE Rocks Salsaholic
Thursdays: Dance lessons
at 8pm; Salsa DJ to follow
OVERTIME SOUTH Retro to
New: classic rock, R&B,
uaa and dance with DJ
e€;C; 9p9pm-2am;
2am; No cove er

(harp), Michael Massey
(piano) and an ensemble
of Edmonton's jazz
musicians; 8pm

8pm

CASINO YELLOWHEAD Ed

Dervish Nazz Nomad and _ rock); 9pm

WINSPEAR CENTRE Robbins
Lighter Classics
Showcase: Edmonton
Symphony Orchestra,
William Eddins
(conductor), Elizabeth
Faulkner (flute and

JULIAN'S PIANO BAR Graham
Lawrence (piano jazz);

CASINO EDMONTON Suite 33

techno with DJ Decha,
Beachboys and more,
tech trance/electro with DJ _ tribute show)

com

Requests with DJ Damian
Gas PUMP Ladies Nite:
Top 40/dance with DJ

al
Hottes

(pop/rock)

techno with Dj Colin

FLUID LOUNGE Girls Night

8:30pm-12:30am.

BAR

=

Full Moon Folk Club: Eli,
Gilkyson; $17 (adv)/$20

open jam; 7-1upm
J AND R BAR AND GRILL Open

stage with the Poster
Boys (pop/rock/blues),

O-PIANO

David Shepard; all ages;
7:30-9:30pm; $5 (door)

Hypeaway-All Ages Art
Space: Chelsea Boida, DJ
Adam Waldron-Blai; 8pm
JAMMeRS Pus Thursday

Kristilyn Robertson; 8pm;
Sic

duel

DJ Mark Stevens; 9pm

LEVEL 2 LOUNGE Dish
Thursdays; funky house/

Rock Thursdays: DJs
on 3 levels-Topwise
Soundsystem spin Dub &
Reggae in The Underdog
puppy's Wet underwear
contest with Mia
Fellow, midnight, DJ
WestCoastBabyDaddy
FILTHY MCNASTY's Punk Rock

HULBERT's Dave Martin,

a

Ursaminer; gpm (door);
$12 (door)
carrot Live music Fridays:

7 and Jaycie Jayce of

HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB Open
jam; 6:30pm

‘Bove hanesBe f deadPane
Be RenehayPoy. ndNese
besening
yessty-neaie
ahr tak.HEhog,tw re
ine SakfroSoygee
od thBeane FonesFt

by Wild Rose Old Time
Fiddlers
ON THE ROCKS Marco
Claveria Project
RED PIANO-PIANO Bar
Hottest dueling piano
show featuring the Red
Piano Players; 83pm-1am

FS

with Allout DJs DJ Degree,
Junior Brown
kasear Urban House: with

Savage Garret; no minors;

Les Pus Open jam with
Ken Skoreyko; 9pm

THURSDAY

rn QUNnibhy snesredetbay
Ldai**
Hato Thursdays Fo Sho:
PaleLeapited

Smile with DJ Wil

180 DEGREES Sexy Friday
night every Friday
PALACE CASINO (WEM) The
Mand Reider Band
PARKLAND Mr, Lucky (blues/
roots); 9:30pm-1:30am;
no cover
PAWN SHOP Slowcoaster,
Gratefully Deadicated
Sound System; 9pm; $15 at

Quinn (bass clarinet),
Brian Sand (trumpet)
Aaron Au (violin),
Joanne Yu (cello), Roge
Admiral (piano), Brian

Jones (percussion), Mark
Hannesson (electronics
Angela Schroeder
(conductor); 8pm; 7:15
pm pre-concert talk by
Howard Bashaw, Mark

Hannesson and Andriy
Talpash; $20 (adult)/S:
(senior)/$10 (student) at
TIX on the Square

Djs

BANK ULTRA LOUNGE
Connected Fridays: 91.7
The Bounce, Nestor
Delano, Luke Morrison
gan-B-8aR
DJ James; no

« AVENUE THEATRE 903°
St + ARTERY 9535 Jasper Ave » ATLANTIC TRAP AND GILL 7704 Calgary TrailSouth, 780.432.4611
Jasper Ave, 780.420.9095 + BEER
+ AXIS CAFE 10349 Jasper Ave, 780.990.0031 + BANK ULTRA LOUNGE 10765

Ave, 780.477.2149
DOG
SHUNTER-WEST 7522-2178 St, 780.489.7877 + BEER HUNTER 386 St Albert Rd, St Albert, 780.428.7867 « BILLY BOB’ Continental Inn, 16625 Stony Plain Rd, 780.484.7751 * BLACK

SFREEHOUSE 10425-82 Ave, 780.439.1082 + BLUE CHAIR CAFE 9624-76 Ave, 780.989.2861 « BLUES ON WHYTE 10329-82 Aye, 780.439.3981 » BLUE QUILL COMMUNITY CENTRE 1234-25 Ave
% BOOTS 10242-106 St, 780.423.5014 + BRIXX BAR 10030-102 St (downstairs), 780.428.1099 + BUDDY'S 21725B Jasper ‘Ave, 780.488.6636 » CAMROSE CASINO 3201-48 Ave, Camrose «
Kingsw
ICASINO EDMONTON 7055 Argylll Rd, 780.463.9467 » CASINO YELLOWHEAD 12464-2153 St, 780 424 9467 « CHATEAU LOU! WS—Julian’s/Royal Coach/Touch of Class 11727
Calgary Trail, 780.439.8675
2452 7770 » CHRISTOPHER'S PARTY PUB 2021 Millbourne Rd, West, 780.462.6565 « CHROME LOUNGE 132 Ave, Victoria Trail « COAST TO COAST PUB 5552
% CONVOCATION
HALL Arts Bldg, U of A;780.492.3611 « COPPERPOT RESTAURANT Capital Place, 101, 9707-110 St, 780.452.7800 « CROWN AND ANCHOR 15277 Castledowns Rd,
= DEVANEY'S IRISH PUB 9013-88 Ave + DRUID 11606 jasp<
380.472.7696 + CROWN PUB 10709-109 St, 780.428.5618 « DIESEL ULTRA LOUNGE 11845 Wayne Gretzky Drive, 780.704.CLUB
Ave, Stony Plain « ECO care ViltAve, 780.454.9928 + DUSTER'S PUB 6402-118 Ave, 780.474.5554 * DVB TAVERN 8307-99 St, www.DVETAVERN.com « EARLY STAGE SALOON 4911-52
dage at Pigeon Lake » EDMONTON EVENTS CENTRE WEM Phase III, 780.489.SHOW - ENCORE CLUB 957Fir St, Sherwood Park, 780.437.0111 « FESTIVAL PLACE 100 Festival Way,
iSherwood Park, 780.449.3378, 780-464.2852 » FIDDLER'S ROOST 8906-99 St « FILTHY MCNASTY'S 10511-82 Ave, 780.916.1557 + FLUID LOUNGE 10105-109 St, 780.429.0790 * FOX PUB
82 Ave, 780.433.9676 + GAS PUMP 10166-224 >t
3100, 10125-109 St » FOXX DEN 205 Carnegi Drive, St. Albert + FRESH START CAFE Riverbend Sq, 780.433.9623 = FUNKY BUDDHA 10341

3780.488.4842 » GINGUR SKY 15505-118 Ave, 780.913.4312/780.953.3606 + HALO 10538 Jasper Ave, 780.423.HALO » HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB 19120A (basement), Stony Plain Rd, 780.756-°
YArtSpace 10209-100 Ave IRON :
All Ages
HYDEAWA
3 HILL TOP PUB 8220-106 Ave, 780.490.7359 « HOOLIGANZ PUB 10704-124 St, 780.452.1168 » HULBERTS 7601-115 St, 780.436.1161 +

3BOAR PUB 4911-s1st St, Wetaskiwin » IVORY CLUB 2940 Calgary Trail South + JAMMERS PUB 11948-1227 Ave, 780.451.8779 +) AND R4003 -106 St, 780.436.4403 » IEFFREY'S CAFE 964:

780-486.6552 *
2142 St, 780.451.8890 « JEKYLL AND HYDE PUB AND RESTAURANT Riv: erview Inn, 10209-1900 Ave, 780.426.5381 (pub)/780.429.508: (rest) « JET NIGHTCLUB 9221-34 Ave,Akins
Dr, St. Al
PUB 23
JUBILEE AUDITORIUM 1455-87 Ave, 780.429.1000 + KAS BAR 10444-82 Ave, 780.433.6768 » KINGSWAY LEGION 10425 Kingsway Ave, 780.425.8654 Ave + LB'S
380.460.9100 * LEGENDS PUB 6104-172 St, 780.481.2786 + LEVEL 2 LOUNGE 11607 Jasper Ave, and Fl, 720.447.4495 « UVE WIRE 1107 Knotwood Rd. East + LOOP LOUNGE 367 St A
3Rd, St Albert, 780.460.1222 « MCDOUGALL UNITED CHURCH 100257101 St = MORANGO'S
TEK CAFE 1018-79 St* MURRIETA’S 10612-82 Ave « NEWCASTLE PUB 6108-90 Ave, 730-49°*9
3, NEW CITY 10083 Jasper Ave, 780.989.5066 » NICHOLAS & KNOPPERS HALL King’s University Coll lege, 9125-50 St « NIKKI DIAMONDS 8130 Gateway Blvd, 780.439.8006 +NORTH
IGLENORA HALL 13535-109A Ave * NORWOOD LEGION 11150-82 St, 780.436.1554 » O'BYRNE'S 10616-82 Ave, 780.414.6766 « O'MAILLE'S IRISH PUB 398 St. Albert Tr,StAlbert « 180 DEGREES

SOUTH Whitemnud Crossing, 4242-1°
OVERTIME DOWNTOWN 10304-2111 St, 780.423.1643 * OVERTIME
780.485.1717 » PALACE CASINO-WEM 8882-170 St, 780.444.2122 » PARKLAND GRILL 53222, RR 272, Spruce Grove, 780. 960.6873 « PAWN SHOP 10551-82 Ave, Upstairs, 780-432
860-5
PLANET INDIGO-JASPER AVE 11607 Jasper Ave + PLANET INDIGO-ST ALBERT 812 Liberton Dr, St. Albert « PLAY NIGHTCLUB 10220-103 Ste PLEASANTVIEW COMMUNITY HALL 10!
¢ » PROHIOBITION SPEAKEASY 11026 Jasper Ave, 780.420.0448 « RIVERDALE HALL 9231-100 Ave « RIVER WEST CHRISTIAN CHURCH 19815-4 5 Ave « RED PIANO-Piano Bar 1638 Bourvo"
ROBERTSON-WESLEY UNITED CHURCH 10209-2123 St + ROBERT
WEM, 8882-170 St, 780.486.7722 « RED STAR 10538 Jasper Ave, 780.428.0825 + RENDEZVOUS PUB 10108: -149 St

310730-107 St, 780.414.0233 + ON THE ROCKS 11730 Jasper Ave, 780.482.4767

:

Savpunc
Cases sonaraoenines

RED ELA CARDLT o

SAY APRIL 25 - THE PAWE SOP

af

aw

S19
GOR7
“Fao”

ony

POTTY UMBRELLAsOLD WIVES
MAY12009 -PAWN SHOP.EDMONTON
TORITIRASTR
&AES

101 St» STBASIL'S CULTURAL CENTRE 10819~7

GLER STUDENT CENTRE 73 St, South of 112 Ave + ROSEBOWL/ROUGE LOUNGE 10111-137 St, 780.482.5253 « ROSE AND CROWN 10235~
LIBRARY 7 Six Wi st
438.6410 + ST TIMOTHY'S ANGLICAN CHURCH 8420-145 St + SECOND CUP-MOUNTAIN EQUIPMENT 12336-102 Ave, 780.451.7574 « SECOND CUP-STANLEY MILNER
PUB 11018-127 St,453-6006
« SOBEYS URBAN! FRESH-Jasper 10404 Jasper Ave « SOBEYS
5Churchill Sq » SECOND CUP-VARSCONA Varscona Hotel, 106 St, Whyt ¢ Ave » SIDELINERS

STEEPS-OLD GLENORA 12413 Stony Plain
SURBAN FRESH-COLLEGE PLAZA 8225 112 St - SPORTSWORLD 13710-104 St - STARLITE ROOM 10030-102 St,780.428.1099 +
STEEPS TEA LOUNGE-COLLEGE PLAZA 11216-82 Ave, 730.988.8106 » STOLLI'S and Fl, 10368-82 Ave, 780.437.2293 « SUEDE LOUNGE 11806 Jasper Ave,780.482.0707
icKenney Ave, StAlbert, 780.458.0860 » UNION HALL Argyll, 99 St, 780.702.2582 * UNITY CHURCH OF EDMONTON 13210-106 Ave, 780.913.6466 + URBAN LOUNGE
3780.437.7699 * WHISTLESTOP LOUNGE 12416-1232 Ave, 780. 451.5506 » WILD WEST SALOON 12912-50

830.466.8069 + ¥ AFTERHOURS 10028-102 St, 780.994.3256, www.yafterhours.com + YESTERDAYS
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Rd,780.485.4595
» TAPHOUSE 9°°
10544-82Ave,

St, 780.476.3388 + WUNDERBAR 8120-103 St,780.436.2286 « + XWRECKS 9393°5° *
Dr, St. Albert, 780.459.0295
Carn
senseegees:

,
Buy Canadian
This week, |crunched a few numbers from

even more telling. According to the IFPI, :

The online boom may have created more
the international Federation of the Phonothere were 14 billion legal single-track : forums for bands on places like iLike and
graphic Industry's 2009 Digital Music
=
downloads last year. But, in the same : MySpace, but it has reduced
the number of
Report. Now, any time | read a
report from any music-industry
organization, | am suspicious.

just like governments

ENTER

SANDO

and

player agents, they are experts”
to see.

(By the way, the IFPI is the international organization that brings together

W400

recording-industry organizations
from72countries.)
But there were a couple of numbers that
jumped out at me. The first was the claim
that "the US is the world leader in digital
music sales, accounting for some SO per
cent of the global digital music market
value.’

Now,it'snosecret thatthe United States

boasts the biggest market for music in
the world. But 50 per cent is a massive
chunk, a disproportionately large chunk for
one country, no matter how powerful its

economy.

But there's another stat that might be

CACKDOSFEESHOUSE
DJs spin
Wooftop

and DJ Toma; no cover

ams with Nevine-indie,
ein

and Ska from
- the ‘6os‘7s

and ‘80s with Fathead

aoors Retro Disco: retro
o

Y AFTERHOURS Foundation

Fridays

US

SATURDAY

suvor'’sWemade

em famous! DJ
Toonflash, come early to
avoid lineup, no cover

cmometamerPstinum
vinEEe

.

artery
Colleen Brown;
Juneh, all'ages Weerced
event

a

Bi

AZUCAR PICANTE Sonora

Tropical

*

ao

c rock,
RAB,
and dance
with
DJ Mikee;

.

BLUES OMWHYTE Saturday

peeznoon JamLaz
Mandeville and the Blue
Points (evening)

carport Open mic

&

zie

Beachboys
tribute
Panlnt ckand
Gino show)
Vannelli; - 7pm;
$39.95/849-95 nie
Lawrence and Tim
every Sat, ae

at TicketMaster, Foosh, FS,

bes TS paths
PI residents
RED STAR Saturdays indie

open stage every Saturday
afternoon hosted by Gord
wana ee

gpm; $5
Winerrestop ounce Allan
Lee Ropchan and the

rock, hip hop, and electro
with DJ Hot Philly and
guests

Bh
Bust
Blnes
sche fa

emiamen S$‘urvival ] me!metal

ibasibaoer
redcara Saturday

Romeo
YARDeIRD SUITE Marc

RTSWORLD ROLLERSKATING
pisco Sportsworld Inline

o’syrne's Live Band
Saturday 3-7pm; DJ

Beaudin and
The
Counterfitz; 8pm

(door)/9pm (chow) $2
(member)/$x6 (guest) at

=e aie Seton Dies
‘op 40 Request wi

cE

TicketMaster

1-4:30pm and 7-10:30pm;
www.sports-world.ca

open stage: hosted by Dr.
Oxide; 7-10pm

raat
oi ee Jorden
1ano}; 8-2

at

Mandy sHopReider
PAWN
Attack In Black,
Fale
shofgunlJunuale,
Light
Singers;

no minors;
om $13 at TicketMaster,
Blackbyrd, Listen,
Unioneyents.com
PLEASANTVIEW

aq Northern Bluegrass
Circle Music Society;

Square
ao
centre Symphony
for Kids: Magic Circle

:
s Thi
tee pa
?
Symphony Orchestra,
'
A
Eddins
William

Saturday

Djs

Saturday DJs on three
levels. Main Floor:

(rock 'n' roll)

Saeed ee

bse) wwwsports-

:

World.ca

pli

D) Tysin

40, R&B, house

ato

Piers
enae1

a

Dear,

Neil rate

aes Axiomatik; 8pm;

Sio (door)

pean

es Art
wee,

ions: alt

rock/ on the Side Sundays:
OcbonDueus
Audrey
MecaftaatieisMiss”
OM WHYTE Lummox, guest

supors Undie night for

Pave ee

roa

RIVERDALE HALL The
yy Band,

SUNDAY Findlay
(jazz)
BLUE PEAR RESTAURANT Jazz

e
ied

Pea
guaing
turingBarone
the

McGowan

Cobra
Commander and guests;
gpm
wunoersar Featured DJ
and local pans
¥ AFTERHOURS Release

SUNDAY

Porch Swing; 8pm; $18
(member)/$20 (non-

.

TEMPLE
nap:
Every Saturday,

adult)/$13-$17 (child)

nea ae
idle
2
aaa

_™member) at TIX on the

pe LOUNGE The Finest
Underground House with
DJ Nic-EGh every
eae Saturday

conductor); apm; $2i-$a9

sesessscssusecennussennsvsseenssnsceensns

soul, hip hop withDJ
Gatto, DJ Mega Wattson

SQreRO RICHER
LiveMusic Ba
|Epp
MamSafurday
CcumscarmepscoTep
Request
shorts Loudhailers

STOLU'S ON WHYTE Top 40,
R&B, house with People’s
D

Goes By: ott
Barbershop Quartet;
ae
7:30pm;
$25 at TiXonthe

Backwoods
Down
to theBluegrass;
Wood, Back

f

crown pus Every Sun: Band

ces can

Rock,

bi

hop, house, mash up is

W:

; 5-9pm,; $3; un

riper cond of band

indwiser,

Vinyl

Catia Bees ait

UakleSam, D} Fuze,

cuauak'sSuper Parties:

DEVANEY's mnssH Pus Celtic

4
andl Gresarn, Josh

th
Piesinines Saturdays

Keri-Lynne Zwicker, 4-7pm
DDE sHORTs Sunday open

lea pcos

Every Sat a different

WITH

mix of retro and disco;

ARTS

cae te

Saturday

EVENING

Suggestive Saturdays:

LB!

nder

AN

BUG)
ay coe AVENUE

(pop/rock); 8:30pm
URBAN LOUNGE Bonafide;

jue

.

Greg G Gory an ay

a
L's pusMolsons Saturday

ee ne blues/
pee (original

ofReta

eh
aS
with

1

.

yey
iwLone
Punk
Rawk Saturdays
with Todd

TOUCH OFcLAss Lyle Hobbs

ee
Movin’ on U
RED Stanpeek

SoustLouver SoliceFridays |faVsaceZusow-stowy

Se

Degree
and (door);
more; 3tickets
room
event; 8pm

1H

,
aRhod
ears
Relano

Blackbyrd

Saas (classical guitar);

and Reggae night every

Harwill; 1:30pm (sign-up),

:

ib.ca

Venus

oa nasarsMustard
Smile with DJ Crazy Dave
PALACEdy CASINO
Reider (WEM)
Band The

aren:MicwithMarshall
.

playni

ROSE AND CROWN Slow Burn;

$4.25

Jager Shots

with DJ Junior Brown,
Luke Morrison, Nestor

Pee ree ecro

180 vecrees Dancehall
Suite

ue a =

3

—JET
NIGHTCLUB
FiveMars
Yearsand
Further,
Lipht,

Saturdays; 7:30-10pm; free

ation
bp
Play
MGMTCLUS
The first bar
for the queer
an in adecade
with Dj's AlexxBrown

i

7:30pm;
p! $15 (adv at TIX on
_ the Square)/$20 (door)

aL
aorbewe
SAMMEROOME:EL
Headwind
(classic pop/ | ‘Thought,
Rye Rye, To
South

Suite33
(pop/rock)
efeitai eee He
i Show (Beatles,
Sullivan

CASINORDMONTON

sour
lassi Retro to New:
fitan

GINGUR SKY Soulout

: 3a
event); 8pm, doors at
Know: house every Sat

id Alex

BLUE CHAIR CAFE Latin Pena
de Bomba

a

is

Rakkas,Mama Miche,

Be
Sola wedi
vie?‘mde Frewemg

UKWID LOUNGE

show with Jesse, stane,

WWW.MYSPACE.COM/URBANLOUNGEEDMONTON

:

rock); spm; no cover

(Goo 90PM
Cand) Sy
Area

eae Mule; 4-6pm; no

House, dance mixwithDJ

9pm;$10

piano
ory cus Duelling9pm;

J Damian

NEWCASTLE Pus Saturdays:
Top 40; requests with DJ
Sheri

fs,

Donovan

a
[5

\

Me nl
5 ish
d

solo harp)
, Una SOUNOS-JASPER
ave live music

of
the Dog: live acoustic
music every Saturday
afternoon; this week

aie Adam

ages event; 4:20pm (show);

$15 (door’

10544- 82 AVE © PH 437-7699

Gone Gold Mash-Up: with
Harmen Band'D Kwake

a2

Wise Soundsystem; all

sid
JAMMERS PUB Saturday open
sae ees country/

DJ Damian
Gas Pump Top 4o/dance
with DJ Chistian
)
Bei,
“

withGroovy Cuvy, DJ

Hits, Sheleleighly Law,
DRKWTR, Bass Rage,

No Hands, Treejam,
Bombchan, Outdoor
Miners; no minors; 8pm

Ruminators
BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE Hair

Prue
wawcasTis PumFridays

:: Vue
Weekly, now an editor and author living in'Toronto,

3pm

Don Berner Trio;

over the

: Steven Sandor is a former editor-in-chief of

ssh aealle ematie:
Weeatont ee tee
month: = thisthi month: . The

dominance

Saturday: DJ Groovy Cuvy

Ave’
FUNKY BUDDHA,
Pr
Sat

Friday: eee house,
progressive and electro

hosted by Sally's Krackers;

: ing swell American

} international recording industry should
; be a concern. We need to be doing more
: to get Canadian artists into that massive
: American online marketplace. Doing more
: to promote them south of the border.
Without any initiatives from non-US la: bels, artists and governments, the new
: online world could make us dream about
: a time when the music industry was more
: adventurous. Back in the days of vinyL W

obae vs
UNGAN SOUNDS-

feeHUNTER-ST ALBERT The

Hostssagt

po

: the fact that the Internet is actually help-

COLLEGE PLAzA.C. Jones

thefatim country

—

gescpmt

— HLuTop pusOpen Stage/mic

: content minimums for online users, but

_—‘Tiffany and Erik ani

AVENUE
Shure Band
crithe THEATRE
Ram

Fridays: Playing

: keep beating that drum now: protection. ism doesn't work. You cannot keep the
= Internet out, so the CRTC can't really set

anrery Bircheart presents

(door

ESMERELOA'S Ezzes Freakin

: I've written it before in this space and I'll

well, if the IFPI numbers are
accurate, the Americans boast

5

swatwauinoomRockhip Acoustihoics
hop, house,
eee
" mash up;* no

Leases now than before the online boom.

people who like to spend 99 : And where does that leave Canada? Look,

cents at a time for their music,

TEMPLE T.G.I Psydays; Star
MagaltMeagher, Tyler
Garden FTTrancecore DJs _—Butler, Megan James;

soul motown,
new wave,
electro;
eS

dance

hit 11 billion. When it comes to

nearly 79 per cent of the market.
Now, the whole rigmarole about
: the Internet and music revolved around
: how it was supposed to expose more in? temational artists to listeners, how it was
: supposed to lessen the American hold on
: the music industry. But, in fact, the oppo: site has happened. The American market
:: has become even more important, more
: powerful
That's not to say that the business hasn't
: diversified. Pop stars have seen a signifi: cant drop in sales, as listeners can use the
: Internet to find new and interesting music.
c
Still, though, when a user
the new
: Yahoo! music site, which opens
debuted last
: week, it’s still all about Rihanna, Lil Wayne
: and American Idol dreck.

Friday —_wunpersak
Fridays with
and
the Pony Girls, DJ Avinder

Main Floor: Eclectic

Perverted

report, it says that single-track : labels that can actually put money behind
sales in the United States alone : the promotion of bands. There are less re-

ueweekoes

at manipulating statistics to
paint
the picture they want you

cover
ear wan Bar Wild Frid.
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But what is it worth?
:

@

Everyone has a different value system, : ingly catchy, potential single-of-the-year t using the Internet to forge a symbici,,
but what happens when specific values : "9901", you just go to the band’s website : relationship with their more creatiy.
change? Because radio isn't as powerful : (wearephoenix.com), click around and go : inclined fans, this option laterally alic,
as it used to be, labels must pray at the alon your way. Not only did this move make : the value of the song.
ter of mailing lists and online distribution. : the single widely available to anyone on : It seems like a bigger tune if there 3,
Instead of putting out a video on
Earth, but it intrigued me and many : tons of remixes of it. The fact that th,
MuchMusic and simply selling
others regarding the upcoming : song is so interesting that people wa,
a CD-Single at HMV, the new BACKL
album's potential value. if the : to take a crack at it just makes the so,
strategy requires give and
single is this good, how's the ! seem more powerful The website ¢.
take. Bands are giving away
their new singles in exchange
for your email address. Peter,
Bjorn and John recently took
this method for the group's “shut
the fuck up, boy” song “Lay It Down.”
The Streets let you listen to some heawyhanded world-vibe high-school poetry
on “The Escapist” in the same way. Wolfmother is weirdly allowing you to get the
band’s new single by plugging a phone

i tures links to a YouTube channel, a Ty

rest of it?

t ter page, a MySpace music site, a Fa:-

Even more forthright was : book group, a blog and a message bos;
Glassnote and Loyaute's deci- : This is manufactured omnipresence. |

:
:
:
:
:
number into a prompt. | wonder what :

sion to release the individual parts ; not something people would have «
of “1901” for today's everyman pro- : sidered doing a decade ago. Labels
: realizing they literally have to give a)

ducer. You can download a compressed
file with each separate section of the
song to be manipulated at will from the
aforementioned website. The remixes
so far are pretty diverse too, from Alan

: powered marketing moves like this <j;
: suade people from the knowledge
: they can get a whole album for free ;|
Wilkis's half-step minimal electro take to : most instantaneously. Unbeknownst

x the Teenagers’ ‘80s-infused dynamic live

they do with all this information?

i

: music to get people in line to buy it. Hic!

: the Nickelback fans driving down Why:

Thankfully, Phoenix doesn't really want : band version. While it's not exactly trail- : as the weather gets better, we have mo,
to catalogue you, the group just wants you = blazing, as Radiohead, Nine Inch Nails and : control of what we listen to than ev:
on its team. In the case of its mindblow- : the Roots were far ahead of the curve in : before. W
stage, all gear provided; hosted by
Rob Taylor
EDMONTON EVENT CENTRE Gavin
Rossdale, Suzie McNeil; 8pm
EMPIRE BALLROOM Open Mic

Sundays battle of the bands until
Apr 19; 9pm (door); $10
HAVEN SOCIAL cLuB Souljah Fyah
Sundays hosted by Rhea March;
8pm; $10 (door)/$s5 (student)/$5
(restaurant/pub employees with
pay stub)
HULBERT'S Sunday Songwriter's
Stage hosted by Rhea March; 7pm;
$s/person minimum charge
Loop Lounce Jar hosted by JJ,
Lenny B and the Cats; 4:30pm ‘til

whenever
NEWCASTLE PuB Sunday acoustic
open stage with Willy James and
Crawdad; 3-6pm

ew ary Open Mic Sunday hosted
by Ben Disaster; 9pm (sign-up);
no cover
o’syrne's Open mic jam with Robb
Angus (the Wheat Pool)
ON THE ROCKS Shocker Sundays with
King Muskafa on Apr 19; 9pm

eS

ROSE AND CROWN Slow Burn; 6-10pm
ROYAL COACH DINING ROOM Petro

Polujin (classical guitar); 59m
SECOND CUP-MOUNTAIN EQUIPMENT

LIVE AT NEW CITY
APRIL 28TH, 2005

Classical

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE Sleerman
Mondays: live music monthly;
no cover
BLUES ON WHYTE Auntie Kate
DEVANEY’S IRISH PUB Open stage
Mondays with different
songwriters hosting each week;
presented by Jimmy Whiffen of

Puzasaniew c cOuandry HALL

Acoustic instrumental old time
fiddle jam hosted by the Wild
Rose Old Tyme Fiddlers Society;
7pm
ROSE BOWL/ROUGE LOUNGE The
Legendary Rose Bowl Monday
Jam: hosted by Sherry-Lee Wisor/
Mike McDonald (alternating);
gpm-12am
Djs
gar witp Bar Gone Wild Mondays:
Service Industry Night; no
minors; 9pm-2am

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE Main Floor:
Eclectic Nonsense, Confederacy of
Dunces, Dad Rock,TJHookah and

8's pus Ammar's Moosehead
Tuesday open stage every Tuesday
night; 9pm-1am;

featuring

every

SECOND

Tue; 8-10pm

CUP ST)

MILNER LIBRARY

AVENUE THEATRE Metric (acoustic);

8pm
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BLUES ON WHYTE Auntie Kate

and Blueprint Beginnings
PLEASANTVIEW
COMMUNITY|
Music Society every Wednesday

evening
RED PIANO-PIANO
BAR Jazz and Shir

Winter Gloves; 8pm (door); $15
at TicketMaster, Union events,
Blackbyrd, Listen

YARDBIRD SUITE Tuesday Nights
Jam Sessions: Doug Berner Trio;

7:30pm (door)/8pm (show); $4
(member)/$4 (guest)
WINSPEAR CENTRE Arrogant Worms;

8pm; $34 (adults)/$17 (youth 21
and under) at the Winspear box
office
BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE Main Floor:
CJSR’s Eddie Lunchpail; Wooftop:

with DJ Gundam

suppr's Free pool and tourney, DJ
Arrowchaser; 9pm
ESMERALDA's Retro every Tue; no

cover with student ID
FUNKY BUDDHA (WHYTE AVE) Latin
and Salsa music, dance lessons
8-10pm

Gnicur sky Bashment Tuesdays:
Reggae music; no cover

NEW CITY LIKWID LOUNGE ‘abilly,
Ghoul-rock, spooky with DJ Vylan
Cadaver

RED sTAR Tuesdays: Experimental ~
Indie Rock, Hip Hop, Electro with
DJ Hot

Phi

ates

ROLLER SKATING DISCO Retro Night;
7-10:30pm; www.sports-world.ca

WEDNESDAY

ARDEM THEATRE The Grande Concert;
7pm; $10 (adult)/$s (17 and under/
senior) at TicketMaster
BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE Main Floor:
Glitter Gulch Wednesdays: live
music once amonth

all gear provided
FIDDLER'S ROOST Little Flower

TUESDAY

LEVEL 2 LOUNGE Open mic

Sidecar; 8pm
STARLITE ROOM Exclaim 17th
Anniversary Tour, Thunderheist,

FLuID LOUNGE Mondays Mixer
NEW CITY UKWiD LouNGe Daniel and
Fowler (eclectic tunes)

Concordia School of Music:
Concordia Symphony Orchestra;
2pm; $10 (adult)/$8 (student/
senior) at TIX on the Square

Rubber Band (sing-along, da
comedy, karaoke, trivia); 3-11pm
$6 minimum charge

Acoustic Bluegrass jam pres
by the Northern Bluegrass

Don Berner Trio on Apr 22

with DJ S.W.A.G.

HOOUGANZ
PUB Open stage
Wednesdays hosted by Shane and
Naomi
HuLsenrs Every Wed Sing with the

Jam with Alicia Tait and Rickey

FILTHY McNASTY's Metal Mondays:

contest; 9pm-12am

Ido; 8:30pm; free

Open mic every Tue; 7-9pm
SIDELINERS Pus Tuesday All Star

qs

3350

guests;

hosted by Mark Ammar and Noel
(Big Cat) Mackenzie
o’syrne’s Celtic Jam with Shannon
Johnson and friends
SECOND CUP-124 STREET Open mic

Rear Admiral Saunders
BUDOY'S NIGHTCLUB Rudy Electro
latest and greatest in House,
Progressive and Trip-Hop; 12am2:30am; interested guest DJs
inquire at kelly@michetti.com;
karaoke with Tizzy, amateur strip

GACKSTAGE TAP AND GriLt Industry

WUEWEEKLY

MONDAY

La Traviata Brunch: Edmonton

ROBERTTEGLER STUDENT CENTRE
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WUNDERBAR Sundays DJ Gallatea
and XS, guests; no cover

DRUID GASPER AVENUE) Open stage
with Chris Wynters

(brunch), 12:15pm (performance);
ticket info at 780.429.1000
NICHOLAS B&. KNOPPERS HALL Chopin
and Moniuszko: Two Great Polish
Romantics: Polish Culture Society
of Edmonton present Svetlana
Sech (soprano), Magda AdamekKurgan (grand piano); 3pm; $20
(adult)/Sxs (student/senior) at
UNITED CHURCH
Bach Suites Project: Josephine
van Lier; ee

10081 JA S

DJ Bo

ALBERTA BALLROOM-CROWNE PLAZA

Opera brunch recital; 11am

A

greatest in House, Progressive
and Trip-Hop; Rudy Electro;
lopm-2:30am; guest DJs inquire at
kelly@michetti.com
Giveur Ladies Industry Sundays
NEW cITy susurss Get Down
Sundays with Neighbourhood
Rats
OVERTIME DOWNTOWN Sunday
Industry Night: Requests with

Hole in the Guitar Productions;

at 7pm; fundraising event for
Habitat for Humanity starts at
6pm; $10 at TIX on the Square,
door

SPER AVENUE
EARTH

Dawn

8-2
HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB Jazz Night; 7pm;
$210 (door)/$s (student)
PAWN SHOP Bye Bye at 4:20pm;

Jodi Penner, Erin Faught and
Adam Buttram; variety concert

fb

Floor: Got To Give It Up: Funk,
Soul, Motown, Disco with DJ Red
BUDDY's NIGHTCLUB Latest and

2-4pmSundays: Donna Durand
STARLITE ROOM Mother Mother,
Said The Whale; 8pm (door);
tickets at Ticketmaster.ca
ST. TIMOTHY'S ANGLICAN CHURCH
Northern Lights Folk Club:
Voices for Habitat featuring
Jeremy Spurgeon, the Piatta
Forma Community Choir,
Martin Kerr, Jay Anthony Willis,

BETTER OFF DEAD

Afternoons: Phil, 2-7pm; Main

co-op Live music every Sun;

(roots, indie, folk)

E-TOWN BEATOOWN

Night: with Atomic Improv,
Jameoki and DJ Tim
BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE Sunday

BLUES ON WHYTE Auntie Kate
COPPERPOT RESTAURANT Live jazz

every Wednesday night; 6-9pm;

EDDIE SHORTS Open stage every Wed
Open Stage with Brian Gregg:
FSM Video Premiere and Weird
Instrument Night; 8pm
FOXX DEN The Mary
Thomas Band
Wednesday night open stage;
8pm-12am

HAVEN SOCIAL cLus Open Stage with

Circ!

Wednesdays featuring Dave
Babcock and his Jump Trio
river crEE Wednedays Live Rock
Band hosted by Yukon Jack
Fone cup-mounrram EQUIPMENT
Open Mic every Wed, 8-10pm
STARLITE ROOM Kreator, Exodus,

Belphagor and Warbringer;
(door); $28.50 at TicketMa:
Blackbyrd, Megatunes
STEEPS
E-COLLEGE PLAZA
Open mic every Wed; 8-10:30pm

Tempte Wyld Style Wednesday
Live hip hop, every Wed;

UNITY CHURCH OF EDMONTON
Celebrate Earth! drumming
circle; 7pm

Djs

BANK ULTRA LOUNGE Wednesday
Nights: with DJ Harley

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE Main Floor
Blue Jay's Messy Nest Wed
Night.
Brit pop, new wave, punk, rock 'n
roll with LL Cool Joe
suopys Hump day with DJ Seozy
Sean
DAESEL ULTRA LounGe Wind-up
Wednesdays: R&B, hiphop,
_
reggae, old skool, reggacton wi! h
InVinceable, Touch It, weekly
guest DJs
f
FLUID LouNGE Wednesdays Rock
This
LEGENDS Pus Hip hop/R&B with DI
Spincycle
NEW CITY Lixwip LouNGE DJ Rowa

and metal)
Slade (indie, punkShake
It: with
new cirysuauass
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PREVUE //EXODUS
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Dear pen pal
‘Exodus's Gary Holt talks paranoia, the Internet and tape trading
releases and keep ourselves busy, because we don't want to stagnate.
“Within this band there's asolid level
of paranoia that keeps us driven like
it's us against the world, whether it's
true or not,” he adds. "If we keep that
perceived chip on our shoulder we're
that much more dangerous.”

EDEN MUNRO
// EDEM@VUEWEEKLY.COM

‘Dee the economy, people are
showing up, people are buying
merch and people are killing each
other, so I'm happy,” laughs Gary Holt,
guitarist for San Francisco thrashers
Exodus. "I think heavy metal’s one

don't even have a car."
But while there's a downside to the
Internet, Holt also appreciates it fo;

what it offers to the band’s hardcore
fans. When Exodus first started out,
the band recorded a three song-demo
tape back in 1982 when Hammet:
was still with the band. While physical copies of that cassette have faded
from sight, a little digging on the In-

“SEF those art forms where things have

While the members of Exodus cer-

thrived during bad times ‘cause it
gives people an outlet to let off a little

tainly do cut an imposing figure,
Holt's not really suggesting that the
band needs to be so full of rage that
it terrifies its fans. There is a healthy

ternet still turns up download links

side to discontentment, though, and

technology.
"Stuff like that, that's cool,” he admits. “It's something we've never
released; we have no intention of it
That's a whole different circumstance
than people downloading your ac
tual record. It's an old demo—it was
always for free in the first place. We
never sold it and if someone wants to
listen to some ancient Exodus, knock

steam.”

:

Holt knows a little something about
thriving during bad times, too. The
guitarist is one of Exodus's founders—
along with on-and-off-and-on-again
drummer Tom Hunting and guitarist Kirk Hammett, who split Exodus
for another little thrash band called
Metallica a few decades ago—and
the only member who has remained
with the band throughout the ups and
downs.
But while there have been plenty of
those ups and downs over the band's
nearly 30-year existence—everything
from record label difficulties to your
standard
run-of-the-mill
member
changes to the death of original front
man Paul Baloff in 2002—there's been
a sense ofcalm that has descended on
the Exodus camp in the last few years.
Since the band hooked up with Nucle-

that's what Holt is tapping into. After
years of struggling to keep the band
upright, it would be easy for the guitarist to relax now and stop pushing
so hard, but he's quick to acknowledge that the music industry is a
changing place and the ground that
Exodus is standing on these days is
shaky, with the Internet's facilitation of illegal downloading sapping
the album's potential for moneymaking. And while Metallica takes much
of the heat for its past anti-pirating
actions, Holt says that downloading
doesn't just hurt the big guys.
"It hurts everybody," he states. "Our
bass player Jack has an analogy that
I think hits it up perfect. If two or
three out of every 10 cars built in Detroit were stolen there would be immediate action. But musicians, we're
looked at as not needy, as pampered,
spoiled brats, and so they allow it to
happen. It's killing the industry. We
depend entirely on merchandise and
tour revenues, It's just changing the
game and pretty soon there will be no
record industry.
"And a lot of people think I just
sound like another whiny band, but
it's like, dude, I'm far from rich," he
adds with a laugh. "Anybody who
thinks I'm complaining about needing a tune-up for my Ferrari is entirely wrong. My van with 205 000 miles
on it died right before this tour, so I

ar Blast Records for 2004's Tempo of

the Damned, and the lineup stabilized
a couple years after that with Hunting
returning to the drum stool after some
time off and vocalist Rob Dukes and
guitarist Lee Altus joining Holt and
longtime bassist Jack Gibson, things
haven't looked so bad. And that's just
what has Holt feeling a little worried.

Everybody's completely committed
and focused and we've just worked
our asses off for these last few years to

get to where we want to be, and we're
still working,” he explains. "We're at
the point now where we're really para-

noid about letting our foot off the gas.
That's why we just keep pumping out
PTTL
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to the songs, offering up an archive
of the band's past. Holt's very much

in favour of that aspect of today's

yourselves out.
"When it comes to live bootlegs or
rarities and stuff like that I'm all fo;
people going and doing all the trad
ing that they want," he continues
"People ask me how I compare tape

trading to downloading—some peo
ple have actually said, ‘Oh, it's kind ~
of the same thing, isn't it?’ And I said
‘No, it’s not.’ A tape trader loved the
band. He had to physically copy that
tape. He had to go down to the post
office, address it, send it to his pen
pal friend across the world at his own
expense and time, so he put love and
effort into that. Now you just click a
mouse and, ‘Ah, I don't like this album, I'll delete it.’ Those guys were
helping the band by spreading the
word. Downloaders, they're just taking it." V
nace

ray
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PREVUE // THE PEOPLE'S POETS

Rage against the machine

got to use it,” sing the three MCs in "The
Game of Life’—and over the last two
years, the People's Poets has lent its talents to many a march, gathering, protest
and conference.
"Music is a part of every community,”

But love is at the Roots of the People's Poets’ approach
CAROLYN NIKODYM
/{ CAROLYN@VUEWEEKLY.COM

Tex is rage in the People’s Poets’
debut No Life Without Roots. The rage
is against life's oppression and society's
omissions.
“We're taught to ignore in a way where

we're only taught certain stories, right? By
the way that the information is presented
and what information is presented—a lot
of information is left out," says MC soli-

‘Wario (aka Viad Gomez). "Being taught
to ignore, we're fed stereotypes; certain
stereotypes are perpetuated about other
countries, about immigrants who come
here, and I think that not enough work
is done to provide history or context to
things.”

44 // MUSIC

While deep dissatisfaction motivates,
it is the lives of ordinary people that
inspires—as the local hip-hop group's
name implies. The People’s Poets—made
up of Gomez, rosouljah (Rod Loyola),

spoken-word poetry or hip-hop music,

you can increase your tone and you can
let a little bit of rage out. I think that's
perfectly fine. Letting out your emotions
comecaxmsn

4Life (Julio Garcia) and DJ Dice (Cristian

Cousino)—are much more about making
friends than enemies.
"You can express your frustration and
your feelings, but our music is inspired
more by love than anything. It's love for
our history and the roots and the culture
that we're a part of, that we've inherited.
More than anything, we use the music to
raise an awareness about contradictions
andalso about some ofthe positive people
in history that we haven't heard about—
or that their stories have been ignored,”
Gomez explains. "Whether you're doing

WUEWEEKLY
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Gomez says. "Music—and art in all its
forms, whether it's murals or theatre or
any kind of art—is a useful tool in raising awareness about issues. Ifour way of
Ve NaF LNLALGED Ur UTNYEMALMUD BL OFOYORON ONO

Balancing your passion with how you deliver your
message is definitely important
and your energy with flavour is quite dif
ferent than expressing violence or hatred
against another group—which we don't

supporting an event is to play 20 minutes
worth of music and hopefully connect
with some people, we're honoured to do

do, We're passionate about this stuff, so
I think balancing your passion with how
you deliver your message is definitely im-

it.

portant.”

The "where" also figures strongly, as
well. "If you've got privilege, then you've

// APR 16 — APR 22, 2009

“I just think that you can't really talk
about this stuffin a vacuum. You have to
get out there and you have to be a part of
these movements,” he adds. "We've been
influenced by the people that we mun into
along the way, whether it’s at a confer-

ence or at a peace rally, because we hear
their stories too, and we see the passion
that they have for a certain issue and it inspires us to make more music; it inspires
us to write different songs, and it inspires

us to connect with other groups."
In making its first CD, however, the
quartet had to set aside some alone
time—take a bit ofa break from perform-

ing. Between full-time jobs and other

volunteer commitments, there simply

ugh
time
wasn't eno
to sit down and write
an album's worth of music. Now that No
Life Without Roots is in the bag, thoug

not only are the People's Poets keen on
writing and recording a second album,
the group is also eager to celebrate. As
as itis to rage, there also has to
important

be time to make merry.
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GIGS THIS WE
FRI, APR 17 (8 PM)

} SAT, APR 18 (7:30 PM)

: SAT, APR 18 (8 PM)

? NO HANDS
= WITH TREEJAM, BOMBCHAN,
: OUTDOOR MINERS, RABIES AB

} ARTERY, $13
? ALL AGES

3 It's looking like the end of the line for No :

: Hands. After the band’s upcoming gig, :
s
frontman Clayton Skinner is pick- ?
ing up and heading overseas to :
teach in Taiwan, effectively :

putting an end to the bandas :
a live entity. Only time will :
tell if the group reconvenes :
at some point in the future, : THE SANDY FOSTER QUINTET
but in the meantime there's : RIVER WEST CHRISTIAN CHURCH (19815 - 4s

still a new full-length record to : AVE), $15 (ADVANCE), $20 (DOOR)
ALL AGES
look forward to. Plans call for that

: one to see a release in May.

: Remember the days when it didn't take
t two, three, even four years between an
2 cK

UTNEREMEOR

CEREMONY HOENAHUTAPMOHH

: SAT, APR 18 (7:30 PM)

: artist's releases? Back when songwriters

: wrote songs because that's what they

: did, not because they had marketed an
: album to death and needed a new one

ELIZA GILKYSON
ST. BASIL'S CULTURAL CENTRE (10819 - 71 AVE),
$17 (ADVANCE), $20 (DOOR)
ALL AGES

? to start the process all over again? Well
: Sandy Foster is set to release Indigo Rain
: her sixth release in just over six years
: Because that’s what songwriters do.

Texan songwriter Eliza Gilkyson spoke : |
with Vue prior to her last performance

:
here in November of 2008. She talked :
about her image of herself as a soci- :

SAT APRIL 25 - THE PAWN SI1OP

: CHOPIN AND MONIUSZKO:
: TWO GREAT POLISH ROMANTICS

t NICHOLAS B. KNOPPERS HALL (KING'S UNIVER
: SITY COLLEGE, 9125 - SO ST), $15 - $20
: ALL AGES

You can read the interview online at :

:

and then go see Gilkyson live when :
she returns for another performance.
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FRI, APR 17 (8 PM)

: The Polish Culture Society of Edmonton
: is presenting this concert in celebration

: of the 150th anniversary of the Polish op

: LAURA BARRETT

; era Halka. Soprano Svetlana Sech will be
: accompanied by Magda Adamek-Kurgan
> on grand piano.

= WITH THE PHONEMES, TYLER BUTLER,

GREENWOOD SINGERS
ALL SAINTS’ ANGLICAN CATHEDRAL
(10035 - 103 ST), $16 - $18
ALL AGES

YI

V

+ MEGAN JAMES

> HYDEAWAY

The name of the performance is Singing and Dancing in Song, so expect,

veestttbiititn
~

SS
RQ

well,

ROA,

some

singing

and

dancing—

though the dancing part is more metaphorical than physical, with pieces like
Alec Rowley's “Jig For Voices,” Greg Jas-

1 semocoraromturarnarecnctnerimnesant
rnfuasevone mycin rT

: You know what's cool about Laura Bar: rett? The kalimba. Seriously, there's not
: a whole Lot of indie pop out there utiliz: ing the good ol African thumb piano, and
: there certainly isn't very much of it that
: uses the instrument so well Barrett's
: music Is off the wall, a little oddball and
: not a little addictive as her voice wa-

:
:

: THU, APR 23 (6:30 PM)
:
:

:

the traditional piece "Hold My Mule

will be conducting and Helen Stuart

: the kalimba.

constructed using scat syllables, and

Y Dawe

; ALL AGES

:
:
: vers alongside her kalimba. Oh, she uses :
: other instruments, too, and she does just :

perse’s "Voice Dance," a wordless tune

N

EMMMAROHOONEREHTGKNAUELEURUUNNAN

: SUN, APR 19 (3 PM)

etal songwriter and her left-leaning :
political views, as well as her dislike :
of being force fed messages in songs. :
vueweekly.com/article.php?id=10176,

row
WWW.FOUNDATIONCONCERTS.COM

AA

2 OM

While | Dance Josey.” Robert de Frece : fine with them, but my favourite is still :
joins the choir on piano.
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: SAT, APR 18 (4 PM)

MKAKONOKTMN

>

FRI, APR 17 (9 PM)
> RUTH MINNIKIN

SAS?

FEAR OF CITY
WITH QUIETUS, SUBURBAN SYNDROME
STARLITE ROOM, $10
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This local quartet is dropping its debut
album, Slow Motion Suicide, after a
couple of years together. According to
Fear of City's MySpace, the band was
influenced by “the degradation and
corruption of society," and the songs
that are up on the page sound pretty
close to that. It's some solid modern
metal, with sludgy guitars holding the
fort while vocalist Shon charges onward with a voice that deftly walks

the line between singing and growling
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fiercely.
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= WITH CRAIG BUCKLEY
: EMPRESS ALE HOUSE, FREE
: | caught Ruth Minnikin playing a set at
: the Cadillac Lounge in Toronto last year,
: where she was backed up by Saskatoon's
c Deep Dark Woods. It was a perfect com: bination and an excellent setting for Min: nikin's slightly quirky psychedelic folk
= tunes and | gladly dropped the $15 for a
: copy of her last album Folk Art (Lovingly
: packaged in a handmade canvas case).
: She's coming to the Empress to play as
: a duo with Craig Buckley, so it'll likely
: be a lot quieter than her set with Deep
: Dark Woods, but | doubt it will be much

? slicker, which will be just fine with me.

: NEIL YOUNG
: REXALL PLACE, $55 — $175

: ALL AGES
:
: |s there really all that much to say about

: Neil Young coming to town? It's been

: more than a decade since Young played
: Edmonton and he hasn't changed a whole
22)
: lot in the interim. He's still plugging
: at music doing whatever the hell he feels

: like doing and covering a pretty wide rans
:” while doing it. The last time he was here "e

5 brought Crazy Horse. That band isn't atone
: for the ride this time out, but the Crazy
: Horse fans out there should be plentyY

: pleased anyway given that Young's latest

album Fork in the Road is his most ragge¢
: since 1994's Crazy Horse collaboration

: Sleeps With Angels. W
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PREVUE // THUNDERHEIST
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A HIGH PLACE OF DARKNESS AND LIGHT >> Grahm Zilla and Isis Salam join
forces in Thunderheist. // suppved
CAROLYN NIKODYM
// CAROLYH@VUEWEEKLY.COM

ww: the cool beats of Grahm Zilla
met the hot vocals of Isis Salam
back in 2006, a serious storm began
a-brewing. Its winds blew the Torontobased duo around the world and the
web. With all of the attention and opportunity the pair has garnered so far,

it’s hardtobelieve that Thunderheist

has only just dropped its self-titled debut album.

“1 know, I can't believe it,” Grahm Zilla
Says over the phone from Toronto's
Drake Hotel. “We really got caught up
in the whole touring thing, and being
that we didn't have jobs, we'sort of ac-

cepted anything we got because we had
to pay rent, and the thing that happens
when you do that is you're always sort

The pair didn’t really get to know each
other until playing SXSW a couple of
years ago, however, and it’s been an

Zilla deadpans.), which in turn prompted high praise from Perez Hilton and a
Spot on the celebrity gossip blogger's

SXSW One Night roster a few weeks
ago. There has been one person, however, who kind of sniffed at the whole

Wrestler accomplishment, Zilla’s father
Gordon Bertie,
“He is a two-time Olympian who is a
wrestler,” Zilla says. “He was really excited when I told him it was called The

als

ula

It just takes one listen to understand
what all of the fuss is about, though. A
night with Thunderheist is a night of
sweat and heavy breathing. The mix
of Zilla’s crunchy and bass-y beats and _
Salam’s husky and intense voice creates serious stage mojo. And there's
really nothing like seeing someone on
stage that is truly into what they are
doing.
When Zilla met Salam for the first
time, they'd just started working with
each other online, and he went to catch
her perform in Montréal.
“We went inside and it was dead; it
was embarrassingly empty,” Zilla says.
“And Isis came out and she was just on
fire, just really giving it, and I was kind
of taken aback because I have rarely

Soundtrack (“Basically, I had to offer up

‘Sis to Mickey Rourke for a night. And

Sturgeon County, AD

the other wrestling, and then he was,
like, 'No!’”

of in travel mode and it’s really hard to
be creative. So after we got this initial
bunch of songs done, we got on the
road, pretty much non-stop for a year,
and it was very slow-going for finishing
things.”
The timing couldn't have been better,
however. In the months before kicking off the Exclaim! anniversary tour,
Thunderheist's breakout single “Jerk
It" found its way onto The Wrestler's

luckily it went well, and there we were,”

cou Stock 09

Wrestler, until he found out that it was

GIBBONS, AB

ticketmaster

Budweiser Tent

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT TICKETMASTER.CA

Kick-off Party June 25

seen somebody do that in front of 1000
people—she did that in front of no people. I was, like, 'Holy jeeze, she’s good.’
It was actually a really good way to see
her for the first time because I saw the
potential—just right off the bat, got a
good shot ofher personality.”

electrifying ride.
“We spent a week together, and I was,
like, ‘Ohmygod, she's crazy,” he says
“I think both of us have adapted, and
she's sort of calmed down considerably
since we started. She paces herself now,
and I've definitely gotten crazier in the
process.” W
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PREVUE // PALE AIR SINGERS

There's this guy humping a rhino ...
Pale AirSingers’ Clinton St. John likes his talés tall, but he does have limits
ter or for worse—maybe we'd never ey,
up doing a live show," St. John says. "2,
we asked them about it and they saiq
Yes.’ They said, I do,’ Then there wa
beautiful ceremony. How do I sum it y;
in a word? Oh, maybe daffodils? Yes, the
were abundant on that joyous occasion

FAWNDA MITHRUSH
// FAWNDA@VUEWEEKLY.COM

few short seconds into a conversation
ith Clinton St. John, and you get the
sense that he loves telling tales. Tall ones,
short ones, maybe even bullshit ones. But,

And the tale gets alittle taller.
"Ifyou listen to Run Chico Run and Cap¢

as shown in the case of the Calgary lyricist's new project, this is one songwriter

who can spin flax-golden stories out on a
daily basis. Even while he's driving.
"There's a trilogy of songs on this record
that are based on the concept of a criminal that murders someone and is going to
the electric chair,” St. John says, describinga handful of tracks from the Pale Air
Singers’ self-titled debut to be released
next month on Flemish Eye Records
(who've also brought you fun bands like
Women and Chad VanGaalen). The band
is a mashup of Vancouver pop favourites
Run Chico Run and St. John’s brooding
Calgary cohort the Cape May.
"One of the songs is the story of the
convict when he's escaped from jail. He's
delirious from lack of food and water and
he's lying bya lake, thinking he's going to
die anyway even though he's escaped the

gallows—that's The Last of Jim Prior,” St.
John says, settling into narrative mode.
"Now I'm sad to admit it, because I do try
to be a good driver, but the day I had begun writing that song I was writing the
lyrics on my knee while I was driving, or

May the musical sensiblites are a little
ferent. So there wasa sense of feeling each
other, uh, up?” St. John says. "The Ca;

May is a lot moodier: minor chords, mo:
storytelling vignettes. And Run Chi,
Run's got this Beatleseque pop genius ¢

ing on. I think we met somewhere in th
middle. Some songs sound like we've tied
the knot and had the child and that v
good, and'then there are a few that soun:
like some kids were maybe adopted.”
In short, Pale Air brings you something

old, something

new,

something b:

rowed—and some weird rhino images {i

cover art.
q
"You know," St. John says with a laugh
“we put out with a pretty good record and
in between stop lights at least.
"So I was driving and looking at this
sheet of paper while going through a playground zone, and I got pulled over,” he
continues. "It ended up being this $400
ticket, so I was pretty choked after. I was
writing about this convict and the officer
who gave me the ticket, his last name was

He describes the rest of the album and

After meeting one stormy and, eventually,
shirtless night in Saskatoon (it's on Youtube, look it up), the bands knew they'd
paved the way for some future joint ven-

the collaboration with the Cape May's

ture.

best buds from Lotusland as a marriage

"Jeff [Macleod—drummer and guitarist
for the Cape] thought it would be good to

made in, well, some vast expanse of desert. Where the rhinoceros roam, perhaps.

all everyone wants to talk about is that”

guy humping that rhino.” VW

just record an album with them for bet-

April 24
Haven Social Club

WITH

LU

151204 Stony Plain Rd. Ooors @ 7pm Tix $16 adv/$20 door

with special guest Jason Plumb
Victoria Day
NEW ALBUM
IN STORES NOW
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Always moving

Mother Mother makes every opportunity count

L VE.
TRIBUTE

| aving just returned from a US

8
Stour with the Sam Roberts Band,
Mother
Mother
singer/guitarist
Ryan Guldemond finds himself at
home in Vancouver, enjoying a rare
moment between tours and reflecting
én his band’s recent moves.
"The tour went really well; it was a
very harmonious pairing. We weren't
expecting droves of people or anything, so we were encouraged to see
good turnouts in places we'd never
even been before.”
Mother Mother has found itself on
many stages throughout the band's
career: playing industry showcases

like CMJ and SXSW, opening for the

likes of the Killers, Spoon and Sam

Roberts and playing for just a couple
of people at a singer-songwriter open
stage in the early days. Guldemond is
quick to point out that each of these
moments has been important in the
and's development, no matter how
insignificant things may seem at the
time.
"Everything helps,” he says. "The
Sooner you look at the big picture,

the easier it is to embrace these different situations as being very crucial to your evolution as a band. Even
if you're playing to only two people,
those couple of people can lead to
a solid handful of supporters a few
years down the road. At these showcases, it may seem like nothing comes

out of it, but there are all kinds of A&R
reps there, or someone from iTunes or

whatever—people that can help you
down the road. So you have to handle
yourself professionally. People definitely go down to a place like SXSW
to party, but that's not the attitude we
go with—we just want to make it out
alive, and do justice to our product."
Since the release of O My Heart in
September of last year, long-time
Mother Mother member Debra-Jean
Creelman announced her departure

from the group; it was an amicable
split, and the band wasted no time
in seeking out her replacement, new
vocalist/keyboardist Jasmin Parkin,
and,

as

Guldemond

band couldn't
things worked
"It really has
good—change

explains,

ACTS

There's a new energy to everything
we're doing now, and it's fueling all aspects of the band. It really has been a
catalyst for a lot of new ideas and new
material. We're already performing a
new song in the set, and it's been great
having a new voice in the band."
Signing with Last Gang records in
2006, Mother Mother found itself
working with a label that was a fan of
the band first and foremost, but which
also provided a hard-working and intimate environment for the group to
thrive in. Taking advantage of the label's resources, Guldemond and his
bandmates were able to make a serious promotional push for their band,
and have found themselves reaping
the benefits, with O My Heart topping

college radio charts and acclaim coming from all directions.
"The response has been really great,
it feels like we've risen a tier in the last
little bit. Nothing comes too quickly
for this band, but we're never moving
backwards." W

the

yserecganomnmaeaeinse

be happier with how
out.
been great. Change is
is a beautiful thing.

COMEDY

STRIP CABARET

PREVUE // FIVE YEARS FURTHER
BRYAN BIRTLES

// BRYAN@WUEWEEKLY.COM
————————
Optimism is the hallmark of bands
eae the long process of making
name for themselves. The future is
ke a vast, unwalked field of snow,

begging for the input of a band's soles.

Practices and gigs are opportunities to

I'm the fourth and | don't plan on going anywhere,” explains drummer Chris
DaSilva. "| think for these guys it's a

and you just take out that day's frustrations that you're dealing with and

fresh start, a new beginning, it's like

good release."

they finally found all the right pieces
and are ready to move forward.”

Even the band's name speaks to its
future-oriented outlook. The group
tried a million different combos but
Five Years Further stuck around be-

The CD—entitled Infinite Beginnings,
no doubt a nod to not only the false
starts the band has endured but to

bring a message to the masses, and

the optimism the members share—is

there is a sense of certainty that the
Present is just a waiting room for a fu-

full of aggressive
heavy on guitars
DaSilva describes
sive nature as a
members to work

ture filled with accolades.
The same can be said for a band like

Edmonton's Five Years Further. Not

exactly starting at the beginning—the

and played around town for a number
years known as Toxin—Saturday's
D release will function like a rebirth
' the band, an opportunity to delve
nto a blank canvas after finally get-

ng all of the tools together.

‘This band's been through a lot of
Ps and downs trying to find steady

embers. They've gone through four
rummers—three named Chris, and

and emotional rock,
and guttural howls.
the music's aggresway for the band's
through the feeling
of same old same old that permeates
life.
"You get up and you go to work, it's

not what you want to be doing but it’s
paying the rent and paying the bills.
Sometimes you'll have a disagreement
with your girlfriend or something like
that," he says of the genesis of most of
the band's songs. "I think a lot of the
time that's good material to get some
words or write something about that

you put it into your music and it's a

LIVE HOURS:

WEDNESDAY

- SATUR

CALL 780.930.2580

WHITEIMAUD

DRIVE

VINTERBURN

cause it kept coming up in conversation.

ROAD

©

FOR INF

RIVER

CREE

"We had bounced a lot of names
around and we were just talking about
where we were gonna be five years
further from now and ‘bang’ it just
stuck," laughs DaSilva. "We even tried
that band name generator on the web
and some of the stuff we came up
with was just brutal. Drunk Garbage
Can? You gotta be kidding me!" WV
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; Coco Love Alcorn
: Joyful
: (Sound of Pop)

INFO: 428-STAR

i

2 tote

SLEPING
GilAl
PALE MOON LIGHTS/URSAMINER

John Doe and the Sadies
Country Club

(Outside)

tokkint

I've been in a sum
mery mood lately

its established traditions, picking and
choosing their battles. "Stop the World
and Let Me Off" opens Country Club up
right, with the band going west to Bakersfield, the Good brothers stringing
the music along with a runaway-train’s
worth of slinky guitar lines while Doe

The kind of moo,
that
makes
1.
want to get a con

vertible and sho,
off a little ches
hair. Coco Love Alcorn seems to be j;
a summery mood too, albeit a bit of 3),
adult contemporary one. With son,

shares the chorus with his daughter
Veronica Jane, taking the verses for
himself: "My world is shattered don't

about bicycles and robots, this albun,

ought to be a lot more fun, but it seer
you see / Now you no longer care for
a little hampered by production that |
me.”
While Doe's voice has never been : too serious, and maybe too great an in
all that unkempt, even in his earliest : terest in musical theatre.

punk-rock days, it's become more re- ; BRYAN BIRTLES
strained over the years which suits the : // BRYAN@VUEWEEKLY.COM

opening track just right, where Doe's :

a

voice is tinged with the acceptance of : Junior Boys
heartbreak, yet tempered with a last
Begone Dull Care
ditch plea to make itall end.
(Domino)
There are some unavoidable bumps toto tok

along the road, still; later, "I Still Miss :

EDEN MUNRO

EXCISIONTHESUPREME HUSTLE

PATA-DELMAR IS

a

VERYTUESDAY
NIGHTIBRUCK

EBiGi

EEOCEx

UNTAPPED ANDUNPLUGGED TUESDAYS... THISWEEN:

THE 7 LEVELS
FROM SASKATCHEWAN

TG.1PSYDAYS
SHAZAM
WITHFADEBRIGADE
WAV OCCUPATION
+ SCHWAG DANKUS +
HITS VS MARTIAN STATIC AND B-MAN

05/03

POLA BR
HELICON /TEXAS BLOOD MONEY

drunken promise or threat I rnade
to Travis and Dallas [Good, of the Sadies] the first night we played together
in Toronto,” reads a quote from singer/
guitarist John Doe in the press mate-

cover songs that reside here are nicely
played and sung, and they do no dishonour to either the original artists or
Doe and the Sadies, but neitherdothey

rial that accompanies Doe's new col-

thing more than pleasant diversions
for the moment and an interesting addition to the artists’ catalogues—not
that there's much of a sense that the
songs were meant as anything more
than some shared fun between fellow

gone’ Dull Care to a
:
tee. From begin
:
ning to end, each
:
: track flows seamlessly into the next
: and the transitions within each traci?
: are just as slick. Opener "Parallel Lines
: goes back and forth between a dream
: like and animated state, before it cli
: maxes into a state of complete wake: fulness. Those who are listening may
: not even notice that their heads have
: started to bob. "Dull to Pause"—more
: dainty than dull—will melt the hearts
: of romantics with its lyrics, wondernth
f fully flimsy tempo and buoyant
: melody, This track, along with the rest
: of the record, could even go as far as to
: melt the hearts of cynics.

is the

result

of a

laboration with the Sadies. The record
finds the team working its way through
a selection of 15 country tunes, mostly
old covers with a few new originals.
And Country Club is a shifting piece
of work, like much of Doe's output
throughout a career that has ranged
from the rockabilly punk of X to the
rockabilly country of X-offshoot the
Knitters to the line between country,
rock and punk that he walks in his own
solo work. He's always worked between
several genres rather than sitting comfortably in one ata time. On the surface
these days it appears that Doe means
well, that he wants to be a country guy,
but when it comes down to it he seems
unable to play nice.
Not that the new album comes off
like a raucous attack on the country
music establishment; no, Doe and the
Sadies come at the music from within

ever truly take flightandbecomesome-

musicians.

It's on the originals that Doe's threat
seems most real. Two of the pieces,
"The Sudbury Nickel” and "Pink Mountain Rag,” are short instrumentals that
allow the Sadies some room for striking matches in the music, while the Sa-

dies' "Before IWake" is dark and brood- :
ing and Doe's "It Just Dawned On Me" is :

BEHIND STARLITE ROOM

the pieces—"Night Life” and "Help Me

smoke had cleared. W
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Duff
McKagan':
Loadedis really just
a revised version o!
the

band

up between his de
parture from Guns

"104430 - 124 street
780.732.1132
www .listenrecords.net

= N' Roses and the formation of Velvet

: Revolver, with his name tacked on the

e front to cash in on some of the popu
: larity that he re-achieved when VR hit
: the airwaves. That sort of commercial

: angle is demeaning to the band's new

i wish... .e/co

Ey
i)‘
a
a
wit/ DEGREE, COBRA COMMANDER,
DJ BATTERY ax¢ WEEKLY GUESTS

SURELY TEMPLE
THUBRSDAYS
DOORS SPM+$5COVER-SS.50
DOUBLES
D.TRON, DCD,OPTIMLXX PRIME& MIYURUFERNANDO

tule

tok

McKagan _ started

arthur

FRIDAY APRIL24. GIRLS GIRLS GIRLS
DV SWEETL 0) FUUZE MISTRESS MANGELDESH AND BASS JUHEKEY

: (Century Media)

Make It Through the Night” could eas- 2
ily go—there would have been a tight :
country record left standing when the :

love is overtaking me LP!

Che Wyld

as

KRISTINA DE GUZMAN
// KRISTINA@VUEWEEKLY.COM

Loaded,

sometimes

FRIDAY APRIL (7:
STAR GARDEN FTTRANCECORE DUS

in there

well. Those two
words describe Be

a moving picture of sad realizations.
Country Club could likely have stood ; Duff McKagan's Loaded
a bit of cutting; had they shed some of : Sick

records&cds

templett:

sexy

For the most part, though, the 10 :

ist=

ALL EVENTS [8+ + DOORS AT SPM

= Thre

:
:

Lf lets Club

@&/Q4 FUTURE ROOTS & OH SNAP PRESENT

Smooth.

Someone" falls a little flat—not bad,
but not exactly doing anything interesting enough to justify its place.

// EOEN@VUEWEEKLY.COM
urecemmuya yo snMOUTEOANNAFBTONOH
HMeAAREGA NAAN NRRTEANTE

} full-length record. McKagan isn't ou!

so
: to rewrite any rules with this one,
: a toss-off punk thrasher like the t tle
enc
front
the
on
fine
: track fits just

: of the album, introducing the band’s

napoleon & josephine co
sun
city girls

the
: street-level sensibilities. It's not mic®
} besttrack here, butit sets the tone
{0m
i ly and is a refreshing departure ur
: the arena rock that McKagan plies 4

: ing his day job. And while McKagen*

: punk-rock youth is largely the inspite

gs
ngs
: tion behind the music on Sick, so! ate

Di
: like "Flatline," "IOU" and "Blind

: Girl” demonstrate his knack for a killer
and
: melody, too. This puts VR to shame nd4
? it'd be nice to hear McKagan spe

} little more time with this band.
: EDEN MUNRO
: /(EDEN@VUEWEEKLY.COM

ee
Micachu

——

ALBUM REVIEWS

Jewellery

i AC/DC, Powerage (Atlantic)

aaa

Originally released: 1978
i The joke's an old one—almost as

: old as AC/DC itself. You know,

| Ifyouhadtovisual-

| ize
Micachu's sonic : the one about how AC/DC has

J palette, your best

been making and re-making
| betmight beaJack- : the same album for its entire
son Pollock: owing : career? And, OK, from a few
as much to Tom : steps back maybe it does look
Waits in his more : a lot like the band’s songwrita
as to : ing brothers, Angus and Malcolm
kitchen-sink orchestra moments
sample culture and the UKgrime scene : Young, do keep
she spawned from, the background to : putting the same
her
spitting wit is as chaotic as melo- : three
chords
dy can
get, a sonic melange produced : through _ their
by Matthew
Hebert that's as unique : paces, but it's a
anything
you'll hear this year. The : bit of an exaggeroa See diiluensofitallcanlead : ation to say that
to slightly mixed results, but when ; theyve
made
she'son, shitissheon:"Golden Phone,” : the same album

which has been floating around in sin- :

15 times. Ten or

gle form for about eight months now, : TL sure, but 15
is one of the simpler cuts, but is still : ive or take,
purely infectious, though "Calculator" : depending upon
and the lightning-quick "Sweetheart"

: whether

manage to synthesize her more esoter- :

or not

you're - counting

ic moments into something light and : the band's first
dancey. She still has a few rough edges,

: two

Australian
or just
the High Voltage “*?
compilation version that the rest of the world got, and
1986's greatest-hits/soundtrack release

but Jewellery still sounds like the start : albums
of something special.

DAVID BERRY
// DAVID@VUEWEEKLY.COM

Madeline Peyroux
Bare Bones
(Rounder)
took tote

"Damn

the bones

:

that rattle," sings :
Madeleine Peyroux

:

on "Damn the Cir-

:

cumstances. "Faith

:

is good enough.”

:

her latest record,

:

Bare Bones, is without question good
enough, little else about the album
measures up quite so nicely. Things

:
:

ing off with vintage Peyroux swing and
sass. It's more or less downhill from
there, though, as Bare Bones descends

‘:
:
:

While
sublime voice on

Peyroux's :

:

start well enough, with "Instead" lead- :

into a Morass of introspection and :

sentimentality. There's something to :
be said for the mellow, relaxed tone of :
the record, but it's still hard not to be

:

disappointed at sucha lacklustre effort

:

from the same artist that gave us Careless Love and Half the Perfect World.

5

LEWIS KELLY

: with some occasional flair, thereby build-

: ing the tension before letting the train
crash through the wall when it really counts.
This would also be the last
album the band would record
until 1988 with its guiding production team of Harry Vanda
and George Young before
shifting to the glossier tones of
Robert John "Mutt" Lange for the
next few.
While
Lange
would prove accomplished at updating the band's
sound for the
'80s, In the politically tumultuous times of the

late ‘70s, the dry,
sparse
production of Vanda and
Young was just
what the band
needed,
What
defines
| Powerage
most
of all, though,
is the collection
of songs found
5 here. There was a grittiness to the 70s
: that found its way into many a corner

Who Made Who).
: of the arts, and for a brief moment that
This is especially true if 1978's Power- : same grimy feel manifested itself in AC/
age is considered. The album stands as a : DC's music, from the desperate edge of
highlight of AC/DC's career—except that : "Down Payment Blues" and the European
it tends to go unnoticed by the vast ma- : album-track "Cold Hearted Man" to the
jority. Maybe that's because it's the one : darkness of "Sin City" and the desert-noir
time that the band took full advantage : of "Riff Raff.”
of the power of subtlety. No, the record's : Lyrically, frontman Bon Scott was at
not full of jazzy ballads, but there's less : his peak, steering clear of the simplified
bombast than there was on the album : chants that he had mined well in the
that preceded it, Let There Be Rock, and : past, favouring twisted poetry from the
less polish than the one that followed, : edge. He put his characters in the worst
the commercial breakthrough Highway : places—"Sometimes you lose, sometimes
to Hell.
: you win / Kicked in the teeth again / Ain't
Powerage also marked two significant ; this misery ever gonna end," he sings at
moments for AC/DC. It would be the first : one point—and wasn't solving problems
album to feature Cliff Williams on bass, : so much as trying to keep his head above
replacing the departed Mark Evans. Wil- : the water.
liams did not so much rewrite the way : Maybe it was simply the convergence of
bass worked in AC/DC—hammering away : the right elements that made Powerage
on root notes is the general approach on : work so well Whatever the case, the songs
Powerage, the same as it was on the previ- : stand together as AC/DC's most interesting
ous few albums—as he gave the bottom ; album, devoid of radio hits and filled with
end a little more focus by playing around : dark corners and shades of grey. W
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Crooked X
: CrookedX

: (EM)

Oliver Schroer
Camino

(Borealis)
Ok ter

Easy Star All-Stars

Easy Star's Lonely Hearts
Dub Band

(Easy Star)

: Why try to revive
: Classic rock when that shit is
: Fucking all over?

During May and :
June of 2004 the :
late Oliver Schroer
went
to Europe

: Tim Posgate Hornband

andwalkeda1oookm, 1100-year-old

:
:

: Banjo Hockey

(Black Hen)

pilgrim trail that :
crossed France and Spain. He carried

his violin in his backpack, along with
a portable recording studio, and when-

Quirky banjo leads
: Even quirkier horn band
: Through winding jazz tunes

ever he came to a church with welcom-

‘Dg acoustics, Schroer played. The per‘ormances were captured and they're: Various artists
h‘cre On this re-release of Camino.
And ! 17 Again
‘hey are, across the board, pretty glo(Decca)

Rasta-style Beatles
John and George spinning in graves
: You'll beg to join them

: Billy Ray Cyrus
: Back to Tennessee

: (Walt Disney)
¢ Billy to Miley:
: You take all of the kiddies
: I'll take all the moms

: Take That
: The Circus

: (Polydor)

"ous. The sound is breathtaking and :

Schroer's playing is emotionally stun- ; Various artists
ning,
: But not enough songs about
EDEN MUNRO
: Zac Efron's hot abs
/ SEN @VUEWEEKLY.COM

: Another boy band

} Grown into shitty man band
: Take That shit elsewhere
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_I'm an adult now
Constantines’ Bryan Webb ages gracefully
BRYAN BIRTLES
// BRYAN@VUEWEEKLY.COM

0 matter what else musician and
frontman of Toronto's Constantines Bryan Webb is, he is first and
foremost a man. Not a drinking-fight-

ing-and-shooting man’s man or any ju_venile misconception of what it means
to be an adult male in contemporary

starting to look at cycles in life and the
way that things turn over and responsibilities move on between generations,”
Webb explains in his characteristic
voice—often described as one that's
gargled some glass in its time—before
delving into how he's avoided using
being in a band as a way to prolong his
childhood the way many other rock musicians do. “Unbending self-conscious-

Canadian society, but a man. A real
man. The kind of man your father wish-

ness. Definitely being a rock musician,

es you'd turn into any time now. A man

lescence, but I'm just too self-conscious
a person to be able to sustain that. I'm
guilty of it at times but I start to worry

who takes his responsibilities seriously,
who realizes that life is a continuum of
hardships and small victories, but nev-

er as rewarding as when it's lived as a
celebration. A man who values honesty,
hard work and love above all else.
As he's gotten older, Webb's songwrit-

ing has come to reflect this willingness
to take on responsibility, this acceptance of growing older and the changes
in outlook that necessarily come along
with it. From his band’s early and reflexively angry albums, through the
transitional Tournament of Hearts, to

2008's Kensington Heights which, for
the most part, put to bed the angriest parts of Webb's songwriting, the
growth of the band has been to shrink
the focus; to shift from outwardly lashing at the world to a reflective check-up
on the self.
"It's that age for boys—I'm 31 and I'm

it’s easy to fall into this suspended ado-

about it ifit goes on for too long.”

It's not that Webb has lost his edge or
become a flat person, devoid of any of
the anger he expressed frequently in his
younger days, content to stoically turn
the other cheek. Far from it, in fact. He's
just not putting those emotions into his
work because, to him, there's no longterm benefit.
"It's not that I don’t feel that way—

FAMILY FRIENDLY BUT STILL TOUGH AS NAILS >> Four-fifths of Constantines look you right in the eyes. //Jeremy. jansen

ing that kind of a song more than just
a pissed-off, angry song. It’s just where
the more lasting sentiment is for me.
It's not that I don't think interesting
and lasting songs can be written out of
anger, it's just personally I feel that it's

there's definitely things I get angry
about, but I think I just realized around
Tournament of Hearts that I didn't think
any of the songs I'd written out of anger

were as lasting, or the sentiment
as valuable, as songs I'd written
ebration of people that I love,
that are surviving in interesting

short lived for me when I write songs
out of anger about something particu-

wasn't
in celpeople
ways,”

lar.”
Growing up has also changed the
way Constantines tours. Graduating
from scrappy forays into the wide open

he says. "Now I feel like I'm just pursu-

for bringing my wife on tour at some
point in the future. That's the direction

spaces of this country crammed into a
van to a bus tour that allows for space
from each other and space to recuperate from the leave-everything-onstage
performing style the band has developed, the most recent tours have been

it's

going—family-friendly

rock'n'roll, but I'm allright with that."
nunnery

all about sustainability of the tour and
of the band members.
"One of my favourite [moments from
the current tour] was my wife teaching
pilates to the Weakerthans in London,
Ontario backstage—it helped my case

=

,

HOROSCOPE
ARIES (Mar 2: - Apr 19)

? predict that you will have your own very
One of the casualties of the recession has : good crisis in the next few weeks, Gemibeen grooming and primping. Many people : ni—especially if you set aside some time
pare devoting less time and money to main- : now to plan all the ways you might be able
to capitalize on the upcoming chaltaining their appearance at peak levlenges.
els. Makeup sales are down, and
Ive definitely been seeing more
unkempt—or should | say raw

touring,

Webb laughs. "It doesn't sound super

FREEWPf
We

astro

CANCER (Jun 2: - Jul 22)

: VIRGO (Aug 23 - Sep 22)

> age in the coming week, but | bet you'll ge

: de-soul me, or when all the shiny, sleek, : of compassion added. Then your shrewd

: | actually kind of hope that your brain is

> omens, I'd say that right now you're espe: | give thanks for the dented rusty brown : cially susceptible to the problems it can
: and grey 1967 Chevy pick-up truck that my : create. | do think there's a way out for you,
: neighbour parks askew on the shoulder of : however, there's a shift you can make to
: the road a few blocks from my house. Its + turn the curse into a blessing. Here's what
= messy appeal helps snap me back to sanity : you have to do: see the world as fuck: when my own perfectionism threatens to : ing clearly as you dare, but with a dose

= close to it. It's the Season of Fierce Integ$ rity for you—a time to dig deeper as you
: demonstrate your intensely practical com: mitment to your core values.
:

: AQUARIUS (Jan 20 - Feb 18)

What I'd really like to see you : polished things of the world are on the : perceptiveness will heal you and energize ? in major overload right now. | hope that

and
unadorned?—people
do in the coming weeks is
lately. If you've been considparty harder and party smarter
ering the possibility of cutting
than
usual In my astrological
back on your own preening, Aropinion, you're most likely to aties, now would be a good time to
tract life's maximum generosity by
experiment. Why? For one thing, your
natural attractiveness is especially strong : shedding some of your social inhibitions
these days. For another, you're entering a : and cultivating the pleasures of free-form
phase when you'll need people's approval : networking. Believe me, | know how im_ less than usual There's also the fact that : portant it is for you to maintain the kind
anything you do to simplify your life will : of strict boundaries that protect you from
: being overly influenced by other people.
be a tonic for your mental health.
: It's what keeps you in close touch with
: your intuition. But for the foreseeable fuTAURUS (Apr 20 - May 20)
Artist Amy Marx makes gorgeous paint- : ture, | think you'll thrive on the unexpected
ings of tornadoes. She's your role model. : blessings that come from giving yourself
for the coming weeks, Taurus. | hope that : to the intelligence of the crowd.
she will inspire you to use your chaos productively . . to welcome elemental energy : LEO (Jul 23 - Aug 22)
as raw material for your efforts to beautify : Some celebrities have hired ghostwriters
your world. Are you up to the challenge? : to communicate for them via Twitter. In a
| think you are, although you may have to = recent tweet from rapper 50 Cent, actuexpand your attitude toward certain phe- : ally sent by his operative Chris Romero,
: his fans were told that “My ambition leads
nomena that seem disruptive.
: me through a tunnel that never ends." |

: verge of hypnotizing me into believing
: that they alone should be considered at: tractive. Are there equivalent icons in your
: life, Virgo? Funky, unwieldy, anomalous

: things that are sublime in their own way?

: you're feeling a bit overwhelmed by al!
: by penetrating to the slippery truths hid- : the new information you've absorbed, and
: that your imagination Is a blur of wheels
: ing beneath the superficial appearances.
: within wheels within wheels spinning at
:

: you. You may even spawn minor miracles

? top speeds, In fact I'll go so far as to say

: SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 - Dec 21)

: If intelligent extraterrestrial beings arrived
: on planet Earth and asked for a meeting,
> who would we send forth to serve as our
: ambassador? Believe it or not, the favou: LIBRA (Sep 23 - Oct 22)
} Cracked.com ran an article on "5 Things : rite choice, as determined in an Internet
: You Think Will Make You Happy (But : poll, was heavy metal musician and TV
: Won't)." Here’s a hint about what those = personality Ozzy Osbourne. Although
: things are: fame, wealth, beauty, genius t he wouldn't be my own top candidate, |
= and power. You might want to go and read : could see how a Sagittarian pioneer like

+ suspect you'll benefit from their influence
+ more than usual in the coming days.
:

Even if : Osbourne would make sense. Your tribe
: is especially adept right now at facilitating
it should inspire you to get more realistic : unprecedented combinations. If anyone
about what specifically does increase your : could explain to an anthropologist from
levels of well-being. It happens to be an : Mars the deeper meaning of Paris Hilton
excellent phase of your astrological cycle : and the Octo-mom and the American
to home in on the surprising and idiosyn- : government's purchase of toxic assets, it
cratic truths about what helps you feel like + would be you:

; the essay at tinyurLcom/d974te.

: that if this is the case, you're definitely on

: the right track. You're doing what's neces
: sary to prepare for rebuilding your founda
: tion in May. And if for some reason there
: are no wheels within wheels within wheel
:
:
:
:

spinning at top speeds—if your mind is as

empty and clear as a cloudless blue sky
in Montana—then you're probably doing
something wrong. So get out there and
start stuffing it with new ideas, radical

: you don't entirely agree with its points,

: theories, crazy speculations, wild guesses.

:
:

: and raw perceptions.
:

=
:
:

= you belong here on this planet.
:

: hope you won't follow SO Cent's lead in : SCORPIO (Oct 23 - Nov 21)
iim having a very good crisis," financier : the coming weeks, Leo—either in the : In Salmon Rushdie's book The Enchantress

GEMINI (May 21 - Jun 20)

George Soros said recently. The global : sense of hiring a ghost-Twitterer or in the : of Florence, an exasperated ally of the maeconomic turmoil that has brought such : sense of following your ambition down a : nipulative 16th-century politician Machiastress for so many other people has : tunnel that never ends. In my astrological : velli tells him, “It's your curse to see the

: PISCES (Feb 19 - Mar 20)
: "I'm beginning to understand myself,
"But
"®
: sald jazz pianist Dave Brubeck.

able
: it would have been great to be

: CAPRICORN (Dec 22 - Jan 19)

: to understand myself when | was
: rather than when | was 82.” While

: ther. Another one of my Capricorn acquain-

: edge. Between now and May 20

hi

: At the risk of endangering her own safety, : might sound discouraging, it's actue
: a Capricorn woman | know intervened to : a prelude to some very good news
*
protect a l4year-old neighbour girl who : you now have extraordinary powe'
w!
was being beaten on the porch by her fa- : dramatically deepen your self-kno

ll

earned him millions of dollars. That's no : opinion, you need to work on eliminating

: world too fucking clearly, and without a : tances informed her boss that she was

: might even be able to extract insis""

accident: a couple of years ago, Soros fore- ; middlemen and go-betweens as you pursaw the approaching upheaval and madea
: sue your ambition through sunlit fields
raft of smart adjustments in anticipation. | : that lift your spirit.

: shred of kindness." Some of you Scorpios
: suffer from a milder version of the same
: curse, and judging from the astrological

: offended by a certain unethical practice
: she'd discovered the company engaged in.

nto
to an ©
normally only be available
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+ You may not summon such extreme cour-

your own

mysteries

: year-old. W

me

that wo! ke

KICK-START YOUR CREATIVITY Robbins

Theatre, Grant MacEwan College, 10910-20.
Ave « Studio Lighting Seminar with phoposrephars David Montizambert and Nick
Ecros on
«
TK
xt
ee25 *S:
»Si29/S99 (student) at

"THE

LITERACY AND LEARNING
DAY

~~ SOCIETY NANT, 11762-106 St - Conférence

featuring Allen Balser The Resilient Parent;

Uncovered, Understood, Unleashed » Apr 25

‘Free (incl breakfast/lunch) + Info/registra: wwwliteracyday.ca; register On-Line

by: April 18

EDMONTON JANE AUSTEN SOCIETY
StanleyA.Milner Library, Edmonton Rm,

780.479.1729 « Jane Austen Sings the Blues:

Campus LRT Stations « Sat, Apr25,9:30am-5pm - FREE LRT: Clareview StationtoHealth
Sciences Station: 8:30-11:30am; Clareview Station to South Campus Station: 11:30am-6pm

+ FREE Bus Shuttle: University Transit Centre

> Health Sciences Station > South Campus
Station: 9am - 13:30am
SUGARSWING DANCE CLUB Orange Hall,
10335-84 Ave » Swing Dance at Sugar Foot

Meet Mondays including holidays, 7:30pm

BUDDHISM LECTURE SERIES SGI Culture
Centre, 10721-107Ave, and Fl + A Philosophy
for living « Sat, Apr 25, 1-2pm +Free
BUSINESS LINK 100, 10237-104 St « Get

Writing! Get Published! with the Writers
Guild ofAlberta
« Tue, Apr 21, noon-ipm
+ Free

CANADIAN
MINING IN THIRD WORLD Ga2~ zebo Park, 83 Ave, 104 St * Edmonton

Strathcona Riding rally by Development and
Peace to support Bill C-300 for Corporate

Stomp: no experience needed, beginner
lesson followed by dance every Sat » Apr 18,
25; 8prn (door)
VEGAN/VEGETARIAN POTLUCK Riverdale
Community Hall, 9231-100 Ave « Bring a
homemade vegetarian dish for at least 6
people, serving spoon, plate, utensils and
mug « Apr 19 - $3; (VOA member)/$5 (nonmember)/free (12 and under)
WOMEN ONLY Bicycle Repair Edmonton
Bicycle Commuters’ Society, 10047-80 Ave
(enter through Back Alley), 780.433.2453 +
Apr 19 + Free

Accountability of Mining, Oil and Gas in

WOMEN IN BLACK In front of the Old
Strathcona Farmers’ Market «Silent vigil the

Developing Countries + Sat, Apr 18, 1am

ist and 3rd Sat, 10-11am, each month, stand

CHESS CLUB 780.474.2318 » Learn to play

chess; opportunities for all ages including
classes, school programs and tournaments «
rovingchessnuts@shaw.ca
CLUB DU SOLEIL SINGLES DANCE ItalianCanadian Seniors Association 9111-110
Ave, 780.983.4144 = Sat, Apr 18, 8-9pm (free

jive dance lesson), 9pm-1am (dance) « $8

(Member)/$13 (guest)

CONNECTING TO THE GRID Grant

MacEwan College CN Theatre Rm 5-142,
10700-104 Ave, 780.439.5608 « Alberta's New
Micro-generation Regulations for Renewable Energy « Tue, Apr 21, 7-8:30pm «Free
EDMONTON ESPERANTO SOCIETY Rm
1812, 10025§-102A Ave, 780.702.5117 » Fri,

noon-pm + vaughn@sewardconsulting.

com

EDMONTON FOOD SECURITY NETWORK

Mclntyre Park (aka Gazebo Park), beside the
Strathcona Farmer's Market + (EFSN) launch

party « Sat, Apr25, 9:30am-4pm

EDMONTON NATURE CLUB Royal Alberta
Museum » Monthly
with the topic
From Bird Watching to Market Actions with
speaker Glen Semenchuck « Fri, Apr 17, 7pm.

(coffee); 7:30pm (meeting)
FERTILITY AWARENESS CHARTING
CIRCLE Steeps
Plaza, 1116-82 Ave
» Learn about menstrual cycle charting and
share your personal experiences in a supPortive
environment + Thu, Apr 16,
6:30-8:30pm « $5 donation

FRIENDS OF THE LUBICON/ =e
Stanley Milner Library
Theatre,7Sir Winston Churchill Sq«Film
premiere of Our Land, My People: The

Struggle oftheLubicon Cree « Apr 16,7pm +

Donation

in silence for a world without violence

COMEDY
CARROT CAFE 9351-118 Ave, 780.471.1580

+ People in Pants Improv « 1st Thu every
month, 7:30-9pm » $5
COMEDY FACTORY Gateway Entertainment Centre, 34 Ave, Calgary Trail - Thu,
8:30pm; Sat, 8pm and 10pm » Jack Wilhite;
Apr 16-18 - Gabriel Rutledge; Apr 23-25

COMIC STRIP Bourbon St, WEM,
780.483.5999, www.thecomicstrip.ca « Hit

Society » and Tue: Edmonton Rainbow Business Association + Every Fri: Philosophy Café
» Fri and Sat DJ SeXXXy Sean 10-3 + Long
Weekend Sundays feature the Stardust

Lounge with Miss Bianca and Vanity Fair
BUDDYS NITE CLUB 11728 Jasper Ave,

780.488.7736 « Nightly 9pm-3am, Fri 8-3pm
«Sun: Rotating

shows with Mz Bianca

and Mz Vanity Fair inThe Stardust Lounge
and GoDiva and Donnatella NE in The
GoDonna Show, DJ WestCoastBabyDaddy
+ Mon: Amateur strip contest with Mia
Fellow, midnight, DJ WestCoastBabyDaddy
+ Tue: Free pool and tourney, DJ Arrowchaser» Wed: Hump day with DJ Sexay Sean
+ Thu; Wet underwear contest with Mia
Fellow, midnight, DJ WestCoastBabyDaddy
+ Fri: We made ‘em famous! DJ Eddy Toonflash, come early to avoid lineup, no cover
before 10pm «Sat: Undie night for men
only, free pool and tourney, Dj Arrowchaser
EDMONTON PRIME TIMERS (EPT)
Unitarian Church of Edmonton, 10804-1219

St + A group of older gay men and their
admirers who have common interests meet
the and Sun, 2:30pm, most months for a
Social period, a short meeting and a guest
speaker, discussion panel or a potluck supper. Special interest groups meet for other
social activities throughout the month. E:
edmontonpt@yahoo.ca, www.primetimersww.org/edmonton
GLBT SPORTS AND RECREATION www.
teamedmonton.ca + Women’s Drop-In Rec-

reational Badminton; Oliver School Gym,
10227-2118 St,780.465.3620; Wed, 6-7:30pm.

+ Bootcamp; Lynnwood Elementary School
at 15451-84 Ave; Mon, 7-8:15pm; bootcamp@
teamedmonton.ca « Bowling: Gateway
Lanes, 100, 3414 Gateway Blvd; Sat, 5-7pm;

bowling@teamedmonton.ca + Curling:
Mon, 7:15-9:15pm), Granite Curling Club;
780.463.5942 « Running: Sun, Tue, Thu;
Tunning@teamedmonton.ca + Swimming:
NAIT pool, 11762-106 St; Tue, 8-9pm, Thu,
7:30-8:30pm; swimming@teamedmonton.

ca « Volleyball: Tue Recreational: Mother
Teresa Elementary School at 9008-105A,
8-10pm; Thu intermediate: Amiskiwaciy
Academy, 101 Airport Rd, 8-10pm; recvolleyball@teamedmonton.ca; volleyball@

based organization for lesbian, gay, bisexual,

Apr 21 « John Caponera, Welby Santos, Paul

and support staff«3rd Thu each month (fall/
winter terms): Speakers Series. Contact Kris
(kwells@ualberta.ca)
KOREZONE FITNESS 203, 10575-1215 St « LIVING POSITIVE 404, 10408-124 St, www.edm-

event with Rich Vos and Bonnie McFarlane;

Apr 16-28 + Tyler Hawkins; Wed, Apr 22, 8pm
+ Jay Malone; Apr 23-25

LION'S HEAD PUB Radisson Hotel Edmonton South, 4440 Gateway Boulevard,
780.437.6010 + Comedy open mic night
every Sun (gpm) hosted by Lars Callieou
STEEPS TEA LOUNGE-COLLEGE PLAZA
1016-82 Ave, 780.988.8105 + Amateur Come-

dian Night: every Tue, 8-10:30pm « For info
contact robyn@steepstea.com

EDMONTON EARTH DAY FESTIVAL
Hawrelak Park, Groat Rd + Features music,
environmental exhibits, and activities « Sun,
Apr 26, 12-6pm « Free
«
EVENING OF GLAMOUR AND GOODNESS
Golden Rice Bow! Restaurant, 5365 Gateway
Boulevard, 780.435.3388, www.dinescure.ca «
Fashion, Glamour and Inspiration: Fashion
show with models who are cancer survivors
+ Fri, Apr 27, 5:15-9:30pm + $55 at www.dineg-

albertatrans.org * Men Talking with Pride:
Every Sun (7pm); facilitator: Rob Wells
robwells78o@hotmail.com + HIV Support
Group: Meet the 2nd Mon of each month,
7pm + Transgender, Transsexual, Intersex
and Questioning (TT1Q) Alliance; Support
meeting the 2nd Tue each month, 7:30pm
+ Transgender, Transsexual, Intersex and
Questioning. Education, advocacy and
support for men, women and youth; PFLAG
Edmonton: Meet the ist Wed each month,
7pm +Free short-term, solution-focused

cure.ca, and at Spasation City Centre
ONE WORLD MARKET FAIR TRADE
EVENT Rossdale Hall, 10135-96 Ave « Style
with a social conscience; info at www.casac-

drop-in counseling; every Wed, 7-10pm +

YouthSpace: drop-in for LGBTQ for youth

orazon.ca www.getdragonfly.com « Apr 17-18,
Fri 12-7pm, Sat 1oam-spm

up to 25; Tue-Sat, 3-7pm
PRISM BAR 10524-101 St, 780.990.0038 » Every Wed: Free Pool; Karaoke, gpm-midnight
+ Every Thu: Prism Pool League; 7-130pm «+
Every Fri: Steak Nite; s-9pm; Dj at 9:30pm

PAAFE EDMONTON Sawmill Restaurant,
3840-76 Ave « Men of Honour Awards Gala Fri, Apr 17, 6pm « Info: 780.471.6137
PROVINCIAL ARCHIVES OF ALBERTA'S

ROBERTSON-WESLEY UNITED CHURCH

24TH ANNUAL FILM NIGHT Metro Cinema,
Citadel Theatre Zeidler Hall, 9828-101A Ave
+ High School Historical: Films from the

10209-123 St, 780.482.1587, Www.rwuc.org

+ Soul OUTing: an LGBT-focused alternative worship « 2nd Sun each month, 7pm;
worship Sun, 10:30am; people of
all sexual
orientations welcome. A LGBT monthly
book club and film night. Info email jravenscroft@rwuc.org
ST. PAUL'S UNITED CHURCH 11526-76 Ave,

Provincial Archives of Alberta's vaults: a 1958
with Jack Nicholson, two late 1930s/early
1940s melodramas made by the Victoria
High School and Strathcona High School
drama classes +Fri, Apr 17 « $10 (adult)/$8
(student/senior) at the door
RELIEVE THE BURNING DOWN UNDER
Walkabout Pub, 10439-82 Ave « Fundraiser
for victims of the Australian bushfires. Dress
"Outback vs. Surf”; prize for best costume +
Thu, Apr 23, 8pm + $9 at Blackbyrd, Colour
Blind, door
SPRING EDMONTON WOMAN'S SHOW
Northlands AgriCom «Apr 25-26
WEEKEND TO END BREAST CANCER Don
Wheaton YWCA, 10211-102 Ave « Learn about
the fundraising walk coming up in August,
includes an orientation, training walk, and

780.436.1555 + People ofall sexual orientations are welcome « Every Sun (10am

worship)
WOMONSPACE 780.482.2794, www.
womonspace.ca, womonspace@gmail.com
+A Non-profit lesbian social organization for Edmonton and surrounding area.
Organized monthly activities from dances,
games nites, golf tournament, etc. Monthly

newsletter and reduced rates included with
membership. Confidentiality assured
WOODYS 11723 Jasper Ave, 780.488.6557 +

Open Daily (noon) « Sat-Tue Karaoke with
Tizzy and Patrick - Sat-Sun Pool Tournaments

fundraising ideas, Get involved as a walker,
crew or a volunteer « Sat, Apr 18, noon-3pm «
Info: www.endcancer.ca, 780.424.9255

ton.ca

ton_illusions/

HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB 15120 Stony Plain
_ Rad, 780.756.6010 « The Loose Cannons Of
Comedy « Thu, Apr 16, 8pm (door) « $10
LAUGH SHOP 1105-6606 137 Ave, Londonderry Mall, 780.476.1010 » Wed-Thu
8pm; Fri-Sat 7:30pm and 9:4spm + Wed
amateur open mic night; 8pm « Special

SPECIAL EVENTS

and 3rd Sun, 2-4pm, of each month; www.

ILLUSIONS SOCIAL CLUB: CROSSDRESSERS 780.387.3343 meet monthly «For info
go to groupsyahoo.com/group/edmon-

Patrice O'Neal, Sean Lecomber and Daryl
Mak; Thu, Apr 16-19 « Hit or Miss Monday’s:
Mon, Apr 20 « The Best of Edmonton: Tue,
Brown; Apr 22-26

social group meet every Sat, 7-9pm; yuy@
shaw.ca » Womonspace: Board meeting ist
Sun each month, 10:30am-12:30pm +Trans
Education/Support Group: Meet the ist

teamedmonton.ca » YOGA (Hatha): Free
Yoga; every Sun, 2-3:30pm; Korezone FitNess, 203, 10575-115 St; yoga@teamedmon-

or Miss Mondays: Each Mon « Best of
Edmonton Tuesdays: Each Tue « X Rated:

“HOME™ ENERGISING SPIRITUAL
COMMUNITY
FOR PASSIONATE LIVING

INSIDE/OUT U of ACampus - Campustrans-identified and queer (LGBTQ) faculty,
graduate student, academic, straight allies

livingpositive.ca, 1.877.975.9448/780.488.5768,

+ Providing confidential peer support to
people living with HIV » Tue, 7-9pm: Support group +Daily drop-in, peer counselling
MADELEINE SANAM FOUNDATION

Ke:GOR Hops

Faculté St. Jean, Rm 3-28, 780.490.7332 + Pro-

gram for HIV-AID’S prevention, treatment
and harm reduction in French, English and
other African languages « 3rd and 4th Sat,
gam-spm each month « Free (member)/Si0
(membership) - Pre-register
MAKING WAVES SWIMMING CLUB
www.geocities.com/makingwaves_edm +
Recreational and competitive swimming
with coaching, beginners encouraged to
participate. Socializing after practices « Every
Tue, Thu

~

PLAY NIGHTCLUB 10220-103 St, www.
AFFIRM SUNNYBROOK-RED DEER
Sunnybrook United Church, Red Deer,

403.347.6073 + Affirm welcome LGBTQ —
people and their friends, family, and allies
meet the and Tue, 7pm, each month
BISEXUAL WOMEN'S COFFEE GROUP -

A social group for bi-curious and bisexual
women every and Tue of the month, 8pm

photographers
welcome «Meet the and and
4th Thu each month; Sept-May,
8pm

780.
-.bootsbar.ca » 2nd Thu: Ilfislondtic, + 3rd Wed: Edmonton O

+ http://groupsyahoo.com/group/bwedmonton

BOOTS BAR AND LOUNGE 10242-106 St,

playnightclub.ca » Open Thu, Fri, Sat « The
first bar for the queer community to open
in a decade with DJs Alexx Brown and Eddie
Toonflash
PRIDE CENTRE OF EDMONTON 9540-111
Ave, 780.488.3234, www.pridecentreofed-

monton.org « Open Tue-Fri 1-10pm, Sat
2-6:30pm + LGBT Seniors Drop-in: Every

Tue/Thu, 2-4pm + CA: Every Thu (7pm) « Suit
Up and Show Up: AA big book study group
meet every Sat, noon « Youth Understanding Youth: Youth up to 2s years, support and

10030 102st |$12 | Doors
Form. Velvet |nderground |18=
A28 info
literoom.ca
mvspace.com*thepalemoonlights
myspace.com sleepin
WWW Stal
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Discovering two spirits
choose the centre pole. This was consid- : that many aboriginal people find a,
| have always known that |was gay, even : ing Our Spirit in Vancouver, BC. You see, : Depending on which nation that you :
: pealing, although it is still not totali,
before | knew there was a word for it. : growing up| didn't feel proud of my Na- : are from, Two-spirit people were not : ered a great honor.
Where | come from, the Cree word for : embraced by all. There still needs to |,
shunned
nor
made
a
source
of
ridicule.
:
tive heritage. Whenever we made :
But Two-spirit? That's another
trips to the reserve the other : We held positions of prestige that could : a Two-spirit person is "“aayahkwew." This = more education about Two-spirit peop|

matter.

=

ae

1 am Cree, from a small
reserve
in northwestern
Alberta. My family moved
away from the "rez when |
started school, and we settled in a community that did
not have many other aboriginal
families. Growing up in this community was not easy. | was the shy, quiet
kid who sat in the back, trying to blend
into the walls or the floor so no one
would notice me. This exaggerated fear
and shyness followed into my first year
of university.

children would make fun of : include medicine man or woman, heal- ? does not mean "man" and it does not : and our rich history, both with the gen,

: ers, leaders or people who educated the
= youth.
: Traditionally, if a person is born witha
: “difference,” this difference was looked
= at as a gift, and a gift that we are to
: learn from. Again, depending on which
: nation an individual was from, Two-spirit people where held in high regard.
HIV
and
AIDS
in
Vancouver
|
stumbled
:
:
us and call us “white Indians,"
and when we returned to our
little community we were always reminded that we were
"dirty Indians.” It was a difficult
situation to be in.
But during my work in the field of

:
:
:
:

CLASSIFIEDS
FAX YOUR FREE LISTINGS TO 780.426.2889
OR EMAIL LISTINGS@VUEWEEKLY.COM
DEADLINE: FRIDAY
AT 3PM
ocean eevee cena eee

= spirit person.
The term Two-spirit was coined in 1990

:: were called upon to settle the dispute.

: the Two-spirit person who was asked to : Two-spirit has powerful connotations

Efficient and accurate finance rep needed to
work for our aid. You must have good typing and
computer skills and must be accurate. No job
experience is needed as any job experience may
apply. You will earn $2900 monthly. Email me at
financereploo9i01@live.com if interested
Drivers wanted: $15+/hr, Wed (night). Thu (day),
perm/PT. Must have mini-van or truck.

CHANGE YOUR LIFE! TRAVEL, TEACH

Call for info pack 1.888.270.2941

MOVIE DOSTER SHOP

Great opportunity to improve
your health and wealth!

Tired of working someone else's dream?
What do the rich know that you don't?
Groundbreaking opportunity, new in Canada.
Financial freedom is here! 780.994.2760

For more info call Ken

780-454-6971

www.maxtrax4u.com/kenneths

Factory Labourer Wanted
Some experience as A/C or refrigeration technician
Salary-C$ 17.91 per hour
Please send application with resume to:

Daniel Leckelt
Silent Aire Mfg Inc
2703-121 Ave, NE Edmonton, AB

10536 -124 Street

Free Acting Classes.
sign up at freeactingtips.net
Audition and camera tips.
www.vadastudios.com

ARTS ENTHUSIASTS!

MODAL MUSIC INC. 780.221.3716
Quality music instruction since 1981.
Guitarist. Educator.

Graduate of GMCC music program

Lightrein Studio Lighting Seminar with David
Montizambert and Nick Vedros. Saturday, April
2sth at the Robbins Theatre, starting at 9 am.
Contact TixontheSquare.ca (780-420-1757) for

tickets

in writing, in person or by fax. Free ads will

run for four weeks, if you want to renew or
cancel please phone Glenys at 426-1996/fax 4262889/e-m office@vueweekly.com or drop it off
at 10303-108 St. Deadline is noon the Tuesday
before publication. Placement will depend
upon available space
E

Free art talk with Calgary artist Jean Pilch
presented by the ASA and the EPL; Fri, Apr 24,
7:30pm at the Stanley A. Milner Library Theatre,
7 Sir Winston Churchill Sq
Artist/graphic designer needed to do CD cover
art, and possible booklet-good, creative con-

in-studio film clip. E: Nick at nickfree@shaw,

Steeps-Old Glenora: for open mic-Spoken _
word. ist Thursday every month. Contact Adar
Snider to sign up adam.snider@gmail.com
The Works Art and Design Festival CALL TC
ENTER!!! Deadlines are fast approaching!
Smaller then a Breadbox Deadline May :, and

Chalk ArtDeadline May 15. Download applica
tions from www.theworks.ab.ca or call Glyn at
780.426.2122 ext. 234

SUPPORT YOUR
LOCAL FOOD BANK

Fun and Inspiring
Employment
As part of an Outreach Team, you will engage in meaningful dialogue in order to promote sustainable funding on
behalf of our select group of non profits. Our Teams enjoy
working outdoors in a dynamic and interactive atmosphere, on behalf of causes they feel passionately about.
With flexible scheduling, excellent training, and scholarships this is an ideal employment opportunity!

$12 / Hour
guaranteed wage

Want to stop smoking? Nicotine
Anonymous meetings: 7pm, every
Wed, Ebenezer United Church

Hall, 106 Ave, 163 St. Contact Gwyn

Call Bev at 780.409.9111

780.443-3020

or cruel editing. Free ads must be submitted

FREE*FREE*FREE*FREE*FREE
FREE*FREE*FREE*FREE*FREE
ARTIST/NON PROFIT CLASSIFIEDS
Need a volunteer? Forming an acting troupe?
Want someone to jam with? Place up to 20

To apply, please send resume with cover letter

to edmontonjobs@publicoutreach.ca
or call 780.436.9896
www.publicoutreach.ca

Print your ad here:

ORDER
FORM
EXTRAS

DO Bolding $& —
‘

O Extra Line $4

DiBox Word Ad-$%
Dsymbols $e

Address___
Ph.

Ser

Phone 780.426.1996 from 9am to 5pm Mon-Fri * Email rob@vueweek' ly.com ¢ Stop by 10303-108 St. Edmonton
Deadline TuesatNoon« Please print Legibly onlinesatright* Up to45characters perline* Everyletter, space ormarkcounts asonecharacter « Allow onespacefollowing punctuation
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Public Outreach is offering great positions for anyone
looking to gain valuable work experience in a fun and
flexible environment.

Fax #(780) 456-1286

The Cutting Room is looking for
Assistants and Stylists
Please drop off your resume at

words FREE, providing the ad is non-profit. Ads
of more than 20 words subject to ee price

: need to blend into the background

cept. Also filmmaker wanted to do simple, live,

Affordable picture frame options. Music Posters
8126 Gateway BNd. 439-0408.

BILLION DOLLAR GIANT!

: and derogatory remarks. Today, largely

Two-spirit is a relatively new term, but : because of my work with Healing 0.

: it is becoming widely used throughout : Spirit and my discovery of the teri,
: participants pierce their skin while teth- ?: Turtle Island (North America), as well as : now stand proud as a Two-spirit person
: and as an aboriginal, and no longer do |
:: ered to a centre pole, traditionally it was : around the world.

ENGLISH: We train you to teach. 1000's of jobs
around the world. Next in-class or ONLINE by
correspondence. Jobs guaranteed. 7712-104 St.

This patented product
will be the next

:

: away from the two aspects of my |i(,
? that defined me because I was constant
: ly bombarded with slurs, racist insul

: During the sun dance ceremony, where

Ph 780.907.0570

BIGGEST HEALTH
DISCOVERY IN
20 YEARS!

? seemed to understand.
: Growing up as both gay and aborip

at the North American Gay and Les- : nal was difficult. | felt that | had to st:

= ent nations and Two-spirit people in- : bian Conference in Winnipeg, Manitoba,
: volves mediation. Whenever there were : where a delegation of aboriginal gays
: two opposing factions within the com- : and lesbians joined together for a sat: munity, it was the Two-spirit people who : ellite conference and coined the term.”

Looking for reliable, responsible person.
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: woman (iskwew) and aayahkwew. Like : out to my community and used th
: Cree, most aboriginal languages have : term "“aayahkwew." While many peop}
: a term such as this to describe a Two- : were mystified by the term, the Eld:

: across anew term that I never heard be- : The one common factor among differ-

fore: Two-spirit. Two-spirit is what we as
gay and lesbian aboriginal people use to
describe ourselves. It refers to the male
and female spirit which is in all of us, but
It wasn't until 1993 that | knew that my : for the Two-spirit person the connection
life was going to be altered forever. It : between the two is stronger.
was then that I was hired as a Street Li- : Pre-European contact, and before
aison Worker/Educator for an Aboriginal : colonization, Two-spirit people were
AIDS Service Organization called Heal- : well respected within our communities.

O) Caps $4

: mean “woman,” and it does not mean : eral public as well as within aborigin;\
? "not a man" or “not a woman." It is a = communities. When | buried my olde
: separate gender: there is man (napew), : brother a number of years ago | cam.

|
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Squestions,

i cut and pasted from any one of a thou-

: ly, not actually a "hot button," but a collec. :
: heals but puts a hitch in the sheath of sau- : Dear Chick:
; sand how-to websites, | think you may : tion of tissues sensitive to the
touch under } Sage-casing-like material which encases the : I'm going
to assume that you are a teenhave been proceeding a bit by rote : certain, but not all, circumstances,
| can't :: Spongey, sausagelike corpora cavernosa, : ager, in which case it’s pretty normal.
Not
there. Rather than printing out

tell you exactly how to operate it. I'd start :: the working parts of your
penis. | don't : only do we hear
aton about how it might
some stranger's directions, how : once she's already well tumed-on, though, :
: think that's what happened to you, but if :: hurt and bleed (and, indeed, it might),
about following hers?
: and without impatience or goal-orientation. :

aw
1

ae

Dear Will:
Yes, yes, very funny. I'm not entirely sure
what she was

experiencing

but from

your phrasing, which could have been

: this is the inside of your body. That is,

: a little—oh, you get the picture. Obviously: : Worry not, and if you have
achance check
: what you were doing wasn't working, so try :: out some G-spot toys. If the curve looks
: doing whatever's not that.
: familiar, boy are you in Luck.
; Love, Andrea
: Love, Andrea
:
: Dear Andrea:
: Dear Andrea:
: My penis is curved a little. Is that normal, :: I'mjust
abigchicken!
How come|'mafraid
: and ifnot what can |do to straighten it? : of sticking my finger inside of me? It just
; you want her to lean forward and swat : Love, Upwards
: terrifies me for some reason, and | refuse
: the top of your head with the TV remote. :
: to stick anything inside of me ‘cause I'm
: You can probably determine whether she : Dear Up:
: Just so afraid!!
: Is or is not G-spot enabled by letting her : Nothing! Do not do anything! Some curva- : Love, Chicken
: tuide you. Since the G-spot is, inconvenient- : tures are caused by a previous injury, which :

: in and what comes out. It is no small
:: trick to relearn boundaries later and
: start letting new things in new places
: Take it easy, take it slow, and maybe try
: with something smaller, like a Q-Tip and
= see how that goes. Also, take a mirror
: and see where it's going. Either you will
:: learn that there is more room than you

Musicians from Vancouver, to Whitehorse, to

Winnipeg; the 2009 Western Canadian Music

Awards (WCMAs), Sept 27-20 in Brandon,

MUSICIANS

Manitoba; submission deadline: Apr 19, pm

Strong vocalist looking for guitarist for collabo-

ration Ph 780.421.1910

BUSKERS WANTED! Walk for Darfur clubseeks
musicians for May2ndrally. Contact Luke Coffey at780.965.2110

Former ae

See

ek bard

‘king vocalist/frontmantocomplement

= a dedicated backline. Vocal versatility
and experience
on guitar are assets. Ifthis is
you email Ryan atryan.biggs@edmonton.ca

;
: Just kind of slip in there when things are al- :
: ready going well and keep your eyes on her :
: face while you try a little deeper or alittle :

you want to find out how a devastating penis fracture heals, try unbending it.
Yours was probably just made that way.
If we were all made in God's image, some

There are women, and plenty
of them, who don't have much
of the spongey erectile tissue
surrounding the urethra and
the front of the vagina that we've
myindex finger about twoinches inside
come, for convenience's sake, to call
girlfriend's
vagina, pressing with a"come the G-spot. These women can lie there all
Se ame adlstralicrentsly pressing day receiving simultaneous come-hither
the mound from outside. Unfortunatelymy motions and external pressure and only
partner
did not experience
any extra plea- = manage to get kind of annoyed with you.
if your girlfriend is one of them, ! would
sure.
J havetotry again and again?
:not suggest “trying again and again" unless
stowsWing

applyat www.sonicbids.com/wcema; eligibility
information go to www:westerncanadianmusicawards.ca/awards
The Loudhailers Seeking Piano for Rock n
Roll Rhythm n Blues originals. www.myspace.
com/theloudhailers shows booked, recording
constantly contact Justin theloudhailers@
gmail.com
WANTED: JAMMERS for open public monthly
jam on the second Sunday of the month at
9119-128A Ave, Rock, country & old time music.
Ph. 780.973.5593, randyglen@JumpUpDj.com

: emotionally speaking, some heavy stuff
: We spend our very early childhood learn-

: ing the limits of our bodies where we
: Closer in, a little harder and a little softer, : of God's avatars have a dick just like yours. :
: stop and other people begin, what goes

5 thought, or you won't. If there's a hymen

:: there it will be more complicated, but it's
: still meant to let things in. Just on your

: own terms, at your own pace.
: Love, Andrea

at 403.266.0620

Do you remember someone who believed in

you when you were a child? Be that person in a
child's life today. All it takes is one hour a week,
which may not be much to you but will make
all the difference in the life of a child. Be a Big
Brother or Big Sister! Be a Mentor! Call Big
Brother Big Sister today. 424-8181
Pilgrims Hospice Society (9808-148 St) looking
for part-time cook (appx 8-20/day) for Mon,
Tues, Wed. Requirements meal planning,
shopping, working with volunteers, working
independently, and a valid food safety certificate. Send resume: JakieD @pilgrimshospice.ca
or fax at 780.413.9748

ADULT
EXOTIC TASIA

Beautiful caramel skin, 26 years old,
nice curves, 38 DD. Outcalls only.
587-784-0161 (Edmonton)

NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS Help Line 24
Hours 4 Day-7 Days a Week if you want to

stop using, we can help
Local: 780.421.4429

Toll free: 1.877.463.3537

Volunteers needed to “make fun” at the
Edmonton International Street Performers
Festival running July 3-12; apply online at
www.edmontonstreetfest.com; E: yolunteer@

THINK YOU HAVE WHAT IT TAKES
TO BE

HOMELESS? Spend one night under the stars
and learn what life is like for many Edmonton
youth. Registration deadline: May 15, 2009;
register at www.yess.org

EDMONTON POETRY FEST, APR 23-26, is
seeking

edmontonstreetfest.com; T: Liz Allison-Jorde
780.425.5162. Volunteers must be a minimum

of 14 yrs old
Do you love the ARTS? Join us and be a part of
North America’s LARGEST Outdoor FREE Art
& Design Festival! Volunteer! Download your
application at www.theworks.ab.ca

volunteers. Contact edmontonpoetry-

festival@hotmail.com

Team Diabetes is looking for adults of ALL
fitness levels to walk/nun in destinations such
as Athens, Honolulu or Calgary to help raise
awareness and funds for diabetes research and
education. Ph: Canadian Diabetes Association

|

Other cities

Had Enough? Cocaine Anonymous

WMUEWEEKLY

80.425.27
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Calgary

403-313-3311

LOCAL CHAT. CALL FREE: code 2315

780.413.7122
noallina)
Wernghatdot presses,x thchited wb

cenarntrv:
Thanks olop
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University of Alberta Libraray
PO Box 41021
Sth Floor Cameron
Edmonton,
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Blouses
from $ 16.90

me

*Offer is valid at the South Edmonton Common location only.Limit of one coupon per customer. Offer is valid for
one time use only. Offer may not be used in conjunction with any other offer, discount, purchase of gift cards
previously purchased merchandise. Original coupon must be presented and surrendered to H&M at the time:
purchase; copies will not be accepted. Hennes & Maurtiz (H&M) will is not responsible for lost or stolen coupe
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9915 108A Ave. NW
11315 104th Ave.

WEST END
3 | 5- 14220 Yellowhead Trail
14903 118th Ave.

10429 178th St

NORTH
9624 165th Ave.
12714 137th Ave.
13034 50th SI.

SOUTH

BlackBerry® Pearl™
8130 smartphone

BlackBerry® Peari™ Flip
8230 smartphone

NEW Samsung OMNIA™
SCH-i910 smartphone

NEW Treo™ Pro
smartphone by Palm®

BlackBerry® Storm™
9580 smartphone

$2999

$49.99"

$129.99

$149.99

sate $199.99"

(3 year term)

{3 year term)

(3 year term)

(3 year term)

(3 year term)

No term $499.99

No term $449.99

No term $499.99

No term $549.99

No term $599.99

5912 104th St.

10309 34th Ave.
5926 99th St.

8708 Sist Ave.
4515 Gateway Bivo.

Fort Saskatchewan
9542 86th Ave.

Whether you're a power communicator, a social butterfly or

9914 10rd SI.

a multimedia fanatic, we have a smartphone that’s just right

Leduc

- for you. And with TELUS, you'll get 3G speed in more places#

112 - 5906 50th St

Visit us in-store or at telusmobility.;com/smartfit today, and

5205 50th Ave

we'll help you find your perfect fit.
Sherwood Park

Sherwood Park Mall
162 - 26 Strathmoor Dr

(Road King)

=~ TELUS
the future is friendly

=
For more details on these great offers, visit your TELUS authorized dealer or retailer, visit telusmobility.com or call 1-866-264-2966. be FUTURE SHOP

or

WALMART

oni

Phong availability
andprice may vary.Prices aresubject tochange without notice. "EHective netpriceafter in-store discount at time of activation. Available forclients inew and rénewel) whio activate ona3 yeer term with anynon-- promotional voicerateplanof$20ofgreater withdataadd-on. TELUS reserves therightto
‘onytime without advance notice. tAvailable
until May4,2008. Regular priceottheBlackBorry Storm on8 3 yearterm i $249.99. {Based ontotal square kmofthe3Gnetwork vs.Rogers HSPA coverage asof February 2009. TELUS, theTELUS logo andthefuture is friendly aretrademarks of TELUS Corporation.

itr

en

ion Sa

SurePrese™
andrelated trademares, names aridlogos aretheproperty ofResearch inMotion Limited andareregistered and/or usedin theU.S.andcountries aroundtheworld. Usedunder license fromResearch inMotion Limited, FACEBOOK is a registered trademark of Facebook. Inc.Allothertrademarks areproperty oftheirrespective owners.© 2005TELUS
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PLANZERS 5420 CALGARY TRAIL - 780-988-9932
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INSSPINON THREE LEVEL

i
Festival Volunteer Fair— — __When: “May13;2009

25* Festivals-altin one place,

3 p.m. - 8 p.m.

-—»~

Where: TransAlta Arts Barns
10330 - 84 Avenue

all on one day
Your focal

For more information, visit:

DOG FREEHOUSE 10425 82 AVE
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EDITORIAL

Tick, tock, tick, tock
quite simply, out of time to get there.

SCOTT HARRIS

Evidence of that was quietly filed :

// SCOTT@VUEWEEKLY.COM

with the UN by the Canadian govern-

TT: April 22 marks the 30th year that
Earth Day, inaugurated by US Senator Gaylord Nelson in 1970 as a day for
teach-ins on environmental issues, has
been marked in cities around the world.
Despite the growth in popularity and
attendance at Earth Day events (Edmonton's takes place on Sunday, April

ment last week, in the form of the
latest national greenhouse-gas inven-

5

are now 33.8 per cent above our Kyoto
commitments, and after a brief pause
are again going the wrong way, growing four per cent between 2006 and

:

2007. Our growth in emissions since

:

tory report. It showed that emissions :

1990 is the worst among G8 countries.

26 from noon to 6 pm in Hawrelak
Park), each year feels less like a celebra-

We're even failing at the Alberta gov-

tion of the Earth and more like a something approximating a wake.
While we're all out playing hemp Frisbee in the park, picking up our complimentary compact fluorescent lightbulb

per cent higher.

and reminiscing with friends about
that hour we spent in the dark while we
wait in line for a veggie wiener cooked
on a solar-powered grill, the industries

ernment's means-nothing measure of :
"GHG intensity,” which was also one
Where's the problem? Well, fossil fuelrelated emissions rose by almost five per
cent from ‘04 - '07, with increased exports more than making up for domestic drops. Emissions from extraction,
"largely due to increased activity in the

;

and governments that are making it all

Alberta oil sands,” were up 57 percent :

something of a moot point are off doing the same thing they've been doing

over the same period. Coal-fired power
plants were another driver, as were an
increase in the number of vehicles.
The good news? "Residential emissions were essentially the same in 2007
as they were in 1990,” meaning you're
doing a pretty decent job. Now it's time
for Stelmach and Suncor to get their
asses down to the park and start doing
something as well, and soon. W

for decades—dragging their feet and
pretending they give a shit.
It's not that individual actions to reduce one's environmental footprint or
reduce greenhouse gas emissions aren't
important, because they definitely are,
it’s that we need to be so much further
ahead than where we are, and we are,

:
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Letters

Vue Weekly welcomes reader response, whether critical or complimentary. Send your opinion by mail (Vue
Weekly, 10303 - 108 Street, Edmonton AB TsJ 117), by fax (780.426.2889) or by email (letters@vueweekly.com).
Preference is given to feedback about articles in Vue Weekly. We reserve the right to edit for length and clarity.
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felt incensed after reading a recent
column by Connie Howard ("Back-
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According to the information in the
article the activities of Health Canada
i are resulting in the release of scien-
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: ground health," Mar 26 - Apr 1, 2009).

: tifically incorrect statements, such as
: “teenagers aren’trisking their health by

:
:
:
:

: quency radiation, through the forma: tion of micronuclei—chromosomal

ROB BUTZ // butz@vueweekly.com

: aberrations that can result in cell death

GLENYS SWITZER // glenys@vueweekly.com

: or uncontrolled cell growth, better
: known as tumors. So, Health Canada's
: statement that there is not a health risk
: from using a device which uses RFR is

DPS MEDIA // 416.413.9291
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using cellphones.” As the author correctly pointed out, Dr. Carlo conducted
a study that showed that human blood
cells are, in fact, damaged by radio fre-

:
:
:
:

I also support the author's view that
the government is squandering financial and human resources by researching if benzene is a carcinogen—that's
like disputing that smoking causes

: lungcancer.
Unfortunately, however, at the end
: of the article, I was more annoyed at
: the author than at Health Canada, and
: question the depth of the author's un: derstanding of the treatment of malig: nancies. According to the New England
: Journal of Medicine, women with newly

// APR 23 — APR 29, 2009

diagnosed early-stage breast cancer
who had been treated with standard
therapies and then used alternative
medicine experienced greater psychosocial distress and had a worse quality
of life than their cohort counterparts,
who opted for standard therapy after
surgery. It is unarguable that alternative medicine does have a role in the
treatment of patients, but it does not
follow that empirical, evidence-based
analysis and research of allopathic
medicine should be discounted.
Alternative medicine may have numerous proponents, however, upon
conducting a PUBMED search to see
any valid evidence-based studies on
the topic, I came across no articles
about a head-to-head, randomized

study comparing the two. Since a study
of this type may be unethical to conduct, this leaves me to conclude that it
is unscientific to favour one treatment
plan over the other.
Further, the author reports that 20
years ago, two-thirds of all breast cancer deaths occurred within a 100-mile
radius of nuclear reactors. There is
indisputable evidence of the effects of
nuclear reactors.and their emissions
on the surrounding environments, but
again, the statistics are not examined
in any scientific way. If someone lives
within 100 miles of a reactor, chances
are that they are a rural population. By

my experience in medical school, rural
folk are less likely to go their doctors

until their pathology is much advanced
and, hence, the higher rate of death by

cancer. Also, in the 1980s the treatment

of breast cancer was just not as sophisticated as it is now, which could also
contribute to the higher rate of death.
I am not arguing that emissions cause
malignancy, but I am frustrated with
the ignoring of confounding variables
in an article about a field, medicine,
that is based on replication of data and
values empiricism over baseless conclusions.
Safana Anna Makhdoom

a
GOING GHANAIAN
pe finished reading the article in Vue
Weekly on the Ghanian caterer and

teacher, Ellen Naa Ayikarley Mawus!
("Kick it up a notch,” Apr 2 ~ Apr 8,
2009), and I wanted to say how much I
enjoyed the article in its positive slant

and encouraging attitude towards the
success of this woman's talent for cookery.
:
Iamso excited to taste her food and to

sign up for a class. Thank you for creat
ing theawareness of this opp
ty,
and kudos tothe author! ~~

Chrystal McClellan

?
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At the ship cemetery dozens of rusting boats sit half-submerged in the slow
moving water of the Pripyat River. Like
the military vehicles, radiation rendered
them too dangerous to use and too dangerous to move. The way the water reflects the rusting hulks is almost pretty.
If not for that rule forbidding it—not to
mention the radioactivity—this would
make a nice spot for a picnic.
Most of the time our group is quite
boisterous—making comments, asking questions, taking pictures. But at
the Monument to the Firemen we become subdued. Until this point we've
only seen objects that were affected by
the disaster. The large blue sculpture
before us reminds us of the human toll.
The monument depicts the local fire
fighters who were the first on the scene
after the explosion. They were equipped
to fightthe fire but lacked protection for
the radiation spewing from the reactor.
They received massive doses and many
died soon after. The sculpture captures
the anguish on their faces, perhaps at
the very moment they realized that they
were fighting more than just a fire.

to avoid tourist crowds this summer?

1ernobyl, now with slightly less radiation

‘that
tour guide Dennis
in his hand monitors

ps are the only sound

s they echo off the

the spotsto avoid. But I have my
doubts. lam, after all, at the site of the

world’s worst nuclear accident: Chernobyl, Ukraine.
More than 20 years after the atomic

genie was released from the bottle, the
invisible danger in this modern ghost
town remains. Dennis tells me not to
worry, but I can see the readout on his
dosimeter: 1800. Only a few hours earlier he told me that 50 is normal. What
am I doing here?

On April 26, 1986, Reactor Number
Four at Chernobyl, in what was then
the Soviet Union, blew up. For some

reason, I've always been fascinated by
the tragic event. I've read the books,

er tragedy sites like Auschwitz or New

seen the movies and played the game
(yes, there is actually a video game set
in Chernobyl). I think this fascination
comes from how man's quest to control mature backfired and how nature is
slowly reclaiming a modern city where
thousands once worked, raised families
and made a community.
At the time of the accident, four reactors were in operation and two more
were under construction. It was during a systems
test in the early morning
hours of that spring day that things
went terribly wrong.
Technicians tried to stop the test and
rein in the reactor, but it was out of
control. It overheated, resulting in a
massive blast. While it wasn’t a nucle-

York's Ground Zero. It too has become
hallowed ground where people come to
witness history and to remember.
Chernobyl lies about 130 kilometres
northwest of Kiev, Ukraine's capital. It

ar explosion, the reactor blew apart,
shooting radioactive debris more than

a mile into the sky.

In the days after the explosion, winds
carried radioactive fallout across most
of Europe, eventually forcing more
than 300 000 people to relocate.
I was surprised to discover that the
Ukrainian government allows tourists
to visit Chernobyl up close and personal. While it may seem a macabre

place to visit, it’s no different than oth-

mn

is an atomic bull’s-eye in the middle of
the menacingly named Zone of Alienation, a 30-kilometre exclusion area
that surrounds the power plant.
Several companies offer tours to the
zone and I booked mine online through

SoloEast Travel in Kiev. To take the tour
solo will set you back $595 US, but I was
able to find a group of six people who
shared my curiosity, bringing the price
down to the bargain rate of $185 US each.
Just after 9 am on a sunny Wednesday morning | board a shuttle bus in
central Kiev, along with five Swedes
and a Norwegian. About an hour from
Kiev, our van comes to a halt. A red
and white barrier, manned by a couple
of severe looking soldiers, blocks the
road. This is the first of many control
points that restrict access into the
Zone of Alienation.
Our first stop is the town of Chernobyl. While the power station is referred
to as Chernobyl, it is actually located in

Pripyat, a model Soviet town founded in
1970 to support the nuclear complex.
We stop at a bland government build-

ing and head inside. This is where Ifirst
meet Dennis Zaburin, our young but
serious government tour guide. The 27year-old is dressed in blue jeans, camo
jacket and a Formula 1 ball cap. He
doesn't smile. Perhaps he doesn't like
his job.

Inside a large room lined with maps
and photographs of the disaster, Dennis
gives usa short lecture about what happened and what to expect. Before we
can proceed we have to sign a release
containing a long and odd list of rules
that must be followed. No alcohol or
drugs. No taking souvenirs. No picnics.
No kidding.
:
The tour begins at what Dennis calls
the vehicle museum. It's really nothing
more than a few military vehicles scat-

tered about a grass field in desperate
need of a mow. Dennis waves his dosimeter a few inches from a tank—the
numbers skyrocket.
Even though I know how dangerous
radiation is, it's easy to forget about the
risk because it's invisible. But the signs
and the beeping of the dosimeter keep
reminding me.

A few kilometres down a deserted road,
partially completed cooling towers and
idle construction cranes welcome us
to the reactor complex. We drive past
stagnant cooling ponds and a decaying
network of electrical transmission infrastructure before reaching the heart
of the disaster: Reactor Number Four,
an enormous and enormously frightening building.
Nearby is another poignant tribute:
the Monument to the Liquidators. In
the wake of the disaster, the Soviets
initiated an operation named "The Liquidation of the Chernobyl Accident."
Over the weeks, months and years that
followed, 100 000 troops and 400 000
experts and civilians worked to stabilize the complex and clean up the radioactive mess. They became

known

as the liquidators, and their work may
have saved countless millions. But they
paid a high price: many became very
sick and many died.

The Sarcophagus, a hastily constructed containment structure, covers the
wreckage of Reactor Number Four.
Built as a temporary measure, it is the
only thing standing between tons of
loose radioactive material and the outside world. As I stand before the giant
tomb, Dennis explains that it is in dire
need of replacement. If it were to collapse, clouds of radioactive dust would
be released into the air, creating another nuclear disaster.
I feel uneasy looking at the Sarcophagus—a terrible sadness hangs in the air
and I'm glad when Dennis says it’s time
to go.
The final portion of our tour is Pripyat,
the power plant's support city that once
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had a population of about so 000. Today it’s zero.
Back in 1986, officials told residents
that the evacuation was temporary and
they need only bring a few days worth
of clothes. As a result, most people left
everything behind, unaware that they
would never return.
Pripyat was a model Soviet city before

the disaster. Today, it is a crumbling
shell, a surreal place where empty roads
are lined with streetlamps that never

light. The only traffic is the occasional
bright yellow dump truck emblazoned
with radioactive symbols. Dennis warns
us not to breathe when they pass by; the
dust could be hazardous to our health.
It's at the main square where I really
feel Pripyat's emptiness. Dennis tells us
we're free to explore the city’s skeletons:

a grocery store filled with overturned
carts and moldy signs. A hotel waiting
for guests that will never come. Disconnected phone booths, empty swimming pools and overgrown paths that
snake past faded signs highlighting
the achievements of a country that has
ceased to exist.
Books, chairs and even radiators are
scattered about, the flotsam and jetsam

of 1980s Soviet life. A child's ballet shoe
here, a trumpet case there. A strip of old
film, perhaps touting the bright future
of this atomic city.
Over the past 23 years there has been a

lot of looting and vandalism. Most of the
buildings have been ripped apart, their
windows broken, valuable bits taken
and sold—despite the radioactivity—for
salvage. Who knows what happened to
the car parts, the cutlery, and the doorknobs? Are they slowly killing people in
Kiev? Minsk? Moscow?
The children of Pripyat must have been
bursting with excitement in the days
before the disaster. A new amusement
park was scheduled to open on May 1,
1986 in honour of May Day. It never did.
Instead of children’s laughter, this
amusement park is silent, a sad reminder of shattered dreams and the lives
ripped apart. The large decaying Ferris
wheel has becomea tragic symbol of the
disaster. A few steps away, I spot a rotting stuffed toy hanging in the smashed

window of a ticket booth, as ifcaught in
mid-escape.

It feels like the set of a zombie movie,
but Pripyat is not dead. It's renewing
itself. Just as nature is slowly return-

ing, evident in the grass that now
between the cracks in the plaza
shrubs and trees that have found
the contaminated soil, so too are

grows
or the
root in
people
slowly returning to the area, albeit in
the form of visitors like me.
It may be thousands of years before
this area is safe enough for human
habitation. Until then, the site of mankind’s worst nuclear disaster may become one of the world's most chilling
tourist attractions. W
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This is class war
e@

e

Thai middle class must compromise
with the poor if they want calm streets

:

Thailand's Prime Minister Abhisit Vejjajiva : tium 15 centuries ago. It certainly doesn't : pretty soon the poor will figure out how to
was humiliated on AprilTlwhen red-shirted : sound like modern politics, and indeed it : use it for their own purposes. Their leader

protesters overran the summit of Asian : is not like politics in mature democratic
countries like France or India, But it is
leaders that he was hosting and forced
(apart from the coloured T-shirts)
him to evacuate them by helicopter,
a great deal like 19th-century
but now he is back in control The
Tt European politics.
*reds* have been driven off the
Thailand's democracy is less
streets of Bangkok by the army,
eekiyco™, than 20 years old, and it was
and the "yellows" who fought
the
growing Thai middle class
them last year have not come
that made it happen—just as
out in force either. For the moit was the middle class in Eument, peace has been restored.
ropean countries that made the
It sounds as arcane as the street
battles of the blues and greens in Byzan- : revolutions happen there in the 1800s. In

ae 5

* both cases, they were doing it for themselves, not for the poor.
As the history of a hundred ancient em-

pl
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} access to cheap loans, medical care and other
: things that themiddle class took for granted.
= The poor loved him for it, but the urban mid: dle class was appalled: they had lost control

£ of politics, and their money was being spent

even to think in those terms. Democracy
only got onto the political agenda when a
large and literate middle class appeared.
What the middle class were after was

mainly political equality, since they were
already doing quite nicely economically. But
no sooner had they won it than they discovered to their horror that the poor were
also infected by this idea of equality. At that
point, the newly empowered middle class
faced a stark choice.
Either they made a political deal that
brought the poor into the system economically, or they lived forever in fear of the
day when the angry poor broke into their
homes. In Europe, it took most of the 19th
century and a good deal of the 20th to
come up with a deal that worked, but in the
end various versions of the welfare state
did the trick.
Most of the former colonial countries inherited the democratic system. They didn't
all make the system work, but at least they
knew the rules, including how to get the
poor to accept the system. Whereas Thai_ land, almost uniquely in southern Asia, was
never colonized.

? Sothe newgovernment
also had tobeover: thrown, a task that was accomplished last
: year by the yellow-shirted supporters of the

: People's Alliance for Democracy (PAD).
: In many ways the PAD istypical of conserva-

: tive parties seekingtorein in the demands of
: the poor. Itisbacked by the army, the senior
: bureaucracy and the upper middle class, but
its street fighters are drawn mostly from the
? aspiring lower middle class. However, this be

: ing Thailand, there is one big difference: the
: PAD actually wants to take democracy back
: from the poor.
: In the parts oftheworld that know democ-

> racy better, the notion that the demands of
: the poor can be dealt with simply by disen-

: franchising them seems crazy—and we have

: the history toprove it.At the moment, how> ever, it clearly doesn't sound like a crazy idea

= to many middle-class Thais.
Really bad outcomes to this impasse are
: possible, Including a retum to permanent
+ military rule, although that would now re: quire repression on an almost Burmese scale.
> But the likelier outcome is that the Thais will

: find some way outoftheircurrent blind alley
? and back todemocratic normality.
a Sete
Nl a cc

middle-class Thais, over- : ries proves that you have to compromise
the poor. You don't have togive'them
whelmingly Bangkok-based, drove the ? with
army from power in a non-violent revo- : allyour wealth, butifyou want tolive in a
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} pushing through measures to give the poor

In 1992,
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: urban and rural, and they voted for him in
: their millions.
: Thaksin won power in 2001, and began

: 2006 and his party banned—but as soon
mand their democratic rights, because they : as democracy was restored, the poor voted
lacked the education and the perspective : for his allies and the new party they formed.

2Ti.
Dead And Gone pest sussn nmbertate

Simple actions, big impaet

: became a telecommunications billionaire.
: He was a demagogue who cut as many
= comers in politics as he had in business, but
: he genuinely did represent the poor, both

revolution. It didn't occur to them to de

Right Round rex xere

jourdelaterre. org

: watra, an ex-cop frora humble origins who

pires demonstrates, the poor and the : onignorant peasants.
downtrodden never launched a democratic : Thaksin was overthrown by the army in

’ 1 Flo Rida

earthday.ca

: and voice in Thallahd was Thaksin Shina-
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1ST DIBS

lution that brought genuine democracy
to the country for the first time. It was

stable and prosperous
country then you do

: have toshare
it.W

an exhilarating and long overdue event, :
but it appears that the Thai middle class : Gwynne Dyer is a London-based indepenreally didn't anticipate what was going to ; dent journalist whose articles are published
come next.

? in45 countries. His column appears each

Give a country a democratic system, and : week in Vue Weekly.

Issues is a forum for individuals and organizations to comment on current
eve: nts and broader issues of importance to the comm)
. Their commentary is not necessarily the opinion
of the organizations they represent or of Vue Weekly.
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infrastructure spending and focusing on P3s

bucksglobalconsensus, means less bang for the buck

crisis
byputting people back to work and

chosen to cut its infrastructure budget
and kill jobs rather than increase it and
create jobs.
But there is also another concern about
how the government is dealing with infrastructure spending in this year’s budget.
In a presentation to the Calgary Chamber
of Commerce last week, Alberta infrastructure minister Jack Hayden suggested
that the province would make extensive

getting money moving again.

use of public-private partnerships (P3s)

:
iD
//
UALBERTA.CA/PARKLAN

There is a growing consensus around the

world that increased government investtodayinpublic projects and servic-

‘in infrastructure, will help
ease
the pain of the current economic
This is especially the case in a jurisdiction like Alberta, where the construction
industry makes up almost 25 per cent of
the provincial economy, and is the second largest employer of Albertans, only

for new facilities such as seniors’ lodges
and health centres.

q

slightly behind the retail sector.
The reality of Alberta's recent boom is
that it was predominantly a construction
boom—the vast majority of jobs generated during that period of astronomical

Cause governments in general, and the
Alberta government in particular, can
borrow money for cheaper than any private sector company. The premium for

government borrowing has historically
been in the neighbourhood of two per
cent better than what the private sector
can borrow for.
In the midst of the current financial
crisis, lenders have become more risk
averse than before, and as such are much
more reluctant to extend credit at low
rates for long periods of time. The result

At a time when there is almost universal consensus
the need for stimulus spending, the Alberta
government has chosen to cut its infrastructure
budget and kill jobs rather than increase it and
create jobs.

Earn a Living
While You Earn a Degree

growth were created in the construc-

Despite government assurances to the

tion sector. It only stands to reason,

of this dynamic is that the cost of bor-

contrary, P3s have never made sense
either financially or democratically, and
they make even less sense in today’s economic climate.
P3s are an arrangement whereby gov-

rowing for private companies today, assuming they can even get credit, is even
higher than it was just a year ago. The

Now, you can work toward your Management degree

combination of the dubious history of
P3s and nervous lenders also means that

and keep your day job too!

ernments contract with a private company, or a consortium of companies, to

the cost of insuring that financing is also
higher than ever before.
The result is that P3s make even less
sense financially today than they ever
have before. Why would a government
ostensibly concerned with fiscal pru-

therefore, that as the boom turns into
a bust, it is those construction jobs that
are disappearing even more quickly than
they were created. Ifthere is any place in
North America where significant government investment in infrastructure would
get people back to work quickly it is here
in Alberta.

Add to that the reality that the province still faces a significant infrastructure
deficit after almost 15 years of complete.
neglect by a government obsessed with
balancing the books and paying off debt,
and you get a sense of why the Alberta
government has been working so hard to
play up the amount of infrastructure investment in the 2009 provincial budget
released earlier this month.
The budget documents highlight the
fact that the government will invest $7.2
billion in Infrastructure this fiscal year.
What they don't mention, however, is

that this is not new spending. In fact, it
is actually $300 million less than what
the government said it would spend this
year when it published its three-year capital plan last year. Cutting infrastructure
spending by $300 million is actually the
Opposite of investing new money to put
Albertans back to work.

That $300 million cut represents close
to 10 000 construction jobs that will
not be created in Alberta this year. So,
at a time when there is almost universal consensus on the need for stimulus

spending, the Alberta government has

plan, design, finance, build and maintain
public infrastructure projects for an extended time period—usually 25 to 50
years. In return, government

agrees to

Pay a pre-set amount annually for the
life of the agreement.
Because these private companies must

dence even consider an infrastructure
scheme that costs more and is less accountable, especially during a time when

build profit into every stage of the project, and because they are not likely to

terest rates, insurance costs and private

every extra dollar that goes to higher in-

ed to result in higher costs to taxpayers
and a lower standard of maintenance

profit margins means one less dollar that
can be put to use putting Albertans in
the construction industry back to work?
The global community is now in agreement that's what needed in this time

and upkeep over the life of the project.

of crisis is responsible and accountable

Rather than being a cost-saving measure,
P3s have proven themselves to be a costdeferral tactic for governments—they
cost more over their lifespan, and future

fiscal stimulus. Our government, on the
other hand, seems obliviously intent on
continuing to pad the bottom lines of
their friends in the private sector and
ignoring the needs of Albertans who
are losing their jobs by the thousands.
Now is the time for some vision and investment in the public interest, and infrastructure spending cuts and wasteful
P3s offer neither. W

invest

in expensive

maintenance

and

upgrades that will result in them losing
money, P3s around the world have tend-

generations are on the hook for shoddy

maintenance and neglected upkeep after
the contract is up. In addition, because
the contracts are with private companies,

their specific provisions are protected
from public scrutiny by protection of privacy legislation.
In addition to having to the extra costs
associated with profit margins built in
by private companies, a significant cost
escalator for P3s is financing. That is be-

Ricardo Acufia is executive director of the
Parkland Institute, a non-partisan public
policy research institute housed at the
University of Alberta.
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America, perhaps it should come as no
surprise that hip hop has found fertile
ground asa form ofexpression for young
Palestinians, whose lives are dominated
by poverty and an occupation which has
loomed over and controlled them their
entire lives.
The rise of the nascent hip-hop scene in
the occupied West Bank, Gaza and Palestinian communities within Israel is the
subject of Slingshot Hip Hop, an engaging film by Arab-American filmmaker
Jackie Reem Salloum making its Edmonton premiere on April 25.
Slingshot is told primarily through the
story of DAM, Palestine’s first hip-hop

trio, made up of brothers Tamer and
Suhell Nafar and Mahmood Jrere from

the city of Lyd, Israel, as they progress
from clumsy rappers learning English
and imitating American MCs to develop-

Not all Back Surgery
is Created Equal.

ing their own voice to reflect the political
and social realities in Palestine as the second Intifada (uprising) erupts.
As refugees displaced within Israel's
borders, the members of DAM struggle
with and rap about being a Palestinian
minority within Israel, isolated in a community racked with unemployment, poverty and substandard public services, and
about the impacts of the occupation on
all Palestinians.

Neither are the

But they are cut off from other Palestinians in the West Bank and Gaza by walls,
military checkpoints and restrictive laws
which prevent Palestinians from moving

freely within the orders of historic Palestine. Part ofthat separation means they
can't meet face-to-face or share the stage
with fellow rappers like PR, a trio from
Gaza whom they inspired, who dream
of escaping the walls around Gaza. Like
DAM, the music of PR isabout life in Gaza
under occupation, where rocket attacks
from Israeli helicopters, housing demolitions and six-hour waits at Israeli check
points are everyday facts of life.
Limited in their movement, the
groups are left connect through musi:
over the Internet, shared films of each
other's performances and fleeting ce!|
phone conversations.
At once inspiring
and frustrating, Sling
shot offers a glimpse into the tragic plight
ofthe Palestinians,
and the resilience and
hope that music can offer in situation
that are almost impossible to imagine
DAM will perform following the flr
screenings at3 pm and 7pm, and directo;
Jackie Salloum will also speak followin;

the evening show. W
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It takes an occupation to hold us back

SCOTT HARRIS

G"" that its roots lie in annunciating the racism, realities and everyday struggles
of life in the inner cities of
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PREVUE // BEYOND THE MELTDOWN

Real economics 101
MALCOLM AZANIA

against the political influence of those

the ideas of free trade—that people actu-

// MALCOLM@VUEWEEKLY.COM

with wealth.”

ally believed this stuff, that deregulated,
private markets know best, and that the
best thing that governments can do is get

As Stanford argues

im Stanford has no plans to become
a millionaire, but he wants you to unlerstand why some people get and stay
rich, while literally billions of others
struggle—and millions fail—to escape
death by poverty.
Stanford is an economist with Canada’s
largest private sector union, the Canadian Auto Workers, a regular columnist
for the Globe and Mail and the author of
the recently released book Economics for
Everyone: A Short Guide to the Economics of Capitalism, which Stanford will
launch in Edmonton on April 23. It’s
less “Business for Dummies” and more
"Everything You Deserve to Know About
Capitalism But Were Never Told.”
"We don't live in a true democracy—
not remotely,” says Stanford, speaking
to me by telephone from his home in
Toronto. "Money does wield political
influence, not in a dictatorial way, but

through all kinds of sophisticated channels, and our governments have tended
to follow the power of business. Govern-

SATURDAY. APRIL 25
FROM

ments tend to kowtow to the interests
of those with money. It can be turned
the other way, but it takes a lot of widespread organizing and rabble-rousing
from people who live on the other side
of the tracks. That's what my goal is as
a left union economist: to try and give
those folks the economic ideas to help
them organize to help them push back

4-6 PM
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in Economics

for

Everyone, the push-back is all the more
necessary because economists mystify

citizens by invoking "complicated technical mumbo-jumbo—usually utterly
unnecessary to their arguments—to
make their case. And since they study
things that are measured in billions or
even trillions of dollars, their sense of
importance grows—in their own eyes,
and in others.”
If there's one place economists have
been wrong, says Stanford, it's been
free trade, with Canada’s economic performance deteriorating under the USCanada Free Trade Agreement and its
successor, NAFTA.
"We have moved from an economy that
was diversifying and moving up the value chain in terms of the sorts of products
that we made for the world market," he
explains. “We shifted the other way in the
last decade, big time, back towards very
basic resource dependence, relying on
digging stuff out of the ground and sell-

out of the way. Hopefully the events of
the last two years will cause people to sit
up and smell the cappuccino.”
Some details in Stanford's book, with
sample chapters online, are strikingly illustrative. For instance, Japan's produc
tivity per hour of work is a shocking $15
per hour less than that in the US, but US
life expectancy is lower than Japan's by

four and half years, its infant mortality
is double, its inequality rate is four times

higher and its incarceration rate is a stunning 12 times higher than Japan's.
Such information is at the core of the
book's lessons on ways to reform capital

ism (for those so inclined), which precede
Stanford's commentson ways to replace it
(for those inclined that way). While Stanford's book isn't likely to spark a revolution any time soon, there's no question
that if people are going to question the
wisdom of a business-dominated society,

it's probably now or never. W

ing it to others in order to pay our way in
world trade. Obviously people in Alberta

know all about that, and the dangers of
that: the economic dangers, and the environmental dangers of being dependent
on resource extraction."
So why would our governments pursue

a free trade agenda that has weakened
Canada's economy and therefore nation-

al sovereignty?
"It reflects to some extent the power of
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LOOKING FOR ALT HEALTH?

CONNIE HOWARD'S
WELL, WELL, WELL
WILL RETURN
NEXT WEEK.

other worker: having control over the

terms of employment, being able to

be the world's oldest profesbut when it comes to organiz-

it for the rights and protec-

tions most workers take for granted,

prostitutes lag far behind workers
inother occupations. It's a situation
that Maxine Doogan, who has worked
as a prostitute for 20 years, is hoping

, to change.

Doogan is the founder of the San

Francisco-based

Erotic

Service

Pro-

viders Union (ESPU), a national organization she started in 2004 with the

ensure appropriate health and safety
on the job and being in a position to
bargain for better conditions.
Unfortunately, in many sex trade professions, most notably prostitution,
the law makes realizing those goals
much more difficult.
“Our labour contracts exist in the
criminalization of prostitution laws.
They define how we get to work or not
work, where it is that we work, and so
they really create the negative work

EDMONTON
Hatha

YOGA

ly

STUDIO

Ashtanga

12039 — 127 street
Wwww.edmontonyogostudio.com

tel 451.8131

conditions that we are subjected to
without our permission,” she explains.
"So the voters, the people, the legislaaspects of the sex trade—from prostors, I call them our bosses—they have
titutes and strippers to porn actors
set the terms, they are the ones that
and sensual masseuses, as well as the
are doing the enforcement.”
myriad industry support staff, includIn San Francisco, the ESPU and
ing photographers, security guards
other groups tried unsuccessfully
and drivers—into one big union. She
to change some of these dynamics
will be in Edmonton as part of this
through Proposition K, which would
year's May Week Labour Arts Festival
have effectively decriminalized prosto speak on a panel about her efforts!
titution by barring police from inves"What we really need to do is we
tigating and prosecuting it. While
need to organize the sex industry on _ the initiative ultimate failed by a 60an industrial level," explains Doogan
40 margin, Doogan says it did manover the phone from San Francisco,
age to change the debate about the
“because each of our particular situasex trade, which is a major part of the
tions, whether we're dancers or we're
union's current work.
prostitutes or we're porn actors and
"The stage we're at right now, it's
actresses, the certain labour practices
worker empowerment. It's about gainin each of those different sectors are
ing some esteem around the fact that
affecting those other parts of the inyou're not a criminal, you're a worker
dustry—they’re affecting each other
and you have rights.”
but nobody really understands that or
For other professions organized by
knows about it or is talking about it.”
ESPU—which has annual dues ofjust
Doogan came to this realization when
$25—labour relations can iook more
she discovered that at the same time
like the traditional union model.
prostitutes like her were being arrest"In the dancer's situation a collective
ed on the streets for engaging in the
bargaining contract is going to look
sex trade, erotic dancers in clubs were
like dancers coming together and crebeing forced by club owners to engage
ating their own contracts and going
in sexual acts as part of their job, even
to the owners of the dance clubs and
if they didn't necessarily want to. It the managers of the dance clubs. The
motivated her to look beyond her own
workers want control over their work
profession and start thinking about
conditions and how much they're pay-

lofty aim of organizing workers in all

the industry as a whole.
"I started attending the San Francisco
Labor Council meetings and learning
about the larger conditions of labour,
Started attending labour schools, and
really started to learn what organized
labour was about and how other kinds
of workers—in teachers’ unions, postal
workers’ unions, health care workers’
unions—they’re

all being subjected

to the same kinds of oppressions that
sex industry workers are, and it’s just

that we can't really see that because

WITH GUESTS

HOTHOTHEAT

ing for, they want that clearly in writing, but the dance clubs are always the

APRIL 29
SHAW CONFER ENCE

ones who write the contracts and the
workers are forced to sign it. Either you
sign it or you can’t work,” she says.
"This is really a labour issue, this
is a workers’ right to organize issue,
the right to be in an association, the

right to negotiate collectively so you
can have some equal protection under the law, like everybody wants on
their job." WV
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we don't talk about sex, we don't talk
about sex trade workers.”
‘Doogan says that despite the stigma
that is still attached to people who

make their living by providing what
she calls "erotic services,” the basic
concerns are the same as those of any
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Guilt and grief over
e

e

ee

You know fm an RPG addict, and you : ous/tricky cave-crawling text adventures, : category-4 wreck diving.
know | spend a lot of my procrastinatin’ : superbly written and just every moment : Basically, OK; you have a character of
on poking around the tubes for role-play- : packed full of cool/funny little details : sorts—pick from a limited gallery of porthat once you've lived them you'll : traits and some things that seems statising diversions. | will download
literally anything tagged "RPG"
.. ina pinch Pll extend that to
"Adventure" and waste time
with some homebrew Zelda

clone. | mean, it gets bad,
to the point where Ill kill an
hour and a half in the middle
of a busy day just rolling up D&D ~
characters to geta fix. |have a 3rd edition Monster Manual on my toilet tank.
Am | bragging here, or crying for help?
Well, maybe it's both; maybe I'm bragging
for help.

:
:
:
>

never get them out of your head. : tical. There's lots of stats-like trappings,
For example, to this day! cannot : actually. Collectible cards, too. "Zany"
hear or read the word “viscous” : equipment and weaponry, all that shit,
com without the scene (entirely : in a kind of vaguely steampunkish blandself-generated; text adven- : cartoony milieu, all wrapped around one
ture, remember?) from down : key play mechanic: click your mouse 30
in front of the ol' flood control : times a day. A few times more if you pay
: cash for the privilege. Click: encounterdam playing out in my head.
Click: |encounterLegends ofZork, not so much. Noteven . fight-treasure-XP!.
an eighth as much. | don't know how this : fight-treasure-XP! Click: encounter-fightmine-cart jumped the rails. | guess Activi- : treasure-XP! Calling this a “role-playing
sion saw there was a little bit of residual : game" in a world where, even as you
value left in the Zork name and they fig- : read this, maladjusted dorks are running

Given the state I'm in (crazy for fantastic : ured they'd use it like sourdough starter, : around car parks pretending to be thou-

: throw it into a whole new mix and see if it
cal storm that went off a couple weeks : doesn't plump up a little. Legends of Zork,
ago when | saw that Legends of Zork : a "casual" RPG so casual you barely even
launched. Remember Zork? It hasn't re- : play it, has as much to do with Zork as a
Finding Nemo toothbrush has to do with
ally been that Long. Classic line of humorescape), you can imagine the neurochemi-

: sand-year-old vampire samurai bikers is a
: goddamned travesty.
: The worst part? The worst two parts,
: actually? Guilt, then angry grief. Guilt,
: because on a mechanical level Legends

: of Zork plays more or less exactly like
: Kingdom of Loathing, a game | actually
: (used to) quite enjoy playing. Same thing
! in KoL: clickitty-clickitty-clickitty-see-you: tomorrow. The difference Is, KoL is fuck: ing funny; brilliantly so. Every new click= line reveals new anarchic gags and puns
: and crazy piss-takes. | actually cried with
: laughter (maybe it’s the lapsed proofread-

: ever live engaged in exactly this kind of

: | first fought a "gohst" in the Misspelled
: Cemetary. Legends of Zork is supposed to
: be funny, too, but ...no. "Your guy's armed
: with a frying pan?! Stop, I'm going to pee
> my pants!”
: Anyway, guilt and grief: with little or
: no content payoff—comedy, narrative,

: "game" like Tiny Adventures on Facebook.

: er in me; maybe | was really tired) when

= bullshit activity.
: | mean, I've known this—just as every
:gamer in the world knows it—on an intel-

: lectual (evel for a long time. I've laughed
: along with ‘scathing critiques of the
? genre, masterpieces of parody like Sophie
Houlden's Linear RPG and the legendary
Progress Quest; Ive shaken my head in
: wonder at the sheer balls of a hands-off
: But something in the pasting of the Zork
= name—at one time shorthand for the
: power

of imagination

in gaming—over

: such an utterly barren experience just
> broke a piece of me. | haven't been able
? to look at RPGs the same way since.
: anything—sitting at the business end of : And that's where the angry grief comes
: its auto-play mechanic, Legend of Zork :in: fuck you, Legends of Zork! Fuck you for
: lays bare the fundamental emptiness of : taking the one thing | was still, somehow,
: the core RPG experience, and gives me : capable of loving unconditionally and
; serious guilt over the fact.I've spent so : throttling it with your worthless plastic
: many precious hours of the only life I'll : pincers! W
1

BOB THE ANGRY FLOWER
WE-FIND BoB DEEP
IN CONSIDERATION...

SUDDENLY His

ATTACKER
ATTACKS!

Goodbye, 2008-09
It's the Great Outdoors issue. So it is fitting that the Oilers are done. This means
TB and Dave can enjoy the great outdoors
and not sit indoors watching Oiler playoff
hockey. There's a silver lining for you. This
is not the time of year to be inside watching hockey like we did way back in 2006.

Season's.

Grievings

Well,

Later, skaters My turn. This season was

one ofthe least intriguing, dramatic and
interesting seasons for me in a Long
time. And | watched the Oilers
play in the mid-90s. At least
we had colourful characters

this season

is over.

thoughts regarding the Oilers, the NHL and hockey in
general:
First off, thanks are due to
Mact for his years behind the
bench. He served with grace
and aplomb, and he didn't do too
bad with what he was given. In the end,
though, it was obvious he just wasn't
the right guy going forward.
Some obvious changes necessary for
the Oil personnel-wise include:
a. They need to get bigger up front.
No, that's not a dick joke.
b. They need a good shut-down defenceman.
:
c. A starting goalie under contract

would be nice.
d. A coach would also be nice.
It's less than a year until the Vancouver
Olympics; I'm already stoked.
Maybe it's because everyone was saving their vitriol for MacT, but Oiler fans
managed to go a season without picking
a player to run out of town on arail (a la

ASIRILZE SL

RIGHT IN FRONT oF HIM!

14 // UP FRONT

Poti, Bergeron, Lupul, Comrie, etc.). With
MacT gone, my guess is the boo-birds
jump on Dustin Penner next season.

Did | mention a coach would be nice?
I've been watching some old games on
ESPN Classics lately. Apparently, in the
‘80s you could pretty much do whatever
you wanted to someone with the puck,

‘A
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be an ex-Oiler. (TB)

still happening and all, but as far as I'm
next season, here are some

I STEAL HIS WALLET

Back to the coaching situation. My
money's on Crawford for now, possibly
Quinn. And for optics sake, please don't

2008-09

So, for our last column until

I SLAP HIM AROUND

Just sayin’.

is done. | mean, yeah, the playoffs are
concerned,

|
HIM
SPHERES!

the evil empire (Yeah, I'm looking at you,
Bertuzzi). It makes sense, then, that
Keenan's the bench-boss down there.

like Boris (Bo-Bo) Mironov,
Mariusz Czerkawski, Cujo and
Bryan Marchment to cheer for

(yes, Marchment—the

living

definition of a player you hate until he's wearing your team's sweater).
Those Oilers played in a league with a
completely uneven salary playing field
and were expected to miss the playoffs

for four straight seasons. However, they
were fun to cheer for and pull your hair
out in frustration. This season, aside
from the measured hatred directed at
poor Coach MacT, there was a marked
lack of drama, emotional connection or

‘interest. | found myself on more than a
handful of occasions choosing washing
dishes, playing video games or eating
over watching an entire Oiler game from
start to finish, Both on and off the ice
there was a lack of energy. Next season
had better be different. Win or Lose, |
want to get caught up and buy in. | want
entertainment even more than winning

(although winning is more entertaining)
When | skip the entire second period of
an Oiler game to catch up on my Coronation

Street | record

every Sunday,

something's wrong. (DY)
Post-script It's Steve Tambellini time.
It's his team now. A new coach is com-

short of shivving them in the neck. And

ing. Daryl Katz likely won't be texting

even that was okay in the playoffs.
Have you noticed that the Flames roster has even more D-bags than usual?
| mean, these are guys who were especially heinous even before they joined

changes this summer. Good. Look what
that Obama guy did with that whole

Bob Stauffer anymore (or Bob will
keep it to himself). | expect some big

"change" thing. (DY)

Onlineatvueweekly.com

Restaurant Reviews
Check out our comprehensive
online database of Vue Weekly's
restaurant reviews, searchable by
location, pr ice and type.
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REVUE // THE HARVEST ROOM

Good Harvest

life, I choose the balsamic roasted Sher-

wood Park portobello mushroom entrée

Venerable Edmonton mainstay keeps things fresh

($23). This is much

sandwich—only
mushroom does
a Sage-seasoned
chard and butter

without the bread. The
the bread duty, encasing
mash of potato, swiss
beans. The accompanying yam purée is grilled slightly on top.
The dish offers a sturdy mouth-feel tex-

cipality of Beef, the Harvest Room smiles
especially hard on seafood. Of the 17
dishes on the lunch menu, six feature
scallops, prawns, halibut, ahi tuna and
shrimp. Even vegetarians have another
six dishes highlighting the likes of portobello and wild mushrooms, baby field
§reens and a pasta of baby pear tomatoes
and fresh basil. So what does that leave
for the carnivores in the crowd? Plenty, as
it turns out. But first thing's first. When
offered seafood, why not try seafood?
The coast-to-coast seafood chowder
($13) is nothing short of stupendous.

ture, and, yes, even—and quite unbeliev-

ably—the flavour of beef. Indeed, if you
were to close your eyes, you'd swear you

I

mean that quite seriously, having grown
up with my parents’ Maritimes chowders

that were often grounded in salt cod. A
swim-in-the-sea mélange of everything
that is tasty and good for you, the Harvest Room's cross-country tour-in-a-bowl

consists of Alberta golden trout caviar,
smoked wild cod from BC, Northwest Pacific shrimp, Atlantic salmon from New

GORDON MORASH
// GORDOM@VUEWEEKLY.COM

msm

ll right, let's get this straight: the
Room at the Mac is not
where you would normally head for a
quick lunch-time snack. The food is just

too good to be taken lightly. So is the

high-ceilinged room with the open kitchen that is the ultimate in quiet elegance,
with paintings on the wall, a two-level
dining area in carpet and hardwood. And
don't forget that uninterrupted-by-highrise view of the river valley, amplified
even further during the summer months

by hosting one of the city's most in-demand patio areas.
Still, does that mean it should not be
considered for a lunch-hour repast? Absolutely not. And if you'd prefer to up
the ante, wait until 1 pm, when the lunch
crowd has all but left, and the only tables
being serviced are held down by the dawdlers and those who don't really heed an

office clock. That's when you're guaranteed to get the best service, and dishes
that are prepared without the dash of
adrenaline that is demanded in a kitchen
under siege.

For a restaurant that plays in the Prin-

like a mushroom

Brunswick, double-smoked wild boar bacon from the Yukon and organic fingerling potatoes, presumably from Alberta.
While it might seem that this many flavours and textures could compete for
attention and possibly cancel out each
other, such is not the case. Instead, we
havea soup that sends layer upon layer of
flavour, in a complexity that is both rich
and sweet, with just enough edge from its
smoked components. The surprise is the
peel-on fingerling potato that decorates
the top. When you get a mouthful of the
cross-cut tuber along with the crisp bits
of boar bacon, something quite magical
happens: crunch and saltiness in one fell
swoop.
Still sticking to the non-meat side of

were eating critter notthe darkly coloured
and flavoured fungus that is the mature
version of the brown cremini mushroom
you often find in your local supermarket.
The only thing missing from the dish’s
flavour profile is an advertised shot of
tomato chili oil, and that's a bit disappointing, as it might have been a rather
entertaining counterpoint to the dish.
My dining partner chooses the Pacific halibut fillet ($24), a beautifully
prepared, grilled-on-top piece of fish
that falls away easily into chunks and
flakes when merely nudged with the
fork. The pilaf of bulgar wheat, wild
and brown rice nicely matches the
flavour of the halibut—advertised as

“line-caught" which is given a slight
acidity with a citrus emulsion
Desserts are a simple choice here, and

could easily prove to be the heftiest part of
the lunch, had they not been given a delicacy reserved for far more elevated fare.

By name, date pudding and saskatoon
pie would appear to be more the food of
the masses than the gods, but it turns out
we're in for a bit of atreat. The date pud-

itself—just cuts slightly the sweetness of
the warm dessert. The saskatoon pie (S10)

sports a short crust, and not the lattice
variety shown on the menu, but who can
complain? The berries take advantage of
a vanilla that rushes to the forefront and
rescues them from tartness. But then, so
does the same caramel-orange sauce that
graced the date pudding.
This is a restaurant with some wellearned history in Edmonton, and a
decided reluctance to rest on its laurels. Indeed, given its tendency to local
sourcing of ingredients and its lack of
reliance on almighty
beef, t

vest Room might even be co
cutting-edge and envelop

g
At dinner, you'll find 20 dishes on the
menu that echo the same moveme
toward alternative protein sources
seen at lunch. Of the 20 dishes, nine
are seafood- or vegetable-based, and
you will see dishes from lunch considered worthy for the dinner trade. And
ifmeat remains your game, the options

besides beef are intriguing, to say the
least: venison strip loin, cornish game
hen, duck breast, quail, wild pheasant
Plus, the rock historians in the er
remember that the Rolling Stones
stayed at the Mac for the two Commonwealth Stadium shows in October 1994
during the band's Voodoo Lounge tour.
Who knows? The dish upon which
your halibut sits at lunch could easily
have been used by Mick or Keith. V

MON — FRE(6:30 AM —2 PM & 5:30 PM -10
PM); SAT, SUN & HOLIDAYS (7 AM-2PM&

ding ($11) is decorated with sliced straw-

5:30 PM-10 PM)

berries, a kumquat and blackberries on

THE HARVEST ROOM

the side. A light caramel sauce dressing
the pudding explodes into orange, an ef-

HOTEL MACDONALD

fect that, with the accompanying apple
chutney—an
extraordinary
surprise

78OAZS.6424
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SRiver House Grill

JACK

WS

CELEBRATING 20 YEARS
IN BUSINESS

Oiiamiirkercn ene) (Mattia

AUTHENTIC
“SURKISH
CUISINE.
Open Tuesday to

GRILLED BROME
WITH

HOMEMADE

LAKE DUCK.BREAST
SMOKED

DUCK SAUSAGE

unday for

dinner at 5 pm

Creative Regional Cuisine
LAA

OPEN FOR DINNER MONDAY - SATURDAY

Ant

s Steaks, Bison,

For more details and the fullmenu visit www jacksgrill.ca

3842-II1 Street

Lamb, Fre

Creat Wine List

Reservations: 780-434-1113
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Cast your ballot!
Let your tastebuds decide!

EAT!

Maybe it’s the perogies that practically melted your mouth. Maybe it’s the samosas
that Sent your senses into orbit. Maybe it’s the chocolate creation that lives on in your
memory and calls out to you every time you eat out. Edmonton has itall, =

VOTE!

Have your say. Tell us which food establishments serve your favourites in the categories
below. Help the places you like win a coveted 11th Annual Vue Weekly Golden Fork
Award. Read the results —and more— on May 14. For your ballot to count, you must
give answers in at least categories
10
and include your name, address, daytime phone
number and email address.

WIN!

His and Hers Specialized Bikes courtesy of Revolution Cycle!
=

These amazing bikes have a value of $1200!
PLUS: a dozen runners-up will receive dinner for two!

BEST DISHES

BEST RESTAURANTS

OTHER BESTS

* Appetizers

© Overall best
¢ Restaurant (Fine dining)

¢ New restaurant
* Pre-theatre dining

* Breads

* Restaurant (Mid price)
Restaurant (Budget)

* Innovative menu

« Steaks

* Breakfast

¢ Wine list

¢ Brunch
* Bakery

¢ Beer list
* When going solo

* Coffee shop
* Tea shop

* Late night/all night
* Weekend brunch

° Bavarian

Service
* Sports bar

« Soups
* Salads

* Venison
* Deli

¢ Sushi
¢ Tapas
* Pub food

« Dim sum
« Sandwiches

CT
* Greek

* Chicken wings

* Mexican/Latin American

¢ Sweets

* Seafood

¢ Organic

* Vegetarian

* Takeout

¢ African

¢ Butcher

* Continental

* Wraps
*« Pizza

* Snacks (pretzels, : bagels)5)
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i
Kid friendly
Indie grocery/market

* Food festival

* Ultimate dining experience
* Mediterranean

° Middle Eastern

e Eastern European

MAIL ANSWERS

Entries must be received no later

TO:

10303-108 St |

than 5 pm, May 5 2009
*Noduplicate entries, I entry
perperson. Any
entries withidentical writing toanother willbe
discarded. Standard contest entries also apply.

.

in each category. One forindependent and ove

Vue Weekly’s 11th Annual Golden Fork Awards

ill

GOLDEN

FORY

Edmonton, Alberta 4
T5J 1L7
or FAX: 780.426.2889
email: fork@yvueweekly.com
or online at www.goldenforkawards.com

DAYTIME PH*:
EMAIL ADDRESS:
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Hotel restaurant
Wine store
For people watching

* Beer store

Sr ob

.
.. THIS IS YOUR OFFICIAL BALLOT. SEND IT IN!
.
.
| NAME:
| ADDRESS:
'

*
*
*
¢
*

Italian/pasta
Chinese
Thai
Japanese
East Indian/Tandoori

* Desserts

¢ French fries

;

¢ Patio

¢ French

*
*
°
*
*

¢ Hamburgers

Restaurant for lovers

“This year VUE Weekly willoffertwo awards
for chain.
“Chain willbedefined asnon-Edmonton
operated
orlocations
inothercities(exceptions
«nay xis!)
*Chain maynotbeawarded inallcategories
(Do you know ofanychain African restanrants
inEdmonton)

Want some 250-year-old beer?
Of course you don't, but how about
a beer with that much tradition?
: a beer that is, for the most part, the same as
+ was bréwed two centuries ago.
Sam's pale ale appears a reddish copper
? in the glass, with a wispy white head that
: doesn't last very long. In the latest pour, it

Edmonton’s
best food
website!
+reviews earticles
¢awards +everything

: produced a prodigious amount of bubbles,

aN

: making it look almost like pop. Despite the
+ bubbles it is actually lightly carbonated. It
; has a delicate floral hop aroma combining
: with a sweet, caramel malt. There is also a

Se

: lot of fruitiness in the aroma.
The flavour reflects the aroma. A strong
: toffeelike sweetness arises upfront, but
: the beer dries out in the middle and shifts
= toward a moderate, earthy hop bitterness.

: The beer has a fruity undertone. The finish
: isa little watery.
It is a pleasant, easy-to-drink pale ale. |
: would like a little more complexity to it, and

: it could use a slightly more assertive hop
: presence to bring out a multi-dimensional
: quality to the beer, but it unquestioningly
= presents the elements | am looking for in

XD BREWERY
PALE ALE

: an English Pale Ale (which differs from an

: American Pale Ale—something | will ex: plain ina future column).
There are other English Pale Ales (Fuller's
: ESB comes to mind) that are superior in
: their profile, but the Sam Smith remains a
: reliable option on the beer shelf. And, it’s

} satisfying knowing that I'm drinking a beer
: that can link its pedigree to beer brewed
: 250 years ago. W

EDMONTONDEERFEST.COM

MAKI

GG

OLD BREWERY
PALE ALE
SAMUEL
SMITH BREWERY,
TADCASTER, ENGLAND
50 ML BOTTLE
$6.99
FOR 550
The brewing world has changed
a lot in the past 100 years or
so: the rise of corporate pale
lager, the collapse of local
breweries, the recent craftOe
brewing revolution. With so
tol
much new going on, it's nice

once in a while to go back to
something reflecting an older,

Due to its location (the mineral content

:

: of the water), the Old Brewery is well
: suited for making pale ales. Undoubted: ly pale ale was (and is) one of the anchor
: beers from this brewery, likely brewed
since 1758.
Pale ale is an oft misunderstood
beer style. Almost every brewer
boasts one—but most are imposters. Real pale ale was born
com

;
:
:
:

a

ason

Foster!

:
:

MAKI

Japanese / Vietnamese
Restaurant & Bar

a]
tafe]
eyta}ey
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1)
fy

3]o)(5]cy
Jey
Je}

inEnglandin the 700s, duetoa :
technological advance in kilning : ©
malted barley. Around that time :

maltsters leamed to use coke (coal)

late

aye

:

rather than straw or wood to fire the kiln,
The Old Brewery in Tadcaster, Yorkshire : and thus prevented the inevitable scorching
is one of England's oldest. It has been : that came with the older fuels. This allowed :
more traditional era in brewing.

brewing beer continuously since 1758. The

beer produced there has been sold under
a few names over the years, but became
Samuel Smith in 1886 and has remained
thus ever since. Allinallapretty impresSive track record of consistency. Samuel
Smith's remains an independently owned
brewery—the last one in Yorkshire.

: for the creation of a copper-coloured beer
: in addition to the standard fare of muddy
> brown. It was quickly dubbed "pale ale."

: |
:

:
: Pale ale has evolved over the last 250

:
:

years, but it retains the essential elements

:

; of its original form. So when | drink a Samu-

=

> el Smith's Pale Ale, |know that lam drinking

:

Come in & try the best Sushi in town
plus traditional Vietnamese food

iG

8109-101 STREET 22 EAT-IN & TAKE OUT
(one block off Whyte Ave)
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REVUE // WAY OF LIFE

Show me the way
Way of Life does it a little different, and different is pretty good
ANGIE ROOS

#/ ANGIE@VUEWEEKLY.COM

ith the intriguing title of Edmonton’'s only French vegan restaurant,
Thad wantedtosample the lunch menu at
Way
of Life forsome time. Indeed, lunch
is perhaps all you might try, as it is rarely
open for dinner; evening hours change
weekly and it is advised that one call in
advance at any time, just to make sure.
Rumour has it that hours vary depending on the phases of the moon. So! called
ahead, and walked the four blocks from

Fabulous Dining
Capitals Rests

work to this big old character home on

Dine with

11361
Sery

us.

JASPER
paral

uf

Gye

AVE
bt

the corner of 116 Street and 102 Avenue.
My dining companion and I arrived
hungry. The restaurant was quiet on a
Thursday at 1 pm, and we were greeted
by Odette, the restaurant's owner, cook
and server, and seated right away. We
were given a bright, sunny spot on the
enclosed veranda, and we waited for our
meal. Way of Life offers only a set menu
($16.25, including GST) so youdon't know
what to expect. As a result, there are no
choices, and therefore, no decisions to
make, which is great for someone like me
who is chronically indecisive.

Vegan food contains no animal products of any kind so we were hoping for
something fresh, healthy and unique.
We were given mugs of apple cranberry
herbal tea to sip, which gave us some
time to reflect on the décor, which we
decided felt not unlike what someone
might find as a guest at a bed & breakfast. With the set menu, the exchanging
of pleasantries and the bright purple
and green country style décor, the warm
and cozy atmosphere might almost

Book your group
function

now.

transport you to the countryside. Well,
until you look out the window and realize that you are unmistakably staring
out at a busy intersection. Nonetheless,
it did not subtract from the quiet and
relaxed atmosphere inside and we were
soon given our first course: spelt bread
with seeds, baked fresh at nearby Bread-

land bakery, served with homemade

ture—the stew and the rice just became

hummus and fresh "green juice.” The

one. It was hard
to tell what was in the

juice of the day was pineapple blended
with parsley, spinach and mint. It was
refreshing and delicious and came garnished witha celery stick. The bread was
fresh and hearty, studded with pumpkin

seeds and paired well with the light and
lemony hummus. We were off to a good
garnished with slices of banana, a can
start.
taloupe ball and a tiny slice of kiwi and
Our next course was a simple green
then topped with a mango and pea,
salad with sliced almonds, raisins, topudding
with a wee drop of soy whipped
mato, grated carrots and sprouts. Ifound
the salad dressing to bea bit onthe mild ~ cream with carob. It was fruity and ligh;
which was needed after the heavy enside; it was nice, but not exciting. We
were told that the dressing was made
trée, and the flavours combined nicely
with tofu, garlic, lemon and herbs so it The soy whipped cream was especially
1
was creamy enough but may have benWe felt like the meal started off re
efited from additional lemon juice or a
ally well and finished really well, but
shot of cider vinegar.
the middle was just OK. Although the
Odette was remarkably prompt and as
food wasn't outstanding, it is good vaisoon as we finished one course, another
ue, hearty and healthy. We cleaned our
was immediately set in its place. Our
plates and we left satisfied and happy.
tea was frequently topped up, and we
The service is amazingly prompt con
were offered more juice. I accepted, but
sidering you are eating a five-course
regretted it later as I struggled to finish
homemade meal, but it's not the place to
my meal.
:
go if you are in a rush. Not because you
Steaming bowls of vegan cream of
won't be served quickly, but because it is
vegetable soup were served with a parsthe kind of place that encourages you to
ley garnish. The purée tasted very rich
savour your food and enjoy yourself and
considering it was soya milk based, but
the people you're with.
it was overly salty and didn't really taste
Edmonton is sadly lacking in vegetarlike any vegetables in particular. We enian—and especially vegan—restaurant
joyed it more when paired with bites of
options,
so it is great to see a vegan
the parsley garnish; it just gave it some
restaurant and I am happy to continu:
flavour and helped to balance out some
supporting it. Iwould definitely go back
of the saltiness.
to Way of Life for another try. Because
the menu changes daily, I might just be
I was feeling rather full by the time our
pleasantly surprised next time. I know |
entrées arrived. Asit turns out, onecould
won't leave hungry. W
order the same meal without the entrée
for $12.50. This I will keep in mind for a
less hungry day. But in the meantime,
I had my main course to contend with:
a chickpea and soya steak stew served

atop a brown rice pilaf with steamed
sweet potato wedges anda sprinkle ofalfalfa sprouts. We both found it to be a bit
onthe bland side, and my dining partner
noted that it lacked any contrasting tex-

ITALIAN BRICK
OVEN SPRCIALTIES

the awesome

ian Vibrations
dxyBuffet
ofEach Month!
The Last Tues

Voted Edmonton's
best African restaurant
432-3334
9920-82 Ave
langanoskies.com

180-455-0443
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stew besides chickpeas and vegan gravy
and the rice didn't seem fresh. We found
-it more interesting to mix the sweet po
tato and sprouts in with each bite fo,
some contrast and flavor.
Dessert came, and we were grate
ful for its smallness. A small plate was

14911 Stony Plain Road
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Stir it up
Blender the most important tool in the box for Odette Boily
butter to go with it—that's an animal
product. But she will serve either avocado or hummus

and, if it's hummus,

out comes the blender again.
Entrées vary, but Boily does like doing casseroles. And sometimes the
blender gets put to use and sometimes
it doesn't.
Desserts vary as well, but she says she
likes a "simple dessert.” Fresh fruit in
season, tofu ice cream and carob pudding are some of her favourites. Boily
isn't into making cakes and cookies,
nor does she serve big desserts. "I melt
some carob chips with soy milk, throw
that into the blender with some fresh
avocado and mix it all up. It's absolutely delicious.”
All of the meals also come with "green
juice." Boily takes some unsweetened
pineapple juice and whips it up with a
handful of parsley, some mint and some
spinach, "I call it my PMS mixture for
the parsley, mint and spinach. It comes
outall foamy and everybody lovesit. It's

like drinking a green milkshake.”

JAN HOSTYN
// |JAN@VUEWEEKLY.COM

lay of Life is a vegan restaurant,
but that doesn't mean you have
to be vegan to eat there. In fact, owner Odette Boily says that most of
her customers aren't. Some people
who come through her door are simply curious, others come because
they are looking to adopt a healthier
lifestyle and a few just "think there's
something weird about it" and want
to check it out for themselves.
For Boily, a vegan herself, it doesn't
matter what the reason is. She's just
happy to let them experience what
vegan food is really like and have a
chance to educate them about it. Essentially, vegans don’t consume anything that comes from animals; that
means

no eggs, no milk, no butter,

no honey. Boily says some people also
think it means that everything is eaten raw, but that's not the case. There
is a big emphasis on uncooked or gently-cooked food, like salads, but there

is also actual cooking happening.
"Nothing takes long to cook, and I
use mainly my blender and steam. I
couldn't live without a blender."

If you look at the daily menu at Way
of Life, you'll see why: the blender
plays

a major

role

in concocting

the various dishes. Boily features a
menu that changes daily, depending
on what she picks up that morning at

the grocery store. But the format of
the menu stays the same. There's one
Salad, one soup, one entrée and one

dessert. And it all centres on fruits,
nuts, grains and vegetables. It's

Boily's version of a balanced meal
and her way of making sure every-

one who takes a seat in the cozy din‘1g room is getting all the nutrients

they need.

The first course is always salad. "I always serve the salad first. Raw food
opens up the digestive system. When
we eat raw food first, it helps the whole
digestive process." The type of salad
varies, depending on the day, butis usually a combination of lettuce (but never
what Boily describes as the nutritionally inferior iceberg), fresh veggies, fresh
or dried fruit and nuts. And they always
contain some type of fresh sprouts. "I
love sprouts. They're so healthy—the
closest thing to nature you can get.”
Boily makes her own dressing to toss
the salad with; that's where the blender
comes in handy. She always starts with
a base of purified water, soft tofu, olive

bread, depending

The restaurant serves vegan food, but
Boily stresses that it is not so much
about a diet as a way of life. A country girl at heart, her ultimate goal is
to bring the city and the country together. "I'd like to open a little coun-

on the cycle of the moon. There's no

try retreat for my customers on the

unleavened

manna

weekend. Kind of like a vegan bed &
breakfast with walking trails, organic
gardening and bird watching. Somewhere people can learn to relax again
and slow down.”
Boily says her background includes
analytical chemistry and courses in
nutrition. That's part of the reason
her restaurant is mainly open just
for lunch—she only serves dinner on
Thursdays, from 4:30 to 6, and for special requests. "I don’t believe in eating
supper, so I don't serve supper.” Evidently it takes the stomach five hours
to completely digest everything once
you've finished eating, so if you eat like

aking at breakfast and like a prince for
a late lunch, you should be good
"When people eat constantly,
it's
little wonder they have a hard time
thinking. Of everything in the
y
the stomach

and brain use the most

blood; if the blood is always going to
the stomach, the brain is being deprived.”
Boily isn't concerned with what may
motivate you to take that first step into
Way of Life, but she thinks you'll like
what you find. Just phone first. She fol-

lows the biblical calendar in terms of

weekly rest and holy days, so although
she is usually open

for lunch

from

Monday to Friday, it’s not unheard of
for her to be closed on a weekday. V

oil, fresh lemon and some garlic and
herbs. Then she throws in whatever
other fruits or veggies happen to inspire
her that day. It could be fresh pears, red
peppers, cucumbers or even berries.
And whatever the day brings, she says
the customers always seem to like it.
"They even take a spoon and scoop up
the rest of the dressing after they've finished their salad.”
After salad comes the soup and, again,
the blender plays a role. Boily says she

likes to start by sautéing some red or
white onion (but never yellow—she
doesn't think they're the same qual-

ity). Then she adds whatever veggies
are particularly good that day. It might
be a mixture of carrots, yams, kale and
celery; she even includes all of the celery’s green leafy bits. That simmers for
20 - 30 minutes, along with a touch of
sea salt and a good dose of basil and
parsley, and then Boily blends it all up
with some soy milk.
But she won't sauté anything in oil.

THREE ISN’T A CROWD!
TASTING MENU $45 PER PERSON.
ENTER TO WIN DINNER FOR TWO AT SAGE AND TWO VIP SHOW TICKETS!

THREE-COURSE DINNER PREPARED BY CHEF DAVID CRUZ,
EDMONTON'S 2008 GOLD MEDAL PLATES CHAMPION.
OF RIVERSGREE SANEW DINNER & SHOW. PAC

REERESQRT.COMFOR DETAKS

ly. Taxandgratuity notincluded. While quanfities lost.

"When you heat oil, you're changing
the value of it. I'll sauté in water and
then, once it's done cooking, I'll add a
drizzle of olive oil."
Boily also serves bread—either organic spelt from Breadland Bakery or

SA
RIVER
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DANCE DAY // WHY DON'T WE GET DANCE?

No girls, no music—no dance?
North Americans still struggle to ‘get’ contemporary dance. Trouble is, it doesn't want to be understood
FAWNDA MITHRUSH

// FRWANDA@VUEWEEKLY.COM

fter the Brian Webb Dance Company closed its 30th season a few
weeks ago with the presentation of PPS
Danse's Diasporama, I found myself in
an elevator of the Timms Centre beside a rather disgruntled gentleman.
He shook his head and said aloud: "No
girls, no music—no dance!” Now, he
could have just been having a bad day,
but knowing the bewildered responses
of some I've sat with at contemporary
dance shows over the years, his reac-

tion to the piece, which consisted of
two rather abstract duets with only
male dancers, is more common than
any dance lover might like to admit.
With International Dance Day set to
hit stages and streets on April 29, now
seems a perfect time to ask why contemporary dance seems to evade, and
sometimes frustrate, so many. Though
dancers are known for using their bodies to communicate, this was one issue
that got their tongues a-wagging. Or
waltzing. Fouettéing, even.
"This is something people don't readily know, but contemporary dance, after
pop music, is Canada’s second-largest
cultural export," explains Brian Webb,
whose company supplies a good chunk
ofthe contemporary dance we're able to
experience in Edmonton. The key here
is the word “export.” (Interestingly,
Diasporama was conceived to showcase

works by expatriate Canadian choreographers.) We are a country that produces amazing dancers, but the majority of people living in Canada still have
far less awareness about dance than
our European counterparts. People
might be baffled by the form simply
because we're underexposed, but a better answer may lie with how our culture
treats physical communication.
"A lot of times people need a story
they can follow, especially ifthey're not
used to seeing other people's emotions
being expressed through movement,”
says Tamara Bliss, director of the Orchesis Modern Dance program at the
University of Alberta. "There has to bea
lot of willingness to look at movement

$O YOU THINK YOU CAN'T UNDERSTAND DANCE? >> Alienation from our

physical selves and a lack of spectacle may be contributing to our troubles with contemporary dance. // Supplied
as a form of communication—after all,
it was our first form of language. But
here we have our own culture where
men won't hug each other, or they're
afraid to, whereas you have other cultures where men hug each other and
dance like crazy."
"Our roots in North America, whether
English speaking or French speaking,
are extremely conservative," Webb
adds. "Both the pilgrims and the Huguenots left Europe to practise their
fundamentalist religions. That's a very
specific point that talks a lot about our
culture in North America: the body is
always suspect under those conditions.
A lot of us aren't very comfortable with
the body, particularly since popular culture gives us hip hop videos or Britney
Spears or advertisements that overly
sexualize the body—so when we see the
body live and it's naked and the people
are touching each other, people get
very nervous. If you look at European
culture, they think we're total prudes.”
"We're so used to things that look
hot and sexy, or ballet lines that go on
forever and legs that stretch up over
the ears—it becomes more about the
stunts and less about the internal feel-

ing,” says local choreographer Linda
Turnbull, expressing a bit of frustration
with how popular dance is packaged on
shows like So You Think You Can Dance?
"It always comes down to making sure
you look hot, especially for women.
But the minute you see something baltantly sexual, that’s not cool. You see a
Marie Chouinard show andit's all about
thrusting your pelvis, and that's somehow too much for people.”

lots of people just aren't comfortable
Though shows like So You Think? do improve audiences’ general exposure to
dance, the "contemporary" sequences
shown are packaged in a pretty conventional way. Ifthe show wasn't about
ratings, you'd probably see more challenging pieces, but for now audiences
are more inclined toward the spectacle
of it.
"There's an element to dance that's
sometimes

very

virtuosic—you

see

virtuosos that can do 45 fouettés or pirouettes,” says Amber Borotsik, director
of the annual Expanse Movement Arts
Festival, which wrapped up its fifth installation in February. "But with contemporary dance that virtusosity is not
always what's being explored. Some-

Studio Lighting Seminar: Dave Montizambert & Nick Vedros

portrait photographers share their experience, insight,
and creative process with you, through presentations
and live studio lighting demonstrations.

20 // ARTS
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People in the contemporary arts should
be interested in questioning things, not
finding answers. That's what contempo
raneity is about.”
What's unsettling forsomeinthe dance
community is that people can feel intimidated by arts they're not familiar with

Besides the fact that there's less dance
education in Edmonton after the closure
of the Grant MacEwan Dance program,
audiences just need to get back in touch

with their own bodies, too.
"I don't think that because I dance |
have more of a key into this work than
someone else," Borotsik says. "People
tend to dismiss their physical bodies
and their physical life. I think that everyone's an artist, they should be able to say
‘I have every right to be here. I am able
to recieve just as much of the information as someone who's been dancing for
30 years because I have a body and! live
in the body too.’ Ifyou jog, if you walk to
your car, ifyou have sex, it's all valid. It's
all totally physical experience."
"T find dance today to be more relevant
than it ever was because of the digital
age,"

Grand-Maitre

explains.

“Even

some of our young dancers at the ballet are so wired to their computers. Going back to the flesh and the emotion
that’s in our bodies is so important now.
The body stores so much emotion, so
many traumas, so many joys, all in our
muscles. You look at the posture and the
physiology of someone and you can see
what they've been through in life—it's in
their body and their face,” he says, adding: "It's interesting that dance may help
people remember what it's like to be a
human being.” WV

Where: Robbins Theatre, 3rd floor of the Robbins
Health Learning Centre, 10910 - 104 ave
(NW corner of 109 st and 104 ave)

Suitable for all levels of
photographers

Don't miss this opportunity to re-ignite your
creative engine and Learn from the Best!
ee

feeling certain things. It's hard to be an
audience member, you have to be awake
and present," Turnbull admits. "You look
at an abstract painting and some people
will just walk by it, they don't know what
to do with it. Part of me really loves that
about contemporary dance because it's
really easy to just walk away, or it can be
really special to just sit and stare and be
absorbed into something. That's what's
so beautiful about it, it lets the audience work instead of just spoonfeeding
them.”
"Well, who said in life you have to ‘get’
everything?” Webb says. "In the first presentation of the BDWC this year [Daniel
Léveillé's The Modesty of Icebergs] the
whole dance is performed totally na-

ked. Now I know when I present that

that some of the audience is going to
have issue with that. But that doesn’t
mean I'm not going to present it. That's
an international-award-winning dance

Saturday, April 25th - seminar starts at 9 am

MiTe]ahag=)|avamielaladele)|s
Sjaulel(om mlelaldiaremsy-ianliar-ie

These two world-renowned commercial, editorial and

times it's about seeing the human body
in its frailty, or seeing the body look
contorted in a way that’s not necessarily pleasing. When you see someone do
a crazy backflip that's somehow quite
accessible because people have an immediate response to it, maybe thinking they couldn't do it. Then you see a
dancer exploring something where the
body is contorted, or it's not as virtuosic, it can land with audiences in a very
different way.”
"I think the huge problem is that people want to understand what they're
seeing instead of feeling it,” says Jean
Grand-Maitre, artistic director of Alberta Ballet. "With music, when we
listen to Beethoven or Mozart we don't
try to understand anything, we just feel
it. I keep quoting Ingmar Bergman,
who said so brilliantly, ‘Why must our
imaginary world always be accountable
to reason?’ That's usually an issue with
contemporary dance, because what
these artists see when they create their
work is the motion and movement and
colour, not a man ora woman.”
Though contemporary dance may not
beas easily digestible as amovie oraTV
show with a straightforward plot and
characters, getting a creepy "feeling"
from something isn’t necessarily what
audiences want either.
"For some reason, people find it hard
to watch other people dance. It's watching something that's intimate but also

)
}

Admission: $129.00 (students $99.00)

Tickets at TixontheSquare.ca (780-420-1757)
Also available from Lightrein 9513 - 56 ave (430-0008)
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Take me down to Emerald City

Jeremy Baumung has a blast in Oz, even without a brain

Alberta Views 2009

Short Story Competition
f

2008 WINING SHORT STORY
A rosary in one hand, a spoon in the other, each nun
recites a
Hail Mary per mouthful, and lingers, eyes shut,
in an ecstatic
flush before tasting the next bite and fingering the next
bead.

-

appeare

in their production
of A

THE CALLING

istmas Ca |. Now, he’s taking on the

e ofone of the most endearing
char-

|

crow—in
the Citadel's last show of the

season,
The Wizard of Oz.

So, how does Baumung feel about
* being playing a character
who is fa-

mous for—above
all else—not having

lyatt (the Tin Man); however, even newer
to the Citadel stage is Blair Irwin. Making her Citadel debut as the character of

.“Typecast,” he laughs, , befo:
int
before pointing out that Searecrow isn’t actually

Dorothy Gale, Irwin traveled all the way
from Toronto for the lead. Toronto may
notbe Kansas, andEdmonton may notbe

stupid, just naive. "You could say he
doesn't have a brain, but he's also kind
of a baby too, where everything is just
new to him. Besides sitting up on his
pole, the only things he's seen [in the
two days he's been alive] are the people
around him, the crows pecking at his
corn and the Munchkinlanders who
built him and then went away. So, it's

just him figuring out this world that
he's in,right?"
Baurmnung is young and, like his character, a little green when compared to
his co-stars and veteran actors Julien

Arnold (the Cowardly Lion) and John UlSee

eee ee ee

ee

ee

Oz, but to Baumung, the similarities between Irwin and the character she plays
are striking. "She's the perfect Dorothy!”
he grins. "I mean, we don't need to help
herat all because she's just got this spirit
about her where it's just like, ‘Okay, well
I'm gonna do it, and we're going to get
to the Emerald City no matter what.’ Or
‘Tm going to work on this scene, and I'm
gonna get ‘er done, and we're gonna get
there come hell or high water, right?”
That said, even though Baumung calls
The Wizard of Oz "Dorothy's play," he
notes that the journey to opening night
has really been a team effort. Through-

TOTTI ITLL

out the interview, Baumung is quick to
deflect the attention away from himself
and unto others.
"It's going to be a good production,"
Baumung says. "I was sitting out there
watching them do a little bit of the tech
for Munchkinland and there's about 20
kids in the play and they just melt your
heart. The kids are doing such a good
job. They're so focused and they're such
good actors that I think that the audience is going to be really, really blown
away.” W
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OPERA // LA TRAVIATA

Stories should be no longer than 3,000 words, and not previously
published. Include a separate cover letter with story title and author's
name. Author's name must not appear on the story itself. The entry

Heard this one?
It may not be unique, but Traviata has stuck around for good reason

fee of $30 includes a year’s subscription to Alberta Views. Deadline
for submissions is June 30, 2009.

The winner will be published in our December 2009 issue and
will receive a prize of $1,000. The contest is open to all residents of
Alberta except employees of Alberta Views. Include a SASE if youd

FAWNDA MITHRUSH
// FAWNDA@VUEWEEKLY.COM

like your manuscript returned. Please don't send originals.

f all the things you pretend to
know about opera, remember this
factoid for your next dinner party: besides being one of the most frequently
produced of Verdi's operas, La Traviata

also boasts one of the most recognizable opera tunes of all time. Often referred to as “the drinking song,” "Libi-

Mail your submission to:
Alberta Views Short Story Contest
Suite 208 - 320 23rd Avenue SW

Calgary, AB T2S 0J2

Or e-mail: shortstory@albertaviews.ab.ca with “Short Story Submission”

in the subject line. The attached entry must be in .txt or doc format.

amo ne’ lieti calici” loosely translates
from the original Italian to "let's drink
our faces off at this ho's party!”
Ok, so that's not the exact translation,

but the song does encourage drinking
and general merriment. Oddly enough,
Verdi likes to toss in these

www.albertaviews.ab.ca
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Saskatoon

Roller Derby

The
E-ville Dead

April 25/09
|
Dlolel
sm oh 010)
Game @ 7:00
Fort Edmonton
Park Hangar
(7000 142 Ave)
$10 advance (all Happy
Harbours/NABI in St. Al)

yi Rome (ole) |
$12 @ rollergirl.ca
www.e-villederby.com

Brindisi, or drinking songs, in many
of his operas—you might want to check
out Edmonton Opera's Otello next season for Iago's "Inaffia l'ugola!"
In any case, the house the chorus is
partying at in the first act of La Traviata
is Violetta Valéry's—a well-known and
well-loved courtesan who's just gotten
over a nasty bout with tuberculosis.
The party is to celebrate her return to
health, even though everyone knows
Violetta is really quite ill, and will surely die by the end of things. No spoilers
here: that's just the way opera goes.

eC

you've heard it before, it's because you |
have. The hooker with the heart of gold
is everywhere. But that doesn’t mean
there won't be any surprises at Edmonton Opera's Traviata.
"When you have a good team and you
have singers who are open and a conductor who's open, it's not at all difficult
to find new things in an opera like this,”
Whalen says. "It's a whole universe of
emotions and feelings to explore. You
can expect a really honest portrayal of
the story with its genre—it doesn't really need any spectacle added on to it.
This production is really honest and
true. And it's enough.” W

Last time audiences saw soprano Laura Whalen in our town, she was busy
being hanged in Filumena. Now that
she's back as Violetta, Whalen's starting to see a trend towards roles where
her character gets into way too much
trouble because her heart is just so
darn big.
"I'm afraid I'm typecast like that,”
Whalen laughs. “You know, there's so
much opera like this. I love Violetta—
love the character, I love to sing it, musically it's absolutely gorgeous. It's a bit
of a dream role for a soprano. It's very
satisfying to sing.”
Indeed, there's a lot of opera like this.
It's kind of like Pretty Woman, except
it doesn't end quite so happy. You get
a courtesan who falls in love, even
though courtesans are absolutely not
allowed to fall in love. Inevitably, her
former reputation soils the new lover's family, and someone eventually
convinces the poor woman to break it
off. It all usually ends in humiliation,
heartbreak and suicide. Ifitsounds like

Go behind the scenes
at CKUA Radio
Take a FREE guided tour of CKUA
Radio and go behind the scenes of
one of Canada's oldest stations. Check
out our announcers in their natural
habitat and get up close and personal
with more vinyl than you can imagine.

Reserve a spot at www.ckua.com
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It took a comment from a classmate
to help Elyne Quan understand Strays

pa a-DRY >> The Sterling-winning playwright got by with a little help from he:
her latest, Strays. // supplied
PAUL BLINOV
// BLUNOV@VUEWEEKLY.COM

few choice words of criticism can
change everything.
An outsider's second set of eyes just has
the uncanny ability to pick up any glaring
issues that may be creeping along, slowly
undermining a work but as-of-then unbeknownst to the writer. Such was proven to
Elyne Quan while she working on Strays.
"I don't know if I would've been happy
with the end result if I hadn't listened to
someone's reservations early on,” she
Says, sitting in the empty audience of
the Workshop West rehearsal space. The
Sterling award- winning playwright’s new

work is world-premiering in its finished
form thanks to a little friendly criticism.

A single comment sent the whole thing
in a new direction, actually. But first, a
little more context.
Strays is Quan's finished thesis project
for NYU's masters program in Dramatic
Writing. She developed the play alongside
ig other scriptwriters, including fellow
playwrights working on theatre projects

For a province-wide list of frequencies please visit:

www.ckua.com
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mind, Quan took Strays ina direction she
admits she probably wouldn't have found
by herself.
"I think art doesn't happen in avacuvn
and good writing is rewriting,” she sey
"| think you have to listen to commerts
Not indiscriminately: ifI didn’t trust Kate
as a performer and an artist, I might not
have listened to what she said. But when
she said it, and what she was talkng

about, I went, ‘Oh, that is absolutely an
accurate assessment of what I'd written

up to that point.”

Quan kept her pre-existing premise but
let Levy's comments catalyze a new char
acter: a young man who arrives on the
Kowalcyk door step. He thinks he might
be theirson.
"That was the thing that was missing
from the first version, this other element

this other person coming in to the fam
ily unit and stirring things up." Suddenly,
Strays hinged not just on a family’s grief
but how they deal with his sudden return
It's far from a fix-all for their problems: i!

anything, the young man’s appearance
forces eight years of buried emotional

It wasn't an academic setting per se,
but there was plenty of feedback going around, and Strays’ script-flipping

damage up to the surface.
With the new character and a few othei
changes, Quan knew where to take he!
story, and the first draft of the new Stray

father, Richard, is helplessly apologetic,

Edmonton 94.9 fm

the trashbin; starting over, feedback

and other writers working on television
and film scripts.

"She said, The way the play is now, is unsustainable. You have your first act, and
I don't know how the family can stay together. I don't know how this could even
be plausible.’ I went, okay, that’s a very
specific comment,” Quan laughs.
Levy's note wasn't just specific, it was
particularly pertinent to Strays, which
calls for a difficult family dynamic as the
stunted Kowalcyk family deals with the
guilt over their lost son Kyle, who went
missing on a family camping trip. Eight
years after his disappearance, and without the finality of a body to bring them
closure, the remaining family aren't so
much moving on as they are spinning
their wheels in a deeply damaged rut: the

or call 780-428-7595 for more details.
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Try, try again

comment came from another student,
Kate Levy.

Tours will be held daily, from April 17%
to May 2" at 11:45am and 5:15pm.

ckua
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mother Vivian drinks, and their remain-

ing child Kim, now 16, finds herself feeling increasingly disconnected from both.
Quan had 51 pages written when she
showed Levy her draft, and after her
comment, Quan knew they wouldn't

work as written. Her current draft met

was finished in a single weekend. Ate!
successfully granting Quan her MIA
Strays caught the eye of Workshop We: st's
Michael Clark, who added it to his season

and signed on to direct.

Quan’s been trekking back and forth

from Toronto to be involved in reheals

als, tweaking the script as actors ask
questions and she sees it performed. She
doesn't mind

a few more chang

es; after all, that's what got her here.

"Sure, there are plenty of people ou!
there who don't listen to notes, that's
fine,” she says. "That's their style. But

I find when I open myself up to liste"
ing to other people, great things ‘*"
happen." V

BOOKS >> J.G. BALLARD

Kingdom come

poverty, charity, starvation and pettiness.
He ate maggots for protein. And he was

always

From the beginning, he scrupulously sur-

When characterizing Ballard’s tales,
veyeda landscape the rest of us strive to whether fantastically dystopian or chillkeep at bay. Though he survived experiingly realist, one's repeatedly tempted by
ences most of us shudder to imagine,
the term “alienating,” yet what makes
despair and hopelessness seemed
the work so provocative is that his
other to him. In his stories and
protagonists aren't alienated at
all. They witness horrors that,
while arguably deadening in efqm
fect, awaken a new level of fascination. Transcending

le only by the tips

t buildings, the remainged following a catastrophe
precisely in their emptiness,

junction of two extremes of

% a discarded crown overgrown
r

* Later in the novel we're
underwater planetarium,

) istoSay we're given the stars far besurface of the sea. Such gifts are
non in the work of ).G. Ballard.
EE

SEE

genre,

form and taste, Ballard's work
remains singular. He died following a struggle with cancer last Sunday morning in London. He was 78.
James Graham Ballard was born to British parents in Shanghai in 1930. They
inhabited a luxurious enclave, but in a
transformation that would echo again and
again in images of abandoned buildings,
empty pools and grounded planes, their
Protected world would be left a cavity
once the Ballards were placed in internment-in 1943. Ballard received lessons in

THK
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Successful failure
Sasaki's wit and irony aren't always
enough in Some Unabashed Optimism

amazed

and

basically

cheerful. "Seeing everything displaced
and rearranged in a haphazard way," he
later wrote, "gave me my first taste of the
surrealism of everyday life."

In 1946 Ballard returned to an England
left bombed-out and miserable. He went

to medical. school, where he became
transfixed by cadavers, their dead faces

a palimpsest of experience. He went to

Moose Jaw with the RAF, and it was while

living on the Canadian prairie that he discovered science fiction magazines.

Apocalyptic scenarios fuelled many of
the early novels, yet the more Ballard interacted with the familiar contemporary
world, the more truly unnerving his fiction became. The Kennedy assassination,
Mary's death, Vietnam, his memories of
Shanghai and his interest in new feats
of consumerism, fetish-making and media sensationalism merged to create the

image/event/prose graft of The Atrocity
Exhibition (66), aligning Ballard far more

THETA

VISUAL ARTS // SOME UNABASHED OPTIMISM

curious,

with Jean-Luc Godard or Andy Warhol
at

park in Super-Cannes (00): a shopping

(73) encompasses Ballard's increasingly

deadening effects of modern life invite
transgression, increased control incites

the peak of their powers than with the
likes of Isaac Asimov. The novel Crash
radical approach to speculation, subvert-

ing our response to trauma into an
ob-

session with configurations of modern
embodiments of affluence and glamour.

Crash's characters survive car accidents
only to crave and facilitate more of them,
erotically, wholly. When David Cronenberg adapted the novel into an equally
controversial film in 1996, it made for one
of the most fruitful collaborations between two uncannily like-minded artists
of the late 20th century.

Empire of the Sun ('84) ushered Ballard
into the literary mainstream. A fictionalized retelling of his Shanghai experiences, it melded Ballard’s crisp, detached,
coolly poetic language with nostalgia
and tenderness. From then on his work
would stick largely to the format most
clearly outlined in High Rise (75), tales
of cloistered, antiseptic colonies—gated

communities in Running Wild (88) and
Cocaine Nights ('96); an elite business

mall in Kingdom Come ('06)—where the

tacit agreements to lose control,
and a

state of anarchy is longed for by exactly
those who sought to maintain order. |
reviewed most of these when they came

out, and it never

ceased

to amaze

me

how the same essential narrative could

yield fresh insights

Inever met Ballard, but I'll miss him. His
voice rarely gave comfort, but there's 3
vertiginous exhilaration in his probing
of our collective psyche and precarious ambitions. Though often very dark
his stories are too alive with possibility
to be merely fatalist. His fecund mind
sought to unearth the secret contract
between surrealism and social commentary. He did his part to ensure the British
novel would not succumb to quaintness
Like the protagonist in “The Garden of

Time” (61), he has felt the final crysta
of life dissolve in his hands, but he's left
us a vast field of jewels to pick thr ough

in his absence. ¥
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next portion of the climb.
At issue here is the way that futility is
presented in the work. The framing isa
cue to us that the art is done—we have
seen the whole thing, no matter that it
is onaloop and that each momentis essentially the same as any other. When
the screen fades to black, the vacuuming process is no longer repeating,
but complete. On the other hand, it's
easy to mentally construct a continuing process for the ladder climb as the
climber goes higher and higher, each
frame being only a stage of a continuing process. But ifthis is so, suddenly it

is no longer futile: he is succeeding.
The centrepiece ofthe show is a video
documenting a large public performance during Toronto's Nuit Blanche
event, and it comes with a description of the same inadvertent success.
Sasaki explains it for us on the title
card: the performance was intended
as a failure, a futile attempt to keep a
crowd entertained by exhausted mascots, but his ultimate failure was that
it was totally successful. As a result,

while I have strong reservations about
ADAM WALDRON-BLAIN
// SDAMWB@VUEWEEKLY.COM

‘0S
TENNER
on Sasaki is a funny guy. His con|pas of art-making as a constant
process of failure or not-quite failure—
never quite success—seems familiar
in famously dreary Edmonton, but his

art is at its best when arguing against
this, its justification. In a sense, when
itmanages to succeed despite itself. Sasaki's show at Latitude 53, titled Some

Unabashed Optimism as a preview of
the kind of wit that he loves to make
art with, is a collection of video and
objects, and should be a crowd-pleaser.
It's funny and certainly gives us some-

thing to talk about, although some of it
doesn't live up to its promise. The narrow selection of the work presented,

coupled with its joking nature, makes

the show a breeze tosee, for better and

for worse,
Atthe core of Sasaki’s work is a some-

what problematic relationship with an

idea of futility, hinted at sarcastically

in the show's title. It comes through
clearly in all the pieces here, sometimes complicated by other factors, but
it's a dangerous topic to be building
around. The one work where Sasaki
makes futile repetition his absolute
centerpiece, a video loop of a vacuum
altered to be entirely useless, is undoubtably the worst. Comparison to
another similar work makes this clear:
“Ladder Stack" is a similar video, but a
few factors differentiate the two. “Ladder” is more comfortable in its format,
as the video loops are capped in both
cases with fades from and to black. In
the vacuum video, this unfortunately
breaks the continuity of the process,
calling into question the endless repetition which the video is based on. But
this kind of temporal framing is more

suited to the similarly repetitious assembly and climbing of a stack of ladders. Each iteration of the video, separated by black, has its own purpose: the
climber moves out of the frame, and a
new scene must be established for the

the video presentation, I think that
this performance was in fact great
and I wish that I could have seen it in

person. Because Sasaki is wrong.
I am sure that Sasaki has some inkling of this: his practice is built on
his wit and

multilevel

irony. Ulti-

International
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Dance Day

April 29th, 2009
~

For a full list of
Taitclaarelelearel

Dance Day
events

happening

mately it doesn’t really matter what
he thinks, only what he produces.
But his fixation on failure is damaging, as attempts to produce bad work
will almost always do just that. When
his work (which you can and should

across Alberta
visit:

see more of at jonsasaki.com) leans
slightly towards optimism, evenifonly

www.abdancealliance.ab.ca

hesitantly, it can be quite something,
hints of which we see in this show at
Latitude 53. His work is not only humorous but also dangerous, exciting,
romantic and rewarding when we can
experience it properly. WV

www. iti-worldwide.org
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ARTS
WEEKLY
FAX YOUR FREE LISTINGS TO 780.426.2889
OR EMAIL LISTINGS@ VUEWEEKLY.COM
DEADLINE: FRIDAY AT 3 PAA
CO
LOCC.

+ Discovery Gallery: COMING UP NEXT:

CINCO DE MAYO FESTIVAL-FIESTA

LATINA Northgate Lions 7524-139 Ave, 780.701.7777
*A

night
ofLatin dance, dancing with theSalsa Stars of
New York + Sat, May 2,$:30pm « $20 (adv)/$25 (door;
tickets at Roma Bistro, TIX on the Square
MILE ZERO DANCE Churchill Sq, 780.424.1573, www.

milezerodance.com
~ International Dance Day: A
celebration of the diversity of dance with asite-specific
tour of local dance artists « Apr 29, noon + Free

SHUMKA
WEM Waterpark -Shumka’s
soth Birthday

Party with DJ Roman Brytan «Fri, May 2,7-30-

10:30pm +Sxo at 730.455.9559, june.celes@shumka.com

ee

GALLERIES + MUSEUMS

AGNES BUGERA GALLERY 12310 Jasper Ave,
780.482.2854 + WESTERN SKY VISTAS: Artworks by

‘Terry Fenton - Until Apr 30
A. |. OTTEWELL ARTS CENTRE s90 Broadmoor
Blvd, Sherwood Park, 890.467.3877 » HIGH SCHOOL

STUDENT ART SHOW: Presented by the Art Society of
Strathcona County « April 24-25, 10-4pm « Reception/
awards ceremony: Apr 24, 7-9pm

(member)/$so (adult/S7 (senior/student); $5 (6-1ayrs)/

EXTENSION GALLERY Enterprise Sq, 780.492.9166 +

free (syrs and under)/$20 (family—a adults, 4 children)

RIGHT PLACE, RIGHT TIME: Photographs by Mark

BEARCLAW GALLERYfenton! St, 780.482.1204

Morris, from a University Centenary project «Until

Opening reception: Sat, May 9, 2-4pm

+ THE MAP MAKERS: Artworks by Michael Robinson

ART BEAT GALLERY 26 St. Anne Street, St. Albert,

+ Until Apr 33
CARROT GALLERY 9351-118 Ave « Landscapes and
illustrations byStuart Ballah and Lorraine Shulba +

780.459.3679 » KALEIDOSCOPE OF NATURAL TREA-

SURES: Photographs by Mike Montana and Tammy
‘Saunders - Until Apr 30
ART GALLERY OF ALBERTA Enterprise Sq, 100,
310230 Jasper Ave, 780.422.6223 « KOSHASHIN: The
Hall Collection ofigth Century Photographs of Japan;
until June 7 + Lecture: British writer,
Terry Bennett
discusses the historical context of the photographs in

KOSHASHIN in the lecture Early Commercial Photog-

DANCE
EDMONTON

ALBERTA CRAFT COUNCIL 10186-106 St, 780.488.6611
works by emerging fine craft artists « Apr 25-June 6 +

raphy Studios in Japan—Survival
ofthe Fittest; Thu, Apr
23, 7-8:30pm; free (AGA member)/$i0 (non-member)
+ AllDay Saturday: Apr 25, 1-4pm; free for Kids asthe
AGA celebrate Japan's Children’s Day; art activities and
2 performance by Japanese
KitaNo
Taiko « HIROSHIGE ANDO-THE 53 STATIONS OF THE

TOKAIDO ROAD: Printmaker Ando Hiroshige’s famous
series of Uiyo-e woodblock prints from 1833-2834;
until June 7 « KRISTY TRINIER-OTHERWORLD: Retranslating a medieval Japanese Noh Theatre play into
three separate elements (audio, video and text); until
June 7 » POLAROIDS: Photographs by Attila Richard
Lukacs selected by Michael Morris; The history of art
is rich with images that are provocative and challenge
societal norms. Sexuality and violence are integral
to this history. POLAROIDS addresses questions of
power, masculinity and desire with images of nudity
and sexual activity. This content will disturb some and
inspire others. Parents and educators are encouraged
to preview the exhibition; until May18 « Inside Art
Lecture Series: Su Ditta, Admission Restricted: Sex,
Art and Controversy in Canada’s Public Art Galleies;
Thu, Apr 30, 7-9pm » LEAVING OLYMPIA-UNVEILING
THE IDEALIZED NUDE; until May 18 - A SENSE SUB-

LIME: igth Century Landscapes; until June 28 + Free

FAB GALLERY Fine Arts Bldg, U of A,122St, 89 Ave,

Until May 4
CENTRE D'ARTS VISUELS DEL'ALBERTA 9103-95
Ave, 780.461.3427 + YING AND YANG: Artworks by Roma

Newcombe, Monika Dery, Zoong Nguyen Sie-Mah and
Jiri Valtr « Until May 5
CENTRE GALLERY Allen Gray Continuing Care Cen-

tre, 5005-28 Ave, 780.756.5009 » NEW WORK: Artworks
by Martin Garber-Conrad, and Allen Gray residents
« Until Apr a9

May7

-

CHRISTL BERGSTROM'S RED GALLERY 9621-82 Ave,
780.498.1984 « CAR CULTURE: Oil paintings by Christ!
Bergstrom + Until Apr 30

COMMON SENSE 10546-2115 St, 780.482.2685 « IMAGES
OF SOUTH AMERICA: Photographs by Russell Bingham « Until May
CROOKED POT GALLERY 4912-51 Ave, Stony Plain,
780.963.9573 » NATURAL SELECTION: Marilyn Hen-

ker's nature-based pottery « JUGS AND MUG: Pottery
by Betty Schultz; until Apr 30
DUGGAN COMMUNITY HALL 3728-106 St,
780.464.7048, 780.458.6352 + Northern Alberta Wood
Carvers Association, annual show and competition «
Apr 25-26 « Free
ELECTRUM GALLERY 12419 Stony Plain Rd,
780.482.1402 « COLLECTION 2009: Gold and silver
jewellery by Wayne Mackenzie, Janet Stein, Meghan
Wagg, Susan Kun, Bayot Heer, Jesper Jensen Dietje
Hagedoorn, John Blair, Jackie Anderson. Paintings,
wood, glass artworks, as well as ceramics, washiChigiri-e, and photographs by various artists

780.492.2081 » ARS EX MACHINA: Bachelor of Fine
Arts Graduate Exhibition + Apr 23-May 9 « Opening
reception: Thu, Apr 23, 7pm
FRINGE GALLERY 10516 Whyte Ave, bsmt of the
Paint Spot, 780.432.0240 « Artworks by Eugenia Castaneda + Through April
FRONT GALLERY 12312 Jasper Ave, 780.488.2952
“WAX AND WOOL: Encaustic paintings by Jeff Molloy
+ Opening reception: May 2, 2-4pm.
GALLERY AT MILNER StanleyA.Milner Library
Main FI, Sir Winston Churchill Square, 780.496.7030 «
SHOW OFF: Teen art show « Until Apr 30
GALLERY IS Alexander Way, 5123-48 St, Red Deer,
403.341.4642 » CANADIAN CLOTHESLINE: A BRIEF
LOOK AT OUR INTIMATES; Paintings by Justina

Smith + Until Apr 25
HARCOURT HOUSE 3rd Fl, 10215-212 St, 780.426.4180
+ Main Gallery: CATACLYSMIC RESCUE MISSION:
Installation by Liz Miller «Front Room: THE WAITING ROOM: FAVA/Harcourt House Video Installation
Class + Until Apr 25
HARRIS-WARKE GALLERY-RED DEER Sunworks,
4924 Ross St, Red Deer, 403.346.8937 « SUBVERTED
UTILITY: Ceramics from Saskatoon « Until May 22

JEFF ALLEN GALLERY Strathcona Place Senior Centre, 10831 University Ave, 780.433.5807 « LIFE LINES:

Fibre arts by a group called Filamenta + Until Apr 30

JOHNSON GALLERY «Southside: 7711-85 St,
780.465.6171; Artworks by various artists « Northside:
1817-80 St, 780.479.8424; Artworks by various artists

«Through April
KAMENA 5718 Calgary
Tr S, 780.944.9497 « Mon-Wed,

Fri 10am-6pm; Thu 10am-7pm; Sat 10am-spm « Art-

works by various artists

ae

LANDO GALLERY 1130-105 Ave, 780.990.1161 « IN

FULL BLOOM: Paintings by Tslila Barzel « Apr 24-May
16 » Opening reception: Apr 25, 2-4pm
LATITUDE 53 10248-106 St, 780.423.5353 * Main
Space: SOME UNABASHED OPTIMISM: Video

~

exhibition by Jon Sasaki * Projex Room: HERD:
Installation by Adriean Koleric « Until May 16
LOFT GALLERY A. J. Ottewell Arts Centre, 590 Broadmoor Blvd, Sherwood Park, 780.922.6324 « Open every
Thu 5-9p; Sat 1oam-4pm « NEW ART: New selections

of the Permanent Art Acquisition collection of the

oon 7>tor
a
‘Ol!
Pounty, “

780.407.7152 * URBAN TEXTURES: by members of
Articulation: Fibre artworks focusing on the City of
Winnipeg's architecture « Until June 14 - Opening:

Apr 23, 7-9pm
MCPAG Multicultural Centre Public Art Gallery, 541151 St, Stony Plain, 780.963.2777 » BEARING WITNESS:

Paintings by Gaye Oxford, Jean Tait; until Apr 29 +
Dining Room Gallery: Prints by Aagnieszka Doziarz;
until May 21
Wentworth Bldg, 10207-97 St « Open daily 2-7pm +
WORKERS ART SHOW

AND GLOBAL GALLERY: Park

of the May Week Labour Arts Festival « Apr 26-May 2
+» Opening reception: Apr 26, apm

-

MICHIF CULTURAL AND METIS RESOURCE
INSTITUTE 9 Mission Ave, St. Albert, 780.651.8176

Budweiser Tent
Kick-off Party June 25

———

om -. Camping Pass $25
—
ticketmaster
TICKETS AVAILABLE
AT TICKETMASTER.CA

+ Aboriginal Veterans Display « Gift Shop « Finger
weaving and sash display by Celina Loyer
NINA HAGGERTY Stollery Gallery, 9704-111 Ave,
780.474.7611 * COME WHAT MAY: The NHCA Collective « Apr 24-May 19

¢

PETER ROBERTSON MAIN GALLERY 10183-1:2 St,
780.452.0286 « COLOURS-NEW PAINTINGS: Paint-

ings by Giuseppe Albi
PETER ROBERTSON GALLERY-2 12304 Jasper
Ave, 780.455.7479 « INFUSION: Encaustics by Susana

Espinoza - Until Apr 25
PROFILES PUBLIC ART GALLERY 19 Perron St,

St. Albert, 780.460.4310 » CITY ART EXPOSURE « Until

May2
SCOTT GALLERY 10411-124 St, 780.488.3619 « AFTER
MANET: Paintings by Leslie Poole - Until May 5
SNAP GALLERY 10309-97 St » BACK TO BASICS: by
Marcelle Hanselaar « Opening reception: Fri, Apr

24, 7pm.
SPRUCE GROVE ART GALLERY Melcor Cultural
Centre, 35, 5 Ave, Spruce Grove, 780.962.0664 + LAST-

ING IMPRESSIONS: Featuring artworks by Joan
Bailey « Apr 21-May 9 » Opening reception: Sat, Apr
25, 1-4pm.
STEEPS—OLD GLENORA 1242: Stony Plain Rd,

“<DEAaMan

BIFNAKED * SHINEDOWN * DEFAULT * DANIEL WESLEY
SHOUT OUT OUT OUT OUT * SOCIAL CODE

780.488.1505 + Artist for the month of Apr: Kyle
Schneider
STEPPES GALLERIES 1253, 1259-91 St » West Gallery:
COMPLEXION; Paintings by Joe Reimer; until June
2; opening reception: Thu, May 14, 6-8pm + To view
contact: Kelley Bernt at kelley.brent@bldg-inc.ca
STUDIO GALLERY 1: Perron Street, St. Albert » THE
EMMA SERIES: Paintings by Pat Wagensveld - Until

Apr 25
TELUS WORLD OF SCIENCE 11211-142 St,

780.452.9100 » THE ART OF THE BRICK™: until
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Writing Circle + Every Tue, 7-9pm; A critique circle the
4th Tuc every month
CITY ARTS CENTRE 10943-84 Ave, 780.932.4409 TALES. Monthly Storytelling Circle: Tell stories o

come tolisten;
and Fri eachmonth+Until June, 8pm
$3 (free firsttime)
CROWNE PLAZA-CHATEAU
LACOMBE 1011: Bella:,,
Hill «Book Launch of Economics
for Everyone: AShor:

Guide to the Economics of Capitalism by Jim Stanford .

‘Thu, Apr 23,7:30pm.
EDMONTON POETRY FESTIVAL veww.edmontonp.
etryfestival.com + Apr 23-26 «Stanley
A.Milner Library,
So One bin har
D

1pm+Outside StanleyA.Milner Library/Secon,
Cup Café: Play with poetry and pick up aa info:
Apr 23-25 +StanleyA.Milner Library; Artery: Masic:

classes. What makes
a poem work; Sat, Apr 25, 1:30-3
pm -Artery; Poetry “Happy Hour" with the League of
Canadian Poets; Sat, Apr25,3:30-6pm « Artery: The
Killer Blinks; Thu, Apr 23, 7pm + Artery:
The Glam
Slam; Fri, Apr 24, 9pm »Artery:
Poetry on Planet E2rth
The Variety Show; Sat, Apr 25, 8pm + Three Banana;

Café, AxisCafé, JavaJive,Stanley A.Milner Library:

Café readings; Sun, Apr 26, 1-4pm +Shanti Yoga
Studio: One Breath: Zen poetry Poems and green te
Sun, Apr 26, 11am + Strathcona County Public ty
Poetry with Thomas Trofimuk and Mary Pinkoski: F
Apr 24, 6:30-8:30pm.

KASBAR LOUNGE below Yianni’s Taverna, 10444
Whyte Ave « Sofa King-the series: presented by the
Raving Poets « Every Wed until May 27, 7:30 (sign-up
8pm (show)

ROSIE'S 10475-80 Ave, 780.439.7211 « TALES:
Edmonton Storytelling Café: TALES. Alberta Leagu
Encouraging Storytelling open mic « First Thu each
month, 7-9pm + Pay-What-You-Will (min $6); info at

780.932-4409
UPPER CRUST CAFE 10909-86 Ave, 780.422.8174 -1?
Poets’ Haven: Monday Night reading series preser
by Stroll of Poets + Every Mon, 7pm +$5 door

CHIMPROV Varscona Theatre, 10329-83 Ave,
730.433.3399 « Rapid Fire Theatre presents comedy
every Sat, 11pm, except for the last Sat of each mo:
until June 13 + $10/$8 (member) at TIX on the Squar
CONNIE IN EGYPT Varscona Theatre, 10329-83 A
780.433.3399 * Comedy by Stewart Lemoine from t
mid ‘90s presented by Teatro la Quindicina +Apr
30-May 16, Tue-Sat 7:30pm; Sat mat: apm +Wed-Sai
evenings: $25 (adult)/$20 (student/senior); Sat after
noons: $15; Tue: Pay-What-You-Can
DIE-NASTY Varscona Theatre, 10329-83 Ave.
780.433.3399 « Live improvised soap opera directed b
Dana Andersen + Every Mon, 8pm

DIRTY ROTTEN SCOUNDRELS Mayfield Dinner
Theatre 16615-109 Ave, 780.483.4051 « Book by Jef

frey Lane/music and lyrics by David Yazbek « Apr
24-June 28 « Tickets at Mayfield box office, toll-free
1.877.529.7829

LOVE Third Space, 11516-1093 St » Northern Light
‘Theatre - By Patricia Cornelius, starring Amber

Borotsik, Natascha Girgis,and Rob van Meenen « Apr
30 (preview), May 1-10, 8pm + $as (opening night)/S:
(preview); Wed, May 6: Pay-What-You-Can (door); $:
(adult)/$18 (student/senior at TIX on the Square
NEVERMORE Catalyst Theatre, 8529 Gateway Boule
vard « The Imaginary Life and Mysterious Death o
Edgar Allan Poe « May 1-17 « Advance tickets at TI
the Square + Special Gala fundraiser: Thu, May 2
OH SUSANNAI Varscona Theatre, 10329-83 Ave,

780.433-3399, Www.varsconatheatre.com/ohsusann=
« The Euro-style variety show hosted by Susann2
Patchouli and Eros, God of Love « Sat, Apr 25, up™
‘Tickets available at the door starting at 10:30pm

ONCE ON THIS ISLAND Eastglen High Schoo!
Majestic Theatre, 11430-68 St « Apr 29-May 1, 7:30P™*
$10 at TIX on the Square
SCRATCH Varscona Theatre, 10329-83 Ave,

780.433.3399 « Scratch back together this weekend
with musician Paul Morgan Donald « Apr 24-25, 3p™

«So
SEXY GALS IN THE CITY Jubilations Dinner Theatr«

8882-170 St, Phase II, WEM, 780.484.2424 «A spoof 0
the popularTV show set love songs from the 705 2"
"Bos « Until June 7
SOMETHING'S AFOOT Memorial Arts Centre, 520°
50 St, Wetaskiwin, www.wetaskiwintheatresociety
» A Murder Mystery Musical presented by Waterwor's
Players, based on the works of Agatha Christie «Ap!
30-May 2 + $is (Thu/Fri show only, 8pm)/$35 (S3* din
ner show, 6:30pm dinner, 8pm show)
STRAY La Cité Francophone, 8627-91 St «Workshop

West Theatre « A disturbing and poignant eee by
Elyne Quan « Apr 23-May 3, Tue-Sat 7:30pm; Sus *

FLORA: Fiber artworks by Margo Fiddes and woodworks by Dale Kalbfleisch

. ps (adult)/$18 student/senior) at TIX on the squ“4
‘Tue: Pay-What-You-Can (door); Sun mat: two-For-©Ont
THEATRESPORTS Varscona Theatre, 10329-83 AV":
780.448.0695 +Rapid Fire Theatre’s weekly insane

VISUAL ARTS ALBERTA 3rd Fl, 10235-122 St,

(member) at TIX on the Square

May3
TU GALLERY 10718-124 St, 780.452.9664 + FIELD AND

780.421.1731 « PRISM: Laurie MacFayden, Helen Rogers, Liz Sullivan « Until Apr
WEST END GALLERY 12308 Jasper Ave, 780.488.4892
+ An exhibition of recent works by Nixie Barton and
Grant Leier « Until Apr 30

24 // ARTS

Slam: every third Wed ofthe month

CARROT CAFE 9351-138 Ave, 780.471.1580 + Carrot

Strathcona County - Opening reception: Apr 30, 7pm,
MCMULLEN GALLERY U of A Hospital, 8440-222 St,

MENNONITE CENTER FOR NEWCOMERS

25, 26 & 27
GIBBONS, AB

by sci-fi author Robert Sawyer;
Thu, Apr 23, 7:30pm

BLUE CHAIR CAFE 9624-76 Ave, 780.469.8755 =Story

artists in attendance « Apr 30-June 30

Sturge €
Canada

EARLYBIRD TICKETS
2 TICKETS FOR $149

AUDREYS BOOKS 10702 Jasper Ave,423.3487 -Poetry
Nights the and Fri each month - Book launch of Wale

improv show«Every Fri (1pm) «Until July 32 - $1°/5*
WIZARD
OF OZ Citadel's Shoctor Theatre, 9825-10
Ave, 780-4252820»ByL Frank Baum, music and ly

by EYHarburg. Part oftheMainstage Series - Unt!

rafts7730pm, mat 2:30 pm « Tickets at the Citadel
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Trail less travelled
Tourist off-seasons present opportunity
CASEY BLAIS
/f CASEY@VUEWEEKLY.COM

everal weeks ago on a warm March
day in Jasper, a friend commented
about the possibility of mountain bik-

ing. The snow was melting fast, and it
was certainly warm enough to bike, but
it was still too early. The biking trails
would be too wet and muddy, many still
packed with snow and ice.
After the long winter, the possibilities
of summer—long rides, warm weather,
shorts and no jackets—felt almost tangible that day. “I've got the shoulder
season blues,” he said to me. “I just
want to get out and ride.”
The shoulder season is a little-known,
oft under-appreciated phenomenon in
the Rocky Mountain tourist town of Jasper. This twice-yearly period is a time of
transition in Jasper National Park.
It is a time when people start looking
ahead to the upcoming season and the
activities that become possible, but are
forced to wait patiently for the change

in seasons. In the summer you can
bike. In the winter you can ski. During
the shoulder seasons, you want to bike
or ski, but won't necessarily be able to
do either, or at least not always satisfyingly.
Wedged on either side of the hectic
summer

tourist

season

and

Jasper's

busy winter ski season, the fall and
spring shoulder seasons aren't really all
doom and gloom.
For those willing to put up with sometimes imperfect conditions, the shoulder seasons present unique opportunities for adventure and exploration in
Jasper, all without the crowds

found

during peak tourist season.
They bring with them fairly recog-

nizable signs in the Jasper town site.
Normally abuzz with travellers from
around the world, unfamiliar faces
aren't as prevalent on the town's sidewalks. Long waits for coffee shorten,
the tourist traffic is gone, the park's
major attractions close up and the pace

of life slows for those working in the
tourist sector.

For veteran local guide Chuck Cantlie
of the Jasper Adventure Centre, when
tourism and business drops off in the
fall shoulder season, he's thinking
about getting away. "A lot of businesses
close and a lot of people take their holidays, myself included,” Cantlie says.
While some

will take vacation, oth-

ers find the local trails too good to pass
up. It's during the fall shoulder season
that Loni Klettl—a local Jasper resident
whose time spent in the saddle biking
the surrounding trails puts her near
the top of the ripper category—gets in

some of her best riding.
"It's beautiful. You've got leaves and
colors and usually the trails are rock
hard—you can fly,” Klettl says. “There
are no bugs. Things are crisp. There
are more blues. Summer is hazy, but in
September and October, you get different contrasts. Then as the leaves start
falling off, you get these wonderful
sight lines and you can see forever. Everybody loves the fall for trails.”
During the spring shoulder season,

en
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Klettl finds the trails completely different. The weather she describes as
tumultuous and less predictable—you
can get rain, sleet, snow and sun all in
a two-hour ride.
“I don't like spring trails to be quite
honest because it's gushy, mooshy,
mushy and slushy,” she says.
Klettl is also quick to point out that
using the trails before they've had a
chance to harden up and dry out in the
spring can potentially damage them.
"In spring, people are so keen to be on
[the trails] that the potential for damage is much, much higher than at any
other time of the year. So people have
to be really aware of that in any place,"
Klettl says.
However,

it's timing that makes the

shoulder seasons such unique periods
in Jasper National Park. Conditions
only available during the shoulder
seasons lend themselves perfectly to
important types of work, as with JNP’s
prescribed burn program. According to
Dave Smith, park fire/vegetation specialist, the majority of prescribed fires
happen during the shoulder seasons.
During the spring, they take advantage of fuels like cured grasses that
are dry and dead, and with the "June
monsoons"
still approaching—June
is known as a wet month—the rains
are instrumental in helping to put out
any fires left on the landscape. In the
fall, with winter around the corner, the
same idea applies.
A 1930s fire suppression policy in
Jasper effectively removed it from the

park, but ecologists have since realized
that fire is an important part of the ecosystem. Smith explains that fire is essential in renewing forest vegetation.
One of the park's big priorities now is
to put fire back onto the landscape.
The fall shoulder season is also an
essential time for caribou biologist
Layla Neufeld. With so few caribou
left in Jasper National Park, only 200
to 350, Neufeld has the important task
of tracking and monitoring the threatened woodland caribou population.
"This is important because it's a threatened species and knowing whether the
population is going up or going downis
key to then managing or implementing
things that might help with recovery,”
Neufeld says. "It's a really key number
for us."
The conditions needed to track the
caribou occur best during the fall shoulder season. What's needed is a perfect
blanket of snow to help with spotting
and tracking the caribou in the alpine.
Yet snow levels can't be so deep that the
caribou can't find access to their food
or they will move down into the trees,
making it hard for the researchers to
spot them from the air.
The shoulder seasons are also important times annually for wildlife, and

this coincides well with the drop in the
number of visitors to the park. During the fall, ungulates like elk, moose,
sheep and deer begin to move lower
down into their winter ranges in the
montane and grassland habitat found
in the valley bottoms. They are fol-
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COLOUR, RARITY >> Visitors are few, sights are exquisite during slower times. // casey Blais
lowed by large predators such as wolves

and cougars.
"That's where our town sites, highways, railroads and trails are located
and that's where most people want to
recreate," explains park wildlife/human conflict specialist Wes Bradford.
"Just think if we had the same volume

of traffic that we had in the summer.
With all the elk and the bighorn sheep
that we get on the winter range right
now, you'd see our wildlife mortality
rate along the transportation corridor
skyrocket just like that.”
The fall shoulder season also coincides with several ruts, among them
the elk and bighorn sheep rut, another
important yearly event in the life cycle
of ungulates. It's the time of year when
rams can be out on the highway at

night fighting, oblivious to everything
else. Bradford describes the outcome
as only someone whe has seen it can: a
driver speeding along, not expecting to
see sheep on the road at night, won't be

able to brake fast enough. He'll strike
and kill four or five at once.
The bear, especially females with
cubs, will be at or near their den sites

during the fall shoulder season. Adult
male grizzlies, however, will still be out
searching for food, one source being
any weakened and exhausted ungulates trying to recover from the rut. According to Bradford, surprising a bear
ona carcass at this time of year is when
the most serious encounters with bears
occur in North America.
"It's their last food source [before winter] and they are not going to leave it,”
he says. "They run everything off.”
The spring shoulder season, as packed
with activity as the fall time period,
begins in April just as Marmot Basin
winds down and the golf courses in
Edmonton begin to open up. Tourism
here won't really.start to pick up again until
about the May long weekend, though some
of Jasper National Park's bigger tourist attractions begin to open up in early May.
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From mid-April to early May wolves
and coyotes will be at their den locations preparing for their litters. According to Bradford it's a time to be
wary if you're out walking with your

dog. Female wolves and coyotes can be
very protective of those sites even before they've had their litters.
Starting in mid-May onwards, it's calving season. Cow elks and mule deer are
giving birth during this time. With the
commencement of the elk calving season, Bradford warns that caution must
be exercised as cow elks can be very aggressive when protecting a calf.
As for the threatened caribou, they

monitoring whether an October 2007
agreement between the federal government and the major railways to improve

and maintain grain cars is actually having an effect on reducing spillage and,
consequently, animal mortality.
CN

spokesperson

Kevin

Franchuk

says CN's hopper car rebuild program
was completed ahead of schedule in

December 2008. About 3000 cars were
rebuilt and repaired and any defective
gates on the cars were replaced.
Certainly,
with so much happening ecologically during the shoulder seasons,

Start the winters up high, and as it
snows more and more they are pushed

opportunities to view park wildlife and
connect with nature remain abundant
As Jasper Adventure Centre guide Cant-

lower into the valley bottoms to find
more food. For an animal that lives
high in the alpine to avoid predation,

lie points out, finding animals tends to
be a little easier when there are fewer
people on the road.

it is taking a bigger risk as it moves
further down into the valley bottoms.
Almost all caribou mortalities occur
during May and June.
The spring shoulder season also coincides with bears emerging from hibernation. With minimal natural food
sources available at this time of year, a
plentiful food source for bears and other animals are grain spills along the CN
rail corridor in Jasper. The culprits are
leaky and defective grain cars.
According to park ecologist Brenda
Shepherd, foraging on the tracks increases the animals' risk of being struck
and killed by trains. Many animals have
been killed along the railway. Between.
1992 and 2006, Shepherd says at least
770 animals were killed on the railway

Many trails also remain useable well
into late fall, and even during early

in Jasper, with at least some of those

deaths directly associated with foraging for spilled grain.
"For bears, it's more of a problem in
the shoulder season,” Shepherd says.
"They are coming out of hibernation or
they are getting ready for hibernation
and that's when you have grain actually
available to them because that is when
grain is being shipped.”
For the past year, Shepherd has been
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spring. Using them, however, requires
a greater level of commitment and
more preparation than is needed in the
carefree summer months.
For cyclist Klettl, that means finding
out where the bear sightings have been
before she rides in the spring, being
cognizant of wood ticks, and dressing
properly. Just as important is pick
ing the right place to ride, something

requiring more investigation in the
shoulder seasons.

"You have to know your valley bottom, and know where there isn't
much snow or where the sun is at
because when you start off it may be
dry but then you realize that you're in
30 centimetres of snow on the back
of the 20-mile loop,” says Klettl, adding that the trails aren't always conducive to riding.
For those seeking recreation in the
shoulder seasons, the potential is
still there for a first-rate experience.
What must be decided is how bad you
want it and whether or not you have
the patience to wait till the seaso”
changes. V
we
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Remote paddle preserve
BRYEN DUNN
//RIEMDUNN@ VUEWEEKLY.COM
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out of the tent, I peer

peered time to catch the last

glimpse of the sunrise glistening
across the still lake. Waking to the

sounds
of birds chirping, water splashing and the smell of fire-roasted coffee
was more than enough incentive to
get me out of my sleeping bag. After

eas such as this. He's also an amazing
cook. Dinner on the first night is just a
taste of what we are to be served over
the next couple of days
Making your way along the canoe

my second cup of java, a quick dip in

the cool natural waters-is the ultimate
cleansing experience and a great start
to the active
day ahead.
Reaching this magical destination is
not something one can do in a vehicle,
or even by bike or foot. This unique,
secluded part of Algonquin Provincial Park {algonquinpark.on.ca) in
northern Ontario is only accessible by
.canoe. The protected area we're travel-

routes involves some portaging>Distances are usually quite short and
relatively flat on this particular route
known as "Journey of the Voyageu
with the longest trek being
a
350
metres. Peacock is alv
I
assist with carrying the gear, allo
everyone the opportunity to port
easily with just their canoes.

ling through is part of the oldest and
largest provincial park in the province
(ontarioparks.com), covering approximately 8000 km of rugged Canadian
Shield terrain.
Some experienced individuals will
pack their necessary belongings, decide on one of the many

The overcast clouds on the second
day soon dissipate and the remainder of the tour proceeds under bright
sunny skies, as we make our way along
the Amable Du Fond Riv
er 20
or 30 minutes of paddling, we choose
a secluded spot to stop and lunch on

available

routes within the park system (over

freshly-baked

2000 kilometres of options) and head

bannock.

Our first fuil

day in the wilderness allows us to perfect our paddling skills as we manoeuvre our way through a series of
ams

off on their own. Others, such as me,
opt to sign up with one of the local outfitters who provide all the necessary
equipment and professional guides to

and lakes. After our lakeside lunch we
traverse a bog where many wild species call home, or stop simply to rest

ensure this will be a memorable experience.

and feed

Voyageur Quest (voyageurquest.com)

offers a three-day canoe adventure
providing complete service throughout the excursion. It also offers a
convenient pickup from Toronto that
takes you right to the company’s canoe
outpost in time for a hearty lunch to
begin the day.
After lunch the group members—
myself, a couple from Germany who
read about the great Canadian wilderness and included this jaunt as

H

part of a visit to Toronto, a couple of
younger females who don't seem like
the outdoors type but quickly prove
me wrong, and two older gentlemen
from Michigan who drove in to do
some fishing in the area and tacked
on this three-day canoe excursion—
grab the canoes and make our way off
into the horizon toward our first overnight destination on the other side of
Kawawaymog Lake. Our guide David
Peacock explains all the dos and don'ts
about canoeing, paddling and life in
the wilderness. He's very knowledgeable on both his surroundings and the
safety aspects required in remote ar-

The allure of canoe-only access in Ontario lake country
AAG
LALLA
SINS
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A vast landscape of trees and wild-

life surrounded by lakes, ponds and
streams engulfs us. There's always the
opportunity to spot a diverse array of
wildlife such as moose, wolves and
black bears. As with any wild animal,
they don't generally prey on humans
but caution is advised when one is
spotted nearby. Wolf howling is a common practice among hikers and

UP THE CREEK >> Only way in, or out, is by paddling. //Bryen Dunn
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Working on the chain gang
Hinton bikers pitch in to build free community bike park
JEREMY DERKSEN
// SMOWZOWE@VUEWEEKLY.COM

ye dude carrying the chainsaw appraises me with a glance. "Here to
work?" he asks. Thick logs lay on the
ground. Shovels and tools are scattered
at the margins of the underbrush. I try

to find an easy way to explain and come
up with, “Uh, yeah, sort of." Before I
know it, I'm hacking in the dirt like a
convict.
Technically I had come to Hinton's
new bike park to work, although many
of my friends mock my use of the term.
As an adventure writer, part of my job
involves indulging in activities like
skiing, ice climbing, mountain biking and surfing. All in the name of research. What most people don't realize, because it's not so glamourous or
exciting to retell, are the hours spent in
my office going blind by the light of a
computer screen, agonizing over verb
choices. Hours that make hands soft
and muscles lazy.
I'd arrived in Hinton with the tools
of my trade: notebook and pen, camera, digital recorder and my mountain
bike. But in late September 2008, Hinton's bike park is still largely a work in

progress, and a volunteer work party is
underway. In all, the Hinton Mountain

Cs,

Bike Association (bikehinton.com) had

turned $60 000 from a legacy grant
into over $200 000 in volunteer labour
and donations. Local companies donated trucks and time to bring gravel
and mineral soil to the site. A local construction supply manager toils in the
dirt on my one side and the town manager, Bernie Kreiner, on the other. Kids
no older than 10 are hauling wheelbarrows of dirt, hefting shovels taller than
they are.
All the activity catches my attention.
Yes, Hinton's park is the first community-built, free municipal bike park in
Alberta, loaded with berms, log drops,
single track, dirt jumps and a skills
park. The jumps area and flow trail
are already finished when I get there.
But while that would usually engross
me completely, this project exudes a
unique vibe. The effort and generosity
of the entire town is impressive, too im-

pressive to sit idly by and watch.
So I grab a shovel and get to work.
Dust and sweat cake my face as I hack

at the dirt beds, unearthing small roots
and combing the uneven soil into the
semblance ofa trail, inch by dusty inch.
After a couple hours of intense work
a blister is forming at the base of my
thumb. My mountain bike leans ne-

glected against a tree. But things are
slowly taking shape and it feels good to
bea part of it.
I've ridden enough bike parks to know
what the finished product looks like.
At lift-serviced resorts like Whistler or
Silverstar that's what they sell. A product. All the work takes place behind the
scenes, These are smooth operations
with all the corporate bells and whistles—computer-operated
processing
systems, high-end rental gear, superefficient quad chairs, smiling frontline
staff and fancy base area amenities. No
one at Whistler would ever just hand
youa shovel. And why would they? Your
lift ticket pays for trail maintenance.
There's nothing wrong with that, but
there's something special about a community-led project like Hinton’s specifically because it isn't a lift-accessed
mega-park. This is the sport at its most
fundamental. It's the DIY attitude of a
small community of local riders doing
it for the love. As I cart loads ofdirt to
build up a berm, it's clear to me that
they're doing it right.
“The scope of the venture in Hinton is
phenomenal. To develop a 4.5-acre parcel into trails and learning facilities is a
feat,” says Jay Hoots, whose personally
branded company, Hoots (hoots.ca), led

park design and construction. "For the

community to come together the way
they did to make that happen is amaz-
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IF YOU BUILD IT, THEY WILL COME >> Volunteers hard at work constructing the
Hinton bike park. // supplied

ing.”

Hoots is a veteran Norco pro team rid-
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er and a respected park designer, bike
safety specialist and mountain-bike
advocate. To date, he and his team have
built over 30 parks across Alberta and
BC. On site in Hinton, his appearance—
long dreadlocks, ripped jeans and
hoodie—belies a sharp businessman
and advocate who has participated on
environmental and political committees to represent mountain biking interests in his North Shore stomping
grounds.
Despite this breadth of experience,
Hoots says he was floored by the volunteer and business support here. "Hinton
stands above as the first community in
Alberta to embrace a relationship with
alocal bike club to build a facility. When

I got here, the first thing I was handed
were sheets and sheets [of paper] with
contact information for all the businesses that had volunteered materials,
machinery and labour.”
The value of such strong local commitment isn't lost on Hoots. First thing in
the morning he does a round of the site,
stopping to chat with many of the volunteers. Then he picks up his own tools
and digs in next to them. Throughout
the day he delegates respectfully, patiently explaining design concepts to
volunteers—some of whom have never
biked a day in their life much less built
a bike park. "They're all superheroes,”
he says.
Stephen Hanus, HMBA president,
shares Hoots's sentiments. “The community stepped up big time. Everybody
is really excited about this project. It's
been a lot of work but the reward has

780-439-0024 on 800-387-3574
TREKESCAPES.COM
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been instantaneous,” he grins. "Immediately after the jumps were built kids
were out on them—even big kids—and
loving every minute of it.”
Most mountain-bike parks are dormant in winter. Not Hinton's. Over the
off-season, it grew in size and potential. The HMBA successfully applied
for a $65 000 Community Facilities
Enhancement Program grant from the
province. The new funds will enable

the club to start building Phase 2 this
spring—filling out the park with slopestyle, North Shore, flow trail, multipur

pose and cross-country trails. In total,
the HMBA has 37 acres of land at its
disposal, donated by the town.
Hoots and crew will return to lead
a work detail from May 27 to June 13.
No doubt local volunteers will be out

in force. I, for one, am planning to re
turn with shovel in hand. Of course, it
takes more than a day to really belong
to a scene, but the more I get to know
Hinton, the more I want to know. Not
because it has the potential to be an
extreme-sport destination, but because
I know that what I saw that day won't
change much. The same determined
spirit of community ownership, volunteer effort and freeride fun will be there
every day, whether you go to ride, build
or walk the trails. And every time I go,
I'll see trails that I dug out with strangers who became instant friends.
Grand opening of the park is slated for
the day after construction ends, June 14If my experience
from last fall is any
thing togoby, the kids will beriding the
park the minute shovels are set down,

with Hoots riding right beside them. As
for me, I may go there to work, but you
can bet I'll have my bike, too. W
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"Surf Wax America’
secan you! Surf camps build beach
mojo
plains our instructor, Jon, in a snappy
British accent. Jon marks the line of a

who introduced me to

the band's self-titled

point, every song will

“Lcan't say I ever got
“Surf
Wax America”

like. Until now.

"Surf Wax America”

culture, which I typified
tacky printed shorts

d hair, never appealed

itwas the fact that I'ma
. Or that bikinis terrify
ryt

we see about
white beaches

days, which in Canada
n

as unicorns. I

nect with
t, Idecided to at least
d how surfers’ feet

surfboard in the sand and drops to his
belly in the middle. Adept white feet
sprout from the legs of his black wetsuit. We awkwardly mimic his motions.
Jon explains how to read the Water,

when it will break and fold over on
itself. "Once it breaks,” he enthuses,
“paddle, paddle, paddle!” .
He swipes the sand alongside his
body. "Hands to the outside of your
body beside your chest, paddling all the
while. When you feel the water at your
toes, wait till it's at your knees, then
press up." He stretches like a cobra. We
stretch like stiff slugs.
"Now get your back leg underneath
you in the centre of the board.” He contorts his body into twisted plank along
the mid-line of the surfboard outline.
We tip our heads curiously.

¢to the board and why get- - "Now for the hard part.” Jon smiles
by towering walls of water
slyly. "Bring your front foot between
g. I had recently scored
your hands and pop up.”
winter guide for Backside
His legs snap into a low squat beneath
e
.com), an advenhim. Bright white teeth shine against

foaming like a bottle of beer
leis coming butJain't got no fear.”

After a couple hours on the roller
coaster Pacific Rim Highway, the Backmobile (Backside's 20-passenger van)
pulls into Wickaninnish Bay. Twenty
excited twentysomethings scramble
out the door. Neall Alden, Backside's energetic general manager, has

his tanned cheeks. "Easy, isn't it?” he
asks, slapping the sand from his hands
and jumping on his toes. I'm still on the
ground, trying to get my foot between
my hands and fathom how this might
be possible while floating on a roiling
ocean wave.

We practise paddling, the cobra
stretch and popping up until. my
shoulders burn. Jon appraises our
form, moving shoulders here, pushing on lower backs until he is satisfied. He drops to his knees. Before
we get into the water, he says gravely,
grouped us.
by experience level. I have - we must understand the, dangers.
none, so im plunked with four other - We'll only be in the whitewash after
surf virgins. We struggle into our wetthe wave breaks, but rip currents are
suits, neoprene squeaking, and peruse
present along the beach between unthe surfboard selection laid out in the
derwater sandbars. Pointing vaguely
parking lot. Jayna, Wendy and Kristie
to different areas we should avoid,
choose seven-foot, nine-inch boards
Jon explains how wind and waves
while I pick a Cadillac nine-footer.
push toward the shore while the
"L can't swim,” I admit to the others,
backwash is pushed sideways by the
hoping the fact that I can barely grab
next waves. Where the water finds its
the edge of the boardqinder my arm
way back out to sea, is a rip current.
due to its width means I'll float bet"Don't get caught in one," Jon warns.
ter.
"If you do, swim like hell to your right

"Well, then you better.learn how to

surf," quips Wendy.

One million people visit Vancouver
Island's Pacific Rim National Park
every year, and I can see, feel and hear

why. Cool mist dampens our cheeks as
the sun starts its drop toward the horizon, Behind us, a thick corridor of driftwood separates dark sand from lush
green brush. Ahead ofus, infinite grey-

blue waters. The ocean swells, boils
breaks relentlessly along the beach
vhile

wait
we
for our surf instructors

togather their charges. Thankfully, at

least

pe isringing true. Our

instructor
isaboy,and a very cute one

attha

or left. Now, let's get out there.” That

swimming thing might be a problem,

I think.
The Backside group stretches a kilometre along Wickaninnish Beach,
black silhouettes floating, standing,
then dropping back into the water between the beach’s rocky headlands.

I stand facing the waves, watching
as the water persistently swells and
bends. The wave's underbelly morphs

into millions of tiny white fingers
skittering along the surface water below the wave as it furls into itself.
I turn and jump onto my belly on
the wide board, careful to place my
sternum in the centre. The curl above
the water fingers pushes the end of
my board as I lay in the cobra, waiting until the wave touches my knees

before I awkwardly attempt to pop
up. The next wave I'm slightly left of
centre and I drop into the whitewash
before I have a chance to correct. The
next,I fall off the back. The next
I stand.

Slowly, a pink sun sets behind us. Sev-

eral of our surf campers are waiting on

the beach, surprised at how quickly
balancing on a board fatigues arms, abs
and legs. Dusk darkens our wet hair and

shivering shoulders. It's a quiet ride to
the Surf's Inn in Ucluelet, our home for
the next four nights.
Sunlight pierces the bamboo curtain
and I stir, noting a distinct tree-like
stiffness. Everything aches, from my
hip bones to my neck. My first instinct
is to roll over in my bunk, tuck my face
in the pillow and return to dreaming
about frothy surf. But then Mr, Cuomo
wakes me up.
"Tm waxing down so that I'll go real fast
I'm waxing down because it's reallyablast
I'm going surfing, I'm going surfing"
There's a buzz in the kitchen. Everyone's up, everybody's sore, but no
one's staying in bed. We charge to

the bus and head to Long Beach. The
beaches between Ucluelet and Tofino, known as the Long Beach Unit,
stretch 25 kilometres. At1o km, Long
Beach is appropriately the longest
beach of Cox, Radar,Combers, Wreck,
Chesterman, Mackenzie and Wickaninnish beaches in the unit. A worldrenowned surfer's playground.
Few surfers other than us are within
eyesight, however. Long Beach is im- ,
mense. With its wide expanse and
western exposure, Long Beach is the
choicest Maui-style surfing in Canada. Vibrant green Sitka Spruce line

the beach, the evergreen’s resilient
branches bent eastward from wind
scouring. The grey sky matches the
grey océan and my visions of white

sand beaches, towering palms and
half-naked athletes vanish. This is
Canada, and we're shivering in 6° C
water, protected by head-to-toe neoprene.
But it doesn't matter. As a wave

thunders toward me, | flip onto my
stomach, paddle hard, feel the foam
fingers tickle my toes and I jump up.
Watching the beach, I lean with my
hips, steering the board as I ride into
shore.
Many ofus are getting up, the infant
forms of surfing happening more frequently than not. After eight hours in
the water with consistent encouragement from our private surf instructors, we've all improved remarkably:
Surfing is a sport I would never attempt without learning how to do it
first. The nuances of balance on the
board are better explained and anticipated first, before you're flipped upside down by an unpredictable wave,
inhale several pints of saline and get
banished to the shore in frustration.
Fatigue eventually sends us into the

bus, hungry for BBQ salmon and beer,
Backside has a feast waiting when we
return, and we only have to drag two
diehards out of the water before we

can refuel for tomorrow.

1 opt out of the Hot Springs Cove and
whale watching tour for a quiet day
in the surf, A few of us head to Wreck

FIRST BREAK >> Surfing in the early morning mist. // sobbi Bartarich
Beach on Florencia Bay. It’s a smaller, more isolated horseshoe-shaped
beach bound tight by rocks. I watch
the surf from the top of a winding,
roughed-in staircase.
"The seais rolling likeathousand pound keg
We're going surfing, we're going surfing”

Hauling my massive board down
the stairs is a good warm-up for the
challenging waves. Where the Wickaninnish and Long Beach waves were
rhythmic and symmetrical, the rocks
in and around Wreck Beach toss and
churn the water without reason.
High and crashing, I'm forced to depend on what little knowledge I've

below the swell. Here's where I hop
on, safe from the power of its highest point not 20 feet before where I

stood. It's a quiet ride into the shore,
in sharp contrast to the thunderous
waves crashing into rocks and onto
each other in the near distance.
"All along the undertow
Is strengthening its hold
I never thought it would come to this
Now I can never go home”
On the final morning of our fiveday camp, it's drizzling and cold.
We've come to accept the weather
and recognize that if you're going to surf in Canada, you need not

gathered of breaking waves in order

worry

to catch one.
Far into the ocean, tiny bodies rollick and roll over the massive swells,
surfboards burped into the air as
their riders are bucked by the water’s force. I keep the water at chest
level, faintly feeling the undertow
slide around my ankles. I turn to
look at the intimidating waves. They

your shorts fit because you'll always
be covered by neoprene. Being immersed in surf and its culture for
five days is a welcome reprieve from
land-locked Alberta. If you've never
connected with “Surf Wax America,”
go feel what the rollicking rhythm
suggests. You won't be able to get it
out of your head. V

pile high, shoulders hunched as
they charge. Before they reach me,
their shoulders shrug, drop out their
arms, and white-wash tendrils form

about

Backside's

shaved

Surf Camp

legs or how

2009 departs

Edmonton and Calgary August 16 or
23 (backside.com/surf).

¥
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TRAVEL // COSTA RICA

Going eco in the jungle
MIKE GARTH
// MICHAEL @VUEWEEKLY.COM

t looks as though our plane is landing
in the middle of a sea of active volcanoes. The only things visible at this late
hourare streams of light trickling down
the dark, jagged terrain like lava. Gone
are the grids of farmland and cities familiar to North America. My brother
and I have arrived in Costa Rica.
Equipped with only our backpacks
and a guidebook, we have a full month
to trek around the safest, most ecologically-protected part of Central America.
We end up staying at 10 different places
in 30 days, hitting all four corners ofthe
land by way of public transportation—
splurging on the occasional boat ride—
while staying in clean, well-maintained
hotels for $10 - $20 per night. Though
each destiation boasts unfettered hospitality, warmth and endless activities,
the gem that shines brightest for us is
the southernmost tip of the country:

the Osa Peninsula region.
Each region of Costa Rica is distinct
from the next—the differences within
the tiny nation, about the size of New
Brunswick, are surprising—and the
Osa is no exception. Nowhere else on
our trip is the concept of eco-tourism

so forthright.
The notion of sustainability is new

to this part of the world and more
often than not takes a back seat to
development and tourism revenue.
La Leona Ecolodge (laleonaecolodge.

com) breaks this trend in a wonderful way. To get there you need to allow
plenty of time as it is situated on the
doorstep of Corcovado National Park,
world-renowned for its wildlife and
about as far away as you can get from
Costa Rican civilization.
After riding in the back of a truck
down a long, bumpy road—rated the
worst in all the land—we're let offat the
beach. It's a three-kilometre walk to the
lodge. The hardcore backpackers put us
to shame by pushing past our destination for another 17 km hike to La Sirena

WATCH MIKE GARTH'S VIDEO FOOTAGE OF THE COSTA RICAN WILDLIFE AN ID SCENERY ON VUEWEEKLY.COM.
ore

AFTERNOON STRETCH >> Taking yoga class in the Costa Rican jungle. // Mike Garth
Ranger Station, a bare-bones campsite
in the middle of the jungle.
"A different kind of tourist visits
this place,” remarks Adrian Morales,
co-manager. "Now and then we have
instances where people turn around
and leave because there's no TV or
air conditioning. If that’s what~you

pee
as
eal

INCREDIBLE
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2009

SKI

PACKAGE

are expecting out here, you will be
very disappointed.” Morales is part of
the Costa Rican family operation that
keeps the place running. Solar panels
provide the minimum electricity requirements, powering only the kitchen

nated by candlelight. Internet is available
at $10 perhalf hour but given the cost and
your surroundings—on a cliff overlooking the Pacific—you might think twice
about its necessity. Though the food

and a small office.
Once night falls, everything is illumi-

plate we opt to bring our own groceries, a
common practice for budget travellers.
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ADVENTURE & ACCOMODATION
PACKAGES AVAILABLE SOON!

PACKAGE INCLUDES:
Deluxe room with 2 queen beds
One ski pass per adult for one of the Big Three Resorts:
(Sunshine Village, Lake Louise or Mount Norquay)

3 STORY
Canmore, Alberta

looks and smells delicious, at $z0 US a

After our stint at the tent lodge, we are
inspired. Not entirely sure what we're
in for next, our eyes are about to be
opened even wider to the possibilities of
the sustainable eco-tourism concept.
But first it’s back down the punishing
dirt road. After a boat ride across the
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Church of bike
Alook back at 75years of cycling in Edmonton
/[ADAMOVUEWEEKLY.COM

1934, Julius Pahal tore down an
Ease church on the edge of
what was then becoming Edmonton's
Chinatown. For compensation he got to

Tumber. With it, he built Westem Cycle and Hardware. Now one of
Edmonton's oldest bike shops, Western

Cydle still stands on its original location.

In the
75 years since, the Pahal family

has seen
alot of changes to the biking
scene. In that time, three generations

of Pahals have shaped the family store
into the endearing albeit sprawling
outfitter of bikes, bike outfits and accessories and a full-service repair and
maintenance shop.

When current owner Bill Pahal, Julius’s grandson, came onto the scene
there were a lot more single speed and
three-speed bikes. The diversification
of bikes accelerated with time. "When

my grandfather started the shop, bikes
were much less common," says Pahal.

"Not long before, in the 19th century,
they were toys of royalty.”
As with most modern engineering, the

art of bicycle maintenance and repair
has also evolved. When he got into the
business as a youngster, Pahal recalls,

"the mechanics were older gentlemen
who had worked in this business a long
time. They were able to repair complex
three-speed hubs. Mechanics in that
era were able to fix things, whereas mechanies today replace them. Straightening forks, ftames, welding ... the idea
of replacing a part because it was bent

bier tires and multiple speeds,”
The evolution from there to today's
mostadvanced downhilland free-riding
bikes is too dense a tale for retelling but
suffice to say today’s mountain bikes
look nothing like their progenitors.
Over time, Edmonton has become
somewhat of a biking hotbed. The river
valley has nurtured a whole breed of *
Mountain bikers who are among the
most devout consumers of the aforeMentioned new technology. But other
disciplines are also thriving, like BMX.
"Edmonton's different, it's a bigger
small city, not a smaller big city, so the
different generations of riders overlap ... [don’t want to say it because it's
tacky, but it's kind of like a family,” says
Big Al Mohr, a former staple in Edmonton's BMX scene. Small shops like Transition BMX and larger scale manufacturers like the higher end 1664 cater to
the scene, not to mention a handful of
contests and events that go down here
each summer.
At one point, Mohr reminisces, a now
defunct bar called the Public Domain
even had a half pipe that people could
bike and skate on. When the place
hosted a show, the quarter pipes could

be pulled apart and what remained became the stage. But unlike the stalwart
Western Cycle, local haunts change and
shift over time. The Public Domain later became New City Suburbs—sans half

pipe—before its current occupants, HIP
Architects, took over,
In the end, some venues may change
but bikes in general are enjoying a resurgence, says Pahal, as more and more
didn't exist."
people jump in the saddle for health,
This kind of language can sound
economic or environmental reasons.
overly nostalgic, but Pahal doesn't
Pahal proudly points out that Western
leave one feeling like the art is gone,
Cycle will be listed in the "Green Pages”
only changed. "Nowadays everything
next year, owing to the electric bikes
changes so quickly. A massive amount
they have in store.
of information is passed along every
Pedaling around might be something
year, the people working on bikes here
to consider if you need to count your
are people that are involved and are ridpennies during this economic slowing these bikes.”
F
down, or to shed a few pounds or maybe
Right from the very beginning, there
spare the environment your personal
were alot ofodd trends in biking. When
wrath. No matter what the reason, aclasked Pahal what was the most bizarre
cording to the city's 2005 household
bike fad hewitnessed in hislongtenure , travel survey, bike use in the city is up.
at Western, he replied, "the 10-speed biPeople are riding cruisers, 10-speeds,
cycle for everyday use was probably the
BMXs,
commuters,
single speeds,
Strangest thing. A couple of city potmountain bikes with all kinds of new
holes and the wheels were bent.”
technologies and everything else they
To think of this situation as kind of can get their hands on. Pahal believes
inverse of our culture's recent SUV
bike shops in town have never been
obsession is pretty funny, though I exbusier.
On the political side, the City of Edpected something more surreal, like a
Story about those very weighty 1980s
monton is currently going through
kids pedal bikes that were built to look
approvals for a $100 million bicycle
transportation plan that would see
exactly like dirt bikes, huge plastic fairings and all,
money spent over 10 years to improve
all aspects of the biking experience
However, the frailty of the 10-speed
might have helped bring along the in the city. Not exactly a drop in the
mountain bike, along with the popularbucket, especially in these red-ink
times. But considering the longerity of BMX growing through the '7os.
term effects ofa healthy, sustainable,
“We had the first BMX around here,” Paenvironmentally-friendly alternative
hal says. "We brought it from the States
to driving in one of Canada’s most car
in the early '7os, right as the road-bike

€ra was in full swing."

The first mountain bikes came along
asakind of hybrid to the poorly suited,
city-commuting10-speed, the relatively

new BMX, and the classic single speed
cruiser.

to Pahal, "Mountain

bikes first started appearing in about
1980, really asa cruiser bike with knob-

Your Adventure Begins Here!
Whether you're looking for a full service fishing lodge package or an
out-post experience, drive in or fly in, we have the operators who can

make your dream a reality.

Lodge & Outpost Operators

www.andrewlakelodge.com

www.christinalakelodge.com
wwew.gristiake.com
www.gypsylake.com

www. indianheadcamp.com

www.isiandlake.biz
www.jugbaysportishing.com

www.mikisewsportfishing.com
www.namuriakelodge.com
www.winefrediakelodge.com
Guided Day Trips
Running Bear 780-790-0153

addicted cities (77 per cent of all trips

are by car, according to recent Statistics Canada research), it could very

well be the kind of forward-thinking,
sustainable approach this city needs.
But for the Pahals, after 75 years

in the industry, it's just business
as usual. W
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BIKE // FREERIDE

Open season on Rabbit

Like the Energizer Bunny, bike park keeps going and going
JEREMY DERKSEN

// SMOWZONE@VUEWEEKLY.COM
dusty haze chuffs like diesel
moke off the rear wheel, the
rider stretched in the air in a full-out
superman—one leg straight and one
cocked, hands the only point of contact between bike and rider.
Gravity finally wins out after a pro-

longed battle. Fat rubber and compressed air absorb the shock of hard
ground. Feet plant on pedals and the
dude in the yellow T-shirt and full
face helmet banks off the berm, turns
and begins the slow churn back up to
the top of the dirt jump area.
Three cresting, barnacled humpbacks flow down Rabbit Hill's big air

park, each ratcheting up momentum
into the next. Watching the local kids

repeatedly hammer the line—short
cranking bursts into soaring hang
time—drives home the necessity of
such a venue.
Not that it-was ever really in question. But sometimes the rumour
mill gets swirling of its own accord.
Since opening three years ago the
park has endured its share of public
pessimism. When it first launched,
some local skeptics questioned a liftaccessed bike park in Edmonton. After all, the North Saskatchewan River
Valley trail system is free. The park
would be too small, the operating
costs too great, they argued.

In 2008,

there

were

anonymous

reports that the park wasn’t pulling
in enough revenue for Rabbit Hill to
continue its operation. Then there

was the controversy over the access
road. A landowner whose property
runs adjacent to the hill’s leasehold

announced that he might restrict
through traffic, effectively cutting
off the hill. It almost looked like the
skeptics might be right.
But in truth, reports of impending
doom were greatly exaggerated. The
biggest threat was put to bed by the
County of Leduc. Council passed a by-

law ensuring road access to the recreation area for the next two years, clearly

recognizing the benefits of maintaining
stable, first-class recreational opportunities in the community.

IMAGINE 4 pays
& 3 NIGHTS ON THIS!
SUPERMAN >> Rider flies in Rabbit’s big air park // aaron Mohl

Centre for

Sport and Wellness
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AND CLICK THE LINK
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As for operating costs, manager
Rich Parie’s comments in Vue Week-

jy's September 4, 2008 issue neutralized any concerns. "Season pass
numbers dropped this year,” he ac-

knowledged. "[But] we have a strong
of core riders and we're optimistic the trend will reverse next
summer.”

Lift fees versus free trails is a more
nebulous debate. It boils down to

personal preference and riding style.
But the thing is, Rabbit Hill isn’t really in competition with the river
valley. In fact, the two complement
each other. Where the river valley
serves up cross country and root-lad-

en single track, the park specializes
in North Shore, big air and berms,

with its own fair share of steep and
narrow. With the sport growing rapidly, there’s enough demand for both
kinds of experience.

“Some people might say it's small,”
Fedoruk continues, "I don’t think
I could ever get bored there. Every
year they improve and I look forward
to seeing the evolution over the next
couple years because they're going
in the right direction.”
The rumours are still fresh in September 2008, when despite what
might be expected of an outdoor editor, I finally make my first visit.
When I arrive, the forest on either
side of the chairlift is the oxidized
yellow and rust colour of an old single-speed, spreading in bent spokes
from the browning meadow. Sun hits

golden stubble at the top of the lift.
Skill sections off top left lead into
a softly descending trail leading
to runs varying in difficulty from
green to black. After warming up
on a friendly berm cruiser, we head

ai Riders pushing themselves
harder on more technical,
varied terrain also translates
into a greater depth of talent.
In frequent visits to Rabbit
Hill over the last three years,
Fedoruk has watched the
calibre of riders improve.
1091S SS Avenue
Ben Fedoruk, manager at Revolution
Cycle, has over 20 years experience

riding in Edmonton and across Western Canada. Years before the park
came into being he used to help build
downhill race courses at the hill.
"Instead of always travelling to BC
for extreme riding, to have something open up right in our neighbourhood was exciting," says Fedoruk. "It just really exploded the scene
in Edmonton,”
There are some unseen benefits to
a dedicated bike park, he points out.
‘I've been riding Edmonton single
track for close to 25 years," Fedoruk
says. “Trail closures, legality and
land access have always been con-

flicts. To have all liabilities aside
on one-way trails that are great fun,
it relieves that pressure. You don’t
have to worry about multiple use so
you can really unleash the bike.”
That's been good for business, he
admits, but it also encourages a more
closely-knit local freeride community. “Now, young guys come into the
shop and they really start rubbing
elbows with us because we've ridden
together,” he says. "It really gels the
community. You know who they are

and what bike they're riding, what
kind of repairs they might need be-

cause you were with them when they

crashed.”

Riders pushing themselves harder
on more technical, varied terrain
also translates into a greater depth
of talent. In frequent visits to Rabbit
Hill over the last three years, Fedo-

tuk has watched the calibre of riders

but looks like a black, high above
ground on wood supports.
There's a lot of punch in this small
package. And there's more planned
for 2009.
And so on May 29, with the controversy laid to rest, it's open season on

Ph leap such little guys throwing

own big j
s and riding
with such
fluid skill” la
ated

knows, that’s just when things start
to get good. W

taking it to the next level. It's amaz-

| www.redbike.ca’

Aaron Mohl—a former sponsored
downhiller
with United
Cycle—
stares down “Too Fast for Love.”
With its multiple pallet drop entry
into a sudden left bank, Fedoruk
names it as his favourite run. "The
first time I saw it was like, ‘Wow’
but I thought, ‘Well, hell, I'm here, I
can do this.’ And I went for it. It’s an
absolute blast, really carving berms
and just ragged edge give 'er."
The view over the lip is daunting,
no question. It’s too much for me.
Mohl almost goes for it but he's rusty
after several years away and he’s carrying an expensive digital SLR on his
back. It's worth more than his bike.
I'd been down black diamonds at
Whistler, Fernie and Silverstar that
put the fear in me, but I hadn't expected it here. Being smaller in stature doesn't preclude the possibility
of hardcore terrain—just another of
those lessons the trails keep teaching me.
Shortly after I find my glory run.
Halfway down the left side, I crank
the front wheel left and drop into a
section offloating boardwalk, brushing branches as I dip and veer. I miss
the run name in a blur of green foliage. I don’t care. It rides like a blue

Rabbit. Clearly, it would have beena
shame for a land dispute to cut off
access before the paved road turned
to gravel. As any serious rider

improve. “These young groms are

| 750.435.2674

rider's right of the chair. My cohort
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GOING ECO IN THE JUNGLE
<< CONTINUED FROM PAGE 34
Golfo Dulce, some hiking, a bus ride,
a river ferry, a voyage on a rusted-out
school bus and yet another trek in the

back of a truck we find ourselves 10
km from the Panama border at a place
called the Yoga Farm (yogafarmcostarica.org).

More farm than yoga, this eco-oasis
provides ah entirely off-grid experi-

ence; solar panels, composting toilets,
two natural water springs, an organic
garden and a staff that includes a local
indigenous family. The price is right
too: $35 per person per day, which includes three vegetarian meals and a 70minute yoga class.
The people staying at the Yoga Farm
are among the most gracious we encounter on the trip. (We are instantly
greeted and given the grand tour by
someone who is just staying there for
a few days.) Most are staying for weeks
and months on end. Everyone takes
turns in the kitchen, tending to the

gardens and doing whatever else needs
to be done. On our first night, we bend

the vegetarian rules slightly to feast on
fresh caught tuna and mackerel.
Built eight years ago by a Montréal
entrepreneur, the structure itself is a
masterpiece. Sitting atop steep hills
that tower over beautiful beaches,
materials were brought up on horseback and constructed by locals. Timber frames and impressive stonework
comprise a main floor of dorm and
bath rooms. Upstairs boasts a huge
open-air yoga studio with a serene
view of the ocean only mildly obstructed by the gentle sway of the tops
of palm trees.
"On days when it's cloudy, you gain
an appreciation for electricity," laments manager Klaus Fronius, who
hails from Austria. "On days when it's
exceptionally hot, you gain an appreciation for running water. If you stay
here long enough, this place forces
you to take a good look at how easy we

all have it back home and how much
we take for granted."

ee

ing countryside is decidedly not so.

Little if any knowledge of sustainable
farming exists. Large swaths of land
are clear-cut for the harvest of lucrative
palm oil; the unthinkable act of poisoning perfectly healthy palm trees and
leaving them to die once their branches
become too tall to reach is commonplace.
"It started with bananas and coffee.
The same devastating farming methods
continue today,” explains Fronius. "At
least hospitality in our part of the country has not gotten nearly as bad as it is
up north [in the Guanacaste province]
where gigantic resorts are being built
with absolutely no forethought. Every
single room has air conditioning.” He
has to stop himself as the sheer excess
of the situation gets the best of him.
After an all-too-short three-day experience at the Farm, my brother and I
leave the Osa region in tranquility and
harmony with the land. As we make
our way back to the bustling capital
of San José to conclude our adventure,

As far ahead as the Yoga Farm is in its
earth-friendly operations, its surround-

we prepare ourselves for the shock of
returning to civilization. V

CETTE
ee
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REMOTE PADDLE PRESERVE
<< CONTINUED FROM PAGE 27
canoeists who try to elicit a response

from the distant packs. There are also
thousands of different birds in the
area, including the famous Canadian
loon, also known for its unique highpitched calling.
As night begins to fall, I sit back and
reflect on all that I've accomplished
over the past few hours. Though tired,
the exhilaration far exceeds any exhaustion. Our group gathers up some
kindling and prepares an evening
fire, where we enjoy a few beverages
and share stories of past adventures.
The reflective moonlight over the
dark waters in the distance creates a
natural illumination.

Our tour offers a magnificent opportunity to escape the realities of life,
take in a breath of fresh air and exercise those often-unused muscle tissues you forgot existed. It's also one
of the best ways to view nature. On
our final day we spot a moose swimming across North Tea Lake not too
distant from where we're paddling.
The sight of this massive animal bolting from one shore to the next, then
climbing out of the water is truly a
special encounter. This is a seldomexperienced moment in life when
humans are in direct contact with the
wonderful elements of nature.
We also have an opportunity to step
away from our canoes and stretch our

legs with a few short hikes around
some of the islands we stop at. Peacock keeps himself attuned to the
needs of the group and adjusts the
itinerary as needed depending on the
level of activity people choose.
As with any group, there are going
to be differing levels to which people
want to exert themselves, so compromise becomes one of the key elements
one must learn. Tours are arranged so
that anyone of relative good health
can participate without much difficulty. As well, Voyageur's tours are
considered participatory: everyone is
encouraged to paddle, prepare meals

where you

and help set up camp.
For those who decide to travel on
their own, it's a necessity to pick up a
copy of the map and brochure "Canoe

Routes of Algonquin Provincial Park,”
available at the interior access point

office where you pay your fees. Ca-

noes, camping equipment and other
supplies can be purchased or rented
nearby at either The Portage Store
(portagestore.com) located on the

shores of Canoe Lake or the Opeongo
Store (opeongooutfitters.com) locat
ed on the shore of Lake Opeongo.
Shuttle service to Algonquin Park ac
cess points can also be arranged from
the Pembroke bus'station. All camp
sites and portages are well marked
and maintained, and some of the
routes offer the opportunity to stay a:
one of the few historic ranger cabin,
located at various sites throughou,
the interior.
A couple of points to remember whe)
packing are to always consider the
overall weight of your backpack, an
the environmental impact. Pack light
as you will be carrying your gear fo;
the duration of the tour, and utilize
reusable and recyclable items whe:

ever

possible.

Clothing

should

be

breathable and waterproof, and bring

a selection of easily accessible snacks
and a good supply of water. Suntan
lotion, bug repellent, a rain poncho

|

sunglasses and a hat are also items to

consider.

Whether planning your own rou
or going with a local outfitter, it's re
ommended to book far in advance, e

pecially for the summer months. TI
canoe season typically runs from late
April to the end of October, depending on weather conditions. July and
August are peak months for sunnii
and swimming, whereas spring offe
the sights and smells of nature com
ing back to life, and autumn brings
the landscape of coloured foliage and
forests.
As I lay in my tent on the final eve
ning, I think of all the people who tra
versed these same routes in the past
First Nations, trappers and fur trad
utilized these same trails and lake:
for their livelihood and survival. In
terior backcountry camping within
Algonquin Park is definitely not fo
everyone, but also something that
anyone can do. Arriving back into To

ronto, I see that all too familiar hor
zon of high rises, accompanied by th
sounds of traffic—and long for m;
next escape. W
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the Patagonian wastelands
ering rare oases in an uninhabitable desert.

UM EC

EMEC

Wwe get closer to the river, I notice adobe
huts, a few scattered brick houses, but

no people. I guess they can hear us

coming and hide?
We camp by the river. In retrospect
this may not have been a wise decision.

of Buenos Aires for over
etres, there is virtually

‘couple old roads cross the

signs of life are few. As we
into

—

the beautiful little city of
ae and fauna are obvi-

able kayaks. After a few blasts d
whitewater in the kay

on a water purification

between I'll be taking some

catching lunch. Soon we are devouring
pan-fried rainbow trout and potat:

down
eaCe in the middle of nowhere.
| shoves us into a different
éstaurants don't open for din-

One day Anibal leaves and returr
with a goat. It's split dox
en into a mesh of

atil
wel after 9 pm. People here
cial. Most opt for a sidewalk table
can meet and greet. We spend
:brief night of luxury at a Neuquen
pe before loading into the jeep and
driving another 600 km northwest, far

More potatoes. TThe meat is
Eventually the long
up with us. Lazy day
drifting blend together.
B
it I'm back in Buenos
Ai
big bird carrying me home. Eig
hours later it’s back to North Amencan
culture.

From our base camp, we spend sev-

eral nights even further west, closer to
the Andes Mountains. The few rivers
that snake their way east dramatically
change the landscape. We drive for

a rooster wakes us. Anibal leaves and
quickly returns with eggs and bread.
He has a connection out here. Wagfollow the river out past a dormant volcano that hosts the only sign of civilization for thousands of kilometres: a
tadio tower.
We can now see the Andes’ snow
capped peaks off in the distance. It suddenly dawns on me that if I hurt myself
this far out I'm screwed. No satellite
phone, just two spare tires and lots of
dehydrated food. That's it
The food situation is why we make
our next stop. In a peaceful oasis.
b
the fork where two small rivers
jo

we bring out the fly rods and the inf

Water iis one of the reasons I'm

vale

INDTLUUTDDUILUU UICC

Afterwards, the trip seems somewhat

IN VIEW OF THE ANDES >> Travellers stop for a rest at a rare oasis. // Colin cath

many hours without seeing anything
that distinguishes
the land. Scrub brush
and dirt. The odd tree seems to bring a

we are, because even the GPS is not

variety of birds together, but otherwise
it's like travelling on the moon. I'm glad

roads without ever seeing a sign. The
odd cow seems totally out of place. A

our driver Anibal knows where the hell

few dead dogs on the side of the road

helping me.
We wind our way down awkward back

lead me to believe there are people
living out here, but for eight hours I
haven't seen a single dwelling.
Anibal assures us there are indeed
ranchers out here. They stay if they are
lucky enough to drill and find water. As

After washing in the silty water we are
much cleaner but the dust gets into everything. As the fire dies down the bugs
appear from the darkness. My mosquito
net is covered.
Dawn breaks and the faint sound of

surreal. I can't say enough about the
Argentinean people. They
some, beautiful and welcoming
do travel out of populated area
h. Only Spanish. Bui
of the Patagonian Desert is uni-

.
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GARY FISHER >> You know
Suspended from bike racing in 1968 on : and said, "I just wish | could meet the
account of his long hair, Gary Fisher : person that created mountain bikes,
retreated to the hills around Califor.
now's your chance.
nia's Mt. Tamalpais. With trashy
bikes he'd find in the dump,
For many, Fisher's visit r
Gary started busting down
coincide with the first rid
the mountain and hiking ouTDd
the season, which quite «
back up. The bikes were
ten also comes with a
too crappy to climb the
of bike-seat bum. U
mountain, so Gary began
you sat on an enormous
building his own—sturdier
boring trainer or you're
than road bikes and shaped
of those admirable nuts
differently for better downhill
rides the trails through wi
control. The biking world did an endo
you might suffer this spring. | spent
Gary Fisher had invented the moun
Easter weekend getting to know 1
tain bike.
road bike seat again and thought y
Forty years later, the legendary in- : might appreciate the lowdown on p
novator is coming to Sherwood Park. : tential aches and pains, and what you
On May 9, Mud, Sweat and Gears : can do about them.
(mudsweatandgears.ca) is hosting its : Improper seat height is a common in
third annual Demo Day, complete with : jury inducer. If you look like you'r
sponsored riders flying off the roof, : a BMX when you're on a road or c
free food and, better yet, free gear. : bike, your seat's too low, causing pai
But it's not the hot dogs Fisher's inter- : ful patellar syndrome under the k
ested in. His presence is going to help : cap. The knee should be slightly bent
a terminally ill child's wish come true, : not obviously, when your foot!
the pedal. With a saddle slightly t«
In return for your $100 entry fee
you'll get to ride with Gary on an un- : high, your leg will extend too m
disclosed route and listen while he : straining the popliteus muscle behind
regales you with rich mountain bike : the knee. The popliteus is especially
history. Entry fees and $25 from every : important at the beginning of the upbike sold on Demo Day will go to the : stroke when you're pedaling. To avoic
Northern Alberta Make a Wish Foun- : these recurrent tendon injuries, heed
to a bike shop to check your position
dation.
Says storeowner Paul Burgess, "I am
before you head out.
trying to raise the $8000 needed to : For your tender bum, try a roll-on

InsI
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buy a wish for a child. Not all battles : balm with menthol and methy! salicy
are won, but to be able to put a specific : late to numb the skin before you start
purpose to a fundraiser always seems : out. Liberal use of good ol’ petroleum

more satisfying. | told Gary about the : jelly will lessen blisters and rubs. An
activities we had planned for the day : oral anti-inflammatory will help gen
eral swelling. Unfortunately, pain '°
and the idea of the charity ride. Wit
‘your ass is inevitable until you brea*
out hesitation, he said, 'Yes.”
If you've ever nailed a single track : in your seat, or it does you. WV
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‘up scroll of paper for the log. We were
only the third group to sign.

bushwhacking

hand pushes back
; left shields my face
back. Mud glues to
ike dough
on aflour-

homing in by GPS,

arrow on the small
Tm one metre from

all the places I think the
ht
je
the cache t
ally buried. I

be hidden. Sometimes
between where
you want
and where it's actufor my geo-senses to

kick in. I kneel by some tree roots—I

have a good feeling—and move twigs,
_ jeaves and bits
of bark. My nails scrape
against metal, sending a euphoric
rush up from my fingertips. I unearth

a green metal = can containing
various treasures and toys.

According
tothe logbook inside, this

particular cache has been hidden for
three years
and dozens of people have
discovered
it. Signing the logbook is
how geocachers record their achievements. I sign using a geocaching user
name, which can be obtained by creating a free account on geocaching.com.

I proudly serawl the date and my alias
"Beck-Trek.”
‘
Next I trade a rubber duck for a travel
bug wrapped around a toy car and re-

cord the exchange in the logbook. If

you decide to take something from the
cache, then you need to leave another

item of equal value. A travel bug is an
object that has a metal dog tag chained
to it. The dog tag contains a tracking
number so that it can be tracked online.

A

The purpose of a travel bug is usually
to travel from cache to cache, but the.
owner can also set goals for the bug.
For example, to travel across the world
or to have its picture taken with everyone who finds it. Geocoins are similar
to travel bugs but are elegantly designed and highly sought after in the
geocaching community.
My initiation into that community
began when saw a
travel show on geocaching on the Outdoor Life Network.
1 was instantly sold and my husband
and Ithought this new hobby would be
a good way to enjoy the outdoors year
round.
j
Our first geocache was a micro cache
stowed 20 minutes from our house.
We used the GPS in my husband's cell

phone, which wasn't very accurate but
still led us to the general area of the

cache. (We have since purchased a GPS
for $150 and it stores many geocaching

details including the clues.)

Since I knew the cache was tiny, I

poked my fingers into woodpecker
holes in various trees. I searched and
Searched the area but couldn't find it.

With mounting frustration I leaned

against a tree, silently admitting defeat to myself, and then I sawit: a tiny
silver bullet shaped canister ‘hanging

fom a branch on a rusty key chain

loop. I shouted, “I found it!”

husband ran over and unscrewed

the tiny lid, Inside there was a coiled

The first geocache in Edmonton was
hidden in February 2001. There are
Over 6000 geocaches
in Alberta and
Over 1000 of those are in Edmonton
alone. Chances are there is even a geo-

cache in your neighbourhood. You've
probably taken your dog for a walk
past a cache without even knowing.
To find a geocache near you, visit
geocaching.com, then type in your address or postal code in the search field.
Before you decide which geocache you
want to find, view the difficulty and
terrain ratings, shown as D/T in the
cache descriptions. A difficulty of “1”

means the cache should not require
much searching time and a terrain
rating of “1" means it will be beside a
marked trail.
AD/T rating of 3/4 means the cache
could bea few kilometers from a main
road or path and could take as much
as a day to reach. Physical endurance
is required for the terrain which may
include crossing ponds and mountain

biking.
AD/T rating of 5/5 means the cache

is extremely hard to find and you may
need to camp overnight for several
days. For the terrain, mountain climbing experience and equipment or
kayaking may be required. Attempts
on some caches that are rated 5/5 may
only be possible during certain seasons.
Once you've decided which cache
you're going to find, you enter the
coordinates into your GPS and print
the details of the cache. Packing is
the next important step. You'll want
to consider the task at hand and prepare accordingly, taking along items
such as a GPS with extra batteries (or

a map and compass), a printout of the

cache details, a pen or pencil, camera,
exchange items, appropriate clothing,
water and a snack.
It's a good idea to read the online
comments about a cache before attempting to find it. Sometimes caches
are stolen. It would be frustrating to
waste time searching for a cache that
doesn't exist.
Some caches provide hints that can
be decrypted. The hint may help you
determine where in the area the cache
is hidden (eg. “under a log” or “by the
pine tree”). Some caches may even
contain themes such as all items in the
cache must be green or must be related
to video games.
There are various types of caches.
A traditional cache may include an
ammo can, plastic container or some
other type of small container. Micro
caches are tiny containers with small
bits of paper for the log book, so bring
your own pencil. A multi-cache has~
two or more locations and each location provides a hint to the final cache.
After finding a cache, individuals record it on geocaching.com. The website also includes guidelines for creating and hiding your own geocache. The
steps include researching a location,
placing items in a container, hiding it,
registering it online and maintaining
it. To protect against environmental

elements, items should be placed in
a plastic sealable bag. It's also recommended that you include an official
note with your cache explaining the
purpose of geocaching. This way if a
muggle (a non-geocaching person)
finds the cache he or she will under-

stand the purpose of the treasure and
hopefully won't remove it.
As my exhilaration from the hunt

simmers down and reality sets in, I
realize how soggy my feet are. My
mud splattered calves and tree branch
combed hair were all worth it for a

great game of geocaching hide a
seek. Geocaching is more addie'
than I ever would have guessed. Like
an explorer of years past, I'm off to
my next expedition with desire for a
greater challenge—finding a cache
with level three terrain rating. W
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BIKE // WOMEN'S MOUNTAIN BIKING
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Where my ladies at?
BOBBI BARBARICH
Our first day is fundamentals.
"Bike body separation is critical," declares Weintrager. It’s a difficult concept to understand in the parking lot.
We're taught we will need to keep our
upper bodies fluid and active, in motion
with the bike to control contact and
speed across theterrain. Our lower bodies have to move forward and back, up
and down, to be able to cruise smoothly
through a trail’s undulations. To simulate, we stand, sit, squat, lean and figure
out where our centre of gravity lies.
Sometimes it's on the pavement:
Most of the women are excited to get
on the trails. I'm somewhat apprehensive. I scan my excuse cards—previous

// BOBBI@VUEWEEKLY.COM

ramp, a teeter-totter and a wooden
sidewalk sit amidst 23 women
wearing baggy bike shorts and determined stares. We range in occupation
from geology students to lawyers, but
our bikes were all made for mountains.
Under the shadow of the Ridgemont
ails above Fernie, each woman cautiously inspects the other at the Sacred
Rides Mountain Bike Adventure
women’s skills camp. The subtle inspection is not unusual or malicious. In the
sport forum, females like to figure out
the level of competition immediately.
Then we can relax.
Our eyes slow their shifting and set-

head and back injuries, the weather, my

tle on Danika Schroeter and Johanna

age—but no one seems to want to play.

Weintrager. Danika is tall, blonde and
lithe. Johanna is a pixie with muscles.
Both riders have competed in downhill
racing. Weintrager is a nationally respected coach and Schroeter is a national downhill champion. They're chatting

It's go up or go home.

cHsually about their passions—namely,
the two tires under their fit frames.
Despite their welcoming natures, I'm
skeptical. Within moments of their introductions, we're on our bikes, circling
the parking lot like vultures over a carcass. I'm circling my confidence. Schroeter and Weintrager mean to cajole me
into attempting what I thought I would
never do: careen down a mountain on
a bike.
I'm a roadie from flatland Alberta.
Power and brute speed, not finesse and
control, are my mainstays. The thought
of willingly propelling myself whilst
managing my speed down mountains
makes me shudder in my aerodynamic
sunglasses. Rocks, roots and trees are

foreign to my tires but that is exactly
why I chose to come to this camp. I
wanted a change anda challenge.
"You're such a roadie," Schroeter
smiles as I win the slow race—moving
as slowly as possible while staying upright, massaging the brakes and pedals
to maintain balance.

Bellies full and watered, we begin our
ascent to Ridgemont Road via the single track climb, What's Up Doc. On the
last crank at the top, my chain breaks.
Weintrager takes the opportunity to
explain what she brings with her up the
mountain: chain links, tire repair kit,
wrenches and Allen keys.
"You need to be able to fix everything
that could go wrong,” she cheerily advises. All the girls stoop around me as
Imanage to put my chain back together
with Weintrager's guidance. I thought I
could go back to the Redtree Lodge in
Fernie, maybe grab my road bike and
stick to what I already know. But with
adept help from our fearless leaders, it
looks like I'll continue upward.
The prevalence of women's mountain
bike camps, and women’s sport camps
in general, has greatly increased over
the years. While the Canadian Cycling
Association notes more women are
mountain biking than ever, the reasons
as to why and how they're getting involved are impossible to measure.
Mike Breic, owner of Sacred Rides,

noticed his tour participants were overwhelmingly male—about a 70 to 30
split. It might go back to how the sport

vi

originated. When mountain biking exploded in the early '70s, the riders were
almost all male. Inevitably, the guys’
sisters, female friends and significant
others started riding with them and the
female biking market grew slowly. It
wasn't until the mid-90s that the biking
and sport tourism industries noticed
there was a niche market for women
and began specifically targeting female
needs.
Despite learning from guys when they
have to, Brcic notes that women are
more comfortable with other X-chromosomes. "I know that many women
are hesitant about signing up for an
international trip, worrying that they'll
be with a bunch of testosterone-fueled
guys. These camps are a way of show-

ing women

that we understand that,

and that we are responsive to women’s

needs when it comes to mountain biking.”
It's a successful marketing strategy
for Brcic. His tour company is Western Canada's leading mountain-bike
holiday operator since 1996. "By offering skills camps for women only, I give

them a chance to work on their skills
in a supportive environment, which
encourages them to want to come back
and perhaps try a weeklong tour in BC
or a10-day tour ina place like Peru.”
After a moderate climb from Doc on

an old logging road, the group is antsy
for some descents. As we wait in line
to drop into Eric's Trail, one woman
describes her recent divorce, Another

recants a friend's battle with breast cancer. Schroeter is explaining tire width to
the girls around her. The last is talking
about how she'd love her sons to think
she was cool, so she started mountain
biking. Despite the diverse conversa
tion, no one misses her spot when it
comes time for a log ride.
Usually, women appreciate the com
pany of women and especially so when
it comes after years of tagging along
with the guys. Says Margaux Mayers, a
project manager for an oil and gas sofi
ware company, "I started mountain biking with my husband and got addicted
I love my hubbie but it's awesome riding with girls."
"It's great to have the chance to
improve skills in a relaxed enviro1

Town of « ]]

SUMMER ATTRACTIONS:
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Father's Day Show n' Shine Event

r

Vegreville Pysanka Festival
Vegreville Country Fair

|

Dine Kahyna

|

Lafkin Canadian Pony Chuckwagun Finals
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Ren: explains Sheryl-Lynn Francis,

| who got into biking with her brother.
Kristi Stavely however, describes exactly why a camp is better than chasing

Pics seem to push limits in more
dangerous ways than girls." Their trialby-fire methods require less contemplation, in comparison to females who
tend to analyze and prepare for chal-

lenges. "Women are more likely to look
out for all consequences of their actions

in every situation. The negatives, the
positives, sometimes we overthink and
it can make us more fearful. But at a

camp, we're all sort of putting our heads
together and taking the same risk.”
A mountain-bike camp for women
means the same challenges as would be
taken with guys—but having the skills
to back the first attempt means better
success.

The following morning, Weintrager
and Schroeter have assembled the teeter-totters, jumps and ramps amongst
us, untouched as of yet. With the basics under our belts, it's time to get
hopping. After observing our previous day's performance, we're split into"

groups by skill level. Schroeter introduces how to properly pop a wheelie,

using pedal stroke rather than arm
strength. She then rips off the ramp

demonstrating a manual front wheel
lift, a technique meant to move the
front wheel smoothly over roots and
eventually big drops. "Contrary to popular belief,” she explains, "the jump is
in your legs—move your pedals forward. Your arms move with the bike.

You're not lifting it.”
We struggle to comprehend_how to
lift our bikes with our feet rather than
our arms. Mine already feel several
inches longer. But watching our skilled
coaches exaggerate the leg push, the
confusion begins to dissipate. Breaking
movements down into segments builds
the picture of a perfect jump.
For the majority of the morning, we're

happy lurching off curbs. The two-foot
wooden jump sits dormant amongst us.
As we pop bigger wheelies, some start
circling closer to the ramp. “I think I'm
just gonna go for it," I say to Stavely.
"T'llcome with you," she replies. Within moments, there's a lineup. By lunch,
most of us have performed a perfect
manual close to three dozen times.
The afternoon is more physically chal-

lenging than the last, but easier on the
brain. Perhaps I've stopped analyzing
what I can't do. Sidewinder is smooth

sailing, Splitting Bears demands bike
body separation, and Split Decision reminds us when to brake.
We come-to the top of Oh Dear, a
rocked, rooted and steep downhill-only
track. Schroeter disappears instantly. I
find myself repeating the trail's name
on several occasions, but I come to the
bottom without playing Superwoman
over the handlebars. "Nicely done,” we
congratulate each other.
“Now it's time for some

>
i-

=
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Kids Stuff,"

smiles Weintrager. Deep in the woods,
jumps, log rides and ladders give
the trail its name. When I was a kid J
didn’t think I'd be riding my bike over
these classic playground features, and
I didn't like playing with girls, either.
Weintrager adeptly exhibits how to
nail each structure. Despite several
endos, the teeter-totter is finally conquered by all its challengers, and I'm
content being one of the girls.
Confidence comes from skill, and
skill from practise. It seems the way
to a girl's adventure-loving heart is
through her head. A mountain-bike
camp will challenge your limits, but
there's no better way to improve your
riding than with analysis and evaluation, and some awesome girls to look
upto. W
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TRAVEL // CARIBBEAN

Motorbiking among ‘los muertos’

and the backpack on his more powe;,

bike to lighten the load on Moto. [;, .;
fect, he rescued us.

‘A 100cc Caribbean adventure
ANDREW DERKSEN
// ANDREW@VUEWEEKLY.COM

Ut

seemed like a good idea at the

time.” Whenever I hear that phrase,
I know the story to follow will be full
of flat tires, speed bumps and other
difficulties. But I also know that more
often than not, whoever tells the story
,<wouldn't change their decisions if they

“were given the chance. They might not
repeat the same foolishness again, but
they wouldn't turn back time and they
don't have any serious regrets. Just a
story.
My partner Ali and I
are living in Costa
Rica for a year. To get around our little
town we bought a little 100cc Suzuki
motorbike we called Moto. It was good

sides and incredible heights of the
mountains raised
our spirits and we
were able to pick up speed winding
down through the huge leaves of the
poor man's umbrella that line the road
toward Caribbean breezes.
Temperatures rose and humidity increased as we reached the end of the
park. Our first of three legs was complete. The second leg was a stretch of
straight, hot and, on this day, dusty
road through banana plantations. Semi
trucks variously loaded with coffee and
bananas barreled past us, kicking more
dust into our faces.
After getting as much of this stretch

the road and in a half an hour, feeling
pretty optimistic with the repairman's
wishes for good luck despite his typical
warnings to be careful—although
people
run into trouble here, and things get stolen, you are more likely to be warned than
to actually have anything bad happen to
you.
Our next speed bump (in Costa Rica,
they're called ‘muertos,’ which translates
to ‘dead people’) was at a police checkpoint. Despite searching through our
entire backpack and pulling out all the
papers of sale, ownership and registration for Moto, we were told that we lacked

Lim6n was the end
of the second leg, a

leg that had taken us 84 km, six pitstops
and four or five hours. We still had one
last legof60 km thatwe hoped would go
better than the second had.
At first, it did. Riding south from Limén
the road follows the coast, with views
through palm trees to breezy beaches,
and bridges over rivers that had become
tranquil after overflowing their banks in
the rainy season.
Things were looking up—until the
clicking sound returned. We pushed it
till lunch and tried to cool offin the shade
witha
cold beer. We only had 30 or 40km
to go, but the last 20 or so were on a dirt

We finally reached Puerto Viejo at »},, yut
4:30 pm, and Ricardo took us to a co;,,
gated tin fence where a motorcyci¢ ,
pairman was known to work, The Peopk
that rented pedal bikes next door to}, us

that Chozo had just left, but he wou),
most likely be back soon.

Ricardo introduced us to his princes,

showed us where he would be stayin,
ifwe needed any more help and ,.y,
us a heads up ona good place to day,

We stuck around and waited to ¢e,

Chozo would show up. He didn‘. 1),

pedal renters next door started to cj,
shop for the day and L asked ther jf},
knew where I might find Chozo. 7}
suggested Sunset Bar, his usual han

for touring locally but we wanted to go
to the Caribbean for Christmas. Would
Moto take us from the central valley to
the coast? There were a few things we
weren't sure about: the hills, the roads
and the distance.
»For one, the hills: in previous rides, we
had discovered that the Suzuki didn't
have enough power to take two people
up a steep incline. I could needle the
clutch as much as I wanted, but sometimes there just weren't enough cubic
centimetres.
As for Costa Rican roads, they are no-

torious for being potholed. The notoriety is well deserved.
Finally, distance:
200
kilometres
doesn’t seem like far, but if you only

average 40 or 50 km/h because you
have two people and a backpack full of
gear, and you have to take into account
the aforementioned potholes and hills,
200 km becomes a lot longer. Then add
time for pee breaks and food.
on the end, we reasoned that the hills

wouldn't be too bad. We weren't going
to the top of any voleanoes and most of

the roads would hopefully be gradual
enough. On the way there we would
be going

mostly downhill,

anyway—

we could worry about the way back
on the way back. We figured the roads
would be OK, too—most of the roads
we would take would be main roads,
so they would be in good shape. As for
the distance, well, we figured we could
tough it out, and 200 km really didn't
seem like too much.
:
Most
convincingly,
though,
we
thought about how great it would be
to have Moto in Cocles, a small beach
®among a strip of inlets, points and
beaches that stretches for18 km along
the south Caribbean coast. With the
bike, we could easily explore the many
beaches and inlets, not to mention the
small dirt road that winds through
monkey- and sloth- filled jungle.

We set off by 7 am to avoid traffic and
make

sure we didn't have to ride at

behind us as our vibrating and sore
backsides could handle, we found a
roadside soda to chow down on some
gallo pinto, a Central American breakfast of rice and beans. We had made
reasonably good time up to that point,

considering the mountains. Still, it had
taken us just less than two hours to
travel 60 km and we had another 140
km to go.
After breakfast, things started to fall
apart. Literally. It wasn't long before Ifelt
the unnerving wobble and loss of control
ofa flat tire. We managedto pull oversafely and askin broken Spanish for someone

night, something strongly discouraged for foreigners in Costa Rica. We
took back roads through the hills of
Heredia to avoid driving through the
crowded streets of San José, the capital.

who could help us fix it. A friendly Tico

There was only one hill that needed to
be needled as we climbed the Cordillera
Central to the summit of the Guapiles
highway, near Cerro Zurqui.

someone so close, but since then I have
realized there are tire repair shops placed
all along the highway at short intervals

The descent through Braulio Carrillo
National Park was stunning. Views of
virgin rainforest covering the steep
a
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(slang for Costa Rican) walked us to the

nearest repair shop, only a couple hundred metres back along the highway. We
thought we were lucky that there was

from each other. The roads do a good job
of keeping
them all inbusiness.
They fixed the tire without much delay,
and for less than $10. We were back on
ys ee

eer ses

WUEWEEKLY

one important document—the revisién
de tecnico (technical inspection). Luckily, the officer let us go with a slap on the
wrist and kindly wrote down the name
of the document so that I could obtain it
later.
Nothing that had happened was a ca-.
tastrophe, but we were not getting very
far, and we were getting hot, tired and
grumpy with each other. The clicking
sound that started coming from the back
tire didn’t help. We pulled over, again,
to take a look at the bike and see if we

could figure out what was wrong with
it. Our chances were slim, considering
neither of us knew squat about motors.
I figured
it wasn't anoise that would kill
us or Moto, and managed to convince Ali
ofthe same.
We continued as far as the next gas stationand stopped again. Luckily, thesound
seemed to have stopped, so we just filled
up and continued on our way. There was
only one more pit stop to rest our numb
bums before we reached Limé6n City, the
main port and biggest city on the Caribbean coast.
SS
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road. We crossed our fingers, saddled up.
and hoped we could make it.
As soon as we got back on the road,
the back wheel clicking started in earnest. Fearing that it might fall off and
send us careening across the asphalt to
a bloody death under the tires ofa semi,
we pulled over once again. This time,
another motorcyclist pulled over to see
if we needed help. We did.
Ricardo drove about an hour anda half
in each direction almost every day from
work ina shipping dock in Lim6n to the
tourist town of Puerto Viejo where his
"princess" waited for him, selling jewelry to. tourists and watching people risk
Salsa Brava, the most infamous wave in
CR. Hesang while he drove and listened
to his mp3 player, waving to acquaintances along the way and ignoring the

sounds he couldn't hear through his
earphones.
:
On this day, Ricardo discovered that
the problem with the back wheel was
a broken ball bearing. He managed to
bandage it up enough so that I could
ride the bike, and he took my fiancée
a

ee

ee

out. He wasn't there.

We were close. Really close. The house
we were sharing with some friends was
just a couple more km down the gravel

road, and it was getting dark. I assured

Ali the bike would make it without the
fix and that we could come back later to
find Chozo. After almost 11 hours, a flat
tire, a broken ball bearing and without
some ofthe documents, Moto carried Ali
and I to our Caribbean Christmas hom¢
shortly before sunset. We made it.

‘Inthe end, Chozo didn't have the pat

we needed, and we had to risk the road

for 80 km on the way home until we 5°

to Siquirres, where we found someon
to fix Moto. But on the way home,
had
split the journey into two days and
a much better time. All things consid
ered, it was still more trouble than "

was worth. We could have just taken th

bus. Since this trip, we have taken ‘°
bus when we go longer distances. °Y

if Iwere given the chance, I would"!

change my decisions; 1 wouldn't tu"

back time, and I don’t have any ser!”

regrets. Just this story. W
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ICKIN’ UP THE DIRT
IN BRAZEAU COUNTY

&

DRAYTON VALLEY
BRAZEAU COUNTY

9:00 am to 5:08 pat
(Leaving from and returning to
the Brazeau Tourism Visitor

information Center and DV &
District Museum)

Community Busses
$40.00 each

(CANALTA HOTELS IS PLEASED TO PRESENT ITS NEWEST ADDITION
‘THE RAMADA DRAYTON
VALLEY
LOCATED AT 2051-50TH STREET DRAYTON VALLEY ABT7A 155
TOLL PREE: 1.877514.7861

AMENITIES INCLUDE:
FREE HIGH SPEED WIRELESS
BEAUTIFULLY APPOINTED ROOMS
FITNESS CENTER AND WATER PARK
COMPLIMENTARY CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST
‘sr wormcamathetle comTO
LEARN ABOUTOURGREATPACKAGING PRORAM.

BRAZEAU REGIONAL TOURISM

T7A IRA
DRAYTON VALLEY AB.
G009-44 AVE.
ce ie)
F: 780.542.7523
TF: 1.800.633.0899
P: 780.542.7529
CRAZEAUTOURISM.CA
www
wee sire

f=tep

cMAIL

INFO

GRAZCAVTOURISM

CA
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comfort
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Guaranteed Maligne Lake cruise time
Guaranteed Jasper Tramway flight time
One reservation * One price + Zero line-ups
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Special events at Pine Bungalows
Wildlife Photography Discovery Weekend
Birding in Jasper Discovery Weekend
Wildfl

rs of Jasper Discovery Weekend

400 years since Galileo, Dark Sky Discovery Weekend
Walking in the Wilds Discovery Weekend

July 21st & August st
August 14th& 1Sth

Human History Discovery Weekend

|

Artist in the Pine (annual event)
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JASPERLOCATION -ADAACENT
TOTOTEM SPonTSHOP
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EMC, CLIMBING, FISHING,ANDCAMPING,
PUPA GEORGE'S RESTAURANT ANDTHE DETO0GRAR& GRILLINTHEHOTEL
COMPLIMENTARY PASSESTOTHELOGALAQUATICCENTRE{THREEBLOCKSAWAY}

September 25th to 27th

Tree Ring Circus Discovery Weekend
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Maligne Rafting Adventures's most
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popular family fun whitewater trip!

Two nights in a two-bedroom
kitchen/fireplace family chalet!

Pool, Jacuzzi, steam & sauna too! |
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§ Rate based on 2 adults, 2 children (Pkg can be modified)
B Sook the ‘River-Bed R&R’ Package at:

jAsperinn.com or raftjasper.com

300.661.1933 or 1.866.Maligne

gest Jasper Inn & Suites
Western fhe Inn Restaurant
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Village of Wabamun
“The Village on the Lake”
Thepicturesque

Village ofWabamunislocated on the

nor peasshareof Le ce
Wabamun, approximately 20: ony
just off Highway 16 and
on.
Wweou ky: ofa

’2

Wabamun & District

Museum Society
NOW OPEN!

f you

would like more information, or to register for the Homecoming,

please call Mary

at 780-892-2699

or email mdthomas@®wabamun.ca

Phone: (780) 892-2699
Wz
ABAMUN
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Email: admin@wabamun.ca
Website: www.wabamun.ca
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‘communist state preserves world-class hike
encroaches
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FERRY CROSSING

>> Life on the Albanian coast. //sheena Rossiter
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bpp
geenand pooling water around
the old walls is evidence of nature's persistence.
at is sinking, and its UNESCO worldion status won't do anything
to help pull itupout of theground.
Seventeen years after the fall of Ramiz Alia's
communist regime, the slowly sinking archaeological site on Albania's coast—considered at
tisk since 1997—is an impressive attraction. It

gives visitors some insight into the rich ancient
heritage
of Albania’s southern county of Vloré—a
Stark contrast to theimages most are used toas-

Sociating with the country: its recent war-torn,

restrictive communist history.
The ruins reveal a broad range of influences,
showing signs ofitstime asa Greek colony, a Roman city, a

i

a visa entry
feeof ¢10 ($16 CDN). There's no

charge ifyou plan tocome and gofrom the coun-

‘ty

within a day. For holders ofnon-EU passports,
ing though Greek customs and then Albanian

stomis will likely take double or triple the time

the boat ride, soit'srecommended
toget there
ofthe

e

at8am.

politics, it's a short but

confusing drive from the port to Butrint. With
perplexing road signs on a winding dirt road that
zigzags around memorial sites on the roadsides of
a high cliff, it's worth getting a taxi from the port
instead of renting a car. The national park spreads
approximately 4000 hectares, bordered by manmade Lake Butrint on one side and the Ionian Sea
on the other. Entrance to the park costs 700 Leke
(about $9 CDN) per person for non-Albanians and
500 Leke (about $6.50 CDN) for groups over 10.
With wide-set, well-groomed paths, the hiking

level through the amphitheatre and the site of
the old city are appropriate for all ages and levels.
The hike isn't rigorous, but we quickly realize that
we aren't the only visitors at Butrint. It's not long
before we're completely swarmed by mosquitoes,
making the hike uncomfortable for the divas who
forgot their bug spray and are using their travelsized hairspray bottles as a cheap substitute. But
it’s worth it as our journey takes us through ancient stone doorways that seem like we're travelling through time. Our leisurely hike takes us
through four eras, thousands of years of complex
history, and we're back to reality and the start in
less than two hours.
:
Realistically, the hike will probably take less
time than the journey to the site itself. But sometimes it’s about the journey
to the destination—in
this case to a country that is trying to build itself
up for EU acceptance—that really makes the experience. The labyrinth of ferries, customs and
treacherous roads is a true adventure. For those
taking a quick getaway to neighbouring Greece,
Butrint's beautiful and lengthy history—at a
fraction of Grecian prices—is worth checking
out in a country that many would never think
of visiting. V
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Andrew and the volcano
It takes three attempts to finally reach 2906-metre summit
four kilometres along the unpaved
road to get to the park entrance.

ANDREW DERKSEN
/j ANDREW@VUEWEEKLY.COM

It is an unusually clear day in Sep-

y first attempt to reach
summit of Barva Volcano,
highest point in Braulio Carrillo
tional Park at 2906 metres above

the
the
Nasea

level, was unsuccessful. Despite the
fasg.that I live on its slopes and look
at its towering majesty daily, I didn’t
make it. Just getting there can be
difficult if you don’t havea car. You
can take public transportation only
so far.

My fiancée and I took a bus as far
as San José de la Montafia, a village

about

halfway

up

the

mountain.

From there, a generous Tico (slang
for Costa Rican) gave us a ride an-

other couple kilometres up the road.
Then we started walking.
It was a nice walk through small
towns where families sold cheese
and natilla (a better version of sour
cyamm), and we got lots of exercise

going uphill. The rain held most of
the way up but by the time we were
within a couple kilometres of the
park it was getting late, the weather
was getting worse and we were getting tired.
The walk down was notas enjoyable.
Soaking wet and cold, we reached
the bus stop about four or five hours
later than we had left it in the morning and rode home dejected. We had
failed to reach the summit, we were

wet and we were hungry.
The second attempt is a success—
for me at least. Determined to reach

the top of the volcano, I get up early
op a Sunday and leave my fiancée in
b@é'to sleep in. I catch the bus again

tember, one ofthe rainiest months in
Costa Rica. Braulio Carrillo receives
between 400 and 800 centimetres
of rainfall annually but on this day I
am warmed by the sun and the views
into the central valley. I reach the
entrance to the 47 699 hectare park

thrilled to find that my legs still have
plenty of energy.
Sendero cacho venado (stag horn
path) leads through habitat for some
of the more than 6000 plant species.
I listen to the songs of a few of the
500 bird species that populate the
park. Stag horn meets up with sendero Barva laguna and | continue
uphill to witness the small lagoon
in the ancient crater of the volcano
emerge suddenly from the cloud forest that surrounds it and plunges directly into the water on all sides. The
clouds hold off as I reach the summit
platform and enjoy the view of the
lagoon. It's nearly perfect. lam lacking only one thing—my future wife.
When I arrive home, tired and
pleased, I find the love of my life fed
up from a day of wedding planning.
Under her breath she’s contemplating whether or not she really wants to
marry someone who would leave her
at home worrying about flower arrangements and seating charts to go
on a hike. The solution is simple—I
have to convince her that the hike is
worth it by taking her there myself.
My mission isn’t complete until I had
shared the volcano with her.
It's not until after Christmas that we

to San José de la Montania. This time,

are able to hike in the park together.

another generous Tico gives me a
lift much closer to the park. When

This time, however,

he drops me off, I am

almost at the

point where we had turned around
the last time. AllI have to do is walk

bean coast, this sector has seven kilometres of paths through tropical
wet forest, different from the cloud
forest of the Barva sector. It affords
habitat for more of the 132 mammal
species found in the park.
Here we see a coral snake that
shoots away before we can determine whether or not it is the poisonous variety; countless insects,
including a walking stick and the
stunning splashes-of electric blue
on the wings of the morpho butterfly; white-faced capuchin monkeys,
one of which carries a baby clinging
to its front; and a rarely spotted tree
frog that jumps about two feet in the
air, despite the fact that it is only a
couple centimetres in size.
The hike through the Quebrada
Gonzalez sector teases us, compelling us to get to the summit ofVolcano Barva, looming above us daily in
the view from our kitchen window.
But our wedding and an earthquake
in January that registers 6.2 on the
Richter scale and causes destruction
throughout the area delay us until
finally, one sunny day in March, we

reach the top of the volcano together.
The dirt road that is normally only
passable by four-wheel drive is in
reasonably good, dry season condition and we only scrape the bottom
of the rental Toyota Yaris a couple
times as we reach the park entrance
in a much easier fashion.
The weather holds as we are enter-

tained by humming birds with flashing turquoise underbellies playing
amongst the trees. We reach the lagoon easily and still have legs to walk
to the Vara Blanca lookout. After al-

it is a different

most nine months, we've done it. We

sector, the Quebrada Gonzalez sector
on the Caribbean side ofthe park.
Just off the main highway that links
central Costa Rica with the Carib-

reached the summit of the Volcano,
this time as husband and wife. Now,
at last, we can call Barva Volcano our
home. V

TRACING ROOTS >> Hiking through Braulio Carillo National Park. //au stepkowsti

Experience
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5
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==, 900 8.099

FEATURES
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—
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HISTORICAL DRAMA // IVAN THE TERRIBLE
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Way to go, Eisenstein
50 years later, Eisenstein's Ivan might have even more to say

-~

progress ... You, boyars, are worse."—
and, at Part II's end, that Russia's great
leader has protected Moscow (by then,
the Soviet army had repulsed the Nazis
and was marching on Berlin).
For all its long scenes and perfor-

mances that can seem almost campy
to today’s viewer, Part I offers some re-

markable lighting—Ivan's silhouette
towering over a globe—and grana. ts,
from cavernous castle halls to Ivan's
helmet-like encampmenton ahill inthe
battlefield. The costumes are resplendent even in black-and-white, while
the heroic score is by famous composer
Sergei Prokofiev (unlucky enough to
have his death eclipsed by Stalin, who
departed on the same day in 1953).

"Steve McQueen's film shows us a place and time where food could

Then there are the eyes: the single
painted eye of God's truth that stares
out between lvan's supposed friend
Andrei Kurbsky (Mikhail Nazvanov) as
he longs for the Tsarina (Ludmila Tselikovskaya), whom he still loves, just
after his veiled homoerotic gaze at Ivan;
the Virgin Mary-like Tsarina's beastfic

be what's pretty much been unthinkable in North America—a source
of political resistance.”

D >> DONKEY PUNCH

Hedonist hypocrisy
Drugs and death abound in Donkey Punch
One of the more enjoyable undercur- : performs a coup-de-grace just before
rents of horror involving lithe, young : finishing up, knocking his partner on the
bodies piling up—l'm thinking spe- :: back of the head, supposedly to promote muscle contractions. Here, it
cifically of the Reagan-era slasher
flicks, though really anything
snaps the girl's neck, and from

with teen/twentysomethings

there, all hell breaks loose as

and blood often has it—is
the not-so-subtle implica-

the gaggle of party-hungry
nubiles attempt to figure out
what to do.
Though it takes a bit too
long to get to the far-more-interesting, tense bits—speaking
of having your cake and eating it,
: the partying/sex scenes are fully milked
: here, explicit and drawn out, which re: ally only serves to make the filmmakers
: seem more conflicted about what's right
: and wrong—once it becomes a game of
: "What are we going to do now?" Donkey
: Punch picks up considerably. There's no
: running away when you're stuck on a

for violent death. It’s a potent
combination of having your
cake and eating it too: these films
get to revel in young people having hedonistic good times, and also slap them
down for their misdeeds with a puritanical zealousness, usually meted out with
sharp objects.

At first glance, Donkey Punch (out
now from Mongrel), doesn't look much
like your typical horror film: Lisa (Sian

Breckin) is attempting to get over a bad ? boat, and the film does a great job of
break-up with a girl's weekend in Spain, : playing out various power dynamics—
gallivanting in the sun and surf with her ; rich vs. poor, man vs. woman, alpha vs.
slightly more party-ready friends. Before long, they've met up with a group

of lads with access to a yacht, and
they're off partying on the high seas
popping pills like candy and, eventually,
moving things to private quarters for a
little slap-and-tickle, which quickly goes
a little too far.
For the benefit of those of you who
were never 17-year-old boys, a "donkey
Punch" is one of those never-actuallycommitted sex acts wherein a man

:
:
:

:

beta male—through the lens of covering up a murder.
What it suffers from the most, really,
s a failure to fit into modern context:
it's basically a more explicit ‘80s teenkiller, and given the recent penchant
for megagore or moody Japanese-style
horror, it feels vaguely out of place for
it. Still, for those who can appreciate
drawn-out tension and the perverse
kicks of hedonistic hypocrisy, it's well
worth checking out. W

view of her husband;
van Grozny is the transliteration of
the Russian title of Sergei Eisenstein's
1940s three-part epic Ivan the Terrible,
about the 16th century ruler who united
feudal principalities into the Kingdom
of Rus. “Grozny” means fearsome, powerful or menacing, and so the English
translation "terrible" is meant as “terror-inspiring." (Ivan was terrible, flying
into rages that included the beating of
his pregnant daughter for her immodest dress—perhaps inducing her miscarriage—and the murder of his son in
a fight; Ivan may have been poisoned to
death by advisors, perhaps because he
tried to rape one’s sister and they feared
for their lives.)

In 1942, as Eisenstein devised his project, the Soviet Union was under a dif
ferent tyrant, Stalin, and in the midst of
war with Hitler's German forces, marching towards Moscow. Stalin saw himself
as a modern-day Ivan, and Eisenstein’s
patently allegorical film radiatesasense
of the necessity of absolute power, the
dependable obedience of the masses,
and the leader's military supremacy.
It's propaganda posing as historical
drama, until its endorser—Part I, released in late 1944, won the 1946 Stalin
Prize—turned censor, suppressing Part
Il because Stalin (eliminator of domestic foes, genuine or not, sending them
to the gulag or execution, even having
Trotsky ice-picked in Mexico) disliked
its portrayal of Tsar Ivan IV's paranoia
and hesitation to eradicate the "boyars”

(feudal nobles) opposing him. Part II
wasn't released until 1958, ten years
after Eisenstein’s death (which aborted
Part III).

Part I Is largely theatrical, a kind of
shadow-play with exaggerated postures and heavy looks. A similar expressionist acting style was at work in

Eisenstein's groundbreaking Battleship Potemkin (staple of Introduction
to Cinema

courses)

20 years earlier,

but that film was built on Eisenstein's
collision theory of Soviet Montage, all
cross-hatched compositions and quick
cutting. (Another Montage director,
Vsevolod Pudovkin, plays a fanatic here
who declares the Tsarina and her family are bewitching Ivan.)
Ivan the Terrible has drawn-out scenes,
with only some analytical editing and
some symbolism, as when the crown is

shown in close-up before being placed
on Ivan's head. Ivan (Nikolai Cherkasov) is bird-like—the silhouette of a
double-headed eagle spreads across his
cheek—with his hawkish nose and the
wing-like sleeves of
his robe outspread.
Aunt Efrosinia (Serafima Birman) is a
hooded serpent, hatching another plot
to topplethe Tsar or hissing treacherous
plans to his followers so son Vladimir
can sit on the throne, The lines most
obviously meant to resonate for Stalinist Russia, though, are those cautioning
that enemies remain within—"But the

that they keep drawing you in, making
you watch.
Part II offers quicker scenes, flashbacks, even sharp stares into the camera
and a burst into colour for 15 minutes,
during a celebration where loyalist Fyodor cross-dresses and the theatricality
becomes Hamlet-like, Ivan playing the
fool to catch out Vladimir, trick Efrosinia and bait an assassin. Until then, Ivan
surrounding himself with an "iron ring"
of loyalists, is racked with dark suspicions and paranoia most "grozny.”
Grozny is also the capital of Chechnya,

by 2003 the UN-declared "most_destroyed city on earth,” thanks to atnily
terrible war waged by another ironfisted leader, Viadimir Putin. From one
Ivan to his cinematic recreation 400
years later (during the reign of humanity's worst mass-murderer) to the rule
of a post-Communist, ex-KGB tyrant,
“Ivan Grozny” is most revealing as an
unintended allegory for Russian rulers’ continuing will, in their aspiration

for absolutism, to lead a powerful and

menacing empire, regardless of those
people far below who get crushed by an
iron fist. WV
THU APR 24 ~ SUN APR 27 (7PM)
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Germans are not the only foes of our
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the glower of

Efrosinia. Looks are so full of ferocity

TRULY TERRIBLE >> Ivan proves a worthy stand-in for many Russian leaders. // supplied
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Food for thought |

Steve McQueen's Hunger is a masterpiece
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ture, but has a touchy, historical subjec;

that distracts viewers from discussing (},..
Significance of the medium. Instead wc
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CENTURY

told with a disposition
that keeps itsno),
traditional storytelling at the Margins

wherealotofthebestartgetsmade.

After the British government
takes aw).,,

CASINO

the political status of paramilitary priso,,
ers, they refuse proper care from the Ma.
prison in protest of their rights. They de

mand to wear their own clothes, and jin
doing so, are held naked in their cells wit),
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I'M GOING HUNGRY >> McQueen hypnotizes with haunting Hunger. J] supplies
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t's easy to say the line between visual

jart and cinema is blurred. It’s not a cop
out, though maybe alittle simple-minded.
Visual artists do make movies, and filmmakers sometimes make art. Photographer Cindy Sherman directed a silly indiecomedy Office’Killer, which a lot of people
hated. David Lynch paints pictures; so
did Derek Jarman. There's Matthew Barney, whose Cremaster Cycle and Drawing

Restraint 9 were often seen in movie theatres—but average moviegoers were less
likely to see it than people interested in
contemporary art. And neither ended up
on DVD.
Steve McQueen, obviously not the one
that first comes to mind, is a filmmaker.

His films are most definitely art, which
helped him win Britain's prestigious

Tumer Prize in 1999. Most of them are
black and white and pretty short, with
ambiguously minimal plots. But Hunger,
his courageous production recreating a
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and melts into the redness of his knuckl«
The guard's role is bookended at the end

without warning, jolting the film from its
modest procession.
Hunger is a masterpiece, and not solely
as either a visual art or cinematic piece. In

a7

«

with the daily routine of a prison guard
(Stuart Graham), whose place in the rete!
ing is uncertain. His “story” is nonethe
an engaging one—his knuckles are o:
raw and bleeding from beating prisoners,
but merely a consequence of keeping true

an assassination in a rest home occurs

®

7s

parents to dissuade his righteousness, he
proceeds into a nightmarish voluntary
descent into death.
McQueen's film weaves together |
quiet sequences and obscure nar
Strands to complicate Hunger from offer
ing a central argument. The film opens

prison hospital. He is tempted by offerings of food, then bathed by a caregiv
whose alliance to loyalist paramilitaric
is implied by a close-up of a tattoo, appro
priately on his knuckle (the letters "UDA
standing for Ulster Defence Association)
Between the opposing character portrayals, Hunger makes itself about b
lengthy, meditative processes and |
blunted events. The prison scenes includ
not only gritty, relentless beatings, but
also
long takes of janitors mopping the
filled hallways and spraying away the art
ful poo designs on the walls. Meanwhile,

7
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prisoners will stop eating until they al!
die. Despite attempts by a priest or his

of the film by Sands wasting away in th
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and lead

hunger strike, where one by one, th

to his position. Hunger is more interested
in relaying his sensory experience, such
as when a piece of snow falls from the sky
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little to stop them, short of forced shower

and frequent beatings,
Prisoner Bobby Sands (300's Mich

fact, McQueen's effort to complicate the
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identification of the film's status is an a!
gumentin itself, one that looks forward to
expanding with the audience's respons
At times, Hunger feels like a complex Ev

ropean docudrama, then also a revival
of the poetic Brechtian distancing of th’
French New Waves.
The most memorable moments, however, are when the raw beauty ofexpressio"
hints at its presence, and I'm at a loss {0!
words to master my internal dialogue. *

OPENING THIS WEEK
Welcome to the Sticks
Directed by Dany Boon
Written by Boon, Alexandre Charlot,
Franck Magnier
Starring Boon, Kad Merad, Anne Marivin

toot it

= sex trade, not to mention EMS workers
: and gentle gardeners. Yet because Crank
: High Voltage has moved into the realm
+ of full-on bananas, its crudity and mis: anthropic aggression to all beings below
: There is an inherent sweetness that : Statham on the food chain is somewhat
: shines through, which makes Welcome : tempered by pure silliness, for better or
= to the Sticks hard to hate completely, : for worse.
: but without the cultural touchstones : Returning writer/directors Mark Nevel: the French have, this is just an end- :: dine and Brian Taylor still can't seem to
: lessly clichéd story largely missing its : make a movie so much as a fidgety mash: specific charms.
: up, heavily dependent on freak-out guest
; DAVID BERRY
// DAVID@VUEWEEKLY.COM
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ON PAGE 60 >>

The popular conception of the French :
as a nation of pretentious philosopher- :
artistes, soaking up avant-garde, high- :
minded culture while eating cheese :

NOW PLAYING
Crank: High Voltage

sharp enough to split hairs, tends to : Written & directed by Mark Neveldine,
forget rather important parts of their
national psyche. France is, after all,
the nation that ensured Jerry Lewis
had a career even after the Americans

(the Americans!) dismissed him as a
rubber-faced buffoon, and one that

: Brian Taylor
: Starring Jason Statham, Amy Smart
: *& PIT
:
: Having been mortally poisoned at the
: start of Crank, which ends with his fall: ing from a helicopter and landing with a
: cartoon splat on the asphalt, we could
: be forgiven for assuming we'd seen the
: last of Chev Chelios, the indefatigable
: adrenaline junky and hired killer played
: by Jason Statham. Yet, taking implau: sibility and audacity as its chief criteria,

has currently made Hugh Laurie's
long-forgotten novel a number-one
bestseller, solely because they think
House is the greatest television show
ever made. They have their intellectual vanguard, no doubt, but this is also
a nation with a profound appreciation
: Crank: High Voltage elevates Chelios
for decidedly middlebrow fare.
And it's from that appreciation that : from mere super-sadist to something
virtually indestructible, the Terminator
Dany Boon's Welcome to the Sticks
(Bienvenue chez les Ch'tis), the : with a hard-on, an electric Lazarus raised
most popular homegrown film ever : from the dead to wreak havoc upon Los
made and on its way to eclipsing Ti- : Angeles once more.
tanic as the most popular film ever : Chelios wakes to find himself in some
released in France, springs. Far from : seedy Oriental massage parlour. He’s had
depths-of-the-soul-plumbing, : his heart ripped out and replaced with
some
formally revolutionary art house : an electric one, so, after squeezing some
flick, Sticks is utterly safe and famil : information from a fat thug who's gaping
iar, a fish-out-of-water, region-mock = anus he shoves a tar-smeared rifle into,
ing, heartwarming tale of the type : Chelios steals a car and begins the hunt
that Hollywood likes to pump out at : for the baddies in possession of his secleast once a year (most recently: New : ond-most vital organ for what nefarious
in Town, starring Renée Zellweger, : purposes we can only imagine. But Chewhich you've no doubt already forgot : lios needs fuel to stay alive, so he must
: regularly recharge via booster cables,
about, for good reason).
Philippe Abrams (Kad Merad) is a : Tasers, defibrillators and transformers,
post office bureaucrat whose attempt : his hunger for juice providing ample opto get transferred to the French Rivi- : portunities for creative hedonism, includera misfires so horribly that he gets : ing feats of imagination such as sexually
banished to the northern wasteland : assaulting an elderly woman to generate
of Bergues as punishment. Bergues is : a little body contract friction.
in the land of the Shti (also Ch'ti), a : More of a remake than a sequel, Crank:
group of people so hopelessly back- : High Voltage essentially revisits the terward they can't even talk properly—a : ritory of its predecessor but with even
gag explored at great length, which : greater absurdity and even less focus.
undoubtedly had the French in hyster- : There is the revenge narrative that takes
ics but loses a considerable bit when : us ona colourful tour of the LA scumbag

it comes in the form of subtitles. : underground. There's a reunion with CheThink of them as Newfoundlanders, ? lios' beloved Eve (Amy Smart), who's ap-

or Minnesotans, and you're caught up : parently become a stripper in the three

;
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

:
:
:
:
:

:

:
:
:
:
:
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:
:

months since Chelios' ostensible death

:

melt Philippe's heart, a storyline that : and duct tape on her titties, and there's

:

on the stereotype.
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:
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:
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:
:
;

Obviously, these awkward but love- : and is thus able to pass some action =
able northerners will eventually : sequences wearing only pink hotpants :

would be slightly more palatable if : another scene of them having public sex, :
the laughs were more frequent, but : though this time not initiated as an act :

to :
outside of a few universal sight gags, : of rape. There is the open hostility
the ;
they mostly get lost in translation. é minorities, homosexuals, women and
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? er Cal McAffrey (Crowe), an old friend
: of Collins and his wife Anne (Robin

i Wright Penn), teams up with the pa
per's political blogger Della Frye (rR,
chel McAdams) when he discover:
: that his backstreet murder victim hag
recently called the researcher on hi;

<< CONTINUED FROM PAGE 59

appearances, spastic editing, a strained, :
self-conscious grindhouse aesthetic and
the dumb, fleeting rush of video game
nihilism. But there are vaguely inspired
and entertaining bits, including an unexpected homagette to Belle de jour anda
picket line of porn stars protesting low
wages—surely the most implausible episode in a movie driven by implausibles
"Do you want me to fuck this car?” one o
these impoverished performers asks. It's
arguably a sign of the filmmakers’ subtly
discriminate taste that amidst such may:
hem such a potentially spectacular feat
of autoeroticism fails to occur.

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

cellphone.
Here's where the play—screenplay—
comes in. The writers, including Tony

: Gilroy (the Bourne

i of insider dialogue to the Globe of
: fices, the gruntwork of a newspape,
; Investigation, even the head-butting

:

: with the editor (Helen Mirren, imperi
? ous as ever). Journalist ethics, friend
: ship blurring with exploitation . it';
: all buried nicely, as subtext, beneath

: the lead—Della and Cal’s chase afte,
: whodunit and why.
As the suspense

State of Play

: Flood's

Directed by Kevin Macdonald
Written by Matthew Michael Carnahan,
Tony Gilroy, Billy Ray

@ VIDEO KITCHEN
gio

THURSDAY APRIL 23» 7PM

electro-noir

deepens

(though

score

is over

: used), mighty corridors of power are

: connected with low-down alleyways
: (though not as well as in the pape;
: centred final season of that TV Series
: set a little farther south, The Wire)

Starring Russell Crowe, Ben Affleck,
Rachel McAdams
kkk
In a bustling, bureaucratic Washington, its needle-like monument loom-

again).

:
:

JOSEF BRAUN
// YOSEF@VUEWEEKLY.COM
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movies

: bring a detailed immediacy, sly comic
: character contrasts and little burst.

: and the personally compromising
: meets the politically corrupted.
There's a nod to All The President’

:
:

: Men and Watergate with a parking
= garage scene, Deep Throat turned into

ing over a struggling newspaper, a :
congress investigation into a private ;

? Deadly Silencer, the threat within now

defence contractor, two seemingly un- :

: the military-industrial complex. But
: Woodward and Bernstein are being
+ replaced by media-corps and online

related deaths seem like standard fare :
for filmic intrigue. But both work and :

play elevate Kevin Macdonald's State :
of Play (adapting Paul Abbott's BBC :

: posts. And though the compression
; of a six-hour series into feature film
: isn't perfect, after its slightly chatty
: revelation and an anticlimactic show

series) from the usual conspiracy flick :
into a smart thriller.

: down, State of Play is a lament fo
= the Journalism of old—a way as labo: rious, steady, even ponderous, as the
: final copy being laid out, rolled off the
presses, stacked, bundled and tied up,
: then trundled onto trucks for delivery,

} newsprint just waiting to fade.

The work—camerawork—starts im: mediately. Careening off the sidewalk,

? BRIAN GIBSON

/{ BRIAN@VUEWEEKLY.COM

: between cars and into the seamy :
: night, following a fleeing youth before
: he's gunned down among trashcans, :
; the camera launches us into a world of :

ON DVD

: sudden threats, shadowy twists, and :
: tense confrontations. Rodrigo Prieto's

: The Bastards

: (25th Hour, 21 Grams) cinematogra- : Directed by Amat Escalante
: phy is influenced by Paul Greengrass’
: Bourne movies, with an added sense

: Written by Amat & Martin Escalante

: of twitchy watchfulness, of someone

: Rubén Sosa

t just around

2 toot:

a corner

{ power-game.
t The first player

spying

on this

is Stephen

} Starring Jesus Moises Rodriguez,

;
Col- : They wait in ball caps and blue jeans,

: lins (Affleck), a congressman leading : on a corner near a freeway in some

: that investigation into Pointcorps— : mind-numbingly landscaped patch of
:
:
:
:

its mercenaries in Afghanistan and
lrag—who tearfully reacts to news of
his lead researcher's suspicious death
on a subway platform. Rumours swirl

: American

sprawl. Employers

pull up

: in hatchbacks and trucks quickly filled
t with the huddled day-labourers eager

: to dig ditches or collect trash. Nego
: that he and she were having an affair. } tiations occur in broken English and
: Soon Washington Globe crime report- : Spanish so minimal as to be comical

OVSKA A- M.JAROY

IVAN THE TERRIBLE PARTS 1& Il:

eo? RECTED By SERGEY EISENSTEIN

FRIDAY to MONDAY at 7:00PM
All Metro screenings are held at Zeidler Hall in the Citadel Theatre, 9828-101 A Ave.
For more information, call 425-9212. or log on to www.metrocinema.org
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as “amigos.” Mexican

:

TT

pa

CHABA THEATRE - JASPER

TTTTTTTIIII

LULL

ein Heaven, and; : ECTTXSGCATEN
Sa
100fraBOSt.
THOATASTTO
atic camerawork,

ind dearth of events

ents, bearable)

jut Escalante uses
e art-house tropes
)and purpose. When
ns in any one sequence
yunt gestures, fragments
‘

?
:2
:
;
:

12:20; Sun-Thu 2:00,

Pe

Thisisdefinitely not : eee

WATCHMEN
(8A, goryscenes, brutal violence)
Fri-Sat i:00, 4:15, 7:45, 11:10; Sun-Thu 1:00, 4:15, 7:45

THE INTERNATIONAL
(14A, violence)
Fri-Sat 1:05,4:10,6:45,9:25, 11:50; Sun-Thu 1:05,

times quite funnily.

gestion |
mull things over before
the narrative moves along. And where

40, 6:45,9:5

{Fri-Sat 1:55, 4:30,7:20, 9:50, 12:05; Sun-Thu 1:55,

and then:

itsurprises you, itdoesn't
sat all.
The a rly core of The Bastards
crime,

eco-

nomic disparity, suffering and death

HE'S JUST NOT THAT INTO YOU (PG, coarse

4:00, 6:55, 9:45

(PG, frightening scenes, not recom: CORALINE
mended for young children)
, Fri-Sat 1:15, 4:35, 7:05, 9:25, 11:40; Sun-Thu 1:15, 4:35,
: 705, 9:25

is in one sense simplistic. Policies that :
perpetuate exploitation,

4:30, 7:20, 9:50

: language, sexual content)
: Fri-Sat 1:10, 4:00,6:55,9:45,12:15;Sun-Thu 1:10,

‘this narrative moves may surprise you, :

PUSH
(4A, violence)

: er

:

7 eae 9°55, 12:15; Sun-Thu 1:40, 4:25,

a

are bad, Guns, too, are bad, especially : ie
in the hands of the young. The final : Serica

pach ead THE LYCANS (8A,

scenes ram these perfectly sympathetic : PAUL BLART: MALL COP (Pc)
sentiments home. But the bluntness of

sophistication brought to the shaping : HOTEL FORDOGS(c)
of story and. skeletal character devel- : Dally
2:45,4:457210

spoilers.)

i BEDTIME STORIES (c)

toward these

so-called

wetbacks

:

CS

*

Daily130

in-

THE CURIOUS CASE OF BENJAMIN BUT-

vading US soil and compresses it into
TON (PG, coarse language, not recommended for
young children)
a single case of home invasion. Jesus
(Jestis Moises Rodriguez) and Fausto : Fri-Sat 4:20, 7:40, 11:00; Sun-Thu 4:20, 7:40

_ clear whether or not this is in fact true,
pag ‘me at least as revealing,
assumption that any demanding
task performed
by swarthy Mexicans
must surely
have been financed and micromanaged

by a rich white gringo.
continue to linger,
nection between
es ina series ofi

while Karen's

:

may also feel :
h got

es darkest

7:30, 10:10; Mon-Thu 7:30, 1020
EARTH (PG)

MONSTERS VS. ALIENS 3D (c)
Digital 3D Daily 12:15, 2:35, 4:50, 7:00, 9:20
1 LOVE YOU, MAN (:4A, coarse language, crude

No passes Fri 4:40, 7:30, 10:20; Sat-Sun 2:00, 4:40,

WEM, 8882-170 St, 780200
ebb

FIGHTING (144)
No passes Fri 12:30, 4:15, 7:40, 10:15; Sat-Thu 12:30

Fri 3:30, 6:50, 9:20; Sat-Sun 12:50, 3:30, 6:50, 9:20;

415, 7:49, 1025

Mon-Thu 6:50, 9:20

EARTH (Pc)

content)

STATE OF PLAY (144)

Daily 12:10, 2:20, 4:45, 7:15, 9:45

Fri-Sat, Mon-Wed 1:50, 4:20, 7:05, 9:55; Sun 1:05,

Fri 3:40, 6:40, 9:45; Sat-Sun 12:40, 3:40, 6:40, 9:45;

STATE OF PLAY (14)

3:25, 9:55; Thu 4:20, 7:05, 9:55; Star and Strollers
Screening: Thu 1:00

Mon-Thu 6:40, 9:45

Daily 12:20, 3:40, 6:40, 9:40

17 AGAIN (PG, crude content)

T? AGAIN (PG, crude content)

KNOWING (4A, frightening scenes, violence)

:

>

Fri 4:00, 7:10, 9250; Sat-Sun 1:00, 4:00, 7:10, 9:50;

Daily 12:00, 2:30, 5:00, 7:30, 105

Fri, Sun-Thu 1:10, 4:35, 7:20, 10:00; Sat 4:35, 7:20,

Mon-Thu 7:10, 9:50

10:00
WWE: BACKLASH (Classification not available)

CRANK: HIGH VOLTAGE (8A, gory violence.

CRANK: HIGH VOLTAGE (1A, gory violence,
coarse language, sexual content)

coarse language, sexual content)
Daily 1:30, 4:20, 7:50, 10:30

Sun 6:00

Fri 5:10, 8:00, 10:30; Sat-Sun 2:15, $10, 8:00, 10:30;

HANNAH MONTANA: THE MOVIE (c)

Thu 12:01

Mon-Thu 8:00, 10:30

HANNAH MONTANA: THE MOVIE (c)
Fri 4:15, 7:00, 9:40; Sat-Sun 1:15, 4225, 7:00, 9:40;
Mon-Thu 7:00, 9:40

Dolby Stereo Digital Daily 12:35, 3:40, 6:40, 9:40
T7 AGAIN (PG, crude content)
No passes Digital presentation Daily 12:45, 3:20,

TAO, 9:45
CRANK: HIGH VOLTAGE (:8A, gory violence,
coarse language, sexual content)
DTS Digital Fri-Tue, Thu 12:15, 3:10, 7:20, 10:10;

Wed 12:15, 3:10, 10:10

Sun 4:10, 7:15, 9°55

FAST AND FURIOUS (14A)
Fri 5:00, 7:40, 10:20; Sat-Sun 1:40, 5:00, 7:40, 10:20;
Mon-Thu 7:40, 10:20

MONSTERS VS. ALIENS (G)
Fri 3:50, 6:30, 9:00; Sat-Sun 12:30, 3:50, 6:30, 9:00;
Mon-Thu 6:30, 9:00

I LOVE YOU, MAN (144, coarse language, crude
content)
Fri 4:50, 7:45, 10:15; Sat-Sun 1:50, 4:50, 7-45, 10:15;

Mon 10715; Tue-Thu 7:45, 10:15
[GRANDINTHEATRE
THEATRE

=

Grandin Mall, Sir Winston Churchill Ave, St. Albert,

780.458.9822

DATE OF ISSUE ONLY: THU APR 23°

DTS Digital Daily 1:10, 4:00, 6:50, 10:00

FAST AND FURIOUS (144)

STATE OF PLAY (144)

Thu, Apr 23: 1:20, 3:20, $:20, 7:20, 9:20

1 LOVE YOU, MAN (14A, coarse language, crude

DTS Digital Daily 12:25, 3:30, 6:30, 9:30

OPUS ARTE: CASTOR AND POLLUX (Op-

dnight;

No passes
Thu 12:01

Daily 12:40, 3:45, 6:45, 9:20

OBSERVE AND REPORT (:3A)
Fri, Sun-Wed 1:40, 4:40, 8:00, 10:25; Sat 4:40, 8:00,

10:25; Thu 1:40, 4:40, 10:25

FAST AND FURIOUS (1A)
Daily 1:10, 4:10, 7:10, 10:0

ADVENTURELAND (144, coarse language,
substance abuse, language may offend)
Daily 1:50, 7:45

MONSTERS VS. ALIENS 3D (Gc)
Digital 3D Daily 1:00, 3:30, 6:30, 9:00

MONSTERS VS. ALIENS: AN IMAX 3D =
EXPERIENCE (G)
Daily 12:00, 2:15, 4:25, 6:45, 9:20

THE HAUNTING IN CONNECTICUT (1A,
frightening scenes, disturbing content, not recommended for children)
Daily 4:50, 10:20

1 LOVE YOU, MAN (24A, coarse language, crude
content)

Fri-Sat, Mon-Tue, Thu 1:20, 4:00, 6:50, 9:50; Sun

content)
‘Thu, Apr 23: 1:20, 3:10, 5:10, 7:10, 9:10

9:50; Wed 4:00, 6:5¢, 9:50; Star and Strollers
Screening: Wed 1:00

MONSTERS VS. ALIENS (G)

METROPOLITAN OPERA: LA SONNAMBULA ENCORE (Classification not available)

Thu, Apr 23: 12:30, 2:20, 4:10, 6:00, 7:45, 9:25

T? AGAIN (PG, crude content)
‘Thu, Apr 23: 1:25, 3:25, 5:15 7215 925
HANNAH MONTANA THE MOVIE (G)
‘Thu, Apr 23: 1:00, 3:00, 5:00, 7:00, 8:55

Sat 11:00
WWE: BACKLASH (Classification not available)
Sun 6:00
‘TM Ave, Groat Rd, 780.455.8726

A2TE-9 Ave, TEOAT2.7600

MONSTERS VS. ALIENS 3D (c)
Digital 3D Fri, Mon-Thu 4:30, 6:55, 9:10; Sat-Sun

9:00, 10:20; WED 12:30, 3:00, 4:00, 5:20, 6:30, 7350,
9:00, 10:20; Star and Strollers Screening: Wed 1:00

2:00, 4:30, 6:55, 92210
FAST AND FURIOUS (144)

CRANK: HIGH VOLTAGE (8A, gory violence,
coarse language, sexual content)

Fri, Mon-Thu 4:35, 7:20, 9:45; Sat-Sun 1:35, 4:35,

THE SOLOIST (PG, disturbing content, coarse.

780.352.3922

STATE OF PLAY (:4A) Daily 6:55, 9:35; Sat-Sun
12:55) 3°35

TAO, 945

Daily 2:10, 5:30, 8:10, 10:40

HANNAH MONTANA: THE MOVIE (c)

DRAGONBALL: EVOLUTION (PG, frightening

Fri, Mon-Thu 4:25, 7:05, 9:35; Sat-Sun 1:10, 4:25,

scenes, violence)

FOS, 9°35

HANNAH MONTANA THE MOVIE (6) Daily
7:00, 9:25; Sat-Sun 2:00, 3:25

T7 AGAIN (PG, crude content) Daily 7:10, 9:20;
Sat-Sun 1:10, 3:20
Sat-Sun 1:0

FIGHTING

language, not recommended for children)
Dolby Stereo Digital Fri, Mon-Thu 6:30, 9:25; SatSun 12:30, 330, 6:30, 9:25

FAST AND FURIOUS (144)
Dolby Stereo Digital Fri, Mon-Thu 7:10, 9:45; SatSun 1:15, 3:50, 7:10, 9:45

I LOVE YOU, MAN (24A, coarse language, crude
content)

itr e —MINTETERPTETONST Rim gM morte

CRANK: HIGH VOLTAGE (3A, gory violence,

METRO CINEMA

9828-1014 Ave,Citadel Theatre, 780.425.9272

coarse language, sexual content)

f

739, 9:55

a

T? AGAIN (PG, crude content)

6:50,
«
4:00,
Mon.
9:20; Mon-Thu
6:50, 9:20;
20 , 6:50,
plo 120, 4:00,

pr

(PG)
No passes Fri, Mon-Thu 4:40, 7:00, 9:15; Sat-Sun

Say

Shiai

.
cay
Mon-Thu 4210, 6:45, 9:40;Sat-Sun 1:30, 4:10,
Fri,

o
‘suveanevasneonovap os

g

BEST OF THE FEST TOUR 2009

src

DTS Digital Fri, Mon-Thu 7:00, 9:35; Sat-Sun 12:45,

sae,

lmnguage)

DTS Digital Fn, Mon-Thu 6:45, 9210; Sat-Sun 2:00,
eee

Oo

PARKLAND CIN’ EMA7

STATE OF PLAY (144)

Fri,Mon-Thu 345,635 $25;Sat-Sun150,345,

I LOVE YOU, MAN (:4A, coarse language, crude

SCOTIABANK THEATRE WEM.

Digital Cinema Daily 1:40, 4:15, 7:25, 9:50

X-MEN ORIGINS: WOLVERINE (st)

KNOWING (14A, Frightening scenes, violence)

Daily 7:00, 9:10; Sat-Sun 2:00

Fri-Tue, Thu 12:50, 3:50, 7:20, 10:00; WED 3:50, 7:20
10:00; Star and Strollers Screening: Wed 1:00

EARTH (PG)

content) Daily 1:50, 4:30, 7:45:10:35

language)

FIGHTING (144)

era, classification not available)
Digital presentation Sat-Sun 1:00

Digital 3DDaily 12:20, 2:40, 4:50, 7:25.9:40

WELCOME TO THE STICKS (PG, coarse

ADVENTURELAND (14A, coarse
language,substance abuse,language may offend)

4:20, 7:10, 9:50

: Daily 1:40, 4:45,7:40,105

Daily 9:20; Sat-Sun 3:30

MONSTERS VS ALIENS (G) Thu, Apr 23: 2:15

OBSESSED (4A)

DTS Digital Daily 12:55, 3:50, 7:00, 9:50

Daily 110
HANNAH MONTANA: THE MOVIE (<)
Daily 12:10, 2:30, 5:00, 7:30, 10:00
OBSERVE AND REPORT (184)
Daily 2:00, 5:10, 8:00, 10:30
FAST AND FURIOUS (144)

CHE PART 2 (144)

‘Thu, Apr 23; 7:35, 9:15

Mon-Thu 7:20, 10:00

10:10; Star and Strollers Screening:
Wed 1:00
FIGHTING (144)
No passes Fri 1:30, 4:20, 7:10, 9:50; Sat-Thu 1:30,

Fri-Tue, Thu 12:30, 1:20, 3:00, 4:00, 5:20, 6:30, 7:50,

language)

Fri 4:30, 7:20, 10:00; Sat-Sun 2:00, 4:30, 7:20, 10:00;

OBSESSED (1A)

Jestis blankly replies, "Si. John." It's un- : 17 AGAIN (PG, crude content)

Daily 6:50; Sat-Sun 1:00

OBSESSED (14A)

Fri-Tue,
Thu 1:00, 4:10, 7:20, 10:10; Wed 4:10, 7:20,

John, her presumably monstrous ex, and : Daily 12:50, 3:50, 6:50, 9:55

10337-82 Ave, 780.433.0728

CHE PART 1 (14)

TLOVE YOU MAN (14A, crude content, coarse

Daily 1:20, 3:50, 6:55, 9:25

communicative
teen. Karen's got 2 penchant for crack—itself a metaphor for

an earlier scene involving Karen and her : Daily 12:00, 2:20, 4:40,7:00, 9:20
son. Karen asks if they were hired by : STATE OF PLAY (4A)

FAST AND FURIOUS (1A)
Thu, Apr 23: 7:05, 9:10

FAST AND FURIOUS (144)

FIGHTING (144)

it—and is already lost in a foggy dream
when the boys break in with a sawedoff. Rather than load up and scoot,
Jestis and Fausto are served by Karen
in a scene that almost perfectly mirrors

Thu, Apr 23: 7:00, 9:00

2020 Sherwood Drive, 780.416.0150

FAST AND FURIOUS (144)
DTS Digital Fri, Mon-Thu 1:20, 4:10, 7:35, 9:55; Sat-

14231 7th Avenue,780.732.2236
unconscious bourgeois desires to slum : OBSESSED (14A)

8712-109 St, 780.433.0728
HUNGER (3A, nudity, disturbing content)
Daily 7:00, 9:00; Sat-Sun 2:00

Daily 12:00, 4:00, 8:00

GRAN TORINO (144, language may offend)
(Rubén Sosa) break into the bungalow : Fri-Sat
1:25, 4:05, 7:00, 9:45, 12:10; Sun-Thu 1:25,
of Karen (Nina Zavarin), the single, ap4:05, 7:00, 9:45

parently depressed mother of an un-

STATE OF PLAY (14A) Tho,Apr 25: 6:45 9:05
HANNAH MONTANA THE MOVIE (c)

GALAXY - SHERWOOD PARK

THE SOLOIST (PG, disturbing content, coarse
language, not recommended for children)

ata PEC ae

: jusés0,920

Daily 6:55, 9:10; Fri-Sun,
Tue 12:55, 320

Daily 12:20, 4:25, 6:50, 9:40

90200-102 Ave, 780.471.7020

reading ifyou want to avoid potential
takes the animosity

OBSERVE AND REPORT (184)

Daily 6:50, 9:00

HANNAH MONTANA: THE MOVIE (c)

‘Thu, Apr 23: 7:20 9:20

Daily 11:55, 2:25, 5:00, 7:40, 10215

Fri-Sun, Tue 12:50, 3:00; Not presented in 3-D

G6O1K8 Ave, Camrose, 780.608.2104

DATE OF ISSUE ONLY: THU, APR 23
T7 AGAIN (PG, crude content)

coarse language, sexual content)
Daily 1:00, 4:40, 7:50, 10:25
HANNAH MONTANA: THE MOVIE (c)

Midnight, No

Escalante’s thesis is tempered by the : 44° 7:15,9:40

The Bastards

FAST AND FURIOUS (1:4)

X-MEN ORIGINS: WOLVERINE (sTc)

: Fri-Sat 1:50, 4:40, 7:15, 9:40, 11:55; Sun-Thu 1:50,

opment. (And here's where you stop : aire

X-MEN ORIGINS: WOLVERINE (STC)
Midnight, No passes Thu 12:01

TERA MERA KI RISHTA (PUNJABI
W/E.S.7.) (Pc)

's of action bloom : CONFESSIONS
OF ASHOPAHOLIC (rc)

the right amount of di- ::

MONSTERS VS ALIENS (c)

10:25; Star and Strollers Screening: Thu 1:00
FIGHTING (24)

CRANK: HIGH VOLTAGE (8A, gory violence,

tt

Daily 7:05, 9:30; Fri-Sun, Tue 1:05, 3330

6:40, 930

2:40, 3:45, 5:10, 6:40, 7:45, 9:30, 10:20

: THELAST HOUSE ON THE LEFT (:8A, gory

= Pee

Fri, Mon-Thu 3:50, 6:40, 9:30; Sat-Sun 1:00, 3:50,

Daily 12:40, 4:10, 7:10, 10:05
T7 AGAIN (PG, crude content) Daily 12:10, 115,

Um

T? AGAIN (PG, crude content)
Daily 6:45, 9:05; Fri-Sun, Tue 12:45 3:05
STATE OF PLAY (144)

Fri-Wed 12:50, 4:00, 7:30, 10:25; Thu 4:00, 7:30,

EARTH (Pc)
Daily 12:00, 2:30, 5:00, 7:15, 9:45
STATE OF PLAY (144)

evident hereinthe

TTL

Daily 715, 9:25; Fri, Sat, Sun, Tue 1:15, $35

7:20, 9:50
THE SOLOIST (PG, disturbing content, coarse
language, not recommended for children)

Daily 12:30, 3:40, 6:45, 9:55

FILM SOCIETY

ee

Fri, Mon-Thu 4:20, 7:20, 9:50; Sat-Sun 1:40, 4:20,

MINI PUNJAB (PUNJABI W/E.S.7.) (sTC)

Mon 8:00 Apr 27

:

MM

4:30, 7:55, 10:30

engender friend- : croaK AND DAGGER (70)
tant director on

Ln LLL

6:45, 9:40

FIGHTING (4A)

No passes Fri 1:30, 4:30, 7:55, 10:30; Sat-Thu 1:30,

antly, that no matter : STATE OF PLAY (4A)
e well-fed gringos and : Fri-Sat 7:00, 9:15; Sun-Thu 8:00
EDMONTON

LLL

OBSESSED (1:4)

Fri-Sat 7:00, 9:15; Sun-Thu 8:00

ine communication.

TTT

‘TS25-99 St,780.436.8585

Sat he MAN (144, coarse language,
crude

ins interact there can

rT

(STC)

TTT

:

6094 Connaught
Dr,jasper, TEO.8S2ATAS

calante's
The Bastards
® circuit of illegal mi-

Po

ORIGINS: WOLVERINE
i “X*MEN
MIDNIGHT, no passes Thu 12:01

Ta
19 CanterCresson SprmsGrowSTS

content,oarse
THE SOLOIST (PG,disturbing
for young children)
language, not recommended

Daily 7:00, 9:15; Fri, Sat, Sun,Tue1:00, 325; Movies.
Tue, Apr 28: 1:00
For Mommies:
(144)Fri, Sat, Sun,Tue2210, 3:20
FIGHTING
720,9:20;
Daily

WETASKIWIN CINEMAS

DATE OFISSUE ONLY: THU. (6) APR23.HANNAH MONTANA THE MOVIE
‘Thu, Apr 23: 7:10, 9:25

~~OBSERVE AND REPORT (8A)

Thu, Apr23: 7:05, 935
:
content)
T7 AGAIN
Sat, Sm 2355 3-20
gr20; Pri,
65. crude
Ape ay (PG,
‘Thu
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The Get Down

More album reviews online, Monday to Friday

Vuefinder
Live show slide shows. This week: Attack in
Black, Rabies AB and Studebaker John
OA
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LLL
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PREVUE // MURDER BY DEATH

ccc

=)

The great pancake robbery
Adam Turla loses his breakfast to Shane MacGowan
of Amanda Palmer's (of the Dresden

JAMES STEWART
// SSTEWART@VUEWEEKLY.COM

Dolls) songs, and having her return
the favour. Previous instalments have
involved song-swaps with the likes of
William Elliott Whitmore and O'Death,
with upcoming seven-inches to feature
the likes of Lucero, among others.
"Basically the idea is for the bands to
incorporate the other's songs and reinterpret them in their own style," explains Turla. "The upcoming one [with
Amanda Palmer] was by far the hardest
yet for us to cover, because her songs
are extremely personal and they're also
very feminine.”
Recently, the band found itself approached by Harley-Davidson Motor-

| aes up with Murder by Death
singer/guitarist Adam Turla on the
day his band is slated to play its 1o00th
show. It's a noteworthy accomplishment for any band, but it’s one he
takes in stride; as he looks back on his
favourite show memories, Turla seems
content to believe his best cays are still
ahead of him.
"The shows have been really good for

a while now,” he says. "But I can still
remeinber the first time we played to
a large crowd—it was in Chicago—and
we just couldn't believe it. Or being in
a foreign country, and having people
know your songs and singing along.
There's a feeling of awe that we're able
to continue doing this, and honestly
the shows seem to get better and better. That said, I really enjoy the nights
where something crazy happens, like
someone takes off all their clothes and
runs around.”
As to be expected, Turla has an easier
time looking back on the shows that really shape a band—the unmitigated disasters and botched attempts that truly
test a group's resolve.
"Wee,

there was

this one

show

in

Belgium,” Turla laughs,
conferring
with cellist/keyboardist Sarah Balliet before continuing. "All right, so
we show up and the promoter had not
announced the show at all, he just did
not give a shit. About 15 people who'd
found out about the show through the

cycles, who were looking to use Red of

—

NOT DEAD YET >> Murder by Death drinks up, 1000 shows in. //supplied
website show up. Everything keeps getting really delayed, so we keep getting
drunker and drunker. By the time we
do get to play, we can’t even hear what
we're doing. The front speakers aren't
working at all—it's like shouting into
mud. Sarah is so drunk that she's crying
throughout every song, and we've got
a two-hour, 2 am drive ahead of us to
the airport in Brussels, where we need

to make a flight to an important show
the next day. We get to the airport, but
there's a strike in Copenhagen so we're
stranded, drunk and exhausted.”

Touring behind the release of last year's
Red of
Toothand Claw, the bandisalso set
to drop the third of seven of the band's
split seven-inch series, which features
Murder by Death working through one

Tooth and Claw's "'52 Ford” in an advertisement. Though the band consented,
Turla acknowledges the difficulty of the
decision, and points to the shifting musical environment and the band's aspiration to compose soundtrack music as
deciding factors.
"We'd love to do scoring for movies,
and something like this is a definite
starting point," he explains. “My opinion with it is, look, we lose a ton of
money because nobody is buying music
anymore. Something has to happen;
for a band of our size to stay afloat. I
remember a time when I was really opposed to the idea of selling your music
to companies, but things have changed.
People don’t even really seem to care
anymore, which is kind of sad.
"But, hey—we like motorcycles, and
they offered us a bunch of money to use

our music,” Turla adds with a laugh. "|
was simple, really.”
As Turla and company
head out to sho,
1000, I ask about one show in partici
lar that caught my eye—an openin,
slot for notorious rabble-rousers th

Pogues in San Francisco in 2006.
"The short version is that we wer
asked to open for the Pogues, and a few
of them liked our songs so we talked 3
bit after our set,” Turla recalls. “Durin;
the Pogues' set was singing along—I'm
a huge fan—and

Shane

[MacGowan

notorious Pogues vocalist]'s wife saw
me and told me she'd introduce me to

Shane. Going in, I wasn't sure if we'd get
to meet any ofthem at all, and here they
are after the show asking me to come

out salsa dancing with them. I was like
‘OK, sure’, and kind of laughed it off.
“Later they saw me getting into the
band van, and they were like, ‘Hey
where are you going?” he continues
"So they grabbed me and we all went
off in search ofa Latin club in San Francisco. We danced for a while, drank
beer and sang all night. We went oui
for breakfast and Shane stole my pan
cakes and then passed out on the table,
so I thanked them for the night out and
left before I really embarrassed myself
It was pretty amazing.” W

PREVUE // EAMON MCGRATH
EDEN MUNRO
// EDEN@VUEWEEKLY.COM

en Eamon McGrath walked
away from his first show on the
sampebill as Ryder Havdale, guiding
force behind the Mohawk Lodge and
head of White Whale Records, he
didn’t think there'd be another.
A drunken, chaotic show at a St.
Albert church that ended with
McGrath knocking over Havdale’s
amp left him assuming that he'd
blown any opportunity that might
have been for a continuing relationship. But later, a chance meeting in
Toronto—McGrath ran into Havdale
an hour after the label owner arrived
in the city following a long drive
thatefound him relocating from
Vancouver—would lead to a change
in fortunes.
McGrath
convinced
Havdale to come out to a show that
night where he pulled off a killer
show. Havdale signed McGrath up to
White Whale not long after.
Neen i
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McGrath's first release for the label
is 13 Songs of Whiskey and Light, a
compilation of older material culled
from some 18 previous albums—almost all of them self-released.
"When
[Havdale]
first started

WATCH EAMON MCGRATH PERFORMING LIVE AT THE VUE STUDIO
ON VUEWEEKLY.COM.

working with me he didn't know
that I had as many records a I do,”
McGrath recalls. "He thought that I
was just going to go into the studio
and give him a polished record—and
I would have been fine with that—
but then he was like, ‘Well, if you've
got 18 records, why don't we just put
out a compilation of the best tracks
from the work that you've been doing in Edmonton?’
"A lot of the tracks that are on the
record are ones that he picked,” he
continues. "He took the tracks and
pretty much made an album out of
it in terms of the way that the record
flows cohesively and the pacing of it.
So he gave kind of the sober second
thought and pretty much crafted a record out ofabunch of lo-fi singles.”
rs

Sea

INTO THE LIGHT >> Eamon McGrath
scowls at the sunshine. // Eden Munro
ie
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one true example of what that song
is, is the first moment when a band
plays it through from start to fin-

Lo-fi is not a bad way of describing

ish," he adds. "And maybe the au-

much of McGrath's work—the musician doesn’t shy away from hiss-filled,
scratchy recordings that capture the
moment of a song's creation.
"Whenever I record a song, I record it the minute that I've written
it, and sometimes the recording is
part of the writing," McGrath explains. "I just recorded this song
today—I wrote the lyrics and then
wrote the music and as I was recording it you add a verse or you
add a chorus or you move something around on the fly, and the
recording captures that improvisation and that spontaneity and then
you go back and you listen to it
and you try to relearn what you've
done.
"I think that the authentic moment, the point where a song is the

thentic version of it is something

authentic version of that song, the

a

that no one's going to hear, but
that's still the authentic version
of it. Say you have a classical com
poser and 300 years after he's writ-

ten a symphony the ESO is playing
it—I don't think that's the authen
tic version of his symphony; I think
the authentic version is when he
was in his practise space and there
were

five musicians

gave

them

the sheet

and he firs!

music

and

they had to learn it and the firs!

time they played it through, that's
the authentic version of it." V
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PREVUE // DOUG HOYER
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it's all in the past

ical. Partly it's a way of figuring it out for
myself, but also, that’s what I know, so
that's what I can write about,” he says, in
his typically earnest way. "Some people
can be really abstract about things, and
I'm kind of jealous of that, because I
just can't. When I try to write like that,

Doug Hoyer looks back while moving on

en’ INFO: 428-STAR

it sounds like a Grade 9 student writing
poetry about his emotions.”

BAR & SILL

Q4/25 OUSHAP & FUTURE ROOTS PRESEN

BENNYPAGEGe
sz

Hoyer hasn't let his penchant for unadorned writing hamper him, though. He
tendstolookathis past with a certain wry

humour, which he admits stems from a
little bit of trepidation towards throwing
himself
out there on stage and record.
“People tend to think some of what I do
is funny, and I am ... OK with that," he
says with a laugh. "I mean, when you're
exposing yourself, expressing yourself, it ~
can help to try and mask it with a bit of
humour.
"Because, I mean, my songs aren't, like,
laughing-out-loud, pissing your pants or
anything,” he continues. "Really, a lot of
them are kind of about sad things, but I

MAPPING THE ROUTE >> Doug Hoyer tries to find his way. // Amber Robertson

A

LTS

just throw it up there as, ‘Hey, this is funny, right?’ In Teenage Romance, there's a

childhood friend who he's since grown
apart from; another about hanging out
in an abandoned hospital with hash-

DAVID BERRY
/{ DAVID@VUEWEEKLY.COM
SAS TEEAE ASTOMASTNIEE CNN IRLEOTLL 18

addled into a bar stool at the Jekyll &
lyde—obviously comfortable in the

bit about how I gave a girl a love note in
high school, and she just never even acknowledged it. We rode the bus together
for three years, and she knew, but never

smoking (and shortlived) roommates.
When it comes time to put pen to paper, Hoyer most often draws from his

basement of his second home, the Hyde-

away, where he hosts a monthly songwriter's circle and can be found most every weekend in between, as well as next
Wednesday, where he'll be releasing his
latest EP and kicking off a cross-Canada
tour—Doug Hoyer begins recounting

said a word. And now, that's funny, you

past. Granted, the stories he's relating
now are most decidedly the longer versions: Hoyer specializes in strippeddown, intricate pop songs in both
lyric and melody, with an eye towards
little details and an ear for simple earworms.
"Yeah,
most ofmy stuffis autobiograph-

the stories that inspired his songs with
little provocation. There is one about the

know, butit’s actually kind ofa big, stressful way to start the day. It wasn't fun at all
then.” WV

WED, APR 29(7:30 PM)
DOUG HOYER

T.G.I PSYDAYS
SHAZAM WITH FADE BRIGADE

WITH CALVIN MCELROY, TREVOR TCHIR

HYDEAWAY, $10

WAV OCCUPATION « SCHWAG DANIC
UHITS VS MARTIAN STATIC AND BMAN

5/03

GIGS THIS WEEK

FRI, APR 24(8 pm

heanone

wares

_ SUN,APR 26 (8 pm)

KORPIKEAANI
+ELUVEITIE Atrucon;
toniaphmnt

_WED, APR 29 (10 pm)

PRIMORDIAL - MOONSORROW

(6808

OPEN UP YOUR SOUTH AND SAY ..
MR. CHI PIG
WITH TARANTUJA, HIRED HANDS, FU BOATS
NEW CITY

OS/46

Bands and giveaways, all in the name of :

pulling together some cash to finish up a :
film on SNFU frontman Mr. Chi Pig. The :
trailer looks good—check it out at you- : JAY ANTHONY WILLIS
tube.com/watch?v=frzZiJEvmFO—and

:

for anyone who grew up when SNFU was :
storming these streets, a film about the :

STRUNG
OUT}UA
DEATH BY STEREO /THISIS ASTAND OFF

YARDBIRD SUITEL, $10
ALL AGES

:

vocalist sounds like a hell of an enter-

: Willis has been around the town (and the :

taining prospect.

: world, as a Canadian Naval Officer) for :
a while, but he's just now releasing his :
: debut album. It's a moving and cohesive :
= work that blends blues, folk and jazz
: into one compelling stew.

SAT, APR 25 (7 pm)

Csreanriael

Ce

owe unMHVARNNOHOHO

M-NROHIBINONT NN

BHHDHOKI

: SUN, APR
26 (12-6 pm)
: EARTH DAY
+ HAWRELAK PARK, FREE

> ALL AGES

MASTODON
WITH INTRONAUT, KYLESA
STARLITE ROOM, $29.50

Do you want to mess with these guys?

‘didn't think so. Go see the show. It's
8oing to be killer.

FOUNDATION CONCERTS PRESENTS

: If you missed Earth Day on Apr 22,

:

> then you're in luck: you can celebrate it
: on Apr 26. The mainstage entertainment
! includes music from Samantha King and
= Dale Ladouceur & the Broke Ensemble.

:
:
:

THE GHOST IS DANCING
BLACK DOG, FREE
The Ghost is Dancing, huh?
Sounds like an episode of
Scooby Doo to me. Except
when you listen to the music.
Then it sounds a lot like an indie-rock band from Toronto. And
not a bad one, at that.

temple OSAFTURDAYS
IVIEMBERS & GUESTS FACILITY

DJ BATTERY az/WEEKLY GUESTS

GiRLs
RLs GinLsANDBASS
BEHIND STARLITE ROOM fjruovstu2:Gi
ALLEVENTS (a++DOORS AT opm
SHFETT DJ FUULE MISTRESSMANGELOESH
JUREY

EVERY DAY
CKUA

FRIDAY MAY. i:
TRANCECORE
DJS
WARTIAN STATIC EMAGONIAL DEERA/LED. BASSJUN-KEY ANDCOOLBEARS.

2 WITH FUNDRAISING
: There are also exhibitors and a workshop : ALL AGES

SURELY TEMPLE
THURSDAYS

: tent, a children’s area, and donations of :
: non-perishable food items will be col- : Uh, that’s it. CKUA’s Spring 2009 fund> raising campaign is still going on until
: lected for the Edmonton Food Bank.

DOORS SPM - $5COVER $5.50 DOUBLES

= May 3. You want to keep the radia play: ing? Well, head on over to ckua.com and

: hit the "pledge now* button, or give the
: station a call at 1.800.494.2582. W

ByTRON,DC,OPTOMLX PRIME& MYURU FERNANDO
WWW.STARLITEROOM.CA
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RENDEZVOUS
PUB Metal

As

“4. ‘KindnessEdmanton Symphony
‘Wily Away Team; 9:30am

JEKYLL AND HYDE (PUB) Every
Friday: Headwind (classicpop/rock),
9pm;
No cover

WEEKLY

JETNIGHTCLUB
AllHiseFails
with Guests
Bounce, Nestor Delano, Luke
Morrison
BAR-B-BAR D) James; no cove

FAX YOUR FREE LISTINGS TO 780.426.2889
OR EMAIL LISTINGS@ VUEWEEKLY.COM
DEADLINE: FRIDAYAT 3PM
TUTTE
LCCC CULL CLD COU ELEC UOC CLO CCLCeCCC CC

Edectic jams withNevin~indie

soul,motown,
newwave, electrc
Underdog: Perverted Fridays: Pun}
and Ska from the‘606 "ys and ‘gc
with Fathead

ATLANTIC
TRAP AND GILL
‘The Derina Harvey Band
AVENUE THEATRE Mark Me For

BOOTS Retro Disco: retro dance

BUDDY'S We made 'em famous
DJ EddyToonflash, come eariy 1c

‘Dead, Letters toElise, Hitler and

avold lineup, nocover before spn
(CHROME LOUNGE Pistinus
VIP Fridays
EMPIRE BALLROOM
hop, house, mash up;no min.
ESMERELDA'S
Exxies Freakir
Frenzy Pridays:
Playing the bex
incountry
FUNKY BUDDHA (WHYTE

the Juice,IntheMidst ofa Murder,

10551SZ Avenue {Upstairs!}
730-432-5053

‘State the Obvious, Breakfate; all

ages; 7pm;$10(advy/S15
(door)
AXIS CAFE The PlainJanes
AZUCAR PICANTE America Rosa
BLUE CHAIR CAFE Rockin' with

ages; 6-30-10-30pm;
S10

BLUE CHAIR CAFE Rockin’ with
Ronnie After Work hosted byRon
Rault every Thu and Fri46pm

BLUE CHAIR CAFE Lisa Nicole

AVE) Top tracks,
rock,retro wit!
Dj Damian
GAS PUMP Top 4o/dance with
DJGhiistian

Grace (jazz pop)
BLUES
ON WHYTE Don
Johnson

CHRISTOPHER'S
PARTY PUB
Open stage hosted byAlberta

featuring Tanya Morgan, Masia

Grude; 6-10pm

One, The Greater Good (hip hop/
Tap}no. minors, 9pm|
(door S12 at
TIX on the Square, door

COAST TO COAST PUB AND

LEVEL 2 LOUNGE Hypnoiig
Friday: Breakbezt, house,

CARROT Live music Friday= Dave
in the City, Rumble Strippers,
Nobody likes Dwight; no cover
DRUID Guitar heroes

DUSTER’S PUB Thursday open
jam hosted byThe Assassins of
Youth (bhies/rockk gpm; no cover
DV8 Open micThursdays
ECO CAFE-VILLAGE AT
PIGEON LAKE Open Mic Nights
ast and 3rd Thu every month; 6:30-

830pm; openmic@deadmansdog.
com
ENCORE CLUB industry Music
and Networking Night; io
HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB Open
jam; 630pm
HULBERT'S Devon Belcourt;

8pm; Sio (door)
JAMMERS PUB Thursday open
jam;7-apm
JAND R Open stage with the
Poster Boys (pop/rock/blues),
830pm-230am
JULIAN'S—Chateau Louls Justin

Serink (jazzpiano}; Spm

LB'S PUB Open jam with Ken
Skoreyko; 9pm

LIVE WIRE BAR Open Stage
‘Thursdays with Gary Thomas
NEW CITY LIKWID LOUNGE

The Hangouts, The Deadbeats,

Service: Fair (indie bands}, gpm

(door) $5 donation
NORTH GLENORA HALL Jam

byWild Rose Old Time Fiddlers
PAWN SHOP Paramedic (CD

release), Five Alarm Funk, Tiffany
Ball; gpm; tickets atTicketMaster,

Megatunes, Blackbyrd

RED PIANO-PIANO BAR

Hottest dueling piano show

POTTY UMBRELLA & OLD WIVES
MAY 1.2009 - PRIN SHOP, EDMONTON

BILLY BOB’S LOUNGE Escapack
Entertainment

von Bieker; all ages; 7-30-9-30pm;

$5 (doar)

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE
Big Rock Thursdays: DJs on 3
levelsTopwise Soundsystem spin
Dub & Reggae in The Underdog

CASINO EDMONTON The
‘Classics (easy rock)
CASINO YELLOWHEAD Suite

BUDDY'S Wet underwear contest

every Friday night with hast Leona

with Mia Fellow, midnight, DJ
WestCoastBabyDaddy

FILTHY MCNASTY'S Punk Rock

Bingo withDJSWAG.
FLUID LOUNGE Girls Night out
FUNKY BUDDHA (WHYTE
AVE) Requests with DJ Damian

GAS PUMP Ladies Nite: Top 4o/
dance withDJChristian
GINGUR SKY Urban Substance
Thursdays
HALO Thursdays Fo Sho: with
Allout DJs DJ Degree, Junior Brown
KAS BAR Urban House: with DJ
Mark Stevens; 9pm

LEVEL 2 LOUNGE Dish
Thursdays: funky house/techno
with DJ Colin Hargreaves, house/
breaks with DJ Krazy K, hardstyle/
techno with DJ Decha, tech trance/
electro with DJ Savage Garret; no
Tainors; no cover

NEW CITY SUBURBS Bingo at
s:3opm followed by Electroshack
Therapy with Dervish Nazz Nomad

and Plan B (electro, retro)
ON THE ROCKS Salsaholic

‘Thursdays; Dance lessons at Spm;

SalsaDytofollow
OVERTIME SOUTH Retroto
New. classic rock, R&B, urban and
dance with DJ Mikee; opm-aam;
no cover
PLANET INDIGO-ST. ALBERT
HitIt Thursdays: breaks, electro

33 (pop/rock)

COAST TO COAST Open Stage

Burkey at 9pm.
CROWN AND ANCHOR Train

Wreds gpm; no cover

DUKE OF ARGYLL Dwayne
Cannan (blues, 505/605, roots,
originals)

DVB TAVERN Live music every
Fri; opm; $5

EDDIE SHORTS Major Major

Drakes Theory, ET Quartet; gpm.
(oor); $10 (door)
STEEPS—OLD GLENORA Live

Music Fridays: Darryl Matthews on

Pipgressive and electro with Gr:

Cuvy, DJ Fuze
NEWCASTLE
PUB Fridays

NEW CITY LIKWID LOUNGE p

April 24; 8:30-1630pm

Anarchy Adam (Punk)

TOUCH OF CLASS Todd
Reynolds (pop/rock), 8:30pm
UNITARIAN CHURCH Anna

OVERTIME SOUTH Retro to

Beaumont, One Voice Choir; Rumi

and Hafiz (poetry), Martin Kloppers,

Dwayne Hrynkiw, Jamie Philp and
Catherine Potter; 7:30pm (door),

8pm (concert); $1s (adv$20 (door);
tickets at 780.455.4962
URBAN LOUNGE Mustard Smile
WILD WEST SALOON Robert
Rowan

Hou

dance mix with DJ Donovan

New: classic rock, R&B, urban an:

dance
with DJMikee; 9om-2am:
ihocover
PLAY NIGHTCLUB The first ba
for the queer community to open

ina decade with DJ's Alex Brown
and Eddie Toonflash; 9pm (door; $
www playnightchib.ca
RED STAR Movin’ on Up Frida

indie,
rock,funk, soul,hip hop with

DJGatto, DJ Mega Wattson

(rock and roll)

XCWRECKS Mir. Lucky (blues/

ROUGE LOUNGE Solice Frid

ENCORE CLUB The Hardline

roots}; 8-12; no cover

SPORTSWORLD INLINE AND
AND ROLLER SKATING DISCO

Blues Band; 8pm (door)
FRESH START CAFE Live music
Fridays: Cruiseline (modem rock}

Andrew Trio; 8pm (door|/opm.

(chow), $14(member)/$8 (guest)at

Retro and Disco; 7-1030pm; wwe:

6-gpm; $5

‘Ticketmaster Event

sports-world.ca
STOLL'S
Top 40, R&B, house with

YARDBIRD SUITE Hutchinson

HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB

Melissa McClelland, Jason Plumb;
tickets at www.foundationconcerts.

com

CANADIAN WESTERN BANK

Top 4o Request with a mix of

People’s DJ
STONEHOUSE PUB Top 40 with
Dj Tysin
SUEDE LOUNGE Dj Nic-E

HORIZON STAGE-Spruce
Grove George Fox, 730pm; $30

Random Acts of Musical Kindness:
Edmonton Symphony Wily Away
Team; 1oam

Remined every Friday

CLASSIC LANDMARKS Random

TEMPLE T.G1 Psydays; opm

HULBERT'S Slowbum; 8-10pm;

Acts of Musical Kindness:

(adult)/Sas (student/senior)

$10 (door)
HYDEAWAY The Secretaries,
Draggin’ Hearts Horn and
Chorus Ensemble, 7 and 7 Is, The
Loudhailers, DJ Roland Pemberton
zit

IRISH CLUB Jam session;
8pm;
no cover

IVORY CLUB Duelling
piano show
with Jesse, Shane, Tiffany and Erik

Edmonton Symphony
Wily Away
Team; 10:45am,

GLOBAL TELEVISION Random
Acts of Musical Kindness:

Edmonton Symphony WilyAway
Team; 2-30am

WUNDERBAR Fridays with the
Pony Girls, DJ Avinder and D)
Toma; no cover

Y AFTERHOURS Foundation

Fridays

sepseeeeeeeeneiesa

JUBILEE AUDITORIUM
Edmonton Opera's encore: a launch

ATLANTIC TRAP AND Gill.

party with a twist: Storm the Stage;

AVENUE THEATRE Sleeping Gil

andguests

Spm; $40 at the Edmonton Opera

JEFFREY'S
Alfie Zappacosta; $35,

MELCOR Random Acts of Musical

The Derina Harvey Band

box office, 780.429.1000

+ ALL SAINTS’ ANGLICAN CHURCH 10035-103 St» ARTERY 9535 Jasper
Ave » ATLANTIC
TRAP AND GILL 7yo4 Calgary Tral_:

South, 780.432.4611 - AVENUE THEATRE 9030-118 Ave, 780.477.2149 - AUDIO ARK 10745-124 St - AXIS
10349 Jasper Ave,
780.990.0031 » BANK ULTRA LOUNGE 10765 Jasper Ave, 780.420.9098 « BILLY BOB'S Continental Inn, 16625 Stony Plain Rd, :
? 780484751 BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE 10425-82 Ave, 780.439.1082 « BLUE CHAIR CAFE 9624-76 Ave, 780.989.2861 « BLUES ON WHYTE 10329-82 Ave, 780.439.3981 - BLUE QUILL COM i

} MUNITY CENTRE 1304-25 Ave- BOOTS 10242-106 St,780.423.5014» BRIXK BAR 1030-102 St (downstairs), 780.428.1099 « BUDDY'S 1n725B Jasper Ave,780.488.5636 «CASINO EDMONTON

2 7055 Argyll Rd, 780.463.9467 « CASINO YELLOWHEAD 12464-153 St, 780 424 9467 - CHATEAU LOUIS-Julian's/Royal Coach/Touch ofClass 11727 Kingsway,
780452 7770 - CHRISTOPHER'S

} PARTY PUB 202: Millbourne Rd,West,720.462.6565 » CHROME LOUNGE 232Ave,Victoria
Trail«
COASTTOCOAST PUB sssz Calgary Trall,780.439.8675 » CONVOCATION HALL Aris
3 Bldg, U ofA,780.492.3611 « COPPERPOT RESTAURANT Capital Place, 101, 9707-110 St, 780.452.7800 » CROWN AND ANCHOR 15277 Castledawns Ra, 780.472.7696 - CROWN PUB 10709

3 209 St, 780.428.5618 » DIESEL ULTRA LOUNGE 11845 Wayne Gretzky Drive, 780,704.CLUB - DEVANEY'S IRISH PUB 9013-88 Ave - DOW CENTENNIAL CENTRE Shell Theatre, 8700

3 St, Hwy 21, Pt Saskatchewan, 780.992.6400 « DRUID 11606 Jasper Ave, 780.454.9928 » DUSTER'S PUB 6402-118 Ave, 780.474.5554 « DVB TAVERN 8307-59 St, wwwDVETAVERN.com « EARLY

£ STAGE SALOON aou-s2 Ave, Stony Plain« ECO CAFE Village atPigeon Lake - EDMONTON EVENTS CENTRE WEM Phase Il],780.48.SHOW « ENCORE CLUB 957FirSt,Sherwood Prk
3 780,417.01 + FIDDLER'S ROOST 8906-99 St- FILTHY MCNASTY'S 10511-82 Ave, 780.915.1557 » FLUID LOUNGE 10105-109 St,780.429.0700 « FOX PUB 100, 10125-109 St« FOXX DEN

} Camegi Drive, St.Albert « FRESH START CAFE Riverbend Sq,780.433.9623 « FUNKY BUDDHA 10341-82 Ave,780.433.9676 « GAS PUMP 1016-114 St,780.488 48 + GINGUR SKY 15§05-3 °
Ave,

780.923.4312/780.953 3606« HALO 10538 Jasper Ave,780.423 HALO + HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB 15.204 (basement), Stony PlainRd,780.756.6010 « HOOLIGANZ PUB 10704-124 St,780.452.2158 i

} « HULBERT'S 7601-115 St,780.436.61 » HYDEAWAY All AgesArtSpace 1209-100 Ave« IRON BOAR PUB 4s11-sist St,Wetaskiwin « IMORY CLUB 2940 Calgary TrailSouth «

Bi:

£ PUB 11948-127 Ave, 780.451.8779 + JAND R 4003-106 St,780.436.4403 + JEFFREY'S CAFE o64o 142 St, 780.451.8890
»JEKYLL AND HYDE PUB AND RESTAURANT Riverview Inn, seeea

Ave,

780.426.5381 (pub)780.429.508 (rest) JETNIGHTCLUB 9221-34 Ave,780-466.6552 - KASBAR10444-82 Ave,780.433.6768 « L.B'SPUB23AkinsDr,St.Albert,780.460.9100 -LEGENDS PUB :

3 6104-172 St,780.481.2786 » LEVA 86Ave, 10 Street - LEVEL 2 LOUNGE 11607 Jasper Ave,andFI,780.447-4495 « LIVE WIRE 1107 Knotwood Rd.East - LOOP LOUNGE 367StAlbert Ra,St Albert, :

TEK CAFE 1013-79 St» NEWCASTLE PUB 6108-90 Ave, 780.490.1999 - NEW
2 CITY 1008 Jasper Ave,780.989.5066 « NIKKI DIAMONDS 8:30 Gateway Blvd,780.439.8006 « NORTH GLENORA HALL 13535-109A Ave- O'BYRNE'S 10616-82 Ave,780.414.6766 - O'MAILLE'S i

3 780.4602122
« MCCALLUM 11755-108 Ave « MCDOUGALL UNITED CHURCH 10025-101 St- Mi

} IRISH PUB 398St.Albert Ti,StAlbert «180 DEGREES 10730-107 St,780.414.0233 - ONTHE ROCKS 11730 Jasper Ave,780.482.4767 » OVERTIME DOWNTOWN 110304-121 St,780.4253543 !
2 + OVERTIME SOUTH Whitemud Crossing, 4211-106 St,720.4851717 « PALACE CASINO-WEM 8882-170 St,780.444.2122 « PAWN SHOP 10551-82 Ave, Upstairs, 780.432.0814 + PE

:

£12Liberton Dr,St.Albert«PLAY NIGHTCLUB 10220-103 St*PLEAS” :
$ CHURCH 15643-96 Ave,780.477.2725 PLANET INDIGO-JASPER AVE 11607Jasper Ave« PLANET INDIGO-ST ALBERT
4 ANTVIEW COMMUNITY HALL10860-57 Ave» PROHIOBITION SPEAKEASY 11026 JasperAve,780.420.0448 + QUEEN ALEXANDRA HALL 10425 University Ave« REDPLANO-Piano

1638Bourbon St,WEM, 8882-370 St,780.4867722 » RED STAR 10538Jasper Ave,780.428.085 - RENDEZVOUS PUB 10108-149 St- ROBERTSON -WESLEY UNITED CHURCH 10209-223
« ROSEBOWL/ROUGE LOUNGE 1011-117 St,780.482.5253 - ROSE AND CROWN 10235-101 St« STTWMOTHY'S ANGLICAN CHURCH 8420-145 St- SECOND CUP-MOUNTAIN

;

St:
EQUIP:

} MENT 12336-102 Ave,780.4517574+ SECOND CUP-STANLEY MILNER LIBRARY 7SirWinston Churchill Sq- SECOND CUP-VARSCONA Varscona Hotel, 106St,Whyte Ave» SIDELINERS :
} PUB 1018-127 St,453-6006 » SOBEYS URBAN FRESH-Jasper 10404 Jasper Ave« SOBEYS URBAN FRESH-COLLEGE PLAZA 8225 ua St» SPORTSWORLD 2710-104 St- STARLITE

} ROOM 1030-102 St,780.428.1099 - STEEPS—OLD GLENORA 12411 Stony Plain Rd,780.488.1505 STEEPS TEA LOUNGE-COLLEGE PLAZA 1116-82 Ave,780.988.8105 » STOLLI'Sand Fl, :
: 10368-82 Ave,780.437.2293 « SUEDE LOUNGE 12806 Jasper Ave, 780.482.0707 » TAPHOUSE 9020 McKenney Ave, StAlbert, 780.458.0860 + UNION HALL Argyll, 99St,780:702.2s82 « UNITAR™ :

}-IAN

CHURCH 10804-119 St* UNITY CHURCH OF EDMONTON 13210-106 Ave,780.913.6466 URBAN LOUNGE 10544-82 Ave,7804377699 * WHISTLESTOP LOUNGE 12416-132 Ave,780. :

3 45.5506 - WILD WEST SALOON 1252-50 St,780.476.3388 - WUNDERBAR 8120-101 St,780.436.2286 « * KAWRECK'S 9303-50 St,780.466.8069 - ¥YAFTERHOURS 10028-102 St, 780.9925: :

= wwwyafterhours.com » YESTERDAYS PUB 12, 205Camegie Dr,St.Albert,780.459.0295
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: battle for iTunes sales gets a little more complicated
Tunes has made itself the top music : 2008. But 14 billion times 99 cents is,
stailer on the planet through a simple : well, less than US$14 billion in revenue,
marketing strategy: it allows users to : Think how many sales of full albums
: music a song at a time, for only
were lost because users were happy to
have that one song? Betcha the
9 cents.
potential sales lost were greater
instead of the old vinyl-casthan US$14 billion.
<ette-CD model, that made
When EMI announced in
pople shell out for an ena
least
at
February that it was starting
jre album—or
@ project on iTunes’ US site,
naxi-single—even though |
which has now spread to other
whe consumers may have
iTunes retail locations around
peer lured
inbythat one song
peothe globe, that it would offer a pass
on the radio, iTunes allowed
program, it was a sign that the labels
sje to pick and choose their music as
t had realized that the battle to get users
ey wish,
Because the one-song-at-a-time model : to buy albums had been lost. More bells
has been so successful, the record indus- i and whistles were needed. Instead, fans
has a problem. The success of the re- : could pay a fee for a pass, which would
i model has always been based on sell- : allow them to not only have access to a
ing millions of albums at, well, around : specific EMI artist's new album, but, ac615 a pop. So, even the sales of hundreds { cording to the label, "exclusive singles,
£ millions worth of singles at 99 cents : remixes, video and other content from
ach, well, it doesn't make up for the CD. : their favourite artists over a set period of
yen when you take out manufacturing : time, delivered to their libraries as soon
and shipping costs, you still need to sell : as they're available."
at least 10 times the amount of 99-cent : It began with Depeche Mode and
singles than $9.99 albums to gét to the : the program has also been adopted
: by the Fray.
ame kind of profit point.
According to the International Federa- : The Depeche Mode pass retails for
tion of the Phonographic Industry's stats, : USS18.99, more than the cost of an althere were 1 billion legal single-song : bum on iTunes,
transactions made around the world in : And according to the Fray's own web-

ENTER

oR

i site, "Fans who purchase the Pass startt ing today will get six live songs from
: their iTunes Live from SoHo sessions plus
:: an exclusive live video from the band's
= recent Webster Hall performance in New
: York City. Then, as it becomes available,
; purchasers will receive new and exclusive

? content from the Fray delivered directly
: to their iTunes library through August—
: including a haunting cover of Kanye
: West's ‘Heartless, a live performance
: from Abbey Road Studios, exclusive mu-

} anyone know how to properly use collec-

+ tive pronouns? Sigh.), you should be hap+ py to know the Fray’s pass is available on

: iTunes Canada for $16.99.

: But all these bells and whistles might
: not do anything for you, because |get the

: feeling that, if you're an iTunes user, you
: figure that, well $17 should get you 17

: I'm not hopeful. W

:
: Steven Sandor is a former editor-in-chief
> of Vue Weekly, now an editor and author

: living in Toronto.

9pm-22m

SOBEYS
URBAN SOUNDS Doug = NEW CITY SUBURBS Saturdays

LOOP LOUNGE Jamhosted
byJ,

JEFFREY'S Alfie Zappacosta; $35

Bemer Trio (jzzz)

Suck with Greg Gory and BlueJay

Lenny B andthe Cats; 430pm ‘til

AVENUE Suggestive Saturdays:

NEWCASTLE PUB Sunday

residents

James and Crawdad; 3-6pm

RED STAR Saturdays indie rock,
hip hop, and electro with Dj Hot
Philly and guests

NEW CITY OpenMicSunday
hosted by Ben Disaster; gpm (signup} no cover

AZUCAR PICANTE America Rosa

Sold Out
JEKYLL AND HYDE PUB

PLANET INDIGO-JASPER

STARLITE ROOM Mastodon,
Intronaut, Kylsea; 8pm (door);

breaks electrohouse withPl

tickets Sold Out

Headwind (classic pop/rock}; 9pm;

The Old Seed; 4-6pm; nocover
BLUE CHAIR CAFE Steve
Mariner

JET NIGHTCLUB Killing Casual
‘with Dear “IncertYou Name Here,
guests

BLUES ON WHYTE Saturday

JET NIGHTCLUB Backroom (back

UNITY CHURCH OF

Afternoon Jam; Don Johnson

entrance} Hip hop every Sat

EDMONTON Spring concert:

very Saturday aftemoon; thisweek

110 cover

STEEPS-COLLEGE PLAZA

Gilbert:and Suzie, guest; 8pm;free
© TOUCH OF CLASS Todd
Reynolds (pop/rock); 83pm

RENDEZVOUS Survival metal

[evening)
»
UUAN'S—Chateau Louis
Gindy Zuby,jim McCloskey, Dianne
(jazzpiano}, 8pm Unger, Randy Wolfert, George
BRIX BARSpecialOh Snap; gpm Graham Lawrence
{doors $s(door)

CARROT Open micSaturdays:
opm; free
Facaic searrteal
ate

Chassi

Suite

eee
3

ANCHOR

and

Trai

ee

Wreck ee

vith Marshall eee RS

(Sign-up)—
Harvils9opmn
Sit 2

tate maDegn

YARDBIRD SUITE Ganelin

sports-world.ca

andtheBlue Hearts (R&
Lionhart

SUEDE LOUNGE The Finest

Petro Pokjin (dassical guitar} spe

ee

toran

release

eas

O'BYRNE'S Live Band Saturday

37pm: DJ 90pm

=

TicketMaster,

JUBILEE AUDITORIUM Verdi's La

‘Whalen (soprano), Mare Herviewx,

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE

Music

ea BEE Accs

Floor: Menace Sessions: altrock/

ENCORE CLUB The Hardline
Blues Band;8pm(doar),
HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB Tam

Phillips andTheMen ofConstant

Sorrore(CDrelesse,7pen(oor,

Sio(door)

$0 (don

Spm;

190Mile House;

HILL

hoes! aed

ee
a

Me

Have-h

Tbe

BOAR:

romans 2

the1stSaturday

ean

monthTheDosBers

9; 6

=

‘ame

CLUB Duslling planothow
WORY
WithJene,Shane‘Tifa
Guests

aE,

PUBsaturday

Kazsalobby:
hosted
byDr
David
Gok
atasm
tickets
a Jubilee
eS

eas

Saturday DJs onthreelevels. Main

MissMannered
gospe))Chen “ecrofrashwith
Lewis(Canbbean
BUDDY'S Undie night for men
B Allen (jazz/cont
praise) Septimus Alerander(sm,__-—-*MYsftee
poolandtourney DJ
The BereanCalgary King's Men
(Blackspiritual gospe),Aboriginal

:

ea

ae

aa

a

©SUNDAY

Sesker
BedShag
Corpet andal
Sa
kde

gpm(docr}no
Diplo(Djelectronic}
‘minors;ticketsatTicketMaster

every Saturday

boxoffice720230600
Auditorium

EARLY
STAGE SALOONbates

EDDIE SHORTS Major Major
(rock androll)
EDMONTONEVENTCENTRE

ROSE AND CROWN BigHank

STOLLI'S ON WHYTE Top 40,
‘R&B, house with People's DJ

loca

Gere chaise Aire one
e etic

Besopen andljaocsoumn aay,

oesOperaTalks:
Tieden 39pm:
Osgood:

bots.
tiated
Reggae
nightevery
Saturday

STONY PLAIN Saturday Live

Open StageJamhostedbyThe

Traviata:Edmonton Opera,Laura _-Cobra Commander andguests;

a

—

Stating Disco:Top4o Request

Vindicators (bhues/rock -8pm

Byfunk/pop} 6:oopm
ROYAL COACH-Chateau Louis

Underground
Howsewih Nis SECOND
CUP-MOUNTAIN
EQUIPMENT CO-OP Live music

esOF ARGYLL Dwayne
DUKE
DV8TAVERN Livemusicevery

2 PUB Sundays
ORLANDO'S

witha mixofretroanddisco;

yew eryLiKWID LOUNGE

Sncun DiaEnte

O'BYRNE'S OPEN mic jam with

Sportsworld Inline andRoller

Tho Priority; 8pm (door)/gpm
(show) $:8(member)Sz2 (guest)at

Y AFTERHOURS
Release Saturday
Gy

BLUEPEARRESTAURANT

‘<*

peaks
Berner
Duo

BLUE CHAIR CAFE Nuages Duo:

mee

ONWHYTE Madcaps
BLUES

CROWN PUB Every Sun:Band

.

everySuny2-qpmSundays:

ROOM Murer
STARLITE
ees

pilecae

ice

Blackbyrd,

ea acne

YARDBIRD
SUITESp
JayAnthony
(CDrelease
So XTX

on theSquare,Acoustic MusicShop

a

a

See

CONVOCATION
,
n HALL BachSuite

Project Morning coffeeconcert;

soar

ROBERTSON -WESLE UNITED
; Alberta

CHURCH):

Waraooy;
ssp S:untl july; Baregue pers org

BticPo,Antidae; Abigails Cross
peers
-«-EMPIREBALLROOM(Rechip DEyANEY’S
IRISH PUBCeltic

praise andworship bySheila
hop, house, mash up
ESMERALDA'S SuperParties:
Willier, Echoes ofYouth Choir,
theme
Valerie Loo(pop -—-—Every Satadifferent
Wajo Drummers,
FLUID LOUNGE Ssturdays Gone
‘Garibbean gospel}; 6:30pm; S25
Gold Mash-Up: with Harmen B
(adeyS30 (door)/S5 (child 8 -12/

Music Session, hosted byKeriLynne Zwicker, ¢-7pm
EDDIE SHORTS Sunday open

stage,allgearprovided: hostRob

sano
eee
aia

aie
icons
=
sworn tg
ls
te
raat
ai
aR

Sls

HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB Souljah

senior)free (under 8 yrs)

and DJ Kwake

Edmonton
BluesSociety:Slowburn,

AVE)Toptracksrock,retrowith

Rhea
Hyah Sunulayebested by

McbmeGoml

ggg"

Kickback 8pm-2

Dj Damian

(student)/$s (restaurant/pub

withpaystub)
employees

pense

pert

it

Soulout Saturdays
Hottest. GINGURSKY
RED PIANO-PIANOBAR

PRR eReee nee nee ene ene

dueling piano show featuring the

HALO For Those Who Know:

HAWRELAK PARK Edmonton

eat

Red Piano Players; 9pm-2am

house every Sat with DJ Junior

Earthpest rectly

Improy, aa

REXALL PLACE Leonard Cohen;

Brown, Luke Morrison, Nestor

Bomeo

BLACK

RIVER.CREE RESORT AND

LEVEL 2 LOUNGE Sizzle

CASINO-LIVE LOUNGE Aero- *

myth (Aerosmith tribute)

Delano, AriRhodes

Saturday; D] Groovy Cuvy and

Lion

Dancers, Incanto,

Peter Puffin, HisWorship Mayor

Steven Mandel andPeter Janser,

Bob Jahrig, Samantha King, Dale

Ladouceur, Broke Ensemble

NEWCASTLE PUBSaturdays: Top So
ROSE AND CROWN BigHank
Lionbart
andtheBlueHearts(R& 40, requests
withDJSheri
Cane
me oy
Rhea March; 7pm: $5/person
NEW CITY LIKWID LOUNGE
‘B/funkypop), 9:30pm
eee pe
Punk RawkSaturdays withTodd
SOBEYS COLLEGE PLAZA

VAWAERS
Jim.
2750pmm eountryfrok
band AUstrey
OchoaTho(x2)

andAlex

Jager Shots
ALL NIGHT!

ON THE ROCKS Shocker Sundays
9pm
with TheMishaps;

Cathy Kowalski, Gary
‘Selmer,

TEK CAFE
MORANGO'S
Saturday open stage: hosted byDr.

|

$4.25 .
Bud
ALL NIGHT!

$4.25

Robb Angus (the Wheat Pool)

WILD WEST SALOON Robert

Gilham
beet

W.MYSPACE.COM/URBANLOUNGEEDMONTON

open stage with Willy
acoustic

age everySaturday afternoon
Beale

onde

Meise

ce ete

night

©SPORTSWORLD
ROLLERSKATING DISCO

whenever

hosted byGord Macdonald

LB'S PUB Molsons Saturday open

HU//MAY 14

ia

= songs of your choosing, enough for one
: hell of a mix.
: I'll be fascinated to see EMI/Ap: ple's sales figures on these passes.

60pm (door ko
BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE Hair

"THUTTAPRSO) RATTLESNA

: sic and video from their pending summer
: tour and much more.”
: Despite the brutal writing above (does

AXIS CAFE Kelti Malone

of the Dog:liveacoustic music

er202

Kreeiere

e aT

a

aa

Sots

FREEHOUSE

Sepa

Seay

Ss pam

-

ene
a

es
aesleae er
ind
TpHop;
ote xopmnpes RudyElectro;
sr
rocaiie hele)
anh

ee

with quests

POTTY UMBRELLA & OLD WIVES
MAY 1,2009 - PAWN SHOP EDMONTON
TICKETS AT TICKETMASTER & BLACKBYRD
WWW.FOUNDATIONCONCERTS.COM

eee
ESSSSCSC~C~COCU
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SICZS

LEONARD
OHEN
Ny

“The legendary singer-songwriter
eclaims his legacy with a show
destined
for historic status.”

“It was one of the most magical
concerts I've ever seen...

“The venerated

...filled

musician/novelist/poct,

New York City’s Beacon Theatre...

with a dazzling three-hour show
that included six encores and
more than a dozen standing ovations.”

COMMENT

>> ELEC

CLASH

Electroclash backlash?
Electroclash is a subgenre of electro music that : self-parody), the songs benefit.
thrived in the late '90s and early ‘OOs until me- ©
The title track is a slinky, sophisticated-soun4)

dia saturation and diffusion into other subgenres

the re-appropriation of gender roles in pop art.
Unfortunately, that flirtation with crossover suc-

NEW CITY SUBURBS Get Down

Sundays with Neighbourhood Rats

OVERTIME DOWNTOWN Sunday
Industry Night: Requests with DJ Bo

WUNDERBAR Sundays Dj Gallatea
and XS, guests; no cover

ee
a

aaa

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE

Sleeman Mondays: live music

stage Mondays with different

(Big Cat) Mackenzie

presented by Jimmy Whiffen of Hole
inthe Guitar Productions; 8-12

DOW CENTENNIAL CENTRE Jesse

Cook 7-30pm; $46.50 (adult)/S43-50
(senior/student)

HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB Jazz Night;

7pm; $10 (door)/$s (student)
PLEASANTVIEW COMMUNITY

HALL Acoustic instrumental old

time fiddle jam hosted by the Wild
Rose Old Tyme Fiddlers Society; 7pm
REXALL PLACE The Killers: 7pm;
$49.50, $39.90, $30.50 at TicketMaster

ROSE BOWL/ROUGE LOUNGE

The Legendary Rose Bowl Monday
Jam: hosted by Sherry-Lee Wisor/
Mike McDonald (alternating).
opm-12am

Djs
BAR WILD Bar Gone Wild

Mondays: Service Industry Night; no
minors; 9pm-2am
BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE
Main Moor; Eclectic Nonsense,

Confederacy of Dunces, Dad Rock, T]
Hookah and Rear Admiral Saunders

BUDDY'S NIGHTCLUB Rudy
Electro latest and greatest in House,

AEGLive.com

AEG
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pS) canada.com

r
CZ

Progressive and Trip-Hop; 12am-

30am; interested guest DJs inquire

night; 9pm-zam; featuring guests;
hosted by Mark Ammar and Noel

MCDOUGALL UNITED CHURCH
Dead Ends and Detours: An Evening

With Jorma Kauikonen
(blues guitar) Barry
Mitterhof (mandolin 70pm; $40 atTIX
on the Square, Southside Sound
NEW CITY SUBURBS SNFU,

E“Town Beatdown, Bum Hollywood
Bum, Better OffDead (punk rock}
9pm (door); no minors; tickets at

New City, Megatunes, Freecloud
O'BYRNE'S Celtic Jam with

Shannon Johnson and friends
SECOND CUP-124 STREET Open

mic every Tue; &-10pm
SECOND CUP-STANLEY

MILNER LIBRARY Open mic every
Tue; 7-9pm

9pm-nam

FILTHY MCNASTY'S Metal
Mondays: with DJ SWAG.

NEW CITY LIKWID LOUNGE
Daniel and Fowler (eclectic tunes)

t mio
IN STORES NOW
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BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE Main

Bluegrass Girdle Music Society

Floor; CJSR’s Eddie Linchpail:

Wednesday evening
RED PIANO-PIANO BAR |.
Shiraz Wednesdays featuring Dav

BUDDY'S Free pool and toumey, DJ
Arrowchaser, 9pm.

RIVER CREE RESORT AND

cover with studentID

CASINO-LIVE LOUNGE Ly!
Hobbs
SECOND CUP-MOUNTAIN

FUNKY BUDDHA (Whyte Ave)
Latin and Salsa music, dance lessons
80pm

Wed, 8-10pm

Reggae music, no cover

SHAW CONFERENCE CENTRE

NEW CITY LIKWID LOUNGE
‘abilly, Ghoul-rock, spooky with DJ
Vylan Cadaver
RED STAR Tuesdays: Experimental

Indie Rock, Hip Hop, Electro with
DJ Hot Philly

SPORTSWORLD INLINE AND
AND ROLLER SKATING DISCO

Retro Night: 7-10:30pm; wenw.

, Foosh, Listen, Blackbyrd,
Unionevents.com
wwwnunionevents.com for info
YARDBIRD SUITE Tuesday Nights

Emie Tersigni; 8:30-.0pm

TEMPLE Wyld Style Wednesday:
Live hiphop,every Wed:$5

(CD release concert), The

music once a month The Ghost is

pic

Edmonton Metropolitan Choru:

apm; $20 at Winspear box offic

Danang; iopm; no cover

BLUES ON WHYTE Too Slim and

the Taildraggers

BANK ULTRA LOUNGE Wen

COPPERPOT RESTAURANT Live

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE M

jazz every Wednesday night; 6-gpm;
EDDIE SHORTS Open stage every

FIDDLER'S ROOST Little Flower
Open Stage with Brian Gregg,

FOXX DEN The Mary Thomas Band
Wed night open stage; 8prn-1aarn.

HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB Open Stage
with ido; 80pm; free
HOOUGANZ PUB Open stage

(guest)

the Rubber Band (sing-along, dance,
comedy, karaoke, trivia) 81pm,$6
minimum charge

JUBILEE AUDITORIUM Verdi's La
Traviata: Edmonton Opera, Laura
Whalen (soprano), Mare Herviewx,

HYDEAWAY ALL AGES ART

office, 780.429.0600

Unionevents.com
STEEPS TEA-COLLEGE PLAZA
Open mic every Wed; hosted by

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE Main
Floor, Glitter Gulch Wednesdays: live

Wednesdays hosted by Shane and.

hosted byDrDavid Cookat6-4spm;

7pm, $36.50 at TicketMaster,

WILD WEST SALOON Fox
Worthee
WINSPEAR CENTRE zislan

Jam Sessions:
Wayne Feschuk Quartet; 30pm
(door)/8pm (show) $4 (member)/S4

ickets atJubilee Auditorium
bax

Bloc Party, Hot Hot Heat; all-ag
event with licensed beer gardens

sports-world.ca

Eee

Wed all gear provided

Josh Martinez, Attracted to Gods;
8pm (door); $25 at TicketMaster

EQUIPMENT Open Mic every

GINGUR SKY Bashment Tuesdays:

Star Jam with Alicia Tait and Rickey

Sidecar; Spm
STARLITE ROOM Atmosphere,

ev

Babcock and his Jump Trio

ESMERALDA'S
Retro every Tue;no

Dan Skakun Trio

FLUID LOUNGE Mondays Mixer

+ LeonardCohen.com

: respect in a field we aren't exactly renowned for is
> always welcome. W

SIDELINERS PUB Thiesday All

at kelly@michettLoom; karaoke

with Tizzy, amateur strip contest;

ticketmaster.ca + CHARGE: 780.451.8000
TICKETMASTER LOCATIONS

BLUES ON WHYTE Too Slim and

the Talldraggers
BRIXX BAR Big Rock Untapped and
Unplugged: Drew and April from
West of
Winnipeg; 9pm (door), free
(before 10pm)/s (after 10pm)
DRUID (JASPER AVENUE) Open
stage with Chris Wynters
B'S PUB Ammar's Moosehead
‘Tuesday open stage every Tuesday

songwmiters hosting each week

LIVE IN LONDON
CD & OVD

house ("Shoes,” "Mind Dimension”) and disco (°|

Wooftop: with DJ Gundam

monthly; no cover
BLUES ON WHYTE Too Slim and

the Taildraggers
DEVANEY'S IRISH PUB Open

Place

love

Don't Dance Here Anymore") with wry humour, ;
cess occasionally leads to bald-faced attempts at é fectly delivered vocals and social commentary.
mainstream attention. "Talk To Me," produced by
And then there's "What You Need," a noisy techno
Soulwax, sounds like an outtake from one of their : anthem so sprawling, dynamic and enticing that
sessions with the Gossip, lazy and blatantly courting
makes you feel like the Dewaele brothers totally
a Pink/Madonna audience. The music video has her = stuck Peaches with the cheap beats. No matter |
fighting with sexy ghosts and doing tricks with her : you want to classify it, Canadians making record
new blonde streak. It's similarly boring. Fortunate- : that are anticipated worldwide just lends more e;
ly, when the transparency is lifted and she settles : citement to the possibilities of the future. Piling

into what she does best (dictating sexual ambiguity,

THIS SATURDAY
dd | aa

Ve

with a concerted focus on sexuality and gender :
roles. And their release schedules happen to line
When done right, the sexual ambiguity an
up pretty well too.
; terious elements of the electroclash movement
"| dined and dashed on electroclash /... outlast the ? beyond new wave parody and into a tangible reali
backlash” are the first words Peaches (playing the
ic place. Tiga's outstanding album Ciao! (slated §
Starlite Room with Drums of Death on May 29) raps
elease on April 27) is a similarly dizzying stylist;
on her new album / Feel Cream. Arguably the more ; hodgepodge to | Feel Cream, but it never fail
popular of the two, her music has been featured : entertain or generate an emotional response. Py,
in major motion pictures like Lost In Translation.
duced with stunning consistency by LCD Sounds y
Born Merill Nisker, Peaches is generally considered = tem's James Murphy and the everpresent Soulway it
a 21st-century poster woman for LGBT rights and : punches up takes on '80s pop ("Gentle Giant’), aci

working symbiotically with production and avoiding

“Absolutely sublime.”

: big-room techno:number that Kylie would’

caused it to cease popularity. Outside of
while "Billionaire" is tweaked-out stom, it
other trailblazers like Fischerspooner, I've
electro rap ala SMD featuring one-hal/
cKLASH
always felt like electroclash was best
BA
€ Yo Majesty! and amusing brag rap fro
represented by Tiga and Peaches, reNisker ("Peachill reach around, wre:
spectively.
you to the ground/'ll take you to Re,
These two artists are intrinsically
/ Big trouble in little mangina’). "Reis
linked for several reasons. They're both
a sinister 808 monster, seerning| Y a pe
Canadian, they've both received major
der role reversal on David Banner's "p|
acclaim outside of our country and their
+.
While there are a few moments that
music mines pop, rap and electronic musical
water, like Soulwax's generic live band jam *s}
concepts from decades past, shares hot producers : stopper,” it suitably makes a case for the contin,
of the moment Soulwax and Gonzales and comes : relevance of Peaches. | Feel Cream drops May 4

Naomi
HULBERT'S
Every Wed Sing with

SPACE Doug Hoyer (EPrelease),
Calvin McElroy
(EP release} 7:30pm.

LEVEL 2 LOUNGE
Open mic
NEW CITY LIKWID LOUNGE
Bull Surk
Tarantuja

PLEASANTVIEW COMMUNITY
HALL Acoustic Bluegrass jam
presented
by the Northern

Nights: with DJ Harley

Floor: Blue Jay's Messy
Night: Brit pop, new w=:
‘n' roll with LL Goo! Joe

BUDDY'S Hump day with D)
Sexy Sean

DIESEL
ULTRA LOUNGE Wind ur

Wednesdays: R&B, hiphop,
D

LEGENDS PUB Fp hop/R82 w
DJ Spineyle

NEW CITY LIKWID LOUNGE5)

RED STAR Guest Djs every
Wednesday
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WATCH MELISSA MCCLELLAND PERFORMING LIVE IN THE VUE STUDIO
ON VUEWEEKLY.COM

proach to songwriting,” she explains. "It
can be good in a way, because people are
very productive there when it comes to
songwriting. It's not just waiting for the

you just need to get out of
fort zone to get a little work
fre a songwriter, that might
mean trying out a new chord. Or, it
en mean picking up and moving to

inspiration—it's like, no, you've got to sit
down at three o'clock in the afternoon
with
so and so and write a song and just
getit done.
"So it can be a good exercise, but I like

jiton’s Melissa McClelland did, along

it to be more of an organic process and a
natural experience,” she adds. "I find that

a whole new country. That's what Ham-

with her husband
Luke Doucet, for six
months durng the three years between

her last album, Thumbelina’s One Night
Stond and her newest, Victoria Day, when

the wo ofthem moved to Nashville. It
wasn't 2 spectacular time for McCleljand, but she did get some writing done
while she was there.
“It was kind of lonely, actually," she
remembers. “It was OK, but Luke and

I spend most ofour time on the road so

we don't
get that much time at home, so
{spend
alot of my life homesick anyway;
so to have our home be this completely
new place—it was a fun time but I was

also longing for familiar surroundings
and | kind oflocked myself
away during
that cime and just did a lot of writing and
itar a lot.
elt atewonderful musical history chere that we had a chance to draw
from. but the industry is also really huge

there and I think it kind of has a negative effect on the art that’s being made
there. so it kind of rubbed me the wrong
way « bit in that regard,” she continues.
“Tt was nice to come home to Canada and

Toronto, and there's such a thriving music scene here and it’s all about making
great music and good songwriting—it's
all about the craft, it’s not about trying to
write the next country hit.”

But while McClelland was hit by the
longing for her Canadian home during
her time in Music City, and the music

machine weighed heavy on her, she took

way kind of sucks the creativity out ofthe
process—but it can be good in ways, be-

cause when you're trying to write songs,
sometimes the best thing to do is just to
sit down and work through all the stuff
until you get something good.”

And the experience itself is something
McClelland is glad to have with her now.
Along with a trip along Route 66 she took
after the release of Thumbelina she says
that her Nashville period—and specifically the feelings she went through when
there—will likely inspire a song or two
at some point. Not that it always takes a
life-changing experience for McClelland
to flew her songwriting muscles.
"I draw from everything, like big experiences like that, but then I also write a lot
about family, history and dreams that I
have at night, memories from my child-

UPTOWN
fea;

KK

O° Gee

eB

Presents:

hood, so a bunch of different things—it
can really come from any place," she
says. "But those kinds of experiences definitely help—sometimes it takes a couple
of years before they actually turn into a

soant of the
“2008 Canadian

Maple Blues Award
for Female

song, but they usually, eventually do at
some point.”
At some point is the key, though; McClelland is not one to rush a song, confessing that she's not the most prolific
songwriter around. But when the songs
do come—and they do, even if she has to
sit down and just get it done—she makes
itcount. W

Vocalist of the Year”

FRI,APR24 (@PM)

away some experiences that she is quick

to admit are handy tools for a songwriter.
“People have a really different

ap-

wits speciar cusst:
@ Norwood Legion
_

Td - 82 St. Edmonton

JAAN BAKER

May 1,2009

*

$12.00 -Members $15.00 @ Door
wae ne Tickets in advance:
es Music, Southside Sound Doors @ 7:50pm Show @ 8:00 pm
Alberta,
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e years and five songs ago
1g wait, the Get Down gets down to releasing its first EP

|

avenenss
ulGRYRN@VUEWEEKLY.COM

from the ashes is one hell
of a

) of phrase. Evoking the Greek
myth ofthe phoenix—an invincible bird
that selfimmolates when old or injured
only toemerge ‘from the fire regenerated—the use of such an expression
applied to a band like the Get Down
couldn't be more apt; the band had to
actually emerge from afire. When the
“house that guitarists Pat Bourne and Ted
‘Wright were jamming in was burned
down by a meo-nazi upset over Bourne's
use ofa Soviet flag ascurtains, they losta
lot of gear and their at-that-point brand

new band was thrust onstage to participate in a benefit.
“| was just saying to somebody else yes-

_ terdlay that of the three years we've been
" around, two of those are regular time in
a band. The first year should have been
development—we were thrown into this

initially," explains Wright.
"We only had five or six songs so we
were playing all of these stupid covers,”
continues Bourne.
"We've gradually been working all
of those covers and shit out,” finishes
Wright, "It's just a matter of evolution.”
That evolution will be on display at
the band's CD release party for its new
EP, Dirty Power, this Saturday. In a time
where plenty of bands play their first
show with a full slate of merchandise,
it can be said that it has taken the Get
Down an epoch to release its first bit
of recorded music. In fact, from start
to finish the project took about a year,
something that the band says is actually a positive.
"We started working on it pretty heavily and then we just didn't go back to
the studio for a long time for whatever
reason, and went back in and finished it.
It worked out good that way—we went

back with a little bit of a different perspective on it," explains Bourne.
At only five songs long, the EP feels
like less of a full statement and more
of a short introduction—something
that leaves you ready for more. With
only five songs recorded in three years,
ready for more has been a constant state
of anyone who's a fan of the Get Down.
The band knows that its output has been
slow—but that's because the band hasn't
spent its time writing shitty songs.
"A lot of people talk about writing 50
songs for one record—well, you know
what? Probably 45 of those were shitty
to begin with,” laughs Wright. "We work
very, very hard at crafting our songs,
and ifthat means we're not as prolific as
some people then so be it." W

TOP
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UE // JORMA KAUKONEN
River of Time. While writing the music
for it, Kaukonen changed up his entire
creative process; he forced himself to be

his arm: starting out solo incofaccompanying Janis Joplin,
ne aswell ashis home, the Fur

ch in Ohio, where helives on 119

ns. a music school.

m is not the type ofartist

kindly tobeing pigeonholed.

J out asa blues purist, and even
nta while in a punk band in theearly
his hair purple and orange
it short. Kaukonen doesn't
thing, he does whatever he
oe hingedes he's not the
eerie
dreamy hokum.

"|need to tell youthat I'm notthe kind of

sywho has dreams where Italk todead
» and stuff—usually
Idon't dream at
hesaysover the
phone"In this particcase, because I'dbeen thinking about
4
grandmother, who's been gone

more disciplined in his writing, and to finish whatever he started.
"People that are tunesmiths, that write
songsall the time, I guess their processisa
little more organized," he laughs about the
haphazard way he's always written songs.
"Normally I don't do this, but I've found
that ifI really want to get something done,
ifit's important for me to finish writing a
song or whatever I'm doing, I have to get
off my lazy butt and actually startdoing it.
Before I went in to do my demos for this,
every time I got an idea I put down whatever I was doing and I went to my studio
and I worked on my idea. I don't normally
do that and I
realized
when I finished this
project that if I did that all the time I'd
probably write more songs—but I don't.”

Melissa McClelland

\
q

Still, the same artist who refused to be
branded as one thing or another, River
of Time contains a mish-mash of styles.
While most artists might prefer to make
an album in one musical vein before

April 24
Haven Social Club

moving onto another, Kaukonen jumps

from hopped-up bluegrass to rollicking
electric blues to pared-down folk on his
latest without missing a beat or disruptMay
ax,carnetomewiththis ing the flow.
"I guess it's just the way my mind works
iphor about while you're alive you're
ing through the river of time and and the people that like playing with,” he
you pass away you get left on the says of the album's lack of strict musical
Tealled my wife and she said, ‘You'd coherence. "I don't know if it’s a good or
bad thing." V
write that down—you're gonna
someday,’
and as fate would have

ong

UST2OA Stony Plan Bl. Doors < Tom Tix $15 adv/S20 bt

with special es Jason Plumb ,
Victoria Day

years later I sat down and wrote a
about it.”
ising a metaphor that came to him in

NEWALBUM
IN STORES NOW

ge
3

| suewmereanrrams

dream wasn't the only odd thing about

The
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Mother's Music would like to =.

thank the more than 300 of
you that came out to meet

Will & Chris Adler from
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Emilie-Claire Barlow

—

: Haven't We Met?

: (Empress Music)
> toto tr

Heaven and Hell
The Devil You Know

goes without raising much hell, which
is the curse that has befallen so much

(Rhino)
kkk

é
;

of Sabbath's output between the Os- :

bourne and Dio periods. The following :
track, “Fear,” suffers the same fate, with

all the players offering up fine facsimiles of the sound that Sabbath is known
for, but without bringing anythingnew

EDEN MUNRO
// RDEN@VUEWEEKLY.COM

eventeen years is close to an eternity in the music business. For
every band that sticks together for
that many years, there are a thousand
more that stumble and fall long before

that his voice rises and twists into an

they even come close to reaching a

Unfortunately, as with Dehumanizer,

milestone like that. The second-mostfamous version of Black Sabbath—the

the overall album turns outto be something of a mixed bag, with excellent

one with Ronnie James Dio taking the

songs like "Bible Black" and “Neverwhere" fighting for space with a track
like “Rock and Roll Angel," an embarrassingly ‘80s-sounding and off-putting song about rockin’ out and finding
your, well, rock 'n' roll angel.
And while "Rock and Roll Angel” is a

vocal reins from original vocalist Ozzy
Osbourne—never even made it close,
imploding initially in 1982 after a two-

year run, and then again a decade later
at the end of another couple ofyears.
So here the band is in 2009—rebranded

Heaven

and Hell—with

its

first full-length effort in 17 years. Given the length of time between releases,
and the reputations of 1980's Heaven
and Hell and 1981's Mob Rules alone,

a second attempt at recapturing past
magic (after 1992's Dehumanizer) seems
problematic. And right from the opening, excessively bombastic drum intro
of “Atom and Evil" there's a sense of
shrugging shoulders that comes along
with the crawling, sludgy chords that
guitarist Tony Iommi rings out while
Dio bellows lyrics that seem stereotypically over the top.
"Atom and Evil" simply comes and

LIVE AT N
APRIL 28TH 2005

E-TOWN BEATOOUN

to the table to make The Devil You Know
worth the long wait.
But then the third song, “Bible Black,”
turns the tables briefly. A creepy acoustic guitar intro paves the way for Dio's
quiet opening lines. There's a welcome
restraint in the beginning of the song
that is absent elsewhere; rather than
crashing into the piece at full force, the
band builds towards a larger promise.
And Dio is the one who delivers it first,
singing on the chorus, " Don't go out,
put it back / You're reading from the
Bible Black.” It's on the word "black"
instrument

of torment,

wrenching

every ounce of wicked emotion from
those simple words.

$
:
;

by

I'm going to gu,

that Emilie-c),
Barlow = en}
musicals, becay)
this album co,
be the soundtra
to a film from t)
1930s or ‘40s. And Starring
Astaire. Oh, and Gene Kelly, too. |
low's voice projects a girlish sweetne

: a good match for songs such a:

: Make Me Feel So Young”
and "You My,
:
:
:
:
H

Believe In Spring.” Still, she ha
problems sassing it up for "Is You |
Is You Ain't My Baby?" This CD's o
est strength is its ability to mix boy),

French and English songs into on
: bum—the tracks flow seamlessly fio,
: one to the next. Similarly, a rang
: tempos, styles and instrumentatic,
: creates some very satisfying listenin
: MARIA KOTOVYCH

} // MARIA@VUEWEEKLY.COM
:
: Emilie-Claire Barlow plays the Arde:
: Theatreon Thursday, April 23 at 7:2:

:

:
: Booker T
? Potato Hole

: (ANTI-)
: kk toe

:
:
:
:
:

Booker
T. Jo
ownstheHamm
B3

organ.

yeah, I'm sure he li
erally owns at least
one, but we're
tall
ing metaphor

3

contender for the album's worst track,
there are others that fair little better:

me
= here. He's just that good, working
both "Double the Pain" and"Turn ofthe : dies out of the ether and cutting straigh
Screw” feature brilliant moments, but : to the point, even when that point lays
at the end ofa winding
road
toooftenthe musiccomesoffasthough : somewhere
the band is doing its best to writeinthe : The only thing is that an organ ¢
style of Sabbaths past glories rather : like Booker T needsaband of he
I
: bre to back him up, and he has just that
than simply being Black Sabbath.
When all the smoke clears—or at : on Potato Hole with the Drive-By Truck
least enough of itsothat wecanseethe : ers giving the songs a work out. It’s all
shadowy figures lurking in its midst— : instrumental and it's great for the mo
The Devil You Know brings with itafew : part, the biggest complaint being th
tracks that will flesh out this band's live : doesn't always work as a single stale
set nicely, but it's also burdened with : ment, at times sounding like the
too many that tread on the same old : have been tacked onto the same re
: can live with that, though.
ground one more time. WV
: EDEN MUNRO

: // EDEN@VUEWEEKLY.COM

BETTER OFF DEAD

ist=
records&cds

: k-os
10443a - 124 street
780.732.1132
www.listenrecords.net

: Yes!

+ (Crown Loyalist)
: kkk

ak
Kheaven

my maudlin

career coir soon

raks! raks! raks!
uP

aka

k-os,

Brereton,
is

still

fighting not to have
his music labelle:
Before, he was «:
termined

not

sound like your @\

erage gangsta rapper. Now, he wan
: disassociate
himself from the indie :0*k

awtn
t
ee

7

i

A C4664

everything she touched
turned ampexian crico

: umbrella. In "Zambony," a woman co"
? plains to a man (presumably k-os) (h®
: nobody knows what he's doing. “Th2'*

; exactly the way I like it!" the man '
n hymn chorus!

dehessponds beforeasolem

A A AOS

et Ave. Polodium Build
PLB for more info

top 10 sellers —- 01. birth, speed, merging/etc pyramids.
02.-sometimes iwish... bill caillahan
03. begone dull care junior boys
04. beware bonnie ‘prince’

: heard amidst claps and Brereton's ‘@?
: Ifyou can get past the cockiness, Yes!

: an all-around fun listen. It’s more ¢*
!
ots a

: ban than it does suburban.
: KRISTINA DE GUZMAN
// KRISTINA@VUEWEEKLY.COM
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ALBUM REVIE
: Superchunk, The
: Guns EP (Merge

THEATRE

Laughter

their sound, and |think right here

he's reacting against that, i.e. if
somebody can't change their

Originally released: 1996
OK. The truth is that reviewing music is among the most
ridiculous undertakings you

sound, what's so funny about
that? It's kind of pointless.

So he's lashing out at the
critics here. This is a much
angrier song than it would appear on first glance."
Perhaps the best moment in the

could possibly get involved
in. Subjectivity rules the day

why the group

's fiercest indefind success across
south of the border.
ase, Fantasies,
howoverwhelming coli and pop sensibilities

when it comes to a discussion
of the merits of any particular song.
: There's simply =

:
:
:
:
:

lly staking every song with :
The opening
Alive,” still reminds
2005 breakout"Live

:
:
:

to what

guitar riffs and Emily :

Tiicsecntrest cooing of inse-

:

and frustration. But songs like :
use,” "Collect Call” and "Front

* are such powerful pop anthems

:

:

hat we're just as likely to belt them :
put while we continue to flood the :
lance floor. Though Haines still :

gems content to cater to teen angst
om time to time, this powerfully

dently without any of the usual clishéd pratfalls for a band well on the :
:
tsway to worldwide attention.
:
:

?
:
:
:
:

—

Paper Ba;

totkt

the
potential
for
dialogue,
that
makes
music
such a hot topic,
be it in newspapers like this one
or between friends hunched around a
record player or even amongst strangers at the bar. The dialogue is the reason that we keep talking about music,
dismantling albums and songs and sec-

comes the new : as they try to make heads and tails of
transcontinental : both the lyrics and the music.
project : Here's one sample exchange as they
dream
rom Brazil's Amon Tobin and Brigh- : work on the song's meaning:
D} 1: "Maybe it's a reaction to people
on's Doubleclick byway of Montréal.
Luckily, this one eschews huge name

: who say that Superchunk is kind of a

branding {ie. N.A.S.A.’s Spirit of : one-trick pony.”

Of

BUDDY
WINNING

PLAYWRIGHT

DARRIN HAGEN

ting play on the
tape, one of the
speakers
says,
"Pogo
in your

head, everyone."
And
then
he
does just that as
the section plays

:
:
:
:
:

out and he mutters, "Bounce, bounce,

bounce, bounce, oh my God, | missed.”
What it comes down to, though, is
that when someone, possibly either involved with or in the band itself, calls
tions of songs in an ongoing attempt to : in and suggests that the analysts have
find some sort of meaning within the : the words wrong, one of them states,
immaterial notes that sound out and : "| am going to argue that it doesn't
come together to form a specific piece : matter that we've got the lyrics wrong
of music.
: The reason we should do this is, frankNowhere is this more apparent than : ly, it's not necessarily that important
on what is hands down one of the most : what the person's singing about, but
bizarre cuts to ever make a release
it's a lot more important how his au"The Laughter Guns Episode,” somedience views what he is singing about.
times also known as "Hyper Enough
And | think if we have a reasonable
Part Two: the DJ's Revenge." This track : facsimile of what an average listener

: is tacked onto the end of Superchunk's
Out of the now fa- : Laughter Guns EP, and features 42 minmiliar Postal Ser- : utes of a college-radio program whereviceonlinetrading : in the DJs take on the band's "Hyper
arrangement : Enough," taking it apart piece by piece

~— live al the ROXY

PREMIERE

mine the number
of beats in each
bar during one
section of the
song. Before hit-

‘its signature chopped : discussion,

:

:

makes

one song great
and another a
dud, or the other way around if
you're of a differing opinion.
But it's that

| HE WORLD

IY STERLING AWARD

entire episode is
when the crack
team of analysts
sets out to deter-

no exact answer

NETWORK

Starring JESSE

GERVAIS.”

Garant

Diuecied hy Bradley Moss

“when |

bg

j

Sut Desire: Paul Bezaire
Lightag Dusiqoce Scott Peters
Sound one Darrin Hagen
Media Des
oo Jackson
The ROZY Tiana
10708 124°St Edmontin

780.453.2440.
theatrenetwork.ca

Vue

od

Piste, oye Fie nsin7€ pie

: would assume the lyrics to be, that's
: far more important than what the lyr:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

ics actually are."
While, as the caller suggests, it's debatable whether that's more important
or equally important, what it comes
down to is that music is all about communication,

be it between

musicians

during the recording of a song or between artist and audience once the music has been released.
OK, now go put on your favourite re-

pollo) for continuity and chemistry. : Dj 2: ‘They've gotten some complaints 5 cord, pogo in your head for a while and
nchored mostly by thoughtful UK : since they put out Foolish for changing : see what you come up with. WV
amcee Sway, this album seems to be :

spiritually and aesthetically taking :

mbaland’s Eastern promises and :
ally running with them.

They

Asher Roth
Asleep in the Bread Aisle
(Universal)

even use his former protégé and Beat
lub member Ms. Jade for a couple
unes, including one that sounds like
he's rapping with a marching band
a submarine (“Better Get That").
ihe beats don't stray far from Tobin's
ited drum and bass roots, but there

A frat boy goes from
Listening to shitty rap
To making it worse

BATTLES
ON

So many douche-bag
Moments | could talk about,
: Not enough syllab-

some jarring sounds and truly ex-

ting programming choices here. It :
2sionally makes me think of the : Mantic Ritual
they approximate the music of : Executioner
e future in sci-fi movies
from the : (Nuclear Blast)

0s.
Inagood way.
The Bites
itely tied to location and emoresponse, with hand drums,
. Sirens, Soca chants, snarling

B

: Mike Evin
: Good Watermelon
> (Just Friends)

|

Every Barbecue

: Here's a ritual:
? Use cloth to soak up ear blood

: Needs some good watermelon

: After listening

: And a few wieners

and other degraded electronic :

sword
a

ensomehow render- :
identity out of the un-

:

a

‘I guess it’s like M.I.A except : Brandon Paris Band

ithout the obvious tourism. And
"im
tose ari fear-

Pocket Full of Holes

(Independent)
Sounds like Summer's Eve
Or maybe a Massengill
Know what I'm saying?

————
: Jeremy Jay
: Slow Dance

(kK)

} Looks like Tom Verlaine
? Sounds like Jonathan Richman
= With Culture Club's synths

‘
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PREVUE // ATMOSPHERE
CAROLYN NIKODYM

// CAROLYN@VUEWEEKLY.COM

wr

wanted tounderstand. And before , ”

know it,I was kind ofbecoming

keeping on top of the next

guy. And I think that a big part of ¢},.,
along with the fact that I was drin}. ng
too much there for a couple of ye...

new thing has-its own delights,

there is nothing like folléwing.a group's
evolution—the trajectory doesn’t have
to be pleasant for it to be interesting.
But when it is, it's like having a great,
long-time friend.
With the release of last year’s When
Life Gives You Lemons, You Paint That
Shit Gold, Minneapolis hip-hop duo
Atmosphere took its relationship with
its fans to another level. Using live musicians in the mix, DJ Ant (Anthony
Davis) created a cosy, organic environ-

ment to hang out in, and MC Slug (Sean
Daley) turned his considerable storytelling chops inside-out to cement his
life-of-the-party role. These days the
stories are more about "Us," "You" and
"Me," however, instead of the "I" we
connected to on past albums.
Critics hailed the fifth full-length album as Atmosphere's best, calling it a
departure. The vitriol of past lyrics was
gone, and in its place was something
more introspective.
"I don't want to drink my own KoolAid and believe that I did anything other than what! am supposed to do, so I'm
trying not to be, ‘Yeah, I totally departed
... ' That just seems so pretentious, to be

like, ‘Oh I tried this new stuff !"" Daley
explains while hanging in a Missoula,
Montana motel parking lot. "I think
it’s all just baby steps, and this record
is definitely a baby step past the last re-

cord—writing-wise. I really started trying to work on the last record, by trying

probably is what resulted in this ...

HOW DO YOU LIKE THEM

LEMONS? >> Atmosphere looking
golden in the bar. ///supplied
to work out this first-person shit that I
do, you know?”

Daley may disagree that the album isa
departure, but the maturity is unmis-

takable. Fans of an angry Slug could
be turned off, but the change is a good
thing. Just take a time machine back
to 2003's conflicted-sounding Seven's
Travels, with Daley commenting on
how he'd realized that his albums had
a foreshadowing element.
“I definitely went through a few years
of ... I kind of became a caricature
of myself in a weird way,” he says. "I
started drinking my own Kool-Aid. I
believed my own hype, or some shit. I
don't know. I started to live out the life

cord.
"I'm still drawing from My obser,
tions,” he adds. “I just can't live
thesestorie
These s.
stories aren't about |
a character named Sean. That char. _
ter's name is Beatrice, and that guy's |
name is Alan, and maybe I did do : ‘at
intentionally, and I just don't know i;
What he does know are the lesso,.
that the rap of his teen years, the h,,

hop of the late '80s—do, make, be

stuff that has guided Atmosphere |
throughout its journey, from co-fown). |
ing label Rhymesayers over a deca,

ago when no one was interested in ¢}).
Minneapolis scene to high-chartino ;. |
last album.
"During that pro-conscious mo

ment in hip hop, pro-black movemen;
even, a lot of us walked away from tha
with a certain set of guidelines we feo
like we're supposed to adhere to, cer. |
tain ways you're supposed to condi
yourself, certain ways you're suppose
to treat your music, as well as treat the
people,” he says. “It will always be in
there." WV

that the record was taking in a weird
way. I was writing about the stuff that
I understood or didn’t understand and

bel iehise) 13
ARIES (Mar 21 — Apr 19)

current astrological omens, here's what : VIRGO (Aug 23 — Sep 22)
| see: you're trying to look relaxed even : | once had a Virgo girlfriend who was
though you have one foot on a dock and : exceedingly well-organized. The capone foot on a boat as the boat pulls : stone of her heroic efforts to keep life
away. How should we interpret : rigorously ordered was her approach to
LL this scene? Here's what | think: : her underwear. Each of her panties was
it seems likely that at any : embroidered with the name of a day of
Sometimes after analyzing
astro
minute now you will have to : the week. In the large drawer where they
your astrological omens, I'll
commit yourself to either the : were kept, all the Mondays were in a
close my eyes, beam a quesdock, the boat or the water.
; neat pile at the upper left-hand corner,
tion out into the ethers, and
: followed by the rest of the days in their
pluck a few magnets at random
CANCER (Jun 21 — Jul 22) : proper sequence. She was always able
from one of my poetry kits. | just
This would be an excellent time for : to grab the correct pair, even when she
did that for you. "What are the keys to : you to lead a populist revolt to overthrow : was half-asleep and the room was dark.
unlocking the enormous reserves of en- : the abusive authorities or out-of-touch : if |were going to contact her now, I'd recergy that are potentially available for Ar- : elites who have been working their dumb : ommend that she should, for a change,
ies folks right now?" | asked. Here's the : magic for far too long. It would also be : arrange her intimate items out of order,
message that came: "swooping orgasms : a perfect moment for you to stop coop- : and maybe wear Monday on Friday, or
and laughing tears.” (Or it could also be : erating with energy-draining situations ; put Tuesday on inside-out on Saturday.
arranged this way: "laughing orgasms and : that undermine your autonomy. The Age : According to my reading of the omens,
swooping tears.")
: of Passivity is ending, thank Goddess. : this kind of playful self-trickery would
: Launching the Age of Awakening may not : set the right tone for you Virgos; it would
TAURUS (Apr 20 — May 20)
: be easy or fast, but you will attract extra : encourage the universe to send you the
Rachael Yanetta, a young English woman, : help and encouragement if you do it now. k benevolent interruptions and interesting
got a bellyache while working her regular :
: interventions you need.
job at the local pub. Despite the pain, she : LEO (Jul 23 - Aug 22)
toughed it out until her shift was over, : "| am not interested in money,” said ac- : LIBRA (Sep 23 - Oct 22)
then went home. Her distress increased, : tress Marilyn Monroe. "| just want to be : “Being understood is not the most essenthough, and at 3 am she checked into : wonderful" Consider the possibility of : tial thing in life," said actress Jodie Foster.
the hospital A little over an hour later, ; trying out that approach for a while, Leo. ; While that may be true for her, | bet you
to her shock, she gave birth to her first
\'m not, of course, encouraging you to be : won't turn it down if a flood of appreciachild, having been unaware she was preg- : apathetic toward financial matters, But : tion and acknowledgement comes your
nant until the very end of her nine-month : | do think it's an excellent time for you : way in the next few weeks. According to
term. | predict a comparable sequence : to specialize in making yourself more : my reading of the astrological omens, you
foe in the coming days, Taurus. You'll : wonderful The cosmic signs say that : now have the potential to be better underPp
ir through some perplexing anomaly : you now have access to unprecedented : stood than maybe you've been in a long
that leads to the unexpected arrival of a = reserves of the most profound kind of : time. | suggest you take maximum advannew creation or vital revelation.
: charm (not the cheap, fake, manipula- : tage of this good fortune. Make it easy for
: tive stuff). They also suggest that cer- : people to see you for who you really are.
GEMINI (May 21 - Jun 20)
: tain qualities in you that have previously :
As | close my eyes and ask my deep self : been merely fine are primed to evolve : SCORPIO (Oct 23 — Nov 21)
for a psychic vision that symbolizes your : into being amazingly marvellous.
: The famous physicist Robert OppenheimAstrotogy and Tarot cards are my favou
rite divinatory tools, but | also get a lot
of use out of magnetic poetry kits.
TfieSe are boxes full of evocative words and symbols in the
form of refrigerator magnets.

FREE

Ooy

~
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: er sometimes displayed a disarming hu- ? quote on that page will be your album's
: mility. "There are children playing in the : title. Finally, go to flckr.com, click on 'th
: streets who could solve some of my top : last 7 days," and choose a photo from t!
: problems in physics,” he said once, "beew page to be your CD cover.
: cause they have modes of sensory per: ception that | lost long ago." | invite you : AQUARIUS (Jan 20 — Feb 18)
: to consider the possibility that you, too, : You've said enough for the time being
; could learn a lot from people you regard : You have expressed the hell out of your
: as beneath you or utterly unlike you. It's : self and have been thorough in providing
: one of those rare phases in your astro- : your vision of how the collaborative ef

? logical cycle when useful revelations are
: likely to arrive from outside your normal

: should cultivate the power of silence.

: SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 — Dec 21)

: Keep your evolving thoughts to yourself
: for a while so that they can ripen in your
> imagination, and allow the ideas you have

: frame of reference.
:

; It's a love emergency! Am | right? There's
: a growing itch in the romantic sphere,
: and it needs immediate scratching. |mean
; it really can't wait for a few more days to
: pass; something's got to be done soon. It
: may be true that this thickening of the
: plot has been underway for quite awhile,
: and its growing urgency may have snuck

: forts should unfold. But now | think yo.

: already put out there to fully work their

: way into the imaginations of others. in
: early May, it will be time to jump back ir
: with anew dose of your insight and inspi
: ration. By then, people should be begging
: you for more.
:

: PISCES (Feb 19 — Mar 20)

: up on you. It also may be true that the : As a leading practitioner of magical

? shift will ultimately be a promising devel: opment. But that doesn't mean you can
: afford to be casual about it. Take action!
:

: CAPRICORN (Dec 22 — Jan 19)

: thinking, | regard it as my responsibil:
: ity to serve as a kind of Quality Cor: trol Board. Excessive trust in invisible
: forces and odd coincidences, afte’

? all, can be as hazardous to your inte!

: From an astrological point of view, the : ligence as blind faith in pure reason
: coming weeks will be an excellent time : This week, in fact, I'd rather see y°U
: to start a band and record an album. : operate like a scientist than a myst'’
: Your creativity is waxing, your attune- : | hope you'll evaluate every situation

: ment with the right side of your brain :: by invoking the powers of unbiasc?
perceptivity and lucid objectivity So
: is especially sweet, and you will benefit
: immensely from anything you do to be- : please don't heed anyone's mumbo
: come less of a spectator and more of a : jumbo, especially if it's fear-based. Re
: participant. To jumpstart the process, : ject supernatural explanations if natu’

? go to Wikipedia and click on "random ar- : ral ones make equal sense. Be assure°
: ticle." That's the name of your band. Then: that when superstitious fantasies po?
: go to en.wikiquote.org and click on "ran-

up, they'll have little to do with what's

: dom page." The last few words of the last : actually happening.

W

dioousion fetuningspeakersGraham

9008-1305A,8-10pm: Thuintermediate: Amislawaty
Academy, 101 Airport Rd,810pm; recyolleyball@

Pal

n.ca; volleyball@teamedmonton.ca
YOGA (Hatha} PreeYopseverySun-330pm; iat

ezone Fitness, 203, 10575-115 St,yoga@teamedmonton.ca
780.387:3343 * meet monthly
ithly2« For info go togroups.
100.comn/group/edmonton_illusions/

HipPee&A)/Su 5
Hip Hop,
Hop,
Gia sndDAMpetorane)
Saurekat,np cranes «
Stations + Sat, Apr2s,9:30

KOREZONE
POSITIVE 404, 10408-124 sare

+ FREE LRT:

Clareview Stationte HloslthSensexStation: 8:30pisces SACs eee

|PILCH

‘AMilner

Sq + Free art talk

eee GROUP
=F APF
24,7-309m
Braeside

12:30am-6pmi +FREE Bus Shuttle:
MBCHEE: diath sae sete eae
Campus Station: gam-11:30am

MADELEINE

See

FOUNDATION Faculté

18,780.490.7332»Program
for HIV-

AID'S prevention, treatment
and harm reduction
in French, English and other African

«3rd and 4th Sat, gam-spm each month « Free

(member)/Sio (membership) «Pre-register

spline lab fot

professionals an Misdents «$0 eskeoet il food,
cami * May1-3;applybyApr24

Fea

Dae louceur,
Laura Vinson,

Dance,
Beth Soa
Robinson (spoken word); Denise Teed
+ May1,2,3¢ Ag

BUDDHISM LECTURE SE!
Sri

ad
R+APoxophy rg + Sat,

APT hy
=,

‘s

Michelle

tal dd $20 (adv

Sat 6:30pm)/$25 (door Sat 6:30pm) at Earth's General

Store, FrogKisser’s Den,byph780.439.9039

Bicycle Commuters’ Society, 10047-80 Ave (enter

through Back Alley), 780.433.2453 -May 3, 17 « Free
WOMEN IN BLACK In front of the Old Strathcona
Farmers’ Market «Silent vigil the astand 3rd Sat,
10-11am, each month, stand in silence for a world

without violence
UNITED NATIONS ASSOCIATION OF CANADA
Grant MacEwan College, City Centre Campus, Rm
7-218 « Women's Rights in Pakistan presented by Azra
Rashid, with a screening of the documentary film,
Dishonour Defied « Thu, Apr 23, 7-9pm

YOUNG VICTIMS SPEAK OUT Kids in the Hall
Bistro, City Hall Multimedia art show featuring
young people's (ages 13-17) response to crime and
violence, one

-only exhibit and performance«

apm
(registration),
2-4pm (car show)

nae al ga‘SALE
J Parkallen Commu6510-221 St+jewellery, cartel
ne

pati boat waco ort
Aa
12-4pm.

TOME: EES
PASSIONATE LIVING Gar-

ven aie pemiirine acerat 84 Ave
+ Home: Blends music, drama, creativity and reflection on sacred texts to energise you for passionate

living«Every
Sun3-spm

HOME PURCHASE

Drop-in: Every Tue}Thu,2-4pm * CA: Thu (7pm)«Suit
Up and Show Up: AA big book study group meet every Sat, noon +Youth Understanding Youth: Up to 25
years, support and social group meet every Sat, 7-gpm;
yuy@shaw.ca » Womionspace: Board meeting 1st Sun
every month, 10;30am-12:30pm«Trans Education/
Support Group: Meet the 1st and 3rd Sun, 2-4pm, of
each month; www.albertatrans.org »Men Talking with
Pride: Sun (7pm); facilitator: Rob Wells robwells720o@
and Questioning (TT1Q) Alliance; Support meeting
and Tue each month, 7:30pm Transgender, Trans-

sexual, Intersex and Questioning. Education,peor

and support for men, women and youth; PFLA\

COMEDY FACTORY Gateway Entertainment Centre,

atg:330pm.

34 Ave,

nily
hee

780.488.3234, www.pridecentreofedmonton.org
+ Open Tue-Fri 1-10pm, Sat 2-6:30pm+LGBT Seniors

Pants Improv-ist Thu every month, 7:30-9pm » $5

CARROT CAFE 9351-118 Ave, 780.471.1580 « People in

ASSOCIATION
Winter Art Studio, 150St,118Ave,
780.489.8022 « No Snow Show 4h +Sat, May 2,10am-

z

club.ca
«Open Thu, Fri, Sat -The first
bar for
eer Community to open in a decade with Djs
Alexx Brown and Eddie Toonflash
PRIDE CENTRE OF EDMONTON 9540-11 Ave,

Edmonton: Meet the 1st Wed each month, oe«Free
short-term, solution-focused drop-in counseling;
Wed, 7-10pm+YouthSpace: aad for LGBTQ for
youth
up to25;
Tue-Sat, 3-7pm
PRISM BAR 10524-101 St,780.990.0038
mae+ iey Wek
Free Pool; Karaoke, gpm-midnight
-Thurs:
Poal League; 7-11:30pm«Fri: Steak Nites; 5-9pm;
Sem

Apr 30, 5-7pm

Robert Balsamo a nay
« $18 TIX on the Square,
Earths General Store
EVVA, EDMONTON
VINTAGE VOLKSWAGEN

events+Sun, May 2, 2pm

PLAY NIGHTCLUB 10220-103 St, www.playni

i

WOMEN ONLY BICYCLE REPAIR Edmonton

ill

opportunities
ages
programs
and tournaments «

PINK TANK Pride Centre, 9540-111 Ave, 780.488.3234
+»Meeting to get together and share upcoming

Trail «Thu, 8:30pm;
Sat, 8pm and

ida ritRutledge: Apr
25-25Bob Angeli;
12

COMIC STRIP Bourbon St, WEM, 780.483.5999,

www.thecomicstrip.ca +Hit or Miss Mondays; Each
Mon «Best of Edmonton Tuesdays: Each Tue John
opens)Welby Santos, Paul Brown; until Apr 26
ra Digiovani; Apr 29-May 2
LAUGH SHOP 1105-6606 137 Ave, Londonderry
Mall, 780.476.1010 + Wed-Thu 8pm; Fri-Sat 7:30pm
crane as ae ae ica
il
lone; Apr 23-25 »Kevin McGrath;
Apr 29-30 «
oe Kennedy Concert (no passes); May 1-2; $35

LION'S HEAD PUB Radisson Hotel Edmonton South,
4440 Gateway Boulevard, 780.437.6010-Comedy open
mic night every Sun (9pm) hosted byLars Callieou
RIVER CREE RESORT AND CASINO-LIVE
LOUNGE - Comedy Strip Cabaret * Apr 23
STEEPS TEA-COLLEGE PLAZA 1116-82 Ave,
780.988.8105
«Amateur Comedian Night: every Tue,
8-10:30pm « For info contact robyn@steepstea.com
aE

ST. PAUL'S UNITED CHURCH 11526-76 Ave,
780.436.1555 « People of
all sexual orientations are
welcome « Every Sun (10am worship)
WOMONSPACE 780.482.1794, www.wormonspace.
S Romansce@eral os +A Non-profit lesbian
social organization for Edmonton and surrounding

area. Organized monthly activities from dances,
games nites, golftournament, etc Monthly newsletter and reduced rates included with membership.
Confidentiality assured
WOODYS 11723 Jasper Ave, 780.488.6557 *Open
Daily (noon)«SatTue Karaoke with Tizzy and
Patrick+Sat-Sun Pool Tournaments

AVENUE OF HOPE GALA Italian Cultural Centre «
Gala and auction « May 2, s3opm (reception); 7pm dinner}, dance tofollow « $100, proceeds to Lurana Shelter
EDMONTON EARTH DAY FESTIVAL Hawrelak
Park, Groat Rd « Features music, environmental
exhibits, and activities « Sun, Apr 26, 12-6pm + Free

BOOTS BAR AND LOUNGE 10242-106 St,
780.423.5014, www.bootsbar.ca + 2nd Thu: Ilhsions

Social Club « 3rd Wed: Edmonton
O Society +and
Tue: Edmonton Rainbow Business Association

Philosophy
Café«FriandSatDJ SeXXXy

Reina:+ Long Weekend Sundays feature the
Stardust Lounge with Miss Bianca and Vanity Fair
BUDDYS NITE CLUB 11725B Jasper Ave,780.488.7736
Nighy puree PS ara
drag

The

of Mourning: Apr 28, 6:30pm at Enterprise
acae apes
+ One BigUnion:
Union:For allworkers: Apr
29,7pm attheUkrainian Hall, 11018-97 St
MURDER MYSTERY AT THE MUSEUM Strathcona County Museum (913 Ash Street. Sherwood
Park+Overa
Imaginations
Theatre Company +

‘Apr 24-25; May 1-2;5:30pm (door)
RELIEVE THE BURNING DOWN UNDER Walkabout Pub, 10439-82
Ave «Fundraiser
forvictims of

the Australian bushfires. Dress "Outback
vs.Surf”;
prize forbestcostume+Thu,
Apr23,8pm +Sat
Blackbyrd, Colour Blind, door
VAISAKHI-SIKH
CULTURAL CONCERT Jubilee
Auditorium ©Sikh Federation of Edmonton « Sat,

Parent; Uncovered, Ut

Unleathed ApragereeGlbreakactfunch) ww.

May 2,2pm

MADE. IN

info at780.464.5814 +Guided tour looking forvari-

me

efor

SNOW GOOSE CHASE from aia
Groat Rd,138Ave; toTofield and Be:

NTON

ol sere

McEwan College, aaSt

rane Bristol discusses

the

Wed, 6-7-30pm + Bootcamp; Lynnwood

School at5451-84 Ave;Man,7-Baspm:
Gateway
S-7pm™;
et
a ton.ea Curling: Mon,7a5-935pm Granite

Catling Cb;780435912ee
+ Swimming: NAIT
pool, 11762-106 St;Tue, 8-9pm, Thu,7:30-8:;30pm;

pe
8:30;

Sai

bluebirds and more
; Apr 26(bus depart

Jost
+35 (adult/$27 (child)pre-register
SPRING EDMONTON
WOMAN'S SHOW Northlands AgriCom
«Apr 25-26

WORKSHOP WEST'S
Workshop West,

1, Neko Case - Middle Cyclone (anti)
2. Buddy & Julie Miller — Written In Chalk (new west}
3. Mastodon — Crack The Skye (reprise)

4.Dan Auerbach — Keep It Hid(nonesuch)
5, Justin Townes Earle - Midnight At The Movies (bloodshot)

6,Propagandhi
- Supporting Caste (smallman)
7. Rachelle Van Zanten - Where Your Garden Grows (rvz}
8, Deep Dark Woods - Winter Hours (black hen)

>

9. M. Ward - Hold Time (merge)

10. V/A- Dark Was The Night (4ac)

11. Bonnie 'Prince’ Billy - Beware
(drag city)
12. Animal Collective - Merriweather Post Pavilion (domino)

18. Elvis Perkins - Dreamland
(xl)

14. Chris Issak - Mr.Lucky (reprise)
15. Yeah Yeah Yeah's - t's Blitz! (interscope)
16. Napalm Death - Time Waits For No Slave (century media)

17. Brett Dennen - Hope For The Hopeless (dualtone)
18. Buried Inside - Spoils OfFailure (relapse)
19. Romi Mayes — Achin In Yer Bones (romi mayes)

20. The Derek Trucks Band - Already Free (sony)
21. Maeleine Peyroux - Bare Bones (rounder)
22. Geoff Bemer — Klezmer Mongrels (jericho beach)
23. A.C. Newman — Get Guilty (last gang)
24. Soundtrack Of Our Lives - Communion (yep roc)
25. Jill Barber - Chances (outside)
26. Kasey Chambers & Shane Nichols - Rattlin’ Bones (sugar hill)
27. Willie Nelson & Asleep At The Wheel - Willie & The Wheel

>

(bismmeaux)

28. Andrew Bird —Noble Beast (fat possum)
29, John Frusciante - The Empyrean (record collection)
30. Neil Young - Sugar Mountain: Live At Canterbury House (reprise) —.

SILVERSUN PICKUPS
SWOON
ON SALE Now!
Swoon is the second album by Los
Angeles indie rock band Silversun
Pickups. The album was produced
by Dave Cooley who had worked
with the band on their first album,

Carnavas. Recording began in July
of 2008 and obviously ended
before today's date.

FOOD FIGHT
14955®Fundraiser, after the

Pep tere! siThu, Apr 30 *$50
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Worth fighting for
Last week was intense. It was the first :
time in years—since the passage of
gay marriage in 2003—that the
queer community had something to fight for in Alberta.
The provincial government

likely didn’t expect such a
reaction when it tabled the
2009 budget and declared
that gender reassignment sur-

gery would no longer be covered
bythe province, but the reaction came
it was swift, loud and upset.
The Facebook group dedicated to reversing the move took off immediately,
and has since grown to almost 2000
people. Petitions have circulated, people
have

written

angry

letters

to govern-

ment officials, practically every paper
and news station in the province covered
the issue. But when it was time to arrive

on the legislature’s doorstep to fight, the
gays didn’t show up.

|

: their fight, it seems we're too busy enjoy- } and into eaectecr tary. I didn't knoy,
: ing the lives they helped us to build.
: what | wanted to do or who |wante,;
I think if we could just get these younger : bet stumbled ass backwards into a

: outside of our sexual identity, because
an ally or two. But filling the legislature's = we have enough rights to do it now. But
public gallery that day for question : what greater right is there than living in
period were mostly trans people, : the body you were meant to be born in?
the people the cuts would di- : How can we savour any of the freedoms
rectly impact. These are the : we have now, knowing we've left our
people we always promised to : trans brothers and sisters behind?
support, but they showed up : For better or for worse, gay and trans
to fight for an issue that directly : people are inextricably linked, even
affected them and we didn't. We : though if you look at it closely it doesn't
let them down.
: make a whole lot of sense; gender iden-

Oh, there were a couple of us there. And

| know that I'm supposed to be hopeful :

tity and

sexual

orientation

are

pretty

: and excited for the new things that will : separate things. Still, we've been fighting
: be created by a different generation of : and celebrating together for years. But
: queers, but I'm not. I'm afraid. They don't : anyone paying close attention couldn't
seem to show up for anything unless it inhelp but notice that the trans causes
: volves a party. This is a general statement, : were always a little farther behind. There
: of course, because many are still involved,
almost seems to be some sort of unspo: but the majority just aren't interested.
ken agreement in the LGBTQ community
: Maybe this is the last step in normalthat trans concerns will always come sec: ization, in blending in. Sure, we're not : ond. It’s not that we aren't worried about
: truly equal yet, but we're close. So we : them,.but we can only handle one fight
; might as well just get on with our "lives" : at a time. But now that it’s their time,
Drivers wanted: $15+/hr, Wed (night). Thu (day),
perm/PT. Must have mini-van or truck.
Looking for reliable, responsible person.

CLASSIFIEDS
FAX YOUR FREE LISTINGS TO 780.426.2889
OR EMAIL LISTINGS@VUEWEEKLY.COM
DEADLINE: FRIDAY AT 3PM
PUM
EE

Ph 780.907.0570
CHANGE YOUR LIFE! TRAVEL, TEACH

UT

LOLOOeCCE

ENGLISH: We train you to teach. 1000's of jobs
around the world. Next in-class or ONLINE by
correspondence. Jobs guaranteed. 7712-104 St.
Call for info pack 1.888.270.2941

EVENTS
The Edmonton Pop Culture Fair is Sunday May

BIGGEST HEALTH
DISCOVERY IN
20 YEARS!

3, 2009 at the: Mayfield Inn Trade Centre 16615
- 109th Avenue. 10am-4:30pm. Records, toys,
comics and much more! Admission $5 Kids 12
& under free! Door Prizes! Free Parking! Visit

www.popculturefair.com

Great opportunity to improve
your health and wealth!

PICTURE

MOVIE

FRAMES

PESocios SHOF

Affordable picture frame
8126

www.maxtrax4u.com/kenueths

asked. Call me at 780.953.8754. Please don't
machine dry. Return my Famous Blue Poncho!

MODAL MUSIC INC. 780.221.3116
Quality music instruction since 1981.
Guitarist. Educator.
Graduate of GMCC music program

options

upon available space

Smaller then a Breadbox Deadline May a, a1.
Chalk ArtDeadline May 15. Download a, pli
tions from www.theworks.ab.ca or cal] G
780.426.2122 ext. 234

7:30pm at the Stanley A. Milner Library Theatre,
7 Sir Winston Churchill Sq

Anonymous meetings: 7pm, every Wed,

Ebenezer United Church Hall, 106 Ave,
163 St. Contact Gwyn 780.443.3020

The Cutting Room is looking for
Assistants and Stylists
Please drop off your resume at

Name.

DBox Word Ad $4

Address

Di Symbols $4

Ph.

Factory Labourer Wanted
Some experience as A/C or refrigeration technician

Salary-C$ 17.91 per hour
Please send application with resume to:
Daniel Leckelt
Silent Aire Mfg Inc

Efficient and accurate finance rep needed to
work for our aid. You must have good typing and
computer skills and must be accurate. No job
experience is needed as any job experience may
apply. You will earn $2900 monthly, Email me at
financereploogi01@live.com if interested

ARTIST
TO ARTIST
FREE*FREE*FREE*FREE*FREE
FREE*FREE*FREE*FREE*FREE
ARTIST/NON PROFIT CLASSIFIEDS

Need a volunteer? Forming an acting troupe?
Want someone to jam with? Place up to 20
words FREE, providing the ad is non-profit. Ads
of more than 20 words subject to regular price
or cruel editing. Free ads must be submitted
in writing, in person or by fax. Free ads will
run for four weeks, if you want to renew or
cancel please phone Glenys at 426-1996/fax 4262889/e-m office@vueweekly.com or drop it off
at 10303-108 St. Deadline is noon the Tuesday
before publication. Placement will depend

O Check OVISA O Mastercard

Card#

Phone 780.426.1996 from 9am to Spm Mon-Fri * Email rob@vueweekly.com * Stop by 10303-108 St. Edmonton
Papdline Tues at Noon « Please print legibly on liner at right » Up to 45 characters per line » Every letter, space or mark counts as one character « Allow one space following punctuation
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SUPPORT YOUR
LOCAL FOOD BANK

~The Works Art and Design Festival CALL TO
ENTER!!! Deadlines are fast approaching!

Public Outreach, Canada’s leader in face-to-face
fundrai
g, is currently hiring its fall staff. Our
fundraisers spread awareness and raise funds

WUEWEEKLY // APR 23 - APR 29, 2009

of non profits.

© $12/h, guaranteed

wage

¢ Flexible hours

(780) 975.7022

FORM OF PAYMENT

O Extra Line $&

and be 18+. Call 780.691.6915

Steeps—Old Glenora: for open mic-Spoken
word, ist Thursday every month. Contact Adam
Snider to sign up adam.snider@gmail.com

Acting for Film and TV Workshops
Don't miss out learning from the BEST!!
Book your spot in the class today!

HELP WANTED

rst CLASSIFIEDS FOUR LINES FOR $20
OCash

LEAD guitarist needed for Death / Black }
band. Must have pro gear, be willing tot

for a select group

ORDER
FORM

aiding $4
Caps $e

MUSICIANS

Artist/graphic designer needed to do CD cover
art, and possible booklet-good, creative concept. Also filmmaker wanted to do simple, live,
in-studio film clip. E: Nick at nickfree@shaw.ca

LOS ANGELES DIRECTOR, TOM LOGAN
Edmonton, May 29, 30, 31, 2009.

2703-121 Ave, NE Edmonton, AB
Fax #780) 456-1286

Want to stop smoking? Nicotine

: more people and more causes, | hadf

Free art talk with Calgary artist Jean Pilch
presented by the ASA and the EPL; Fri, Apr 24,

10536 -124 Street

Free Acting Classes.
sign up at freeactingtips.net
Audition and camera tips.
www.vadastudios.com

: join them. One group led to anothe,

: ganization, which led to more event:

: ly found an outlet. Suddenly | was fing,
: friend asks you to. Once you've tasted the : out how incredible it felt to change
: experience of a crowd bonded and chant- : one person's outlook—it was a fea|i, r
: ing and fighting against a common enemy,
could never get anywhere else. 7}...
: you won't forget It. Soon enough you're : groups led to friends and project
: passing out flyers, putting up the posters.
skills and dates.
: Then you're the one organizing the proI'm one of the lucky ones, and if th:
: tests and rallies. And after that ... I'm not : er queer people
|know could see that ,
: sure. Maybe it's running your own activist i get involved in activism and commy,
: organization or running for public office,
enrichment, they would feel the <3,
: but there's always another step, always : they would understand they were mi:
something more to do.
: out. They would share the courage
: | had a friend ask me recently if talking : strength | saw in those transwomen
about gay stuff all the time was “drain- : men around me in the gallery last 7,
ing’? Hell no! Being gay is the best thing
day. | just hope they realize soon that y,
: that ever happened to me. | was de- : have freedoms worth fighting for, befo,
: pressed and listless through high school : we don't have any left to protect

Gateway Bly

For more info call Ken

780-454-6971

Lost and Wanted: Blue and white poncho, last

seen at the Black Dog Freehouse between 1 am
- 2am Easter Monday morning. No questions

: they'd be hooked. It begins with being vis- : group that was going to schools to ;.\,
: ibly out (a form of activism in itself). Next : about homophobia, and they asked j).

: it's wearing declarative buttons and affix: ing pride stickers to your car or your bike.
: Then it's going to a pride parade. After
: that you go to a demonstration, because a

WE’RE HIRING

This patented product
will be the next

BILLION DOLLAR GIANT!

LOST AND FOUND

: people out once, give them a taste of : ism one day when | accidentally r3,,
: what it felt like to battle for LGBTQ rights, : some people who had just star:.,;

¢ Travel

and advancement

* Perks

such

¢ Friendly,

socially

* A fun, dynamic,

Work

opportunities

as daily coffee and treats
and

to make

conscious
inspiring

co-workers

work

environment

a difference

today!

www.publicoutreach.ca

edmontonjobs@publicoutreach.ca

780-436-9896
Print your ad here:

: what my date has to say. What am

= none have lasted more than a month,

do- :: qualities, that he has “not much else
+ ing wrong?
: to offer.” Either this is evidence of a
My profile on Match.com has had over : self-image badly enough distorted to
:5 1500 hits, but | have yet to receive a : cripple any attempts to connect mean-

° a lie, mind you, but a little polish
: It also occurs to me that he may be—

: and|hate to say this because | imagine
:: him reading it and | shudder its#mpa-

i single unsolicited email, and I've sent :: Ingfully with women he might be in- : thy—boring. True, "nobody wants to
In the last year I've had more than two 5 out nearly 500. I've had more than a :: terested in, or it's true. If true, we had : date me" is not your most scintillating

Mar 19 : dozen dates. Alt but two of those weren't : few women write back, appearing in- : better hope it is fixable. What does it ::
interested in seeing me again.
: terested, only to never hear from them
The most recent split was par- : again. When writing my profile, | made
ticularly painful because she : a concerted effort to not come across
\ seemed to be the closest : @s pretentious or self-absorbed. { don't

match for me yet. (She appar- : have a checklist that's a mile long. | inently felt otherwise.) It's al- : cluded photos in which I'm smiling and

mw

+
:
?
:

ways the same pattern: there : one can clearly see my face. | would be
seems to bea strong initial at- : thrilled to receive an email fromawom-

traction that quickly fades after
a couple weeks. |can't tell you how
many times I've been told that I'm anice
guy. I'm beginning to think that the few
women who are interested enough to
want to see me again eventually realize

: an who was interested enough to take

: the time to write one. | can't speak for

:; mean to "have something to offer’?
:: Well, what are those women looking
:;: for? They do want somebody solvent
: and sane, but beyond that? Fun, yes,
:: compatible sexually and otherwise,
: yes, but also, assuming he's dating
:: women in their 30s, a husband and
:: kids. If women in their 40s, maybe just
: the former, but these days you never

: other guys, but having a woman ask me

: OK, readers: your turn. Have at him
: Female daters, would you answer his
:: ad? And have you dated (some wysion
:: know. What they all probably want, : of) this guy? What made you stop?
: though, is availability and commit- : | recently bought both my kids T-

: out on a date would be one of the most +: ment. If he is not signaling that these ? shirts that say “When | Grow Up I'm
:: flattering things that could happen to :: are on offer, and not going way too : Going To Save The World." (That these
> me. And I've never backed out of a date :: far in the other direction and offering : were available in the boys department

t that | don't have much else to offer, and : at the last minute.

: them in his opening email, he'd better ::

: lose interest. For the record, I'm healthy, :

: get signaling, and fast.
: l assume they would also like to know
¢+ why he's 44, never married and so lit
:: tle-dated. He's going to have to come
: up with a good spin on a sad tale. Not

: fit and athletic. | have a life. I'm not ag-

OK! The first thing that catches
? gressive, conceited or rude. |like to think ? my eye is the admission, from some: that I'm a reasonably pleasant person
one who otherwise seems willing to
to be around. I'm genuinely interested in : acknowledge his own more salable
Musicians from Vancouver, to Whitehorse, to

Winnipeg; the 2009 Western Canadian Music
Awards (WCMASs), Sept 17-20 in Brandon,

Manitoba; submission deadline: Apr 19, pm

ly at www.sonicbids.com/wema; eligibility
mation go to www.westerncanadianmusicawards.ca/awatds

strong
and experience on guitar are assets. Ifthis is
you email Ryan atryan.biggs@edmonton.ca

The Loudhailers Seeking Piano for Rock n
Roll Rhythm n Blues originals. www.myspace.
com/theloudhailers shows booked, recording
constantly contact Justin theloudhailers@
gmail.com
WANTED: JAMMERS for open public monthly
jam on the second Sunday of the month at
9119-128A Ave. Rock, country & old time music.
Ph. 780.973.5593, tandyglen@JumpUpDj.com

EDMONTON POETRY FEST, APR 23-26, is

seeking volunteers. Contact edmontonpoetryfestival@hotmail.com
Mill Woods Family Resource Centre / Board
Recruiting 2009. To learn more about our
agency, visit us at: www.mwéirc.org

Volunteer at the International Children’s
Festival (May 26-30) in St. Albert . Volunteer
Orientation
on Wed, May
6,7pm at the Arden
Theatre, 5 St. Anne St, St, Albert. 780.459.1698,

www.childfest.com register by May 18

Volunteers Needed for Human Rights
Education Program. Recruitment for John —
Humphrey Centre for Peace & Human Rights’
Youth Educators for Human zee eens,
program. Training Dates: May and or June

2009, 9:30am-4:30pm (lunch included). register,
please contact: Carrie Malloy E: carrie@jhcen-

treorg /T: 780.453.2638

ats
oe provi velolunteer
biweekly shifts (training

plegbee

mn night's musical acts.

Volunteer cleaners (
or biweekly cleaning). Ifanyofthese jobs appeal toyoucontact
Irene at 770.471.1580, info@artsontheave.org
EL
eae
THINK YOU HAVE WHAT IT TAKESTO BE

HOMELESS?

subject and may not inspire the com-

: plainant to dazzling heights of witty
: word play, but come on. A little joke,
t: some narrative flair, even a pun would
: help, and | hate puns. Lonely guy, spark
: it up. Maybe they're not calling back
: because they fell asleep.

which may not be much to you but will make
all the difference in the life ofachild. Be a Big
Brother or Big Sister! Be a Mentor! Call Big
Brother Big Sister today. 424-8181

Pilgrims Hospice Society (9808-148 St) looking

for part-time cook (appx 8-20/day) for Mon,

Tues, Wed. Requirements meal planning,
shopping, working with volunteers, workin,
independently, and a valid food safety certificate. Send resume: JakieD @pilgrimshospice.ca
or fax at 780.413.9748
Volunteers needed to “make fun” at the
Edmonton International Street Performers
Festival running July 3-12; apply online at
www.edmontonstreetfest.com; E: yolunteer@
edmontonstreetfest.com; T: Liz Allison-Jorde
780.425.5162. Volunteers must be a minimum
of 14 yrs old

volunteers to work with adult students in the
ESL English as a Second Language Program.
Call 780.424.5514 Training and materials are
provided

Guerrilla Gardening need volunteers to help
lant 600 sapling trees along baseline road. E:
eurbangreening@gmail.com,T:780.432.6181
for info. Facebook: http://edmontongg
blogspot.com

The Support Network: Volunteer today to be a
Distress Line Listener. Apply on line at: warw.
thesupportnetwork.com or call 780.732.6648

Break the Code! Help an adult to read and
write. Call Jordan Centre for Family Literacy

only is an issue for another column I'm

: already grown up, and frankly, | don't
: think I'm going to save the world, but
hey, let's save this guy. What would it
: take to get him a date?
: Love, Andrea

Volunteers Needed to work with new immi-

grants in 2 variety of tasks and with some great
fun events and outings! Many excitinghifts
available! Call Judy 780.424.3545, xt 249
qa

eee

SERVICES

SS

SS

SACE-Public Education Program: Sexual Assault Centre of Edmonton (www.sace-ab.ca) provides crisis intervention, info, counseling, public education. T: 780.423-4102/F: 780.421.8734/E:
info@sace.ab.ca; www-sace.ab.ca/24 Hour Crisis
Line: 780.423.4121

780.421.7323 wwwfamlit.ca

Do you love the ARTS? Join us and be a part of
North America’s LARGEST Outdoor FREE Art
& Design Festival! Volunteer! Download your
application at www.theworks.ab.ca
Volunteer website for youth 14-24 years old.
www.youthvolunteer.ca
Volunteer drivers and kitchen help urgently
needed.If you're available weekdays, 10am-ipm
call Meals on Wheels. 780.429.2020

Caigary

403-313-3311
Other cities

1-877-834-4044

Volunteer with your Pet, The Chimo Animal
Assisted Therapy Project uses animals in
therapy sessions with trained therapists to help
the clients achieve specific goals. Info: www.
chimoproject.ca. E: volunteer@chimoproject.ca
or T:780.452.2452
Dr's Appointment Buddy—Accompany new
refugee immigrants to their medical appointments to give support and assist with paper-

HOT

work. Thu, 10:30am-2:30pm. Transportation not
required. Leslie 780.432.1137, ext 357

CANADIAN LIVER FOUNDATION is looking
for enthusiastic volunteers for presentations
and special events. Call Carmen at 780.444.1547

eee
PALS. Project Adult Literacy Society needs

Calgary

403-313-3330

1-900-287-0000 s2si20min
Had Enough? Cocaine Anonymous
[o0-425-2725

one night under the stars

and learn what li Boon

youth. Registration deadline:
15, 2009;
register at www.yess.org

~~
eee
Team Diabetes islooking foradults ofALL

——_——
esses

Do you remember someone who believed in

when you were a child? Bethat person ina

Weil'slifetoday,All
it
takesisonehoura week,

ANONYMOUS
HELP LINE 24
Hours a Day-7 Days a Week If
stop using,
we can
Local: 780.421.4429

Se
Eee
SteamWorks pk
HowBathhouse. 24/7
12745 Jasper Ve. H780.451.5554
———————

eee
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BEST

USRAR VELAGE So.

THE WAY OF LIFE

THE SUITES
Spacious and stylish suites for every budget,
1 bedroom, 1 bedroom + den, 2 bedroom,

2 bedroom + den
All suites include window coverings,

The aquatic center is equipped with an
indoor pool, hot tub, stearn rooms and
two outdoor patios
The recreational facilities include a complete

6 appliances, balconies with glass enclosure,

fitness centre, 3800 sq ft party room and

natural gas barbeque outlet on patio, in-suite

games room

Customize your suite with upgraded
cabinets and flooring

neighbourhood with mature landscaping

laundry & storage

Centrally located in an established

Heated underground parking
Suites from $224,900 - immediate

and close to major roadways

Walking distance to shops, restaurants,
galleries and transit systems

possession is available!

Experience life in the village for yourself, visit us today!

LATITUDE STUDIOS
Saites
freen $189,000
302 Ambleside
Link
(ofl Neather at780-438-1513

WATERSTOME CONDOMINIUMS
Suites from $215,000
6079 Maynard Way
Call jeremy at780-438-4911

RUTHERFORD GATE
Santes
frean $ 679,900
11615 Blersiie Road
Call Katie at780-439-5030

THEAVENUE
ATHERMITAGE
Suites
fren$159,900
1188Hyndman
®oad
(ollEvaot780-473-9143

URBAN VILLAGE

SHOREWINDS CONDGMINGUMS

Saiites
froma $224,900

Suites
frown $164,000
6070 Schonsee
Way

HUDSON CONDOMINI LMS
Suites fren $166,000
5951 - 165 Avenue
Call Aisfina at780-478-7003

7909 - 71 Sweet
Call Jayot780-461-1622

Gall Bana at780-476-1137

* Prices subject to change without eatice
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APARTMENT

BUILDING

| EDMONTON'S

INTO THE TWISTED LIFE AND MIND OF EDGAR ALLAN POE }
TEMPORARY

FOREIGN WORKERS

/ 8

TWO LOVERS/ 30

THE FAMINES / 36

PRICES!

5 OWEST

BEST SELECTION!
i

a

Tah

AVAILABLE!

4404
{

BUILT TO BE A GREAT

DEALERSHIP

© 1-O77-21S-8EEB

9-9 Mon-Thurs, 9-6 Fri & Sat, 11-4 Sunday
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See

...

PDoOOCGE

CHRYSLER

Jeep

‘

66 ST. NW
h

F

N

\\ MACHINE 4\
Hen XP
TE...

FRIDAY JUNE 26 * REXALL PLACE
TICKETS ON SALE 10 AM SATURDAY MAY 2 AT (INIONEVENTS =-COM
font dteailtin

“BEAR

ALSO AT ticketmaster.ca

780.451.8000
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6 Vuepoint

:

10 Well, Well, Well

11 Dyer Straight

Tom

@£

Weel:

PLAYOFF

&

HOCKEY

PLAYOFFS

;

Rg

12 Issues

13 Bob The Angry Flower

13 Infinite Lives

26 Prairie Artsters

DE

NUEVE

MAYO

FIESTA

-

39 Backlash Blues

Pt

-

~*~

oe

ee

a

|

WATCH THEM LIVENMUIES |2 ovo

MAY J

|

18 Veni, Vidi, Vino
19 Living Proof

Nevermore

// Catalyst explores the tortured life and

brilliant mind of Edgar Allan Poe

40 Enter Sandor

RIG
|
ie

LEROWSKI

5 ae bee

50 New Sounds

[epee

-

52 Free Will Astrology
54 Queermonton

55 Alt.Sex.Column

EVENTSLISTINGS

[

27 Arts

35 Film
38 Music
53 Events

Festival Volunteer Fair
25° Festivals all in one place,
all on one day

Pees

When:

May 13, 2009
3 p.m. - 8 p.m.

Where: TransAlta Arts Barns
10330 - 84 Avenue

volunteeredmonton.com
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Thos
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For more information, visit:
|

:
WEDNESDAYS
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FLOOR:

e

RADIO
ee

ALEXANDER KEITH'S PINTS $4.00, JAGER SHOTS $3.00

"|TELUS AUTHORIZED
DEALERS

EDMONTON.
Bonnie Doon Mest

|

| Londonderry a!

\Northgate

Mel

|
South Edmonton Comrnon

Southgate Centre

|.
_ NORTH
9624 165 Ave.

x.; :
—

-

BlackBerry® Pearl™
8130 smartphone

BlackBerry® Peari™ Flip
8230 smartphone

$2999

5

(8year term)

Pee

No term $499.99

$4999
(S year term)
No term $449.99

|
NEW Samsung OMNIA™
SCH-i910 smartphone

NEW Treo™ Pro.
smartphone by Palm®

BlackBerry® Storm™
9530 smartphone

$129.99

$149.99

sate $199.99"

(8 year term)

(3 ypar term)

(3 year term)

No term $499.99

No term $549.99

SOUTH

| 5912 104th St

10309 34th Ave.
5926 99th St

No term $599.99
8708 SIst Ave
4515 Gateway Biva

Fort Saskatchewan

Whether you're a power communicator, a social butterfly or

9542 86th Ave,

a multimedia fanatic, we have a smartphone that's just right

9914 10rd St

for you. And with TELUS, you'll get 3G speed in more places?

Leduc

Visit Us in-store or at telusmobility.com/smartfit today, and

112 - 5906 50th St.
3205 S0th Ave.

we'll help you find your perfect fit.

Sherwood Park

Shenwood Park Mail

—@ TELUS
the future is friendly

orthesegreatOffers, visit your TELUS authorized dealer or retailer, visit telusmobility. com or call 1-866-264-2966.

E<is
Prat

WAL-MART

.

¢ withoutnotice.*EHectve net offerin-store discount attimecfactivation. Available forclientsinew andrenewal) whoactivate on9 3 yeartermwithanynon-promotional voice rataplan of $20orgreater with data add-on. TELUS reserves theright tomodity eligible rateplans with thisoffer at
en

erin

tment

of TELUS)Corporation.

in Moton®,
BlackBerry®, RaM® Besaarch

SureType,

theproperty ofResearch InMotion {imited andarsregistered and/or usedin theU.S.andcountries aroundtheworld. Usedunderlicense fromResearch InMotionLimited, FACEBOOK is @ registered trademark of Facebook, Ine.Allothertrademarks areproperty oftheirrespective owners. © 2003TELUS
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EDITORIAL

Happy May Day?
the deadliest on record for Alberta work-

SCOTT HARRIS
{/ SCOTT @VUEWEEKLY.COM

= most weeks since the economy
began its precipitous nosedive to
all-but-uncharted depths, the news of
the past week hasn't been very bright
for working people in the province or
the country.

An April 28 Statistics Canada report
revealed that the number of Canadians
collecting unemployment benefits is at
its highest level since 1997. With national
unemployment now at eight per cent,
610 000 Canadians are collecting EI, an
increase of 22 per cent since October.
Alberta's dizzying decent from the
height of the boom has resulted in even
more stark increases here than the country asa whole. The number of Albertans
collecting EI grew by 27.3 per cent in
February alone, continuing a trend that
has seen a 67.9 per cent increase since
October as the province continues to
sheds jobs in the construction and manufacturing sectors.
Despite the brakes on the provincial
economy, the news on provincial workplace health and safety was unfortunately
no better than the darkening unemployment picture. Alberta Employment and
Immigration figures for 2008 released
on April 24 show that last year was one of

places, with 165 fatalities on the job officially accepted by the Workers Compensation Board. Itwas the highest toll since
169 workers died in 1982, and the fourth

:
:
:
:

highest in provincial history.

:

Bad news from the nation's beleaguered auto sector continued

:

apace,

:

with cuts to its dealerships and opera- =
tions announced by GM likely to mean :
another 12000 will soon be out of work.
At the same time, members of CAW
overwhelming ratified a rollback deal :
with Chrysler in a last-ditch effort to :
preserve auto jobs.
In the midst ofall this comes the annual
celebration of May Day, the international
workers’ holiday proclaimed to mark :
success in the fight for the eight-hour :

day. With days as dark as these, the historical view offered by May Day offers :

hope, especially as this year marks the :
goth anniversary of the 1919 Winnipeg

:

General Strike; when workers came to-

:

gether in the face of another calamitous

:

and unsettling economic period in an :

almost unfathomable show of solidar-

ity, taking over and running the city for
weeks and setting the stage for future

:
:

gains for working people. It's a timely

:

reminder that we have, and can, survive

NNT
© suvuvnavernvenasnvneonscvvnvncinecon
useonecse cnn

such turmoil. V
Visit mayweek.ab.ca for event details.

Letters

:
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think that Tamara Gorzalka hit the nail
on the head ("Gay bar transformed,”
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: don't consider myself an expert, having
: never been to Flashbacks and only hav: ing the Roost for a year, but I am sure
: thatthe comfortable and relaxed nature
: that I felt a year ago is not reflected in

: our current bars.
Unlike Tamara, I am part of the throb-

: bing, mindless mass that moves ina uni-
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: Red Bull fan, I view the bar through so: ber lenses and completely agree on the
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: meat-market thing. I feel looked at and
: judged constantly, and I find the atmo-

: the bar because | love to dance. Being a
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: right snotty. And yet, I go! Every damn
: Saturday I pay the $5 cover and the $2
: coat check so I can feel stupid and stared
: at by a crowd I feel didn't exist a while
: ago. It leaves me disheartened with the
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: whole scene. My friends and I have also
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for about two years (a few days after my
2oth birthday), and in that time I have
witnessed the dramatic shift in atmosphere and expectations at gay bars. I
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: discussed this, we feel its the bar.

: Scotty Butler
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Damn auto crisis!

Albania, Albania...

any thanks to Malcolm Azania
for his informed analysis ("Real
Economics 101," Apr 23 - Apr 29, 2009)
of what's actually happening in the

Albania ("Sinking ruins of Albania,”
Apr 23 - Apr 29, 2009) highlights one of

current economic crisis, and his generous words about my book Economics
for Everyone.
I also wanted to personally apologize
to any Vue readers who came out to my

planned lecture the night of April 23rd.
The night before, after completing two _
full-house talks in Calgary, |was ordered
to get back to Toronto immediately to
help out with the CAW-Chrysler negotiations, which were going very badly, Sol
took'the red-eye home (with a planeload
of displaced Maritime oil workers ...
more evidence of the economic chaos all
around us) and consequently had to cancel the Edmonton gig. Ugh. We reached
a deal with Chrysler (painful, but at least
keeping the Canadian plants going) on
Friday.

I apologize deeply for that cancellation; the auto industry's high drama is
obviously something I can neither predict nor control. And I have promised to
come back to Alberta in November for
the Parkland Institute conference.
Jim Stanford
Economist, Canadian Auto Workers

‘our piece on Butrint in southern

Albania's realities: a remarkable collec

tion of historical sites, magnificent scenery anda crazy bureaucratic system.
Ilived in the central city of Elbasan for
eight years, and never managed to get

to Butrint in all that time, but we were
blessed with many other wonders o!

the country. Elbasan lies on the route
of the Via Egnatia, the ancient road that
went from the Adriatic Coast through
to the Orient. Its two westerly routes
one from Durrest the other from south
ern Appolonia, united just south of the

city. Some of the supports for the bridge

have been excavated in recent years and
can be seen in the riverbed. A few miles
east of Elbasan, the Viacrosses the River
Shkumbin on a 2000-year-old bridge.

still used by local people. There is some
evidence to suggest that apostle Pav!

used this route on one of his journeys.
Truly, Albania is one of Europe's hidden gems. Magnificent mountain views.
beautiful sandy beaches, a wealth of superb restaurants andcomfortable hotels,
a wealth of history, castles everywhere
and a warm, hospitable people seldom
found anywhere in these days.
Pete Hodge
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‘LESSONS FROM CUBA

“,

rmation of Cuba's agricultural system offers
=F

yes

lessons for creating food security in Edmonton

ys

areas in the
province, depending on the time of year
and where
one shops for groceries, up to
100 percent ofthe food we eat arrives on

sary herbicides and pesticides, Agricul-

our plates from another continent, coun-

tural machinery, as well as public tran
sit, ground to a halt because there was
no gasoline or oil, and Cuba was forced
to become much more self-sufficient in
practically every facet of society, including food production.

try orprovince. In fact, ifallof the city’s
food imports were cut off—that is to sayif
for some reason all truck and air shipping
of food came to a halt—there would be, on
average,
only enough food to support the
city ofEdmonton
for three days.

world’s food supply are heavily dependent
on fossil fuels. Vast amounts of oiland gas
are used as raw materials and energy in
the manufacture of fertilizers and pesticides, and as cheap and readily available
energy at all stages of food production:
from planting, irrigation, feeding and

harvesting, through to processing, distri-

bution and packaging. ... The industrial

food supply system is one of the biggest

consumers
of fossil fuels and one of
the
greatest producers
of greenhouse gases.”
The food we eat isalso impacting
our
health in significant ways. Obesity and
diabetes are at epidemic levels, and a

recent US study found that as a
result

of our diets, the current generation is

Statistics, 11 per cent of Albertans "often" or
“sometimes” worry that their food will run
out and 8.5 per cent of Albertans cannot af-

ford balanced meals for their family "sometimes” or “often.” In 2005, 40.7 per cent of

Based on a 1996-97 Canadian survey by

their
and

house

hom

we
v

the best I have ever tasted—and I cha
with Lourdes about her |
fi

"When we

expert advice on anything connected to

food secure. Its capital, Havana, is often
pointed to asa rare example of large-scale,
sustainable urban agriculture, producing

Thus began an immense and multiyear
agricultural education and capacity-

The average salary of an urban gardener

most of the vegetables consumed by its

building campaign to bridge the urban-

citizens within the city itself. *
While Edmonton is not an island, and
its weather far from tropical, there are
many lessons we can take from Cuba's
experience in making the transition towards food security. To learn more about
Cuba's experience Itravelled with a group
of farmers, food activists and students
as part of the "Going Organic” tour orga-

rural divide—a move that was necessary

which is often referenced as being one of
thé few countries that can be considered

Canadian food bank clients were children.
Edmonton is clearly a food insecure city,
and needs to make fundamental shifts to
become food secure, But how exactly can
we make the transition? There must be,

Ron Berezan (theurbanfarmer.ca) to visit
a variety of sustainable agricultural proj-

elsewhere around the world.
My search for answers led me to Cuba,

ects in Cuba.
Necessity has shaped the Cuban reality
since Fidel Castro led his 26 Julio move-

I thought, examples we can learn from

expected to bethe first inhistory tohave
a shorter life span than their parents.

Inside
Juices

urban. Anyone can have access
to &
seeds, homeopathic plant remedies

THIS IS THE WAY OUR GARDEN GROWS >> Spoils of Cuba's urban agriculture
revolution on display. //sjiva Gibson

cording the Canadian Centre for Health

electricity and human labour—what we

call permaculture in Canada

agriculture. This decision was based on
urgent need and few resources, and the
most logical decision was to move the agriculture to the people.”

"In 1991, suddenly, Cubans had almost

over with diabetes is estimated to be as
Many as 1.4 million.
Access to food is also a growing concern
for many in the city and the province. Ac-

system from the rain barrels on the roof
of the house, vermiculture (worm composting) in one corner, and chickens
being raised for meat in another. These
components were all thoughtfully put
together to require the smallest amount
of energy required, both in the form or

each district in the country, bo

Agronomists and Foresters (ACTAF), put

in perspective for us the challenge the Cuban government faced in finding a way to
feed its citizens.

the number of Canadians aged 12 and

Then there was the gravity-fed watering

cide whether it made more sense to move
agriculture to the people, or people to the

Group (GAO) of the Cuban Association of

the Public Health Agency of Canada and
extrapolations from American sources

vines. No space was unused, with both
horizontal and vertical gardens covering every inch of available structures

no food, and most Cubans lived in the

vana's Pasture and Forage Institute ([IPF}
and secretary of the Organic Agriculture

ways that areenvironmentally sound and

man Church explains the depth of the
problem: "The systems that produce the

grows on trees, bushes, low plants and

cities,” Funes explained. "Cuba had to de-

Dr. Fernando Funes, a researcher at Ha-

We are, in other words, a city far away

is So Dependent on Oil," author Nor-

Stopping on a residential street with
very little greenery in the picturesque
colonial city of Sancti Spiritus, we met
Bebo and Lourdes, a couple who support
themselves and their family with a fruit
juice business utilizing the fruit grown
on their small lot. The pride evident on
their smiling faces, they led us to their
tiny backyard paradise, where fruit

years ago there w
back yard,” she
complishment evident in her
removed the cement and planted this
backyard urban Eden.”
The transformation of their backyard
from concrete to consumable is jus
example of the impact of government
encouragement of urban agriculture. The
couple's juice business, and all agriculture
in Cuba, is supported by goverr
funded agricultural extension se

from enjoying food security, defined as
a community
in which all people, atall
times, have access tonutritious, safe, per- sonally acceptable and culturally appropriate foods, produced and distributed in
sociallyjust.
Not only is most of our food imported,
mostofitis produced
with huge amounts
ofoil inputs. In his article "Why Our Food

ment to victory over the Batista regime on
New Year's Day, 1959. In response, in 1962
the United States imposeda crippling embargo on the island nation—one which
continues to this day—as part of their war
against the fledgling revolution. This left
Cuba without access to US imports, and
forced the new government to rely heavily on the support of the Soviet Union and
its satellite states. All of the agricultural
equipment, herbicides and pesticides
needed to support large-scale agriculture
were imported from the socialist bloc,
along with vehicles, oil, infrastructure
and most other goods.
In 1991, following the sudden collapse
of the Soviet Union, Cuba lost some 85
per cent of its foreign trade practically
overnight, and entered what is known
as the "Special Period" in Cuban history.
The average Cuban lost 20 pounds as
the large-scale, Soviet-style agricultural
system collapsed for want of the neces-

nized by local sustainable agriculturalist

for Cuba to survive.

agriculture or gardening.
One reason for the success of urban
agriculture in Cuba is purely economic.
in Havana is 40 pesos per month, roughly
twice that of a teacher, and agriculture is
one of the few ways individuals can operate a free-enterprise business in Cuba
and generate extra revenue. The result is

What has resulted nearly two decades

that there is a great deal of interest in ag-

later was evident as we wound our way
through Havana on a bus full of Canadians and our Cuban hosts: agriculture was
everywhere. Urban gardens were in front
of houses and spilling over the balconies
of apartment buildings. Everywhere we
turned there was pride, passion and respect for agriculture, those who grow
food and the planet, emanating from the
houses and people like the music and

riculture, which has led to research, study
and participation of young and old alike.
Today some 350 000 people in Cuba are
growing food for their own consumption,
and small cooperatives grow 65 per cent

dancing that is so much a part of Cuba.

of the total food production inCuba.
Another pillar ofagriculturein
Cuba is education. Education in Cuba is provided for
free, and most of the farmers we met had
university degrees, many of them Ph.D.s.
CONTINUED

ON PAGE 12>>
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Shut down temporary worker program: report |

SCOTT HARRIS

/PSCOTT@VUEWEEKLY.COM

ci rapid expansion of the federal
program that brings temporary
foreign workers to Canada is fundamentally reshaping the country’s approach to immigration, and may be
leading to the creation ofa permanent
guest worker program similar to those
that exist in many European countries,

warns a new report.
Entrenching Exploitation, the second
report released by the Alberta Federation of Labour's temporary foreign
worker advocate, says that 2008 was
the first year in which the number

of workers in Canada under the federal government's Temporary Foreign
Worker Program (TFWP) outnumbered

those who entered the country through
thé traditional immigration system to
become permanent residents.
“What we're seeing in Canada now isa
real substantial change in how we deal
with immigration and how we deal with
people from other countries wanting to
come to Canada,” says Yessey Byl, the

AFL's temporary foreign worker advocate and coauthor of the report. “Immigration since about 2004 has basically
flatlined, it's stayed the same, whereas
the use of temporary foreign workers
has skyrocketed.”
According to Citizenship and Immigration Canada statistics, 247 202 im-

migrants came to Canada in 2008 as
permanent residents, just 12 000 more
than arrived in 2004. The TFWP, in contrast, which in 2004 brought 126 026

foreign workers to Canada, had more
than doubled over the same

of temporary workers are given the opportunity to become Canadian citizens,

creating what the AFL calls a “disposable workforce.”
In addition to the rapid growth in the
program, the types of workers the
TFEWP now brings to Canada has also

period,

with 252 196 temporary workers in the
country last year.
"The government has made a choice
that we need people to come here but
we're going to bring them in as foreign workers with less rights than im-

shifted in recent years, moving from
skilled professional and technical occupations to lower-skilled classifications in the retail, service and manu-

migrants,” says Byl. "And this kind of
fundamental philosophy, ! think, is one
that is the most important issue to address in this.”
Alberta, which in 2006 became the
first province in which temporary workers ofitnumbered immigrants, saw a 55
per cent increase in the number of temporary workers in the province between
2007 and 2008, with 57 843 temporary
workers in the province last year—a
four-fold increase since 2004. At the
same time just 24 185 immigrants came
to Alberta last year.
The increased focus on temporary
workers is worrisome, Byl says, because temporary workers are in a much
more precarious position than permanent residents, making the program
rife with employer abuse. Many temporary workers have reported problems
with receiving pay, poor working and
living conditions and being forced to
pay high and illegal fees to brokers to
find employment. Only a tiny fraction

facturing sectors, which require little
or no training.
In Alberta, just 40 per cent of temporary workers now fall into one of three
skilled classifications, down from 50
per cent in 2003. The fastest growing
classification of workers, NOCD, which
requires no training or education level, now accounts for 17 per cent of all
temporary workers in the province, up
from just 1.6 per cent in 2003.
This change, says Byl, is especially
significant given the province's recent
economic downturn. While temporary

foreign workers in industries such as
construction and the oil sector are being sent home, workers in low-skilled
occupations are still being brought to
the province, in ever-increasing num-

bers and for longer periods.
"Remember, most of the

foreign

workers are now low-skilled workers.
We need those people. They're not

leaving,” By! says. “In fact, when the
program started in 2002 it was roughly

based on the US model: you could come
here for a year but you had to leave after a year. Well, companies said ‘We
need people for longer than a year,"
so the government said, ‘OK, you can
stay for two years, but then you have

permanent residents through the Alberta Immigrant Nominee Program,
the report calls the moves "too limited,
restricted or under-resourced.”
The report makes a series of 21 rec-

ommendations to address the prob-

to leave for four months.’ Well, last
year the government said, ‘Well, OK,
we're not going to enforce that twoyear program,’ and in fact many of the

lems with the Temporary Foreign
Workers Program, but AFL President
Gil McGowan says that ultimately the

low-skilled temporary foreign workers

ered.
“First and most importantly, what
we're calling for in the report and unequivocally what we're saying in this
report is that the Temporary Foreign
Worker Program as currently constituted has to be wound down and elimi
nated," McGowan says. "At the same
time, and in recognition of the fact that
the thousands of temporary foreign
workers who have been brought into

were able to get renewals of their work
permits beyond the two years.
"So that means we now have a per-

manent low-skilled temporary foreign
worker program, which is basically
what has happened in Europe,” Byl
continues. "And you don’t have to go
very far to see the huge disadvantages
and the huge social fallout that those
kinds of programs have caused in Europe. And we're doing the same thing
in Canada—we're doing exactly the
same thing.”
The report charges that despite the
problems with the program, there has
been a "complete lack of response” by
the federal government. While it acknowledges that the Alberta govern-

whole program needs to be reconsid-

the country under this flawed program
are in the country, have come to the
country with good faith, and the vast
majority have come to this country be-

lieving and hoping that they could one

day become permanent residents and
eventually citizens, we think becaus
it is the program and our governm
ment has taken some positive steps, : that have failed and misled them that
‘those
who are currently in the country
including establishing in 2007 the
as temporary foreign workers should
Temporary Foreign Worker Advisory
be given the right to stay." V
Office, providing funding to provincial
settlement agencies to work with TFWs
Entrenching Exploitation is available on
and allowing a small number of tempothe Alberta Federation of Labour website
rary workers—approximately 3000 in
at www.afl.org.
2008—the chance to apply to become

With well over 63,000 members, AUPE is Alberta's Largest Union.
districts.
AUPE represents more than 7,500 support staff members at 14 Alberta post-secondary institutions and 3 school

Representing support employees in public education in Alberta
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The promise of social media
New forms of online interactio

University of Lethbridge

Edmonton Campus

n are beginning

toimpact how we relate in the offline world

Social media tools like Facebook and Twit- : revered social media innovators and well- :
and learn in an open environment”
ter are all the rage these days. We often : followed media and technology commen- :
These unconferences share an element

hear about social media's incredible po- : tators, many of whom reach thousands or :
of

tential or, conversely, its lack of relevance : more people with the stroke of a key.
compared to traditional media.
Most importantly, the use of social meBut what exactly is "social media"?
: dia enables the large portion of society
Social media is a term used to
that has access to its tools to connect
describe the web-based tools,
with endless numbers of people,

applications, spaces and prac-

and in real time. Social media
facilitates the mobilization of
aca People who are able to unite
under common fronts via their
cellphone or computer. The

tices that people use to interact with each other and share
information online. For example, social networks like Facebook, Twitter, and MySpace
provide online tools that can be

used for sharing media and engaging
in online conversations, while also provid- :

online social media practices, such as

: distributed decision making, and apply it to
: offline activities. BarCamp co-founder Ryan
: King "figured there was much more exper: tise in the audience than there possibly

: could be onstage." New media commenta: tor Kate Milberry notes, "if users actualize

: values of cooperation, collaboration, vol: unteerism, sharing and trust in their social

: interactions online, this surely has implica-

tions for social engagement offline.”
remarkable movement for fair : Social media comprise an important toolcopyright legislation in Canada— : kit for social change, with huge potential
the result of an uprising of concerned : for reinvigorating local communities and
Internet users—is testament to its power.

: opéning up government.

In just one ex-

ing users with online personal space that : The 1.5 million American citizens who lob- : ample, a new set of autonomous local con-

forms a repository of shared content and : bied politicians in 2007 to demand an
social interactions.
: open Internet is another example of how
Social media is highly participatory, un- : these tools can be used to mobilize for
Uke most traditional (offline) media. Wit : social change.
traditional media like television, audienc
members are passive participants, con- : Social media use is also enabling a pleth
: ora of offline meet-ups, collaborations and
: events. Many of these face-to-face or
"real
represents something of a return to a preworld" activities are in part inspired by and
print oral culture—more of an ongoin:
infused with the collaborative practices
dialogue than a form of production and
and values associated with social media.

consumption—in the form of commen
tary, anecdotes and shared stories (in au:
dio, video and text forms). Through social
media, the means of communicating and
producing social meaning, narratives and
values have been returned to what citizen
media commentator Dan Gillmor calls "the
people formerly known as the audience."

"Unconferences" for instance, are a new

form of radically democratic conferences
: inspired by open-source software develop-

: ferences called ChangeCamp are underway
: this year, in which citizens and government
: workers gather to address the question:
: "How do we re-imagine government and
itizenship in the age of participation?”
There are valid concerns about Internet usage, the digital divide and the
: social surveillance undertaken by the
: owners of commercial social media
: platforms, but with current economic,
olitical and ecological challenges in
mind, the social experiments enabled
: by social media are more than neces: sary, and potentially critical to finding
> our way through these challenges. W

: ment processes.
: Many conferences revolving around tech: nology or media issues are now set ap as : Steve Anderson is the national coordinator
: "unconferences," where participants direct : for the Campaign for Democratic Media. He

: the conference through a combination of : is a contributing author of Censored 2008
Canada has a remarkably vibrant social : online chat/wiki technologies and face-to- : and Battleground: The Media. Media Links
media community. According to cyber- : face interactions. For example, “BarCamp" : is a monthly syndicated column on media
lawyer Michael Geist, we have the second : is a series of technology-focused unconfer- : issues supported by CommonGround, The
highest per capita usage of Facebook in : ences formatted as an “ad-hoc gathering : Tyee, Rabble.ca, Vancovuer Observer and
the world, Our cities are also stacked with : born from the desire for people to share : Vue Weekly.
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Here’s your opportunity
to save lives.

Edmonton
Donor Clinic
Street
“ie
7
8249 4
=
Monday - Friday
9:00 am - 1:00 pm

3:30
Bre

7:30

‘Costs and benefits

: the same rate whether they'd had them
: or not.
How have the facts about mammograms
: been obscured? “We have long ignored

2 face to face with the fact that while we
I've just spent a few days doing some
critical thinking about my approach : have life-saving interventions for many
i kinds of emergencies, many of our
become
|
Have
health.
of
to matters
long-accepted diagnostic tests,
contrary just for the sake of it?
treatment protocols and precarelogic,
Superficial in my

less with my sources

‘ventative screenings desper-

of

Lely
on
Saturday

information? And then, a
most pleasant surprise in

ately need reevaluation. On
his list are mammograms.

bic

pocrates’ Shadow, thanks to

annually on mammography, a
high risk of false-positive mam-

8:30 am - 2:30

J
‘
Book your life
;

“ALT HEALTH >> HIPPOCRATES' SHADOW

saving appointment
toda

Call1868 2 DONATE

1
y:

Citing the $4 billion spent

Dr. David H. Newman's Hip-

my library-loving husband.
Dr. Newman,- an emergency
room physician who runs a clinical

mograms, one in five biopsies

done as a result of a false-positive

:

test and the billions of dollars spent each
research program and teaches at Co- :
year on unnecessary biopsies of healthy
lumbia University, is both hopeful and :

breasts, he broaches the cost/risk/benrefreshingly honest about the state of :

: an

essential

fact

about

; says were unnecessary inthe firstplace.
i; An easy-to-read chart laying out, by
? treatrnent, the number of people we

: need to treat for one person to benefit
professional + is illuminating. According to his calcula-

? medical societies like the AMA: they are _} tions, we need to treat 2000 women
: advocacy groups,” Newman argues, “And : with hormone replacement therapy
ingle
fracture or
: yet it is difficult topoint fingers. What : (HRT) to prev
ther 1999 re: else is a radiologist to do when a woman : cancer diagne
: is referred for a routine mammogram? = ceive no benefit, and one person out of
: And what else is a surgeon to do when a : every 667 treated will actually suffer a
: mammogram indicates a potentially can- } heart attack or breast cancer asa result
+ ofthe treatment.
'
: cerous area in a woman's breast?”
: Why the pervasive use of largely inef:
? Also on Dr. Newman’s list and of par- = fective therapies? No medical student
: ticular interest to me is our love affair : has time to scrutinize everything taught,
: with antibiotics. Likening our approach } and in most cases physicians don't know
+ the evidence that contradicts their prac: to a game of Russian Roulette, he cites
? tice. But “in other cases physicians are
: a startling rate of life-threatening aller: well aware of the evidence but obsti: gic reactions to the common antibiotic

efit equation. Given the costs and risks, ; amoxicillin—an estimated gne out of
affairs in modern medicine, and he con- :
2: every 410 times it is administered. Then,
firmed my frequent assertions that we : there's surely major benefit?
estimating that 90 per cent of antibiotic
are, in practice, always a few steps, and : Not so, he says, citing a review of the :
literature by the highly reputable Co- : prescriptions for sore throats in the US
sometimes many years, behind what the :
are unnecessary, he calculates an assoon
chran
:
Collaborati
that
t
found,
overscience has informed us with.

: nately refuse to reexamine their practice
: and themselves.”

: Time pressures, the desire to avoid
i negligence, advertising-induced patient
demand—doctors, patients and industry,

= jn other words—have all played a role in
all, routine screening mammograms to : ciated 24 OOO life-threatening allergic
In sharing the secrets of what he calls
reactions each year from antibiotics he : the current state of affairs.
the House of Medicine, he brings us : offer zero benefit—women survived at :
: The only role we can do anything about
t is, of course, our own. We—the patient,
oe

&

enane

Senta

te
a. Se

: the consumer—want miracles. But it is
= still, according to Newman, the respon-

Oe

} sibility of doctors to heed Hippocrates’

} caution and avoid pretense of infallibil
} ity. “That doctors often don't have the
= answers they and their patients seek is

= a medical secret, the symptom of a quiet
: and pervasive deception.”
! Newman's hope is that physicians
: will read his book; | hope everyone
: will. His honest look at the profession
: he clearly loves is hopeful, sobering

: and essential. W
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FLO RIDA

: general staff and the professional diplo+ mats really think.

: ministrations for the past 40 years, with

: the minor exception of the first president

: Bush's administration in 1991 — "92, but

: why is Lieberman so confident that it also

¢ applies to the Obama administration?
: Lieberman clearly believes that the new
: US president has accepted that there will
: be no progress towards a "two-state so: lution" under Prime Minister Benjamin
; Netanyahu's government. Obama will go
: through the motions of seeking an Israeli: Palestinian peace, as every American pres: ident is obliged to, but he will not waste
: any of his valuable political capital trying
: to make Netanyahu go where he does not
:

:
:
?
:

: In that case, why does Israeli diplomacy
: and propaganda put allthe public empha} sis on Iran? Because there is no need to
: convince the United States of the need
: China, Russia or the US happy," Lieberman :
for military action in Afghanistan, where
: continued. "These countries [Pakistan and : it is
already fully committed, nor of ¢
: Afghanistan] are a threat not only to Is: dangers that a collapse of the current
:: rael, but to the global order as a whole.”
} political order in Pakistan would unleash.
: This is hogwash, because neither Paki=: Whereas Obama's administration is not

i stan nor Afghanistan is currently “ruled
: in the spirit of bin Laden.” Afghanistan is
; governed by President Hamid Karzai, cho; sen for the job by the United States after
: the 2001 invasion (although much of the
:: Pashtun-populated south and southeastis
controlled by the Taliban-led insurgency)
: Pakistan has a democratically elected ci: vilian government (although the war in
:: Afghanistan has radicalized the Pashtunwant to go.
= majority regions of Pakistan as well, and
The second thing Lieberman said was : Pakistan's government
is making highly
More surprising, for he has spent the : controversial concessions to the "Pakipast few years talking up Iran and its al.
stani Taliban.")
leged nuclear weapons programme as : But it is interesting hogwash, because

: committed to military action against Iran,

: the greatest threat to Israel's security. ; the Taliban could win power in Afghani-

; Indeed, in December 2006 he called Ira: nian nuclear proliferation "the biggest
: threat facing the Jewish people since the
The great virtue of a maverick like Israeli : Barack Obama would try to push the :
Second World War."
foreign:minister Avigdor Lieberman
country's new right-wing govern- : Now, suddenly, he has relegated Iran to
is that there is none ofthe usual
ment into concessions to the :: second place, instead promoting "Afpak"—
pussy-footing around. He says
Palestinians on settlements
Afghanistan and Pakistan—to first place.
what he thinks.
exactl
and sovereignty that it does : Pakistan is nuclear and unstable, and Afy In a recent interview with the Rusnot want to make. The Obama :: ghanistan is faced with a potential Taliban

sian newspaper Moskovskiy
Komsomolets, he said three

administration will only put :: takeover," he told Alexander Rosensaft,
forth new peace initiatives if Isthe Israeli correspondent of Moskovskiy
quite interesting things.
rael wants it to, said Lieberman:
Komsomolets, "and the combination form
Lieberman's first remark swept
"Believe me, America accepts all : a contiguous area of radicalism ruled in
aside several months of public fretour decisions."
> the spirit of bin Laden.
ting in Israel about whether President : This has certainly been true of allUS ad- : "| do not think this makes anyone in

|

fixed-term contra

Get a Phone
fi
“

[OF as little as so,

Sarna
Put $150 of the
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: weapons now. So that's where the pres-

! sure needs to be applied.
: That is the real thinking of the Israeli military and foreign policy establishment, and
; it means that Lieberman should still be
: touting the Iranian threat in public But he
: is an unsubtle sort of guy, so he just gi

t us the briefing verbatim. And then h ays
:; that this means Russia must be brought
: back into the picture
"Russia has a special influence in ¢
+ Muslim world, and I consider it
: partner that should play a spe
? the Middle East,” Lieberman said. "|

: stan, and nobody knows what line the
} military will adopt when they take back : argued for some time tha
: power in Pakistan. It is imaginable that : ficient appreciation for the "
: "Afpak" could pose that kind of threat : lintend to mend this gap."
: to Israel at some point in the future, al- : It's not clear whether this reflects official
: though nobody can say how likely it is.
} thinking in Israel, or just Lieberman's own
;
3 dependence on the votes of Russian-speak: It is doubly interesting because it tells : Ing immigrants to Israel But it is safe to say
' us what Israeli strategists are thinking. : that Israeli foreign policy is going to be very
? Why has Avigdor Lieberman just changed : different under the new government.
: his position on the most important stra- :
:: tegic threat to Israel? Because he has just : Gwynne Dyer is a London-based inde:: become foreign minister, and had all the : pendent journalist whose articles are
{ strategic briefings that incoming foreign : published in 45 countries. His column ap: ministers get. So now he knows what the i pears each week in Vue Weekly
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>> SENIORS’ PHARMACEUTICAL

COVERAGE

Issues is a forum for individuals and organizations to comment on current events and broader issues of importance to the community. Their commentary is not necessarily the opinion

of the organizations they represent or of Vue Ena

Seniors get shafted again
still a concern despite changes to seniors’ drug coverage
Universality
come-based scale of copayments and
premiums. Most seniors will now be
responsible for a copayment of 20 per
cent of a prescription's cost up to $15
per drug, along with premiums based
on how much they earn.

NOEL SOMERVILLE
i/ PIALBERTA.ORG

Alberta Health Minister Ron Liepert on
April 23 finally announced revisions to

Individual seniors earning $12 000 and

the seniors’ component of the problematic Alberta Pharmaceutical Strat-

couples earning $24 000 or less will pay
no premiums or copayments.
Individuals earning between $24 001
and $36 000, however, will face annual
premiums of $381, rising to $571.44 if they
earn between $36 001 and $48 000, and
$762 for incomes over $48 O00. Couples
whose combined. income is between

egy, a document he has staunchly defended in the face of mounting outrage
from seniors and complaints from both

opposition parties and from within his
own caucus.
Without

acknowledging

its profound

flaws, Minister Liepert has now admitted
that his original plan would hurt many
seniors and did not reflect the reality of
current economic conditions.

$48 001 and $72 000 will be required to
pay $708 annually, rising to $1062 when
their income hits $72 001 and $1416 for

However, the minister is not reverting to
the current universal plan, under which
seniors pay 30 per cent of prescription

combined incomes over $96 OOO. Note

that at the transition points, a $1 difference in income can mean hundreds of
dollars more in premiums.
The three levels of premium are 50 per
cent, 75 per cent and 100 per cent, respectively, of the rates the government
has set for the Blue Cross non-group
plan, effective July 1, 2010. These rates
were tripled over two years in the Alberta Pharmaceutical Strategy to ensure

costs to a maximum of $25 per prescription. Instead, he intends to replace the
existing Blue Cross for Seniors plan on
July 1, 2010, and is forging-ahead with a
new plan that will offload $20 million of
government costs onto the backs of Alberta's senior citizens.

His “new* plan drops the idea of an
income-based deductible, one of the
most galling features of his original
proposal, and replaces it with an in-

private

insurance

corporations

would

have no trouble competing. Current Blue

Cross premiums for individuals of $246

will rise to $762 in 2010, and premiums
for couples are being increased to $1416
from the current $492.
Clearly, the big winner here is the insurance industry, not seniors.

Once again,

the government's approach Is essentially
one of privatization, at the expense of
our public health system and the province's more vulnerable groups.
While the provision of free prescription
drugs to low-income seniors is a smart
move, many middle-income seniors are
going to find these premium rates unaf-

fordable. The cost of living for seniors
has escalated dramatically over the past
10 years, with market value assessment
taxes tripling or quadrupling and with deregulated electricity rates and continuing

care rates skyrocketing.
Even the lowest premium fate is about
50 per cent higher than the same coverage currently costs, and that ignores the

cost of the copayment and the numerous
non-prescription and uncovered medications that seniors often also require. The
middle premium rate for drugs alone
is approximately equal to the Alberta
Health Care premium rate that was discontinued for all Albertans at the beginning of 2009 and was eliminated for Alberta's seniors years before that. In other
words, what the Alberta government has

given with one hand, it has taken away _ Seniors, like all Athertahe have
with the other.
tations of a predictable level of public
services because they are citizens who
Healthy Albertans of modest income,
have paid taxes all their working lives
including seniors, will tend to opt out of and continue to do so in their retirethis optional plan because the premium
ment. If the government has a revenue
rates are well in excess of the actual cost
problem, it should address its shortfall
of the drugs they require. In doing so,
through
aprogressive income tax system,
however, they will be gambling that they _not through the health care system. And
are not going to be hit by a chronic conmake no mistake, this province can afdition, because opting back in involves a__ ford it, despite the sky-Is-falling rhetoric
three-month waiting period before covof the health minister. Alberta has been
erage begins.-A proper pharmacare plan
spending about five per cent of GDP on
should not be an invitation to gamble.
public health care—about half the averPrescription drugs are part of preven- _age expenditure of other provinces and a
tative medicine, and putting financial
third of what the American government
barriers in the way of people obtaining _pays without a universal plan.
the medications they require is shortUniversality is a key principle of health
sighted, as they end up seriously illinthe
care coverage. What the government
emergency room and frequently have
doesn't seem to understand is that seniors
to be admitted to hospital where, under
don't want to be divided into income catthe terms of the Canada Health Act, the —_egories. During our working lives and even
medicine they require is available for
in retirement, we have purchased supplefree. Such treatment in acute care hosmentary health care insurance
with a fixed
pitals will cost far more than any money
_rate of coverage, a fixed deductible and a
saved by altering the Current drug plans. _ fixed premium; income doesn't enter into
Minister Liepert is mistaken if he thinks
it. MLAs, of all people, should understand
his new plan will diffuse the anger of se- _ that; they all enjoy a generous, subsidized,
niors. Middle-income seniors do not besupplementary health care plan that covgrudge free prescription drugs for their — ers a lot more than prescription drugs, and
low-income peers, but they do feel this _they all pay the same flat rate, regardless
plan betrays those who have carefully
of income. And that subsidized plan continplanned and saved for their retirement, _ues for five years after they leave the legconfident that the current, long-standing
_islature, or until they turn 70. Now that's
seniors plan would be available for them. |what! call a sense of entitlement. W
Mr. Liepert's view, however, is that seNoel Somerville is the chair of Public Inniors "should not have a sense of entitleterest Alberta's seniors task force.
ment simply because they turn 65."
TMM
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the president and founder of Vivero Organiponico Alamar, an organic urban

agriculture cooperative in Havana that
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"It is very important in Cuba to produce
knowledge,” explained Fernando Funes.
"Cubahasgoodlandandgoodknowledge,.
and now we have the research tobackup
the science of sustainability. Agroecology
[organic agriculture] has 108 000 professionals in Cuba."
It's an incredible number of trained agriculturalists fora country witha population of just over11million people.
The transformation thatemergedofnecessity from the Special Period, explained
Vilda Perez, who works with the Projecto
Communitario Preservation de Alimentos (Community Project for the Preservation of Food), has also shifted the type of
food Cubans eat for the better.
"In 1993 the average Cuban ate seven
grams of vegetables per day,” she says.
"Today the average Cubaneats800grams
of vegetables per day—mainly the result
of urban agriculture."
This cultural shift in the diet of Cubans
is also the result of investment by the
government in a widespread media and
public education campaign. Everywhere
we travelled in Cuba we passed billboards
with slogans promoting sustainability,
rather than consumption: "Protectingthe
environment is protecting our future,"
“Together we can create abetterenviron-

employs 173 people, "Our organization is
built on four principles: dignity, a good
_place to eat, positive working conditions
and possibilities to advance.”
When I asked Miguel about the hardships Cubans experienced during the
Special Period he responded with an an_swer that brought me back
to the original
purpose of my journey.
"I don't regret the blockade, as we are
living now what the rest of the world
_ will experience in the future,” he said.
More people here in Edmonton are
starting to notice and get involved in
how we practice agriculture and feed
_ ourselves. Organizations are sprouting up to give people the opportunity
_ to gain the skills and create the networks necessary to create a sustainable, local agricultural system in the
future: Growing Food Security Alberta, the Community Gardening Net|work of Edmonton and Area, CityFarm
Edmonton, Healthy Alberta Commu_ nities, Food Secure Canada and Just
Food Edmonton.
Edmontonians are starting to get involved in the direction of our food system. In the words for Fernando Funes,
here in Alberta we also have plenty of
“good land,” all we are lacking is "good

ment for the future” and "The audacity of
the first world is that theyareusingtheir
a
food crops for fuel.”

knowledge"—and a good portion of
that can be gleaned from the Cuban
agricultural experience. W

The result of years of ses education
and active promotion and support is that
agriculture and*environmentalism have
become an integral part of the very pulse
of Cuban life, tied to the goals of the revolution. According to Miguel A. Salcines,

Sylvia Gibson is the community coordinator of Just Food Edmonton, formerly
known as the Edmonton Food Security
Network, which has just launched its website at foodforalledmonton.org.
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High on th hoser hilarity scale

: cert of impossible intimacy. So another
: friend takes my cellphone and phones
+ guitar-man's landline, and now we're get1 usually get three things when | come:
As you might imagine, the first interest : bar later: "Isn't that fucking creepy?" You :
backto visit Edmonton: video game time, was in the thing’s camera function and its : know how they say you shouldn't look : ting both sides of a conversation, one side
: live and one side transmitted via the cell
a wicked bad cold and drunk. | usually : associated bag of tricks. Interestingly, the } at a mirror
when you're on acid? Don't ; network through a speakerphone to a
get allthree at the same

: probably less than one touchscreen pixel
: wide—between Dolly Parton and the
:: Chipmunks. Finding that line was a joy, as
: was jamming along with shoulder-button
:: handclaps afterward.
: That kind of playfulness is encoded

mission vector for both microbes
and liquor. Things were a little
different this time out. Oh, |

it up and play around with it
:; in a way that even an iPhone/iPod Touch
:: doesn’t encourage. Somebody else's iP: hone, while you might take it in hand and

time, as adude- : DSi camera's “distortion” tool, in which : "merge" when you've been smoking grass; :
: roomful of laughing hosers. This is where :: straight into
packed gaming couch is an ideal transthe touchscreen is used-to apply gooey = you may see more than you'd like.
: the DSi comes in: that recorded-earlier, :} ready to pick
funhouse warps and stretches to
photos—on Easter weekend my
nephews were all over it, using the stylus to stretch their

still gotdrunk, and still caught
a cold, but the couch barely
entered into it. 1 got my game

kicks portable-style, with the

mnee Kyo

mriewves Owe

inti’

party potential of my DSi.
Yeah, a couple weeks ago | gave
the latest iteration of Nintendo's hand-

: The DSi's video toys temporarily ex: hausted, we moved on to audio aspects.
: At first, this was kind of, whatever; the
: entertainment value of recording "Hey,
tweenage biceps into super- : fuck you buddy!" then slowing it down

heroic pipes—was more or
less ignored by my Edmonton
friends in favour of the "merge"
function, in which two faces are
blended into one. It's not a particularly
:: advanced bit of tech, underperforming
: even '80s-grade morphing technology,
: and it takes a lot of trial-and-error to get
: satisfying results, but when those results

Darren

Lenko

held the once-over in this space, but that

was the clinical analysis of a man alone
and fiddlin’; this was a field test, and | was
happy
to have it along for the weekend
ride, not so much as adowntime-abridging
portable games machine but as an adjunct
to socializing, a toy, a conversation piece,
even. | loved watching it work its magic in
the hands of my friends.

: and filtering it into three-voice harmony
: is quickly exhausted. But then things got
: all digital and Post-postmodern. See if you
: can follow this: a friend's wife's cellphone
: accidentally pocket-dialled the house
:i where we were drinking, and we had a

:
::
::
:

Satan-voiced sample of "Hey, fuck you
buddy," placed beside the phone and set
to loop repeatedly, became the punchline
to the whole gag. | guess you maybe had

the DSi DNA; people seem

= fiddle with it for a bit, still has the aura
: to be there, but trust me: score two for :: of a personal—and
expensive—item
: the DSi on the hoser hilarity scale.
: you're kind of scared to mess with it, even
: And so it continued. Did you know that :
: if you're explicitly invited to do so. The
:: with just a little bit of tweaking—bump :: DSi, in its toyishness, is much more acceshe pitch a few notches, speed it up a :: sible and inviting. And when you come up
+ touch—Gram Parsons’ sloooow clas- : against the limits of that toyishness—you

: sic "She" becomes a peppy Dolly Parton
: few chuckles passing, the phone around, :: single? Neither did we, until the DSi's
:: listening to their domestic interactions. :: sound-twisting software proved it so.
; Then we put the call on speakerphone : Seriously, a vocal dead-ringer for Dolly,

:: want a more full-featured image editor;
:: yOu Crave more comprehensive looping
:: and sampling tools—it's easy to accept
: those limits as limits and see what you
come they are very satisfying. One shot : and started seeing if we could get their at- : and it really swings; | can't listen to
the :; can accomplish within their constraints
: in particular, a bearded-and-dreadlocked :t tention, screaming and setting up water- : original any more without getting frus- :
: Just set a nature-nut stoner-slash-photog: buddy combined with a tiny little wisp : whistle cascades of feedback. No luck; our : trated and impatient. You've got to be
raphy geek loose in Mill Creek with the
i of a girl, was an object of fascination, to :: oblivious buddy had picked up his guitar : careful if you try this at home, though; :
: DSi's "kaleidoscope" filter and you'll see
: the point where it was passed around the : and was treating us to an impromptu con- : there's a fine line—an incredibly fine line, :
: what | mean. W
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PROFILE // FLIRT CUPCAKES

Wicked good flirt
Stop teasing and dive right in to Edmonton's newest cupcake shop

cteHoostnonveastovoneuisinisineteavncteneserineeeveeyennnenuenmrnaire UNTUO CASED AKOAEC

work together. Out for drinks with the
team one night this past October, someone casually asked Lemoignan how her
cupcake endeavour was coming along.
"This was too much of a coincidence,”
remembers Krupa. "I had just been to
Vancouver and Calgary and saw their
cupeake shops, while Michelle had
been in California looking at cupcake

cupcake is already in the works).
Regular patrons have already pegged
their favourites, ranging from Krupa's
preference, the Marie Antoinette with
a cream cheese icing, to Lemoignan’s
pick, the strawberry-topped Wild on
Whyte. Krupa says the store has received their share of compliments for
their cupcakes. "A little old lady came

places, stirring ideas in her head.”
They met a few days later, shook on it,

in one day,” Krupa shares, “and she just
said, ‘I want you to know that your va-

and aimed for a Valentine's Day open-

nilla cake tastes like white toast with
lots of butter and honey.”
Flirt prides itself on fresh products
"We don't sell a day old because
want our products to always ta
fresh,” states Krupa. "So we bake in the
morning and in the afternoon.”
Their attention to the small things—
like serving fair trade organic c ffee
from local roaster St. City Roaste:
ensuring the cupcake boxes are no
only gift-worthy, but recyclable—make
it clear that both Krupa and Lemoi
have considered every detail.
When asked about whether or not h

ing. "We were totally new to setting
up our own business and doing everything,” admits Krupa. “It was a whole
learning experience.”
The pair initially considered the idea
of adopting the Vancouver-based franchise Cupcakes, but realized it would
mean ceding their conceptions and
control over their business. "We both
thought, If we're going to do this," tells
Krupa, "we're going to do this with our
ideas. We have enough skill and life
experience to come up with our own vision of what we want.”

i

~.

IF YOU WERE HOLDING THAT MUCH SUGAR >> You'd be smiling too //sharon Yeo
gnan have been working hard to feed

SHARON YEO
/) SHARON@VUEWEEKLY.COM

Ithough cupcakes cannot cure the
mounting anxiety people have
about the economic crisis, Rick Krupa
believes that they can provide a needed
respite from reality. The co-owner of

the new Flirt Cupcakes on Whyte Avenue says, "Everybody needs that little
break from the stress outside these
doors. Customers come in and leave
with smiles on their faces.”
Open since Valentine's Day, Krupa and

his business partner Michelle Lemoi-

the city's fervor for cupcakes. "Every
day is a new milestone,” shares Krupa.
"On Saturdays, there's never a dull moment, and there's usually a line-up out
the door.”
With over 20 years of experience as an
air force and commercial pilot, it seems
unnatural at first glance for Krupa to
have transitioned to a cupcake business. But what Krupaenjoys most about
his new venture is something that was
lacking in his previous career—being
able to connect personally with each
and every customer. "I would make a

habit of mingling with the guests and
greeting them when they came into the
airplane,” says Krupa. "I think [ have a

good feel for how a person's day is going.” He also grew up baking with his
late grandmother, and learned to love
the craft in high school. "We would
make the best cinnamon roils in the
world,” he reminisces.

Krupa met Lemoignan, a former fashion designer, when they both joined the
same co-ed hockey team three years
ago. That same year, the pair were voted
captain and assistant captain, and after
that, knew that they would be able to

SENH ERTL

Everything from the flooring to the
colour scheme to the logo was dis
cussed in detail, Then came the cupcakes themselves. "Michelle was pretty
particular about what the recipes would
taste like,” says Krupa. "She's been making cupcakes for 10 years.’
The bakery offers either a vanilla or

chocolate cake base with eight different icing varieties per day. The icing
recipes have slowly evolved as well, as
Flirt recently began using a Madagascar
bourbon vanilla for their buttercream
icing, and after being introduced to a
Venezuelan cocoa by Kerstin’s Chocolates, integrated

is worried about
the economy 4a

the

c

nt

thing like a cup of coffee

ora

Krupa couldn't be
thought is that wh
he says, "the recession is no

goin

take that craving away. It's Iv
ing to be there. Everybody al
few bucks in their pocket to g
selves a sweet treat.”
Though Krupa doesn't know
the future will bring, he hopes
city
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the richer, premium

cocoa into their signature chocolate ic-

RICK KRUPA & MICHELLE LEMOIGNAN
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FLIRT CUPCAKES

in development, with a goal of offering
a special type every week (a black forest
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FEATURING

40 DIFFERENT EGG BENEDICTS ;
G “MID EASTERN CRISIS”! |
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~ = “ALL
INGREDIENTS ARE ORGANIC AND LOCALLY PURCHASED
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JAN HOSTYN

// N@VUEWEEKLY.COM

|Gey de Mayo is quickly approaching. On that day—the fifth of
May—in 1862, there was a battle near
the city of Puebla where a small Mexican army defeated a much larger
French contingent. Even though the
Mexican army eventually lost, the
battle is considered a turning point
in Mexico's quest for independence.
Today Cinco de Mayo is essentially
a celebration of Mexican heritage,
kind of like’a Mexican St. Patrick's
Day. Call that your history lesson for
today.

THURSDAYS
MOLSON WING NIGHT

G0)CENT WINGS, 2.50 MOLSON DRAFT 6-10PH

LADIES MARTINI NIGHT

In honour
of Cinco de Mayo,
my family and I decided to celebrate (early,
mind you) by going out for Mexican
food. Much has been written about
Mexico Lindo lately so, in the spirit
of experimentation, we decided to
head in a more central direction, toward 124 Street and Don Antonio's
Mexican Foods Ltd.
Once we hit that ever-eclectic street
that sports pawn shops right alongside trendy eateries, we had to find

parking. The spot we eventually
pulled into wasn’t exactly what you
would call convenient, but a little
walk before dinner is always nice.
We were relieved when we spot-

ted the sandwich-board open sign
in front of the plain glass restaurant
front. Once we stepped into the small
entranceway, , separated

from

the

rest of the restaurant by vibrantly
coloured Mexican blankets, we were
even more relieved that we had made
a reservation. All of the tables were
full, except for one with a lovely
“Reserved” sign perched right in the
middle of it.
Despite the reserved sign, the table
still needed to be wiped down, even
though there were no dirty dishes
in sight. We used the few moments
we had to wait to take in our sur
CONTINUED ON PAGE 21 >>

Japanese / Vietnamese
Restaurant & Bar -

4150 MARTIN 8-12PM

KARAOKE

EVERY SATURDAY
WHTH HRN

GOOD FRIENDS, GREAT,FOOD
AND DRINK SPECIALS TO BOOT!
LOOK FOR LOCAL HEROES IN THE ENTERTAINMENT BOOK
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Come in & try the best Sushi in

town

9-0 TRE EAN TAKEDT
plus traditional Vietnamese food
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Britain's national food

Indian Grill aces curries, but ought to leave scones to the Brits
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t's a Saturday night a few weeks after
the Indian Grill introduced a new
menu, complete with a section devoted to “fusion” dishes. The restaurant's
advertising tells us that it is "the first
authentic Indian restaurant that offers
a careful fusion of Indian and North
American cuisine.” As curious a culinary development that might seem,
only five tables are in play on this eve-

ning. One wonders just how this could
be. Across the parking lot, Pearl River,
another old-timer in the ethnic food
wars is jumping. Here, there's a table of
Korean students, another with a couple that appears to be on a first date,
and a pair of walk-ins, one of whom is
a woman sporting an enormous purple purse. We're the stragglers of the

bunch, a table of four that likes wine,
foreign beers and Indian food with an
unhealthy passion.
In a former life, the Indian Grill was
the Asian Hut and then the India Grill.
Today, it has gained the letter "n" as well
as a separate room of decorated booths.
That's the very attractive catering hall
where weddings are hosted. The rest
of us make: do with tables on the restaurant side, a room with the ample

three-section buffet—colds, hots and
desserts—that seems to be the kitchen's

stock-in-trade.

Virtually every table at dinner made
a bee-line for the $16.95 buffet—our
table included—when, in fact, the best
way to sample Indian cuisine is when

it is freshly made, A case in point is the
tandoori chicken sitting in an elegant
warming vessel in which the legs and
backs are Set on a layer of sauce. In this
environment, the sauce steams the
chicken, which should be slightly dry
and crisped on the outside and quite
moist inside. What we have instead, is

chicken thatis a bit on the gummy side,
though both flavour and seasoning are

certainly there.
There are, to be sure, successes on this
evening's buffet. An eggplant dish is

well constructed and provides ample
flavour and stunning heat, and the
shahi butter chicken is nice because it
carries neither too much fat or sweetness. For the cold offerings, the evening’s raita is pineapple and showcases
perhaps the thickest yogurt I have ever
found at any Indian restaurant. The
prize-winner, however, is the beef Vindaloo, rich with coconut and tamarind
... and packing enough spice to induce
a hearty sweat. The seasoning composition you can only begin to guess at, and
that’s the magic of garam masala, the
spice base unique to each Indian chef
that forms the DNA ofeach dish.
Our server delivers a short history of
the fiery Vindaloo curry and its British
derivation. "Most of the food we serve
here is British,” he tells us. "I mean that

it's British in origin. I could talk for 10
hours about Indian food!”
Well, there has been much talk of
curry becoming Britain's national food.
While there is some validity to the argument, British colonialism aside, we
haven't come here for the Indian version of mushy peas.
The one fusion dish I try seems novel
in name: Indian scones with tamarind
chutney ($8). Perhaps it's that British
effect. The other six fusion dishes are
equally intriguing in description—
salmon with a pea and mint puree,
celery soup with curry oil and Indian
spice-marinated
grilled portobello
mushroom are three that grab my attention—but I opt to try just the scones.

What I am served is another thing. The
seven cilantro-imbedded "scones" come
to the table hot, on a bed of shredded
lettuce, with a mound of neon-fuschia
pickled onions on the side. The only
problem is that these are not scones,
but biscuits, and dry, tough and salty
ones at that. The accompanying bowl of
chutney is not the darkened red tamarind, but green cilantro-mint. I discover
that the best way to eat these is to cut
the biscuit in half, smear on some chutney, add a bit of lettuce, and top with a
scattering of the pickled onions. Still,
it's something of a puzzlement, but perhaps that's the fusion way.

Though sated by the buffet, I decide
to order something else for the table,
just to see what this kitchen is made
of. It's admittedly an afterthought, but

Edmonton's best
food website!

I choose rara bhuna ($16), a stewed dish

made with lamb—though chicken, beef
and goat are also offered—and make
the discovery of the night. The flavours
here are dark and well rounded, with
onion, ginger, garlic and chili forming the bass notes, and the tenor highs
provided by green cardamom, garam
masala and tomatoes. This, too, packs
a kick with the sauce—my palate positively hums—but the tenderness and
flavour of the lamb is a revelation. An

+reviews

articles
¢awards
everything

order of naan bread accompanies, and
this is also an example of why you

IsnwaEt”

should order fresh rather than relying
onthe buffet. As nice as the naan onthe
buffet
might be, it hasnowhere near the

:

SUCK mame Te

Go to the site and
click this button!

tenderness of naan that is just out ofthe

tandoor. Indian Grill offers a full range
of breads including the deep-fried and

4
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another landing page courtesy vueweekly.com

hot steam-bloated bhatoora ($3) and
its wholewheat cousin poori ($2.50). If

it's naan that grabs the cockles of your
heart, you'll find it in plain, garlic, coconut, potato or onion versions ($3), all
gussied up with a brushstroke of ghee
on top, or a variation that carries all
four flavour components ($4).
Like many Edmonton restaurants, Indian Grill has embarked upon the road
to health. Its catering side will tailor
menus for Atkins, low-carb, high-protein, gluten-free and vegan options. On
its regular menu, the healthy choices
are set aside in a seven-dish offering
thatincludestandoorichicken (full/s23,

in dadia
PROE OF Inoiil CoNINE

10511-82 2 Five
for reservatio:

780,436. 0556

half/sis, quarter/$io), spinach and
paneer ($12), and various kababs of ei-

ther ground or pieces of chicken, lamb
or beef ($16).
Just leave the scones to the Brits. Some
fusion simply doesn't work. W

Daily lunch & dinner buffet
7 DAYS A WEEK

11;30am-llpm

|Exclusive wine&beer menu
to comptiment our fine food

|Restaurant«cocktail lounge

EXOTIC INDIAN HORS D'OEUVRES
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CANADA'S
FIRST
& FOREMOST
INDEPENDENT
WINE
MERCHANT

Cellar

Northwest passage
When old-world winemakers seek out
the new world, results can be mixed

ALBERTA'S LARGEST SELECTION OF

BORDEAUX, BURGUNDY,
PREMIUM ITALIAN AND RARE
CALIFORNIA WINES

: European winemakers and winery owners

} have, in the last 100 years, rushed to North
: and South America in search of great terroir,
: great opportunities and, in some cases, op: portunities to make money. None of that is

WWW. THEWINECELLAR.AB.CA
WCELLAR@TELUSPLANET.NET

? bad, so Long as they produce decent wine.
Escudo Rojo is a winery owned, and
named after, Baron Phillipe de Rothschild. The name is translated of
course, but Rothschild is one of
the names in Bordeaux that

SERVING EDMONTON SINCE 1088
12421 ~ 102 AVE. EDMONTON TSN OM2
(780)

2007 ESCUDO ale$18
2007 ESCUDO

: CHARDONNAY,

488-9463

carries tremendous amount of
weight. The difficulty with tak.
ing that name to a new continent is that, even when they see
potential, it takes a lot of time to

780-474-2206
CELL,

730-982-1432

MON

develop into something miraculous

SHUGPA-1OPM
FRI 4PM-2AM

i This can be due to young vineyards, the
? need to replant vineyards, new winemak-

SAT U2¥M-2AM
SUN 12PH-10PM

: ers and many other things.
Too often, | think, old-world winemakers

} hastily attach their names to these wines.

« HOOKAH

* BOOK

NEW

BAR

YOUR

«

+ | think a winery would develop better with
: a bit of anonymity. Give the winery and its
wine time to develop before announcing to
he world there is a new Rothschild.
The two Escuso Rojos | tasted show lots
f potential, but to some extent that potenial remains unrealized, The red is a blend of
blend of Carmenere, Cabernet Sauvignon,

—
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SPEC TAL EVENTS

EAST AFRICAN DINNINGEX

:

ERIENCE

ng ANAND MEAT DISHES

s HUGE SELECTION OF

Syrah and Cabemet Franc. |found this deep
raspberry red- coloured wine emitted a rich,
alcohol laden nose with a hint of fruit be: hind the nose. Though not horrible, | found
: the wine a little overwhelming,
The wine offered adequate fruit which was
slightly overpowered by tannins: It offers a
: lighter, simpler body than one would hope

ETHIOPIAN & ERITREAN CUISINE

*OUTRAGOUSLYDELIC!

Every Wednesday- Vegetarian Buffet

25° OFF

« (lor stadents with valid id ~ food onty)

9515-118

AVE

EDMONTON

Free Wirt

Available

TSGONS8

: but it flows well throughout the taste. The
> fruit does come into its own only to fade as

? quickly as it arrived.
The Chardonnay fared slightly better. The
: yellowish hued wine offers a wonderfully
: refreshing nose that included floral notes

} It was crisp and fun.
The juice was tart and dry and offered cit-

ROUSE

: rus hints with nice flavours of pear. There is
: a decent oak backbone that holds the body
> well through the evolution of the taste, par: ticularly as the fruit gives way.
Overall, the Chardonnay is of better value
: and | hoped for more from the red. Often

-& OYSTER

having a famous wine name comes with a

> downside—high expectations. W
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SRiver House Grill

er
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\ Fine Dinner in a

Grand Old House

/

Treat your mom
MOTHER'S DAY BRUNCH

BUFFET

$30 adults - $20 Seniors - $16 children under 12

10309-81 Avenue
18 // DISH

reservations: 780.439.0041
www.

VAA

Angus Steaks, Bison, Lamb, Uresh Fish
Great Wine List

10 a.m.- 2 p.m.

Comer of Gateway Blvd and 81st Ave.

Creative Regional Cuisine

vonssteakhouse.com
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Good for you

Of course it's not the same as jogging, but
shochu is good for the waistline

THREE ISN'T A CROWD!

~ TASTING MENU $45 PER PERSON

ENTER TO WIN DINNER FOR TWO AT SAGE AND TWO ViP SHOW TICKETS!
~ THREE-COURSE DINNER PREPARED BY CHEF DAVID CRUZ,
“EDMONTON'S 2008 GOLD MEDAL PLATES CHAMPION’

[TEXT DINING TO 889988]
THETASTING ME

WE

HOURS: Tl

URDAY 5.30 ~ 10M

SUNDAY

DAY CLOSED .

FOR RESERVATIONS PLEASE CALL 7801930:2536,

A

RIVER CREE.
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!ve been noticing something happening in : Alberta government has been encouraging

the city recently. Everywhere | look | see
People in sneakers bouncing along
sidewalks, trudging up and down
stairs, pedaling furiously through
the river valley: Along with the
sudden enthusiasm for jogging comes a similar discipline
in eating habits. If you want to
shed pounds, in come the carrot sticks and out goes the rum
and coke. But please, don't let health
consciousness prevent your cocktail indulgences. My suggestion? Switch drinks.
My newest liquor discovery happens to
be a get-slim dream. It's a Japanese liquor

: Alberta farmers to grow barley for export
to Japan for shochu distillation. We
shipped 10 000 tonnes of barley
to Japan last year alone.
In Japan shochu is often drank
neat on ice or diluted with water like a scotch and soda. It’s
also popularly consumed with
iced oolong tea, which is refresh-

ing, cooling and utterly unsweet.
Chu-hai, a wine-cooler-like drink that’s
: a mix of shochu and fruit juice (try grape? fruit juice) topped up with soda, is also

: popular. With its mild whiskey-like flavour,

; barrel-aged shochu could also give a Japa-

called shochu. Shochu has a quarter of the + nese twist in whiskey cocktails.
calories of rum, about 35 calories for two
ounces as compared to rum's approximate

: Imagine: a drink that's delicious and re: freshing, local by way of Japan and about as

120. This health factor probably partially : healthy as alcohol is ever going to get. Why
accounts for its soaring popularity in Japan, : aren't you clasping a shochu cocktail in your
where it's currently outselling sake.
> sweaty, sneaker-lacing, patriotic Albertan
Shochu has been around in Japan since at : hand right now? WV

aa

least the 16th century and, in its Long his

tory shochu has been distilled from a variety of starches and grains, including sweet
potatoes, rice, buckwheat and barley. In this
it's something like the Japanese version of
vodka.
Don't associate shochu's flavour with
blandness just because of its vodka reputation and healthy profile, though. The bottle

| bought was a barrel-aged barley shochu.

rate Mother's Day Gti.

:

:
: This is refreshing, light and deliciously fra-

: grant ifyou use good oolong tea. Don't wor; ry too much about proportions, and adjust
: them to yourown taste
-

Its flavour is a little bit like whiskey, fruity :

and earthy, nutty, smooth and mild. It has { 2 —3 ounces strongly-brewed oolong tea

FANTASY
GRILL

or

CAPE eetapd

character without tongue-curling strength.

: (you're pouring it over ice, so it's okay if it's
Here inAlberta it'snot easy toget your : still warm)
hands on a bottle ofshochu. Only
afew : 1-2 ounces shochu
Places in the city carryit(Igot mine atthe : ice
Chateau Louis liquor store), but think more:
should. After all, if you buy barley shochu,

: Fill a highball glass with ice, then pour

you might be buying a product that has its: shochu and oolong over the ice. Stir and
roots in Alberta. In the last few years the ? serve.

Price : Adults $30, Seniors $27

Price :Adults $25, Seniors $22

Children

Children 5 - 10 years old $13

5 - 10 years old $18
am & 1i:d0e

For Reservations
Located

in the

call 780.444.3000
West

Edmonton

Moll
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WIN!
* Overall best

1 © Deli
: * Tapas

* Bakery
* Coffee shop
* Tea shop

! Pub food

¢ Bavarian

1 « Dim sum

* Greek

\ « Sandwiches

« French

1 * Hamburgers

* Italian/pasta

| * French fries
| © Wraps
* Pizza

° Thai

* Sushi

* Chinese

' ¢ Desserts

* Japanese
« East Indian/Tandoon

1 * Chicken wings

* Mexican/Latin American

i

* Seafood
* Vegetarian

* Sweets

! * Organic
! » Takeout

e African

1 ¢ Butcher

* Continental

1 * Snacks (pretzels, bagels)

«Pub

;

° Wine list
» Beer list
« When going solo
e Late night/all night
¢ Weekend brunch
« Service

I
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OF FICIAL BALLOT. SEND IT IN!

DAYTIME PH*:
EMAIL ADDRESS:
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¢ Sports bar
* Patio
* Hotel restaurant
¢ Wine store
¢ For people watching
* Kid friendly
¢ Indie grocery/market
* Beer store

* Food festival

« Mediterranean
* Middle Eastern

e Eastern European
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MAIL ANSWERS TO:
Vue Weekly’s 11th Annual Golden Fork Awards

I owen

NAME:
ADDRESS:

20 // DISH

¢ Restaurant for lovers
. * Innovative menu

° Breakfast

Steaks

THIS IS YOUR

« New restaurant
e Pre-theatre dining

« Restaurant (Mid price)
Restaurant (Budget)

' « Venison

H

OTHER BESTS

» Restaurant (Fine dining)

Salads

;

PLUS: a dozen runners-up will receive dinner for two!

* Appetizers

¢ Brunch

t

His and Hers Specialized Bikes courtesy of Revolution Cycle!

These amazing bikes have a value of $1200!

BEST RESTAURANTS

+ ®* Breads
|

VOTE!

in the categories
Have your say. Tell us which food establishments serve your favourites
Golden Fork
below. Help the places you like win a coveted 11th Annual Vue Weekly
you must
Award. Read the results —and more- on May 14. For your ballot to count,
categories and include your name, address, daytime phone
give answers in at least 10
number and email address.

BEST DISHES

‘ * Soups
'

EAT!

the samosas
Maybe it’s the perogies that practically melted your mouth. Maybe it’s
lives on in your
that sent your senses into orbit. Maybe it’s the chocolate creation that
it all.
memory and calls out to you every time you eat out. Edmonton has

10303-108 St

Edmonton, Alberta

Entries must be received no later
than 5 pm, May 5 2009

“No duplicate entries, J entry per person. Any
cutries with identical writing to another will be
discarded. Standard contest entries alsoapply.

“This year VUE Weakly will offer two awards

TSJ 1L7

ineachcategory. Oueforindependent
andone
forchain.
*Chain will bedefined as non-Edmonton operated

or FAX: 780.426.2889
email: fork@vueweekly.com
or online at www.goldenforkawards.com

or locations in other cities (exeeprions may exist)

*Chain may no be awarded in all categonies
(Do you know of any chain African restaurants
in Edmonton?)
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DON ANTONIO'S
<< CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16

roundings. Bright, clean and simple
was the basic concept,

with a few

Mexican touches adorning the walls.
The blazing pink sombrero was our
hands-down favourite of all of the
sombreros, and the vibrant multicoloured checked tablecloths added
a lively touch. And I would be remiss

if |didn’t mention the bright orange
napkins, a big hit with the youngest
member in our group.
Once our table was ready, we joined

all the other relaxed-looking families and couples, most of whom were
already happily eating. We glanced

at the menu, but the smells wafting
about made it hard to concentrate
and we found our eyes wandering in
the direction of other diners’ plates.
It was too hard to figure out what was
what amongst all the food—so back
to the menu it was.

The dfink menu was somewhat
limited but the strawberry, lime and
guava sodas sounded intriguing. But
my kids hate pop, and my husband
and I each needed a Corona ($5.50),
so they never did find their way out
ofthe fridge. Two huge glasses oforange juice ($1.99 each) did, however.
We managed to squeeze our lime

wedges into the beer without squirting any nearby shirts or arms and
contently munched- on the homemade chips and salsa while we tried
to decide what else to eat. The salsa
was quite spicy, the Corona was cold”
and refreshing and together they
made quite the fabulous combination. They were not helpful in spurring on our dinner decision, however.

Our

.

waitress

launched

into

came
some

over

and

recommenda-

tions. It was a good idea, but when
she kept adding more and more
items to the list, they quickly became more like a mini version of the
menu. We did like that the menu offered a number of combination possibilities, making it a lot easier to try
more things.

Even though the enchiladas poblanas and their special sauce made
with chocolate, cocoa and 23 spices
sounded tempting, we ended up going in a different direction. We ordered the fajitas, touted on the menu
as their #1 seller—one with chicken
and one vegetarian ($14.95 each) and
a combination plate with a beef taco,
a chicken enchilada and a chile relleno ($14.95). Finally, my “little amigo”
had the child's plate with a chicken
quesadilla ($6.95).
We ate more chips and salsa and
drank more beer and orange juice

entrées, were placed before us. We
inhaled deeply and dug in.
Each fajita came with a huge, toasty
warm flour tortilla to wrap everything in and two little paper cups—
one filled with sour cream and one
with creamy guacamole. The jumble
of onions, green peppers and chicken
looked simple and innocent enough,
but once they were all wrapped up in
the tortilla with a dollop of guacamole and a generous glug of salsa, they
became absolutely amazing. Tender,
flavourful and very, very messy.
My husband's combination platter
was a hit; deceptively simple exteriors were packed with a wallop of flavour. The tacoand ve
tanawere his

aq The =
of
onions, green
peppers and chicken
looked simple and
innocent enough, but
once they were all
wrapped up in the
tortilla with a dollop
of guacamole and
a generous glug of
salsa, they became

ine with us.
Breakfast « Lunch « Dinner

11361 JASPER AVE
Serving Edmonton For Over 60 Years.
4

Dinner Items under $12.99

(780) 488-0984

7 House Wines under $5/glass
Domestic Beers:

One block South of

Book your group

Jasper Ave. on 104th Street.
10014 - 104 St. 780-497-7784

function now.

absolutely amazing.
Tender, flavourful
and very, very messy.
favourites, but even the chile relleno,
a green chile stuffed with cheese and
mixed in an egg batter, disappeared.
The rice that occupied all of the
plates was mildly tomato-y and had
a few peas and some bits of corn and
carrots mixed in. Usually it’s mixed
with cumin and garlic, but neither
flavour was particularly discernible.
My daughter loved it, however, eating only part of her quesadilla so she
could raid everyone else's plates of
their rice.
The
only disappointment:
the
much anticipated mushrooms that
the menu promised were nowhere to
be found. After mentioning it to our
server, we discovered they had no
mushrooms that night. They kindly

adjusted our bill a bit, but having the
mushrooms would have been better.
Don Antonio's menu declares that
they serve Edmonton’s only authen-

tic Mexican cuisine. I'm guessing
that there's at least one other restaurant that would take issue with that
claim, but who am I to argue? I do
know that whatever Don Antonio's
serves, it's pretty darn good. W
anaugnsunnn

TUES ~ SAT (130 AM ~8 PM); SUN(2PM ~

before the lovely smell of sautéed onions announced the arrival of dinner.
Large oval platters, each heaped with
rice, refried beans and our various
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COVER // NEVERMORE

n Poe
The brief, tormented life of Edgar in Alla
the 19th century horror icon

Jonathan Christenson found a tortured, imaginative, out-of-control soul

suspicious circumstances at the age of
40. Fortune's fool doesn't even begin to
describe a man so beset with problems.

DAVID BERRY
// DAVID@ VUEWEEKLY.COM

"He must have had no sense of being
Tes its middle years were dominated by a misguided confidence,
the 2000s will likely be remembered as
a decade in which our helplessness in
the face of chaos was very much put on
display. Bookended by two events that
revealed our most clever machinations
to be roughly as useful as dust—9/11
at the beginning, the financial crisis
now—and underlined by an impending environmental catastrophe that
managed to simmer beneath the surface of public debate throughout, tacitly acknowledged but often willfully
ignored, this seems to be a decade of
reckoning, of coming to grips with the
fact that our best laid plans more often
than not go awry.
Fittingly for a millenial decade, this
is one of upheaval and change, one in
which we have to adjust our worldview,
our very way of living, if we're to move

in control whatsoever,” emphasizes
Christenson. "The biggest defining
force of Poe's life for me is that his life
just happened to him. He never made
anything happen, He wrote, that was
where he was active, but as far as his

life, it was one catastrophic thing after
another that happened to him, and he
was just a victim of his life.”
You can see that sense of helplessness
manifest itself in Poe's fiction in particular, Christenson notes, which often
features characters attempting to find
some kind of order among the Gothic
horrors unfolding around them.
"There's this constant desire you see
to use the power of the mind to contro
chaos," he explains. "Think of something like The Tell-Tale Heart: you have
the main character, who does these terrible things, but who's convinced that his
mind will be able to handle it, because
he's able to rationally think through it
But it all falls apart: he can't control it,
and that's the tragedy of the story."

forward with any success. And it's into
this climate that the creative team at
Catalyst Theatre, writer/director Jona-

than Christenson and designer Bretta
Gerecke, have launched two revivals of
igth century Gothic horror: the muchlauded Frankenstein in 2007, and now
Nevermore: the Imaginary Life and
Mysterious Death of Edgar Allan Poe.
On a practical level, the similarities of
genre owes a debt to mere coincidence:
while creating the former, the paircame
across a book of illustrated Poe tales
that greatly influenced the tattered,

Fighting against chaos wasn't the only
parallel between Poe's life and his work
however. As Christenson has delved further and further into both Poe's history
and his canon—he admits that, at the
outset, he was only as familiar with the

man as anyone who passed high schoo!
English, having read a few stories and,
of course, the poem from which the
play takes its name—he couldn't help

indelible aesthetic of Frankenstein, and

but notice how closely intertwined the
man and his fictions were. Indeed, he
points out that even most scholarly
critics rarely consider one without the

were intrigued enough by the stories to
consider them for a later project. But,
as Christenson explains, there is most

assuredly something about the tenor of

other, to say nothing of the popula

the times that has drawn him towards

conception that holds the horror writer
as one of the earliest examples of the

these Gothic horrors: a compatible
spirit in these nearly 200-year-old tales
that speaks to the modern era.

tortured genius.
That perception has influenced Chris
tenson to blend strict historical drama
with scenes and themes from Poe's
work, creating the "imaginary life" of
the title: neither strict biography nor

"J think horror is very sort of subversive in a way,” explains Christenson,
hidden away in his office in the back

corner of the Catalyst, behind the imposing black curtains, a hop, skip and
jump over Gerecke's elaborate, macabre costumes and set pieces that dot
the lobby and backstage. "I think now
we're starting to be confronted with
the falsity of the myth that we can
control our own destinies. I think it's
a very deep kind of human impulse to
do whatever we can to keep at bay that
sense of mounting chaos that could at
any moment overtake our lives. I think
Gothic material really subverts that
sense of control, and confronts us with
our deepest anxiety with being out of
control. It reminds us first of all of how
delicate and fragile our hold on life is,
and maybe in the process of doing that
make us feel that much more alive and

22 // ARTS

just an anthology of his work, Never-

more exists in some kind of middle
ground, where Poe's imagined life is as
vivid and affecting as his real one.
"I was really struck early on by a quote
of his: ‘All that we see or seem is but 2
dream within a dream." It’s really be-

come the anchor for the show in a lot
I Josh Holinaty

appreciative of what we have.”
Though this was an undercurrent
that Christenson thoroughly explored
in Frankenstein, where the monster
stood in for the consequences of our
own misguided choices (among other
readings), he’s found in Poe a particu-

WUEWEEKLY

larly good analogue for the mind that
fights constantly against chaos. His
life was largely a series of barely inter-

rupted tragedies: born to a family of actors, his father had abandoned him and
his mother died of consumption before
he was three years old. He was taken

// APR 30 — MAY 6, 2009

in by a family who refused to legally
adopt him, watched his stepmother die
and was disowned by his stepfather. In
his adult life, he married his 13-yearold cousin, only to watch her die, lost
nearly every job he ever had, battled
alcoholism and ultimately died under

of ways,” Christenson says, his body
language slowing as he becomes more

enveloped in his thoughts. "For some
reason, I've been struck lately by how
moments become just memories and
how memories are really no more tan-

gible, nor more real, than imagined
dreams.

What difference is there, in a
CONTINUED ON PAGE 26>>
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A son's potential return almost

tears a family apart in Elyne Quan's Stray
PAUL BLINOV
// PUNOV@VUEWEEKLY.com

may sound strange, but hope can be a
_
ane

Sure, itcan pull you through the darkand
low times with thoughts of better days,
But the feeling really stems from a refusal
to accept the hand you've been dealt: if
that never changes, hope means not ac-

cepting
the current situation, and none of
the freedom that comes with embracing

itand moving on. Such is that purgatory
that houses Stray's Kowalcyk family: their
son, Kyle, has been missing for eight years,
and withoutabodytobring them closure,

the family’s fractured stability a tectonic
shift as they struggle to embrace what
they've been hoping for but never actually

closets and drawers of their minds." There's
Several mimed meals, everyone exaggerating the gestures in unison, a mechanical
ritual that underscores their general state
of malaise, But simmering emotions come
to full’ boil soon enough.
Perry plays his troubled lad well. He is, of
course, the catalyst to everyone else's emotional trips, and Tracey Power in particula
r
runsthe €motional gamut as Kim. The oftignored daughter, she has to shoulder a

expected.

With Stray, playwright Elyne Quan has
drawn a tragic family portrait in deep detail, careful to keep the ghost in our sightlines at all times. "Kyle" literally haunts the
Stage, wandering through scenes unseen,
teaching out and brushing hair here ora

shoulder there, long before he knocks on
.
their door.

dark sense of humour along with her grief
and wariness, and Power does it well without losing her character in going from one
extreme to the other, or adding humour

to the scenario. Dooley also does a nice
switch, maintaining a bumbling disconnect while swapping his passive wishing
for wholesale belief, which grinds against
Vivian's initial, almost outright dismissal
of this Kyle. Nichols reaches perhaps the
most crushing lows of them all aswe pry
further into her, but it takes her a while to
get there.
April Viezko's barren, blackbox set of
raised platforms is slightly confounding:
it gives thefamily
an empty space
tobelost
together
in, butitlacks any kind of familiar-

they've simply limped along wounded.
Richard (Brian Dooley), in particular, has

generates the script is careful and clever
been unable tobelieve hissonwon't walk with it, maintaining control over its own
back through the door.
struggles. Quan's careful to make sure it
And then Kyle (Stafford Perry) does
all feels genuine, and it works beautifully.
just that. At least, maybe it’s him. Hands
jammed into his red zip-up hoodie, toque
The cast shoulder a lot of the emotional

plastered over his hair, he certainly fits
the bill physically. His own memory was

almost wiped by an accident, but what

few fleeting memories he has seem to
match up with Kyle, and his arrival gives
Ce
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Weight well, often spanning the full spectrum ofemotion. Over eight years the Kowalcyks developed ways to function without,
having put their pain away, asthe family
daughter/story narrator Kim says, “in the
TTT (2
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REVUE // THE WIZARD OF OZ

Working magic
e
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/{ BRYANSAUNDERS@VUEWEEKLY.COM

obsmacked. If there was just one
word to describe the reaction of
young audiences to the Citadel's
Wizard of
Oz, this would've been it.

A row behind me, a six- or sevenyear-old

hoy

watched

HHMHOR MN GAGHMANH KARAT

family portrait, a powerful "could it be?”
mystery that draws its drama from human

failings and stretching hope just

little too

far. After all, as Vivian
th
perates, "Looking likeiisn'tis.” Oris it’
vx
SUN, MAY

3

STRAY
DIRECTED BY MICHAEL

CLarK

WRITTEN BY ELYNE QUAN
STARRING BRIAN DOOLEY, SANDRA NICHOLS,
STAFFORD PERRY, TRACEY POWER
LA'CITE FRANCOPHONE (2627 -91ST),
$18 = $23
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Stars of the play were Toto (Peanut)

Citadel's Wizard of Oz wows
audiences both young and old
BRYAN SAUNDERS

HOH HOH

MAMA I'M COMING HOME? >> Hope almost
undoes the Kowalcyk family.
ity, which feels missing. It does give David
Fraser's skeletal lighting a huge amount of
dark space to contiast with, however, illuMminating characters in long, isolated Spotlights, even when they're notina scene.
There's a few undercurrents in the text
thatarea little odd: Vivian's drinking problem is called out a few times but curiously
Heveractually gets confronted or given true
discussion outside being the edge to a few
character attacks. It could've been subtler,
and as it stands, feels like it too deserved
some closure. But that’s getting nitpicky.
At its core, Stray is a a focused, harrowing

the

entire

first act bug-eyed and with his
mouth hanging wide open, amazed
at the magic unfolding before him

on stage. A few seats away, a young
girl spent the whole two hours of
the show balanced on the very last
inches ofher seat, all the time leaning forward, as if she was being

pulled unto the stage by her upTaised eyebrows.
The adults in the audience managed, for the most part, a more subdued reaction. But it's important
to remember that, despite some of
its more political and social under-

sB EDMONTON

tones, author L. Frank Baum’s story
is first and foremost one meant to
entertain children. That being the
case, it was an unqualified success.
As the Cowardly Lion, Julien Arnold was absolutely hilarious. John
Ullyatt’s physicalization of the Tin
Man was spot-on. The bright-eyed
naiveté

of the

(Jeremy

Baumung) was captured perfectly,
and Dorothy (Blair Irwin) was played
with exact determination required
of the part. Furthermore, everyone's
singing was great, especially that of
the adult ensemble, and the live orchestral accompaniment added even
more to this. The only thing that really stood out as under-rehearsed
and unpolished was the dancing,
which

was

often

the people who worked behind the

scenes. The Wizard of Oz is, on a
technical level, a very complex play
to put on with pyrotechnics, people
flying above the stage, and constant
scene changes. All of these technical
elements went off without a hitch,
and added to the show's "gobsmacking” quality wonderfully. W

(but not always)

out-of-step, and seemed like an afterthought at times.
OFF TO SEE THE WIZARD >> Acting, directing and technical wizardry combine to

All that said, it seems that the real

PUBLIC SCHOOLS

JeET

Scarecrow

and the Munchkins. There's an old
adage in show business that goes,
"Never work with children or animals.” Director Bob Baker does both
in this play and the results are spectacular. Peanut was a crowd favourite from the very first moment that
she ran across the stage, and all the
Munchkins—from their very first appearance to their last—stole the heart
of audiences both young and old.
Finally, a special congratulations
needs to be given out then to all

make Oz a true spectacle. // David Cooper Photography

school4you.ca
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REVUE // ART ON ART

tion
Open to interpretaion
via Telephone

just wrote down a list of words from

the impressions I got,” Megan explains. "I called Beth and said ‘I need
the colour red, I need a tree ... ' and
she stops me and says, ‘You haven't
seen the photos, right?"

Catch the Keys" debut Art On Art is creat
FAWNDA MITHRUSH
// ERWNDA@VUEWEEKLY.COM

na
remembers playing TeleEw

phone as a kid—think back to
those summer campfire circles where
someone whispers “Johnny smells like
a sweaty pirate” in their neighbour's
ear, and by the time the message gets
passed around the circle, it ends up
sounding like "Timmy sings like Susan Boyle.”
Though it may not have worked very
well back then, there are still some
who like to experiment with the Telephone game in different ways. Take
the Dart sisters, for instance.

Beth and Megan Dart started up their
production company Catch the Keys
two years ago withan aim to challenge
acc

mena

T
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the ways art and artists communicate
ideas to each other. Their upcoming
On Art, was born froma proArtw,
sho
cess similar to the playground game.
It started with a series of thematic
photos taken by Vancouver's Sheena

Caddick, which were then given to

musician Andrew Smith of local
band the electric arc to score. The
music was then given to Megan,
who'd never seen the initial photos,
to write a script.
"The whole process was to see if we

could carry the themes through with

each pass,” explains Beth Dart, who
took the final step as director and
wrangled up a handful of actors to
collaborate on the script. "It was a real
whittling down of finding what you
wanted to say.”

themes run through,” Beth explains.
"The photos were of this woman
struggling and she gets to a breaking
point. It gets very dismal, but there's a
release at the end of it and that really
carries through. Because I initiated
the entire cycle, some of the discoveries were the personal twists that each
of the artists brought. Just how the
musician interpreted the photos was
completely different than what Megan would have interpreted had she
seen them first.”
"{ think these projects really push artists to focus on what and why they're
communicating in the first place: to
find the specific elements that carry

ing into a relationship.”

What the Darts found most interesting about the experiment, though, is
that it seemed to work more efficient
ly than any playground game they
;
ever played.
"I got the music and listened to itand
summnnueneenacaoirncayoncine

TH

"The style of the photos and the style
of the text are very different, but the

The resulting piece, which was first
presented as a one-shot deal last year
at one of Nextfest's Nite Clubs, is a
45-minute show that integrates all
the puzzle pieces together with performers Stuart Hoye, Nicole Schafenacker and Nikolai Witschl. “It's a
piece,” explains
movement-based
playwright Megan Dart. “It's very
lyrical. The piece itself deals with the
improbability of love and the rational versus emotional mind when go-

refining what they do to serve that,”
she adds.
"We found there tended to be one
thread that stood out for each artist
involved in the process. So whatever
their artistic endeavour, you really see
each one being able to pick out that
one thread,” says Megan.
So maybe the medium isn’t exactly
the message here, but the next time
you play Telephone it might helpto try
painting a picture or playing a song—
those in the know will insist that art
communicates all sorts of ideas that
are terribly hard to whisper. W

what they want to say through, and
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PREVUE // LOVE

PREVUE // CONNIE IN EGYPT

een
African quretur
ns to the role
Cathleen Rootsaert

written for her with Connie in Egypt

What is Love? depths

Amber Borotsik searches the

of love in NLT's

season-ending play

PAUL BLINOV

Rootsaert laughs. "Although I bet you I'm
// BLINOV@VUEWEEKLY.COM
——)
in better shape now than I was then, because I didn't care then. Now try harder.”
t's not the first time Cathleen Rootsaert
Back then, the Varscona had been freshly
has sported the blond hair and bookish
placed into the hands ofa “consortium” of
cutofConnie, thetitularlibrarian-cum-adartists who adopted the space after what's
venturer of Teatro La Quindicina’s Connie
now Fringe Theatre Adventures moved
in Egypt. Butit's certainly been a while.
across the street, and Connie was a role
Stewart Lemoine's tale of the librarian
written with Rootsaert specifically in
who splits for Egypt on a vacation borne
mind: after doing a few previous shows
out of necessity (so as to not lose her accuwith Teatro and Lemoine, getting involved
mulated holiday hours), witha destination
in an early My Miami Melody when one of
picked from a coworker's offhand suggesthe cast dropped out, Rootsaert had the
tion and containing as much adventure
role given toher justasshe was ending her
as one could find in the land of sphinxes,
collaboration with local comedy troupe
pharaohs and deserts is returning to the
Three
Dead Trolls ina Baggie.
stage after a 15 year absence. Along with
"While that was going on, I wasn't so inRootsaert, the other two-thirds of the origvolved in Teatro,” she says. "But the same
inal cast, Jeff Haslam and Davina Stewart,
year I quit Three Dead Trolls was the year
are reprising their multitude of roles, playI did this play. So to walk out of that into
ing everyone Connie encounters, from
something that was written for me is
prostitutes at the door to "more exoticand
pretty special. It wasn't like some grade 12
surprising individuals.”
drama student was writing plays forme. It
In revisiting the show, there have been
western
improvements—I had a sandbox last was one ofthe best playwrights in
time. This one's more deluxe,” Rootsaert
says of her new set—although after a decade and a half, she admits the physical
demands of playing multiple characters
and ofan adventurous premise are, well, a
little more demanding.
"Every once ina while, one of us will get
down on our knees, and go, ‘Oh, these
knees are 15 years older than they were,”
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FAWNDA MITHRUSH
// FAWNDA@VUEWEEKLY.COM

fall the things you might expect a
tender blonde like Amber Borotsik
to say, you'd likely never expect some-

thing like this: "This trick I had, he
passes out. So I steal his wallet, and just
when things are really good for us, we

go and buy drugs with it.”

ARRON OSNAORENA TAKARA

Moana
aes TREASRMRSEE

"Something |get from it is that the idea of
love is this bullshit thing, it's this unattainable
perfection." —Amber Borostik

Here,

Borotsik

is actually

describ-

ing the tensions her character deals
with in Love, the Wal Cherry Awardwinning play by Australian playwright
Patricia Cornelius. Northern Light
Theatre is presenting the Canadian
premiere of the show where Borotsik
plays Annie, a down-and-out prostitute. In the scene described, Annie's
just been released from jail with her

12039 — 127 street

partner, Tanya. Earlier in the play the

www.edmontonyogostudio.com

two women meet in prison and fall in
love (whatever that means).
"It's about three people who are strug-

tel 451.8131

gling with addictions and survival, and
how they not exactly use love, but how
love plays into their lives emotionally
and spiritually, and also how it plays
into their survival,” says Borotsik.
The script, she admits, goes into some
fairly dark territory—think sex, drugs,
violence and lots of manipulation—
which was something of a departure
from the roles she played before.

WUEWEEKLY // APR 30 — MAY 6, 2009

"I've never thought about addiction

much until this play,” she says, “but
now the ethics of it all are so very different for me. I've lived an OK life, I'm
good, I don't have an addiction, but I've
never suffered major trauma. I'm not
saying drugs should be legal, but the illegality ofit, that judgmental mindset, I
can't buy it anymore.”

The play, directed by Trevor Schmidt,
focuses on a love triangle that develops between Annie, Tanya, and
Lorenzo—an incredibly charismatic,

though mostly destructive jerk that
Annie falls for after Tanya is sent
back to jail for stealing the aforementioned trick’s wallet.
"T don’t think Annie's masochistic, I
think she just feels as if she's unloveable and not deserving of true love,
perhaps,” Borotsik explains. "So she
really falls for this guy who is just a
dink. She even calls him a bastard, but
for some reason it almost verifies her
view of herself as worthless. Initially
the hardest part was trying to understand the choices in their way of living. Not judgmental choices, but selfdestructive choices.”
Borotsik admits, though, that it
will be interesting to see how the
characters and their actions land
with an audience.
“Annie doesn'thave as much ofa gloss
on her," Borotsik explains. "I think the
reason we root for the ‘hooker with the
heart of gold' character is that notion
of women sacrificing herself for love
or for her lover, and definitely Annie
does that, but she has some big dink
moves of her own. So she's not idealized in any way.”
Well, just to appease those curious, is
there any love in Love at all?
"The show poses certain questions
about the notion of love,” she says.

"Something I get from it is that the
idea of love is this bullshit thing, it's
this unattainable perfection. Like, the
idea that my life would change if only
I could find this person to love. Love is
so malleable though, and the idea of
love can really be manipulated to serve
your own purposes.” W
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Machine bred

MacEwan

Ars ExMachina is unspectacular,
but still shows promise for the future

FREE INFORMATION SESSION
SARAH HAMILTON

// BAMATON@VUEWEEKLY.COM
Diez media and a negotiation of
space characterize this year's grad
show at FAB Gallery. Ars Ex Machina:

the Bachelor of Fine Arts Grad Show,
is the University of Alberta graduates’
opportunity to showcase the work produced over the course of their program
at the University,
Many of the students are working in
abstraction, maintaining ties to the abstract expressionist school that Edmonton is well known for. Galia Kwanty's
"Ocean" is a large-scale painting, im-

a q There.is nothing
surprising here,

directness. Martina MacFarlane's "Size
7s" shows the interior ofakitchen with
a shadow of a person sitting by the
toaster at the kitchen table. Though
the features of the shadow-person are
visible, MacFarlane manages to commiunicate a sense of distance and melancholy between the portrait subject
and the ordinary space she occupies.
Alternately, Dave Hiemstra’s "KOI" uses
a similar technique to MacFarlane, but
his choice of colour and the dynamism
of brushwork give his work a graphic
and cinematic fone.

There were a few works that seemed
to fall outside of the two major themes
within this exhibition. Jeanette Egan's
"Untitled" is a small diorama that has

nor anything

viewers peer through a suspended lens,

disappointing. Ars Ex
Machina is a preface
of work to come, a
small taste of what
Edmonton might be

through a set of doors into a bathroom.
The discrepancy between the view with
and without the lens draws attention to

in for over the next
10 years.
mersed in a blue and green marine palette that is simple in concept but wellexecuted. Hui Yang's "Flow I - III," three
acrylic-on-paper works, have a visceral
quality that I have come to appreciate
from the University. The unsettling use
of swirled pinks and blues sit on top
of the paper-wrapped canvases like an
oil spill—at once toxic, putrid and unnaturally beautiful. Jennifer Poburan's

"The Thinking Spot" is not as visceral
as Yang's work, but her muted colour
palette makes her use of canvas, paper
and other mixed-media interesting and
engaging. Not afraid to damage the surface of herwork, Poburan seems to have

a knack for engaging her viewers witha

theact of looking in art. James Boychuk-

Hunter's "Land Study I," meanwhile, isa
small, cracked black acrylic and graphite work that looks like a model-cast ofa
landscape, perhaps the crests of mountains. His other work, "Collection," is a
small grid on a ledge, covered in black
dust (similar to flocking),which bleeds
onto the floor into a small pile that is
both unbecoming and curious.
The title, Ars Ex Machina (Art out of the
Machine}, is unironically apt. Each of
the graduates demonstrates what they
havelearned over the past four years, an
important part of art education. There
is nothing surprising here, nor anything disappointing. Ars Ex Machina is
a preface of work to come, a small taste

Looking fora FREE
nightof music,
dancing
and fun¢
Join CKUA's Andy Donnelly and Holger Petersen
live at the Newcastle Pub (6108-90 Avenue) on
Friday, May 1st for a special CKUA First Friday,
Spring Fundraiser extravaganza!

It's a live Celtic Show from 6-8 PM, followed by
Holger Petersen with musical guests,
Front Porch Roots Revue. Plus - get a chance
to bid on some one of a kind CKUA auction items.
Doors at 5 PM. No RSVP required for this FREE
event — but get there early, space is limited.
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work

of what Edmonton might be in for over
the next 10 years. Hopefully, each student will take all the rules they learned
and expand upon them, perhaps even
break them. WV

Sense of imperfection that meditatively

draws the eye around the work.

Some of the artists in the exhibition
‘the issue of space with more
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>> PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE

Looking ...

differ
Finish- : voked. Although our tastes and standards
to
The past two weeks have been scattered.
; vastly, we share a similar approach in wanting
semester of graduate studies has

ing my last
be convinced and engaged in a manner that apall things
freed my schedule and thoughts for
proaches art as part of the everyday.
of
months
few
last
the
but
emic,
nonacad
driving towards this arbitrary end point
The day after getting back into town,
has left me drained, and disappointed,
urgent messages and updates about
as churning out research papers at this
Edmonton arts writer and radio broads
stage Is a flush of invigorating thought
caster Gilbert Bouchard began appearthat never receive the process time
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EDGAR ALLAN POE
<< CONTINUED FROM PAGE 22
of havway, than a person who has that memory
able
ing done that thing and the person who was
photo imagine having done it. You might have a
inyou
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tograph ofone, buthow either actually
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isno more real.
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"And that's particularly true of Poe: he lives
was
reality
andhis
ation,
muchina place ofimagin
what was
as much his internal experience of life as
wanted
happening externally," he continues. "So I
imagihis
through
life
his
and
world
his
us to see
nation—through his eyes, ina way.”
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concept
popular
the
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And though much
_
and, indeed, much of our conversation—focuses
fit
quite
not
aman
on Poeas the troubled outsider,
efprofound
hada
ess
neverthel
who
world
forthis
on
fect on it, there's a definite sense that Christens
wants to explore something deeper, move beyond
As
the simple and easy understanding of the man.
the blending of life and work would imply, Chrisfascied,
complicat
utterly
an
as
him
sees
tenson
nating character.
"T feel like a lot of the work on Poe sort of focuses
on this weird horror writer, and was interested in
tryingto find the man behind that and the more
human impulses behind the work he created,” he
a
explains. "I didn't want to make him so much
freak and an outsider as someone who we can look
at and say, Yes, Iknow of what he speaks, lunderstand that fear, Iknow where it comes from.”
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Of course that, too, parallels his other great
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Gothic work, Frankenstein: one of that play's most
moving undercurrents was the search of the creature fora place in society, or at the very least a recition that he was, at his core, like those who
had shunned him and left him metaphorically
outdoors. Though in Poe's case his outsider status
is certainly one of his appeals, Christenson does
still think the more rewarding approach for both
writer and audience is accepting even the more
esotericamong us as people just like us.

NANNY

"Tove characters that we might normally dismiss
ity to
as freaks, because there's a great opportun
to get
try and take an audience ona journey, to try

them inside that person and get them to underor that
stand what it's like to be inside that body
,
mind,” Christenson explains, his eyes widening
“It's
his body tightening as his passion is piqued.
be
to
—not
actually
that,
a chance to remind them
that
essentializing—but we're all freaks, we all feel
sense at some point in our lives.”
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not be perfect, though, Christenson admits
since
are worse ways to be perceived, particularly
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Poe's freakishness almost seems to make
more human than human.
who
"You know, | actually think there are people
Chrisare almost too good for this world, ina way,”
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note
a
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tion inhisvoice. "thinkhereally had
its
in
be
could
ce
a hope for what human experien
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fullest realization, although his sense of hope

so beaten up by experience. Sometimes, though,
the
there are very sensitive souls who experience
alworld around them in such a way that it's just
Vv
e.”
shortlif
a
had
most too much to bear. So he

Paint Spot, 780.432.0240 «IN AND OUTSIDE WITH

NATURE; Paintings by Nancy Corrigan - May 3-30 +

WEEKLY

FAX YOUR FREE LISTINGS
TO 780.426.2889
OR EMAIL LISTINGS@VUEWEEKLY.COM
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EDMONTON CINCO DE MAYO FESTIVAL-FIESTA
LATINA Northgate Lions 7524-139 Ave, 780.701.7777 «
A night of Latin dance, dancing with the Salsa Stars

cof New York « Sat, May 2, 8:30pm « $20 (adv)/S25

(door); tickets at Roma Bistro, TIXon the Square
SHUMKA WEM Waterpark - Shumka's soth Birthday

Party with DJ Roman Brytan +Fri, May 2, 7:30-

10:30PM
* $10 at 780.455.9559,
adeeahinnt

GALLERIES

+ MUSEUMS

AGNES BUGERA GALLERY 12310 Jasper Ave,

780.482.2854 - MCAVITY AND PEREHUDOFF:

Catherine Mcavity and Catherine Perehudoff - May
9-21 « Opening reception:
Sat,May 9, 2-4pm, artists

-inattendance =
ALBERTA AVENUE COMMUNITY CENTRE 9210-118
Ave, 780.496.1913 - THAT BLOOMIN' GARDEN SHOW
AND ART SALE« Sat, May 9, 9am-3pm.

ALBERTA CRAFT COUNCIL 10186-106 St,

980.488.6611 + Discovery Gallery: COMING UP'NEXT:

Featuring works by emerging fine craft artists - Until
Juné6+ Opening reception: Sat, May 9, 2-4pm «
UNITY AND DIVERSITY: May 9-June 20

ART BEAT GALLERY 26 St. Anne Street, St. Albert,

780.459.3679 » KALEIDOSCOPE OF NATURAL TREASURES: Photographs by Mike Montana and Tammy
Saunders + Until Apr 30

ART GALLERY OF ALBERTA Enterprise Sq, 100,
10230 Jasper Ave, 780.422.6223 « KOSHASHIN: The
Hall Collection of igth Century Photographs of
Japan; until June 7 « HIROSHIGE ANDO-THE <3

STATIONS OF THE TOKAIDO ROAD; Printmaker
Ando Hiroshige’s famous series of Ukiyo-e woodblock prints from 1833-1834; until June 7 - KRISTY

+ An exhibition of recent works by Nixie Barton and
Grant Leier « Until Apr 30

FRONT GALLERY 12312 Jasper Ave, 780.488.2952
*WAX AND WOOL; Encaustic paintings by Jeff Mol-

ee

loy » Opening reception: May 2, 2-4pm
GALLERY AT MILNER Stanley A. Milner Library
Main FI, Sir Winston Churchill Square, 780.496.7030.
* WORDS OF WISDOM: An exhibit by the Edmonton
Calligraphic Society - May 1-24
GALLERY JS Alexander Way, 5123-48 St, Red Deer,
403.341.4641 » BASEMENT BEAUTIES: Brent Felzien

mixed media portraits « Apr 27-May 23 - Opening
reception: Fri, May 1, 6-gpm
HARCOURT HOUSE 3rd FI, 10215-1212 St,
* 780.426.4180 » Main Gallery: THE BOX: Installation

by Cesar Forero; Performance: Apr 30, 7:30pm;
Artist Talk: Cesar Forero; Sat, May 2, pm « Front
Room: ENTROPY: Installation of abstract paintings
‘on paper by Christine Koch « Apr 30-May 30 + Opening reception: Apr 30, 7-10pm
HARRIS-WARKE GALLERY-RED DEER Sunworks,
4924 Ross St, Red Deer, 403.346.8937 - SUBVERTED
UTILITY: Ceramics from Saskatoon « Until May 22
JEFF ALLEN GALLERY Strathcona Place Senior
Centre, 10831 University Ave, 780.433.5807 « PATHWAYS; Artworks by Julie Drew « May 5-28 « Opening
reception May 3, 6:30-8:30pm
JOHNSON GALLERY - Southside: 7711-85 St,
780.465.6173; Artworks by various artists « Northside:
12817-80 St, 780.479.8424; Artworks by various artists

KAMENA 57:8 CalgaryTr S, 780.944.9497 « Mon-

Wed, Fri 1oam-6pm;
Thu 10am-7pm; Sat 10am-spm
+ Artworks by various artists
LANDO GALLERY 11130-105 Ave, 780.990.1162 + IN

FULL BLOOM: Paintings by Tslila Barzel - Until

30, 7pm

780.452.0236 » COLOURS-NEW PAINTINGS: Paint-

on Mother's Day; Sun, May 10, 10:30am-4pm; $30
(adult)/$2s (senior/student/AGA member)/$20 (child
under 12)
ARTERY 9535 Jasper Ave « MINIMUM EXPOSURE:
Photographs by Jackson Hinton, Ashintha de Silva,
Ayaaz Kassam and Shivaan de Silva » May 2, 1oam-

ings by Giuseppe Albi

30, 12:10-12:sopm » LEAVING OLYMPIA-UNVEILING

THE IDEALIZED NUDE; until May 18 - A SENSE

SUBLIME: ith Century Landscapes; until June 28
+ Pree (member)/$10 (adult)/$7 (senior/student); $5
(6-12yrs)/free (syrs and under)/$20 (family—2 adults,

iopm

BEARCLAW GALLERY 10403-2124 St, 780.482.1204
» THE MAP MAKERS: Artworks by Michael Robinson
+ Until
Apr 30
.)
}OME Uof A, 87 Ave, 114 St + BUTTERDOME SPRING CRAFT SALE « May 1-3, Fri 1oam-10-

CARROT CAFE 9351-118 Aye, 780.471.1580 + Carrot
Writing Circle - Every Tue, 7-gpm; A critique circle
the 4th Tue every month
CITY ARTS CENTRE 10943-84 Ave, 780.932.4409 «
TALES. Monthly Storytelling Circle: Tell stories
or come to listen; and Fri each month + Until June,

8pm; $3 (free first time)

HAPPY HARBOR COMICS 10112-2124 St» Featuring
writer Gail Simone, writer/artist Ty Templeton, artist
Steve Rolston and others « Sat, May 2, 20am-spm

KASBAR LOUNGE below Yianni’s Taverna, 10444
Whyte Ave + Sofa King-the series: presented by the
Raving Poets + Every Wed until May 27, 7:30 (sign-

Edmonton Storytelling Café: T.A.LE.S. Alberta
League Encouraging Storytelling open mic « First
Thu each month, 7-9pm « Pay-What-You-Will (min
$6); info at 780.932.4409; Wild Women; May 7
UPPER CRUST CAFE 10909-86 Ave, 780.422.8174 «
The Poets’ Haven: Monday Night reading series presented by Stroll of Poets « Every Mon, 7pm + $s door

Megan Dart, starring Stuart Hoye, Nicole Marie
Schafenacker, and Nikolai Witschl « May 7-9, 14-16,

8pm and 9:30pm (8pm only on May 9, followed

by an after-party) « $18 (adult)/S1s (student/senior/
Equity)
BUDDY Roxy Theatre, 10708-2124 St, 780.453.2440 +

The story of a man reflecting on his teenage years
spent in a rural Alberta town by Darrin Hagen, pre-

sented by Theatre Network, starring Jesse Gervais,

Mark Jenkins + May 5-24 + Two-For-One Tues: May
aa and 19
CHIMPROV Varscona Theatre, 10329-83 Ave,
780.433.3399 » Rapid Fire Theatre presents comedy

every Sat, 1apm, except for the last Sat of each
month until June 13 - $10/$8 (member) at TIX on
the Square
CONNIE IN EGYPT Varscona Theatre, 1039-83 Ave,
780.433.3399 « Comedy by Stewart Lemoine from
the mid 'gos presented by Teatro la Quindicina
+ Apr 30-May 16, Tue-Sat 7:30pm; Sat mat: apm «
Wed-Sat evenings: $25 (adult)/$20 (student/senior);
Sat afternoons: $15; Tue: Pay-What-You-Can

Chigiri-e,
andphotographs by
EXTENSION GALLERY Enterprise

492.9166
+ RIGHT Pi CERICHTTIMEPotopapioy

Hk Mer ms
Seteety caer
Fal

Arts Bldg, U ofA,112St,89Ave,
+ ARS EXMACHINA:
Bachelor ofFine
uate
Exhibition » Until May 9

FRINGE GALLERY 10516 Whyte Ave, bsmt ofthe

Ep

harcourthouse
3rd Floor Gallery

Can (door); $20 (adult)/$:8 (student/senior) at TIX

on the Square
NEVERMORE Catalyst Theatre, 8529 Gateway Bou-

levard » The Imaginary Life and Mysterious Death
of Edgar Allan Poe « May 1-17 « Advance tickets at

TIX on the Square « Special Gala fundraiser: Thu,
ONCE ON THIS ISLAND Eastglen High School,

spoof on the popularTV show set love songs from

May7

the "Jos and ‘Sos + Until June 7

Marcelle Hanselaar
SPRUCE GROVE ART GALLERY Melcor Cultural

Centre, 35, 5 Ave, Spruce Grove, 780.962.0664 « LASTING IMPRESSIONS: Featuring artworks by Joan

Bailey « Until May 9
‘SSTEEPS-OLD GLENORA 1241: Stony Plain Rd,
780.488.1505 +Artist for the month of Apr: Kyle

Schneider
‘STEPPES GALLERIES 1253, 1259-92 St » West Gallery:
COMPLEXION: Paintings by Joe Reimer; until June
2; opening reception: Thu, May 24, 6-8pm + To view
contact:Kelley Bernt at kelley.brent@bidg-inc.ca
TELUS WORLD OF SCIENCE 11211-2142 St,
780.452.9100 + THE ART OF THE BRICK™: until

May3
TU GALLERY 10718-124 St, 780.452.9664 + FIELD
AND FLORA: Fiber artworks by Margo Fiddes and
woodworks by Dale Kalbfleisch
VISUAL ARTS ALBERTA 3rd Fi, 10215-222 St,
780.421.1731 « CONCEPT: Drawings byAgnieszka Soldat, castfigurative
pieces byRoger Scrimshaw + Apr
30-May 30 + Opening reception: Apr 30, 7-9:30pm

DARRIN HAGEN

+ Apr 30 (preview), May-1-10, 8pm + $25 (opening

Meese Clothing, Gemport, Art Beat, Profiles, Studio
Gallery, Bookstore on Perron,Crimson Quill, Roche's
Fine Things, Concept Jewellery * ArtWalk + Thu,

MANET: Paintings by Leslie Poole « Until May 5
SNAP GALLERY 10309-97 St» BACK TO BASICS: by

G PLAYWRIGHT

1.877.529.7849

night)/Sis (preview); Wed, May 6: Pay-What-You-

SCOTT GALLERY 10411-124 St, 780.488.3619 « AFTER

BY STERLING AWARD

DIRTY ROTTEN SCOUNDRELS Mayfield Dinner

PROFILES PUBLIC ART GALLERY 19 Perron St,

PROVINCIAL ARCHIVES OF ALBERTA &sss Roper

BUDDY

frey Lane/music and lyrics by David Yazbek + Until
June 28 « Tickets at Mayfield box office, toll-free:

PETER ROBERTSON GALLERY-2 12304 Jasper Ave,

reception: May 7, 6-gpm

~ live at the ROXY

HE WORLD PREMIERE OF

by Dana Andersen « Every Mon, 8pm

780.455.7479 « New paintings by Robert Wiseman +
May 2-30
St. Albert, 780.460.4310 « CITY ART EXPOSURE +

NETWORK

Theatre 16615-109 Ave, 780.483.4051 + Book by Jef-

LOVE Third Space, 11516-103 St + Northern Light
Theatre « By Patricia Cornelius, starring Amber
Borotsik, Natascha Girgis,and Rob van Meenen

Until May 2 « HIGH ENERGY XIV: Artworks by students of St Albert High Schools; May 7-30; opening

THEATRE

DIE-NASTY Varscona Theatre, 10329-83 Ave,
780.433.3399 + Live improvised soap opera directed

Majestic Theatre, 11430-68 St « Until May 1, 7:30pm
« $10 at TIX on the Square
SEXY GALS IN THE CITY Jubilations Dinner The-

items by Marian Majeau - Through May.

ea

ART ON ART PCL Studio Theatre, TransAlta Arts
Barns, 780.409.1910 « By Gatch the Keys Produc

ST ALBERT’S DOWNTOWN ART WALK « Wares,

780.963.9573 « INTO THE GARDEN: Garden and patio

TD ES

tions, presented by the System Theatre, script by

CARROT GALLERY 9351-118 Ave - Landscapes and
illustrations by Stuart Ballah and Lorraine Shulba +

Bingham + Until May.
CROOKED POT GALLERY 4012-51 Ave, Stony Plain,

PRS

3rd Sun evening

May 22

of male portraits and other works + Until Aug 30
COMMON SENSE 10546-2115 St, 730.482.2685 « IMAGES OF SOUTH AMERICA: Photographs by Russell

Pao

ROSIE'S 10475-80 Ave, 780.439.7211 » TALES:

Rd, 780.427.1750 « Open Tue-Sat gam-4:30pm; Wed
9am-gpm « THE BANFF CENTRE: 75 YEARS OF

CHRISTL BERGSTROM'S RED GALLERY 9621-82
Ave, 780.498.1984 +» MYSELF, THE PORTRAIT: A series

; Performance by: Cesar Forero, Michelle Moylan and Sandra Clarke

LEVA CAPPUCCINO BAR 31053-86 Ave, 780.479.5382,
wwrwilevabar.com - Standing room only, poetry every

INSPIRING CREATIVITY « Apr 27-July 24 + Free

Ave, 780.461.3427 « YING AND YANG: Artworks by
Roma Newcombe, Monika Dery, Zoong Nguyen SieMah and Jiri Valtr - Until May 5

Thursday, April 30th 7-10 pm. Performance at 7:30 pm
Artist talk Saturday, May 2, 1 pm * Show runs April 30 - May 30

up), 8pm (show)

pm, Sat 1oam-6pm, Sun 1o0am-spm

Until May 4
CENTRE D'ARTS VISUELS DE L'ALBERTA 9103-95

\O-T>5-1m slo]a>)ae)

THE BOX

LATITUDE 53 10248-106 St, 780.423.5353 * Main
exhibition by Jon Sasaki « Projex Room: HERD:
Installation by Adriean Koleric + Until May 16
LENDRUM COMMUNITY LEAGUE 1335-57 Ave +
Lendrum Pottery Group Sale « Sat, May 2, 1oam-apm
LOFT GALLERY A_ J. Ottewell Arts Centre, 590
Broadmoor Blvd, Sherwood Park, 780.922.6324 «
Open every Thu §-9p; Sat 10am-4pm + NEW ART:
New selections of the Permanent Art Acquisition
collection of the Strathcona County+Apr 30-June
30 * Opening reception, artists in attendance: Apr

the Gallery to the Garden: Journey Through Japan

nudity and sexual activity. This content will disturb
some and inspire others. Parents and educators are
encouraged to preview the exhibition; until May
18 » Inside Art Lecture Series: Su Ditta, Admission
Restricted: Sex, Art and Controversy in Canada's Public
Art Galleies; Thu, Apr 30, 7-9pm + Art For Lunch;
Friends of Folding - Origami Edmonton; Thu, Apr

Poetry Nights the and Fri each month

Space: SOME UNABASHED OPTIMISM: Video

4 children) - MOTHER'S DAY FIELD TRIP: From

of power, masculinity and desire with images of

AUDREYS BOOKS 10702 Jasper Ave, 423.3487 «

_ BLUE CHAIR CAFE 9624-76 Ave, 780.469.8755 « Story
Slam: every third Wed of the month

May 16

MCMULLEN GALLERY U of A Hospital, 8440-112 St,
780.407.7152 * URBAN TEXTURES: by members of
Articulation: Fibre artworks focusing on the City of
Winnipeg's architecture + Until fune 14
MCPAG Multicultural Centre Public Art Gallery,
5411-51 St, Stony Plain, 780.963.2777 « WILD THINGS:
Paintings by James Trevelyan; May 1-June 3; opening
reception: Sun, May 3, t-3:30pm + Dining Room Gallery: Prints by Agnieszka Doziarz; until May 21
MENNONITE CENTER FOR NEWCOMERS Wentworth Bldg, 10207-97 St « Open daily 2-7pm « WORKERS ART SHOW AND GLOBAL GALLERY: Park of the
May Week Labour Arts Festival + Until May 2
MICHIF CULTURAL AND METIS RESOURCE
INSTITUTE 9 Mission Ave, St. Albert, 780.651.8176
~ Aboriginal Veterans Display + Gift Shop - Finger
weaving and sash display by Celina Loyer
NINA HAGGERTY Stollery Gallery, 9704-122 Ave,
780.474.7612 « COME WHAT MAY: The NHCA Collective « Until May 19 « Opening: Thu, Apr 30, 4pm
PETER ROBERTSON MAIN GALLERY 10183-1222 St,

TRINIER-OTHERWORLD: Re-translating a medieval

Japanese Noh Theatre play into three separate
elements (audio, video and text); until June 7 «
POLAROIDS; Photographs by Attila Richard Lukacs
selected by Michael Morris; The history of art is
rich with images that are provocative and challenge
Societal norms. Sexuality and violence are integral
to this history. POLAROIDS addresses questions

WEST END GALLERY 12308 Jasper Ave, 780.488.4892

Opening reception: May 9, 2-4pm

atre, 8882-170 St, Phase Il, WEM, 780.484.2424 +A

THE SHAPE OF THINGS Horizon Stage, Spruce
Grove, 780.962.8995 » Horizon Players, Black Box

Theatre presentation, a theatre show for mature
audiences directed by Richard Winnick « May
5-9 + Tickets available at Horizon box office, or

TicketMaster
SOMETHING'S AFOOT Memorial Arts Centre,
5206-50 St, Wetaskiwin, www.wetaskiwintheatreso-

ciety.com «A Murder Mystery Musical presented
by Waterworks’ Players, based on the works of
Agatha Christie « Apr 30-May a + $is (Thu/Fri show
only, 8pm)/$35 (Sat dinner show, 6:30pm dinner,
8pm show)
STRAY La Cité Francophone, 8627-91 St « Workshop
West Theatre + A disturbing and poignant mystery by
Elyne Quan « Until May 3, Tue-Sat 7:30pm; Sun apm
+ $23 (adult)/$18 student/senior) at TIX on the Square;
‘Tue: Pay-What-You-Can (door); Sun mat: two-For-One
THEATRESPORTS Varscona Theatre, 10329-83 Ave,
780.448.0695 + Rapid Fire Theatre's weekly insane
improv show « Every Fri (apm) « Until July 31

+ $i10/$8 (member) at TIX on the Square
WIZARD OF OZ Citadel’s Shoctor Theatre, 9828101A Ave, 780.425.1820 » By L Frank Baum, music
and lyrics by EY Harburg. Part of the Mainstage

voving JESSE GERVAIS
oa MARK JENKINS
4

by Bradley Moss
Paul Bezaire
Scott Peters

“when [Hagen]

gets down

te creating a character,
the results are riotous,

affectionate and touching.
ta Nx

Maus.

¢

rat

Darrin Hagen
lan Jackson
Chery! Millikin

780.453.2440

@

theatrenetwork.ca

Series » Until May 24, 7:30pm, mat 1:30 pm « Tickets

at the Citadel box office

.
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DRAMA // TWO LOVERS

Bizarre love quadrant
Joaquin Phoenix navigates lovers and family in James Gray's moving Two Lovers
about where I sit in the world, w;,
likes me and who doesn’t. But
of the advantages of getting o\4
and more decrepit is that at a ce;
point you don't give a shit any
You do the work that feels close ,
you. To me, the litmus test for a wo;
of art—and in my case I'm using
;)
term loosely—is whether it can mov,
you without offending you. Thai
We're living in a cultural scene th
largely quite bereft of soul. It can
quite depressing. But I've been vo,
lucky. I get to make the films I wa:
make. I have been denounced by
but very respected by others. You
ally can't ask for more than that

JOSEF BRAUN
//\OSEF@VUEWEEKLY.COM

a
A; Leonard sinks to the bottom, he

ooks up toward the shrinking sun
shattering in the frigid water, and just
when he seems resigned to his death
a woman

crosses his field of vision,

apologizing for having to leave. So
what shakes Leonard out of his suicidal calm it seems is not even the
promise of the woman's return, but
rather the mere chance to caress the
melancholy memory of her leaving
him one more time. This‘is how Two
Lovers begins. This phantom woman
from Leonard's past will not reappear,
but two others will take her place in
his unfading desire to be swept away
by some
overpowering
feminine
force.
As depicted by Joaquin Phoenix,
Leonard is at once among the most

vw: You've’ worked with Joaqui
Phoenix now on three pictures, an
his performances in them have b
among the finest of his career. How
have his contributions changed o
tensified the stories you've been try
ing to tell, or perhaps the way you

pathetic and dynamic protagonists in
recent cinema. He's introduced to the

lovely, kind and comforting Sandra,
exquisitely and movingly played by
Vinessa Shaw, by his parents. She'll be
good
for him, as well as good for business,
g
her family’s interests in
inves
in Leonard's parents’ Brighton Beach dry cleaners. She's a tooperfect match for this depressed but
sheepishly charming guy from good
immigrant Jewish stock.
By accident, though it somehow
feels closer to his own volition, Leonard meets Michelle, an unstable, viva-

cious new neighbour played by Gwyneth Paltrow. Michelle, who dates
her older, married, wealthy béss, who
likes designer drugs, who is not Jew-

ish, is clearly not good for Leonard the
way Sandra is. She comes to embody
everything Leonard longs for, as opposed to what he can have.
The third woman in Leonard's life
is Ruth, Leonard's mother, played by
the inimitable Isabella Rossellini not
as the stereotypical nasally Jewish
momma, but as a concerned and conservative woman who deep inside just
wants to do right by the unruly dictates of her son's heart. Two Lovers is
not so much a love triangle as an uneasy quadrant around which Leonard

must box step until he builds up the
courage or foolishness to break off in
a single, focused direction.
As wildly distinct as the very intimate Two Lovers is from We Own the
Night, the large-scale crime drama

told them?
F
JG: He has sharpened my sense of whai
constitutes my biggest interest
movies, which is the ability to de;
the external and the internal conflici
in hand. He's quite brilliant in that
Way, very experimental, very inv
tive. He's raised the bar. I've lear:
a lot from him.

RAP SESSION >> Love and family obligations collide in Two Lovers. i supplied
veloped a very particular body of
work, one that combines familiar, audience-friendly genres and talented
stars with a flair for intricate visual
poetics, but that’s arguably had a hard
time finding the larger audience it deserves. Still, as Gray explains it, he’s
been lucky to make these films at all,
and to make him his way.
VUE WEEKLY: Two Lovers seems

in one

sense a cautionary tale against family as a force that's antithetical to self
realization. It contradicts so many
movies set in ethnic communities that

strive to show family as something
comforting, fortifying, and at worst
frustratingly quirky.
JAMES GRAY: Absolutely. And addressing something of both these things you
describe is part of what makes movies
about family so intriguing. Family can
be a locus of great emotional support,
and also.a terrible place where your
dreams are killed. In Two Lovers the
family stifles Leonard, but it also saves
his life.

director and co-scenarist James Gray

made immediately before this, it’s
startling how closely their thematic
trajectories match up. It's something

we spoke about quite a bit when I interviewed Gray. With four films now
under his belt—the others are Little

Odessa and The Yards—Gray has de-
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vw: Obviously it would be deluded to
blame Leonard's problems on anything
other than his own weaknesses and
precarious desires, but I couldn't help
but consider how much he’s a product
of this very specific environment the
film carefully evokes.

JG: It was especially important to me
that Leonard's parents were very clearly not Americans, that he felt outside

the mainstream from the very beginning. And that the family home itselfis
claustrophobic. It's shot that way. We
didn’t construct a set, so you couldn't
just move walls around. Essentially the
camera was always in a place where a
person could be.

vw: So when we watch Leonard in his
parents’ home, even when alone with
a woman, there's always this ghost of
a familial presence. Yet it's interesting
that you mention the claustrophobic
scenes, because I want to ask you about
another scene that feels exactly the
opposite, this moment where Leonard
confesses his love to Michelle on the
roof. It's a turning point that manifests
very emotionally, very physically. One
of the things that made it so memorable for me is the fact that it's delivered
in this slow, unbroken, gliding, nearly
hypnotic overhead shot.
4G: Yeah, the camera starts about eight
feet in the air while they're in that
brick gazebo and winds up becoming
a two-shot in profile of the actors. The
shot is about five minutes long. What
happens here, what | intended, was
that at about this point in the film
things start to become dreamlike,
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more cosmic and mythic. I was trying
to find a way to mirror how delusional
Leonard was becoming.
Vw: It’s a testament to the complexity
of Two Lovers that Sandra, while representing the safer romantic choice for
Leonard, is so utterly appealing, beautiful, unpretentious and sexy, while Michelle is hardly a mere vixen. The performances really defy the archetypes.
JG: I tried to steer clear of the romantic
comedy version of this story. I wanted
it to be that Leonard was blind, that
what made Sandra unappealing was
how much the family liked her, to express how elements of our desire for
someone are entirely external to who
the person really is or what they look
like. Sandra could be the most beautiful person on earth and Leonard
wouldn't have seen it.

vw: Iwonder if when you first work=d
with him these were things you miga'
have only been able to see in the cut
ting room, things that.it took longer
to learn how to detect while actually
on set. After all this time, are you
now better able to read each other in
the moment?
4G: I don’t think we read each other at
all anymore. We finish each other's
sentences. It's become almost boring
I don’t talk to him. He doesn’t tall
to me. I do another take and he says

“Yeah, I know.” Honestly, I remember
being very aware of what he was doing
the first time we worked together, very
aware of what kind of actor he was
vw: I guess there's still some ambigu'ty

regarding whether or not Phoenix will
ever go back to acting, but I wonder i!
you have any more projects you're hop
ing to tempt him with.

JG: Sure. But I’m just trying to fig!
out where he's at. The bigger question
is what he wants to do. I don’t know

vw: Something that defines Leonard

what he's up to. I really don't. Bul |!

is his inner conflict between the reassurances of tradition and the allure of
recklessly breaking away and venturing into new terrain. I wonder if you
don’t feel something similar at times
in the way you've developed your
films, which echo previous periods of
film history and yet seem poised on
the vanguard of the current scene.
JG: Well, I used to think a lot more

he decides to act, believe me, I'll find
work for him. W
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Cinema
with Seoul
orean films lack pedigree, but still deliver
portraits as he is riding a rollercoast-

BERRY
Dev

fEEKLY.COM

outh Korea is something of the
eak
sister in the Asian cinema
9; thanks largely to the freedom

1990s Hong Kong cinema, China

regularly produces films and auteurs
claimed the world over, while Jaan’s horror and anime traditions are
ti
their cultural influence

across the globe. Outside of Chanwook Park and his Vengeance Trilcy, though—and

even then, more

ularly, Old Boy—South Korean
‘nema rarely makes a mark outside
the festival circuit, if even there:
n The Host, athrilling and invenmonster flick that most had high
opes for barely made a splash upon
its North American release.
Part of that reputation is fair—Park

s a talented filmmaker, but South
Korea has never produced a WongKar Wai (Chunking Express, Ashes of
me) or a Hayao Miyazaki (Spirited
‘Away, Howl's Moving Castle)—but 1

an't help but think that part of it
comes from the fact that the South
Koreans don’t indulge as freely in
tylistic flair as their Asian brethren
do. This isn’t to detract from their
artistic merit, but there's a more visceral thrill in something like Yimou
Zhang's martial-art-directed spectacles (Hero, Curse of the Golden Flower)

or )-Horror that can hook people and
get them to explore the rest of that
particular nation’s cinema. Many of
the best films to come from South
Korea, in contrast, are quiet, plaintive works, ones that seem to speak
to a more particular sensibility.
That's certainly the case with two
of the best films from Metro's South
Korean Film Festival, showing all
this weekend, at least. Ho-Hur Jing's

Christmas in August (1998, & *& * x),
the oldest film in this collection,
but well worth the wait, is a moving, downright sentimental film,
although also so quiet and simple it
seems destined to pass a significant
audience by. It is, at its heart, a film
all about appreviating the small moments that make up life, and yet its
tactic is never to say as much, instead
preferring to simply show their small
joys, far more concerned with replicating their mood and feeling than
offering any kind of rational argument.
Christmas follows Jung-Won (Sukkyu Han), a happy-go-lucky photogtapher who seems as lively and full

of joy when he's taking customers

er with Da-rim

(Eun-ha Shim), the

brazen but good-natured meter maid
who is slowly infiltrating his life.
We're first exposed to Jung-Won in

a plaintive mood, considering mortality after attending the funeral of
a friend's father, rather simply stating that all things will pass. Over the
course of the film it will slowly be revealed that he has more reason than
most to wonder about his own mortality: Jung-Won is dying, though the
only time he admits this is when he's
joking, living his life not so much in
denial of what's coming as treating
it as irrelevant, something so commonplace that it would be absurd ifit
would affect his temperament.
Jung-Won's.
serene
demeanour
is slowly broken down by Da-rim,
though, a girl who professes to find
men boring, but who takes a particular interest in the single, untroubled
Jung-Won, picking up on the smallest details about him—how he dress-

es, what his astrological sign is—
and teasing him about them. In this
sense, Da-rim's tactics seem similar
to the film's: despite the fact Christmas in August is about a dying man,
it is utterly devoid of big, revelatory
moments. Jung-Won and Da-rim's
subtle courtship is explored through

tiny interactions: sharing an umbrella ora scooter ride, running into each

other at lunch, making small talk on
the couch in Jung-Won's store. This

logic is extended to the rest of JungWon's life, too; his most common
interaction with other people is setting up group photos, an act that Jing
lingers over every time, revelling in

Jung-Won's carefree enjoyment of
each and every portrait. It all builds
to a predictably heart-breaking ending, less climax than particularly
emotional dénouement, a fitting cap
to a film that avoids big, dramatic
moments.
Lee Chang-Dong's Secret Sunshine
(2007, **x%x) doesn't necessarily
share Christmas in August's prefer-

ence for the minimal, though it certainly has a similar penchant for lingering in moments, letting its events
unfold in front of it. Shin-ae (Doyeon Jeon) is moving with her son to

an emotional void until she follows
the entreaties of her pushy Christian pharmacist and goes to church.
There, she finds some form of catharsis, at least until she follows the
Christian commandment to forgive
her enemies, and attempts to forgive
her son's killer: in prison, she finds

him to have accepted God as well, but
the holy father's forgiveness seems
to have robbed her of her own capacity for the same, and she's once again
plunged into despair.
Secret Sunshine can at times be a
gut-punch of a film, one that's unafraid to sift through the depths of
emotional despair and longing, especially after Shin-ae loses her bornagain faith. And yet, it can also feel
like a laconic drift, a film that too often replicates Shin-ae's empty, emotionless moments. In that respect, I'd
compare it to I've Loved You So Long,
right down to the brilliant female
lead performance: like that film, this
is a complicated, thoughtful treatise,
but still somehow too removed, to
detached from its characters to really take us through their struggles.
Secret Sunshine is the more successful of the two, mostly because of
Chang-Dong's spare camerawork,
but it still feels too empty for a film
that can occasionally pull out some
wrenching moments.W
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“A leaner and meaner

American Beaxty.”
~ Rob Nelson, Variety.

“Ordinary People meets
Little Miss Sunshine”
- Pete Hammond, Hollywood.com.

“An affecting drama somewhat

evocative of The Ice Storm”
- Roger Ebert, Chicago Sun-Times.

view the trailer at:
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Milyang, the city that gives the film
its translated title, after her husband
shas passed away in an accident. Not
long after she settles, however, trag-

edy strikes again, in the form of her
son being abducted and murdered.
Barely able to cry, Shin-ae is left in

Alberta’s
lectrical workers

\ Live Better,
Work Union!
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Unimaginable

The plane carried the Old Christi,

: rugby team from Montevideo, Uruguay, oy,
: route to a match in Santiago, Chile Thay
: did not reach their ostensible destins.

The '72 Uruguayan plane crash is
brought to vivid life in Arijéns' Stranded

Sic Dest
TOP 30 FOR THE WEEK OF APRIL 30, 2009
1. Neil Young —Fork InThe Road (reprise)
2. Neko Case - Middle Cyclone (anti)

3. Mastodon
—Crack The Skye (reprise)
4, Ruthie Foster- Truth (blue com)

5. Buddy & JulieMiller-Written
In Chalk (new west)

6. JJCale- Roll.On(rounder)

7. Rachelle Van Zanten - Where Your Garden Grows (rvz)
8. Yeah Yeah Yeah's - It's Blitz! (interscope)
9. Propagandhi — Supporting Caste (smaliman)

It was not like a shipwreck, one survivor : And after you've seen it, the idea of tellexplains. Rather, it was somehow closer to : Ing this story in any other way, at least
being lost at sea, the snow being just as ; cinematically, starts to feel vulgar
unruly, oppressive and deadly a force. At : or insufficient in comparison.
first, some wondered if they'd awoken to : While there are well-staged
find themselves in the hereafter, the vast- : and evocative re-enactments
ness and blankness of their surroundings : to help us visualize their narevoking some realm of heavenly purity, of: ratives, so much of the film is
desolate, austere beauty, and it was only : comprised of now middle-aged
the cries of agony, the tremendous, un- : men simply sitting, remembering,
imaginable suffering endured by all those : speaking—yet it's absolutely rivetwho didn't instantly perish that convinced : ing. Each of its subjects, articulate, vivid
them otherwise. This place they found : storytellers the lot, talk us through their
themselves in was indeed very much of : memories of the incident, the 1972 crash
this world, but to listen to their testimo- : of Uruguayan Air Force Flight 571 in the
nies you'd think they'd returned from a : Andes. Of the 45 people on board, only 16
distant planet.
: lived to see rescue some grueling 72 days
Watching Gonzalo Arijéns Stranded: I've : later. Yet the fact that 16 survived, that any
Come From a Plane That Crashed on the = survived, is about as close to a true miracle
Mountains is an exhausting experience. = as most of us will ever know of.

TT WILL GET TO YOU.

A TENDER AND TERRIFIC FILM WITH ONE OF JOAQUIN PHOENIX’S
BEST PERFORMANCES, GWYNETH PALTROW IS
A LUMINOUS FUSION OF(
GRACE AND GRIT”

Fee kk.

11.The Decemberists
- The Hazards Of Love (capitol)
12.Justin Townes Earle - Midnight At The Movies (bloodshot)

: numerous traits that one can't help |
interpret in retrospect as somehow 4s

tial to their survival: youth, nation»);,.

physical fitness, education, clas.

degrees of religious convict;
To this day they all tive Withir
a short distance of one anori,..

The durability of their fait}, 5,

:

sense of brotherhood wo,j,;
come to lend heightened mesni,.
to their team's moniker, seeing then

: through the most horrific and despa
: depths of their 72-day trial They had no
: outdoors training and were unfamilia, with
: the mountain conditions. One survivo, ,
; scribes how the crash gave him his very fj
; contact with snow—which he immediat
; waded in up to his chest. They had litt:

? food, poor clothing, nothing to create h

: with, and, despite there being two mecica|
; They would eventually be forced to ras

= to cannibalism. Yet here, most of all. the

:took comfort in their religious beliefs, citin,
: Christ's offering of his flesh during the Last
: Supper as precedent and permission for the
: carnal communion they came to Partake

in

: For all their lack of supplies, they did have a

:functioning radio—which meant that they
: were able to listen to broadcasts annou;

FINALLY, THE YEAR’S FIRST SERIOUS MOVIE.
JOAQUIN PHOENIX
EXCELS LIKE NEVER BEFORE:
~ JesieaRethiopl, TONEOUTMEWYORK

16.Deep Dark Woods - Winter Hours (black hen)

: ing that the search for them was called off
; due to weather conditions. The assumption
: was that they were surely all dead
:Many of us already know this story,
: through news reports of the day, thi ough
+ journalist Piers Paul Read's 1974 bestseller
: Alive, Frank Marshall's 1993 adaptation of

:Reads' book starring Ethan Hawke, or the

17.Marianne Faithfull - Easy Come Easy Go (decca)

: recent memoir by Fernando Parrado, the

18.D00M
— Born Like This (lex)

: survivor played by Hawke. But you havent

19.Bonnie ‘Prince’ Billy - Beware
(drag city)

: heard the story in a way that even approxi-

20.Leonard Cohen — Live In London (columbia)

:documentary. There is a scene in which

21.Patrick Watson — Wooden Times (secret city)
22.Geoff Bemer — Klezmer Mongrels (jericho beach)

: a man describes speaking lovingly to his
: wife's corpse as it lay in the snow, which
? eventually swallowed her up altogether
: Parrado and Roberto Canessa eventually

: mates the power and intimacy of Arijons

23.Brutal Truth - Evolution Through Revolution (relapse)
24.Chris Issak - Mr, Lucky (reprise)

: set out to find help, despite having no idea
: where they were or in which direction they
: should venture. After 12 days, from across
? a river, they finally encountered a Chilean
: huaso named Sergio Catalan, who they

25.Maeleine
Peyroux - Bare Bones (rounder)

26.Robyn Hitchcock & The Venus 3 - Goodnight Oslo (yeproc)

27.Animal Collective - Merriweather PostPavilion (domino)
28.Romi Mayes - Achin InYerBones (romi mayes)

: could only communicate with by writing a
: note in lipstick, attaching it to a rock, and
: tossing it across the water. There is a scene
? in which Catalan describes Parrado and
? Canessa as literally smelling of the grave
: No animal would approach them, he says
: These are things you can't invent.
; Arijons task of having to work all these in

29,Jill Barber — Chances (outside)

30.Elvis Perkins - Dreamland
(x)

DOOM - BORN LIKE THIS

: credible stories into a two-hour whole itself
i must have been arduous. Zeitgeist's new

The long awaited new solo

ficult to imagine how Arijén could bear to
: lose them. But | think Arijén, who grew uP
: with some of these men, was wise to focus
: on making the train of disparate memories

album by DOOM (previously
‘BORN LIKE THIS' features
Ghostface and Raekwon from
The Wu amongst others. This is
the record long time fans have
been waiting for.

: final cut, some of which are so rich it's dif

? as fluid as possible, emphasizing the collec

; tive experience, since what is finally most
: remarkable about this story is how utterly

: devoid of infighting and conflict it is, how
DIRECTEDBYJAMES

GRAY

WRITTEN BY JAMES

GRAY

& RICHARD
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a

i
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? DVD supplys us with scenes left out of the

ON SALE Now!

with an MF prefix) is out now.
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.

an

ethic of teamwork and Varying

; students among them, ‘no medical sup;

10. John Doe & The Sadies - Country Club (outside)

13.Dan Auerbach — Keep ItHid(nonesuch)
14.Depectie Mode — Sounds OfThe Universe (emi)
15.W/A - Dark Was The Night (4ad)

;tion, but the situation in which they {,,,.,
: themselves would prove to be a defining
}moment in each of their lives. They sharaq

eee

MENELLO

—

DANY

2a

: unlike any of the number of ruthless tales
: of survival we know from novels and mov

} les. For all its appalling, infernal details, wha!
: were left with by the end of Stranded ‘s

} strangely enough, a testament to optimist
: love, interdependence and grace in some °
: the worst possible circumstances. W
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Ghosts of Girlfriends Past

: Earth

Directed by Mark Waters
Written byJon Lucas, Scott Moore

: Directed by Alastair Fothergill,

Starring Matthew McConaughey,
Jennifer Garner
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: Mark Linfield
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in a segment of a one-woman show, Sandra Bern- :
hard once fondly recalled the girlhood memory

of her father failing to nab tickets to Funny Girl,

it wouldn't be proper to say that the BBC series
Planet Earth revolutionized the nature documen-

instead taking the family to see a matinee of An’
tary, but it's certainly the gold standard by which
Wednesday with Sandy Dennis. “Let's go see a wom- : the rest of them will be measured. With a $40
an doing the same thing she'll be doing for the next : million budget for both the 11-part series and this
20 years, though she did it best in Any Wednesday, : film, Earth, largely re-edited footage from the

you must admit.”
: series, it's the most expensive documentary ever
|maginably true of Ghosts of Girlfriend's Past's : made, and even though the scenery is natural,
Matthew McConaughey, his alpha-male womanizer : you can certainly see every dollar up on screen.
coutine is not, as the staunchly critical bias of liber- y A sublime mixture of more standard nature doc
al audiences would have it, a cash cow for the date : fare—dramatic chase scenes, nurturing mothers,
miovie season (as if that time of year really ever : roaming herds—with some utterly breathtaking,
ends). On a good day, he’s the Southern likeness : literally never-before-seen shots, it's a testament
of Rock Hudson, sans gay rumours, flexible enough : both to the unrivalled beauty of the natural world
to land roles in almost any Hollywood genre bu : and humanity's ceaseless curiosity.
Apologies for sounding like a gushy, superlative
typical enough to remain a familiar constellation i
: fanboy, but honestly, if Planet Edrth doesn't conthe slowly evolving skies of Tinseltown.
He's not that bad of a guy, really. An animate : vince you of Edward O. Wilson's theory that we
structure of solid cheekbones, pearly white chop- : are born with an appreciation of nature, you're
pers and signature tanned nipples, McConaughey 3 probably a deficient human. Some of the morolls Into Ghosts in a half-parody of his persona : ments it captures—a lynx stalking the grave-like,
as fashion and celeb photographer Connor Mead. : snow-covered silence of northern boreal forest,
After a lifetime bedding and breaking the hearts of : herds of animals frolicking in the Eden-like splena number of women into the triple digits, Connor : dour of a flooded African savannah, migratory
faces three visits, a la Dickens’ A Christmas Carol, : birds so plentiful they make the screen look like
from female phantoms revealing the nature and : flickering static—are so simply beautiful they do :
: a far better job of convincing you of the impor- °:
fate of his crooked, insensitive lifestyle.
All this takes place as Connor visits the mansion : tance of protecting the earth than thousands of
of his deceased womanizer uncle (Michael Doug- : well-reasoned arguments about global warming
las), on the eve before his brother's wedding. After : or habitat destruction ever could.
Connor fails to screw any bridesmaids or the sexy : Essentially a Coles Notes version of the series,
mother-of-the-bride (Anne Archer), his past creeps : Earth is, admittedly, at times a bit frustrating: as
up on him in the form of the frizzy-haired, braces- : the trailers imply, there is more of a focus on the
clad spazz who stole his virginity, whom recollects : cute, cuddly aspects of nature here than in the sehis tarnished player history, culminating in abandon- : ries, a tactic that’s understandable if also slightly
ing his potential true love, Sandra's maid of honour : problematic. While it does make it more accessible,
Jenny Gennifer Garner). The visits proceed with the : there are obvious deficiencies to focusing on spepresent, embodied by his frustrated assistant (stun- : cies that are photogenic, not the least of which
ning, hilarious Noureen DeWulf) revealing what his : is the fact that the (mostly) large mammals and
family and ex-lovers really think of him, and con- : birds we gravitate towards are relatively minor
clude with the future, where a mute angelic blonde : parts of most ecosystems. Besides that, one of the
transports him to a predictable but foreboding : strengths of the series was showing just how inter: connected ecosystems are—the original is actually
imagining of his death.
Director Mark Waters works effortlessly with ro- : divided by specific niches—something that's obvimantic comedy scripts toying with the paranormal, : ously impossible in such a brief overview. Thanklike the entertaining Just like Heaven and brilliant : fully, though, Earth's worst qualities are actually
Freaky Friday. His style best described as “phantas- : kept to a minimum: though the animal families are
magoric-lite,” seemingly generic characters are forced : used as a framing device, most of the middle part
against rational codes of time and space to get an : of the film is a sober, though still enthralling, exundeniable perspective on their private lives. McCon- : ploration of the world's natural beauty.
aughey and the terrific ensemble baffle and enthrall : It certainly can't quite compare to the series, but
their tight-ass audience into Ghosts’ deliriously fun : as an introduction, Earth is more than capable,
Set-up, not to mention a refreshing take on the cli- : and if leads to more people tracking down the full
mactic device of the reformed sleazeball’s speech to : version, it can't help but make the world, natural
save his rear (selflessly delivered to his brother'sfi or otherwise, a better place.
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Film Capsules

: his character never gets complex enowo},

:
:
:
:
:

<< CONTINUED FROM PAGE 33

Fighting

} gist couldn't like him.

Directed by Dito Montiel
Written by Montiel, Robert Munic

So it's oddly fitting, in the ending, th):
= a movie which can put you ringside in th.
: streets of acity that, itlovingly feels, shape

Starring Channing Tatum,
Terrence Howard

took ie

t its tough-minded residents’ lives, sudden|
: packs up and skips town. Because who
: the bell rings, the film's punched above

Like its title suggests, as gently as a
punch below the belt, Fighting isn't
about subtlety. This is Rocky for the UFC
generation, a baby-faced newcomer from
down South and a small-ticket manager
from Chicago trying to take a.big-cash
bite out of the Big Apple with secret, noholds-barred fights. But what Dito Mon-
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to make him really worth backing. +4).
hair-trigger father issue fires blanks, 3,,,,
his rivalry with that other wrestler ,
never explained beyond the guy seemjn,
like such an asshole that even a proctolo.

} ativitytotake the title and make a Fightin,
? a film totally its own.
J

: BRIAN GIBSON
} //BRIAN@VUEWEEKLY.COM

:

: Obsessed

tiel’'s film lacks in subtlety it makes up
_ for with heartfeltness, though not quite
artfulness. There's a bruised affection for
the town on the Hudson, from its sidewalk hawkers and Brighton Beach meeting-halls to backroom bettors and Bronx

: genre but can't quite muster enough

:

:

: Directed by Steven Shill

:

; Written by David Loughery
: Starring Idris Elba, Beyonce Know e
> Ali Larter

2 kee

corner shops. Mid-stream conversations

: Pop star beloved Beyonce Knowles

and awkward first-date chats swagger
and stagger in cramped nightclubs or out
on diner patios.
Naively determined yet faintly, danger-

wet

: her fans’ seats as an onscreen performe

: in the story-within-video for recent ba
: lad “If 1 Were a Boy," a fantasy as a lady
: cop pulling the wool over her lover
: eyes heartbreakingly draws upon the un
: compromising double standards of het
> erosexuality. Once strictly the flawlessly
: driven dancer bred by career-wise parents
: Knowles took soulful advantage of the
: genre of videos that tell stories, namely
: soapy high-drama ones, and it clicked
In Obsessed, her follow-up role to C

ously nervous, Shawn MacArthur (Channing Tatum) is in New York trying to

lick his wounded past back in Alabama,
where a blow-up with a fellow wrestler

at school turned into a beat-down against
his coach and father. Terrence Howard is

Harvey Boarden, who's got a voice like
Tyson but aspirations of becoming the
Don King of the fight-club circuit.
There's a nicely drawn-out, laced-up
sexual tension between Shawn and Lati-

: dillac Records and Dreamgirls, Knowle
: turns out little more, perhaps even les
: than amping up the narrative of he
: eos. Despite being a secondary charact

: in a thriller about a blonde temptres:

GARNEAU

? after the heart of a married business e
: ecutive, Knowles is the most memorab!
: character as a strong-willed wife wnos
: misunderstood jealousy saves the da
na waitress Zulay (Zulay Henao), their : Derek (Idris Elba) moves his wife Sharor
:relationship eyed warily by her feisty : (Knowles) and their toddler into their
: grandmother. Even the fight scenes are : gorgeous new home in Beverly Hills. On
: all spar-otica and no gore-nography, with : an elevator ride to work the next day, he
: their realistic, lunging sense of winning : meets his new temporary assistant Lisa
:

: at all costs, scrabbling and grappling for : (Ali Larter), unsettled by the sexual pre
:the upper hand. It's like surviving the city, :: ence and sly wit. Sharon is immediately

EXPERIENCE SOME OF
THE BEST OF KOREAN
CINEMA WITH 8 FILMS

: Fighting declares—you've gotta sacrifice
: and suffer to get ahead in a harsh, hustle; or-be-hustled world.
But while the flick scores a KO in its

: makes her move, starting a series of ad
toward Derek that tempt him
: tlers, as soon as that music kicks in and : less and less the more batshit crazy she
: the crowd gathers round to watch the = seems in the process.
: blows Land, it's ultimately about facing off : Obsessed has wrongly been compared to
:against the clichés (mean streets, tough : Fatal Attraction, when more appropriate
: training, a romance, the showdown) of : parallels might be drawn to the slew of
: fight films, themselves always contend- : porn films inspired by Adrian Lyne's 1987
: ing for that most clichéd of prizes, the : classic. Practically every scene uses some
} American Dream. The ropes of class : sort of climactic tool, as Lisa drugs Derek
: shame are hinted at but never backed : cocktail, breaks into his home or kidnay
t into, Shawn's rise through the bloody : his child, but hardly delivers a worthy
: ranks is a little too quick and clean, his : money shot, metaphorically speaking. Not
: Dream's payoff super-heavyweight, and : until the trailer’s buzzed-dbout catfight

isingle-metaphored look at urban hus- : vancements

ope
o
.

es

: suspicious, not only of the blonde tart
: intentions, but also those of her husban:
: Soon enough, at a Christmas party, Lisa

=
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Visit: www.koreanfimfest.org
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All Metro screenings are held at Zeidler Hall in the Citadel Theatre, 9828-101 A Ave.
For more information,
call 425-9212. or log on to www.metrocinema.org
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CINENPLEX ODEON SOUTH

525-99 St,TROADE.S585
;
GHOSTS
OF GIRLFRIENDS
PAST (PG, language
may offend, notrecommended
for children)

recommended
for children)
Daily
&45, 9c00; Sat, Sun, The s45, p00

Pri-Wed 1:45,4:45,7-45 10:25; Thu 4:45,7:45,1025 Starand
Strollers Screening: Thu 1:00

X-MEN ORIGINS: WOLVERINE (.,A)

GHOSTS OF GIRLFRIENDS PAST (Pc, inguage

No passes Pri-Wed 12:15 1:00, 2:00, 3-30, 4:00, $00, 6:30,

Daily 6:50, 9:05; Sat, Sun,Tae 1200, 3:05; Movies for
mies: Tue coopm

may offend, not recommended for children)

7.00, 8:00, 6-30,10:00, 10:45; Thu 12:15, 1200, 2:00, 3°30,4:00,
$00, 6-30,7-00,7-45,9°30, 10:00, 19:45; Digital Cinema, No

passes Daily 1:30, 4:00,7-30, 10.25

STATE OF PLAY (Pc, violence, language may offend,

OBSESSED
(244) Daily12:50,355.720,1020

CINEMA

IN THE aoe

hee
0486.22

by Joe Wright

GRBAVICA: THELAND OF MYDREAMS (a,

Susannah Grant

coarse language, mature themes) Sun, May3:2:00;Serbo-

rt Downey Jr., Jamie Foxx

EDMONTON

FILM SOCIETY

n-true-story premise reads

edestrian. LA Times staffer
bashes his head, runs
head case and secretly
t,and hits upon a knockcolumn. Good copy leads

ee

ich leads to second

public awareness of

(BA, brutal violence, sexual violence, goryscenes)

into interdependence
than such cynical synsome

crazy

Cig

THE LAST HOUSE ONTHELEFT

,and so on. But The Solo-

; wears

re

:

jacket with a patch
ds VISITOR. This seems

's P-Funk-hits-the-skids

construe | asIronic, given that Nathaniel’s one of 90 000 Fomraloss people in
se bes.
eee a population that
have
an address but is hardly

sat
ie Sah

Jamie Foxx's per-

iniel is immersive and

aa

Nathaniel his rightful:

memoir, bucks against formula. Robert

preciate Wright's willingness to infuse
unabashed emotionalism into hiscamera-

lack oftrust inthe material. Wright tries
tooa externalize Nathaniel's subjec-

Fri 430, 7-20, 10:10; Sat-Sun 1:30, 4230, 7:20, 10-10; MonThu 720,10:10

language,
seaual content)
Fri-Wed 1:10, 4:40, 7-40; Thu 210, 4:40

X-MEN ORIGINS: WOLVERINE (144)

HANNAH MONTANA: THE MOVIE (c)
Daily 12:20, 3:20,6:35 920
FAST AND FURIOUS (1.4)
Fri-Sat, Mon-Wed 220, 3:50,650, 9:25;Sun 3:50,6:50, $225;
Thu 2:20,3:50
MONSTERS VS. ALIENS 3D (c)
Digital 3dDaily 1220,2:35, 4:50,7:00, 9:20

12530, 200, 3:30, $00, 6:30, 7-45, $:20,.10:30; Mon-Thu 630,

9:50

(PG, coarse language,
sexual content)
Fri-Sat
1:10, 4:00, 6:55,9-45, 12:15; Sun-Thu 120, 4:00, 6:55,

TAS, $20, 10330

Fri 440,790, 10:1¢ Sat-Sun 2:40, 4-40,7-30, 10:15 Mon-Thu

730, 1045
FIGHTING (1A)
Fri 4:50,7:50, 10:20; Sat-Sun 1:59, 4:50, 7:90, 10:20; Mon-Thu

TSO, 10:20

EARTH (Pc)
645.920
STATE OF PLAY (1)

T? AGAIN (PG, crude content)

Wed 6:50, 10:00
Fri 4200, 7:00, 9.40; Sat-Sun 1:10, 4:00, 7:00, 9:40; Mon-Thu

00, 7-40

No passes Thu 7:00,7:30,8:00, 10:00, 10:30, 11:00

HANNAH MONTANA: THE MOVIE (c)

F210, 9:50
MONSTERS VS. ALIENS (c)
Fri 3:50,6:40, 9:00; Sat-Sun 1:00, 3:50, 6:40, 9:00; Mon-Thu

No Passes, Dolby Stereo Digital, On 2 Screens Daily 12:45,

6:40, 9:00

FAS, 45, 545

STAR TREK (PG, violence)
No passes Thu 7:00, 8:00, 10:00

55
TAKEN (4A, violence)
Fri-Sat 1135/4340,
725,9°30,11:35;Sun-Thu 2:35,4:40,725,
#30
PAUL BLART: MALL COP (Pc) Fri-Sat1:50, #50,

GHOSTS
OF GIRLFRIENDS PAST
(PG, language may offend, notrecommended forchildren)
Fri-Tue, Thu 2:50,4:30,7-30, 10:15; Wed 4-30, 7:30,10:15;
Star and Strollers Screening: Wed 1:00

Daily 1:00, 4:10, 7:25 10:05

FIGHTING (44)
DTS Digital Daily 12:25, 3:00, 6:40,9:20
OBSESSED (1,4)
DTS Digital Daily 12:55, 3:35. 725,200
STATE OF PLAY (1,4)

T7 AGAIN (PG, crude content)
Daily 1:20, 3:20, 520, 7:20, 920

GHOSTS OF GIRLFRIENDS PAST
(PG, language may offend, not recommended for
children)
DTS Digital Daily 12:35, 3210, 6:55, 9:55
THE SOLOIST

Daily 6:45, 9:05
FIGHTING (24A) Daily 205 3:05, $05, 7:05, 90

Dolby Stereo Digital Daily 12:15, 3:20, 6:30, 9:30

OPUS ARTE: LA BAYADERE

[The Temple Dancer] (Ballet) (Classification notavailable)

FIGHTING (14)
Daily 2:00, 4:40, 7:15,10:10

Fri-Tue, Thu12:10, 2°30, 4:99, 7:10, 9:30; Wed 4:50, 710, 9:39
Star andStrollers Screening: Wed 1:00

STATE OF PLAY (PG, violence, language may offend,
not recommended
for children)

Daily 12:40,3:40,6:40,9:45
TT? AGAIN (PG, crude content)

HANNAH MONTANA: THE MOVIE (c)

‘A2T-189 Awe, 7BO.AT2.7600

(PG, crude content)

FIGHTING (4A)

OBSESSED (144)
Fri, Mon-Thu 4:10, 6:45, 9-40; Sat-Sun 1:30, 4-20, 6-45 $40
FIGHTING (4A)

language, sexual content)
Fri-Tue, Thu 2:30, 4:20, 7-99, 10220; Wed 1:30, 4-20,

10

HANNAH MONTANA: THE MOVIE (G)
Fri-Wed 12:40, 3:20, 630, ¢:5; Thu 12:40, 320
FAST AND FURIOUS (1:A) Daily
50, FAS, 10530
MONSTERS VS. ALIENS 3D (c)

a

content) DigitalCinemia Fri-Wed 6140, 9=
STAR TREK (PG,violence)No passes Thu 7-30, 10°30;
Digital Cinema, No passes Thu 7,09, 10:00

‘TH Ave, Groat Rd,780.455.8725

X-MEN ORIGINS: WOLVERINE
(1A, violence, not

guage, not recommended for children)
Dolby Stereo Digital Fri, Mon-Wed 630, 925; Dolby Stereo

Daily 7:05, 9:30; Fri, Sat, Sun 1:05,330

STAR TREK (P6, violence)
Thu, May 7:7:00, 9:35

Digital Sst-Sun 12:30, 3-20, 630, 915 DTS Digital Thu
6330, 95
T7 AGAIN (PG, crude content)

Pri, Mon-Thu 4:15, 6:90, 9-20; Sat-Sun 1:20, 4:15, 6:50, 920

EARTH (rc)

STATE OF PLAY (PG, violence, language may offend,
not recommended for children)
Daily 12:20, 40, 650, 9:50
T7 AGAIN (Pc, crude content} Daily xy
CRANK: HIGH VOLTAGE 424 go

Dolby Stereo Digital, No passes Fri, Mon-Thu 645 45
Sat-Sun 12-45 3:45 6:45. 9-45
THE SOLOIST (PG, disturbing content, coarse lan

Daily
720, 9:20; Pri, Sat, Sun 1:10, 320

HANNAH MONTANA: THE MOVIE (c)
Fri, Mon-Wed 4:25, 7:05, 9°35: Sat-Sun 1:10, 4-25. 7:05, $35
T7 AGAIN

2:30, 4:10, $10, 7-20, 8200, 1010, 10:40

recommended for children)

T? AGAIN (PG, crude content)

FAST AND FURIOUS (144)

(144, violence, not

recommended for children) No passes Daily 2-45, 110,

TLOVE
YOU, MAN (144, coarse Langua

Daily 7:00, 95;Fri, Sat, Sun 1:00, 315

Fri, Mon-Thu 435; Sat-Sun 2:10, 435

=

DTS Digital, No passes Fri00, 535 DTSDigitalNo
9828-101A Ave, Citadel Thestre, 7BOA2S. 972

KING AND CLOWN (sTO) Fri7.00; forAsian Hen-

passes Sat-Sun 1:09, 39, 7200, 935 DTS Digital Mon-Thu

700, 935

tage month, Korean with English subtitles

SUNSHINE CLEANING

FORBIDDEN QUEST (8A, violence, sexual content)

(144A, mature themes, coarse language)

Sie forAsian Heritage rhonth, Korean with English

DTS Digital Fri, Mon-Wed 710, 9-25; Sat-Sun 15, $55,

THE SOLOIST

coarse language)
CHRISTMAS INAUGUST 0.

STAR TREK (P<,violence)

(PG, disturbing content, coarse language, not recom-

Sat£00;forAsian Heritage month, KoreanwithEnglish

Fri, Mon-Thu 4:20, 7:30, 10:00; Sat-Sun 1:59, 4-20, 7-30,

icon

Fri, Mon-Thu 345, 6:35,9<30; Sat-Sun 12:50, 3-45, 635,9530

.

Daily 2:00, 3:00, 5:00, 700, 8:55

may offend, not recommended for children)

MONSTERS VS. ALIENS (c)

and Strollers Screening: Wed 00

MONSTERS VS. ALIENS: AN MAX 3D
EXPERIENCE (G) Daily 2:00, 215, 4:3 00,930

XCMEN ORIGINS: WOLVERINE (1A, violence, not
recommended for children)
Daily 6:55,9:25;Fri-Sat-Sun 12:55, 3:25
GHOSTS OF GIRLFRIENDS PAST (Pc, language

No passes Dolby Stereo Digital Thu7:00, 10:00

Fri-Tue,
Thu 22:30, 3:90, 6-45, 30; Wed 3:90, 6:45, 9°30; Star

Digital 3d Daily 1:00, 330

No passes Daily 1:25, 3:25, 525,725, 925
HANNAH MONTANA: THE MOVIE (c)

Leduc, 7803527922

(PG, violence)

mended forchildren)

Daily 1:20,4:00, 645, 9-10

recommended for children)

STAR TREK

Fri, Mon-Thu 4:40, 7:00, 9c15; Sat-Sun 2:00, 4:40, 7-00, 5-15

Daily 12:30, 3:00, 5-30,7:59,10:20
eahapbenevansicceesesnese

X-MEN ORIGINS: WOLVERINE (:4A. violence, not

Digital Presentation Sat 1:00

Fri-Wed 75, 9:50; Thu 3355

EARTH @c)

MONSTERS VS. ALIENS 3D (c)
Daily 2:15, 310, 4:55
STATE OF PLAY (P<. violence, language may offend,
not recommended for children)

(PG, disturbing content,
coarse language, not recom~
mended for children)

WEM, 8882-170 St, TBO bh 2600
GHOSTS OF GIRLFRIENDS PAST (Pc, anguage
may offend, not recommended for children)

4:40, 7-45, $40; StarSoa gales

Grandin Mall, Sle Winston Churchill five, St.Albert,
7B0A58.9822

DTS Digital Pr, Sun-Wed 2:00, 4:00, 7:00, 10:00; Sat 4:00,

HUNGER (3A, nudity, disturbing content) Daily ¢

Fri 245, 415.740, 10-20; Sat-Thu »

GRANDIN THEATRE

7/00, 10:00; Thu 1:00, 4200

0337-82 Awe,TOOATLOTES

CHE PART 1 (4A) Daily 6:50; Sz
‘
CHE PART 2 (:4A) Dailyg-20; Sz”
WELCOME TO THE STICKS (rc. arse Language

OBSESSED (1A) Daily 1:20, 4:00, 720, 10:00
FIGHTING (144)

No Passes, Digital Presentation Daily 115, 415, 7:15, 1025

Fri-Sat 1:40, 4:25 720, 9°55,2215;Sun-Thu
2:40, 425,710,

JPRINCESS
asses) Hei

X-MEN ORIGINS: WOLVERINE

X-MEN ORIGINS: WOLVERINE (1:4)
X-MEN ORIGINS: WOLVERINE (1,4)

Daily 7:00, gas; Sat-Sun 2:00

SCOTIABANK THEATRE WEM

Sun 11200

STAR TREK (PG, violence)

10200-102 Ave,780.421.7020

TWO LOVERS (144. coarse language)

Daily 7:00; Sat-Sun x00

Fri 3545, 6:50, 10:00; Sat-Sun 12:40, 3:45, 6:50, 10:00; Mon-

Fri 4:20, 7:10, 9:90; Sat-Sun 1:20, 4:20, 7:10, 9:50; Mon-Wed

Daily 1215,4°35,7-25:9:49
PUSH
(4A, violence)

>

8712-109
SH, TBOATLOT2Z&

OBSESSED (14)

THE METROPOLITAN OPERA: MADAMA
BUTTERFLY ENCORE Il (Classification not available)

945

FAST AND FURIOUS (44)

T? AGAIN (PG, crude content)
Daily 7-05,9-10;Sat, Sun, Thexos. 330
HANNAH MONTANA: THE MOVIE (c)
Fri-Wed 7:00, 9:30; Sat, Sun,Tue 2:15, 525

Fri 3:40, 6:45, 9210; Sat-Sun 12:50, 3:40, 6-45, 9:10; Mon-Thu

Pr-Wed 10:10

Fri-Sat 1255,4:30,7:20, 9°50,12:10; Sun-Thu 1:55, 4:30,7:20,

Daily 725, 925 Sat, Sun, The 12:50, 720

No passes Fri 3:30, 500, 6:30, 7-45, 9:20, 10:30; Sat-Sun

KNOWING
(::A frightening
scenes, violence)

HIGH VOLTAGE (3A, gory violence, coarse
work, but there are scenes in The Soloist : CRANK:
language, sexual content)
that, recalling Wright's cripplingly showFri-Wed 2:10, 5:10,7:45; Thu2:10, $10

offy work on Atonement, suffer from a

may offend, not recommended for children)

Fri-Wed 1:50, 4:20,7:05,9:50; Thu 1:90, 4:20

Downey Jr. invests Steve with layers of : X-MEN ORIGINS: WOLVERINE (144)
;
guilt and uncertainty that no amount of : No passes Daily12:00, 12:45, 1°30, 2:40,3530,4-15, 520, 6:30,
7-00, 8:00, 9°20, 10:00, 10:40
energy, column Inches or phone calls can
OBSESSED (144)
ease. With nuances that play out with

wonderful clarity across his wearied face,
Downey's is a grounding presence. His desperation never makes a spectacle of itself,
but rather burrows into his engaging cocksureness and flurry of conflicting desires.
Making a spectacle, however, seems to
be Wright's overriding raison détre. | ap-

GHOSTS OF GIRLFRIENDS PAST (P<, language

T? AGAIN (Pc, Crode Content)

Daily 1-15,3-45, 6:40,9:35
CRANK: HIGH VOLTAGE (34, gory violence, coarse

content)

#5
CONFESSIONS
OF A SHOPAHOLIC (pc)

FIGHTING (144)
Daily 7210,9:20; Sat, Sum, Te 1:10, 320
OBSESSED (1:4)

STATE OF PLAY (1A)
Daily 12:40, 4:10,720,10:05

WATCHMEN
(24, goryscenes,brutal violence)
Fri-Sat 1200, 4:15,7-45,12:10; Sun-Thu 1:00, 415.745
THE INTERNATIONAL
(:4 violence)

charisma without being ingratiating. We
come to care about Nathaniel terribly,
but, despite the misguided efforts of
TAS, F40, 11255; Sun-Thu 2:50, 4°50, 7-25, 940
director Joe Wright—more on that in a
HOTEL FOR DOGS (6)Daily1:45,4:45,720
moment—we're never fooled into thinkBRIDE WARS (Pc)
ing we can fully comprehend his wildly
Dailyaz20
fraught interior world. And anyway, it’s : ‘THE CURIOUS CASE OF BENJAMIN BUTTON (6, coarse language, notrecommended
for young
not his story.
children) Fri-Sat 4:20, 7:40, 11200; Sun-Thu 4:20,7:40
Steve Lopez is the journalist, a workaGRAN TORINO (1:4, language may offend)
holic in an imploding industry, and our
Daily 2:25,4:05,7:00, 945
protagonist. As their association thickens,
Steve seems to believe he can save Nathaniel from drowning in marginality and
W4231 7th Avenue, 780.722.2236

madness, and this is where The Soloist,
scripted by Susannah Grant from Lopez's

Daily 6:55, cis; Sot, Sun, The12°55, 3-15

I LOVE YOU, MAN (144, coarse language, crude

Fri-Sat 1:05,4:10, 6:45,9:15,1350; Sun-Thu 1:05, 4:10,6:45,

guage, not recommended
foryoung children)

GALAXY - SHERWOOD PARK

Fri-Wed 12:00, 2:30,4:55,725,9:45; Thu4:55,7.15,9:45;Star
and Strollers SereeningThu 1:00

Fri-Sat 10:00, 12:20; Sun-Thu 10:09

HE'S JUST NOT THAT INTO YOU

ve
etVISITOR can also be

not recommended for children)
Daily 7-00 9:5; Sat-Sun x00

FIGHTING (144)
Daily 2:40, 4:357:55,10:30
EARTH (pc)

~

STAR TREK (PG. violence)
Thu, May7:7.00, 9°30
THE SOLOIST (Pc. disturbing content, coarse lan-

XCIMEN ORIGINS: WOLVERINE (14A)

‘

subtitles

SECRET SUNSHINE (144,coarselanguage, disturb-

ingcontent) Sat6:00;forAsianHeritage month, Korean

7A0, $25

Dolby Stereo Digital, No passes Thu7:00, 19:00

|WETAS! rw NCI :TT

ae

‘Wetaskiwin, 780.352.3922

STATE OF PLAY (PG.violence, language mayoffend,

Fri-Wed 1:40,5:05,7:40, 10:30; Thu1:40, 505

Najpamees FriManTha 430/720, Sat-Sun 4n,en0, withEnglishsubtitles

Digital 3dDaily 12:20, 2-45, £00,7-20, 9:49

TAO, £55

LIKE A VIRGIN (14A coarse language, mature themes)

forchildren)
notrecommended

Digital Presentation, No passes Fri,Mon-Thu 4:00,6:40,

subtitles

FIGHTING (14A)Daily720,o-3sSat-Sun 200,535

GHOSTS OFGIRLFRIENDS PAST
(PG,language mayoffend, notrecommended forchildren)

THE SHOW MUST GO ON (144) Sun 7:00;for
Asian Heritage month, Korean with English subtitles

MONSTERS VS. ALIENS 3D (c)
Cay

Satg:00;forAsian Heritage month, Korean withEnglish

X-MEN ORIGINS: WOLVERINE (44)

I LOVE YOU, MAN

areca

Sage

2129,390,6:50,gas;Thu130,750

KNOWING

(4A, frightening scenes, violence)
Fri-Wed 10:25
STAR TREK

as eneamaaaaaiadal

~ Nopasses Thu7:00,730, 8:30, 10:00, 10:30

Korean with English subtitles

Pri, Mon-Thu 3:50, 7:20,9:45; Sat-Sun 1:15,3°50,7:20, 45

EPITAPH (:8A,gory scenes) Sun930;forAsian Heritage

No passes Thu7:00, 10:00

(sTC) Tue7:00
VARMINTS

STAR TREK (PG,violence)

taspain

BUNT (PG,nudity)Sun4:30;forAsianHeritage month,

month, KoreanwithEnglish subtties

reeeeeeeenseeeacusnseaenteseccesensngensans®
ape
tT)

c

cc

*

cc

ccc

ac

Daily70s,gas:Sat-Sun 1205,325

X-MEN ORIGINS: WOLVERINE (1A violencs, oot -

recommended forchildren) Daily700,$39; Sat-Sun 100,

+300; Midnight show: Thu,Apr30:i2s01am
77 AGAIN (PG, crudecontent)
Daily &:s5,9:20} Sat-Sun 12°55,320

STAR TREK (P,viclence) Thu,May7:7200,935

cc
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Onlineatvueweekly.com

New
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PREVUE // THE FAMINES

On the cutting edge
Cassette and 268 pages of context mark
the second release from the Famines
EDEN MUNRO
// EDEN@VUEWEEKLY.COM

oC: July 14, 2008 the Vue Weekly
crew crowded into a tiny (and
hot) rehearsal space on Edmonton's
southside. The Famines—made up
of singer/guitarist Raymond Biesinger
and drummer Garrett Kruger—were on
the verge of the group's live debut and
the release of 2x7”, a double seven-inch
release. Vue Weekly was there to capture
the band performing a few songs for an
online video to accompany a story in
the paper previewing the upcoming
show. Biesinger and Kruger played as
though it was the biggest gig of their
lives, despite an audience that consisted
of a grand total of four people. Nearly a
year later, the band is releasing 14 July
2008, the complete recording of that
session—eight songs were planned, but
the set ended at seven when Biesinger's

guitar met the floor and the headstock
snapped—on a cassette, coupled. with
what are no doubt the most exhaustive
liner notes to ever accompany a tape:

268 pages of info in a cassette-sized
book. Biesinger spoke to Vue about the
release as he prepared for a departure
that will ultimately see him spending
somewhere around three days at home
in the next 50 as the Famines heads out
on the road in support ofthe tape.

VUE WEEKLY: This is a goldmine for
liner-note junkies. Are you one of those
guys who sits there with a record and
reads everything that's there?

RAYMOND
BIESINGER: With ‘6os
bands, yes, because I've always been
enamored with the Kinks’ greatest
hits album, and on the back there is a
little series of paragraphs by each of
the members and they're answering
questions or providing anecdotes. And,
honestly, this might be where the two
things come together—there's a typeface that I use a great deal and all of
my typeface work is basically cutting
and pasting from sources, and I've been
copying and pasting text from the cover
of that for about seven years now. So I
really like that—there's a band called
the Creation and they just have the
most horrible, vapid question and answer on the back. It's like, "What do you
want to do with yourself,” and the guy's
like, “One million pounds,” and "What's
your favourite car?” and stuff like that.

So there's an appeal in that, but I think
that this thing came from a different place where it's simply the urge to
document this day, because the record-

ing that was done was very rough and
it was real. In my opinion it was a good
recording in a few ways, energetic wise

... think it was better as a document of
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a certain time or evidence of a certain
time—and then the book thing, it just
seemed natural to want to complement
that and be like, OK, this isa slice of life,

it's basically one take. Let's build upon
that and see, how descriptive we can
make this thing be ofa certain time and
place.
VW: Context can be huge when it comes
to interpreting an album.
RB: It was made three days before our
actual debut and it's a very different
band than it is currently and if anyone
came into this expecting it to be what
the Famines are right now, they would
be very mistaken. But certainly the liner notes do a fantastic job of explaining
what and why this thing is.

VW: This would be a great thing to have
on just about every band, to see a band
live now and then be able to go back
and have this thing where you can say,
"Wow, this is where this came from."

RB: I can understand all of it, absolutely, and this is where my history degree
does a lot oftalking. I mean that is my
first love and documentation is a hobby

of mine. We're going to go down to Calgary on the 3oth and we're doing a live
CJSW performance there and I thought
how hilarious it would be if we came up
with a new album titled April 30, 2009.
VW: That would be great. You guys
should do that every now and then.
Document the evolution ofthe band.
RB: With all the context. I would, however, the amount of labour that went
into this was absolutely stunning. At
one point it was three days straight
where I had three people here helping
me for seven hours a day, and then [artist] Josh Holinaty was here two days
before that working exclusively on

this and it came out to like 68 hours of
hired help, and that doesn't account for
any of my time.

THE FAMINES >> Raymond Biesinger and Garrett Kruger leading up to the neck-breaking end. //Eden Munro
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tic idea to do this recording and document it extensively,” that idea came a
few months after the fact, I think.
VW: Were you keeping all of these details, keeping track of everything from
day one?
RB: No. Beyond my regular, obsessive
document keeping, no, we were not. It's
amazing how much you can remember
of a specific date, however, when you

go back through it and you start dealing with the objects that participated
in that day and your memory does start

working. I was pretty stunned with how
specific some people's recollections
were. Garrett's is hilarious how he's
riding his exercise bike and listening
to Black Sabbath’'s "Snowblind." And
some people might think that's fiction,
but knowing him that’s completely
what he does.

VW: It says in the notes that you first
talked about releasing this that night
after we left.
RB: Garrett said that and, much like
there are contradictions through other
parts of the book, I don't remember it
like that. I remember it coming up after we had listened to it online, and it's
very rare that I listen to our band's recordings after they're made, but what
was remarkable was when I heard this
T actually felt really good about it. And
I think that's probably when the discussion of, "Hmm, maybe we can make
something out of this,” started coming
about. And certainly the concept for it
didn't come until much later. As much

as I'd like to say, "Oh, we had this fantasWUEWEEKLY

VW: I love that you included all the little contradictions, because that's what
is real. People ‘have different perspectives on it.
RB: It's a microcosm of world history,
essentially.

VW: What does this release capture of
the band that’s different from the first
recording, the debut recording?

RB: When the band started we had eight
songs and we chose the best four to put
on the double seven-inch record and
we did nothing but play those songs for
four months, and then the moment the
recording was done there were a few
trips—I went to New York and Garrett

// APR 30 — MAY 6, 2009

did some travelling as well—and we
suddenly realized that we had to turn
everything into a coalescent set, so this
is basically the first public performance
ofus doing any kind of set beyond a few
songs strung together.
I think that it catches us not at our
most proficient. The way that I play
those songs on guitar is very different
now. I've learned very quickly since
then-and I’m in one of those zones in
my life on guitar that I've gotten to rarely in the past. There's a certain élan to
it, or enthusiasm and a certain ferocity
that is kind of surprising, and my voice
is pretty broken, too.
One thing that we've found—because
both Garrett and I in our past bands
we were very much enthusiastic stage
performers—we found that when we
were in seclusion and writing a bunch
of songs and trying to get the band in
shape, we would eventually get down
on ourselves because we would be playing for each other and there just wasn't
a spark that was there sometimes. But
we found that the moment even one
or two people were in the studio visiting, a switch was turned and the songs
got tighter and meaner and at the same
time a little bit looser in some regards
as well. But simply having one or two or
three strangers around or an audience
of any kind caused us to turn on in a
way, and that's there and I don’t know
if the same thing would happen in our
jam space now if someone came to visit
us. But basically the four people in the
room who weren't us were the equivalent of a hundred people.

VW: We all walked out of there blown
away by the fact that you guys played
as though you were onstage in front o/
a packed audience. The energy was in
credible in that room.
RB: You guys were the largest audience
we'd played for up to that point, so you
may as well been Rexall Place packed
VW: Why did you do this as a cassette?
RB; I've been thinking about this and if
you have a hammer suddenly you see a
lot of nails that need to benailed in. Once
we put out the double seven-inch we realized that we could put out cassettes as
well. It's the same with the book-publishing house: the moment that you have a
book-publishing house you realize that
there are a hell of a lot of books to make.
If we wanted to put these songs on a CD
or a piece of vinyl, it would be incredibly
expensive, but on a cassette you can afford to put out things a lot cheaper. And
then the structure of the cassette is novel
in a sense, and the moment J realized
I could make a book that’s exactly the
same shape as a cassette, we knew that it

was something that we wantedto do and
we just needed to find the conceptbehind
it. Being a purposeful band it seemed important that the liner notes were not just
surrealist bunk and were in fact relevant
to the recording. W
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If you want blood
Lorrie Matheson's got it on his latest album
RYAN BIRTLES

/{ RRVAN@VUEWEEKLY.COM

—cecentepmneontemnnsannanusbennnmnenns:sisnmanK
tgevery aspect of your life you can reate back to your blood in a different way. Some of it is kinda metaphori-

cal, but it’s all'there, for me anyway.”
Calgary's Lorrie Matheson didn't
set out to write a concept album, or a

themed record, but after setting down
nine of the new songs he had written for
his latest release, cheekily titled In Vein,
he realized that each of them dealt with

an aspect of blood. Not blood and guts
by any means, but blood as in connec-

tive fluid, the thing that holds families

together—bloodlines and lifeblood.
© didn't actually pick a theme, it just
sort of revealed itself Iguess," he says.
"While we were listening to final mixes

| just kind of went, ‘Oh, man, there's
blood in every one of these songs.’ It
might be reaching alittle bit to say that
there's blood in every song but there's

aspects of the heart, aspects of the
soul, your guts, there's a lot of songs
about substances which get transferred
through your body by your blood. 1
didn’t set out to make a record about

blood—after the fact I realized that that
would totally fit.”
Matheson’s ideas about the substances that get transferred through your
blood are perhaps in opposition to rock
'n' roll’s general position on alcohol

and drugs—which are, after all, venerated to a significant degree by many
musicians. Matheson isn't preaching,
however, he's simply telling stories
about the people he knows and about
himself, questioning the choices he's
made and the choices he sees other
people making.
"I work in a bar part time and I see a
lot of people that treat it without thinking about it. I think if you pause to
look at these things—drugs or booze,
even cigarettes or, for that matter, junk

food—all of these things you can get
that make a person feel good or that
they get addicted to in one way shape or
form, people tend to toss it off and not
really think about the consequences,”
he says. "When somebody dies from
a drug overdose or just from leading
a life of abuse it's a shame really—it
could have been avoided. It's funny to
see these very intelligent and otherwise
really together people basically killing
themselves when they know it’s not
good for them and they choose to do it
anyway. It's a hard one for me to wrap

my head around sometimes.”
And if a collection of songs about
some of life's most challenging aspects
seems like a bit of a downer, well it is.

But Matheson is a consummate songwriter, able to turn something so ugly
into a poignant and moving experience

The Cantilon family of choirs
celebrates spring in song!
thartic, as well as a really dark depressing lyric about life in general makes you
feel good that somebody feels the way
you do. Sometimes a lot of that stuff is
very solitary and you think you're the
only person that's going through it." W

for the listener. Above all, he says, his
music is a cathartic outlet not only for
him but hopefully for whoever listens
to it as well.
"For me, personally, I've never been
able to write a joyous anthemic type
of song,” he admits. "Music should be
a cathartic experience no matter how
you look at it. You go to a punk rock
show and the band's kicking and you're
banging your head and jumping up and
down and having a good time, that’s ca-
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FRI, MAY 1(8 PM)

LORRIE MATHESON
WITH MARK DAVIS

Sunday, May 3, 2009
3:00 pm
McDougall.United Church
10025-101 Street

Tickets - $15/$12 (students)
780/420-1757
www.cantilonchoirs.ca

BLUE CHAIR CAFE, $15

Edmonton Columbian Choirs

Night on Brocade
Friday, May 8 & Saturday, May 9, 2009
Cocktails
Show
Dinner

6:00pm
6:30pm
8:00pm

Royal Glenora Club
11160 River Valley Road

EDMONTON

Tickets:

Colin MacLean

Emcee:

Columbian Choirs
Edmonton's Family of Choirs

Smooth Jazz

Mf

$45
$20 for Children (12 and under)
Available by calling 780.430.6806

www.edmontoncolumbianchoirs.ca
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Garret; no minors; no cover

NEW CITY SUBURBS
Bingo 2t
:

g30pm followed by Electroshock

withDervish
Nazz
Nomad and PlanB (electro, retro)
ON THE ROCKS Salsaholic

‘Thursdays:
Dance lessons at8pm; HYDEAWAY
ALL AGES ART
‘SPACE Hands: Lessound,

Salsa DJ to follow
OVERTIME SOUTH Retro to

FAX YOUR FREE LISTINGS
TO 780.426.2889
OR EMAIL LISTINGS@VUEWEEKLY.COM

New: dassic rock, RAB, urban

DEADLINE: FRIDAY AT 3PM

ands dance with Dj Mikee; 9pm-
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Classical

Slim and the Taildragger

———RENDEZVOUSPUB
Mel) EFFREYS
HelensMagerowhi
(jazz singer, CD release); $15

‘Thurzday with ong666

Dirty and ConScience everyThu; S-o SaetnlchownStriker, All

more

3

Else Fails, Animal Men ofthe

_Workee
YOWRECKS Red House ()y.
R&B); 8pm
YARDBIRD SUITE Canadian,

COAST TO COAST PUB Open
mic at thepub: hiphop open
mic every Thursday night with

Classical
JUBILEE AUDITORIUM Verdi‘:
LaTraviata: Edmonton Opera,

pos

host Yak Dollaz

‘Laura Whalen (soprano), Mare

Jason Greeley

Phantom Creeps (rock-a-

But the Blues: Edmonton

Blazing Violets, Tanner Gordon;

Steven Osgood; 7:30pm; Opera

Suns, guests; allages

NEW CITY SUBURBS

(conductor), Byron Stripling

Herviews Theodore Baerg and

Talks: Keasalobby: hosted byDr
Jubilee Auditorium box office,
785.429.0500

David Cook at 6:45pm; tickets at

=
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DVB Open mic Thursdays

BILLY BOB'S LOUNGE Escapack
Entertainment
are

North West (AMNW) Enduring

WILD WEST SALOON F,,,

Ge

CHRISTOPHER'S
PARTY Pus —-WILD WEST SALOON
Foxx
Open stage hosted byAlberta
Worthee

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN

ee
RSS
Haectro Pop, Indie Rock and Roll’

theFall,guests;no minors; pm; CHURCH Ryiv Chamber ch
$10 (adv/$1s (door)
Mykola Hobdych (conductos

FRIDAY

(piano); 8-10pm
NEW CITY LIKWID LOUNGE
Gunsmoke,Onthe Brink, The
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ATLANTIC TRAP AND GILL
AVENUE THEATRE Shattered
poe CAFE Ryan McMahon
AZUCAR PICANTE
RESTORANTE X-Band

BEER HUNTER-ST ALBERT

MURRIETA'S Terry Jorden

pychobilly-punk-rawk-freefor-all)

7-20pM; $40 at www.ticketwet

a,,1877.266.259)
. WINSPEAR CENTRE
Robbins Pops: Nothin’

Symphony Orchestra, Jeff)

Bitch! Bitch! Bitch!'VolU:Dervish, _ (trumpet, vocals), Wycliffe
Plan B, Blue Jay; no minors
*
Gordon, Dee Daniels, Dave
D LEGION Th.
Mancini, Bobby Floyd; 8pm
NORWOD
Sel
Uptown
Folk Club: Suzie Vinnick,

SGRSESSNUESoaeUsaVervesssscose.

Djs

Miss Understood

Jan Baker, 730pm (door), 8pm

Ronnie After Work hosted by Ron
Rault every Thu and Fri; 4-6pm

Music, Southside Sound) $15
(door)
ON THE ROCKS Bad Ju
He

Connected Fridays: 917 Th
Bounce,
Sante Nestor Delano, Luke

BLUE

CHAIR CAPE Rockin’ with (© (sik 2 (advatMlayre's

BANK ULTRA LOUNGE

prerpreincigeacterorct

levelsTopwise Soundsystem spin

Big Rock Thursdays: DJs on 3

ous oe Se x fark Davis,

with Dj Wil

BAR-B-BAR DJ James; n

openmic@deadmansdog.com

Dub & Reggae in The Underdog

ae Talldragger ae

every Friday

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE

HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB

WestCoastBabyDaddy

Manraygun,
Treeline, Kris
Glabush (of Pale Moonlights);
8:30pm (door), gpm (show);

-

HULBERT'S U22 Songwriter's

BUDDY'S Wet underwear contest
with Mia Fellow, midnight, DJ

Round; 8pm; $10 (door)
}jam; 7-1apm US Tauay open

as
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dance
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CHROME LOUNGE Pistinun
VIPFridays

GAS PUMP
LadiesChristiNite: Top 40/
ith D]
cee)
GINGUR SKY Urban Substance

Affilistes,

Fridays:
all ages: 7:30-9:30pm;
(door)
CASINO
EDMONTON$5 Catalyst

(Caribbean)
CASINO
YELLOWHEAD
Robin
Kelly
(Elvis
tribute)

ussbala Open jam with Ken

Brown

by Wild Rose Old Time Fiddlers

Nevine-indie, soul, motown

Good
eee
ek
Bentall, Flying Kegels; 8pm
(door $13 (adv at Blackbyrd,

Hustle, Phateat,

ly
Dub

HALEY DJs
Caccaiayas
wih,
Allout
DJ Degree, Shor
Junior

‘The Month Finale; The Faunts,

Friday DJs spin Wooftop and
Main Floor: Edectic jams

paphuturDjs; 9pm (door $15
2
(adv
musicat Foosh CARROT Live

i

Thursdays

PAWN SHOP Sonic Band Of

PAWN SHOP Hanson Brothers,

BAR WILD BarWild Frid2y.

FUNKY BUDDHA (Whyte Ave)”

Requests with DJ Damian

b

Rese
eo ‘
830pm-1230am

Tiere
wh GaryThoraJam
NORTH GLENORAHALL

PALACE CASINO-WEM DC
Sparks Featuring Kori Wray

pm

:

: the
J AND R Open stage with

LIVE WIREcaeBAR Open Stage

180 DEGREES Sexy Fridzynight

Potty
OldWives:
: Umbrella,
atTicetMiastter,Blackbyrd
tickets

FLUID LOUNGE Girls Night out

:

pi eaees

-

FILTHY
MONASTY'S
Punk
UndergoeBAR Future Rootsand
:
: Rock = BRIXX
On Sap Sore ae
Bingo with DJ SWAG.
=

$10 (door)

i

and Erik and guests

Lady eslia

ENCORE CLUB Industry Music.
and Networking Night; $10

n

‘Sos guitarist)

house spun with Plresidents

Romeo, Mincwiser, guest

ECO CAFE-VILLAGE ar

POTTY UMBRELLA 2 OLD WIVES

lose

Attention

URBAN LOUNGE Rattlemske

Cora; io

Nights ast and Se

MAY 12009 -

es iSikice A

BLUES ON WHYTE Too

of youth (bhues/rock); gpm;

RAs

show with Jesse, Shane, Tiffany

EmagdniM.

Deerailed, Bassjun-key, Coo)

JamzSeries:
TaraDavidson
Quartet;
8pm(door),
$16, (member)/$20 (guest) »)
Ticketmaster

jam hosted by The Assassins

:

IVORY CLUB Duelling piano

TEMPLE Trancecore Djs.
Martian

the RedPiano Players; 8pm-3am == STARLITE
ROOM Music ast
JEKYLL AND HYDE (PUB)
RIVER CREE~LIVE LOUNGE
and TheTechno Hippy Crew:
Every Friday: Headwind (dlassic
ChwillBrothers
Bassnectar,
Kush Arora,Shamik
pop/rock
gpm;nocover
SECOND CUP-VARSCONA,
and guests; 8pm
LEVA CAPPUCCINO
BAR Live
Live music
every Thu; 7-9pm;
STOLLIS Dancehall, hiphop
music every Fri
Peter Chemiawsky (60s,705,
with DJ Footnotes
hosted byElle MEAD HALL BestofEdmonton

9pm; no cover
Guitar hi
(ihe heroes
DUSTER'S PUB Thursday open

ton

no cover

Jason Greeley
nice ae
with Ronnie After Workhosted
by RonRaulteveryThuand
Fri 4-6pm
BLUE CHAIR CAFE Dave and

DRUID

=

Hit ItThursdays: breaks, electro

‘Tenz; 7:30pm (door); $10

IRISH CLUB Jam session;
8pm;

=—empunonaniici=:
dueling piano show featuring

CROWN AND ANCHOR The

Dypercaetig?
4G
4a 02”

ale ar

THURSDAY
K
C TRAP AND GILL

Crude; 60pm

-*

pm.

eae

(folk rock), Gretna Green (fo),
8:30-1030pm_

Westfalia, Headaches, Flora, Chris.

eee

RIVER safari
CREE-LIVE
each LOUNGE
Bays
)

CASTAWAYS-EDSON The

SAWMILL BANQUET CENTRE

COAST TO COAST Open Stage
every
nightGamwith host
Tesea Friday
itceyst

or from any Sawmill restaurant
SOBEY'S-COLLEGE
PLAZA
Hed BeTETE

with DJ ColinHargreaves, house/

DVB TAVERN Live music every

na

Kyler Schogen Band; 9pm-1am

breakswithDJ KrazyK,hardstyle]. con$5

techno with Dj Decha, tech

iso:

cetro

isco: retro

fs
Megatunes)/$i5
(door)
BUDDY'S We made , ‘em
RED dope
PIANO BAR Hottest Se enna?
famous! DJ fapcid
Eddy Toonflash
linevp, no
dueling piano show featuring
y

Mark Stevens; gpm
ete funky house/techno
‘Thursdays:

KAS BAR Urban House: with DJ

new wave,electro; Underdos
; Punk andd $
Fridays;

The Classics; tickets at the door
PLACER

amex a theBullies
ofBasin

EMPIRE BALLROOM Roc, hi;

‘hop, house, mash up; no minor

© ESMERELDA'S Exzies Freakin
Frenzy
BesaFridays: Playing the

FUNKY BUDDHA (Whyte Ave)

Top tracks,
rock,retrowith D]
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+ ALL SAINTS’ ANGLICAN CHURCH 10035-103 St » ARTERY 9535 Jasper Ave - ATLANTIC TRAP AND GILL 7705 :
Calgary Trail South, 780.43246u + AVENUE THEATRE 9030-118 Ave, 780.477.2149 + AXIS CAFE 10349 Jasper Ave
780.990.0071 « BANK ULTRA LOUNGE 10765 Jasper Ave, 780.420.9098 + BEER HUNTER-WEST 7522-2178 St
780.489.7877 « BEER HUNTER 386 St Albert Rd, St Albert, 780.418.7867 « BILLY BOB’S Continental Inn, 16625 Stony Plai

fi

i Ra, 780.484.7751 » BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE 10425-82 Ave, 780.439.1082 » BLUE CHAIR CAFE 9624-76 Ave, 780.989.2861

BLUES ON WHYTE 10329-82 Ave, 780.439.3981 + BLUE :

? QUILL COMMUNITY CENTRE 13304-25 Ave « BONNIE DOON COMMUNITY HALL 9240-93 St, 780.439.9039 » BOOTS 10242-106 St, 780.423.5014 » BREW-IN TAPHOUSE 9020
? Mckenney Ave « BRIXX BAR 10030-102 St (downstairs), 780.428.1099 « BUDDY'S 117258 Jasper Ave, 780.488.6636 » CASINO EDMONTON 705s Argyll Rd, 780.463.9467 » CASINO :
? YELLOWHEAD 12464-153 St, 780 424 9467 » CHATEAU LOUIS Julian's/Rayal Coach/Touch ofClass 11727 Kingsway,780 4527770 » CHRISTOPHER'S PARTY PUB 2021 Millbourne
= Rd, West, 780.462.6565 » CHROME LOUNGE 132 Ave, Victoria Trail - COAST TO COAST PUB 5552 Calgary Trail, 780.439.8675 « COPPERPOT RESTAURANT Capital Place, 101
H 9707-110 St, 780.452.7800 » CROWN AND ANCHOR 15777 Castledowns Rd, 780.472.7696 + CROWN PUB 10709-109 St,780.428.5618 « DIESEL ULTRA LOUNGE 11845 Wayne Gretzky :

2 Drive, 780.704.CLUB « DEVANEY'S IRISH PUB 9023-88 Ave «DRUID 11606 Jasper Ave, 780.454.9928 » DUSTER'S PUB 6402-18 Ave, 780.474.5554 + DVB TAVERN 8307-99 St, ww
} DV8TAVERN.com « EARLY STAGE SALOON 4911-52 Ave, Stony Plain - ECO CAFE Village at Pigeon Lake « EDMONTON EVENTS CENTRE WEM Phase III, 780.489.SHOW «:
2 ENCORE CLUB 957 Fir St, Sherwood Park,780.4x7,0u « FESTIVAL PLACE 100 Festival Way, Sherwood Park, 780.449.3378, 780.464.2852 » FIDDLER’S ROOST 8906-99 St - FILTHY
? MCNASTY’S 1051-82 Ave, 780.916.1557 « FLUID LOUNGE 10105-109 St, 780.429.0700 « FOXX DEN 205 Carnegi Drive, St. Albert FRESH START CAFE Riverbend Sq,780.433.9573 :
£ . FUNKY BUDDHA 10341-2 Ave, 780.433.9676 » GAS PUMP 10166-124 St, 780.488.4841 » GINGUR SKY 15505-228 Ave, 780.913-4312/780.953.3606 HALO 10538 Jasper Ave, 780-42
? HALO-HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB 15:20A (basement), Stony Plain Rd,780.756.6010 « HILL TOP PUB 8220-106 Ave,780.490.7359
»HOLY TRINITY ANGLICAN CHURCH 1037-84 Av« :
? « HOOLIGANZ PUB 10704-1224 St, 780.452.2268 « HULBERT'S 7601-115 St, 780.436.1161 » HYDEAWAY All Ages Art Space 10209-100 Ave « IRON BOAR PUB 4g11-sist St,Wetaskivin :

+ VORY CLUB 2040 Calgary TrailSouth « JAMMERS PUB 11948-127 Ave, 780.452.8779 «J AND R 4003-106 St, 780.436.4403 « JEFFREY'S CAFE 9640 142 St,780.451.8890 » JEKYLL

? AND HYDE PUB AND RESTAURANT Riverview Inn, 10209-100 Ave, 780.426.5381 (pub)/y80.429.508: (rest) « JET NIGHTCLUB 9221-34 Ave, 780.466.6552 « JUBILEE AUDITORIUM :
? 1455-87 Ave, 780.429.1000 » KAS BAR 10444-82 Ave, 780.433.6768 » KINGSWAY LEGION 10425 Kingsway Ave, 780.425.8654 Ave « LBS PUB 23Akins Dr, St Albert, 780.460. pin

3 « LEGENDS PUB 6104-172 St,780.481.2786 » LEVEL 2 LOUNGE 11607 Jasper Ave, andFl,780.447.4495 +LIVE WIRE 1107 Knotwood Rd. East « LOOP LOUNGE 367 StAlbert Re
= St Albert, 780.460.1222 » MCDOUGALL UNITED CHURCH 10025-101 St » MORANGO’S TEK CAFE 1018-79 St MURRIETA'S 10612-82 Ave « MUTTART HALL-ALBERTA i COLLEGE 10050 MacDonald Dr « NEWCASTLE PUB 6108-90 Ave, 780.490.1999 » NEW CITY 10083 Jasper Ave, 780.989.5066 « NICHOLAS B. KNOPPERS HALL King’s Universi‘)

} College, 912s-so St « NIKKI DIAMONDS £130 Gateway Blvd, 780.439.8006 « NORTHGATE LIONS CENTRE 7524-139 Ave » NORTH GLENORA HALL 13535-1094
Ave NORWOOD °
2 LEGION 1150-82 St, 780.436.1554 « O"BYRNE'S 1026-82 Ave, 780-424.6766 « O’MAILLE'S IRISH PUB 398 St. Albert Ty, St-Albert « 180
10730-107 St,780.414.0233 * ON :
2 THE ROCKS 11730 Jasper Ave, 780.482.4767 « OVERTIME DOWNTOWN 10304111 St, 780.423.1643 « OVERTIME SOUTH Whitemud Crossing, 4211-106 St,7804853717 -PALACE =

? CASINO-WEM 8833-170 St, 780.444.2112 - PARKLAND GRILL 53223, RR 272, Spruce Grove, 780. 960.6871 « PAWN SHOP 10ss1-82 Ave, Upstairs,780.432.0814
+PLANET INDIGO- :
2 JASPER AVE 13607 jasper Ave - PLANET INDIGO-ST ALBERT 8:2 Liberton Dr, St.Albert - PLAY NIGHTCLUB 10220-103 St» PLEASANTVIEW COMMUNITY HALL 10860°5) :
Ave - PROHIOBITION SPEAKEASY 11026 Jasper Ave,780.420.0448 » QUEEN ALEXANDRA HALL 10425 University Ave - RIVERDALE HALL 9231-100 Ave - RED PIANO-Pi20 :
? Bar 1638 Bourbon St, WEM, 8882-170 St, 780.486.7722 » RED STAR 10538 Jasper Ave, 780.428.0825 » RENDEZVOUS PUB 10108-149 St - ROSEBOWL/ROUGE LOUNGE 102)

:

¥ St, 780.482.9253 » ST TIMOTHY'S ANGLICAN CHURCH 8420-145 St - SAWMILL BANQUET CENTRE 3840-76 Ave » SECOND CUP-MOUNTAIN EQUIPMENT 3336-102 Avs, |
} 780.45:7574 « SECOND CUP-STANLEY MILNER LIBRARY 7 Sir Winston Churchill Sq - SECOND CUP-VARSCONA Varscona Hotel, 106 St,Whyte Ave - SIDELINERS PUB i

AW

? axo28-127 St, 780.453.6006 « SHERBROOKE COMMUNTY HALL 33008-122 Ave - SOBEYS URBAN FRESH-Jasper 10404 Jasper Ave +» SOBEYS URBAN FRESH-COLLEGE ©
} PLAZA Saas 112St» SPORTSWORLD 1370-104 St» STARLITE ROOM 10030-2102 St,780.428.1099 » STEEPS-OLD GLENORA 1241: Stony Plain Rd, 780.488.1505 » STEEPS :
} TEA LOUNGE-COLLEGE PLAZA 11116-82 Ave, 780.988.8105 + STOLLI'S and Fl, 10368-82 Ave, 780.437.2293 » SUEDE LOUNGE 11808 Jasper Ave, 780.482.0707 = SUTTON PLACE :

mshoplive.ca
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HOTEL 10235-102 St - UNION HALL Argyll, 99 St, 780.702.2582 URBAN LOUNGE 10544-82 Ave, 780.437.7699 - WHISTLESTOP LOUNGE 12416-332 Ave, 780.451.5506 « WILD :
WEST SALOON 12912-s0 St, 780.476.3388 * WUNDERBAR 8120-101 St, 780.436.2286 « X-WRECK’S 9303-50 St, 780.466.8069 - Y AFTERHOURS 10028-102 St,780.994.3256, WW"

|

yafterhours.com « YESTERDAYS PUB 1:2, 205 Camegie Dr, St. Albert, 780.459.0295

:

COMMENT

DANCING

Urb an

: her crew to join the fray. We are supposed
: to be an open-minded subculture of people.

.
:
,
: Why isn't it OK to dance anymore?
Inreading this column, one could perceive : atthe Pawn Shop was an exception tothe :
me as someone who commonly holds a irule, butitalso illuminated the problem. The
negative tone. While my primary aim
moshing, stage-diving and generally
)
frenzied crowd made for an awejgtocommenton new trends and
some show, but I seriously can’t
remember the last time | saw
such an unprompted, natural
my
mosh pit during a show in town.

: During the period when the Shark Tank/
: khz were rolling out underground re: sistance to the big box clubs down the
street, DIY spirit coalesced with effort
: and a young base of kids who were seri: ously hunting for fun. Most importantly,
: instead of the cloying gloss of other music

ago, |made an appeal for a re| don't think it's completely re- : locations in town, this downtown venue
tum to genuine fun, and in the
latedtomy age or the end of my : completely avoided high-end design for
time since that call to battle | can't
salad days as a part-time punk.| go : a lovably shambolic, worn-in look. Comhelp but feel like things have gotten
:
to more shows in Edmonton than! ever : pared to the nearest approximation (the
even worse. But how?
: have in the past. Have the people changed? : all-too-frequently seated Hydeaway, per: haps?), seeing the audience during the
There are so many variables that make this : Where have all the rudeboys gone?
» challenging subject to tackle, but 'mwill- : Relocationis definitely aproblem. it seems : average Shark Tank show you'd think
ing to try. Id say over the past five years, :: like the people who like shows the most ; you were watching Talking Heads at. the
unrelated to the hazards of living here (in- : and react the most fervently in audiences : Mudd Club. Venues like this thrive for cerdement weather, Tap Out shirt wearers, : are the first to skip town in frustration. It's : tain amounts of time in other cities (the
potholes, etc), | have been about equally : hard enough to be seen as an outcast for : Peanut Gallery and the Emergency Room
happy. Whathas changed
to make my show- : dancing, let alone being forced to combat : in Vancouver, for instance) but for some
going experience less fun? Chiefly, audienc- ; fear as a motivation for behaviour.
: reason, the best venues always have this
es atalllevels of shows are more tentative : There seems to be a derisive attitude to- : illegal, ramshackle quality that makes it
than ever, seemingly more fixated on keep- : wards dancing in Edmonton, possibly relat- : hard for them to stay open.
ing up appearances and outside perception : edtothe advent of Djculture andelectronic : Maybe it's a personal thing, being
than relaxing and actually responding
tothe =: music locally. At the woefully unattended : spoiled on the Spanish desert raves and
music It's trickytomeasure someone else's : Vitaminsforyou show at Brixx Bar & Grill, : Danish soundstages of my adult advenfun level because | don't exactly know how : | asked one of the 20 other people in the : turing life. Maybe it's my problem. Am
other people get their kicks. |just can't help : audience to come help make the dancefloor : | just hanging out at the wrong places
but notice shows that would've went over : happen. The band was totally killing it and : with the wrong people? If there’s an ungreat years ago that are getting politely re- : probably received a more rapt response for : derground dance community out in Riv: its showin other cities. |begged and begged, : erbend or something, somebody email
ceived these days.
The Fucked Up show a couple weeks ago : but couldn't convince this wallflower and = me. | want to believe! VW
Darian

no cover

GAS PUMP Top 4o/dance with
Dj Christian
GINGUR Flossin’ Fridays: with

BLUE CHAIR CAFE AlBrant;$i5
BLUES ONWHYTE Saturday
‘Afternoon Jam; Too Slim andthe

,

entrance): Hip hop every Sat

Robbins Pops: Nothin’ But the

LBS PUB Molsons Saturday
open stage every Saturday
2ftemoon hosted by Gord

Blues: Edmonton Symphony
Orchestra,
JeffTyzik(conductor),
Byron Stripling (trumpet,

Bomb Squad, DJ Solja, weekly

Taildragger (evening)

guest DJs

BONNIEDOONHALL Women © MORANGO'S
TEK CAFE

Macdonald; ¢-30-9pm

Trocals)
Wyelitie Gandon, Dee
Daniels, Dave Mancini, Bobby
Floyd; 8pm

Friday: Breakbeat, b

Gathering Day concert: Terry

Morrison,
Sora (CD release};

Saturday open stage: hosted by

progressive and electro with

drumming
anddancing follows;

MURRIETA'S Terry Jorden

Dis

LEVEL 2 LOUNGE Hypnotiq

Dr.Oxide;7-20pma

satu

WUNDERBAR Featured DJ and
local bands
—Y AFTERHOURS Release
Saturday: This is ¥ (CD release

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE

Talented; donations

Saturday DJs on three levels.
Main Floor: Menace Sessions:
alt rock/electro/trash with Miss

BLUE PEAR RESTAURANT
Jazz on the Side Sundays:
BLUES ON WHYTE Sean

NEW CITY LIKWID LOUNGE
Dj Anarchy
Adam (Punk)
OVERTIME SOUTH Retro to

CARROT Open mic Saturdays;
y30-0pm; free CASINO EDMONTON Catalyst

Tropical (Latin music); 8pm
(door), 830pm (show), gpm
(dance); $20 (adv\/$2s (door)
:

Marnered
‘
BUDDY'S Undienightformen
only, free pool and tourney, DJ
ee

Brewer and the Switchment
CROWN PUB Every Sun: Band
War 2009; 7 5-9pm;ee$3; untilJuly5

ieee

EMPIRE BALLROOM Rock hip

Kelly (Elvistribute)

180 DEGREES Dancehall and

hop, house, mash up

Lynne Zovicker, 4-7pm

CASTAWAYS-EDSON The
Kyler Schogen Band; gpm-1am
GROWN PUBAcoustic blues,

Reggae nightevery Saturday
ON THEROCKS Bad Judgement
with DJ Crazy Dave

ESMERALDA'S Super Parties:
Every Sat 2 different theme
FLUID LOUNGE Saturdays

EDDIE SHORTS Sunday open
HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB Souljah

Dj's AlexeBrown
and Eddie

roots andcountry open micwith

PALACE CASINO-WEM DC

Toontlash; gpm (door); $5www
Fridays: indie,
rock,funk,soul,

yearshall Lawrence and Tim

Harwill;:30pm (sign-up),every

Sat,

Sparks Featuring Kori Wray

“PAWN SHOP No Heat

Tomorrow (CD release party),

Gone Gold Mash-Up: with

Harmen B and DJ Kwake

stage, all gear provided

FUNKY BUDDHA (Whyte Ave)

(tudent)/$s
(restaurant/pub
employees with pay stub)

Damian

HULBERT'S Sunday

DV8 TAVERN
Livemusic every

Fenix Foundtion, Fear
ofCity;

EARLY STAGE SALOON-

RED PIANO-PIANO BAR

Hottest dueling piano show

HALO For Those Who Know:

minimum charge

SPORTSWORLD Top 40

Music

featuring the Red Piano Players;

house every Sat with DJ Junior

HYDEAWAY-ALl Ages Art

gpm-2am

Brown, Luke Morrison, Nestor

Space Push Pins: CBT, Mount

RIVER CREE-LIVE LOUNGE

Delano, Ari Rhodes

Surfin’ Safari (Beach Boys tribute)

LEVEL 2 LOUNGE Sizzle

Saturday: DJ Groovy Cuvyand

by JJ, Lenny B and the Cats;

HALL Dangerous Guise (20

guests

430pm ‘til whenever

gt goon:¢¢

crony PLAIN Saturday Live

Request with a mix ofRetro

EDDIE SHORTS Smokin‘

and Disco; 7-10:30pm; www.

(rockabilly)

sportseworld.ca

STOLU'S
Top40,R&B,house
with People’s DJ

STONEHOUSE PUB Top40

with D) Tysin

SUEDE LOUNGE Dj Nic-E
Remixed every Friday

<<
ALE

Roealind MacPhail; 4-6pm

SHERBROOKE COMMUNTY

cue m%

OTeeee te take

eeidesenmmmeny 5pm
(door);aan heeto
HILLTOP

Open

8pm

St

1

Anniversary Bash; 3pm door),

e018)

SOBEY'S-COLLEGE PLAZA
Don Bemer
Trio (jazz)

GINGUR SKY Soulout
Saturdays

NEWCASTLE PUB Saturdzys:

Top 40, requests with DJ Sheri
NEW CITY LIKWID LOUNGE

Punk Rawk Saturdays with Todd == NEW CITY Open Mic Sunday

and Alex

hosted by Ben Disaster; gpm
(sign-up); no cover

ae git

}

enn

SATURDAY

ATLANTIC TRAP AND GILL

ss opala AGES ART

§
SPACE
Mr.E:OhGenerica(CD

release), Micelli,Emblem; $30pm

©RONBOARPUB
Jazzin
eaten ism
Sms

Saturdays Suck with Greg Gory

11150 ~ 82 St. Edmonton

and Bluejay

The Frostbacks, Dirtbags

PLANET
AVENUE INDIGO-JASPER
Suggestive Saturdays:

NORTHLANDS
AGRICOMHALL D Montgomery
Gentry,

7)
stMacter, Foosh, Blackbyrd

breaks electro house with PI

Roadhammers; 6:30pm (door);

URBAN LOUNGE Close

residents

$39,50/S47:50 at TicketMaster

WILD WEST SALOON Fox

andelectro with
rock, hiphop,

O'BYRNE'S Open mic jam with
Robb Angus (the Wheat Pool)

DJ Hot Philly and guests
RENDEZVOUS Survival metal

ON THE ROCKS Shocker
sundays with Slowburn;

abe
Sémonton Seies-punk
show:

night

SPORTSWORLD Inline and

gpm-.am

Dawson, Whiskey Wa 5 iGreen,
Diesel, All Elee Fails: no mi

Roller Skating Disco: Top 40
Request with a mix of retro and

Open Stage Jam hosted by The
Vindicators (blues/rock): 5-8pm.

Jason
e Greeley

Ts

fas

;

Worthee

ORLANDO'S 2 PUB Sundays

disco; 1-4:30pm and 7-10:30P™;

werwsports-world.ca

SECOND CUP-MOUNTAIN

AXIS CAFE RyanMcMahon
AZUCAR

STOLL!'S ON WHYTE Top 40,

music every Sun; 2-4pm; Tom

SEER HUNTER-ST ALBERT
Understood
i DOG FREEHOUSE Hair
ofthe
live
‘
a

= rare ion
lerground
House with D}
GG
TEMPLE Ob Ce
Sospl: Every

-*
Classical

covery Saturday afternoon; this
week Danielle French; 4-6pm;

and guests; gpm
‘

Spm; $10 (advy/Sus (door)
PICANTE

Dog; liveacoustic music

R&B, house with People’s DJ

Saturday, Cobra Commander

-

ood Le

@ N

STARLITE ROOM Classified,

RED STAR Saturdays indie

WITH SPECIAL GUEST:

NEW CITY LOUNGE Dr. Know,

Chad
Mic tickets
Boyd, J-Bnu,
DJIV Hatcher,
8pm (doors
at

Attention

eon

:

NEWCASTLE PUB Sunday

NEW CITY SUBURBS

Toma; no cover

for Female

Vocalist of the Year

acoustic open stage with Willy

SOBEY'S-JASPER PLACE Bill

YMer

eto

Roope "9008 Canadi
tan
Maple Blues Award

James and Crawdad; 3-6pm

Gramer and the Bullies ofBasin

Street (Dixie)

Ont
Fe_ as

LOOP LOUNGE Jam Nosted

HULBERT'S

‘

resen

Royal, The Joe; 7:30pm

Lesieciye Rrackers;eer
$x na

Ko.
P

Rhea March; 7pm; $s/person

TEMPLE T.G.1Psydays; gpm
Pony Girls, DJ Avinder and DJ

i
WN

Songwriter’s Stage hosted by

WUNDERBAR Fridays with the

ret

S4 25
.
Ja ger Shots

Pyah Sundays hosted by Rhea

March; @pm: $10 (door)/$5

Top tracks, rock, retro with DJ

bet
ROUGE LOUNGE Solice Fridays

hip hop withDJGatto,DJMega

“FRIGSAT//MIAY829 )

vaucie Session, hosted by Keri-

2am; ne cover

Haynletpeencs

cee

DEVANEY'S IRISH PUB Celtic

PLAY NIGHTCLUB Thefirst
bar forthequeer community
to open ina decade with
RED STAR Movin’ onUp

TAUIMAY7 )

=

NORTHGATE LIONS CENTRE
Fiesta Latina: Salsaddiction
Dance Company with Sonora

3-7P™: DJ g30pm

i

8X

BLUE CHAIR CAFE Pretty

(piano) 80pm

CASINOYELLOWHEAD Robin

7
FRI&SAT/ |MAY1 &2

{jgguueemunen

nnnnnvnnvnnanssunsnnensensnnsensens

7pm; concert only: $8 (ady\/$10

and dance with DJ Mikee;9pm-

net

i

7

1

{door)
BRIXX BAR Special Oh Snap;
‘gpm (door), $5(door)

QIBYRNE'S Live Band Scturdzy

urbanlounge

;

party} mixed by Kristoff

Groovy Cuvy, D) Fuuze

(Caribbean)

we
www

2
a
SUNDAY

NEWCASTLE PUB Fridays
House, dance mix with DJ
Donovan

New: dassic rock, R&B,urban

@) { ; { )

iat. Trdkotsin

ad@eniee:

By) licketsin ogee

1 29009

a

6100

orw'

y

$12.00 = Members

’

$15.00 @ Door

Myhre's Music, Southside Sound Doors @ 7:30pm Show @ 8:00 pm

WUEWEEKL

Y

'

a nMore Cyusic Comes to Play:
ore
has

EQUIPMENT CO-OP Live

Mead (dassical guitar)

ARTERY: Bach Suites
Project:
:
"

Josephine van Lier; apm

MCDOUGALL UNITED
CHURCH Sing 2 Song of
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>> THE BEATLES

Bigger than Jesus?

would be talk of waiting for the right
time to release the next album, an,
that the band should allow the cu;.

rent album to run its course.

The Beatles wouldn't hold that title today

While the group was the greatest sin.
No matter who wins the Cup this
season, there's no way that club
could ever compare with the

Edmonton
Oilers. That's
because the Oilers were
a blip in hockey history, a
team that had time to de-

First off, what was the first big
push for the Beatles back in 1963?
That appearance on The Ed
Sullivan Show. That was a

gles-band in existence, the Beatles’ 2|

time when Americans basically had a choice of three

its entirety. It’s hard to remove a son;
from that album; it’s as if each onc
‘blends into the next. But, in today’
iTunes world, the album is not nearly
as important. It's not as important to
put together a group of songs that

networks, and that was it.
Ed Sullivan was watched
by the masses.

velop because it predated

the era of free agency. That
team stayed together, despite
the Gretzky trade, years longer
than it would have today, where free
agents would have been lured away
and there would be no way you could
keep all that talent together under a
salary cap.
Just like the Oilers were a product
of the times, so it is with pop music.
There aren't massive hitmakers anymore. It only takes the sales of a few
thousand discs to get yourself into the
Canadian Top 10.
Basically, we now live in an era where
it would be impossible for another Elvis or Beatles to happen.

Now, there's no variety show
that has that kind of pull. So,
the Beatles would have to depend on
YouTube, not one massive appearance
on a show, where everyone would be
talking about it and writing about it
the next day.
Because CD sales—and music sales
in general—continue to slide, the
profit side of the industry is the live
music business. This would have killed
the Beatles, as this was a band that,
well, didn’t really love playing live

or touring. The band quit playing for
good after an, ahem, 33-minute set in
San Francisco back in 1966.
And, of course, the fact that the band

That's right. If somehow we build
a time machine, go back to 1963 and
snatch the Fab Four out of that time,
bringing through the space-time continuum and into the present day,
there's no way they'd crank out 20

allowed it to release albums at a clip
better than one per year. Generally,
the Beatles released two albums a
year. That would never happen now.

number-one

singles. Not because the

Even if the band could tour and still

music wouldn't be as relevant today as
it was back then, But because the 21st
century would eat them alive.

record at a breakneck pace, no record
company would allow new albums to
be released every six months. There

Wild Rose Old Tyme Fiddlers

Kindersingers, Primary Choir,

Society; 7pm
ROSE BOWL/ROUGE

Choir, Belle Canto; 3pm; Sis/$.2
(students) at TIX on the Square
WINSPEAR CENTRE Edmonton
Youth Orchestra: winners of the
28th Northern Alberta Concerto
‘Competition for Strings; Michael
‘Massey (conductor), Gabriele
Thielmann and Holly Christiani;
apm; $15 (adult)/$io (senior/

student)

LOUNGE The Legendary

Rose Bow] Monday Jam:

one

to the

it's about spending money for “Back in
the USSR” and “Helter Skelter” and be
ing done with it.
! am not suggesting that the Beatle;
music would somehow be less impor

tant today. But the recording industry of the ‘60s allowed the band the
chance to thrive. It didn't have to tour

It didn’t have to do lots of promotion
al stunts, outside of making films. The
band could record, record, record. And
that just could not happen in today’s
music industry.

As well, maybe it's a nice thing that
the Beatles still don’t have their records on iTunes. Because breaking Ab
bey Road into 99-cent chunks, well,

it’s just not right. W
Steven Sandor is a former editor-in
chief of Vue Weekly, now an editor and
author living in Toronto

Hop, Electro with DJ Hot Philly
SPORTSWORLD Retro Night;
7-10:330pm; www.sports-world.ca

730-9pm; Mohave Iguanas

SECOND CUP-MOUNTAIN

EQUIPMENT Open Mic every
Wed, 8-10pm
STEEPS TEA LOUNGE-

Mike McDonald (alternating);
9pm-12am.

couccepuaza openn

O'BYRNE'S Celtic Jam with

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE
Main Floor; Glitter Gulch

every
Wed hosted by Ernie
Tersigni; 8:3010pm

Wednesdays: live music once
a month
BLUES ON WHYTE The
Vindicators (blues/rock)

‘SUTTON PLACE HOTEL A Tasi
of Argentina: the Edmonton Jaz
Orchestra;
7pm; tickets at TIX or
the Square

COPPERPOT RESTAURANT

TEMPLE Wyld Style Wednesday

Shannon Johnson and friends

SECOND CUP-124 STREET
Open mic every Tue; 80pm

WINSPEAR CENTRE

Edmonton Symphony

Orchestra, Jacques Lacombe

Winspear box office

SECOND CUP-STANLEY

MILNER LIBRARY Open mic
every Tue; 7-9pri

SHAW CONFERENCE CENTRE
Mexican Fiesta: Cinco De Mayo,

Live jazz every Wednesday night;

Buckcherry, Papa Roach, The

FOXX DEN The Mary Thomas

Djs

‘Trews, Rev Theory; no minors;

Baud Wed night open stage;
Veoieasn

BANK ULTRA LOUNGE
Wednesday Nights: with Dj

$45.50 at‘TicketMaster

Live hip hop, every Wed; $s

6-9pm

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE

BAR WILD Bar Gone Wild

SIDELINERS PUB Tuesday All

Sunday Afternoons: Phil, 2-7pm;

Mondays; Service Industry

HYDEAWAY ALL AGES ART

Harley

Star Jam with Alicia Tait and

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE Main

Night; no minors; gpm-22m

Rickey Sidecar; 8pm

SPACE Rhombus: Zachary Lucky,

Funk, Soul, Motown, Disco with

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE

YARDBIRD SUITE Tuesday

Daniel Moir; 7:30-13:;30pm.
SUTTON
PLACE HOTEL ATaste

Floor: Blue Jay's Messy Nest Wed
Night: Britpop,newwave, pun):

Main Floor: Got To Give It Up:

DJ Red Dawn
BUDDY'S NIGHTCLUB

Latest and greatest in House,

Progressive and Trip-Hop; Rudy
Electro; 19pm-230am; guest DJs
inquire at kelly@michetticom

GINGUR Ladies Industry
Sundays
NEW CITY SUBURBS
Get Down Sundays with

Neighbourhood Rats

OVERTIME DOWNTOWN

Sunday Industry Night: Requests

with DJ Bo
WUNDERBAR Sundays DJ
Gallatea and XS, guests; no cover

MONDAY

Main Floor: Eclectic Nonsense,

Confederacy of Dunces, Dad
* Rock, T) Hookah and Rear
Admiral Saunders

Sleeman Mondays: live music
monthly; no cover

House, Progressive and TripHop; 12am-2:30am; interested
guest DJs inquire at kelly@
michetti.com; karaoke with
Tizzy, amateur strip contest;

9pm-iaam
FILTHY MCNASTY'S Metal
Mondays: with DJ SWAG.
Mixer

WEW CITY LIKWID LOUNGE
Daniel and Powler (eclectic
tunes)

TUESDAY
BLUES ON WHYTE The

presented by Jimmy Whiffen of

stage with Chris Wynters

Su
HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB Jazz

Night; 7pm; $10 (door)/$5
(student)

PLEASANTVIEW COMMUNITY
HALL Acoustic instrumental old

time fiddle jam hosted by the
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Skakun Trio, Audrey Ochoa;

Vindicators (blues/rock)
BRIXX BAR The 7 Levels, Matt
Walker; gpm (door); $8 (door)

DRUID (Jasper Avenue) Open
FESTIVAL PLACE William
Joseph (piano); 7:30pm; Sold

Out

L.B.'S PUB Ammar's

Moosehead Tuesday open stage
every Tuesday night; 9pm-1am;
featuring guests Jack Grandy

of Argentina: Edmonton Jazz

Festival Society, 7pm;
$60atTIX

rock ‘n’ roll with LL Cool Joe

BUDDY'S
Hump daywith Dj

on the Square

. Seoay Sean

(member)/$4 (guest)

EDDIE SHORTS Opent sta

DIESEL ULTRA LOUNGE Wind

every Wed all gear provided

up Wednesdays: R&B, hiphop,

MUTTART HALL~ALBERTA

FIDDLER’S ROOST Little Flower —_reggae, old skool, reggacton
Open Stage with Brian Gregg
with InVinceable, Touch It,

COLLEGE Edmonton Recital
Society: Martin Riseley (violin),
Stephane Lemelin (piano);

FOXX DEN The Mary Thomas
Band WEd night open stage;

weekly guest Djs
FLUID LOUNGE Wednesdays

8pm-2am

Rock This

available 1 hour prior to concert

HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB Open
Stage with Ido; 8:30pm; free
HOOLIGANZ PUB Open stage

LEGENDS PUB Hip hop/R&P
with DJ Spincycle
NEW CITY LIKWID LOUNGE

Wednesdays hosted by Shane

DJ Roxxi Slade (indie, punk

Djs

and Naomi

and metal)

HULBERT'S
Every WedSing with

7:30pm; $30 (adult)/$20
(student/senior) at TIX on the

Square; $10 student mush tickets

FLUID LOUNGE Mondays

BLUES ON WHYTE The
Vindicators (blues/rock)
DEVANEY’S IRISH PUB Open
stage Mondays with different
songwriters hosting each week;
Hole in the Guitar Productions;

Nights Jam Sessions: Dan

7:30pm (door)/8pm (show); $4

BUDDY'S NIGHTCLUB Rudy
Electro latest and greatest in

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE

WUEWEEKLY

Mackenzie
NEW CITY LOUNGE Static

from

WEDNESDAY

Night: with Atomic Improv,

40 // MUSIC

and Rob Komarnisky; hosted by
Mark Ammar and Noel (Big C:t)

progress

next. It's no longer about listening to
the White album from start to finish

Vrolox, admission by donation

Jameckd and DJ Tim

ALL SHOWS B00

logically

Thought,
The Rebel Spell, The

Tenors; 7:30pm; $20-$65 at the

IRISH
DESCENDANTS

side one or side two of Abbey Road i,

hosted by Sherry-Lee Wisor/

(conductor), The Canadian
BACKSTAGE TAP Industry

of art. Classic-rock stations often play

didn’t tour very much—or not at all—

Spring: Cantilon choirs with
Children’s Choir, Chamber

bums were reveredas complete work;

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE
Main Floor: CJSR’s Eddie
Luunchpail; Wooftop: with D]
Gundam
BUDDY’S Free pool and
tourney, DJ Arrowchaser; gpm
ESMERALDA'S Retro every
Tue; no cover with student ID
FUNKY BUDDHA (Whyte Ave)
Latin and Salsa music, dance
lessons 80pm
GINGUR SKY Bashment
Tuesdays: Reggae music; no
cover
NEW CITY LIKWID LOUNGE
‘abilly, Ghoul-rock, spooky with
DJ Vylan Cadaver

RED STAR Tuesdays:
Experimental Indie Rock, Hip

NEW CITY SUBURBS Sbake

the Rubber Band (sing-along,
dance, comedy, karaoke, trivia);

Tt: with Greg Gory and Eddie
Lunchpail; no minors; 9pm

8-uupm; $6 minimum charge
LEVEL 2 LOUNGE Open mic

(door)
NIKKI DIAMONDS
Punk and

PAWN SHOP Members of
Black Mountain, Lighting Dust,

"Bos metal every Wednesday
RED STAR Guest DJs every

Jon-Rae Fletcher, Pale Moon

Wednesday

Ei bee

Nae

TicketMaster

STARLITE ROOM Wild Styie
Wednesdays: Hip-Hop; 9p™

PLEASANTVIEW COMMUNITY

STOLLPS Beatparty

HALL Acoustic Bluegrass jam.

Wednesdays: House,

presented by the Northem

progressive and electronics

Bluegrass Circle Music Society

with Rudy Electro, DJ Ryst2",

every Wednesday evening

Space Age and weekly guests;

RED PIANO-PIANO BAR Jazz

gpm-2am; www.bedtparty-oct

and Shiraz Wednesdays featuring
Dave Babeock andhisJump Trio

WUNDERBAR Wednesdays
with new DJ; no cover

RIVER
CREE Wednedays Live
Rock Band hosted byYukon Jack;

YWednesday
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Cigarettes are highly addictive.
La cigarette crée une tres
forte dépendance.
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HANSON BROTHERS |

ANANTH

HUMUHONNHHOKHSHRNHNANNN

y to drop the gloves

bie Hanson talks music, hockey and fighting
lionaires and billionaires were arguing
about how to split the dough. I kind of

cate either. It’s futile and it's stupid.

lost interest. Sorry.

VW: I'll start the petition on your
behalf—you've got my vote.
RH: [laughs] Well, thank you.

VW: All right, so you're Commissioner for the year, what's the first thing
that you do?
RH: Take out the third-man-in rule
[designed

to prevent

players

from

joining fights, or brawling]. Return
fighting to the game.
VW: Retire [legendary hockey pugilist] Tiger Williams’ number in every
rink around the league?
RH: Well, that would bea hell of a
thing. You know, I'd just try to restorea
semblance of hockey for hockey's sake,
instead of for advertising revenue and
franchises in places where people don't
have any idea what hockey is and don’t

met up with Robbie Hanson of the
Hanson Brothers backstage at NoleansNo’slatestEdmontonstop-over—
of surprising, considering he shares

hore than just a signature driven bass
one with that band’s Rob Wright. Braly sneaking beer from NoMeansNo's
fooler, Hanson shared his insights into
he finer points of beer-brewing, fistiffs and the state of Canada’s game.

@ Weekly: So, Christian Hanson,
on of Dave Hanson [original Hanson
other], was just signed by the Toronto
faple Leafs. How are you guys feeling
bout it?

obbie
Hanson: The entire family
is
oud as fuck [laughs]. It's very nice to
a Hanson in the NHL,

; Any thoughts on the passing of
e Mr. Reg Dunlop himself, Paul Newhan?

: On our last tour down through the

ates we had a tribute to Reg Dunlop
ewman’s

character in 1977 classic

ockey film Slap Shot] every night.

ed brought this picture of him sit-

ng on the bench,
with all the scars and
d-aids. It went over well.

; Have you ever heard from any of

: people that were involved withSlap
hot?

Well, we were contacted
bythe peothat were making Slap Shot 2, and
wanted to use some of our music.
said no.

: Wise decision.

Yeah, that had the look of a com-

¢ flop from thebeginning..

just out of control.
VW: It seems like a lot of ‘em tend to get
that way.

RH: Yeah, it worked out really good.
We're going to play there again on the
way back on this tour, just after Edmon-

VW: Any plans for a new Hanson
Brothers record? What's it been—
six years since [2003's] My Game?
RH; Well, we're just kind of scrambling for plans to do the next NoMeansNo
record.
That'll happen
first, so the Hansons are always kind
of on the back-burmer. But I'll never
say never. W

RECORDS
PAWN SHOP, $16.

10764 101s

780429. 1476

frescioudca

fil Gey,A
Canada

ton. It'll be fun to return to the scene of
the crime.
VW: There's talk from [NHL Commissioner] Gary Bettman that there should

be less fighting inthe NHL. What's your
take on things?
RH: Gary Bettman should be the CEO
of Disneyland, not the NHL. It's a joke
now, It’s a big corporate entertainment
system in which the game comes second to marketing. If I was going to a
hockey game I'd go see ajuniorteam. I'd
go see the [Victoria] Grizzlies play. The
NHL has become way too much about
entertainment and family fun. I mean,
fighting isn't going anywhere. Get used
to it. Don't change the fucking game, or

ticketmaster
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT TICKETMASTER.CA

make a clown out of the game just to
sell it to a bunch of US markets. I mean,
they're probably going to lose a couple
of teams now, with the downturn of the
economy. Nashville, Tampa.
VW: Phoenix is bleeding millions.
RH: Exactly. Give the franchises to
Canada where people know and understand the game. When it comes to
hockey, most Americans just have their
heads up their asses.

VW: It really changes things too, knowing just how much money is involved in
the game now. It really changes perceptions as a fan.

RH: When they didn’t play during the

"BIFNAKED * SHINEDOWN * DEFAULT * SHOUT OUT OUT OUT OUT * DANIEL WESLEY.

lockout year, you realize—they've
* You recently released a live record played every year since 1906, except
woes Its A Living]. Where was it re- for one year when they had an influ-

Thatwould be Coaldale, just out-

© of Lethbridge. At a show that was

enza outbreak and had to shut down for
public health reasons. The only other
time the NHL shut down was when mil-
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d gives props to Canada, Germany
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JASPER 104 10404 jasper Ave.
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though

Classified

BILL CRAMER

(Luke

AND THE BULLIES OF BASIN STREET

Soyd) has released more albums
an most of us have fingers, the most
at—Self Explanatory
dropped

pol7—marks a few firsts for the

COLLEGE

Itoo wasn't a stretch for Clasified to meet the mocking he got

DON BERNER TRIO

at being

PLAZA

(Dixie)
May 1 +2

8225 112 ST.
(jazz)
May 1 +2

from Canada with the

tee

cs of "Oh ... Canada.” He did, after
sil, have a similar response to Marime-mocking with a track on 2005's
-Cott-In the Industry. But he didn't

ally set out to repeat himself.

"| always had it in the back of my
head, oh itwould be cool to do a track
‘Canada,’ like ‘The Maritimes,’

our nightly

a

drink specials.

wae

ry i iS}Toil

put I didn't want to just do it because I
st did "The Maritimes,” he explains.
hen I made the beat, | found that
(Oh Canada’ sample and I put it under
he drums and! was just, like, oh shit, 1

Hon't even care; this beat's too dope! It
was, like, OK, we did 'The Maritimes,’
9 maybe doing Oh ... Canada’ is not
o original, but the way we flipped the
beat and put on the national anthem,
thought it was great. I'm really happy how it came out.”

And with it, Classified is likely the
first to sample Canada’s national anem on an album. On a more profes"sional level, though, Self Explanatory

|is also his first record batting for the
majors. It wasn’t any personal feelings that kept him away from a label

e Sony—it was that he couldn't get
much traction with the bigwigs, so
he just kept his head down. His inleresting beats, resonating rhymes
d constant touring carved out a
place for Classified in the Canadian
hip-hop sceme. And eventually the
alls came—which is something of a
elief.

“I've always handled my own busimess: ran an independent label; I

Music
Presents

DE-CLASSIFIED >> Hip-hop artist Classified welcomes his label's promotional
support on his latest album // supplied
made the music and produced it and
stuff. I didn’t want to do the business
stuff; I just had to because no one else
would do it for me. I couldn't gét a

deal," he explains. "When we got toa
point where Sony wanted to takeit on,
to take all of that out of my hands, it
was great. Then I could just kind offocus on the music. And they put their
team behind it to put the record in
stores and they market it and they pay
for everything—I don't have to pay for
everything anymore."

It's just, I don’t know ... I know it's a
music business everywhere, but down
in the States, it's just so ‘money, money,
money’ that nobody even cares about
half the music."), Sony just secured
Australian distribution and he recently toured in Germany for the first time,

loving the atmosphere.
"The whole vibe of Germany when
we were over there, it's almost like 10,

Ths other thingis that Classifiedisready
to take the show on the road, share his
wares with the world. While not too

15 years ago—just the sound of hip
hop they're making. That's kind ofthe
generation I come from, the ‘90s kind
of sound of music. That's what I really
fell in love with and really want to do. I
justthink that lalmost fit in better over
there than I would in the States." V

interested in the US audience ("To me
the stuff that gets pushed in the States
right now isn't really my type of hip
hop,” he says. "It's not something that
I'm trying to go for—the sound of it.

SAT, MAY 2.(8 PM)
CLASSIFIED
WITH CHAD HATCHER, MIC BOYD, J-BRU, DJ IV
STARLITE ROOM, $20

PREVUE // THE FLYING KEGELS
IKE ANGUS

compare

// WKKEARGUS@VUEWEEKLY.COM

ean Brewer and Adam Rachinsky,
two members of Edmonton's nowdefunct,
anything-goes
folkabilly
and the Uneas, are passionate about
ihe importance of artists being paid

them,

one

commonality

is

the group of friends and ex-bandmates
that he continues to work with.
"We like playing music,” he confesses. "We know what to expect from

for what they're good at. And although

each other, but I like the variety of
songs we're getting with this band. I'm
hoping that a lot of different people
who are into different kinds of music

the word “balance” never comes

will start liking it.”

up

once in our conversation, it runs as a

fecurring theme as we discuss their

ewest project, the Flying Kegels,

end the many other projects that have

tpt them busy since the Uncas called
quits.

So what once was old is new again. Being a working musician means making a lifestyle of it, Brewer states, so

it madesenseto get awayfromaband
with the confines of a certain reputa-

off. We've written so many songs and
had so many albums that we can do it
in our sleep.
"Now, it's about the happening, going
to a show and knowing all your friends
will be there,” he adds. "We have a really vibrant scene in Edmonton, and
we're ensuring that we're building that
musical intensity.”
To this end, Rachinsky, with the help
of his sisters, has started a promotions
project called the Good Blood Music
Series; one show will see the Flying
Kegels play its first live show.

“This is the first show in the series,”
Rachinsky explains. "It's not-for-profit,

_volunteer-based, and I'm quite passionate about giving all the money we can
to the performers. My eventual goal

pre!te taking it pretty easy right
Says dryly. “[The
project] is more=n
the songs.

tion (like the Uncas) while relying on
allthelessonsand maturity thatcame
from that experience.

think the Uneas had too much of an

"It doesn't necessarily come with — would be to bring enough touring mu;
sicians here and get paid, so there will
age—it comes with how long you do
be entire tours [under the Good Blood

age—which was fun and had its

protec Cater EF ceean it,” he says. “After a couple of Canate some real songs, without any dian tours, I've got at least 1000 live
of agenda. I think honesty is the shows under my belt. That confidence
lay

to go,”

ewer, on the other hand, is cur-

Bly involved in five other bands,

@ while he insists it's difficult to

comes through on stage, where you
walk on stage and you own it. I still
get butterflies, but there's no question
about whether we're going to pull it

Music series] all across Canada.”
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LEONARD COHEN >> Born withthegiftofa golden voice. /jwaaw

Hey, that's no way to say goodbye
BRYAN BIRTLES
// BRYANG

WEEKLY.COM

In a way that still seems impossible
days after the fact, the usually ravcous Rexall Place was turned into a cathedral on Saturday, April 25, 2009. In
a space that can hold 17 OOO, the city's
largest concert venue also became its
most

dian
stage
in 15
God,

intimate,

as

74-year-old

:
:
:
:

:

Cana- :

legend Leonard Cohen took the
as part of his first concert tour
years. Growling out lyrics about
love and sex with a thrust that

:
;
:
:

would befit a much younger man, Cohen's lively stage presence and sharp
wit held up for over three hours as he
knelt, skipped, boogied and joked with
the crowd. Though the performance itself was awe-inspiring and is nearly impossible to sum up, the most sublime

:
:
:
:
:
:
:

moments

:

of the entire

the ones where
existing, where
you were alone
thing was quiet
was listening.

46 // MUSIC

concert

were

everyone else stopped :
it seemed as though
in a small room, everyand all you were doing
WV
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nt returns to its roots

for the challenge.

du-du, du-du-du-du,du-du-du-du—t
had that before The Gathering; I just
didn't know where to put it,” he
laughs. "That riff has been in like 10
different songs. It was the bastard
stepchild that kept getting moved

t

ida: if you manage to scratch

" around, and finally it just fit in this

nd

claw your way up to a certain

one.”—for others it was the players that he was working with at the
time who had an effect on the style.
Despite having played with a number of top metal guitarists on tour,
though, he says that it's not usually

g in a band. In the
re in it for the fun,
‘

portunity,

it turns out that muof
jevel success,
sic is very much
like a job: there are
that need to get done to take
care of business. Put that alongside
‘the difficulties of maintaining a good
ng relationship with a bunch of
people in close quarters and for long
hours and it’s no longer that easy to
just concentrate

on

writing

songs

and playing music anymore.
For Sam Francisco's Testament—
one of the early wave of thrash bands,

alongside the likes of Metallica, Slayer and Anthrax—there would be a
number of years that saw a shifting

other guitarists who inspire him.
“Not so much guitar players—drummers are the ones who influence me.
Just their style of playing and their
beats,” he explains. "I'm very based
off percussion—my right hand ismy
drum set and I'm very percussive. All
my gallops and my fast picking, I'm
very rhythmic oriented in my head
and percussion comes first in my
head for what I’m doing and then the
melody comes later. It goes the other
way around, too, but a lot of it is percussive ideas. There are guitar players who influence me, but not people
I've played with. There's only been

lineup, with frontman Chuck Billy
and guitarist Eric Peterson the only
constant rnembers. The two of them
steered the ship through a series
of albums that did no shame to the
band's name, but there was a sense of
excitement surrounding the group in
2001 when it released First Strike, Still
@
We started off as
Deadly, a collection of re-recordings
a team but then it
of earlier material featuring original
guitarist Alex Skolnick rejoining Pekind of broke into
terson in the lineup. [t was not until
where he was the
2008, though, that the band returned
lead-guitar star and
with The Formation of Damnation
{with original bassist Greg Christian
I was the rhythm
also returning for that one), its first
dominator and we
collection of original material since
kind of put those
1999's The Gathering. For his part,
hats on, and now
though, Peterson believes that the record ultimately benefits from all that
it's like we get
time; Damnation gave Testament the
together and lean
opportunity to pull the best songs
on each other.
from several years of writing, tying
together the many threads of metal—ineluding thrash, death metal ~ one other guitar player that's recordand NWOBHM-inspired metal—that _ ed with us and that's James Murphy.
All the other guitar players were just
the band has travelled through over
the years.
session live players, so I didn't really
‘Band's are together for two, three,
get the chance to write with other
four years before they put a record
players other than James Murphy,
out, so they go through a lot when
who I thought was a great fit."
they first get together and share their
influences, and by the time they. get
These days, though, it's Skolnick
Signed and put out their first rewho's in the studio and on stage again
cord they've kind of perfected what
with Testament and Peterson couldn't
they're doing, and this record's kind
be happier.
of the same because I've been writ"It's great. It feels like home, you
know?" he says. "People are excited Alex
ing this material since 2002, 2003, so
“Afterlife was written in 2003 and I is back with us. I think people are more
Pretty much arranged that song with
excited because me and him are more
of a team. We started off as a team but
{former drummer] John Tempesta,
and then there are songs like The
then it kind of broke into where he was
Formation of Damnation’ from when
the lead-guitar star and! was the rhythm
dominator and we kind of put those hats
! was jamming with [drummer] Nick
Barker—it's different influences and
on, and now it's like we get together and
different times and different periods
Jean on each other. We do a lot of lead
- SO it [sounds] like different time
harmonies together and trade-offs—it's
alotmore ofa team, which I enjoy better
Beriods of the band and it is [varied]
because of the time periods [it was
because I get to play more parts and not
Written in]. It's not like we wrote it in
be so much like the backbone. I try to
make him the backbone, too: 'Here, hold
year and we were like, ‘Hey, let's try
to write a song that sounds like this
the fort up while I go out there and slay
©r this time'—they are time pieces.”
some people." W

And while some pieces of music
on the new record seem flavoured

°Y @ particular period’ because Pe-

“erson has had them kicking around
for what seems like forever—"That

TESTAMENT >> Is the barbed wire to keep us out or them in? //suppiied
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? FRI, MAY 1 (7:30 pm)

: SUN,
MAY 3 (8 pm)

: KYIV CHAMBER CHOIR

z KOS

! FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH (10025-105ST),$40
} ALL AGES
‘a

= EDMONTON
EVENT CENTRE, FREE

4

: ALL AGES”

oO

;

: WITH GUESTS

? Conducted by Mykola Hobdych, the Kyiv :

Su

: Chamber Choir willbeperforming both tra- :So, there's thisguy who's a pretty 5),

: ditional sacred songs and some of Ukraine's : deal

on the

Canadian MUSIC

scey,

most popular folk songs. 21 members play : Had himself a pretty popular tune ,
: traditional instruments matched with colour- few years ago—got him a lot of ;

:ful costumes and choreographed routines.

i tention and he's never really loo}.,
: back, dropping a couple more alb,
/ 3 since then and engaging in the o,

; FRI, MAY 1(8 pm)

: sional public feud with music journ,
: ists. Now he's looking to follow ¢
: lead of some of his fellow artists—+),

: pay-what-you-want method that ¢h.
: likes of Radiohead and Nine Inch N53)

: have used to release albums. This o,,
: is taking it to the stage, though, play,
+ ing a bunch of shows and leaving it ,,
4 to the fans to donate whatever the
: feel the show is worth when they 9,

LABATT BLUES FESTIVAL
TICKETS ON SALE

Six years into the game, the Blues Fest is :
still going strong (and, as a sidenote, ticket :

t through the door. No advance tickets

prices remain the same as they've always

been). This year will see the John Hammond
Quartet closing out the three-day festival, heading up a hefty lineup that
also includes Sista Monica Parker, Rick Estrin & the Nightcats,

Jon-Rae Fletcher
e Pale Moon Lights

HULBERT’S, $12 (ADVANCE), $15 (DOOR)

ALL AGES

Steve Fisher is coming north

: THU, MAY 7(9 pm)

David Gogo, Boyes/Brill/Del-

from his Calgary-area home

Grosso, the Legendary Rhythm
& Blues Revue with the Tommy
Castro Band, Kenny Neal, Magic
Dick and Deanna Bogart, Cedric
Bumside and Lightning Malcolm,
Chubby Carrier & the Bayou Swamp Band,

for a night at Hulbert’s with :
a band pulled from St. Albert :

:

(Bruce Blair on fiddle), Cal- :
gary (Cedric Blary on clarinet) :
and Vancouver (Paul Bergman on :
upright bass). The lineup will be work- :

Mark Hummel & the Blues Survivors with : ing its way through a mix of bluegrass, :

May 6 - The Pawn Shop
Tickets At Blackbyrd, Megatunes «

we ML

: for this one; just go line up—and tak.
? some cash with you.

STEVE FISHER BAND

“Es

Rusty Zinn, Arsen Shomakhov,

Roomful

: western swing, folk and blues.

of Blues, Magic Slim & the Teardrops and :
Moreland and Arbuckle. Tickets run $35 — :
$90. More info is availabe at the festival's : ANAM
website, bluesinternationalltd.com.

WWW.FOUNDATIONCONCERTS.COM

! SAT, MAY2 (7 pm)

eRANNRUNONETINANMNONOANARN

: SORA

: WITH TERRY MORRISON

raMmsvenAuMNANA
IS LATE

: BONNIE DOON COMMUNITY HALL, $35

FRI, MAY 1 (7:30 pm)

> ALL AGES

HEADACHES

:

WITH FLORA, LESSOUND, CHRIS TENZ, WESTFALIA

: Celtic artist Sora will be in town from Cal- :

>
:
:
A couple of electronicish artists from Cal- :
HYDEAWAY, $10

ALL AGES

: LENKA
: WITH GUESTS
: BRIXX, $12

gary to perform Saturday night at the Wom- : Lenka's taken a winding road from
en Gathering event at Bonnie Doon Hall : Outback to the stage. She was rai
(There's much more than just music at the : the Australian bush by hippie pa
event—tlook it up at womengathering.com) : who also harboured a love for jazz

gary (Lessound and Chris Tenz) team up with :: Sora's performance will be the Edmonton

the

: up acting, recorded a film soundtra

some locals (Headaches, Westfalia and Flora) : release for her latest album, Heartwood, : with Decoder Ring, joined the band, left
for a show. Sounds electric, er, electric-onic : which finds her investigating the nooks and : the band and went solo. If you happen tc
? like quirky-pop things, she'll be doing her
: crannys that the heart inhabits.

: quirky-pop thing here next week. *

PREVIEW >> SUICIDAL BRIDE RECORDS
BRYAN BIRTLES

// BRYAN@VUEWEEKLY.COM
t's a long held, and seemingly selfapparent, truth within Edmonton's
music scene that what sets our burg
apart from others is a sense of community, a feeling that to get something
done all you need to do is get your ass
off the couch and do it. The three guys
behind Suicidal Bride Records—Barrett Klesko, Jamie Kitlarchuk and Brent

wh gutcle

saturday may 16

mcdougall united ‘church
10085 101 St

Doors
At 7pm Tickets:

PLU

‘Ticketmaster,
Megatanes, Listen & Blackbyrd

WWW.FOUNDATIONCONCERTS.COM

FOR COMPLETE LISTINGS AND MORE INFO COTO

FOUNDATIONCONCERTS.COM
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Francis—have most definitely got their
asses off their couches. With their two
"Best of Edmonton" shows coming up
this weekend, the trio is aiming to continue the work it’s been doing for the
last year.
"We thought the best thing we could
do was plant a seed for the future by trying to give lots of opportunity to green
bands to have higher quality shows to
play to develop so that in five years we
could see a renaissance of sorts,” explains Francis. “That's been one of our
big goals in doing this in the first place,

// APR 30 — MAY 6, 2009

so the Best of Edmonton series is something we've always wanted to do.”
It would be hard for anyone to sit
down and actually choose the best
out of Edmonton's huge contingent of
talented punk and metal bands, but
choices had to be made and the guys
behind the shows had to go with their
gut when deciding who to invite out to
the showcase.
"When we say the best of Edmonton
it's more of an arbitrary decision on our
behalf—we don't have a six-judge panel

or anything like that deciding who
should play,” laughs Francis. “Really, it's
the bands that we like more than anything else, but that's true of most of our
shows—we rarely have bands that we
don't personally enjoy watching play
our shows because it would just become
a chore for us.”

In addition to building contacts across
Western Canada and sponsoring an upcoming tour for All Else Fails—a band
whose work has been released by Sui-

cidal Bride and that Francis happens (o
play drums in—the record compaiy/

production company is concentrating
on giving younger bands a leg up
"We've learned by trial and erro!
along the way—we've made every mis
take you could possibly make—so We
thought if we could help some young*!
bands along and say, ‘Listen, | know

what you're thinking and it's a bad ides
I tried it and it didn’t work.’ That's p3"
of the goal." W

Belmont

YOU'RE NOT THE ONLY ONE SMOKING THIS CIGARETTE
The smoke from a cigarette is not just inhaled by the smoker. It becomes second-hand smoke,
which contains more than 50 cancer-causing agents.
Health Canada
APR 30 - MAY 6, 2009 // WUEWEEKLY
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Handsome Family

: Honey Moon
: (Carrot Top)
1 toktotok

Perfectly

Bob Dylan
Together Through Life
(Columbia)
kkk

é .
rA
ANATHES-ANE NIGHT

adequate

but not exactly ex
ceptional old-style

: band—the rhythm section ofdrummer

:

: George Receli and bassist Tony Garnier
i remains, but guitarists StuKimballand

:
:

:
:
:
:
;

"1id
710

Denny Freeman are replaced by the
Heartbreakers’ Mike Campbell and Los
Lobos’ David Hidalgo, who also doubles on accordion—but lyrically Dylan
seems to be in a happier place these

country/bluegrass,
a singer who

sounds like a slightly
:
more whiskeyed.up
: Stephin Merritt. If the words "folk fest" sot
: your heart racing, probably worth a listen
:+ DAVID BERRY
: // DAVID@VUEWEEKLY.COM

: days. Apocalyptic allusions and bile- :
: filled lines are still scattered through- :
: out, but there's a sense here that love : [Se
| ; may win the day, or at least make its : It Hugs Back

: passing
alittle bit easier.

i

"Beyond Here Lies Nothin”

: Inside Your Guitar
is in- :: (4AD)

: dicative of the lyrical approach on To- : toktototk
: gether Through Life (all of which Dylan

:‘

? co-wrote with Grateful Dead lyricist :
: Robert Hunter, save for a single song), :

: with Dylan growling, ” Well, I'm mov-

EDEN MUNRO
// EDEN@VUEWEEKLY.COM
reeesporumytarteceencauan

jeetee rennet

: ing after midnight / Down boulevards :
: ofbrokencars/Don'tknowwhatI'ddo : |

: without her /Without this lovethatwe
ob Dylan has been wandering
down the streets of American music for a lot of decades now. His approach to songwriting has remained
fairly focused, but the dual forces of

the production and the band have had
great effect on Dylan's records: when
the soundis right andthe players arein
tune with the bandleader, albums like
Blood on the Tracks and Desire emerge;

See] When you pop in ar
| album from a band
with a name like It
Hugs Back, it’s a fair
expectation
that

:
:

what you're going to

; call ours / Beyond here lies nothin’ / :

: Nothin’ but the moon and the stars."
: On the next track he offers up, “Iwalk
: the boulevard / Admitting life is hard /
: Without you near me,” andonthenext

hear

is something

oa
warm and comforting. And Inside You
: Guitar, the 4AD debut for the UK- Pisa
: foursome doesn't disappoint, delivering

: early '90s-influenced indie rock with pop
: he spits, "There ain't no way you can : sensibilities, pleasant melodies, mellow
: put me down / I just want to say that = synth and organ and breathy vocals from
: hell's my wife's home town" like it’s a : frontman Matthews Simms. From the
: opening musical somnambulism of "Q,'
: badge of honour.
: Thereare flawed lineshereandthere— : the pace picks up for a couple of track:

when those pieces are off, it's the flat : on "Jolene" he stumbles awkwardly : with the jangly and enjoyable "Work Day
: over "Those big brown eyes / They set : before settling back into dreamy and gen

collaboration with the Grateful Dead,
Dylan & the Dead, and the spit-andpolish professionalism of Empire Burlesque that see the light.

: offaspark /When you hold meinyour
: arms things don’t look so dark"—but,as

=
Since the early ‘90s, though, Dylan :

Lecenas

from

has been working his way out of the
glossy ‘80s by digging deeper into
the past. By the time of 2006's Modern Times Dylan's voice had become a
- growl and he sounded very much like
he was leading a rag-tag blues band
through alate-night setinsome border
town dive bar.
On his latest album, Together Through

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
>
:

Life, Dylan seems to have pulled back

:

: tle with "Forgotten Song." The pattern of
: alternating floating and jangling carrie
stunning as he can be, that's been true : on for the balance of the album, punctu
of much of Dylan's work, leading toa : ated only by the slightly more rock sound
suspicion that the success of his words : of "Hold On.” The pattern helps ensure
has as much to do with the deliveryand : that the album never gets too boring, but
the musical support as it does with the : italso makes it feel a little unfocused, and
: inthe end adds up to an entirely pleasant
lines themselves.
Musically, the band this time out : but unremarkable album.
is ideal for the most part, with lop- : SCOTT HARRIS
ing rhythms and Hidalgo's accordion : /f SCOTT@WUEWEEKLY.COM
standing out. Occasionally Dylan :
stretches too far—"Life Is Hard” and :
"Jolene" are both disappointing ge- :
neric blues numbers—but overall To- : jason Li
gether Through Life finds the man with : ‘ours sng The Commuter
a band that offers exactly the support ; (ANTI)

from the edge somewhat, bridging the

:

brawling tumble of Modern Life andthe

:

slightly more refined takes on Loveand
Theft. The change is in part due to the

:
: he needs. W

D toktce

Grandaddy’s

Jason

Lytle has released a
solorecord,twoyears

ist=

after dissolving said

} band and withdraw10443a - 124 street
780.732.1132
www lisfenrecords.net

records&cds

-

f

Se

$ 10

No

outside love .pico
pink mountainiops

BishopRerryTihs

: tle's solo effort: the loose beats, the sunny

: guitar twang and the layers of lush synth
> stark melodies. In fact, there's not much
: here to convince listeners that this isn’t 3

: Grandaddy album. Or maybe it simply

: veals what we hadn't known before: that
: Lytle was Grandaddy. Songs like “T’ his

3

: Song Is the Mute Button” and “Here For

: Good" areas goodas

minors

any we've heard from

: him, but the consistencies of this project
: with Grandaddy’s catalogue beg one

4
ra
2

UN

ay

it

Cli

I ho

=
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SoCal’s

: sounds contrasting with Lytle’s stoned

pon

10081

from

crowded musicscene

: slacker space rock remains intact with Ly

KILLING FOR GOD TOUR
THE FROSTE ACKS ( Vietoria,!
Sunday, May
Plus Special Guentn:

ing

==

: to Montana's vast expanse. Everything
: we'd come to love about Grandaddy’s

Likwid

Lounge

top

10

01. sometimes / wish...

06. love is overtaking me arthur russell

: While not disappointing, this album feels

02, begone dull care junior boys

07, beware bonnie ‘prince' billy

:

03. sf magneticring

bill callahan

08. true story of abner jay

:

05. time's vibes neokarma jookio trio

10. in times like these bishop perry tillis

: MIKE ANGUS

04. s/t fever ray

JAS

: ask: ifthere were no surprises left from
: Grandaddy, a more exciting solo releas:
:; would have shown elements of progress

sell

sellers

09. over the edge wipers

more

i
posthumo
=
r
like a
ue Grandaddy ;

: lease than a departure from it.
// MIKEANGUS@VUEWEEKLY.COM
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: The Diodes,
The Diodes (Columbia)
: Originally released: 1978

.

: The Canadian landscape is cut by
It's not all that sur- : winding roads stretched across
prising that the Re- :: wide-open spaces, small towns
Ly spectables’

Sweet

t and big cities dotting the map

Mama sounds more : along the way. And ifa map was

This is all on the strength of the
band's music, which holds up all
these years later.
The Diodes' 1978 self-titled
SOUNDS
debut kicked off with a cover
cna
of the Cyrkle's 1966 hit, "Red

LD

Rubber Ball” There's a bouncy,

than just a little bit : to be plotted of Canada’s musical
like a Faces record, : landscape, it would likely look very
given that it's Rod : similar to a road
Wood's old buddy : map. There would
Ronnie
and
Stewart
ian McLagan whose organ is all over : be the big cities—

poppy beat to the tune—logical,
given that Paul Simon was one of
the co-writers—
but there's no
mistaking the direction that the
Diodes come at

the opening track, "Serves You Right." : the likes of Rush,
The Respectables haveadecentenough : kd. lang, Celine
grasp onthe sound, andthe band turns : Dion and Nickel-

the song from:
this is a punk
band, through and
through.

up loud and kicks out some rock'n'roll : back would make
tunes that will likely do just fine in the : the cut there (repar and on the stereo at plenty of back- : gardless of qualyard parties this summer, but Sweet : ity, since we're
Mama doesn't have the lived-in feel : just talking about
that marked the work of Faces. It's also : size here)—some
not very surprising whentheband dips : mid-sized ones—

into awella little closer tohome: "Sug- :
ar’ sounds ridiculously
likea Big Sugar :

song, with the album's producer and :
ex-Big Sugar mainman Gordie Johnson

:

Still, it’s not until
the second track,
"Child Star," that
it becomes clear
you might spot a
that as much as
stalwart band like
people
wanted
April Wine there;
to call Teenage
alongside
some }
Head
"Canada's
rising stars Uke
‘
Ramones" it was
Bison and k-os—
les that were the more likely inwhere a lot of the countrys most inter- : heritors of that title. Of course, that's not
esting bands reside. (There would also be : to say that the Diodes were a carbon copy

joining the band on vocals. All in all, :
the record is well-played and offers :
some loose fun, but the influences :
:
stand outa little too loudly.
: about a zillion unmarked hamlets to stand
EDEN MUNRO
// COEN@VUEWEEKLY.COM
: in for local garage bands everywhere.)
> One of those small towns would be
the Diodes, a band that was in the first
: waye of Canadian punk groups, and
: which would also later fit nicely into a
Vitamins ForY
> new wave category as its sound evolved
He Closed His Eyes So He Could
: ever so slightly on the band's second alDance With You

> bum, 1979's Released.
: In the band's time, the Diodes raised a

Raw Youth)
KAKI

: ruckus, its albums finding life as desired
: import records and the band sharing the
: stage with bands like the Dead Boys,
: the Ramones and the Runaways. Now,
: though, the name has faded largely into
: the deeper corners of Canada's music

:
:
:
:

of the Ramones; the band took the same
1-2-3-4-go approach to it songs, crashing
through short blasts of punk, but the new-

wave guitar fills and keyboard sweeps

; that coloured the tunes set it apart from
: the Ramones.
‘ When it came to lyrics, the Diodes were
: singing about their lives, and capturing
: the alienated feelings of many a punk-rock
: kid across the country. There's frustration
: when they sing, "Playing tennis again /

: Between you and him / I'm tennis again,"
: culminating with "I'm never gonna get to
: Wimbledon," or "Nothing can change the
i shape of things to come.” Throughout the
For You's He Closed
: album the Diodes fly fast and dangerous,
His Eyes So He
Could Dance With : scene. (One of the most visible refer- : constantly on the verge of crashing and
You would make : ences to the band in the last decade and : burning—but the band never does, pullfor some pretty good headphone jams : a half was a short sequence in Bruce : ing up at the last second and leaving an
the day after. A sometimes subtle and : McDonald's Hard Core Logo where two : important slab of Canadian punk dotting
sometimes overt sexuality permeates : characters engage in a late-night singa- : the country's landscape.
the record, and the day-after implica- : long of the Diodes' "Tired of Waking Up : Currently, the band's first and second
: albums are out of print as standalone retions of a song like "One Nite Stand,” : Tired" off the second album.
with its chorus of "Lying under covers : But the group, despite a number of : leases, but the two records, along with
/ Doesn't make us lovers," points to : years away from the spotlight, does still : a few bonus tracks, have been compiled
the cruel nature of the messy-haired- ‘ exist and has played occasional shows, : onto Tired of Waking Up Tired: the Best
shame-walk that forms the reality ofa : including a reunion at NXNE in 2007. : of the Diodes, 1977 — 1979. W
Sunday morning for a lot of twenty- :
somethings.
A bit on the slow

side to be a club
banger, Vitamins

BRYAN BIRTLES
/ @RYAN@VUEWEEKLY.COM
Years
: Years

+ (Arts
&Crafts)

White Cowbell Oktahoma
Bombardero

: Are you all alone?

kee

: Have you recently been crushed?
: Listen and wallow

(Slick Monkey)
White

Cowbell

T

soon cat nxne.com

Rush O

Endangered Ape

Ape Shall Not Kill Ape
(Independent)

All over the place
Noisy and atmospheric

: Total goth-girl bait

:

Oklahoma used to :
have itself an im- : Acantha
age that very much : Eternal Punishment
relied on a stage

:

show that involved
scantily-clad
females and an over-the-top rock'n'roll
band tearing itup in frontofacrowd. It
would be wrong to say that the band
has cleaned up its act, becauseonBom-

:
:
:
:
:
:

SS

: MxPx
: On the Cover Il

(Independent)

: (Tooth & Nail)

Promise of slayed ass
Slightly overselling it
At most, ass abused

: Until you've heard these old punks
: Do the Proclaimers

a

bardero things are as sleazy as ever, at : Ida Maria

least sonically, Butthere'sa feeling that : Fortress ‘Round My Heart
musicianship is receivingagreaterem- : (Mercury)

phasis these days, with organruns and :
Ptog-rock sorta grooves aplenty. It's : Fun, blue-eyed pop rock

sood—and, really, the band is still : Better

about as rock ‘n ‘roll as ever.

co

2009 lme-up announce

when it's naked, sure
: But cute either way

You do not know punk

nc

: Chairlift

: Does You Inspire You
: (Kanine)
: Does you inspire you?

= Yeah. But I'm not sure about
: These '80s slow jams

EDEN MUNRO
/ CDEN@VUEWEEKLY.COM
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PREVUE // THE DARCYS

STONE
OFPEAN

Tour blues

option for somebody doing a critica)
theory program while on tour.”

Not every crisis is existential

RIPHT

But the band Is far from being a bunch
of hoity-toity ivory tower academics

The members are more inclined to joke
about their educations than they are to
sing songs about deconstruction, and
even if they were inclined to look down
their noses at the uneducated masse:
the road would have beat that feeling
out of them a long time ago. Never 3
band to pass up an opportunity fo;

FRI MAY 1ST

little bad luck on the road, the curren;
tour has turned out to be no different

"The shows have been outstanding
and we're playing really well, which
is really nice, but the in-between mo

BRYAN BIRTLES

// BRYAM@VUEWEEKLY.COM
\narreai00

hereas some musicians might
spend the free time they have
on tour nursing a hangover, buying
records or finding a place to shower
and crash for the night, drummer
Wes Marskell of the Darcys decided

against all that. Instead, Marskell de-

10030

$10 ADVANCE
MEMBERS AWN!

OesT.
THE
GUESTS

DOOR
ONLY

cided to climb a mountain.
"I'm sort of exhausted but otherwise
all right," he pants into a cellphone
from a tour stop in Canmore. "We got
here a little bit early and we have a
show tonight at the Canmore Hotel,
so Ijust climbed up a mountain."
And while it might seem a little
odd to spend the free time you have

| 9PM

ments between shows have been cra
zy—we got held up at knifepoint in
Guelph, a tractor trailer almost crum
pled our car in Kingston, we split our
windshield yesterday in Calgary and
we couldn't turn the van off from Hali
fax to Toronto because it broke anc

on tour doing something so taxing,
especially when touring can be such
an exhausting prospect to begin with,

we had to play shows with it running
in the parking lot,” Marskeli laughs
before admitting that such disaste:

the Darcys as a band is a little differ-

ent. Seemingly less concerned with
girls and cars than with Heidegger
and Derridas, the band's theoretical and philosophical leanings must
make for some interesting banter in
the van. In fact, says Marskell, because the whole band went through
the exact same program at University, touring became a roving salon,

have become the typical way the Dar
cys tour. "It's sort of run-of-the-mill after awhile. It's hard to get your nerve
up about things because I just assume
everything is going to go wrong and

so the good days seem great and th
bad days, well, that's what I assumed
would happen anyways.” W

and time spent in the van meant time
spent reading, discussing concepts or
writing papers.
"It was good because you'd be writing
a paper in the van and they'd be able to
help you out—it was probably the best

HOROSCOPE
ARIES (Mar 21 — Apr 19)

? it keeps hinting that it might. Meanwhile,
“It is the greatest of all mistakes to do noth- : it regularly burps clouds of ash that float
ing because you can only do a little,"
around and wreak a lot of inconvenience.
said the writer Sydney Smith.
"| would like it to have a big boom
While this is always good advice,
and get ft over with," said one
it's especially apt for you right
native. In accordance with your
now. You're in a phase when
astrological omens, Gernini, let’s
giant leaps of faith are irrelevant, and fast, massive acfor your life. The fact is, there's
complishments are impossible.
no sense in getting irritated or
This is the season of incremental
impatient with the primal force
progress; a time when painstaking
in your vicinity. Doing so would be a
attention to detail is your best strategy. : waste of your precious emotional energy.
Inch by inch, Aries. Hour by hour.
: Besides, cultivating calm equanimity is the
F : best way to acquire the grace you'll need
TAURUS (Apr 20 — May 20)
: to respond appropriately when the primal
An engineering company has plans to grow : force does go boom.
flowers on the moon. Paragon Space De- :
velopment intends to land mustard seeds

: CANCER (Jun 21 Jul 22

: one-armed midgets—but it could still use
: some work. Fortunately, the coming weeks
? will be an excellent time, astrologically
? speaking, for you to not only tidy up your

: Highlanders, this is the anniversary of the : struggle, so try to purge any unconsciou:
: fallen angels' expulsion from paradise. : yearnings you might have to control people
: That's why, they said, it was so crucial for : you care for. 3) Love can't be a self-sustain

: humans to be well-behaved at this time. To : ing perpetual motion machine, so | hope

: stature, but also to actually enhance your : blindly indulge in sin and error would set : you

work on it at least as hard as you do

: up a resonance with the malevolent exiles, : at your job. 4) Love isn't an endless vaca: making oneself vulnerable to being preyed : tion in the promised land, but neither is it
> on by them. While you and I can chuckle = a wrestling match with a three-legged pit
: at this quaint superstition, it does have a : bull from hell, so don't you dare indulge in
: VIRGO (Aug 23- Sep 22)
: The coming weeks would be an excellent : grain or truth for you to meditate on. At : all-or-nothing fantasies.
: respectability and increase your influence.
: Take advantage!

:
!
:
:
:
:
:
>
:

time to devote extra care and attention to
your home-away-from-home—you know,
the place that's second-best at making you
feel like you truly belong here on this earth.
Enhance the ambiance in this alternate
power spot, Virgo. Add beauty to the decor.
Let the people who hang out there know
how much they mean to you. And if you
don't yet have such a sanctuary, then | sug(like you, born : gest you hunt one down. You need to expe-

: this juncture in your yearly cycle, you tend :

: to be more receptive to bad influences than : AQUARIUS (Jan 20— Feb 18)
: usual That's why you should do everything : The kitchen table will be a power spot

: you can imagine to attract good influences : for you in the coming weeks. Your own
3
: and cultivate experiences that give you the : table will be a supreme vortex for vision
: ary brainstorming, but even those in other
: feeling that this world is a paradise.
: households could be epicenters for brilliant

: SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22- Dec 21)

: planning, crucial shifts in attitude, and in-

? AnArizonawomanwasjogginginthe woods : creased solidarity among allies. To encour
: when a fox ran out of nowhere, leaped up, age eruptions of creative behaviour, make
lunar surface by 207). If all goes well, they : under the sign of the Crab) had a Twitter ac- : rience more ofthe pleasurable stimulation : and clamped down on her armwithits teeth. : sure the tables are nice and clean. Try to

inside a small greenhouse dome on the :: IfHis Holiness the Dalai Lama

will bloom within two weeks, and, thanks : count, |bet that this week he'd tweet some- : that comes from going back and forth be- : Unable to pry it loose, the woman ran back : have good food and drink on hand. | also
to the marvels of communications technol- : thing like this: “Nothing's permanent and we : tween two different comfort zones.
: to her car, which was a kilometre away, with : suggest you keep at least one notebook
ogy, we earthlings will soon thereafter view
should never be attached to anything, but,
: the fox hanging on. She drove herself to the : and pen lying around.

one of the most iconic photographs ever :: wow, the goodness rising up now may send : LIBRA (Sep 23 — Oct 22)
: hospital, where doctors removed the creaseen. Paragon hopes the inspiring image : ripples through eternity!" What he'd mean : You may not literally have X-ray vision right
ture and treated her successfully. | imagine
PISCES (Feb 19 — Mar 20)
of yellow blossoms on the lunar landscape : is that while reality is always in continual : now, but you certainly have a metaphorical = that right about now you might feel a bit
in April was grateful whenever you obeyed
will incite a new wave of space exploration. : flux, and it's wise not to cling obsessively to : version of it. With a little concentration, | : like she did, Sagittarius: bustling along ener- : all the signs, stuck to the beaten paths,
Take your cue from this vignette, Taurus. = either its pleasures or sadnesses, the pow- : bet you could peer beneath the surface of = getically, in a state of alert, as some nagging : worked alittle harder than usual, and avert
ed your eyes from the places where “inte!
Come up with a riveting new personal sym- c erfully healing mojo that's moving through : anything you want to. My analysis of the j vexation clings to you parasitically. Now
bol: some photo or image or object that : Cancerians' lives these days could have : omens suggests that you have the power : here's the good news: |predict that you will : esting" bursts of chaos were unfolding, !n

thrills your imagination and inspires you to : long-term positive consequences.
outdo all your previous efforts in pursuit of :
an ambitious future goaL
: LEO (Jul 23— Aug 22)
: America’s Republican Party has lost a lot
GEMINI (May 21 — Jun 20)
: of style points lately. Its national commit"A Pain in the Ash: Volcano Irritates Alas- : tee chairman Michael Steele even went so
kans." That was the headline of a news : far as to say, "We need to uptick our image
story about how the people of Anchorage, : with everyone, including one-armed midgAlaska are dealing with the erratic behavior : ets.” Your reputation isn't anywhere near
of nearby Mount Redoubt. As of this writ- : as in need of rehabilitation, Leo—in part
“ing, the volcano hasn't exploded yet, but : because you don't make references about
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: to see hidden agendas, invisible frame- : get rid of the pest, and will ever thereafter : May Id appreciate it ifyou did pretty much
: works and maneuverings that are unfold- = enjoy an enhanced confidence in your ability : the opposite: guestion authority rigorously,
: wander off into less-traveled regions, play
> ing behind the scenes. Please keep in mind : to function well under pressure.
3 harder than usual and tune in to comme
: that not all of the secret stuff is corrupt :

: or insidious. Some of it is quite beautiful,

: CAPRICORN (Dec 22 — Jan 19)

: even elevating. Don't push your enhanced
: perceptiveness to search exclusively for the
: worst in human nature.
:

= Since it's the Capricornian season of ro- : experiences. In the past month, Pisces: |
> mance, | thought I'd give you some tips : was hopeful that you'd pay your debts ‘
: on how to thrive in the mysterious, para- : society before society's collection agency

SCORPIO (Oct 23 — Nov 21)
: According to the legends of the Scottish
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: tions that could be productive learning

: doxical, crazy-making game of love. 1) Love : started making harassing.calls. In the com
: shouldn't be a lottery, so don't gamble on : ing month, | invite you to ask everyone
: unlikely odds. 2) Love shouldn't be a power : do you extra favours.

W

May 9,2:30pm « Info at780.423.4581

‘y[ite,

Academy, 101 Airport Rd, 8-10pm; recyolleyball@

Plaza Hotel, 10155-105 St» With George Crandall and

Don Arambula
Tue, May 5,7-8:30pm
«Free; register
atcrsc@ualberta.ca«Info780.492.9960

YOGA (Hahay Pewfoga every

aeKorSun, 2-3-30pm,;
‘ezone Fitness, 203, 10575-2115 St, yoga@teamedmonton.ca
ILLUSIONS SOCIAL CLUB: CROSSDRESSERS
780.387.3343 « meet monthly - For info go to groups.

yahoo,com/group/edmonton_illusions/
INSIDE/OUT
U of ACampus -Campus-based

ease

ore
DEADLINE: FRIDAY
AT 3PM
Pp rn

NULL CLON IL DULL.

ELLC

ECEL

+ LECTURES
+ Japanese Martial Art of

dos BreryTue
r3esy30pr: Thu6m

a Vere is + Sat, May

2,:30-330pm «Free « Info at email bigbarb@shaw.
eeaak Goma
=

SUGARSWING
DANCE CLUB Orange Hall,

84Ave» Swing Danceat
ot ae
oe
perience ni
beginner
m followed
by dance
Every Sat + May 2,8pm (door),wwwsugarswing.com

pea
Whitemud

leer chap haa aeog
Crossing,
780.496.7000
+Open toteens,

24-18.
Juno +May7

WATERLUTION-A WATER LEARNING EXPERIENCE wwwwaterlution.org - Water and Wellness:
Community Connections for Water and Health, a
forum for interdisciplinary dialogue for young
rofessionals and students + $40 (weekend, incl

upcoming events « Sun, May 2, 2pm
PLAY NIGHTCLUB 10220-103 St, www.playnight-

PRIDE CENTRE OF EDMONTON 9540-12 Ave,

world without violence

WOMEN ONLY BICYCLE REPAIR Edmonton Bicyde

HIV Support Group: Meet and Mon each month, 7pm

WOMEN IN BLACK In front of the Old Strathcona Farmers’ Market «Silent vigil the ast and 3rd
Sat, 10-11am, each month, stand in silence for a

Commuters’ Society, 10047-80 Ave (enter through Back

Alley),780.433.2453
»May 3,17+Free
YOUNG VICTIMS SPEAK OUT Kids inthe Hall
Bistro, City Hall * Multimedia artshow featuring young
[See ys Vell a
lee anion
exhibit andperformance
«Apr 30,5-7pm.

pm (registration),
1-4pm (carshow)

menstrual
cycle charting and share
your personal
environment +

Thu, May 7, 6:30-8:30pm
+$5(donation)

GREAT EXPEDITIONS
HOSTEL TRAVEL SLIDE

SHOW Hostelling International, 10647-81 Ave,
730-454 an8|780.435.6743) + Meet the and Mon
every month (7:30pm)
«Ecuador, Galapagos, Peru,

Chile (2004) presentation
by Liz and Chips Reid May
2+ Pree

"HOME" ENERGISING SPIRITUAL
COMMUNITY
FOR PASSIONATE LIVING
Gameau/Ashbourne Assisted Living Place, 11148-84

Ave « Home: Blends music, drama, creativity and
reflection on sacred texts toenergise you for passionate living « Every Sun 3-spm

COMIC STRIP Bourbon St, WEM, 780.483.5999,

wwrw.thecomicstrip.ca + Hit or Miss Mondays: Each
Mon «Best of Edmonton Tuesdays: Each Tue »
Debra Digiovani, Keith Sarnoski and Ryan Ash; until
May 2 Lars Callieou, also appearing Keith Sarnoski

and Ryan Ash; Sun, May 3 « Hitor Miss Monday;
Mon, May 4+ Round 2 of Funniest
Person with a

Day Job Contest; Tue, May 5 » Steve Wilson, Tyler
Hawkins, and Kelly Soloduka; May 6-10
LAUGH SHOP 1105-6606 137 Ave, Londonderry
Mall, 780.476.1010 « Wed-Thu 8pm; Fri-Sat 7:30pm.
and 9:4spm = Wed amateur open mic night; 8pm
+ Kevin McGrath; until Apr 30 « Jamie Kennedy
Concert (no passes); May-1-2; $35

780.988.8105 « Amateur Comedian Night: every Tue,
8-10;30pm «For info contact robyn@steepstea.com
EE
I
a
ES

Edmonton, 23210-106 Ave,780.913.6466
+Ashort
seminar with
Chri
er Moon « Thu, Apr 30,
7-9pm Seminar $20; May 1-3 Workshop

MAY DAY MARCH/DRUM
CIRCLE Startat:Eastwood
Community Park 2803-86 St,toAlberta Avenue Com-

munity Centre « Fri,May2,spn « Utah Phillips Tribute:

faclitator: Rob Wells robwells8o@hotmailcom +

+ Transgender, Transsexual, Intersex and Questioning (TT1Q) Alhance; Support meeting 2nd Tue each

month, 730pm - Transgender, Transsexual, Intersex and
Questioning. Education, advocacy and support for men,
women and youth; PFLAG Edmonton: Meet the ist Wed

each month,
7pm «Free short-term, solution-focused
drop-in counseling; Wed, 7-10pm «YouthSpac=: drop-in
for LGBTQ for youth upto25 Tue-Sat, 37pm
PRISM BAR 10524-101 St,780.990.0038 « Every Wed:

CARROT CAFE 9351-108 Ave, 780.471.2580 « People in
Pants Improv « ist Thu every month, 7:30-9pm + $5
COMEDY FACTORY Gateway Entertainment Centre,
34 Ave, Calgary Trail « Thu, 8:30pm; Sat, 8pm and
10pm + Bob Angeli; May 1-2 - Jack Wilhite; May 7-8-9

NEW CITY SUBURBS www.newcitycopound «
Alternative Comedy Night, The~F U~ Comedy
show with Kathleen McGee, Kelly Soloduka, Andrew
Iwanyk, hosted by Powerman + Tue, May 5, 9pm + $5
STEEPS TEA-COLLEGE PLAZA 1116-82 Ave,

KENYA RUN FOR WATER Foote Field, U ofA
Campus, www.kenyanceramics.org «
.
ee
rr
ae
Jessica atjayburd.os@gmail.com
LIVE LIFE BEYOND BELIEF Unity Church of

the

queer community to open in a decade with DJs
Alex Brown and Eddie Toonflash

‘Tue Fri1-10pm, Sat 2-630pm « LGBT Seniors Drop-in:
Every Tue/Thu, 2-4pm + CA: Thu (7pm) « Suit Up and
Show Up: AA big book study group meet every Sat,noon
+ Youth Understanding Youth: Up to 25 years, support
and social group meet every Sat,7-9pm; yuy@shaw.ca
+ Womonspace:
Board meeting 1st Sun every month,
10;30am-12-30pm » Trans Education/Support Group:
Meet the istand 3rd Sun, 2-4m, ofeach month; www.
albertatrans
org +Men Talking with Pride: Sun (7pm);

Frog Kisser’s Den,byph780.439.9039

experiences in a-supportive

+ Every Tue, Thu
PINK TANK Pride Centre, 9540-111 Ave,
780.488.3234 + Meeting to get together and share

club.ca « Open Thu, Fri, Sat « The first bar for

Mary

tyawarenesschartingcircle.org
»Learn about

Ee nitenis peer pars to people livin;
«Tue, 7-9pm:
rt
group » Dail
drop-in, peer fueling eS
4

Ave,
tothe
ive Bldg « Rally atthe Legislature featuring
ies aes * May 2, 11:30am (walk begins)

Dance, Beth Ingram and Anita Drybye (poi);Shima
irra t Salaes perked sydei
May 1,2,3 « $95(adv pass)/$110 (door pass); $20 (adv Sat
6:30pm/$2s (door Sat 6:30pm) atEarth's General Store,

FERTILITY AWARENESS
CHARTING CIRCLE
Steeps College Plaza, 11116-82 Ave, www-fertil-

BOOTS BAR AND LOUNGE 10242-106 St,
780.423.5014, www.bootsbar.ca « 2nd Thu: Illusions

Social Club - 3rd Wed: Edmonton © Society«2nd
‘Tue: Edmonton Rainbow Business Association +

Every Fri:Philosophy
Café »FriandSatDJSeXXXy

Sean 10-3 + Long Weekend Sundays feature the
Stardust Lounge with Miss Bianca and Vanity Fair
BUDDYS NITE CLUB 11725B Jasper Ave, 780.488.7736
+ Nightly 9pm-3am, Fri8-3pm + Sun: Rotating drag
shows with Mz Bianca and Mz Vanity FairinThe
Stardust
and GoDiva and Donnatella NE: in

The GoDonna Show, DJ WestCoastBabyDaddy « Mon:

Amateur strip contest with Mia Fellow, midnight, DJ

WestCoastBabyDad

SERIES 10025-101 St,Macdonald

Dr,780.4a8.238
«Thu, Apr30,7pm forfreetalk

Free Pool; Karaoke, 9pm-midnight «Thurs: Prism Pool
League; 7-:30pm +Fri: Steak Nites; §-9pm; DJ at 930pm.
ST PAUL'S UNITED CHURCH 11526-76 Ave,
780.436.1555 « People of all sexual orientations are
welcome « Every Sun (10am worship)
WOMONSPACE 780.482.2794, wwwawomonspace.ca,

organization for Edmonton and surrounding area.
Organized monthly activities from dances, games nites,
golf tournament, ete
newsletter and reduced
rates incuded with
i
jai
WOODYS 11723 Jasper Ave, 780.488.6557 » Open
Daily (noon) « Sat-Tue Karaoke with Tizzy and
Patrick» Sat-Sun Pool Tournaments *

AVENUE OF HOPE GALA Italian Cultural Centre +
Gala and auction « May 2, 30pm (reception); 7pm dinner), dance to follow » $100, proceeds to Lurana Shelter
BEERFEST Shaw Conference Céntre «Beer tasting
+ May 1+ Sigat TicketMaster

BOOKSZ2EAT GALA Stanley A. Milner Library,
780.496.7051 « Edible books created by master chefs
and silent auction items; dress serni-formal « May
9, 7:30pm * $100
DOCTORS AND DERRIERES Enterprise Sq, 10230
JapeAve « Art Auction, live music by Aroot's Bazaar
Neck Bottle « May 8 (7-upm)

LIFE IS A CABARET! New City Suburbs 10081
Jasper Ave, 780.492.0614 « It's a cabaret (not the

musical) with Toronto burlesque pioneers: Skin
Tight Outta Sight and featuring local burlesque,
ly dance, tribal fusion, comedy and drag show,
dancing to follow « ap 8, 8:30pm (door), gpm.
(show) « $0 (adv)/Sas (door); adv tickets at Earth's
General Store, Mars and Venus; www.newcitycompound.com

MAY WEEK LABOUR ARTS FESTIVAL Mennonite Centre, Wentworth Bldg, 10207-97 St, www.

ws fae
+ Workers
Art Show and Global
Gallery « Until May 2
MURDER MYSTERY AT THE MUSEUM Strathcona County Museum (913 Ash Street. Sherwood
Park » Overacting Imaginations Theatre Company +
May 2-2, =30pm (door)

RISE CELEBRATION Maclab Theatre, Pavilion,
GLBT SPORTS AND RECREATION www.teamedmonton.ca» Women's Drop-In Recreational Badminton; Oliver Schoo! Gym, 10227-118 St,780.465.3620;

a

aS

EXCISI
THE SUPREME iene
PRATEAT= OB AFUE MAPHUTURDu

St. Jean, Rm 3-18, 780.490.7332 + Program for HIV-

1d, accommodations) « May 1-3

ASSOCIATION
Winter Art Studio, 150 St,28 Ave,
780.489.8021 « No Snow Show 4#1« Sat, May 2,10am-1-

OS/O1 FUTURE ROOTS & OHSMAP PRESENT

LIVING POSITIVE 404, 10408-124 St, www.
edmlivingpositive,ca, 1.877-975.9448/780.488.5768 «

faFrench Bug cad
metfadharm reduction
in
ani
ier
African langua;
SEER
Sn
ae
(member)/$10 (membership) « Pre-register
MAKING WAVES SWIMMING CLUB www.
geocities.com/makingwaves_edm « Recreational/
competitive swimming. Socializing after practices

WOMEN GATHERING EVENT Bonnie Doon Hall,

EVVA, EDMONTON VINTAGE VOLKSWAGEN

organization for lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans-identified and queer (LGBTQ) faculty, graduate student,
academic, aelifeoaterand support staff « 3rd Thu
each month(1
inter terms): Speakers Series.
Contact Kris (kwells@ualberta.ca)

fiona
BAR & BRILL

MADELEINE SANAM FOUNDATION Faculté

THOUGHTFUL

Maya «$8at
TIXontheSquare,EarthsGeneralStore

OSHO2STREET

; "INFO: 428-STAR

iF aaeatreoen |

School at15451-84 Ave; Mon, 7-8:5pm;

met

CurlingChitsyoataope, Reosogy
SonToeTh
Swimming: NAIT 106 St;The,8-9pm, Thu,
72
. pool, 11762-106
ears
53

Citadel Theatre, 780.425.1820 » Recognizing immigrants for their contributions + May 7, 6:30pm
(door), reception to follow « $25
A TASTE OF ARGENTINA Sutton Place Hotel, 10235102 St» Wine tasting and music bythe Edmonton Jarz

Cribestra Wes,May6 7pen.Theta 2°
THKon the
Square, proceeds to
the local jazz scene
VAISAKHI~SIKH CULTURAL CONCERT Jubilee
Auditorium * Sikh Federation of Edmonton « Sat,
May 2, 2pm.

Workshop West, 780.477.5955
*
Fundraiser, after
Thursday evening
a4 of Stray + Celebrity
Food

itFundraiser + Thu, Apr 30 « $50

THECROWELY TRAIL /THE LOUDHAILERS

GRAND MASTERS VSNI-KIZON THEBLO

40d COMPETITION

T.G.1PSYDAYS

HOSTED BY MC RYAN WADE

SHAZAMWTHFADEBRA

(5/14. WMONEVENTS PRESENTS

PAGANFEST
2
KORPIKLAANI ELUVEITIE POLAR

Wat
TION +
i HITS VS MARTIAN
STATIC AND B-MAN

@s/e3

HELICON
/TEXAS BLOOD MONEY

PRIMORDIAL - MOONSORROW

(05/12 LIVENATION PRESENTS

THE
STILLS
GENTLEMAN REG
STRUNG
OUT
DEATH
BYSTEREO /THIS IS ASTAND OFF

DELHI
TO DUBLIN
BEYOND ADDICTION
ESAT

0 SAP ANDSIMEWAYE MUSIC PRESENTS

OE /ZZ TECHNO HIPPY CREW PRESENTS

ROOM LONGWEENENDBASH! LETS
WOKTHAROUSE
JUAKALI
JOE NICE & FREAKY FLOW

3 ROOM EVENT!

KINGKHAN &THE SHRINES

Vili MARK SULTAN
G/DL

WOW EVENTS _ EARLY SHOW ALLAGES+ SPM

NOUSE FORA NAME

temple
EVIEMBERS & GUESTS FACILITY

BEHIND STARLITE ROOM
ALL EVENTS

(8+*

RS AT OPM

WildStyle
HOSTED BY
1D & KHIRY TAFARI
{OF LOCUTION REVOLUTION}
WITH DJS BUDAKRON
& SHORTOP

DJ BATTERY az-/ WEEKLY GUESTS

DAY MAY I:
DJS
MARTIAN STATIC. EMGONIM DEERAILED. BASSJUN-HEY
ANDCOALREANS
FRIDAY MAY 8:
SINEWAVE MUSIC & RENEGADE BASS PRESENT
TRANCECORE

DIESELBOY
vas

SURELY TEMPLE
THURSDAYS
DOORS 9PM - $5 COVER » $5.50 DOUBLES

_ BJTRON,DO,OPTIMDCKPRIME& IYO FERKANDO

WWW.STARLITEROOM.CA
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@ LGBT >> GENDER REASSIGNMENT SURGERIES

Trans-Prairie love song —

“

: erhave that time of the month.” The teacher
: suggested he get it checked out, but for him
: it just confirmed what he already knew: he
: was not a girl
: Without knowing It, Mr. and Mrs. A startMontréal recovery centre after : ed to slowly make their way towards each
their gender reassignment-relat- : other. Mrs. A moved to Saskatchewan to

Ever since Mrs. A was a little boy she has : herpassionately.
dreamed ofgetting married. She remembers : Within a month they were living together,
growing up in Flin Flon, Manitoba, living : giving each other their biweekly hormone injections, and within three months they
with her mother and sister, trying on
were sharing the same nurses ina
their clothes whenever
they were

In her vision she couldn't see his
Decades later, miles away and deep

=

Like Mrs. A, Mr. A had also
been thinking about marriage
since he was a kid. He knew as a
little girl that he wanted to get mar-

ried, but he just couldn't see himself as a
ina depression created by years offeeling
trapped
inthe wrong body, she walked into : bride. Mr. A grew up in rural Alberta, and he
a trans support meeting at Edmonton's Pride : had brothers and sisters who he loved but
Center, where she saw the back she had been : who just couldn't understand. For example,

how could a girl be excited about getting
walking towards allherlife; when he tumed
around Mrs. A knew that standing before her : her period, he wondered. He dreaded the
: thought of it, so when well into his teens
was Mr. A.
They talked for hours that night. Like the : he still hadn't had his period he didn't bring
gentleman he is, Mr. A left before they : it up. One day when his gym teacher asked
went too far, but not before he took the : why he never tried to get out of class durin

soon-to-be Mrs. A in his arms and kissed : that time of the month, Mr. Areplied,"Inev-

CLASSIFIEDS

This patented product
will be the next

BILLION DOLLAR GIANT!
‘* | Great opportunity to improve
your health and wealth!

For more info call Ken

780-454-6971
www.maxtrax4u.com/kenaneths

Free Acting Classes.
sign up at freeactingtips.net
Audition and camera tips.
www.vadastudios.com

: and told his girlfriend, but she was not
: happy. "The dick or me," she said. Put that
: way he chose what was for him a sense of
: wholeness—he chose a dick.
: Bythe time Mr. Atumed around that night
? and saw Mrs. A for the first time he had al3 ready had his hysterectomy, double mastec: tomy and could grow a mean beard.

ince,”* Mr AceliirediJatthat time inagres.
ment, "they paid for ‘Our
0 operations, they

saved
decesanes

our lives."

: They have made a4cozyhome in west Eq
: monton; Mr. A works in a factory and Nir;
: Ais in accounting. Their heart breaks wt},

: news that the province that brought ther,
= together, saved their lives and married then,
: Is the same one that will be denying thei
: friends and loved ones the same opportun

: man who taught her all about transgender.
: Up until then she thought maybe she was a
: bisexual man who liked to wear panties, but
: as soon as she heard about the operations
: something clicked inside for her. When she
: heard that Alberta offered the procedures
: she began applying for any job that would
: take her west.
: While Mrs. A was making her way to Al: berta’s capital Mr. A found himself in an 18: year relationship with a woman who knew
: that he had always felt in the wrong body.
: At 18 he had asked a doctor about sexual
reassignment surgery but was told it wasn't
possible for him.

: had her genital surgery, Mr. A had his phal= loplasty surgery. Mrs. A got to go home
: first, leaving Mr. A behind. Their bodies re: belled at being apart. Not getting better, the

:
:
:
:

surgery is a drop in the bucket compara

to the cost of human lives, " laments (\\;
A. "Not to mention the cost of servic-;
such as psychiatric and addiction unics

? nurses released Mr. Aearly, knowing thathe : emergency wards and numerous oth:
: would heal once he was home.
: resources that will be used if transsexuals
: Mrs. A was already wearing Mr. A's college
= ring. Then, on June 21,2008, as witnessed by
= the goddesses at Edmonton's Hellenic Hall,
: a bridesmaid with a penis, a best man with-

: are left without options.”
: Mr.and Mrs. Aused to console themselv: to the reality that the only thing surge,
: couldn't give them were seeds with whici,

: out one and not a dry eye in the house, Mrs. : to create life by thinking about how sharin;
: A walked towards the man of her dreams.
: their story planted seeds of hope in the liv -;
: After the ceremony it was suggested that ? of trans kids. Now they are left feeling in

: they have their wedding photos taken at : consolable and frustrated. This was not

: the legislature grounds, "| love this prov- : way the dream was supposed to end. 'V

ARTIST
TO ARTIST
FREE*FREE*FREE*FREE*FREE

FAX YOUR FREE LISTINGS TO 780.426.2889
oREMAIL LISTINGS@ VUEWEEKLY.COM
DEADLINE: FRIDAY AT 3PM
STITT
LL ELLE
LECCE LOLLCCOELLCCCL ;ULCCCULccELLLLLCU

BIGGEST HEALTH
DISCOVERY IN
20 YEARS!

: had changed.
Hewas so happy. He ran home

: ty,all tosave a mere 19 cents per Alberta,
:: attend business school There she met a : Later in Montréal, the day after Mrs. A : "The amount of money spent for gence,

ed surgeries.
face, only his back.

Alincct twodecades later, whensneaing
iwith a new doctor, Mr. A found out things

FREE*FREE*FREE*FREE*FREE
ARTIST/NON PROFIT CLASSIFIEDS
Lc LLLCLCCLDcccLCLLCCDCccLC

Efficient and accurate finance rep needed to
work for our aid. You must have good typing
and computer skills and must be accurate. No
job experience'is needed as any job experience
may apply. You will earn $2900 monthly. Email
me at financereploogi01@live.com if interested
Drivers wanted: $is+/hr, Wed (night). ThuuC)
perm/PT.
Must have mini-van or truck
Looking for reliable, responsible person.

Need a volunteer? Forming an acting troupe?
Want someone to jam with? Place up to 20
words FREE, providing the ad is non-profit. Ads
of more than 20 words subject to regular price
or cruel editing. Free ads must be submitted
in writing, in person or by fax. Free ads will
run for four weeks, if you want to renew or
cancel please phone Glenys at 426-1996/fax 426-

2889/e-m office@vueweekly.com or drop it off
at 10303-108 St. Deadline is noon the Tuesday
before publication. Placement will depend
upon available space

Ph 780.907.0570

Artist/graphic designer needed to do CD cover
art, and possible booklet-good, creative con-

CHANGE YOUR LIFE! TRAVEL, TEACH

cept. Also filmmaker wanted to do simple, live,

ENGLISH: We train you to teach. 1000's ofjobs
around the world. Next in-class or ONLINE by
correspondence. Jobs guaranteed. 7712-104 St.
Call for info pack 1.888.270.2941

in-studio film clip, E: Nick at nickfree@shaw.ca
Steeps-Old Glenora: for open mic-Spoken
word. ist Thursday every month. Contact Adam
Snider to sign up adam.snider@gmail.com
The Works Art and Design Festival CALL TO
ENTER!!! Deadlines are fast approaching!

LOST AND FOUND
Lost and Wanted: Blue and white poncho, last
seen at the Black Dog Freehouse between 1 am
~ 2am Easter Monday morning. No questions
asked. Call me at 780.953.8754. Please don't
machine dry, Return my Famous Blue Poncho!

Smaller then a Breadbox Deadline May 1, and

Chalk Art Deadline May 15. Download applica“tions from www.theworks.ab.ca or call Glyn at
780.426.2122 ext. 234

SUNDAY, MAY 3, 2009

MAYFIELD TRADE CENTRE
16615

- 1O9TH

AVENUE,

EDMONTON

10 AM - 4:30 PM © $5.00 ADMISSION
FREE FOR CHILDREN 12 AND UNDER/
RECORDS, TOYS, COMICS & MORE/

For more info contact Jennifer at 780-932-0221

or visit www.popculturefair.com

mM
MODAL MUSIC INC. 780.221.3116
Quality music instruction since 1981.
Guitarist. Educator.
Graduate of GMCC music program

é€uleuse fale |

LEAD guitarist needed for Death / Black Metal
band. Must have pro gear, be willing to tour
and be 18+. Call 780.691.6915
Strong vocalist looking for guitarist for collaboration Ph 780.421.1910

BUSKERS WANTED! Walk for Darfur club seeks

musicians for May 2nd rally. Contact Luke Cof

Fun and Inspiring
Employment

fey at 780.965.2110

~

LOS ANGELES DIRECTOR, TOM LOGAN

FRAMING
PICTURE

FRAMES

Edmonton, May 29, 30, 31, 2009.
Acting for Film and TV Workshops
Don't miss out learning from the BEST!
Book your spot in the class today!

WANTED: JAMMERS for open public monthly
jam on the second Sunday of the month at
9119-228A Ave. Rock, country & old time music.
Ph. 780.973.5593, randyglen@JumpUpDj.com

(780) 975.7022

MOVIE

POSTER SHOF
18. Music Posters
i. 439-0508,

Affordable

HAVE YOU HAD
A SPIRITUAL EXPERIENCE?
FREE WORKSHOP
Sat May 9, 1-3

pm

Orange Hal!
10335 ~ 84 Ave., Edmonton
780-490-1129

‘

Tired of working someone else's dream?
What do the rich know that you dont?
Groundbreaking opportunity, new in Canada.
Financial freedom is here! 780-994-2760
The Cutting Room is looking for

Assistants and Stylists

Please drop off your resume at
|

10536 -124 Street
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Presented by ECKANKAR
www.eckankar.org
www.eckankar.org

WANT TO STOP SMOKING? NICOTINE
ANONYMOUS MEETINGS: 7PM, EVERY
WED, EBENEZER
UNITED CHURCH
HALL,
106 AVE, 163 ST. CONTACT
GWYN 780.443.3020

WUEWEEKLY

THINK YOU HAVE WHAT IT TAKES TO BE

HOMELESS? Spend one night under the stars
and learn what life is like for many Edmonton
youth. Registration deadline: May 15, 2009;

Public Outreach is offering great positions for anyone
looking to gain valuable work experience in a fun and
flexible environment.

As part of an Outreach Team, you will engage in meaningful dialogue in order to promote sustainable funding on
behalf of our select group of non profits. Our Teams enjoy
working outdoors in a dynamic and interactive atmosphere, on behalf of causes they feel passionately about.
With flexible scheduling, excellent training, and scholarships this is an ideal employment opportunity!

register at www.yess.org

Mill Woods Family Resource Centre / Board
Recruiting 2009. To learn more about our
agency, visit us at: www.mwfreorg

Volunteer at the International Children’s
Festival (May 26-30) in St Albert . Volunteer
Orientation on Wed, May 6, 7pm at the Arden
Theatre, 5 St. Anne St, St Albert. 780.459.1698,
www.childfest.com register by May 18
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$12 / Hour
guaranteed wage

To apply, please send resume with cover letter
to edmontonjobs@publicoutreach.ca
or call 780.436.9896
www. publicoutreach.ca
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e bi that floats the boat

a studythat analyzed

: distinguishable from the self-identified

| have, of course, and they‘re all fascinat- : straight guys. There was no recognizable

from self-identified » ing, partly for the sclence and partly for
the reactions in the various communities whenever one of these studles is reported, which are frankly
pretty funny. The “there's no
such thing as male bisexuality”
studies have received the most
press, and the biggest , most offended reactions, but it's not like
the researchers at Northwestern

+ than penile plethysmography.
Another study, described here in a Seience daily article from 2003, and distin:: guished by including only people who
: identified as gay or straight, turned up
: more bisexual women than expected, but
: replicated earlier results where gay and
i straight (but not bi) men responded con= sistent with their self-identification.
: Incontrast, both homosexual andhetero: sexual women showed a bisexual pattern
; of psychological as well as genital arousal
: That is, heterosexual women were just as
: sexually aroused by watching female stim-

: “bi pattern of arousal, and the subjects
: seemed overwhelmingly to fall on one or
: the other end of the Kinsey scale:
: "Regardless of whether the men were
= gay, straight or bisexual, they showed
= about four times more arousal" to one
:: sex or the other, said Gerulf Rieger, the
: study's lead author.
: So obviously, you think you exist but
: you're wrong, Bi Guy!
= uli as by watching male stimuli.
and the Centre for Addiction and Men- :: OK, no. What do I really think? | think, : The extraordinary article on female

> percentage

:
:
:
:

of self-described

lesbians

fantasizing about men while having lesbisex, eh. People fantasize about all kinds
of things, particularly things they feel
uncomfortable about. Are those wom-

: en fake lesbians? The furthest | can go
: with that is to say that we've seen that
: women are much (so much!) more likely
; than men to be bisexual by attraction
: I'm assuming that some of the women
; studied are physically attracted to both,
: but emotionally more attached to wom-

: en (whom do you fall in love with" is a
: hugely important but oft-neglected mea-

: sure of sexual orientation) and some are
: into women but enjoy fantasies of com-

: tal Health in Toronto set out to disprove : for one thing , it’s all funny since in my lit- H desire that ran In the New York Times 4 mitting unnatural acts with men. That

the existence of an entire sexual orienta-identified lesbians, : tion! All they did was hook up some volg result was that some : unteers to a plethysmograph and show
of these women actually : them porn. | think the first researchers
J

jut

: tle bubble of not only San Francisco-ness : Magazine

(nytimes.com/2009/01/25/: some must be really not that into chicks
introduced: but have chosen for whatever reason to
= bi guys who are actually straight but want t recent research by Meredith Chivers, ? live as lesbians is undeniable but just not
: hot bi chicks to think they're cool way out- : who's been following up on the research : that important. They wouldn't be the
= but San Francisco sex educator-ness, fake : magazine/25desire-t.html)

men while doing
it with g were probably as surprised as* anyone = number bi guys who are actually gay but
ers.
: when the selFidentified bi men failed to : closeted. Also, | do think you exist, Truly
these, and would you : respond in a recognizably "bi" manner. : bi men are rarer even than we thought,
: About three-quarters of the bi men read + but I'm fairly certain that you are not a fig+ as completely gay according their penises
ment of your own or my imagination, and
$ (do penises lie?), while the rest were in- : I think sexuality is a bit more complicated

: above with the added fillip of throwing : first people to partner with someone not

:

ape porn in the mix and requir-

of their preferred gender, nor the last,

: ng volunteers to report their own per: ceptions of their arousal levels, which
proved wildly inaccurate.
: As for the studies which show a high

: and their existence does not cast doubt
: on anyone else's authenticity. Can any-

some

: one do that?
: Love, Andrea

Do you love the ARTS? Join us and be a part of
North America’s LARGEST Outdoor FREE Art
& Design Festival! Volunteer! Download your
application at www.theworks.ab.ca
Volunteers Needed for Human Rights
Education’Program. Recruitment for John
Humphrey Centre for Peace & Human Rights’
Youth Educators for Human Rights volunteer
program. Training Dates; May and or June 27th,
2009, 9:30am-4:30pm (lunch included). register,
please contact: Carrie Malloy E: carrie@jhoentre.org /T: 780.453.2638

The Carrot needs volunteer barristas for weekly
or biweekly shifts (training provided). Volunteer
host to introduce Friday night's musical acts.
Volunteer cleaners (eae or biweekly cleaning). If any of these jobs appeal to you contact
Irene at 7870.471.1580, info@artsontheave.org

Team Diabetes is looking for adults of ALL
fitness levels to walk/run in destinations such
as Athens, Honolulu or Calgary
to help raise
awareness and funds for di
research and
education. Ph: Canadian Diabetes Association

Volunteer website for youth 14-24 years old.
www.youthyolunteer.ca

Volunteer drivers and kitchen help urgently
needed.If you're available weekdays, 1oam-ipm
call Meals on Wheels. 780.429.2020

Other cities

Assisted Therapy Project uses animals in
therapy sessions with trained therapists to help
the clients achieve specific goals. Info: www.
chimoproject.ca. E: yolunteer@chimoproject.

1-871-834-4044

ca or T: 780.452.2452

Dr's Appointment Buddy—Accompany new
refugee immigrants to their medical appointments to give support and assist with paperwork. Thu, 10:30am-2:30pm. Transportation
not required. Leslie 780.432.1137, ext 357

at 403.266.0620

CANADIAN LIVER FOUNDATION is looking
and special events. Call Carmen at 780.444.1547

Pilgrims Hospice Society (9808-148 St) looking
for GantHarecook (appx 8-20/day) for Mon,
Tues, Wed. Requirements meal planning,
shopping, working with volunteers, working
independently, and a valid food safety certificate. Send resume: JakieD@pilgrimshospice.ca

403-313-3311

Volunteer with your Pet, The Chimo Animal

" Do you remember someone who believed in
you when you were a child? Be that person in a
child's life today. All it takes is one hour a week,
which may not be much to you but will make
all the difference inthe life of a child. Be a Big
Brother or Big Sister! Be a Mentor! Call Big
Brother Big Sister today. 780.424.8181

Apecde
AERA
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for enthusiastic volunteers for presentations

Caigary

PALS. Project Adult Literacy Society needs
volunteers to work with adult students in the
ESL English as a Second Language Program.

403-313-3330

Call 780.424.5514 Training and materials are

provided

Are you a disabled person who has had problems with Chrysalis (or know of someone)?
email victims_rights@live.com

1-900-287-0000 <25/20min
=e lpntoalceya) 78 ii

or fax at 780.423.9748
Volunteers needed to “make fun” at the

Edmonton International Street Performers
Festival running July 3-12; apply online at
www.edmontonstreetfest.com; E: volunteer@
edmontonstreetfest.com; T: Liz Allison-Jorde
780.425.5162. Volunteers must be a minimum

of 24 yrs old

ADULT
Venus Spa

New owner/exotic beauties.
Aff
rates
10048 163 St, hrs 10am -11pm

eee

780 444 208
SS

SteammWorks Gay & Bi Mens Bathhouse. 24/7

12745 Jasper Ave. 780.451.5554

www.steamworksedmonton.com

Print your ad here:
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